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PREFACE 
I MI 1.1.1111.111111.1.1».1011•1» 

Despite enormous changes in its field of coverage 
since the first edition, the sixth edition of Broad-
casting in America retains its original underlying 
goal of viewing the electronic media in a broad 
academic perspective. These media, both as prod-

ucts of contemporary social forces and as social 

forces in their own right, should be seen in context. 
They impinge on many academic areas, ranging from 
economics to law, from history to social science. 

Study of the electronic media can he interesting 
and rewarding in itself, but also can both enrich the 
study of other subjects and in turn be enriched by 
them. 
Though retaining the same general outline, the 

present edition of Broadcasting in America intro-
duces changes in keeping with the changing media 
scene and in response to recommendations of 
teachers who had used the fifth edition. For ex-
ample, we have reverted to treating public broad-

casting in a chapter of its own, except for some 
commercial-noncommercial comparisons in the 
program chapters. The comparison of the American 

system with systems in other countries now appears 
as a concluding instead of as a preliminary chapter. 
The prologue now introduces the book's key con-
cepts. 
More generally, the profound changes brought 

about by cable television, satellites, videocassettes, 
digital signal processing, and deregulation have been 
more thoroughly assimilated throughout the text 
that was possible heretofore. We have also tried to 
improve the readability of the text throughout and 
to illustrate it more fully. Many new exhibits have 
been added, ranging from photos of leading per-

sonalities to detailed explanations of technical de-

velopments. Also, a new, detailed glossary, prepared 
by ancillary authors Louise Benjamin and Michael 
Porter. has been added to the book for easy ref-
erence and clearer distinction of broadcasting's many 
industry terms. 

Special Features 

The new prologue introduces the key concepts 
used throughout the book, stripped of the details 
that might initially confuse readers new to the 
field. This preliminary overview should help ori-
ent readers before they plunge into the more 
detailed chapters that follow. 

Part I has been recast to take into account the 
longer perspective now available on electronic-
media history. This revision has meant sacrificing 
some of the details of early broadcasting devel-
opment to enable enlarging on the evolution of 

cable television, satellite relays, and other later 

trends. 

Part 2 devotes more attention to newer technol-

ogies such as satellite relays, digital processing, 
and high-definition television. At the same time, 
some of the more intricate aspects of these and 
other technical matters have been detached from 
the main text as sidebar features. Those who find 

that grappling with the physical aspects of the 
electronic media somewhat daunting can skip over 

these technical exhibits without losing the main 
thread of the exposition. 

Part 3 fully explores the bottom-line thinking that 

pervades the industry because of deregulation 
and the "urge to merge,- which have resulted in 

xix 



such industry-shaking events as General Electric's 
absorption of RCA, and Sony's takeover of both 
CBS Records and Columbia Pictures. The eco-

nomic chapters conclude with a down-to-earth 
analysis of the contemporary media job market 
with special reference to opportunities for women 
and minorities. 

Part 4 shows how new economic forces have af-

fected programs, programming, and program 
production, reflecting the emergence of cable 
television as a major player with its own creative 
agenda and its own programming strategies. This 
Part includes an extensive analysis of sports pro-
gramming and scheduling. 

Part 5's presentation of effects research reflects 
changes in audience research brought about by 
the introduction of People Meters. 

Part 6 takes a more hard-nosed view of the goals 
and processes of deregulation than heretofore, 
fully exploring the fall-out from the increased 
reliance on marketplace competition, consumer 
sovereignty, and conservative judicial thinking. It 
takes into account new First Amendment per-

spectives brought about by technological con-
vergence. The three chapters of this part have 
been reorganized into what we think is a more 
easily understood sequence, with chapters focus-
ing respectively on laws and agencies, licensing, 
and constitutional issues. 

Finally, the Epilogue, Part 7, takes into account 
the changing international role of U.S. media in 

the face of shifting world forces such as the grow-
ing reliance on market-based economies, re-
flected in the emergence of the Common Market 

in Europe and perestroika and glasnost in the 
Communist World. 

Ancillary Support 
Michael Porter of the University of Missouri has 
prepared a wholly new Instructor's Manual with 
Test Items. It includes chapter analyses and sum-
maries, reviews of learning objectives and key con-
cepts, lecture and activity suggestions, and a bank 

of multiple-choice test items. The manual also in-
cludes a series of "Memos to BIA Course Instruc-

tors" from the authors, containing suggestions re-
flecting their long teaching experience and the goals 
they had in mind in writing the book. 
A Microiest program incorporates the multiple-

choice test items on a floppy disk for use with IBM. 
IBM-compatible. and Macintosh pets( inal com-
puters. 

Louise Benjamin of Indiana University has written 
an all-new Study Guide for students. It includes 
chapter-by-chapter lists of learning objectives, key 
concepts, and practice multiple-choice test items. 

The test items include analyses explaining wlw the 
wrong answers are wrong and the right answers 

right, with cross-references to the relevant passages 
in the text. 

Contributing Authors and Critics 

As in the last edition, the chapters on programs and 
economics were contributed by specialists in these 
fields, respectively Professors Susan Tyler Eastman 

(Indiana University) and Lemuel B. Schofield ( Uni-
versity of Miami). Professor Eastman, senior editor 

of and a contributor to Broadcast/Cable Program-
ming: Strategies and Practices (Wadsworth, 3d ed., 
1989), has taught "the BL% course" for more than a 
decade. Professor Schofield, associate dean of the 
University of Miami School of Communication, 
combines extensive experience as an attorney and 

as a television station manager with that of teaching 

broadcast/cable management courses. In addition 
to writing the economics chapters, he generously 
provided program economics data and other ma-
terial used elsewhere in the book. 
The authors and contributors are grateful to the 

many people in the academic and business worlds 
who gave valuable expert advice and specialized 

assistance. We wish to acknowledge in particular 
the help we received from Erwin Krasnow of Ver-
ner, Liipfert, Bernhardt 8£ McPherson ( advice on 

legal material), Stephen Wirizenberg of Florida South 
College ( material on religious broadcasting), and 

Marcia Kreuger of George Washington University 
(research and computer services). 
The teachers listed below reviewed the draft man-

uscript at the publisher's request. Their unsigned 
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critiques alerted us to errors and offered helpful 
counsel on both organization and content. 

Anneke-Jan Boden, Eastern Montana College 
Don M. Flournoy, Ohio University 
Ruane B. Hill, Iniiersity of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
W. Dale Hoskins, Northern Arizona lniversity 
Alfred Owens, Youngstown State University 
Norma Pecora. Iniversity of Maryland 
Michael" Porter, Iniversity of Missouri-Columbia 
Robert T. Ramsey. Stephen F. Austin State 

l 

Ted Schwalbe, ,St'ATY-Fredonia 
Robert Stahley, Los Angeles City College 
Jack Summerfield, Neu, York Institute of 

Technology 

We assume responsibility for the use made of the 

assistance given by the above and other advisors. 

Sydney W. Head 
Coral Cables, FL 

Christopher II. Sterling 
Washington, DC 
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CHAPTER1 

KEY CONCEPTS 

1.1 
Why Study Broadcasting? 

Why not be a couch potato—just sit back and enjoy 
programs, as most people do? The very fact that 

people turn into couch potatoes gives us one rea-
son: broadcasting has consequences, effects that 
spread widely and penetrate deeply. It ranks as the 

most universal means of public communication, 
conveying information ( or, all too often. misinfor-

mation), entertainment, education, and persua-

sion—all of which, intentionally or not, teach 
cultural values. 

Broadcasting has a pervasive influence through-
out the world. Programs can be picked up almost 
arnwhere on the Earth's surface. About 212 coun-
tries and dependencies have their own radio broad-

casting stations.* About 84 percent of them have 
their own television stations, but even in the re-
motest places people who have no stations resort 
to videocassettes and backyard satellite dishes, to 
gain access to television. 

More homes boast radio and television receivers 
than any other modern amenity. Millions of people 
lacking such conveniences as electricity, indoor 

*Data on numbers of countries with broadcazging are ba.sed on 
listings in World Radio 7V Handbook, 1989. Those with no 
television consist mostly of small islands that kick the resources 
to support such a service. 

plumbing, refrigerators, telephones, and common 
medicines nevertheless have radio receivers. Trav-

elers often note with astonishment that festering 
slums bristle with television antennas. Many people 
spend more time listening to and looking at broad-
casts than on any other waking activity. 

VirnraIly everyone, therefore, finds something of 
interest about broadcasting. Some want to become 
part of it, as actors, writers, producers, executive. 
Sonie want to use it in their business or profession. 

Some have a scholarly interest in its many facets. 
Even people with no specialized vocational, utili-

tarian, or scholarly interest in the medium have a 
stake in learning about it because we all come under 
its influence and buy the products it advertises. As 

consumers, we all need to understand how broad-
casting operates and what policies seem most 
likely to make the medium work for us rather than 
against us. 

This book tries to serve all who need a basic 
introduction to broadcasting in America, whether 
as prospective broadcasters, as users, as research-
ers, or as consumers. It identifies the influences that 
shape the medium, explores how the system affects 
society, and analyzes the measures society takes to 
control it. This chapter gives a foretaste of the main 
themes developed in the book. 

Though focused on broadcasting in America, this 
book cannot entirely ignore foreign broadcasting. 
The American system has always strongly influenced 
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other countries—sometimes as a model to be im-
itated, but often also as a cautionary example of 
what to avoid. Foreign systems throughout the world 
draw heavily on American sources for television 
programs. Satellites and other means of global 
communication enhance transnational exchange, 
further magnifying American influence, but also fa-
cilitating the reverse—programs and ideas im-
ported from abroad. The concluding chapter of this 
hook reviews broadcasting in a global context, com-
paring the American system with others and noting 
how systems around the world interact with one 
another. 

1.2 

Some Essential Terms 

Writers and speakers often misuse the word broad-
casting, assuming that any programs and messages 
transmitted over the air and even over cable con-
stitute broadcasts. But the term has a precise and 
limited meaning. Its accurate definition has impor-
tant practical consequences because government 
controls differ significantly from one medium to 
another, and broadcasting carries a heavier burden 
of regulation than other media. 

Broadcasting To broadcast means to send out 
sound and pictures by means of radio uaves through 
space lie reception by the general public. The phrases 
"by means of radio waves through space" and "re-
ception by the general public" have key significance. 
For example, under this definition, cable television 
is not broadcasting. Both use radio waves, but cable 
sends them through a special type of wire ( coaxial 
cable), whereas broadcasting sends them through 
the open air. Despite the fact that many cable chan-
nels consist of broadcast programs picked up off 
the air by cable companies and delivered to sub-
scribers, different regulations and physical limita-

tions govern the licensing and operation of these 
two program delivery methods. 

Relays Both broadcasting and cable companies 
rely heavily on relays to supply them with nationally 

distributed programs. As used here, the term relay 
refers to either wire or wireless methods of dis-
tributing programs simultaneously and privately, 
without broadcasting them. 

Like broadcast stations, satellites and certain other 
relay devices operate "by means of radio waves." 
Instead of sending programs out for "reception hy 
the general public," though, they send them point-
to-point (from one specific source to one intended 
recipient) or point-to-multipoint (to more than one 
specific recipient). Even though members of the 
public equipped with suitable receivers can inter-
cept satellite relays—for instance, a network's dis-
tribution of its programs to affiliates—the network 
headquarters intends them for reception only by 
affiliates, not by the general public. Satellite relay 
links to affiliated stations or cable systems use radio 
waves, yet relay transmissions do not qualify as 
broadcasts because their senders intend them for 
reception only at specific points, namely the loca-
tions of affiliated stations or cable systems, not for 
direct "reception by the general public." Thus intent 
plays a key role in defining broadcasting. 

Electronic Mass Media* Traditional broad-
casting competes with cable television and other 
comparatively new methods in delivering programs 
to the public. Indeed, more than half the television 
homes in the United States receive broadcast pro-
grams indirectly, via cable systems, rather than over-
the-air from stations. 

Nevertheless, the word broadcasting has been 
retained in the title of this book for its succinctness, 
even though the book covers nonbroadcast types 
of transmission that also deliver programs to the 
public. If the phrase were not so cumbersome, the 
term electronic mass communication media might 

*Note that the "a- ending means that media is a plural noun 
("the media are"), though careless speakers and writers often 

use it as a singular when referring to several media. This misuse 

is more than a petty language error. "Media" used as a singular 
noun lumps together all public media—broadcasting, cable, print, 
film, and the rest—obscuring the fact that each medium has its 
own separate identity and unique characteristics. 
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have been preferable. According to the Commu-
nications Act of 1934, which is the federal law that 
governs transmission of all types of radio and in-
terstate wire communication in the United States: 

The term "media of mass communication" includes 
television, radio, cable television, multipoint distribu-
tion services, and other services, the licensed facilities 
of which must be substantially devoted toward provid-
ing programming or other information services within 
the editorial control of the licensee. [309 USC ( 1)(3) 

The phrase "within the editorial control of the 
licensee" distinguishes mass-media services from 
common-carrier services. For example, the licensee 
of a public telephone service (a typical common 
carrier) has no right to say who will make telephone 
calls or to edit conversations. But those licensed to 
program electronic mass media not only have the 
right to select performers and speakers and to edit 
what they say, they have the legal obligation to con-
trol the programs that go out over their facilities, 
selecting and editing so as to conform with the laws 
under which the particular mass-media service 
operates. 

People sometimes complain that when the op-
erators of stations edit programs, they violate the 
constitutional guarantee of free speech and press. 
Such critics forget. however, that the Constitution's 
First Amendment forbids government interference 
with such freedoms, not private interference. Sta-
tion executives who censor material in accordance 
with their or their owners' editorial standards may 
be guilty of faulty judgment or bad public relations, 
but not of First Amendment violations. 

Telecommunications Common carriers, 
along with broadcasting and cable systems, form part 
of a broad range of services known as telecom-
munications. Telecommunications services trans-
mit voice, video, text, and data by means of wire 
(including the specialized substitutes for ordinary 

*For explanation of citations such as this, see p. 420. Multipoint 

distributions service ( MDS) is described in Section 43. 

wire called coaxial cable and fiber-optic cable) and 
by means of radio waves. Students of broadcasting 
need to know something about nonbroadcast tele-
communications because most electronic mass 
media depend heavily on other telecommunica-
tions services, especially in relay facilities that make 
networks possible. 

Hybrid Services Even the foregoing broad dis-
tinctions between common carriers and mass media 
become debatable in the case of certain hybrid ser-
vices that have characteristics of both types of com-
munication. Precise classification is more than legal 
hairsplitting because the law controls mass media 
more rigorously than common carriers; owners of 
hybrid services therefore prefer the common-
carrier classification so as to escape regulation as 
mass media. The Federal Communications Com-
mission also favors calling hybrid services common 
carriers, in keeping with its current policy of min-
imizing government regulation. 

Even the telephone, the classic example of a com-
mon carrier, has become hybridized. For example, 
it takes on characteristics of a mass medium when 
used for "dial- it" services, sometimes called "mass 
announcement services." For a price, listeners can 
hear and even participate in short audio "programs" 
by dialing numbers with special prefixes. 

Dial-it services first achieved popularity with a 
service called SportsPhone, which disseminates game 
scores and sport stories. Dial-it services now include 
a wide array of subjects such as soap-opera sum-
maries, stock reports, diet advice, contests, horror 
stories, group conversations, and even a "sound off" 
service that gives callers a chance to register or 
listen to personal gripes addressed to no one in 
particular. 

Pornography figures prominently among dial- it 
services, and objectors often call upon telephone 
companies to censor "dial-a-porn." But the Com-
munications Act requires common carriers to serve 
all users, without discrimination (47 CSC 202). Op-
erators of dial- it services, along with opponents of 
government interference generally, claim that dis-
crimination against dial-a-porn purveyors violates 
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not only the Communications Act but also the Con-
stitution's First Amendment free-speech clause. 

As another example of a hybrid service, satellites 

usually function as common carriers and therefore 
escape broadcasting regulations. But the DBS (di-
rect-broadcast satellite) services that are beginning 
to become available in some parts of the world 
seem to constitute broadcasting. Homeowners with 
suitable satellite receiving antennas can pick up DBS 

programs directly from a satellite as though it were 
a terrestrial television station. DBS program-service 
providers scramble their signals, however, so that 
only subscribers can receive them. Barring the gen-

eral public thus puts DBS services into the point-
to-multipoint rather than the broadcast category. 
Again, the definition hinges on intent rather than 
on content. Does a service intend to reach the gen-
eral public, or only certain designated recipients? 

1.3 
Organization of This Book 

In the 1990s, the traditional broadcasting services 
that have evolved since sound radio emerged in the 

1920s face profound challenges from new media 
and new technologies. Will unrelenting competition 
and irreversible technical change radically alter or-

dinary broadcasting, even displace it entirely? This 

survey of broadcasting in America must confront 
that insistent question at every turn, as suggested 

by the following part-by-part summary of contents: 

l'art 1: History What previous forms of com-

munication led to broadcasting? How did these 
precursors influence its development? How did 
it evolve as an independent medium, and what 
new competition does it face? 

l'art 2: Technology What physical principles 
govern broadcasting? How do these principles 
determine both its physical limits and its unique 
physical advantages? How does technology con-
verge to give rise to newer media? 

Part 3: Economics Who owns the broadcasting 
medium? Who pays for programs? To what extent 
do economic influences determine the medium's 
structure and behavior? How does competition 

from newer electronic media alter the broad-

casting medium? 

Part 4: Content What kinds of programs does 
broadcasting offer? How do they get produced 
and scheduled? What makes them different from 

other mass communication products? How do the 

newer media affect them? 

Part 5: Impact How do researchers measure the 
audiences of broadcasting and related media? What 

impact do programs have on those audiences? 

Part 6: Control What legal concepts, government 

rules, and social demands have arisen to control 
the social impact of broadcasting? Does it need 
different controls than competing media? 

Epilogue: Global View Finally, how do broad-

casting and related media in America differ from 
those of other countries? What influence does the 
American example have on foreign systems, 

and what of possible benefit to the American 
system can he learned from analyzing differences 

among systems? 

The remainder of this chapter introduces the key 

concepts involved in each of these areas of study. 

1.4 
Part 1 History 

Once it was accepted as a commercially supported 
medium in the late 1920s, broadcasting grew with 

extraordinary speed. National networks soon be-
came the dominant players in the broadcast scene 
and have remained so, even though cable television 
began to challenge them seriously in the late 1970s. 
Meanwhile, as a minor yet significant strand in the 
medium's history, a noncommercial alternative to 
commercial broadcasting gradually evolved into what 

we now know as public radio and public television 
stations and their respective national networks, NPR 
(National Public Radio) and PBS ( Public Broadcast-

ing Service). 

Evolution of Concept Broadcasting evolved 

from prior technologies—the telegraph, the tele-
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phone, and wireless ( radio) ship-to-shore com-
munication. Services based on these technologies 
were common carriers, providing point-to-point and 
point-to-multipoint communication. Wire and wire-

less messages carried the addresses of specific re-
cipients or groups of recipients, like first-class mail. 
Broadcasting introduced a new wireless commu-
nication concept—messages without addressees, or 

in effect messages addressed to "any receiver," 
.something like fourth-class mail sent to "occupant." 
The verb to broadcast was adopted to express this 

idea of scattered, undefined, anonymous dissemi-
nation. It comes from the farmer's way of hand-

sowing grain by casting it broadly, letting seeds fall 
where they may ( see Exhibit 1-1 ). When stations 

broadcast, they scatter "seed" ( that is, news, enter-
tainment, advertising, and so on ) across the land to 
fall wherever receivers happen to he turned on and 
tuned in. 

After the first radio broadcast stations began reg-
ular operations in about 1920, it took onk a few 
'ears for this new communication concept to be-
come firmly established. Television broadcasting,* 

as an extension of the original audio mode, began 
in earnest in 1948, following a hiatus in develop-
ment imposed by World War II ( 1939-1945). 

Production Centralization Individual sta-

tions have limited resources for program creation. 
They need to combine forces to share programs 
produced centrally. This need for sharing led to the 
development of distribution technologies, the means 
of transferring programs from production centers 

to station locations. One distribution method, the 
network, relies on high-quality relays, the means 

for instantaneous distribution from a network's 
headquarters to affiliates throughout the nation. 

Network wire relays evolved from simple telephone 
wire to coaxial and ( increasingly in recent years) fi-

ber-optic cable, from terrestrial radio links ( micro-
wave relays) to space radio (distribution satellites). 

'Both audio ( sound) broadcasting (commonly called "radio-) 
and sound-with-picture ( video) broadcasting ("television-) are 

forms of radio transmission, a mode also used for many other 

types of communication, such as the radio telephone and radio 
data transmission. 

At first networks regarded live programs as their 
special domain, but live production has drawbacks, 

among them the need to compensate for different 
time zones. For example, a live prime-time evening 

program that started in New York at 8:00 p.m. would 
start on the West Coast at the unsuitable pre—prime-
time hour of 5:00 in the afternoon. Networks at first 
repeated programs live for the West Coast, holding 
off adopting the obvious solution of temporarily 
storing programs for delayed broadcast, pending 

the development of high-quality recording tech-
nology. 

That technology also furthered the evolution of 

an alternative distribution method, syndication. Dis-
tribution companies syndicate recorded programs 
by making contracts to send them to individual sta-
tions on a nonnetwork basis. 

Network Dominance For some 40 years, the 
three leading national networks, NBC, CBS, and ABC, 
dominated broadcasting—first radio only, then both 
radio and television. Their size, prestige, and pi-

oneering developments in the program, business, 
and technical fields enabled networks to set the 
standards for the entire industry 

Most independent (nonnetwork) stations played 

a seconclary role, relying heavily on syndicated pro-
grams (which, with the advent of television, often 
consisted of old network programs reissued as "off-
network" syndicated shows). The introduction in 

1952 of UHF television stations, inherently inferior 
in coverage to VHF stations, contributed to the sec-

ondary status of "independents." 
M far back as the early 1940s. the FCC (Federal 

Communications Commission) had become uneasy 
about the dominance of the national networks ( at 
that time radio only) and began making rules to 
curb them. It sought to protect affiliate autonomy 
and to prevent the networks from dominating the 
talent agency and program production fields. FCC 

rules limited the television networks' right to pro-
duce their own prime-time entertainment programs 
and to engage in syndication; the prime-time access 
rule ( PTAR) prevented the networks from filling all 

the best evening houri in the major markets. Partly 
because of these rules, by the late 1970s, indepen-
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EXHIBIT 1-1 Invention of "Broadcasting' 

Not only the technology of broadcasting but also its 
language had to be invented. Prior to 1921 broad-
casting was popularly known as "radio telephony" or 

simply "wireless." The latter term, in fact, prevailed in 
Britain for many years. In 1926, shortly after its found-
ing, the BBC (British Broadcasting Corporation) began 
recruiting distinguished literary figures such as George 
Bernard Shaw and Rudyard Kipling to serve on an 
Advisory Committee on Spoken English. The com-

mittee met several times a year to settle the fate of 
"debatable words" (Briggs, 1961: 242). 
The new verb "to broadcast" itself became one of 

the debatable words because of doubts as to whether 
its past tense should take the form "broadcast" or 
"broadcasted." The committee decided in favor of the 
irregular past tense, "broadcast," following the prec-
edent of the verb "to cast." Therefore one says "Yes-
terday he broadcast the news," not "he broadcasted." 

Note in the contemporary British cartoon the an-
nouncer's formal dress, which the BBC then required, 
as indeed did NBC when it was founded in the 1920s. 

dent ( unaffiliated ) television stations began to make 
inroads into the networks. (k )minant audience share 

(the percentage of the actual audience at any par-
ticular time tuned to a particular program. station, 

or network). 

Cable Competition Even more damaging to 
network pre-emineik:e. Iii wever, was the emer-

gence of cable television a source of program 

options. Cable television started around 1950. soon 

after mass television br(mdcasting itself. but at first 
it merely extended broadcast stat i( in coverage. For 
years, IsCC regulations confined cable primarily to 
this subservient role. When court rulings and a new 

Unrecognized I le: oes. The Announcer who 
said 'broadcasted'. 

SOURCE Asa Briggs, The History of British Broadcasting, 

Vol. I, The Birth of Broadcasting (London: Oxford Univer-

sity Press, 1961). 1-243. 

Washington philosophy of deregulation finally swept 
tway restrictions in the late 19-0, and early 1980s, 
cable began spectacular growth. reaching half the 

television sets in the country by 198-. 
The introduction in 19-0 of the first superstailon 

gave crucial impetus to cable growth. An ordinary. 
nonaffiliated t IF broadcas t station ( now W-IBS-TV) 
in Atlanta, GA, attained superstation status simply by 
arranging tiw satellite distribution of its pn)gram 
schedule to cable systems through(mt the country. 

Cable operators welcomed it as a way to obtain an 
entire channel of programs without the need to 

create a new, cable-specific program schedule of 
their own. Subsequently, over a score of cable-spe-

cific channels emerged. including pay-cable sers'-
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ices, making the new delivery system a true 
competitor of broadcasting, not just a parasitic 
dependent. 

As a result of cable's evolution, by 1988 the tele-
vision broadcast networks' share of the national au-

dience had declined from the 90 percent level, 
where it had hovered for years, to about 70 per-
cent.* Cable thus contributed to reducing the over-
whelming dominance of the broadcast networks. 
However, this decline in network television pre-

eminence should be seen in perspective: the net-
works remain by far the leading purveyors of news, 
entertainment, and advertising to mass audiences. 
One must keep in mind that the networks' compe-
tition is fragmented into hundreds of independent 
stations and scores of cable channels, no one of 
which remotely approaches the coverage and pres-
tige of any one of the three major television broad-
cast networks. 

Public Broadcasting Despite several early 
attempts at setting aside broadcast channels exclu-

sively for educational use, Congress made no pro-
vision in the 1934 Broadcasting Act for a special 
noncommercial class of stations to supplement the 
commercial stations' somewhat monotonous pro-
gram diet. Nevertheless, from the beginning, some 

people felt a need for an alternative service that 
would take advantage of the educational potential 
of broadcasting and escape :he domination of 
advertisers. 

In fact, educational, religious, and other noncom-
mercial institutions were among the licensees of 
the early AM radio stations in the 1920s, but most 

of them failed to keep pace with developments and 
eventually surrendered their valuable channels to 

commercial interests. Later, the FCC, recognizing 
that noncommercial institutions could not compete 
effectively with commercial organizations for the 
limited number of channels available, set aside FM 
and television channels exclusively for noncom-

mercial use. In 1967 Congress bolstered these moves 

• In estimating the networks audience percentage, research firms 

include viewers who receive network programs via cahle's re-

delivery of television station programs. 

by amending the Communications Act to create the 

Corporation for Public Broadcasting, a federal fund-
ing and support agency. 

1.5 

Part 2 Technology 

Revolutionary changes in communications technol-
ogy of the past two decades can be traced primarily 
to five lines of development: 

The use of satellites to distribute and deliver pro-
grams and messages. 

The use offiber-optic conductors in place of cop-
per wire or coaxial cable. 

The substitution of digital for analog means of 

encoding signals ( sounds, pictures, symbols). 

The development of small computers, which in 

turn depend on large-scale integrated-circuit sil-
icon chips. 

Convergence, the tendency for hitherto sepa-
rate technologies ( considerably helped by the 

developments just named) to combine into 
new configurations, creating new modes of 
communication. 

Satellites Communication satellites serve broad-
casters and  ca.-Le operators as distribution devices  
or relayinjaro ranis to widely dipsed .statk)ns 
and systems. Public broadcasting pioneered this use 
of satellites in the late 1970s, and was soon imitated 

by the commercial networks. Cable television, cru-
cially dependent on satellite distribution, used sat-
ellites from the outset of its emergence as a national 
medium in the mid- 1970s. 

Satellites have another feature valuable for 
broadcasting:  their ability to span oceans, w hich is 

impossible with the relay technology previously 
available ( though fiber-( ptic cables, first laid on the 
seabed in 1988, have the potential for challenging 
satellites as the prime means of transoceanic relay-
ing). Satellite relays make it easy for broadcasters and 
cable operators to schedule live coverage of news 
and sports events from all parts of the world. 

Satellites later developed DT11 qbrect-to-bome) 
transmission. A D135 (direct-broadcast satellite) 
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transmitter can deliver programs to consumers 
without going through an intervening terrestrial 
station. Each terrestrial broadcast transmitter, rela-
tively cumbersome and inflexible, reaches only a 
limited area, so that hundreds of such transmitters 
must be linked to provide national coverage in a 
large country such as the United States. A single DBS 
transmitter in space can serve the entire country. 

Despite their advantages, DTH services devel-
oped more slowly than satellite relay services; to 
succeed, DBS needs to entice the mass audience to 
invest in special satellite reception equipment. In the 
United States the rapid growth of cable television 
services removed the incentive for this investment, 
pre-empting the mass demand for DBS services. In 
most other countries, cable installation progressed 
more slowly, making DTH services more attractive to 
consumers. In the long run, DBS poses a threat to 
both traditional broadcast television and cable tele-
vision. It takes advantage, as cable cannot, of broad-
casting's unique ability to send programs to any 
number of receivers without physical connection 
(Exhibit 1-2). This ability enables reaching the most 
remote receivers with ease and increasing the num-
ber of receivers without increase in transmission 
costs. 

In fact, one increasingly sees the term "terrestrial 
broadcasting," calling attention to the fact that tra-
ditional stations on Earth must expect competition 
from space-based DBS transmitters. The difference 
lies not only in the transmitters' locations and cov-
erage areas but also in the frequency bands they 
use. Channels available for terrestrial broadcasting 
have become so crowded that little room for ex-
pansion remains; the higher-frequency, less-crowded 
bands used by satellites allow for more growth and 
flexibility. Another threat to terrestrial broadcasting 
comes from the possibility of delivering programs 
to households by means of fiber-optic telephone 
cables—a universal form of cable television. 

Fiber Optics Using light waves guided through 
hair-thin flexible strands of glass, fiber-optic cable 
offers several advantages over both copper cable 

and radio relays: small diameter ( making for easy 
installation), enormous capacity, freedom from in-
terference, and transmission efficiency ( Exhibit 1-
3). Signals sent through coaxial-cable transmission 
lines quickly lose their strength, requiring frequent 
reamplification. Signals in fiber-optic channels can 
travel much farther than those in coaxial cable be-
fore needing reamplification. More important, the 
great capacity of fiber-optic transmission lines ide-
ally suits the needs of the new digital method of 
signal processing that is transforming communica-
tion technology. 

From Analog to Digital Processing Radio 
and television broadcasting and cable television have 
traditionally used AM (amplitude modulation) and 
FM (frequency modulation). These are analog 
methods of encoding signals that are rapidly giving 
way to digital methods throughout the electronic 
world. The term digital already has become familiar 
to music recording enthusiasts in such phrases as 
"digital sound" and "digital audio tape" (DAT). 

Widespread use of personal computers has made 
people aware of such digital concepts as bit ( binary 
digit) and byte (the group of bits that represents a 
single letter or numeral). 
Without going into detail, suffice it to say at this 

point that digital processing makes possible much 
higher fidelity than before, along with endless pos-
sibilities for manipulating images such as those seen 
in glitzy television program titles. Many everyday 
appliances already use digital processing, but its use 
in broadcast transmission would require much wider 
bands of frequencies than does the present analog 
transmission system. Digital conversion may even-
tually mean new frequency assignments and re-
placement of existing transmitters, receivers, and 
related equipment. 

Digital technology plays a key role in plans for 
high-definition television (HDTV), which some pro-
ducers already use for "mastering" (making original 
recordings of) new productions. HDTV could vastly 
improve television reception, filling a wide, wall-
mounted receiver screen with pictures equal in 
quality to those seen in movie theaters. A score of 
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EXHIBIT 1-2 Direct-to-Home Satellite Broadcasting 

Wall mounted 
DBS antenna 
(12" to 18" diameter) 

C-Band TVRO 
(about 6-12' diameter) 

Relativelv small receive-on/i' television antennas (7VR0s) bOnte01111erS to 

receive satellite signals directly, without the need of being within reach of a ter-
restrial televis.ion station. This satellite-to-home service began in an unplanned 

way when hobbyists set up 7VROs in their backyards to pick up relay siimals never 
intended for public reception, such as television netuvik feeds td their relates 

and satellite-to-cable program channels. This kind of sale/lite reception came to 

be known as C-hand direct, refen-ing to the frequency band used bv relay satellites. 
True ,013.S' (direct-broadcast satellite) services use higher power aiul shorter u'ale-

length Ku-hand frequencies, enabling the use of inuch smaller antennas suitable 
for mounting on the side or roof of a house 

rival high-definition methods has been proposed 
that would make present receivers obsolete. Other 
methods seek to enhance the present picture stan-
dard, using a compatible system that would allow 
existing sets to continue receiving signals. Contem-
porary color television is compatible in the sense 
that monochrome (black-and-white) sets can re-
ceive color pictures, reproducing as black-and-white 
pictures. 

Satellites could play a decisive role in HDTV de-
velopment. To enlarge the existing terrestrial 
broadcast channels to accommodate HDTV would 
be difficult if not impossible because of all the other 

services that crowd the frequency spectrum. Direct-
broadcast satellites, however, use frequency bands 
that have not already been locked into existing stan-
dards by long tradition and widespread usage. Thus 
DBS could make the changeover to HDTV relatively 

Computers The utter simplicity of a digital sig-
nal's rake-up enables easy manipulation of signal 
content. Viewers often see examples of such ma-
nipulation in the infinitely varied permutations of 
television graphics. often merged with live pictures. 
Switching around the recorded digital-signal bits 
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EXHIBIT 1-3 Fiber-Optic Cable 

An AT&T fiber-optic cable made up of five pairs of hair-
thin glass strands (each pair can carry about 50,000 
telephone calls) transmitted on beams of laser light. Ca-
pacity is limited not hy the small size of the fibers but by 
the speed of the lasers that generate the information-bear-
ing light beams and the light detectors at the receiving 
end. Currently, these components can send and receive 
3.4 billion bits of information per second. 

The small cables may be strung on poles or buried 
underground or beneath the sea. Other communication 
enterprises increasingly use fiber-optic conductors to re-
lay all sorts of electronically encoded information. Un-
derwaterfiber-optic cables enable telephone calls between 
Tokyo and Geneva. For broadcasting, television fiber-
optic relays are used mostly along the high-density routes 
between Washington, DC, and Boston. Cable television 
estems use fiber-optic trunk lines in experimental in-
stallations. 

SOURCE: AT&T. 

makes possible these dazzling video effects. Only 
computers could manipulate picture content with 
such speed and intricacy. 

Television graphics represent just one of innu-
merable examples that could be cited of the pro-
found effect of computers on broadcasting and on 
communication generally. The computer's ability to 
manipulate and store the simple yet incredibly 
numerous bits and bytes of digitally processed in-
formation almost instantaneously has truly revolu-
tionized communication technology. 

Convergence Digital processing provides a 
common electronic language that encourages in-
teraction among formerly distinct modes of com-
municating—the telephone, broadcasting, cable 
television, motion pictures, printing, data storage 
and transmission, and even mail. Distinctions among 
these previously separate modes of communication 
have grown less sharp, and new combinations have 
emerged. In this process of convergence, com-
puters play a central role, bridging the gaps between 
different functions and technologies. Convergence 
presents the broadcasting medium with unforeseen 
challenges that may alter its nature or even elimi-
nate it in its present form. 

Examples of convergence: some FM radio stations 
offer the service of downloading computer software 
to audience members by means of subcarriers that 
do not interfere with regular programming. The 
telephone, formerly devoted only to voice com-
munication, now may tie into a computer modem 
for transmission and reception of mail, data, and 
drawings. Telephone lines can provide many other 
"enhanced" or "value-added" services, subject only 
to consumer demand and regulatory assent. 

ISDN Fiber optics, computers, and digital pro-
cessing come together in a marriage that promises 
to transform the familiar telephone system into an 
integrated services digital network (ISDN ). This for-
bidding name simply refers to converting the con-
ventional network of telephone lines that crisscross 
the nation to digital signal processing and using the 
greatly enhanced system to transmit a great variety 
of different communication services in addition to 
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the plain old telephone ( POT, as engineers call 
it). A broadband ISDN could transmit all these 
services, including radio and television programs, 
simultaneously. Messages could be sent hi-direc-
tionally, both to and from subscribers' premises. 
Experimental ISDNs have already been installed in 
limited areas, paving the way for a future national 
ISDN. 

1.6 
Part 3 Economics 

Such new services will emerge if called forth by 
mass demand. Astronauts landed on the moon not 
because of any' mass demand for such landings hut 
because the U.S_ government hacked the enterprise 
without regard to costs. In the mass communication 
field, however, the needs; and desires of the con-
sumer market play a decisive role under the. U.S. 
system. ( In many other countries the government 
pays the way, in part or entirely.) 
Technology could create many new wonders that 

never reach the market or, having been offered for 
sale, fail for lack of public demand. Examples of 
projects that found backing but still lost millions of 
dollars because of public apathy abound, among 
them two major cable channels devoted to cultural 
programs (RCA and CBS), a satellite news channel 
(ABC/Westinghouse), a system for delivering pro-
grams to homes at night for automatic VCR record-
ing ( TeleFirst), a direct-broadcast satellite program 
service ( United Satellites Communications), and a 
cable television service that permitted viewers to 
send messages as well as receive programs (Warner 
Cable's Qube). 

Public Investment To succeed, a new con-
sumer technology requires two reciprocal condi-
tions: ( 1) investors must be willing to gamble on 
being able to generate public demand, and ( 2) 
enough early purchasers who are not too particular 
about cost must respond to justify initiating the mass 
production that brings the cost down to an afford-
able level for the majority of consumers. 

The television receiver is one of the most re-
markable examples of this process: an incredibly 
complex yet highly reliable piece of sophisticated 
technology that costs relatively litt!e because it sells 
in the millions worldwide, y'ear after year. In 1989 
the Japanese produced an HDTV receiver that cost 
$60 thousand. Investors and early purchasers, both 
relatively insensitive to cost, must be found to take 
a chance on stimulating the mass market in order 
for the price to oome down to the level affordable 
by the average consumer. 
Compared with the costs of stations, cable sys-

tems, networks, and programs, each household in-
vests very little in receivers, videotape recorders, 
cable installation, and the like. However, millions 
of households in the aggregate invest billions of 
dollars in home reception facilities, far outweighing 
the aggregate investment of station and cable system 
owners. Only in the case of the electronic mas; 
media does the general public share in this way, 
making a capital investment in media enterprises. 
The consumer pays for the reception facilities, an 
essential part of the system without which trans-
mission facilities would he useless. The public's fi-
nancial stake gives it special claims, different from 
its claims on newspapers and movie theaters. 

Mass demand eventually equipped virtually every 
home with one or more television receivers—orig-
inally bought and maintained just to see broadcast 
programs. This universal availability of television 
receivers afforded a unique opportunity for ex-
ploitation by- nonbroalcast media. 
One of the principal beneficiaries of this op-

portunity was cable television. It differs from 
broadcasting fundamentally, adding significant in-
stallation and subscription costs to the consumer's 
outlay for broadcast receiving equipment. In re-
turn, the subscriber gets a wider choice of pro-
grams and ( usually) a clearer picture. Also, in the case 
of pay cable the subscriber benefits from having the 
option of paying extra for especially desired pro-
grams that the cable company could not afford on the 
basis of basic subscription fees and advertising in-
come alone. 
Many other innovative services could take advan-

tage of the ready-made electronic screen available 
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in virtually every home—if set owners found such 
services worth the price of subscription. For ex-
ample, teletext can broadcast written messages and 
graphics for display on television screens along with 
regular broadcast television programs. So far, how-
ever, teletext has not proved sufficiently attractive 
to the American mass audience to warrant extensive 
development.* Videotex, a two-way wired version 
of one-way, over-the-air teletext, proved even less 
attractive to set owners because it requires payment 
of line charges and purchase or rental of a special 
decoder. American promoters finally gave up trying 
to persuade the general public to display videotex 
on television receivers, targeting instead personal 
computers, another kind of electronic screen al-
ready available in many homes. 

Sources of Funding Aside from the public's 
investment in receivers, three primary funding 
sources support the world's broadcasting systems: 
advertising, government subsidies, and receiver li-
cense fees (paid by all who own sets, in addition 
to subscription fees for cable television where it 
exists). 

Most countries try to ensure that broadcasters will 
consider the welfare of the public as well as the 
welfare of their funding sources; still, the one who 
pays the piper tends to call the tune, leaving broad-
cast services to some extent subservient to their 
funders. United States broadcast law requires sta-
tion licensees to place "the public interest, conven-
ience, and necessity" ahead of purely commercial 
interests, but in practice the interests of advertisers 
tend to dominate. 

Economic Pluralism Experience has shown 
that funding from more than one source best pre-
vents undue subservience to any one money sup-
plier. Economic pluralism seems to cultivate 
broadcasting's beneficent potential to the fullest. 
Pluralism in this context means more than simply 
pitting many suppliers of program services against 

*Teletext has had somewhat more success among Europe's cen-
tralized national broadcasting services than among the more 
fragmented United States services. 

one another. If the same motivation drives all ser-
vices, they tend merely to imitate one another. Ide-
ally, under a pluralistic system, more than one 
motive controls the production, selection, and 
scheduling of programs. When commercial, profit-
driven stations and networks compete on a rela-
tively equal footing with nonprofit, public-service 
stations and networks, the result is diversified pro-
grams, satisfying to minority as well as to majority 
tastes and preferences. 

In the United States, public broadcasting offers a 
noncommercial alternative to ad-supported broad-
casting. But this American pluralism suffers from 
the weakness of its noncommercial component. The 
lack of consensus as to its goals, the uncertainty of 
its funding, and the fact that much of its program 
underwriting revenue comes from the same firms 
that advertise on commercial television prevent 
public broadcasting from competing effectively with 

its commercial counterpart. Commercial broad-
casters have the lion's share, not only of financial 
resources, but also of channel allotments, hours on 
the air, and audience size. Moreover, commercial 
broadcasting gains strength from having a single, 
clear-cut purpose—the goal of making a profit. 
The fact that advertising supports most broad-

casting in America, even to some extent so-called 
noncommercial broadcasting, makes the advertis-
ing market a key topic of study in this book. 

Centripetal Tendency Economic factors drive 
broadcasting and other electronic mass media to-
ward centralization. This centripetal tendency runs 
counter to public-service considerations that favor 
localism. However, local resources alone can gen-
erate only a limited range of programs, certainly 
not the high-quality programs needed to match the 
output of the rival mass media. In consequence, 
program production and other functions tend to 
become concentrated at centers where the best fa-
cilities and creative talents can be assembled and 
where major advertisers, agencies, and other busi-
ness interests have their headquarters. 

After radio broadcasting began in the early 1920s, 
New York—based national networks soon emerged, 
along with national distributors of syndicated pro-
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grams. When television developed, Hollywood 
became the main source of top entertainment pro-
grams, with New York remaining the primary source 
of top news and public affairs programs as well as 
the business center of the industry. 

1.7 

Part 4 Programs 

Whether profit or public-service goals dominate, 
the success of electronic mass media enterprises 
hinges on programs as motivators. Programs, after 
all, stimulate the mass purchase and use of sets, 
without which the system as we know it could not 
exist. The word "mass" has important implications 
for programming. Broadcasting must attract extraor-
dinarily large numbers of people. cutting across age, 
sex, education, social status, and income differences 
that usually divide people into separate audiences 
for communication products. Broadcasting attains 
this breadth of appeal at the cost of reducing most 
programs to the least-common-denominator level 
of audience taste., 

In reaction to this "massification" effect, the 
counter-concept of narrowcasting emerged—pro-
gram services too specialized for the mass audience, 
deliberately tailored for smaller, more selective au-
diences. A broadcast television station cannot afford 
such specialization; its success or failure depends 
on what it puts on its one channel. Cable television, 
however, with its many channels, seemed an ideal 
medium for narrowcasting. Cable can afford to de-
vote entire, full-time channels to thematic special-
izations such as weather, financial affairs, children's 
interests, sports, and the arts. Though the audience 
for a thematic channel on a cable system may be 
small, the system has other channels with other 
appeals. Moreover, the aggregate of even very small 
audiences tuned to that same channel on thousands 
of cable systems throughout the nation can amount 
to a respectable size. 

Formats Broadcasting borrowed existing infor-
mation, entertainment, educational, and persuasive 

formats, initially contributing little new of its own. 
It drew upon stage, press, movies, sports, lecture 
platforms, pulpits, and parlor games ( see Exhibit 
1-4). 
Trying to identify program formats that are unique 

to broadcasting makes an interesting analytical ex-
ercise. Perhaps the several forms of radio and tele-
vision talk shows come closest to qualifying as true 
broadcasting inventions. However, broadcasting 
made its primary original contribution in another 
way—by scheduling formats already familiar as iso-
lated events into new, convenient, and intriguing 
sequences of events, and delivering that sequence 
directly into the home. Even though broadcasting 
may not have contributed much in the way of new 
content genres or formats, this ability to deliver a 
continuous, scheduled service especially adapted 
to the home environment represented a unique 
achievement among the mass media. 

Consumption Rate The continuousness of 
broadcasting's service created a supply problem never 
before faced by an information-entertainment me-
dium. Only by invoking what might be called the 
parsimony principle could broadcasters meet the 
demand. The parsimony principle calls for using 
program materials as sparingly as possible, repeat-
ing them as often as possible, and sharing them as 
widely as possible. Producers and program sup-
pliers have developed many parsimonious strate-
gies. Producing programs in series, for example, 
cuts down on production costs. Sharing programs 
widely by means of networks and syndicated dis-
tribution also helps. Star Trek used the same char-
acters, sets, and basic situation in each episode, 
minimizing casting, writing, and production ex-
pense; after a three-year network run it went into 
syndication, playing on individual stations all over 
the United States and in dozens of foreign countries 
as well. For many programs, income from foreign 
distribution forms an important . ingredient in the 
economics of production. 

Program Balance When relatively few stations 
competed for attention, traditional broadcast sched-
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EXHIBIT 1-4 Parlor Games Go Public 

In the days before mass entertainnzent, families relied far 
more than they do now on self-generated group enter-
tainment at home. Reading aloud, group singing, and 

parlor games were among the popular leisure-time home 
activities. Going out to the vaudeville theater was a rare 

treat for some and entirely beyond the reach of most. 

Then came the gramophone to supplement home-made 

music and the movie theater as a more accessible form 
of boxoffice entertainment. Radio and later television, 
functioning as home media, completed the displacement 

of traditional family entertainment. They not only took 
over much of traditional theatrical and musical enter-

tainment, but also even the lowly parlor game. Audience 
participation games, in imitation of the old-fashioned 

fireside contests, have always been a popular form of 
broadcast entertainment. Pictured here is a scene from 

Scrabble, one of the leading television game shows, MCd 

al the time of this photograph by Chuck Woolen'. 

SOURCE NBC, Inc. 

ules usually offered a comprehensive service of 
entertainment, news, information, education, and 
inspiration. Too few stations existed at first to allow 
for much program specialization. The ideal of pro-
gram balance* emerged, with regulators and most 
broadcasters agreeing that each station and network 
should offer something for everyone in its audience. 
Even though light entertainment usually won the 
biggest audiences, the ideal of occasionally balanc-
ing sheer entertainment with news, information, ed-
ucation, inspiration, and the arts persisted. 
However, as the number of stations grew and 

newer methods of delivery such as cable television 
emerged, comprehensive service gave way to ge-
neric (or thematic) services, each concentrating on 
one particular format or content type. Familiar ex-
amples include music and talk radio, and video 
channels devoted exclusively to specific genres such 
as art, children's programs, music videos, news, re-
ligion, teleshopping, and want-ads. Practically all U.S. 
radio stations have adopted generic formats, as have 
some television stations. 
The national television broadcast networks clung 

to the ideal of comprehensive programming, but 
during the 1980s their traditional commitment to 
serious news and public affairs programs began to 
erode. Turnovers of ownership, the growth of huge, 
conglomerate corporations without commitment to 
the traditional public-service ideals of old-time net-
work broadcasters, competition from cable, and 
deregulation that relaxed enforcement of public-
interest standards all contributed to this decline. 
Networks cut back on news department budgets,. 
paying close attention to cost cutting. Although they 
maintained their news programs, the news took on 
a more popularized form, emphasizing entertain-
ment as well as information. A new hybrid format 
emerged, called somewhat derisively infotainment. 

Real-Time Attribute News programs espe-
cially benefit from broadcasting's ability to deliver 
reports of events in real time, simultaneously with 

The term balance is also used in a more restricted sense, re-
ferring to fair presentation of differing viewpoints on contro-
versial issues. 
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their occurrence. Timeliness enhanced the fasci-
nation of broadcasting's achievement of delivering 
sequenced programs to the home All network pro-
grams took advantage of this attribute until the de-
velopment of efficient, high-quality recording made 

real-time broadcasts optional. Nevertheless, the most-
heard and most-watched programs, the top news 
and sports events, still derive their impact from their 
immediacy. Satellites enormously enhance this abil-
ity to cover events in real time. Cable television 
introduced a new flexibility by dedicating entire 
channels to news and public affairs, enabling cov-
erage of ongoing events for hours—even days—on 
end. 

But satellites also tend to weaken the traditional 
networks, one of whose major strengths was their 
ability to capitalize on broadcasting's real-time attri-
bute with their extensive news-gathering facilities, 
which far exceeded the scope of any individual 
station's resources. Inexpensive satellite relays, 
however, enable stations to send back their own in-
dividualized real-time reports of distant national 
events even before network news hits the air. For 
example, numerous stations send local reporters to 
the national political conventions, covering local 
angles via satellite for home-town audiences. • 

In conveying live events such as news happenings 
and athletic contests, broadcasting shapes what au-
diences see and hear, influencing their perceptions 
of reality. The camera's selectivity, the need to com-
press, and the stress on visual images all tend to 
distort television reporting of news and public af-
fairs. As an obvious example, televised football dif-
fers from pre-television football because it has to 
conform to artificial restraints on scheduling and 
timing to answer the needs of broadcasters and 
advertisers. 

1.8 
Part 5 Impact 

Television's distorting influence is only one of the 
many areas of concern about the impact of the 
electronic media. Questions about impact interest 
politicians, social scientists, religious leaders, ad-

vertisers, concerned parents, and many others. Vir-
tually every special-interest group claims that tele-
vision has specific effects. Such groups want either 
to prevent alleged unfavorable effects or to encour-
age the presumed favorable effects they hope will 
promote their goals. 

Competing Media Among the first to feel the 
impact of broadcasting were competing media. By 
adopting the formats of the competition, the broad-
casting medium influenced, sometimes with devas-
tating effect, the existing' forms of commercial 
public entertainment, information delivery, and 
family recreation. In-home entertainment made 
available by broadcasting completed the destruc-
tion of one of its main entertainment predecessors, 
live vaudeville, which already suffered from movie 
competition. Radio almost destroyed a flourishing 
phonograph business, only to revive and enhance it 
by stimulating interest in music-listening and by 
supplying the technology for improved sound re-
cording and reproduction. 

Newspaper owners feared that radio would sim-
ilarly devastate their business, but it turned out that 
broadcasting helped the print medium by alerting 
people to news events without giving them all the 
details they could find in the papers. Though the 
number of competing daily newspapers has fallen 
drastically, more specialized new publications have 
flourished. Television also affected the style and 
format of news publications, encouraging shorter, 
punchier stories and the use of color printing. The 
national newspaper USA Today strikingly reflects 
these influences (Exhibit 1-5). 

National general-interest magazines found that 
television pre-empted their audiences, but televi-
sion also stimulated the growth of smaller, special-
interest magazines ( illustrating again the tendency 
toward generic content specialization). 

Television news replaced the filmed newsreels 
that once preceded every feature attraction in movie 
theaters. Television entertainment even threatened 
the survival of movies themselves, but the movie 
industry soon discovered that television created an 
inexhaustible new market for the old films that had 
been gathering dust in Hollywood vaults. Moreover, 
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EXHIBIT 1-5 Sincerest Form of Flattery 
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The newspaper USA Today shous iderisiwrS influence on a rival medium. De-
parting from traditional neleaper make-up and editorial ele, USA Today em-
ulates the brevity, quick cutting, bright hues, upbeat tempo, and other features of 

news as presented on color teleuision. In 1988, the publisher imitated its imitation 
spinning off a television clone of the newspaper, called USA Today: The Tele-

vision Show, produced by GTG Entertainment, one of the more prestigious I follr-
u,00d pmduction companies. Drawing chiefly on four of the paper's sections—news, 
money, eons, and "life"—and emphasizing people more than ideas, it seemed like 
a natural for television. Oro- 150 stations contracted to run its 30-minute seg-

ments weekdays plus a 60-minuk, weekend segment, despite never having seen a 
pilot show. 

SOURCE USA Today. 

television was willing to pay for the Hollywood know-
how and facilities needed for the production of new 
entertainment programs tailored especially for the 
small screen. 
Thus broadcasting media profoundly affected 

competing communication media; some were put 
out of business, but on the whole its competition 

tended to encourage survival through adaptation 
and innovation. 

Audience Measurement Of more lasting and 
widespread concern, however, has been the impact 
of broadcasting on its audiences. Research on this 
impact depends on preliminary findings about reach: 
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EXHIBIT 1-5 Continued 

SA Today: The Television Show hit the air with greatfanfare in late 1988, onlv 

to fizzle out. Neither critics nor audiences took kind/v to this twice-watered down 

version of the news, dubbed by some as "netts for the MTV age." It was branded 

supetficial and dull: "Almost buried in a blizzard of graphics and factual trivia 

were brieff eatures of a blandness that would make the networks blush . .." (Mor-

genstern. 1989: 26) A New Yorker magazine cartoon carried the imitation theme 

forward to its next logical step, a spin-off into still another medium—the motion 

picture. 

SOURCE: Cartoon from New Yorker, 18 Dec. 1988, 39. 

How many people and what kinds of people listen 
to and watch specific programs and services? How 
much time do people spend looking at and listening 
to which programs? Ratings research grapples with 
these questions. 
Of course all media need to research such basic 

coverage questions, but the broadcasting medium 

introduced new measurement problems. Research-
ers can easily count physical entities such as the 
number of newspapers or movie tickets sold. Dif-
ficulties arise when they attempt to measure watch-
ing and listening. Watching and listening usually 
take place in private, beyond the range of direct 
observation by researchers; these activities can be 
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continuous or intermittent; and viewers can switch 
rapidly from one program source to another. 
Each newspaper, magazine, and movie comes as 

a separate entity, but broadcasts come in a contin-
uous stream. The very size and varied composition 
of audiences make for still more complications. Rat-
ings firms such as Arbitron and A. C. Nielsen have 
devised measurement techniques for dealing with 
these problems of inaccessibility, intangibility, size, 
and heterogeneity, but their reliability remains con-
troversial even after a half-century of evolution and 
the development of sophisticated reporting tech-
nology. 
The dominant role that advertisers play results in 

fixation on measuring audience size and compo-
sition as revealed by set-tuning behavior to the 
almost total neglect of other aspects of audience 
response. Such quantitative set-use measurements 
do not, as broadcasters often claim, give us an index 
of audience satisfaction or an adequate guide to 
future program choices. They merely show what 
audiences tolerated in the past. Size measurements 
tell nothing about the intensity of audience likes 
and dislikes, nor do they give any guidance for fu-
ture program decisions, except perhaps to suggest 
using either more or less of the already familiar 
P' gram types. 

Behavioral Effects If researchers have diffi-
culty in measuring the size and composition of 
broadcast audiences, they find the medium's spe-
cific impacts on the behavior of the people it reaches 
even more difficult to assess. Yet most of us take 
impact for granted, agreeing with Marshall Mc-
Luhan, an influential media theorist, who called the 
mass media marketers "so pervasive in their per-
sonal, political, economic, aesthetic, psychological, 
moral, and social consequences that they leave no 
part of us untouched, unaffected, or unaltered" 
(McLuhan 8( Fiore, 1967: 26). 

Certain groups have intense interest in knowing 
how political advertising affects the outcome of 
elections; how reactions to television sex and vio-
lence influence the outlook and behavior of chil-
dren; how depictions in dramatic presentations shape 
our perception of minorities and other groups; how 

the alleged political biases of a medium affect au-
dience attitudes; how the very presence of cameras 
affects crowd behavior. 

Researchers who make a profession of scientifi-
cally studying the media point out the impossibility 
of isolating and tracing the effects of specific images 
and messages. Effects may be direct or indirect, 
immediate or delayed, subjective or overt, intended 
or accidental. Results may be due to, and certainly 
will be influenced by, many factors other than the 
output of a particular medium—the personal char-
acteristics of audience members, their social milieu, 
their other sources of information, and untold num-
bers of other internal and external influences. 

In fact, media theorists tend to reject as far too 
simplistic the notion of audience members as pas-
sive recipients. They dismiss the concept of direct, 
one-for-one responses to media stimuli. Research-
ers prefer to think not of cause and effect, but of 
how people use media information, what kinds of 
satisfactions they get from the media, and how their 
predispositions interact both with the media and 
with other sources of information. 

Nevertheless, whatever the difficulties of media 
research, the demand for it continues to rise. Pol-
icymakers and rulemakers increasingly rely on re-
search guidance in passing laws and writing rules 
to control the media—all of which assumes, of course, 
that products of the media do in fact have an effect 
upon audiences. 

1.9 

Part 6 Controls 

Most controls imposed on the broadcasting me-
dium by government, public opinion, and the in-
dustry itself rest on assumptions about effects, both 
good and had. All governments take it for granted 
that they have an obligation to monitor and mod-
erate the social impact of radio and television. Peo-
ple tend to feel that they should have the right to 
exercise some control because their government 
authorizes broadcasting to enter their homes and 

because they themselves buy and maintain receivers 
and, in many cases, pay subscription fees. 
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Constitutional Protection Constitutional de-
mocracies, however, put limits on government in-
terference with the media. In the United States the 
First Amendment to the Constitution gives public 
communication explicit protection from official in-
terference. But not all the media receive the same 
degree of protection. The press, broadcasting-cable, 
and common carriers (telephones and the like each 
operates under a somewhat different legal regime, 
and therefore each has somewhat different First 
Amendment standing. The freedom to print, hun-
dreds of years in the making, enjoys the most ex-
tensive protection. Editors have no legal obligation 
to publish any particular iteni; they can choose to 
print or not print according to their own editorial 
judgments and personal convictions. 

Broadcasting, however, involves the use of a lim-
ited public resource, a portion of the electromag-

netic spectrum, on license from the government. It 
enters the intimacy of the home, where even the 
youngest child hears or sees it. As the new domain 
of broadcasting law emerged, it responded to these 
special attributes of the medium, imposing an ob-
ligation to operate in the public interest. This duty 
involves, for example, avoiding exposing children 
to indecency and making time available for political 

candidates; in the past it required (and may again 
in the future) scheduling discussions of controver-
sial public issues (the fairness doctrine).* Common 
carriers, on the other hand, have (or at least used 
to have) nothing to do with the content of the mes-
sages they carried, acting only as neutral purveyors. 
Basic facilities such as telephone networks would 
he uneconomical to duplicate; therefore they tended 
to become legally approved monopolies. In ex-
change for the advantage of not having to face com-
petition, they surrendered control over their rates 
to government agencies which were empowered 
to regulate their activities to protect the public 
interest. 

• It was called a doctrine because the FCC invented it as an aspect 

of operation " in the public interest." The FCC deleted the doc-

trine in 1987, but later Congress gave signs of reviving it as an 

amendment to the Communications Act. 

The previously mentioned tendency of technol-
ogies to converge brings into question such dis-
tinctions among communication systems because 
the merging of functions makes it difficult to tell 
where one medium ends and another begins. For 
example, if a broadcaster delivers news via teletext 
or a cable system delivers it via videotex, do those 
"publishing- acts give them the same First Amend-
ment rights as those enjoyed by newspapers? If a 
common carrier no longer ignores communication 
content but enhances it, for example by putting it 
through a computer to give it some more useful 
format, should that action bring the common carrier 
under the same regulations as broadcasting? 

Cable television occupies a particularly ambigu-
ous position: most cable systems operate much like 
common carriers, enjoying local monopolies and 
relying almost exclusively on materials over which 
they exert no editorial control. Should these facts 
put them in the same legal basket as common car-
riers? . Or. since they carry broadcast signals and 
sometimes originate their own programs in the 
manner of broadcasters, should the become sub-
ject to the same legal obligations that the FCC im-
poses on broadcasters? Congress answered this 
question when it adopted the 1984 Cable Act, ex-
empting cable television from common-carrier or 
broadcasting status. 

Several arguments have been used to justify with-
holding some First Amendment rights from broad-

casting, differentiating it legally from the press: 

Space in the broadcast frequency spectrum falls 
short of meeting the demand, suggesting that the 
government should select those applicants for 
frequencies who seem best qualified to serve the 
public interest. 

In any event, the "public airwaves," like public 
parks, should be used more for public benefit 

than for private profit. 

Broadcasting enters the privacy of the home, where 
it becomes highly accessible to children; there-
fore, it should be subject to more constraints than 
the less accessible medium of print. 

The universality and ubiquity of broadcasting en-
dow it with such power to influence society that 
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the government needs to monitor it to protect 
the public interest. 

Deregulation A case can be made for each of 
these arguments, but those who support deregula-
tion find them unconvincing. Deregulation, a pow-
erful movement that peaked during the 1980s, finds 
support from most broadcasters and cable opera-
tors, from the contemporary appointees to the FCC, 
and from political conservatives generally. Deregu-
latory thinking dismisses the frequency-shortage 
argument as a basis for limiting broadcasters' free-
dom because more than 12,000 broadcast stations 
and 8,000 cable systems compete for attention. It 
rejects the "public-airwaves" argument as false and 
the "home-environment" argument as irrelevant. 
Deregulatory thinking holds that the public itself 
should monitor and control the medium's social in-
fluence. If, for example, parents object to programs 
their children watch, they should prevent the chil-
dren from watching, rather than expecting the gov-
ernment to prevent the media from disseminating the 
objectionable programs. If the public gets fed up with 
too many commercials, it will force moderation by 
tuning to less heavily commercialized stations. 

Deregulation implies, among other things, sub-
stituting market forces—economic competition and 
free c()nsumer choice—for regulation by govern-
ment bureaucrats. Its supporters base their argu-
ments on an economic theory, currently in the 
ascendancy in Washington, that tends to regard 
broadcasting and the other media simply as busi-
nesses and programs simply as commodities. De-
regulation also has political overtones, emphasizing 
opposition to "big government.-

Deregulatory thinking pervades U.S. media pol-
icy, and U.S. officials vigorously promote it in for-
eign countries. Its influence will be repeatedly noted 
throughout this book, for it affects even technology 
(arguing, for example, that the marketplace rather 
than the FCC should set the engineering standards 
for new technologies such as stereophonic AM ra-
dio). It tends to take literally the Constitution's com-
mand that "Congress shall make no law .... abridging 
the freedom... of the press," seeing no First 

Amendment justification for treating one medium 
any differently from any other. Deregulators cite the 
convergence of technologies previously mentioned; 
the tendency toward blurring the lines between print, 
wire, and wireless communication proves, they say, 
that all media should be equally free of government 
regulation. 

Monopoly Prevention Another First Amend-
ment principle calls for diversification of media 
ownership. In an economic system based upon free 
enterprise and market competition, steps need to 
be taken to keep a few owners from buying up so 
many outlets that they dominate the marketplace of 
ideas. Antimonopoly laws ensure diversification of 
ideas and information_ Democratic governments, 
depending as they do on informed voters, place a 
high value on public access to as many different 
sources of infirmation and conflicting points of view 
as possible. 

This goal implies taking steps to assure access to 
the air by political candidates and by both incum-
bent officials and "the loyal opposition," as well as 
to make political information available through news 
and public affairs programs. Prevention of monop-
oly, which has both economic and political goals in 
view, represents one way of promoting such access. 
Paradoxically, the deregulatory goal of "getting 
the government off the hack- of commercial en-
terprises has weakened the enforcement of anti-
monopoly laws, allowing concentration of media 
ownership in fewer hands. To the extent that such 
concentration diminishes competition, it works 
against the deregulatory goal of an open market-
place. 

Localism Monopoly implies absentee owner-
ship and the neglect of local interests in favor of 
larger, corporate interests. When radio broadcasting 
began in the l'nited States, one of its most attractive 
potentials seemed to be its ability to enhance local 
democracy by giving communities a common forum 
for discussion of public issues. Idealists in radio's 
early days thought the new medium would revive 
the spirit of the traditional New England town meet-
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EXHIBIT 1-6 Pleasures & Perils of Public-Access Cable 

New York City's Manhattan Cable IV probably has the 
most active public-access cable channel in the country, 
on the air 150 hours a week with "an unpredictable 
hodgepodge of programs—well-produced and inno-
vative one half-hour, grainy and downright boring the 
next" ( Belkin, 1987). Access shovts have included a 
teacher's showing of media projects created by her 
class; a puppet called Rapid T. Rabbit who lives in the 
subway; and a weekly tribute to Frank Sinatra. 

Access programs do not always consist of fun and 
games. Manhattan Cable TV is one of more than a score 
of systems that have carried Race and Reason, a series 
identified with the White Aryan Resistance movement. 
The Communications Act allows cities to require ac-
cess channels in their franchises, but forbids cable 
operators to impose any "editorial control" over such 
channels (147 USC 611). This restriction can cause 
problems for both cities and cable operators when 
users to whom they both object exercise their legal 
right to appear on a designated public-access channel. 

In Kansas City, MO, for example, the announcement 
by the Ku Klux Klan that it planned to produce a 

SOURCES: Lisa Belkin, "A Look Behind the Scenes at Pub-
lic-Access TV," New York Times, 13 April 1987, Y19; David 
A. Kaplan, "Is the Klan Entitled to Public Access?," New 
York Times, 31 July 1988, H 25A; Carol Rothwell, Director 
of Public Affairs, American Cablevision, personal letter to 
the author, 31 Jan. 1989; New York Times, "Kansas City 
Restores Cable Outlet to Which the Klan Sought Access," 
16 July 1989, 9. 

ing, opening new opportunit ius for grass-roots cit-

izen participation in community affairs. Early 

cable television enthusiasts thought alorg the 

same I i nes. 

Accordingly, in the United States more than in 

other countries, lawmakers originally saw broad-

casting as a localized rather than as a national ser-

vice. This view drew support from the U.S. federal 

form of government, under which states jealously 

guard local and regional prerogatives. Even today, 

under the Communications Act ( dating in its essen-

weekly series punningly titled "Kansas City Cable" on 
American Cablevision's public-access channel trig-
gered an outpouring of citizen complaints to the City 
Council and the cable operator. Barred by the Com-
munications Act from requiring the cable company to 
censor the access channel's content, the City Council 
voted to delete the channel entirely in mid-1988, to 
the evident relief of the cable operator. American Ca-
blevision believed that "forcing a private company such 
as ours to speak (i.e., through the KKK) may be a 
violation of the cable operator's First Amendment rights"; 
it feared that the presence of KKK members in its 
studio would endanger its facilities and staff. American 
Cablevision substituted a hybrid "community pro-

gramming" channel permitting "Letters to the Editor" 
type of access, subject to its editorial control. 

The city's action raised what one commentator called 
"an exquisitely vexing" First Amendment isbxie. Tradi-
tionally the courts have held that highly inflammatory 
minority views have just as much First Amendment 
protection as comfortable mainstream views. Even the 
KKK has rights. The American Civil Liberties Union 
filed a suit early in 1989 alleging that the City Council 
had violated the KKK's First Amendment rights. A few 
months later, concluding that it stood little chance of 
winning the First Amendment argument, the city voted 
to restore the access channel. The "vexing" problems 
of First Amendment rights to use electronic mass me-
dia versus majority opinion are discussed at length in 
Section 18.1. 

tial philosophy hack to 1927), licensing a station 

involves defining a specific local service area and 

proposing program offerings attuned to the needs 

of that area. 

In practice, however, economic forces favoring 

centralization soon challenged localism. Nluch of 

the deregulation of the 1980s consisted of aban-

doning attempts to force localization, letting cen-

tripetal tendencies have their way. Networks won 

release from some of the rules that curbed their 

influenc(2, station owners no longer had to work so 
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hard at serving their local coverage areas, and ab-
sentee owners could buy up more stations than 
formerly. 

Originally, the FCC expected applicants for licen-
ses to have a serious interest in owning a station to 
serve the public as well as to make a profit. Many 
licensees took pride in the feeling that their re-
sponsibilities as broadcasters gave them a special 
mission in life. In the deregulated broadcasting cul-
ture of the 1980s, however, huge conglomerate cor-
porations trade stations and networks back and forth, 
losing sight of public-service obligations in their 
single-minded drive to please stockholders with fa-
vorable profit margins. 

Cable television enthusiasts originally offered as 
a selling point the possibility of designating local-
access channets especially for nonprofit programs 
presented informally by local groups and individ-
uals. Most cable franchises in the larger cities re-
quire the provision of nonprofit channels, known 
collectively as PEG ( public, educational, and gov-
ernment) channels. In some large cities, local access 
can claim some success in meeting the idealistic 
goals of localism ( see Exhibit 1-6), but, on the whole, 
deregulation has had the same centripetal effect on 
the cable television business as it has had on broad-
casting. 

1.10 
Epilogue: Global View 

Foreign broadcasting systems serve local needs even 
less than the American system does. The govern-
ments in these countries play a more dominant role, 
looking at broadcasting from a national rather than 
a local perspective. 

Nationalism Foreign broadcasting systems 
generally have both a national and a nationalistic 
orientation. They consist primarily of highly cen-
tralized, national transmitter networks, rather than 
the numerous stand-alone stations licensed to serve 
local markets favored in the United States. In other 
countries, regional and, more recently, local or 

community stations have only gradually emerged, 
partly in response to insistent demands to serve lo-
cal needs and partly in response to the widespread 
success of unauthorized "pirate" stations.* 
Most countries impose quotas on imported pro-

grams to limit foreign intrusion and to foster do-
mestic production and employment. In Britain, 
broadcasters voluntarily limit television entertain-
ment imports to 14 percent of their programs, but 
in some countries official ceilings allow broad-
casters to import as much as 60 percent of all pro-
grams. In practice, imports sometimes mount to 90 
percent ( Exhibit 1-7). 

Most nations also impose regulations designed 
to maintain the dominance and purity of the na-
tional language ( or languages in the case of mul-
tilingual countries such as Canada, Belgium, and 
Switzerland). For example, laws sometimes require 
dubbing in the national language and meeting stan-
dards of language purity. Most countries also im-
pose strict nationality requirements on owners.t 

Role of National Resources A nation's size, 
in terms of both its population and its gross national 
product, plays a crucial role in determining the ex-
tent to which it can mount a national broadcasting 
service independent of outside program sources. 
Broadcasting and the other electronic mass media 
consume so much program material that only large, 
prosperous nations can muster enough creative tal-
ent, production resources, and funding to achieve 
program autonomy. 
None of the smaller Third World countries have 

such resources, and even highly developed small 

*Regionalism has been maintained where federal governments 
preserve regional autonomy, notably in Switzerland and West 

Germany. and British broadcasting has always catered to the 

regional interests of Northern Ireland, Scotland, and Wales. 

t In the United States, the Communications Act restricts station 

ownership to U.S. citizens, limiting to a relatively small per-
centage the amount of stock in a broadcast company that for-
eigners may own (§47 CFR 310). However, some deregulation 
supporters oppose citizenship requirements for owners, re-
garding such limitations as an unnecessary impediment to free 
trade. 
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EXHIBIT 1-7 Extent of TV Program Imports 
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Even most industrialized countries import at least some 

programs, a few as much as over 90 percent, but devel-

oping countries are far more likely to depend on imports. 

Only five countries fell in the under- 10 percent group, 
with the United States importing the least (2 percent). 
Ideological and cultural influences as much as econom-

ics limited imports in the other four: Japan (6 percent), 

China, India, and the USSR (all 8 percent). Only three 
developed countries fall in the over- 50 percent group: 
Singapore ( 55 percent), Ireland (57 percent), and New 
Zealand (73 percent). These data predate October 1986: 

since then significant changes in program export-import 
lei e& have occurred because of increased demand for 

programs to fill cable and satellite channels as well as 
eapanded broadcasting facilities. As an example of coun-
tries importing more, both China and the I SSR ham lib-

eralized their information policies, permitting a higher 

level of imported programs. New Zealand, on the other 

hand, has deregulated broadcasting and earmarked re-

ceiver license fee income specifically to underwrite in-

creased domestic program production. 

SOURCE: Dietrich Berwanger, Television in the Third World: New Technology and Social Change (Friedrich Ebert Stiftung. 

Bonn, West Germany), 1987: 55-56. 

countries depend heavily on outside sources. Swit-
zerland, Belgium, and the Scandinavian states pro-
duce first-class domestic programs; but to satisfy the 
demand for program variety and to fill a reasonably 
long broadcast day. they rely on both program im-
ports and spillover services from neighboring coun-

tries ( see Exhibit 1-7). 

Finances Worldwide, three basic systems of 

funding broadcasting occur: government-operated, 

public-service, and commercial. Governments fi-
nance and operate most broadcasting systems, in-
cluding those of all the Communist regimes and 
most of the Third World countries, except in Central 
and South America. The Latin American nations gen-
erally adopted the U.S. model of private, commer-
cial ownership, later modified to varying degrees 
by introduction of government-owned services to 
reach neglected rural areas and to promote national 
cultures. Public-service broadcasting flourishes in 
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parliamentary democracies—Australia, Canada, Ja-
pan, New Zealand, Western Europe. Most of these 
countries have pluralistic systems, in which com-
mercial and public-service components operate side 
by side. 
Keeping both government and commercial inter-

ests at arm's length, but without necessarily shun-
ning the help of either completely, public-service 
broadcasting seeks to accomplish goals not likely to 
be adequately met by commercial services. It tries to 
serve all citizens equally, giving people in remote 
rural areas program choices similar to those 
enjoyed by people in cities. Public-service broad-
casting also seeks balanced programming, supple-
menting light entertainment with programs serving 
culture, education, public affairs, and minority in-
terests. Commercial broadcasting, in contrast, tends 
to emphasize the light entertainment that advertis-
ers prefer and to bring an oversupply of services to 
heavily populated, rich markets and to neglect the 
thinly populated, poorer markets. 

Foreign public-service broadcasting services rely 
almost universally on receiver lice!Lce/es for a ma-
jor part of their funding, supplemented in most cases 
by limited advertising revenue. Those that sell ad-
vertising time must usually limit their ad revenue to 
a relatively small proportion of their budgets, thus 
avoiding domination by commercial interests. Re-
ceiver license fees provide a steady, predictable, 
relatively neutral source of income, less subject to 
political pressures than direct government subsi-
dies. Because the public always opposes fee in-
creases, however, politicians never raise fees fast 
enough to satisfy fully the needs of the broadcast-
ing organizations. 

U.S. Influence European public-service broad-
casting, often mistakenly regarded disdainfully by 
American broadcasters simply as government 
broadcasting, consciously strives to resist American 
influence. Nevertheless, foreign public-service 
broadcasters buy American programs because they 
cost so little and are popular with most audiences. 
American production values and American culture 
fascinate people nearly everywhere, particularly 

young people. However, American programs do not 
necessarily hold the same attractions for govern-
ment officials and cultural leaders. 
Although U.S. syndicated programs dominate the 

world export market, it does not follow that foreign 
audiences always prefer U.S. entertainment pro-
grams to those produced at home. Once a country 
gears up professionally, indigenous programs prove 
more popular than imports. But most countries sim-
ply cannot produce enough of their own entertain-
ment to fill all their network and cable system 
schedules. 

United States distributors find an especially ready 
acceptance with the operators of international cable 
networks and direct-to-home satellite services, no-
tably those of Europe. Foreign U.S. investments and 
exported managerial skills also bring American in-
fluence to hear. Entrepreneurs, even those in major 
countries like Britain, France, and West Germany, 
have difficulty in mounting profitable satellite-to-
cable networks on a national basis. The alternative, 

networks appealing to the whole of Europe or to 
those parts that share a common language, must 
surmount conflicting sets of media laws, incompat-
ible technical standards, different copyright and 
performing rights restrictions, various language and 
cultural preferences, and erratically drawn coverage 
areas. 

American influence also has grown because the 
advanced countries have all begun to subscribe in 
varying degrees to the U.S. deregulatory philosophy 
of open, competitive markets operating in a mini-
mally regulated environment. The U.S. government 
actively promotes these goals abroad in order to 
keep foreign markets open for U.S. programs, com-
munications services, communications hardware, and 
investments. Deregulation thus has backed the tra-
ditional, centralized public-service broadcasters of 
the European type into a corner. Government after 
government has begun to question the advisability 
of protecting these services from the inroads of 
private entrepreneurs. 
The Epilogue of this book returns to these global 

themes, describing selected foreign systems and 
foreign reactions to U.S. influence in the world of 
electronic mass media. 
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Summary 

broadcasting is a worthwhile subject of study be-
cause it interests many different types of specialists 
and has effects that people want to control for their 
own or society's benefit. 

Differentiating broadcasting from cable television 
and other communications media matters because 
regulations differ among the media. 

This book treats ( in order): history, technology, 
economics, programs, impact, controls, and a global 
view of U.S. media compared with those in other 
countries. 

Broadcasting began in the 1920s. Important de-
velopments since then include centralization of pro-
duction, die rise of networks to a dominant place 
in programming, and the emergence of cable tele-
vision and satellites. 

Technological development has been marked by 
a process of convergence, assisted especially by sat-
ellites, digital signal processing, and computers. 
Convergence has blurred distinctions among the 
different telecommunication genres. 

Economics drives the broadcasting medium to-
ward centralization of functions; because funding 
sources tend to control the nature of a service, mul-
tiple sources help broaden the program fare. 

Programs tend to replicate already existing media 
formats; program providers increasingly specialize 
instead of offering diverse program schedules. 

The broadcasting medium's ability to attract au-
diences from competing media has strongly affected 
those media. Ratings measure audience impact in 
terms of the program choices they make. These 
measurements, which play a major role in attracting 
advertisers, influence the choice of programs to he 
produced. 

First Amendment constraints limit regulation of 
the media, but hitherto the broadcasting medium 
has been considered less subject to First Amend-
ment protection than the press. However, the con-
temporary policy of deregulation tends toward 
equalizing First Amendment protections. Preven-
tion of monopoly and encouragement of localism 
have been special regulatory concerns. 

Broadcasting in other nations tends to be more 
nationally oriented and more nationalistic in out-
look than in America. Small countries, unable to 
produce sufficient programs to fill their national 
channels, find it necessary to import large per-
centages of their programs. 

U.S. programs dominate the international market 
because of their quantity, their relatively low prices, 
their production values, and the intense interest 
American culture elicits in foreign countries. How-
ever, well-produced home-grown programs usually 
outdraw imports. 
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DEVELOPMENT 

American broadcasting took a number of decades 
to develop into the widespread and varied system 
we know today. The next three chapters trace that 
evolution: the development of wireless and then 
radio to 1927 (Chapter 2); the heyday of radio and 
television for the next half-century ( Chapter 3); and 
the development of competing electronic media 
services, mainly in the past decade or so ( Chapter 
4). We consider the inventors who made broad-
casting possible, along with the business innovators 
who made it universal reality, and follow the growth 
of system and content from the first tentative pro-
grams and hookups of the crystal-set era of the 1920s 
to the cornucopia of electronic media services avail-
ahle in the 1990s. 
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CHAPTER2 

THE RISE OF RADIO 

It took a century to introduce photography into 
general use, the telephone took half a century, radio 
technology 35 years. That special form of wireless 
radio called broadcasting took only about eight years. 
The preconditions for its emergence had been 

evolving for at least century. Several developments 
were intertwined the emergence of social con-
ditions favorable e development of mass com-
munication ( urbanization, better education, more 
leisure time, and so on), leading to the habit of 

tp media consumption; he corresponding growth 
of industrial and bust ess institutions able to pro-
vide consumer goods in quantity ( including enter-
tainment and informative media content); and 
the progress of scientific know-how that made po 
sible new ways of communicating that content. 

The habit of mass media consumption had already 
been cultivated by the popular press, the phono-
graph, and the motion picture long before broad-
casting began. These older media arose from the 
mechanical inventive tradition of the 19th century 
and from fundamental social changes brought about 
by the Industrial Revolution ( roughly 1750-1850). 
For centuries, the primary occupation of the masses 
of people living in Western countries had been ag-

riculture); but industrial occupations increasingly 
drew people away from the land until eventually, 
by the mid-20th century, most people lived and 
worked in cities. 
The concentrations of people in cities became 

the target of what we now call the "mass media--
those means of communication that use technology 
to reach large parts of the total population almost 
simultaneously with the kinds of news and enter-
tainment that ordinary people find attractive, at a 
price that ordinary people can afford to pay. 

IThe Penny Press 1 Urban concentration, edu-
cation and rising literacy, and leisure all contrib-
uted to changing the print medium from a special 
amenity provided primarily for the elite to a com-
monplace product for the masses. The penny ur.t. 
signaled this transformation. After 1833, the New York 

Sun led a new trend toward mass-oriented and mass-
produced papers. They sold for a mere penny a copy, 
first in the thousands and eventually in the hundreds 
of thousands of copies. 

Until that time, newspapers had concentrated on 
news of commerce, party politics, and other such 
"serious- subjects. The popular press broadened 
the range of subjects covered, exploiting news of 
everyday events, sensational crimes, gossip, human 
interest stories, and sports—all presented in a breezy, 
colloquial style that contrasted with the flowery es-
say style of the past. Popular newspapers widened 
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their appeal by cutting across lines of class, sex, age, 
political party, and cherished beliefs. By the 1890s 
some mass-oriented newspapers had circulations of 
over a million. They helped to create the habit of 
mass media consumption from which broadcasting 
would profit in the 1920s. 

Vaudeville Early broadcasting drew heavily from 
uîTl1tself a successor to traveling minstrel 

shows. Immensely popular in the .„1.88f1, 
vaudeville featured song-and-dance teams, short plays, 
Irish tenors, and ethnic comics, and filled estab-
lished vaudeville theaters in cities large and small. 
New York had 37 vaudeville houses, Philadelphia 
30, and Chicago 22. Hundreds operated in smaller 
towns across the country. By the turn of the century, 
vaudeville theaters began showing bits of novelty 
film as a filler while clearing the house between 
programs—"an ironic foreshadowing of impending 
doom" (Nye, 1970: 171). At its peak, the vaudeville 
circuit sold more tickets than all other kinds of 
entertainment combined. Then came movies, fol-
lowed by radio. They could earn more money be-
cause they could bring entertainers to national 
audiences without the cost of transporting troupes 
and all their baggage, scenery, and musical instru-
ments from town to town. The new media drew on 
the same vaudeville talent pool. Song-and-patter 
teams proved especially adaptable to radio. Such 
famous radio comics as Jack Benny and Fred Allen 
started in vaudeville. The musical variety shows of 
network radio and later television had their vaude-
ville counterparts. 

A late- 19th-century inven-
, the phonograph, helped vaudeville to prepare 

the public for radio broadcasting. Owning a phon-
ograph accustomed people to investing in a piece of 
furniture that brought entertainment into the home. 
By the end of World War 1, on the eve of the intro-
duction of broadcasting, some 200 phonograph 
manufacturers turned out more than two million 
players each year. 
When radio began to develop in the 1920s, phon-

ograph recording still depended on obsolete acous-
tic methods that were not fundamentally different 

from those used by Thomas Edison in 1878. Com-
petition from radio broadcasting and the Depres-
sion devastated the phonograph industry, and by 
1933 it was "practically extinct" ( Gelatt, 1977: 265). 

Ironically not • fter it drove many phono-
grap -1 companies out of business, broadcasthe_ be-
gan to help them revive.  This reversal came abuut 
j_)ail_l_£_sult of thg_increqui nia ipptiu fnr  

music that radio created, and partly because of, 
„improved recording_aie.ketis—fflacle—pu.s.%ible—lay 
the belated application of radio technology to the 
phonograph. 

\ 1 Motion Pictures  The cinema evolved side by 
sick with the phonograph. In fact, Edison played a 
key role in both developments, marketing his "ki-
netoscope" motion-picture camera in 1889. He 
modified it slightly in the 1890s to turn it into a peep-
show device that enabled viewers, one at a time, to 
watch brief sequences of pictures in silent motion. 
Like the phonograph industry, motion pictures had 
become well established by the time broadcasting 
began in 1920. The movies catered to a mass audi-
ence for information as well as entertainment: 
newsreels—formed an important part of movie 
theater presentations before television super-
seded them. 

Like the phonograph, motion pictures had some-
thing to learn from radio technology—the ability to 
talk. The need for synchronized sound ( precise 
matching of sound and picture) stymied progress 
toward "talkies." They finally began in earnest in 
1928, with several rival sound systems competing 
for acceptance. One of these had been developed 
by RCA, the owner of the first national radio net-
work—an example of the many links between 
broadcasting and motion pictures in the 1920s, long 
before the advent of television. 

Wire Communication 

Although.' ziL)adcasting benefited from the prior arts 
of sound recoruing and the motion picture, its di-
rect technical and industrial antecedents were the 
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Lezraph and 2t2. ne—point-to-point rather 
than mass-oriente n media. This 

mea , rather than 
the 
and the mov 
and, eventually. 
as private communication purposes. 

f the e phonograph 
e to the invention of radio 

to its application to public as well 

The Land Telegraph  Most people did not feel 
any urgent need for instant communication beyond 
the horizon in times of peace until the era of the 
steam railroad. Then some means of signaling to 
distant stations became essential for safe and effi-
cient rail operations. To meet this need, the British 
develo ed a form of_electrical telegraer in the 
18204Elearical impulses sent along a wire caused 
deflections of a pointer in a detecting device at the 
receiving end. An operator "read" the message by 

interpreting the movements of the pointer. 
An American, Samuel F. B. Morse, after extensive 

experiments in the 1830s, made significant im-
provements. His telegraph receiver had the great 
advantage of automatically recordi lessages on 
strips of paper. We stil use the term ‘Iforse code 

for the system that he and a partner developed for 
translating the letters of the alphabet into patterns 
of electrical impulses. 

With the help of federal money, in 1844 Morse 
installed the first operational telegraph line in the 
United States, linking Washington, DC, and Balti-
D.= The first message over the forty-mile line 
suggests the awe the achievement created: "What 

bath God wrought!" 
In most parts of the world, governments still re-

tain the responsibility for operating national teleg-
raphy systems. Congress, however, fearing that the 

federal Post Office would lose money if the gov-
ernment competed with itself by running the tele-

graph as well, sold its interest in Morse's line to 

*The word telegraple ("distant writing") was already in use, 
referring to the relaxing of semaphore ( visual) messages through 

a series of line-of-sight signaling stations. Howevcr, today tele-
graphy and the later term telephony refer. respectively, to code 

and voice communication by wire, unless preceded by the word 
wireless or radia 

private investors, retaining only the right of gov-
ernment regulation. By the end of the Civil War, a 
single company, Western pinnmerotd :is 
the dominant for in the -)h 

Laying telegraph lines un-
muter offere a more difficult challenge than 

overland telegraph. Technological problems and the 

lack of financial backing frustrated several attempts 
to lay cable beneath the Atlantic Ocean. Regular 
transatlantic cable communication began in 1866, and 
soon Europe and America could exchange infor-
mation in minutes instead of weeks or months. Ac-
celerated international communication brought 
profound changes. The first breach had been made 

in the walls of international isolation, with far-
reaching effects on trade, politics, diplomacy, and 
war. 

Submarine cable and telegraphy had an early and 
lasting association with news. Even before the 
electric telegraph became available, newspapers 
had begun to share the costs of news gathering, 

the first form of media syndication  ( see Chapter 
13). The British news agency Reuters "followed die 
cable.'" wherever .itTe7.1 around the globe, estab-
lishing one of the first international news agen-

cies or news wire services. The Associated Press 

began in New York in the 1840s, and soon other 
nations followed suit. 

Bell's Telephone Inventors next turned their 
attention to the transmission of speech itself, elimi-

nating the tedious business of encoding and decod-
ing telegraph messages. Sound, of course, involves 
much more complex variation of electric current 
than do the simple "on-off" signals of the telegraph. 

The problem of the telephone centered on finding 
a sensitive transducer, a modulating device able to 
convert complex sound energy from one medium 

(air) to another medium (electric current). Many 
investigators struggled with this problem and were 

on the verge of a solution when Alexander Graham 
Bell filed for the key telephone patent in 1876. 

Bell organized his original telephone firm a year 
later, when he secured a second essential patent. 
But the inventor and his friends could not raise 
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enough capital to develop the new invention. Con-
trol over the patents soon passed to others who 
went on to develop the company known today as 
AT&T. 

Role of Big Busines—s} Rather than spread to 1 

ungainly proportions by trying to serve the entire 
country directly, AT&T •.d a olicv of • n-
iclLii!lu_-LlaualL2perating companies. These firms 
received the exclusive and permanent right to use 
the Bell patents. They in turn gave AT&T substantial 
stock holdings. By the time the Bell patents ran out 
in 1893-1894, AT&T had controlling interests in the 
franchise companies. Furthermore, AT&T had de-
veloped the long lines connecting the central offices 
of telephone companies with one another. AT&T 
assured its supremacy in the long-distance field by 
acquiring a key radio invention, the Audion ( Section 
2.3), in 1914, making coast-to-coast telephone ser-
vice possible. With AT&T's 1881 purchase of West-
ern Electric as its manufacturing arm, the whole 
process of manufacture, installation, and servicing 

could he kept within the Bell companies. 
Thus we see how patent control led to the first 

great telecommunication monopolies. Western 
Union, when first offered the fledgling Bell patent 
in 1877 for a mere $100,000, turned down the chance, 
regarding telephony as unimportant to its monop-
oly position. Yet in a few years telephony's expan-
sion had carried AT&T to much greater size and 
scope than Western Union. Indeed, the telephone 
firm bought control of its older rival in 1910 and 
held it until pressured by the government to sell in 
1913. 

This centralization of control and extensive elec-
tronic communication experience allowed AT&T to 
dominate early radio broadcasting in the 1920s when 
the company saw broadcasting as a form of tele-
phony ( Section 2.8). The need for long-distance re-
lay facilities for network interconnections gave AT&T 
a continuing role in broadcasting into the 1980s. 

During the early 1900s, AT&T's manufacturing 
arm, Western Electric, ranked as one of the largest 

industrial concerns in the country. With two other 
companies, General Electric ( GE) and Westing-
house, it largely dictated the direction of the elec-

trical industry and set the tone for the industry's 
reaction to early wireless communication. GE took 
an immediate interest in development of the vac-
uum tube, which would prove crucial to wireless 
innovation. The company also became a key inves-
tor in early radio broadcasting. Its great rival, West-
inghouse, owned broadcast stations even before GE, 
including the pioneer station KDKA (Section 2.7). 
W • ouse GE  and AT&T's Western Electric 
ormed an invincible triumviTerm —the fields of 

electric lighting, power, and transport manufactur-
ing, as well as in communications. Their patent 

control, economic power, and know-how had a 
crucial impact on the emergence of wireless and 
broadcasting. 

2.3   

1.Invention of Wireles2 
The notion that it should somehow be possible to 
do the job of the telegraph and the telephone with-
out using costly and confining wire connections 
stimulated the inventive juices of scientists and tink-
erers in the last quarter of the 19th century. 

Inventors in many coun-
tries claimed to have been the first to solve the 
problem of wireless transmission. Most claimants 

had common access to critically important scientific 
knowledge about electromagnetic energy that had 

recently appeared in documents published by two 
physicists: ( 1) an 1873 theoretical paper by James 
Clerk Maxwell, predicting the existence of invisible 
radiant energy similar to light; and ( 2) the report 
of a laboratory experiment by Heinrich Hertz, in 
which he proved Maxwell's theory by generating 
and detecting radio energy and measuring its 
wavelength. 

Ilertis 1888 paper Electromagnetic Waves and 

Their Reflection led directly to the invention of radio 
within a few •ears of its publication. In recognition 
of the importance of his contribution, his name, 
abbreviated Hz, with the meaning "one cycle per 
second," has been adopted internationally as the 
standard way to express the frequency of radio waves. 
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But Hertz sought to verify a scientific theory, not to 
invent a method of communication. He failed to 
realize the practical implications of his experiments. 

(.., Marconi's "Releasin. Touch' ' It remained 
or G-uglielmo Marconi—more an inventor than a 

scientist—to supply the "right releasing touch," in 
the words of a Supreme Court justice (US, 1942: 
65). Stimulated by Hertz's paper, the young Marconi. 
experimented with equipment similar to Hertz's, 
first indoors and then on the grounds of his father's 
estate in Italy. Endless experiments with different 

shapes, sizes, and types of antennas, ground sys-
tems and other components gradually improved the 

performance of his pioneering wireless system. 
Fortunately. Marconi had the leisure for experi-

mentation and the money for equipment. Equally 
important, he had access through his family to high 

official and business circles. 
As soon as Marconi had convinced himself that 

wireless was more than a laboratory toy, he offered 
it to the Italian government, only to he rebuffed. 
His mother came from the Jameson family. well-
known British whiskey distillers. She arranged in-

troductions to important English postal and military 
officials, the most likely customers in Britain for the 
invention. Marconi, by then 22, went to London and 
registered his patent in 1896. In 1897 he launched 

his own company, with the help of the Jameson 
family, to manufacture wireless equipment and to 
offer wireless telegraphic services to the public. 
To a remarkable degree Marconi combined the 

genius of the inventor with that of the business 
innovator. As an inventor he persisted tirelessly, 
never discouraged, even by hundreds of failed at-

tempts at solving a problem. As a business manager 

he had a flair for effective public relations. In the 
early .ears of the century, he repeatedly staged dra-
matic and convincing demonstrations to prove 

the usefulness of wireless ( Exhibit 2-1). In 1909, 
Marconi shared the Nobel prize in physics with 
Germany's Ferdinand Braun for achievements in 
wireless telegraphy. 
Among Marconi's business ventures, the U.S. 

branch of his company, known as American Mar-
coni, had a decisive influence on the development 

EXHIBIT 2-1 Guglie4mo Marconi 

(1874-1937) 

In a 1902 photo the inventor examines tile paper tape 
bearing a radiographic message in Morse code. Though 
radio equipment still remained yen. crude. well-devel-
oped u'ire telegraphr equipmet it could be retell). adapted 
to rec()Iy1 wireless messages. Seated is George Kemp. .11ar 
Coulis most trusted engineering assistant. 

SOURCE: Courtesy Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC. 

of broadcasting in America. Founded in 1899, Amer-
ican Marconi finally began to realize substantial prof-
its in 1913 with its virtual monopoly on wireless 

communication: it owned 17 land stations and 400 
shipboard stations. All these facilities used a wire-
less extension of the telegraph principle—point-
to-point communication between ships and shore 
stations, between ships at sea, and between 
countries. 

Technical Advance; For some 20 years, radio 

waves could be transmitted only in short bursts, 
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suitable for radio telegraphy but not for speech. 
The vacuum tube oscillator finally provided a con-
-71717177us signal effective Or transmission of speech. 

Another key problem concerned,rie petion. oç 

sensing, of incoming signals. Marconi and later in-
ventors worked on a variety of approaches. In 1904, 
Marconi obtained a U.S. tuner  patent that enabled 
his transmitters to restrict their radiation to a firnited 
group of frequencies. Receivers could then select, 
or tune to, the desired frequencies, excluding si-
multaneous signals present in other parts of the 
spectrum. 

Early equipment also lacked means of signal am-

e
plification. The solution to the problems of signal 
generation, detection, and amplification came with 
the invention of an improvecidee, which 
made radio broadcasting possible. For that reason, 
its inventor I lt ILjLjstïlied in titling his 
autobio ra 11950). 

After receiving a Yale Ph.D. 
in 99, de Forest worked first as an engineer but 
soon began to devote all his time to developing his 
own inventions. Following the leads of Edison's 
electric light in 1883 and Marconi researcher Am-
brose Fleming's vacuum tube patent of 1904, he 

experimented with the idea of creating a radio de-
tector by using a glowing filament to heat gas within 

a glass enclosure. Edison and Fleming had both 
patented devices based upon the then-unexplained 
fact that an electric current would flow between the 
hot filament of an electric lamp and a nearby metal 
plate inside the lamp. Because such lamps or tubes 
had two elements, the filament and the plate, they 
were called diodes. 
De Forest made the crucial improvement by add-

ing a third element to the tube, creating a triode. 

Ile positioned the new element, the grid, between 
the filament and the plate. A small voltage applied 

to the grid could control with great precision the 
flow of electrons from filament to plate. Thus a weak 

signal could be amplified. De Forest first used the 
triode, or Audion, as one of his associates dubbed 
it, in 1906. 
Development of the Audion and the new circuits 

to go with it took more than a dozen years. Its first 

practical application improved not radio, but tele-
phony. In 1913, AT&T nurchased telephone ri ts 
for vacuum tube_reneaters ( amplifiers in telephone 
lines) from de Foreu_making the first loirg:Llistance 
service possible two yeatater. 

2-4 
[ Early Wireless Services 

During its first two decades, wireless as a business 
made its money from supplying point-to-point and 
point-to-mullipoint services. Wireless manufactur-
ing was limited to the specialized needs of the few 
communications service companies. The mass mar-
ket for millions of broadcast receivers and thou-
sands of broadcast transmitters lay in the future. 
Overland wireless services had no appeal because 
of existing telephone and telegraph lines. 

LMaritime Services Naturally, the naval powers 
of the world toOk an immediate interest in military 
applications of wireless. Wireless helped in a mar-
itime disaster as early as 1898. Both the British and 
American navies began experimenting with ship in-
stallations in 1899. The Japanese victory in the Russo-
Japanese War in 1904-1905 is ascribed at least in 
part to the superiority ofJapanese Marconi-supplied 
equipment to that used by the Russian Navy. 

Commercial ships at sea became early customers 
for radio communication. Radio let them commu-
nicate with one another over long distances and 
with coastal stations far beyond the horizon. In 1909, 
when the S.S. Republic foundered off New York, 
wireless-alerted rescue ships saved all the passen-

gers. Each year the number of dramatic rescues 
increased (see Exhibit 2-2). 

Transoceanic Wireless ong-distance radio 
• mmunication across oceans held commercial 

promise as an alternative to expensive submarine 

telegraph cables, but because of technical limita-
tions this radio service did not become strongly 
competitive until the 1920s. In the meantime, the 
Marconi company, which dominated the transatlan-
tic wireless business, built several high-power coastal 
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EXHIBIT 2-2 The Titanic Disaster: April 1912 

A luxury liner advertised as unsinkable, the Titanic, 
struck an iceberg and sank in the Atlantic on her maiden 
voyage from Britain to the United States in April 1912. 
One heroic Marconi radio operator stayed at his post 
and went down with the ship, although the second 
operator survived Some 1,500 people died—among 
them some of the most famous names in the worlds 
of art, science, finance, and diplomacy—partially be-
cause each nearby vessel, unlike the Titanic, had but 

one radio operator (all that was then required), who 
had already turned in for the night. Only by chance 
did the operator on a ship some 50 miles distant hear 
distress calls from the Titanic. It steamed full speed 
to the disaster site, rescuing about 700 survivors. 
The fact that for days radiotelegraphy maintained 

the world's only thread of contact with the survivors 
aboard the rescue liner Calpathia as it steamed toward 
New York brought the new medium of wireless to 
public attention as nothing else had done. Subsequent 

British and American inquiries revealed that a more 
sensible use of wireless (such as a 24-hour radio watch) 
could have decreased the loss of life. Because of such 
findings, the Titanic disaster influenced the worldwide 
adoption of stringent laws governing shipboard wire-
less stations. The Titanic tragedy also set a precedent 
for regarding the radio business as having a special 
public responsibility. This concept carried over into 
broadcasting legislation a quarter of a century later. 

spark-transmitter stations in the United States and 
Canada prior to the outbreak of World War I in 

1914. 

In 191, GE installed a 200-kilowatt alternator in 
its New Brunswick, NJ, facility. The alternator, a huge 

and costly machine, put out a powerful very low 
frequency (VLF) signal at about 20 kHz. It repre-
sented a major improvement in long-distance radio 
communication. During the 1920s, vacuum tube 
transmitters displaced alternators. This enabled the 
development of the short-wave ( high-frequency) 

portion of the spectrum, which turned out to be 
much more efficient than the lower frequencies that 

SOURCE UPI Bettmann Archive 

had previously been used for long-distance com-
munication. A sharp rise in transatlantic radio traffic 
followed. 

"Wireless in Wo_rld War ID When direct Amer-
ican participation in the war began in April 1917, 

the U.S. Navy took over all wireless stations in the 

country, commercial and amateur alike, and either 

dismantled them or ran them as part of the navy's 
own training and operational programs. The navy 
already had 35 shore stations. The Army Signal Corps 
also used radio, as did the Air Service. Some 10,000 

soldiers and sailors received training in wireless. 
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After the war, they helped popularize the new 

medium, forming part of the cadre of amateur en-
thusiasts, laboratory technicians, and electronics 
manufacturing employees. They constituted a ready-
made audience for the first broadcasting services. 

In order to mobilize the total wireless resources 
of the country for war, the navy decreed a mora-
torium on patent lawsuits over radio inventions. 
Manufacturers agreed to pool their patents, making 
them available to one another without risk of in-
fringement suits. The war brought about a transi-
tion. Previously, the wireless business had been 
dominated mainly by inventor-entrepreneurs, 
struggling to market their discoveries while fever-
ishly experimenting on new ones. After the war, big 

business took over. AT&T had added wireless rights 
to its original purchase of telephone  rights to de 

Fore-st s Audion. GE Mr"! tTr7i(77ZMul alternator 
patents and the ability to mass-produce vacuum tubes. 
Westinghouse, also a producer of vacuum tubes, 
looked for new ways of capitalizing on wireless. 

LLia_diotelephon Experiments 

All the wireless services we have discussed so far used 
nicliowlegrapbr, not voice transmissi( Ins. Through-
out this early period, however, eager experimenters 
sought the key to radiotelephom', the essential pre-
cursor of broadcasting. 

Fessenden's J.9O "Broadcast" Reg 
Fessenden mace the fiDt known radiotelephone 
transmission resembling what we n( )W calla 
hroadcasL in 1906.1 .sing an ordinary telephone mi-
crophone and an alternator to generate radio en-

Fessenden made his historic transmission on 

Christmas Eve from Brant Rock, on the Massachu-
setts coast south of Boston ( Exhibit 2-3). Fessenden 

himself played a violin, sang, and read from the Bi-
ble. Ile also transmitted the sound of a phonograph 
recording. Ship wireless operators heard the trans-
mission far out at sea, amazed to hear actual voices 

and music in earphones that up to then had brought 
them only static and the harsh staccato of Morse code. 

EXHIBIT 2-3 Reginald Fessenden 
(1866-1932) at 
Brant Rock 

Fessenden (center) standç with some of bis associates in 
fi-ont of 11.k' buildinm where he made the historic 1906 
broadcast. The column in the hackground is t1k. base of 
his atnettna. 

SOURCE: Courtesy Smithsonian Institution, Washington. DC. 
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EXHIBIT 2-4 Lee de Forest ( 1873-1961) 

tittnix léket.ot.41,6,_-"theritwe 

-ittayliplue-49 'ewe bin& 
Yo aet,“."1-
.4-eava 4-«-akaof trt 

1.anet Cc;esk ‘ 

a‘A/YA. D.eàf nes, 

I,-

The inventor in 1907 with a transmitter of the cpe used in his famote 1907 
broadcast, along with a shipboard receiver of the upe that picked up the transmis-
SiOn. 

SOURCES Courtesy Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC, and Culver Pictures. 

Fessenden's historic transmission led a long string 
of demonstrations that culminated in the start of 

regular broadcasting services in 1920. 

De Forest's Experimen Lee de Forest the 
o atented the Audion. also felt 

the cual! y. A lover of fine mu-
Sic, e naturally turned toward radiotelephony. In 
1907, hard on the heels of Fessenden, de Forest 
made experimental radiotelephone transmissions 
from a building in downtown New York City (Ex-
hibit 2-4). 

By 1916, de Forest had begun using his Audion as 
an oscillator to generate radio-frequency energy. In 
doing so, he opted for electronic means of genera-
tion rather than the mechanical means of the alter-
nator. He set up an experimental transmitter that year 

in his Bronx home and began transmitting phono-
graph recordings and announcements. He even aired 

election returns in November 1916, anticipating by 
four years the opening broadcast of KDKA. Many 

others also made radiotelephone transmissions at 
university laboratories and in private research facil-

ities during the early years of the century. 

2.6  
Government Monopoly: 
The Road Not Taken  

During World War 1, the military importance of ra-
dio, still in its prebroadcast phase, raised the ques-
tion as to whether the government's control should 

be made a permanent monopoly. World War I ended 
in November 1918, yet the navy did not relinquish 

control of radio facilities until early in 1920. The 
critical decisions made during this 18-month period 
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profoundly affected the future of broadcasting in 
America. 

Was radio too vital to en-

trust to private hands? The navy thought so. In fact, 
the navy had always asserted jurisdiction over radio 
as a natural right, assuming that it was destined to 
remain primarily a marine service. The navy sup-
ported a bill introduced in the House of Repre-
sentatives late in 1918 that proposed, in effect, to 
make radio a permanent government monopoly. 
Despite strong arguments from navy brass at the 
hearings, the bill failed to pass a committee vote. 

Restoration of private ownership in 1920, how-
ever, meant returning most commercial wireless 
communication facilities in the United States to a 
foreign company, American Marconi. Moreover, that 
company seemed about to capture exclusive rights 
to use an important American invention, GE's al-
ternator, which had so greatly improved trans-
oceanic radiotelegraph' during the war. Disturbed 
at the prospect of American Marconi consolidating 
its LS monopoly by capturing the exclusive rights 
to the alternator, the navy strongly opposed the deal. 
British Marconi, the parent of the American subsid-
iary, found itself caught in a squeeze play. With tacit 
government approval, the hoard chairperson of GE, 
Owen D. Young, negotiated the sale of American 
Marconi stock to American companies. 

RCA Founde British Marconi agreed to sell 

s America su sidiary to GE, which thereupon cre 
ated a new subsidiary in the fall of 1919 to cam, on 
American Marconi's extensive wireless telegraphy 
business—the Radio Corporation of America (RCA). 
Under RCA's charter, all its officers had to be Amer-
icans and 80 percent of its stock had to be in Amer-
ican hands. 
RCA took over American Marconi's assets on No-

vember 20, 1919. Eventually RCA's name became 
intimately linked with broadcasting, but in 1919 its 
founders had no plans to enter that field. 
Westinghouse and AT&T joined GE as investors 

in the new corporation. AT&T sold its interest in 

1923, but RCA remained under GE and Westing-
house control until 1932, when an antitrust suit forced 

them to sell their stock, making RCA an independent 
corporation. 
, David Sarnoff, who would play the key RCA lead-
ership role, had started with American Marconi as 

a radio code clerk and became assistant traffic man-
ager of the company's radiotelegraphy business. 
When RCA took over in 1919, he stayed on with the 
new firm and was promoted to commercial man-
ager. 11e helped to convert the company from a 
collection of small radiotelegraph firms into a major 
corporation presiding over numerous subsidiary 

companies. In 1930, Sarnoff became president of 

the company, and in 1947 chairperson of the board, 
finally retiring in 1969. As Time said in its 1971 

obituary, his was "one of the last great autocracies 
in U.S. industry." 
RCA and its parent companies each held impor-

tant radio patents, yet each found itself blocked by 
patents held by the others. In the 1919-1923 period, 
AT&T, GE, Westinghouse, RCA, and other minor 

players worked out a series of cross-licensing agree-
ments, modeled after the navy-run patent pool of 
World War I. These allowed the signatory compa-
nies to use one another's patents and to carve up 
the market for radio service and equipment. Within 
a few years, however, these carefully worked out 
plans fell into utter confusion because of the aston-
ishingly rapid growth of a brand-new use for 

radiotelephony—broadcasting. 

2.7 
The "First" Broadcast Station j 

Amateur Beginnings In 1920, Dr. Frank Con-
rad, an engineer with Westinghouse in Pittsburgh, 
operated an amateur radiotelephone station, EXK, 

in connection with experimental work at the factory 
(Exhibit 2-5). Conrad fell into the habit of trans-
mitting recorded music, sports results, and bits of 
talk in response to requests from other amateurs. 
These informal "programs" built up so much inter-
est that they began to he mentioned in newspapers. 
None of this was unusual—similar amateur trans-
missions had been made by others elsewhere around 
the world. What made Conrad's 8X1C transmissions 
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EXHIBIT 2-5 Conrad's 8XK and Its Successor, KDKA 

Frank Conrad's transmitter (left) tylafied the inerorised setups used M. wireless 
inventors and eAperitmllers. It contrasts with the first KUM transmitter flit:allies 

trter with which the 1 larding-Cox election returns arre broadcast on November 

2, 1920. 

SOURCE: Courtesy Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., Pittsburgh, PA. 

(
..› different was that they set a unique chain of events 
in motion. 

Horne's department store in Pittsburgh, noting 
the growing public interest in wireless, sensed that 
the &enen2122. 
sets to pick up Conrad's broadcasts. Until then, wire-
less had been mainly the domain of engineers and 
technical amateurs. Home's installed a demonstra-
tion receiver in the store and ran a box in their 

regular newspaper display advertisement of Sep-
tember 22, 1920: "Air Concert 'Picked Up' by Radio 
Here ... Amateur Wireless Sets made by the maker 
of the Set which is in operation in our store. are 

on sale here $10.00 up." 

Opening of KDKA Westinghouse executives 
w the possi i ity of a novel merchandising tie-up: 

it could manufacture radio receivers and create a 
demand for the new product by regularly trans-
mitting programs for the general public. Accord-

ingly. Westinghouse ordered conversion of a 
radiotelegraph transmitter for radiotelephony. It went 
on the air as station KDKLedirom an improvised stu-
dio at the Westinghouse factory in East Pittsburgh 
on November 2, 11t920. 

KDKA's opening coincided with the presidential 

election of 1920, st ) the maiden broadcast took ad-
vantage of public interest in voting results. This first 

KDKA program consisted of news about the Hard-
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ing—Cox election returns, fed to the station by tele-
phone from a newspaper office, interspersed with 
phonograph and live banjo music. After the election, 
KDKA began a regular one-hour-per-evening broad-
cast schedule of music and talk. 

roadcasting would have 
ope much more slowly had it not been for 

a ready-made audience of thousands of amateur set 
builders who created demand for a type of radio 
service never before supplied as a business—en-
tertainment. In order to appreciate the fascination 
of the 8XK and early KDKA transmissions for lis-
teners of the day, we have to remember that pre-
viously, with rare exceptions, the only signals on 
the air had been in the monotonous drone of Morse 
code. To hear music and the human voice instead 
was a startling and thrilling experience for listeners. 
The audience quickly expanded beyond the orig-

inal nucleus of amateurs. Many enthusiasts built in-
expensive homemade crystal sets.* Moreover, the 
experience of listening in created an insatiable pub-
lic appetite for receiver improvements: first ( after 
1922) a detector vacuum tube, then another tube 
for an amplifier, then more tubes for a superhet-
erodyne circuit, then a loudspeaker. Manufacturers 
could not keep up with demand. 

KDICA's Success Unhampered by competing 
signals, KDKA s s wave (Section 5.7) could be 
picked up at great distances. Newspapers all over 
the country and even in Canada printed the station's 
program schedule. To assist the transmission of DX 
(long-distance—meaning almost any station in an-
other town) to listeners, local stations often ob-
served a "silent night" once a week so as not to 
interfere with incoming signais from more distant 
stations. 

*A homemade set consisted at the minimum of a hand-wound 
coil ( a round Quaker Oats box was a favorite form on which to 
wind the coil) with a slide to make contact at various points 
along the coil as a means of tuning, a crystal, and a pair of 
earphones. A simple length of wire strung outdoors acted as an 
antenna. 

In its first year of operation, KDKA pioneered 
many types of programs that later became standard 
radio fare: orchestra music, church services, public-
service announcements, political addresses, sports 
events, dramas, and market reports. But KDKA lacked 
one now-familiar type of broadcast material—com-
merckes. Westinghouse did not sell advertising, 
bearing the entire expense in order to promote 
sales of its own products. Manufacturers took it for 
granted that each firm that wanted to promote its 
wares over the air would open its own station. 
KDKA meets five criteria that qualify it as the old-

est U.S. station still in operation, despite many claims 
based on earlier experiments, demonstrations, and 
temporary operations. KDKA 1) used radio waves 
,(2) to send out noncoded signals (-3) in a continu-
ous, scheduled program service ( 4) intended for the 
general public, and 45) was licensed by the govern-
ment to provide such a service ( Baudino & Kittross, 
1977).* 

Competition Begin Westinghouse did not 
have t e oe for very long. Broadcast sta-
tion operations had strong appeal for department 
stores, newspapers, educational institutions, churches, 
and electrical equipment supply dealers. Though 
the number of stations increased slowly in 1920, 
with 30 licenses issued by the end of the year, in 
the spring of 1922 the new industry gathered mo-
mentum. In that year alone, 100,000 receivers were 
sold. By May more than 200 stations had been li-
censed, and the upward trend continued the next 
year, with the number reaching 576 early in 1923. 
Among those early stations, however, mortality 

ran high. Would-be broadcasters hastened to get in 
on the ground floor of—they knew not quite what. 
Inadequately backed stations soon fell by the way-
side. Educational stations in particular lost out in 
this process of elimination. 

No broadcasting licenses as such existed in 1920. KDKA re-
ceived a license equivalent to the ones issued to commercial 
shore stations that exchanged radiotelegraph messages with ships 
under the Radio Act of 1912 ( Section 2.10). 
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-  - 
Emergence of an Industry 

No such problems of money or managerial support 
bothered the two leading New York stations—WJZ, 
flagship station of the Radio Group (GE, Westing-
house, and RCA), and WEAF, flagship of the Tele-
phone Group (AT&T and Western Electric). They 
represented two opposing philosophies of broad-

casting. 

Rival Station Approaches Westinghouse 
opened W7. in October 1921. As a manufacturing 
company member of the Radio Group, Westing-
house first saw WJZ as a way to stimulate interest in 
its own products. Recognizing that attractive pro-
gramming motivated people to buy receivers, \XTJZ 

from the start assumed responsibility for producing 
programs. 
AT&T's WEAF went on the air August 16, 1922. 

The company spared no expense. As the country's 
leading communication firm, AT&T gave WEAF every 

technical advantage, but explained that it would 
"furnish no programs uhatsoeter over that station" 
(Dept. of Commerce, 1922: 7, italics supplied). The 
telephone company thought of the broadcasting 

medium as a common carrier, merely a new form 
of telephony. In a 1922 press release about WEAF, 
AT&T emphasized the point: 

just as the company leases its long distance wire facil-
ities for the use of newspapers, banks, and other con-
cerns, so it will lease its radio telephone facilities and 
will not provide the matter which is sent out from this 
station ( quoted in Banning, 1946: 68). 

It soon became clear, however, that the idea of 
filling the schedule entirely with leased time simply 
would not work. Advertisers had no idea how to fill 
their time with program material capable of attract-
ing listeners. The telephone company therefore found 
itself forced into show business after all—a decid-
edly uncomfortable role for a regulated monopoly 
that was extremely sensitive about maintaining a 

serious and dignified public image. 

Thus the two groups started with opposing the-

ories about the way broadcasting should work. In 

the end, it turned out that each group was partly 
right. The Radio Group idea that each company 
would own a separate station devoted exclusively 
to promoting that owner's goods was not practic-

able. The Telephone Group correctly foresaw that 
the number of stations would have to be limited— 
that each would have to be used by many different 
advertisers. It miscalculated, however, in placing the 
primary emphasis on message senders rather than 
on the interest of the general public, whose good 

will (and ears) had to be earned. In this matter, the 
Radio Group's acceptance of responsibility for pro-

viding a program service prevailed. It took about 
four years for these conflicting ideas to sort them-

selves out. 

"Toll" Broadcasting WEAF called advertiser-
leased time "toll" broadcasting. It first leased facil-
ities for a toll broadcast on August 28, 1922. A Long 

Island real-estate firm paid a $50 toll for ten minutes 
in which to describe the advantages of living in 
Hawthorne Court, an apartment complex in the 
Jackson Heights section of New York City. 

True to the telephone company's concept, WEAF 
at first allowed advertisers to fill all their time with 
their own sales message. The idea that advertising 
would occupy only occasional announcements in 
programs consisting mostly of entertainment came 

later. 
AT&T thought in terms of institutional advertis-

ing. Nothing so crass as price could be mentioned. 
In 1923 the first weekly advertiser appeared on WEAF. 

sponsoring a musical group it called "The Browning 
King Orchestra"—a handy way to ensure frequent 
mention of the sponsor's name. The fact that Brown-
ing King sold clothing, however, was never men-

tioned. 

"Chain" Broadcasting AT&T interpreted the 

cross-licensing agreements as giving it the right to 
prevent other broadcasters from connecting broad-
cast equipment to its telephone lines. WEAF soon 

began to capitalize on this advantage. 
In 1923, networking began, with the first per-

manent station interconnection between WEAF and 
WMAF (South Dartmouth, MA), the latter owned by 
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a rich eccentric who operated WMAF for his own 
amusement. He persuaded WEAF to feed him both 
toll (commercial) and nontoll (sustaining) pro-
grams, paying a fee for the latter and broadcasting 
the commercial programs without additional cost 
to the advertisers. 
AT&T gradually added to its "chain" (network) of 

stations. In October 1924, it set up a temporary 
coast-to-coast chain of 22 stations to carry a speech 
by President Coolidge. The regular WEAF network 
at this time, however, consisted of only six stations, 
to which WEAF fed three hours of programming a 
day. Regular AT&T telephone lines linked the sta-
tions together. But by 1926 the telephone company 
began setting aside special circuits for the exclusive 
use of its radio network. 

Refused network interconnection by AT&T, the 
Radio Group's station turned to the telegraph lines 
of Western Union, but telegraph lines provide too 
narrow a band of frequencies for satisfactory broad-
cast use. Despite these difficulties, in 1923 \XgZ 
opened a station in Washington, DC, and by 1925 
it had succeeded in organizing a network of 14 
stations. 

New Cross-Licensing Agreements The 
growing market for broadcasting equipment, espe-
cially radio receivers, upset the delicate balance of 
commercial interests that the RCA cross-licensing 
agreements had devised. Those agreements cov-
ered only point-to-point wireless and did not ac-
count for broadcasting. Thus there were no rules 
among the patent partners for manufacture of 
broadcast transmitters and receivers. "The public 
appetite for sets was insatiable and not to be filled for 
years. Queues formed before stores that had any sets 
or parts. Dealers were a year in catching up on or-
ders" (Lessing, 1969: 111). A federal suit alleging that 
the patent pool violated antitrust laws (because pool 
members tried to control manufacture and sale of all 
radio equipment) added urgency to the need for 
change. By 1926, AT&T concluded that its original 
concept of broadcasting as a branch of telephony had 
been a mistake. 

Accordingly, the signatories of the cross-licensing 
agreements redistributed and redefined the parties' 

rights to use their commonly owned patents and to 
engage in the various aspects of the radio business. 
Briefly summarized, AT&T kept the rights to two-
way telephony but sold WEAF and its other broad-
casting assets to the Radio Group in 1926 for $ 1 
million, also agreeing not to manufacture radio re-
ceivers. RCA agreed to rent all network relays from 
AT&T. It would be difficult to overestimate the sig-
nificance of this 1926 agreement to the future of 
broadcasting in America. As long as the two groups 
of major communications companies fought about 
fundamental policies, broadcasting's economic fu-
ture remained uncertain. The 1926 agreements re-
moved that uncertainty. 

2.9 

Network Evolution 

A few months after the 1926 settlement, the Radio 
Group, under Owen Young and David Sarnoff's 
leadership, created a new subsidiary, the National 
Broadcasting Company (NBC). NBC thus became 
the first company organized solely and specifically 
to operate a broadcasting network. Its 492 hour 
coast-to-coast inaugural broadcast took place on No-
vember 15, 1926. The 25 stations in the network 
reached an estimated five million listeners. Not until 
after 1928, however, did coast-to-coast network op-
erations begin on a regular basis. 

Starting with the new year in 192Z RCA divided 
NBC into two semiautonomous networks, the Blue 
and the Red. WJZ (later to become WABC) and the 
old Radio Group network formed the nucleus of 
the Blue; WEAF (later to become WNBC) and the 
old Telephone Group network formed the nucleus 
of the Red. This dual network arrangement arose 
because NBC now had duplicate outlets in New York 
and other major cities. By tying up two of the best 
stations in major cities, and by playing one network 
off against the other, NBC gained a significant ad-
vantage over the rival networks that had begun to 
develop. 

In 1927, soon after NBC began, an independent 
talent-booking agent, looking for an alternative to 
NBC as an outlet for his performers, started a rival 
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EXHIBIT 2-6 Sarnoff and Pale> 

Both of the network broadcasting pioneers came from 
immigrant Russian families, but there the similarity 
ceases. Iarnoff ( left) rose from the direst poverty, a 
self-educated and self-made man. In contrast, Paley 
(right) had every advantage of money and social po-
sition. After earning a degree from the Wharton School 
of Business at the University of Pennsylvania in 1922, 

he joined his father's prosperous cigar company. 
The differences between Sarnoff and Paley extended 

to their personalities and special skills. Sarnoff was 
"an engineer turned businessman, ill at ease with the 
hucksterism that he had wrought, and he did not con-
descend to sell, but Bill Paley loved to sell. CBS was 
Paley and he sold it as he sold himself" ( Halberstam, 
1979: 27 

Sarnoff had been introduced to radio by way of hard 
work at the telegraph key for American Marconi, Paley 

by way of leisurely DX listening: "As a radio fan in 
Philadelphia, I often sat up all night, glued to my set, 
listening and marveling at the voices and music which 
came into my ears from distant places," he recalled 
(Paley, 1979: 32). 

Paley's introduction to the business of radio came 

through sponsoring of programs. After becoming ad-
vertising manager of his father's cigar company in 1925, 
he experimented with ads on WCAU in Philadelphia 
Impressed with the results, he explored getting into 
the radio business and late in 1928 took over the 
struggling CBS network. 

Boil men, shown here about 1930, were highly 
competitive and pitted their companies against each 
other for 40 years before Sarnoff's retirement in 1969. 

SOURCES: Sarnoff, courtesy RCA, Paley, courtesy CBS 
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network. It went through rapid changes in owner-
ship, picking up along the way the name Columbia 
Phonograph Broadcasting System as a result of an 
investment by a record company. The latter soon 
withdrew, but left behind the right to use the Co-
lumbia name. The network's future remained un-
certain until September 1928, when William S. Paley 
purchased the "patchwork, money-losing little com-
pany," as he later described it. He had become in-
terested in radio as the advertising manager for his 
father's Philadelphia cigar business. When he took 
over, CBS had only 22 affiliates. Paley quickly turned 
the failing network around with a new affiliation 
contract. In his autobiography a half-century later 
he recalled: 

I proposed the concept of free sustaining service ... I 

would guarantee not ten but twenty hours of program-
ming per week, pay the stations $50 an hour for the 

commercial hours used, hut with a new proviso. The 

network would not pay the stations for the first five 
hours of commercial programming time ... to allow 
for the possibility of more business to come, the net-
work was to receive an option on additional time. 
And for the first time, we were to have exclusive 

rights for network broadcasting through the affiliate. 
That meant the local station could not use its facilities 

for any other broadcasting network. I added one more 
innovation which helped our cause: local stations would 
have to identify our programs with the CBS name ( Paley, 

1979: 42). 

These Paley innovations became standard practice 
in network contracts. Paley also simplified the firm's 
name to Columbia Broadcasting System (the cor-
porate name was later further simplified to CBS, 
Inc.) and bought a New York outlet, now WCBS, as 
the network flagship station. For the next several 

years, CBS never faltered, and Paley eventually ri-
valed Sarnoff as the leading broadcast executive (see 
Exhibit 2-6). 

By 1928, under the pressure of rising operating 
costs and advertiser interest, advertising on radio 

became more acceptable and much more common. 
Because most stations had not yet developed the 
needed programming and production skills, adver-
tising agencies took over the programming role, 
introducing the idea of program sponsorship. Spon-

sors did more than simply advertise—they also 
brought to the networks the shows that served as 
vehicles for the advertising messages. Advertising 
agencies thus became program producers, and dur-
ing the height of network radio's popularity, they 

controlled most major entertainment shows on be-
half of their advertiser clients. 

The agencies evaded early network rules against 
frequent mention of sponsors by tacking trade names 

to performers' names. Audiences of the late 1920s 
heard "The Cliquot Club Eskimos," "The A&P Gyp-
sies," "The Ipana Troubadours," and so on. An open-
ing billboard announcement from this period man-

ages to add four indirect product mentions to the 
permissible single direct mention of sponsor and 
product name: 

Relax and smile, for Golds' and Dusty, the Gold Dust 
Twins are here to send their songs there, and "brighten 

the corner where you are.- The Gold Dust Corporation, 

manufacturer of Gold Dust Powder, engages the facil-
ities of station WEAF, New York ... so that listeners-in 

may have the opportunity to chuckle and laugh with 

Golds' and Dusty. I.et those Gold Dust Twins into your 
hearts and homes tonight, and you'll never regret it, 

for they do brighten the dull spots ( quoted in Banning, 

1946: 262). 

Anyone not already aware of the product could 
hardly guess that the commercial refers to laundry 
soap powder. 

2.10 

Government Regulation 

One final foundation block remained to complete 
the story of broadcasting's emergence—the passage 
of national legislation capable of imposing order 

on the new medium. 

Wire Regulation The federal government's 
decision to return radio to private control after World 
War I did not mean abandonment of government 

oversight. Since the beginning of telegraphy, gov-
ernments throughout the world had recognized the 
need for both national and international regulation 
to ensure fair and efficient operation of telecom-
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munication systems. In 1865, â5 European countries 
drew up the International Telegraphic Convention,. 
precursor of the International Telecommunication 
Union, which now provides a cooperative world 
forum to regulate technical aspects of wire and wire-
less communication. Thus prior experience in the 
regulation of the wire services set a pattern for radio 
regulation. 

Maritime Wireless Regulation The first in-
ternational conference specifically concerned with 
wireless communication took place in Berlin in 1903, 
only six years after Marconi's first patent. It dealt 
mainly with the Marconi company's refusal to ex-
change messages with rival maritime wireless sys-
tems. The conference agreed that humanitarian 
considerations had to take precedence over com-
mercial rivalries in maritime emergencies. Three 
years later, at the Berlin Convention of 1906, na-
tions agreed to equip ships with suitable wireless 
gear and to exchange SOS messages freely among 
different commercial systems.* 

Finally, prodded by the terrible lesson of the 1912 
Titanic disaster (see Exhibit 2-2), Congress con-
firmed the 1906 convention rules by modifying a 
1910 wireless act requiring radio apparatus and op-
erators on most ships at sea. A few weeks later, the 
Radio Act of 1912, the first comprehensive U.S. ra-
dio ( not broadcasting) legislation, called for federal 
licensing of ail land transmitters. The 1912 act re-
mained in force until 1927—throughout broad-
casting's first years. 

Failure of the 1912 Act The new law worked 
well enough for the point-to-point services for which 
it was designed. Broadcasting, however, introduced 
unprecedented demands on the spectrum never 
imagined in 1912. The act called for the secretan' of 

'The international distress, or SOS, frequency was set at 600 
meters, what we now call 500 kHz. This decision had a hearing 

on the eventual allocation of the broadcasting band. It would 

have been more efficient to start the AM band lower in the 

spectrum, but this was prevented by the need to avoid interfer-
ence with the distress frequency. 

commerce to grant licenses to U.S. citizens "upon 
application therefor," and gave no grounds on which 
applications might be rejected. In 1912, Congress had 
no reason to anticipate rejections. Presumably all who 
had need or reason to operate radio stations could 
be allowed to do so. After becoming secretan, of 
commerce in 1921, Herbert Hoover made all 
broadcast stations share time on the same channel. 
Later that year he allocated the frequency 833 kHz for 
"news and entertainment" stations, and 618 kHz for 
"crop and weather report" stations. The practice of 
time sharing worked well for ships' stations, which 
needed only occasional exchanges of specific mes-
sages and could wait for use of a channel. But 
broadcast stations, with their need to transmit un-
interrupted program services, demanded continu-
ous access to their channels. 
The rapid growth in the number of stations soon 

created intolerable interference. Adding more chan-
nels didn't help because still more stations crowded 
on the air. Some owners then began to freely change 
frequency, power. times of operation, and even their 
location at will. These changes created even worse 
interference, of course, so that decent reception 
became impossible (Exhibit 2-7). 

National Radio Conferences Hoover, an ar-
dent believer in free enterprise, hoped that the 
radio business would be able to discipline itself 
without government controls. To that end, he called 
a series of four national radio conferences in Wash-
ington. At the first, in 1922, only 22 broadcasters at-
tended, whereas by 1925- the number had risen to 
'400. In 1924, Hoover optimistically called these 
conferences "experiments in industrial self-govern-
ment" (Dept. of Commerce, 1924: 2), but even then 
he must have suspected the hopelessness of the ex-
periment. He commented repeatedly on the fact that 
here was an industry that increasingly wanted gov-
ernment regulation to eliminate the interference 
problem. From year to year, the conferees grew more 
explicit in their pleas for government action. (These 

experiences under an earlier Republican adminis-
tration contrast sharply with the zeal of the 1980s 
Reagan administration for dismantling the regula-
tory system that evolved in the 1920s.) 
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EXHIBIT 2-7 The Secretary vs. the Evangelist 

An cample of the bizarre regulatoPy problems jUcing the secretary of commerce 

um the slation owned le Aimée Semple McPherson, a popular evangelist of the 
1920s. She operated a pioneer broadcast station that "wandered all over the 

uaveband' from her "temple" in Los Angeles. After delivering repeated warnings, 

a government inspector ordered the station closed doun Secretary Hoover there-

upon received the following telegram from the evangelist: 
PLEASE ORDER YOI'R MINIONS OF SATAV 70 LEAVE MY STATION ALONE. MI CANNO7 

EVE(7,7' THE ALMIGHTY TO ABIDE BY ) 0IR WAVE-LENGTH NONSENSE. WHEN I OFFER 
in• PRAYERS 70 HIM I MI -SI I-7T IATO HIS WAVE RECEPTION OPEN THIS . 7:4710N AT 

ONCE. (Hoover, 1952: II-1,12 

Evangelist McPherson, after being persuaded to engage a competent engineer, was 

alkwed to reopen her station. 

SOURCE: UPI/Bettmann Archive. 

Zenith Decision Finally, a 1926 federal court 
decision completely undermined Hoover's as-
sumed powers of enforcement. A Zenith Radio Cor-

poration station, WJAZ in Chicago, had operated at 

times and on frequencies different from those au-
thorized in its license. 11()over brought suit under the 
1912 act to enforce compliance, hut the court found 
in favor of the station, stating, "... Administrative 
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rulings cannot add to the terms of an act of Con-
gress and make conduct criminal which such laws 
leave untouched" ( F 2d, 1926: 618). • 
The Zenith case illuminates a fundamental con-

cept of the American system of "government by 
laws, not men." No government official has unlim-
ited authority. Paradoxically, by failing to define the 
secretary's discretionary powers to enforce the Ra-

dio Act, Congress left him powerless. 
In less than a year, 200 new broadcast stations 

took advantage of the government's inability to en-
force licensing rules. Meaningful reception had be-
come impossible in most places—the Federal Radio 
Commission later noted that "the listener might sup-
pose instead of a receiving set he had a peanut 
roaster with assorted whistles" ( FRC, 1927: 11). In 

New York, 38 stations created bedlam, as did 40 in 
Chicago. Sales of radio sets declined noticeably. Fi-
nally, in a message to Congress in late 1926, Pres-
idem Coolidge said, "The whole service of this most 
important public function has drifted into such chaos 
as seems likely, if not remedied, to destroy its great 

value. I most urgently recommend that this legis-
lation should be speedily enacted" ( Coolidge, 1926: 

32). 

• Radio Act of 1927 Coolidge referred to a pro-
posed new radio law, which after long debate Con-
gress finally passed on February 23, 1927. The Radio 
Act of 1927 embodied the recommendations ' of 
11(xwer's Fourth Radio Conference and so can be 

said to represent what most of the broadcasters 
themselves wanted. 
The act provided for a temporary Federal Radio 

Commission (FRC) to put things in order. After two 
years, though, it became clear that broadcasting and 

other radio services would need continuing and 
detailed attention, so Congress made the FRC per-
manent. The radio commission defined the broad-
cast band, standardized channel designation by 

frequency instead of wavelength, closed down por-
table broadcast transmitters, and cut back on the 

number of stations allowed to operate at night. ( In-
terference increases after dusk, because AM signals 

travel farther.) 

At last investors in broadcasting could move ahead 
with assurance that signals would not be ruined by 
uncontrollable mavericks on the airwaves. The pas-
sage of the Radio Act of 1927 and the start of con-
tinuing supervison by the FRC meant that the final 
foundation stone of broadcasting as a new com-
munication service had been laid. The period of 
stable growth could now begin. 

Summary 

Among the preconditions for development of 
broadcasting were the general late- 19th-century 
trends toward urbanization, education, and devel-
opment of major industries. The penny-press news-

paper, vaudeville, the phonograph, and the motion 
picture gave rise to patterns of mass media pro-
duction, distribution, and consumption that would 
soon be followed by radio broadcasting. 

The industrial context for radio was the electrical 
industry, dominated by AT&T's Western Electric, by 
General Electric, and by Westinghouse, all of which 
controlled important patents. The immediate tech-
nical precursors of wireless were the land telegraph 
of the 1840s, the submarine cable of the 1860s, and 
the telephone of the 1880s. 

The theories of James Clerk Maxwell in the 1860s 
led to the experiments of Heinrich Hertz two dec-

ades later, and provided the impetus for Guglielmo 
Marconi's development of a working wireless sys-
tem in the 1890s. 

Wireless was first applied to maritime and trans-
oceanic telegraphic communication early in this 
century. Only after development of the vacuum tube 

• 
in 1904 by Ambrose Fleming, and its major im-
provement in 1906 by Lee de Forest with the Au-
ction, did practical radiotelephony become possible. 

World War I accelerated the development of radio 
technology, bringing about the pooling of crucial 
wireless patents and the development of radio man-
ufacturing and trained radio personnel...The U.S. 
Navy took v itte rs 

for the 1917-192e_peritad. 
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Under protest, the navy handed back nonmilitary 
transmitters to private hands in 1920. GE formed 
RCA to take over and operate the holdings of Amer-
ican Marconi. Major manufacturing firms entered 
patent cross-licensing agreements in the 1919-1923 
period to allow the development of wireless. All 
of this was directed to point-to-point long-distance 
service. 

t The foundation for broadcasting was laid between 
1919 and 1927 and included ( 1) the concept of 
broadcasting to entertain a general audience, (2) 
the acceptance of advertising as the means of radio's 
financial support, (3) the development of compet-
ing national networks of stations, and (4) the federal 
regulation and licensing of stations. 

The early development of broadcasting was char-
acterized as well by a basic conflict between the 
Radio and Telephone Groups of broadcasters. Dis-

agreements centered on the use of pooled patents, 
rights to sell advertising on the air, and the use of 
telephone lines for networking. 

In 1926, cross-licensing agreements drawn up prior 
to the development of broadcasting were replaced. 
AT&T withdrew from broadcasting except to pro-
vide network interconnections. The rival networks 
became NBC Red and Blue, under the overall con-
trol of RCA. A rival firm, CBS, was formed in 1927 
and was purchased by William Paley two years later. 

‘' A wireless act of 1910 was replaced by the Radio 
Act of 1912, which was not designed to control 
broadcasting. By 1926, despite the efforts of Sec-
retary Hoover, radio had fallen into a chaotic un-
regulated state. Congress finally passed the Radio 
Act of 1927 to complete the final step in laying the 
foundation of broadcasting in America. 
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CHAPTER 3 

FROM RADIO 

TO TELEVISION 

broadcasting business. While other technologies 
slowly evolved in laboratories, broadcasting devel-
oped along the pattern that had been established 
in the 1920s. Networks matured, the number of 
stations and receivers increased, and radio became 
part of the fabric of American life. 
These "golden years" of radio's expanding pop-

ularity and success coincided with years of extreme 
social stress—the Great Depression, followed soon 
by the Second World War. For millions of listeners, 
radio provided both entertainment that allowed them 
an escape from reality and news that described the 
changing world. Changes in older print, film, and 
recorded media became evident in the 1930s and 
accelerated rapidly with the inception of commer-
cial television. This chapter covers the transition 
from radio to television, setting the stage for the 
even more dramatic changes in later years. The his-
tory of educational radio and television is discussed 
in Chapter 10. 

3.1 
The Great Depression 
(1929-1937) 

During the early 1930s, for the first time in broad-
casting history, the number of stations on the air 

actually decreased (Exhibit 3-1). This decline oc-
curred both because of the Federal Radio Com-
mission's efforts to clear up interference among 
stations and because of the shoetage of investment 
funds during the Depression years. By 1937, how-
ever, three-quarters of all U.S. homes had radios, 
and the number of stations had again begun an 
upward climb that has continued ever since. 

During the 1929-1937 period, a third of American 
workers lost their jobs; national productivity fell by 
half. None of the present-day welfare programs 
cushioned the intense suffering caused by unem-
ployment and poverty. In this time of great trial, 
radio entertainment came as a godsend, the one 
widely available distraction from the grim realities 
of the daily struggle to survive. As little as $ 15 could 
buy a vacuum tube receiver. Listener loyalty be-
came "almost irrational," according to historian 
Erik Barnouw: 

Destitute families, forced to give up an icebox or fur-
niture or bedding, clung to the radio as to a last link 
to humanity. In consequence, radio, though briefly jolted 
by the Depression, was soon prospering from it. Motion 
picture business was suffering, the theater was col-
lapsing, vaudeville was dying, but many of their major 
talents flocked to radio—along with audiences and 
sponsors. Some companies were beginning to make a 
comeback through radio sponsorship. In the process, 
the tone of radio changed rapidly (Barnouw, 1978: 27). 
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EXHIBIT 3-1 Growth of Radio Stations, 1920-1990 
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Coming into office early in 1933, Franklin I). Roo-
sevelt proved to he a master _broadcaster, the first 
national politician to exploit the new medium to irs 

tull- potential-in presidential politics. He lifted the 
nation's spirit with the ringing phrases in his in-
augural address t "The only thing we have to fear is 
fear itself"), broadcast throughout the country by 

both CBS and NBC, the only national networks 
in 1933. 

Soon Roosevelt's distinctive, patrician voice be-

came familiar to every listener who tuned in to his 
"fireside chats," the term used to suggest the infor-
mality, warmth, and directness of these presidential 
radio reports to the people—a brand-new phenom-

enon in American politics. " It was in the most direct 
sense," wrote David Ilalberstam, "the government 
reaching out and touching the citizen ... Roosevelt 
was the first professional of the art" ( 1979: 15). 
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The FCC Takes Over Roosevelt also had an 
important impact on the regulation of communi-
cations. To correct overlap among the several agen-
cies then dealing with telegraph, telephone, and 
radio operations, he sent a message to Congress 
early in 1934 urging the formation of a communi-
cations commission to pull together the different 
pieces under one roof. Based on that request, plus 
its own detailed study of the situation, Congress 
passed the comprehensive Communications Act of 

1934.  
The act created a seven-member Federal Com-

munications Commissibn (reduced to five members 
in 1982) to regulate all interstate electronic com-
munication, includingasting. Much of the 
Radio Act of 1927 survived, however, its text incor-
porated in the 1934 act. The FCC began operation 
in mid-1934, one of the many agencies established 
in the flurry of New Deal government activity. A half 
century later, FCC Chair Mark Fowler would call the 
agency "the last of the New Deal dinosaurs," refer-
ring to the fact that for years the FCC showed no 
reluctance to use its licensing powers to force sta-
tions to act in what the commission understood to  
be the public interestinstead of only in thein 
commerct. 

Broadcast Conservatism Major stations and 
networks of the 1930s maintained standards of de-
portment that today would seem absurdly formal. 
Network announcers were expected to wear dinner 

jackets in the evening and to speak literate English. 
Broadcasters and advertisers were sensitive to ra-
dio's status as a guest in the home. A public furor 
erupted in 1937 over some lines read by actress 
Mae West in a comedy dialogue with Charlie 
McCarthy, Edgar Bergen's ventriloquist dummy (now 
on exhibition at the Smithsonian): 

West: Why don't you come home with me? I'll let you 
play in my woodpile. .. You're all wood and a yard 
long. You weren't so nervous and backward when you 
came to see me at my apartment. In fact, you didn't 
need much encouragement to kiss me. 

Charlie: Did I do that? 
West: You certainly did, and I got marks to prove it. 

and splinters, too (quoted in Broadcasting, 1970: 119). 

The FCC had to respond to outraged com-
plaints, and so it lectured NBC on its obligation 
to maintain proper standards of taste and propri-

ety. 
In another controversial case, The Mercury Thea-

ter on the Air, a series directed by Orson Welles 
and John Houseman, produced a sensational radio 
play called "The War of the Worlds" ' in October 
1938. In the form of radio news reports, it simulated 
an invasion from Mars, causing widespread panic 
among listeners Many began to flee the imaginary 
Martians even though the play had been clearly 
identified as a Halloween prank. One reason for the 
extraordinary impact of the play may have been that 
it came shortly after radio reported the month-long 
Munich crisis, foreshadowing the outbreak of World 
War II. Listeners had become so edgy, expecting 
radio reports of dire events, that even a Martian 
invasion seemed possible to many. The FCC cleared 
its regulatory throat over the program, but decided 
that no overt deception had been intended and took 

no action. 

Programming Excesses Side by side with 
the self-conscious correctness and conservatism of 
network radio, however, there existed another, quite 
different standard of broadcasting. All across the 
country, radio proved irresistibly attractive to a va-
riety of raffish, offbeat individualists who exploited 
it as a personal mouthpiece. As pioneer radio critic 
Ben Gross recalled it, 

Tailors, preachers, loan sharks, swamis, and physical-
culture men, merchants, nostrum dispensers, and 
frenzied advocates of odd ideas, such as Colonel Ilen-
derson of Shreveport, Louisiana, who combined primi-
tive theology with hatred of chain stores, indulged in 
a saturnalia of "free speech." ... In a steady procession, 
there came before the microphones newscasters who 
merely read word-for-word items from the daily 
papers, owners of diploma mills, crystal-gazing for-
tune-tellers, installment furniture men, conductors 
of matrimonial bureaus, fakers, nuts and dreamers 
making merry carnival ( Gross, 1954: 68). 

In most cases the Federal Radio Commission (FRC) 
had been able to correct abuses without withdraw-
ing licenses (which at first had to be renewed at 
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six-month intervals). But in two notorious instances 
in the early 1930s the commission administered the 

ultimate penalty. In one case, the FRC objected to 
the broadcasting of medical advice by a "Dr." John 
R. Brinkley on his station, KFKB, in Milford, KS. 

Brinkley, though not a qualified physician, pre-
scribed sex-rejuvenation surgery and drugs that he 

packaged himself and sold by number rather than 
by name. The FRC refused to renew KFKB's license, 

saying that Brinkley used the station to sell his quack 
medicine and attack others (especially the Ameri-
can Medical Association), not in the broader public 
interest. 

The second case involved a religious crusader 
alleging municipal corruption. The Reverend Dr. 

Shuler of the Trinity Methodist Church (South) 
broadcast in Los Angeles over KGEF, a small, shared-
time religious station. His fire-and-brimstone per-
sonal attacks drew the biggest radio audience in Los 
Angeles when he was on the air. However, when 

KGEF's license came up for renewal in 1931, some 
90 witnesses appeared in opposition. The FRC turned 

down the renewal application. 

Both the KFKB and the KGEF renewal denials 
withstood court appeals, establishing in the early 
1930s the commission's legal right to review a sta-

tion's past programming in deciding whether li-
cense renewal would be in the public interest. As an 

indication of the difference between the regulation 
of the 1930s and that of today, many communica-

tion lawyers now agree that in the permissive at-
mosphere of the 1980s neither station would have 
lost its license. 
The fact that Brinkley and Shuler had broadcast li-

censes made them vulnerable. Most personal exploit-

ers of radio simply bought time on the air. Notable 

among this group during the 1930s was the Reverend 
Charles E. Coughlin, a Catholic priest with a charis-
matic radio appeal. From the unlikely base of a small 

parish church, The Shrine of the Little Flower, in a 

suburb of Detroit, Father Coughlin built up a fanati-
cally loyal national radio following. His vitriolic ser-
mons against communism, Wall Street, Jews, labor 

unions, and other targets generated millions of dol-
lars in small donations from his devoted followers. 
Because of his pro-Nazi sympathies, his opponents 

called his church "the Shrine of the Little Führer." He 
was finally silenced in 1940, not by political oppo-
nents or church superiors but by the refusal of net-

works and most larger stations to continue selling him 
time (Brown, 1980). With U.S. entry into World War 
Il imminent, his tirades had become an embarrass-

ment to the broadcasting industry. 
The downfall of Brinkley, Shuler, and Coughlin 

did not put other exploiters out of business; it merely 
caused most of them to lower their profile. Spell-
binders, quacks, cultists, zealots, and get-rich-quick 

schemers have always been part of the broadcasting 
scene. They cannot be completely suppressed with-

out violating the First Amendment's guarantees of 
freedom of expression and of religion and the con-
stitutional separation of church and state. The ex-
cesses of some of today's notorious "televangelists" 
illustrate the point. 

Network Development William Palsy's up-

start rival network, CBS, worked for years to over-
come its image as the number-two chain, laboring 
in the wake of NBC. Big advertisers and star per-
formers automatically preferred NBC to CBS when-

ever they had a choice, regardless of CBS's growing 
popularity. "We were at the mercy of the sponsors 
and the ad agencies," wrote Paley. "They could al-
ways take a successful show away from us and put 
it on NBC" ( 1979: 174). 

NBC remained a wholly owned subsidiary of RCA 
as RCA became a giant diversified corporation with 
worldwide interests in communications services and 

manufacturing. Reflecting RCA's high corporate sta-
tus, NBC tended to assume the role of a dignified 
elder among the networks. It further enhanced its 

image in 1933 when it moved into new headquar-
ters in the seventy-story art-deco-style RCA building, 

part of New York's famed Rockefeller Center.* 

*CBS achieved its own architectural monument in 1965 when it 

moved into a splendid Eero Saarinen—designed headquarters 

tower at the corner of 52nd Street and Sixth Avenue, just two 

blocks from NBC. Sheathed in elegant dark granite, the CBS 

building became known as "Black Rock," while NBC was referred 

to as "30 Rock" for its address, and the more aggressive ABC 
became "Hard Rock." 
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The Mutual Broadcasting System started with a 
different premise from that of the older networks. 
In the early 1930s there were only two major-market 
radio statibns on Clear channels that were not arel-
ieed with CBS or NBC: WGN-Chicago and WOR-

•. They arranged in 1934 to form a network 
organization to sell time jointly with WXYZ-Detroit 
and WLW-Cincinnati. The four stations started the 
network by exchanging programs on a regional net-
work basis. Their chief asset at the start, The Lone 
Ranger: had been introduced by WXYZ in 1933. 

Radio Comedy's Success The first network 
radio entertainment program to achieve addictive 
popu am, was a prime-time. live-days-a-week situ-
ation comedy, Amos 'n' Andy: Charles Correll 
("Andy") and Freeman Gosden ("Amos") came to 
radio as a song-and-patter team. At a station man-
ager's suggestion, they tried their luck at a comedy 
series. The two white performers developed a black 
dialect show in ghetto English, featuring the ups 
and downs of the "Fresh Air Taxicab Company of 
American, Incorpolated." 
Amos 'n' Andy became the top network show in 

the early 1930s. Traffic stopped on the main streets 

of towns across the country and movies halted in 
midreel at 7:00 P.m. so that people would not miss 
their nightly 15 minutes of chuckles over the antics 
of Amos, Andy, the Kingfish, Lightnin', Madam Queen, 
and a host of minor characters, most of whom Cor-
rell and Gosden played themselves. 
Today the impersonation of blacks by white ac-

tors using exaggerated dialect and comedy situa-
tions based on ghetto poverty could not be seriously 
proposed. A Pittsburgh newspaper asked the FCC 
to ban the series by 1931, alleging racism, but its 
defenders had a convincing argument: most blacks 
seemed to enjoy the program just as much as whites.* 

"Opposition became more general in the 1950s. CBS ran a tele-
vision version of Amos n' Andy (with black actors) from 1951 

to 1953, but dropped it because of opposition from the National 

Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Syndicated 

showings continued until 1966, when the syndicator finally agreed 
to withdraw the series from both national and international syn-

dication ( Brown, 1977: 16). 

3.2 
Early Radio Controversies 

Live Music Era The networks and the larger 
stations relied heavily on music from the very be-
ginning of radio. In the mid- 1930s more than half 
of all radio programming consisted of music, three-
uarters of it carried on a sustaining (nonspog-

sored) asts. , rge stations had their own live 
musical groups, and the networks even had their 
own symphony orchestras. 

In its early years, CBS devoted a quarter of its 
entire schedule to music. NBC began regular broad-
casts of the Metropolitan Opera in 1931, carrying it 
mostly on a sustaining basis until 1940. Thereafter 
Texaco, Inc., began to underwrite the Met broad-
casts and has continued to do so ever since—"the 
longest continuous commercial underwriting of the 
same program by the same sponsor in the history 
of radio" (McDowell, 1979). Texaco, which now or-
ganizes a special ad hoc 300-station radio network 
to carry the programs, abstains from commercial 
interruptions, inserting brief sponsor identifications 
only at intermissions. 

All this had tremendous impact on the musical 
world, creating vast new public appetites for all sorts 
of music, old and new, classical and popular. While 
expanding the market for music, however, radio 

also created copyright and union-rights problems 
never before faced by the creators and performers 
of musical works. 

ASAP and BMI Under the copyright law,* the 
playing of a recording in public for profit constitutes 

a "performance." As such, it obligates the user ( in 
this case the radio station) to pay the copyright 
h  tilers (who aayiaclucle-cumnusic, 
lyricists, and music publishers) for performing rights. 

Music copyright holders cannot possibly person-
ally monitor music performances at tens of thou-
sands of commercial establishments—concert halls, 

The present law, passed in 1976 (USC, 17), replaced the 1909 
law in effect when radio broadcasting began. Details of the 1976 

Act are discussed in Section 16.5. 
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hotels, nightclubs, and other such public places as 
well as broadcasting stations. Instead, they rely o 
music licensing organizations to act on their behalf 
in collecting co s_ for performances orFiai 
ive an recorde -* The first U.S. organization 
o this type, the ,Ucierican Society of Composers, 

.iLlaor..s,..4e€4-eublisizeer4ASCAP), dates back to 1914. 
It checks on the public performance of music copy-
righted by its members, collects royalty fees, and 
distributes the net income to the copyright owners. 

When radio began, no one could be sure what 
impact this new way of performing music would 
have. Would repeated radio performances quickly 
kill off interest in new musical works, or would they 
enhance the market for sheet music, recordings, 
and in-person performances P As early as 1922, AS-

CAP began making substantial demands for pay-
ments by broadcasters for the use of musical works 
in its catalog, whether broadcast live or from 
recordings. 

These demands imposed a new and unexpectedly 
heavy financial burden on radio stations. In 1923 
station owners formed the National Association of 
Broadcasters (NAB) to deal with ASC.AP's demands 
on an industrywide basis. Nevertheless, as radio grew, 
the fees collected by ASCAP also grew, and soon 
broadcasting contributed the major share of the 
association's royalties. ASCAP, as the sole U.S. li-
censing organization, controlled virtually all con-
temporary arrangements of older compositions on 
which original copyrights had expired. Radio stations 
found it impossible to produce listenable music pro-

grams without infringing on ASCAP copyrights. 
In 1937 broadcasters moved decisively to break 

the ASCAP monopoly. When ASCAP proposed vet 

another substantial fee increase, the broadcasters 
formed their own cooperative music-licensing or-

ganization, Broadcast Music, Inc. ( BMI), which be-
gan operation in 1940. Its first "affiliates," as it calls 
its copyright owners, composed country, western, 
and "race" music ( black popular music). Most had 

never registered with ASCAP. Eventually, BMI built 

up a comprehensive library representing more than 
a million musical works owned by some 55,000 
publishers and writers ( see Section 16.5). 

Recorded Programs When radio began, 
phonograph recordings still used relatively primi-
tive technology. They ran at 78 revolutions per min-

ute, allowing time for only three or four minutes 
on a side. In 1929 sixteen-inch ETs (electrical tran-

scriptions), running fifteen minutes to a side at 33 
1/3 rpm, came into use for radio program syndi-
cation and for subscription music libraries. The lat-
ter provided stations with a basic library of music 
on ETs, supplemented at regular intervals by ad-
ditional recordings. 
The radio networks, however, scorned recorded 

programs. They regarded their ability to distribute 

live programming to their affiliates as a major asset. 
ABC, formed in 1945 broke the recording ban in 

or er to ure Bing Crosby away from NBC in 1946. 
The singer hated the tension and risks of real-time 
broadcasting, compounded by the need to repeat 
each live program in New York a second time for 
the West Coast to compensate for time-zone differ-
ences. Crosby himself financed a then little-known 
company, Ampex, to make tape recorders based on 
magnetic tape technology developed by the Ger-
mans during World War II. As soon as broadcast-
quality audio tape recorders became available, Crosby 

insisted on recording his weekly prime-time pro-
gram. CBS and NBC soon followed the ABC lead in 

dropping the ban on recordings. 

AFM Battle Against Recordings Although 
the broadcasting medium created many new jobs 

for musicians, they saw its increasing reliance on 
recorded music (especially the ETs then used for 

syndicated programs) as a threat. If stations and 
networks made use of recordings, many musicians 

would lose their jobs. In 1922 an implacable op-
ponent of radio's use of recordings, James Caesar 

Petrillo, became president of the Chicago chapter 

of the American Federation of Musicians (AFM). 
"Little Caesar" Petrillo first built a strong political 

base locally in Chicago, then went on to become 
national AFM president in 1940. He threatened to 
close down transcription makers, forcing syndica-
tion firms to pay substantial extra fees for every 
broadcast transcription made, with the money going 
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EXHIBIT 3-2 Broadcasting Magazine—Radio to Television 
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Sol Tais/,off and ,11aribt Cadet! began Broadcasting, now 

the standard trade weekly, in 1931, on an investment of 
about $11,000. It appeared biweekly for its first decade, 

reporting on business and programming neus, and the 
changing regulatory scene. With its strongly pro-industry 

editoriaLs and its editors who were active in broadcast 

and regulatory circle, Broadcasting often shaped the news 

it reported of what WaS then a Very small radio industry. 

In 1935 it published its first annual directory of sta-
tions and ancillary businesses, now called Broadcasting/ 
Cable Yearbook. In January 1941, the magazine became 
a weekly. Taishoff bought out his partner in 1944, and 
a few years later Codell founded Television Digest, a 

weeklt newsletter that is now the chief competitor of 
Broadcasting. Taishoff died in 1982 after more than 50 

years at the helm of his magazine, which has always been 

headquartered in Washington, DC In 1987, the family 

sold control to the Times Mirror conglomerate for $75 
million, though son Larry Taishoff remained in charge 

of day-to-day operations. Circulation by 1989 stood at 

about 38,000. 

SOURCE: Broadcasting magazine. 
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to a union slush fund that Petrillo alone controlled. 
He succeeded in forcing broadcasters to hire 
professional musicians as "platter turners" in the 

control rooms and as librarians in the station record 
libraries of his home town, Chicago. He demanded 
that stations increase musicians' pay as much as 
fivefold. With unprecedented bravado, Petrillo de-
fied the National War Labor Board, President Roo-
sevelt, the Supreme Court, and the Congress of the 
United States. 

Congress finally passed theiLea Act in 1946,-,add-
ing §506* to the Communications Act of 193.4 spe-
cifically to bring Petrillo under control. The Lea Act 

forbade stations to hire unneeded personnel to sat-
isfy union demands, banned union restrictions on 

the use of transcriptions, and forbade unions to 
prevent broadcasts by amateur musicians. 

Press—Radio "War" News, no less than music, 
depends on syndication by press associations, or 
wire services (referring to the fact that they first 
flourished with the telegraph). 

Radio disturbed the vested interests of the news 
agencies and their customary clients, the newspa-
pers. Radio, in bypassing the written word, seemed 

to threaten the very future of news publications. 
Who would want to buy a paper to read news al-

ready heard on the radio? Who would want to buy 
advertising space in papers carrying stale news? The 
newspapers calculated that they could suppress ra-

dio competition by denying broadcasters access to 
the major news agencies, at the time the Associated 
Press (AP), owned cooperatively by newspapers 
themselves, the International News Service ( INS), 
and the United Press (UP). 

NBC's Blue Network inaugurated regular 15-min-
ute nightly newscasts by Lowell Thomas in 1930, a 

sign that radio might soon assume a serious com-
petitive role. In response to threats that news agency 
services would soon be cut off, CBS began forming 
its own news-gathering organization. Recognizing 
that they could not hold back the tide, the news-

*The symbol § is used throughout this book to refer to sections 
of laws and documents other than this book. 

paper publishers proposed a truce in 1933. The 
result, known as the Biltmore Agreement, set up a 
Press—Radio Bureau designea-to protect the papers' 

According to the terms of the agreement, CBS 
suspended its own news gathering, and both net-

works agreed to confine themselves to two 5-minute 
press-wire news summaries from the Press—Radio 

Bureau. These could be aired only after the morning 
and evening papers had appeared, could be used 
only on a sustaining (nonsponsored) basis, and had 

to be followed by the admonition, "For further de-
tails, consult your local newspaper( s )." The bureau 

agreed to issue additional special bulletins on events 
"of transcendent importance," but such bulletins 

had to be written "in such a manner as to stimulate 
public interest in the reading of newspapers" (quoted 
in Kahn, 1984: 103). 

In practice, the Press—Radio Bureau never worked 

effectively. Only about a third of the existing stations 
subscribed to it, and several independent radio news 
services sprang up to fill the gap. Broadcasters also 
took advantage of escape clauses in the agreement 
that exempted news commentaries. In conse-
quence, a great many radio newscasters became 
instant commentators. 

United Press broke the embargo in 1935, and was 
soon joined by International News Service ( these 

two merged to form today's UPI in 1958). The Press— 

Radio Bureau finally expired, unmourned, in 1940 
when the Associated Press began to accept radio 

stations as members of the association. 
As broadcast news matured, it became evident 

that, contrary to the fears of newspaper publishers, 
radio coverage actually stimulated newspaper read-
ing instead of discouraging it. The press services 

eventually acquired even more broadcasters than 
publishers as customers and began to offer services 
specially tailored for broadcast stations, including 

audio feeds ready to go directly on the air. Central 
to radio's winning of the "war" was the growing 

strength of the national networks. 

*CBS and NBC were parties to the agreement, but the nonaffi-
liated stations were not. The relevant parts of the document are 
reprinted by Kahn ( 1984: 101). 
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Chain Broadcasting Investigation By 1938, 
radio stations representing 98 percent of the total 
nighttime wattage were affiliated with either NBC 
or CBS. Then as now, the great majority of affiliated 
stations were tied to the networks not by ownership 
but by contract. 

In 1934, the Mutual Broadcasting System (MBS) 
began to emerge in the Midwest. Frustrated in its 
attempts to expand from a regional into a national 
network, MBS complained to the Federal Com-
munications Commission that CBS and NBC unfairly 
do-minated the network field. After more than three 
years of investigation, the FCC issued its chain 
broadcasting regulations, d1r1tirg the older 
networks' hold over affiliates and talent, and freeing 
affiliates to program more for local needs and in-
terests. Among other things, the new rules forbaaé 
nt -rnetworks covering the same markets and forced 
both CBS and NBC to give up the talent-booking 
agencies they had developed as sidelines. The rules 
also forbade the networks to force stations to carry 
programs that they did not wish to accept, or to 
infringe in other ways on the autonomy of affiliates. 
Concerned about the intrusions into their busi-

ness affairs, CBS and NBC predicted total collapse 
of the network system if the regulations went into 
effect. They fought the case all the way to the Su-
preme Court, but in 1943 the Court finally settled 
the argument in favor of the FCC (U.S., 1943: 190).* 
NBC's dual - -orkoperation ended i 19/ with 
t .e sale of its Mile network, which_in 1945 became 

the American Broadcasting Company (ABC)., The 
Treicted collapse of network broadcasting failed 
to materialize, and even Mutual expanded rapidly. 
Thus emerged the four-network radio pattern, which 
endured until the late 1960s. 

3.3 
Television and FM Radio Emerge 

As they tuned in to radio entertainment and news, 
listeners in the 1930s began to hear and read more 

The FCC extended the chain broadcasting rules to television in 
1946. In 1077, after radio networks had ceased to play a dominant 

about radio-with-pictures, or television, experi-
ments. Rumors of a new kind of radio that elimi-
nated static also surfaced. Both developments took 
far longer to reach commercial fruition than their 
backers then suspected. 

What Delayed TV? The idea of wireless trans-
mission of pictures occurred to inventors as early 
as that of wireless sound transmission. However, 
even after sound broadcasting became a reality, tele-
vision still remained in the experimental stage. 

Television had to wait for a more sophisticated 
technology. It took even longer to reach agreement 
on a single national standard specifying the details 
of the television signal. Standardizing such technical 
details as the number of lines in a picture (a de-
terminant of picture quality) would freeze devel-
opment at a particular level. If it turned out later 
that standards should have been set at a higher level, 
tremendous waste would occur because change 
would outmode millions of receivers and much stu-
dio and transmitter equipment. 

Setting television standards involved finding a 
compromise among the conflicting interests of pat-
ent holders, manufacturers, and government bur-
eaucracies, each with its own economic and political 
concerns. For these reasons, in the years before 
1948 television moved forward slowly as standards 
were improved bit by bit and the FCC cautiously 
granted licenses for limited public tryouts. 

Television technology went through two phases; 
that of mechanical scanning and that of electronic 
-K-artrfinr-The latter began to take the lead in the 
early 1930s and had just begun to reach a satisfactory 
level when World War II ( 1939-1945) interrupted 
further development. Accordingly, widespread in-
troduction of modern television had to wait for the 
war to end. 

Experimental television therefore had existed for 
,c_legaces-laefurcadelasum became a mass medium. 
Early systems produced crude pictures that were 
interesting only as curiosities. Public acceptance 

role, the commission lifted most of the original radio chain 
regulations. (For details on TV network rules, see Section 8.2.) 
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EXHIBIT 3-3 First U.S. Television Star 

During the early experiments with electronic television, RCA laboratories used, as 
a moving object to televise, a 12-inch paper maché model of a popular cartoon 
character, Felix the Cat, posed on a ret,ohing turntable under hot lights. The image 

at let shows how Felix looked on television in 1929 when picture definition was 
still only 60 lines per frame. 

SOURCE: Courtesy NBC. 

awaited pictures with sufficient lack of flicker and 
sufficient resolution ( detail) for comfortable view-
ing—a standard at least as good as that of the home 
movies then familiar to consumers. 

F2riy experiments used scanning discs, large metal 
"wheels- perforated with small holes in a spiral 
pattern. (They were first conceived by Paul Nipkow 
in Germany in the 1880s, but never developed.) As 
the "Nipkow discs- spun in front of an aperture, the 
holes admitted light in successive lines. They made 
crude pictures made up of 30 lines per frame, com-
pared with 525 lines in contemporary television 
( Exhibit 3_3)* 

'A variant of this mechanical television system provided the first 

pictures of men on the moon in 1969. Scientists reverted to the 
older system because of its ruggedness, desirable under the 
conditions of broadcasting from space. 

Charles Francis Jenkins in the United States and 
John Logic Baird in Britain demonstrated mechan-
ical systems, and both briefly manufactured and sold 
receivers. Baird's peisistent efforts, along with those 
of the British Marconi—EMI concern, which had de-
veloped a competing all-electronic system. culmi-
nated in late 1936 with the BBC's introduction of 
the first high-definition television service.* 

Mechanical television had by the late 1930s reached 
the peak of what it could offer, and electronic sys-
tems, even in the crude stage prevalent at that 
time, provided far better transmission and recep-
tion and much clearer pictures. The BBC soon 

'Formerly high-definition television was characterized by pic-
tures consisting of at least 200 scanning lines per frame; the 

modern high-definition television ( HDTV) will have more than 
1,000 lines. 
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dropped Baird 's mechanical apparatus and concen-
trated on electronic developments, but closed down 
its service when World War II began. 

Electronic Television Two inventors figured 
prominently in electronic television developments 

nitec States! o T. Farnswo an 
dimir Zworykin. Farnsworth, a self-taught American 
genius, developed an electronic ( nonmechanical) 
scanning system he called "image dissection." He 
invented the basic methods that are still used for 
suppressing the scanning beam retrace path (see 
Section 6.8) and for inserting synchronizing pulses. 
Zworykin emigrated to the United States from 

Russia in 1919 and worked as an engineer for West-
inghouse. In 1923 he applied for patents covering 
a largely electronic television system, but he im-
mediately found himself embroiled in a seven-party 
patent interference suit. One of the seven parties, 
Farnsworth, finally won a key decision on his elec-
tron optics patent in 1934. RCA acknowledged 
Farnsworth's victory in 1939 by paying him a million 
dollars for the right to use his discoveries. In the 
interim Zworykin won lasting fame as thelaventor 
of the  iconoscope, the electronic camera pickup 
tut— ZrExhibit 3-4). 

In 1930 Zworykin became head of a celebrated 
research group of more than 40 engineers at the 
RCA laboratories in Camden, NJ. Formed from a 
merger of the television research programs of Gen-
eral Electric and Westinghouse with that of RCA, the 
Camden team systematically investigated all aspects 
of electronic television development, solving not 
only technological problems but also the subjective 
problem of setting the picture quality standards 
needed to win full public acceptance. 

During the 1930s the Camden team tackled and 
solved all the outstanding problems. They pro-
gressed to higher and higher line frequencies, year 
by year, from the 60-line standard of 1930 (Exhibit 
3-3) to 441 lines in 1939. They increased image size 
and brightness, introduced interlace scanning to 
suppress flicker, adapted equipment to use the newly 
opened VHF band, and introduced sets into homes 
on an experimental basis. 

EXHIBIT 3-4 Vladimir Zworykin 
(1889-1982) 

The inventor holds his most famous invention, the icon-

oscope camera tube, first theorized in the 1920s and then 

perfected in the early 1930s. Ile worked first for Westing-
house, later moving to RCA and a bigger research budget 

in 1930. Ile remained active at the company's Princeton, 
NJ research laboratories into his late 80s. 

SOURCE: Brown Brothers. 

By 1939 the Camden group felt ready for a major 
public: demonstration RCA chose the 1939 New York 
World's Fair, with its "World of Tomorrow" theme, 
as a suitably prestigious and symbolic launching pad 
for the 441-line RCA television demonstration. For 
the first time the general U.S. public had a chance 
to see (and to be seen on) modern television. 

Nevertheless, the Federal Communications Com-
mission withheld permission for full-scale corn-
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mercial operations pending industrywide agree-
ment on engineering standards. This came with the 
recommendations of the National Television Sys-
tems Committee (NTSC), representing 15 major 
electronics manufacturers. In 1941 the FCC adopted 
the NTSC standards for black-and-white television, 
including tne W5-fines-per-frame and 30-frames-
second standards ill in effect today. 

Within the year the United States was at war with 
Japan and Germany. With production of civilian con-
sumer electronics halted, television development 
had to he shelved for the duration. 

FM's Troubled Origins For its first quarter 
century, the word broadcasting meant only ampli-
tude-modulated (AM) radio. Edwin Armstrong (Ex-
hibit 3-5) invented a much improved alternative 
system usin fre uen , modulation (FM.) in 1933, 

bi.jj1mosi30 yearç ir languished as a poor re-. 
lation_ofilit established AM system. Armstrong saw 
himself as the victim of a conspiracy to kill FM, 
frustrating his dream of success. 

Costly changes in spectrum allocations, favoring 
television over FM, seemed to Armstrong still more 
evidence of conspiracy. At the close of World War 
II the FCC reassigned FM's prewar channels, moving 
it up to its present VHF location, 88-108 MHz. This 

1945 move made obsolete the half million FM 
receivers that had been built to work on lower 
frequencies. 
Many major AM station owners obtained FM li-

censes, simply as insurance against the possibility 

that FM might catch on and make AM obsolete. They 
made no attempt to take advantage of FM's superior 
quality or even to program it as a separate service. 
Instead, they merely simulcast their AM programs 
on FM transmitters. In the absence of high-fidelity 
programming, listeners had little incentive to buy, 
and manufacturers had little incentive to develop, 
high-fidelity receivers. 

Early interest in FM stations, mostly as minor part-
ners in AM/FM combinations, peaked in 1948, with 
more than a thousand stations authorized. But in 
that year television's rapid climb to power began, 
pushing FM into the background. In 1949 alone, 
212 commercial FM stations went off the air, and 

EXHIBIT 3-5 Edwin Armstrong 

(1890-1954) 

The inventor paces the catwalk of his 400-foot experi-
mental FM antenna, built in 1938 on the Palisades aboie 
the Hudson River at Alpine, IV. He opened station W2XMN 
on this site in 1939 as the first high-powered FM station; 
the only previous one had been a low-powered amateur 
station for demonstratkin purposes. 

SOURCE: Broadcasting magazine. 

total authorizations continued to decline until 1958 
(Exhibit 3-1). There was little reason for listeners 
to buy often expensive FM receivers, or for adver-
tisers to buy time to reach these listeners. AM's 
future seemed assured as FM faded away. Inventor 
Armstrong took his own life in 1954 in despair. 
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3.4 

Broadcasting at War (1938-1946) 

The last shackles of the Great Depression fell away 
only when the country began to increase produc-
tion in response to the growing threat of war in 
Europe' and the Pacific. Radio developed the first 
live overseas re  orts of 'events in Europe, relayed 
by s ort-wave back to New York, and thence  to 
network affiliates. Live reports of Hitler's annexation 
ot Austria in 1938, the invasion of Poland a year 
later, and finally the 1941 Pearl Harbor attack reached 
American homes from radio reporters on the scene. 
During World War II, radio escaped direct mili-

tary censorship by complying voluntarily with com-
mon-sense rules. For example, broadcasters avoided 
man-on-the-street and other live interviews and 
weather reports.* In 1942 President Roosevelt ap-
pointed a well-known CBS radio newscaster, Elmer 
Davis, to head the newly created Office of War In-
formation (OWI). The OWI mobilized an external 
broadcasting service. Eventually, the OWI became 
known as the Voice of America. By 1944, even though 
broadcasting had been declared an essential indus-
try and therefore exempt from the draft, half the 
broadcast employees in the country had joined the 
armed forces. 

Although wartime restrictions on civilian manu-
facturing, imposed in 1942, cut back on station 
construction and receiver production, during this 
period the number of radio stations on the air more 
than doubled, reaching just over a thousand by the 
end of 1946 (Exhibit 3-1). And radio advertising 
boomed. The government allowed manufacturers 
to write off advertising costs as a business expense, 
even though they had no products to sell because 

*During World War 1, private radio stations had been closed 
down (though this was before the broadcasting era). During 
World War II, the president refrained from using his right under 
§606 of the Communications Act of 1934 to assume sweeping 
control over all federally regulated wire and radio communi-
cations. Currently, broadcasting stations participate voluntarily 
in the Emergency Broadcasting System, a set of standby proce-
dures that can be put into immediate effect in case of national 

emergency. 

they were devoting their capacity to military needs. 
This stimulated manufacturers to spend freely to 
keep their names before the public until consumer 
products returned after the war. Released from 
competitive pressures to maximize audiences with 
sure-fire, mass-appeal material, some invested in 
first-rate programming. 
The networks, too, invested in often highly cre-

ative and artistic programs, particularly drama. Ra-
dio developed its own playwrights, notably Norman 
Corwin and Arch Oboler, who won their chief lit-
erary fame in broadcasting. CBS commissioned Cor-
win to celebrate the great moment of Allied victory 
in Europe with an hour-long radio play, "On a Note 
of Triumph," in 1945. 

This notable program climaxed an extraordinary 
flowering of radio art—original writing of high merit, 
produced with consummate skill, and always live, 
for the networks still banned recordings. With the 
end of the war years and the artificial support for 
culture, competitive selling resumed, and this brief, 
luminous period of radio creativity came to an end. 

Radio News Anxious to outdo NBC's develop-
ing European news operation, CBS decided on a 
bold stroke, a half hour devoted to a CBS foreign 
news "roundup" on the Nazi invasion of Austria, 
originating live from key points: London, Paris, Rome, 
Berlin, Vienna. The networks' ban on recordings 
created tremendous problems of coordination and 
precise timing. In that historic half hour, anchored 
by Robert Trout and featuring reports by William 
Shirer, Edward R. Murrow (Exhibit 3-6), and others, 
"radio came into its own as a full-fledged news me-
dium" ( Kendrick, 1969: 158). 

Later in 1938 came the Munich crisis. The Allies 
abandoned Czechoslovakia to Hitler, climaxing 18 
days of feverish diplomatic negotiations among the 
great powers. During these tense days and nights, 
pioneer commentator H. V. Kaltenborn achieved 
fame and fortune by extemporizing a remarkable 
string of 85 live broadcasts from New York, re-
porting and analyzing news of each diplomatic move 
as it came in by wire and wireless. News staffers at 
CBS would shake Kaltenborn awake (he slept on a 
cot in a studio) and hand him the latest bulletins; 
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EXHIBIT 3-6 Edward R. Murrow ( 1908-1965) 

CBS news reporter Murrow is seen walking not far 
from the BBC's Broadcasting House in downtown Lon-
don during the Second World War. He and other 
American reporters used a tiny studio located in a sub-
basement. Once, when the building took a hit during 
a German bombing raid, Murrow continued his live 
report as stretcher bearers carried dead and injured 
victims of the raid past the studio to the first-aid station. 

First employed by CBS in 1935 as director of talks 
in Europe, he came to the notice of a wider public 
through his memorable live reports from bomb-
ravaged London in 1940, and later from even more 
dangerous war-front vantage points. Unlike other re-
porters, he had a college degree in speech rather than 
newspaper or wire-service experience. The British ap-
preciated his realistic and often moving word-and-
sound pictures of their wartime experiences, and 
American listeners liked the way he radiated "truth 
and concern," as William Paley put it ( 1979: 151). 
Widely admired by the time the war ended, he be-

came the core of the postwar CBS news organization. 
He served briefly as vice president for news but soon 
resigned the administrative post to resume daily news-
casting. As an on-the-air personality, he survived the 
transition to television better than others, going on to 
appear in See It Now and in often highly controversial 
documentaries. He resigned from CBS in the early 
1960s to direct the U.S. Information Agency under 
President Kennedy. 

SOURCE: CBS News. 

going on the air immediately, he first read the bul-
letin, then ad-libbed his own lucid, informed com-

mentary. "Even as I talked," wrote Kaltenborn, " I 
was under constant bombardment of fresh news 
dispatches, carried to my desk from the ticker room. 
I read and digested them as I talked" ( Kaltenborn, 
1938: 9). 

Thanks to CBS's early start, Paley's enthusiastic 
support, and his good luck in assembling a super-
lative staff of news specialists, CBS set a high stan-

- 

dard for broadcast journalism during the war N•ears, 

the 1980s. 
.asted into 

Wartime Television During World War Il six 
experimental stations remained on the air, in New 
York City ( two stations), Schenectady, Philadelphia, 
Chicago, and Los Angeles. They devoted their brief 
schedules ( they were on the air only four hours 
a week) primarily to civilian defense programs. 
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About 10,000 receivers existed, half of them in New 
York City. 
The end of the war in 1945 did not, as some 

expected, bring an upsurge in television activity, 
despite a backlog of 158 pending station applica-
tions. Investors held back for several reasons. The 
1941 decision on standards (Section 3.3) had left 
the issue of color television unresolved, and many 

experts believed that all-out development should 
await adoption of a color system. Moreover, poten-
tial investors wondered whether the public would 
buy receivers that cost many times the price of ra-
dios. And would the major advertisers pay the higher 

cost of television programming? Owners of suc-
cessful radio stations, accustomed to making money 
with the greatest of ease, felt little incentive to take 
on the formidable complexities of this little-known 

new medium. 
Two favorable developments occurred shortly  af-

ter the war, however: 1) the image orthicon camera 
t e, introduced in 1945, improved camera sensi-
tivity, eliminating the need for the uncomfortably 
high levels of studio light that the iconoscope had 
required; and ( 2) AT&T began to install intercity 
coaxial cable links ( Section 7.4), e_na2l_1iirg_i-letwçjrk 

interconnection. The New York-Washington, DC link 
opened in 1946. Finally, in the summer and fall Qf 
1948, the long-practed ru>';1-1 into television began. 

3.5 
TV's Growing Pains 

In 1948 the number of television stations on the air 
increased from 17 to 48. The number of cities served 
by television went from 8 to 23. Set sales increased 
more than 500 percent over the 1947 level and by 
1951 had already surpassed radio set sales. In-
creased opportunities for viewing in 1948 multi-
plied the audience in one year by an astonishing 

4,000 percent. Also, in 1948, coaxial cables for net-
work relays became available to the Midwest as well 
as on the East Coast, and regular network service 

began. Important advertisers started experimenting 
with the new medium, and large-scale program-
ming emerged. 

Freeze Imposed (1948-1952) Television's 
growing pains had not yet ended, however. The 
FCC's go-ahead for commercial television had made 
only 12 VHF channels available to serve the entire 
United States, compared with 107 AM channels and 
100 FM channels.* As more and more stations bean 
to go on the air, ii-became obvious that ( 1) the 
demand for stations would soon exceed the suppry'  
of channels, d (2) not anrequired enough 

geographical sepanjtipn between stations on the same 
_22ª29e1 to _prev_aueriüuhai-ence. 

To forestall a potentially chaotic situation, on 29 

September 1948 the FCC abruptly froze processing 
of further television license applications. The freeze 
had no effect on applicants whose permits had al-
ready been approved. As a result, for the nearly four 
years of the freeze, 108 "prefreeze" stations had an 
enviable monopoly. 
The freeze did not seriously inhibit television's 

growth. During the 1948-1952 period, the number 
of sets in use rose from a quarter-million to more 
than 17 million. After heavy losses at the outset, by 

1951 stations began to earn back their investment. 
Coaxial cable and microwave networks joined the 
East Coast to the West Coast in 1951, inaugurating 

national network television, which soon reached 60 
percent of American homes. 

Sixth Report and Order (1952) Meanwhile, 
the FCC held a series of hearings to settle the en-

gineering and policy questions that had brought 
on the freeze. The long-awaited decision, the char-
ter of present-day U.S. television, came on 14 April 

1952, in the historic FCC Sixth Report and Order 
(FCC, 1952: 148).t The new rules expanded the 

*Originally, the FCC allocated 13 channels, but channel one ex-
perienced too much interference from adjacent frequencies. The 

FCC reassigned it in 1948 to land-mobile communications. The 

rest were the same Nair channels, numbered 2 through 13, still 
in use today. 

tWhen faced with complex decisions, the FCC often issues pre-
liminary "reports and orders" for public comment before arriv-
ing at a final version. The fact that it took six such reports to 
decide on the television allotment plan indicates the problem's 
complexity. 
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EXHIBIT 3-7 TV Channel Allotment Plan 

• 

1111* 

This map shows the occupied channel 7 allotments, except for 3 outside the 48 
contiguous states. They are scattered relatively evenly throughout the country, 
separated from each other by a minimum of 170 miles. The list of all channels 

mailable in one of the cities is shown below. Rapid City, SD, is allotted two UHF 
channels (one of which went on the air in 1988), but the town gets additional 

service from translators that bring in signals of several stations allotted to other 
cities in that region, plus cable television. 

Status of channel allotments in Rapid City, SD in late 1988 (shown by a white 

dot on the imp): 

3— occupied by KOTA, an ABC affiliate 

7—occupied by KEVIV, an NBC affiliate 

9—occupied by 1U3HE, a noncommercial station licensed to the state of South 
Dakota 

15—occupied by KCLO, went on the air in November 1988 

21—not on the air 

number of channels by supplementing the 12 VHF 
channels with 70 new channels in the UHF band 
(the feasibility of using this higher range of fre-
quencies had been demonstrated during World 
War II). 
A table of 2,053 allotments awarded the use of 

one or more channels to each of 1,291 communi-
ties—a sharp contrast with the prefreeze plan, which 

had allotted channels to only 345 cities. More than 
66 percent of the allotments fell in the UHF band. 
The FCC reserved about 10 percent of the total for 
noncommercial educational use, mostly in the UHF 
band. Exhibit 3-7 shows the spacing of cochannel 
allotments around the country to avoid interference 
and also gives an example of individual city allot-
ments. The table of allotments has been amended 
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EXHIBIT 3-8 Growth of Television Stations, 1948-1988 
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slow down at that point, but bas never actually stopped. Noncommercial stations 
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SOURCE: Adapted from Christopher H. Sterling and John M. Kittross, Stay Tuned: A Concise History of American Broadcasting. 
Copyright 1990 by Wadsworth Publishing Co., Inc. Reprinted by permission of Wadsworth Publishing Co., Belmont, CA. 

many times, one of the more significant changes 
being an increase in educational reservations to about 
35 percent of the total.* 

*Other major changes include reallocating channel 37 to radio 

astronomy and, in 19-'0, channels 70 to 83 to land-mobile use. 

In 1980 the FCC proposed more than 100 additional VHF channel 

Tremendous pressures for new stations had built 
up during the freeze. In less than a year after the 
thaw, all outstanding uncontested applications had 

allotments, to be made available as "drop-ins.- These would he 

shoehorned into the allotment plan by reducing cochannel mile-

age separations and using directional antennas. In the end, only 
four such allotments were made. 
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been granted. The number of stations more than 
tripled in the first postfreeze year (Exhibit 3-8). 
Then began the long-drawn-out process of deciding 
among competing applicants for the few, im-
mensely valuable channels remaining in the most 
desirable markets. 

Despite its long gestation period, the new chan-
nel allotment plan had serious defects. For one thing, 
there were too few channels to give viewers in every 
market an equal number of choices. Ideally, every 
viewer should eventually have had a choice among 
at least five stations: an affiliate of each of the three 
commercial networks, a noncommercial station, and 
at least one independent station. 

In practice 70 percent of the television_ house-
holds in the country can receive nine or more sta-
tions oft the air (not countin ). But only 
.8Tercent of tin the country have five 
or more stations.  The entire state of New Jersey, for 
-example, had no VHF station until the 1980s, and 
only four or five UHF commerical stations.* Yet the 
two major neighboring markets, New York and Phil-
adelphia, blanketed most of New Jersey. In several 
of the biggest cities, New York, Los Angeles, and 
Philadelphia among them, the maximum feasible 
number of VHF channels had already been licensed 
before the freeze, making it impossible to designate 
noncommercial VHF channels in those cities. 

UHF Dilemma The FCC's decision to allot tele-
vision to both VHF and UHF channels, and, more-

over, to intermix the two in many localities, made 
the inequities that much worse. The commission 
had originally tried to ensure equal coverage po-
tentials for both VHF and UHF allotments by au-
thorizing UHF to use much higher power, hoping 
in this way to overcome the inherent propagation 
weakness of UHF waves as compared with VHF. 
Even if added power could have had the desired 
effect, however, years went by before maximum-

'The FCC reallotted WOR-TV, channel 9, to northern New Jersey 

from New York City in 1982 in response to strong congressional 

pressure. In return, the licensee, RKO General, was granted a 

license renewal despite some severe shortcomings. RK0 sold 

the station a few years later. See Exhibit 17-1. 

power UHF transmitters became available.* UHF 
transmitters cost more than VHF to install and 
operate. Long after UHF television began, manu-
facturers still built primarily VHF-only receivers be-

cause of national demand for VHF viewing, forcing 
viewers in UHF-served markets to buy often diffi-
cult-to-use converters. 

Faced with such overwhelming disadvantages, UHF 
television began to slip backward, reaching a low 

point of only 75 stations in 1960. The FCC tried a 
variety of measures to encourage the failing stations. 
Its most useful step was to get Congress to require 
manufacturers to equip all receivers with UHF tun-

ing. This legislation became effective in 1964 (47 
USC 303). Still later FCC rules required UHF tuning 
to be equal in ease to VHF. 

By 1956 some of the FCC's efforts had taken effect, 
and UHF began a steady, though not spectacular, 
growth. FCC financial reports indicate that until 1974 
UHF stations as a group continued to lose money. 
Thereafter their profit margin increased each year. 

In practice it appears that at present UHF stations 
can at best achieve only 80 to 85 percent of the 
coverage enjoyed by competing VHF stations, al-
though UHF proponents still hope that improved 
receivers and antennas—as well as carriage of UHF 
stations on cable television—will some day equalize 
coverage with VHF except in areas of rough terrain 

and in cities with many tall buildings. 

Color Standards RCA's leadership in the orig-
inal development of black-and-white television gave 
its subsidiary, NBC, a head start over the other net-
works. CBS. saw an opportunity to counter NBC's 
advantage by taking the lead in color. During the 
1-q-(57,-CBS— rt ope a eVéli--dattia ly mechanical color 
television system that was incompatible with the 
NTSC black-and-white standards. The FCC actually 
approved the CBS system for public use in 1950,. 
although few sets reached the market because of 

The pioneer commercial UHF station, KPTV ( Portland, OR), 

went on the air in September 1952, using an RCA experimental 

transmitter. The first maximum-power (5 million watts) UHF 

transmitter did not go on the air until 1974. 
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the Korean War emergency restrictions on some 
kinds of manufacturing. Meanwhile, RCA continued 
working on its own compatible, all-electronic color 
system. 
The rival networks eventually tired of the expen-

sive wrangling, and in,125_3_2112arties accepted new 
standards ro for an electron' 
systertLoatterned-
patible with sets already in use. This _21Lte__ar It_that 
black-and-white receivers already on the market could 
piçk up color signals in monochrome.  

But color telecasts on a large scale developed 
slowly because of the cost of receivers and lack of 
advertiser interest. Five years after_the_193 FCC 
adoptiit)f the NTSC staaLLards, only NBC offered 
pr ..__çzgarilor. Full network color production 
in prime time came only in 1966. By 1972 half the 
country's homes had color television sets. Virtually 
all manufacturers now make only color sets, except 
for small portables. 

3.6 

Era of TV Dominance 

Television grew far more rapidly than had radio 
two decades before because developers of the new 
medium could build on the knowledge and capital 
they had attained from the old. But television had 
no shoestring operations of the type that got small 
radio stations on the air: the cost of television pro-
gramming and the lack of recorded backlog favored 
the network approach. Television networking, how-
ever, had to await development of special coaxial 
cable and microwave relay links built by AT&T. 

Until the early 1950s, television stations had to 
survive without direct network interconnection. :The 
recorded alternative,salled kinescopes, consisted_of 
the pictures as they appeared on the 
Of a receiver tube. These filmed recordings of net-
work programs became available by 1948, but their 
poor quality discouraged their use. In 1956 the Am-
pex Corporation demonstrated a successful video-
tape process, which_ saw its first practical use that 
fall on CBS. In a rare --spitera mterrn-
peting manufacturers put aside their rivalries and 

opted for a compatible videotape standard from the 
outset. 

Three Networks Several factors kept the num-
ber of national commercial television networks to 
three: limitations on the availability of programs, on 
advertiser support, on hours available at affiliated 
stations, and, most crucial of all, on the number of 
broadcast channels in urban areas. To be compet-
itive, a full-service commercial network must have 
access to affiliates with approximately equal cov-
erage potential in all major markets. The FCC's 1952 
Sixth Report and Order effectively limited television 
to three networks, since too few cities had been 
allotted more than three channels with equal cov-
erage potential. Even if all the independent com-
mercial stations in the country combined to form 
a fourth network, this network would be able to 
reach only about 85 percent of the population, 
whereas the three national networks can reach more 
than 95 percent of television homes. 

Nevertheless, there have always been pressures 
to create a fourth national television network. When 
television networking began, Mutual, the fourth ra-
dio network, lacked the money to branch into tele-
vision. But from  1946 to 1955 a fourth chain did 
exist: the Delcilt_Teirvisian Network, founded by 
Allen B. DuMont, a  developer and manufacturer of 
cathode-ray tubes and a pioneer receiver manufac-
turer. DuMont survive on yw let e ack of live 
interconnection facilities kept networking in check. 
Once the relays for interconnection became gen-
erally available, DuMont could not compete with 
the larger and older networks. 
DuMont's demise prompted the FCC's second 

network investigation in 1955-1957. Its inquiry con-
cluded that the three remaining television networks 
(ABC, CBS, and NBC) held too much economic power 
over their affiliates (House CIFC: 1958). Although it 
was not a landmark like the first network report of 
1941, the 1958 study did lead eventually to sub-
stantial rule changes (see Section 8.2). 

The "Live Decade" (1948-1957) If we look 
back with nostalgia to radio's "golden era" of the 
1930s and 1940s, we may justifiably feel the same 
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way about television's first decade. The networks 
put first priority on stimulating people to buy sets, 
and only attractive programs could do that: 

It was the only time in the history of the medium that 
program priorities superseded all others. If there was 
an abundance of original and quality drama at the 
time... it was in large part because those shows tended 
to appeal to a wealthier and better-educated part of the 
public, the part best able to afford a television set in 
those years when the price of receivers was high ( Brown, 
1971: 154). 

Most programming,Ipc_11 and network, was nec-
essarily_ live—a throwback to the earliest days of 
raçl.L1 . Videotape recording had not yet been in-
vented. Original television plays constituted the most 
memorable artistic achievements of television's live 
decade. "Talent seemed to gush right out of the 
cement," wrote the pioneer Neu, York Times critic, 
Jack Gould ( 1973: 6). 
A more realistic appraisal, perhaps, came 

from Robert Saudek, producer of Omnibus, a pres-
tigious series initiated in 1952 with Ford Foundation 
support as an experiment in high-quality television. 
Asking himself whether the benefits of live 
production really justified the strain, Saudek 
concluded: 

Any sane observer would have to say no, because it is 
both efficient and economical to put shows on film or 
tape. Not only does it provide profitable reruns, but 
also ... the scheduling of crews, studios, lights, cam-
eras, sound and all the other hardware can be frozen 
and stored away like IV dinners to be retrieved and 
served up on demand ( Saudek, 1973: 22). 

In short, the economics of television drove it re-
lentlessly toward shared and reused programming, 
and therefore toward recording, at both the local 
and the network levels. 

Production Moves to Hollywood Televi-
sion programs could, of course, have been recorded 
from the very beginning by making them originally 
on motion picture film. Economic, technical, and so-
cial barriers delayed adoption of this solution. 
The slow and cumbersome single,camem_pro-

duction method, traditional in Hollywood, cost far.... 

too much for televisio t took time to adapt film 
to the p ysical limitations of television, with its lower 
resolution, its smaller projected picture area, and 
its much more restricted contrast range. Solutions 
to these problems came slowly because of the 
motion picture industry's feeling of superiority. It 
regarded the upstart television medium with a mix-
ture of overt contempt and secret fear. 

Moreover, many television specialists and critics 
counted on television to bring about a new mass 
entertainment genre, less trite than familiar Holly-
wood fare. The two points of view were as far apart 
as their two centers, television in New York and film 
in Los Angeles. But the economics of the two media 
drove them ever closer together. Inexorably, as the 
technical barriers to producing television programs 
on film fell, the production base for entertainment 
programming shifted to the West Coast. 

In the 1956-1957 season, 63 percent of all net-
workjrograrnng stills:anieArrll• -ew 1,._n__early 
all of it was live, whereas most of the West Coast --
_produc-tien-was-on_film. But in 1958 NBC moved 
Studio_ Oner-for-a__decade_xhe most prestigious of 
the New_Yorl_live television drama series,  to Hol-
lywood. It died within months, symbolizing the de-
mise of television's live decade (Exhibit 3-9). 

Feature Films In a replay of the newspapers' 
earlier fears that radio would undermine the news 
business, Hollywood withheld its better and more 
recent theatrical feature films from television for a 
dozen years. Only pre-1948 films could be seen on 
television, except for some foreign imports grudg-
ingly released by the film companies in fits and 
starts. The cutoff year was 1948 because after that 
year feature-film production contracts contained re-
strictive clauses taking into account the possibility 
of release to television. 

During the early 1950s, then, television stations 
had to content themselves with old "B"-grade mov-
ies produced by minor companies. Somewhat in 
the spirit of early radio, when networks disdained 
to use recorded sound, television networks in the 
1950s disdained to use feature films. For the time 
being, movies served only as fillers in locally pro-
grammed hours. Not until the early 1960s did 
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EXHIBIT 3-9 Early TV Shows 

What's My Line? exemplifies the half-hour panel show (in this case, celebrity panelists 

tried to ident(.ñ' mystery guests' careers) and the heavy presence of early advertisers. 
Lassie uns a long-running Sunday evening program aimed at children. Mary 
Martin played Peter Pan on NBC in 1955, an early example of the "spectacular" 
or special program telecast live. A 1960 version was replayed in 1989. The Hon-
eymooners, starring Art Carney, Jackie Gleason, and Audrey Meadows, was an 

early half-hour situation comedy built around a bumbling bus driver (Gleason) 

and an off-the-wall sewer worker (Carney), perennially seen in syndication to this 

da.). 

SOURCES CBS except Peter Pan, from NBC. 
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Hollywood conclude that the television bane could 
also be a boon because networks would pay sub-

stantial prices for the "post-48" films that had no 
value for theatrical release. 

Network Rivalries Most of NBC's early pro-
gramming strategies sprang from the fertile imag-
ination of Sylvester "Pat" Weaver (perhaps best known 
in the 1980s as the father of film actress Sigourney 
Weaver). Weaver resigned his job as the broad-
casting chief of a major advertising agency in 1949 
to become NBC's vice president for television. He 
left NBC only six years later as chair of the board, 
but in those few formative years he made a per-
manent mark on television programming. Though 
assuredly an intellectual, Weaver had the common 
touch in mass entertainment without being com-
mon. Most presumed television "experts" at that 
time simply tried to adapt radio or the theater to 
television. Weaver had a special talent for ridding 
himself of preconceived media habits to look at 
television with a fresh vision. 
He foresaw, for example, that the single-sponsor 

show, the hallmark of big-time network radio, sim-
ply could not last in prime-time television. Program 
costs would eventually become far too high for any 
but a few rich, highly prestigious corporations to 
bear, and even they would be able to afford full 
sponsorship only occasionally. Instead, Weaver in-
troduced segmented sponsorshO, which enabled  a 
number of different advertisers to share the spot-

light in a single program Fle ..also introduced the 
magazine format, which combines a number of 
separate features within the framework of a single 
program. 

Disregarding conventional wisdom about the 
inviolability of established viewing habits, he 
disrupted regular schedules to run occasional 
one-time "spectaculars," 90 minutes long. The other 
networks refused to take such risks at first, but even-
tually Weaver's spectaculars became common prac-
tice on all networks as "specials." 

Weaver, like William Paley at CBS, wanted to re-
capture commercial entertainment from advertising 
agencies, who had taken control during radio days 
(Section 2.9). He recognized that advertiser control 

meant conservative, no-risk programming. Only the 
networks, Weaver said, could "gamble on shows, on 

talent, on projects; and we often will lose in doing 
this all too often. But only a great network can afford 
the risk, and that is essentially why the great network 
service is so important to this country" ( 1955). As 

production costs rose, fewer advertisers could afford 
to supply programs. A study of prime-time program 
sources in the period 1957 to 1968 showed that ad-
vertisers declined as a source from 33 percent of the 

total to only 3 percent. Independent program packa-
gers increased during the same period, producing 

81 percent of all regularly scheduled prime-time 
programs by 1968 (Little, 1969: 1). 

Despite Weaver's success with specific innova-
tions, however, CBS steadily gained in the overall 
ratings race with NBC during Weaver's tenure. In 
consequence, NBC let Weaver go in 1955. That same 

year, CBS achieved the number-one-place in the 
ratings, a place it would hold undisputed for 21 
years. 
The American Broadcasting Company (ABC) faced 

tough competition, running well behind NBC and 

CBS in both radio and television. As the networks 
entered the television age in 1948, ABC found itself 
in somewhat the same position that CBS had oc-
cupied in the early days of network radio. Top ad-
vertisers and performers automatically turned to 
CBS or NBC, regarding ABC only as a last resort. 
ABC began to pay more attention to audience de-_ 
nipgraphics. tailoring prime-time s owstung, 
ujtaaa,_ adult segments of the audience: This policy 

meant emphasizing action, violence, and sex. ABC 
abandoned any serious attempt to offer the more 
balanced range of programming that the older net-
works had always thought essential to their national 
images. 

Ironically, a second government-decreed corpo-
rate breakup rescued ABC in 1953. The Justice 
Department had forced a breakup of the big Hol-
lywood motion picture studios. This meant that the 
studios had to sell off their extensive theater chains. 
One of the spun-off companies, Paramount Thea-
ters, merged with ABC in 1953 after a long FCC 
proceeding, injecting much-needed funds and es-
tablishing a link with Hollywoocl that eventually paid 
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off handsomely as ABC grew slowly to equal status 
with CBS and NBC. 

In 1954, Walt Disney, the first  of the ma- studio , 
lea_d_ers to make a c!5_a_b_%,W-13.5Çy_ibj.on_agree.d_ to 
produce a_ series of programs 

fie/and.L1.254-1957). This series was continued on 
NBC under various titles until it was finally dropped 

in 1981. The ABC deal gave Disney free advertising 
for his California theme park (just then opening) 
and Disney feature films. 

3.7 
Television's Impact on Radio 

For radio, the year 1948 marked both a high-water 
mark and the beginning of the end for full-service 
network programming. In that year, radio networks 
grossed more revenue than ever before or since, 

excluding profits from their owned and operated 
stations. For more than 15 years, the networks had 
dominated broadcasting, but television was about 
to end their rule. 

Network Radio Tries to Adjust After World 
War II, CBS's William Paley launched an all-out at-

tack on NBC's leadership in radio programming. " I 
would grant NBC its greater reputation, prestige. 
finances, and facilities," said Paley, "hut CBS had 
and would continue to have the edge in creative 
programming" ( 1979: 174). Paley discovered that 
star performers could increase their income by 

incorporating themselves, then selling their cor-
poration's services to a network instead of taking 

salaries. Corporation profits were taxed as capital 
gains at only 25 percent, whereas salaries were then 

taxed as high as 77 percent ( Paley, 1979: 193). 
Using this leverage, Paley si ned up Jack Benny 

irL19_4g . ithin a short time • S e  
to_ii_f_cslar...Ber.geeBunindGrcieAllert-,1 

GrottIc,cifil'rank Sinatra all deserted NBC  

for greener fields at CBS. By the fall of 1949, Paley 
finally achieved his dream of taking the lead away 

from NBC, a lead CBS held for the brief remaining 
life of big-time network radio—and was able to hold 
in the early decades of television. 

By 1948, the network whose complaints against 
CBS and NBC had precipitated the chain broad-
casting investigation, Mutual, had more than 500 
affiliates and advertised itself as "the world's largest 
network." Most MBS affiliates had low power, how-
ever, and were outside the major urban centers. 
Under pressure to survive, MBS introduced inno-
vative busines • • -tices, such as netw --o_r luuriper- 

t. acivertisers to su riort 
network program he exclusive 
main of national L(Iyertisers Such ingenuity never 
succeeded in making Mutual financially stable, how-
ever, and its whole history has been marked by 
frequent changes in ownership. During a four-year 
period in the 1950s its ownership changed six times. 

Decline of Radio Networks Through the 
1940s, national radio networks supplied a full 
schedule of programs, much as television networks 

do today. Advertisers sponsored entire programs, 
rather than buying scattered spot announcements 

as they now do in television. But this very identity 
of sponsors with network programs and stars led 

to the precipitous decline in radio network fortunes 
after 1948. Television rapidly captured the mass au-
dience and lured away major advertisers, and with 

them the major performers. By the early 1950s, the 
complacent pretelevision days had ended. William 
Paley, who led CBS through this transition, recalled: 

Although CBS's] daytime schedule was more than 90 
percent sponsored, our prime-time evening shows were 
more than 80 percent sustaining. Even our greatest stars 
could not stop the rush to television. Jack Benny ;eft 
radio in 1958; Bing Crosby left nighttime radio in 1957 
and quit his daytime program in 1962. It was sad 
to see them and other old-timers go. Amos Amly, 
which had been on radio since 1926 and on a network 
since 1929, left the air in 1960 ( 1979: 227). 

The ultimate hit ny came when radio stations ac-
tually began refusing to renew network contracts— 
a startling change, considering that previously a 
network aff iliation had always been regarded as a 
precious asset. But rigid network commitments in-
terfered with the freedom that stations needed to 

put their new tailor-made, post-television program 

tbrmulas into effect. Only a third of the radio sta-
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tions had network affiliations by the early 1960s. 
Networks scaled down their service to brief hourly 
news bulletins, short information features, a few 
public affairs programs, and occasional on-the-spot 

sports events. 

In 1948, the year television began its phenomenal 
growth, the radio networks and their few owned 
and operated stations earned $18 million. By 1958, 
radio network income had dropped to zero. The 
total income of the stations dropped from $46 mil-
lion to $41 million in the same period, but with 
twice as many stations claiming a slice of the pie. 
On average, each station earned only half as much 
in 1958 as it had in 1948. 

Rock to the Rescue If music had been im-
portant to radio during the pretelevision era, after 
television began it became all-important. With. the 
loss of network dramas, variety shows, quizgarnes, 
and documentaries, radio programming_ shrunk 
essentially to music and news/talk, with music oc-
cupying by far the majority of the time on ,most 
tions.ror radio, this programming 

transition coincided with the rise of a new musical 
culture, one that found radio an ideally hospitable 
medium. 

Early in the 1950s, a Cleveland disc jockey ( DJ) 
named Alan Freed gained national recognition: 

!Freed] began playing a strange new sound. A sound 
that combined elements of gospel, harmony, rhythm, 
blues, and country. Ile called it "rock and roll." And 
people everywhere began to listen.... It transcended 
borders and races. It was enjoyed down South as well 
as in the North. The music was no longer segmented. 
Both blacks and whites were able to listen ... Rock and 
roll sang to the teen-ager; it charted his habits, his 
hobbies, his hang-ups ( Drake-Chenault, 1978: 1). 

Radio proved to be the perfect outlet for this new 
form of expression. Rock lyrics spread the slogans 

of the disenchanted and the disestablished in a coded 
language, in defiance of the stuffy standards that 
the broadcasting medium had previously sought to 

maintain. 

Top-40 Radio The answer to television came 
in the late 1950s in the form of "Top-40" program-

ming. The name referred to the practice of rigidly 
limiting DJs to a prescribedpke,list of current best-
selling popular recordings. Gordon McLendon, a 
colorful sportscaster and station owner, is one of 
those credited with pioneering the format. Another 
pioneer, Todd Storz, applied the Top-40 formula to 
group-owned stations. 

Such innovators frequently moved bottom-ranked 
stations to the first rank in their markets in a matter 

of months. An hour's monitoring of a Storz Top-40 
station in the late 1950s yielded the following statis-
tics: 125 program items in the single hour; 73 time, 
weather, promotional, and other brief announce-

ments; 58 repetitions of call letters; a 3' / , minute 
newscast featuring accidents and assaults, each item 
averaging two sentences in length. The overall effect 
was loud, brash, fast, hypnotic—and memorable. The 
station acquired an instantly recognizable "sound.' 
No other station on the dial sounded anything like a 
newly programmed Storz station. 
The success of the Top-40 formula came as much 

from its ruthlessness in repelling listeners as from 
its skillfullness in attracting them. Formula pro-
grammers relied on consistency above all else, 
programming relentlessly for a limited audience 
segment no matter how many other segments took 
offense. The second ingredient in Top-40 success 
was an equally single-minded dedication to cease-
less promotion and advertising. Call letters and dial 
position had to be indelibly imprinted on the lis-
tener's mind. 

FM's Triumph FM began to recover from its 
decade-long slide in 1958. Its success came not only 

from greater audience interest in its improved sound 
quality but also from the drying up of AM channel 
availability and from a deliberate FCC policy of en-
couraging FM. 

For example, in 1961, the FCC approved technical 
standards for FM stereo. The combination of FM's 

new stereo capability with its greater fidelity, com-
ing just as public interest in high-fidelity stereo 
recording reached a peak, gave FM a substantial 
advantage over AM sound. FM  rode that technical 
lead to become the fastest-growing broadcasting 
medium of_the_12_62s. 
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FCC decisions in 1965-1967 contributed further 
to FM's success. The nonduplication rule required 
AM/FM owners in major markets to program FM 

operations independently of AM sister stations at 
least half the time, giving an important stimulus to 

independent FM programming.* The rule was grad-
ually expanded to cover smaller markets and more 
station time. This rule proved crucial in transform-
ing FM from a shadow of AM to an independent 
service with its own format specialization. 

At first, FM suffered from the relative scarcity of 

FM receivers. In the 1950s transistor radios began 

to make KM a truly portable medium. Car radios 
dominated the important morning and afternoon 

"drive time" audiences, and few cars had FM re-
ceivers. In search of parity, FM lobbyists tried to 

persuade Congress to pass an "all channel" bill sim-
ilar to that passed for television. But growing au-
dience demand for access to both radio services 
eventually accomplished the same end without leg-
islation. By 1974 the majority of radios had FM, and 
two years later most car radios could also receive 
FM signals ( Sterling, 1984: 225). By the 1980s few 

radios were sold that could not receive both bands. 

3.8 
Ethical Crises of the 1950s 

The explosive growth of broadcasting and the po-
tential for vast profits created many temptations. A 
series of ethical crises occurred in the 1950s: fraudt— 
tIlence in  programming (including payo/a, payoffs 
to radio Djs for playing certain records), political 
blacl, slising„and malfeasance in office by FCC com-
missioners. 

Quiz Scandals In the mid- 1950s, high-stakes 
television quiz programs captured national atten-
tion. They dominated prime-time ratings, becoming 

"As part of its deregulation of radio and television, the FCC 

dropped the nonduplication requirement in 1986, by which time 

most FM statiorks were profitable largely because of their separate 

formats. The rule was no longer needed—marketplace com-
petition would continue to assure that few AM/FM combinations 

were programmed alike. 

EXHIBIT 3-10 Quiz Scandals 

Then a Columbia University English inseuctor, Charles 
Van Doren is seen in one of the isolation booths" used 
in the quiz programs to prevent the contestant from get-
ting tips from the studio audience In the investigation 
that followed a disclosure of rigged winning or losing 
outcomes, Van Doren received a suspended sentence ttfter 
pleading guilty to charges of perjury. Ile also lost his jobs 
with body Columbia I lniversity and NBC television, ulyere 
he had been a member of the Today show. cast 

SOURCE AP Wide World Photos 

an obsession for audiences and programmers alike. 
The first bigiirne quiz show, The $64,000 
lion  Qws-Tred on CBS in 1955. followed in 1956 

by NBC's TWentilliitiltaltly dozens tif others_ 
At the height of the fad, five new quiz shows hit the 

air in a single day. 
Producers milked the contests for the last pos-

sible drop of suspense. Thousands of dollars hung 

in the balance as audiences awaited crucial answers 
from contestants enclosed in ' isolation booths- to 

prevent prompting. Most glamorous of the con-

In 1989 dollars, the top prize would haw been worth closer to 

$32-5,000_ 
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testants on Twenty-One was Charles Van Doren, a 
bachelor in his twenties and a faculty member at 
Columbia University. For 15 breathless weeks Van 
Doren survived one challenge after another. By the 
time he finally lost, he had won $129,000 and had 
become a media supercelebrity. 

But Van Doren, along with most other contest-
ants, had been faking all the time, conniving with 
program producers to rig the outcome. The drive 
to raise advertising rates by garnering the largest 
possible audiences seduced producers into rigging 
the quiz in order to keep crowd-pleasing contest-
ants on the air as long as possible (Exhibit 3-10). 
The first hints of quiz rigging began to surface_in 

19-5'6 when several unsuccessful contestants began 
topeakcait. Despite pious disclaimers from other 
contestants, producers, advertisers, and network of-
ficials, the New York district attorney began an in-
vestigation late in 1958. Ultimately, ten persons 
pleaded guilty to having perjured themselves by 
denying complicity in quiz rigging. By the time of-
ficial confirmation of fraud came in July 1959, the 
quiz craze had run its course, for the time being, 
having earned millions of dollars for drug and cos-
metic sponsors. Van Doren and others indicted by 
the grand jury received suspended sentences. 
The ripples spread far and wide. President Dwight 

D. Eisenhower requested a report from the U.S. 
Attorney General. Congress amended the Com-
munications Act of 1934, threatening fines and/or 
jail for complicity in rigging "contests of intellectual 
knowledge, intellectual skill or chance" (47 USC 
509). Also, the networks moved to take back some 
degree of programming control from advertisers— 
a move reinforced by the rising cost of television 
time, which made sponsorship of entire programs 
too costly for advertisers. For a time, network of-
ficials spoke in glowing terms of an increase in 
public-affairs and documentary programming, and 
the industry set up the Television Information 
Office ( TIO) to give broadcasting a better public 
image.* 

The networks and the National Association of Broadcasters closed 

the TIO in 1989 because of "changing industry patterns, dupli-

The quiz scandals dramatized divergent views of 
broadcasting's role. To some, the quiz deceptions 
seemed a massive betrayal of public trust, a symp-
tom of widespread moral decay. But to others, the 
rigging seemed no more fraudulent than a stage 
pistol with blanks rather than real bullets. In re-
sponse to an opinion survey taken just after the 
disclosure of the quiz rigging, a quarter of the re-
spondents saw nothing wrong with the deception 
(Kendrick, 1969: 130). 

Blacklisting The social role of broadcasting came 
into question from another perspective during the 
late 1940s and 1950s. During this Cold War period, 
some.Amerkas feared imminent Russian takeov r. 
There was an intensive hunt for evidence of pro-
communist, subversive influences. People in the news 
and entertainment media became favorite targets of 
the hunters. Many_p_ufQrmers and writer s suspected 
of leftist syriiiiathies found themselves on black-
list—privately (and sometimes publicly) circuTaied 
rosters compiles] hv zealous, usually self-appointed 

v_e2slis!t_tors. The listmakers searched through 
newspaper files and other records for evidence of 
people's associations with causes and organizations 
suspected of having subversive intentions. 

People whose names  appeared on such lists lost 
their jobs suddenly and  thereafter found themselves 
unemployable,  usually with no explanation or op-
portunigt_for-rebutting-the-evidence. Actors found 
themselves especially vulnerable because a few years 
before, during World War II, they had often been 
asked to appear at benefit performances and rallies 
in support of the war effort. As a wartime ally of 
the United States, the Soviet Union sometimes ben-
efited from such appearances, making it easy to 
accuse the actors of communist leanings. 

After news of a few arbitrary dismissals became 
embarrassingly public, the networks and advertising 
agencies "institutionalized" blacklisting in order to 
avoid unfavorable publicity. According to a study 

cation of efforts by industry organizations, and declining mem-

bership," they said. The FCC's deregulation policy and lowered 

public expectations also made such expensive public relations 

efforts less essential. 
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commissioned by the Fund for the Republic, they 
assigtied tin) executives to comb through blacklists 

and to compile their own "black," "gray," and "white" 
lists as guides to safe casting and job assignment 
decisions (Cogley, 1956). They found plenty of names 
in such publications as Red Channees: The Report 
of Gommuni77fiIfrarion in Rad  Television, 
published by Counterattack in 1950. Scores of writ-
ers, performers, newspersons, and other broadcast 
employees found their careers abruptly halted. Many 
innocent people suffered permanent damage; some 
even committed suicide. 

Proving the falsity of accusations or disclaim-
ing any communist leanings did not suffice to 
"clear" names once clouded. Mere innocence was 
not enough. Private anticommunist "consultants" 
demanded that suspects purge themselves of "dan-
gerous neutralism." AWARE, Inc., t 
appointed blacklist groups,pulalishet-Re6/61-Back: 
S:elf Clearance. It advised those who wanted to clear 
their names to "support anti-Communist persons, 
groups, and organizations" and to "subscribe to anti-
Communist magazines, read anti-Communist books, 

government reports and other literature." Religious 
conversion also counted as a favorable sign of po-
litical redemption (quoted in Cogley, 1956: 136). 

The broadcasting industry knuckled under with 
scarcely a murmur of public protest. However, when 
the Fund for the Republic polled broadcasting ex-

ecutives, it found that only 11 percent regarded the 

blacklisters as "sincere and patriotic." Other exec-
utives referred to them as "misguided," "crazy," 
"profiteers," and "pathological." Sixty-seven percent 

of the industry members interviewed believed that 
professional jealousy motivated the blacklisters 
(Cogley, 1956: 242). 
Among the talent unions, only Actors'  Equity took 

an antiblacklistia th_e_Araericaleration 
of Telev'sion and Radio Artists (AFTRA) failed  to 
come to tlii_ofirs accused member_ 

The Faulk Case One AFTRA member fought 
back. John Henry Faulk, a successful radio person-

ality at CBS, had helped to organize an antiblacklist 

(but also anticommunist) ticket for the New York 

AFTRA chapter, and had won election as second vice 
president. The pro-blacklist faction included several 
officers of AWARE, Inc. Following the defeat of its 
slate in the AFTRA election, AWARE published a 
report accusing Faulk of seven instances of activities 
it considered politically suspect. 
He brought suit against the blacklisters in 1956. 

Later that year, CBS abruptly discharged Faulk while 
he was out of the country on vacation. Upon his 
return, he found his career at an end. 

Alleging a malicious conspiracy to defame him, 
Faulk proved each of AWARE's seven charges false. 

The viciousness of the libel so appalled the jury that 
it awarded even more damages than Faulk asked— 

a total of $3.5 million. On appeal, the defendants 
received another stinging rebuff when a five-judge 

New York appellate court unanimously upheld the 
guilty verdict, remarking that "the acts of the de-
fendants were proved to be as malicious as they 

were vicious." The court did, however, reduce the 
damages to $550,000 (AD, 1963: 464), most of which 
Faulk never collected. Louis Nizer, Faulk's lawyer, 
concluded his own story of the case by saying, "One 
lone man had challenged the monstrously powerful 
forces of vigilantism cloaked in super patriotism" 
(1966: 464). 

In point of fact, the blacklisters only seemed mon-
strously powerful. They gained their strength from 
the timidity of the broadcasters, advertisers, and 

agencies, who generally surrendered meekly in or-
der to avoid controversy. 

Murrow Confronts McCarthy Another epi-
sode in the 1950s exemplified broadcasters' accep-
tance of journalistic responsibility. The best-known 
exponent of the blacklisting style of patriotism was 
Senator Joseph R. McCarthy ( R-Wisconsin). As chair 
of a Senate subcommittee on investigations, Mc-

Carthy staged a series of flamboyant witch hunts. 
His methods caused the term McCarthvism to enter 
the language as a synonym for public character as-
sassination based on unfounded accusations. 
Edward R. Murrow, a CBS newsman, took the risk 

of openly opposing McCarthy. In television docu-
mentaries and radio commentaries, Murrow had 
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criticized specific instances of McCarthy's unfair-

ness, but not until March 9, 1954, did he mount a 
direct attack on McCarthy's methods as a whole. That 

night, Murrow devoted his entire See It Now pro-
gram to a devastating critique of McCarthyism. 
To create the program, Murrow and his producer, 

Fred Friendly, needed to do little more than draw 
upon their film files. McCarthy's outrageous, in-
consistent, illogical, opportunistic, and devious 
methods themselves condemned him. McCarthy ac-
cepted CBS's offer of rebuttal time, filming his reply 
on a Fox Movietone sound stage at a cost of $6,000, 
which CBS paid. With his usual wild rhetoric, 
McCarthy called Murrow "the leader and the clev-
erest of the jackal pack which is always found at the 
throat of anyone who dares to expose individual 
Communists and traitors" (quoted in Friendly, 1967: 
55). Later in 1954, television dealt another blow to 
McCarthy by broadcasting in full the 36-day hearings 
of his Senate subcommittee, during which he at-
tacked the patriotism of the U.S. Army.* As in the 
See It Now broadcast, on camera McCarthy turned 
out to be his own worst enemy. 
Murrow himself never claimed that the See It Now 

analysis played a decisive role in McCarthy's sub-
sequent decline. Press criticism was already on the 
rise, and the mood of the country was changing. In 
any event, within the year McCarthy's career effec-
tively ended when the Senate passed a motion of 
censure against him. 

In doing its part to expose McCarthy, broadcast-
ing to some extent redeemed itself for having given 
in so tamely to the demands of the blacklisters. 
Nevertheless, as Murrow said, looking back five years 

after the event, "the timidity of television in dealing 
with this man when he was spreading fear through-
out the land is not something to which the art of 

communications can ever point with pride. Nor 

"In those days the networks, especially the weaker ones, could 
find time for such extended coverage without undue sacrifice. 
Both the DuMont network and ABC carried the 187 hours of 
hearings in full, although ABC did not at that time have complete 
coast-to-coast coverage. NBC carried a few days of the hearings, 
and CBS showed film clips in the evenings. 

should it be allowed to forget it" (quoted in Ken-

drick, 1969: 70). 

FCC Payoffs In the late 1950s, two FCC com-
missioners were forced to resign under pressure. 
In March 1958, Commissioner Richard Mack with-
drew when it became known that he had accepted 
a bribe to vote for a particular applicant for a po-
tentially lucrative television license in Florida. Two 
years later, FCC chair John Doerfer left office over 
charges of having accepted cruises on the yacht of 
the owner of a group of stations and of having sub-
mitted double and triple bills for official travel. 

These and other FCC transgressions led to a series 
of intensive congressional investigations of FCC op-
erations. Part of the problem lay in the quality of 
the appointments made to the FCC and similar gov-
ernment agencies. Presidential appointments to these 

relatively minor bureaucratic posts notoriously served 
as political payoffs. Cynically self-serving regulator— 
industry relationships also played a part in an era 
when the FCC often actually regulated. With later 
deregulation, however, the commission took the 
broadcasters' side against the Communications Act 
(that " last of the New Deal dinosaurs"), and iden-
tification of regulators with industry interests be-
came commonplace rather than scandalous. We 
return to this theme in Chapter 17. 

Summary 

Over the four decades covered in this chapter, 
broadcasting expanded from a small prewar busi-
ness of 800 AM stations to a modern industry of 
nearly 9,000 radio and television stations. Through-

out, first in radio and after 1948 in television, the 
three national networks dominated broadcast pro-
gramming and economics. Early concern about 

broadcasting's competitive impact was evident in 
the 1930s battles over music licensing, union battles 

against use of recordings, and the brief press-radio 
war. 

RCA spearheaded the U.S. television system that 
was finally approved by the FCC in 1941. FM radio, 
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the brainchild of inventor Edwin Howard Arm-
strong, t'as also approved for commercial operation 
in 1941 but saw only limited growth until the 1960s. 

Though the radio industry grew little in size dur-
ing World War II, it gained enormously in stature 
as it reported from the world's battlefronts, laying 
the ground for postwar broadcast journalism. 

Postwar network radio reached its height of ri-
valry as CBS surpassed NBC in popularity. ABC, which 

developed from the sale of NBC Blue, continued to 
struggle, and Mutual developed its small market 

affiliations. 

Commercial television began in earnest with the 

inception of network service in 1948, although coast-
to-coast interconnections did not come until 1951. 

Demand for station assignments became so heavy 
that the FCC was forced to reevaluate its entire al-
lotment scheme. A freeze on licensing was imple-
mented from 1948 to 1952, ending with the Sixth 
Report and Order, which opened up U1-11: frequen-

cies and set aside reserved assignments for non-

commercial operation Channel assignment and the 
problems of limited UHF coverage were dominant 
industry issues in the 1950s. 

After years of developmental work by CBS (on a 

mechanical system) and RCA (on an electronic sys-
tem), the FCC approved color television operations 
late in 1953. But color did not take off commercially 

for another decade, largely because of its high cost. 

Networks patterned on the radio model domi-
nated the first decades of television operation. Though 
NBC pioneered many original practices, CBS soon 

dominated audience ratings. ABC struggled in a weak 
third place, and DuMont, the fourth network at-
tempt, failed in 1955, since too few markets had 

four stations. 

Production of network programming moved from 
New York to the West Coast, providing a closer 
alliance with the film industry. In 1956 videotape 
was introduced, making possible greater produc-
tion and scheduling flexibility. 

As viewers and advertisers flocked to television, 
the old radio network system fell apart. The devel-

opment in the mid- 1950s of rock music, formula 
Top-40 radio formats, and portable transistor radios 
helped to build a new identity for radio. 

FM radio became the fastest-growing broadca.;t-

ing medium of the 1960s, encouraged by FCC de-
cisions that established stereo standards, and that 
required separate AM and FM programming from 

owners who operated both kinds of stations. In ad-
dition, the general overcrowding in AM contributed 

to FM's growth. 

Rapid change and expansion of the broadcast in-
dustry, and the potential for fast and vast profits, led 

to several ethical crises late in the 1950s. Rock radio 
was shaken by QJ payola, popular 11( network quiz 
shows turned out to be largely rigged, political 

blacklisting was widespread, and two FCC commis-
sioners were forced to resign because of malfeas-

ance in office. Yet the industry showed what impact 
television could have as CBS's Edward R. \furrow 
took on demagogue Senator Joseph McCarthy in a 
hard-hitting documentary that helped end the sen-

ator's reign of political terror. 

Throughout this period, broadcasting had little 
competition, except from established newspapers. 

Radio and television stations were often money ma-
chines for owners. Network-dominated television 
appeared likely to dominate leisure time for dec-
ades to come. But dramatic changes were in the 

offing. 
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CHAPTER 

ERA OF NEW COMPETITION 

Through the 1970s, traditional television and radio 
broadcasting continued to grow and prosper, not 
much changed in outline from a decade or two 

earlier. But rival delivery systems began to gather 
strength in the late 1970s and 1980s, posing 
unprecedented challenges to the system of broad-
casting that had evolved over the previous half cen-
tury. Audience demand for more viewing options, 
technological progress, and important changes in 
regulatory thinking favoring marketplace solutions 
all combined to create the fast-changing electronic 
media scene of the 1980s. 

4.1  
Emergence of Cable TV 

The 1952 Sixth Report and Order planted the seeds 

of future change. The television channel allotment 
table set up by that watershed FCC decision severely 
limited the number of television signals that could 
he received, even in the largest cities. The table left 

large tibite areas, those devoid of television service. 

Most homes that could receive television at all had 

only three to five channels to choose from, even 
after activation of the UHF channels that the 1952 
decision made available. Pent-up public demand 

thus set the stage for additional and alternative modes 
of program delivery. 

Extending TV Coverage Several types of low-

power repcater transmitters emerged to extend 

television station coverage by retransmitting signals 
to local areas without service. The most common 

type, translator transmitters, extended signals by 
"translating" the original signal, usually from UHF 
to VHF, to service white areas. From some 300 op-
erations in 1960, these increased to 2,500 by 1970 
and more than 4,000 by 1980. A few low-power 
booster transmitters filled holes in station coverage 
by rebroadcasting signals on the same channel as 
the main transmitter. Satellite stations offered some 

local programming of their own, but generally re-
broadcast programs ( just like a network affiliate) 
from a station under the same ownership located 
in a larger market. All three approaches were at-
tempts to provide more coverage without adding 
interference. 

But these services, some quite controversial at 
the time,* merely expanded the coverage of existing 
stations, one signal at a time. Such repeaters still 
have a role to play: more than 5,000 were operating 
in 1988. They also laid the groundwork for a future 
service in the 1980s. lou,power television ( LPTV). 

Community Antenna TV Another alterna-
tive, cominunitv antenna ¡derision (CATV), emerged 

At first, these small repeaters operated without benefit of an 

FCC license, since they didn't fit into the scheme of its Sixth 

Report. The commission tried to force them off the air, hut the 
governor of Colorado, formerly an influential senator, used his 

contacts in Congress to pressure the FCC to license the trans-
lators ( in 1956) and boosters retroactively. 
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soon after broadcast television began commercial 
service. One early system began in 1950 at Lansford, 
PA, about 80 miles northwest of Philadelphia, the 

nearest large market. Lansford residents could not 
receive Philadelphia stations because of hilly ter-
rain. The CATV system used a special antenna on a 
nearby hilltop to pick up three Philadelphia stations, 
then delivered the signals to subscribers below by 
means of a coaxial cable connection direct to their 
homes. 

During their first decade, CATV systems remained 
primarily a local concern. Initial regulation, if any, 
came from municipal governments, which granted 
permission to run cables over or under public prop-
erty. These authorities granted cable operatorsfran-

chises to install and operate their systems for a fixed 
number of years ( usually 15). Early systems carried 
only five or six channels, devoted entirely to off-
the-air signals of stations in nearby cities. Most served 
from a few dozen to a few hundred subscribers. 
M long as cable acted as a neutral redelivery 

service, filling in unserved areas, beefing up fringe 
reception, and overcoming local interference, 
broadcasters welcomed it. Some stations eventually 
found their signals carried by dozens of cable sys-
tems, so that they reached substantially larger au-

diences than before. 

Program Augmentation After their initial 
success in enabling reception of broadcast televi-
sion, CATV operators began to seek ways to en-
hance their service to make subscriptions more 
salable. After a system had repaid the installation 

costs, new services could be added at a small ad-
ditional expense. Augmentation took several forms. 
The number of programs could be increased by 
importing signals of distant stations* via micro-

wave relay. With local origination, original pro-
gramming on one or more cable channels was 
provided at no extra subscriber cost. A third type 
of augmentation, eventually crucial to cable de-

"The term distant stations acquired a legal meaning as the FCC 
began regulating cable: broadcast stations not receivable over 

the air in the cable television system.s market, not necessarily 
stations at an extreme distance. 

velopment, involved offering feature films, sports, 
and special events from nonbroalcast program 
sources at extra cost to subscribers. 

When cable pioneers began to consider more 
ways to expand their business, they looked toward 
larger towns and cities, where concentrations of 
potential subscribers could be found. Big-city dwell-
ers might have several local over-the-air services, 
but they often had difficulties with direct reception 
because of interference. Cable operators could sell 
them clearer reception, but they wanted to entice 
subscribers with more options—imported distant 
signals, local origination, and sometimes extra-cost 
services. 

By the mid-1960s, as cable expanded, broad-
casters began to see it more as a dangerous predator 
than as a benign extender of their audiences. The 

growing practice of importing signals tended to 
obliterate the fixed market boundaries imposed by 
the coverage limitations of over-the-air broadcast-
ing. A network affiliate might find its network 
programs duplicated in its viewing area on a cable-
imported distant station, thus dividing its audience. 
Cable tended to fragment audiences, leaving broad-
cast stations with lower ratings and thus less appeal 

for advertisers. By this time, benign community an-
tenna television had emerged as a full-fledged com-

petitor known simply as cable television. 

Protectionist Regulation Broadcasters be-
gan to appeal to the Federal Communications Com-
mission for protection. At first the FCC demurred, 
seeing cable systems merely as extensions of the 
viewer's own antenna. As cable's economic impact 
on broadcasting increased, however, the FCC began 
to intervene. Having nurtured UHF television for 
years, the commission could not afford to see its 
shaky foundation undermined by cable expansion, 
which hurt the weakest stations first. Even educa-
tional stations expressed concern about imported 
noncommercial signals from other markets, claim-

ing that cable competed unfairly for their already-
small audiences. 

In 1962, persuaded by broadcasters' concerns, 
the commission began to impose case-by-case re-
strictions on cable systems that applied for micro-
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wave relay licenses to bring in distant stations, and 
were thus engaged in radio communication. In 1966 
it extended regulation to all cable systems, begin-
ning a period of pervasive control of cable. 
The FCC made cable systems carry all local tele-

vision stations ( the must-cam, rule) and refrain from 
duplicating network programs on the same day the 
network offered them. No new signals could be 
imported into any' of the top 100 markets without 
a hearing on the probable effect of such importa-
tions on existing broadcast stations. The Supreme 
Court upheld the FCC's growing intervention ( U.S., 
1968a: 157). 
The FCC, broadcasters, and cable operators car-

ried on a three-way debate about cable's role in the 
top 100 markets, which include about 80 percent 
of the country's people and have sufficient off-the-
air broadcast service. Broadcasters feared unre-
stricted invasion by augmented cable. They spread 
scare stork's about siphoning, the draining of hith-
erto "free" broadcast programs by cable systems 
able to outbid broadcasters for transmission rights. 
They warned that network news and local-station 
public-service programs would decline if cable cut 
deeper into broadcasters' revenues. 

Such tactics resulted in the so-called definitive 
FCC cable regulations of 1972 ( FCC, 1972b: 143). 
The rules severely restricted the type and number 
of signals that cable could bring into the largest 
cities. Cable had to provide, on request, access chan-
nels for local governments, educational institutions, 
and the general public. As long as cable served 
primarily to expand coverage of television stations 
or to provide new kinds of programs, it would be 
allowed. However, this regulatory cage built to con-
tain cable soon began to fall apart. 

Deregulation Only five years after the FCC "de-
finitive" rules appeared, a Court of Appeals decision 
held that the commission "has in no way justified 
its position that cable television must be a supple-
ment to, rather than an equal of, broadcast televi-
sion" ( F, 19"c1: 9). This rebuff, plus a change in 
administration ( at the White House and conse-
quently in the FCC chair), led to FCC reconsider-

ation. Under court orders as well as its own initi-
ative, the commission removed itself step by step 
from cable regulation. No longer would the FCC 
oversee local cable franchise standards, nor would 
systems have to meet federal construction stan-
dards. Large cable systems no longer had to origi-
nate at least some programming locally.* Under the 
triple pressures of court review, its own economic 
analysis, and a changed political outlook on regu-
lation, the commission had turned completely around 
in its perception of cable's role (see Exhibit 17-7). 

At the same time, satellite-to-cable program ser-
vices gave cable systems an increasingly wide choice 
of national programs. This diversity coincided with 
long-time FCC broadcast programming objectives. 
In short, the commission no longer sought to pro-
tect broadcasting from cable, but rather encouraged 
competition between the two. Cable grew accord-
ingly ( Exhibit 4-1). 

4.2 
Cable Becomes a Major Player 

Three further developments in the 1970s played 
major roles in the evolution of CATV into cable 
television as a mature and independent service: ( 1) 
the proliferation of domestic satellite relays, ( 2) the 
development of the television "superstation," and 
(3) the introduction of pay-cable services. In the 
1980s came a fourth development, the provision of 
cable-specific original program material. 

Role of Domsats International communica-
tion satellites came into use for broadcast relays in 
the 1960s. They answered the demand for trans-
oceanic programming, enabling television to bring 
foreign events to the television screen instanta-

*The impact of this regulatory cycle shows up in FCC employ-

ment records. With the issuance of the 19'2 rules, the commis-

sion established a new bureau to oversee cable. Within a year, 

the bureau had grown to some 300 employees. A decade later, 
with the decline in the FCC's cabe role, only 30 persons re-

mained when the FCC folded the operation into its new Mass 

Media Bureau. 
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EXHIBIT 4-1 Cable TV Growth Indicators: 1960-1988 

Number of Number of 

Year systems subscribers 

19(30 640 650,000 

19(35 1,325 1,275,000 

19'0 2,490 4,500,000 

195 3,506 9,800,000 

1980 4,225 16,000,000 

1985 6,500 35,000,000 

1988 8,413 43,790,000 

Average 

subscribers per Percentage of 

system homes with cable 

1,016 

962 

1,807 

2,795 

3,787 

5,385 

5,205 

1.4 

2.4 

7.6 

14.3 

20.0 

41.1 

49.4 

*Data on system channel caparity for 1980 and 1985 actually reflect data for 1979 and 1984, respectively 

As cable 7V grew, system size and channel capacity both increased. After 1979, 

pay cable spurred basic cable growth. 

Percentage of 

systems with 13 or 

more channels* 

N/A 

N/A 

3 

22 

29 

29 
N/A 

SOURCES: Christopher H. Sterling, Electronic Media: A Guide to Trends in Broadcasting and Newer Technologies, 1920-1983, 
pp. 28, 30. Copyright © 1984 by Christopher H. Sterling. Reprinted and adapted with permission of Praeger Publishers; 1985 
and 1988 data from National Cable Television Association, citing TV Factbook. 

neously. The existence of a well-developed national 

system of microwave and coaxial cable relays post-
poned a similar demand for domestic satellites 

(domsats) designed to relay programs within the 

country. 
In 1972, however, a key FCC deregulatory move 

stimulated that demand: its "open skies" policy, which 

allowed any business firm with the requisite finan-
cial and technical resources to launch one or more 
domsats ( FCC, 1972a: 844). Western Union's Westar 
I became the first American domsat in 1974. The 
FCC regulates satellite operators as common car-
riers ( point-t( i-point, rate-regulated communication 
services). Carriers lease or sell transponders ( c(m-
bination receiver-transmitters) to brokers and pro-

gram distributors. 

A second key FCC decision, issued in 1979, de-
regulated television receive-only (TVRO) antennas, 
eliminating a cumbersome and expensive licens:ng 
process. The dropping of regulatory barriers opened 

the way for widespread use of satellites to relay 
program services to cable systems—and soon to 
broadcast stations—at less cost than with traditional 

land lines. Increased sales led to greater TVRO pro-
duction and lower prices. 

Emergence of Superstations TVROs gave 
cable systems a relatively efficient and inexpensive 
way of obtaining nationally distributed program ser-

vices with which to attract new subscribers. But the 
programs themselves remained in short supply un-

til Ted Turner came upon the scene ( Exhibit 4-2). 
An innovative entrepreneur who thought little of 

broadcast network programming and had faith in 
cable's future, Turner invented a way of combining 
local broadcasting with national cable program 

needs—what came to be called the superstation He 
had bought the lowest-ranked outlet in the five-

station Atlanta market, UHF channel 17, which be-

came WTBS. In 1976, he contracted with Southern 
Satellite Systems (SSS), a satellite capacity resale 
company, to uplink WTBS programs to RCA's Sat-

com I for distribution to cable systems ( Exhibit 4-

3, page 86). He enticed cable systems to invest in 
their own 1VROs to downlink WTBS, offering sys-
tems a full schedule of sports and movie program-
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EXHIBIT 4-2 Ted Turner—"Captain Outrageous" 

No more colorful a character bestrides the world of 
electronic media than Ted Turner, chairperson of the 

iard and president of Turner 13,, mdcast ing Systems 

(TBS). Tns owns and operates SuperStation \XTBS, 
Cable News Network, Headline News. Turner Network 
Television ( TNT, a satellite-to-cable program net-

work), Turner Program Services, and two professional 
sports teams: the Atlanta Braves (baseball) and Atlanta 
Ilawks ( basketball). 

Referred to variously as "Terrible Ted," "Captain Out-
rageous." and "The Mouth of the South," Turner is known 

ti )1- his outspoken opinions, his willingness to challenge 
the establishment, his aggressive and entrepreneurial 

spirit ("Lead, follow, or get out of the way"), his driving 

ambition ("My desire to excel borders on the un-
healthy"), and his ego ( he once told an interviewer, "If 
I only had a little humility, I'd be perfect"). Physically, 

he is the prototype of the southern gentleman: tall, lanky, 
with silver-streaked hair and mustache, cigar-smoking, 
speaking with mt we than a hit of Georgia drawl. Ile loves 
the movie Gone With the Wind so much he named one 

of his five children Rhett. 

Turner attended Brown University, where he was 
vice president of the Debating Union and commodore 
of the Brown Yacht Club. College yachting experience 
later served him in good stead when in 1977 he won 

the prestigious America's Cup race. Brown threw him 

ming practically free; cable systems paid SSS only 

ten cents per subscriber ( Turner's revenues came 

from higher advertiser rates on WTBS, which he 

began charging in 1979). 

WTBS programs went at first to only about 20 

cable systems. By the end of 1978, more than 200 

systems downlinked WTBS: a year later, there were 

ten times that many. Improved TYRO technology 

that made the dishes smaller and cheaper helped 

this record growth. 

Pay Cable The second innovation in cable pro-

gramming came with pay cable, led by I lome Box 

out of college twice and his fraternity once dropped 
him for burning down its homecoming display. 

Turner began his business career as an account ex-
ecutive with his father's advertising company in Sa-

vannah, later joining the company's office in Macon, 
GA, as general manager. In 1963, he became chief 

executive officer of the various Turner companies with 

headquarters in Atlanta. His interest in broadcasting 

began with his 1970 acquisition of Atlanta's Channel 
17, then a failing independent operation. There he 
dreamed up the superstation concept six years later 

(Exhibit 4-3). The station beams its signal by satellite-
to-cable relays, making its programs nationally 
available to millions of viewers. 

On 1 June 1980, Turner launched Cable News Net-
work (CNN), the first live, 24-hour-a-day, all-news 

cable network. Knowledgeable observers predicted its 
early demise (some dubbed it the "Chicken Noodle 

Network"), but by 1988 over 8,000 cable systems car-
ried CNN to a potential 40 million homes. Millions 
more see it in over 50 foreign countries. In 1981, 

Turner began a second cable news service, CNN-2, 

now called Headline News, a continuously updated 
30-minute cycle of hard news carried both by cable 

systems and some television stations. In 1982, he formed 
CNN Radio, a 24-hour all-news cable network with 
affiliates across the country. 

Office ( HBO) in 1972. It introduced the idea of 

offering subscribers a special channel of superior 

entertainment for which they would pay an added 

fee over the basic fee charged for run-of-the-mill 

channels. HBO started in Wilkes-Barre, PA, supply-

ing a channel of pay-cable movies to several cable 

systems in the Northeast and delivering its programs 

to cable companies by mail or microwave relays. 

Lack of cost-effective relay facilities held back pay-

cable progress until 1975, when HBO announced 

that it had leased a transponder on RCA's Satcom I 

and would offer its programs to any system in the 

country that was able to buy or lease a TVRO an-

tenna. Satellite delivery reduced distribution costs 
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EXHIBIT 4-2 Continued 

In 1984, Turner stumbled when he tried to compete 
with Music Television (M1V). His Cable Music Channel 
lasted only 36 days, failing to achieve the 10 million 
subscribers needed to survive (he originally claimed 
2.2 million, but that later fell to about 350,000). MTV 
bought some of its assets for about $ 1 million plus 
free advertising on Turner's other cable services. 

SOURCE: Photo courtesy Turner Broadcasting Systems, 
Inc. 

and enabled simultaneous scheduling, which made 
possible national promotion of the service. This one 
move transformed the cable business: 

Rarely does a simple business decision by one company 
affect so many.... In deciding to gamble on the leasing 
of satellite TV diannels, Time Inc. thy then the owner 
of HBO] took the one catalytic step needed for the 
creation of a new national television network designed 
to provide pay TV programs ( Taylor, 1980: 142 ). 

IIBO charged a flai monthly payment radier than 
die complicated pay-per-view fee used in earlier 
pay-cable experimeras. At first, subscribers com-
plained about the quality of the films, but after 1978. 

His biggest battle came in 1985 when he tried to 
take over the CBS broadcast network. Although he lost 
that fight, he came up within a year as the new owner 
of MGM's film library, including his beloved Gone With 
the Wind for use on his superstation and the projected 
TNT cable network. The purchase pushed TBS deeply 
into debt, forcing Turner to accept a consortium of 
large cable system operators as partners. They re-
ceived positions on his board of directors, in return 
for their investment in TBS. Three years later he sched-
uled Gone With the Wind for the October 1988 debut 
of Turner Network Television (TNT). He promoted 
TNT as the first cable network designed expressly to 
challenge the three broadcast networks. Initially able 
to reach about 17 million homes, the service offered 
mostly movies but promised 200 original programs a 
year by 1992. Early projects included The Story of Billy 
the Kid, The Story «Michelangelo, the plays of William 
Shakespeare, and the historionics of his newly ac-
quired National Wrestling Alliance. To attract more 
viewers to both TNT and wrEts, Turner backed the 
"colorization" of black-and-white films from the MGM 
film vaults. This computer process, which adds color 
to old films, involved Turner in more controversy with 
critics who accused him of ruining classic movies. But 
Turner was already looking to his next project.... 

when IMO began making a profit ( and when some 
restrictive FCC rules were dropped), it began to 
show newer and better movies. Vigorous promo-

tion increased audience demand for pay-cable ser-
vices. stimulating entry of entrepreneurs into the 

new programm ing market. 
Fewer than 200 cable systems had TVROs in 1977, 

but within a decade sonie 8,000 had them, with 
many systems using two or more to pick up different 
satellites. The superstation and pay-cable innova-
tions pioneered h Turner and 11130 stimulated ex-
plosive cable system growth. Only a quarter of all 
cable systems carried a pay-cable channel in 197- , 
hut by the mid- 1980s, virtually all did. 
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EXHIBIT 4-3 Satellite Distribution 

Cable headend 

-41,» 

I 1 
e / 

cable system / / / / 
I' / / 

Cable headend e e e 

ee 

1 

cable system 

Cable headendil 
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cable system 

Hughes Galaxy 1 
Satellite 

II Southern 
I Satellite 
I 
I System's 
I pick—up 
Il of WTBS 
I 
I 
I Up—link 1 

transmitter li 

IM1 

Atlanta earth station 

This diagram illustrates hou Allanki "SuperStation" WTBS gets its signal to cable 
st.steins all ovo- the ( Mt& Stales. The programming is picked up off the air by a 
satellite carrier, in this case Southern Satellite System, and is now sent to a Hughes 

Galaxy I satellite transponder by means of a large uplink Earth station about 

nine miles fi-oin the television station. The signal is then beamed down by the 
transponder fie pickup at receive-only earth stations located near the hoiden& 
qf cable systems across the country. 

WTBS 
Channel 17 
Atlanta 

SOURCE: Turner Broadcasting Systems, Inc. 

Program Innovation Until 1980, cable re-
mained basically a parasitic medium, providing pre-
existing broadcast programs and motion pictures to 
home TV sets without adding much new or original 

programming of its own. HBO led the way in the de-
velopment of cable-specific programming, new pro-
grams produced especially for showing on cable. 
11B0, soon followed by other services, taped special 
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stage shows and sports events, and commissioned 
original program material to expand pay-cable ser-
vices beyond just movie packages. 

In the late 1960s, writers predicting cable's future 
had expected that cable-specific programming would 

develop early and would serve a wide variety of 
special audience interests. The regulatory barriers 
of the 1970s and the initial cost of building cable 
systems delayed development of such original 
programming until the proliferation of satellite 
networks in the early 1980s made specialization fi-
nancially possible. 
One of the first to offer a format unavailable on 

broadcast television was Ted Turner, whose 24-hour 
Cable News Network ( CNN) aired amid predictions 
that such a national cable news service would coa 
far more than it could earn (see Exhibit 4-2). The 
pundits were wrong. Once again, Turner's flare for 
daring experiments paid off. He even helped to 

change broadcasting because stations and networks 
had to expand their news programming to meet the 

competition from cable. Turner added CNN Head-
line news just 18 months later, giving news junkies 

two 24-hour choices. Turner may have gotten some 
of the news idea from a cable consortium effort, C-
SPAN ( Cable Satellite Public Affairs Network), which 
beginning in 1979 had provided coverage of floor 
proceedings of the U.S. House of Representatives 
as well as hearings and other public-affairs material, 
all supported by the cable industry rather than 
advertising. 
Another cable-specific program innovation com-

bined radio's music with television's pictures. MTV 
( Music Television) began in August 1981, providing 
24 hours of hit recordings with matching video im-
ages, tied together by video disc jockeys. Early in 
1982 the Weather Channel began to provide 24-
hour weather and environmental programming. As 

the decade wore on, other specialized cable-only 
channels appeared: evangelical religious networks' 
constant fund-raising, the Nashville Network's focus 
on country music and variety, Nickelodeon's pro-

gramming fie children, and ESPN's coverage of 
sporting events. In the mid- 1980s a flurry of home 
shopping networks gave viewers a chance to order 
jewelry and gadgets by telephone. 

By late 1988, cable system operators could choose 

among more than 60 satellite-distributed program 
channels offered by 5 major superstations. 6 pay-
cable services, 6 pay-per-view networks, and •t-i basic 

program services. 

Scrambled Signals As extra-pay options in-
creased, so did piracy—unauthorized reception by 

nonpaying viewers who could defeat the simple 
devices used to block such reception. Indeed, cable 
"traps" could not possibly block most freeloaders 
because they went directly to the source—the sat-

ellites that relay the programs to cable headencls— 
and downlinked programs to their own backyard 
TVROs. The number of personal TVROs in service 
rose from about 4,000 in 1980 to about 2 million 
by 1988, many in rural areas with little or no tele-
vision service, whether over-the-air or cable. Until 
1986, these backyard dish owners could freely view 

any satellite signals. HBO pioneered again by elec-
tronically scrambling its video and audio signals. 

TVRO owners then had to purchase a decoder box 
and pay a monthly subscription fee to obtain clear 
signals. Soon not only most cable networks but also 
broadcast networks scrambled their signals ( Exhibit 

4-4). 
In 1984, several national pay-per-riew ( PPV) ser-

vices began, a throwback to the per-program pay-

ments originally used in over-the-air pay-television 
schemes. PPV used scrambling from the start. 

4.3 
Niche Options 

Several alternative services fill specific niches in the 
program delivery business, supplementing broad-

casting and cable television. Even late in the 1980s, 
their success had been spotty at best, yet one had 
been touted for nearly four decades. 

STV A means of converting broadcast television 
into a pay service known as subscription television 
(STV) had been proposed in the late 1940s, long 
before cable and I IBO appeared. Despite vigorous 
promotion by Zenith and other manufacturers, lob-
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bvists fr ii i broadcasting and theater industries 
stymied its development. Fearful of new competi-
tion, the lobbyists persuaded the FCC and Congress 
to delay authorizing STV. They played upon fears 

that STV would siphon programming, especially big-
ticket sporting events, away from "free TV." Si-
phoning would he contrary to the public interest, 
critics argued, because many viewers could not af-
ford to start paying for the very programming they 
formerly saw without charge on broadcast televi-

sion. On the other hand, weak independent UHF 
stations saw STV in the 1950s as a life-saving addi-
tional source of revenue, supplementing anemic 
advertiser revenue with direct viewer payments for 
premium entertainment. 

The FCC finally authorized STV in 1968, hut under 
rules so restrictive as to discourage applicants. Only 
in 19— , as part of deregulation, did the FCC ease 
SIN rules, prompting the first stations to go on the 
air in Los Angeles and New York. By 1983, 27 stations 

served about 2 million viewers, only a tenth the 
number of pay-cable viewers at the time. Ironically, 

widely advertised pay-cable programs created a 
temporary market for STV carriage of those same 

programs in cities not yet wired for cable's multiple 
channels. 

Typically, STV stations operated as normal tele-
vision outlets in the daytime, seeking to attract view-
ers with nonsubscription programs. Then they would 
start scrambling their signals for the pay programs 
during prime time. But as cable services expanded, 
markets in which single-channel STV could survive 

declined; the last STVs closed down in 1986. The 
failure of STV made it clear that once multichannel 
pay cable became available in a market, single-chan-
nel services such as STV could not compete. 

"Wireless Cable" or MMDS Operating on far 
higher frequencies than regular television channels, 
multipoint distribution service ( MDS) developed af-
ter 1970 as a variant of the STV idea. It is a common-
carrier delivery service, transmitting by microwave 

from one point to multiple points of reception within 
direct line of sight of the transmitter. Downcon-
',criers translate the super-high-frequency MDS sig-

nals to normal television frequencies viewable on 
any set ( Exhibit 4-5). 
The FCC first authorized MDS for business ser-

vices as a common carrier in 1962. Eight years later, 
it allowed MDS to transmit television entertainment, 

making two channels available in each of the 50 
largest U.S. cities. MDS began to expand in the 1980s, 
sparked by the same increased demand for movies 

and special events made popular by national pro-
motion of pay-cable services that pushed STV in 
cities that were not yet fully cabled. 

Although an MDS unit costs less to build and 
operate than a regular broadcast station or a cable 

system, the FCC regulates it as a common carrier. 
Thus license holders may not themselves provide 

programming. Instead, they contract out the pro-
gramming function, often to HBO or some other 
pay-cable provider. MDS thus has the distinction of 

being the only electronic entertainment medium in 
which the owner does not directly program the 
service. On the other hand, the less cumbersome 
licensing procedures for common carriers com-

pared with broadcasters and cable systems allow 
for faster market entry for new MDS services. 

Until 1983, MDS, like STV before it, remained a 

single-channel service, limited to a few large mar-
kets and facing increasing multichannel competi-

tion from cable. To enhance the ability of MDS to 

compete with cable, the FCC authorized multi-
channel MDS (MMDS) in major markets, allowing 
two MMDS operators to offer up to six pay channels 

each, two leased from licensees of instructional 

television fixed services. This FCC decision caused 
a boom in applications for what became known as 
uireless cable. Faced with 16,000 applications for 

about 1,000 available MMDS channels, the FCC an-
nounced plans to choose licensees by lottery. The 
first MMDS service, Capital Connection of Arlington, 

VA, began operation in December 1985. 
But wireless cable faced problems that by the late 

1980s appeared to doom it to only a minor role. 
Licensees first have to assemble enough channels 
to compete effectively with cable—sometimes ten 
or more—by leasing unused capacity from other 

commercial and instructional operations. Then they 
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EXHIBIT 4-4 Satellite-to-Home Viewing 

Orbiting 
satellite 

A. 

fi 

Up link / 

/ Transmitting 
dish 

\ Down link 

TVRO 

(A) Satellite delivoy of programs directly to viewers' homes depends on a reliable 

means of scrambling the video and sound sigtuds, to be descrambled br devices 
supplied only to hontes that/mt. monthly subscription charges for the service. (13) 

The descnimbling device, in thiç case a VideoCipher ll along with its handikld 
remote control unit, the indusny standard in the late loti0s, is installed between 

the rieurr's TVRO and the television receiver. 

Descrambler 

TV 

MM 1MM aim 

IIMMI 

SOURCES: Descrambler courtesy General Instrument. TVRO courtesy Eric A Roth 

must battle for programming from the same sup- operator,. ,,ince they depend primarily on NINIDS' 
pliers that cater to cable television. But the most competitor,. the cable companies, for their income. 
popular services generally refuse to deal with MMDS Meanwhile, cable continues to expand in the last of 
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EXHIBIT 4-5 Niche Pay-TV Services 

TV sets 

Satellite with 
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Viewers liting in apartment buildings often receive their television signaLç by ',team 
of (A) a satellite master antenna television system, (B) a multichannel muüipoint 

disulbution service, or (C) a master antenna picking up offiffie-air signals. Each 
supplies a cabled distribution service within the building. SMATV reception conies 

from a satellite TVRO located next to or on top of the building, whereas MUDS 
service, uhich is a pay subscription service, comes from a small terrestrial receiving 

antenna on the building roof Individual homes ako can subscribe to 11,111)S 

services. Cable system operators pressure local franchise autkeities to eliminate 
various MAIV options—or at least to allow cable access to such buildings. 

the major markets, closing the "window of oppor-

tunity" for MMDS competition. MMDS seems likely 
to be limited to specialized services ( as to hotels) 

and some markets with limited cable availability. 

MATV/SMATV The first SMATVs (satellite mas-

ter antenna television systems) began to appear 

around 1980. The fact that they operate on private 

property and service only subscribers on that prop-
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erty ( usually an apartment or condominium 
complex) exempts SMATV both from regulations 
imposed on cable systems and from broadcast rules. 
The building-top TVRO may tie into existing master 
antenna television (MATV) cabling, or special ca-
bling may be installed ( Exhibit 4-5). 

Cable system operators, who seek to sign up as 
many households as possible in their franchise areas, 
oppose SMATV competition. Applicants for cable 
franchises often pressure the municipalities grant-
ing the franchises either to dismantle existing SMATVs 
or to give cable operators equal access to SMATV 

buildings. SMATV competes with cable even more 
directly: each has several channels of pay program-
ming. usually delivered by satellite. And both also 
compete with regular broadcasting. 

DBS Widely touted when it was first announc-
ed in 1980, dismissed by mid-decade, then once 
again looking promising for the early 1990s, direct-
broadcast satellite (DBS) services threatened to make 
land-based delivery systems obsolete by sending 

programs directly to consumers without the need 
for any intervening station or cable system. Each 
subscribing home would have its own small TVRO 
antenna to downlink signals directly from specially 
designed DBS satellites. In 1980, a subsidiary of the 

Communications Satellite Corporation (Comsat) ap-
plied to the FCC for permission to design and launch 
a DBS service providing three channels of program-
ming to the eastern part of the country. Designed 
for those who were unable to get cable or off-the-
air services, the Comsat DBS would have interested 
mainly rural residents. Construction cost estimates 
ran as high as $750 million, including satellite de-
sign, satellite launch, and initial program expenses. 
Eight other firms soon announced similar plans. 
The FCC authorized commercial DBS operations 

in June 1982—a remarkably fast regulatory go-ahead 
for a totally new service. Critics (including broad-
casters, who took alarm at the specter of a system 
that would do away with the need for terrestrial 
stations and networks) questioned whether a ser-
vice aimed mainly at rural audiences and competing 
in other areas with cable and other services could 
ever recoup its costs. 

The answer came in 1984, when United Satellite 
Communications (USCI) inaugurated America's first 
DBS service from Indianapolis using a temporarily 
rented transponder on a Canadian satellite. USCI 
was said to have committed $178 million for equip-

ment, marketing, programming, and customer ser-
vice. USCI had only about 7,000 subscribers, far 
below expectations, when it shut down in April 1985. 

In the meantime, Western Union, CBS, and the Com-
sat subsidiary that had started it all had backed away 
from their DBS plans. 

This dim record, produced in equal part by the 
expansion of cable and home VCR sales and by a 
lack of a clear program role, killed the economic 
viability of DBS. Far more attention had been paid 
to DBS technology than to services. In the United 

States, at least, DBS seemed to offer nothing suffi-
ciently different from other media to make it likely 
to succeed. Any of the DBS proposals contrasted 
unfavorably with the large assortment of basic and 

pay channels that cable could offer. Moreover, in 
rural areas beyond the reach of stations and cable, 
the potential demand for DBS had been largely sat-
isfied by home TVRO Cband direct reception from 

satellite channels that were intended as relays rather 

than for home reception. The fact that C-band sat-
ellites require larger and more expensive receiving 
antennas than would higher-powered DBS satellites 
did not discourage their installation by some 2 mil-
lion households. 

By the end of the decade, however, technolog-
ical advances had revived interest in DBS. Once 
again, the FCC had several applications from po-

tential DBS system operators to consider, all pro-
posing services that would begin in the early to 
mid- 1990s. Applicants then focused on less-expen-
sive lower-power satellites, thanks to advances in 
the design of small earth receiving antennas. Plans 
for U.S. systems drew on increasing experience 

with DBS systems in Europe and the Far East, in 
both of which DBS faced fewer competing terres-
trial channels than it did in the United States. Plans 
for the 1990s place a higher priority on offering 
program alternatives rather than merely focusing 
primarily on technology, as the first-generation DBS 
system applicants had done. 
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4.4 
Home Entertainment Center 

Along with the emergence of new delivery systems 
came viewers' increasing ability to control their home 
electronic media environment. Home video re-
corders and players allow viewers to purchase and 
copy programs of their own choosing and use them 
at leisure, instead of having to accept common sig-
nals sent to large, undifferentiated, widely dispersed 
audiences. Home video and other developments of 
the last 15 years rely heavily on computers, which 
in turn rely on integrated circuits engraved on sil-
icon chips. 

Microelectronic Revolution We left the ev-
olution of electronics at the stage where de Forest's 
improvement of the electronic tube had opened the 
way to broadcasting. A far more efficient means of 
manipulating electrons, the transistor, has sup-
planted the thermionic tube for most applications. 
The fragile, bulky, power-hungry tube has given way 
to tiny solid blocks of crystal—hence the term solid-
state devices for the transistor and its successors. 
A trio of Bell Laboratories engineers—John Bar-

deen, Walter Brattain, and William Shockley*—in-
vented the transistor in 1947, collectively receiving 
the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1956. In a few years, 
their device transformed the electronics industry. 
The transistor radio, one of the first mass-produced 
products based on the transistor, appeared in 1954, 
quickly becoming the best seller in consumer prod-
uct history ( Exhibit 4-6). 
The transistor made possible the development of 

the prime electronic artifact of the late 20th century, 
the computer. Early experimental computers used 
electron tubes, but they needed thousands of them, 
plus miles of wires. The tubes generated so much 
heat that attendants had to stand by to replace the 
ones that blew out. Transistors solved this problem, 
at the same time enormously increasing computer 
speed and memory capacity. 

•Shockley's name is the best known of the three because of his 
later espousal of controversial theories about intelligence and 
race. 

Small computers remained impractical, however, 
so long as thousands of separate transistors had to 
be meticulously wired together with hand-soldered 
connections. True miniaturization became possible 
with the invention of the integrated circuit, or com-
puter "chip" (Exhibit 4-6). Two engineers working 
separately arrived at this solution six months apart, 
Jack Kilby in 1959 and Robert Noyce in 1960. Each 
one's version had certain advantages over the other, 
but Kilby won the rights to the invention in a lengthy 
patent suit ( F, 1969: 1391). Today, the two regard 
each other in friendly fashion as co-inventors of the 
chip. Curiously, these heroes of modern electronics 
remain unsung: 

Twenty-five years after they came up with the idea that 
changed the world and launched the microelectronic 
revolution—a revolution that has become a part of daily 

life for everyone on Earth—both Robert Noyce and Jack 
Kilhy are cloaked in almost total obscurity ( Reid, 1984: 
195). 

Their epochal invention uses a crystalline mate-
rial, often silicon ( hence the name Silicon Valley 
for the area south of San Francisco where much of 
the U.S. electronics industry is concentrated), to 
make each of the main electrical components needed 
in most circuits. Zenith first used such chips com-
mercially in a miniature hearing-aid amplifier mar-
keted in 1964. The chip's ability to concentrate many 
electronic functions in a tiny space made possible 
an explosion of devices such as digital watches and 
hand-held calculators. The personal computer, de-
veloped and first effectively marketed by Apple and 
others, then popularized by IBM, began to trans-
form the work scene ( including daily operations in 
broadcasting systems and cable operations) in the 
early 1980s. The chip and the personal computer 
have been fundamental in transforming electronic 
communications. Many of these new possibilities 
come together in the VCR. 

VCRs: Viewer Control The home video re-
corder dates back to at least 1972, when Sony in-
troduced the first videocassette recorder (VCR), the 
U-Matic, for educational and business applications. 
Three years later the same firm marketed its Beta-
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EXHIBIT 4-6 Changing Definitions of "Portable" 

C. 

B. 

D. 

A. Limited to vacuum tube technology through the 19i05, 

portable radios were relatively large and cumhersoine 

by modern standards. lhey required either large hatter/es 

or housebokl electric power. H. 7i-oust:gars began to re-

place racutiin tulvs in the 1960s, le.kling to much smaller 

portable radios often with both Al/ and FM reception 

and ecuphones. Me cost of(' receirer came (kw.« C 'se 

q!' chips" (solid-suite (-bu(ns) in the late 19705 and 1980s 

led to the .1«miliar "Watchman" tiny portable televisions 
with lightweight headphones. I l'aperclip and pencil sbow 

the shrinking size of transistors and hummed circuits 

from tIle older PaC111111 , tribes. 

SOURCE: Photos A and B courtesy Zenith Electronics Corporation; photos C and D by Jaina Olson 
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EXHIBIT 4-7 VCR Growth: 1978-1988 

Year 

1978 

1980 

1982 

1984 

1986 

1988 

VCRs 

sold 

402 

805 

2,035 

7,616 

12,005 

10,748 

Average 

price 

$1,200 

1,080 

900 

680 

432 

377 

VCR 

households 

200 

840 

2,530 

18,880 

30,920 

51,390 

% of 

TV 

homes 

1% 

3 

11 

36 

58 

By 1988, nearly 60 percent of the nation's homes had VCRs. As prices dropped, 

sales shot up. 13y the end of the 1980s, prices stabilized, with the least expensive 

VCRs costing under $300. At the same time tape rentals slowly began to give um. 

to tape sales as prices of theatrical films on videotape dropped .S'ales of blank tapes 
give an indication of the extent of off-air taping. 

Titles 

available 

N/A 

3,000 

4,000 

7,000 

N/A 

N/A 

Blank 

tape 

sales 

N/A 

N/A 

$33,529 

133,088 
296,253 

296,947 

SOURCES: Sales data from Electronic Industries Association; household and percent of 
homes with VCRs from Television Bureau of Advertising. 

max machine for the home market at an initial price 
of $ 1,300. Futurists predicted a new video revolu-

tion, now that consumers could choose not only 
when they would view something but also what they 
would view at that time—broadcast or cable pro-
grams, prerecorded cassettes, or their own home-
recorded sources. 

Sony's monopoly ended in 1977 when Matsushita 
introduced a technically incompatible cassette for-
mat, the VHS system, also developed in Japan. The 
new system gradually monopolized the home VCR 

market ( Exhibit 4-7). Various "bells and whistles" 
stimulated sales, bringing prices down from an av-
erage of more than $ 1,000 in the late 1970s to about 
a third of that amount a decade later. 

By the mid- 1980s, several trends combined to 
create the long-promised home video revolution. 
Sales of VCRS since 1975 have closely paralleled the 
1959-1966 "take-off" years of color television re-

ceiver sales. As VCR penetration rose, Hollywood 
recognized a new market for viewing motion pic-

tures. Soon thousands of films could be bought or, 
more often, rented for home showing, further en-

couraging VCR sales. VCR users could easily dupli-

cate tapes, leading to widespread piracy. Film dis-
tributors changed their marketing strategies to 
forestall illicit copying. Outlets rented films for just 

a dollar or two a night—cheaper than copying. Such 
inexpensive rentals encouraged still more VCR buy-

ing. By late in the 1980s, prices of leading motion 
pictures for purchase had dropped from $80 and 
more to $30 and less, encouraging more film pur-

chases—and VCR use. When the blockbuster film 
T finally reached the home-sale market, a record 

14 million were sold at $29.95. 

VCRs encouraged timesheing, the recording of 
broadcast or cable programs not to keep but mainly 
to view at a later time. Research shows that most 

recording occurs in prime time ( 41 percent) and 
weekday daytime, particularly serials (29 percent). 
VCR owners take two-thirds of all their recordings 
from network affiliates, 16 percent from independ-
ents, and the remainder from public TV stations and 

both basic and pay-cable channels ( Nielsen, 1988: 
12). VCRs have an important psychological effect— 
the viewers can control what they see and when. 
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Furthermore, the machines make it easy to cut out 
commercials during recording (zapping) or play-
back (zipping )---a selling point for VCRs, hut hardly 
popular with broadcasters and advertisers. 

Cable interests view VCRs as competitors. HBO 
and other pay-cable services saw little audience 
growth after the mid-1980s, largely because of the 
competition from VCR film rentals. The rise of pay-
per-view channels represents one cable response 
to the VCR threat. 

Videodiscs and CDs Magnavox introduced the 
videodisc in 1978. Although it could be used for 

playback only, not for home recording, it cost about 
half what a VCR then cost and offered a superior 
picture. Several incompatible formats, using either 
laser or capacitance (nonlaser electronics) tech-

nology, soon came on the market. RCA bet on the 
latter approach, introducing its Selectavision in 1981. 
But mass marketing brought down the price of VCRs 
faster than expected, wiping out the cost advantage 
of videodiscs. Coupled with the inability to record, 

price competkion from VCRs proved fatal to the 
home-market potential of videodisc machines, al-
though they continued to play a role in training for 
education and business. In 1984, RCA pulled Select-
avision out of the home videodisc market, taking a 
loss of some $500 million. The videodisc appeared 
to be another consumer product washout. 
Once again, however, technology came to the 

rescue. Starting in 1983, the first new audio product 
since the tape recorder, the compact disc (CD) re-
cord player, appeared on the market. As discussed 

further in Section 7.2, the CD uses digital recording 
methods and a laser beam to play hack the musical 
signal, achieving nearly perfect sound reproduction 
with no surface noise or distortion. They were ex-
pensive at first (players cost about $800 and discs 

at least $20 each), but mass production caused prices 
to drop (to about $150 for players and under $ 10 
for some discs), so that by the late 1980s the CD 
could be said to "have had the most successful prod-
uct introduction in consumer electronics history" 
(E1A, 1988: 31). By 1989, about 10 percent of homes 

owned a CD player. 

By the end of the decade, the CD boom affected 
home video. Videodisc players capable of playing 
either audio or video appeared, and videodisc pro-
grams—mainly motion pictures—became more 
readily available. The merger of devices to entertain 
and to inform (the home computer especially) of-
fered new combinations for consumers to consider 
(Exhibit 4-8). 

Interactive Information Services Vision-
aries of the 1970s foresaw as an integral part of the 
home video or home information center the ability 
of the set owner to talk back. Two-way or interactive 

cable would let customers hold a dialogue with the 
cable operator, who could forward communications 
to stores, banks, public utilities, safety agencies, and 
others. 

In 1977, Warner Cable, one of the large multiple-
system cable operators ( MS0s), began to offer an 

interactive service called Qube on its Columbus, 
OH, system. Qube provided ten special channels 
over which viewers could respond by means of a 
touch-pad to questions aired during programs. At 
the height of the experiment, Qube asked viewers 
to respond to questions about ten times a day. Lim-

ited public demand and the difficult economic sit-
uation of the early 1980s brought Qube, which had 
consistently lost money in its three years to an end. 
Too few in the audience had made sufficient use of 
the interactive feature to warrant its cost. 
Numerous other two-way experiments took place, 

often supported by research grants from govern-
ment agencies or foundations. But when the sup-

port lapsed, most of these experiments also ended, 
since they lacked enough subscribers to cover their 
costs. 

Another information service, this one based on 
broadcast transmission, teletext, delivers print and 
graphic materials to television screens in homes and 
offices ( Exhibit 6-13). The teletext material goes 
out from regular broadcast television transmitters, 
occupying an unused portion of the channel, the 
vertical blanking interval (VBI). Viewers use a key-
pad to order up specific "pages" or screens of data 

from perhaps 200 screens constantly transmitted 
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EXHIBIT 4-8 Home Video Center 

Reception 
(Typically one of these) 

SMATV 

MMDS 

Cable TV 

Broadcast TV 

In home use 
(any or all of these) MUM 

Home computer 

Video games 

442111111IP VCR 

By the late 1980s, the home television receiver became the reception center for an 
increasing variety of video distribution channels (left side of diagram—typically 
only one reception unit being used per household); and in-home inputs (right side 
of diagram—several, if not all, devices are often connected with the one reception 
set). 

Video disc player 

Camcorder 

IHi-Fidelity sound/ stereo 
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(and updated) from the station. The FCC authorized 
teletext in 1983, but failed to mandate technical 
standards, partly because of uncertainty about its 
appropriate role: should teletext offer services to 

the mass consumer market or, as in Europe, aim 
largely at a narrower business and institutional mar-
ket? For a while in the early 1980s, experts touted 
teletext as the core of a developing home infor-
mation center built around the television or com-
puter screen. 

Teletext should not be confused with videotex, a 
similar service with important differences. Videotex 
offers two-war communication over telephone or 
cable lines, not broadcast stations. Thus common-
carrier firms usually control the videotex delivery 
"gateway- and delivery system.* Two large market 
tests, one in Los Angeles and the other in Florida, 
closed down early in 1986, having lost some $90 
million because of insufficient consumer and ad-

vertiser appeal. By then it appeared that the home 

computer would be used more frequently than the 
television screen for interactive information re-
trieval from sucl- sources as Compuserve and The 

Source. 

4.5  

Impact on Broadcasting 

The servicus previously described naturally had an 

impact on the broadcasting industry. Broadcasters 
had to battle both new and old competitors to main-
tain their traditional dominance in an ever more 
fragmented market. The FCC came to their aid by 

relaxing regulatory restraints, giving broadcasters a 
chance to maximize revenues. Technology also 
helped by improving production tools and re-

ception quality. Cable television and VCRs—both 
available in more than half the nation's homes by 

*The .11inilel videotex system has become highly. successful 
through( ut France. The ministry of telecommunications gave 

away simple terminals and offered electronic updated Yellow 
Pages service to encourage use. By 1988, thousands of indepen-

dent information providers bought pages on Minitel, and sub-
scriber usage Wai growing. 

1987—had the most perceptible impact on broad-
cast audience shares and revenues. 

The number of broadcast stations continued to 
grow after 1975, hut at a slower rate. The networks' 
share of prime-time viewers declined from over 90 
percent in 1978 to about 70 percent by 1988, and 

seemed likely to dip further. All three networks 
changed hands (the first such changes since 1953), 
and all trimmed down by laying off thousands of 
workers, the better to meet competition. 

Deregulation In the late 1970s, broadcasters, 
faced with rising competition from less heavily reg-
ulated cable systems and newer delivery options, 
argued for regularity parity, or what some called a 
level playing field. As discussed further in Section 
17.6, the FCC and Congress began coming around 
to the broadcasters' thinking, responding to 
conservative political ideology, market-oriented 
economic theory, and the many competing tech-
nologies. Congress extended license terms in 1981 
to five years for television and seven for radio. The 

FCC dropped many operational regulations, such 
as detailed log requirements, regular reporting of 

financial data, ascertainment of community needs, 
and even some engineering rules. In a highly con-
troversial move, the FCC in 1987 rescinded the Fair-
ness Doctrine, which it had spottily enforced for 
some four decades. But the newer services also 

benefited from deregulation. In most cases, the FCC 
decided to regulate them either minimally or not 

at all, trusting to marketplace competition to keep 
all players in line. Thus, even after the removal of 
many rules, radio and television stations remained 

by far the most regulated of media, and so the quest 
for further deregulation remained a top broadcast 
industry priority throughout the 1980s. 

Network Competition Network changes in 

the 1980s give a good feel for what was happening 
in broadcasting. On the eve of significant new media 

competition, ABC finally achieved competitive 
equality with CBS and NBC. Only in the 1970s did 
the third-ranking network gain an affiliate lineup 

equaling those of the two older networks. It ex-
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pancied its evening news to a half hour and went 
fully into color. Late in the decade, ABC led in net-
work ratings for several seasons in succession. 

NBC tried to move to the number-one slot by 
hiring away ABC's program chief, Fred Silverman, 
as president. But NBC remained in third place until 
former independent producer Grant Tinker took 
the network presidency for five years, piloting NBC 
into the top spot ( for the first time) by 1985. The 
CBS story after 1970 centers largely on the search 
for William Paley's replacement. After a half century 

at the helm, Paley brought in a string of potential 
successors, only to tire of each and force him out. 
Paley finally retired in 1983, making Thomas Wyman 
the CBS chief executive officer, only the second one 
in the network's 55-year history. 

But these boardroom battles and the constant 
search for ratings success with look-alike program-
ming masked the underlying changes that were in 
process. Signs of those changes emerged in the 
results of the FCC's third (and probably last) broad-
cast network investigation. From 1978 to 1980, a 
team of lawyers and economists assessed the reg-
ulatory status of networks in light of developing 
technologies. The Department of Justice had pre-

viously settled, with consent degrees, antitrust suits 
against all three networks, loosening their control 
over independent programmers and barring them 
from acting as sales representatives for their affili-
ates. The FCC study concluded that most FCC net-
work rules had little value in the rapidly changing 
contemporary marketplace. They merely restricted 
legitimate business interaction between networks 
and their affiliates without actually protecting the 
stations from network dominance. The best way for 
the FCC to deal with decades of dominance by the 

three networks, the report concluded, would be to 
eliminate what barriers it could to the formation of 
new networks.* 

The study concluded that there were only three broadcast net-
works not because of broadcaster greed, hut because of channel 
allotment decisions made in the 1952 Sixth Report. Those markets 
that were allotted only three or more commercial television 

channels include virtually all the country's population, hut larger 
markets that were allottedfour statit ms, taken as a whole, include 
only about 75 percent of the population; markets with more !bun 

The essential conclusions of the report seemed 
vindicated when international publisher Rupert 
Murdoch announced in 1985 his acquisition of six 
independent television stations to complement his 
purchase a year earlier of half ownership of the 
20th Century Fox film studio. Late in 1985 he an-
nounced plans to start a fourth television broadcast 
network—the only attempt since 1967, when an un-
derfunded Overmyer/United Network effort lasted 
all of a month (Exhibit 4-9). 

The new Fox network was too small to be subject 
to the FCC's national network rules, and so it 
escaped the restrictions on producing its own en-
tertainment programs that faced the traditional net-
works. This freedom enabled Fox to capitalize on 

its unique vertical integration of a Hollywood pro-
duction facility with network distribution facilities. 
Whether the venture would succeed was still very 
much in doubt in 1989. 

Network Ownership Changes After more 
than three decades of stable ownership, the three 
established television networks all changed hands 

in less than two years. This sudden break with a 30-
year tradition was the result of several develop-
ments that happened to coincide: retirement of 

long-time leaders, declines in ratings, poor financial 
performance, and FCC deregulation of station own-
ership. 
ABC went first. In 1985, Capital Cities Commu-

nications* announced that it would acquire Amer-
ican Broadcasting Companies, parent of the ABC 
network, in a friendly deal valued at more than $3.5 
billion. Long-time ABC Chair Leonard Goldensen, 
moving toward retirement, wanted the network to 
have a larger financial base. The change in control 

created a conglomerate worth some $4.5 billion 
(the 1953 merger of ABC with Paramount Theaters, 
also engineered by Goldensen, had been valued at 

four stations include an even smaller proportion of the audience. 
Thus would-be fourth or fifth television networks can never 
achieve coverage parity with the existing three, and this might 
result in economic failure. 

*Referred to in the industry as "Cap Cities," the name is derived 
from the fact that the company's first two stations were located 
in state capitals: Albany, NY, and Raleigh, NC. 
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$25 million). The combined firm had to shed its 
cable interests and several TV stations to meet FCC 

ownership rules. 
Within weeks after the Cap Cities/ABC announce-

ment, Ted Turner announced p_larjQ..atin-
frieixjakeiwer nf CB&iiiacomplexal valued 
at about $5 billion. Instead of cash, he offered CBS 
stockholders .'unIc 13oncLs" (high-risk, high-yield debt 

securities secured by the resources of the target 
company) and stock in Turner Broadcasting in ex-
change for a controlling two-thirds of CBS. The net-
work thwarted his effort by purchasing 21 percent 
of its stock from the general public, for which it 

went deeply into debt. Turner withdrew his offer, 
but left CBS reeling from debt and internal dissen-

sion. Severe cutbacks resulted, and in late 1985 the 

network sold one of its owned and operated 
stations. 
CBS network management seemed relieved when 

Laurence Tisch, chairperson of the Loews enter-
tainment and investment conglomerate, bought 12 
percent of the network's stock and took a position 

on the board. Later in the year, Tisch enlarged his 
holdings to just under 25 percent and edged out 
Thomas Wyman as network chief executive officer. 
William Paley came back from retirement as a fig-
urehead chairperson. Over the next two years, Tisch 
sold off virtually all the network subsidiaries, in-

cluding extensive publishing interests, culminating 
with the sale of Columbia Records ( the world's larg-

est record company) to the huge Japanese manu-
facturer Sony in 1988 for $2 billion. CBS then looked 

for stations to purchase with its cash hoard, buying 
its first in the Miami market and looking for still 
more as it focused its attention on broadcasting. 

Although Tisch touted CBS's broadcasting-only fu-
ture, critics wondered how the company could com-
pete as technologies continue to evolve. 

In December 1985 carne NBC's turn_ Its parent 
company, RCA, had been weakened by years of inept 
management and huge losses from unsuccessful 

forays into the computer and videodisc markets. 
RCA welcomed General Electric's offer. RCA—and 
its then top-rated NBC subsidiary—went for $6.28 
billion, then the biggest non-oil acquisition ever 
made in the United States. The sale made NBC a 

part of the nation's second largest industrial cor-
poration (excluding car manufacturers), with an-
nual sales of over $40 billion. New management at 
NBC sold off the NBC radio network and then, in 
separate deals, the individual NBC radio stations, 

thus ending nearly seven decades in that business. 
"Radio City," NBC's long-time New York home, no 
longer housed a radio network, and the RCA build-
ing, centerpiece of Rockefeller Center, became the 
GE building. WNBC radio, developed from AT&T's 
WEAF commercial broadcast pioneer, left the air 

late in 1988, replaced by an all-sports station. 
For months after the takeovers, news from the 

three networks seemed all had. Profits fell, audience 

shares slipped, and employees by the thousand lost 
their jobs. The new owners made it clear that the 

days of cushy network jobs and fat expense accounts 
were gone. From the public- interest standpoint, the 
network takeovers raised serious and long-range 
concerns about increasing concentration of eco-
nomic and editorial control in communications. The 
neutrality of network news seemed at risk as huge 
conglomerates with major military and other gov-
ernment-funded contracts that could create conflicts 
of interest took control. 

Telephone Company Competition This 
trend toward centralization followed a highly 
successful model. For some 75 years, AT&T had 
operated as a regulated monopoly under the 
supervision of the FCC. AT&T ( the "Bell System") 
had created a widely admired telephone service, 
keeping local telephone service rates low through 

a subsidy from long-distance earnings, mainly from 
business users. AT&T also earned substantial rev-
enues by providing land-line interconnections for 
radio and television networks. The 1926 agreements 

between AT&T and the broadcasters described in 
Section 2.8 had worked well for a half century. 
The development of microwave and later satellite 

relay technology, along with a general trend toward 
electronic miniaturization, began to revolutionize 
the telephone and business communications in-

dustries in the 1970s. Firms offering specialized long-
distance services began to compete with AT&T. The 
government grew concerned about AT&T's monop-
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EXHIBIT 4-9 Rupert Murdoch and a New Network 

In 1985, Australian publisher Rupert Murdoch became 
a United States citizen almost overnight in order to 
acquire Metromedia's six independent major-market 
television stations (WNEW-TV, New York; Krrv-Tv, Los 
Angeles; \VFLD-TV, Chicago; VirITG-TV, Washington, 
DC; KNBN-TV, Dallas; and KRN-TV, Houston) and one 
network affiliate (WCVB-TV, Boston) for $2 billion. Ile 
resold (spun off) WCVB-TV to the I learst Corporation 
for $450 million, but picked up another Boston station, 
WFXT-1V. 

Having purchased half ownership of 20th Century-
Fox film corporation in 1984 for $250 million, Mur-

doch acquired the remaining half in 1985 (after the 
Metromedia deal) for $325 million. He thus gained 
complete control over a company with an extensive 
film library ( including such hits as Cocoon and Aliens) 
and rights to numerous television series (L.A. Law and 
WA*S*11, for example). With this as his presumed pro-
gramming base, in October 1985 Murdoch announced 
plans to form a new national television network, Fox 
Broadcasting Company. The six stations he owned 
(reaching about 20 percent of all U.S. television house-
holds) served as the network core. This was to be the 
first competition for ABC, CBS, and NBC since the 
1960s (when the United Network opened and shut 
within one month). 
To the surprise of many, Murdoch did not turn to 

the Fox vaults for his network programming. Rather, 
the upstart service premiered in October 1986 with 
The Late Show, starring comedienne Joan Rivers. Riv-
ers, who had been the primary substitute host on Johnny 
Carson's Tonight Show on NBC, had credited Carson 
for much of her success. She became the object of 
Carson's ire when she switched from friend and col-

olistic response to these competing firms and its 

apparent suppression of some promising new tech-

nologies. 

In late 19-4, the Department of justice brought 

slit to break up the Bell System on antitrust grounds. 

An earlier attempt had led to an out-of-court settle-

ment in 1956 that changed little. After ),.ears of wran-

gling and a ear-long court battle, a consent decree 

laborator to competitor and challenger in his time 
period. The Rivers show lasted only seven months. 
Fox tried several other programs before giving up on 
the late-night time period altogether in order to con-
centrate on other parts of the day. 

In its first season, Fox averaged between 2 percent 
and 6 percent of the national audience. Fox programs 
typically languished at the bottom of the Nielsen list, 
although some fared better; for example, the net-
work's 1988 Emmy Awards telecast attracted an 18 
percent share of the viewers. 
The quality of the Fox affiliate lineup remained one 

of the network's biggest problems. More than 120 sta-
tions carried Fox programming, but most were UHF, 
some were only low-power television stations, and 
nearly all were the weakest stations in their markets. 
The network lost about $80 million in its first year of 
operation. 

Nevertheless, in 1988, Jack Otter, a senior vice pres-
ident of McCann-Erickson advertising agency and for-
mer NBC network executive, found the network "just 
about where they and we expected them to be at this 
time." Fox president Jamie Kellner admitted: "When 
you're going against companies that have the power 
of ABC, CBS, and NBC, you're taking on a pretty heavy 
job. It's like climbing Mount Everest" (Time, 28 Mar. 
1988). 
Not that Murdoch had only Fox on his mind, how-

ever. Already the publisher of New York and New 
Woman, his acquisition in 1988 of Triangle Publica-
tions (publisher of TV Guide) for $3 billion brought 
his U.S. magazine empire to about the same level as 
that of Time Inc., the largest magazine publisher in 
America. Indeed, Murdoch appeared well on his way 

settled the case in 1982.* AT&T admitted 

no wrongdoing, but agreed to major changes. in-

cluding (1) divestiture of its regional operating 

companies ( thereafter known as "Baby Bells"), 

*Often called the .1111 for modffied final judgmm, the 1982 

agreement was legally a modification ( actually a replacement) 

of the 1956 "final judgment.-
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EXHIBIT 4-9 Continued 

( 2) complete withdrawal from all telephone service 
other tnan long distance, and ( 3) continued own-

ership of manufacturing facilities and the country's 
premier industrial research operation, Bell Labo-
ratories. On January I, 1984, the now-independent 
Baby Bells hein operation as seven separately owned 

regional holding companies. Each began to seek a 
wider role in the information market. 

Under the provisions of the consent decree, the 
Baby Bells could neither manufacture telephone 

to developing the most powerful communications em-
pire in the world. He controlled 60 percent of met-
ropolitan newspaper circulation in Australia and 36 
percent of the national distribution in Britain; he also 
had part ownership in ten book publishers. His Sky 
Channel, a satellite broadcasting service for cable TV 
viewers, reached more than 13 million homes in 22 
European countries. He had interests in printing plants, 
real eeate, an airline, even sheep farms. He lacked 
Ted Turner's style and notoriety, but when it came to 
business, Murdoch made the man from Atlanta look 
like an amateur. 

SOURCE: Courtesy The News Corporation Ltd. and Fox 
Broadcasting Co. 

equipment nor engage in most activities involving 
provision of information. By the end of the 1980s, 
pressure had built in Congress as well as among 

telephone firms to modify the 1982 decree to allow 
the Baby Bells to become providers of information 
services, including cable or broadcasting. The spec-
ter of the powerful telephone companies entering 
the electronic media field drew the broadcast and 
cable businesses together in common fear of tele-

phone competition. 
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In the late 1980s, the telephone companies pro-
posed to go into the cable television business, 
but the FCC and Congress had banned such ser-
vices by telephone companies since the 1970s if 
both telephone and cable services overlapped. Both 
businesses provide direct wire connections (with 
telephone companies converting to wideband op-
tical fiber in the late 1980s) to homes, although their 
system architecture differs (telephone systems con-
sist of switched multipoint-to-multipoint linkages, 
whereas cable systems usually link single points to 
multipoint destinations). As telephone firms be-
came interested in advanced information services, 
such as videotex, and cable systems expanded be-
yond mere entertainment into various kinds of home 
and business services, the overlaps in content and 
role became more evident. Cable feared that the 
deep pockets of the telephone companies would 
mean unfair competition. Telephone officials, on 
the other hand, have had little experience with me-
dia. The changing telephone-broadcasting-cable re-
lationship became one of the key policy problem 
areas of the 1990s. 

Radio Amidst all the new competition, radio con-
tinued to expand, dividing its audience into ever-
smaller segments. The growth came in part from 
FCC relaxation of restraints on ownership and de-
regulation of other aspects of the business. The 
number of FM stations rose to match that of AM by 
the mid-1980s ( Exhibit 3-1). But with its better sound 
and often fewer commercials, FM passed AM in na-
tional audience popularity by the late 1970s. By 1988, 
FM had three listeners for every AM listener. AM 
pressed the FCC for a variety of technical and own-
ership rule changes to even the competitive odds. 

In 1981 the FCC approved stereo broadcasting by 
AM stations, but declined to choose among five com-
peting technical systems that had emerged. This re-
fusal set a precedent, for the FCC had usually picked 
national standards for new technologies from among 
those recommended by industry committees. The 
commission, now controlled by marketplace ide-
ology, argued that competition rather than govern-
ment should select new standards. Individual 
stations should pick whichever system they wanted, 

and consumers could buy AM stereo sets to match. 
The FCC would get involved only if interference 
resulted. Broadcasters argued that lack of a recog-
nized standard would delay the spread of AM stereo 
as stations and manufacturers alike waited to see 
what the marketplace would do. By 1988, seven 
years after the "decision," only about 20 percent of 
AM stations broadcast in stereo, most using a Mo-
torola-developed standard. 

But AM's problems went too deep for any tech-
nological fix. Too many stations chased too few 
advertising dollars and listeners. Many listeners 
perceived AM as being full of advertising and talk 
(although some listeners liked the call-in formats). 
Several stations that had been on the air for decades 
closed down under the competitive pressure, and 
long-term owners sold others. The end of the NBC 
radio network's flagship station, WNBC—AM, in 1988 
after two-thirds of a century on the air seemed in-
dicative of the deep problems faced by AM radio. 

Technological Improvements Throughout 
the era of increasing competition, technological 
developments in transmission and reception con-
tinued; these are discussed in detail in Chapter 6. 
Manufacturers added attractive new features to re-
ceivers, making them easier to use: digital tuning, 
vastly improved sound, tiny portable radios and then 
television sets, larger-screen sets ( from the standard 
21 inches of the 1960s to sets approaching 30 inches 
diagonal measure in the late 1980s), sets better able 
to accommodate cable's increased number of chan-
nels, sets allowing two pictures to be shown at a 
time, and so on. 

All these new features had to be compatible with 
existing standards—those developed in the 1920s 
for AM and those developed two decades later for 
FM and television. An FCC attempt to increase the 
number of AM stations on the air ( not, perhaps, just 
what the business needed) in the early 1980s by 
reducing channel spacing from 10 kHz to 9k1-1z ( the 
standard in all countries other than those in the 
Western Hemisphere), for example, foundered 
largely on fears of receiver obsolescence and the 
costs of adjusting thousands of transmitters. Yet a 
system of stereo sound for television received quick 
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EXHIBIT 4-10 The AM-Radio Talk Show 

Boston talk show host Jerry Williams exemplifies a radio programming  staple in 

the 1980s—the highly opinionated and often putposely rude talk show host who 
takes on all comers. In the business for three decades, Williams is boosted by his 
station as "radio's last atigry man" to highlight his approach to the controversial 

issues disoused 

SOURCE: The Boston Globe. 

industry agreement and FCC approval in 1984. Man-

ufacturers, who had already generally agreed upon 
a common technical standard, announced the avail-
ability of decoders to pick up the stereo sound. The 

first stereo network transmissions came in the 1984-
1985 television season. 

On the other hand, a significant step forward 
quickly brought engineers and policymakers up 

against the barrier of old standards and the inertia 
represented by the millions of existing sets in view-
ers' hands. Demonstrated in the United States for 
the first time in 1981, high-definition television 
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( HDTV) promised a picture resolution twice as g(x)d 
as the American standard, but at the cost of incom-
patibility with existing receivers. By the end of the 

decade, at least 12 different proposed technical stan-
dards for the production and transmission of HDTV 
vied for approval, with billions of dollars in mass 
consumer sales riding on the outcome. It appeared 
that I IDIV might first he used in production for and 
exhibition by cinemas and VCRs, leapfrogging the 
spectrum-bound broadcaster—another reason for 
pessimism about the future of broadcasting. 

Too Much Competition? Development of new 
delivery systems and improvements on older sys-
tems raised questions for manufacturers, broad-

casters, competing systems, and policymakers. What 
should be concluded from the highly expensive 
failures of the 1980s, such as RCA's videodisc, Com-
sat's initial DBS proposal, several teletext and 
videotex experiments, STV, and Warner's Qube 
interactive cable system, among others? 
Some argued that too many competitors over-

taxed program creativity and too few consumer dol-
lars. Did all these options offer a real choice, or 
simply new means of receiving the same old pro-
grams long provided by traditional broadcasting? 
Do marketplace pressures encourage the wrong kind 
of media investment—overlapping services that 
provide nothing really new? 
The preference for marketplace rather than gov-

ernment control increased after 1970. Services de-
veloped since then ( pay cable, MMDS, SMATV, DBS, 

and VCRs) had little or no regulatory oversight— 
and brought little new programming to viewers. 
With its AM stereo "nondecision,- the FCC began to 
abandon its traditional role of helping to shape elec-
tronic media by mandating standards. Thus far, all 
the technological jockeying has primarily offered a 
variety of delivery methods rather than a genuine 
choice among abundant new programs. Channel 
diversity has not been matched by comparable va-
rietv in content. The chapters that follow provide 
more detail on why improvements in program 

services failed to keep pace with improvements in 

technology. 

Summary 

Since 1970, broadcasting has faced increasing 
competition from new delivery systems that grew 
out of limitations on over-the-air television cover-
age, most of them traceable to the 1952 Sixth Report 
decision on television channel allotments. 

Community antenna television, later to become 
cable television, began in several rural mountain 
communities in the late 1940s, using a common 
antenna and direct cable connection to provide TV 
signals to subscriber homes. 

Cable augmented the provision of broadcast sig-
nals with distant signal importation and some orig-
inal programming by the 1960s. This concerned 
broadcasters, who pressured the FCC to limit cable 
expansion. The early 1970s saw the peak of FCC 

and state regulatory control of cable. 

Cable continued to expand despite regulation be-
cause of the development after 1975 of domestic-
satellite-distributed network services, such as the 
pioneering use of domsats by Ted Turner's super-
station and HBO's pay-cable service. 

Several minor or niche delivery alternatives de-
veloped, including subscription television ( SIV) and 
multipoint distribution services ( MDS), hut these 

single-channel options gave way in the face of mul-
tiple-channel competition from cable, master and 

satellite antenna systems ( MATV and SMATV), and 
multichannel MDS. None except cable served more 

than a tiny portion of the total audience. 

Direct-broadcast satellites (DBS), heavily touted 
in the early 1980s, turned out to be economically 
unviable in the face of widespread terrestrial corn-

petition, but may enter the marketplace in the 1990s 
offering new programming. 

Development of the integrated circuit after 1959 
led to many consumer products, notably the video-
cassette recorder ( VCR), first introduced in 1975 

and in more than half of the nation's homes by 1988. 
The VCR changed film distribution patterns and en-
abled viewers to time-shift their viewing. It also 

provided competition for pay-cable channels, re-
sulting in the introduction of pay-per-view services. 
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Two-way or interactive cable and videotex ex-
periments proved uneconomical. On the other hand, 
basic cable networks continued to expand and move 
into the black in the 1980s, with services like Tur-
ner's CNN seen as competitive to broadcast network 
offerings. 

After 1975, Congress and the FCC increasingly 
viewed the regulation of broadcasting as excessive, 
especially in view of the many competing delivery 
systems. Political ideology and market-oriented eco-
nomic thinking motivated the loosening or outright 
removal of many former controls on radio and tele-
vision. 

The FCC conducted its third investigation of net-
works and concluded that most rules limiting tele-
vision network behavior should be eliminated. 

All three networks, beginning with ABC and con-
cluding with NBC, changed hands in the mid-1980s 

after three decades of stable control. The change-
overs resulted in part from options opened by de-
regulation and concern over network television's 
future amidst rising competition. 

Potential telephone company entry into the in-
formation industries, especially cable television, 
promised to he an important policy question of the 
early 1990s. 

The potential of high-definition television (HMV) 
and ratted systems appeared promising for intro-
duction in the 1990s, though major questions of 
standards and compatibility with existing receivers 
had yet to be resolved. 

Critics noted that too few new program ideas 
emerged to match the new technological options. 
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TECHNOLOGY 

The next three chapters provide the essential back-
ground for understanding the physical aspects of 
how the electronic media work. One needs to mas-

ter the basic terms and concepts in order to un-
derstand broadcasting and its relation to newer 
technology, such as cable television and satellites. 
It is the physical basis of electronic communication 
media that determines their potentialities and their 
limitations. Where and how far signals will travel, 
how much information they can carry, their sus-
ceptibility to interference, the need for technical 
regulation—all depend on their physical nature. 

Chapter 5 surveys in lay terms the basic concepts 
involved in using radio energy for communication. 
Chapter 6 uses these concepts in surveying the tech-
nology of the traditional broadcasting system. And 
finally, Chapter 7 also uses the basic concepts of 
Chapter 5 in surveying the supporting technologies 
for networking and recording, along with cable tele-
vision and related methods of delivering programs, 
and the interaction of all these with traditional 
broadcasting. 

PART 1 
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CHAPTER 

BASIC PHYSICAL CONCEPTS 

Technology need not overawe the layperson if it is 
approached step by step in terms of familiar, every-
day experiences. The layperson without an engi-
neering background has to accept some of the more 
arcane concepts on faith, to be sure, but the basic 
ideas need not be difficult to master. 

This chapter simplifies the task of understanding 
communication technology by focusing on the fun-
damental terms and concepts, leaving the compli-
cations of practical applications to the succeeding 
chapters. A solid grounding in the basics surveyed 
in this chapter should make it easier to grasp the 
physical nature of AM, FM, and television broad-
casting; of networking, relaying, and recording; and 
of cable television, satellites, high-definition tele-
vision, teletext, and other new services. 

5.1 
Electromagnetism 

Four fundamental forces exist in nature—two es-
oteric atomic forces and two more familiar forces, 
gravity and electromagnetism. The last, electro-
magnetism, makes possible a host of communica-
tion services, among them broadcasting. Radio * an 

As used in this chapter, the word radio means not just sound 
(audio) broadcasting but the method of communicating without 
wires. In this sense, radio transmits sounds, pictures, streams of 
coded data, and many other types of content, even sheer noise. 

invisible form of electromagnetism, has the unique 
ability to travel firough empty space, going forth 
in all directions without benefit of any conductor 
..sias sr --71-h-KUBBity gives radio its most 
significant advantage over other ways of commu-
nicating. Radio waves can leap over oceans, span 
continents,penetraetehabruaciltdeirntsgtstcs:inir, pass thayroeuignsh, pteeoy-
ple, go to the moon and back. 

All forms of radian tromagnetic energy share 
t ree fundam ental 
all ( 1) move at the same high velocity, (2) assume 
the properties of waves, and (3) radiate outward 
from a source without benefit of any discernible 
physical vehicle. 

Radio energy cannot be seen, but light, a visible 
form of electromagnetic energy, can. Light therefore 
serves to illustrate some of the main characteristics 
of radio. Turn on an electric bulb and light radiates 
into the surrounding space, traveling 186,000 miles 
(300 million meters) per second.* Both radio and 
light energy can be reflected, and both lose their 
strength as they travel away from their source. Radio 

and light differ, however, in wavelength and wave 
frequency: light has much shorter waves with much 
higher frequency. 

"Nothing else known in the universe matches the speed of light, 
which makes the velocity of electromagnetic energy a funda-
mental physical benchmark. In Einstein's famous equation for 
atomic energy, E = Md, the c stands for the speed of light. 
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Frequency refers to the fact that all electromag-
netic (vibrating or altér-
-n2_fij_g) motion, depicted in team ( vaves. The 
'number of separate wavelike motions produced each 
second determines a particular wave's frequency— 
a key concept because differences in frequency 
determine the varied forms that electromagnetic 
energy assumes. 

5.2 

Electromagnetic Spectrum 

A large number of frequencies visualized in nu-
merical order constitiirec 2 examen The keyboard 
of a piano symbolizes a sound spectrum, starting at 
the left with keys that produce low sound frequen-
cies and progressing through higher and higher 
frequencies to the right end of the board. You can 
see a visible spectrum when a rain shower, acting 
as a prism, breaks up sunlight into its component 
colors. Sunlight, though seemingly colorless, ac-
tually combines "all the colors of the rainbow," and 
colors differ because their frequencies differ. 
To the human eye, the lower frequencies of light 

seem red in color; as frequency increases, we see 
light as yellow, green, blue, and finally violet, the 
highest visible frequency. Above violet come ultra-
violet fre uencies; below theirequencv visi  le as 
..rg_d come infrared frequencies. 

Exhibit 5-1A shows the frequencies of different 
types of energy in the electromagnetic spectrum. 
Note that as frequency increases, wavelength de-
creases. Frequencies usable for radio communica-
tion occur near the lower end of the spectrum, the 
part with the lower frequencies and longer wave-
lengths ( Exhibit 5-1B). Communication satellites use 
the highest frequencies useful for broadcasting, 
mostly in the range 3 GHz (3 billion oscillations 
per second) to 15 GHz. These frequencies still come 
nowhere near those of light. As frequency increases, 
the practical difficulties of using electromagnetic 
energy for communication also increase. As com-
munication technology has improved, the upper limit 
of usable frequencies has been pushed higher and 

higher. Still, there comes a point on the frequency 
scale at which electromagnetic energy can no longer 
be used for communication.* 
So far, radio has been introduced as a form of 

radiant energy that travels through space at the same 
velocity as light, 186,000 miles per second, in the 
form of waves that have characteristic frequencies 
and lengths. The position of radio waves in the 
frequency-length scale tells us how particular waves 
behave, as indicated in Exhibit 5-1A. 

5.3 

Sound Waves 

-• Although sound energy differs from electromag-
netic energy in fundamental ways, it too originates 
from oscillating sources and can be depicted as 
traveling in a wavelike manner. Sound therefore can 
be used to illustrate the characteristics of waves in 
an understandable way, since we can actually hear 
differences in frequency and other wave character-
istics. Radio waves become perceptible to us only 
after they have been detected by a receiving device.t 

Wave Motion The example of a conversation 
between two people at a party can illustrate the 
sound-wave motion principles. A speaker's vocal 
cords vibrate, producing word-sounds; these oscil-
lations of the vocal cords set molecules of air into 
wavelike motion. The sound waves travel through 
the air to a listener's eardrums, which respond by 

*Fiber-optic technology enables light itself to be used to carry 
communications, but not in open space like radio waves; the 

light is enclosed in hair-thin strands of glass bundled together 
in a fiber-optic cable. Of course, light as such has long been 
used to communicate visually at a distance through the open air 
by means of semaphores, lighthouses, and other such signaling 
devices. 

tOccasionally people located near powerful transmitters do pick 
up radio signals without benefit of receivers. It was reported, 
for example, that a person's dental fillings acted as a receiver, 
condemning that person to hear radio programs constantly. Oc-
casionally external objects such as iron fences also pick up radio 
signals and reproduce them audibly. 
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EXHIBIT 5-1 Uses of the Electromagnetic Spectrum 

A. Electromagnetic 
phenomena 

Cosmic rays 

Gamma rays 
X rays 
Ultraviolet radiation 

Visible light 

Infrared radiation 

Radio waves 

Examples of uses Frequency ranges 

Physics, astronomy 

Cancer therapy 

X-ray examination 
Sterilization 

Human vision 

Photography 
Radar, microwave relays, 

satellites, television, 
short-wave radio, AM and 

FM radio 

10'4 GHz and 
above 
1010-1013 GI lz 

108-109 GHz 
GHz 

105-106 GHz 

103-104 Gliz 

300 GHz to 150 

kllz 

Note that, readingfrom the top down frequency decreases as wavelength increases. 
Radio occupies the lower frequencies; the higher the frequency (or the shorter the 

waves), the more dangerous the manifestations of electromagnetic energy become. 

But even some of them can be useful, as in the case of X rays. 

71,e following table breaks down the radio-frequency portion of the eectrum 

into large bands, as designated by international agreement. Low-frequency radio, 
a long-distance form of AM broadcastin& is used in Europe but not in the United 

States. 

B.  Name of frequency band Frequency range 

LF (low frequency) 30-300 kHz 

MF (medium frequency) 300-3,000 kHz 
HF (high frequency) 3-30 Wiz 
VHF (very high frequency) 30-300 MI Is 

UHF ( ultra high frequency) 300-3,000 MI lz 

SHF (super high frequency) 
EHF (extremely high frequency) 

3-30 GHz 

30-300 GHz 

Note how the bands grow progressively larger as frequency increases. Changes in 

frequency nomenclature avoid awkwardly long numbers: a kilohertz (kHz) = 
1,000 Hz (hertz, or cycles per second); a megahertz (MHz) = 1,000 kllz; a gigahertz 

(GHz) = 1,000 MHz Broadcasting uses only parts of these bands, which accom• 
modate many types of nonbroadcast services as well. Exhibit 6-8 shows the eeafic 
portions of the bands used by AM and FM radio and VHF and UHF television. 

Typical wavelengths 

Diameter of an electron 

Diameter of smallest atom 

Diameter of largest atom 
1 hundred-millionth of a 

meter 
1 millionth of a meter 
1 ten-thousandth of a meter 

1 centimeter to 20,000 

meters 

Broadcast-related uses 

LF radio (Europe) 

AM radio 
Short-wave radio 
VHF TV, FM radio 
UHF TV, microwave relays, 

satellites 
Satellites 

Satellites 
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vibrating in step with the wave motion of the air 
molecules. Eardrum vibrations stimulate nerve fi-
bers leading to the listener's brain, which interprets 
the vibrations as words. Eardrums, unlike broadcast 
receivers, cannot "tune out" other voices using dif-
ferent frequencies; competing conversations may 
therefore interfere with comprehension. In this case, 
the speaker can increase the volume of speech 
(producing stronger waves) to overcome the 
interference. 
The chief wave-motion concepts can be deduced 

from this sequence of events. At each step in the 
sequence, vibration (alternation, oscillation) oc-
curs. Vibration in one object (vocal cords) causes 
corresponding vibratory motion in other objects 
(air, eardrums). The medium of vibrating air mol-
ecules carries meaning invisibly from one point to 
another. 

Wave Motion Analyzed As waves travel out-
ward, they go through a cycle of motion. That cycle 
is conventionally visualized as a wheel (which is 
what cycle means). To break a wave down into its 
components, consider the motion of a point on the 
perimeter of a revolving wheel, as depicted in Ex-
hibit 5-2. A tracing of that motion results in a wave-
form illustrating amplitude, length, frequency, and 
velocity. Distance above and below the level of the 
axle represents amplitude, which in the case of sound 
we perceive as loudness. We can measure the dis-
tance the wheel travels in one revolution which 
corresponds to the length of e wave. We can count 
the number of revPlútions the_wheel_makLja.a 
second, which tells us the of e, 
eard in terms of pitch (either length or frequency 

represents a measurement of a sound's pitch). Fi-
nally, the cJt_4w_.g/ruelesijft.ª1init z time ( in this 
case a second) yeil§ªmg.ª..m.Q.(.2f:_fehcie. 

Phase As the wheel in Exhibit 5-2 goes through 
its first half revolution ( 180 degrees), the waveform 
rises to a maximum and then drops back to its 
starting level; then, during the second half of the 
wheel's revolution, the waveform goes through an 
opposite motion. Each jlelf_constit.21x1 
together they makeThus a 

wave consists of two opposite phases, forming a 
cycle. Frequency is expressed in terms of cycles per 
second 

These opposing phases of a wave cycle may be 
regarded as positive (plus) and negative (minus) 
aspects of the wave. If the positive aspects of two 
simultaneous waves coincide, their energies com-
bine to make a larger total amplitude at that point. 
If, however, a negative and a positive aspect of two 
nonsynchronous waves coincide, the smaller sub-
tracts from the larger, making a smaller total am-
plitude at that point. When two waves of the same 
frequency exactly coincide, they are said to be in 
phase. If each has the same amplitude, their com-
bined amplitude is double the amplitude of just one. 
Conversely, if two waves of the same amplitude that 
are exactly half way ( 180 degrees) out of phase 
combine, they cancel each other completely. 

Phase plays an important role in many practical 
applications throughout electronic systems. For ex-
ample, two or more microphones fed to the same 
amplifier must be phased correctly to prevent their 
signals from interfering with each other; television 
relies on phase differences in processing color in-
formation; some directional transmitting antennas 
use phase reinforcement and cancellation to 
strengthen radiation in one direction and weaken 
it in another. 

Overtones Phase also has an important bearing 
on sound quality. A sound with a perfectly smooth, 
symmetrical waveform consists of a single fre-
quency, a pure tone. Pleasing musical tones and 
natural sounds, however, consist of many different 
frequencies of varying amplitudes, all produced at 
the same time. When these frequencies combine, 
their phase differences result in a single complex 
wave with an irregular pattern, as shown in Exhi-
bit 5-3. 
Complex sounds have overtones iaLso_r-aUe-€1-har-
mos TfiFfrequency we hear as "the" pitch of 
a sound is its fundamental frequency. The funda-
mentals of human speech have quite low'frequen-
cies, from 200 to 1,000 cycles per second (cps) for 
women and from 100 to 500 cps for men. (The 
overall range of human hearing is from about 20 
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EXHIBIT 5-2 Wave-Motion Concepts 

oc 
1 Amplitude 

I ! me 

1 rotation 1 cycle 

Tracing the rise and fall of a spot on the rim of a revolting 
wheel illustrates the concepts of cycle, phase, amplitude, 
and velocity. The spot starts at the level of the axle and 
motes first up, then down, then up again. The changing 
distances of the spot aboie and below the axle level rep-
resent changes in amplitude. 
One complete revolution of the wheel represents one 

cycle of wave movement. 
If we regard movement above the level of the axle as 

positive and that below the axle as negative, we can say 
that each cycle consists of two opposite halves, or phases.. 

The distance covered during the time the uheel take. 
to make one ret.olution can be used to calculate its speed 
of travel, or velocity. For example, a wheel that revolved 

ten times a second and traveled four feet for evey rev-

olution would have a velocity of 10 x 4, or 40, feet per 
second. 

SOURCE: Adapted from John R. Pierce, Signals: The Telephone and Beyond (San Francisco: W. H Freeman, 1981), p. 35. 

to 20,000 cps, but it varies a good deal from one 
person to another.) The overtones that give voices 
their distinctive timbres have higher frequencies, 
multiples of the fundamentals. Thus middle C, with 
a fundamental of 264 cps. may have overtones at 
528 cps, 792, 1056, and so on. 

Differences in the distribution and amplitudes of 
overtones account for qualitative differences among 
sounds with the same pitch. One can distinguish a 
violin from a clarinet, even when they produce ex-

actly the same note at the same volume, because 
their overtones differ. Overtones have relatively high 
pitch; therefore accurate sound reproduction re-
quires equipment that can reproduce the higher 
sound frequencies. Hi-fi equipment has, among other 
things, the ability to capture overtones by repro-
ducing sound frequencies up to 15,000 cps or higher. 

Acoustic Environments Sound waves, once 
launched into a given environment, begin to eaten-
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EXHIBIT 5-3 Analysis of a Complex Wave 

A. 10cps 

B. 20cps— 

C. 30cps  

D. 40cps  

E. 

A method called Fourier analysis can be used to break down a complex wave into 

its component frequencies. For example, a Fourier analysis of the complex wave 
E yields the simple waves A through D. Wave A represents the fundamental frequency 
of the complex wave, vibrating at 10 cycles per second (Hz). Waves B, C, and D 

represent harmonics of that fundamental, waves with frequencies of 20, 30, and 
40 Ilz, respectively Waves A through D combined produce the composite wave E. 

Fundamental 

1st harmonic 

2nd harmonic 

3rd harmonic 

Composite 

SOURCE: Adapted from Paul Davidovits, Communication (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1972), p. 129, Fig. 11-1. 

uate, or gradually lose their energy, as they travel. 
Draperies, human bodies, clothing, and other soft, 
irregularly shaped objects tend to absorb sound en-
ergy, increasing the rate of attenuation. Hard, flat 
room surfaces reflect sound waves, causing rever-
berations or echoes (reverberations are echoes that 
are too closely spaced in time to be heard as sep-
arate sounds). Excessive sound absorption gives a 
room a "dead," uninteresting sound; reflections 
produce "live," bright sounds. Acoustic engineers 
design studios and auditoriums with the optimum 
degree of reverberation. Often they call for adjust-
able reflective and absorptive panels so that rever-
beration can be increased or lessened, depending 
on the needs of particular performers and instru-
ments. 

The shorter the waves, the more easily small ob-
jects block their path. Long waves tend to "bend" 
around objects in their path. One can verify this fact 
by listening to music in another room or from around 
the corner of a building. As soon as one turns the 
corner into the area where the music originates, it 
immediately brightens because one begins hearing 
the shorter-wave (that is, higher-pitched) sounds 
that could not get around corners as readily as the 
longer-wave sounds. 

In summary, this section has used aspects of sound 
that can be personally experienced to introduce the 
basic characteristics of wave motion—oscillation, 
amplitude, wavelength, wave frequency, wave ve-
locity, phase, and the overtones found in complex 
waves. This section also introduced the concepts of 
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wave attenuation and reflection. Although sound 
and radio are entirely different forms of energy, all 
these sound-wave concepts also apply to radio. 

5.4 
Radio Waves 

Like sound waves, radio waves behave in charac-
teristic ways, depending on their frequency and phase 
relationships. Radio waves attenuate, can be ab-
sorbed or reflected, and produce echoes. For ex-
ample, visual echoes from reflected signals account 
for the "ghosts," or double images, sometimes seen 
in television pictures. 
Keep in mind, however, that radio waves differ 

fundamentally from sound waves, especially in terms 
of frequency, velocity, and mode of travel. Limita-
tions of the ear confine audible sound to a fre-
quency range of about 20 to 20,000 cps (people's 
hearing acuity varies a good deal, especially at the 
upper frequencies). In contrast, the radio spectrum 
runs from a few thousand cycles per second into 
the billions. Radio waves travel at 186,000 miles per 
second, the speed of light (which is the visible form 
of electromagnetic energy), or about 900,000 times 
the speed of sound-In air. 

Finally, radio waves need no intervening me-
dium, such as air, in which to travel. Indeed, they 
travel best in a total vacuum. Sound, on the other 
hand, must have air, water, or some other physical 
conductor. A favorite elementary physics experi-
ment shows how an electric bell ringing in an air-
tight bell jar is gradually silenced as the air is drawn 
out of the jar, creating a vacuum. 

Frequency-Wavelength Relationship The 
erase "cycles pu_secieur kue- Lte.ehataled-by 
international agreement to belle (abbreviated Hz). 
meaning a frequency of one cycle per second. The 
num ies o the higher 
radio bands rises into the billions, making for awk-

*So named to honor a pioneer radio physicist, Heinrich Hertz 

(1857-1894). His contribution is discussed in Section 2.3. 

wardly long numbers. Pr_s_t_i2Dig the __.._teLnike_r!.'.Al th 
the standard metric multipliersli/o- (thousand), 

(billion)simplifies the  
numbering system. Exhibit 5-1B shows the use of 
t ese metric ternis in defining the radio-frequency 
spectrum's d the a 
reviations, such as _VHF and UHF used to identify 

these bands. 
As Exhibit 5-1 suggests, the location of any wave 

in the electromagnetic spectrum can be stated in 
terms of either its frequency or its wavelength ( Ex-
hibit 5-4 shows how to convert from one to the 
other). For example, the term microwaves identifies 

of waves by their length, but.the term 11-1F 
K.,....lei-itifies_a_group by frequency. The number 600 
(often abbreviated to 60) on a standard ( M_) radio 
receiver dial identifies a carrier fre of 00 
kHz; an FM station's dial number refers to mega-
h_e_r13,9...for example, means a carrier frequency 
of 98.9 MHz). Television stations, however, have 
different carrier frequencies for their video and au-
dio components; for the sake of convenience we 
identify them by channel number rather than by 
wavelength or frequency. For example, 
means a station using the 82-88-MHz.channel, with 
a video carrier-wave frequency of 83.5 MHz and a 

sound carrier-wave frequency ot 88.75 M%. 

Carrier Waves Recall that sound production 
needs some physical vibrating object—vocal cords, 
drum head, saxophone reed, guitar string, or the 
like. Radio-wave production, too, depends upon vi-
bration (oscillation), but of an electric current rather 
than a physical object. An oscillating current can be 
envisioned as power surging back and forth (alter-
nating) in a wire, rising to a maximum in one di-
rection (one phase), then to a maximum in the 
other direction (the opposite phase). 
When current alternates in any electric circuit, 

even in the wiring of one's home, it releases elec-
tromagnetic energy into the surrounding space. The 
60-cycles-per-second oscillation of household elec-
tric power causes radiations that a broadcast re-
ceiver would pick up and reproduce as a 60-Hz 
audible hum were it not for shielding that cuts off 
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EXHIBIT 5-4 Finding Wavelength from Frequency (and Vice Versa) 

Wavelength and frequency have an inverse relation-
ship: as frequency increases, wavelength decreases. 
Both are related to velocity, the rate at which electro-
magnetic energy travels through space, which is a fixed 
quantity of about 300 million meters ( 186,000 miles) 
per second. 
To put it in more familiar terms, imagine a soldier 

marching at 120 steps per minute. If he or she covers 
3 feet with each step, the rate of travel (velocity) will 
be 3 x 120, or 360, feet per minute. If the soldier 
wants to keep up the same velocity but take fewer 
steps, he or she can do that by taking longer steps. 
For example, if each step covers 4 feet instead of 3, 
the soldier can cover 360 feet in a minute with only 
90 steps (4 x 90 = 360). 

Applying this analogy to electromagnetic energy, 
step length equates with wavelength, and steps per 
minute equates with frequency. We now deal with 
much larger numbers, however. An AM radio station 
at 600 on the dial radiates a basic wave frequency of 

the emissions. The tendency of alternating current 

to radiate energy increases with its frequency—the 

li!gher the rate of alternation, the more radiation 

takes place. Dangerous radiations such as x-rays oc-
cur at frequencies far above radio frequencies, but 

even the much lower-frequency microwaves used 

in some forms of broadcasting ( as well as in mi-

crowave ovens) can be harmful to humans close to 

high-power transmitters ( or ovens that leak wave 

energy). 

A broadcast transmitter generates radiolre-

Dency energy, feeding it to a transmiffing-antelea 

for radiating into space. The basic emission, the 

transmitter's wirier wave, oscillates at the station's 

allotted frequency, radiating energy at that fre-

quency continuously, even when no sound or pic-

ture is going out. 

To review, this section has emphasized the con-

trast between sound and radio waves in terms of 

frequency, velocity, and mode of propagation. It has 
introduced the radio-frequency spectrum and the 

600 kHz, which means 600,000 hertz (waves per sec-
ond). To find the length of each wave emanated by 
that station, divide velocity by frequency: 

300,000,000 meters per second divided by 

600,000 hertz a wqweleng-th oF 

500 meters. 

Conversely, given a wavelength of 500 meters, you can 
find its frequency the same way: 

300,000,000 divided by 5 00 600,000. 

In summary, to find wavelength in meters, divide fre-
quency in hertz into velocity in meters; to find fre-
quency in hertz, divide wavelength in meters into 
velocity in meters. Put another way, velocity ( treated 
as a constant of 300,000,000 meters per second) is the 
product of wavelength in meters times frequency in 
hertz. 

names of its several bands, within which stations 
radiate their assigned carrier waves. 

5.5 
Modulation 

The next basic concept, modulation, concerns the 

method of  impressing information on a transmit-

ter s carrier wave to enable its antenna to radiate 

programs. 

Signals as Energy Patterns We can modu-

late a flashlight beam merely by turning it on and 

off. A distant observer could decode such a mod-

ulated light beam according to any agreed-upon 

meanings—a pattern of short flashes might mean 

"All OK,- whereas a series of short-long flashes 

might mean "Having trouble, send help." Thus 

modulation s a rattern that can be r-
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...pretecia,„2 meaningful cigni/Z. Any patterned phys-
ical variation can become a signal—light changing 
from green to red, a head nodding up and down, 
a finger pointing. 
When radio waves are used to signal words, sounds 

can be visualized as consisting of amplitude patterns 
(loudnesses) and frequency patterns ( tones or 
pitches). A microphone, responding to variations in 
air pressure, translates these pressure patterns into 
corresponding electrical patterns, a sequence of 
waves with amplitude and frequency variations that 
approximately match those of the sound-in-air pat-
tern. Ultimately, those audio-frequency electrical 
variations modulate a transmitter's radio-frequency 
carrier, causing its oscillations to assume the same 
pattern. At last we have a radio signal—patterned 

variations that convey information by means of a 
modulated carrier wave. 
Note that modulation involves frequencies in two 

widely different ranges—the low frequencies of the 
signal ( sound frequencies in this instance) and the 
much higher frequencies of the carrier ( radio fre-
quencies). In order to reproduce the signal pattern, 
the carrier's own frequencies must be much higher 
than those of the signal. As an analogy, imagine 
arranging a large number of small pieces of tile into 
a mosaic picture. The pieces of tile must be much 
smaller than the picture if they are to render an 
image. So it is with the frequency of the signal waves 
(the tiles) in comparison to that of the radio waves 
(the picture): a large quantity of radio waves (that 
is, a high frequency) is needed to depict the shape 
of sound waves (Exhibit 5-5). 

Transduction At each point where a transfer 
of enersv from one medium to a ot er takes p ace, 
a transducer (literally a "leader across-) does thè 

A microphone as a transducer change!---77oTTinZ I 
patterns into electrical patterns. A television camera 
transduces light patterns into electrical patterns. A 
transmitter transduces electrical frequency patterns 
into a higher-frequency domain, that of radio-fre-
quency (RF) energy. Even the keyboard on a com-
puter acts as a transducer, changing the physical 
energy of striking the keys into electrical pulses.* 

Sidebands The single radio frequency that 
identities a carrier wave can carry little information 
each second, but broadcast signals require many 
pieces of information each second. To convey a 500- 

I) yil cycles-per- d sound tone would entail sending 
500 pie es es o driformation_a second. Tirir.i.s7n-173.ai.ilat-
ing the carrier's single frequency involves the use 
of adjacent frequencies. These additional frequen-
cies constitute sidebands  frecatextend 
tsiitrize- and below the carrier freauelicy. The 
more infürmation conveyed, the wider the side-
bands and therefore the wider the channel. 

Because the upper and lower sidebands simply 
mirror each other, either one can convey all the in-
formation imposed on a carrier wave. Many radio 
services—for example, sound broadcasting—nev-
ertheless transmit both sidebands. That wastes 
spectrum space, but suppressing one of the side-
bands would add considerably to the cost of both 
sending and receiving equipment. 

However, because of the vital importance of con-
serving frequencies, some services economize on 
spectrum usage by suppressing one sidebanci, either 
fully or partially. Suppression results in single-side-
band (SSB) or vestigial-sideband (VSB) transmis-
sion.± Television needs such wide channels that 
transmitting both sidebands would be extremely 
costly in spectrum space, seriously limiting the 
number of channels that could be allocated to tele-
vision. Therefore one of the television signal's side-

"Computers often come equipped with another type of trans-
ducer, a modem (modulator-demodulator). When a computer 
sends out messages over a telephone line, its modem changes 

(transduces) the computer's digital bits and bytes into corre-
sponding analog audio signals for transmission over the tele-
phone line; when the computer receives messages over the 
telephone line, it reverses the process, changing the audio signals 

back into its own digital language. 

tThe worldwide demand for short-wave radio channels far ex-
ceeds the supply, causing much interference and requiring ex-
pensive measures to overcome the interference. Serious thought 
is being given to converting all short-wave transmissions to the 
single-sideband mode, although this would outmode millions 
of receivers and thousands of transmitters built to operate only 
in the double-sideband mode. 
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EXHIBIT 5-5 How Amplitude and Frequency Modulation Work 

:1 microphone produces variations in voltage called a baseband signal. When 

depicted graphically, a baseband audio signal assumes a wavelike form with 
positive and negative voltages, like this: 

A. 

Time 

\ 

preparation for amplitude modulating the station's carrier wave with this wave-

form, the transmitter artificially increases the baseband voltages (amplitudes), turn-
ing the entire signal into a pattern of positive voltages: 

B. 

o 
Time 

The transmitter imposes this positiie voltage pattern on the carrier wave, modulating 

it, or causing formation of an envelope that outlines the shape of the original 
audio waieform. The louer half of the modulated carrier mirrors the upper hue; 
the two halves constituting sidebands that extend above and below the carrier 

frequency. Note that in order to form an envelope, the carrier frequency must be 
higher than the baseband frequency. 

C. Carrier 
wave 

— Envelope 

"'Envelope 

Time 
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EXHIBIT 5-5 Continued 

An unmodulated carrier war r has constant amplitude and frequeilo•. like this: 

An unmodulated carrier wave 
emitted by a transmitter has an 
unchanging frequency and 
amplitude pattern: 

Max 

An amplitude-modulated catrier changes amplitudes to represent the seal pat-

tern, like this: 

Max 

An AM carrier wave, modulated by 
a pattern of amplitude changes 
representing a signal: 

Max 

Buta frequencv-modulated wirier has constant amplitude, withlrequency changes 

conveying the signal pattern: 

An FM carrier wave, modulated by 
a pattern of frequency changes 
representing the same signal: 

Max 

:(\ (1, n 

Max 

j 

SOURCES: John R. Pierce, Signals: The Telephone and Beyond (San Francisco W H Freeman & Co. 1981), p. 61 Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC). 

bands is partially suppressed, leaving only a vestig-
ial lower sideband, as shown later in Exhibit 6-7. 

Channels BecaLs_e_Qf_rhe._needictr_sidebanas_jt 
is necessary to allot each station a group of fre-

quencies in addition to its designated carrier fre-
uerhisroup constitutes its channel One can 

visualize a channel in terms of a water-supply sys-
tem: a very thin pipe could eventually fill a big 
reservoir with its slow trickle of water, but a gush 
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of water from a large-diameter pipe would be needed 
to fill the reservoir rapidly. 

In radio communication, channel width deter-
mines information capacity, just as pipe diameter 
determines water capacity. Broadcasting needs large 
pipes, or channels, because we want immediate, 
"real-time" results. Some nonbroadcast radio ser-
vices, however, trade slow delivery for economy in 
channel width. Certain pictorial news services, for 
example, deliver video information over narrow ra-
dio channels, taking several seconds to build up a 
single black-and-white still picture. The VisiTel pic-
ture-telephone service introduced in 1987 takes 5 
seconds to deliver a caller's picture to a small screen 
beside the telephone. 
A taxi radio-dispatching service needs immediate 

delivery, but it can tolerate narrow channels be-
cause it needs only voice intelligibility, not voice 
quality. Radio broadcasting needs wide channels 
because sound quality matters and quality comes 
from overtones, so that radio needs the ability to 
reproduce higher frequencies. Television channels 
need vastly greater information capacity in order to 
pour forth instantaneous pictures as well as sound. 

Modulation Methods Recall that modulation 
means imposing a meaningful pattern olTàieigions 
on an otherwise unvaried stream of energy. The 
chief methods for imposing patterns on broadcast 
carriers involve varying either amplitude or fre-
quency. Exhibit 5-5 shows how they work. To vis-
ualize the process, picture a transmitter being fed 
a sound that has the pitch of middle C—acoustic 
vibrations of 264 cycles per second. Such a sound 
would cause an amplitude-modulated carrier wave 
to change its amplitude (level of energy) 264 times 
a second. The same sound would cause a frequency-
modulated carrier wave to change its frequency 264 
times a second. 
We  call standard radio AM because it uses am-

pilitude__modulatiorj, whereas FM radio uses  fre-
genet,' modulation. Television uses both methods: 
AM for the video signal-and FM for the audio signal. 
AM radio has the disadvantage that electrical in-

terference can distort reception when receivers pick 

up unwanted radio energy, such as that caused by 
lightning or electrical machinery as well as by in-
terfering signals from other transmitters. These 
intrusive signals interact with the transmitted RF 
energy, distorting the modulation pattern. Listeners 
hear such distortions in the received signal as static 
and other forms of "noise." Electrical interference 
has no effect on FM carriers, however. They rely 
on frequency rather than amplitude modulation 
patterns. 

Ajjd FNIsignalprocessing methods depict the 
ciElgi • '  • 1 attern continuously. They form an  
analog pattern, a continuous y changing pattern that 
_co__t:respondLiaille_cmanuous flow of sound or 
irria es tluUnajain eL_pr.. àaiaça)./Ijai' amera 

Analog signals have an inherent susceptibility to 
distortion during transmission, reception, record-
ing, and playback. The previously mentioned 
example of static is only one of many distortion-
causing influences that limit the ability of analog 
systems to process information with fidelity. A newer 

digitalixcKessiug, not only eliminates thjs 
problem but also affords many other important ad-
vantages. 

5.6 
Digital Signal Processing 

Traditional clocks and watches tell time by the an-

alog method, using continuously rotating hands to 
represent the uninterrupted flow of time.* The now-
familiar digital timepiece tells time directly in num-
bers, jumping from one number to the next instead 

of telling time by means of gradually moving hands. 

Encoding Di ital si nal rocessin has this same 
pgalerty of jumping from number to number djait 
to digit). It breaks down an incoming signal into a 
stream of separate, individual energy pulses and 
assigns a numerical value to each pulse. It somewhat 
resembles cutting up a picture (the analog signal) 

`Traditional timepieces are derived from the sundial, whose 
continuously moving shadow forms an analog of the sun's un-

interrupted movement across the sky. 
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into thousands of tiny pieces and assigning a num-
ber systematically to each piece. It would then be 
possible to transfer the picture piece by piece to 

another location and reassemble it there. 
Digital processing breaks down an analog signal 

into many tiny pieces by sampling it at such high 
speed that the resulting digitized version seems con-
tinuous to an observer. In fact, however, the signal 
has been converted into a stream of separate pulses 
of energy. Each pulse is identified by a set of digits: 
hence the term digital. 
One speaks of elsiital encoding because each pulse 

receives a digital code number. These code num-
bers consist of nothing more than the digits "zero" 

and "one" in various combinations. They employ 
the binar' code, a term familiar to those who use 

computers.* As an example, signals modulated by 
a microphone have a continuously varying electrical 
amplitude (that is, voltage). A digital processor sam-
ples this continuous (analog) amplitude pattern, 
breaking it down into a series of small, discrete 
amplitude values. An encoder quantizes each value 
by assigning it a binary number representing the 
momentary amplitude. The output consists of noth-
ing more than a pattern of "power off" signals ( ze-
ros) and "power on" signals (ones). 

For those who are interested in more details of 
digital processing, Exhibit 5-6 (pages 122-123) shows 
how it works. For others, it is enough to accept the 
idea that digital processing converts a continuous 
signal into a series of binary numbers. 

Advantages The extreme simplicity of digitized 
signals protects them from the many extraneous 
influences that distort analog signals. Recording, re-
laying, and other manipulations of analog infor-
mation inevitably cause quality loss; each new 
manipulation of the signal introduces its own dis-
tortions. Digital signals, being simply raw pulses of 
energy interspersed with moments of no energy, 

*Computer users encounter the term bit, meaning binary der, 
and byte, meaning a group that is sufficient to represent a letter 

of the alphabet, a number, a punctuation mark, or a symbol such 
as the dollar sign. 

resist distortion as long as the elementary difference 
between "off" and "on" can he discerned. 

sign,ls need wider  channels 

than the same si  
siring of bin e. 

The first communication modes to use digital pro-
cessing, therefore, were those with relatively simple 
signals that made no great demands on the spec-
trum, for example, data processing and telephone 
calls. The need for high-capacity channels has de-
layed the application of digital methods to broadcast 
transmission and reception. However, numerous 
electronic consumer items, notably compact-disc 
(CD) audio recording and digital audio tape ( DAT). 
use the digital method. It has also been applied to 
studio recording and other production functions, 
revolutionizing prebroadcast phases of program 
preparation and Increasing enormously the range 
of effects available to video directors. 

5.7 
Wave Propagation 

however t I Icy may have been processed, modulated 
signals travel from the transmitter to its antenna. 

the physical structure from which signals radiate 
into surrounding space.11-1.ç_y=rAri&gf signals out-
ward from the antennaissalled_propagaticw. In 
traveling, radio energy attenuates, growing pro-
gress:vely weaker as it covers a larger and larger 
area. Attenuation also results from absorption of 
radio energy as it passes through the atmosphere; 
this absorption becomes more and more pro-
nounced as frequency rises. 

Coverage Contours An omnidirectional ( all-
directional ) antenna would theoretically radiate 
signals over a circular area. In practice, however, 
coverage patterns usually assume uneven shapes. 
How far and in which directions energy travels de-
pend on a number of variables, among them trans-
mitter power and frequency, antenna efficiency and 
directionality, and the varying conditions encoun-
tered in the propagation path. Physical objects and 
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EXHIBIT 5-6 More About Digital Signal Processing 

Digital signal processing has become so pervasive in 

contemporary life that it's worth a little effort to learn 
how it works. 

Actually, digital signal processing began with the 
first of the electrical communication systems, the 19th 
century telegraph. The American telegraph pioneer, 
Samuel F. B. Morse, invented a signaling code, known 
ever since as the Morse code. Telegraph operators sent 
messages in Morse by means of an on-off key that 
controlled electricity going down the telegraph wire. 
The code consists simply of varying lengths of "on" 
and "off," presented to the ear or eye as dots, dashes, 
and spaces, which in turn represent letters of the al-
phabet, punctuation marks, and numbers. 
Modern digital signal processing also employs sim-

ple on-off signals. They represent the elements of a 

binary code, a two-digit number system that requires 
only two code symbols, conventionally written as 0 
and 1. Numbers of the everyday zero-to-nine decimal 
system, the letters of the alphabet, punctuation marks, 
conventional signs, and picture elements all can be 
represented as groups of binary digits. Thus all com-
munication content can be reduced to nothing but 
strings of zeros and ones. 

In an electric circuit, "power off" can represent "0" 
and "power on" can represent " 1." Thus a system that 
communicates digitally needs to make only one ele-
mentary distinction. "On" and "off" differ so obviously 
that they leave little chance for ambiguity. That sim-
plicity makes digital signals extremely "rugged"—able 
to withstand external interference and imperfections 

in transmission and copying systems. 
The two-digit or binary number system contrasts 

with the ten-digit decimal system (0 through 9) of 
everyday life. In that familiar system, the values of 
digits depend on their positions relative to one an-
other, counting from right to left. Each new position 
increases a digit's value by a multiple of 10. Thus the 
number 11 means (counting from right to left): one 
1 plus one 10 ( 1 + 10 = 11). The binary code also 
relies on position, but each digit's position, again 
counting from right to left, increases by a multiple of 
2. Thus in binary code the decimal number 11 be-
comes 1011, which means (counting from right to left) 

one 1 plus one 2 plus no 4 plus one 8 ( 1 + 2 + 
+ 8 = 11 ). Here's an example converting the three-
digit decimal number 463 to binary form: 

Multipliers: 

Binary 

numbers: 

8 4 2 1 0  

0 1 0 0 0 = 0 + 4 + 0 + 0 + 0 = 463 

1 01 1 00 = 0 + 4 + 2 + 0 + 0 = 

0 0 1 1 0 = 0 + 0 + 2 + 1 + 0 = 

As the examples indicate, it takes more digits to 
express a number in the binary system than in the 
decimal system. Thus, although the simplicity of digital 
transmissions makes them less subject to error, they 
have the disadvantage of needing larger channels than 

analog transmissions. Bit speed, the number of bits 
(binary digits) a channel can handle each second, 
therefore becomes an important consideration in 
specifying digitized information channels. A digital tel-
ephone circuit, for example, needs a bit speed of 64,000 
bits per second, which requires a 32-kHz bandwidth 
for transmission—many times the width of an analog 
telephone channel. 
The high bit speed required for encoding complex 

information translates into a need for correspondingly 
wide frequency channels; for this reason, spectrum 
shortages bar conversion of broadcasting to digital 
processing. Closed-circuit communications, since they 
do not require spectrum allocations, do not have this 
problem. Digital recording, both audio and video, has 
already become routine, for example. 

Conversion of an analog to a digitized signal in-
volves quantizing the analog signal, that is, turning it 
into a number sequence. Quantizing consists of rap-
idly sampling an analog waveform and assigning a 
binary numerical value to the amplitude of each mo-
mentary item in the sample. The graph at right depicts 
a segment of an analog waveform, showing (A) the 
points at which sampling occurs, (B) the decimal val-
ues assigned to amplitude levels, and (C) the binary 
expressions ("bytes") equivalent to the decimal values. 
Along the bottom of (A), tl, t2, t3, and so on, represent 

the sampling points. You can use the amplitude scale 
at the left to estimate the decimal number value of 
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EXHIBIT 5-6 Continued 
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each point. Note that the digital wave, depicted in 
column D, can have only two conditions, either "on" 
or "off," with the time as an additional variable. Con-
tinuous "on" for the entire time period allotted to one 
item represents the binary value 111; continuous "off" 
for the entire period represents 000. To represent the 
binary number 101, the wave shows "on," "off." and 
another "on" within a single time segment. 
Above you see the modulated signal representing 

the digital version of the analog wave in the previous 
drawing. The signal consists simply of a train of pulses 
representing digitally expressed values that give the 
amplitude level at each of the sampling points. Note 

Pulse waveform train 

6 S 6 

t2 

3 

t3 

7 111 

Time 

that quantizing involves some rounding off: the sign;a1 
level at t, actually falls between 5 and 6 on the am-
plitude scale but appears in the digitized signal as level 
6. You can understand from that compromise that the 
higher the sampling rate, the greater the fidelity of the 
digitized signal. There is an equation for calculating 
the sampling rate necessary to avoid distortion; it Mill-
ally calls for sampling thousands of times per second. 
The intervals marked "S" in the pulse-train diagram 
represent moments of zero amplitude inserted to sep-
arate each of the time periods occupied by a single 
item of digitized data 

t  I S 5 

t6   s 
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electrical interference in the transmission path, 
interference from other stations, the time of day, 
and even seasonal sunspot changes can affect prop-
agation distances and patterns. W.>.uqâ-n4ay-be.-re-

2fy_t_ce_d_(benL), rPfleae.4 abSerthe or duriptuprop_ 
agated over abnormally long distances beca_use they 

aLe_..._tr2ppssiliezveen lavers of_air_st _differing tem-
peratures). 
The higher the frequency of waves, the more the 

atmosphere absorbs their energy and therefore the 
shorter the distance they will travel. Objects that are 
wider than a wave's length tend to block its prop-
agation, causing "shadows" in coverage areas. Higher-
frequency waves (that is, those of shorter length) 
can be interrupted by buildings and trees. VHF, 
UHF, SHF, and EHF waves (explained in Exhibit 5-
1) have such short lengths that even smaller objects 
can interfere with their propagation. The shortest 
waves can be blocked by objects as tiny as raindrops. 

All these variables combine to make irregular 
coverage-pattern shapes called coverage contours. 
Engineers draw contours on maps by measuring 
signal strength at various points surrounding a 
transmitter, showing lines of equal received power. 

As previously noted, how much and in what ways 
specific conditions along a propagation path affect 
signal coverage depend largely upon the frequency 
band the signal occupies. Just as the behavior of 
electromagnetic radiation differs markedly from one 
range of frequencies to another across the spec-
trum, so does radio-frequency energy differ ac-
cording to band. Frequency management strategies 
take these facts into consideration, seeking to match 
frequency-band allocations with the needs of par-
ticular services. 

Frequency-related propagation differences can  be 
summarized by dividing_mayts_h:not-
rect, ground, and sky waves. Each type has advan-
tages and disadvantages that must be considered in 
matching frequency bands with service needs. Thus 
services such as international radio broadcasting 
need waves that are capable of traveling long dis-
tances, whereas services such as domestic television 
can use waves that travel only relatively short 
distances. 

Direct Waves At the frequencies used by FM 
radio and television (that is, VHF and UHF fre-
quencies), waves follow a line-of-sight path. Called 
dire.à...wavesr-they_travel directly from ter 
antenna to receiver antennajeaching only as far as 
the horiz  n (Exhibit 5-7). Line-of-sight distance to 
the horizon from a 1,000-foot-high transmitting an-
tenna propagating over a flat surface reaches about 
32 miles; the signal does not cease abruptly beyond 
that point, but fades rapidly.* Engineers place direct-
wave antennas as high as possible in order to extend 
the apparent horizon. By the same token, raising 
the height of a receiving antenna also extends the 
horizon limit. 

Ground Waves The medium-frequency waves 
used by AM radio travel as ground waves, propa-
. ated throubihe surface the ft,h  They can 
follow the Earth's curvature beyond the horizon, as 
shown in Exhibit 5-7. Ground waves therefore have 
the potential for covering wider areas than direct 
waves. In practice, however, a ground wave's use-
ful coverage area depends on several variables, 
notably soil conductivity. Dry, sandy soil conducts 
radio energy poorly, whereas damp soil con-
ducts it well.f 

Sky Waves Most radio waves, when allowed to 
radiate upward toward the sky, lose much of their 
energy to atmospheric absorption. Any remaining 
energy dissipates into space. However, wayes..iel-the 
medium-frequency (AM radio) and _21 -l-_fl_-e_1¡1.11wv_ 

*11:pon reaching the horizon, most of the energy in direct waves 
flies off into space. However, the atmosphere causes a certain 

amount of energy scattering, so that weak rays of energy stray 
beyond the horizon. Some intermediate-distance relay systems 
rely on scatter propagation to leap over bodies of water to 
destinations below the horizon, using very large receiving an-
tenna structures to gather in the thinly scattered energy. 

tThe FCC publishes a map showing soil conductivity throughout 

the United States (47 CFR 73.190). The most conductive soils 
have 30 times the conductivity of the least conductive. Salt water, 

by far the best conductor, sometimes helps to propagate signals 
for long distances along shore lines. 
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EXHIBIT 5-7 Direct and Ground-

Wave Propagation 

Antenna 

Antenna 

fs).4 

Line of sight 
to horizon 

Line of sight 
to horizon 

-e/  
Ground 
wave 

Direct waves trat.el straight out, like light, from small 
radiating elements atop an antenna support. Television 
antennas radiate their waves downward toward the re-
ception area, blocking off radiation that would otherwise 
travel upward and outward into pace. The distance to 
the apparent horizon limits the coverage area of direct-
wave transmissions. One speaks of the "apparent" horizon 
because its distance varies in accordance with the heights 
of the sending and receiving antennas. 

Ground waves traivl along the surface of the Earth, whose 
electrical conductivity affects the distance they can traie!. 
Given good soil conductilitv and secient pourr, ground 
waves outdistance direct waves, reaching well beyond the 
horizon. 

(short-wave radio) bands, when they encounter the 
lonoseure-rencl-nr treirrhack at an angle toward 
the earth in the form of sky waves. 

The ionosphere consists of several atmospheric 
layers from about 40 to 600 miles above the Earth's 
surface. Bombarded by high-energy solar radiation, 

the ionosphere takes on special electrical proper-
ties, causing sky waves to refract ( bend) back toward 

the earth. Under the sun's influence, ionosphere 
layers move up and down daily and also vary 
according to season of the 'ear. Different lay-
ers of the ionosphere affect different frequencies; 
therefore, because of differences in the height 

of layers, angles of refraction vary according to 
frequency. 

Under the right frequency, power, and iono-
sphere conditions, refracted sky waves bounce off 
the surface of the Earth, travel hack to the iono-
sphere, bend back again, and so on, following the 
curvature of the Earth and traveling thousands of 
miles ( see Exhibit 5-8). 
The ionosphere's effectiveness varies  with time 

of day and with frequency. Services that rely on sky 
waves vary accordingly. Some services, such as AM 
radio, generate sky waves only at night, covering 
wider areas then than in the daytime; short-wave 
services can switch frequency several times 

throughout the 24 hours of the day to take contin-
uous advantage of the ionospheric refraction. 

Propagation and Frequency in Summary 
Several summarizing generalizations can he made 
concerning the interaction of frequency with other 
factors that affect coverage: 

Ground waves are most useful at lower frequen-
cies, sky waves in the middle frequencies, and 
direct waves at higher frequencies. 

Atmospheric noise affects the lower frequencies 

most; electron noise in electrical components af-
fects the higher frequencies. 

TI-le_tisher the freckiency, the more power is 
needed to generate a usable signal. Thus a chan-
nel located at a lower point in the frequency spec-
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EXHIBIT 5-8 Ionosphere and Sky-Wave Propagation 

Ionosphere 
layer 

Usually when radio wales radiate skyward, any energy not absorbed hi' the at-
mosphere eventually dissipates into space. Waves in the MF and 11F (medium- and 
high frequency) bands, however, haze the peculiar property of bending back toward 

Earth when they encounter the ionosphere. This consists of a series of atmospheric 
layers that react to radiations from the sun, taking on the special electrical property 
that causes waves to bend back toward Earth in the form of sky waves. A return 

ware May bounce off the Earth back to the ionosphere, return to Earth, and so 

on, in a series of skips. Alternate heating and cooling of the ionosphere as the sun 

rises and sets change its height and reflective properties, so that it reflects different 
.frequencies at different times of the day and night. 

SOURCE: Excerpted from Stanley Leinwoll, From Spark to Satellite, copyright c 1979 by Stanley Leinwoll. Reprinted with 
permission of Charles Scribner's Sons. 

trum is always preferable, other things being equal, 
to one at a higher point. 

The shorter the waves (meaning the higher the 
frequencies), the more directional propagation 
becomes and the more easily obstructions block 
wave propagation. 

Medium-frequency waves (the ones AM radio uses) 
produce usable sky waves only after sundown, 
when the ionosphere cools; high-frequency waves 
(used by short-wave services) can use the iono-
sphere during the daytime but must change 

frequency periodically to match changing ionos-
pheric conditions. 

5.8 
Antennas 

Antennas launch signals on their way at the trans-
mitting end and pick them up at the receiving end. 
Antenna size and location can have a critical influ-
ence not only on the efficiency of transmission but 
also reception. 
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Reception In AM radio, small receiving anten-
nas built into the set are sufficient to pick up strong 
signals. The higher the frequency, however, the more 
elusive the signal, and the more essential an efficient 
outdoor antenna becomes. Thus in many locations, 
indoor rabbit ears suffice for V1-1F television signals. 
but UHF signals may require a more efficient out-
door antenna. The size difference between a tele-
vision VHF rabbit-ear receiving antenna and the small 
wire ring used for UHF reception reflects the dif-
ference in wavelength. Satellites, which use still higher 
frequencies and radiate relatively very low-power 
signals, need highly efficient outdoor receiving 
antennas. 

Transmission Transmitting antennas vary widely 
in size because, if they are to work efficiently, their 
length must he mathematically related to that of the 
waves they radiate. Broadcast transmitter antennas 
usually measure one-half or one-quarter of the 
wavelength they radiate. Waves at the lower end of 
the AM band ( 540 kHz) have a length of about 1,823 
feet; at the upper end of the AM dial ( 1,600 kHz), 
they measure only 593 feet. Channel 2 (VHF) tele-
vision transmitters radiate 20-foot waves, whereas 
television channel 48 ( UHF) waves are less than 2 
feet long. 

Directionality Much as light from flashlights 
and headlamps can be focused by reflectors, trans-
mitting antennas can be designed to block propa-
gation in some directions and reinforce it in others. 
In most cases, propagation in all directions, upward 
as well as outward, would be wasteful because much 
of the energy would never reach receivers. Direc-
tional propagation also has value for preventing 
interference with other stations and for beaming 
signals toward inhabited areas. 

Concentration of radiated energy increases its ef-
fective strength. This increase, called antenna gain, 
can be very great. A microwave relay antenna con-
centrates its energy into a narrow beam, aimed at 
a single reception point. Such a beam can achieve 
a gain of 100,000 times the effective radiated power 
of an omnidirectional antenna. Indeed, because mi-
crowave signals attenuate rapidly, they would be of 

little use without this high gain, which enables them 
to punch through the atmosphere. 

5.9 
Spectrum Conservation 

Limitations on the available spectrum make efficient 
use of allocated frequencies essential. A huge and 
ever-growing number of radio transmitters of many 
different kinds share the radio-frequency spectrum 
The threat of interference among stations, the de-
mands for spectrum allocations by new services, 
and the growth of established services make effi-
cient spectrum management on a worldwide scale 
vitally important. 

Frequency Allocation Through the Interna-
tional Telecommunication Union (discTis-s-a— iii 
detail in Section 19.3), national communication 
authorities worldwide agree on the division of the 
spectrum among the various telecommunication 
services. This process, called allocation, involves 
clgiating_sgecilic_begments ( i)ands) ofiTiWc-
trum for the use of specific services, sometimes on 
a shared basis. 

Allocation strategies seek to match the needs of 
a service with the part of the spectrum that has the 
appropriate propagation characteristics. Thus ter-
restrial long-distance services make high demands 
on the HF band in order to capitalize on sky waves. 
A local service that needs to make only line-of-sight 
contacts can use VHF or higher frequencies. Some 
services require exclusive use of their channels to 
enable around-the-clock communication, whereas 
with others many users can share channels because 
they require only occasional contacts. Some, like 
radiotelephones, can use relatively narrow chan-
nels; others, like television, must have very wide 
channels. 

Demands on Spectrum Many services other 
than broadcasting need frequency allocations. Ci-
vilian nonbroadcast users include personal services 
(citizens band radio, for example), private land mo-
bile services (ambulances, news-gathering units), 
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marine services, aviation services, public-safety 
services (police, fire), common carriers ( radio-
telephones, microwave relays), land transporta-
tion (taxicabs, railroads), and satellite services. 
Broadcasting, though it represents less than 1 per-
cent of all transmitters authorized in the United 
States, makes especially heavy demands. Nearly 12 
thousand primary radio and television stations need 
continuous access to relatively large channels.* 
Moreover, broadcasters use many auxiliary facilities, 
such as subsidiary repeaters (translators) and stu-
dio-to-transmitter links. Broadcasting also uses ra-
dio relays, both terrestrial and satellite, making still 
more demands on spectrum space. In fact, broad-
casting uses more than 80 percent of the radio spec-
trum below 1 GHz, the region of the spectrum most 
in demand for all forms of terrestrial radio com-
munication. 

Conservation Measures The need to con-
serve radio frequencies encourages spectrum-
saving technologies. One of The most common, 
muie/exing allows the transmission of two or more 
independent siunals in the same channel For ex-
ample, frequency-division multiplex divides a chan-
nel into two or more subchannels, each with its 
own carrier and signal. Another type, time-division 
multiplex, rapidly samples each of several signals, 
sending short bursts of each through the same chan-
nel; this method enables the filling in of otherwise 
wasted time, for example, the pauses that occur 
between words and phrases in telephone speech. 
Another spectrum-saving measure, band com-

pression, economizes on frequencies by selective 
omission. For example, in any video transmission, 
not all pictures change totally from frame to frame. 
Some picture elements remain the same over a se-
ries of frames. One method of band compression 

'1.1)-to-date figures on stations can be obtained from the weekly 
feature "Where Things Stand" in the trade magazine Broadcast-

ing. In early 1989 it listed approximate on-air figures as follows: 
10,439 radio stations, 1,369 of them educational FM; 1,388 tele-

vision stations, 335 of them educational. In addition, 455 low-
power television stations were on the air, and there were nearly 
6,500 low-power translators ( low-power repeater stations). 

transmits information only about elements that do 
change, thus reducing the average amount of new 
information that has to be processed each second. 
In the future, such band-compression measures may 
enable better-quality television pictures to be trans-
mitted without enlarging the picture channel. 

Guided Waves Spectrum conservation can be 
achieved by using a portion of the spectrum in en-
closed spaces where interference does not normally 
occur. Radio energy can be propagated through 
guides or pipes, such as coaxial copper and fiber-
optic cables. Confining radio energy within an 
artificial environment eliminates the need for an-
tennas, the problems of cochannel interference, and 
the varying behaviors of direct, ground, and sky 
waves. Radio energy enclosed in wave guides can 
be modulated and propagated; it retains all the char-
acteristics already described, except those that arise 
from its being in open space. However, radio energy 
traveling through wave guides other than optical 
fibers attenuates rapidly, making it necessary to 
reamplify signals at frequent intervals, which adds 
to the expense of transmission. 

Cable television, a conspicuous example of a wave-
guide system, uses the same radio-frequency energy 
as broadcasting, subject to the same fundamental 
physical laws. Delivering programs by cable avoids 
interference problems and the vagaries of different 
propagation paths. Thus cable enables scores of 
channels to be delivered in a single area where 
interference would limit open propagation to only 
a few channels. 

Cable as an alternative has its costs, however. Not 
only does it literally cost the audience the price of 
subscriptions, it also sacrifices the miraculous asset 
of true radio communication—the unique ability to 
reach audiences without the aid of physical con-
nections. Broadcasting ignores many of the physical 
and political barriers that curb the reach of all other 
means of communication. 

Summary 

An understanding of the physical basis of elec-
tronic communication helps in understanding the 
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benefits and problems that arise from radio's phys-
ical nature. To appraise the new media, one needs 
an understanding of their underlying technology. 

Radio communication (including sound, pictures, 
and other types of material) employs a form of elec-

- tromagnetic energy that has some of the character-
istics ot sound .3cirt vjihle light. 

Like sound, radio energy originates from an Os-
cillating source and can be described in terms of 
waves that have length, frequency, phase, and ve-
locity. These waves are subject to attenuation, re-
fraction, reflection, absorption, and interference. 

However, sound waves differ significantly from 
radio waves in their velocity, frequency, and mode 
of travel. 

Radio freciLencies occupy part of the electromag-
netic spectrum; their characteristics vary according 
to their position in that spectrum. International 
agreements  have _grouped the radio-fre -ange 
into Wilds. designated by frequency: low ( LF), 
medium ( MF), high ( HF), very high ( VHF), and 
so on. Waves behave--somewlut. differently in each 
hand. 

The basic emission of a broadcasting station, its 
carrier wave, may be propagated as a ground wave 
(reaching beyond the horizon), a direct wave 
( reaching only to the horizon), or a sky wave ( reach-
ing king distances because of ionosphere refrac-
tion). 

Modulation imseJnfomation on a carrier wave, 
creating sidehands. that collee v occupy a group 
(prequencies called a channel. The more infor-
mation a channel must deliver simultaneously, the 
wider it must be. 

In traditional broadcasting, modulation of a car-
rier wave's amplitude (as in AM) or its frequency 

(as in FM) occurs in a manner described as analog 
signal processing. 

A more sophisticated method, digital processing, 
converts original continuous analog signals into dis-
continuous pulses of energy. Digitally processed 
signals, though more resistant to distortion and highly 
manipulable, require wider frequency channels than 
analog signals. 

Modulated carrier waves, upon being piped to an 
antenna, are radiated as electromagnetic energy. The 
length of a transmitter's antenna is proportional to 
the length of the waves it radiates. Directional an-
tennas control the spread of signals, increasing sig-
nal intensity in desired directions. 

Demand for radio frequencies exceeds supply. 
Good spectrum management practices match ser-
vice needs with the characteristics of the various 
frequency bands. Multiplexing helps conserve fre-
quencies by making it possible to modulate more 
than one carrier in a single channel. Band compres-
sion is another conservation measure. 

Broadcasting shares the spectrum with many other 
radio services. It consumes much spectrum space 
because it needs continuous access to relatively wide 
channels. Moreover, primary broadcasting stations 
depend on a variety of auxiliary transmitters, in-
cluding some in satellites, adding to the burden the 
medium imposes on the spectrum. 

Cable television uses the same waves and chan-
nels as broadcasting hut encloses them within a 
conductor  (usually coaxial cable_ but increasjnglv 

t* _cable). A single cable can conduct many 
channels simultaneously, in contrast with broad-
casting's single channel per station. 
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CHAPTER 

TRADITIONAL 
BROADCASTING 

TECHNOLOGY 

This chapter uses the basic terms and concepts laid 

out in Chapter 5 to describe the technology of the 
traditional broadcasting services: standard (AM) ra-
dio, FM radio, and television. It assumes that you 

have read the previous chapter, and that you already 
understand generally the nature of the radio spec-
trum and the behavior of radio waves. 

6.1 
Gaining Access to the Spectrum 

To use the spectrum for communication, formal 
technical access rules must he adopted, both na-
tionally and internationally. Such rules are essential 

to assure efficient use of this limited resource and 
minimize interference among users. 

Spectrum Regulation Most countries belong 

to the International Teleonrinunication Union ITU 
the body that coordinates worldwide radio-
frequency spectrum use.  The ITU defines three steps 
in parceling out frequencies: 

Allocation, the setting aside of groups ( bands) of 
-'1- 7117.7ies_for the use of specific communication 
(›-rYices The ' allocations apply to all coun-

tries, with slight differences among the three ITU 

regions ( roughly the Americas, Europe-Africa, and 
Asia). 

4íLgiyiíazl, the di,ut.ribtek+ii-4-tle-
quencies to specific countries or repjorIS 

thedesi&nl ten-
des for _the use of individual stations  usually 

_tll___L-oigb../icveuiag. The group of frequencies :as-
signed to a station constitutes a c_hLieliel. Each 
service requires channels whose bandwidth suits 

the amount of information they need to carry. 

Channel Allotments In the United States, the 

Federal Communications Commission ( FCC) has the 

responsibility for licensing stations in accordance 
with ITU rules. It compiles allotment tables desig-
nating specific FM and television channels for use 

in specific communities. A would-be licensee looks 

through the relevant allotment table to see whether 
there is an unused channel in the proposed service 

area.* However, the FCC assigns AM channels on 
an ad hoc basis. A would-be AM licensee must search 

for an unoccupied channel at the desired location, 
then perform an engineering study to find out 
whether that channel could be activated without 
causing interference with existing stations. 

The allotment tables can he found in 47 CFR 73.202 and 73.606. 
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6.2  

Interference 

The factor of mutual interferences among stations 
severely limits the number of stations that can be 
licensed in any particular market. Ths_primary trou-
blemak(m_sààdiauuella çoffle.s...from other 
stations operating on the same channel. Adjacent-
channel interference also occurs among stations in 
the same locality. 

Cochamiel Interference Two stations op-
erating on the same channel must be sited far enough 

apart geographically to prevent their coverage con-
tours from overlapping and causing cochannel 
interference. Signals that are too weak to provide 
reliable service to an audience may nevertheless 

cause such interference; a station's interference zone 
therefore extends far beyond its service area. 
The changing daytime and nighttime coverage 

areas of AM stations, caused by sky-wave propaga-

tion at night, complicates prevention of AM co-
channel interference. The FCC tries to prevent such 
sky-wave interference by requiring many AM sta-

tions to use lower power at night. 

The FCC could prevent all cochannel interference 
simply by licensing only one station on each chan-

nel, hut this would limit the number of operating 
stations too drastically. U.S. regulatory policy calls 
for allowing as many local communities as possible 
to have their own stations; the FCC therefore makes 

cochannel separation rules as liberal as possible. 

Adjacent-Channel Interference In the vi-
cinity of a transmitter, the radiation is so powerful 
that the sidebands spread far beyond the nominal 
channel limits, spilling over into adjaceni channels. 
The possibility of such interference limits the num-

ber of stations that can he licensed in any one lo-
cality; you will not find consecutively numbered 
channels licensed in a single market.* 

The fact that the grequencies of the television band do not run 

consecutively without interruption makes for exceptions: chan-

nels 6 and 7 can operate in the same market because the FM 

hand intervenes between them; a nontelevision group of fre-

Distance rapidly attenuates signals as they travel 
from the transmitter, however, so that adjacent-
channel stations need be separated only by about 
the radius of their service areas. For example, the 

FCC imposes an adjacent-channel separation dis-
tance of only 60 miles for VHF television stations. 

6.3  
AM Stations 

As the first broadcasting service to develop,P-
Oio rime to cliled cfrinelard broadcasting. "AM 
as a class name is somewhat misleading because 

the term means simply amplitude_ modulation, a 
tpe of modulation used by many services other 
than standard broadcasting. The video component 
of the television signal, for example, is amplitude-
modulated. 

Location in Spectrum By international agree-

ment, AM channels occupy a segment of the MF 

band.IitcTbrd ta es 
ment of that band runs from 535 to 1,605 kHz, af-

fording a total bandwidth of 1,070 kHz. In 1988, ITU 

members finalized an agreement to extend the up-
per limit of the AM band to 1.705 kHz. Receivers 

must be redesigned to extend their tuning range to 
pick up the new channels, and the FCC did not 
expect to begin licensing them until 1990. The dis-

cussion that follows describes AM as it existed be-
fore the new channels were added. 

The i 

hut only at night. After sundown, therefore, AM sta-
tions can produce ski' waves that reach far beyond 

their daytime coverage contours. However, unless 
they are protected from cochannel interference, AM 
stations do not necessarily get improved nighttime 
coverage from sky waves. Indeed, sky waves from 
distant cochannel stations may intrude, shrinking 

an AM station's nighttime coverage. The FCC de-

quencies similarly intervenes between channels 4 and 5; and a 
jump between VHF and UHF frequencies occurs between chan-

nels 13 and 14. Exhibit 6-8 shows the details of these discon-
tinuities. 
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vised a system of station and channel classifications 
(described below), one of whose purposes is to 
compensate for the disparity between daytime and 
nighttime coverage. 

Channel Width Recall that in deciding on the 
channel width for a service, planning authorities 
must consider the information capacity the service 
needs to fulfill its purpose. They must find a com-
promise between ideal quality ( requiring wide 
channels and expensive equipment) and reasonably 
satisfactory quality ( getting by with narrower chan-
nels and more moderate equipment costs). 
Telephones, whether wire or wireless, require a 

bandwidth of about 2,500 Hz, for example. This 
width allows voice intelligibility, but it cannot con-
vey the aesthetic aspects of speech and music. 
Ideally, sound broadcasting channels would be wide 
enough to encompass the full range of overtone 
frequencies detectable by the keenest human ear— 
a bandwidth on the order of 15,000 Hz, six times 
the telephone bandwidth. However, AM stations in 
the United States make do with only 5,000 Hz. 

In practice, the FCC spaces AM channels 10 kHz 
apart.* This spacing allows for 107 channels (that 
is, 1,070 divided by 10). A station's carrier-wave fre-
quency, expressed in kilohertz, identifies its chan-
nel-540, 550, 560, and so on up to 1,600 kHz. The 
10-kHz spacing means that channels extend 5 kHz 
above and below their carrier frequencies. For ex-
ample, a station at 540 on the dial occupies a chan-
nel that runs from 535 to 545 kHz. 
The 10-kHz spacing allows only 5 kHz for the 

actual signal, because modulation generates mirror-
image sidebands on each side of a carrier frequency. 
One 5-kHz sideband contains all the useful infor-
mation. This limitation makes AM less adequate for 
music than is FM. True, the 10-kHz limit refers to 
channel spacing rather than to maximum channel 

*Many countries use only 9-kFla spacing. In 1980 and 1982, M: 
regional radio conferences ( RARCs) for the Americas considered 
increasing the number of AM channels by reducing channel 
separation to 9 klia. The U.S. delegation at first favored the 
change, but under pressure from U.S broadcasters, concerned 
about conversion costs and the prospect of more competition, 

the United States reversed its position. 

width. Stations may modulate beyond 5 kHz on either 
side of their carrier frequencies if they can do so 
without causing interference, and many do. For most 
listeners this wider channel does not result in im-
proved sound, however, because the loudspeakers 
in inexpensive AM receivers cannot reproduce 
the audible range that even a 5-kHz signal can 
provide. 

Channel Classes The FCC classifies AM chan-
riel as local (6 channels), rcioned (41 channels), 
and clear (60 channe ). By defining varying areas 
of coverage according to need, channel classifica-
tion helps the FCC to license the maximum number 
of stations. Local-channel stations serve small com-
munities or parts of large metropolitan regions, re-
gional-channel stations serve metropolitan areas or 
rural regions, and clear-channel stations serve both 
large metropolitan areas and, at night, distant rural 
listeners. These channels have been "cleared" of 
interfering cochannel nighttime signals to enable 
sky-wave reception in remote areas. Exhibit 6-1 
shows AM channel classes in relation to station classes. 

Station Classes Sky-wave coverage also influ-
ences the FCC's station classification system. In the 
interest of licensing the maximum possible number 
of outlets, the FCC divides AM stations into four 
classes, designated I, II, III, and IV (shown in re-
lation to channel classes in Exhibit 6-1). Class I 
stations (about 1 percent of the total). have "domi-
nant" status on clear channels.* 

Secondary stations on clear channels, designated 
as Class H (about a third of the total), must avoid 
interfering with the Class I stations whose frequen-
cies they share. Class II stations avoid interfering 
mainly through their wide geographic separation 

*Originally, the FCC gave dominant stations on clear channels 
nationwide protection from interference, but the demand for 

still more licenses and the spirit of deregulation led to erosion 
of the clear-channel principle. Since 1980, Class 1 stations on 
clear channels sometimes have to share their frequencies with 

other primary stations in distant parts of the country. For lists 
of channels by class and the classification of stations on each 
channel, see the most recent issue of Broadcasting-Cablecasting 
Yearbook. 
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EXHIBIT 6-I AM Radio Stations by Channel and Station Class 

Percentage of stations on channels 
limber of channels) 

Station class Clear channels Regional channels 
(Power range) (60) (41) 

Class I 1% 
(10,000-50,000 W) 
Class II 33% 
(2,500-50,000 W) 
Class III 46% 

(500-5,000 W) 

Class IV 

(250-1,000 W) 

A relatively large number of clear channels have been designated because each 

has only one dominant Class I station, which provides tong-distance sky-wave 

signals at night to remote areas. Class I stations bale A and B subclasses, with the 
1-Bs mostly on foreign clear channels. The Class II stations also occupy clear 

channels, but they have secondary status: they often must reduce power at night 

and use directional antennas to protect cochannel Class I stations. Although there 

are only 6 local channels a large number of Class IV stations occupy them; because 

of the low power of Class IV stations, many can operate on each local channel 

without causing cochannel interference 
To minimize interference, most AM stations must use directional antennas (with 

day directions often differing from night directions). In addition, about half the 

AM stations must leave the air at the time of local sunset so as not to generate 

sky-wave interference. By about 1990 the FCC was expected to complete plans for 
phasing in 10 additional channels, made possible by the 100-kHz extension of AM 
band authorized by the International Telecommunication Union. 

See Broadcasting/CablecasÉng Yearbook for a list of all All stations by channel, 
location, power, and antenna pattern. For details of FCC rules on station and 

channel classes, see 47 CFR 73.21 ff 

Local channels 
(6) 

22% 

from cochai-me! Class I stations; often they must also 
restrict their output by using directional antennas 
(sometimes with different patterns for night and 
day) and by either reducing power or closing down 
entirely at night. 

Class III stations (46 percent of the AM total) 
occupy regional channels; Class IV, local channels. 
Although the local-channel class comprises only 6 
of the 107 AM channels, the Class IV stations as-

signed to them amount to 22 percent of the AM 
stations on the air. They have such low power (and 
therefore such short range) that many can use the 
same channel without interfering with one another. 

Power Transmitter power plays an especially 
important role in AM radio. High power not only 
improves the efficiency of both ground-wave and 
sTcy-wave propagation, it  also overcomes static. Fur-
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thermore, station owners find the claim of high 

power useful in persuading advertisers that their 
stations have strong audience impact. 

Power authorizations for domestic U.S. AM broad-

casting run from 250 watts (W) for the smaller Class 
IV stations on local channels to a maximum of 50,000 

W ( 50 kW) for Class I and II stations on clear chan-

rids. The 50-kW ceiling is low relative to the max-
imum in other countries, which tend to favor 

centralized control of broadcasting. Limiting power 
to 50 kW makes it possible to license more stations 

and prevents those with high power from getting 
too much of a competitive edge over those with 

less power. 

Antennas AM stations usually employ quarter-
wavelength transmission antennas. The entire steel 

tower acts as the radiating element. In choosing 
sites, engineers look for good soil conductivity, free-
dom from surrounding sources of electrical inter-
ference, and avoidance of the flight paths of aircraft 
approaching and leaving airports. Because ground 
waves propagate through the Earth's crust, AM 

antennas must be extremely well grounded, with 
many heavy copper cables buried in trenches ra-

diating out from the base of the antenna tower (Ex-
hibit 6-2 shows an array of AM antennas under 

construction). 

Carrier Current There is a nonbroadcast AM 
service that permits colleges and universities to op-

erate on-campus stations, and several hundred do 
so. Low-power AM signals can be fed into the steam 
pipes or power lines of buildings as distribution 
grids. 11.1.1e;  distance into 

the space surr 

vices, called currier-current stations co_mDline_ele.. 
.Z..5(7177T5flIZITi wire and wireless propagation. They 
require no licenses and, unhke educational FM sta-

tions, may sell advertising. 
A licensed carrier-current service, Travelers In-

formation Service ( TIS), uses radiation from wires 
strung or buried alongside highways. TIS supplies 

traffic information to motorists on the approaches 
to airports and similar congested thoroughfares. Road 

EXHIBIT 6-2 AM Transmitting 
Antennas 

The entire steel tower of an AM radio antenna sen 'es as 
its radiating element. For efficient propagation, its length 
must equal a quarter the length of the waves it radiates. 
Propagation aLso depends on soil conductivity, among 
other things. Ileaty copper ground cables, buried in trenches 
radiating from the tower base, ensure good ground con-
tact. The photo shouw an array of antenna towers (for 
obtaining directional propagation) nearing completion, 
with the ground-cable trenching still visible. 

SOURCE Courtesy of Stainless Steel, Inc., North Wales, PA. 

signs instruct motorists to tune to the relevant AM 

channel. 

6.4 
FM Stations 

The term standard broadcasting has become some-
thing of a misnomer, because FM's inherently su-
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perior quality has enabled it to forge ahead of AM 
in numbers of listeners and stations ( if one counts 
noncommercial stations).* 

FM Channels U.S. frequency-modulation broad-
casting occupies a 20-MHz block of frequencies in 
the VHF band, running from 88 to 108 MHz. The 
20-MHz block allows for 100 FM channels of 200 

kHz ( 0.2 MHz) width. The FCC identifies them by 
the numbers 201 to 300, but licensees prefer to 
identify their stations by their midchannel fre-
quency (in megahertz) rather than by channel num-
ber (88.1 for channel 201, 88.3 for channel 202, and 

so on). The FCC reserves the first 20 FM channels 
for noncommercial, educational use. 

FM needs relatively generous channel width ( 20 
times that of AM radio), because frequency modu-

lation inherently uses more frequencies than AM. 
Moreover, the FCC left room for multiplexing ad-

ditional carriers in the channel, both for stereo and 
for nonbroadcast services. 

Coverage Stations using the VHF band radiate 

direct waves, so that FM reaches only to the horizon. 
Because of this limitation to direct-wave propaga-

tion, FM escapes the nighttime sky-wave problem 
that complicates AM station licensing. An FM station 
has a stable coverage pattern, night and day, its 

shape and size depending on the station's power, 
the height of its transmitting antenna above the sur-

rounding terrain, and the extent to which obtrusive 
terrain features or buildings block wave paths. The 
ability of FM signals to blank out interference from 

other stations more effectively than do AM signals 
also contributes to coverage stability. An FM signal 

needs to be only twice as strong as a competing 

signal to override it, whereas an AM signal needs 
to be 20 times as strong. 

FM's short (VHF band) wavelength calls for short 

radiating and receiving antenna elements. In keep-

FM also benefits from the fact that increasing interference in 
the AM band has degraded the quality of AM signals. The FCC's 
eagerness to license more and more stations and its failure to 

vigorously police external sources of interference have thus com-
pounded AM's inherent disadvantages. 

ing with the horizontal polarization standard,* these 
antennas are mounted horizontally (which puts FM 
automobile reception at a slight disadvantage be-

cause most auto antennas are mounted vertically). To 
take best advantage of FM's direct-wave propagation, 
station owners mount antenna towers on high build-
ings or hilltops to extend the apparent horizon as far 
as possible. The FCC has not authorized FM stations 

to use directional antennas as AM stations do, al-
though some owners have asked the FCC to consider 
them for stations in major markets. 

Station Classes Because of FM's coverage sta-
bility and uniformity, the FCC needs no elal- _rate 
channel and station classification systems such as it 
uses for AM. The commission simply divides the 
country into zones and FM stations into three groups 
according to coverage area: Classes A, B, and C, 

defined in terms of power, antenna height, and zone. 
Class A station power/height combinations enable 
a station to cover a radius of about 15 miles; Class 

B, about 30 miles; and Class C, about 60 miles.t 
The maximum power/height combination permits 
100,000 W of power ( twice the maximum AM station 
power) and a 2,000-foot antenna height. 

Signal Quality Good FM receivers with suita-
ble loudspeakers can reproduce sound frequencies 
as high as 15,000 Hz. For discriminating listeners, 
this frequency range enables the reproduction of 
the overtones necessary for high-fidelity sound, giv-
ing FM a major quality advantage over AM radio. 

Moreover, frequency modulation is inherently 
static-free, because the signal depends on variations 

in frequency rather than in amplitude. Static comes 

*Polarization refers to the fact that radio waves oscillate across 
their propagation paths. Transmitter antenna orientation deter-
mines the direction of oscillation. Usually polarization is either 
horizontal (causing back-and-forth oscillation) or vertical ( caus-

ing up-and-down oscillation), but circular polarization is also 
used. 

tA fourth class, D, consists of very low power ( 10-W) FM edu-
cational stations, but since 1980 the FCC has sought to displace 
them if other, full-powered candidates for their noncommercial 

channels exist. The 10-W stations have several options for moving 
to other channels if they do not interfere with full-power stations. 
See 47 CFR 73.512 for details. 
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EXHIBIT 6-3 Short-Wave (HF) 
Broadcast Bands 

Band designation Band limits 

Meters 

49 

41 

31 

25 
19 
16 
13 
11 

Megahertz 

6 

7 

9 
11 

15 

1-
)1 

)5 

Kilohertz 

5,950-6,200 
7,100-7,300 

9,500-9,775 
11,700-11,975 
15,100-15,450 

17,700-17,900 
21,450-21,750 

25,600-26,100 

International broadcasters use these bands to reach dis-
tant targets by means of sky waves. Additional HF broad-
cast bands in the 5-MI lz range ha 'e been allocated for 

domestic services in the tropical zone, where atmospheric 
interference caused by storms limits the usefulness of the 

MW/frequencies normally usvd for domestic radio broad-
casting. The entire IIF band runs from 3,000 to 30,000 
kHz. Marine, air, land nzobile, amateur, and other ser-
vices use the rest of the band, which is in high demand 
because of its long-distance capability. 

from amplitude distortions caused when extra-
neous sources of electromagnetic energy interact 
with the AM signal. This advantage of FM is partic-
ularly noticeable in the southern part of the country 
and in large cities. Subtropical storms in the south-
ern latitudes cause much natural static, and in cities 
concentrations of electrical machinery and appli-
ances cause humanmade static. 
FM  radio_ also has greater dynamic ran e (the 

loudness difference between t e weakest and  
‘strongest soundsjii  Sound reproducing sys-
lems do not easily match the human ear's capacity 
to accept extremes of loudness and softness. Very 
soft sounds tend to get lost in the electron noise of 
the apparatus, and very loud sounds overload the 
system, causing distortion. AM broadcasting has much 
less dynamic range and even sacrifices some of that 

by artificially compressing the signal in order to 
maximize average power output. 

Multiplexed FM Services FM's generous 200-
kHz channel width makes it easy to enhance the 
quality of FM still more by multiplexing a second 
carrier to furnish stereophonic sound.* Put in sim-
ple terms, stereo works as follows: two parallel sets 
of equipment, corresponding to the listener's left 
and right ears, pick up and amplify two versions of 
the sound source. One component modulates the 
regular FM carrier wave, the other a subcarrier within 
the FM channel. A stereophonic receiver, also 
equipped with parallel sound channels, separates 
the signals for delivery to the left and right speakers. 

In addition to stereo sound, FM can also multiplex 
secondary services. A licensed subsidiary commu-
nications service (SCS), such as readings for the 
blind or background music for offices and stores, 
requires attaching a converter to the ordinary FM 
receiver to enable reception. 

6.5  
Short-Wave Broadcasting 

The general public in the United States makes little 
use of short-wave broadcasting, though it plays an 
important role in the domestic broadcasting of some 
countries. The United States does use it extensively 
for international diplomacy. Short-wave services use 
amplitude modulation and can reach distant areas 
by exploiting the sky waves bounced back from the 
ionosphere. 

Propagation Parts of the HF band between 6 
and 25 MHz have been designated by the ITU for 
international short-wave services (Exhibit 6-3). The 
ionosphere tends to refract waves in this band both 
day and night, enabling round-the-clock coverage 

*AM radio can also transmit stereophonic sound, but its narrow 
channel makes the technology more difficult. Moreover, the ab-
sence of a universally accepted AM stereo technology has dis-
couraged station owners from converting (see Section 3.7). 
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thousands of miles away. However, the electrical 
properties of the ionosphere layers constantly change 
under the impact of the sun's rays; also, the layers 
lose altitude as they cool off at night. For these 
reasons, a frequency that works well when propa-
gated at a given angle over a given wave path at ten 
in the morning might be entirely useless by four in 
the afternoon. Seasonal changes also occur, making 
frequencies that reach a given target area in the 
spring useless for that area at other seasons. 

Propagation theory predicts ionospheric shifts, 
enabling short-wave engineers to schedule fre-
quency changes throughout the day and from 
season to season. Unlike domestic AM stations, 
therefore, short-wave international services need to 
feed their outputs to several different antennas, each 
designed to radiate a different frequency. Short-
wave antennas are usually directional, beaming their 
signals toward specific target areas. The radiating 
elements consist of extensive arrays of suspended 
cables, as shown in Exhibit 6-4; the steel towers 
serve to support the cables, not to radiate the signal. 
---Though short when compared with MF waves, 
HF broadcast waves nevertheless vary from 11 to 
49 meters (about 36 to 160 feet) in length. Radiating 
elements must therefore be relativel long, as sug-
gested by Exhibit 6-4. Major short-wave antenna 
installations such as the Voice of America antenna 
sites occupy hundreds, even thousands, of acres 
because not only are the antenna arrays very large, 
but each requires equally large reflecting elements 
for directional propagation. 

U.S. Short-Wave Stations In the United States. 
short-wave ( HF) stations provide international, not 
domestic, services, although many foreign countries 
do have domestic HF transmitters.* Only a few pri-
vately operated international short-wave stations ex-
ist in the United States, mostly evangelistic religious 
outlets operated noncommercially. However, else-
where in the world a number of international corn-

The ITU allocates certain HF bands for domestic broadcasting 

in the tropics, where atmospheric noise makes standard AM radio 

largely ineffective during the rainy season. 

EXHIBIT 6-4 Short-Wave 
Transmitting Antenna 

The Voice of America uses scores of short-uave antennas 

such as this. The steel towers support the cables that func-

tion as radiating elements. Each VOA site has many an-

tennas to feed different frequencies in the I IF band, along 

with other suspended wires that act as reflectors to beam 

signals in specific directions to reach designated overseas 
target w -c,as. 

SOURCE. Courtesy Voice of America. Washington DC. 

mercial stations use short waves, and a trend toward 
such stations may be emerging in the United States. 
In 1980, WRNO pioneered an international short-
wave commercial station in New Orleans, targeting 
commercial messages to Canada and Europe. It can, 
of course, also be heard on short-wave reœivers in 
the United States. 
The U.S. government's official external service, 

the Voice of America (VOA), operates more than a 
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hundred short-wave transmitters, located both within 
the country and overseas.* It also leases time on 
international satellites to relay programs to overseas 
transmitters. Foreign listeners can pick up short-
wave VOA broadcasts directly or hear them on stra-
tegically located overseas short- and medium-wave 
VOA rebroadcast transmitters. 

6.6 
Pictures in Motion 

Television technology can be more easily described 
if we look first at the principles developed for 
the cinema, the original technology of pictures in 
motion. 

Picture Elements 1\,_12!_p_12sitilgraeic_g.s.terns 
represent scenes by breaking reality down into many 
tinvpixe/s (picture elements). Basically, the size and 

stribution of pixels govern picture reso utton (ªIs_o 
callesifeinition). These terms refer to a picture 
system's fineness of detail, specifically its ability to 
distinguish two small, closely adjacent objects as 
separate objects. Resolution in photography paral-
lels information capacity in radio communication. 
High-resolution pictures demand a broadband 
channel, one able to handle a great many pixels 
each second. 

The information capacity of motion picture de-
pends not only on film resolution but also on the 
size of the picture area available for each frame in 
the film strip and on the rate ( stated in frames per 
second) at which the film moves through the cam-
era. Three quality standards have emerged, based 
on the width of film stocks (stated in mi 17if-na-ers): 
35 mm, 16 mm, and 8 mm. Along with some larger 
formats for wide-screen proIection, 35 mm repre-
sents the professional theatrical standard. The in-
termediate size, 16-mm film, was originally the 

"As an exception to the In: rule designating MW stations exclu-
sively for domestic services, the VOA also uses some MW (stan-
dard broadcasting) transmitters for international broadcasting, 
notably one at Marathon in the Florida Keys, designed to reach 

Cuba. Other countries also use MW transmitters for external 
services. 

amateur standard, but television's great appetite for 
film stimulated the evolution of 16-mm technology 
to a professional level. The less expensive 8-mm 
format became the amateur, home-movie standard.* 

In all cinema formats, some film area must be 
reserved for sprocket holes, for between-frame 
spaces, and (usually) for a soundtrack. In television 
channels, some frequencies must similarly be re-
served for sound and auxiliary information. 

Frame-Frequency Standards In cinema, what 
appears to be motion actually consists of still pic-
tures (frames) projected in rapid succession. Each 
frame freezes the action at a slightly later moment 
than the preceding frame. The human eye retains 
the image of an object briefly after the object has 
been removed. This persistence of vision blends  to-
gether the images in successive frames. Thus the 
motion of motion pictures exists only "in the mind's 
eye- as an optical illusion. 
A fairly satisfactory illusion of natural motion oc-

curs if a projector display.at leastl6 lr'mes -per 
second ( fps). For that reason, during the silent era 
the motion-picture industry adopted 16 fps as thé 
standard frame rate. At 16 fps, however, the sound-
track along the edge of the film passes too slowly 
over the projector's sound pickup head for ade-
quate sound quality. The «_jncJ!i_stry therefore ajc2pted 
ihhigher  • of 24 fps for sound motion pictures. 
The difference between t e rame rate of silent and 
sound films accounts for the comic jerkiness of si-
lent films shown on modern projectors; these pro-
jectors increase the original projection rate by 50 
percent, speeding up the action to an unnatural 
degree. 

Flicker Prevention Although 24 fps gives the 
illusion of continuous action, at that projection rate 
the eye still detects the fact that light falls on the 
screen intermittently. After each frame flashes on 
the screen, a moment of darkness ensues while the 

*Note that although high-definition television (HDTV) reaches 
35-mm quality, the present INTSC) television standard falls well 

below the quality level normally expected for theatrical projec-
tion. HEM is discussed in Section 6.11. 
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machine pulls the next frame into position for pro-
jection. The eye reacts more sensitively to these 
gross changes from illumination to blackout than 
to the small changes in positions of objects from 
frame to frame. A sensation offlicker results. In fact, 
early movies eaffied-fh-e7fai—neflicks because their 
low frame rate made them flicker conspicuously. 
—Increasing the frame frequency can overcome the 
flicker sensation, but because the 24-fps rate gives 
all the visual and sound information required, such 
an increase would be wasteful. Instead, mgden.l. 
projectors show each frame twice: when - 
je-C-tor pulls a frame into place, it flashes the picture 
61-1- the scrhlicks put the screen , then flashes 
the same  frame again before blacking out to pull 
the next frame into position. Although it projects 
only 24 separate pictures, it illuminates the screen 
48 times 12er second, thus avoiding the flicker sen-
.sjgon_Television uses a similar trick, illuminating 
the screen twice as many times as the number of 
complete pictures shown each second. 

6.7 

Electronic Pictures 

Analysis of cinema methods suggests that an elec-
tronic analog must meet four requirements: it must 
(1) analyze pictures into electronic pixels; ( 2) gen-
erate enough frames per second for the illusion of 
motion; (3) suppress the sensation of flicker by dou-
bling frame frequency, without increasing infor-
mation load; and (4) provide a channel wide enough 
to transmit all this information in real time (that is, 
without perceptible delay), including simultaneous 
sound and auxiliary signals. 

Pickup Tube The heart of the television sys-
tem, the pickup tube,* is a transducer for converting 
light energy into electrical energy. It breaks down 
71-a-t image into thousand picture of picture elements ( pix-

*Some specialized situations, such as slow-mott)n sports cov-

erage, call for the use of a solid-state imager, a tubeless camera 
based on a more recent technology, the CCD (charge-coupled 
device). These devices have not yet been generally adopted for 
professional use, hut have been for home video cameras. 

els). The pixels start as bits of light energy distrib-
uted throughout the image; the picture tube picks 
them up systematically as a sequence of dotted lines, 
each dot representing a pixel. The picture tube con-
verts each line of pixels into a stream of electrical 
impulses (voltages). An ordinary photographic cam-
era lens focuses the live or filmed televised scene 
on the face of the pickup tube. Thereafter, electrons 
take over. Without the speed and exquisite preci-
sion of electrons, television with satisfactory defi-
nition would be impossible. 

Pickup tubes have come in various shapes and 
sizes, as shown in Exhibit 6-5. In principle, they 
work as follows: the camera lens focuses an image 
on  the target plate within the tube. The target_plate, 

--Covered with thousands of light-sensitive  specks, 
represents a single picture or_frame. Each speck 
converts the light energy that falls on it into an 
electric charge of corresponding intensity. Thus each 
of the thousands of pixels on the target plate takes 
on an electric charge proportionate to the amount 
of light it has storedr--Next, the tube releases each 
of the momentarily stored charges, one at a time. 

Electrons come into play as the releasing agent. 
At the end  of the tube oppositeplate, 
an electron- gun shoots a stream of electrons toward 
the back of the plate. As the electrons fly down the 
length of the tube, they pass through magnetic fields 
generated by external de ection cods surrounding 
t e body of the tube (Exhibit 6-5). Magneic orces 
attract and repel the electron stream, _m_a_lcit.__Igjt_rf_-fove 
systematically in a scanning (reading) motion, left 
to right, line by line, top to bottom. Thus the elec-
tron beam "reads" the information on the target 
plate. The string of electric pulses that results con-
stitutes the pickup tube's output ( Exhibits 6-6 and 
6-7, pages 141 and 142, give more details). 
The pickup tube has no moving parts. Its electron 

gun remains fixed. Special circuits that send appro-
priate electrical messages to the deflection coils 
control the scanning movements of the electron 
beam. A film camera must have a revolving shutter 
to interrupt the scene each time it draws a new film 
frame into place for exposure. The television cam-
era needs no shutter, for the video picture never 
exists as a complete frame, only as a sequence of 
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EXHIBIT 6-5 TV Pickup Tube 

d'r 
È 3 4 9 6 7 

A. 

A. As technology improved, tubes became smaller. Com-
mercial broadcasters first used the iconoscope, the odd-
shaped tube at the top. Then image onhicons, with 3-inch 
and 4.5-inch faces, replaced iconoscopes. Smaller tubes 
such as the vidicon and plumbicon in turn replaced the 
image orthicon. 

Transparent Photoresistive Accelerator 
conductor material grid 

Focus Control 
grid grid 

Video 
signal 

Lens 

o 
Deflection and 
focusing coils 

Electron 
beam 

B. The main components and functions of the vidicon 
type of tube are as follows: a lens focuses the image on 
a photoresistive plate whose electrical resistance varies 
with the amount of light striking its surface. At the base 
of the tube, three components called grids bee, generate 
and shape the electron beam. As it leaves the focus grid, 
it enters magnetic fields created by coils surrounding the 
neck of the tube. Changes in the magnetic fields, caused 
by changes in the voltage fed to the deflection coils, sweep 
the electron beam back and forth in the prescribed scan-
ning pattern. As the electron beam scans the rear side of 
the plate, it causes the electric energy stored in each pixel 
to flow to the conductor plate as an electrical voltage. 
The zarying amplitudes of those voltages, led by wire away 
from the plate, constitute the video signal (illustrated in 
Exhibit 6-7). 

SOURCES: Photo by Frank Sauerwald, Temple University. Drawing adapted from A. Michael Noll, Television Technology: 
Fundamentals and Future Prospects (Norwood, MA: Artech House, 1988), Fig. 7-8, p. 67. 

pixels. Television relies on persistence of vision to 

blend the pixel sequence into a seemingly unbro-

ken image in the mind's eye. 

Scanning Standards Recall that motion pic-

tures have two frequency standards: 24 fps for con-

tinuity of motion, and 48 fps for continuity of illu-

mination (to eliminate flicker). It would have saved 

some problems in televising film had television 

adopted the same standards. However, the televi-

sion camera does not "take" a complete picture all 

at once, so television could use cinema's antiflicker 
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EXHIBIT 6-6 Scanning 

A. B. 
Vertical 
retrace 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

• 

523 
524 
525 

Horizontal 
retrace 

A Visualize the odd-numbered lines (depicted as broken) as scanning the first field, 
leaving room Ibr the even-numbered lines (depicted as solid) to scan the second 
field. Together the lines of the two fields "interlace" to make up the complete frame 
of 525 lines. B. At the end of each line and of each field, the electron beam must 

fly back to stall a new line or new field. During these horizontal and vertical 
flyback, or retrace, times, a blanking signal prevents the beam from activating any 

picture elements. The horizontal retrace path runs directly from the end of one 
line back to the start of the next, but for reasons of technological comenience the 
vertical retrace path makes a jog before it reaches the starting point of the next 
field at the top of the frame. The vertical retrace time, equitalent to the time needed 
to scan 21 normal lines, is called the VBI (vertical blanking interval); during this 
period, nonpicture information can be transmitted, such as closed captions and 
teletext (see Exhibit 6-13). 

strategy of repeating each entire frame only at the 
unacceptable price of nearly doubling the television 
channel size. 

Instead, television splits each frame into two parts 
by scanning first the odd-numbered lines, then the 
even-numbered lines. Each scanning sequence, called 
afield, illuminates the receiver screen from top to  

bottom, but each field picks up only half the pixels 
_ rraneframe. This method, known as offset or in-
terlace scanning, causes the electron ré-a-nito scan 
line 1, line 3, line 5 and soon to the bottom of the 
field, then fly back to the top of the field to filin 
line 2Ji IIne,and so on (Exhibit 6-6). Thus 
instead of film's repetition rates of 24 and 48, tele-
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EXHIBIT 6-7 TV Channel Architecture and Signal Formation 

Channel 
width 

Vestigial 
sideband 

Video carrier (AM) 

I  
1 1.25 2 

Color subcarrier 

3 4 

Useful video channel: about 4 MHz 

Audio carrier (FM) 

Video—audio carrier separation: 4.5 MHz 

This diagram shows the architecture of the 6-M1lz tele-
vision channel. A vestigial lower sideband takes up the 
1.25 MHz below the video carrier frequency because 
the sideband cannot be cut off abruptly. A subcarrier, 
higher in the video portion of the channel, conveys 
the color information. When modulated by the black-
and-white video (luminance) information, the main 
video carrier's upper sideband overlaps the sideband 
of the color subcarrier. Interleaving minimizes con-
flict. Uneven distribution of frequencies carrying the 
luminance signal makes such interleaving possible. If 
the teeth of a comb are visualized as the frequencies 
occupied by the monochrome information, the color 
information occupies frequencies represented by the 
spaces between the teeth. 

vision uses 30 ( frame frequency) and 60 ( field 

frequency).* Engineers chose these rates to take 

advantage of the precise, universal timing standard 

*Special television film projectors solve the mismatch between 

film and television field-frequency standards (-)8 versus 60 fps) 

by displaying every fourth film frame an extra time, thus adding 

12 projections per second to film's normal 48 fields to bring the 

projection rate up to television's 60-field standard. Standards 

experts have discussed changing film standards to 30/60, which 

would greatly improve the quality of 16-mm film. 

5 5.45 6 MHz 

 -1 5.75 

A 100-kHz subchannel accommodates the audio in-
formation, located near the upper end of the channel. A 
buffer zone above the audio subchannel intervenes be-
fore the next higher contiguous 6-MI la channel begins. 
Above is a portion of a video signal, representing in 

simplified form the last field of one frame (L) followed 
by the vertical blanking interval and then the first two 
fields of the next frame ( L' and L"). At L occurs the last 
line of a frame, represented by the varying voltage am-
plitudes released by the electron beam as it scans the 
line. At the end of the line, amplitude is increased arti-
ficially to a level above "picture black," a region known 
as "blacker than black" because it is not visible on the 
receiver screen. The vertical blanking and synchroniz-
ing signals follow (depicted here as an unvarying am-

already available throughout the United States: the 

60-Hz alternating electric current in homes. 

Modern television no longer depends on that 

source for its time base. Nevertheless, the fact that 

much of the world uses 50-Hz house current ac-

counted originally, in part at least, for differences 

between U.S. television technical standards and those 

of many other countries Fifty-hertz countries star.-

dardized frames and field frequencies at 25 and 50. 

The 50/60 disparity continues to stand in the war 

of adopting a world television standard for the 

emerging, more advanced television technologies. 
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EXHIBIT 6-7 Continued 

plitude but in actuality consisting of complex variations 
in amplitude). This period is the VBI, the vertical blank-
ing interval, during which the electron beam flies back 
to start the next field. L' represents the voltages gener-
ated by the first line of that field, followed by a briefer 
blacker-than-black interval to cover the shorter period 
during which the beam flies back to the start of the next 

line, depicted by L". 
The brightest parts of the picture generate the highest 

amplitude levels, but for several practical reasons, such 
as the need for the blacker-than-black retrace intervals, 

50 

o 

;.e 

reverse modulation inverts the signal so that low am-
plitude represents light and high amplitude represents 
dark picture elements. This reversal becomes evident 
to the viewer at times, for example, when the receiver 
picks up interference caused by an automobile ignition 
that creates static. The spark plugs emit radiation when 
they fire, adding amplitude to the intended picture sig-
nal. Were it not for reverse modulation, these higher-
than-normal amplitudes would show up as lines of white 
dots in the picture; in fact, ignition interference appears 

as lines of black dots. 

Vertical sync pulses 
and blanking 

 A  

L 

Blanking level 

Picture black level 

Picture white level 

\ u 

  Horizontal 
sync pulses 

Time 

SOURCE Adaoted from FCC specifications in 47 CFR 73.699. 

6.8 
The TV Signal 

You can see from the foregoing description that the 

television receiver reconstructs an electronic pic-

ture consisting of pixels arranged in lines, fields 

consisting of lines, and frames consisting of fields. 

All this requires the utmost precision in timing, 
made possible only by electronic means. 

Picture Definition The number of lines per 
frame makes a convenient index of  as stem s level 

of resoltQ4jti n. Thet S. ird of . 

mes per frame determines a ictur ' - 

ever, not a 525 lines can be used to 

convey picture information. Some time that would 
otherwise be occupied with transmitting lines must 

be devoted to auxiliary picture information. Also, 

receivers vary in the way they present the picture, 

necessitating the use of a mask to standardize the 

visible television image. In practice, black-and-white 

pictures depend on only about 340 lines per frame. 
The color coinponent consists of even fewer lines, 

about 280. This low resolution does not degrade 
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color-picture quality, however, because the fine de-
tails in color pictures appear only in black-and-white. 
By way of comparison, a theatrical quality 35-mm 
film frame has the equivalent of 1,000 lines. How-
ever, high-definition television, discussed at the clase 
of this chapter, will eventually match the best film 
standard. 

Auxiliary Signals Vitally important auxiliary 
signals called .9,nc putses keep the scanning in the 
receiver tube in step (synchronized) with the scan-
ning in the camera. This synchronizing function is 
comparable to film registration mechanisms in movie 
cameras and projectors. They have toothed wheels 
(sprockets) that engage the sprocket holes along 
the edges of film, moving it forward at the right 
speed and holding each frame accurately positioned 
when stopping to record or project an image. 

Television sync pulses, originated by a special 
timing device in the studio (see Exhibit 6-9), ensure 
that each pixel in each line will appear on the re-
ceiver screen in the same location it had in the 
pickup tube. Even a slight loss of synchronization 
renders received pictures unusable. For this reason, 
lightweight portable television equipment could not 
be used outside the studio until development of the 
time-base corrector made it possible to maintain 
precise synchronization between field and studio 
equipment. 

Another type of auxiliary signal cuts off the scan-
ning beam during e raccjiatervals the_time the 
electron beamnl&io fly back dia nall 
the end of one line to the beginning of dip newt 
(horrlontal retrace)_and frow_the bottom of one 
field back to top of the next field (vertical retrace, 
shown in Exhibit 6-6). During these breaks in scan-
ning, also called blanking intervals,.11,siliaqz_signâls 
prevent so that the electron beam's 
retrace paths will not destroy t e orderly scanning 
pattern. 

Sound U.S. television uses frequency modula-
tion ( FM) for the sound carrier; the 100-kHz sound 
channel is located in the upper part of the television 
channel ( Exhibit 6-7). No synchronizing signals are 

needed to keep sound and picture in step, since 
they occur simultaneously and go out in real time. 

Color In approving television color standards, 
the FCC insisted on compatibility to assure that peo-
ple with monochrome receivers could continue to 
receive pictures after transmitters converted to color. 
At the same time, the system had to be capable of 
adding color information without enlarging the es-
tablished 6-MHz monochrome channel. A commit-
tee of major U.S. manufacturers met these criteria 
with the system known asN7'SC (National Television 
System Committee) color.* 
The television signal mixes three primary-color 

signals to produce all other colors. Filters separate 
the primary color information (red, blue, and green) 
before the image reaches the camera tube. In ad-
dition to hue (what we perceive as color), all colors 
also have a brightness attribute, luminance. The 
noncolor luminance component contributes all the 
fine detail in color pictures. A monochrome re-
ceiver interprets a color picture using the lumi-
nance signal alone and thus can display it in black 
and white. Multiplexing enables a color carrier to 
be added without enlarging the television channel, 
fulfilling the compatibility criterion. Exhibit 6-7 shows 
the location of the color subcarrier. 

6.9 

The TV Channel 

Tele‘kion's heavy information load requires a 
broadband channel. U.S. standards call for a 6-MHz 
channel-600 times the width of an AM radio broad-
cast channel ( Exhibit 6-8). Indeed, all the AM and 
FM broadcast channels together occupy less spec-
trum space than only four television channels. Even 
so, the NTSC standards allow for only fair picture 
resolution. In the near future, HDTV ( high-defini-
tion television) may significantly improve resolu-
tion and other aspects of the broadcast picture. 

*Nearly three-quarters of foreign television services use PAL (West 
German) or SECAM ( French) color. PAL is the most widely used. 
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EXHIBIT 6-8 Summary of Broadcast Channel Specifications 

Broadcast service 

AM (standard) radio 

VIII' television 

FM radio 

VIIF television 

(111F television 

Channel 

width 

10 kHz 

6 MHz 

200 kllz 

6 Ml ix 

6 Ml ix 

Number of 

channels 

107' 

3 
2 

100 

7 

56' 

Channel 

identification 

numbers 

54-160' 

2-4' 

5-6 

201-300 

7-13 

14-69 

Band 

MF 

VHF 

VHF 

VHF 

VI IF 

UHF 

Allocated 

frequencies 

535-1605 Id Iz' 

54-72 Ml ix 

76-88 MI lzd 

88-108 Ml ix 

174-216 MHz 

470-806 Ml ix 

'AM channels are not numbered but are denoted by midchannel frequencies at 10-kHz intervals-540, 550, 560, ... up to 1600. 
Receiver dials often omit the last zero, reading 54, 55, 56, and so on. 

"The AM band is due to be expanded to 117 channels running up to 1705 Idiz in 1990. 

'Originally there was a channel 1, located at 44-50 MHz. However, k interfered with other services, and in 1948 the FCC reallocated 
that group of frequencies to nonbroadcast services hut retained the original number scheme. 

"Note that VHF channel 6 comes immediately before the start of the FM band. This proximity sometimes causes 117-FM interference. 

'Because of the high demand for UHF frequencies among other services, not all the 56 UHF channels have been allotted to actual 

TV use. 

This table consolidates scattered information in the text to enable the primal", 

channel specifications for all three broadcast services to be compared Note that 

the television allocation is fragmented into four deerent frequency groups in two 

different hands. 

Channel Width and Picture Quality The 
NTSC television channel allots 4 of the 6 MHz to 
picture information, including auxiliary signals. The 
vestigial lower sideband, the audio channel, and 
guard bands ( buffer zones to prevent side-by-side 
signals from interfering with each other) occupy 
the remaining 2 MHz (details are shown in Exhibit 
6-7). 

Even the relatively large 4-MHz picture television 
channel achieves relatively low picture resolution 
by the standards of theatrical motion pictures and 
good-quality still photography. The average home 
receiver displays about 150,000 pixels per frame. A 
projected 35-mm film frame has about a million, an 
8 x 10-inch photoengraving about two million. 
Magnifying the television picture by protection makes 
it possible to sit farther from the screen but adds 
no detail; in fact, some of the detail gets lost in the 
projection process. 

Current television resolution standards represent 
compromises based on research aimed at deter-
mining the lowest quality that most viewers could 

tolerate. Quality had to be kept to a minimum to 
avoid using too much spectrum space. The same 
spectrum-saving goal motivated the suppression of 
the lower sideband produced by the television 
channel. 

Location in Spectrum When the time came 
to allocate frequencies for television, much of the 
most suitable spectrum region, the VHF band, had 
already been allocated to other services. Room re-
mained for only 12 (originally 13) VHF channels, 
numbered 2 through 13.* 

*Finding that the original channel 1, 44-50 MHz, interfered with 

other services, in 1948 the FCC reassigned it to nonbroadcast 

uses, but kept the original numbers for the remaining 12 VHF 

channels. 
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EXHIBIT 6-9 Operational TV System Components and Signals 

Video 
pickup 

Antenna 

Audio ± video 

Diplexer 

Camera 
drive 

Picture 

Video 

Audio 

Camera 
drive 

' Camera 
control 

Blanking 

Picture plus 
blanking 

Switching, 
mixing, etc. 

Picture plus blanking 
and sync pulses 

Video 
transmitter 
(AM) 

Audio 
transmitter 
(FM) 

Sync 
generator 

Sync pulses 

Each block stands for a function that in practice may involm maw different pieces 

of equipment. The upper half of the diagram represents the basic items and functions 
involved in studio operations; the lower hatf, those ineofred in transmission op-

erations. Separate sets of equipment handle the video and audio components all 
the ieciv to the deilexer, the device in the transmitters that finallv marries the two 
signals so that they can be transmitted as a composite. (Exhibit 6-7 shows hou. the 

audio and video components are multiplexed in a single channel.) 

Audio 
pickup 

Audio 

Switching, 
mixing, etc. 

Audio 

.J 

SOURCE: Harold E. Ennes, Principles and Practices of Telecasting Operations (Indianapolis: Howard W. Sams, 1953). 

To find room for even those few channels, the 

FCC had to put VHF television into three different 

blocks of frequencies, as shown in Exhibit 6-8. After 

discovering that 12 channels could not satisfy the 

demand for stations, the FCC in 1952 added 70 

additional channels in the UHF band, numbered 

14 through 83 ( later reduced to 56 UHF channels 
numbered 14 through 69). A table allots specific 

channels by number to specific towns and cities 

throughout the United States (found in 47 CFR 
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73.606). 52:1_p_vL)s_es of setting TV cpçhnnel se - 
arations, the FCC hassjjfrenî st 1'rds for three 
ge.9grapnic zones (essentially, northern, midland, 
and  south) and two channel types, VHF and UHF. 
As an example of the VHF-UHF distinction, in Zone 

1, stations on VHF channels must be about 170 miles 
apart, whereas those on UHF must be about 155 
miles apart. For details of these rules, see 47 CFR 
73.609-613. 

6.10 
Transmission and Reception 

The directional nature of the waves used by tele-
vision and the need to keep the pickup tube in exact 
synchronization with the receiver complicate the 

processes of transmission and reception. 

Studio As Exhibit 6-9 suggests, thrie-geezeF-

ator illays a major role in the television control 
room, ensuring synchronization of pickup and re-
ceiver tubes. It controls picture scanning by gen-

erating the precise timing signals for driving the 
camera's deflection coils and inserting the blanking 
signals. The sync generator also controls the timing 
of such additional video sources as tape recorders. 
video disc recorders, computer memories, film pro-

jectors, and network feeds. A completely indepen-

dent set of audio equipment handles the sound 
component of the program. 

Transmission The video and audio signals are 

fed independently to the transmitter, which may be 
located miles away from the studio at a suitable 
antenna site. There the two signals modulate sep-
arate audio and video transmitters. Because of its 
greater information load, the video component needs 
up to 20 times as much power as the audio. A sta-
tion's power is usually stated in terms of the effective 
radiated power (ERP) of its video signal. 

Signals from the video and audio transmitters 
meet for the first time at a diplexer, a device that 
combines them into a composite signal to feed the 

antenna (Exhibit 6-9). 
Because television relies on direct waves, engi-

neers seek the highest possible locations for an-

EXHIBIT 6-10 Television Antenna 

Because of the importance of height to maximize televi-
sion's line-of-sight coverage, Boston's WQ7V (7V) chose 
the roof of the 55-stopy Prudential Center as its antenna 
site .4 helicopter leis the antenna as-sembly into place atop 
the supporting tower. The radiating elements are mounted 
in a spiral pattern, denoting circular polarization of the 

SOURCE. Courtesy CETEC Antenna Corporation 

tenna sites, such as mountain peaks, the roofs of tall 
buildings, or the tops of tall steel towers (Exhibit 
6-10). Direct-wave antenna towers do not radiate 
the signal as do AM towers; they simply support the 
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EXHIBIT 6-11 TV Propagation Paths 

A. 

Building 

Reflected wave 
........ ,e lRoeccaetiivoenr 

1 4e ,/ 

'0>"' 

"'Transmitter location 

Building \ "Shadow" 
\ area 

\ 

Wave behavior 

A. Simpld coverage pattern of a television station, showing some characteristics 
of direct-wave propagation: the waves carry only to the horizon; some may en-
counter surfaces that reflect signals: some may encounter obstructions that cause 
"shadow" areas in the coverage pattern. B. When a receiver detects both a direct 
wave and a reflected wave, the reflected wave will have traveled oler a longer 
path, and will therefore arrive at the receiver slightly later than the direct wave. 
When the receiver dispiays the signal of the delayed reflected uvre, the image lags 
slightly behind that of the direct Wal'e, appearing as a "ghost." 

B. 

A \ 

Ghost image 

radiating elements, which are quite small, in keep-
ing with the shortness of the VHF and UHF waves. 
Because of h,_Qriznkriz,çain_j)othtransrnit-
ting and receiving antenna elements are mounted 

hllv  below. 
Some television transmitting antennas emit circu-
larly polarized waves, which travel with a corkscrew 
motion. When circularly polarized television signals 

are reflected by obstructions, the direction of ro-
tation becomes reversed, causing the receiving an-
tenna to reject the reflected signals. This rejection 

helps reception in large cities, where reflections 
from tall buildings appear on the screen as "ghosts" 
(Exhibit 6-11). 
The television transmitting antenna propagates 

directionally downward toward the line-of-sight 
coverage area, cutting off the energy that would 
otherwise shoot off into space above the horizon. 

In setting television power limits, the FCC uses 

a formula that takes antenna height into consider-

ation, as in the case of FM, which also uses VHF 
waves. VHF television signals have inherent advan-
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tages over UHF. Waves in the UHF band, being shorter 

than VHF waves, can be more easily blocked by 
objects in their path. Moreover, they attenuate more 

rapidly than VHF waves. For these reasons, the FCC 
allows UHF television to use very high power (up 
to 5 million watts) to compensate to some extent 
for its coverage limitations.* 

Reception Television coverage, limited essen-
tially to the distance to the visible horizon, depends 
also on receiving antenna efficiency and height, ob-

structive terrain features, transmitter frequency, and 
power. Within about 20 miles of a powerful trans-
mitter, indoor antennas usually suffice. At about 30 

miles, outdoor antennas become essential. 
For commercial and regulatory purposes. the FCC 

classifies television station coverage in terms of Grade 
A and Grade B contours. Grade A contours enclose 
an area in which satisfactory service can be received 

90 percent of the time; Grade B contours enclose 
an area in which reception is satisfactory only 50 

percent of the time.* 
A transmitting antenna can be sized ideally for its 

specific channel, but receiving antennas must be 
designated to pick up either all channels or all chan-

nels in one of the bands (VHF or UHF). Since re-
ceiving antennas are highly directional, they must 
be pointed toward the transmitters. In areas where 
the viewer must look toward widely different points 
of the compass to find transmitters, a rotatable out-
door antenna may be necessary. 

Like transmitters, receivers process the video and 

audio parts of the signal separately. In conventional 
receivers, the video information goes to a type 
of ca:hode ray tube (CRT), the kinescope. A phos-
phorescent coating on its inside face glows when 

bombarded with electrons. Within the neck of the 
kinescope an electron gun, a larger analog of 

the one in the pickup tube, shoots electrons toward 

For details on nver/height regulations, see CFR '3.699, Fig. 

3. 

*These contours have no meaning for cable television sub-
scribers, who receive their local television stations as well as 
cable-specific programming via cable and no longer depend on 
receiving antermas—although they may still need antennas dur-

ing cable system outages. 

the face of the tube. Guided by external deflection 
coils, the electron beam scans the tube face, re-

leasing pixels of ‘urying intensity line by line, field 
by field, and frame by frame. The synchronizing 
signals originated by the sync generator in the stu-
dio activate the deflection coils, keeping the re-
ceiver scanning sequence in step with the sequence 

ill the pickup tube at the studio. 
Phosphors that glow in the three primary colors, 

arranged either in narrow parallel stripes or triads 
of dots, coat the inside of color kinescopes. Receiver 
circuits decode the video signal into components 
representing the energy levels of the three primary 
colors in each pixel. Data for each color strike the 

tube face separately, using one or more electron 
guns ( see Exhibit 6-12). Only the primary colors 
appear on the kinescope. Normally the eye sees 

various hues as a result of the mix of primaries 
provided by varying energy levels in the color tube 
outputs. However, if one looks at part of a color 
picture on the face of a kinescope with a small 
magnifying glass, only the three primary colors can 

be seen. 
In principle the kinescope displays only one pixel 

at a time, but because it takes a while for the acti-
vated phosphor to lose its glow, several pixels re-
main visible at ans' given instant. Considering the 
speed and precision with which the primary color 

pixels, lines, fields, and frames must be delivered 
each second to create the illusion of realistic moving 

pictures. the achievement of television seems truly 
remarkable. 

6.11  

Technical Innovations 

Improvements in this remarkable performance 
nevertheless continue at an accelerated pace. Fol-
lowing are a few examples of technical innovation. 

Ancillary Signals Several possibilities exist for 
multiplexing additional signals in the existing 6-
MHz television channel. For example, no picture 
information goes out during the vertical blanking 
igmaLSVBI), the time during which_the pisLdip 
tube's scanning-beam returns from the bottom of 
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EXHIBIT 6-12 Color Kinescope Tube 

Video 
signals 

Red 

Green 

Blue 

Phosphor dots 

Electron 
guns 

Enlarged 
section 

of screen 

Tricolor 
phosphor screen 

Image 

Some receiver tubes use three electronic guns and tricolor 
phosphor dots. Varying amplitudes in the modulated cur-

rents fed to each of the electron guns cause the dots to 
glow with varying intensities; though only the red, green, 

and blue primary colors appear on the kinescope face, 
the eye bleruA them together to make all the various hues. 

SOURCE: Paul Davidovits, Communication (New York: Holt, 
Rinehart & Winston, 1972), p. 114. 

the picture to the top to  _gam sranning_a ne3v_field 
(hown in-Exhibit 6-6).* That interval occupies about 
8 percent of the 1/60 second devoted to each field, 
or the equivalent of 21 picture lines. 

Teletext one of the several users of the VBI, de-
livers textual matter (includinrather crude maps 
and-drawings) to the television screen. A television 
station equipped to transmit teletext stores up to 
about 200 pages (picture frames) of information  in 
-digielleir'm an' d transmits them in rotation during 
the VBI. At the home receiver, the user requests 

When a receiver's vertical hold is slightly mistuned, the VBI 
appears on the screen as a black bar between fields. 

specific pages by means of a key pad. The key pad 
activates a minicomputer that "grabs" the requested 
frames as they go by, transmitted in rotation; the 
computer then displays them on the television screen 
(Exhibit 6-13). The viewer may have to wait several 
seconds before the selected page comes up in the 
rotation. Teletext pages can temporarily displace 
the television picture, or they can be superimposed 
over the picture. 

Closed captioning, a specialized form of teletext, 
sufierimposes captions over regular television_pro-
grams for the benefit of the hearing impaired. Only 
viewers with a decoder can display the captions; 
hence the term "closed" for this type of teletext. 

Teletext technology has not been standardized, 
leaving several rival systems to compete for accep-
tance.112_t_k ilniteri_States two natstmeeen 
tried, NABTS (North American Basic Teletext Spec-

WST (World System Teletext). NABTS 
resembles systems developed in Canada and France, 
whereas WST is based on the somewhat simpler 
system used in the United Kingdom, which pi-
oneered the technology.* 

Another ancillary television signal, an audio sub-
carrier, enables the telecasting of stereophonic and 
bilingual sound. Receivers with the necessary dou-
ble speakers came on the market with MPX (mul-
tiplex) terminals on the back for plugging in the 
converters needed to extract the subcarrier signal. 

Miniaturization Starting in the 1950s, the 
changeover in electronics from dependence on vac-
uum tubes to solid-state devices profoundly affected 
television technology, as it did all media—even the 
press, which makes extensive use of computers and 
radio relay. Vacuum tubes (so called because they 
provide an enclosed space for the manipulation of 
electrons in a near vacuum) are bulky, power-
hungry, hot, and easily damaged. A rack of equip-
ment containing scores of tubes takes up a great 
deal of space and has to be artificially cooled. 

"A nonbroadcast law a teY t display called videotex differs from 
teletext: 1 it comes to the home by telephone wire rather than 

over the ai; ( 2) not being limited to the VBI, it can provide unlim-
ited numbers of pages; and (3) it is an interactive system, so that 
the subscriber can send back requests or messages to the source. 
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EXHIBIT 6-13 Using the VBI: Closed Captions and Teletext 

At 
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LOE ANGELES 8 

FPAN 4 

The VB1 (vertical blanking interval) in the television signal occupies channel space 
ecprivalent to 21 picture lines but conveys no picture information. Only 9 of the 

lines need to be used for the sync pulse and related information. Each VB1 line 

can cam' 320 bits of digitized information, permitting transmission of 8 letters 

per line. The 60-per-second field.frequency therefore allows sending 240 characters 
per second. Viewers must equip their see with adapters to see material transmitted 
in the VB1. Left photo: the VB1 permits sending superimposed captions, such as those 

for the hearing impaired. Right photo: teletexi aeo uses the WM to send simple text 

and graphics, such as this sports scoreboard. 

SOURCE: Courtesy CBS Television Network. 

Solid-state devices eliminated these problems in 
most applications, although some vacuum tubes 
persist, notably the kinescope receiver tube and the 

traveling-wave tube, the primary source of on-board 
power in satellites.* The solid-state revolution started 
with transistors, which made possible the manip-
ulation of electrons in a piece of solid material in-
stead of within the relatively large vacuum chamber 

of a tube. 
The second generation of solid-state devices, sil-

icon chips, became familiar from their use in mi-

In fact, vacuum tubes may make a comeback in the form of 
vacuum microelectronics because electrons flow fastest in a vac-
uum, and this may be useful in the design of new, flat-panel 
video display devices ( Fisher, 198-1. 

crocomputers. The latest version of this technology, 
the very large-scale integrated circuit ( VISIC), en-
ables complex circuitry incorporating thousands of 
transistors and other components to be etched on 

a single chip an eighth of an inch in diameter. In-
tegrated-circuit technology marries ideally with dig-
ital signal process:rig, on which the electronic future 
rests. Miniaturization, microprocessing, and digital 

techniques have been applied extensively to the 

field of sound and video recording, which is dis-
cussed in the next chapter. 

Remote Equipment ENG (electronic news 
gathering) and EFP (electronic field production) are 
examples of benefits made possible by miniaturi-
zation. Formerly, when covering outside news events 
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EXHIBIT 6-14 Television Remotes: Electronic News Gathering Facilities 

A. B. 

A. The unwieldy remote vehicle in the background contrasts with the compact. 

lightweight ENG (electronic news-gathering) van in the foreground. The machine-
gun-like object atop the tan is a microwave relay antenna for relaying pictures 
back to the studio. Microwave relays must bave a line-of-sight view of the studio 
receiving antenna or an intermediate relay antenna. B. Neus gathering hi' satellite 
NGS) greatly extends the reporter's range. A mobile earth station is used to uplink 
signais to a satellite. 

SOURCES: Photo A courtesy WTVJ-TV, Miami, FL; Photo B courtesy WTVT. Tampa. FL. 

or when producing on-location program segments 
and commercials, television crews had to use cum-
bersome remote vehicles (Exhibit 6-14). Miniatur-
ization enables outside coverage using lightweight, 
portable equipment that is easily carried and op-
erated by one or two persons. 
The key to this development, the time-base cor-

rector, contains a microcomputer that supplies ac-
curate synchronization, freeing remotely operated 
portable equipment from dependence on the stu-
dio sync generator. Before the time-base corrector 
became available, synchronizing errors plagued re-
mote operations, showing up as jittery pictures, 
skewing, and color breakup. 
News gathering by satellite ( NGS, also known by 

the registered trademark, SNG). using portable earth 

stations, started in the mid- 1980s, making it possible 
to relay television reports from any location outside 
the studio. Previously, live remotes depended on 
microwave-relay links, which require unobstructed 
line-of-sight paths between studio and remote unit. 
NGS-equipped stations ( Exhibit 6-14) obtain short-
term access to Ku-band satellite transponders (those 
permitting the smallest uplink dishes) through firms 
that specialize in selling satellite capacity at retail. 

Receiver Improvements Solid-state devices 
have made broadcast receivers lighter, cooler, less 
demanding of power, and less expensive to operate. 
Television sound reception, long a neglected ele-
ment in receiver design, improved with stereo-
phonic sound, which the FCC authorized in 1984. 
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EXHIBIT 6-14 Continued 

C. Network 
relay satellite 

/ I 

/ Network feed' 

Network 
TV 

studio 

C. Using satellite relais to send program material from a news site back to the 
studio is called backhauling. When a broadcast network broadcasts a lire on-the-

spot event, ii backhauls the coi ercige from an NGS vehicle to the studio, using 

leased short-term satellite capacity. From the studio, the program goes to the net-
uvrkS satellite uplink facility, and then to the permanently teased or owned satellite 

transponder that relays the program to the network's affiliates throughout the 

country. 

Back haul 
relay satellite 

NGS Vehicle 

The first stereo sets needed adapters, but manufac-
turers soon marketed sets with built-in stereo-
phonic capability. 

Small computers using digital processing im-
proved picture quality in IDTV (improved definition 
television) receivers. They improve apparent defi-
nition by doubling the line frequency, filling in the 
blank lines normally left by interlace scanning to 
display a full frame 60 times a second instead of 
only 30. They filter out ghosts (Exhibit 6-15, page 
154) and static, preventing them from distorting the 
picture. Advanced receivers also offer options such 
as PIP ( picture in picture), freeze frames held in 
memory, zoom picture enlargement, and special 

interfaces with cable services and videocassette tape 
recorders. 

Despite predictions that it may soon give way to 
more advanced technology, the bulky, power-hun-
gry kinescope tube at the heart of the television 
receiver still offers the best method of displaying 
electronic pictures. The kinescope tube "has 
indeed withstood the test of time, and even in this 
current high-technology age has no equal" ( Noll, 

1988: 57). The next expected major breakthrough 
in image display may be a flat, solid-state picture 
device that can he hung on the wall. It will offer 
better quality with improved aspect ratio ( Ex-
hibit 6-15). 
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EXHIBIT 6-15 TV Receiver 
Aspect Ratios 

4 units—.-

.0 

1 
NTSC Standard 

(A 
-4+ 

re) 

5 units 

Proposed HDTV Standard 

The FCC adopted the National Television Systems Com-
mittee's recommoulation in the 1940s, standardizing on 
a 4 by 3 aspect ratio for the television receiver screen 
(left). A mask over the receiver kinescope (dotted lines in 
the drawings) cuts off about 10 percent of the picture 
area at the edges in order to provide a standard picture 
despite slight variations in picture size. The 4 by 3 aspect 
ratio (4 units wide by 3 units high) correeoncis to that 
of the original theatrical motion picture standard, al-
though in response to television competition, producers 
enhanced theatrical films by altering the ratio, using aide-
screen lenses. 

High-definition television (right) will also adopt a wide-
screen aspect ratio, on the order of 5 units wide hy 3 
units high (the Japanese .)11',S'E system widens the picture 
even more, using a /6 by 9 aspect ratio). 

Flat screens can already be found in tiny, portable 
receivers. One type uses LCD crystal dis-

play) technology, which employs liquid crystal mol-
ecules in an ambiguous liquid/solid state. They change 
from opaque to transparent when hit with an elec-
tric charge. Several other alternatives to the kine-
scope tube are also under development. 

HDTV Larger screens are expected to be one of 
the benefits from high-definition television ( HDTV). 

Japanese engineers have made the most progress 

with HDTV, experimenting extensively with a 1225-
line picture with a 9-to- 16 aspect ratio ( Exhibit 6— 
IS). This system, called MUSE, has links with the 
development of direct-broadcast services (DBS). The 

MUSE system originally called for wider channels 

than the U.S. NTSC 6-MHz standard and therefore 
would outmode all present receivers and transmit-
ters; however, the Japanese also offer a MUSE ver-

sion that is compatible with present equipment. Since 
there is no additional spectrum space available in 

the present terrestrial television bands, HDTV must 
either conform to present channel specifications or 
move to the higher-frequency band allocated to 
direct-to-home satellite transmission. 
HDTV of the MUSE type matches the quality of 

theatrical motion pictures and therefore lends itself 
to projected display. Ideal viewing of conventional 

525-line television calls for a viewing distance of at 
least six times the picture height; moving closer can 
cause eyestrain because the viewer strives to see 
nonexistent detail. HDTV allows comfortable view-
ing at a distance of only three times the picture 
height and can also be viewed at a much wider angle 

from the screen than can existing television. HDTV 
permits multiple sound tracks, facilitating not only 
stereophonic sound hut also sound in several lan-
guages. 

The FCC felt some urgency about adopting at least 
tentative U.S. HDTV standards because of the need 
to ensure the ability of U.S. terrestrial broadcasting 
(1) to keep up with the Japanese and Europeans in 
the race toward improved television, and (2) to 
keep abreast of domestic cable, VCR, and DBS im-

provements. Those nonbroadcast services, not being 
subject to the NTSC 6-MHz channel constraint of 
broadcast television, could forge ahead with their 
own nonbroadcast version of HDTV without waiting 

for a compatible broadcast version to emerge. By 
1988, several producers, in the United States and 
abroad, already had programs in production using 
MUSE-type HDTV cameras and recorders. This ad-
vanced equipment, employed as a "mastering me-

dium," has economic and quality advantages over 
film. 

Producers of HDTV programs convert them to 
the older television standards, retaining the masters 
pending the evolution of HDTV home receivers. 
Once these receivers become common, cable tele-
vision and videocassette producers could move into 
HDTV production without waiting for broadcast 
HDTV to develop. 
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The explosive growth in technology has made 
possible these and many other innovative devel-
opments. If technological ability alone controlled 
growth, many more new services and improve-
ments on old ones would have emerged, but tech-
nology must wait for consumer demand, awakened 
by creative entrepreneurial activity. 

Summary 

Each broadcasting service is allocated certain fre-
quency bands, within which each station is licensed 

to use a specific channel. Cochannel stations may 
interfere with each other, as may, at lesser distances, 
stations on adjacent channels. 

The FCC classifies channels and stations accord-
ing to rules calculated to maximize the number that 
may operate without causing mutual interference. 
These classifications take into consideration the 
propagation characteristics of the frequency band 
in which each service operates. 

It is easier to prevent FM radio and television 
stations from interfering with each other because 
they do not generate sky waves at night, as do AM 
stations. 

The wide channels of FM and television readily 
accommodate multiplexing of additional informa-
tion on subcarriers. Stereophonic sound and SCS 
services such as background music are examples of 
FM subcarrier services; teletext is a television ex-
ample. 

Short-wave stations attain distant coverage by means 
of sky waves. Unlike domestic stations, international 
short-wave stations usually use several different fre-
quencies and correspondingly different antennas to 
adjust to varying sky-wave behavior throughout the 
broadcast day. 

Television technology has analogies with cinema, 
in that it uses similar strategies for creating the il-
lusion of continuous motion and preventing flicker. 

Electronic pictures consist of pixels, lines, fields, 
and frames, transmitted one pixel at a time in the 
form of amplitude-modulated analog signals. U.S. 
standards call for 525-line frames, transmitted at the 
rate of 30 per second, with interlaced fields trans-
mitted at the rate of 60 per second. 

The sound and vision aspects of television rely 
on separate equipment components in both studio 
and receiver. The sound signal modulates an FM 
subcarrier within the television channel, whereas 
the video signal modulates an AM carrier. 

To limit the information load, color television 
reduces color information to three primary colors. 
When mixed in appropriate proportions, they de-
pict all the different hues. These three primary colors 
are multiplexed in the same size channel as that 
used for monochrome television, thus assuring 
compatibility ( the ability of monochrome receivers 
to pick up color transmissions in black and white). 

Television channels occupy parts of both the VHF 
and UHF bands. Because I7HF waves attenuate more 
quickly than VHF waves, UHF stations generally have 
smaller coverage areas, despite the FCC's attempt 
to compensate by allowing UHF higher power than 
VHF. 

Television receivers repeat the scanning se-
quence of the camera pickup tube, kept in step by 
synchronizing signals. The picture is displayed on 
the face of a kinescope tube. An electron scanning 
beam activates the tube's phosphorescent coating. 

Teletext uses an otherwise idle part of the tele-
vision signal, the vertical blanking interval, to trans-
mit text and graphics to home television receivers 
equipped with special decoders. 

Current technological innovations in television 
include miniaturization of receivers and production 
equipment through the use of solid-state devices; 
stereophonic sound; and the prospect of high-
definition television, which attains theatrical film 
quality. 
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CHAPTER 7 

PROGRAM STORAGE, 

DISTRIBUTION, 

AND DELIVERY 

The electronic media have entered an innovative 
era, with tech nology offering a confusing array of 
new options that profoundly affect traditional 
broadcasting. To follow these developments, it helps 
to think of the technology in terms of three basic 
functions: the storage, distribution, and delivery of 
programs. This chapter describes the traditional ways 
of carrying out these functions and the changes that 
new technologies have brought. 

7.1 

Roles of Storage and Distribution 

By their very nature, broadcast stations and cable 
television systems funCiriiiessentially as -Warde-
n sms. They retai to nearby au ces 
programs that come mostly from distant wholesale 
sources. Without recordings and means of distrib-
uting them rapidly and efficiently, stations and cable 
systems would be limited to live programs. And 
without network organizations and the means of 
interconnecting them with local outlets, live pro-
grams could not rise above the limitations of purely 
local resources.* 

*A few exceptions prove the rule. Though some radio stations 
subsist on local talk shows, they supplement them extensively 
with outside news sources and telephone interviews with distant 

Broadcasting and cable succeed as they do only 
by rising above local limitations and drawing upon 
national and even international program providers. 
Without such external sources, there could be no 
mass-appeal programs, no costly entertainment, no 
timely world news roundups, no superstar perform-
ers, no round-the-clock schedules. 

Storage Thus broadcasting and cable television 
clepeild on storing programs, warehousing them for 
later release and for repeated re-release still later. 
Means of storage include disc and tape recordings, 
still and motion picture films, and computer mem-
ories. Virtually all programs, except for some news 
items, live sports, and some special events, come 
to listeners and viewers prerecorded. National net-
works record even "live" materials for delayed 
broadcast to compensate for time differences among 
geographic zones. Network affiliates also sometimes 
record live network feeds for later release. Most 
programs, even timely ones, thus go through one 
or more recording steps before reaching the public. 

celebrities. Class I ( clear-chanrel) radio stations furnish service 
to communities remote from their cities of license, hut only at 
night. And a few television superstations distribute their pro-

grams to cable s'stems in distant markets. but in doing so they 
function not as stations but as satellite-to-cable networks, dis-
tributing mostly recorded material. 
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Distribution Storing programs at production 
centers would be useless without an efficient means 
of distributing them, nationally and internationally. 
Two mechanisms make centralized production fea-
sible by getting programs efficiently to stations and 
cable systems: syndication and networking. These 
mechanisms enable the wholesaling of expensive 
program materials, dividing the heavy costs among 
many local delivery systems ( broadcasting and ca-
ble), which pass the materials on to end users ( lis-
teners and viewers). The economic factors that make 
syndication and networking essential and the or-
ganizational requirements for their operation are 
discussed elsewhere; here we focus on the tech-
nology that makes them physically possible. 

International news agencies pioneered the syn-
dication principle, enabling newspapers, and later 
stations and cable television systems, to furnish con-
sumers everywhere with expertly reported and ed-
ited news gathered from the far corners of the Earth. 
Centrally processed and pre-edited for easy incor-
poration into local offerings, agency news depends 
on maintaining worldwide staffs of reporters and 
editors as well as on leasing communication chan-
nels. Only because thousands of outlets share in 
defraying production and distribution costs does 
such an elaborate news-gathering process become 
feasible. Symptomatic of technology's key role, news 
agencies fine burgeoned with the pioneer elec-
tronic communication medium, the telegraph. To 
this day they are called news wire services, although 
for most purposes radio circuits have long since 
displaced wire. 

Broadcasting networks, though distinguished from 
syndication in business terms, actually function as 
a novel form of syndication—instant program dis-
tribution and delivery. News, motion picture, and 
music syndication methods already existed when 
broadcasting began, but broadcasting soon intro-
duced its own unique distribution/delivery method, 
the network. Networks accomplish the same distri-
bution functkm as syndication with important ad-
vantages: simultaneous delivery to retail outlets and 
thence simultaneously to consumers; and a close, 
symbiotic working relationship between networks 
and their affiliates. 
A broadcast network, reduced to its simplest terms, 

consists of two or more stations connected to each 
other so that they can put identical programs on 
the air in more than one market simultaneously. 
Thus networks take advantage of broadcasting's 
unique instantaneous delivery attribute. They use 
this attribute best when they cover real events in 
real time. Even for recorded material, however, net-
work simultaneity has great value: it gives networks 
their unique identities, adds to the effectiveness of 
advertising, and enhances networks' ability to pro-
mote their programming nationally. 
A broadcast network can bind an unlimited num-

ber of local voices into a single, unified national 
voice. Uniquely, broadcast stations can function at 
times as affiliates of one or more networks and at 
other times as independent, local outlets. This abil-
ity to function locally, regionally, nationally, and 
indeed even internationally, and to switch instan-
taneously from one type of coverage to another, 
gives broadcasting a flexibility shared by no other 
medium. 

Convergence Syndicated program materials may 
be sent to buyers by mail, by courier, or increas-
ingly, by the same kinds of relays used by networks. 
It has therefore become difficult in some cases to 
say whether a firm is functioning as a syndicator or 
as a specialized network when it distributes pro-
grams to stations or cable systems. Improved tech-
nology opens up possibilities for combining old and 
new functions into innovative configurations. 

.S...te..b_cdazuer,gence, a cornrocess, 
blurs traditional distinctions among delivery, dis-
trilistge_famaions, as well as between 
netw d syndicat rs. The superstation, familiar 
to cable subscri ers, combines operations that once 
stood apart: although it is licensed as just an or-
dinary, single television station, it uses broadcast-
network methods. linking up hundreds, even 
thousands, of cable systems instead of stations. How-
ever, unlike a broadcast network, superstations use 
mostly syndicated programs. 

As another example, television broadcast receiv-
ers have become general-purpose display termin-

als for cable television, teletext, videotex, satellite 
downlinks, videocassette recorders, video games, 
home videocameras, and computers as well as for 
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their original purpose of showing broadcast pro-
grams. 

Computers play a vital role in convergence, han-
dling the complex switching and other interactions 
among the elements of hybrid systems. Large-scale 
integrated circuits on microchips and digital signal 
processing in small computers bond different ele-
ments together into the new configurations, mem-
orizing complex instructions and storing material 
temporarily for special processing. Thus computers 
at both sending and receiving ends store and re-
trieve the pages of teletext that some television sta-
tions broadcast along with their regular programs. 
Much of what you see in broadcast programs has 
been extensively modified by computers built into 
production equipment. 

7.2 

Sound Recording 

Turning now to specific technologies, we start with 
the first to emerge, the prebroadcast art of sound 
recording. Phonographs had wide public accep-
tance in the two decades before broadcasting, and 
phonograph music furnished much of broadcast-
ing's earliest programming. 

Discs In  conventional disc recordini, toi&nd 
source causes a stv&c tivthrate , i t s a 
centric groove in a revolving master disc. The stylus 
transforms the frequency and amplitude patterns of 
the sound source into corresponding patterns in 
the form of minute deformations in the grooves. 
Molds derived from pressings of the master disc 
can be used to mass-produce copies. 

In playback, the grooves cause vibrations in a 
pickup-head stylus, which converts the movements 
into a modulated electric current. These analog volt-
ages, after suitable amplification, complete the op-
eration by causing vibrations in a loudspeaker. 
Audio disc fidelity depends on many variables, among 
them the sensitivity of the recording and pickup 
styli, their accuracy in tracking grooves in the disc, 
the speed with which the disc revolves, and the 
quality of the electronic components. Each opera-
tion inevitably causes imperfections, which mount 
incrementally. 

The distortions inherent in the analog method of 
disc recording can be avoided by digital signal pro-
cessing (described in Section 5.6). In addition, sub-
stituting laser* beams for mechanical tracking by 
styli eliminates the wear and tear inflicted by the 
physical contact of stylus on disc ( Exhibit 7-1). pjg-
itally processed sound in compact disc (CD) format 
IJas  lareTy replaced-stylus recording and playback. 
Sealing CDs in pTastic covers makes them imper-
vious to damage. They have enormous storage 
capacity, recording an hour's stereo sound on a 4-
3/4-inch disc, smaller than a 45-rpm stylus recording 
holding only three or four minutes of music. CDs 
represent the first widely mass-marketed digital 
consumer device of any complexity. 

Tape Another storage technology, magnetic re-
cording, also avoids the distortions inherent in re-
volving turntables and stylus-and-groove contact. It 
combines recording and playback functions and 
provides portability. In magnetic recording, the 
reusable storage medium consists of minute parti-
cles of metallic compound coating a plastic tape. 
The smallness of the particles and the number avail-
able per second of running time, as determined by 
the tape's width and velocity, define storage capac-
ity. Master sound recordings on quarter-inch tape 
usually call for a tape speed of 15 or 30 inches per 
second. In broadcasting, a playback speed of 7 1/2 
ips usually suffices. Much lower speeds can be used 
when quality matters less, as in office dictation and 
station output monitoring. Multitrack master re-
cording and other specialized tasks call for still wider 
tape stock. 
The modulated electric current from a micro-

phone varies a magnetic field in a recording head 
over which the tape passes. Variations in the mag-
netic field induce patterned arrangements of the 
metallic particle molecules. On playback, the tape 
passes over another electromagnetic head in which 
the tape's magnetic patterns induce a modulated 

*A laser ( light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation) 
produces coherent light, a highly concentrated beam at a single 

frequency (or very few frequencies). In addition to their role in 
videodiscs, lasers supply light for transmission through fiber-
optic channels and enable experimental three-dimensional tele-
vision ( holography). 
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EXHIBIT Compact Disc (CD) Playback System 

Compact disc 

Beam 
splitter 

Optical 
sensor 

Laser 
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Digital signal 

Microcomputer 
playback 
circuitry 

Sound has been recorded on the rei,olving disc in the form of microscopic pits 
representing a digitally encoded version of the original signal. A laser beam, guided 
by a supersensitive tracking mechanism, strikes the pits; they reflect the beam back 
as a modulated digital signal to an optical sensor. The sensor feeds its digital 
output to a microcomputer that has a transducer for converting the digital in-
formation into analog form for delivery to the audio reproducing system. 

Analog signal 

electric current for delivery to amplifiers and loud-
speaker. Running the tape over a third electromag-
net, the erase head, rearranges all the molecules, 
neutralizing the stored magnetic patterns so that the 
same tape can be used repeatedly. Digital process-
ing has overtaken analog processing in tape, as it 
has in disc recording. DAT (digital audio tape) can 
be copied many times in the course of editing or 
mass production without the quality losses that oc-
cur in duplicating analog tapes. 

Originally all tape recorders had a reel-to-reel 
configuration, with each reel separate and accessi-
ble. Now, however, enclosed cassettes or cartridges 
protect the tape and are more convenient to use 

than open reels. A cassette incorporates double hubs, 
one each for feed and takeup reels, in a single hous-
ing. After playing, the cassette must be rewound, or, 
in the case of half-width recordings, the cassette 
may be flipped over to play a second "side." 
A cartridgx. commonly _referreri rn aç i cari his 

a sin 
repeats itself. Radio stations of all types use carts, 
but automated stations find them especially con-
venient. Many carts can be loaded into an automated 
player, with each cart containing a single program 
item. Inaudible cues recorded on the tape tell the 
playback unit to stop at the end of the item and to 
recue the tape for subsequent replay. 
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7.3 
Picture Recording 

The need to vastly increase tape's information ca-
pacity delayed its adaptation to picture recording. 
The  first commercially successful videotape re-
corder (VTR), designed for studio use, came on the 
market in 1956. Before that, pictures could be stored 
only on film. 

Kinescope Recording Surviving recordings 
of the earliest television shows can be seen in the 
form of kinescope recordings ("kines" for short, pro-
nounced like "kiddies"). A film camera, specially 
adapted for television's different picture-repetition 
rate, photographed programs by focusing on the 
face of a black-and-white picture (kinescope) tube. 
Kinescope recording lost much of television's al-
ready skimpy detail: when played back, programs 
looked flat and hazy, far from satisfactory for use 
on the air. Good broadcast quality had to await 
the VTR. 

Videotape That adaptation came in 1956 with 
the first q«wfirupleeHeitleereeerelers, developed  by 
Ampex. The early VTRs were costly studio re-
corders, nothing like the home VCR (videocassette 
recorder), which came much later. VTR designers 
needed to greatly increase the speed at which tape 

passes over the head to enable processing of the 
large amount of information entailed in pictures 
plus sound. They solved the tape-speed problem by 
mounting four recording heads on a revolving drum 
(hence the name quadruplex). The drum rotated 
rapidly transversely (across the width of tape) while 
the tape itself simultaneously moved longitudinally, 
as it does in sound recording (Exhibit 7-2A). Suc-
tion held the two-inch tape against the curvature of 
the revolving drum to maintain head contact. The 
combined movements of heads and tape produce 
an effective head-to-tape speed of 1,500 inches per 
second. If the tape itself moved at that speed, it 
would soon wear out the pickup heads; moreover, 
it would require such enormous spools of tape as 
to be impracticable. 

Subsequently, simpler, less expensive profes-
sional videotape recorders using one-inch and 

smaller tape stock came on the market. They retain 
the principle of combining head and tape move-
ments, but use fewer heads. Instead of laying down 
the track transversely, the heads cross the tape at 
an angle, producing a slanted track, as shown in 
Exhibit 7-2. Slant-track recording allows the head 
to make a longer sweep than would be possible if 
it moved across the narrow tape transversely. The 
heads spin on a disc mounted inside a stationary 
drum or capstan. The tape wraps around the drum 
in a spiral ( helical) path, hence the name helical 
for slant-track recorders. 

For portable equipment, broadcasters opted first 
for three-quarter-inch tape (called U-matic), but as 
tape technology improved, half-inch, 8-mm (about 
one-third of an inch) and even quarter-inch video 
formats evolved. Lack of standardization among 
competing equipment manufacturers delayed wide-
spread professional adoption of the smaller formats, 
despite their greater convenience and reduced cost. 

Professional digital videotape recording has 
evolved three standards. The DI standard provides 
the best quality because it handles the color com-
ponents and the brightness component of the sig-
nal separately, each with its own channel. D2 uses 
composite color, meaning that it multiplexes signal 
components in a single channel in the manner 
of the analog broadcast signal. D3, the newest 
standard, also using composite color, reduces tape 
width from 3/4-inch to 1/2-inch, making it more 
adaptable for lightweight field equipment. Of 
course the output of all digital recorders must be 
converted to analog form for transmission and dis-
play on receiver screens. 

VCRs Videotape recording formats for home use 
enclose the tape within cassettes; hence the term 

,D(../ videocassette recorder). Older models record 
sound ;long the edge Jibe tape, as in the formats 
shown in Exhibit 7-2B. More recent models incor-
porate high-quality stereophonic sound, interleav-

ing slant tracks for sound with the picture tracks. 
VCRs depend on the user's home television set 

for playback display, but contain their own tuners 
to enable recording off the air while the owner 
watches a different program on the set. VCRs can 
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EXHIBIT 7-2 Videotape Recording Formats 

A. Transverse Quadruplex Format. 

Sound 
record 
head 

2" Ta pe 

Video 
recording Sound 
headserase 

head 

Control 
track 
head 

B. Helical Format. 

Cue 
record 
head 

Cue 
erase 
head 

Sound 
track 

Video 
transverse 

track 

Sound Video 
track "slant 

track" 

/ ________ 
Single Control track 
head Head 

(revolving) drum 
(stationary) 

C. One-inch Format. 

Audio track 2 
Audio track 1 

Control track 
Sync track 
Audio track 3 

Direction of tape travel 

Video 

Type C Format 

A. Transverse quadruplex formal: four video recording 

beads mounted on a rapidly spinning wheel, shown al 
the left lay down transverse tracks across the width of the 

two-inch tape. Sound is recorded longitudinally along 

one edge, auxiliary information along the other edge. 

B. Helical format the tape spirals around a large, sta 
tionary drum. Within the drum, the videorecording head 

spins on a revolting disc, making contact uith the tape 
as it slips over the drum's smooth surface. Because of the 

spiral wrap, the tape moves slightly downward as well as 
lengthwise, so that the combined movements of tape and 
recording head produce a slanting track, as shown. Some 

helical recorders use two heads, some use different wrap 
around configurations. 

C. One-inch format- this is an example of one of the 

smaller formats. Still narrouer VTR tapes are used-3/4 
inch, ha/finch, 8-mm, and even 1/4-inch. 

SOURCE Courtesy Ampex Corporation 

also record the output of home videocameras (cam-

corders) and can display rented or purchased fea-
ture films that have been transferred to tape. 

Equipped with many sophisticated computer-
assisted features, such as the ability to be pro-
grammed days in advance to pick up a sequence of 
shows on different stations, mc,..2_c_l ern digitaLyKas 

reone-.nf the m9st versatile and o he 
ancillary Some pro-
vide "windows" to monitor as many as nine chan-
nels at once on the screen, freeze-frame storage, 

and a "mosaic" function that changes the image into 
patterns of colored squares. 

Role of Computers Minicomputers enable 
VCRs to perform the feats just mentioned. They con-

vert many functions of both home and studio equip-
ment from analog to digital mode. Digitized studio 
equipment includes such production aids as char-
acter generators, electronic frame stores, and digital 
effects units. These computer-based aids enable 
electronic insertion of text and graphics into on-
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going programs and the manipulation of images to 
produce an endless repertoire of visual transfor-
mations, familiar especially in animation and title 
sequences. 

Laser Video The laser recording principle used 
in the previously mentioned CD audio discs has 
been applied to picture recording, resulting in laser 
video playbacks with better quality than VCRs and 
improved freeze-frame and slow motion functions. 
A combination laser playback unit that reproduces 
both CD sound discs and laser video discs of movies 
and other materials has been marketed. Laser tech-
nology may eventually displace most other types of 
home information storage, including the magnetic 
floppy disks used in home computers. A single com-
puter laser disk has 660-megabyte capacity, many 
times that of a computer floppy or even most hard 
disks.* It remained to develop a simple method for 
home recording on laser discs before they could 
fully rival the versatility of videotape and floppy 
disks. 

7.4 
Terrestrial Relays 

Electronic distribution facilities make possible net-

works and remote pickups ( for on-the-spot coverage 
of live events). Tfr_lsg,\:_pepysirl...ter-hriuke.L,--fhe 
"net" of a network., consists ofinterronnerrinfflke 
Fik-s=7-1-e ay station passes on electronic signals, 
much as relay runners pass on batons at a track 
meet; networks use wire, cable, microwave, or sat-
ellite "runners." N2imlly,2Illysignals...consf,sLof 
point-to-point or -mint-to-multi • • s, 

se to the general public. However, pirates of 
various kinds, includin 
ers anc 
lay tra 

Interconnection Network relays feed central-
ly produced and scheduled materials to inwrcon-. _ 
nec-ted affiliated stations for delivery to consumers 

*The computer version of laser video, known as CD-ROM (com-

pact disk read-only memory) can store hundreds of thousands 

of pages of information. CD-ROM products on the market supply 

simultaneously in many different markets— more 
than 200 in the case of each national television net-
work. Some organizations that supply programs to 
groups of stations use such paradoxical terms as 
unwired networks. Since they lack interconnection 
with their affiliates, they constitute, in both legal 
and practical terms, only pseudonetworks. 
Any point-to-point wire or radio circuit can func-

tion as a relay. The channel capacity of the circuit 
determines which types of relays can be used for 
specific types of material. Ordinary telephone cir-
cuits ( specially equalized to compensate for the rapid 
attenuation of higher frequencies over distance) 
suffice for radio programs but cannot satisfactorily 
handle the wide frequency band used by television. 

Coaxial Cable When fed through an ordinary 
copper wire, high-frequency radio energy tends to 
radiate from the wire and dissipate rapidly. C_ojc.,‘ 
cable prey - tr_anninguk_enérgy-and 

n ucting it through an enclosed space. The cable 
C.:CiTis'istrm-7776----inauctors, a solid wire running 
down the center of a hollow metal tube. Air or some 
nonconductive material insulates the wire from the 
tube, as shown in Exhibit 7-3. Attenuation still oc-
curs, as it must when any radio signals travels, hut 
repeater amplifiers, inserted at frequent intervals, 
compensate for this loss. 

Coaxial cables cost a lot to manufacture and in-
stall. In mountain terrain, installation can become 
prohibitively expensive. Nevertheless, U.S. televi-
sion networks originally reached their affiliates 
through nationwide coaxial cable interconnection. 
The American Telephone and Telegraph Company 
(AT&T) supplied the coaxial facilities, just as it had 
the telephone wire facilities for network radio. 

Cable television got its name from coaxial cable, 
which it employs to feed programs to subscribers' 
homes ( but remember that cable television's coax-
ial lines constitute deliver' circuits rather than relay 
circuits). Relay cables usually run underground, but 
cable television companies string their cables on 

small libraries of reference works on a single disk. All 12 volumes 
of the 04brd Engle Dictionaly can he obtained on a CD-ROM 

disk; far more versatile than the printed version, the laser re-

cording permits searching for any word or combination of words 
within the dictionary's word definitions. 
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EXHIBIT 7-3 Coaxial Cable 

Hard 
plastic 

sheathing 

Aluminum or braided 
copper outer conductor 

Plastic 
foam 

insulation 

Copper 
wire 
center 

conductor 

Coaxial cable gets its name from the fact that it has two 
conductors with a common axis: a solid central con-
ductor surrounded by a tubelike hollow conductor. The 
radio energy travels within the protected environment of 
the space between the two conductors. Cable television 
relies on this tipe of conductor, as do many terrestrial 
relay links that convey television signals, telephone calls. 
data, and other tees of information. 

SOURCE: Adapted from illustradon in Walter S. Baer, Cable 
Television: A Handbook for Decision Making (Santa Monica, 
CA: The Rand Corporation, 1973), p. 4. 

existing utility poles,* except in large metropolitan 
areas where laws require keeping them out of sight 
beneath the streets. 

Microwave Relays After techniques for effi-
cient transmission of very short waves had been 
developed, AT&T sqpnlied microwave rela.l.u.itx-

t_e_l_Lqui_ne-milrling_ Located in the VHF band and 
above, microwaves vary in length from one meter 

down to a millimeter. Waves this short attenuate in 
the atmosphere so rapidly that at first they seemed 
unusable for communication over long distances. 
When a microwave signal is foçusd ianarrow, 
concentrated beam, however, its power • 'n-

creased by a factor of a hundred thousansi With 

*Cable television links can be recognized because of their thick-
ness compared with other overhead wires. At frequent intervals, 
bulges in the cables indicate the location of repeater amplifiers. 

this much strength, microwaves can punch through 
30 miles of atmosphere without excessive atten-

uation. Because of the waves' short length, relatively 
small sending and receiving antennas can he used 
( Exhibit 7-4). 

A microwave relay system uses a series of towers 
spaced about 30 miles apart, each keeping the pre-
vious and the next tower in the series within line 
of sight. Repeater equipment on a tower receives a 
transmission from the previous tower, reamplifies 
it, then passes it on to the receiver on the next tower 
in the series. It takes more than a hundred such 
towers to span the continental United States from 
coast to coast. 

Microwave_ relay netwiarks, unlike coaxial cable 
networks, 1-ilve no need obtain riht-of-wav 

Rugged terrain actually favors microwave 

transmission by providing high points that help in 
laying out line-of-sight transmission paths. Before 
the advent of space relays, all television networks 
came to use microwave relays except for short local 
coaxial links. 

Fiber-Optic Cable For some relay applica-
tions, Ceella.01:11e_biack into favor in a new form. 
fiber-optic conductors. A hair-thin strand of ex-

tremely pure glass in a fiber-optic cable can transmit 
modulated light. The tremendously high frequency 

of light provides a bandwidth in the thousands of 
megahertz. A single glass filament has more than 
600 times the information-carrying capacity of a 
coaxial cable ( see Exhibit 1-4). 
The bundle of frequencies present in ordinary 

light will not travel efficiently through an optical 
fiber. Instead, lasers or light-emitting diodes (LEDs) 
must be used to generate a "coherent- light source. 

The modulated light does not run straight down the 
glass fiber like water through a pipe, hut reflects at 

an angle back and forth within the fiber. For this 
reason, fiber-optic glass must be extraordinarily pure. 

devoid of impurities that would randomly change 
the angle of reflection. 

Optical fiber cables have many advantages for 

relay links, especially those carrying very heavy traffic. 
Little attenuation loss occurs, so that the number of 

repeater amplifiers needed is reduced; the cables 
are small in size and light in weight; the cables 
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EXHIBIT 7-4 Microwave Relay Antenna Designs 

A. Main 
reflector- \ 

B. 

Parabolic /  
main 
reflector 

Spillover 
C. Parabolic 

curve 

 to. 

—Feed 

A. An outlet positioned in front of the dish-shaped para-
bolic reflector delivers the radio waves, which are then 
reflected outward in a narrow beam resembling that of 
a searchlight. 13. A variation of the parabolic reflector, 
directs the mere, from the center of the reflector toward 
a small subreflector that sends the waves back to the main 
reflector for transmission. C. Dish-shaped reflectors lose 
efficiency because the feed tube or subreflector cuts off 
part of the outgoing beam The horn reflector avoidç this 
problem. 

SOURCE: Graham Langley, Telecommunications Primer, 2nd ed. (London: Pitman Books, 1986). 

neither radiate energy to interfere with other cir-
cuits, nor receive interference from the outside; and 
the cables consist of one of the cheapest and most 
abundant natural materials. The 1984 Los Angeles 
Olympic Games employed fiber-optic cables to 
handle the heavy communication load within the 
Olympic precincts. Fiber-optic cables have been 
_permanently installe er on heavy-traffic telephone 

and arct>n used for the main distribution 
routes of large ca211g_tyleyision systems. Eventually, 

fiber-optic cables will probably replace most of the 
conventional copper wire that the telephone has 
relied on for more than a hundred years. 

Fiber-optic cable began supplementing existing 
undersea copper cables in the late 1980s. A con-
sortium dominated by AT&T opened its 4,000+ - 

mile TAT-8 transatlantic submarine fiber-optic cable 
in 1988. A single fiber can handle 8,000 telephone 
circuits. TAT-9 was planned for 1991. Such cable 
facilities could offer an alternative to Intelsat and 
other satellite systems for transoceanic television 
relay business. 

7.5 
Satellite Relays 

Because they depend on ground-based towers, mi-
crowave relay networks cannot span oceans, as sub-
marine cables can. Prior to the opening of TAT-8, 
transoceanic undersea cables had limited capacity; 
they were suitable for telegraph and telephone 
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communication, but not for television. Transoceanic 
television became possible only when communi-
cation satellites began to function as relay stations 
in space.* Far beyond the Earth's attenuating at-

mosphere, a satellite has line-of-sight access to some 
40 percent of the globe's surface ( ExlÉbit 7-5A). 

Space Relay Advantages Although they are 
often likened to microwave towers thousands of 
miles in height, communication satellites differ fun-
damentally from the older relay technology. A mi-

crowave repeater can link one specific location with 
only two others—the next sending and receiving 
points in the relay network; a satellite, however, 

links a group of relay stations ( the satellite's receive-

transmit units ) to an unlimited number of receiving 
Earth stations. Adding more Earth stations adds 
nothing to transmission costs, whereas linking up 

new destinations for microwave networks does. 
Satellites also have the advantage of being "dis-

tance insensitive," able to reach Earth stations at 
any distance within the satellite's footprint (cov-
erage area). In addition, microwave signals lose 

quality as they go through dozens or scores of ream-
plifications in being passed on from one repeater 
station to the next. Satellite relays, however, amplify 
a signal only once before sending it down to its 
destination. For an example of how space and ter-
restrial relays combine in televising a major inter-
national event, see Exhibit 7-6 ( page 168 

Geostationary Orbit If satellites stay in the 
same spot in the sky with reference to their target 

ground stations, there is no need for costly tracking 
mechanisms to point receiving antennas at a moving 
signal source. S.qc_t satellites operate it1 geosta'ion-

* time to time, balloons and aircraft had been used as high. 

elevation television transmitter platforms. In 1988 Congress au-

thorized funds to experiment with a balloon tethered in the 

Florida Keys to transmit programs over the water to Cuba, sup-

plementing Radio Marti, an existing U.S. government radio ser-

vice transmitted from a location in the Keys. Its signal would be 

directly receivable on Cuban television sets, without the need 

for the ancillary receiving equipment that direct-broadcast sat-

ellites require. 

ary (or geasyncbronous) nrbit At about 22,000 miles 

-about the equator, objects revolve around the Earth 
at the same rate that the Earth revolves around its 
axis. The centrifugal force tending to throw a sat-

ellite outward cancels the gravitational force tend-
ing to pull it back to Earth, keeping it apparently 
suspended in space. 

The geostationary orbit, then, consists of an im-
aginary circle in space, 22,300-plus miles above the 
equator. Though satellites in that enormous orbit 
actually move through space at about 7,000 miles 

an hour, from the perspective of an observer on 
Earth they appear to stay in one place, keeping in 
step with the Earth as it rotates. Actually, geos_yn-

chronous satellites tend to drift out of position_but 
ground controllers activate small on-board  jet 

thru.s_ters, making adjustments to keep them in place.* 

Through the International I elecommunication 
Union, the nations have agreed to allot each country 
one or more specific slots in the geosynchronous 
orbit for use of its domestic satellites. The ITU iden-
tjfies_positintic in legres f loogitude-au[5¡-‘7,vest 

of the prime meridian at Greenwich, England. 1- Ex-
hibit 7-5 shows the slots occupied by U.S. domestic 
satellites. 

Each degree of arc in the geostationary orbit rep-

resents a separation of about 450 miles. Spacing for 

C-band satellites ( defined in the next subsection) 
has been reduced from the original four degrees 
separation to only one degree in order to crowd 
more satellites into the high-demand portion of the 

'Fuel accounts for most of an orbiting satellite's weight; in turn. 
the amount of thruster fuel a satellite can carry limits its oper-

ational life ( current communication satellites last about 10 years ). 

It would take too much fuel to keep geosynchronous satellites 
exactly in place: ground controllers therefore let them drift in 
and out of position, describing a small figure-eight pattern. 

I-The meridians, imaginary lines dividing the Earth's surface, run 

north and south, meeting at the north and south poles and 

crossing the equator at right angles. The circle of the equator, 
divided into 360 degrees, enables the identification of meridian 

positions, numbered 1 to 180 degrees east and 1 to 180 degrees 

west of Greenwich. ITU orbital slot allotments take into consid-
eration the need for a satellite in a given orbital position to look 
down toward the general zone of the satellite's intended target 

area. 
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EXHIBIT 7-5 The Geostationary Satellite Orbit 

A. 

Satellite 

Spot beam 

B. 

22,300 mi 

I \ 
I \ ss , 
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A. Looking down from space on the Earth's 

north pole, one can see how three equi-
distant satellites poised above the equator 

could "see" most of the Earth's surface 

(only "most" because their signals fade 
out at polar latitudes). Signals can be in-
tensified when concentrated in a "spot 

beam" directed at a specific region. The 
satellites appear to remain stationary with 
reference to the Earth when positioned at 
a height of 22,300 miles. IN7'ELSAT, the 

West's worldwide international satellite 

system, maintains such satellites over the 
Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans. 

B. Each satellite has its assigned position, 
expressed in degrees of a half-circle either 

east or uest of the prime meridian at 
Greenwich, in the segment of the geasyn-
chronous orbit approximately in the lon-
gitude of the target area. Because the or-

bital segment allotted to the t'nited States 
is so crouded, Ku-band satellites are shown 
at a different height than the C-band sat-

ellites; actually, all occupy the same orbit, 
22,300 miles aboie the equator. Note that 

the Aurora 1 occupies the positionfrirthest 

west, at 143'; Spacenet II occupies the po-
sition farthest east, at 69° west. The link-

ages betuven bands for Spacenet I and 

others indicate that those satellites can' 
both Ku-band and C-band transponders. 

The drawing shous the ILS. satellites and 

their positions as of mid- 1989. 

SOURCE (Satellite orbital locations): "Satellite Guide to the Sky,' 

orbit.* Even so, demand for orbital allotments has 

created a potential slot scarcity analogous to the 

'Orbital separation prevents signal interference, not physical 
collision. Indeed, some satellites are co-located, sharing the same 
slot. Power, directional antennas, signal polarization, frequency 
differences, and Earth-station sensitivity all help in preventing 

' Broadcasting, 18 July 1989, p. 44. 

scarcity of spectrum space that holds down the ntirrl-

her of terrestrial transmitters that can be authorized. 

satellite signals from interferir e with one another. Ku-band sat-
ellites designed for direct broadcasting to homes (DIN have 
wider spacing because their high power would otherwise cause 
interference among their downlink transmissions. 
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Spectrum Allocations Like Earth-based trans-
mitters, those on satellites need ITU-allocated 
channels. Satellites used in broadcasting occupy mi-
crowave frequencies between 3 and 15 GHz, most 
of them in the 3-6-GHz region (C band) and the 
I 1-15-GHz region (Ku band). Most existing oper-
ational satellites use the C band.* Newer, more pow-
erful satellites, intended primarily for direct recep-
tion by small home antennas, use the higher Ku 
band. The many terrestrial services that also use 
microwaves cause interference at Earth stations re-
ceiving C-band signals. Ku-band signals escape this 
drawback, but small objects such as raindrops in 
heavy downpours can interfere with Ku-band waves. 

Each satellite needs two groups of frequencies, 
one for uplinking ( on-board reception) and one for 
downlinking ( on-board transmission). These fre-
quency groups must be far enough apart to prevent 
interference between uplink and downlink signals. 

Thus satellite bands come in pairs-4/6 GHz, 12/14 
GHz, and so on, with the lower frequencies used 
for uplinking. 
The downlink frequency bands must be large 

enough to accommodate a number of different 
channels for simultaneous transmission by the sat-
ellite's transponders (combination receive-transmit 
units). Most C-hand satellites carry 24 transponders; 
each transponder can transmit two channels with 
opposite polarizations, making a capacity of 48 
television channels per satellite ( or many more nar-
rowband channels such as telephone or radio trans-
missions, of course). Ku-band satellites usually carry 
fewer transponders, because high power means more 
weight per transponder. Some satellites combine 

both C- and Ku-band transponders for maximum 
flexibility. Signals may be exchanged between tran-
sponders aboard satellites by a procedure called 
cross-strapping, initiated by ground-controllers. 

Transmission Satellite transmitting antennas 
focus their output into beams to create footprints 
of varying size ( Exhibit 7-7). Global beams, serving 
about 40 percent of the Earth's surface, provide 

*In 1989, 1*.S. domestic .satellites in orbit numbered 29, of which 

4 combined C- and Ku-band transponders; 10 used the Ku band 

only. 

transoceanic and continental coverage; hemispheric 
beams, serving about 20 percent of the surface, pro-

vide regional coverage; and for smaller footprints, 
spot beams cover about 10 percent. The narrower 

the beam, the higher the power at reception points, 
because directionality causes signal gain. 

Reception The bowl-shaped antennas of satel-
lite Earth stations have become familiar sights, hut 
square-shaped satellite receiving antennas ("squar-
eals") exist and may become the standard for direct-
broadcast reception in homes. Antenna diameters 

vary from over a hundred feet down to less than 
one foot. The larger antennas, used for both trans-
mission and reception, originally represented a de-
liberate trade-off: massive Earth stations made pos-

sible lightweight satellites, which were necessary 
because of the limitations of early launch rockets. 
As launch capabilities improved, satellites grew more 
powerful, permitting smaller ground antennas. 

Cable television systems pick up their satellite-

fed programs with TVROs (television receive-only 
antennas) 12 to 15 feet in diameter ( Exhibit 7-8). 

Reception points near the margins of footprints need 

larger diameters because of signal attenuation ( Ex-
hibit 7-7). Less conspicuous components of Earth 

stations include low-noise amplifiers (LNAs), gTe-
cially sensitive amplifiers that are capable of ma - 

iii6T-n_s without the  weak 
satellite signals that reach the antenna ( increasing 
them by a factor as high as a million); tuners to  
selesidie desired iran£pflnder chluluels; and.d.ouvy 

converters to translate_satellite frequeto he 
Fange usable 

Satellite Construction Communication satel-

lites need five essential component groups: ( 1) 
transponders, the receive-transmit units that pick 
up programs. amplify them, and transmit them back 
to Earth; (2) antennas for receiving uplink signals 
and transmitting downlink signals ( for both pro-
gram material and telemetering information); ( 3) 

power supplies, consisting of arrays of solar cells 
and storage batteries; ( 4) telemetering devices for 
reporting the satellite's vital signs to, and for re-
ceiving instructions from, the ground controllers; 
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EXHIBIT 7-6 International Broadcast Relays: Seoul Olympic Games 

Television coverage of a major international event such 

as the Olympic Games makes extraordinary demands 
on relay facilities. A world audience of 2 billion saw 

the 1988 Seoul Olympics from South Korea. Broad-
casters from all over the world used 30 Earth stations 

to uplink feeds to their home broadcasters. 
NBC's routing plan indicates how pervasively sat-

ellites have been integrated into network television 
broadcasting. For its 186 hours of coverage, NBC used 

130,000 miles of relay paths, employing microwave, 
fiber-optic, and satellite links. It used transponders on 
three different satellites, two international and one 

domestic. To cover itself in case of interruptions in 
service, NBC fed its signals through two separate chan-

nels, designated as the Red and Blue feeds. Not shown 
in the chart are the audio linkages, which for the first 

time enabled stereo sound to be provided for the 

entire Olympic coverage. 
The video portion of the NBC coverage went from 

cameras at the various events to the Seoul IBC ( In-
ternational Broadcasting Center). From there the Red 

feed went via fiber-optic relay to a transportable Ko-

Satcom K2 
81° West 

NBC 
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(New York) 

Blue 
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NBC/Comsat 
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rean Telecommunications Authority (KTA) ground sta-
tion, which relayed it to a California spaceport via an 

INTELSAT international satellite located over the Pa-
cific Ocean. At the spaceport, Comsat ( INTELSAT's U.S. 

partner) received the signal and passed it on to an 
NBC transportable antenna that uplinked it to the GE 

American K-2 domsat satellite. This is the Ku-hand 
satellite that NBC uses for distributing its programs to 

affiliates and for other relay functions. 
Meanwhile, the identical Blue feed went from the 

Seoul center to a Korean transportable Earth station 
for uplinking to a second INTELSAT satellite over the 

Pacific. Another California teleport received the signal 
and passed it on by microwave to NBC's Burbank stu-
dios. Burbank relayed it to the NBC distribution sat-
ellite and also received the Red feed via that same 

satellite. 
NBC—New York at Rockefeller Plaza also received 

both the Red and Blue feeds. There NBC inserted the 

commercials before sending the programs up to the 
Satcom distribution satellite once more for relay to 
NBC affiliates throughout the United States. 
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EXHIBIT 7-7 Satellite Footprints 
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A satellite's usable coverage area, known as its footprint, is depicted on a map in 
ternis of various levels of signal strength. The inner contour defines the satellite's 

horesight, its area of maximum signal strength, uhere the smallest receiving an-
tennas can be used. The outermost contour defines its heam-edgepouo-, the region 
beyond which satisfactoty reception cannot be expected even with large receiving 
antennas. The numbers associated with contour lines are signal-strength mea-
surements. 

The map shows one of the footprints of Westar IV, a Western ['WO?' C-band 
domestic satellite, located at 99° west longitude. The map looks Ji9reshortened 
because the satellite views the United States from a point far to the south, a position 

abort, the equator in the vicinity of the Galapagos Islands. Note that this particular 
transponder emits two beams, a relatively u'idt, bean: that focuses On the eastern 

portion of the United States mainland and a smaller one directed at the Hawaiian 
Islands Among Westar IV's users are the PBS and CNN networks. 

SOURCE: Hughes Communications. 

and ( 5) small thrusters for orienting the satellite and 
holding it in its assigned position, activated on com-
mand from ground controllers ( Exhibit 7-9). 

Orientation matters because a satellite's antennas 
must always point in the target direction and its 

arrays of solar collectors, located on the satellite's 
body or on extended wings, must receive direct 
rays from the sun. Most satellites hold stable ori-
entation by means of gyroscopic spin stabilization. 
The solar collectors charge on-hoard batteries 
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EXHIBIT 7-8 TVRO Earth Station 

Relatively inexpensive television receive-only (7V1?0) Earth 
stations (antennas) are usually dish-shaped, ranging in 
size from about 15 feet in diameter (such as the ones 
used by cable systems to pick up their program networks) 
down to about one foot (used for direct-to-home recep-
tion of DBS signals). The 7VROs known as "backyard 
dishes," on the order of 8 to 12feet in diameter, are widely 
used for "C-band-direct" reception, referring to private 
reception of C-band satellite signals not originally in-
tended for the general public. The 71/RO antenna shown 
here concentrates the weak satellite signal into a narrow 
beam directed at a small second reflector mounted on 
the tripod. This secondary reflector beams the signal into 
a horn at the center of the 71/RO dish, from which it is 
fed, still as a very weak signal. to a low-noise amplifier 
(LNA). 

SOURCE: Eric A. Roth. 

that take over during periods when the Earth's shadow 
interrupts sunlight. Satellites operate at extremely 
low power relative to terrestrial relays—power per 
transponder varies from about 10 watts to 400 watts 
(the higher power for Ku-band satellites designed 
for DBS reception). Most satellite transmitters use 
no more wattage than ordinary electric light bulbs. 

Since atmospheric absorption causes attenuation, 
it may seem paradoxical that satellites send signals 
such great distances and yet have very low power. 
However, for most of their 22,000-mile journey, sat-
ellite signals travel through the near vacuum of space. 
When they do encounter the Earth's relatively thin 
atmospheric envelope, they pass almost straight down 
through it. Terrestrial radio signals, in contrast, travel 
nearly parallel to the Earth, impeded by atmo-
spheric absorption along their entire route. 

Launching Satellites A critical moment in the 
life of every satellite occurs when it first leaves the 
Earth. Dwarfed by the enormous launch rocket 
needed to overcome gravity and atmospheric fric-
tion in order to attain escape velocity, the fragile 
satellite starts its journey as a mere passenger. Only 
after it gets two or three hundred miles high do its 
own rocket motors take over to loft it into the high 
geosynchronous orbit. 

Most U.S. communication satellites have been 
launched from Cape Canaveral, FL, by NASA (the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration), a 
government agency charged with nonmilitary de-
velopment of aviation and space travel. Television 
viewers have become familiar with the spectacular 
launches of the NASA shuttles, the reusable winged 
vehicles that carry satellites in their holds for the 
first stage of the journey. When the shuttles reach 
their low-orbit stations, they release satellite pay-
loads, which then fire their on-board rockets to 
reach geosynchronous orbit. Exhibit 7-10 (pages 
174-175) gives more details about NASA shuttles 
and their role in launching satellites. 

7.6 
Over-the-Air Hybrids 

Communication satellites, along with other tech-
nologies for relay, storage, and delivery of pro-
grams, can be regarded as versatile building blocks, 

capable of being assembled into many different con-
figurations that adapt them to serve varied purposes. 
Under the impact of this technological convergence, 
broadcasting increasingly finds itself involved in, 
and affected by, nonbroadcast communication ser-
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EXHIBIT 7-9 Satellite Construction 

Many cable network channels use the Galaxy series of 
domestic satellites, built by the Hughes Aircraft Com-
pany. A Galaxy starts out only about 9 feet long at 
launch because some of its fragile components are 
retracted to avoid damage during the trauma of the 
lift-off; once in space, the satellite extends its antennas 
and the lower solar panel, reaching a length of nearly 
22 feet. 

A. 

Telemetry and 
command antenna 

Antenna reflectors 

Antenna feeds 

Thermal radiator 

Control 
thruster (4) 

Propellant 
tank (4) 

Apogee kick 
motor 

Construction features shown in drawing A. include: 

Telemetry & Command Antenna—The receive-
transmit antenna sends performance data to the ground 
control center and receives commands from the cen-
ter. 

Antenna Feeds & Antenna Reflectors—Feed horns 
direct signals for transmission toward reflectors, which 

Fixed forward 
/solar panel 

Despun 
repeater 
shelf 

Power 
amplifier (MO 

Battery pack (8) 

Extendable 
aft solar 
panel 

(Exhibit is continued on next page.) 
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EXHIBIT 7-9 Continued 

redirect the signals back toward Earth. Reflectors func-
tion like the microwave antennas depicted in Exhibit 
7-4. 

Fixed Forward & Extendable Aft Solar Panels--
Cylindrical panels hold the solar cells that convert 
sunlight into electric energy to power the satellite. The 
sleevelike lower panel at first surrounded the main 
body of the satellite; after launch it extended down-
ward to expose the upper panel. 

Power Amplifiers—Galaxy I, H, and III use TWTAs 
(traveling-wave tube amplifiers) for on-board signal 
amplification. Note that Galaxy has 30 amplifiers but only 
24 transponders. Spare -1WI'As must be carried because 
they are a satellite's most vulnerable component. The 
newest Galaxy will use solid-state amplifiers. 

Despun Repeater Shelf—To give the satellite gyro-
scopic stability, the solar panels spin at about 50 
revolutions per minute. The shelf supporting the 
transponders and antennas is "despun" by revolving 
at the same rate in the opposite direction. This motion 
cancels the rotation, enabling the antennas to keep 
pointing in the desired direction. 

B. 

Perigee kick 

Battery Pack—Solar panels charge storage batteries, 

the satellite's only power source when its solar cells 
temporarily cease functioning as the satellite passes 
through the Earth's shadow. 

Thermal Radiator—About two-thirds of a satellite's 
power is lost in the form of heat. Unless dissipated by 
radiation into space, the heat would build up internally 
and destroy the satellite. 

Control Thrusters—A satellite tends to drift out of 
its assigned orbital slot. Control thrusters, activated on 
command from the Earth, nudge it back into position. 

Propellant Tank—The liquid propellant needed by 
the control thrusters represents a significant portion 
of the satellite's weight and plays a major role in lim-
iting a satellite's life span: once its control thrusters 
stop functioning, a satellite cannot be maintained in 
orbit. 

Apogee Kick Motor—The satellite's on-board rocket 
motor gives it the final "kick" to move it out of its 
initial "parking" orbit into geosynchronous orbit, as 
shown in diagram B. below: 

Geosynchronous orbit 

----------

Parking orbit 

22,300 miles 

Apogee kick 

200 Geostationary transfer orbit 
----------- -------

miles 

SOURCE: Satellite drawing courtesy Hughes Aircraft Company. 
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vices. This cross-fertilization, characteristic of con-
temporary electronic communication, results in 
the formation of the hybrid configurations that form 
the subject of the rest of this chapter. In this con-
text, the term hybrid has no pejorative implica-
tion; it merely identifies technologies that blend 
together functions that previously had been distinct 
and separate. 

Direct-Broadcast Satellites (DBS) Commu-
nication services that depend on satellite relays can 
afford large, relatively expensive TVROs (television 
receive-only antennas) whose size compensates for 
the low power of C-band satellite transponders. An 
unexpected bonanza for TVRO antenna manufac-
turers came when hobbyists, high-tech enthusiasts, 
and people hungry for video programs but beyond 
the reach of either television stations or cable sys-
tems began installing "backyard dishes" About 2 
million such dishes, on the order of 6 to 10 feet in 
diameter, had been installed in the United States 
by 1989. They can pick up as many as 150 different 
programs from domestic satellites, many of them 
private relays, such as news feeds, not intended for 
public consumption. These home pickups became 
known as C-band direct reception because C-band 
satellite users normally intend their transmissions 
for designated intermediate addressees, not for di-
rect reception by the general public. 

Theoretically, private users should have waited for 
direct-broadcast satellite (DBS) services designed 
specifically for home reception. DBS, a hybrid ser-
vice combining relays and delivery functions, uses Ku-
band frequencies and carries transponders ten times 
the power of C-band transponders (planned U.S. DBS 
projects promise from 100 to 230 watts per televi-
sion channel). Tjle_DJIS.,uenkleg.açls alike broad-
cast relay, but the_downlink leg_as_t11115f2_21Egadcast-_ 
ins t_ª!I.Lx__,_-I_c_lelimetin rams m]mclitectlcons it3r rs 
wifhout the intervention of terrestrial transmitters. 
The high power and shortness of the Ku-band waves 
favors the use of receiving antennas suitable for 
mounting on private dwellings—in some cases only 
a fi.xx in diameter, but in any case not more than three 
feet (Exhibit 7-11, page 176). 

Rebroadcasting Though it is not a recent de-
velopment, rebroadcasting illustrates hybridization, 
since it combines the delivery and relay functions 
in a single operation. If broadcast station A origi-
nates a program, station B can pick up A's signal 
and retransmit it to its own audience on B's own 
frequency; station C picks up B and retransmits the 
program on C's frequency, and so on. Some re-
gional FM networks dispense with relays by using 
rebroadcasting. 

However, using rebroadcasting in place of sep-
arate relay facilities has drawbacks. Each time a 
program goes through the broadcast-receive-re-
broadcast cycle, it loses some of its original quality; 
a series of such losses can degrade the signal below 
the standard expected of broadcasting. Also, audi-
ence availability governs the siting of broadcast 
transmitters, whereas relay stations might require 
quite different geographical distribution. Moreover, 
at times when affiliates air local programs, true net-
works often use their otherwise idle relay facilities 
to send their affiliates information, preview mate-
rial, and programs and news items to record for 
later broadcast—amenities impossible when inter-
connection depends on rebroadcasting. 

Translators A specialized type of rebroadcast-
ing extends the coverage of television stations and, 
to a lesser extent, FM stations. Low-power, unat-
tended repeater stations called translators may be 
used to fill in dead spots in a station's coverage area 
or to reach isolated communities beyond the sta-
tion's normal reach. Using a sensitive receiver lo-
cated at a high point in the terrain (sometimes, if 
too distant for direct rebroadcast, linked to the orig-
inating station by microwave relay), the translator 
picks up its parent station's broadcast signal to re-
broadcast it in an otherwise uncovered area. Trans-
lators shift ("translate") the parent station's signal 
to a different channel to prevent cochannel inter-
ference between the two. 

Local groups desiring to receive television pro-
grams usually build and maintain translators, al-
though the consent of the originating station must 
be obtained. Of the more than 5,000 translators in 
the United States, many bring signals to sparsely 
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EXHIBIT 7-10 Satellite Launches: Triumphs and Disasters 

A. Solid rocket 
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A critical moment in the life of every satellite occurs 
when it first leaves the Earth. Dwarfed by the enor-

mous launch rocket(s) needed to overcome gravity 
and atmospheric resistance and to attain escape ve-

locity, the fragile satellite starts its journey as a mere 
passenger. Only after it reaches an elevation of about 
200 miles does a satellite ignite its own rocket motor 
to loft itself into geosynchronous orbit. 
Most launches start with the satellite perched pre-

cariously atop a giant, unmanned first-stage rocket that 
helps it to reach initial low orbit. In 1981, however, 
NASA introduced the first of a series of reusable launch 
vehicles, known as orbiters or space shuttles. 

A. Aided in the first stage by towering strap-on booster 

rockets and by a huge external, disposable tank to fuel 
their own motors, shuttles reach a low orbit about 200 
miles above the Earth. They stay in orbit only a few 
days before they return to Earth, gliding on stubby 

wings to a landing after surviving the intense heat 
created by atmospheric friction upon re-entry. 
While in orbit, the shuttle opens its cargo bay to 

release one or more satellites that may form part of 
its payload. 

B. In the drawing depicting the main steps in a shuttle-
assisted satellite launch,pengee refers to the low orbit 
the shuttle reaches after release and apogee the final 
geostationary orbit. 

Failure of a satellite's on-board motors to ignite and 
other such difficulties can leave hardware worth $70 
million or more stranded uselessly in low orbit. In a 
remarkable rescue, astronauts on a shuttle mission in 
1984 retrieved two errant communication satellites that 
had been drifting in low orbit for nine months because 
their on-board motors had failed. Two astronauts in space 
suits captured the satellites and stowed them aboard the 

B. 
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EXHIBIT 7-10 Continued 

shuttle, which returned them to Earth for repairs In an-
other demonstration of the shuttle's versatility, astro-
nauts worked out of the cargo bay in space for kiur hours, 

settled, mountainous areas. KREX—TV in Grand 

junctit in, CO. for example, benefits from the added 

coverage provided by 39 translators. 
A special class of television s!:ations, loutpower 

television ( 1.111.), uses the same kind of transmitters 

as trarslators. Limited : o power of 10 watts ( 1.000 

watts if [ I1E:). 1.1)TV sta!ions must avoid interfering 

with full-power television outlets on the same or 

adjacent channels. 

capturing a faulty satellite that had been stranded in low 
orbit and repairing it on the spot. 

C. Satellite launches involve such complex machinery 
and unleash such enormous power that they sometimes 
fail. The most spectacular failure, viewedlive by millions 
on television, occurred in 1986 when the challenger 
shuttle exploded 70 seconds after blast-off at Cape Can-
averal. 
The accident killed all six crew members and a civilian 

passenger, a 36-year-old high school teacher, who had 
been selected as a "citizen observer" from among more 
than 10,000 applicants for the hazardous ride. Her un-
necessary death, regarded by manyas an ill-advised public 
relations stunt to win popular support for spending more 
money on the space program, added poignancy to the 
tragedy. 
The Challenger accident halted NASA shuttle launches 
until 1988, creating a backlog of delayed satellite launch 
contracts. Europe's rocket launcher, Ariane, located in 
French Guyana on the north coast of South America, 
despite some failures of its own, took up some of the 
slack. After the Challenger disaster, the U.S. govern-
ment barred NASA from further commercial satellite 
launch contracts, at least for the time being, reserving 
the shuttle for official launches. However, private 
American satellite companies not only have access to 
Ariane's launch facilities, but can also use rockets made 
by four private U.S. firms, and, subject to U.S. govern-
ment approval, facilities offered commercially by the 
Chinese and Soviet governments. 

SOURCE: Courtesy NASA. 

Teletext Teletext, as a hybrid service, blends 

elements of television broadcasting and the print 

medium. It consists Of low-definition "pages- of tex-

tual and graphic matter displayed on the television 

screen. Television stations broadcast the pages in 

short bursts of data transmitted 60 times a second 

during the television vertical blanking intervals 

(\131s). Section 6.11 contains further details on how 

teletext operates. Cable television can also piggy-
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EXHIBIT 7-11 Hypothetical Direct-to-Home Satellite Broadcasting System 
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Direct-broadcast satellite (D135) services, although already operating in Europe, 
uvre not eapected in the I 'lifted States until about the mid- 1990s. Customers would 

pay for D135 program services, necessitating descrambling devices on the customers' 

premises. D135 program providers need headence comparable in function to those 

of cable televisión systems to feed programs to the uplink facility and keep track 
of customer orders and billing, which I probably be handled in pan by telephone. 

D135 subscribers have a choice of channels corresponding to the number of tran-
sponders available on the D135 space vehicle, but not as many choices as are 

waikdble to subscribers of the more advanced cable systems. Once it is picked up 
by the subscribers antenna, the weak satellite signal goes to a low-noise amp leer 
before being douwconvertedfrom the frequencies used by satellites to those tunable 
by a television receiver. 

SOURCE: Adapted from FCC diagram. 
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back teletext on the television signal, but cable op-
erators usually devote entire channels to cabletext, 
displaying automated news, weather, and other tex-
tual information. A similar hybrid service, videotex, 
blends elements of the telephone and the print me-
dium. Videotex uses wire instead of broadcast sig-
nals to reach consumers, providing an interactive 
service that enables subscribers to access unlimited 
numbers of pages. 

7.7 
Cable Television 

The broadcast hybrids discussed in the previous 
section suffer from all the problems of spectrum 
crowding and interference that are inherent in radio 
communication conducted "over the air." Cable 

television avoids these problems by sending signals 
through the artificial, enclosed environment of 
coaxial cable (Exhibit 7-3). Within the cable, a wide 

band of frequencies—up to 400 MHz—can be ex-
ploited without causing or receiving undue inter-

ference.* 
Coaxial cable originally had a distribution func-

tion, having been designed as a broadband device 
for relaying television broadcast network programs 
and other signals that needed wider frequency bands 
than ordinary wires can carry. Cable television 
changed this usage, blending the distribution and 
the delivery functions into a new, hybrid service 
Moreover, since cable signals do not interfere with 
existing on-the-air services, cable can employ VHF 
channels above and below the broadcast VHF por-
tion of the spectrum—frequencies that are denied 
to broadcasting because they have been assigned 
to nonbroadcast services. 
The translators mentioned earlier in this chapter 

afford only a partial solution to the problem of ex-
tending television station coverage. Each translator 
rebroadcasts only a single channel, but viewers want 
a choice of channels. Coaxial cable gives viewers 

*Coaxial cable does not enjoy total immunity from interference. 
When a cable runs near high-power transmitting antennas broad-
casting on the same channels used in the cable. " ingress" from 

the transmitter can cause a double cable image at the home 
receiver. 

this choice, usually feeding 30 or so program chan-
nels, hut sometimes over a hundred. 

Cable TV System Components Cable tele-
vision, put simply, assembles programs from var-
ious sources at the system's headend and delivers 
them via coaxial cable to subscriber homes. Pro-
gram sources include over-the-air signals from both 
nearby and distant television stations, locally pro-
duced or locally procured material, and program 
services relayed by satellite-to-cable networks. 
To enable cable systems to pick up stations out-

side their local market, the FCC authorized a special 
microwave relay service, CARS (Community An-
tenna Relay Service), that cable television systems 
may install to bring in programs from stations that 
are too far away for off-the-air pickup. In addition. 
cable systems receive the programs of a few broad-
cast stations, known as superstations because they 
transcend normal broadcast coverage limitations by 
feeding their programs to numerous cable systems 
throughout the country via satellite. 
The technician who installs cable service in a 

home usually disconnects the home's outside tele-
vision antenna, if one exists; the cable system itself 
picks up television station signals at its headend and 
delivers some or all of them as part of its basic 
package of program channels. Unless the instal-
lation includes an AIB switch to enable the cable 
connection to be bypassed, the subscriber cannot 
readily switch back to the outside antenna. Yet the 
subscriber may need the antenna at times for direct 
television station reception, either to pick up sta-
tions not carried on the cable or to pick up cable-
carried stations when the cable system goes down. 

Besides reception facilities, a headend contains 
equipment for reprocessing the incoming signals, 
equalizing them, and feeding them to a modulator 
for transmission over the system's coaxial-cable de-
livery network, assigning each program source to a 
specific cable channel.* Also at the headend or nearby 

*The cable operator can as,sign channel numbers arbitrarily, without 
reference to the over-the-air channel numbers of the broadcast 
stations it delivers. Broadcasters prefer to have the same channel 
number on cable as on the air, but cable operators often re-
position them, changing channel numbers to suit their own pro-
gramming strategies. 
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EXHIBIT 7-12 Cable Television System Plan 
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The headend of a cable system contains the amplifiers and local origination 

facilities of the system (if any). The headend receives off-the-air 7V station signals 
picked up by special antennas, and possibly also signals from more distant stations 
fed by microwave relay. The most important input adjunct is a small Earth-station 
receiving antenna for picking up satellite signals relayed from a variety of program 
sources. Trunk and feeder distribution cables, shown mounted on poles in the 
sketch, would often be run underground within cities. 

will be found local-origination facilities, varying in 
complexity from simple alphanumeric news-and-
weather displays to full-scale production studios. 

Cable distribution/delivery networks have a tree-

and-branch pattern. As Exhibit 7-12 shows, trunk 

cables branch to lighter feeder cables that carry the 
signals to clusters of homes, where still lighter drop 
cables connect the system to individual homes. A 
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headend can feed programs over a radius of about 
five miles; covering wider areas requires subsidiary 
headends that receive the programs via special su-
pertrunk coaxial (or nowadays sometimes fiber-
optic) cables or via microwave relays. 

Cable television uses the same type of radio-fre-
quency energy as over-the-air transmitters, but this 
energy attenuates much more rapidly in cable than 
in the atmosphere. The higher the frequency, the 
more drastic the attenuation. In the VHF frequency 
range used by cable, signals lose half their strength 
traveling a mere 200 feet. Booster amplifiers and 
equalizers (the latter to compensate for the different 
rates of attenuation at different frequencies) must 
be inserted in the cable at frequent intervals to keep 
the signals up to strength and at the same level on 
all channels. The battle against attenuation therefore 
adds considerably to the already high cost of the 
cable itself. 
Where possible, cable firms mount cables on ex-

isting utility poles, but within cities the cables must 
go underground in conduits and tunnels at even 
greater expense. Cable installation over long dis-
tances to reach thinly scattered rural populations 
would cost too much to make it practicable in re-
mote areas. 

Cable Channels Exhibit 7-13 shows the break-
down of the broad band of frequencies fed through 
a 60-channel coaxial cable. Systems with only 12 
channels rely on the VHF tuners in subscribers' 
television receivers. Systems with more channels 
must supply customers with an adapter unit that 
has its own tuning facility. It feeds into one of the 
channels on the receiver's tuner ( usually channel 
2, 3, or 4). In effect, the adapter contains an ex-
panded VHF tuner to avoid resorting to the re-
ceiver's UHF tuner. UHF attenuates too rapidly 
to be practicable for cable use. Within the closed 
environment of coaxial cable, however, cable-
system operators can use additional VHF channels 
that are not available for over-the-air transmission 
because they have been assigned to other over-the-
air services. 

Cable television assigns no television signals to 
the VHF band segment allocated to FM radio but 
retains those frequencies for delivering audio ser-

vices. Cable firms obtain audio programming from 
subcarriers on satellite-delivered television chan-
nels as well as from radio broadcast stations. 

Encryption and Addressability Cable oper-
ators charge a fee above the regular subscription 
rate for certain premier channels (pay channels) 
and, in some cases, pay-per-view (PPV) programs 
Cable operators need to prevent unauthorized 
viewers from seeing these channels or programs. 
Program providers, such as networks that relay their 
products by satellite and direct-to-home services on 
DBS satellites, also need to control access. 
Encryption (scrambling) answers these needs. 

Several encryption methods exist, but pirates always 
succeed in defeating even sophisticated scramblers 
that frequently change the decoder key. Sellers of 
bootleg descramblers have even held an interna-
tional conference to promote their wares. In the 
long run it appears that only harsh laws and vig-
orous prosecution of manufacturers and sellers of 
unauthorized descramblers can control piracy. 

Pay services ideally need a flexible method of 
turning encryption on and off so that customers can 
order pay channels or individual PPV programs on 
short notice. This calls for addressabiliry, a way to 
control individual customer access to programs and 
also to receive and execute orders from each cus-
tomer. At the simplest level, the customer merely 
telephones the headend to order a service, where-
upon the cable company turns on the descrambler 
for that particular address. However, telephone 
orders tend to pile up, delaying execution and in-
terfering with impulse buying. More sophisticated 
addressable systems permit the customer to use a 
touch-pad to send orders back up the cable itself. 
Computers at the headend not only execute orders 
but also carry out the record-keeping and billing 
operations. 

Interactivity Such amenities belong in the gen-
eral category of interactive (two-way) cable systems. 
Interactivity uses a block of frequencies at the lower 
end of the coaxial cable frequency band for return, 
or upstream, messages (see Exhibit 7-14). There 
are several methods for returning messages, but 
they all depend on microcomputers to carry on a 
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EXHIBIT 7-13 Cable TV Spectrum Architecture 

Natural 
Spectrum 

Megahertz 
Scale 

AM 
radio 
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2-4 5-6 radio 
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Ch. 
7--13 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Spectrum Upstream 

Ch. Ch. FM 
2-4 5-6 radio 

TV TV 
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band System control and 
digital communications 

Ch. Ch. 
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Midband TV 

7-13 

11111111111111111 
I I I I I 1 

220 240 260 280 300 444 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

Ch. 
22-36 or J-W 

TV Superband TV 

Cable television in effect isolates the spectrum from its mutual surroundings by 
operating within the confines of coaxial cables. This insulation from nature largely 

eliminates the possibility of interference, always a serious problem when using the 
natural spectrum; it also enables cable to use segments of the spectrum that have 

been allocated to nonbroadcast services. Note that cable retains the W11: channel 

.frequencies and numbering system, but positions what it calls "midband" channels 

(numbered 14 to 22 ) and "superband" channels (numbered 23 to 60) in frequency 
bands allocated in the natural spectrum to nonbroadcast services, below the fre-
quencies allocated to over-the-air 11 IF television. Cable can manipulate signals 
more easily at these lower frequencies. 

SOURCE: Adapted from Thomas F. Baldwin and D. Stevens McVoy, Cable Communications (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-
Hall, 1983), p. 28. 

dialogue between the subscriber's converter and 
the headend. Subscribers communicate via a key 
pad linked to the computer in the converters at-
tached to the receivers. A better alternative is to 
build the computers into the receivers, but lack of 
standardized encryption and addressing technology 
leaves manufacturers in doubt as to which system 
to install. The peritelevision socket deals with this 
problem; it is a combination input-output socket on 
the receiver that both feeds the television signal out 
to an external converter or descrambler and then 
feeds the cleaned-up signal back to the receiver for 
display. 

Hybrid Cable Services Already a hybrid ser-
vice itself, cable television has stimulated still fur-
ther hybridization, so-called niche services that meet 
the program needs of viewers in specific, limited 
situations. (The development of these services was 
described in Section 4.3.) People living in a large 
apartment house may receive over-the-air broadcast 
programs via a common antenna mounted atop the 
building. This form of reception, called MATV (mas-
ter antenna television), becomes satellite MA7V 
(SMATV) when the MATV operator supplements the 
broadcast antenna with a TVRO to pick up satellite-
delivered cable network services. 
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A second niche service, MDS (multOoint distri-
bution service, serves receivers either clustered in 
buildings or located in single homes. Instead of 
being confined to a single building or contiguous 
group, as SMATV is, MDS can serve any number of 
buildings within reach of its short-range, line-of-
sight, radiated signals. However, home receivers 
cannot pick up the signals directly. MDS employs 
frequencies in the upper reaches of the UHF band, 
above the frequencies used for broadcast television. 
The signals must be downconverted to the range 
tunable by receivers before being sent by cable to 
reception points within buildings. 

Originally, the FCC treated MDS as a common-
carrier data-delivery facility rather than as a means 
of delivering entertainment. Accordingly, MDS had 
too few full-time channels at its disposal to make it 
competitive with cable television or SMATV. Sub-
sequently the commission made more channels 
available,* converting MDS into multichannel MDS 
(MMDS), enabling it to compete with cable by de-
livering as many as 30 channels. Because it closely 
resembles cable television, except for its use of over-
the-air propagation instead of coaxial cable linkage, 
MMDS has earned the nickname wireless cable. 

Summary 

Rroadcast stations function as local delivery 
mechanisms, highly dependent on storage and dis-
tribution technologies for syndication of mass ap-
peal programming. These technologies include disc 
and tape recording, computer memories, terrestrial 
relays, and space relays. All these technologies are 
moving increasingly into digital signal processing. 

Compact disc audio recording, using laser light 
and digital processing, represents a major advance 
over conventional disc and tape recording. 

I Kinescope recording, the earliest means of tele-
vision picture storage, gave way to two-inch quad-
ruplex magnetic tape. For portable recording, pro-
fessionals use smaller, slant-track formats. The latest 

*The commission allowed MDS to borrow channels from ITFS 

(Instructional Television Fived Service), which it allots to edu-
cational authorities for sending educational programs from 

campus to campus or from campus to sites set aside for adult 

education. 

home videocassette recorders have stereophonic 
sound and other advanced features. Video disc re-
cording, an application of audio CD technology to 
visual materials, greatly increases storage capacity. 

Small computers play a vital role in new storage 
technologies. Television production aids using 
computer storage in digital form provide virtually 
unlimited scope for manipulating video images. 

Networks use relays for program distribution. 
Terrestrial distribution systems employ telephone 
wire (for radio), coaxial cable, and microwave re-
lays (for television). Optical fiber is replacing coax-
ial cable in heavy-traffic circuits. 

Space relays by satellites in geosynchronous orbit 
have greater flexibility than terrestrial relays. Such 
satellites need orbital slot allotments and separate 
frequency allocations for uplink and downlink legs. 
Cable television systems and backyard dish owners 
use 15-foot receive-only antennas, whereas 3-foot 
and smaller dishes suffice for direct broadcast sat-
ellite reception. 

NASA has launched most U.S. satellites, first by 
rocket, then via the space shuttle. After the Chal-
lenger shuttle disaster, the U.S. government with-
drew NASA from the private launching business, 
leaving it to private launchers in the United States 
and abroad. 

Convergence of technologies produces hybrid 
over-the-air program delivery systems. Cable tele-
vision, a wire hybrid, uses a relay facility, coaxial 
cable, as a delivery mechanism. Cable operators use 
scramblers to control customer access to extra-pay 
channels and programs. 

Cable television employs part of the VHF spec-
trum in the closed environment of coaxial cable. A 
single cable can handle many television channels, 
along with audio and response channels. 

Cable television can deliver videotex, although 
videotex usually uses telephone lines; cable can also 

use full channels for text material and can emulate 
teletext by sending text on subcarriers. 

Satellite master antenna television and multi-
channel multipoint distribution service ("wireless 
cable") are hybrid delivery systems serving so-called 
niche audiences. 
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ECONOMICS 

The economic basis of a country's broadcasting sys-
tem largely determines the kind of system it de-

velops. Unlike other Western democracies, the United 
States allowed commercial motives to dominate the 
system almost from the beginning. Advertising's pri-

mary role in financing most electronic mass media 
has had a profound impact on the types, number, 

and variety of program services offered. Cable tele-
vision introduced subscription as an alternative 
source of support, but advertising plays an ever-

increasing, if secondary, role in that medium as well. 
Commercial broadcasting and cable are businesses; 
as such, their primary motivation is to make money. 
As in any business, the way to make money is to 
offer a salable product and to have revenues exceed 
expenses. Part HI describes the economic organi-
zation of broadcasting in America and the role com-
mercialism plays, then compares commercial with 

noncommercial systems. 
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N CHAPTERS 

ORGANIZATION: 

OPERATIONS AND FINANCE 

The basic economic unit of electronic mass media 
is the individual delivery outlet—a broadcast sta-
tion, a cable television system, or some other entity 
that delivers programs directly to consumers. How-
ever, economic efficiency favors centralization, with 
individual delivery units combined into networks 
or other groupings. For still greater efficiency, these 
groups tend toward vertical integration, combina-
tions of program producers, distributors, and de-

livery outlets. The large organizations that result 
increasingly dominate the media economy. 

8.1 

The Commercial Broadcast Station 

In the United States, the traditional commercial 
broadcast station can be defined as an entity ( in-
dividual, partnership, corporation, or nonfederal 
governmental authority) that: 

Holds a license from the federal government to 
organize and schedule programs for a specific 
community in accordance with an approved plan. 

Transmits those programs over the air using des-
ignated radio facilities in accordance with spec-
ified standards. 

Carries commercial messages that promote the 
products or services of profit-making organiza-
tions, for which the station receives compensa-
tion. 

Although an individual owner may legally control 
more than one station, each outlet must be licensed 
separately to serve a specific community. Moreover, 
each license encompasses both transmission and 

programming functions. A station therefore nor-
mally combines three groups of facilities: business 
offices; studios; and transmitter, tower, and trans-
mitting antenna. Often the transmitting facilities, 
which ideally should he away from obstructions, 
may he set up at a distance from the offices and 
studios, which are typically located in the business 

district for easy access. Usually all facilities come 
under common ownership, although in a few cases 
stations lease some or all of them. 

Station Organization Broadcasting station 
makeup varies enormously, conforming to no stan-
dard table of organization. Nevertheless, all stations 
need to perform four basic functions: ( 1) general 
and administrative, (2) technical, (3) programming, 
and (4) sales. These functions are so basic that non-
commercial as well as commercial stations must 
carry them out (although the former call the money-
gathering function "development" instead of "sales"). 

Exhibit 8-2, page 186, shows some of the sub-
ordinate functions that fall under the four main 
headings. References in the chart to contractual ser-
vices indicate the extent to which stations depend 
upon syndication in its various forms (Chapter 13). 
Not only do stations obtain program materials from 
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external sources, they also obtain the expertise of 
consultants on problems of finance, management, 
programming, promotion, sales, technical opera-
tions, and legal concerns. More than a thousand 
firms offer such program and consulting services. 
Whether they do the work themselves or call on 
outside assistance, all radio and television stations 
perform the following functions: 

1. General/administrative functions include the 
services that any business needs to provide to create 
an appropriate working environment. Services of a 
specialized nature peculiar to broadcasting usually 
come from external organizations, such as engi-
neering-consulting firms and program syndicators. 
For a network affiliate, the main such external con-
tract is with its network. 

Broadcasters tend to be tireless joiners because 
they need to keep abreast of rapidly evolving 
program trends, regulations, and technical devel-
opments. Innumerable trade and professional or-
ganizations serve this need.* Managers usually join 
such groups as the National Association of Broad-
casters, the Television Bureau of Advertising, and 
the Radio Advertising Bureau. Specialized station 
associations serve independent television, UHF, and 
state networks; and farm, religious, and Spanish-
language broadcasters. Individuals can join associ-
ations of engineers, program executives, promotion 
specialists, pioneer broadcasters, women broad-
casters, and many others. 

2. Technical functions center on transmitter op-
erations, which must follow strict FCC rules. The 
station's chief engineer heads technical operations. 
In the smallest stations, the chief engineer may be 
the only staff member with much technical exper-
tise, but in most cases he or she supervises a staff 
of operational and maintenance personnel. Chief 
engineers at large television stations spend most of 

•The : 988 Broadcasting-Cablecasting Yearbook lists more than 
200 national trade professional associations and societies; in ad-
dition. each state has its own broadcasting associafion. Most of 
these groups hold annual meetings, often with elaborate hard-
ware and software exhibits by vendors and distributors. Major 
management-oriented associations lobby Congress and state leg-
islators for and against legislation that affects their interests. 

EXHIBIT 8-1 Dimensions of 
The Broadcast and 
Cable Industries 

Total U.S. Population 

Total U.S. I louseholds 

Total U.S. Television households ( Mill) 90.4 million 

245.1 million 

92.0 million 

Commercial AM stations 4,950 

Commercial FM stations 4,192 

Educatkmal FM stations 1,390 

Total radio stations on the air 10,532 

Commercial VHF IN stations 

Commercial ti IF TV stations 

Noncommercial VHF TV stations 

Noncommercial ti IF TV stations 

Total TV stations on the air 

VI IF low-power TV stations 

UHF low-power TV stations 

Total low-power stations on the air 

Television Network Affiliates 

ABC )20 

CBS 193 

NBC 207 

FOX 122 

PBS 336 

Cable Systems 

T\1 III passed by cable 

TV1H 1 subscribing to basic cable 

TVI HI subscribing to pay cable 

Addressable cable homes 

Pay-per-view cable homes 

ivRo satellite dish households 

523 

121 

218 

1,409 

300 

324 

624 

10,1 -2 

84% 

54.8% 

32% 

14.6 million 

5.9 million 

2.2 millkw 

TV! lU with color television sets 97% 

TV! 1H with two or more television sets 63% 

TM I with videocassette machines( VCRs) 64% 

WI WI with remote control 66% 

TVIIII with home computer 21% 

Although the numbers change almost daily, the data 

given here are representative for 1989. 

SOURCES: Broadcast Marketing & Technology News, Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters, December 1988; Broad-
casting, 28 Nov. 1988, 27 Feb. 1989, 6 Mar. 1989, 8 May 
1989, 22 May 1989, and 29 May 1989; Miami Herald, 5 Oct 
1988; and BroadcastingiCablecasting Yearbook 1988. 
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EXHIBIT 8-2 Station Functional Organization 

Licensee 

1 

MANAGEMENT 

EXTERNAL CONTRACTS 
Consultants 
Network affiliations 
Rating services 
Trade association memberships 
Washington attorney 

GENERAL AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 
Accounting and auditing 
Legal services 
Personnel 
Public relations 
Purchasing 
Secretarial services 

TECHNICAL 
Maintenance 
Studio operation 
Supplies 
Transmitter operation 
Relay services 

External 
Contracts: 
Consultants 

PROGRAMMING 
Announcing 
Art and graphics 
Direction 
Program buying 
Staff talent 
Traffic 
Writing 

External 
Contracts: 
Music licenses 
Talent 
Syndicated 
program services 

Production 
services 

NEWS 
Anchoring 
Editing 
ENG/Film services 
Reporting 
Writing 

External 
Contracts: 
Consultants 
Syndicated news 

services 

The chart does not represent any particular station, hut rather depicts major 
functions usually performed by al stations. In smaller operations, set 'eral functions 
are often carried out by a single employee. Stations also van' widely as to the tees 
and the extent of the services they obtain under contract from outside sources. 

SALES 
Local sales 
Natl./Regional sales 
Merchandising and sales 
promotion 

Traff ic 

External 
Contracts: 
National sales 

representative 

their time on administration and on keeping up with 
rapidly developing technology. Some small stations 
share a chief engineer; others use an outsider on a 
contractual basis. 

3. Program functions involve planning and im-
plementation phases. Major program planning de-
cisions usually evolve from interplay among the 

programming, sales, and management heads. Most 
stations produce few programs locally, so that the 
program department's major role becomes the 
selection and scheduling of prerecorded material— 
music for radio stations, and syndicated series de-

livered on film or tape or via satellite for television 
and cable. The production department implements 
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program decisions, carrying out the day-to-day tasks 
of putting the program schedule on the air. 

News, although a form of programming, usually 
comprises a separate department, headed by a news 
director who reports directly to top management. 
This separation of news from entertainment makes 
sense because of the timely nature of news and the 
unique responsibilities news broadcasting imposes 
on management. Usually, the news department also 
produces station editorials, if any, and public affairs 
programming. 

4. Sales departments employ their own staff 
members to sell time to local advertisers. To reach 
regional and national advertisers, however, most 
stations contract with a national sales firm to rep-
resent them in out-of-state centers of business. A 

network affiliate benefits from a third sales force, 
that of its network. 

Coordination of the sales operation with pro-
gramming requires the processing of a vast quantity 
of detail—the job of the tree departmen Jure-
pares the da"ir}rp_m- mram-predsg..( usually called sim-
ply the log), which schedules facilities, personnel, 
programs, and announcements. As the broadcast 
day progresses, operators in the station's control 
room "keep the log" by making entries on the pre-
log to record when the scheduled events actually 
took place. At the end of the day, the program pre-
log, with any schedule changes that have occurred 
incorporated, becomes the final log, providing a 
record of the day's broadcasts. Traffic personnel 
make sure that advertisin c cts are fulfilled and 
that spo sc e 
=angel r_ne-gnndc. the reschedulingc1 
or technically in_aicgs4uate_commercials. 

In addition, the traffic department maintains a list 
of atailabilities (or, simply, avails). This list gives 
sales personnel up-to-date information on com-
mercial openings in the schedule as they become 
available for advertisers. Traffic personnel usually 
fill unsold openings with public-service or pro-
motional announcements. At many stations, com-

puters handle much of the complex work of the 
traffic department, including generating the pro-
gram pre-log; in some control rooms, computers 
keep the log as well (see Exhibit 8-8, page 200). 

Low-Power TV Stations The organizational 
patterns of low-power television (LPN) stations often 
differ from those of full-power stations. Some LPTV 
openers elect to organize and o2erate their stations 
izri_•aditianaLfashion,  though with few m es. 
Others simply retransmit t e signal of a full-power 

station. Some affiliate with specialized low-power 
networks; still others belong to commonly owned 
groups of LPTV stations, all of which carry the same 
programs simultaneously—perhaps distributed by 
satellite. 
An LPTV station's role determines its organiza-

tion. If it competes with other stations in its market, 
or if it functions as a "mother" station, providing 
services for its retransmitting stations, its structure 
usually follows traditional lines. If it operates simply 
as a rebroadcaster, its entire staff might consist of 
a single, outside contract engineer who maintains 
the retransmitter's technical facilities. 

Group-Owned Stations Like other enter-

prises, broadcasting businesses benefit from eco-
nomies of scale Ownership of several stations 
enables a company to buy programs, supplies, and 
equipment in bulk, to spread the cost of consultants 
across several stations, and generally to share ex-
periences and new ideas. 
Were it not for legal constraints, large chains of 

commonly owned stations would doubtless have 
evolved, just as in the newspaper business. For rea-
sons of public policy, however, the FCC limits 
broadcast ownership (with some minor exceptions) 
to a maximum of 12 AM, 12 FM, and 12 television 
stations. These numbers do not mean that every 
group owner has 36 stations. Of the more than 550 
commonly owned station groups, most consist of 
three to five stations ( licensees of single AM/FM or 
AM/FM/TV combinations do not count as group 
owners); even the most powerful groups fail to reach 
the ownership ceiling. However, the trend is toward 
concentration of ownership: 30 years ago, groups 
owned only half of all VHF television stations in the 
100 largest markets, whereas by 1988 they owned 
about 90 percent. 

Group-owned stations do not necessarily all af-
filiate with the same network, or for that matter with 
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EXHIBIT 8-3 A Typical Day in the Lives of Television Station Executives 

8:30 

9:30 

10:00 

1030 

1100 

12:00 

2:00 

4:00 

6:00 

GENERAL 
MANAGER 

Open mail; dictate 

letters and memos. 

Discuss financial 

statements with 
Business Manager. 

Call group head-
quarters regarding 

financial status. 

Meet with civic 

group angry about 

upcoming network 
program. 

Call network; ask 

for preview of 
questionable show. 

_unch with major 

advertiser. 

Department heads meeting. 

Meet with Chief Engineer 
regarding new computer 

system in master control. 

Dinner with Promotion 

Director job candidate. 

PROGRAM 
DIRECTOR 

Check Discrepancy Reports 
for program and equipment 
problems; take appropriate 

action. 

Call TV Guide with pro-
gram updates. 

Prepare weekly program 
schedule 

Select film titles for 

Saturday and Sunday 
late movies. 

Meet with Promotion 

Manager regarding TV 
Guide ad for local shows. 

Lunch with syndicated 
program saleswoman. 

Department heads meeting. 

Meet with producer/ 

director to plan local 
holiday special. 

Attend National Academy 
of Television Ails 8 

Sciences annual local 

banquet. 

GENERAL SALES 
MANAGER 

Check Discrepancy Reports 

for missed commercials; 
plan make-goods. 

Local sales meeting; 

discuss accounts and 

quotas. 

Accompany local account 
executive on sales calls. 

More sales calls. 

Call collection agency; 

discuss delinquent sales 
accounts. 

Lunch with major 

advertiser. 

Department heads meeting. 

Prepare speech for next 
week's Rotary club 

meeting. 

To airport; catch flight 

to New York for meeting 

with National Sales Rep. 

.\,bt all television station exec.-Wives work 10- or 12-hour days, but many do, 

especially as competition from cable and the other new media increases. 

NEWS 
DIRECTOR 

Meet with Assign-
ment Editor and 
producer; pian 

the day. 

Meet with Union Shop 

Steward; discuss termi-
nation of reporter. 

Read mail; screen 

tape of last 
night's 11:00 PM 

news. 

Discuss noon news 

rundown with show 

producer. 

Meet with Chief 

Engineer regarding 

SNG failure. 

Monitor noon news: 

lunch at desk. 

Department heads meeting. 

Meet with producer and 
director; plan rundown 

of 6:00 PM newscast. 

Monitor 6:00 PM news. 

any network, except for the groups owned by the 
networks themselves, kmfwn as network ouned-
and-operated (0&0) stations. Each national tele-
vision network O&O group reaches between 20 and 

25 percent of the nation's television households 
(Exhibit 8-4 ), assuring the networks their own pres-
tigious outlets in major markets. 

Networks have administration for O&O groups 

separate from their network operations. A vice pres-

ident heads each O&O station as general manager. 
She or he has a good deal of operational autonomy 
to ensure compliance with the FCC requirement 
that each station must serve its own community of 
license. Managers of O&Os have sufficient inde-
pendence to reject network programs that they 
judge would be contrary to the interests of their 
local communities, though they rarely use that 
power. 
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EXHIBIT 8-4 Top 10 Television Group Owners 

Group 
owner 

Capital Cities/ABC 

NBC 

CBS Broadcast Group 

Fox Television Stations, Inc. 

Tribune Broadcasting Co. 

Number of 
TV stations 
owned 

7 

7 

6 

HSN Silver King (Home Shopping 12 
Network) 

Gillett Holdings, Inc. 12 

Chris Craft Industries 

Univision Station Group 

Gannett 

7 

9 

10 

Percent of U.S. 
television households 

covered 

18.7 

11.0 

10.7 

10.7 

10.0 

In 1989 only the three major networks owned enough major-market stations to 
reach more than 20 percent of America's television homes, and only these ten 
groups reached as much as 10 percent. 

24.3 

22.4 

20.8 

19.4 

19.0 

SOURCE: Broadcasting, 22 May 1989, p. 50. 

8.2 

Commercial Television Networks 

Two or more stations interconnected by some means 
of relay ( wire, cable, terrestrial microwaves, satel-
lite) so as to enable simultaneous broadcasting of 
the same program constitute a minimal network. In 
the 1980s, radio satellite syndicators joined radio 
networks in providing programming to local sta-
tions. Television and radio networks usually pro-
vide their affiliates with programs in exchange for 
the stations' agreement to carry network commer-
cials within those programs. Television networks 
nearly always, and radio networks in some cases, 

also pay stations to carry their programs ( Exhibit 
8-5 lists some of the better-known networks.) 
Only three major national commercial television  

networks exist—ABC C —su le-
mentedby_F44,x,..a_wauld.lac_fourth national network, 
and over 1_00 _smaller networks. Most of the latter 
operate part-time, usually sharing programs within 
a region or a single state. Some have a common 
program orientation, such as religion (the Moody 
Broadcasting Network), language ( Univision), or 
sports ( Hughes). Those formed for a limited time 
or special purpose are often referred to as ad hoc 
networks. 
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EXHIBIT 8-5 Examples of Radio Networks 

Network 

ABC Contemporary 

Entertainment 
Information 
Talkradio 

Associated Press 
Caballero 

CBS Radio Network 

RadioRadio 
National Black Network 
Wall Street Journal Radio Network 
Mutual 

Number of 
affiliates  

251 

580 
619 

124 
1,025 

72 

400 

150 
116 
85 
700 

Format 

Young adult 

Adult 
News and commentary 

Telephone talk, with news and commentary 

Live news, features, interviews 

Spanish-language news, sports, and entertainment 
Adult 

Young adult 
Black-oriented news, features, talk, and interviews 
Economic, financial news 
News, sports, music, interviews 

Modern radio networks offer many different formats and may sen 'e more than 
one station in the same city. Some stations utilize the services of syndicated, satellite-

delivered radio format providers. Examples include Bonneville Broadcasting ,s'vs-
tent (easy listening formats), Far West Communications Inc. (Gold Plus, Adult 

Contenzporary Hit Radio, True Country), and Drake-Chenault Radio Consultants 
(11 different program formats). 

SOURCES: Channels Field Guide 1988. p. 94; and Broadcasting Cablecasting Yearbook 1988, pp. F74-76. 

Some station groups and program syndicators op-
erate ad hoc networks to share special programs 
and feature films or to program specific parts of the 
broadcast day. Here, however, we focus on the three 
national full-service television networks, ABC, CBS, 
and NBC.* Each of the three has about 200 affiliates, 
through which they can reach virtually all the tele-
vision homes in the United States. 

Network Organization Like stations, net-
works vary in their organizational structure, yet each 

The FCC uses varying definitions of network, depending on the 
context. FCC rules dealing with television affiliation agreements 
define a network as "a national orginization distributing pro-
grams for a substantial part of each broadcast day to television 

stations in all parts of the United States, generally via intercon-
nection facilities"; in its prime-time access rule, it defines a 
network as an entity "which offers an interconnected program 
service on a regular basis for 15 or more hours per week to at 
least 25 affiliated television licensees in 10 or more states" (47 
CFR 73.658). 

must fulfill the same four basic functions as sta-
tions—administration, programming, engineering, 
and sales. Networks, however, enjoy the luxury of a 
much higher degree of specialization than do sta-
tions. NBC, for example, has separate units, each with 
its own president, for operations, entertainment, 
news, sports, radio, the television network, and the 
O&O stations. 
The networks appoint droves of vice presidents. 

At NBC, for example, VPs head up units dealing with 
finance, business affairs, personnel, research, law, 
corporate communications, advertising and pro-
motion, press and publicity, and corporate plan-
ning. In NBC Televisions Entertainment Division, 
vice presidents supervise units specializing in chil-
dren's programs, daytime programs, specials and 
variety programming, game shows, movies, and 
miniseries; others head the story, drama, and com-
edy development units. 

Distinctive network responsibilities include ar-
ranging the relay facilities that deliver programs to 
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stations and maintaining good relations with the 
affiliates. NBC's Affiliate Relations Department keeps 
five vice presidents busy. In addition, an advisory 
board representing NBC's television affiliates helps 
maintain the working relationship. In the spring, 
each television network organizes a convention for 
its affiliated stations, at which it shows pilots of new 
shows and unveils program plans for the coming 
season. 

Affiliation vs. Independence About 60 per-
cent of all full-power commercial television stations 
affiliate with a major network. Most function as pri-
mary affiliates, serving as the affiliate of ABC, CBS, 
or NBC in a particular market. Secondary affiliates 
share affiliation with more than one network; for 
example, Butte, MT, has only two stations, one a 
primary affiliate of CBS, the other a primary affiliate 
of NBC; both also have secondary affiliations with 
ABC. A few markets have only a single station. Af-
filiates in Watertown, NY, and Presque Isle, ME, for 
example, have the unusual privilege of picking and 
choosing programs from all three networks. 

Affiliation does not mean that a network owns or 
operates the affiliated stations. ABC, CBS, and NBC 

do, of course, own television stations. But they con-
tract with hundreds of other television affiliates, 
agreeing with each to offer it the network's pro-
grams before offering them to any other station in 
the same market. The station agrees to clear time 
for the network schedule, but may decline to carry 
any particular program, or may offer to carry it at 

a time other than the time of network origination. 
The network may or may not agree to the last op-
tion.* An affiliate devotes approximately 65 percent 
of its time to network programs, time for which the 
network nearly always pays its affiliates. 

Networks must buy affiliates' time in order to 
reach their audiences. Affiliates sell their time to 
networks at a discount; in exchange, a broadcasting 
network offers its affiliates five basic services: 

I A structured program serviçe 

As an example of nonclearance, NBC's Tonight Show has aired 

at various times in Nashville, TN, on both the NBC and ABC 

affiliates, as well as on an independent station. 

1, A means of prociistri twb n so that the ser-
vice can be ' received by all affiliates at the same 

time. 

An advertising environmen that appeals to local 
a ernsers. 

Moneta compensaiQn to the stations based on 
audience size. 

t A sales or2anization  that finds national clients to 
purchase network advertisements that occupy part 
of the affiliates' commercial time. 

Approximately 400 stations, most of them Ullf 
and known as independents, do not affiliate with 
any of the three major networks, although they may 
affiliate with Fox or one of the smaller network. 
Independents have had a remarkable rags-to-riches 
history. Until the late 1970s, most nonaffiliated sta-
tions struggled just to survive, unable to compete 
with network affiliates in attracting audiences. As a 
group they lost money until 1975, when they first 
averaged a small profit. In that year, independent 
stations received 16 percent of all nonnetwork 
advertising dollars spent in television; by 1980, 
their share had grown to 20 percent, and by 1987, 
to 25 percent. In terms of audience, during the 
1977-1978 television season, independent sta-
tions attracted only 9 percent of the viewers; by 
the 1987-1988 season, their proportion had reached 
25 percent. 

Several factors combined to turn at least some 
independents into profit-makers. The FCC helped 
by adopting the prime-time access 
gave independents their first chance to countetpro-
ram effectively against network iffiliaus in thç 7:00— 
jQQpi. (Eastern and Pacific) pri_i(2£1. PTAR gave 
independents the advantage of rerunning network 
series during that hour, a program option that PTAR 
denied to affiliates in the major markets. Indepen-
dents gained strength in other time periods with 
live coverage of sports events, by successfully bid-
ding against affiliates for exclusive rights to popular 
syndicated program series, and by using aggressive 
promotion campaigns. 

Establishment of the Association of Independent 
Television Stations ( INTV) in 1972 also helped. In 
1977 an INTV-sponsored Arbitron study provided 

raterre57—vhich 
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much-needed favorable evidence about the size and 
character of the independent stations' audience, 
helping them to overcome the negative image of 
independents in the minds of advertising-agency 
time buyers. Cable television also helped by making 
the signal quality of UHF independent stations equal 
in the eyes of cable viewers to that of the more 
powerful over-the-air signals of VHF affiliates. 

By 1987, however, the independent rose had lost 
some of its bloom. One reason: in that year a de-
cision by the U.S. Court of Appeals eliminated the 
must-cam, rules that had required cable systems to 
carry all the over-the-air stations broadcasting in 
their markets. Without must-carry restrictions, cable 
systems could decide which local stations to carry 
and which not to carry. UHF stations that are not 
carried lose the "VHF equality" that cable provides; 
more important, all-stations that are not carried lose 
their ability to reach cable subscribers at all, unless 
the cable homes install NB switches that allow view-
ers to switch easily from cable to antenna for off-
the-air reception. Broadcasters, cable operators, and 
members of Congress debated into the late 1980s 
the possibility of restoring the must-carry rule in 
some form acceptable to all parties. 
Some newer independents also brought prob-

lems on themselves by building in markets too small 
to support an independent or entering markets in 
which established, strong independents already op-
erated. But perhaps the heaviest blow to indepen-
dents was a staggering increase in program costs. 
In only two years, from 1984 to 1986, with growing 
competition from expanding media outlets, the cost 
of buying programming and producing local news-
casts more than doubled. Some stations, in an effort 
to compete, allocated nearly 50 percent of their total 
revenue to the acquisition of syndicated programs. 
By 1987, when prices had begun to level off, some 
20 independent television stations had gone bank-
rupt. Some surviving independents tried specializ-
ing in Spanish, religious, or shop-at-home program-
ming. A few even tried all-music-video or expensive 
all-news formats. 

Despite the profitability of some independents, 
network affiliates continue to dominate television 
viewing Aeation with a nationalremains 

ofle ofil most valuhle ssa television st tion 
can have  The prices paid for television stations 
dramatize the value of affiliation. In the late 1980s, 
VHF independents sold on the average for amounts 
equal to $75 to $80 for each television household 
in a station's market area; in contrast, the sales prices 
of VHF affiliates sometimes exceeded $250 per tele-
vision household. 

Network—Affiliate Contract Networks and 
their affiliates formalize the economi ink between 
them through an attzltation contract. A clause at t e 
hart of such a contract define;; the terms on which 
the network will pay the station for the right to use 
the station's time. Called neLuyàrh—compensatjaL _ 
this payment represents in effect a discount price 
conceded by the affiliate in return for the network's 
services in obtaining and promoting programs, sell-
ing advertising, and relaying both to the station. 

Each television network uses a slightly different 
formula for calculating compensation, but they all 
arrive at about the same rate of payment. The con-
tract assigns a hypothetical base value to an hour 
of each affiliate's time. This rate varies from station 
to station, reflecting differences in market size, sta-
tion popularity, and other factors. Rates in top mar-
kets such as New York and Los Angeles run into the 
thousands of dollars per hour; they go down to as 
low as $50, and some affiliates receive no compen-
sation at all. 
A complex formula applied to the station's base 

hourly rate determines the actual amount the net-
work pays for each of its programs an affiliate car-
ries. That formula takes into account ( 1) the fraction 
of an hour occupied by the program, (2) the num-
ber of commercials sold by the network within the 
program (compared with the total commercial time 
available for sale), and (3) the time of day the pro-
gram airs. The last factor reflects the drastic variation 
in audience potential from one daypart to another. 
On the average, network compensation to an affil-
iate—the amount in dollars actually received by the 
station—equals only about 15 percent of the affili-
ate's theoretical network hourly base rate. In the 
late 1980s, the three major networks combined paid 
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their affiliates about $400 million a year to carry 
their programs.* 
Network compensation represents a surprisingly 

small percentage of the gross revenues of network-
affiliated stations—on the average less than 5 per-
cent. But stations measure the value of affiliation 
less in terms of compensation than in terms of the 
audiences that network programs attract. Affiliates 
profit from the sale of spots in the 90 seconds or 
so the network leaves open for affiliate station breaks 
in each prime-time hour of network programming 
and the seven or eight minutes made available at 
other times. And the stations' own programs (whether 
locally produced or syndicated) benefit from as-
sociation with popular and widely promoted net-
work programs. 

Affiliation Contract Regulation Unable to 
control networks directly (because it does not li-
cense them), the FCC exercises control indirectly 
through rules governing the affiliation contract. 
Present FCC rules forbid stations from entering into 
contracts with networks that restrict affiliates' free-
dom of action in several ways: 

1., Excus A network contract may not con-
tain exclusivity rules aimed at preventing an affiliate 
from accepting programs from other networks, nor 
may an affiliate prevent its network from offering 

rejected programs to other stations in its market. In 
practice, independent stations often enter into 
agreements with networks to have first call on pro-
grams that affiliates in their markets reject. For all 
practical purposes, however, most affiliates and their 
networks consider their relationships as in fact ex-
clusive. 

2. Len th o a liation contract. Until 1989, af-
filiation agreements could ast no longer than two 
years between renewals and had to bind the two 

*Some programs require special compensation adjustments. For 
example, NBC pays no direct compensation for the two-hour. 
early-morning Today program. Instead, affiliates earn their coin 
pensation by selling advertising in the first and third half-hours, 
retaining all che income; the network, in turn, keeps all the 

income from sales that it makes in the second and fourth half 
hours. 

parties equally. (In the 1930s the radio networks 
had tied up affiliates for five years but themselves 
for only one.) In that year, the FCC deleted its 
44-year-old "two-year rule," finding it to be an an-
acronism that no longer served its purpose of en-
couraging new networks. 

3. Newor.., A single owner may not 
own two or more networks covering the same ter-
ritory (aimed at the 1930s NBC Red-Blue radio net-
work combination). 

4. Program rection. A network may not coerce 
an affiliate in any way-- ensure clearance of time 
for its programs. Stations may cite broad reasons to 
justify rejection. They might judge programs as 
"unsatisfactory or unsuitable"; "contrary to the 
public interest"; or occupying time needed for other 
programs "of outstanding local or national impor-
tance." Theoretically, at least, the affiliate has com-
plete freedom of program choice. 

5. Rate control. A network may not influence an 
affiliate's nonnetwork advertising rates. (At one time 
the radio networks tried to ensure that network 
advertising would be more attractive to national 
advertisers than spot [ nonnetwork] advertising ar-
ranged by direct contracts with stations.) 

6. Sc.... eentatina_A network may not func-
tion as national spot sales representative for any of 
its affiliates other than its O&O stations. 

In 1977, recognizing that the original chain 
broadcasting rules no longer had much relevance 
to modern radio networks, the FCC dropped most 
of the old radio rules, the main exception being the 
exclusivity rule.* At the same time the commission 
broadened the definition of radio network to in-
clude the audio news services offered on an inter-
connected basis by news agencies (63 FCC 2d 674, 
1977). Although it gave radio networks more free-
dom, however, the FCC retained its regulations af-
fecting television networks and imposed still more 
restrictions on them (such as the prime-time access 

*Radio networks may now offer more than one service in the 

same market. For example, several of ABC's seven different ser-
vices, targeted to different demographic groups, may find outlets 
in the same market. 
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rule), again through regulation of the network-af-
filiation agreement. 

Affiliate Relations Networks and their affili-

ates experience a somewhat uneasy and paradoxical 
sharing of power, complicated by political and eco-
nomic factors too subtle for contracts to define. In 
one sense the networks have the upper hand. Af-
filiation can play a vitally important role in an affil-
iate station's success. Although the law states that a 
network may not coerce stationsinto accepting pro-
grams, networks in fact use eve 
jisi..!2i,_:i to alsiirsulearance..._This includes veiled 

suggestions of reductions in network compensation 

rates and telephone calls to station managers from 
powerful advertising agencies whose clients had spots 
on uncleared programs.* And the ultimate reprisal, 
nonrenewal of network contracts, though rarely car-
ried out, poses an ever-present threat. 

On the other hand, without the voluntary com-
pliance of affiliates, a television network amounts 
to nothing hut a group owner of a few stations rather 
than the main source of programming for some 200 
stations. In that sense affiliates have the upper hand, 
and woe to the network that fails to please them. 

The defections from other networks that occurred 
when ABC first forged into the ratings lead in the 
late 1970s showed what could happen. At the end 
of a three-year period, ABC not only equaled or 
topped its rivals in audience size, it also matched 
them in number of affiliates, having picked up more 

than 30 stations. However, much of ABC's success 
in convincing stations to change affiliation resulted 

from its offering substantially higher compensation, 
rather than to affiliates' dissatisfaction with their pre-
vious network's program performance. 

Networks prefer to have their programs carried 

by the strongest station in each television market. 
ABC, for example, moved in 1980 from ' KS-TV, a 
1111: station in Jacksonville, FL. to WLTV, a VHF sta-

*In the early 1980s, before his successful late-night program on 
N13C, David Letterman hosted a daytime program on the same 
network. Faced with low ratings and poor station clearances. 
letterman sometimes made unannotriced personal telephone 
calls to station general managers in ar effort to persuade them 
to carry his show—usually without success. 

tion in the same city. In 1987, ABC reduced WLTV's 
network compensation rate by about 25 percent. In 

1988, when NBC led in the ratings, WEIN returned 
to NBC, and ABC had to go back to WJKS, the weaker 
and less desirable UHF station. 

Networks cannot always predict audience reac-
tions to affiliation changes. In 1982, for example, 
when NBC experienced some of the lowest ratings 
in its history, it affiliated with KCBJ-TV, a UHF sta-
tion in Columbia-Jefferson City, MO, after ABC 
dropped KCBJ-TV in favor of a VHF station, KOMU-
TV. Unexpectedly, in the first rating period follow-
ing the switch, the new NBC affiliate increased its 
share of the prime-time audience in that market by 

22 percent (see Exhibit 8-10). 

Network Clearance The complex relation-
ships between networks and their affiliates hinge 
on the act of clearance—the voluntary agreement 
by an affiliate to keep clear in its program schedule 
the times the network needs to run its programs. 
However, even after an affiliate has cleared time for 
a network series, it still has the right to pre-empt 
individual episodes in that series to substitute pro-
grams from other sources. 

Networks rely on affiliates not only to carry their 
programs, but also to carry them as scheduled. De-
layed broadcasts by affiliates reduce a network's 

immediate audience for the delayed programs, 
in consequence reducing their national ratings. 
Moreover, networks need simultaneous coverage 
throughout the country to get the maximum benefit 
from their efforts to promote and advertise their 
program offerings. 

In practice, affiliates accept about 90 percent of 
all programs offered by their networks, most of 
them on faith. Stations usually feel no need to pre-

view all network offerings, despite the fact that they 
as licensees, not the networks, have the ultimate 
legal responsibility for programs. Because most 
television programs come in series, however, affil-
iates know their general tone, so that the accepta-
bility of future episodes can usually be taken for 

granted. Affiliates can screen questionable or con-
troversial programs in advance, but such preview-
ing occurs infrequently. 
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Thus, realistically, affiliates have little or no influ-
ence over the day-to-day programming decisions 
of their networks. In the long run, however, they 
exert a powerful influence. Network programming 

strategists take very seriously the feedback that comes 
from their affiliates. It comes to them from affiliate-
relations departments, station advisory boards, an-
nual affiliate conventions, and individual contacts 
with managers and owners, reinforced by the sta-
tistics of affiliate refusals to clear time. 
An affiliate might fail to clear time or might pre-

empt already cleared time for several reasons. Often 
a station simply wants to increase the amount of 
commercial time available for local sale beyond that 
which the network programs leave free. It can run 
more commercials than the network allows by 
substituting a syndicated program or a movie. Such 
pre-emptions occur especially during the year-end 

holiday period, when advertiser demand peaks. 
Sometimes stations opt to skip low-rated network 
programs in favor of syndicated material to keep 
audiences from flowing to competing stations. At 
other times affiliates want to protect their local au-
diences from what they regard as morally or polit-
ically offensive network offerings. Less frequently, 
affiliates take the risk of offending their networks 
and losing audience members in order to schedule 
locally produced programs in a desirable time that 
is normally cleared for their network. 

One study of affiliate pre-emptions suggested as 
the dominating motive the drive to increase sales: 
more than half the replacement programs in a sam-
ple month of pre-emptions consisted of either syn-
dicated shows (35 percent) or movies (21 percent). 
Sports replacements ranked third ( 16 percent). Lo-
cal programs came at the bottom of the list, rep-
resenting only 9 percent of the replacements for 
network programs (Osborn et al., 1979). 
Low-rated network programs traditionally con-

sist, almost by definition, of public-affairs and other 
nonentertainment offerings; these, therefore, most 
often fail to get clearance. ABC's evening news ran 
a poor third to CBS and NBC in the 1960s and early 
1970s, in part because more than a score of ABC's 
major affiliates failed to clear time for it; this guar-
anteed continued -low ratings for ABC's news by 

denying it access to some 14 percent of the net-
work's potential audience. CBS could persuade less 
than half its affiliates to clear time even for the highly 
respected, though often controversial, news docu-
mentaries of Edward R Murrow. 

Changes in Network—Affiliate Relations 
The foregoing description of the network—affiliate 
relationship rebuts the image of network program-
mers as all-powerful dictators, imposing their will 
on helpless affiliates. Far from being helpless, affil-
iates in the final analysis have the upper hand when 
they mobilize their collective strength. 

Indeed, beginning in the late 1980s, when rising 
costs and increasing competition combined to 
weaken ABC, CBS, and NBC, the network—affiliate 
relationship began to crack under the strain. Many 
affiliates turned against their network partners, con-
tributing to the network decline that some in the 

industry predicted would cause the eventual demise 
of one or more of the three giants. 

Both the networks and their affiliates questioned 
compensation rates. Affiliates felt that network com-
pensation failed to reflect the real value of their 
time to their networks. NBC at first complied with 
the demand for higher compensation, but in 1989 
announced a plan to make local-station audience 
delivery the primary criterion in determining com-
pensation rates. ABC and CBS cut the compensation 
of many of their affiliates, for some reducing it to 
zero.* The networks increased the amount of pre-
cious advertising time available to themselves in 
their schedules, a move resented by their affiliates. 
Pre-emptions reached all-time highs. Some 11 af-
filiates pre-empted ABC at 8:00 P.M. on weekend 
nights in order to carry the syndicated Star Trek: 
The Next Generation; as many as 40 CBS affiliates 
failed to clear all or part of that network's 10:00 to 
11:00 A.M. programs in the first quarter of 1987. In 
1988 the average ABC affiliate pre-empted one prime-
time network hour each week. In response, ABC 
suggested that the network might begin to cut back 

*In 1958, in what sonne broadcasters feared might start a trend, 

WPIW-TV in West Palm Beach, FI, agreed not only to waive 

network compensation hut also to pay ABC for affiliation. 
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on the number of hours it programmed in prime 
time as well as in other dawarts. In all, pre-emp-
tions cost the networks tens of millions of dollars 
in lost revenues. 
Technology has freed many affiliates from their 

almost total dependence on the networks for non-
local news. Using satellites and minicams, stations 
can now cover not only local but also regional, 
national, and even international news. For example, 
more than 4,000 anchors, correspondents, editors, 
photographers, and others, representing nearly 400 
television and 300 radio stations, attended the 1988 
Democratic convention in Atlanta. About 80 televi-
sion stations belong to Hubbard Broadcasting's Conus 
Satellite Cooperative, a relatively inexpensive way 
of acquiring satellite news feeds. Some member 
stations purchased their satellite news-gathering 
trucks with financial help from Conus. All members 
have access to the cooperative's satellite transpon-
ders and serve as contributors to the Conus video 
pool when news in their areas holds interest for 
stations in other markets. 
To minimize adverse effects of local-station self-

sufficiency in news, the three major networks set 
up news-gathering arrangements with their affiliates 
similar to those of Conus: ABC with ABSAT, CBS 
with NewsNet, and NBC with Starcom.* In fact, roles 
have partially reversed, making the networks de-
pendent on their affiliates. Working with reduced 
staffs and budgets, the networks look to the local 
stations for coverage of events that before would 
have been covered by now-fired network corre-
spondents or by now-closed network news bureaus. 
The closing credits of a network evening newscast, 
listing the stations that contributed to that night's 

program, reflect the trend. 

8.3 
Cable Television 

The economic organization of cable television sys-
tems and networks differs substantially from that of 
broadcast stations and networks. The franchises that 

*CNN offers its broadcast and cable affiliates a similar service, 

Newsource. 

municipalities award to cable systems regulate the 
systems more loosely than the regulations govern-
ing the licenses the FCC awards to broadcast sta-
tions. Cable depends primarily on subscriber fees 
for revenue, so it owes allegiance only to that frac-
tion of the television households in a franchise 
area that chooses to subscribe ( in 1989 as high 
as 87 percent in some areas, but averaging about 
55 percent). 
A commercial broadcaster depends almost en-

tirely on advertisers and has an obligation to serve 
the total audience in its market area, which is usually 
much larger than that of a cable system. A major 
television station may serve an entire metropolitan 
area, but most large cities are divided up into sev-
eral different cable franchises. Cable systems there-
fore outnumber commercial television stations nearly 
10 to 1. But whereas most households can tune in 
a number of local radio and television stations, al-
most without exception there is only a single cable 
system to which they can subscribe. The distinction 
between affiliates and independents does not exist 
in cable—all  systems depend almost entirely on 
television stations and cable program networks to 
fill their channels. 

Basic Unit: The System By the late 1980s more 
than 10,000 cable systems served 23,000 commu-
nities in the United States. Three out of 4 cable 
subscribers had access to 30 or more channels; 15 
percent could see 54 or more; some could view 
over 100. This diversity makes it nearly impossible 
to generalize about system organization and struc-
ture. Nevertheless, whether small, with a few hundred 
subscribers, or large, with thousands, each per-
forms the same four basic functions as do broadcast 
stations. 

1. General/administrative functions in cable dif-
fer little from those same functions in broadcasting 
(or any other business). However, rather than_haL7-_ 
ing an affiliation agreement with only one major 
television network (or at most three), cable systems 
often contract with a dozen or more cable networks 
to fill their numerous channels. People who work 
in the cable industry also tend to be joiners, the 
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major trade group being the National Cable Tele-
vision Association (NCTA). 

2. Technical functions at a cable system differ 
somewhat from those at a broadcast station. First, 
of course, cable has no transmitter to operate and 
maintain. It does, however, use a complex array of 
equipment to receive signals from program sup-
pliers at th beadend ,aftd to send those and other 
signals, simiil 1ousv, through a network of coax-
ial cables to homes throughout the system's service 
area. Broadcast technicians finish their jobs when 
they have done everything possible to ensure that 
a good signal leaves the transmitter; they normally 
have no concern with the equipment at the receiv-
ing end. Not so with cable, which typically places 
in each subscribing home some sort of converter-2, 
that provides an interface between the siLb-s-erb-ler's 
receiver and the system's wire network. Because of 
concern for the integrity of the entire sending and 
receiving system, cable organizations often have both 
inside- and outside-plant personnel; the first group 
codiernsiis- Of— wiffi-éq.uipment in the cable system's 
studio and headend, and the second group handles 
installation and service of subscriber equipment. 

3. Programming functions at a cable system dif-
fer in scope from those at a broadcast station. A 
radio or television station programs a single chan-
nel. A cable system, on the other hand, programs a 
multitude of channels. At smaller systems, the gen-
- - 
eratrrierager may make program decisions, usually 
in consultation with the director of marketing. Mul-
tiple-system operators may divide the programming 
function into specific areas, such as. satellite pro-
gramming and local origination, often under the 
direction of a marketing vice president. 
Some cable systems produce their own local pro-

gramming, much of it on channels programmed by 
community or educational organizations. Although 
some cable companies, such as Colony Communi-
cations, headquartered in Providence, RI, have made 
a commitment to locally produced news, most sys-
tems defer to broadcast radio and television in this 
expensive and personnel-intensive area. 

4. Sales at a cable system might better be called 
sales and marketing2Although some systems do sell 

commercial time on some of their channels, mar-
keting the cable service to subscribers ranks as the 
more important function. Monthly fees paid by sub-
scribers represent the principal source of any cable 
system's revenue. 
The marketing department has the task of trying 

to convince nonsubscribers to subscribe and cur-
rent subscribers not to disconnect. Operators use 
the word churn to describe -subscriber turnover— 
new customers signing up for service as others can-
cel. They calculate churn as a percentage, dividing 
a current month's disconnects by the prior month's 
total subscribers and multiplying the result by 100. 
The rate of churn for basic services may run from 
as low as 5 percent per year for established systems 
in stable neighborhoods to 60 percent or higher 
for newer systems or those in areas with more tran-
sient populations. Pay-cable networks average about 
50 percent churn over a year. 
Customer service representatives (CSRs), work-

ing out of the marketing department, have daily 
contact with present and potential subscribers. CSRs 
answer telephones for eight or more hours a day, 
responding to complaints from subscribers and 
questions from potential customers. A system's abil-
ity to handle these calls skillfully can have a pro-
found effect on its financial success and even on 
whether it keeps or loses its franchise. 

System Interconnection Often several cable 
systems in a large market interconnect so that ma-
terials originated by one system can be seen on all 
the others, providing combined advertising cover-
age equivalent in reach to that of the area's televi-
sion stations. System interconnection may involve 
physically linking the systems by cable, microwave 
relays, or satellite (hard or true interconnections), 

or it may depend simply on the exchange of pro-
gram and commercial tapes (soft interconnection). 

This type of local interconnection differs from 
the national interconnectivity by satellite for the dis-
tribution of program networks; system intercon-
nection functions mainly to distribute commercials. 
Videopath, the cable industry's first electronic ad-
:WU- Ning interconnect, began in 1983. Using a 
microwave network centered in McCook, IL, it de-
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livered commercials to 13 cable companies with a 
total of 376,000 subscribers. In 1988, Adlink, in Los 
Angeles, became the first to deliver commercials by 

satellite. 
System interconnection for program distribution 

occurs when the municipality stipulates as a con-
dition of its franchises that the entire municipal area 
have the benefit of certain public-service programs 
available on specific systems. 

Multiple-System Operators Cabling large 
urban areas becomes a capital- intensive proposi-
tion, beyond the financial means of small-system 
operators. The only firms that can provide the large 
initial investments required are too large to be at-
tracted by the limited potential of a single franchise. 
Thus emerged a trend toward nzultiple-srstein op-

IS0s), firms that gathered scores and then 
hundreds of s,stems un  er. nly 
such firms could put up the huge sums required to 
secure franchises and construct cable systems in 
major metropolitan areas. 
Some 350 MSOs operate in the United States. 

Exhibit 8-6 shows the top 10 MSOs ranked by num-
ber of subscribers and by revenue per subscriber. 
Impressive though these numbers may be, it should 
be noted that even the largest MS0 serves only 
about 10 percent of all U.S. cable homes and less 
than 16 percent of all television homes. By contrast, 
the largest television station group owners can reach 
nearly 25 percent of all television homes. 

In the late 1980s, the top MS0 owners included 
broadcasters ( Cox), television program industry 
companies ( Viacom), magazine and newspaper 
publishers ( Time, Times Mirror), and conglomer-
ates ( Warner). Nearly 32 percent of all cable systems 
had ties with broadcast interests, more than 20 per-
cent with program producers, and approximately 
18 percent with newspapers. Cable, unlike radio 
and television, has no limit on the number of sys-
tems or subscribers that may he served by a single 
MSO. 

Cable Program Services Cable systems offer 
the signals of local television stations. Some import 
the signals of more distant stations as well, and some 

offer access channels for local programs produced 
by others. Smaller systems may be able to handle 
no more than these services. But increased channel 
capacity has been the trend, creating a demand for 
additional program sources. 

Systems draw upon three main types of cable 
program providers: basic cable networks, supersta-
tions, and pay-cable networks. Cable program net-
works offer their affiliated systems benefits similar 
to those provided by broadcast networks: basic ca-
ble networks offer structured program services, si-
multaneous program distribution by satellite, and, 
in many cases, advertising environments that appeal 
to local advertisers. Superstations offer the first two 
benefits. Pay-cable networks also provide the first 
two benefits and bring cable systems revenue in the 
form of monthly subscriber fees. More details on 
the three major types of cable program providers 
follow. 

Basic Cable Networks. Cable systems typically pro-
gram a selection from the approximately 50 avail-
able basic cable networks in their regular monthly 

subscription price. Most basic services are adver-
tiser-supported, depending on the sale of commer-
cial time for the bulk of their revenue. Cable systems 

usually pay each network a per-subscriber fee for 
the right to carry that network's programs. Fees may 
range from 1 or 2 cents up to 25 cents per subscriber 
per month. In addition to the time they devote to 
their own advertising clients, ad-supported net-
works usually make about two minutes of advertis-
ing time per hour available to cable systems for 
local sale. Exhibit 8-7 (page 200) lists some of the 
better-known basic cable program services. 
Although organized similar to broadcast televi-

sion networks, advertiser-supported cable networks 
do differ. First, they have smaller staffs than ABC, 
CBS, or NBC, and they reach smaller audiences. 
Second, although they maintain departments that 
sell commercial time, they must also sell themselves 
to cable systems. Broadcast television networks often 
compete among themselves for certain specific af-
filiates, but enough stations exist and network af-
filiation holds enough value that each network can 
find an outlet in almost every market. Cable net-
works have no such assurance of finding affiliates. 
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EXHIBIT 8-6 Top Ten Cable MSOs 

Ranked by basic cable subscribers 

Rank Multiple system operator Subscribers' 

Rank by 
revenue per 
subscriber 

1 Tele-Communications 4,192,400 5' 
2 ATC (Time Inc.) 3,776,800 43 

3 Continental Cablevisiota 2,186,500 21 
4 Storer 1,480,000 4 
5 Cox Cable 1,441,800 9 
6 Warner Cable 1,432,800 19 

7 Comcast Cable 1,359,300 26 
8 United Cable TV 1,186,700 54 

9 Newhouse 1,081,600 37 

10 Viacom 1,080,400 36 

Ranked by per-subscriber revenue 

Rank by 
Monthly revenue basic cable 

Rank Multiple system operator per subscriber* subscribers 

1 Cablevision Systems $35.92 12 
2 Media General 31.94 48 
3 TeleCable Corp. 31.13 21 

4 Storer 30.72 4 

5 Prime Cable 29.99 29 
6 Sonic Cable 28.85 60 
7 American Cable 28.71 22 

8 United Video Management 28.24 66 

9 Cox Cable 28.10 5 
10 Maclean Hunter 27.72 34 

*Basic subscribers es of March 31, 1988; Monthly revenue per subscriber as of December 31. 1987. In May 1989, United Artists 
Communications merged with United Cable, thus becoming the nation's third-largest cable television operator, based on the number 

of subscribers served (I—R Daniels Partners First Quarter Report, Denver CO, 1989, p. 1). In July 1989, Time Inc (owner of ATC) 

and Warner Communications (owner of Warner Cable) merged, creating Time Warner inc., the world's largest media and entertainment 
company, with operations in movies, cable, programming, publishing, and musk (Broadcasting, 31 July 1989, p. 19). 

Although the United States has more than 300 multee-cable system operators, the 
10 largest MSOs together serve about 44 percent of all cable subscribers. 

However, ranking as a top-10 MSO does not ensure the highest revenue per sub-
scriber. Only two, Storer and Cox, appear on both lists. 

SOURCE: The Ka gen Cable TV Financial Databook, Paul Kagen Associates, June 1988. 
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EXHIBIT 8-7 Examples of Satellite-Distributed Program Services 

Basic channets 

Name 

(Owner & launch date) 

Entertainment & Sports 

Programming Network (ESPN) 

Capital Cities/ABC ( 9/79) 

Cable News Network (CNN) 

Turner Broadcasting System ( 6/80) 

USA Network 

Paramount Pictures, 

MCA Inc. ( 4/80) 

CBN Family Channel Christian 

Broadcasting Network ( 4/77) 

Music Television ( MIN) 

MTV Networks 

(Viacom Int. Inc.) ( 8/81) 

C-SPAN 

(nonprofit corporation of cable 

companies and others) ( 3/79) 

Homes Prime-

reached time 

(millions) rating 

48.8 2.5 

47.1 1.1 

46.2 2.1 

43.0 1.2 

42.6 0.8 

38.0 NA 

Superstatioiis 

Content 

College and NFL football, college 

basketball, auto racing, golf, other 

sports 

24-hour in-depth news 

Broad-based entertainment, sports 

Family entertainment, comedies, 

westerns, children's shows, religious 

programs 

24-hour music videos, with interviews 

and concerts; some original 

programming 

Live coverage of U.S. House of 

Representatives, public-affairs 

programs, congressional hearings 

WIBS 

Turner Broadcasting System ( 12/76) 

WGN 

The Tribune Co. ( 10/78) 

45.6 2.6 Family programming, including 

classic movies, sitcoms, sports 

24.8 NA Children's shows, sports, syndicated 

programs, movies 

A single cable network might affiliate with several 
cable systems operating in different geographical 
areas within the same market. Conversely, other 
networks might find that in some markets they have 
no outlet at all, because competing networks have 
filled all available cable channels. And some cable 
systems simply elect to carry some program services 

and not others, even though some of their channels 
remain empty. A program provider's marketing de-
partment must address these problems in trying to 
persuade cable systems to carry its programs. 

Cable networks also differ from broadcast tele-
vision networks in not producing news (with the 
obvious exceptions of the Cable News Networks 
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EXHIBIT 8-7 Continued 

l'av services 

Name 

(Owner & launch date) 

home Box Office (IMO), 

Time Inc. ( 11/72) 

Showtime 

Viacom ( 7/80) 

Cinemax, 

Time Inc. ( 8/80) 

The Disney Channel, 

Walt Disney Co. ( 4/83) 

The Movie Channel, 

Viacom ( 12/80) 

Subscribers 

(millions) Content 

16.5 Movies, variety, sports, specials. 

documentaries, children's programming 

6.1 Movies, variety, comedy specials, 
Broadway adaptations 

5.1 Movies, comedy, music specials 

4.0 Original feature films, specials, series, 

classic films, Disney cartoons 

2.5 Double features, film festivals, movie 

marathons 

Home shopping networks 

Ilome Shopping Network 

(includes 11SN II), 

Home Shopping Network Inc. 

Cable Value Network, 

CVN Companies Inc. 

20 

Electronics, jewelry, housewares, clothing, 
cosmetics, health products, collectibles 

Electronics, tools, jewelry, toys, clothing 

Pay-per-liew networks 

Name 

Request Television and Request-2 

Viewer's Choice 1 and Viewer's Choice Il 

lome Premier Television 

Addressable homes 

3.-00,000 

3.500,000 

1,400,000 

Satellite technology bas made it possible to offer an abnost bewildering variety of 
program options to those viewers an more than bat f of U.S. television households) 

0,0 subscribe to cable. 

SOURCES: Rating data from Broadcasting, 9 Jan. 1989, 96; all other data from Channels 1989 Field Guide. 90-102. 

and, to a limited extent, the religiously oriented 
CBN Family Channel). Avoiding the enormous costs 
of running a rational news service enables cable 
networks to increase their profit potential. 

Superstations. The superstation is a paradoxical 

hybrid of broadcasting and cable television—par-

adoxical because, although the FCC licenses each 

broadcast station to serve only one specific local 
market, superstations also reach hundreds of other 
markets throughout the country by means of sat-
ellite distribution to cable systems. 

Cable systems that buy a superstation satellite feed 
include it in their basic package of channels, paying 
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only a few cents per subscriber per month for the 
service. The money pays for the satellite uplink and 

for the use of the satellite transponder. The station 
gets its share of the pie through higher advertising 
rates, justified by the increase in audience repre-
sented by the cable subscribers. By 1988 cable sys-
tems serving 46 million subscribers, about half of 
all 1.7.S. television homes, carried Ted Turner's WTBS, 
the first superstation. 
A score of superstations exist. Not all of them 

welcome the designation, but they cannot prevent 
satellite distribution of their signals to cable systems 

as long as the systems pay the mandatory copyright 
fee. Major superstations include, in addition to WTBS, 
WGN, in Chicago, owner of the Chicago Cubs base-
ball team; WWOR, in the New York City area, which 
carries more sports than any other station in the 
country; WPIX, also in New York, which features 
Yankee baseball games; and WTVT, in Dallas. 

The television superstation's huge extension of 
the normally limited broadcast station coverage area 
created vexing copyright problems. Hitherto, copy-

right holders selling syndicated programs to indi-
vidual stations had based their licensing charges on 
the assumption that each station reached a limited, 
fixed market. Syndicators formerly licensed vrrBs 
to reach only the Atlanta audience, but as a super-
station it now reaches audiences in hundreds of 
other markets, in many of which television stations 
may have paid copyright fees for the right to broad-
cast the very same programs. A law mandating 
copyright licensing to cable systems compensates 

owners for this additional coverage, but the law 
satisfies no one and is the subject of ongoing ne-
gotiations within the industry ( see Chapter 16 for 
more on copyright law). 
Responding to complaints about inequities cre-

ated by superstation distribution of copyrighted 
programs, the FCC in 1988 reimposed its syndicated 
exclusivity -ruTél, known as syndex. It allows televi-

sion stations to negotiate exclusive rights to svnçli-

diia programs, preventing • dul- ting of thoe 
programs by either competing stations in the same 
market or cable systems carrying superstations from 
distant markets. If upheld, this rule could under-

mine the future economics of some superstations: 
forced to the inconvenience of blacking out pro-
grams carried by a superstation, cable systems may 
elect not to carry that superstation at all. Stations 

that could be vulnerable under syndex include 
WWOR-TV ( it owns The Cosby Show) and WGN-TV 
(with Cheers). VMS, however, planned a "blackout-

proof- schedule, free of all programs currently in 
syndication to stations, that would give its cable 
systems no problem programs. 
Some cable systems also carry the signals of radio 

superstations, notably Chicago's classical music sta-
tion \X/FMT, carried by 360 cable systems serving 
more than 1.3 million subscribers. Subscribers who 
pay an extra fee to the cable system operator can 

receive such radio stations, as well as other audio 
services, which go through a special cable connec-

tion to their home high-fidelity stereo systems. Many 
cable systems also carry local radio stations as back-
ground music for some of their information chan-

nels. By 1988, about 40 percent of all commercial 
radio stations could be heard as audio services on 
at least one cable system. 

• Pay-Cable Networks. Subscribers must pay a 
monthly fee or premium in addition to the fee paid 
for the basic cable service in order to receive pay-

cable netuurks.* The amount of that subscriber fee 
varies from system to system and network to net-

work but averages about $10 per month for each 
of the more popular pay-cable networks. The cable 
operator negotiates the fee with the program sup-

plier, usually splitting fee revenue 50/50. 

In 1972, HBO, the first national pay-cable net-
work,i owned by Time, Inc., began offering cable 
subscribers commercial-free theatrical motion pic-
tures. It soon entered into movie-rights purchasing 
in a big way, buying the cable exhibition rights to 

*Pay cable should not be confused with subscription television 
S1V), which was once carried by broadcast stations, not cable 
systems. 

1-The first experimental pay-cable service, or toll 7V as it was 
then called, began as early as 1957, when residents of Bartlesville, 
OK, paid $9.50 a month to watch movies delivered to their 
television sets by coaxial cable. 
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hundreds of old and new Hollywood feature films, 
as well as many short films. Having attained dom-
inance in pay cable, serving more subscribers than 
its two largest competitors combined, HBO can all 
but dictate to Hollywood producers the prices for 
film rights. HBO calculates the prices it will pay on 
the basis of a certain amount of money per sub-
scriber ( usually about 20 cents), plus a flat fee de-
termined by the value of the specific film to HBO 
in terms of subscriber appeal. Hollywood produc-
ers have long felt that HBO pays too little for film 
rights, but ( aside from withholding films from sale 
altogether) producers have no options. 
The formation in 1978 of Showtime, a pay-cable 

service that also uses satellites to distribute its films 
and other programs, somewhat weakened HBO's 
bargaining power. In 1979, Viacom, the operator of 
Showtime, sold a half interest in the network to the 
then-leading MSO, Teleprompter, providing more 
cable systems and more financial clout for Show-
time. ( Since 25 Teleprompter systems had previ-
ously contracted with HBO, HBO suffered a direct 
loss. ) Nevertheless, HBO had become so firmly es-

tablished that, despite aggressive marketing, Show-
time remained far behind HBO in total subscribers 

(see Exhibit 8-7). 
In 1980, in part to offset the impact of Showtime, 

HBO began a second service, Cinemax, and the 

following year expanded its own schedule to 24 
hours a day. Cinemax offered programming some-
what different from HBO's and closer to Show-
time's. HBO's second service also satisfied the de-
mand among some cable systems for a companion 

pay service to HBO. 
Continuing its efforts to compete effectively with 

HBO, Showtime in 1983 merged with another pay-
cable network, The Movie Channel, although the 

two continued to operate as separate services. The 
merger somewhat improved the combination's abil-
ity to negotiate with program sources, but HBO 
continued to dominate in the 1980s, having nearly 
twice as many subscribers as Showtime and The 
Movie Channel combined. 

Pay-cable networks that take advantage of cable's 
multichannel-based ability to target specific audi-

ences include the Disney Channel ( all-family pro-
gramming), the Playboy Channel (adult fare), Bravo 
(cultural programs), and American Movie Classics 
(a sister service of Bravo offering classic films). 

Like the advertiser-supported cable services, pay-
cable networks do not yet have staffs the size of 
those of ABC, CBS, and NBC. HBO, for example, 
had about 1,400 employees in 1988, compared with 
about 3,000 at each of the broadcast networks. Un-
like the ad-supported networks, pay-cable services 
do not, of course, need sales forces to sell com-
mercial time. They do, however, have extensive 
marketing departments that sell the network's 
service to cable operators and, often in partnership 
with the cable systems, convince potential cus-
tomers to subscribe. As with the broadcast television 
networks, outside companies produce most pro-
grams. even original series, carried by pay-cable 
networks. 

Vertical Integration The owner of a roadside 
hot-dog stand might find it more efficient and more 
profitable to produce the hot dogs and rolls he sells, 
rather than buying them from others; he might find 
it even more profitable to raise the animals and the 
wheat used to produce the hot dogs and rolls. Were 

he to enter the businesses of raising cattle and grain, 
manufacturing hot dogs, and baking rolls, while 
continuing to operate his stand, he would have a 
vertically integrated operation. So it is with much 
of business. 

The entertainment industries find vertical inte-
gration especially attractive. The motion picture in-

dustry set the pattern, with movie producers owning 
companies that distributed films and theaters that 
exhibited them. The federal government declared 

this practice to be in violation of antitrust laws and, 
after years of legal wrangling, prohibited much of 
the movies' vertical integration. 

Broadcasting, however, has only limited vertical 
integration. Networks, as program distributors as 
well as producers of some programs, own some 
stations ( the equivalent of movie exhibitors). How-
ever, antitrust law limits both the amount of pro-
gramming a network may itself produce and the 
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number of stations it may own. The Fox network, 
because it has not yet achieved full-scale network 
status as defined by the FCC, practices vertical 
integration. Ownership ties integrate a program 
producer ( 20th Century Fox) with a program 
distributor ( the Fox network) and the program ex-
hibitors ( the Fox O&O stations). Other examples 
include MCA's acquisition of New York superstation 
V4WOR and the Disney organization's acquisition of 
KHJ-TV in Los Angeles. 

Such integration flourishes in the cable industry, 
which escapes the restrictions imposed on broad-
casting. As cable matures and seeks to improve 
business efficiency, vertical integration increases. 
Tele-Communications, Inc. (ICI) provides the best 
example. As an MSO, TCI operates the nation's larg-
est group of cable systems. It also owns parts of a 
program producer ( United Artists), several cable 

networks ( Black Entertainment Television, the 
Discovery Channel, American Movie Classics, the 
Fashion Channel), a satellite program distribution 
service ( Netlink USA); and an already vertically in-
tegrated program producer/distributor/exhibitor (the 
Turner Broadcasting System). 

8.4 

Capital Investment 

The broadcast and cable industries, though not as 
capital intensive as the automobile business, for ex-
ample, nonetheless require very high investments 

for constructing new facilities or acquiring and 
maintaining existing ones. 

Broadcasting The FCC license permitting a sta-
tion to operate constitutes the owner's most valu-
able asset. To use a license, an owner must buy 
equipment to receive, originate, and transmit pro-

gramming, along with associated buildings and of-
fice facilities. 

Radio station construction costs range from $50,000 
for a simple, small-market AM or FM station to sev-
eral million dollars for a sophisticated radio facility 
in a major market. A station in the low-power tele-

vision (LPTV) class that is able to produce local 

programs may, under ideal conditions, cost no more 
than $300,000, but a full- power, major-market tele-
vision facility may cost 100 times that much. Stations 
that plan to originate secondary services such as 
teletext need to invest an additional $200,000 for 
that technology alone. 

Operating stations must maintain and, to remain 

competitive, upgrade their facilities. The median 
equipment budget for a television station runs to 
about $300,000 annually; that for a radio station, 

about $20,000. Major equipment purchases can 
quickly spend those budgets, and more: satellite 
news-gathering vans cost between $300,000 and 
$500,000; newsroom computer systems run be-
tween $ 100,000 and $450,000; weather graphics 
equipment costs about $20,000. And the future cost 
of converting a major-market station's facilities to 

an incompatible high-definition television system 
runs about $ 10 million. 

Unlike other media, electronic mass media rely 
on the general public—the consumer—to supply 

the largest part of the basic capital equipment, the 
broadcast receivers. The public's capital investment 
in broadcasting amounts to many times the total 
investment of the industry itself. In fact, some es-

timates place the public's investment at more than 
90 percent of the total. This public involvement 

imposes on the broadcast industry a unique obli-
gation to its audiences. 

Cable On a cost-per-home-served basis, a cable 
system costs even more to construct than a broad-

cast facility because each home must be physically 
connected to the cable system. The costs of install-
ing cable on existing utility poles range from $10,000 
per mile for rural areas to $ 100,000 per mile for 

urban areas, and up to $300,000 per mile for un-
derground cable. To upgrade a system—that is, to 

increase its channel capacity—costs between $10,000 
and $15,000 per mile. 

As with a television station, a local cable system's 
origination equipment costs depend on the owner's 
operating philosophy and desired level of sophis-
tication. A simple monochrome studio may be con-
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structed for as little as $30,000, but a reasonably 
equipped color facility will cost $200,000 or more. 
The hardware needed to handle pay-per-view ser-

vices costs about $ 10,000. Estimates for headend 
comersion to HDTV run as high as $1,000,000. 

Satellite Services Because they relay programs 
more efficiently and cost-effectively than terrestrial 

relay facilities, communication satellites have re-
duced the operating costs of stations, systems, and 
networks. Satellites, more than any other technol-

ogy, have made it possible for modern cable and 
other media to flourish. 

Although they are more economical for long-dis-

tance signal relay than traditional telephone lines 
and microwave relays, satellites and the equipment 
associated with them remain expensive. For ex-

ample, Hughes' Galaxy I satellite, reserved for cable 
industry use, cost about $30 million to construct, 

plus another $40 million to launch and insure against 
possible loss. However, the sale of transponders 
aboard the satellite for a reported total of $195 mil-
lion more than offset this $70 million cast. 

Early satellite launches by NASA rockets cost about 
$70 million each. Later, use of the space shuttle 
brought launch costs down to about $30 million. 
But the 1986 U.S. government decision to reserve 
the NASA shuttle for noncommercial uses, com-
bined with higher manufacturing costs, brings the 
total package for an orbiting satellite to about $200 
million. Early geosynchronous satellites had a use-
ful life of only about eight years, but designers ex-

pected those manufactured in the late 1990s to last 
as long as 16 years. 

Users may lease transponders for between $25,000 
and $200,000 a month, depending on the length of 
the contract and the location of the satellite. Oc-
casional use [ for example, by a television station to 
backbaul (bring home) live coverage of an out-of-
town baseball game] costs as little as $200 for one 
hour. Networks sometimes make their transponders 
available to their affiliates; NBC rents theirs to af-
filiates for $ 14 per minute. 
Earth stations that send signals up to satellites 

(uplinks) range in price from about $600,000 to 

$750,000. Users that need transmission facilities only 

occasionally may rent Earth stations for as little as 
$396 an hour for transmission to C-band satellites, 
or $480 an hour for transmission to Ku-band sat-

ellites. Wold Communications, one of several com-
panies that provide portable uplinks ( PUPS), brings 
them to the user's site and rents them for between 
$3,000 and $5,000 a day, depending on whether the 
user needs C-band or Ku-band capacity. 

TYRO ( television receive-only) dishes* that cable 
systems, television stations, or other users employ 
to downlink satellite signals cost from as little as 

$1,000 for simple units for residential use, to $40,000 
or more for professional models capable of " look-
ing at- several satellites. 

SMATV and MMDS Satellite master antenna 
television ( SNIATV) construction costs depend on 
the size of the multiple-dwelling building and the 
sophistication of the installation. An average 300-
unit system might cost about $80,000, including 
$35,000 for Earth station equipment but excluding 
cabling. Cable and connection costs depend on the 

age and construction of the building ( many new 
complexes come prewired for cable) and on the 
number of tenants subscribing. 

Multichannel multipoint distribution systems 

(MMDS), sometimes referred to as wireless cable, 
operate from a single transmitter that usually serves 
large apartment buildings or condominiums. Cap-
ital costs for such a system approximate $600 per 
subscriber. 

8.5 
Ownership Turnover 

In the 34 years from 1954 through 1988, more than 
16,000 radio stations and nearly 1.300 television sta-
tions changed ownership. The total value of these 
transactions approximated $38 billion. No govern-

mental agency requires reporting of cable-system 

*Although still referred to as "dishes,- many satellite receiving 
antennas no longer have that characteristic shape. 
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EXHIBIT 8-8 How Did We Ever Get Along Before Computers? 

Radio and television stations got along well without 
computers for years, of course. Some still do. But more 
and more the broadcast and cable industries depend 
on computer systems to increase efficiency, improve 
performance, reduce staff sizes, and raise profits. 

In the newsroom computers serve as word proces-
sors for writing news scripts and for editing, organ-
izing, producing newscasts, and making changes min-
utes before air time. Stations keep (archive) past news 
material and news wire services in computer storage, 
giving reporters speedy access to background infor-
mation. Computers make daily assignments of re-
porters and equipment, act as a message center and 
automatic telephone dialing service, and even feed 
news scripts electronically to camera-mounted tele-
prompters. 

In the sales department computers monitor com-
mercial availabilities, store market and rating data for 
use in sales presentations, and make audience and cost 
projections. They analyze the efficiency of commer-
cials already run by checking against rating data. And 
they schedule (traffic) commercials, watching to en-
sure contract fulfillment and keeping ads for com-
peting products from running back to back. 
Program departments generate daily program pre-

logs by computer. They use them, with rating data 

transactions comparable to the FCC's requirement 

fi .)r broadcasters; thus no accurate data on cable 
exist. Industry estimates place total sales of cable 
systems for 1988 at more than $ 10 billion. The in-
dustry trade journal Broadcasting regularly lists sta-
tions and cable systems for sale and others already 
sold. 

Broadcast stations and cable systems offer better 

opportunities to make more money than many other 
businesses. Supermarkets, for example, have a no-
toriously low profit margin of perhaps 1 or 2 per-

cent. Broadcast station profit margins can reach as 
high as 50 percent or more. For this reason, large, 

multifaceted conglomerates, many of which have 
no prior broadcast ownership experience, often 
choose to invest in this industry. Conglomerates, 

entered, to analyze proposed syndicated program ac-
quisitions and to schedule programs and movies al-
ready owned. Computers store program contracts, 
generate graphics (as in the photos on the opposite 
page), keep track of monthly program costs, and sup-
ply reports showing sales revenue for each program 
aired. Radio stations enter music playlists on com-
puters. 

In the business office, computers maintain records 

of advertisers and agencies, their credit history, and 
the status of their accounts. Computers calculate costs, 
send out bills (to advertisers and, in the case of cable, 
to subscribers), and follow up on receiving payment 
(collections). They store personnel files, handle pay-
roll, and help to prepare and, once prepared, to mon-
itor station budgets. 

In the control room, computers execute program 
schedules by automatically rolling program and com-
mercial audio cassettes or videotapes, and by inserting 
commercials at the right spots in cable or broadcast 
network programs. They make automatic entries on 
the daily program log, indicating which events ran 
when (and which didn't and why), and they insert 
closed captioning for the hearing impaired. 

In the studio, robotic cameras take live electronic 
pictures of newscasters in their news sets. Operated 

however, by definition participate in several types 

of businesses rather than just one or two. Should 
one of their businesses suffer setbacks, the effect 

on a conglomerate would be limited. 

Restrictions on Ownership A company may 
own as many cable systems as it likes. Not so for 
broadcasting. A single entity may own as many as 
12 AM radio stations, 12 FM stations, and 12 tele-

vision stations, provided that the 12 TV stations do 
not together reach more than 25% of all U.S. tele-
vision households. Minor exceptions to this stan-
dard are discussed in Section 17.5. 

Before any sale of a radio or television station 
can become final, it must first receive FCC approval. 
Usually a municipality controls the sale of a cable 
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EXHIBIT 8-8 Continued 

by control room engineers or as part of the newsroom 
computer system, these cameras sometimes hang from 
the studio ceiling, providing shots unavailable from a 
traditional, human-operated camera. 
Over years computers save time and money. But 

they require a substantial initial investment. For ex-

system operating under that community's franchise. 
(For details on legal commis and other influences 

on sales of broadcast and cable properties, see Sec-

tion 175. ) 

Station Sales Although not all radio and tele-
vision stations are sold at a profit, few are sold at a 
loss.* David E. Schutz, an independent consultant 
on broadcast mergers and acquisitions, analyzed 
212 radio station sales made in 1985 Of those 212, 

*One example of a major loss involved Taft Broadcasting's s76o 
million acquisition of Gulf Broadcasting's fist- independent sta-

tions in 1985, a time when Indies' enjoyed record profits. After 

two years that proved difficult for many independent stations, 

Taft sold the group to TVX for Sno million—a loss of some 
$520 millior. 

GREAT EawrAnoNs 
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ample, a large-station newsroom computer system with 
40 terminals and assorted printers and accessories casts 
an average of $450.000. By 19e3 only about 10 percent 
of television stations had made that investment. 
SOURCE: Photos courtesy of Molly LynctliWCVB-TV 5, 

Boston. 

157 ( 74 percent ) sold for the same or a higher price 
than originally paid for the station; only 55 ( 26 per-

cent) sold at a lower prfce, most of them AM stand-
alones (without co-owned FM stations). In recent 

years AM stations have declined in value compared 

with FM stations and AM/FM combinations. The 212 
transactions showed that station values had in-
creased at 10 percent compounded annual rate 
(Broadcasting, 27 Jan. 1986, 107). Like real estate 

agents, station brokers bring buyers and sellers to-
gether. They usually receive a 5 percent commission 
hut earn somewhat less on major transactions. 

Pricing Methods No reliable formulas exist for 

determining the appropriate selling price of a sta-
tion. Several factors influence what a buyer should 
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pay or a seller should ask: market size, market 
location (depressed industrial city or expanding 

Sunbelt area), radio format or television network 
affiliation, equipment, competitive position within 
the market, financing arrangements, and so on. 

As a rule of thumb, however, the selling price of 
an FM station or an AM/FM combination should 
come to about 2.5 times the station's annual gross 

revenue, or 10 times its annual cash flow (operating 
revenues less operating expenses); for a stand-alone 

AM station, the price would be closer to 1.5 times 
gross revenue or 5 times cash flow. Formulas for 
estimating prices for television stations include mul-
tiplying gross revenue by 2.5, cash flow by 12, and 
the number of station viewers by $2,000. 

As shown in Exhibit 8-9, the average price for an 
operating AM radio station in 1988 came close to 
$900,000, whereas the FM station price exceeded 
$4 million. By 1989 the top radio station price had 
reached $75 million, the amount Legacy Broad-
casting received in 1988 from Command Commu-
nications for KJOI-FM in Los Angeles. The latter 

company paid the most ever for an AM station, $50 
million, when it bought KRLD, Dallas, from Met-
ipolitan Broadcasting. In 1987, Infinity Broadcast-

ing Corp. paid $82 million for KVIL in Dallas, the 
record for an AM/FM combination.* Then, setting 
the record for a group, Infinity's 1988 sale of its 15 

radio stations cost an investor group, made up of 
three of Infinity's senior executives, $484 million. 
The average price for a television station in 1988 

exceeded $25 million. At one time, independent 
television stations sold for much lower prices than 

network affiliates. In the mid- 1970s, some indepen-
dents began to increase in value. KTLA-TV, an in-

dependent station in Los Angeles, sold in 1983 for 
$245 million; two years later, Golden West Stations 
sold it to Tribune Broadcasting for a record-setting 
$510 million, an increase in value of some $280,000 
for each dal, Golden West had owned the station. 
It was the highest price ever paid for any television 
station—affiliate, or independent. 

•Because KVIL-AM accounted for only about $ 1 million of the 

price, the deal actually set the FM record price of $81 million. 

EXHIBIT 8-9 Radio and Television 
Station Trading 

Radio Television 

Average Average 

Number price Number price 

1978 586 8565,797 51 $5,680,804 

1980 424 $801,024 35 $15,261,428 

1982 597 $788,480 30 817,589,180 

1984 782 $1,249,391 82 815,268,582* 

1986 959 $1,553,838 128 821,168,093 

1988 845 $2,179,444 70 $25,427,971 

*Of the 82 television transactions in 1984, 31 involved only con-
struction permits, not operating stations. If the former (valued 

at less than $ 1 million each) are discounted, the average price 

per station was nearly $24.6 million. 

Prices for individual stations vary widely, depending on 

market size and such other factors as whether a radio 

station is AM or FM (in 1988 the average AM station sold 

for $894,294; the average FM station for $4,147,014; and 
the average AM/FM combination for $3,842,030) and 

whether a television station is VHF or UHF, affiliate or 

independent 

SOURCE . Broadcasting, 13 Feb. 1989. pp. 42 and 54. 

Cable System Sales A rule of thumb for mea-
suring the price of a cable system involves assigning 

a dollar value to each household that subscribes to 
the system. In the early 1980s that figure averaged 

about $300 per subscriber. By the late 1980s the 
combination of cable deregulation, the financial 
problems of some independent television stations, 
and the record-high prices being paid for some 
broadcast properties made cable the most widely 
trafficked of the electronic media. As a result, the 
per-subscriber price for cable systems reached $2,000 

and, in several instances, even higher. Like similar 
formulas for determining selling prices for radio 
and television stations, this per-subscriber method 
yields only very rough estimates. It ignores such 
factors as geographical locations, number of homes 
passed by the system (which represent potential 
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subscribers), age and channel capacity of the sys-
tem, amount of system construction remaining, 
number of pay-channel subscribers, level of sub-
scription rates, and the influence of franchise con-

ditions and expiration date. 
A method of establishing value that does account 

for some of the above-mentioned factors involves 
projecting a system's cash flow (operating revenues 
less operating expenses) for the first year of op-
eration following the proposed sale. Recent selling 

prices have, on the average, been about 12 times 
the first year's projected cash flow. 

As with radio and television station sales, brokers 
arrange most cable-system sales, taking fees of 2 to 

6 percent of the purchase price or, in some cases, 
accepting part ownership of a system in lieu of a 

cash commission. 
As of the end of 1988, the largest cable-system 

transaction was the purchase of Storer Communi-

cation's cable systems by Tele-Communication Inc., 
Comcast Corp., and Knight-Ridder Inc. for about 

$2.8 billion. The price equaled a cost per subscriber 
of about $2,050 and a cash flow multiple of slightly 

less than 12.5. 

Cable Network Sales The cable industry's set-
tling and maturing process in the 1980s gave rise 

to a number of sales and mergers of cable networks. 
In 1983 Showtime and The Movie Channel merged 

but continued to operate as separate networks; the 
owners hoped that the combination would compete 

better with the leading pay service, HBO. The fol-
lowing year, Showtime/The Movie Channel bought 

out a competing service, Spotlight, a pay-cable net-
work founded in 1981 by Times Mirror, and ab-
sorbed Spotlight's subscribers. Finally, after six years 
of operation, Showtime/The Movie Channel showed 

a profit in 1984. 
The inability of advertising to support more than 

a limited number of cable program services led to 
mergers and acquisitions. For example, in 1984 Day-
time and the Cable Health Network combined to 
create a new advertiser-supported service called 
Lifetime. In the same year, ABC, which already owned 
15 percent of ESPN, purchased the remaining 85 
percent for $202 million, selling 20 percent of the 

service four months later to Nabisco for $60 million. 
Also in 1984, HBO acquired a 15 percent interest 
in BET ( Black Entertainment Television), a strug-
gling cable network specializing in minority pro-
gramming, assuming responsibility for marketing it 
to cable systems and advertisers. 

In 1985, in a complex series of deals valued at 
$690 million, Viacom (a major MSO, programmer. 
and syndicator and half-owner of Showtime/The 
Movie Channel) acquired full ownership of Show-
time/TMC and of MTV Networks (operator of three 
basic cable services: MTV, VI-I-1, and Nickelodeon). 
These acquisitions made Viacom the largest cable 
programmer, and the only programmer with sig-
nificant stakes in both basic and pay-cable services. 

Early cable television owners promised that their 
new services, with their many channels, would de-
liver programming not regularly offered by the 

commercial television networks, such as cultural 
programs, attractive to select, rather than mass, au-
diences. They spoke of narrowcasting as superior 

to broadcasting. Over time, however, economic reality 
made it impossible for cable to deliver fully on its 

cultural promises. For example, in 1982, after sus-
taining some $30 million in losses, CBS closed down 
its cultural channel, CBS Cable, for lack of advertiser 

support. In 1984, hoping to consolidate resources 
and advertiser dollars, two other cultural program-
ming networks, Arts and the Entertainment Chan-
nel, merged to form the new Arts 8z Entertainment 

network. 
Other specialty cable program services suffered 

as well and began merging to survive. For example, 
in 1988 Cable Value Network, the largest cable home 
shopping service, took over the bankrupt America's 
Shopping Channel and Fashion Channel Network, 

which had sustained annual losses of more than $ 18 
million. 

8.6 
Personnel 

The number of people employed in an industry 

usually gives some indication of its importance. 
However, although the electronic media employ 
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EXHIBIT 8-11 Broadcast and Cable Employment 

Medium 

Commercial 
radio 

Commercial 
television 

Noncommercial 
radio 

Noncommercial 
television 

Broadcasting 
headquarters 

Cable 

Full-time 
employees 

56,869 

3,229 

8,733 

22,931 

am« 

68,564 

1 91,342 

Percent 
women 

These statistics represent broadcast and cable employment, based upon reports 
from only those nonnetwork units that have five or more full-time employees. 

Although much smaller than broadcasting's, the younger cable industry's work 
force is growing more rapidly, and the representation by women and minorities 
in cable exceeds that in commercial radio and television. 

38.2 

36.2 

38.7 

44.8 

39.1 

40.7 

Percent 
minorities 

13.9 

18.4 

15.0 

19.3 

19.7 

21.0 

SOURCES: FCC, Broadcast and Cable Employment Trend Reports, Washington, DC, 13 Jan. 1989 ( broadcast) and 29 Dec. 
1988 (cable). 

to about 60 for the largest, with the average being 
15. Television stations have between 20 and 300 
employees, with a typical network affiliate employ-
ing about 90 and an independent station about 60 
full-time people. 

Cable systems average about 30 full-time em-
ployees but range from family-run systems in small 

communities with perhaps five or six employees to 
large-city systems with staffs of well over 100. Cable 
MS0 headquarters units average about 55 full-time 
employees. Cable networks, too, vary in staff size 
depending on several factors, including subscriber 
count, the amount and type of original program-
ming offered, and whether or not the service relies 
on advertising for support. 

Salary Scales The huge salaries reported in gos-

sip columns go to top talent, creative persons, and 
executives, working mostly at network headquarters 

and the production centers of New York and Hol-
lywood.* Average salaries for jobs at most stations 

and cable systems rank as moderate at best, gov-
erned by basic laws of supply and demand. Typi-
cally, those working in sales earn the highest 

incomes at broadcast stations. Sales executives 
sometimes have higher incomes than many others 
in management. At the department-head level, gen-
eral sales managers usually make the most money 

and promotion managers tend to make the least, 

with program managers falling somewhere be-
tween the two. Exhibit 8-12 offers information about 
starting salaries for new college graduates in media 

*In 1989, Dan Rather of CBS news reportedly earned the highest 
salary of any broadcast nonentertainment personality: $2.5 mil-

lion per year. Laurence Tisch, president and chief executive 

officer of CBS ( and, thus, Rather's boss) earned just over El 
million. 
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EXHIBIT 8-12 Median Starting Salaries for 
New College Graduates 

Radio/Television stations 

Daily newspapers 

Advertising 

Public relations 

$12,792 

$13,900 

$15,028 

$16,744 

The significantly higher salaries earned by college grad-
uates taking their first jobs in public relations and ad-
vertising may account for the increasing popularity of 
those majors at colleges throughout the United States. 

SOURCE: Based on a survey, conducted by the Ohio State 
University School of Journalism, of 1,252 bachelors degree 

recipients who completed their programs in journalism and 

mass communication in May or June of 1987 at one of the 
53 schools participating in the survey. 

or media-related jobs, whereas Exhibit 8-13 gives 
average salaries for those already working in broad-
casting. 
News jobs rank among the better-paying non-

supervisory positions in television. A 1987 survey 
conducted for the Radio-Television News Directors 
Association found that television news reporters 
earned a median annual salary of $16,900; anchors 
earned between $26,000 and $38,000. Radio paid a 
good deal less, with reporters at $13,000 and an-
chors at $16,000. Median annual salaries for tele-
vision and radio news directors showed the same 
disparity, with TV at $38,000 and radio at $ 16,800. 
Employee benefits can represent a significant ad-

dition to a worker's income. About 98 percent of 
all television stations contribute to employees' health 
insurance, 88 percent pay for at least part of a life 
insurance policy, and 64 percent have retirement 
or pension plans. Radio stations, on the other hand, 
provide considerably less: only 80 percent contrib-
ute to an employee's health insurance, 58 percent 

contribute to life insurance, and just 18 percent have 
retirement or pension plans. 

Employment of Women The FCC enforces 
Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Act stan-
dards for broadcast stations, cable systems, and 
headquarters operations with five or more em-
ployees. These standards require an annual report 
(FCC Form 395) classifying employees according to 
nine major job categories and according to sex and 

minority status. 
In its annual employment study of all broadcast 

stations with five or more employees, the FCC re-
ported that in 1988 women occupied more than 38 
percent of all jobs, up from 32 percent in 1979. 
Perhaps more important, women represented 31 
percent of the employees classified as Officia& and 
Managers (up from 23 percent in 1979) and 49 
percent of those classified as Sales Workers ( up from 

31 percent in 1979). ( Exhibit 8-11 offers a more 
detailed analysis of the FCC report.) A 1988 survey 
by American Women in Radio and Television, how-

ever, found less than 10 percent female represen-
tation among broadcast station general managers 

and owners (Broadcasting, 20 June 1988: 55).* 

For cable systems with five or more employees 
in 1988, FCC reports reveal similarities with broad-
casting. Women constituted nearly 41 percent of all 

employees and more than 34 percent of officials 
and managers. The potentially lucrative area of sales 
saw major improvement; women held nearly 45 

'A widely publicized sex-discrimination case involved Christine 
Craft, hired in 1980 as co-anchor at KMBC-TV. the Metromedia 

station in Kansas City, MO. Craft claimed that, although she had 

been assured that her position depended on journalistic talent 

and not on her appearance. when her bosses critiqued her per-

iormance they spent most of their time picking apart her makeup 

and clothes. The station replaced her in 1981, explaining, she 

alleged, that she was "t(x) old, too unattractive and not deferential 

to men." Craft sued for $3.5 million and in 1984 won $225,000 

in actual and $ 100,000 in punitive damages. The court based the 

award on a finding of fraud: she lost on her claims of sex dis-

crimination and equal-pay violations. In 1985, an appellate court 

overturned the award, and in 1986 the t '. S. Supreme Court closed 

the case by refusing to hear Craft's appeal. Only one Supreme 

Court Justice—Sandra Day O'Connor, the sole woman on the 

court—voted to hear the case. 
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EXHIBIT 8-13 Television and Radio Station Average Annual Salaries 

Position 

General 
Manager 

General Sales 
Manager 

News 
Director 

Chief 
Engineer 

Account 
Executive 

Program 
Manager 

Business 
Manager 

Promotion 
Director 

Production/ 
Operations 
Manager 

Traffic 
Manager 

Salary 
(thousands) 

$98,395 

$49,758 

1111.1111111111111.11111111.11 

$20,144 

$81,575 

$48,435 

$50,486 

$43,496 

$25,286 

$41,908 

$26,524 

$39,536 

$26, 767 

$39,198 

$22, 654 

111.11111111.11 $31,581 

$23, 856 

$31,317 

$29,738 

Television 
station 

Radio 
station 

BEM $24,469 

$15,256 

'lilt lil  
$15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95 105 

A/I /ohs at (derision stations command hied average annual salaries than com-
parable positions at radio stations 

SOURCES: Based on data in Television Employee Compensation & Fringe Benefits Reports, National Association of Broadcasters 
(Washington, DC, 1988) and Radio Employee Compensation & Fringe Benefits Report, National Association of Broadcasters 
(Washington, DC, 1988). 
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percent of those jobs in 1988, up from only 30 

percent in 1983. 

Minority Employment EEO rules also re-
quire stations to report on their efforts to upgrade 
the employment opportunities of minority-group 
members. Their progress has been slower than that 
of women. The FCC reported that in 1988 minorities 
represented almost 17 percent of all broadcast em-
ployees, an improvement of only 3 percentage points 
over 1979. The percentage of minority members 
holding sales jobs increased from just over 8 per-
cent in 1979 to more than 10 percent in 1988. The 
report for officials and managers turned out some-

what better in terms of progress, if not in terms of 

absolute numbers: in 1988 minorities held nearly 
11 percent of the top jobs, up from just under 8 

percent in 1979. 
FCC enforcement of EEO rules has been some-

what less vigorous for cable than for broadcasting. 
Still, cable has outpaced broadcasting in terms of 
its total workforce. Of all workers at cable systems 
in 1988, minorities amounted to about 21 percent, 

compared with less than 12 percent in 1979. Of 
those classified as officials and managers, minorities 
held more than 10 percent of the jobs, an increase 

from less than 7 percent five years earlier.* 

Unions Unionization in broadcasting and cable 
prevails at the networks, the national production 

centers, and most large-market network television 
affiliates, but not at the smaller-station and cable 
system level. The fragmentation of the industry into 
so many units—mostly, as we have seen, with rel-
atively small staffs, some of whose people perform 
more than one type of job—usually makes union-
ization of small stations impracticable. For example, 

'Broadcasters and cable system operators also must avoid dis-

crimination on the basis of age. In 1980 an Illinois radio station 

tired a 51-year-old disc jockey after changing its format from 
beautiful music cx) MOR/adult contemporary. He had been with 

the station for 9 1/2 years. Claiming that he had been terminated 
because of his age, he brought suit against the station. The jury 

in his 1984 trial agreed and awarded him $ 194,000 in damages, 

double the amount of his back pay ( Broadcasting, 19 Nov. 1984). 

a small radio station cannot afford to assign two 

employees to record interviews, paying one as a 
technician to operate the equipment and the other 
as a performer to do the talking, when the job could 

just as easily be done by one employee. 
Unionization of electronic media reflects the fact 

that these media draw upon types of personnel first 
unionized in older industries—electrical work, mu-

sic, motion pictures, stage, and newspapers. Most 
of the 40-odd unions to which broadcasting and 

cable employees belong cover workers in other 
media as well. Thus the American Federation of 
Musicians, whose marathon battle to control the use 

of recorded music is described in Section 3.2, rep-
resents every kind of professional musician, from 
players in symphony orchestras to pianists in bars. 

People who work in broadcasting and cable can 
be grouped into two broad categories, the crea-
tive/performing group and the crafts/technical group. 
Unions divide along similar lines; those represent-
ing the former usually avoid the word union, calling 
themselves guilds, associations, or federations. 
The first pure broadcasting union, American Fed-

eration of Television and Radio Artists (AFTRA), be-
gan ( originally as AFRA) in 1937, representing that 

universal radio performer, the announcer. Most of 
the creative/performing unions, however, came from 

the stage and motion pictures. Examples include 
the Writers Guild of America (WGA), the American 

Guild of Variety Artists (AGVA), and the Screen Ac-

tors Guild (SAG). When videotape carne to rival film 
as a medium of production, SAG and AFTRA both 
claimed jurisdiction over performers recorded by 
the new medium. AFTRA finally won. Many actors 
now belong to both unions, each of which has about 
70,000 members. 
The creative unions have played a significant role 

in forcing adaptation of contract terms to take be-
lated account of developments in technology. The 
fact that filmmaking contracts had no provisions 

covering television kept feature films off the air in 
the 1950s. SAG went on strike in 1960 (when Ronald 
Reagan was president of the union) to force higher 
scales for residuals, the payments made to perform-
ers and others for repeated showings of recorded 

programs on television. SAG has collected residuals 
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EXHIBIT 8-14 A Woman's Place Is in the Newsroom 

The path for women to equal job opportunity in broad-
casting has been bumpy and long, but some progress 
has been made. 

In 1948 ABC hired Pauline Frederick as the first 

woman network news correspondent. She remained 
the sole female hard-news network reporter for the 
next 12 years. In her early years, when assigned to 
interview the wives of presidential candidates at na-

tional political conventions, she was also required to 
apply their on-camera makeup. Later she became fa-
mous for her coverage of the UN, first as a corre-
spondent for ABC, then with NBC. 

In 1976 ABC hired Barbara Walters as the first woman 
anchor on a weekday evening network newscast. She 
shared the anchor desk with Harry Reasoner. Her sal-
ary: $ 1 million a year ($500,000 for anchoring and 
$500,000 for producing and hosting four entertain-
ment specials a year), plus perquisites (a private office 
decorated to her taste, a private secretary, a makeup 
consultant, and a wardrobe person). Walters had es-
tablished her reputation as co-host of NBC's Today 
show and as a succ if sometimes controversial, 

Pauline Frederick Barbara Walters 

interviewer of famous personalities as diverse as Prin-

cess Grace of Monaco, Fred Astaire, Ingrid Bergman, 
and Fidel Castro. Her tenure as anchor ended in 1977, 
and she moved on to more celebrity interviews and 
to ABC's news magazine 20120. 

After earning a journalism degree in 1969, Connie 
Chung worked at a Washington, DC, independent sta-
tion. In 1971 she was hired by CBS as a Washington 
correspondent. Five years later she became news an-
chor at CBS's O&O station KNXT in Los Angeles and 
was reportedly the highest paid local anchor in the 
country. She joined NBC in 1983 as early morning 
anchor, took over the Saturday Nightly News, and be-
came the regular substitute for Tom Brokaw on the 
weekday evening newscast. In 1989 she rejoined CBS, 
this time as anchor of its Sunday evening newscast and 

of her own program, Saturday Night with Connie Chung, 
serving also as one of Dan Rather's substitutes on the 
CBS weekday evening news. 

SOURCES: Wide World Photos (Frederick); ID 1989 Capital 
Cities/ABC, Inc. (Walters); CBS News Photo (Chung). 

Connie Chung 
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for members since 1954, much as ASCAP and BMI 
collect copyright payments on behalf of composers. 
In fact, some performers lucky enough to appear 
in particularly popular syndicated series became 
known as " residual millionaires." 
New technology triggered strikes in 1980-1981 

involving several unions. This time they fought over 
the income from the sale of recorded programs to 
the pay-television, videocassette, and videodisc mar-
kets. Videocassette revenue and residuals again played 
a role in 1985 and 1988 Writers Guild strikes. Al-
though they also wanted greater creative control 
over their product, Guild members sought primar-
ily to prevent program producers from reducing 
payments to writers for reruns of hour-long series 
sold in syndication. The 1988 strike lasted 22 weeks, 

causing a delay in the start of the fall television 
season and a further drop in network audiences. 

Technical ur,ions became active in broadcasting 
early in its history. The first successful strike against 
a broadcasting station may have been one in St. 
Louis in 1926, organized against radio station KMOX 
by the International Brotherhood of Electrical 

Workers ( IBEW), a technicians' union founded in 
the late 19th century by telephone linemen. 

In 1953 NBC technicians formed a separate as-
sociation of their own that ultimately became the 
National Association of Broadcast Engineers and 
Technicians ( NABET), the first union exclusively for 
broadcasting technicians. Later the union changed 
the word Engines to Employees to broaden its 
scope. Competition between NABET and IBEW has 

caused many jurisdictional disputes. A third tech-
nical union, an old rival of IBEW, the International 
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees and Moving 
Picture Machine Operators of the United States and 
Canada ( IATSE). entered the television scene from 
the motion picture industry.* 

Other unions not normally associated with broadcasting oc-

casionally look to radio or television for new members. In 1974 

the locally powerful Teamsters Union organized the NBC affiliate 

in Chattanooga, TN. The union contract covered all employees 

at the station except management and a security guard. It in-
cluded not only engineers and technicians hut also the clerical 

Employment Opportunities Surveys of stu-
dents enrolled in college electronic media pro-
grams indicate that most want to work either in 
on-camera or on-mike positions, or in creative 
behind-the-camera positions. The oversupply of 
candidates makes these the least accessible to be-
ginners. The delegation by broadcast stations and 
cable systems of creative work to outside produc-
tion companies means that such work concentrates 
in a few major centers, where newcomers face fierce 
competition and where unions control entry ( see 
Exhibit 8-15). 
e . News, the one field in which local production 
still flourishes, offers an exception to the dearth of 
production jobs at stations and systems. Nearly all 
broadcast stations and some cable systems employ 
news specialists. According to the National Associ-
ation of Broadcasters, in 1987 the average radio 
station had 6 news people and the average television 
station had 30. 

Sales offers another employment area likely to 
expand. All commercial networks and stations, as 
well as a growing number of cable systems, employ 
salespeople; moreover, the highest managerial 
positions historically have been filled from the 
ranks of sales personnel (although, in recent years, 
more and more general managers have come out 
of news). Advertising agencies and national sales 
representative firms offer entry-level employment 
opportunities. Nevertheless, personnel directors 
frequently complain that college-trained job appli-
cants fail to comprehend the financial basis of the 
industry and its profound influence on every aspect 
of operations. 
Promotion represents another area of potential 

growth. Stations, systems, and networks promote 
themselves both to the public and to potential ad-
vertisers. Cable networks also use promotion to help 
persuade cable systems to buy their offerings. As 
technologies proliferate and competition intensi-
fies, so does the need for creative and effective 
promotion. 

staff, news reporters, and even salespeople. After some early 

stormy years during which several strikes occurred, employee 
support diminished, and by the early 1980s the union no longer 

had a comract with the station. 
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EXHIBIT 8-15 Advice for Job Seekers 

The' International Radio and Television Society, The 
Radio-Television News Directors Association, and The 
National Association of Television Program Executives 
commissioned The Roper Organization to conduct a 
survey of media executives' attitudes concerning the 
educational preparation received by students seeking 
careers in broadcasting and cable. Some examples of 
their opinions: 

II Entry-level job applicants often have unrealistic ca-
reer expectations. They expect too high a starting 
salary, they expect to advance too quickly, and they 
come to the job with a misguided impression of the 
industry. 

II Recent college graduates will find their best oppor-
tunities in sales (cited by 49 percent of those re-
sponding), news (cited by 32 percent), and produc-
tion (28 percent). 

I Nonacademic considerations receive more weight 
than academic and formal credentials when broad-
casters evaluate a candidate for an entry-level posi-
tion. They regard as most important the applicant's 
general presentation, writing skills and style, eepe-
rience in the industry, and hands-on experience in 
actual work situations. 

• Nearly three-fourths of the respondents ranked a 
four-year undergraduate education as either essen-
tial or important. They placed less importance, how-
ever, on a graduate degree. 

I Two-thirds of the executives considered a journalism 
or a communication degree as an important consid-

Although approximately two-thirds of all jobs in 

cable fall in the technical category, emphasizing 

electronics and engineering, other areas also have 
high priority. Marketing, marketing research, and 
advertising stand at the top of this list. The need for 
creative people will also increase as more cable 
systems gear up for public access and local origi-
nation programming. 

But if applicants look only to broadcasting and 
cable as their suppliers for jobs, they will seriously 

eration in evaluating a prospective employee; almost 
half felt that way about a liberal arts background. 

• Broadcasters generally expect students to come to 
the job knowing the basic elements required for 
work in the industry—writing skills, the basics of 
broadcasting, knowledge of equOment operation, 
and communication skills. 

Not everyone agreed with all the findings. For ex-
ample, Professor Robert O. Blanchard, chairman of 
the Department of Communication at Trinity Univer-
sity, argued that: 

The worlds of the media professionals and mass communi-
cation educators overlap only minimally. The obsession of 
professionals, by nature, is with the present or, more likely, 

with the immediate past.... What they do is based on what 
worked, or didn't work, last season. The university tradition 
reflects concern with identifying, assessing and transmitting 
enduring skills, principles and values, and understanding 
what they hold for the future.... The future for us is sym-
bolized for our times with the advent of the 21st century, 
where today's students will be living and working most of 
their adult lives. It will be conceptual skills and principles 
and values, not last season's entry-level skills, that will guide 
them through our fast-changing and expanding information 

society (Robert O. Blanchard, "Put the Roper Survey on the 
Shelf—We Have Our Own Agenda," Feedback, Broadcast Ed-
ucation Association, Summer 1988). 

SOURCE The Roper Organization Inc., " Electronic Media 
Career Preparation Study," Executive Summary, Decem-
ber 1987. 

limit their employment opportunities. The elec-
tronic media have become so pervasive in our 
American society that virtually every large organi-
zation that has any contact with the public uses them 
in one form or another. Opportunities for produc-
tion and writing jobs exist at manufacturing and 
retail firms, religious institutions, educational and 
health organizations, foundations, government 
agencies, the armed services, and specialized pro-
duction companies. 
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Many such organizations make extensive in-house 
use of closed-circuit television. Some firms, such as 
IBM, use teleconferencing networks. The Ford Mo-
tor Company produces daily newscasts, complete 
with field reporters, for its Ford Communications 
Network, beaming them by closed-circuit television 
to 180,000 employees in 270 factories and offices 
in North America. Automotive Satellite Television 
Network provides 40 hours of programming each 
month to about 3,000 car dealers. 
These and others in the rapidly growing field of 

industrial video apply broadcast techniques to job-
skills training, management development, sales pre-
sentations, and public relations. Such nonbroadcast 
uses of television require trained personnel for pro-
duction, direction, writing, studio operations, pro-
gram planning, and other tasks that originated as 
occupational specialties of broadcasting. 

Summary 

Broadcast stations fulfill four functions: general 
and administrative, technical, programming, and sales. 
Station orgaollows the same pattern, with 
subheadings for news, production, traffic, and other 
specialized functions. 

Stations differ according to whether they are net-
work affiliates or independents and whether they 
are individually owned or part of a group. 

Broadcast networks organize along lines similar to 
stations, with added responsibilities for program 

distribution and station relations. Most _____a_ffili£.u.are 
not owned by networks; rather, they have a contrac-
tual relationship with networ . Each network has a 
few highly profitab e owned-and-operated stations. 

The most important provision of affiliated con-
tracts specifies station compensation for time used 
for network programming. Such compensation 
amounts to only a small percentage of affiliates' 
revenues. 

Affiliates have the legal right to refuse to clear time 
for network programs; the prime-time access rule 
limits the amount of prime time that affiliates in the 
top 50 markets may clear for network programs. 

Cable systems perform the same four functions as 
commercial broadcast stations, plus marketing the 
systems' services to subscribers. The programming 
function is more extensive than at a broadcast televi-
sion station because of multiple cable channels. 

Cable networks are of two types: advertiser-sup-
ported ( or basic) and pay. Subscribers usually re-
ceive ad-supported networks at no additional cost 
as part of the system's basic package of program-
ming. They pay an extra monthly fee for commer-
cial-free pay networks. 

Many cable systems also carry the programming 
.of superstations. independent television stations  that 
distribute their signals by satellite throughout the 

country. 

Capital expenditures inbroadca.sting and cable 

rli2ge from a few_thousand dollars for a small radio 
station to many mill' op-
erations. A significant portion of the total industry 
capital investment is made by the consumer through 
the purchase of radios and television sets. 

Some of the profit in broadcasting and cable comes 
from the buying and selling of stations and systems. 
_ILivs¡t_oss_ar.e.at.t.cacte4 to the industry because of its 
typically high profit margins 

; Many factors influence the price of a station or ca-
ble system, but rough estimates are made using var-
ious formulas such as multiples of projected cash flow. 

Relative to their social impact, broadcasting and 
cable have small work forces. 

The percentage of broadcasting jobs held by women 
and minorities has increased in recent years hut still 
falls far short of the percentage held by white males. 

Broadcast employees are unionized at the net-
work level and in major production centers, but 
most stations and cable systems are not targets for 
unionization because their employees are few in 
number and often do several jobs. 

News and sales offer the best employment chances 
for newcomers to broadcasting. Technical and mar-
keting people are most in demand in the cable 
industry. Other opportunities exist in industrial, 
nonbroadcast video. 
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CHAPTER 9 

REVENUE SOURCES 

AND PROFITS 

Radio and television broadcasting is the largest 
national advertising medium. Only newspapers 
surpass television in total advertising volume. 
Radio comes fourth in total advertising dollars, 
after direct mail but ahead of magazines. Advertising 
on cable, although rapidly increasing, remains 
small relative to other electronic media (Exhi-
bit 9-1). The remarkable overall profitability of 
broadcasting and cable television (despite many 

instances of loss and failure) invites the attention 
of major financial interests. A great deal of buying 
and selling went on during the 1980s, often in-
volving mergers of large companies and the growth 
of conglomerate corporations with interests in 
many different aspects of the media. The dereg-
ulatory stance of the Republican administration 
in Washington during this period, coupled with 
its disinclination to invoke antimonopoly laws, 
encouraged these trends. One result has been a 
decline in the older commercial broadcasting cul-
ture, which at its best prided itself on its concern 
for the public interest and its role as the premier 
medium of public expression in a democratic so-
ciety. Critics charge that in its place has come a 
"bottom-line mentality," focused not on making 
money while doing wxxi, but just on making money. 

9.1. 

Advertising 

Broadcasting and cable offer advertisers unique ad-
vantages, such as broad audience reach, immediacy, 
and flexibility. Advertising can be as local as the 
area covered by a single station or cable system, or 
as broad as a national ork with virtually uni-
versal covera e. As an alternative to local or network 

coverage, advertisers can choose the national spot 
mode, which enables them to put together individ-
ual stations with any combination of coverage areas, 
station types, and program vehicles desired. 

Coverage Broadcast advertising falls into three 
categories in terms of coverage areas and image: 
Local  network, and national sp2t. 

All stations even network affiliates, function es-

sentially as local advertising media, cogsiige although their individual coverage areas 

vary a great deal.* As Exhibit 9-2 shows, radio de-

* For this reason the phrase "local station" can be regarded as 
redundant, except perhaps when used to distinguish between a 

low-power AM station on a local channel and stations on regional 
and clear channels. 
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EXHIBIT 9-1 Advertising Volume of Major Media, Local vs. National* 

Local dollars National dollars 

Newspapers 

Television 

Direct mail 

Radio 

Magazines 

Cable 

All others 

12% $29,412 million total (26.8%) 

/ 3•10'M 69% $22,179 million total (20.2%) 

100% $19,111 million total (17.4%) 

76c1/0 24% $7,206 million total (6.6%) 
 •N/ 

100% $5,607 million total (5.1%) 

I$963 million total (0.9%) 
\\--- 79% National 21% Local 

$24,410 million total (22.3%) 

'Numbers in parentheses are percentages of tota advertising expenditures in all media. 

Newspapers retain the lead as the principal medium for local advertising, television 

leads in nonlocal adi 'ertising. and cable lags far behind all other media. 

SOURCE Based or 1987 data prepared by Robert J. Coen, McCann-Erickson. Inc. 

pends on local advertising for most of its revenue, 
whereas television derives nearly half of its revenue 
from national spots. This difference reflects the his-
torical fact that television captured most of the na-, 
tional advertisers, drivjirg radio to cultivate local 
sour7esoienue. Moreover, since radio costs far 
less, small local businesses find it more affordable. 

Daily newspapers, broadcasting's chief rival for 
local advertising dollars, have far less, flexibility of 
coverage. Most communities have only one daily 
newspaper. Large daily newspapers attempt to adapt 
their coverage to advertisers' needs by using add-
on neighborhood supplements, but in many a one-
newspaper town, local advertisers may choose from 
among two dozen or more radio and television 
stations with varying coverage areas. 

Local broadcast advertisers consist chiefly of fast 
food restaurants, department and furniture stores, 
banks, food stores, and movie theaters. When such 
local firms act as retail outlets for nationally dis-
tributed products, the cost of local advertising may 
be shared between the local retailer ( an appliance 
dealer, for example) and the national manufacturer 
(a maker of refrigerators, for example). This type 
of cost sharing, known as local cooperative adver-
tising, or just "local co-op," supplies radio with a 
major source of its revenue, so much so that some 
stations appoint a special staff member to coordi-
nate cooperative advertising. 
When a station connects to a network, it instan-

taneously converts from a local to part of a regional 
or national advertising medium. For advertisers of 
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EXHIBIT 9-2 Broadcast Station and Cable System Revenue Sources 

Medium 

Radio 
stations 

Television 
network 
affiliates 

Television 
independents 

Cable television r' 
systems 

48.9% 

55% 

Local sales 

77.6% 

National spot sales 

Revenue 

WPM-

11.1111•11111111I 
  Network compensation 

Ill Subscription fees 

Subscription fees include payments for basic and pay program services, installation, 
and, where available, home security and pay-per-view events. 

1.6% 

4.9% 

0.2% 

1.8% Advertising 

SOURCES: Based on data in Television Financial Report and Radio Financial Report, both National Association of Broadcasters, 

Washington, DC, 1988; and The Kagan Cable TV Financial Databook, Paul Kagen Associates, Inc., Carmel, CA, 1988 

nationally distributed products, netu,ork advertising 
has five significant advantages: 

hi a single transaction, the national network ad-

vertiser can place messages on more than 200 
stations of known quality, strategically located to 
cover the entire country. 

Network advertisers can have centralized control 
over their advertising messages and assurance that 
they will be delivered at the times and in the 
program environments of their choice. 

Network advertisers benefit from sophisticated 

audience research analysis by their networks. 

Networks provide convenient centralized billing 
for commercial-time costs. 

Advertisers benefit from the prestige attached to 
the very fact of being network advertisers. 

Natio ana11rnajv 

to network advertisin for clients who need to reach 

na au iences but whcl_find--Retwer-ks--tizo costly 
of- iiTexible to meet their need.s,The stations that 

participate in a national spot advertising campaign 
act in concert but do not constitute a network, which 
consists of interconnected stations. Working through 
their advertisingeencies and the stations' nationel 

sales representatives (see Section 9.5), national spot  
a "3ver- 7;-e-is use ad hoc collections of non onnectecl 
stations c en_ ro icu ar objectives. Ad-
vertisers may choose network affiliates (of one or 

more networks) as well as independents to partici-
pate in national spot campaigns. The commercial 

announcements go out to each of the chosen sta-
tions by mail or by satellite. This means, of course, 

that spot advertisers lack some of the centralized 
control of message, timing, program environment,* 
and billing that network advertisers enjoy. 
The national spot advertiser assembles the com-

bination of stations that best fits the needs of the 

*However, barter .9,ndication, discussed in Section 13.2 as a form 

of national spot advertising, arose in part to give bartering ad-

vertisers control over the program environment in which their 

commercials appear. 
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advertised product or service. But rather than ne-
gotiating ( at long distance) directly with television 
stations, the advertiser places an order with two or 
three national reps (who have offices in or near the 
advertiser or agency's city) for commercial time on 
perhaps a hundred individual stations handled by 
those reps. 

Spot advert 
their needs. This could mean spots within 

or between network programs, sponsorship of either 
local or syndicated programs, or participating spots 
in local or syndicated programs. National spot en-
ables advertisers to capitalize on local program in-
terests, something the network advertiser cannot 
do. Mc )st of the largest national advertisers use spot 
and network in combination, as shown in Exhibit 
9-5, to achieve better coverage than either could 
yield on its own. 

Advantages Radio and television advertising 
enjoys advantages unique to those media that make 
them especially attractive to, and effective vehicles 
for, advertisers. 

Because virtually all homes have radio and televi-
sion receivers, broadcasting has unrivaled access to 
all family members under the changing circum-
stances of ckiily living. Moreover, car and portable 
radios allow broadcasting to compete with maga-
zines and newspapers as a medium that can travel 1„ 
with the consumer outside the home. Above all, the 
constant availability of broadcasting as a compan-
ion that provides entertainment and information 
gives it a great psychological advantage. 

Then too, programming proceeds continuously. 
This attribute offers advertisers a unique advan-
tage, letting them time their messages to coincide 
with activities relevant to their products. For ex-
ample, commercials for household products can 
be shown at a time of day when consumers of 
those products actually use them; sportswear 
commercials can be aired while fans are tuned 
to their favorite events. 

Television is the only medium that can reveal 
how a product works and how it affects the con-

sumer. For example, advertisers can use vivid 
demonstrations to "prove" claims made for their 
products. Color adds to the effectiveness of dem-
onstrations, as does participation by celebrity en-
dorsers. 
Commercials often take the form of tiny plays 
that exploit all the entertainment values of the 
theater—character, conflict, suspense, and reso-
lution. The wry comment that commercials often 
entertain more than programs contains a grain 
of truth. If the skill, careful crafting, attention to 
minute details, and lavish expenditure of money 
that go into creating the best commercials went 
into the production of programs, the vast waste-
land of programming might be made to bloom. 
Unfortunately, multiplying the cost of making a 
top-quality commercial ( in 1988, nearly $5,000 
per second) by the number of seconds in pro-
grams would make an ordinary situation comedy 
as costly to produce as a major motion picture. 
In any case, a commercial once produced may 
air as a local, national spot, network, or even cable 
announcement. 
A great deal of research and planning go into 

planting commercial messages at precisely the 
right moments to maximize their chances of being 
seen or heard. The newspaper reader can skip 
over advertisements; the commuter can ignore 
billborards; mail addressed to "occupant" can he 
dropped unopened into the wastebasket. But lis-
teners or viewers, once their attention has been 
engaged, find skillfully placed broadcast com-
mercials less easy to evade. 
The very fact of being advertised in a major me-
dium confers a certain status on a product. Some 
of the feeling of confidence that people have in 
a medium may he unconsciously transferred to 
the products it advertises. Taking advantage of this 
transference, advertisers sometimes use the phrase 
"As seen on television" in newspaper ads and in 
supermarket point-of-sale displays. 
In addition to its psychological advantages as an 
advertising medium, broadcasting has the geo-
graphical advantage of functioning almost equally 
well locally, regionally, or nationally. The same 
stations that at one moment serve as local outlets 
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may at another moment serve as outlets for na-
tional or regional networks. 

Drawbacks Television's unique combination of 
sight, sound, movement, and color makes it the 
most effective and persuasive of all advertising me-
dia. But television and radio also have disadvantages 
that make other media more attractive for some 
messages. Despite their flexibility as advertising me-
dia, radio and television stations do have rigidity of 
defined coverage areas; many small advertisers find 
broadcast spots simply too expensive; the tran-
sience of broadcast spots can be a drawback; and 
time limitations and broadcast standards forbid or 
discourage some types of products and presentation 
styles. 

Although the broadcast media offer wide flexi-
bility in terms of local, network, and national spot 
options, their very structure presents other lim-
itations to frustrate advertisers. Networks cover 
virtually the entire country through a fixed num-
ber of affiliates. Yet some advertisers would rather 
concentrate their messages in certain regions. A 
company might have limited distribution of its 
product or might wish to introduce a new line 
in specific test markets. In some circumstances 
(regional feeds of football games, for example) 
an advertiser may be able to limit the geograph-
ical exposure a network gives to its commercial. 
But in most cases the client must take all stations 
in the network lineup or none at all. 

Local advertising and national spot advertising 
offer one solution, but even they sometimes force 
the advertiser to pay for superfluous audiences. 
The owner of an appliance dealership in a sub-
urban mall cannot realistically expect customers 
to come from the entire metropolitan area. Yet 
the store's commercials, seen or heard through-
out a broadcast station's coverage area, will reach 
many thousands of people who never visit that 
mall. In such cases, other advertising methods, 
such as cable, suburban newspapers, neighbor-
hood inserts in metropolitan dailies, or direct 
mail brochures addressed to appropriate Zip codes, 
may prove more efficient. 

9 The combination of limited commercial inven-
tory (the list of commercial slots in the station's 
schedule), high demand, and large audience de-
livery puts television commercial prices beyond 
the reach of many advertisers. A 30-second an-
nouncement in the 1989 Super Bowl cost 
$675,000—affordable obviously by only the larg-
est national advertisers. Even at the station level, 
television commercials, particularly those within 
or adjacent to programs that deliver large audi-
ences, cost too much for small and medium-size 
businesses. Radio and some independent televi-
sion stations offer lower-priced spots, but with 
the lower cost comes a smaller audience. 

I Brief though they may be, commercials irritate 
some viewers, and technology has made it all too 
easy ( from the advertiser's viewpoint) to avoid 
them. Commercials typically have about a 20 per-
cent smaller audience than the program in which 
they appear. And no wonder. With television re-
mote control devices, viewers c commer-
cials by muting the sound or ch • ing channels 
when an advertising cluster begins. Or they can 

om channel to channel to sample other pro-
s (a practice sometimes called often 

missing both the original program its com-
mercials. Viewers with "pause" and "fast forward" 
features on their videocassette recorders zap 
commercials .> putting their VCRs in "paÉise" when 
the ads run, or by intermittently speedin up their 
machines during playback, thus ipping hrough 
the messages. 
The practice of scheduling several commercials 

together inpods can reduce their impact on view-
ers who have not resorted to zapping, zipping, 
flipping, or grazing. During one break in its 8:00 
P.M movie in July 1988, a Miami independent 
television station ran 18 consecutive nonprogram 
events (commercials, promotional announce-
ments, etc.) for a total of 6 minutes and 40 sec-
onds. Advertisers who are displeased at the 
prospect of their commercials being buried in a 
pod can get the preferred positions of first or last 
spot in the pod—for about twice the regular price. 
Some (Excedrin was one of the first to use this 
ploy) now produce 30-second announcements in 
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two 15-second segments, scheduling the first part 
at the beginning of a commercial break and the 
second half at the end. Broadcasters refer to these 
commercials as bookends. 

; Broadcast commercials must make their point 
quickly and, if possible, memorably. The listener 
or viewer cannot linger over the advertisement, 
pondering whether or not to buy; or clip out the 
ad to consult it later. Most radio commercials last 
60 seconds, most television commercials 30 sec-
onds with a growing trend toward 10 and 15 sec-
onds. Even the longest spot cannot duplicate the 
impact of a large-display department store ad or 
a supermarket ad with clip-out coupons. Nor can 
broadcasting compete effectively with the classi-
fied sections of newspapers. Some broadcasters 
and cable systems offer "want-ad" and "home 
shopping" segments in their programming, but 
these lack the convenience of newspapers: view-
ers must sit through all the announcements to 
find the one or two that interest them. 
A broadcasting station has only 24 hours of 

"space" each day, putting a limit on its commercial 
inventory. Moreover, only so many commercials 
may be scheduled without alienating the audi-
ence. Print media, on the other hand, can expand 
advertising space by adding pages without alien-
ating readers. Nor does broadcasting have any-
thing comparable to the multipage inserts that 
advertisers buy in newspapers and magazines. 

I Broadcasting also suffers from the drawback of 
being unavailable to advertise some products. 
Congress forbade cigarette advertising, and 
broadcasters themselves find it expedient to ban 
such products as hard liquor and X-rated movies. 

9.2 
Commercial and Other 
Announcements 

For both legal and financial reasons, "nonprogram 
materials"—commercials and various other kinds 
of announcements—call for careful definition, 
scheduling, and record keeping. 

Scheduling Once a salesperson concludes an 
advertising sale, the contract goes to the traffic 
department, which schedules the requisite com-
mercials and includes them in the daily log of on-
the-air activities. This cILET_D-tt fELllelko the 
term trafficking, referring to the scattering of spots 
at scheduled times throughout the broadraFt-cluy, 
bo_th_between and within pirrie  
Commercial placement in relation to programs. 

to other commercials, and to other types of an-
nouncements concerns both advertisers and pro-. 
grammers, giving the trafficking of commercials 
considerable importance. It requires specific, pre-
dictable points at which commercials can be logi-
cally inserted into the program flow. 

Part of the job of scheduling commercials in-
volves ensuring that announcements for competing 
products do not appear next to each other. A Buick 
dealership, for example, does not want its com-
mercial immediately followed ( and thus diluted) by 
an ad for Chevrolets. This concern applies also to 
antithetical products, which may be considered in 
conflict with one another, even though not directly 
competitive ( beer and milk, for example). Today, 
at least at the large stations, computers automatically 
make these and many other scheduling decisions. 

Sponsorship Once the principal type of net-
work advertising, sponsorship had the advantage of 
giving advertisers control over, and identification 
with, the sponsored programs and their stars. But 
sponsorship all but disappeared from network ra-
dio after television drained away national advertis-
ing. It faded from television too during the 1960s, 
when programs became too expensive for most ad-
vertisers to sponsor and when most advertisers, for 
strategic reasons, decided to scatter their messages 
over several programs. The term ;sponsor now usu-
ey _means _an1L.advertiser, although historically it 

Some foreign systems block schedule commercials, concen-
trating them into one or two special blocks of time. This system 
explicitly segregates commercial from program matter, pre-
venting interruptions in the flow of programs. It also encourages 

creative ads so that viewer.', remember them amidst so many 
others. 
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meant onlï..saue—who assumed responsibility for an  
eL-eaLogr.am. Today sponsorship in the original 
sense survives only for some daytime programs and 
for occasional specials, underwritten by large cor-
porations that desire a particular type of image-
building exposure. 

Participation Programs When stations took 
over from advertisers the responsibility for pro-
grams, they at first maintained the fiction of 
sponsorship by referring to advertisers whose 
commercials appeared during program breaks as 
"participating sponsors," leading to the term par-
ticipations (or participating spots). Vestiges of this 
concept survive in billboards shown at the open 
and close of some television programs, which men-
tion "participating" advertiser names at no added 
cost as an incentive to spot buyers. Billboards often  
introduce major sports events for wfiich spot buyers 
pay premium prices; the higher prices entitle them 
to special treatment, such as the extra exposure they 
get rom —tine 
Today most stations sell advertising simply as spot 

announcements (more briefly, spots). Most adver-
tisers use scatter-buying strategies, distributing their 
spots over a number of different programs. In this 
way, they avoid risking too much on any one pro-
gram and also gain the advantage of exposure to 
varied audiences. Some programs have natural breaks 
where spots can be inserted without interrupting 
the flow—the breaks between rounds of a boxing 
match or between record cuts on a radio show, for 
example. In other cases the break must be artificially 
contrived. Part of the art of writing half-hour situ-
ation comedies lies in building the plot to sus-
penseful but nevertheless logical break-off points 
part way through for insertion of commercials. 

Opinions on what qualifies as a " natural" break 
differ. The industry now regards breaks between 
stories in newscasts as natural, but at one time in-
terrupting news with commercials seemed not only 
unnatural but also highly unprofessional. Viewers 
often complain about the arbitrary breaks made in 
theatrical feature films, whose scripts do not, of 
course, provide seemingly natural climaxes in the 
action every 10 minutes. Some viewers also object 

to the "television time-outs" taken during football 
games for the convenience not of players but of 
advertisers. 

Sustaining Programs Programs neither spon-
sored nor subject to participating spot insertions 
constitute sustaining programs, limited almost ex-
clusively to public-affairs programs of a type that 
could not be commercialized without a serious 
breach of taste—presidential addresses and state 
funerals, for example. Some programs are not in-
tended to be sustaining but become so by default: 
most advertisers tend to stay away from documen-
taries and to avoid controversy. In 1988, unable to 
achieve requested content changes, some sponsors 
at the eleventh hour pulled some $2 million worth 
of commercials from Geraldo Rivera's controversial 
but highly rated special on NBC, Devil Worship: Ex-
posing s'atciri 's Underground. 

Station Breaks Partly as a matter of law and 
partly as a matter of custom, stations insert identi-
fication announcements (IDs) between programs 
and between the major segments of very long pro-
grams.* Because ID announcements represent breaks 
in the program sequence, they are called station 
break announcements. Networks observe the ID 
requirement by interrupting their program feeds 
periodically to allow affiliates to make station iden-
tification announcements. Networks therefore 
schedule programs a bit short to allow affiliates time 
not only for ID announcements but also for one or 
more commercial announcements. 

Promos and PSAs Two quasi-commercial types 
of announcements also figure in programming at 

The FCC requires IDs, consisting of station call letters and the 

name of the community of license, at sign-on and sign-off and 
at hourly intervals, or at a "natural break" if a program runs 

longer ( 47 CFR 73.12011 Earlier regulation required more fre-
quent IDs to aid in tracking down improperly operated and 
unauthorized stations. Today, many stations air many more IDs 

than are legally required as a promotional device. Sometimes a 
television station schedules extra IDs to reduce viewer confusion 

over which station they are watching on cable systems that carry 
stations on channel numbers other than the station's own— 
particularly important for viewers keeping rating diaries. 
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the junctures where commercials normally appear: 
promotional and public-service announcements. 
Promotional announcements (promos) call at-

tention to future programs of networks and stations. 
Although not technically commercials, they do in 
fact advertise stations and networks. Most broad-
casters consider on-air promotion their most effec-
tive and cost-efficient audience-building tool. 

Public-service announcements (PSAs) resemble 
commercials hut promote noncommercial organi-
zations and causes. Stations and networks broadcast 
them without charge. They give broadcasters a way 
of fulfilling some of their public-service obligations 
and, along with promos, also serve as fillers for 
unsold commercial openings. 

9-3 
Cable Advertising 

By 1987 total cable advertising revenue reached nearly 
$1 billion. National networks generated about 80 
percent; local systems only about 20 percent. Cable 
nevertheless had a long way to go to challenge the 
older media. In 1987 broadcasting and newspapers 
each accounted for about one-fourth of all adver-
tising expenditures in all media. Cable received less 
than 1 percent. 

Advantages Cable shares many of television's 

advantages and disadvantages, with some variations 
of its own. 

ggJxibilitv. Cable offers varied adver-
tising opportunities. Local firms can run com-
mercials in cable systems' locally originated 
programs. Firms with several retail outlets can 
schedule messages on several interconnected sys-
tems. Others can buy slots made available for 
local insertions in ad-supported cable networks. 
National advertisers may place ads on more than 
40 national cable networks and superstations. 

Lou' cost. Cable channels have smaller audiençes 
than broadcast television,Ibtifbecause of smaller 
coverage areas and because cable's many chan-
nels fragment the audience. Cable therefore 

charges less than broadcast television, though in 
some cases not less than radio stations. 

Audience targeting. Cable subscribers _tend to be  
better educated and more "upscale" than the 
_ªyerage-te-lezisiutudelszer. LabTe s program spe-
cialization enables an advertiser to target a spe-
cific audience: ESPN delivers avid sports fans, MTV 
music-oriented teens, CNN news viewers. 

Variable commercial lengths. 41though cable usu-
ally conforms to broadcasting's traditional short-
length spots, cable offers opportunities for longer 
messages giving detailed product ex  lanations or 

demonstrations. ese so ed "infomercials" may 
run 2, 5, or even 30 minutes. 

Drawbacks Ad-supported cable has suffered from 
a prolonged wariness on the part of advertisers and 
agencies, and thus has grown less rapidly as an 
advertising medium than originally expected. 

Viewer resistance. Cable originally promised 
viewers "uncut, uninterrupted, commercial-free" 
television. Pay-cable networks have kept that 
promise, but even they may eventually find ir-
resistible the temptation to boost their revenue 
by adding advertising. Surveys indicate that most 
cable subscribers would be willing to accept com-
mercials as the price of lower subscriptions rates. 

'z Poorly produced commercials. Larger advertisers 
accustomed to paying their advertising agencies 
to produce commercials for traditional television 
can easily supply these commercials to cable as 
well. But small, local firms may have difficulties 
producing commercials, even simple ones, and 
if done poorly they can be counterproductive. To 
alleviate this problem, some cable systems offer 
local companies commercial production services 
free or at reduced cost as an inducement to ad-
vertise. 

i Commercial origination difficulties. Radio and 
television stations can easily insert local com-
mercials at scheduled points in their single pro-
gram channels. Cable systems face the more 
complex challenge of inserting commercial mes-
sages in different program services, not only in 
locally originated channels but also in advertiser-
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supported network schedules. Broadcasters usu-
ally assign a single operator to integrate com-
mercials and programming, but a cable system 
cannot afford a separate commercial integrator 
for each channel. Some cable systems use com-
puter equipment triggered by electronic signals 
originated by cable networks to insert commer-
cials automatically. But such expensive hardware 
has often proved imprecise and unreliable, some-
times rolling commercials late or even not at all. 

Inadequate audience measurement. Perhaps more 
than anything else, lack of adequate statistical in-
formation about cable's audiences impedes the 
growth of cable advertising. Most advertisers mea-
sure the efficiency of their advertising by how 
many and what kind of people see or hear their 
ads. But cable's multiplicity of program choices 
so fractionalizes its audience that few channels 
attract viewers in sufficient numbers to produce 
statistically valid results. Rating services make some 
information available for the more popular na-
tional cable networks, but not for most cable 
channels. 

9.4 

Advertising Rates 

Time has value for advertisers only in terms of the 
audiences it represents. Audiences constantly change 
in size and vary widely in demographic composi-
tion. As a result, so does the value of time to the 
advertiser. 

Pricing Factors Three relatively stable factors 
affect the prices adveitisers pay for broadcast tine: 
market size, station facilities (frequency, power, 
antenna location, and other physical factors that in-
fluence coverage), and network affiliation, if any. 
Station managers have no day-to-day control over 
any of these factors. 
Three major dynamic variables exist that make 

one station successful and another less so: pro-
gramming,  promotion and sales. Good manage-
ment can lure demographically desirable audiences 

away from competitors by offering attractive pro-
grams supported by effective promotion, and an 
efficient sales department can lure advertisers away 
from competitors with persuasive arguments and 
solicitous attention. 
No standard formula for using all these variables 

to set appropriate broadcast rates exists. Market forces, 
however, eventually tend to bring prices charged 
for advertising to an economically rational level. 
The main test of reasonableness of a price is cost 
per thousand (CPM). CPM represents the cost of 
reaching 1,000 households or people ( or any de-
fined target group, such as men or teens or women 
aged 18-34). As shown in Exhibit 9-3, you calculate 
CPM by dividing the audience ( in thousands) reached 
by a commercial message into the amount the 
broadcaster charged for that commercial. In 1987, 
advertisers paid an average CPM of $8.10 for a prime-
time spot on one of the three major networks. 
CPM helps in comparing one medium with 

another, one station with another, and even one 
program with another. CPM measurements do, 
however, have their limitations: they can be no bet-
ter than the research on which they are based, and 
in any event they normally reflect past, not future, 
performance. Occasionally stations and networks 
make sales "on the come," predicting and in some 
cases even guaranteeing a specific CPM in advance.* 
Nevertheless, in the long run advertisers and ad-
vertising agencies bypass stations whose CPM gets 
seriously out of line with the CPMs of competing 
stations. 

Radio Station Rates Broadcast advertising de-
pends for its effectiveness on cumulative effect. A 
buyer therefore contracts for spots in groups (a spot 
schedule or a specially priced spot package). Thus 
the BroadcastinglCablecasting Yearbook, in listing 
sample rates Q,Lralio_stations in its directory, gives 
the rates for one-minute  spots scheduled 12 times 

*ln 1988 NBC gave advertisers extra, unpaid commercials when 

ratings for its Olympic programming did not meet original CPM 

projections. Later that year ABC faced the same problem, caused 

this time by disappointing ratings for its ambitious mini-series 

War and Remembrance. 
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EXHIBIT 9-3 Calculating CPM 

The standard measure of the cost of commercial time, 
CPM, means costper thousand (the M being the Roman 
numeral for 1,000). A commercial in television station 
A's evening news might, for example, cost $800; in 
station B's evening news, the price might be $900. But 
this does not necessarily mean that station A offers the 
preferred advertising buy. Station B might have a much 
larger audience than its competitor, so that, even at 
the higher price, its commercial might be more cost-
efficient. 
To make a valid comparison, one calculates the cost 

of reaching the same number of people or homes or 
desired demographic groups on each station. Here is 
the formula: 

Cost of a commercial 

(Average audience delivered ± 1,000) 

Thus, if station A's news had an average audience of 
200,000 homes, the CPM for a commercial in that pro-
gram would be 

a week in four differe  time se ments of the broad-
cast séhedule, called darpartFor examp e, a sma , 
rural station in Georgia charges $4 per spot in any 
claypart, whereas a metropolitan station in Ohio var-
ies its charges from a high of $95 per spot in the 6 
A.m.-10 KM. daypart ( morning drive time) to a low 
of $35 in the 7 P.m.—midnight daypart. 
The small station does not bother to price day-

parts differently because it would hardly pay to keep 
track of different rates with the basic charge so low. 
The larger the station and market, the more expen-
ïrve the time and the more refined rate differences 
become, reflecting even hour-to-hour changes  in 
audience size and composition. 

For detailed radio rate information, buyers con-
sult either individual station rate cards or Spot Radio 
Rates and Data, a bimonthly publication of Stan-
dard Rate and Data Service (SRDS). This publication 

gathers rate-card information from some but not all 
stations throughout the country and presents the 

$800  $800 
$4 

(200,000 ÷ 1,000) 200 = 

By comparison, if Station B delivered 300,000 homes, 
the CPM for a spot in its newscast would be: 

$900  $900 
$3 

(300,000 ÷ 1,000) — 300 — 

This calculation makes the greater cost efficiency of a 
commercial on station B readily apparent. 

Here is an example from real life: NBC estimated 
that 82 million people watched the 1989 Super Bowl. 
A 30-second commercial in that game cost $675,000. 
Although an ad costing well over half a million dollars 
sounds expensive, the price seems less overwhelming 
when stated in terms of CPM: only $8.23 to reach 1,000 
people. This represented an increase over the $5.91 
CPM commanded by the 1988 Super Bowl and 1982's 
CPM of $3.24. 

data in a standardized format. In addition to rates, 
rate cards contain such information as the following: 

Time classes. Typically radio stations divide their 
time into specific dayparts, and even subclasses 
of dayparts, with different prices for each. 

Spot position. Subclasses within dayparts usually 
depend on the way spots are scheduled. Fixed-
position spots have an assured place in the sched-
ule and earn a premium rate. Run-of-schedule 
(ROS) spots may be scheduled by a station any-
where within the time period designated in the 
sales contract. Some stations rotate spots, both 
horizontally (over different days) and vertically 
(through different time periods) to give advertis-
ers the benefit of varying exposures for their com-
mercials. 

Pre-emptibility. The price of spots may vary with 
the degree of pre-emptibility risk they face. Pre-
emptible spots sell at a lower rate than fixed-
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position spots; the station can cancel them when 
a higher-paying customer wants those commer-
cial positions. Spots sold as pre-emptible-with-no-
advance-notice sell at an even lower rate than 
spots pre-emptible-with-advance-notice. Advertis-
ers do not, of course, pay for a pre-empted spot. 
Often, when a pre-emption does occur, the sta-
tion will try to get the pre-empted advertiser to 
accept a spot at another time. When this happens 
(or if a commercial does not air for technical 
reasons and the advertiser agrees to run it on a 
subsequent date) the rescheduled spot is called 

Package plans. Radio and television stations offer 
a variety of packages, which may include several 
spots scheduled at various times and on various 
days or may, for example, include announce-
ments on both an AM and a co-owned FM station. 
The cost of such a package totals less than the 
sum of the individual spots, a feature emphasized 
by salespersons negotiating with small local firms 
that have little experience in designing broadcast 
advertising campaigns. 

Special features. Spots associated with particular 
programs often earn a higher rate. Many stations 
list a number of features, such as live sporting 
events, including both local programs and certain 
network programs that give affiliates the right to 
sell spots. 

TV Station Rates Listings in the SRDS Televi-
sion Spot Rates and Data books resemble those for 
radio, but many television stations decline to list 
their rates. Most listed stations vary their rates far 
more than do radio stations. A television station may 
list more than a hundred different prices for spots, 
ustng a device knowns a rate grid. For example, 
a station might list 20 different time periods or pro-
gram titles down the left side of its grid. Across the 
top it might list 6 different rate levels, numbered I 
through VI. This arrangement would create 120 cells 
or boxes into which specific prices can be entered. 

Rate levels can be defined quite arbitrarily, ena-
bling the station to quote six different prices for the 
same spot. Such a grid gives sales personnel great 

flexibility in negotiating deals without having to re-
sort to under-the-table rate cutting. The grid also 
permits a station to use the same rate card for longer 
periods, despite changes in audience or in adver-
tiser demand: sales management can simply direct 
salespersons to negotiate within one area of the 
grid rather than another. The station sells spots at 
a higher-priced grid level at times of strong ad-
vertiser demand, and at a lower level when demand 
drops. Using a grid also helps in setting levels of 
pre-emptibility at which a commercial is likely to 
"hold" and not be pre-empted by a higher-paying 
advertiser. 

Brief information on some television station rates 
can also be obtained from the Broadcasting/ 
Cablecasting Yearbook's station direcuw--TB-MiilQe 
stations prefer not to quote hard-and-fast rates for 
entire da‘ arts, 
out only once a ar. In fact, some television stations 
refra- in rom publishing rates in any form, relying 
instead on their sales personnel to negotiate rates 
with each individual client. For an idea of the range 
of television rates, examine Exhibit 9-4, which com-
pares prices for television spots in markets of vary-
ing size. 

Network Rates Extreme differentiation in rates 
occurs especially in network television. The rate for 
the same spot position in the same program will 
change even over the course of a single season if 
the audience for the program changes significantly. 

In 1988 the cost for one showing of a 30-second 
network spot in a regular prime-time television pro-
gram averaged about $100,000; low-rated programs 
commanded about $50,000 per spot, whereas high-
rated shows sold at $400,000 or more. Remember 
that these amounts represent average rates. Rates 
for specific spots in specific time slots vary widely. 
ABC, for example, charged $275,000 for one ad in 
its 1988 miniseries War and Remembrance. The 
rates cover only time charges, not commercial pro-
duction costs. 

Radio network ad rates also move across a wide 

range, influenced by daypart and audience reach. 
In the late 1980s, the average spot on the Westwood 
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EXHIBIT 9-4 Influence of Market Size on TV Rates 
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"8 
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Market Glendive, Bluefield, San Antonio, Sacramento, 
Montana W.Virginia Texas California 

(Rank) (212) (141) (42) (20) 

Prices refer to a eecific station in each market and to rates for national advertisers. 

The graph shows the strong correlation between market size and rates. Because 
7V audiences vary more in size according to daypart than do radio audiences, 
7V rates tart' more widely by daypart than do radio rates. Unlike small-market 
ratio stations, even very small-market 7V stations vary rates according to daypart. 

SOURCE: Based on data in station directory in Broadcasting/Cablecasting Yearbook, 1988, Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 
Washington, DC, 1988. 
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One network cost $900 and on ABC more than 
$1,000.* 

Cable 1V Rates As with broadcasting, cable ad-
vertising rates vary with the size and composition 
of the audience exposed to the commercial. Al-

though wide variations in audience occur within 
each of the three levels of the industry—local cable 
systems, interconnected systems, and cable net-

works—the most clear-cut pricing distinctions re-
flect those levels. 

Local cable systems offer many advertising op-
portunities in both locally originated programs 
and national program services. In 1988, about 20 

percent of all cable systems accepted local ads. 
Rates for 30-second commercials ranged from as 
hule as $2 up to $400 and sometimes higher. 

Interconnected cable systems combine to deliver 
a composite audience throughout a geographic 

region. The area covered by such a group of sys-
tems, called a cable market of opportunity (CM0), 
may represent anywhere from about 55,000 sub-

scribers in the Fort Wayne, IN, CM0 to more than 
2 million in the New York City CMO. Several spots 

in selected advertiser-supported cable network 

programs in Fort Wayne cost as little as $24, 
whereas a single spot in a sporting event shown 
in New York City costs $2,000. The Cabletelevi-

sion Advertising Bureau publishes a directory of 
interconnected ( but not individual) systems with 
coverage areas and total subscribers. 

Cable networks and superstations, although na-
tional in scope, do not necessarily command the 
highest advertising prices. Again, a_uAc(,....c 
and composition determine p_LiLe. In 1988, during 

prime time, less than 3 percent of LS. television 
households tuned in to \XTBS, the highest-rated 

cable program service.. With that rating record, 

WTBS could charge anywhere from $800 to $ 15,000 

per spot. Other networks, such as The Discovery 
Channel and Arts & Entertainment, with prime-

5R1)5 once published a booklet on radio and television network 

rates and data. but because the major networks stopped releasing 

rate details. publication ceased in 1986. 

time ratings of less than 1, had much lower rates. 

Other examples: in 1988 a 30-second spot on 
Cable News Network cost as little as $270 during 
the 9 Am.—Noon daypart and as much as $4,000 
during the network's weekday morning Money-

line program. Commercials on MTV averaged 
$2,500, and on MTVs second music channel, VH-
1, $400. 1!I 1988E'SA sold spots in reruns of Miami 
Vice aml Iii a-der She Wrote for an average of $5,500 
each. 

Variant Rate Practices Three types of com-
mercial practices used by both broadcasters and 

cable operators fall outside normal rate practices: 
trade deals, time brokerage, and per inquiry. 

In the most common trade cleats (also called 
tradeouts), stations exchange commercial time for 
advertiser goods and services. These might include 

such items as office space, office supplies, or news 
department vehicles. 

In a more specialized type of trade deal, the ad-
vertiser exchanges game-show prizes for 7- to 10-
second mentions ( or plugs) during the show. In 

exchange for costly prizes, the advertiser receives 
one or more of the short plugs; in exchange for 

less expensive prizes, the advertiser must pay an 

additional fee to receive a single plug. This practice 
invokes FCC-required sponsor identification, usu-
ally in the form of visual or voice-over credits at the 

end of a program, ironically constituting yet another 
plug for the products. 

A recent variation involves the donation of items 
for use during the production of dramatic and com-
edy programs. By 1988 at least half a dozen spe-
cializedplacement companies offered producers such 

products as food, beverages, jewelry, and appliances 

at no cost in exchange for the item's on-camera 
appearance. The production companies save money 
by accepting these donations, the manufacturers re-
ceive free ( or at least low-cost) advertising, and the 
placement companies make their money in fees 

paid to them by the manufacturers. This practice 
escapes the sponsor identification requirement be-
cause sponsors donate products that have a reason-
able place in the show's story line. 
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Stations that practice time brokerage sell time in 
blocks to brokers, who then resell it at a markup. 
Foreign-language programmers often use brokered 
time. The FCC once regarded time brokerage as a 
questionable practice because it could mean sur-
render of licensee control over programming, in 
violation of one of the FCC's most emphatic rules. 
However, in its 1981 report affirming radio dereg-
ulation, the FCC approved of time brokerage as a 
means of giving special groups access to air time. 
Those who could not afford to operate a station 
might at least be able to afford to buy a few hours 
of air time each week for their own use. 

Per inquiry (PI) deals, favored by mail-order firms 
on some cable networks and in cut-rate, late-night 
time periods on television stations, commit the ad-
vertiser to pay not for time but for the number of 
inquiries or the number of items sold in direct 
response to PI commercials. Among the most suc-
cessful PI promotion items have been record al-
bums, audio Lanes, and magazine subscriptions. Most 
broadcasters and cable operators oppose PI adver-
tising in principle because it underrates the value 
of their advertising services. Advertising's worth 
cannot he judged fairly by direct sales alone because 
well-presented commercials can also result in in-
tangible benefits: they can create a favorable image 
of the advertiser and product and imprint trade 
names in the audience's consciousness, thus leading 
to sales at a later time. 

9.5 
Advertising Sales 

Local advertising sales practices differ somewhat from 
regional and national practices, with each posing its 
own problems. Advertising agencies play a key role 
in national sales and a major role in local sales, hut 
national sales require additional services from net-
WO representatives. 

Local Sales The public perceives the perform-
ers as the stars of commercial broadcasting, but the 
broadcasting and cable businesses regard the sales-

people who generate the revenue to pay' the per-
formers as the real stars. Indeed, salespeople 
(sometimes called "account executives- ) typically 
earn the highest incomes among radio and televi-
sion employees. 

Salespeople usually work on a commissis, 
155_elain percentage ry 
1->iiig-41.1. This arrangement gives them both an in-
centive to sell as much commercial time as possible 
and the opportunity to raise their income without 
depending on annual salary increases. 
One variation of the straight-commission plan. 

called draw against commission, pays the account 
executive a stipuiated weekly sum in anticipation 
of future sales. Some companies treat this arrange-
ment as salary, whereas others consider the pay-
ments to be salary advances, repayable by the 
employee. Some stations pay the commission upon 
consummation of a sale; others wait until the com-
mercial actually airs. Still others pay' only when the 
station gets paid by the advertiser. 

Most television sales departments employ a gen-
eral sales manager, a local ( and sometimes also a na-
tional) sales manager, account executives, and sup-
port staff. The number of account executives varies 
from station to station; about six salespeople usually 
suffice for a medium-market station. At some sta-
tions a sales assistant or even a secretary does all the 
support work; other stations also employ research 
people and commercial ( continuity ) writers. 

Sales managers hire, lire, manage, and train sales-
persons, assigning them specific advertisers and ad 
agencies. Beginning salespeople sometimes start 
without benefit of an account list (except. by in-
dustry tradition, the telephone Yellow Pages) and 
must develop their own accounts by making cold 
calls on potential new advertisers. 

In addition to the personal qualities needed for 
success in any sales job, an account executive needs 
one indispensable sales tool—audience research. 
Ile or she must reduce the myriad numbers con-
tained in rating reports to terms understandable to 
a client and must present them in such a way as to 
show the station in the hest possible light. Armed 
with these data ( often printed up in attractive bro-
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chures), along with a list of commercial availabilities 
supplied by the traffic department, the local rate 
card ( if one exists), and information on the adver-
tising needs and history of each prospect, the sales-
person sallies forth to do battle. 

Radio stations compete among themselves  for 
"raUiii dollars," television stations competefile-
vision advertising budgets , and both compete with 
.rIEL1 mber. ...a_nd_syitla media The cable salesperyin 

jtries to convince broadcast advertisers to allo,cate 
portions of their budgets to cable. The broadcast 
salesperson suggests to newspaper advertisers that 
some of the -rnum-y the? pay newspapers would 
draw more customers if it were diverted to radio 
'or television commercials.  

Selling ads available to the local sales department 
include the services of the Radio Advertising Bureau 
(RAB), the Television Bureau of Advertising (TvB), 
and the Cabletelevision Advertising Bureau (CAB). 
These New York—based organizations supply sales 
ammunition, such as specialized audience and 
product data and sales-promotion materials, for their 
respective subscribers. 

In a sense the salesperson's real job begins after 
a client signs the first contract. Thereafter the sales-
person nurtures the client's interest in the medium 

through account servicing, seeking to ensure re-
newal of the first contract and, better still, to bring 
in bigger contracts in the future. Such servicing 
includes ensuring timely station receipt of the client's 
commercial materials, advising the client whenever 
a commercial airs improperly, arranging make-goods, 
and informing the client of special advertising op-
portunities. 

Regional and National Sales Stations gain 
access to national advertising business through na-
tional sales representative firms Creps" for short) 
and, in the case of affiliates, network sales depart-
ments. Some stations also have regional reps for 
nonnational sales outside the station's service area. 
A rep contracts with a string of stations, selling their 
clients' time in the national and regional markets 
and functioning as an extension of the stations' own 
sales staffs. Television reps have only one client 

station in any market, whereas radio reps often have 
more than one. 

Cable systems also use sales representatives. Spe-
cialized cable reps sell local or regional advertising 
on individual and interconnected systems. Others, 
like radio and television reps, sell time on local 
systems to national spot advertisers. 

Reps perform many services other than sales. Their 
national perspective provides client stations or sys-
tems with a broader view than that of merely local 
markets. Reps often advise clients on programming, 
conduct research for them, and act as all-around 
consultants. In return for their services, rep com-
panies collect a commission of from 8 to 15 percent 
on the spot sales they make for their clients. 
A list of the largest national sales reps includes 

Blair Television (about 130 stations); Katz Televi-
sion Group (about 190 stations); Pen-y Television 
(about 90 stations); and Seltel (about 100 stations). 
Reps specializing in radio include Interep ( about 
1,200 stations) and Katz Radio Group (about 1,400 
stations). 
The 1980s saw the_introduction of a new televi-

sion sales medium: the unwired network Under 
this concept , companies buy commercial usu-
ally in bulk and at a discount,  from television sta-
tions throug_hout the United States, then sell it, at a 
markup. to national   One such organ-
ization, Independent Television Network, offers a 
package of spots in prime-time movies on inde-
pendent stations around the country, selling to clients 
in a one-invoice transaction. Group W Television 
Sales' Premier Announcement Network sells com-
mercial time in the local news of top-50-market 
network affiliates. USA Network, working with Co-
rinthian Broadcasting, combines the reach of top-
50-market independent stations with the nearly 50 
million homes of its cable network. Traditional sales 
reps strongly oppose the unwired concept, viewing 
it as a threat to their exclusive national represen-
tation of client stations. 

'This practice differs from time brokerage ( discussed in Section 
9.4 ) in that here the purchase/resale is of commercial availabil-
ities, not of program time blocks. 
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EXHIBIT 9-5 How Top Advemsers Spread Their Budgets 

Percent of expenditure allocated to: 

Rank Advertiser 

1 Philip Morris 

2 Procter & Gamble 

General Motors 

I Sears, Roebuck 

5 RJR Nabisco 

"Less than 1 percent 
NA = Not available 

Total est. 

ad expend. Network Spot 

(millions) TV TV 

$1,558 21 7 

$1,387 27 17 
$1,025 '77 10 

$887 18 3 

$840 25 4 

Network Spot 

radio radio 

2 

2 

2 3 

6 

1 

Network 

cable 

All these premier advertisers chose network television for their major expenditures 
Even Philip Morris, prohibited by law from advertising its cigarettes on radio or 

television, selLs other products in sufficient quantity to warrant allocating snore 

than 20 percent of its ad budget to the networks. Among these five firms, only three 

spent much on cable. 

News- Maga- Out-
paper zines door Other 

3 16 

6 

17 15 

NA 2 

2 13 

3 47 

• 46 

• 26 

• NA 

8 45 

SOURCE: Based on 1987 data reported in Advertising Age, 28 Sept. 1988. 

Major national advertisers use many different me-
dia, so that any medium must persuade advertisers 
and their agencies to divert as much of their ad-
vertising budgets as possible in that medium's di-

rection. Exhibit 9-5 shows how the nation's five 
largest advertisers, three of which had annual ex-
penditures of more than a billion dollars, allotted 
funds to the major media. Allocations differ widely, 
but no advertiser_puts all its advertising money into 
as-Ingle medium. Advertising a_gencv media direc-
R2L-A:eleiaub_e_rigilLLneditLum. 

Advertising Agencies All regional and na-
tional advertisers, and most large local advertisers 
as_yzell,—dcaL...wiaLthe_ irrslia through advertising 
agencies. Hundreds of such agencies exist in the 

United States, although the 1980s saw a trend toward 
mergers and consolidation, sometimes involving 
foreign ownership. Some firms have their own in-
house agencies, but most rely on independent agen-

cies staffed with specialists able to handle a number 

of clients ( Exhibit 9-6). 
Advertising agencies employ a variety of special-

ists to advise clients on how to get the most out of 
their advertising dollars. They conduct research; de-
sign advertising campaigns; create commercials; buy 
time from cable systems, broadcast stations, and 
cable and broadcast networks; supervise the imple-
mentation of and evaluate the effectiveness of ad 
campaigns; and pay the media on behalf of adver-
tisers. Agencies become intimately familiar with each 
client's business problems, sometimes even assist-
ing in the development of new products or the 
redesigning and repackaging of old ones. 

Large advertisers rely almost entirely on adver-
tising agencies for creating commercials. Indeed, 
designing and producing commercials can he an 
agency's most crucial function. Anyone who doubts 
that making commercials rates as a highly devel-
oped art need look no further than the homemade 
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EXHIBIT 9-6 Broadcast and Cable Billings of Top Advertising Agencies* 

Rank 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

AgencY 

Young & Ruhicarn 

Saatchi & Saatchi DFS 

Leo Burnett 

J. Walter Thompson 

BBDO 

Annual 
broadcast 
billings as 

percentage of 
agency total 

70.0 

77.5 

71.0 

59.0 

58.2 

Annual cable 
billings as 

percentage of 
agency total 

2.0 

2.1 

1.3 

0.0 

1.7 

*In 1987, the London-based WPP Group acquired the JWT Group ( including J. Walter Thompson) and, in 1989, announced plans to 
acquire the Ogilvy Group. The latter deal would make WPP the largest advertising-based company in the world with revenues near 
$2 billion, operating 645 offices in more than 50 countries, and boasting as clients more than half of the Fortune 500 companies 
(Broadcasting, 22 May 1989: 65). 

Billings refers to the amounts billed to clients by the agencies for media services. 

Each of the top three agencies billed over a billion dollars in a single year. Cable 

advertising billings increase each year but still lag far behind those for broadcast. 

SOURCE: Based on 1987 data in Broadcasting, "Broadcasting's Top 50 Advertising Agencies," 21 Mar. 1988, p. 34, reprinted 
by permission of Broadcasting Publications, Inc. 

commercials of small radio and television stations 
for evidence. The most convincing proof can be 
found in commercials that star local advertisers in 
person. Though the weird performances of used-
car dealers and discount store owners sometimes 
achieve a kind of bizarre local notoriety, they testify 
that creating advertising requires a special kind of 
talent. 
Ad agencies traditionally receive a 15 percent 

commission on billings—the amount charged by 
the advertising media. An agency bills its client the 
full amount of advertising time charges, pays the 
medium 85 percent, and keeps 15 percent as pay-
ment for its own services. Variations in payment 
method arise because a firm's own advertising de-
partment may do some of the work or may retain 
specialist firms to do specific jobs, such as research, 
time buying, or commercial production. Some 
agencies accept less than 15 percent commission or 
charge fees in addition to commission, some work 

on a straight fee basis, and some work on a cost-
plus basis. 

In any event, the fact that the media allow a dis-
count on business brought to them by agencies 
creates an odd relationship: the agency works for 
its client, the advertiser, but gets paid by the me-
dium in the form of a discount on time charges. 
The travel business operates similarly: a travel agency 
works, at least theoretically, for the traveler, but gets 
paid by the hotel or airline in discounts on charges. 
The fact that the ad agency actually makes the 

payments for time to the medium (as an agency 
service, but also in order to deduct agency com-
mission) can create problems if an agency falls on 
hard times. In the 1970s one of the nation's largest 
agencies collected money an advertiser owed to 
CBS, but went bankrupt before passing on the pay-
ment, leaving CBS empty-handed. A court ruled that 
CBS could not collect from the advertiser, and the 
network had to write off the debt. Taking a lesson 
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from the CBS case, the media now require the sig-
nature of both the advertiser and the agency on all 
contracts made with agencies deemed less than solid. 
The CBS incident reinforces the point that the 

agency works for the advertiser, not the advertising 
medium. That being the case, it may seem odd that 
a medium would be willing to accept a lower pay-
ment for its services when an agency brings busi-
ness to it. But this seeming generosity makes sense. 
Without agency services, the media themselves would 
have to do many specialized jobs that their regular 
personnel might not be qualified to perform. This 
method of payment also benefits the media because 
the agency assumes the burden of judging an ad-
vertiser's ability to pay. Some media compensate 
for the discount on agency-supplied advertising by 
paying their own sales executives a lower commis-
sion for sales made through agencies than for direct 

sales, those made directly by the medium to the 
advertiser. 

Advertiser-supported cable networks deliver rel-
atively small audiences compared with the three 
major broadcast networks. To address the bother-
some task of buying commercial time on those net-
works, organizations such as Cable One, a time buyer 
formed in 1987, negotiate deals on behalf of ad-
vertisers for spots on all or any combination of cable 
networks. 

Proof of Performance Advertisers and their 

agencies need evidence to show that contracts have 
been carried out. The FCC eliminated its rules re-

quiring broadcast stations to keep daily program 
logs in the 1980s, but station logs continue to supply 
the most universal documentation of broadcast per-
formance. Logging the time, length, and source of 
each commercial at the time it airs provides doc-
umentary proof of contract fulfillment. A station's 
sales department relies on logs when it prepares 
proof-of-performance warranties to accompany bill-
ing statements. At many stations today, computers 
do the logging automatically. Some stations also 
make slow-speed audio recordings of everything 
they air as backup in the event of a dispute. 

Advertisers and agencies can get independent 
confirmation of contract fulfillment by subscribing 

to the services of Broadcast Advertising Reports ( BAR), 
a firm that conducts systematic studies of radio and 
television commercial performance. BAR checks on 
commercials by recording the audio portion of tele-
vision programs in 75 markets, sending the record-
ings to central offices for processing, and actually 
viewing commercials in some markets. 

Commercial Tracking Two newer commer-

cial tracking systems announced their services in 
the late 1980s. The A. C. Nielsen Company began 
testing its Monitor-Plus service in 1986. Monitor-
Plus would use computer technology to recognize 
each television commercial's unique combination 
of images and sounds. In 1988, Arbitron said its 
similar new service would begin the following year. 

Called ScanAmerica, it would combine the people-
meter ratings of television viewing with a record of 
products purchased by viewers, logged by respon-

dents using a wand that scans universal product 
codes. The annual cost for Arbitron's new service 
was to be about $4 to $5 million to networks, about 
$200,000 apiece to advertising agencies, and about 
$75,000 each to advertisers for data on a specific 
product category. 

9.6 
Advertising Standards 

Advertising raises touchy issues of taste, legality, and 

social responsibiLty. Some critics think the FCC 
should involve itself in setting standards. The Com-
munications Act makes the FCC responsible for en-
suring that broadcasters operate in the public in-
terest, and formerly the FCC used this mandate to 

justify advertising guidelines. However, deregula-
tion brought a hands-off policy. Even the industry's 
mild attempt at setting up industmvide standards 
through the National Association of Broadcasters' 
radio and television codes collapsed in the face of 
allegations that by recommending concerted in-
dustry action, the codes violated antitrust laws. 

Sponsor Identification Section 317 of the 
Communications Act of 1934 requires reasonably 
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recognizable differences between radio and tele-
vision commercials and programs. A station must 
disclose the source of anything it puts on the air 
for which it receives payment, whether in money 
or some other "valuable consideration." This spon-
sor identification rule attempts to prevent disguised 
propaganda or "disinformation" from unidentified 
sources deceiving the public. 

Of course, ordinary commercials make their 
sources self-evident. Anonymity is the last thing 
commercial advertisers desire. But propagandists 

who use editorial advertising (sometimes called 
"advertorials") may not always be so anxious to re-
veal their true identity; nor do those who make 

under-the-table payments to disc jockeys or others 
for on-the-air favors wish to be identified. Integra-
tion of commerical matter into programming must 

be handled systematically, not only to ensure com-
pliance with the Communications Act, but also to 
satisfy the practical record-keeping needs of sales 
departments. 

Evolution of Time Standards Time stan-
dards for commercials constantly evolve, reflecting 

increases both in permissiveness and in media com-
petitiveness. 

Constant tension exists between the urge to cram 
ever more commerical material into the schedule 
and the need to avoid alienating audiences—and 

advertisers as well—by intolerable levels of inter-
ruption. Ilere, too, audience tolerance seems to have 
grown over the years. 
The Natio 

radio and televis 
its 

stan-

rams. But in 
1984 the Justice Department charged that industry 

efforts to set guidelines for the conduct of its busi-
ness violated antitrust laws, and the NAB codes be-
came legal history. 

"Although full of exceptions and qualifications, the NAB Codes— 
still largely adhered to—set nominal limits on commercial ma-

terial per hour as follows: radio, 18 minutes; network television 

affiliates, 9 1/2 minutes in prime time, 16 minutes in all other 

times: independent television stations, 14 minutes in prime time 

and 16 minutes in all other times. 

Contrat-y to what many people think, the FCC 
never set a maximum number of commercial min-
utes per hour of programming. True, the commis-
sion once proposed to start regulating the amount 

of commercial time, but quickly dropped the idea 
when an industry-inspired bill to forbid such reg-
ulation was introduced into Congress ( House CIFC, 

1963). Until 1981, broadcast license applications and 
renewal forms required applicants to state the num-

ber of commercial minutes per hour they planned 
to allow, or had allowed in the past. The FCC then 

might ask applicants who exceeded the time stan-
dards in the industry's own codes to justify the ex-
cess. Neither the FCC nor any other authority ever 
suggested any time limits for commercials on cable 
television. 
The FCC also once prohibited what it called pro-

gram-length commerciats, productions that inter-
wove the noncommercial segments of a program 
so closely with the commercial messages that the 

program as a whole promoted the sponsor's prod-
uct or service. 

The FCC abandoned the commercial guidelines 
and dropped the program-length commercial ban 
in 1981 for radio and in 1984 for television. The 
commission argued that the marketplace could best 
control the amount of commercial time. Apparently 

deregulation of time standards did not produce a 
massive increase in commercial time during ordi-
nary programming. According to Broadcast Adver-
tising Reports, in 1988 network-affiliated television 
stations averaged nearly 12 minutes of commercial 

time in each broadcast hour ( independent stations 

slightly less), and just under 6 minutes per hour 
during network time. 

However, a flood of program-length commer-
cials, often questionable in public-interest terms, 
overran the less desirable hours on both broad-

cast and cable television. FCC Chairperson Mark 
Fowler was quoted on these as saying, "What's really 

at issue here is whether the government trusts the 
common man to make up his own mind about what 
to watch or not to watch. If a half-hour TV shop-at-
home service is an annoyance, he will choose to 
watch—or do—something else" (Broadcasting, 2 
July 1984, 32). 
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Home-shopping networks, mostly on cable but 
some on broadcast stations,* generated more than 
$1 billion in revenue in 1987, with prospects of 
reaching $2 billion by 1990. Saturday morning tele-
vision program schedules began featuring chil-
dren's programs that critics charged amounted to 
30-minute toy commercials. 7V Guide, which iden-
tifies programs by types in its listings, began to in-
clude many late-night and even daytime television 
and cable half-hour offerings, explicitly labeled as 
commercials, featuring sunglasses, real estate get-
rich-quick schemes, weight-reducing nostrums, and 
hair-loss remedies. 

Taste Standards Some perfectly legal products 
and services that are not usually advertised on the 
electronic media nevertheless appear in print ads. 
This double sianclard of taste evidences the special 
obligations society imposes on broadcasting and, to 
a somewhat lesser degree, on cable because they 
come directly into the home, accessible to all. 
Nevertheless, canons of acceptability constantly 
evolve. By the 1980s, formerly unthinkable ads, such 

as those featuring contraceptives and those showing 
brassieres worn by live models, became common-
place. 

As its most conspicuous example of self-imposed 
advertising abstinence, broadcasting generally re-
fuses commercials for hard liquor. ( On rare occa-
sions hard liquor ads have been broadcast, although 
industry practice and distilling-industry codes pro-
hibit them.) Most broadcasters decline to carry them 
for fear of giving added ammunition to opponents 
of wine and beer advertising. 
Beer and wine ads have always been accepted, 

although various organizations have tried to remove 
even them from the air. One of most ambitious, 
SMART ( Stop Marketing Alcohol on Radio and Tele-
vision), conducted a nationwide campaign in 1984 
and 1985, collecting thousands of signatures to pres-
sure Congress into banning all alcohol ads. Al-
though the campaign attracted a great deal of 

• In 1989 Home Shopping Network ranked fifth among all tele-

vision group owners, with its 12 stations covering 19 percent of 

television homes. 

attention and represented the most serious chal-
lenge to such ads in years, neither Congress nor 
the FCC took any final action. The campaign did, 
however, result in increased industry self-restraint 
and a public-service announcement campaign, or-
ganized by the NAB, to combat alcohol abuse. 

Another advertising taboo forbids the display of 
the unclothed human body. Broadcasters generally 
felt that nudity might be acceptable in a National 
Geographic special, but not in an ad for women's 
lingerie. But in 1983 the first United States television 
commercial with nudity premiered on the USA and 
Cable Health networks; it showed a nude young 
woman, back to the camera, donning her $ 16 bra 
and $9 panties and then rising and turning to reveal 
the sponsor's product. This commercial seemed to 
predict that cable would depart further from broad-
cast advertising standards, and raised the question 
as to whether broadcasters will ease standards in 
order to meet cable competition. Indeed, such re-
laxation did occur in 1988, when for the first time 
all three networks permitted lingerie commercials 
featuring live models. 

In any case, in the absence of voluntary industry 
codes and externally applied regulation, individual 
broadcasters and cable programmers must gauge 
the tastes of the audiences they serve and set their 
standards accordingly.* 

Network Self-Regulation For years the three 
major television  networks, and sórr—ijii--oup broad-
casters, set and enforced both program and adver-
tising standards mug separate departments, 
variously called Continuity Acceptance, Broadcast 
Standards, or Program Practices. 

At NBC, for example, the Broadcast Standards De-
partment in 1934 began reviewing program and 
commercial materials to maintain standards of taste 
and propriety. In a typical television season, de-
partment editors made judgments on more than 

*A most unusual arrangement at ABC made a program's author 

the arbiter of good taste. Herman Wouk held control over the 

length and content of commercials shown during the 1988 mini-
series War and Remembrance, based on his novel. He barred 

all 15-second commercials and all ads for laxatives, foot powders, 
and feminine hygiene products. 
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2,000 entertainment outlines and scripts and about 

50,000 commercials. ABC and CBS used much the 
same procedures. 

The three networks caused concern to some in 
the industry in the late 1980s, when ABC and CBS 
reduced the number of employees assigned to stan-

dards and practices departments cutting back from 
about 85 per network to about a third that number, 
and NBC eliminated its department entirely. Adver-
tisers, agencies, and others expressed fears that these 
moves might result in an overall lowering of stan-

dards, followed by adverse public reaction, and per-
haps even attempts at governmental intervention. 

Cable networks have not felt it_aeressey to pay 

muction to self-regulation. For example, 
whereas ABC has a commercial standards guide-
book about an inch thick, ESPN ( 80 percent owned 

by Cap Cities/ABC) prints its standards on a single 
page. Other cable networks issue no written stan-
dards at all specifically for their services. 

*Deceptive Advertising Prosecution for out-

right deception in advertising falls under the juris-
diction of the Federal Trade Commission ( FTC) rather 
than the FCC. However, use of fraudulent advertis-

ing by a broadcaster can be cited by the FCC 
as showing lack of the character qualifications re-

quired of licensees. The FTC's responsibilities 
extend to all media and all types of unfair trade 
practices, not just deceptive advertising. 

Instances of possible false advertising may be 
brought to the FTC's attention by consumers, com-

petitors, or the commission's staff. Under its Adver-
tising Substantiation Program, the FTC may require 
the advertiser to provide proof—often based on 

scientific testing—of the correctness of its advertis-
ing claim. If the proof satisfies the FTC, that ends 
the matter. If not, the FTC may proceed with various 

sanctions. 
The FTC settles most cases of alleged advertising 

deception by stipulation, an informal (and hence 
time-saving) way of getting advertisers to drop 

objectionable practices voluntarily. If a formal com-
plaint becomes necessary, the FTC can seek a con-
sent order, another nonpunitive measure under 

which the advertiser agrees to stop the offending 

practice without admitting guilt. Actual guilt has to 
be proved before the FTC can obtain a cease and 
desist order forcing compliance with the law. These 

orders can be appealed to the courts, which usually 

means considerable delay in bringing the objec-
tionable advertising to a halt. 

However, the Reagan administration's 1981 ap-
pointee as FTC chairperson said that market forces, 

rather than government regulations, should impel 
businesses to work for consumer benefit. In 1983 

the FTC revised its policy on deceptive advertising 
by requiring proof that a "reasonable consumer" 

had actually been banned before an advertiser could 
be charged with deceptive advertising. Deceptive-
ness alone no longer sufficed. 

Children's Advertising Consumer groups, 
notably Action for Children's Television (ACT), con-
tend that because young children have not yet learned 
to understand the difference between advertising 
and entertainment, they need special protection from 
commercial exploitation. After conducting hearings 
on this and related questions in 1974, the FCC 
declined to issue rules, instead making a policy 
statement and recommending that broadcasters vol-

untarily adopt special standards for children's ad-
vertising in four areas: 

Time standards. Nonprogram material in chil-
dren's non-prime-time programs should be lim-
ited to 9 1/2 minutes per hour on weekends and 
to 12 minutes on weekdays. 

e Separation. Care should be taken to separate 

commercial from program materials clearly. 

Host selling. The host of a children's show should 
not deliver commercials within that program. 

e Product tie-ins. Gratuitous product mentions within 
c—hildren's programs should be avoided. 

In 1983 the FCC watered down the broadcasters' 
obligation to carry children's programming, but left 
children's-advertising standards intact. The FCC's 1984 

deregulation of television eliminated all commer-
cial time guidelines, including those applicable to 
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children's programs, but had no effect on the other 
guidelines for children's advertising. 

In 1984 ACT complained to the FCC that sponsors 
designed programs such as He-Man and G.I. Joe 
more to sell dolls and accessories than to entertain 
children. ACT also objected to program syndication 

deals, such as that used with Thunder Cats, in which 
stations carrying the program shared profits from 

the sale of Thunder Cat products. In 1985 the FCC, 
noting the absence of any evidence that these prac-
tices in fact produced any specific harm, rejected 
ACT's complaints. In the same year the Commission 
denied yet another ACT request, refusing to require 
broadcasters and cable operators to insert signals 
into their programs that would activate special de-
vices to delete commercials directed at children. 

In 1987, an appellate court, acting on an appeal 

brought by ACT, reversed the FCC and ordered 
the agency to reconsider its children's-advertising 
guidelines. While the Commission reconsidered, in 

1988 Congress passed a bill that would restore time 

limits on "kiclvid" advertising. Beginning in 1990, 
broadcasters would have to restrict these ads to 
10 1/2 minutes per hour on weekends and 12 min-
utes per hour on weekdays. In addition, the new 

legislation required stations to serve the "educa-
tional and informational needs" of children in their 
overall programming. President Reagan vetoed the 

bill, saying that such a law "simply cannot be rec-
onciled with the freedom of expression secured by 

our Constitution." Peggy Charren, president of ACT, 
responded by calling Reagan's action "ideological 
child abuse." Supporters did not give up, however, 

but reintroduced the legislation once Reagan was 
out of office. 

Unethical Practices Several areas of com-
mercial abuse in broadcasting have been the subject 
of FCC and even congressional action. Four types 
of unethical deals have been particularly trouble-

some: plugola, payola, fraudulent billing, and clip-
ping. 

- A conflict of interest occurs when a station or one 
of its employees uses or promotes on the air 
something in which the station or employee has 

an undisclosed financial interest. This practice, 
calied plugo/a, usually results in an indirect pay-

off. A disc jockey who, on her or his program, 
gives unpaid publicity to a flying school in which 

she or he owns an interest would be an example. 

Direct payments to the one responsible for in-
serting plugs usually constitutes payola It t)-pi-
cally takes the form of under-the-table payoffs by 
recording company representatives to disc jock-
eys and others responsible for putting music on 

the air. 
Plugola and payola violate the sponsor 

fication law. After an investigation uncovered a 

wide range of both plugola and payola practices, 
Congress strengthened the sponsor identification 

law in 1960 by adding Section 50- ( formerly 508 ) 
to the Communications Act, prescribing a $ 10,000 
fine or a 'ear in jail ( or both) for each payola 
violation. Despite these efforts, payola scandals 

reappear every few years. 

Local cooperative advertising sometimes tempts 

stations into double-hilling practices. Manufac-
turers who share the cost of local advertising of 

their products by their dealers must rely on those 
dealers to handle co-op advertising. Dealer and 
station may connive to send the manufacturer a 

higher bill for advertising than the one the dealer 

actually paid. Station and dealer then split the 
excess payment. In the past, some stations have 
lost their licenses for double-billing frauds when 
they were compounded by misrepresentations to 

the FCC. 

Network clipping occurs when affiliates cut away 
from network programs prematurely, usually in 
order to insert commercials of their own. Clip-

ping constitutes fraud, since networks compen-
sate affiliates for carrying programs in their 
entirety with all commercials intact. 

In keeping with its deregulation policy, in 1986 

the FCC redefined billing frauds as civil or crim-

inal matters, not FCC violations, and left the net-
works to solve clipping problems. The FCC did 
say, however, that it would consider false billings 
when judging a licensee's character during li-

censing proceedings. 
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9.7 
Alternative Revenue Sources 

Although advertising provides the largest percent-
age of electronic media revenue by far, cable 
television introduced an alternative source, sub-
scription fees. Several niche services also rely on 
subscription fees. Home shopping networks pro-
vide another revenue variation. C-SPAN, cable's public 
affairs network, looks to the cable industry itself to 
meet its expenses. Finally, broadcast stations in-
creasingly provide auxiliary nonbroadcast services 
for additional revenue. 

Cable Subscription Fees Monthly subscrip-
tion fees_paid by cable subscribers provide about 
9-0 percent of cable television revenue. Some small 
cable systems charge a single monthly rate. Others 
offer several leg,l.s_of.pzeLam service, called tiers, 
with a separate fee for each level, as well as for 
"extras" such as FM stereo an du  
cassettes and second sets. Under current interpre-
tation of the Cable Act of 1984, the municipalities 
that franchise cable systems have no authority to 
regulate the level of such fees. 

Most modern systems offer a basic service that 
includes local television stations, one or more dis-
tant superstations, and some advertiser-supported 
cable networks. The monthly fee for this basic pack-
age can vary from a few dollars to $25 or more. 
Industry expert Paul Kagan estimated that in 1987 
the average fee for basic services was $13.20 per 
month.* Some systems with greater channel capac-
ity break their basic service into two tiers. For 
example, some of the more popular ad-supported 
networks (such as MTV and ESPN) may be pulled 
out of the basic package and offered separately as 
an expanded basic service at extra cost. According 
to 1987 estimates, the monthly fee for expanded 
basic service averaged $5.65. 
The next level of service includes pay-cable chan-

nels, such as HBO, Showtime, and Disney. By 1987 

*Estimates of cable fees, subscribers, and revenues in this section 

come from The Kagen Cable 7V Financial Data Book, Paul Kagan 

Associates, Inc., Carmel, CA, 1988. 

about 31 million homes subscribed to pay cable, 
more than half of all cable households. Usually, 
subscribers must pay a separate fee for each pay 
service they select. Such fees range from about $2 
to $20 or more per service per month, with the 
average about $10. Some systems package two or 
more pay services and offer them at a price lower 
than the cumulative price for the individual services. 
A system in Carlsbad, CA, for example, offered a 
package consisting of Cinemax, Bravo, American 
Movie Classics, and a choice of Disney or Playboy 
for $ 15.95, compared with the usual price of $9.95 
each. 

Cable systems averaged about $25.00 total monthly 
revenue per subscriber in 1987. At that rate, a hy-
pothetical system with 5,000 subscribers generates 
more than $ 1.5 million in fees each year. In contrast, 
the estimated average monthly advertising revenue 
of cable systems in 1987 amounted to only 47 cents 
per subscriber; at this rate, our hypothetical 5,000-
subscriber system realizes only $27,000 in annual 
advertising income. 

In addition to monthly fees, most cable systems 
also charge a one-time installation fee. They may 
also add a "connection" charge when a subscriber 

elects to add a new pay-cable channel. To induce 
homeowners to sign up, cable operators frequently 
offer reduced rates or waive these charges entirely. 

Cable systems with addressable converters offer 
special programs on a pay-per-view (PPV) basis. With 
PPV, the subscriber pays a one-time charge to see 
a single program, either a movie or a special event 
such as a boxing match or a rock concert. In 1987 
approximately 4.5 million PPV subscribers typically 
paid between $4 and $6 to see each movie and $15 
to $25 for each special event. 

PPV programs come in one of two ways. First, 
individual cable systems—so-called standalones— 
can negotiate for and themselves originate a PPV 
event. Second, national program services can ac-
quire PPV rights to programs and distribute them 
to cable systems under an arrangement that splits 
revenue between the program service and the cable 
systems. Examples of the latter include Pay-Per-View 
Network, a joint venture of several cable MS0s, and 
Request Television, owned by Reiss Media Enter-
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prises. Cable networks also operate in the PPV arena. 
Showtime owns Viewer's Choice, which offers mov-
ies and supporting events on a PPV basis; Playboy 
Enterprises' Private Ticket has been in operation 

since 1985. 
Initially, the absence of special electronic hard-

ware, both for distributing PPV programs to sub-
scribers and for handling the flood of impulsive 
last-minute telephone orders, slowed the growth of 

PPV. But reliable equipment to meet these needs 
became available and economical in the late 1980s. 

By 1988 more than 14 million homes had PPV ad-
dressable hardware. Between 500,000 and 600,000 
of those homes paid approximately $35 each to 
watch the 91-second heavyweight championship fight 

between Mike Tyson and Michael Spinks on June 
27, 1988, producing more revenue for promoters 
and rights holders than did that year's Super Bowl. 

The subscriber record for a PPV event, though, had 
been set three months earlier when viewers in 
900,000 homes paid between $20 and $25 each to 

watch Wrestlemania IV 
A few cable systems with two-way capability offer 

ancillary services, such as burglar and fire alarm 
protection. In some systems, a triggered sensor alerts 
an operator at the cable headend, who, after calling 

the homeowner for verification, notifies the police 
or fire department. In others, signals go directly to 
the appropriate municipal authority. 

Home Shopping Networks The FCC's 

removal of its long-standing prohibition of pro-
gram-length commercials produced a new revenue-
generating scheme for broadcast and cable: home 

shopping services. By 1988 more than 30 national 

and regional home shopping networks operated as 
many as 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, selling mainly 

jewelry, appliances, clothing, and housewares. Some 
services offer their products on cable, some on low-
power television, some on full-power television, 
and some on all three. Whatever the medium, the 
method is the same: viewers see merchandise, usu-

ally offered at what the network describes as huge 
discounts, and call the network to place an order, 
paying for the goods with a credit card. Revenue 

for the industry exceeded $ 1 billion in 1987, or, for 

those services operating on cable, about $38 per 
subscribing household. 

Other Subscription Services Other fee-de-
pendent media include multichannel multipoint 

distribution services (MMDS), satellite master an-
tenna television t SMATV), and home television re-

ceive-only satellite receivers (TVR0s). 
In the 1980s, the MMDS monthly subscriber fee 

averaged about $15 plus installation, perhaps low 
enough to make it competitive with some cable 
systems. But the service did not attract many viewers 

(fewer than 100,000 as 1990 approached). 
Satellite master antenna television operates as a 

cable system confined to private property. Many 
operators divide the programming into a basic ser-

vice and one or more tiers. Basic subscriptions usu-
ally range from about $6 to $20 a month, with the 
full package of basic service and added tiers priced 

at around $35 a month. Some building owners op-
erate SMATV systems themselves rather than using 

independent suppliers, offering the service free or 

at cost to entice new tenants. 
Showtime and others package programs for home 

satellite receiver (sometimes referred to as back-
yard dish) owners who have each paid $400 or 
so for a device to decode or unscramble cable net-

work signals. The 1988 Showtime package offered 

13 basic-cable networks, plus Showtime or the Movie 
Channel, for $17.95 a month. Eastern Microwave 

packaged the signals of three superstations for as 
little as $36 a year. 

Support for C-SPAN One cable network has 

the distinction of being neither wholly advertiser-
supported nor dependent upon subscriber fees. Ca-
ble system operators began C-SPAN (Cable-Satellite 

Public Affairs Network) in 1979 to build a favorable 
image for cable, both in Washington and in local 
communities. Operating 24 hours a day, it carries 
live coverage of congressional proceedings and other 

public-affairs programming. 
About 3,000 participating cable systems with more 

than 39 million subscribers meet most of C-SPAN's 

$13 million annual budget by paying four cents or 
less a month per subscriber to cam' the service. 
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About 10 percent of C-SPAN's revenue comes from 
corporate underwriting, services ( such as produc-
tion of videotapes and sublease of satellite tran-
sponder time), and corporate image messages, 
usually 10 to 15 seconds long, between programs. 

Ancillary Services Radio and television sta-
tion signals can be used to deliver ancillary (sec-
ondary) commercial servies. AM stations may 
multiplex inaudible secondary signals on their chan-
nels. For example, some electric power companies 
have arranged with AM stations to send multiplexed 
signals to special receivers at various business lo-
cations that would turn off air conditioning units 
during periods of high demand. FM channels may 
offer subsidiary communications authorization (SCA) 
services.* Early SCAs provided Muzak and other 
background music services, and a few stations of-
fered farm news or business and financial infor-
mation. The FCC further expanded SCAs in 1983, 
permitting FM stations to use up to three subcar-
riers. Stereophonic sound usually occupies one, 
leaving two available for lease. Many noncommer-
cial radio stations transmit special programming for 
the visually impaired and some foreign-language 
material. Others use SCAs for slow-scan video. This 
service transmits still pictures to educational and 
other institutions for teleconferencing, instruction, 
and information distribution. Broadcasters either 
lease subcarriers to producers of slow-scan or be-
come producers themselves. Despite the variety of 
SA uses, less than half of all FM broadcasters utilize 
the service. 

In 1983 and 1984 the FCC authorized television 
stations to exploit their unused signal capacity, mak-
ing possible television stereophonic sound and si-
mulcasts of foreign-language audio to accompany 

English-language television programming. Televi-
sion stations have the further option of using their 
vertical blanking intervals (VBIs) to send closed-
captioned subtitles to the hearing impaired. Stations 
derive no direct revenue from their closed-cap-

The terni has been officially changed to subsidiary communi-

callous services (SCS), but most in the industry continue to refer 
to "SCA." 

tioned signals, seeing this activity primarily as a pub-
lic service. 

Production as a Revenue Source Rather 
than serving as sources of added income, most 
locally produced programs add to expenses. Sta-
tions, cable systems, and networks produce only a 
very small percentage of their programs in-house. 
Most programs come from independent produc-
tion companies or syndicators. As for commer-
cials, a few television stations and cable systems 
have production departments that pay for them-
selves, and sometimes even earn a profit. But most 
produce commercials at a loss or on a barely break-
even basis, treating this service as a necessary cost 
incurred to help sell advertising time. 

9.8 
Profit and Loss 

From the public-interesa standpoint, stations, cable 
systems, and networks need to earn profits; when 
they operate at a loss, programs tend to be the first 
to suffer. Moreover, the lowering of standards by 
firms that are losing money can be contagious, for 
rival firms tend to reciprocate by lowering their 
standards in order to compete in the marketplace. 

A Money Machine? Broadcasting seems so 
profitable that some have called it a "license to print 
money." This is only partially true for stations, and 
even the television networks, historically immune 
from the financial ups and downs that affect most 
businesses, have begun to feel the impact of rising 
costs and increasing competition. For years the net-
works were highly profitable. In 1983, for the first 
time, each of the three major commercial television 
networks generated revenues in excess of $2 billion 
dollars. In 1984, ABC became the first to exceed $3 
billion. 
The network decline began in 1985, when rev-

enues fell slightly for the first time since 1971; how-
ever, even in that year the three networks attracted 
more than $8.3 billion in advertising and produced 
profits exceeding $ 1 billion. By 1987, however, total 
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net revenues for ABC, CBS, and NBC had dropped 
to $6.8 billion. NBC, riding the crest of ratings lead-
ership, showed an increase in profits over 1986; 
CBS, for the first time in its television history, re-

corded a net loss in the first quarter of 1987, but 

was able to end the year in the black; ABC lost about 
$15 million. All three major networks embarked on 
an austerity program, cutting budgets and laying off 
personnel. The emergent Fox network, meanwhile, 

struggled to stay in the race, losing about $90 mil-
lion in its 1988 fiscal year and projecting losses at 
about $20 million in 1989. Nor did the future out-
look appear any better. Robert Wright, president of 

NBC, told a gathering of his affiliates in June 1988 
that the network business was getting "worse and 
worse"; in the same month the New York Times 

quoted him as saying that "there may not be enough 
advertising money in the marketplace to support 

two broadcast networks, much less three or four" 
(Boyer, 1988). 

In July 1988, Standard & Poor's (S&P), the firm 
that rates corporations' financial condition, said that 

"Business risk is trending upward for the three prin-
cipal television networks ... amid growing enter-

tainment alternatives...." Pointing to increasing 
program costs and the drop in the three networks' 

combined share of audience (from about 90 percent 
in 1980 to about 80 percent in 1986, to below 50 
percent during some weeks in 1988), S&P saw de-

clining profit margins for all three networks (S&P 
Credit Week, 4 July 1988, p. 16). 
A 1988 Writers Guild strike further weakened 

the networks' position. Without new episodes of 
many of the most popular series, the networks' 

patchwork programming that fall drove viewers to 
sample alternative entertainment, mostly cable and 

videocassette. 
As a hedge against increasing profit erosion, two 

of the major networks stepped up their involvement 

in cable. For example, Cap Cities/ABC had owner-
ship interests in ESPN and, with General Electric 

(NBC) and others, in Arts & Entertainment. NBC 

bought a 50 percent interest in Cablevision Systems' 
Rainbow Program Enterprises in 1988, and began 
its new Consumer News and Business Channel 
(CNBC) in 1989. 

The networks, like all group owners, also looked 
to their owned-and-operated stations to shore up 
their corporate financial positions. A survey by the 

National Association of Broadcasters found that in 
1987 the average network-affiliated television sta-
tion had a pretax profit of about $3.4 million. 

Although the average independent station in the 
10 largest markets produced a $5.5 million pretax 
profit, independents as a group showed an average 
pretax loss of about $ 130,000 ( NAB Television 1988 ). 
Whereas the average FM radio station showed a 
1987 pretax profit of about $63,000, the typical full-

time AM station reported a loss of nearly $20,000 
(NAB Radio 1988). 

Unprofitable stations may continue to operate, 
first, because many so-called losses exist only on 

paper. Corporations pay income taxes on profits, 
not on revenues; often owners avoid taxes by keep-
ing profits to a minimum through the use of "cre-
ative" ( though legal) accounting procedures. Sec-

ond, even genuinely unprofitable stations tend to 

hang on because the owners or prospective owners 
remain optimistic about an eventual payoff. Despite 

these considerations, however, every year some sta-
tions file for bankruptcy. A few cease operation, 

others survive a court-approved reorganization. and 

still others are sold. 
The fact that most FM radio and UHF television 

stations became profitable only after years of losing 
money shows that in broadcasting it often pays to 
keep trying against formidable odds. Failing broad-
cast properties attract investors for three related 

reasons: first, owners have faith that losing stations 
can be turned into money machines, if only the right 
formula can be found. Second, owners who wait 
long enough may eventually realize a profit by sell-

ing their stations. Third, station ownership satisfies 
an owner's ego by conferring an aura of glamour 

and community prestige. 

Cable TV Cable, which in five years went from 

a $200 million loss ( 1982) to an estimated $279 
million profit ( 1987), also has its share of winners 
and losers. Newer systems with high construction 

costs and low subscriber penetration experience 
sizable fosse, at least initially. But many of the es-
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tablished systems regularly generate handsome 
profits. 

Multiple cable-system operator ( MSO) profits and 
losses, influenced by subscription rates and con-
struction costs, vary widely. Tele-Communications 
Inc. ( ICI), the nation's largest MSO, had a 1987 net 

income about 88 percentlower than its net income 
for the previous year. On the other hand, ATC, the 
second largest MSO, enjoyed 1987 profits 23 per-
cent higher than in 1986. 

During the franchise application process, when 

several companies were bidding competitively, ap-
plicants often proposed unrealistically expensive 
systems, agreeing at the same time to charge un-

realistically low subscriber fees. For example, in 
1983 several firms seeking Philadelphia franchises 
proposed as many as 130 channels and subscriber 

rates as low as $ 1.95 per month for a 36-channel 
basic package; in 1984 the city granted permits to 
four systems with mandatory 82-channel capacity. 
In Sacramento the bidding frenzy reached new 
heights, with the winner promising to plant 20,000 
trees throughout the city. 

Some franchise winners, having saddled them-
selves with unrealistic promises, attempted to 

renegotiate their franchises. Warner Amex, for 
example, first proposed a dual-cable, 108-channel 
system in Milwaukee, hut later obtained the city's 
permission to cut back to a 54-channel, single-cable 

system. The company also modified its previous 

promises regarding local origination facilities and 
subscriber rates. 

By the mid- 1980s pay-cable network subscriber 
growth rates had slowed, and some networks even 
suffered a net loss in total subscribers. Some did 
not survive at all. In 1987, Group W shut down 

I lome Theatre Network, one of the oldest cable 
services but one with only about 325,000 sub-
scribers ( it featured only movies rated G or PG). 
The home videocassette recorder seemed to play 

an increasingly important role in competition for 
the video dollar. Viewers buy millions of prere-

corda videocassettes each year and rent countless 
more for as little as a dollar a day—strong com-

petition for the cable operator trying to market pre-
mium channels at $ 10 a month. By 1988, in fact, far 

more American homes owned VCRs (about 58 per-

cent of all television households according to Niel-
sen, but about 65 percent according to the Gallup 

organization) than subscribed to a pay-cable service 
(about 29 percent). In the late 1980s, however, the 
subscriber growth curve turned upward, at least for 
some networks, particularly HBO, Showtime, Ci-

nemax, and the Disney Channel. The Movie Channel 
and Playboy continued to lose subscribers. 
Only the strongest advertiser-supported cable 

program services succeeded. MTV and CBN became 
profitable by 1984. Although superstation WTBS had 

been profitable for several years, the other Turner 
Broadcasting services, CNN and CNN Headline News, 

remained in the red until 1986 (Turner's Cable 
Music Channel lasted barely a month). Even some 
program services with solid financial backing and 

entertainment expertise failed. CBS Cable offered 
quality cultural programming, but attracted too few 

advertisers and folded in 1982 after only a year's 
operation, losing an estimated $30 million. You-TV, 
a service devoted to fitness and health, died in 1988, 
the same year The Fashion Channel filed for bank-

ruptcy. Other networks sold out or merged with 
surviving services. Still, the strong survived. In fact, 
in 1988, ESPN, TBS, and CNN each generated greater 
profits than either ABC or CBS. 

The more recent shop-at-home services had their 
share of ups and downs. Home Shopping Network 

had net income of $29.5 million in 1987, a 174 
percent increase in only one year. Conversely, Horn 
& Hardart and Crazy Eddie canceled their home-
shopping plans, and the Telephone Auction Net-
work filed for bankruptcy. 

Pay-per-view, despite high expectations and some 
single-event successes, still had a long way to go to 
reach maturity and stability. By 1988, none of the 
six national PIN networks had shown a profit. 

Influences on Profit The larger the orp,ani-
__zatitan,--the more probable its ability  to achieve a 
higher profit margin than smaller organization. * A 

*Profit margin means the percentage of net revenues (after sales 
commissions but before operating expenses have been de-
ducted) represented by pretax profit. Thus, for example, if a 
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company may raise profit margins by increasing 
revenue and/or by reducing expenses. Group own-
ers, and to a lesser extent MS0s, often achieve sav-
ings through bulk purchase of equipment, supplies, 
and programs and by sharing of employees and 
ideas. Thus, they realize economies of scale. 

Broadcasters, ad-supported cable networks, and 
some cable systems also benefit from the fact that 
they sell an intangible, air time. Expenses do not 
increase in step with sales. For example, if an ap-
pliance dealer buys a television set for $500 and 
sells it for $750, the dealer makes a $250 profit. 
Selling a second set yields another profit of $250. 
For every $750 in sales, the dealer must spend $500 
in order to make the $250 profit. By contrast, if it 
costs a television station $500 to run one episode 
of Three's company, and if one 30-second com-
mercial within the program sells for $750, the 
broadcaster makes a $250 profit. But a second spot 
sold at the same price does not incur a second 
expense: the cost of the program has already been 

accounted for, so the entire $750 in revenue counts 
as profit. A third $750 sale again counts as profit. 
And so on. 

This simplistic hypothetical example does not, of 
course, account for the many expenses other than 
direct costs, such as overhead and sales commis-
sions. But it illustrates the advantage broadcasting 
has over businesses that incur additional costs with 
each sale. NBC's 51 percent profit increase in 1987 
over the prior year, on only an 8 percent increase 
in sales, offers a real-world example. 

Role of Market Size Profitability in broad-
casting depends on market size, which affects all 
aspects of an enterprise. The larger the market, gen-
erally speaking, the larger the station staff, the higher 
the saiaries, the longer the program day, and the 
more local production occurs—and, of course, the 
higher the sales revenue and, most likely, profits. 
Exhibit 9-7 compares markets of widely differing 
size, showing, for example, that the average tele-

television station has net revenues of 82 million and a pretax 
profit of $400,000, it would have a profit margin of 20 percent 
($400,000 divided by 82 million). 

vision station in the top 10 markets earns more than 
58 times as much as the average station in markets 
ranked 81 through 90. These figures do not prove 
an absolute correspondence between market size 
and profitability, however. Economic conditions vary 
among markets, as do the efficiencies of broadcast 
managements. 

9.9 
Bottom-Line Broadcasting 

Encouraged by federal deregulation and by loose 
interpretation of antitrust laws, the broadcast and 
cable industries have in recent years been charac-
terized by acquisition, merger, takeover, vertical in-
tegration, and consolidation. The emphasis has been 
on the economic aspects of the media, often with 
little apparent concern for public service—the bot-
tom-line mentality that focuses exclusively on profit-
and-lass figures. Cable, not required to operate in 
the public interest, convenience, and necessity, made 
no effort to mask its profit-driven goals. Broadcast-
ing, which does have such a mandate, and which 
FCC rules formerly kept mostly in the hands of 
professional broadcasters, fell increasingly into the 
grasp of conglomerate officials with no broadcast-

ing background. 
The FCC's trafficking rule, designed to prevent 

station trading at the expense of public service, had 
required the holder of a broadcast station license 
to keep it a minimum of three years before trans-
ferring it. But the 1982 deletion of this rule facili-
tated entry into and quick exit from the broadcast 
business whenever profit-taking dictated. Many first-
time broadcast buyers specialized in leveraged buy-
outs of television stations; the huge debts incurred 
in these deals, repaid out of station profits, left little 
money for quality public-affairs programming or 
other efforts in the public interest. Stations saved 
money by no longer supporting (and in 1988 de-
ciding ;o close) the Television Information Office, 
which had been the industry's public relations arm 
but which they no longer needed in the deregu-
latory age. More and more stations turned to a bur-
geoning source of easy income, the program-length 
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EXHIBIT 9-7 Television Station Profit and Market Size 

Market 
rank 

1-10 

41-50 

81-90 

121-130 $91,924 

151-175 ($228,172) 

$252,619 

Average pre-tax 
profit 

$2,061,003 

$14,849,409 

As market rank an terms of number of television households in the market) goes down, so does the average 

blame for television stations. The parentheses symbol () indicates loss. 

SOURCE: Television Financial Report, National Association of Broadcasters (Washington, DC, 1988), using 1986-1987 Arbitron 
Area of Dominant Influence (ADI) market ranking. 

commercial, termed by some "video junk mail." Pro-
grammers tested the limits of good taste with such 
network specials as Favorite Son and The Sex Tapes; 
series such as the Fox Network's Married With Chil-
dren; and syndicated shows such as Geraldo, Mor-
ton Downey, Jr., and a seemingly endless supply of 
tabloid magazine shows. 
A 1987 survey by Broadcasting Engineering, an 

industry magazine, found widespread concern among 
engineers and technicians about the current quality 
of the broadcasting product. As the respondents saw 
it, the driving concern for making a profit had re-
duced product quality. Some blamed the bottom-
line approach to decision making, characteristic of 
owners with no broadcast background; others 
pointed to the increased debt burdens and reduced 
station resources that result when a station changes 
owners repeatedly in a short space of time (Dick, 
1987). 
Nowhere did the trend become more evident 

than at the three major networks. Beginning in the 
mid- 1980s, the once all-powerful networks expe-
rienced a decline. Cable, reaching more than 50 
percent of all U.S. television households, displaced 

over-the-air stations as the principal distributor of 
television programming. And with cable came added 
competition for viewers' attention. In 1976 the net-
works routinely captured about 91 percent of the 
prime-time audience; by 1988 that number had 
dropped into the low 60s, and even below 50 per-
cent in some heavily cabled markets. The emergent 
Fox network, while far from reaching parity with 
the established networks, nonetheless competed for 
the national broadcast audience. Program costs 
soared, exacerbated by labor union problems. Net-
work commercial rates rose rapidly in response to 
rising costs, driving advertisers to seek out alter-
native vehicles. 

In the mid-1980s, new management took over at 
ABC, CBS, and NBC. With these changes came the 
call for operating-cost cutbacks. The networks laid 
off between 2,000 and 3,000 employees and per-
suaded others to take early retirement. 
The new austerity took its heaviest public-service 

toll in the area of network news. News division 
budgets, roughly $85 million for each network in 
1980, had grown to $300 million by 1986. This $900 
million three-network total loomed especially large 
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EXHIBIT 9-8 Media Ethics (or is that an oxymoron?) 

"The most pressing ethical issue facing many media 
executives is the continuing conflict between making 
money and serving the public." That was the dilemma 
most often cited by the 144 readers who responded 
to a business ethics survey conducted by Electronic 
Media, an industry magazine. Although many of the 
responses prove fascinating, the disappointingly low 
response rate puts into question the generalizability 
of the results. 

Respondents included television and radio general 
managers, multiple-cable-system operators, sales man-
agers, news directors and reporters, syndication sales 
executives, and television program directors. 
Some specifics: 

• 98 percent agreed with the statement that "Generally 
speaking, good ethics is good business," but 65 per-
cent said that they considered some generally ac-

when viewed in the light of news division revenues 

of only $830 million. A typical network operation 

included, for example, 8 domestic and 15 foreign 

news bureaus, staffed by a total of 100 correspon-

dents, each of whom earned an average of $ 150,000 

a year. A consultant's survey found that one-fifth of 

NBC's correspondents appeared on less than 3 per-

cent of the NBC Nightly Neus air time. Something 

had to give. 

ABC cut its 1,200-person news staff by some 60 

people. Laurence Tisch, who took over as president 

and chief executive officer of CBS in January 1987, 

said, " I can guarantee you that the one area I will 

never interfere with is the delivery of news" ( Vitale, 

1988). He soon thereafter cut the news division's 

budget by $30 million and fired more than 200 

employees, including veteran reporters such as Ike 

Pappas and Fred Graham. Despite his efforts, the 

first quarter of 1987 became the first in the net-

work's history to record an overall net loss. 

Reactions came swiftly. Congressmen Dennis Eck-

art of Ohio and John Bryant of Texas called for ( and 

got ) hearings in the U.S. House of Representatives. 

Eckart and Bryant argued that, "The wave of cut-

cepted practices in their field of business to be 
unethical. 
32 percent felt that ethical standards in the television 
business world were lower than they had been ten 

years ago. 
I 87 percent believed that most people they knew would 

be willing to "bend the rules" to achieve success in 
business so long as their actions hurt no one. 

if 69 percent considered it all right to do a certain 
amount of "hypoing" during rating periods. 
73 percent expressed belief in the honesty of cor-
porate executives. 

o 34 percent said an employee should be fired for 
filing an expense account with $10 of falsified ex-
penses; and 36 percent admitted they had done ex-
actly that. 

SOURCE: Electronic Media, 29 Feb. 1988, p. 1. 

backs and layoffs that is sweeping all three networks 

is alarming.... The American People deserve to know 

what the bottom line is where their news program-

ming is concerned." Eckart said, " In this rush for 
profits, the public interest has been trampled on." 

Bryant added, "The root of MN' concern is that these 

corporate takeovers have made America's principal 

source of information the subject of giant corporate 

poker games" ( Broadcasting 16 Mar. 1987. 39). Al-

though these hearings created publicity for Eckart 

and Bryant, they produced little action. No legisla-

tion resulted from all the talk. 

Making an unprecedented public criticism of his 

own network, CBS Evening Neus anchor and man-

aging editor Dan Rather wrote a piece for the New 

York Times entitled "From Murrow to Mediocrity," 

in which he pointed out that Chairperson Tisch 

"told us when he arrived that he wanted us to be 

the best. We want nothing more than to fulfill that 

mandate. Ironically, he has now made the task seem 

something between difficult and impossible." lie 

added that "news is a business, but it is also a public 

trust.... We have been asked to cut costs and work 

more efficiently and we have accepted that chal-
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lunge. What we cannot accept is the notion that the 
bottom line counts more than meeting our respon-
sibilities to the public. Anyone who says network 
news cannot be profitable doesn't know what he is 
talking about. But anyone who says it must always 
make money is misguided and irresponsible" (Rather, 
1987). 

Summary 

Broadcasting achieved relatively rapid success 
as an advertising medium because of its unique 
psychological advantages, combined with great flex-
ibility in serving local, regional, and national ad-
vertisers. 

The effectiveness of broadcast advertising is offset 
for some users by its costs, by the fact that it often 
reaches more people than desired, and by limits on 
commercial length and content. 

Commercial practice has shifted from sponsor-
ship to insertion of spots within and between 
programs over which advertisers have no direct 
control. 

A station's traffic department schedules commer-
cial announcements, preventing back-to-back ad-
vertising of competitive products. 

Cable enjoys many of television's advantages but 
suffers from the difficulty of physically inserting 
commercials in its numerous channels and from 
the absence of audience research comparable to 
broadcast rating reports. 

Advertising rates reflect the fact that advertisers 
buy time only as a means of getting access to au-
diences. Because audiences change with programs 
and services as well as with times of the day and 
days of the year, prices for spots tend to change 
accordingly. 

Sales representatives and ( for affiliates) network 

sales organizations supplement broadcast and cable 

sales departments in reaching some advertising 
clients. 

Advertising agencies plan most advertising cam-
paigns and select media outlets. 

The media provide proof of performance through 
their daily program logs, but agencies also hire spe-
cialized firms to check the fulfillment of advertising 
contracts. 

No laws limit the amount of commercial time in 
and between programs. Formal industry guidelines 

fell with the NAB codes, so that today only individual 
station and network standards and market pressures 
limit advertising time. 

Standards of taste continue to evolve with changes 
in competition and the attitudes of society. 

The Federal Trade Commission has authority over 
deceptive advertising practices, although there has 
been little enforcement in the 1980s. 

Offenses that can jeopardize station licenses in-
clude network clipping, double billing, plugola, and 
payola. 

Cable and some other services rely more on sub-
scription fees than on advertising for revenue; some 
cable systems also offer pay-per-view programs. 

Most segments of the American broadcasting and 
cable industries are structured to make a profit. 

The major television networks no longer enjoy 
the healthy profits they once did. Nationally, affili-
ated television stations and FM radio stations show 
profits; independent television stations and AM ra-
dio stations do not. 

The cable industry as a whole is profitable, al-
though some system operators and program ser-
vices suffer annual losses. 

Increasing competition, rising costs, and dwin-
dling revenue have resulted in some broadcasters 
operating more in the interest of profit than in the 
interest of the public. 
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CHAPTER10 

THE NONCOMMERCIAL 

ALTERNATIVE 

Most of this book deals with commercial radio and 
television because they form the backbone of 
broadcasting in America. But here, as in most coun-
tries, commercial broadcasting's overwhelming em-
phasis on mass-appeal light entertainment has failed 
to meet the full potential of the medium. The profit 
motive alone cannot be counted on to fulfill all the 
national cultural, educational, and informational 
needs that broadcast media could serve. Hence arises 
the concept of noncommercial broadcasting, based 
on motives other than profit. The best-known non-
commercialerators are public broadcasting 
stations. 

10.1 

From "Educational Radio" to 

"Public Broadcasting" 

What we know today as noncommercial broadcast-
ing started as a more narrowly defined service de-
voted primarily to education. Indeed, the Federal 
Communications Commission still refers officially 
to noncommercial educational licensees, even 
though the 1934 act has been amended by the Public 
Broadcasting Act of 1967, denoting a broader aim 
than "education" alone implies. 

Rise of Educational Radio Several colleges 
experimented with wireless telegraphy in the years 

before World War I. Members of the University of 
Wisconsin's physics department, for example, began 
tinkering in 1902, built an operating experimental 
transmitter by 1909, and progressed to a licensed 
wireless telegraphy station, 9XM, by 1915. During 
World War I, 9XM remained in service to assist in 
training of navy personnel. A few other schools ex-
perimented with broadcasting as well. 
When license applications boomed in the 1920s, 

educational and religious institutions joined in the 
rush. They pursued varied goals: classroom and ex-
tension education, school or church promotion, fund 
raising, cultural betterment, voter awareness, and 
so on. Most of the pioneer stations operated on a 
shoestring for only a few hours a week. 
With broadcasting's growing financial success in 

the late 1920s, commercial interests began to covet 
the AM channels tied up by educational licensees. 
Some schools surrendered their licenses in return 
for promises of air time for educational programs 
on commercial stations—promises that faded with 
the rising value of air time. Educational stations that 
held on found themselves confined to low power, 
inconvenient hours (often daytime only, useless for 
adult education efforts), and constantly changing 
frequency assignments. A majority simply gave up 
the struggle and left the air. In 1927, there were 98 
noncommercial stations operating, but by 1933 only 
43 remained on the air. By 1945, the number had 
fallen to about 25. They struggled for local and state 
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support with little success. A commentator sug-
gested why—a weakness of the system that persisted 

four decades later: "commercial stations made money, 
convertible into political power; educational sta-
tions cost money. If their programming was not 
popular enough to attract sizable audiences, they 
were hard to justify politically" ( Blakely, 1979: 55). 
The failure of most educational institutions to 

defend their licenses against the raids of commer-
cial interests confirmed what some had said from 
the first: at the very outset a share of the AM fre-
quencies should have been set aside exclusively for 
educational use. Educational interests could not he 
expected to compete for radio channels with com-

mercial interests in the open market. 

Channel Reservations Faced with mounting 

evidence that commercial stations gave far too little 
time to meet school needs, the FCC finally accepted 
the channel reservation principle when it first au-
thorized FM service in 1941, reserving the five low-
est channels for noncommercial use. In 1945, the 

commission set aside 88 to 92 MHz—the lowest 20 
of the 100 channels on FM's new higher band—for 
educational use. Disappointed by inadequate use of 
these reserved channels, the FCC liberalized its rules 
in 1948, allowing noncommercial outlets to operate 

on power as low as 10 watts. With little program 
exchange and no network, educational FM stations 
and the 25 or so AM educational survivors from the 

1930s depended almost totally on local resources. 
A research team that studied educational radio sta-
tions in 1971-1972 admitted to being confused be-
cause "no two stations are alike, and there are 
almost no models to which to point" ( Robertson 
and Yokom, 1973: 115). 

During the 1948 television freeze, commercial 

interests made a concerted effort to block proposed 
educational television channel reservations. The Joint 

Committee on Educational Television spearheaded 
a counterlobbying effort, asking the FCC not to end 
the freeze without adopting a channel reservation 
scheme. Commercial interests argued that reserved 

channels would go unused while educators tried to 
get together funds to put stations on the air, whereas 

commercial firms stood ready to build stations as 

soon as the freeze ended. Operating and potential 
commercial licensees promised free time on the air 
for educational programs—just as they had for AM 
radio in the 1930s. 

Finally, when the FCC ended the freeze with its 

1952 Sixth Report and Order, it reserved 242 edu-
cational television (ETV) channel allotments, 80 VHF 

and 162 UHF—but only for a limited time: " long 
enough to give ... reasonable opportunity... [ but] 
not so long that the frequencies remain unused for 
excessively long periods of time" ( Blakely, 1979: 

89). Over the years, however, the FCC made the 
reservations permanent and increased their num-
ber to about 600. 

In the decade from the end of the freeze to the 

passage of the first noncommercial television fed-
eral funding legislation of 1962, the service grew 
very slowly despite concern over possible loss of 
the reservations ( Exhibit 10-1). The few stations on 

the air depended largely on local production and 
filmed programs, and stayed on the air about half 
as long as commercial stations. After 1959, a pro-
gram cooperative, National Educational Television 

(NET), provided a few hours a week of shared pro-
grams, sent to stations by mail. 

Conflict over ETV Philosophy In the fight 
to achieve noncommercial channel reservations, the 

noncommercial television cOnstituency grew larger 
and more diversified. Traditional educational radio 

leaders, who had kept the faith over many lean 
years, now found themselves jostled aside by the 
newly saved—the national educational establish-
ment, politicians, the Washington bureaucracy, and 
activist citizen groups. 
Out of this matrix of forces emerged conflicting 

views on the form a noncommercial service should 

take. One group took "educational television" to 
imply a broadly inclusive cultural and information 
service; another construed it more narrowly as a 

new and improved audiovisual device, primarily im-

portant to schools. Some favored a strong national 
network and a concern for audience building, fol-
lowing the model of commercial broadcasting. Oth-
ers stressed localism and service for more limited 
or specialized audiences. Some wanted to stress 
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EXHIBIl 10-1 Growth of Noncommercial Broadcasting: 1925-1985 
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high culture and intellectual stimulation; others 
wanted to emphasize programs of interest to ethnic 
minorities, children, and the poor. 

As an expert who would help draft landmark 1967 
legislation put it later, " It was hardly a system we 
were seeking to nurture at all, but rather a variety 
of broadcasting arrangements bearing a common 
name and yet widely differing in structure, financ-

ing, concept of role and degree of independence" 
(Cater, 1972: 10). The issue of whether the national 

organizations or the stations should have the dom-
inant role in this debate added to the confusion. 

Carnegie Study Watershed events in noncom-

mercial broadcasting carne in 1967 with the report 
of the Carnegie Commission on Educational Tele-
vision (CCET) and resultant legislation. Made up of 
top-level representatives from higher education, 
media, business, politics, and the arts, the commis-
sion proposed that Congress establish a corporation 
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for public television. The commission used the word 
public rather than educational to disassociate itself 
from what many regarded as the "somber and static 
image" projected by the existing ETV services. It 
also felt that "public" would differentiate instruc-
tional or classroom television from a broader non-
commercial service intended for general viewing. 
The basic structure advocated in the 1967 Car-

negie Commission report and the legislation it in-
spired six months later as part of Lyndon Johnson's 
"Great Society" program have survived, though with 
changes in detail. The report did not, however, an-
ticipate the complex struggle for control that would 
ensue among the major players. 

10.2 
National Organization 

The battles that have shaped public broadcasting 
since 1967 can he seen as a continuation of the 
earlier struggle for power among several national 
organizations, and between them and the local au-
thorities who controlled a growing number of non-
commercial radio and television stations. In all this, 
a government-formed, nonprofit corporation played 
a pivotal role. 

Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) 
Congress amended the Communications Act with 

the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967 (broadcasting 
because Congress added public radio at the last 
minute), creating the Corporation for Public Broad-
casting (CPB). The Carnegie Commission had rec-
ommended that the president of the United States 
appoint only half the CPB board, but Congress gave 
all the appointive power to the president. Congress, 
wanting to retain close control, declined to legislate 
long-term financial support as recommended by the 
Carnegie report. These two departures from the 
Carnegie plan left the CPB at the mercy of presi-
dential politics, sometimes with unfortunate con-
sequences for the CPB's impartiality (Exhibit 10-2). 
The act gave the CPB the right to dispense federal 

funds to stations and program producers, but not 

to own or operate stations. The act describes the 
corporation's role as also including: 

Facilitating "full development of educational 
broadcasting in which programs of high quality, 
obtained from diverse sources, will be made 

available to ... stations with strict adherence to 
objectivity and balance in all programs or series 
of programs of a controversial nature." 
Assisting in setting up network interconnection 
so that all stations "that wish to may broadcast the 
programs at times chosen by the stations." ( The 

act authorized common carriers to give free or 
reduced-rate service to such networks.) 

Carrying out its work "in ways that will most ef-
fectively assure the maximum freedom ... from 
interference with or control of program content 
or other activities." 

Establishing and maintaining a library and ar-
chives. 

Encouraging development of new stations. 

Conducting research and training. 

The Battle over PBS's Role After a good deal 
of political wrangling arising from fears that a na-
tional network might unduly centralize authority 
over program selection and scheduling functions, 
CPB launched a national network, the Public Broad-
casting Service (PBS), in 1969-1970. PBS operates 
the television interconnection, hut, unlike com-
mercial television networks, does not select pro-
grams. PBS also initially served as the 1  bbv for 
public television. Relationships between PBS and 

the stations as program users—or, in some cases, 
as major program producers—underwent constant 
upheaval as the network struggled to establish its 
identity and to develop a working style. 
Disagreement focused on the role PBS should 

play in setting national programming policy. The 
Carnegie report had stressed both the vital impor-
tance of network interconnection and the need to 
avoid the kind of program centralization repre-
sented by the commercial network model. Public 
broadcasting was to differ from commercial broad-
casting in having "a strong component of local and 
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EXHIBIT 10-2 Political Manipulation of CPB 

Incidents during two conservative presidential admin-
istrations provide textbook illustrations of the diffi-
culty of insulating a broadcast service from politics 
when it depends on government for substantial eco-
nomic support. Section 398 of the Communications 
Act, added by the 1967 public broadcasting law, tries 
to prevent political influence by expressly forbidding 
any "direction, supervision, or control" over noncom-
mercial broadcasting by officials of the U.S. govern-
ment. This legal detail did not stop the Nixon admin-
istration in the 1970s nor the Reagan administration a 
decade later from manipulating CPB for its own ends. 
When the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) net-

work began beefing up its news and public-affairs 
programming around 1970 by hiring ex-commercial-
network personnel, the White House took umbrage. 
Regarding the PBS network as far too liberal, the 
administration objected to public television's concern 
with national affairs when, according to the adminis-
tration's interpretation, it should be focusing on local 
needs. This view struck a chord with some of the 
station managers, who were already resentful of the 
increasing centralization of program decision making 
by PBS and CPB. In 1973, the administration sent a 

regional programming." It would "provide the op-

portunity and the means for local choice to be ex-
ercised upon the programs made available from 

central programming sources- ( CCET, 1967: 33 ). 
The Carnegie report failed to appreciate the prac-

tical problems of asking the national network ( PBS) 
to provide a smorgasbord of programs from which 
affiliates would pick and choose at will. A variety of 
divisive problems emerged: 

"Turf- battles arose as people tried to protect the 
personal roles they had in their own organization. 
Overlap in functions between CPB and Pl3S lasted 
for years. with neither organization being willing 
to give way to the other. 

Licensees, operating under varied ownership and 
funding restrictions, worried more about survival 

more direct message when President Nixon vetoed a 
two-year funding measure for CPB. Several board 
members—ironically, all presidential appointees—re-
signed in protest. Long-range federal funding legis-
lation did not finally pass until 1975. 
By 1981, when the Reagan administration took of-

fice, the CPB board, never high on the priority list of 
political appointees, had become fertile ground for 
political gamesmanship. Reagan appointed several hard-
right conservatives to the CPB board. In 1986. the 
Reagan-appointed CPB chair, Sonia Landau, dismissed 
Edward Pfister as CPB president in a dispute over a 
proposed trip to the Soviet Union to trade program-
ming. Less than a year later, Pfister's replacement 
also left CPB, which had developed a reputation for 
constant political infighting. Another Reagan CPB 
appointee advocated making a content study to de-
termine whether public television programming leaned 
too far to the left. Opponents of the research felt that 
its sponsors merely wanted to send a signal to public 
broadcasters that they should adopt a more conser-
vative agenda. The study never materialized, but the 
legally mandated political impartiality of the CPB had 
been seriously undermined. 

than about which national group programmed 

what. Most stations sided with "their- organiza-
tion, PBS, against CPB, which they saw as a crea-
ture of Washington politics. 

Disagreements over basic program philosophy 
continued to he the critical issue. The "proper- role 
that public television should play within a largely 
commercial/entertainment system should dictate 
programming decisions, hut the parties c()uld not 
agree on a common definition of that role. 

Finally, at the heart of most arguments always 
lurked the funding crisis. Who should get how 
much money. for what purposes. and with what 
kind of accountability? The parties could agree 
On only one thing: public broadcasting always 
needed fuore money. 
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Definition of the present PBS role came largely 
from PBS President Lawrence Grossman ( 1976-1984). 
Grossman came from (and would return to) com-
mercial broadcasting. Previous PBS heads had come 
from public-service and public broadcasting back-
grounds. Grossman wanted primary emphasis on 
programming. PBS offices blossomed with wall-size 
scheduling boards showing PBS offerings against 

the commercial networks' fare, suggesting that at 
last the public system, at least on the national level, 
had begun to think competitively. Grossman pushed 
the use of American productions instead of relying 
as heavily on British material as his predecessors 
had. He also arrived in time to shape the switch to 
satellite relays. 

Sparked mainly by the wider opportunities made 
possible by the use of satellite distribution after 
1978, the stations reorganized PBS to enhance its 
programming function, as described in the next 
subsection. PBS spun off its ancillary activities of 
station representation ( lobbying, research, and sim-
ilar functions) to what became the National Asso-
ciation of Public Television Stations ( NAM'S). 

PBS Network Operations By 1988, PBS served 
170 noncommercial licensees operating 327 mem-
ber stations—virtually all public TV stations on the 
air. Its 35-member board consisted of members of 
the general public drawn from station boards and 

professional station managers. PBS staff totaled about 
300 in Washington (actually Alexandria, VA), New 
York, and Los Angeles offices. 

PBS practices differ sharply from those of com-
mercial networks. Affiliates sign contracts with PBS 
agreeing to pay varying levels of dues, determined 
by each affiliate's budget and market size. Rather than 
being paid by the network for use of their time, as 
is the case with commercial services, public stations 

pay their network for programs. Unlike commercial 
networks, PBS produces no programs Id its own. It 
provides a_distribution service for programs pro-
duce_d14 others, most of them selected not by ttie 
ne,....muriLlub,v_raembe_r_statitans ( Exhibit 10-3). 

Selection occurs through a funding mechanism 
developed in 1974, the Station Program Coopera-
tive (SPC). PBS offers a list of proposed programs 

for the coming season, categorized as follows: ( 1) 
those fully underwritten by business corporations 

or foundations, ( 2) those partially funded by those 
sources, and ( 3) those lacking financial support of 
any kind. PBS will carry programs from categories 
two and three only if a sufficient number of stations 
vote ( and agree to pay) for those programs in a 
series of voting rounds during which stations com-

mit their programming dollars. Stations make com-
mitments based on their judgment as to which pro-
grams will appeal to local viewers, which programs 

will attract local underwriters, and, perhaps most 
important, which programs they can afford. PBS 
prorates each station's share of the cost of each 
program in categories two and three on the basis 
of station size and the number of stations voting to 
participate in the cost of that program. The 1987 
SPC led to station funding for some 900 hours of 
programming at a total cost of nearly $50 million. 
The remaining programs came from a variety of 
other sources, discussed in Section 10.5. 
The SPC system has been both praised for in-

creasing democracy in the program selection pro-
cess ( at no other network do the affiliates have such 
a say) and criticized for its emphasis on minimizing 
financial risk, limiting program innovation, and fos-
tering continuation of "the safe, the cheap, and the 
known- ( Reeves and Hoffer, 1976). The SPC sup-
plies about half of the PBS national schedule, in-
cluding such well-known staples as Sesame Street, 
NOVA, and The MacNeillLehrer Newshour. Busi-
nesses and other sources underwrote the other half 
of PBS programming (see Section 10.4). 

By 1989, PBS was moving to strengthen the appeal 
of its prime-time schedule to allow enhanced pro-
motion to increase audiences and raise more pro-
gram underwriting funds (see Section 10.4). Under 
the plan, PBS would require at least one public TV 
station in each market to carry the same program 
schedule from 8-10 P.M. Sunday through Friday, 
leaving the 10-11 P.M. hour and all Saturday evening 
under station control. 

Satellite Interconnection Public television 
pioneered in the use of satellites for network relays. 
The idea of using communications satellites instead 
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EXHIBIT 10-3 Public TV Program Sources and Channels 
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of AT&T's microwave facilities for relaying public 

television programs goes back to a Ford Foundation 
proposal in 1966. A decade later, with government 
funding support. PBS announced a plan to inter-

connect public television stations by means of tran-
sponders on a domestic communications satellite. 

Benefits claimed for the system included better-
quality reception, ability to relay signals both east 
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and west as well as variously within given regions, 

transmission of several signals at a time to allow 
stations to pick and choose among a wider variety, 
and cost savings. Stations had to contribute about 

$25,000 each ( a hefty sum for most) to install earth 
stations, but in a decade would have full ownership 

of their TVRO antenna. 
PBS stations worried not only about the cost but 

also about the increased centralization that satellite 
relays would bring. After considerable debate over 

how the satellite scheduling process should be con-
trolled, the stations set up a Transponder Allocation 
Committee, ostensibly part of PBS, but in reality 
controlled directly by the licensees. The stations 
thus determined the use of transponders. During 
1978, public television stations sequentially discon-
nected themselves from the terrestrial network and 
began using the satellite interconnection—the first 
national television network to do so. 

PBS's relay system relies on 150 receive-only 
ground antennas owned by the stations. There are 
21 ground stations that can uplink programs to the 
satellite as well as receive them. One uplink facility, 

near Washington, provides the main PBS feed; the 
other uplinks serve regional networks from centers 
in Colorado, Nebraska, Florida, South Carolina, and 
Connecticut. 
The satellite distribution system, contrary to ini-

tial worries, actually enhanced the autonomy of the 
PBS member stations. They attained greater control 

over what they receive and use by being able to 
pick and choose among varied program offerings. 

They have been largely freed from the time and 
schedule constraints of a single-feed network. The 
satellite facilities have improved technical quality, 
and opened new fund-raising possibilities through 

the sale of unneeded satellite capacity to other users. 

In 1988, PBS asked for bids for a replacement 
satellite system costing $240 million, to be in place 
by 1992. The new satellite will offer either four 
C-band and two Ku-band transponders, or six Ku-
band. The higher-frequency Ku-band option, al-
though costing more initially, would allow smaller 
earth antennas and provide for more system tech-

nical flexibility and possible HDTV applications. 

Congress authorized $200 million toward this re-

placement satellite in late 1988, with the stations 
being responsible for defraying the remaining costs. 

National Public Radio (NPR) Public radio 
provides an interesting contrast. In 1970, CPB set 

up National Public Radio NPR both to intercon-
ect stations  ike PBS) and to produce programs 

(unlike PBS). As a second Carnegie Commission 

report noted in 1979, NPR: 

combines national production and distribution capa-
bility with political representation, in a way which many 
feel is unthinkable for television. In addition, the pro-
duction activities of NPR are funded directly by CPB 
and are not, therefore, entirely controlled by the li-
censee. Unlike the situation in public television, the 
public radio stations have been quite willing to have 
national program production and distribution central-
ized and under the financial oversight of CPB. Public 
radio stations supported the creation of NPR from the 
beginning, and they retain control over it through its 
board. Sorely underfinanced, the stations have recog-
nized the benefits of centralizing program functions. 
(CCFPB, 1979: 61). 

The fact that the NPR network can pick and choose 
from among a large pool of potential affiliates gives 
it more clout as a network than PBS. The latter has 
to admit any noncommercial television station, re-
gardless of its status or policies. 
NPR provides its affiliates with about 22 percent 

of their daily programs. They do not have to carry 
any set amount of programs. NPR also provides sta-

tion representation (lobbying) as well as satellite 
interconnection coordination, with 21 uplinks and 
over 300 downlinks, most shared with PBS. Satellite 

distribution began in 1980 (the world's first radio 
network distributed by satellite) with four audio 
channels, increased by 1988 to 12 channels. As with 
the television system, NPR can now send out a va-
riety of simultaneous programs, allowing stations 

to pick and choose from among more material than 
before. 

Like PBS, NPR has had its financial problems. In 
1983-1984, faced with the Republican administra-

tion's plans to cut all funding of public broadcasting, 
NPR's leadership embarked on an ill-fated series of 
ventures to develop independent funding. NPR's fi-
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nancial status became so precarious by 1984 that 
the network could save itself only by laying off 140 
persons, trimming all but morning and evening news 
programs for several years, and borrowing $9 mil-
lion dollars from CPB, which member stations even-
tually repaid. Some large NPR stations dropped out 
of the network at this stage. 

In 1987, however. NPR's relation with its affiliate 
stations, which had been under strain during the 
financial crisis, changed for the better. All CPB radio 
program funds then began to go directly to the 
stations, which support NPR by subscribing to ( pay-
ing for) morning news ( including Morning Edition, 
which began in 1979, and Weekend Edition, which 

debuted in 1985), afternoon news ( including All 
Things Considered, which began in 1971), and/or 
NPR's musical and cultural performance programs. 
More than 90 percent of the member stations sub-
scribe to both news services. At the end of the 1980s, 
NPR began developiri new program ideas in all 
these categories as stations saved money by increas-
ingly moving to part-time rather than full-time af-
filiation. Stations, which had paid little or nothing 
for NPR programs before 1984, began paying any-
where from $25,000 to over $300,000 annually for 
the network program service. Even stations choos-
ing no network programs pay a fee for NPR's rep-
resentation or lobbying role. 

American Public Radio (APR) çud 
Public radio network, American Public Radio (APR), 
began in 1981; it was iorn--'1FF-1 by N.--ii7----mesota Public 
Radio chiefly as a distribution channel for the pop-
ular A Prairie Home Companion, featuring Garri-

son Keillor. By 1985, it claimed to be the largest 
distributor of public radio programming. Compan-
ion left the air in 1987 when Keillor tired of it, 
although APR continued the idea with Good Eve-
ning. Keillor returned to public radio with a new 

program in the Fall of 1989. APR provides more 
than 200 hours of material each week to 327 affiliate 

stations. Unlike NPR, APR provides programs to only 
one station per market, much like commercial net-
works. It does not produce programs as NPR does, 
but rather acquires them from the stations much 
like PBS. APR distributes original musical perfor-

mance programs and in 1987 began to feed 
MonitoRadio, a new half-hour weeknight news and 
feature program of the Christian Science Monitor 
newspaper. 

10.3 

Stations 

Public radio and television stations %,ary enormously 
not only in size and resources, but also in goals and 
philosophy. Though nominally all qualify as "non-
commercial educational" stations to the FCC, some 
flirt with commercialism and many play no discern-

ible educational role. The main source of variation 
comes from the different types of station ownership. 

All noncommercial stations are exempt from the 
ownership limits placed on commercial licensees. 

Television Public television stations are of four 
basic types: ( 1) state- or municipally-controlled sta-
tions, ( 2) college and university stations, ( 3) public 
school system stations, and (4) community stations. 
t he four types tend to differ, even conflict, in their 
philosophies. 

More than 122 stations (or about 38 percent) come 
under state or municipal control; many of these 
operate as parts of state educational networks. Among 

such networks, usually one station located in the 
state capital does most of the programming; the 
others serve, in effect, as repeaters. Alabama began 
what became a nine-station network in 1955; Geor-
gia, Kentucky, Mississippi, Nebraska, South Carolina, 
and others soon followed its example. In some states, 
such as Pennsylvania, stations licensed to various 
(usually local) groups have joined in informal net-
works. 

Some 82 stations, or 25 percent of all public tele-
vision facilities, belong to institutions of higher 

learning, most of them publicly supported. They 

usually have close ties to college curricula and often 
complement long-established university educa-
tional radio stations. The University of Wisconsin's 
WHA-1V on channel 21 in Madison, for example, went 

on the air in 1954, building on four decades of prior 
radio experience. University stations, often staffed 
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largely by students or interns, serve as training 
grounds in addition to offering program services. 

University administrations usually give only gen-
eral oversight, refraining from direct meddling in 
station operations. Respect for academic freedom 
tends to prevent politically inspired interference. A 
notable exception to this general practice occurred 
at the t ' niversity of I louston in Texas when it sched-
uled the 1980 PBS program Death of a Princess, a 
documentary about the execution for adultery of a 
Saudi Arabian princess and her commoner lover. 
Fearing adverse oil industry reactions, the univer-

vice president for public information canceled 
a scheduled telecast of the program on the univer-

sity station, countermanding station management. 
When viewers mounted a legal challenge to such 
censorship, an appellate court upheld the univer-
sity, finding no violation of viewers' First Amend-
ment rights. 

Stations operated by, or as auxiliaries of, local 
school systems or school boards constitute much 
the smallest category of public television broad-
casters—only 14 stations, or just over 4 percent. 
Such stations naturally focus on in-school instruc-
tional programs produced by and for the school 
system. As school budgets became tighter, several 

such stations left the air or were transferred to other 
licensees. 

Organizations made up of representatives from 
various community groups, including schools, col-
leges, art and cultural organizations, and the like, 
control 105 public TV stations—a third of all outlets. 
These nonprofit operations usually receive no di-
rect tax support, depending on foundation, busi-
ness, and listener funding. 
The four ownership structures with their differ-

ing funding mechanisms and program goals lead to 
correspondingly different philosophies. The school-
and university-run stations tend to stress education 
and instruction, whereas the community stations 

provide a broad mix of cultural, entertainment, and 
educational programs aimed at more general au-
diences. 

Radio The best known noncommercial radio sta-

tions are the 300 NPR affiliates, all but 28 on the FM 

band. Those public radio licensees fall into the same 
categories as public television stations, with uni-
versities and schools holding 65 percent, commu-
nity groups 31 percent, and states and municipalities 
just over 4 percent of all "CPB-qualified" stations. A 
much larger group of about 900 "have-not" non-
commercial stations either do not qualify for NPR 
affiliation or do not wish to join the network. 
CPB decided to base the national noncommer-

cial radio network on a cadre of professionally 
competent, full-service stations, referred to as "CPB-
qualified." Such stations must meet prescribed min-
imum standards, among them FM power of at least 

3,000 watts, at least one production studio and a 
separate control room, at least five full-time em-
ployees, an operational schedule of 18 hours a day, 
and an operating budget of at least $150,000 per 
year. In 1988, only 300 outlets, about a quarter of 
all the noncommercial radio licensees, qualified for 
CPB grants and for affiliation with NPR by meeting 

or exceeding those standards.. The other 900 or so 
stations provide local, often very limited, services. 
The FCC's 1948 decision to stimulate growth of 

noncommercial educational FM by licensing sta-
tions to operate on the very low power of 10 watts 
proved an impediment to the growth of a strong 
NPR network. Several hundred low-power stations 
had gone on the air by the 1970s, often taking up 
frequencies for "electronic sandboxes" instead of 

giving serious broadcast training or service. Faced 
with growing demand for public radio licenses, the 
FCC in 1978 began reversing its course by ordering 
10-watt stations to either raise their power to a min-
imum of 100 watts or assume a secondary status on 
a commercial frequency, with the possibility of hav-
ing to give way entirely to an applicant for full-
power service. 

10.4 

Economics of Public Broadcasting 

Ask noncommercial broadcasters to name their most 
serious problem and they invariably answer, insuf-

ficient funding. Exhibit 10-4 compares the finances 
of commercial and public television. It highlights 
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EXHIBIT 10-4 Funding of Public Broadcasting: A Comparison 

, 

Per capita government 
contribution $27.04 

Britain 
(BBC) 

$22.37 

Canada 
(CBC) 

$14.65 

A comparison of the per-capita funding for 1".S. public broadcasting with that of 
the noncommercial services in three other countries that also have competing 
public-sertice and commercial broadcast systems ATMS the woefully inadequate 
funding in the ['frilled States. Not shown in the ( IS. figure is income obtained by 
about 800 noncommerckd r11 stations outside the CPB system. 

Japan 
(NHK) 

$1.00 

United States 
(CPB) 

SOURCE: Corporation for Public Broadcasting. 

the inadequacy of funding for the public stations— 

the best funded of the noncommercial licensees. 
Public television revenue of all kinds in 1986 

amounted to $ 1.13 billion, or $4.70 for every person 
in America, whereas in the same year commercial 
television grossed $22 billion, or over $92 per per-
son. Exhibit 10-5 shows the diversity of public 
broadcasting's funding sources (not including the 
stations outside of CPB's purview, mainly those 900-

plus noncommercial radio outlets). Each source 
brings different obligations with its funding, and 
each has its own biases. To accommodate the 
conflicting goals of their numerous and varied con-

tributors, public broadcasters often resort to bland, 
noncontroversial programs—also a notorious 

weakness of commercial programming. A mono-

poly source of funding could also be unduly re-

strictive. of course, but as things stand, public broad-
casting executives have to serve too many masters. 
They spend an inordinate amount of time on fund 
raising and have too little financial stability to plan 
effectively. 

Congress, citizen groups, and think tanks have 
long considered alternative ways of funding non-
commercial broadcasting. Suggested sources have 
included an excise tax on the sale or license fees 
for the use of television receivers ( suggested by the 
first Carnegie Commission), acceptance of limited 
advertising, conversion of public television to a sub-
scription television ( STY) operation, a tax on com-
mercial broadcast revenues, leasing or auctioning 

spectrum space, and ownership and leasing of a 
satellite. 

None of these proposals has received unanimous 
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EXHIBIT 10-5 Public Broadcasting Revenue by Source: 1987 

State 
government 

Individual 
contributors 

Foundations Business 

Non-tax-based sources 
51.2 percent 

Tax-based sources: 
state, local, and federal 
48.8 percent 

Federal government 
(through CPB, 
plus contacts) 

Local government 

All others 

Auctions 

Other colleges and universities 

State colleges and universities 

Total revenue: $1.3 billion 

During the 1980s, public broadcasting depended increasingly on nontax sources 
of revenue. At the start of the decade, tax-based sources provided more than two-
thirdç revenue: br 1987 they provided only about one-half 

SOURCE: Corporation for Public Broadcasting. 

support, but all concerned agree on the need for 
(1) insulating noncommercial broadcasting from 
the political pressures of annual congressional 
funding, (2) an amount of funding adequate to al-
low growth, ( 3) year-to-year stability of revenue, and 
(4) funding over the long term, generally defined 
as five or more years, to allow more orderly plan-
ning of program and technical development. Actual 
sources of money so far have included foundations, 
tax support, corporate donations and underwriting, 
an advertising experiment, and listener contribu-
tions, none of which meet the four criteria. 

-Foundation Grants Next to tax sources, 
foundations provided the largest share of noncom-
mercial broadcasting support up to 1962. During 
the formative years of educational television, the 
chief support came from the Fund for Adult Edu-
cation, an arm of the Ford Foundation. The fund's 
areas of concern—American history, social anthro-
pology, international understanding, and com-
munity self-development—automatically became 
educational television's topics of concern as well. 
The economic power of the fund determined the 
very nature of educational television. The fund also 
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played a crucial role in securing reserved TV chan-
nels by helping the groups pressing for channel 
reservations, by supplying early stations with sub-
stantial equipment grants, and by providing a small 
core of nationally distributed programs for initial 
operations. 

Without the backing of the Ford Foundation, ed-
ucational television might not have survived its first 
decade. From 1951 through 1962, the foundation 

gave some $82 million. In addition to the afore-
mentioned grants, money also went to television 
instruction, including in-school experiments in sev-
eral communities. After 1963 and the beginning of 
federal equipment grants, Ford funds strengthened 
the national program distribution effort and sup-
ported stations with direct grants. 
The foundation planned from the start to furnish 

only seed money—initial start-up grants to help a 
station or a service run for a few years in the hope 
that permanent means of support would evolve. 
Other foundation money, especially from local groups 
to support stations, was contributed in the 1950s, 
hut the Ford support was crucial. By 1983, by which 

time its direct role had been largely phased out, 
Ford grants to noncommercial broadcasting had to-
taled more than $300 million. 

In 1981, the largest single gift ever made to public 
broadcasting came from Walter Annenberg, pub-
lisher of 7V Guide. He donated $150 million, spread 
over 15 years, to fund a project to create innovative 
college- level courses and programs. Organized un-
der CPB, the Annenberg/CPB project annually funds 
projects selected from dozens of applications. Some 

are aired on public TV stations. 

Government Support From the beginning 

of educational FM broadcasting in the 1940s, local 
and state governments supported it at the station 
and state-network levels. By the mid- 1960s, local 
and state tax funds provided about half of all public 
broadcasting income. In the face of rising budget 
problems, however, state support declined to about 
30 percent of total system income by the mid-1980s. 
Local government (mainly school board) support 
fell to under 5 percent. 

In contrast to local and state governments, the 
federal government at first gave no financial assis-
tance. The FCC set up the noncommercial FM and 
television educational class of licensees by admin-
istrative ruling, but licensees received no legislative 
recognition until the Educational Television Facil-
ities Act of 1962. This amendment to the Commu-
nications Act explicitly acknowledged a federal role 
in supporting noncommercial broadcasting. It au-
thorized $32 million for awards over a five-year 
period by what was then the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare for the construction, but not 
operation, of educational television stations. ( This 
function was later transferred to the Department of 
Commerce's National Telecommunications and In-
formation Administration.) This law was a delayed 
response to the need to get such stations on the air 
to protect the reserved channels against commercial 
pressures for reclassification.* 

Limited to a maximum of a million dollars for 
any one state, federal funds have to be matched by 
funds from other sources—one federal dollar for 
each dollar raised locally. This act, extended and 
revised, continues to assist equipment and facility 

funding for public broadcasting in the late 1980s, 
despite several Republican administration attempts 
to close the program down. 
The Reagan administration ( 1981-1989) did noth-

ing to ease public broadcasting's shortage of funds. 
Although supporting public broadcasting in prin-
ciple, Reagan said that the service should look more 

to the private sector and less to the federal govern-
ment for funding. This preference echoed the con-
servative reliance on the marketplace: those who 

wanted public broadcasting should be willing to pay 
for it more directly than through tax-supported 

congressional appropriations. Reagan's policy sub-

Some commercial stations assisted noncommercial outlets by 
donating broadcast equipment and tower space for antennas— 
not always for altruistic reasons, however, hut more often to 
seep the educational channels from turning into commercial 
competitors. In New York City, local commercial stations bought 
up a vacant commercial channel in 1961 and gave it for use as 
an educational outlet—WNET-TV on channel 13—thus effectively 
removing a possible VHF-channel commercial competitor. 
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verted plans for much needed "k mg-range- funding 
from Congress. 

Similar earlier attempts to persuade Congress to 
fund the Corporation for Public Broadcasting for 

longer than the usual single-year budget cycle fell 
victim to President Nixon's dislike of the service in 
the early 1970s ( see Exhibit 10-2). He vetoed sev-
eral hills calling for two- to three-year funding. 

During the Ford administration ( 1974-1977), 
Congress first authorized funds for more than a 

single year in the Public Broadcasting Financing Act 
of 1975, although the legislators actually appropri-
ated money for only three.* The new act upped the 
matching formula—federal money had to be matched 
at the ratio of $ 1.00 for every $2.50 raised by the 
public broadcasters. 
The multiyear appropriations gave PBS sufficient 

time and funds to initiate serious planning for a 

satellite interconnection, as well as long-term pro-
gram commitments. Congress renewed the three-
year appropriations cycle again in 1978, 1981, and 
1984. Then a new threat appeared. Faced with 
increasing budget deficits and the Reagan admin-
istration's quest to reduce or eliminate federal fund-
ing for public television, Congress began to rescind 
public broadcasting appropriations to which it had 

already agreed. In 1984, Reagan vetoed attempts by 
Congress to raise CPB funding; finally the Senate 
and house agreed to bills with the lower amounts 
he sought. 

In 1988, while passing yet another funding bill 
and unhappy with the continued bickering among 
public broadcasters, Congress considered giving most 
appropriations directly to stations, bypassing CPB. 
In the end, the House and Senate authorized in-
creased spending for public broadcasting through 

*In the congressional budget process, the House and Senate first 
authorize a spending ceiling, men later appropriate an actual 

spending level. The second decision. to actually release money, 

is the decision that really matters. In the I 980s, under pressure 

from the Reagan administration, Congress created a third step 

in the budget process, going back to rescind funds that were 

already appropriated hut had not yet been spent. It was here, as 

noted in the text, that public broadcast funds were trimmed back. 

the normal CPB channels, from $245 to $285 million 
over 1991-1993, and authorized NTIA's facilities 
funding program to provide $36 to $42 million over 
the same period. This history of uncertain com-
mitment by Congress to long-term funding levels 
has made it difficult for public broadcasters to plan 
for the future. Some seek continued federal funding 
only until some other method of support can be 
found. Most promising thus far has been the un-
derwriting of programming. 

Program Underwriting A limited form of 
sponsorship called underwriting enables program 
producers to secure grants from business concerns 
to defray production costs of specific projects. FCC 
regulations allow companies brief identifying 
announcements at the beginning and end of such 
programs. After 1981, the FCC also allowed cor-
porations to show their logos or trademarks. Some-
times several firms share in underwriting a single 
series, but more often, as with the well-known Sun-
day evening Masterpiece Theatre, one company, in 
this case Mobil, underwrites the entire production 
cost. Stations also seek local underwriting to cover 
their acquisition costs. 

Underwriters usually prefer programs that attract 
sizable audiences ( at least in public television terms) 

rather than the more specialized or controversial 
programs that might be less popular hut are never-
theless the kind of programs an alternative service 
should provide. Most underwriters will associate 
themselves only with relatively bland programs, 
making challenging public-affairs offerings difficult 
to fund. It took Boston's public television station, 
WG1311, more than six years to find the $5.6 million 
needed to produce its controversial Vietnam: A 

Television History, which became the highest-rated 
documentary of 1983 and won several awards—as 
well as hostile criticism from conservatives. 
By 1986, corporations paid the largest single 

portion-37 percent—of PBS's annual budget for 
original broadcast hours, just over $73 million. PBS 
affiliates paid 27 percent, and CPB provided 15 per-
cent. From 1973 through 1986, corporate support 
rose by more than 2000 percent. 
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Commercial Experiments As far hack as the 
1930s, some educational broadcasting advocates 
proposed nonprofit rather than noncommercial ra-
dio, with commercials defraying operating costs. 
During the FCC's 1952 hearings on television chan-
nel reservations, educational interests realized that 
their hopes rested on complete disassociation from 
commercialism. However, nearly 30 years later, in 
1981, Congress temporarily set aside the ban on 

advertising for noncommercial stations, establish-
ing a Temporary Commission on Alternative Fi-
nancing for Public Telecommunications (T(AF) to 
supervise an experiment with commercials on non-

commercial stations. An FCC commissioner chaired 
the TCAF, which included U.S. senators. members 
of Congress, and public broadcasting representa-
tives among its members. 

In January 1982, 10 public television stations 
volunteered to take part in a 15-month trial of on-
air-advertising. Public radio stations decided not to 
participate. The legislation authorizing the test stip-

ulated that ads could not interrupt programs, could 
not exceed two minutes in length, and could not 
promote political, religious, or other ideological 
points of view. Station managers also maintained a 
watchful eye to avoid commercials whose content 

might he considered inappropriate for a public-
service medium. Station WITW-TV in Chicago earned 
the most advertising income of the 10 partici-

pating stations—more than a million dollars in 
1982-1983, or nearly 10 percent of its revenue that 
.ear. Following completion of the tes, the TCAF 
concluded: 

Limited advertising added significant revenues only 
if labor unions and copyright holders did not 
demand full equity with commercial stations. 

Advertising produced no negative impact on 

viewing patterns, numbers of subscribers to pub-
lic television, or other contributions. 

Advertising had no effect on programming. 

Still, the TCAF concluded that most public tele-
vision stations would not carry advertisements 
because of legal restrictions, local economic con-
siderations, or concerns about advertising's impact 

on the character of public broadcasting. It added 
that although the experiment eliminated the worst 
concerns about the impact of advertising on other 
funding sources for public broadcasting, no exper-
iment could show that advertising would not even-
tually cause loss of subscriber, underwriter, or gov-
ernment support ( TCAF, 1983). 

In 1984, the Senate Communications Subcom-
mittee held hearings to examine whether advertis-
ing on public broadcasting should be resumed. 
Several station executives argued for the proposal, 
but most representatives from CPB opposed the 
concept ( as did the National Association of Broad-

casters, concerned about further competition). 

Eventually Congress shelved the idea, at least for 
the time being. 

In the same year, perhaps influenced by the TCAF 
recommendations, the FCC authorized "enhanced 
underwriting," allowing some stations to carry what 

PBS President Bruce Christensen called "almost 
commercials- ( Smith, 1985). Stations may sell 
30-second announcements mentioning specific 
consumer products. The four-station New Jersey 
Network, for example, permitted advertisers to talk 
about products, services, and locations, but drew 

the line at statements about product superiority. In 

1985, a commercial scheduled between the nightly 
news and the network's weekly drawing for the state 

lottery cost $350. Enhanced underwriting increased 
the New Jersey network's income from corporations 
threefold in just three years—to $900,000 in 1985. 
New York City's WNET-TV began selling 30-second 
general support announcements (GSAs) for be-
tween $ 1,000 and $ 1,500 each. They could include 
the company logo, location, brand and trade names, 
and a description of a product or service. 

Such commercial inroads led to both pressure to 

open the advertising door even wider and concern 
by critics and the FCC that some stations had crossed 
the line from enhanced underwriting to outright 
commercialism. In 1986, the commission warned 
that it would enforce the limitations spelled out in 
its underwriting rules. 

Critics charge that the creeping commercializa-
tion of public television cannot he justified. The 
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need for an alternative service to commercial broad-
casting rests on the fact that commercial motives 
inevitably tend to influence program choices, over-
emphasizing some types and neglecting others. 

Subjecting public broadcasting to these same mo-
tives defeats the goal of a true alternative service. 

>eublic SuliscrueUcia. Individual members of 
the public contribute about 22 percent of total pub-
lic broadcasting system revenue, and just over 22 
percent of public television revenue, sharing with 

state governments ( just under 22 percent) the key 
funding role. 

The constant search for money to meet the fed-
eral "match" requirements for both facilities fund-

ing from NTIA and CPB long-range general funding 
has driven many public television stations to push 
membership drives to the saturation point. Declin-
ing income from local tax-supported sources, such 
as school boards, has also torced more aggressive 
solicitation of viewers. Several times a year, at some 
stations, station staff and volunteers operate hanks 
of telephones while on-air personalities plead for 
donations in the form of paid memberships. The 
hard sell of these "begathons" matches the excesses 

of commercial stations. Polls indicate that viewers 
disapprove of marathon fund-raising. 

Over-the-air auctions ( the source of just over 2 
percent of public television revenue) can be even 
more objectionable. Auctions promote donated arti-
cles and services ( often from commercial sources) so 

blatantly and at such length that they amount to pro-
gram-length commercials, once illegal in commer-
cial television. Reacting to criticism, some stations 
have reduced their on-air campaigns. Miami's sta-
tion, for example, "bribes" viewers by promising to 
shorten or even forgo auctions if they meet gift quo-
tas without waiting to be strong-armed into giving. 

Other Funding Sources Other expedients 
considered or actually used to raise funds for non-
commercial broadcasting include: 

Selling commercial r s  tolitmerchandise asso-
ciated with programs ( the ren's TèTevision 
Workshop obtained a third of Sesame Street's total 
revenue by the mid- 1980s from such sales). 

Offering closed-circuit seminar services to husi-
or su stantia e— W--1-T.-é(cee rire-act u a I 

pi*----0017—iaion costs. 

Selling newly produced programs to commercial 
television or pas' cable for initiarshowing before 
they are released to public television. 

Renting station facilities  ( usually studios) to com-
Trre-i---ca producers. 

Selling videotapes and other items to viewers. 

Participating in commercial tie-ins with programs 
(PBS gets a portion of the income derived from 
the many "companion" books sold to parallel PBS 
series). 

Trading a low-number educational UHF channel 

mmercia c anne in t e 
same market, gaining an often substantial cash pay-

ment from the commercial broadcaster. (The FCC 
has thus far disallowed trades of UHF for VHF 
channels.) 

CliLirging commercial broadcasters a tax or fee to 
help pav for public broadcast needs. 

Selling_ FM subcarrier or TV vertical blanking in-
terval access for private uses. 

Auctioning spectrum pro-
ceeds going to dçvelop a fully çpetitive nublic 
broadcitrn. 

10.5 
Program Sources 

Although noncommercial broadcasting has the basic 
mission of supplying an alternative to commercial 

broadcasting, program overlap necessarily occurs, 
and there is even a certain amount of competition 
for programs. Noncommercial stations often show 

feature films and syndicated series obtained from 
the same distributors that commercial stations 
use. On the other hand, noncommercial outlets 
do more local production, more experimental 

programming, more documentaries, more literary-
artistic-cultural material, and certainly more instruc-
tional/educational telecasts than do commercial 

broadcasters. Exhibit 10-6 shows the program flow 
in the noncommercial system. 
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EXHIBIT 10-6 Public Television Funding Flow 

Business 
underwriting 

Foundations 

— 16% — 4% 

Congressional 
appropriations 

4% —1 

Other agencies 
(Dept. of Educ., 
NTIA, etc.) 

Y 

Program producers: CTW, major stations, 
independents, regional networks, TV libraries 

4— 14% 

CPB 

PBS 

jStation program 
cooperative of PBS Equipment 

grants 

Public TV stations 

Community 
service grants 

— 24% 

Viewers/members 
(memberships, 
donations, 
auctions, etc.) 

— 6% 

Sale of 
rights, materials, 
services by 
PTV stations and 
other sources 

3% — 

Local 
gov't 

19% — 

The complex flow of money among institutions in public television is illustrated 
here. A chart for public radio would be similar, but would show a larger federal 
share. 

State 
gov't 

2% 

Private 
colleges 

 r 8% 
Public colleges 

Main recipients of funds 

SOURCE: Data from Corporation for Public Broadcasting. 

Stations as Producers Several production-
oriented stations act as network producers for PBS. 
Among the contributing producer stations, WGBH-

Boston, WNET-New York, and KQED-San Francisco 
stand out. Each has a long history of creative in-
novation in public television. WGBH introduced 

Julia Child's The French Chef one of the first na-

tionally recognized public television series, and now 
produces Masterpiece Theatre. Washington, DC, sta-
tion WETA supplies timely news and public affairs 
programs, receiving direct support from CPB, among 
others. In 1986, nearly 38 percent of all public tele-
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vision programming came from such major pro-
ducer stations. 

Independent TV Producers PBS buys about 
a  tenth of its programs from independent produc-
ers, some of whom have complained that the net-
worl— i-Uoes not give tfim the opportunities they 
merit. They argue that a service dedicated to 
Jarncing program diversity should be especially 
supportive of innovative producers. Congress rec-
ognized this goal when it extended CPB funding in 
1988 by requiring that CPB fund an Independent 

Production Service, separate from CPB, to encour-
age still more independent program sources. 
One nonprofit independent producer, Children's 

Television Workshop ( CrX7), won international fame 
for its Sesame Street series, which began in 1969. 
CT\X''s initial funding came from government and 
foundation grants. By the late 1980s, two-thirds of 
its budget came from ancillary commercial ven-
tures, such as merchandising items using the pro-
gram name and characters. It even produced a 
pay-cable series to generate revenue. Because of its 
independent funding, CTW rose above station-PBS 
quarrels, sticking to its own research-based agenda. 
In the mid- 1980s, CTW, as discussed further in Sec-
tion 12.4, provided just over 15 percent of all public 
TV programming. 

TV Syndicators Public television buys from 

many of the sanie syndicated program distributors 

Lsonnag.rriision. In its search for alternative 
types of programs, however, public television draws 

heavily on foreign sources, notably Britain's BBC 
and Independent Television ( the British commer-
cial program companies). One of PBS's most suc-
cessful long-running series, Mastopiece 7beatre, 
conies from Britain, co-produced by Boston's WGBH 

(which selects the material and provides the open-
ing and closing remarks by Alistair Cooke) and Brit-

ish independent television companies. 

Except for Spanish-language imports, American 

commercial television stations rarely buy syndicated 
programs from foreign suppliers. Not so cable tele-
vision: as specialized cable networks such as Arts 

and Entertainment and The Discovery Channel 

emerged, cable competed directly with public tele-
vision for foreign documentaries, drama series, 

and feature films. Imported programs previously 
seen only on public television have now become 
standard fare on these and other cable channels, 
reducing public television's once unique role. 

In carrying out their classroom instruction mis-
sion, public television stations draw upon several 

large libraries of instructional materials that act as 
syndicators. Notable examples include the Agency 
for Instructional Television in Bloomington, IN, and 
the Great Plains National Instructional Television 

Library of Lincoln, NE. Both produce, archive, and 
distribute series of instructional programs for all 
levels of education. 

Local TV Production The typical noncom-
mercial television station produces and uses more 

local material than do commercial stations. Locally 
produced programs consist mainly of news and public 
affairs, along with some educational/instructional 
material telecast in daytime hours for in-school use. 
Just as it has with commercial television stations, 

the amount of public television local produc-
tion has declined by half from the mid-1970s to the 
late 1980s, averaging just over 5 percent of their 
schedules. 

Noncommercial Radio The typical public ra-

dio station affiliated with NPR and/or APR took about 
two-fifths of its weekly airtime ( an average of 146 
hours per week, or about 21 hours a day) from 

these networks and other syndicated sources. Sta-
tions produced most of the remaining hours—in 
many cases in the form of recorded music pro-
grams. The increasing number of public radio sta-
tions duplicating NPR programs in some major 

markets led in the late 1980s to some stations leav-
ing the network. By going it alone, they felt, they 
could more readily specialize and attract at least 

niche audiences. Such specialization has become 
the name of the game for some of the approximately 

900 noncommercial FM stations that are not funded 
by CPB or affiliated with NPR. 
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10.6 
Rethinking the Role of 
Noncommercial Broadcasting 

Noncommercial broadcasting faced a problem of 
survival by the 1990s. Despite what nearly all public 
broadcast Tokespersons say, the lack of money does 
not seem to be the central issue. The noncommer-
cial media face a more basic question: what should 
noncommercial broadcasting do in times of rapid 
change in electronic media to justify its existence? 
Years of bickering and disagreement over mission 
have ill prepared the noncommercial media to face 
new competition. The perceived differences among 
stations and between television and radio now be-
come very important. 

Traditional Defense Those long active in or 
ne \\ lv won over to public television claim for it 
many public benefits, notably the provision of pro-
grams usually unavailable on commercial stations: 
fine arts, music, dance, important foreign-language 
films, superior drama, public-affairs discussions, and 

other program categories neglected by commercial 
networks and stations. Proponents argue that public 
television does better than commercial television at 

meeting the needs of subgroups in society, such as 
ethnic minorities and children. Finally, many see 
public stations as the last bastion of localism, re-
flecting and projecting their local communities rather 
than merely passing on network or syndicated ma-
terial from distant centers. Public -1.V station and 
national organization officials say that public par-
ticipation in station and system advisory groups helps 
to define the differences between the goals of public 
and commercial services. The very existence of 
disagreements about the role of public television, 
defenders argue, indicates its openness. Naturally, 
defenders also see their service as an essential relief 
from the ever-increasing hard sell content of com-
mercial networks, stations, and cable systems. 
Noncommercial radio supporters appear to have 

a stronger case than supporters of noncommercial 

television. The CPB-qualified stations affiliated with 
NPR provide radio's best news and public-affairs 

programs and attract consistent and loyal audiences. 
The 900 or so noncommercial FM stations that are 
not part of the larger CPB/NPR-led elite offer an 
almost infinite variety of programs and services. The 
fact that they can often rely totally on listeners and 
community groups for support attests to their value. 
When it comes to financial support, radio simply 
provides "more bang for the buck." 

Critical Views Changes in the electronic media 
scene, however, have shifted the ground for debate 
over the future of noncommercial communications. 
Development of cable networks and other tech-
nologies such as VCRs has weakened a major 
argument forpublic television by co-opting its once-
unique programming, with the possible exception 
of most in-class instruction. Children's cable ser-
vices such as Nickelodeon and several ethnic-ori-
ented services aimed at minority audiences have 
taken over provinces once considered public tele-
vision's turf. Some critics regard public participa-
tion in public television as a mere sham because 
professional managers make most decisions, just as 
they do in commercial operations. In short, public 
television has difficulty in sustaining its traditional 
claim to offer unique service. 

Critics also deride public television for not being 
able to attract larger audiences. They argue that 
public television's vaunted fine arts and high culture 
merely serve privileged groups that are easily able 
to afford such material without resorting to publicly 
supported broadcast channels. Critics liken tax sup-
port of public broadcasting, dwindling though it is, 
to the government subsidies that once sustained 
passenger ships that only the rich could afford to 
patronize. 

Critics hark back to the educational origins of 
noncommercial broadcasting in emphasizing the 
value of television and radio for instruction and 
informal education, often citing Sesame Street as an 
example of what can he accomplished in this genre. 
The resultant policy question becomes how to pre-
serve and improve this educative role if other ser-
vices continue to co-opt public broadcasting's broader 
"alternative'. cultural programming function. 
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Critics sum up by dismissing the funding problem 
always cited by public broadcasters as a mere eva-
sion, saying that lack of sufficient audience appeal 
rather than a lack of money lies at the root of their 
problem. They see the funding crisis as a result of 
the system's limitations rather than a cause of those 
problems. Given the increasing number of viewing 
and listening options available to most people, crit-
ics argue, narrow-appeal services will have to find 
their own audience support, probably in some form 
of direct payment from viewers for the services they 
choose. The rationale for public assistance to a once-
unique alternative no longer holds up. 

Such arguments largely reflect the deregulatory 
philosophy that was injected into discussions of 
U.S. media policy during the conservative political 
ascendancy of the 1980s (discussed at length in Sec-
tions 17.7 and 18.7). Similar attacks on public broad-
casting surfaced in other countries, also stimulated 
by a market-oriented, laissez faire approach to me-
dia regulation. Even so widely esteemed a service 
as that of the BBC came under attack as elitist and 
lacking in the fiscal responsibility that, according to 
deregulatory theory, only the "discipline of the mar-
ket" can impose. 

In Europe, as in the United States, these attacks 
raise a basic question: should all broadcasting be 
regarded strictly as an economic undertaking, with 
programs treated as ordinary consumer goods? Or 
should at least a significant part of any national 
broadcasting system be regarded as a cultural un-
dertaking, with programs treated as a significant 
aspect of national culture? Must everything depend 
on that shibboleth of free marketers, "consumer 
choice"? Not every consumer chooses to attend the 
great museums, galleries, and libraries that public 
funds support in locations not so distant from fes-
tering slums, yet few would advocate dismantling 
all such cultural treasures and diverting their gov-
ernment grants to public housing. 

Outlook Nevertheless, the wave of market-ori-
ented thinking and the deregulatory policies that 
ride its crest cannot be ignored. As the decade of 
the 1980s came to an end, leaders of the national 

public-service broadcasting organizations prepared 
for the 1990s with a keen sense of the need 
for profound self-assessments. CPB had a five-year 
plan in the making, constantly under revision. NPR 
undertook an in-depth review of its role and its 
options. PBS tightened control over the public net-
work's prime-time program scheduling, seemingly 
modeling itself more closely on the national com-
mercial networks than before. 

Meanwhile, in 1988, an informal working group 
consisting of those active in or familiar with public 
broadcasting made a study of the scene and came 
up with a proposal for a radical restructuring. It 
would combine the functions of CPB and PBS into 
a single Independent Public Broadcasting Institu-
tion with a mandate to focus on program produc-
tion, acquisition, and distribution. Funding would 
come from a 2-percent levy on consumer electron-
ics purchases. Half the resulting revenues would go 
to the new Institute, the rest directly to the stations 
to spend as they saw fit. A pipe dream perhaps, but 
it dramatized what public broadcasting needs in 
order not simply to survive, but to fulfill its role as 
an effective alternative service: an end to bicker-
ing, overlapping jurisdictions, and contradictory 
policies; and relief from the chaotic political she-
nanigans that inevitably come from not having a 
federally assured but relatively neutral source of 
revenue. 

Summary 

Noncommercial broadcasting includes the public 
radio and television system, hut also hundreds of 
other radio stations supported by communities, re-
ligious groups, and others. All share a nonprofit goal 
of providing programs that are alternatives to the 
commercial system. 

Educational radio traces its beginnings back be-
fore World War I. After a brief boom in the 1920s, 
the number of noncommercial AM stations had de-
clined by 1945 to about 25. 

The FCC first reserved channels for noncom-
mercial radio in 1941 for FM, a reservation retained 
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when FM changed frequency bands in 1945. After 
a long debate, the FCC extended the reservation 
idea to television in 1952's Sixth Report and Order. 

A policy debate about the proper mission of non-
commercial broadcasting began in the 1950s and 
still continues. Many argued for a fairly narrow ed-
ucational role built around individual stations, 
whereas others pushed for broader audience ap-
peal, with cultural and entertainment programming 
disseminated though a centralized authority much 
like a commercial network. 

.The landmark Carnegie Commission report of 
1967 led directly to legislation late that year that 
established the Corporation for Public Broadcast-

ing, which in türn set up the Public Broadcasting 
Service and National Public Radio. 

The early years of the new system were marked 

by a struggle for power between the stations and 
the new national entities, a search for expanded 
federal funding, and political interference by Con-

gress and the White House. 

By the late 1970s, pushed in part by the oppor-
tunities made available by the first broadcast use of 

satellite interconnection, PBS had settled into a sta-
tion-controlled program distribution role. with lob-

bying and other functions moved elsewhere. PBS 
administers the annual Station Program Coop-
erative, which funds the most popular national 
program series. 

Nationiblic 11ioppduces as well as dis-
3nd n1ertinment programming. 

Numerous changes and a financial crisis resulted 
by the late 1980s in a public radio system funded 
and controlled by the stations. American Public Ra-
dio is another distributor of programs for noncom-
mercial stations. 

Noncomm 
(1) state- or munici all 
lege an 

system stations._=.144,1.conununitstations. They 
differ in anc l nadmag. 

ns are of four types: 

Radio stations are broken into two groups—about 
300 "elite" stations that are funded by CPB and be-
long to NPR, and another 900 or so that are not 
"CPB-qualified." 

Financial support of noncommercial broadcast-
ing has always been a problem. The Ford Foun-

dation and others supported early educational radio 
a-Frièrevision. 

The federal government first made tax funds avail-
able in 1963, and initiated long-range funding cycles 
in 1975. Government support has raised concerns 
about the adequacy of the insulation between fund-
ing and programming decisions. After 1981, under 
Reagan administration budget pressure, Congress 

often rescinded funds already approved for public 
broadcasting. 

Nongovernment funding of noncommercial 
bil.)_12.dcan in-
come—comes from several sources. Business en-
tities often underwrite specific programs or series. 
Enhanced underwriting results in messages that look 
very much like commercials. Experiments in ad-
vertising on noncommercial stations, however, have 
not developed into a full-scale funding option. 

About a fifth of all noncommercial funding comes 
from the public through solicitation for member-

ships, fund-raising "begathons," and the like. 

Sources of programming vary widely and include 
individual station, independents, syndicators, and 
instructional program libraries. 

Defenders of noncommercial broadcasting stress 
its services to those underserved by commercial 
radio and television: minorities, children, and those 
with cultural interests. Critics, on the other hand, 
argue there are now other technical and financial 
options for supplying the services provided by pub-
lic broadcast stations and that thus the basis of the 
system set up in 1952 ( TV channels) and 1967 ( the 
current national structure) needs to be revised. 
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CHAPTER 11 

PROGRAMMING BASICS 

Pro.à?Limming nvolves  th sks of choosing_pro-
¡rams, scrurau in - in a meanin ful order, an'a  
eva uatmg tleir degree of success or fa All 
t -wee processes interact constantly: any program 
schedule will have some hits, some outright failures, 
and many borderline successes that may tip over 
into failure at any time. The programmer obtains 
new shows to replace the canceled shows, adjusts 
the order of programs with a strategy in mind, and 
tracks the ratings of all shows continuously. For 
those responsible for prime-time broadcast net-
work programs, success means attracting at least 15 
million television households; for small-market ra-
dio station programmers, success may mean cap-
turing a few hundred listeners. 
Whether viewed from the perspective of the 

network, the system, or the station, elLisieeiLling__ 

bv delivering audiences of suffici 
es, such 

ublic, are usually 
secondary. Programmers face a chronic s ortage of 
programs that are both suitable and affordable. So 
many services clamor for programs that program-
mers never end their search for "product," as they 
call it—a term that hints at their point of view re-
garding program quality. Product that can attract 
audiences of desirable size and composition costs 
so much that filling all the channels continuously 
with brand new, not to mention "good," programs 
would be an economic impossibility. 

11.1  
Economic Constraints  

Commercial programmers find themselves con-
strained economically in three ways: ( 1) programs 
are exceedingly costly and prices constantly rise; 
(2) programmers need so much of this costly 
material that they must devise ways of using it par-
simoniously; and (3) programmers depend on ad-
vertisers to defray the cost, and so programs must 
be chosen with a view to attracting the specific au-
diences advertisers want to target. 

L - 
[ Program Cos The three major networks spend 
about ' hts to limited 

f_p.rogram.s., Nearly $3 billion of that goes for 
prime-time programs alone. Networks spend more 
than $ 150 million each year on pilots for new pro-
gram series, (...1y.laiçt three-quarters fail.  

In the late 1980s, the license fees producers 
charged the commercial networks for a one-hour 
prime-time drama or action/adventure program av-
eraged $850,000 e isode. Lower-priced series 
cost as itt e as $600,000, but higher-priced ones, 
such as Dallas, Dynasty, and Miami Vice, cost over 
$1 million an hour. For 30-minute shows, pro-
ducer/distributors charged somewhat less than half 
as much as for 60-minute shows—an average of 

....out $3,52(.0022D:  episode. Half-hour shows cost 
less to produce, mainly because most can be shot 
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on permanent, in- dio sets rather than on loca-
tion, which is much more costly. In addition, pro-
ducers shoot most 30-minute shows on videotape 
rather than film, at a saving orab-6F-itTH(506 per 
episode. - 

High as these prices seem, they rarely cover the 
full cost of production. Pi111,1,kszer.‘ f-Frirnme 
entertain s t sen- ount s bs n s ndi-

. This maneuver, 

known a nancin J, capitalizes on - 
t e syndication ruarl≤et. Initial 

networntreces the future value of a 
series because such exposure gives a series the 
prestige and track record it needs for successful 
syndication in both foreign and domestic markets. 

Part of network program budgets also goes to 
purchase the rights to s orts events. To ether, ABC 
and NBC paid a total ( $ 1.2 billion for the rights 
to major league baseball in le six year;1984 
1989; all three broadcast networks and ESPN shared 
three years of NFL professional football ( 1988 to 
1990) for $ 1.4 billion; CBS paid $166 million for 
three years of NCAA post-season basketball tour-
naments for the early 1990s; and NBC agreed to pay 
$401 million for the 1992 Summer Olympics in Bar-
celona, Spain. 

Cable networks often compete directly with the 
broadcast networks for rights to theatrical motion 
pictures and sporting events and with stations for 
syndicated programs. Their budgets, however, do 
not yet approach those of ABC, CBS, or NBC. In 
1988, basic cable networks as a group spent about 
$716 million for programs and were increasing their 
budgets by about $ 100 millio 
cable collectively spends abou 
grams annually, compared wit 1 
nually for each of the three broadcast television 
networks. 

At the station level, nonnetwork programs are 
priced according w  market rank, nor pro ram 
pe;tformance. and ¿ her factors such as ow often 
they have been rerun. Large-market stations com-
m)nly pay more than $10 million for 4 plays of a 
hundred or so episodes of newly released network 

shows, though small-market stations might pay as 
little as $ 100,000 for the same series. Hits such as 

ânuatt-fs 

culiar dynamics o 

year. In all, 

or pro-
ion an-

Cosby and Who's the Boss? commanded very high 
per-episode prices from stations in the late 1980s. 
Competition between basic cable networks and 
broadcast stations for the same programs has made 
former network properties increasingly valuable. In 
1988, for example, USA Network paid $30 million 
for the CBS series Murder, She Wrote, a record price 

----for that network. Unlike the broadcast networks, 
cable networks do not always buy program rights 
on an exclusive basis. Producers often sell movie 
rights to more than one cable network simultane 
ously, with the result that the same film may appear 
on competing channels at the same time. Some net-
works do buy exclusive rights, however. HBO paid 
about $300 million in 1988 for the exclusive cable 
right to all Twentieth Century-Fox films produced 
between 1989 and 1991 and also made exclusive 
deals with Paramount, Warner Bros., and Columbia. 

Parsimony Princi TfiLgope__with_the_shurt-
age of programs and their_higlmers 
resort to a varie of based on what 
lie called the parsimony pil_tiçiple. This basic rule 
dictates that program product he used as sparingly 
as possible, repeated as often as possible, and shared 
as widely as possible. 

Sparing use of product means, for example, using 
standardized openings, closings, and transitions in 
daily newscasts and weekly dramatic programs. It 

also means spinning out plot lines for as long as 
possible, as soap operas do, reusing sets and contest 
ideas, as game shows do, and relying on stereotyped 
character relationships, as situation comedies do. 

Writers and programmers stretch resources by 
repeating program material, using formats that re-
cycle much of the same material from day to day 
or week to week. 1-sport radi " ns and all-
weather or all-news cable services embody this i ea. 

er examples inc ude summer reruns, sc edul-
ing the same pay-cable movie in many time slots, 
the play lists of radio music formats, and recap, 
highlight, and other retrospective program formats 
("The Best of ... "). The weekend Entertainment 
This Week, recycles items from the daily Entertain-
ment Tonight with updates and highlights. Sesame 
Street often repeats segments, placing them amid 
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new surroundings. 60 Minutes repeats stories, add-
ing a tag that tells what has happened since the 
segment was first aired. Close monitoring of a sta-
tion, network, or cable service will disclose a 
surprising amount of sheer repetition. 

Pr() ram sharing relies on distr. utie-wi-rnecha-
nisms, broa cas ca e ne works and syndication, 
-rtiárFermit many individual outlets ( stations and 
cable systems) to deliver the same programs to 
different audiences. This sharing usually occurs si-
multaneously in the case of networks, though nor-
mally not in the case of syndication. Sharing by 
networking or syndication spreads program costs 
among many outlets. An identical program appears 
as something fresh to viewers in each of the more 
than 210 television markets when carried by all af-
filiates of a broadcast network. A cable program that 
is distributed on one of the most popular cable 
networks can reach viewers in more than 8,000 ca-
ble franchise areas. The same syndicated program 

can be purchased by many independent or affiliated 
stations and be shown in as many as 210 markets. 

nce Targetin Not only must commer-
cial programmers use program materials as frugally 
as possible, they must also seek programs that are 
capable of attractin audi is—hut not just 
any large audiences. T ey need to attract the kind 
of people that advertisers want to reach. Advertisers 
will not pay for people who have no money to spend 

on their products or for people who have no in-
terest in the products they sell. 
To reach the audiences that advertisers want, 

broadcasters use the strategy of targeting, choosing  
programs that appeal to those subsets of the mass 
%Ti"Gience that are most likely to buy the a dven- 7;7s'  
uf..14.1tiets. The need to reach large numbers of the 
people willing and able to pay the bills, whether as 
advertisers or subscribers, has led to targeting and 
segmentation throughout the electronic media. 
The broadcast television networks target the larg-

est single group of viewers, predominantly women 
between the ages of 25 and 54. Some cable networks 
target the same broad audience; others program for 

more narrowly defined groups. Each service defines 

its audie c ffi terms of demographics (age and 
gender) and/or psychographics (lifestyle and in-
terests). Targeting women 18 to 34 years is a 
demographic goal; targeting sports fans is a psy-
chographic goal. 

Radio has further tefifle_d the et_-ocess of targeting 
by usin entati n defining extremely narrow 
su sets o orential raf I i iidienee, Radio usu-
a y defines market segment in both demographic 
and psychographic terms: teenagers-who-want-to-
hear-only-hit-songs or 25-to-44-year-old adults-who-
prefer-the-music-of-the- 1960s. At the same time, 
radio stations also solicit advertisers that want to 
reach the station's listener group and adjust adver-
tising and other on-air material to appeal explicitly 
to that target group. For example, Coca-Cola com-
mercials on rock music stations use rock music 
backgrounds; the same ads for the same product 
on country or middle-of-the-road stations use back-
ground music appropriate to the listeners of those 
formats. 
Noncommercial broadcasting and pay cable also 

target specific audience groups. Although they are 
not constrained by advertisers' goals, they need to 
attract the audience segments most __Mj,u,o_o.ffer 
financial support or ro_pibss_Liption fees. Public 
television tends toward programs that appeal to 
middle- and upper-income and high-educational-
level families; pay cable tends to select movies that 
attract women or tat-WI-11es with children. 

t 11.2 

Types of Programs 

No entirely consistent way of classifying programs 
by type has been found, but programmers, critics, 
and viewers commonly accept distinctions based on 
a broad division between information and enter-
tainment as well as narrower distinctions based on 
scheduling ( frequency and time of day), service for-
mat, and genre. 

rEtextahnnentormation -Dichotomy 
Nearly all programs fall readily into either the in-
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formation or the entertainment category. Although 
the great bulk of programs qualify primarily as en-
tertainment, information programs receive special 
attention and deference because they lend the elec-
tronic media social importance. 

Information programs have two main subtypes: 
news and public affairs. News includes news spe-
cials as well as the regularly scheduled news-of-the-
day programs. Public-affairs programs take such forms 
as interviews, panel discussions, and documenta-
ries. At one time, documentaries were a major and 
prestigious type of broadcast network program, but 
during the 1980s they all but disappeared from the 
networks, although they became more visible in 
public television and on specialized cable networks 
such as Arts & Entertainment and The Discovery 
Channel. The commercial networks instead em-
phasize ?KILN specials, which treat current news events 
in detail hut usually in less depth and with a less 
defined viewpoint than documentaries. Hot topics 
in the news that are likely to interest especially large 
audiences attract network attention as subjects for 
news specials. News and public-affairs programs are 
discussed in further detail in Sections 11.4 ( news 
sources), 12.5 ( network level), and 13.5 ( local level). 
Some viewers argue that sports programs should 

he classed as information rather than as entertain-
ment. However, programmers classify programs 
according to the responsible station or network de-
partment and their purpose in the overall program 
schedule, not according to audience preferences. 
Programmers regard sports as primarily entertain-
ment, not information. The respective departments 
differ in purpose, style, and types of personnel. 

Television programs also tend to be divided ac-
cording to scheduling frequency into series and spe-
cials. The story line of an entertainment series 
continues from one episode to the next, whereas a 
special stands alone as an isolated program. Specials 
often mark holiday seasons in the manner, for 
example, of Charlie Brown's Christmas Special. 
Movies, though they are not scripted as series 
with continuing story lines, may be scheduled as 
thematic series—a "horror week" or "western week-
end" series, for example. 

Schedulin i.ologyj Programs are also clas-
si e cording to the part of the day in which they 
are customarily scheduled. Prime-time programs have 
distinctive qualities, as do other programs associ-
ated with specific schedule positions. The same type 
of program scheduled in two different parts of the 
day takes on different colorations. Thus a daytime 
soap opera differs from a prime-time soap opera, 
and prime-time sports shows may differ from week-
end sports shows. 

For scheduling purposes, programmers break the 
24-hour day into blocks they call deoarts. Radio 
programmers generally divide the day into morn-
ing drily, midday, afternoon drily, night, and over-
night segments. Morning and afternoon drive 
periods have the largest audiences for most radio 
stations, although some music stations draw more 
listeners at night. 

In television, broadcast and cable network pro-
grammers divide the day into a dozen or so parts, 
as shown in Exhibit 11-1. The most important seg-
ment, prime lime, commands the most viewing. Ac-
cess time, the hour 'ust )rior to the network's priwe-
time programs durino which the networks mai' pot 
schedule entertainment programs, gives svndicatgrs 
and station programmers their only access to large _ 
audiences. ( The rules governing access time are 
explained more fully in Section 13.1 and Exhibit 
13-2.) Network-affiliated stations stack the 6 P.m. to 
7 p.m. hour with loch and network newscasts. Many 
major-market stations start local news a half-hour 
or even an hour earlier than that. The entire seg-
ment devoted to news, which differs in length in 
different markets, constitutes the news block. Mean-
while, singe time refers to the hours preceding 
and following prime time when audiences, though 
qt— Tirrlarge, are eittiZrhuilding up to prime levels 
or dropping  off from those eve s. 1-MTC7T-----1 television 
programmés call the late afternoon segment, prior 
to the evening news block, early fringe and the 
period after the end of network prime time late 
.fringe. After late fringe comes late night, the domain 
of talk and movies, and then overnight, a time pe-
riod that in large markets is increasingly filled with 
a mix of network news and locally scheduled 
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EXHIBIT 11— I Television Dayparts 

6-7 AM Early Early Morning 

7-9 AM Early Morning 

9-12 NOON Morning 

12-1 PM Noon 

1-4 PM Afternoon 

4-6 PM Early Fringe 

6-7 I'm News Block (varies) 

7-8 PM Access 

8-11 PM Prime Time 

11-12 MID. Late Fringe 

12-2 AM Late Night 

2-6 AM Overnight 

Television and radio use different names jiff the major 

detyparts. Television dal parts jbcus on prime time and 
the surrounding hours: radio du:wart-names focus on 

morning and afternoon drive, the periods of biggest au-

diences for radio. The length.) of the local TV news block 
raries.from market to market and station to station, run-

ning as long as tu 'o or three hours on some major-market 

TV stations and as short as an hour elsewhere. 

movies. Daytime is subdivided into early morning, 
morning, and afternoon. 

At the network level, prime-time entertainment, 
daytime series, sports, and specials are handled by 

different departments, each with its own guidelines, 
goals, and responsibilities. The prime-time enter-
tainment vice president is in charge of situation 
comedies and dramatic series, genres that will be 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 12. Daytime 
network television includes morning talk shows, 
game shows, and soap operas; this department is 
headed by a vice president concerned only with 
daytime entertainment. This vice president often 
also has responsibility for children's programming. 
The networks fill many of their weekend hours with 
sports, including pre-game talk shows, game play-
by-play, post-game analyses, sports highlights, player 
or coach retrospectives, and so on; these are han-
dled entirely separately from other entertainment 
program YU:Lees:1,u rnilaTt 
Service Formats An entire broadcast or cable 
service . evoted to one  p_a__rJicula 
program a ires a recognizable format. Nearly all 
ra io stations have a op e distinctive formats, such 
as MOR ( middle-of-the-road) music, classical music, 
or call-in talk. In television, CNN developed an all-
news format, ESPN an all-spo7--mat, MTV a video 
music _format. Television station—s and television 
broadcast networks tend to offer more generalized 
services because they cannot afford to narrow their 
audiences to followers of a particular format. 

[Program Genres I Borrowing the term from lit-
erature, broadcasting and cable programmers use 
the word genre to identify particular types of pro-
grams. Usually a program's content identifies its 
genre, hut sometimes, as in the case of children's 
programs, the target audience rather than the type 
of content identifies the genre. Familiar entertain-
ment genres are the situation comedy, the game L 
show, the western, and the soap opera. Identifying 
a program by genre is a shorthand way of conveying 
a great deal about its probable length, seriousness, 
subject matter, visual approach, production method, 
and audience appeal. Programs that fall outside nor-
mal genre classifications often overlap two genres, 
leading to terms such as dramedies and docudra-
mas. Exhibit 11-2 shows further uses of genre ter-
minology. 
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11.3 
Sources of Entertainment 
Programs   

Few broadcast stations or cable systems produce 
their own entertainment programs, obtaining them 
instead from networks and syndicators. The broad-
cast and cable networks, in turn, obtain most of their 
new shows from Hollywood studios and indepen-
dent producers.* Seven major Hollywood studios, 
a few smaller studios, about a dozen major inde-
pendent producers, and many specialized indepen-
dent producers create the programs and reap most 
of the profits. A few programs, seen mostly on cable 
networks and public television, come from other 
countries. Exhibit 11-3 illustrates the usual process 
of developing a new, prime-time program idea. 

Television stations_prQduce their own local news-

casts and occasional public affairs or holiday pro-
grams, but little else. The major television netwojks 
produce  their own early morning and late night talk 

-1."--ind news programs, evening newscasts„ and some 

s lq) op zrt------e- d----Ispecials, but little else. Moonlight-
. ing, a pfiane=rime series produced by ABC, was one 
of the rare exceptions. The fact that the cable net-
works rely on the same sources as the broadcast 
networks for their entertainment programs contrib-

utes to both program shortages and lack of variety. 
--

1 
Major Hollywood Studios e television 
networks arid—Km-tuns value movies not only be-
cause they fill large amounts of time and generally 

hold the interest of audiences from beginning to 
end, but also because most movies appeal especially 
to the youthful female audiences that advertisers 

target. When television began, the major motion 
picture studios attempted to starve the fledgling 
television industry by withholding their backlog of 
theatrical movies. But Hollywood soon changed di-
rection, becoming the networks' main source for 
prime-time television series as well as for movies. 

*Broadcast networks buy rather than produce most of their en-
tertainment programs as the result of the FCC's "financial inter-
est" rule, which limits production by networks, as explained in 

Section l'.1 

EXHIBIT 11-2 Genres, Formats, 
and Dayparts 

Genres: 
Soap 

Game 

Sitcom 

Drama 

Crime 

Sports 

News 

Talk 

Format: 

Strip 

Series 

Miniserie 

Specia 

Dayparts 

Acces 

Aftemoo 

Prime Tim 

Late Fring 

Late Nigh 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• • • • 

• • • 

Mt 
• 

L • 

• • • 

• 

• 

;• So  çs ,<.° ,e  
e, e, 

° 

¡'articular /derision .,;bows can he classified by their con-

tent (geere), the uay they are usually scheduled on the 

'remarks (format), and the time of day they are tpically 

scheduled on the networks rdaypartl. In syndicated re-

runs, the methodç of scheduling and daypart often deer 

from the original network run. 

Prime-time television series start earning the pro-
ducing studios substantive profits only after they 
have been aired on a network for several years. 
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EXHIBIT 11-5 Hollywood's Big Seven 

Seven Hollywood studios dominate movie and tele-
vision program production and syndication: Twentieth 
Century-Fox, Paramount, Columbia, MGM, Universal, 
Warner Bros., and Disney. In the early 1980s, Twen-
tieth Century-Fox became one of the most tenacious 
and financially successful studios in the television busi-
ness. In addition to financing big box-office hits such 
as Star Wars and its sequels, Fox produced Af*A*S*H 
and Trapper John for television. Traditionally, how-
ever, Fox bought distribution rights from independent 
producers rather than financing its own productions, 
making handsome profits syndicating hundreds of 
programs and movies during the 1980s. 

Rupert Murdoch's purchase of Twentieth Century-
Fox in 1986 signaled a new role for Fox in program 
production for the 1990s. The movie studio will supply 
programming for the Fox network (FBC), which com-
petes with ABC, CBS, and NBC. By 1990, although still 
a part-time network, Fox supplied about 100 affiliates 
with a weekend evening schedule and was moving 
slowly into weeknight programming. Most of its new 
shows earn profits for Fox as syndicated programs, 
even if unsuccessful on the network. 

Warner Bros. and Columbia Pictures, after a slump 
of several years, surged ahead in the mid-1980s with 
such box-office successes as Gremlins and Ghostbust-

ers, but they had few successful network series to syn-
dicate. Disney, the newest of the Big Seven, expanded 
from children's movies into adult productions, mostly 
for its pay-cable network, The Disney Channel, and 
for the Fox television network. It produced Golden 
Girls and Empty Nest for prime-time television, and 

UNrvER càL 
AN MCA COMPAN 

'ELEVISION 

also syndicates cartoons and older television series 
and produces many made-for-TV movies. 
Among the major studios, Paramount was one of 

the biggest success stories of the 1980s. It had long-
term- commitments to both television and movies, 
producing the ongoing hit cheers, syndicating former 
network series such as Webster and Happy Days, 
producing miniseries such as Shogun and Winds 
of War for the networks, and producing first-run syn-

dicated shows such as Entertainment Tonight and Solid 
Gold. Paramount pioneered in producing on video-
tape instead of film, reducing overhead costs. It also 
developed a profitable first-run syndication arm and 
distributed such box-office blockbusters as Raiders of 
the Lost Ark in 1983; its 1984 sequel, Indiana Jones 
and the Temple of Doom: and its 1989 sequel, Indiana 
Jones and the Last Crusade. 

The revenues from such megahits keep the Big Seven 
on top of the movie and video production business. 
The broadcast and pay-cable networks must deal with 
them to get hit movies, and the stations and basic cable 
networks must deal with them to get former network 
shows and packages of older movies. Small producers 
make money only on production; generally they can-
not profit from domestic and international distribution 
of their products. The Big Seven employ huge and 
experienced staffs and handle most of the distribution 
and syndication business, getting a cut of the profits. 
In the 1990s, the studios will also move increasingly 
into television station ownership and financial partic-
ipation in cable network programming, giving them 
additional sources of revenue and intertwining the 
production, distribution, and delivery aspects of the 
television business ever more tightly. 

SOURCES: Logo photographs: the Universal Globe is a 
registered trademark of Universal City Studios, Inc.; 8 
Paramount Pictures; Twentieth Century Fox. 
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movie failure can run into the tens of millions. The 
average Hollywood movie costs more than $20 mil-
lion to produce and another $10 million to $20 
million for promotion. Exhibit 11-5 looks at some 

of the most powerful movie studios. 

At least half the rime-
time series s -town on network te eyision come rom 
indepen ent roab Their creative ideas influ-
ence t e networks' prime-time production agendas. 
The second major force in television programming, 
the independent producers range in size from large 
firms such as Spelling and MTM, which usually have 
several series in production simultaneously, to small 
producers with only a single series under contract at 
any one time. In the 1970s, some óf the independent 
producers, not connected with any studio, created in-
novative television series, such as All in the Family, 
The Mary Tiler Moore Show, Laverne & Shirley, and 
Dallas By the late 1980s, independent producers such 
as Sp.ell*1tr, Tandm_ MTM, 
and Steven J. Cannell produced the bill- of prime-
time series. Goldberg, for example, originated Fam-
ily Ties; Steven J. Cannell produced Magnum, P.I.; 
Lorimar produced Dallas. Movies and daytime tele-
vision, however, remained largely the province of the 
Hol 'w Bi Seven. 

Independent rodu - have several advantages 
over the big Hollywood studios.  Because they lease  
production facilities, their overhead costs are usu-
ally below those of the big studios with which they 
compete. Lower costs in turn allow independents 
to charge lower license fees; this is especially ad-
vantageous when they are competing to have their 
pilot episodes selected for trial by a broadcast net-
work. Independents also avoid the traditional movie 
industry's unwieldy decision-making structures and 
corporate demands for quick, high profits. 

Movies, however, are still the ultimate production 
challenge. They escape the rigid half-hour and hour 
structures of commercial television. They demand 
higher technical and script quality than television 
shows, allow greater freedom in choice of content, 
and appeal to top-notch actors* who would not con-
sider appearing regularly on television. Both critics 
and producers place higher value on theatrical film-

making than on television program production. Be-
cause the Hollywood movie studios dominate the 
movie business, most independent producers got 
their start producing television series. But a few 
successes can give an individual or small corpora-
tion access to the millions of dollars from banks 
and other backers needed to finance a theatrical 
movie (the budget for a single major motion picture 
generally exceeds the amount spent for an entire 
year of one-hour network television episodes by 
millions of dollars). 

Movies take more than writing, casting, directing, 
and editing, however. They also need distribution. 
Reaching theaters and domestic and international 
television outlets requires staff, marketing know-
how, and expert legal ( and, in some countries, also 
political) backup. The distribution problem forces 
independent producers to surrender part of their 
profits to studios that can handle distribution/ 
syndication. Because of their large size and great 
financial reach, the Big Seven seem likely to dom-
inate the producing game for the foreseeable future. 

Cable-Only_Productionj The growth of cable 
program services created an insatiable demand for 
more movies. The pay-cable leader, HBO, alone 
demands more than 200 new movies a year. In some 
years, HBO has laid claim to more than a third of 
all films in production, obtaining enormous influ-
ence over movie producers. In addition, several 
basic cable services—notably TNT, American Movie 
Classics, and USA Network—schedule hundreds of 
older movies, competing with about 400 independ-
ent broadcast stations and some affiliates to obtain 
licenses to use them. Other cable networks capture 
former network series. Lifetime increased its au-
diences with Cagne)' & Lacey and .S'penser for ¡lire; 
USA Network did well with Murder, She Wrote and 
Miami Vice. Distributor license fees for national ser-
vices such as the basic or pay-cable networks far 
exceed the fees paid by individual television stations 
for the same movies. However, the collective au-
dience for a successfully syndicated former network 
show may include viewers in 150 or more markets, 
often exceeding the reach of—and thus the aggre-
gate licensing fee paid by—any cable network. 
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EXHIBIT 11-6 Sample Prime-Time Programs Produced for Television in the 1988-1989 
Season 

Producers Programs for Broadcast Networks 
Programs for First-Run Syndication 

and Cable Networks 

Warner Brothers 

Paramount 

Walt Disney 

20th Century Fox 

MCA/Universal 

Columbia 

MGM/t;A 

China Beach, Growing Pains, Mtaphy 

Brown, Night Court 

Cheers, Dear John, Dolphin Bay, Family Ties, 

MacGyver, Mission Impossible 

The Magical World of Disney, The Neu, 

Adventures of Winnie the Pooh 

Have Faith, L.A. Law, Mr. Belvedere, 

I looperman 

Almost Grown, Coach, Miami Vice, Murder, 

She Wrote, Columbo 

Police Story, Designing Women, 

Married... With Children, Who's the Boss? 

thirtysomething, 48 flours, Knightwatch, 
Dream Street 

Superior Court, People's Court, Mama's 

Family, Gumby, She's the Sheriff 

The Arsenio Hall Show, Entertainment 
Tome, Star Trek: The Next Generation, 

Webster 

Live with Regis and Kathie Lee, Win Lose or 

Draw, Siskel & Ebert, Chip'N'Dale's Rescue 

Rangers 

9 to 5, Small Wonder, P.M Magazine, flour 
Magazine 

Out of This World, My Secret Identity, The 

Morton Downey Jr. Show 

Wheel of Fortune, Jeopardy 

Twilight Zone, Group One Medical, Kids Inc. 

Syndicators therefore usually prefer to sell  former  

To increase the program supply and to gain a 

distinctive image, pay-cable services such as HBO/ 
Cinemax and Showtime/The Movie Channel co-fi-

nance movies with producers. This investment gives 
them exclusivity, the right to show the product first 
on cable. A few of these cable-co-financed movies, 
such as On Golden Pond and Sophie 's Choice, also 

had some box-office success in theaters. HBO's par-
ent corporation, the magazine publisher and cable 
MSO, Time Inc., became Hollywood's largest fin-
ancer of movies in the 1980s. About one-third of 

Showtime's schedule and nearly half of The Disney 
Channel's programs consisted of original cable 

material. 
Each year, basic as well as pay-cable services in-

crease such production activities, developing dra-
matic and comedy series and variety programs for 
first-run cable use. In 1988, for example, cable net-

works committed more than $500 million for orig-
inal production, as compared with $2 billion by the 

broadcast networks. In 1988, USA Network com-
mitted about $65 million for the production of 24 
cable-original movies. ESPN consists almost entirely 

of live events or original cable-only shows; Nickel-
odeon introduces new programs for children every 
year; and most other cable networks underwrite at 
least 10 percent of their schedules annually. Some 
of the new products qualify as wholly cable-only in 

concept; others simply add episodes to existing tele-
vision series, such as more episodes of Airwolf 
on USA Network or more of Fame on Showtime. 
Growing demand for new programs for cable has 
increased the number of small studios and inde-

pendents who can stay in business. 
Cable-only programs counteract the image of ca-

ble as a mere parasite on broadcast television. More-
over, such productions enable each cable service 

to distinguish itself from its competitors and to gain 
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subscribers who are attracted by programs that are 
not available on broadcast television. Cable-origi-
nated productions also have the potential for help-

ing to fulfill cable's promise to enhance program 
diversity. The gain in diversity is limited, however, 
by the fact that most programs originated by cable 
companies come from the usual Hollywood movie-
studio and independent providers of broadcast 
programs ( see Exhibit 11-6). 

1Co-Production Program creators have increas-
ingly turned to co-production as a way_oLcoping 
with constantly rising production _costs. In co-
production, two or more stations, networks, or 

producers agree to share the financial burden. 
Co-productions are especially attractive w_ilg_n_the 
,parties concerned come from different countries,  

as this automatically extends the  market for the 
product. As the program market becomes increas-
ingly internationalized, deals between U.S. and 
foreign producers are growing more common. Often 

deals involve the use of foreign locations, where 
costs are generally lower than in the United States. 

In noncommercial television, co-productions have 
been the rule for years, often integrating people 

and facilities from several television stations, net-
works, and production houses. More than three-
quarters of the PBS network schedule consists of 
co-pr( ductions, many of them international. 

11.4 
News  and Sports Sources-) 

Although they for most 
o t eir entenainment program_s_ the broadcast 
networks retain tit control of news and public-
affairs production. At one time, the networks also 
produced their own sports programs, but they even-
tually found that regional sports production com-
panies could handle the camerawork and satellite 
transmission at lower costs. News and public affairs 

remain the one bastion of network television pro-
duction. 

Network News Each commercial network op-
erates a news division separate from its entertain-
ment division, each employing nearly a thousand 
people. In the late 1980s, the three networks cut 

hack on their news department operating budgets 
and reduced staffs ( from around 2,000 employees 

each). Some observers questioned their abil-
ity to maintain their traditional news standards. 
but CNN ( Cable News Network) had paved the 
way by succeeding on a significantly smaller bud-

get ( with perhaps only 500 employees), managing 
to attain high quality, despite a grueling 24-hour 

schedule. 
On the international level, the major news serv-

ices, Associated Press, United Press International, 
Reuters, Agence France Presse, TASS, and others, 
often participate in poots, rotating coverage of 

major public events such as important press confer-

ences and speeches by heads of state. They sup-
ply text, video footage, and still pictures to the 

American television networks, stations, and news-
papers. Nonetheless, each of the American tele-
vision networks still supports foreign news bureaus 
in the major world capitals, staffed by correspon-
dents with in-depth knowledge of the cultures 

and political processes they cover. In 1988, NBC 
purchased part ownership of Reuters, aiming 
to reduce its foreign bureau costs while still main-
taining its international news presence. Until that 

move, the American television networks had al-
ways competed head-on with the international news 

services. 
The broadcast networks traditionally disdained 

news footage or documentaries from outside sources. 
Independent news producers criticized this policy, 

but the networks maintained that in order to shoul-
der responsibility for news coverage, they had to 
control news production. This high-minded policy 
began to erode in the 1980s, however, when the 

networks began buying news footage from affiliates 
and from pool feeds in order to cut costs and en-
liven their coverage. Unconstrained by the broad-

cast network traditions and lacking their plush 
resources, CNN uses material from a wide variety 

of sources, putting competitive pressure on the 
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networks.* To be fair in comparing CNN's perfor-
mance with that of the networks, however, one must 
hear in mind that CNN stays on continuously, whereas 
the broadcast networks focus their primary efforts 
on half-hour newscasts. 

tNetwork S • orts Except for professional foot-
ball games, the broadcast networks rely increasingly 
on p_i_• oauction..aameinies that specialize in televis-

ii. In effect, these companies syndicate their 
productions to the networks, reserving replay rights 
and selling time within the "in" shows in regional 
markets. The networks pay for the national rights 
to the events, the cost of producing live games, and 
their own announcers' salaries and travel costs. Mega-
events such as the World Series and the Super Bowl 
and regular-season NFL football remain the excep-
tions to this trend. These events bring in so much 

revenue that the broadcast networks can still make 
enormous profits after paying for the most elaborate 
production, using numerous cameras and instant 
replay machines, gigantic booms and cranes, and 
other specialized equipment. Sports production 
companies are also employed by cable networks 
and individual broadcast stations. ESPN, however, 
produces most of the games it carries. 

For smaller, single-sponsor events, such as golf 
and bowling tournaments, sponsors pay for pro-
duction in addition to buying advertising time. The 
networks supply only the play-by-play and color 
announcers. Sponsors usually participate in organ-

izing these events, lining up participants and celeb-

rity guests, doing promotion, and even selling 

tickets. They hire local television stations or sports 
production companies to televise the events and 
sell radio and cable rights. Both sides benefit from 
this division of labor. Sponsors retain control of 

'CNN has even introduced systematic recruitment of amateur 
reporters, inviting them to call an 800 number when they have 
captured news events on home camcorders and giving out "News 

Hound" stickers for their cameras. Many local broadcast news 
departments also encourage amateurs to contact them about 
selling original news footage. Section 13.5 gives more details on 
local news operations. 

costs and can ensure maximum promotional value; 
networks gain hundreds of program hours of minor 
sports events that they could not cover themselves 
without too much financial risk. Even though such 

events usually get low ratings, they can be profitable 

because costs are usually negligible and the adver-
tising spots are presold. The broadcast and cable 
networks' willingness to accept fully sponsored, 

preproduceci sports events greatly increases the 
number of minor-event programs they can afford 
to  carry.  

Station News  Sources1The advent of elec-
ronic news gatFering ( ENG) during the 1970s en-
abled local news teams to fill longer newscasts and 
to provide more on-the-scene coverage of local 
events. An ENG unit can travel quickly and econom-
ically by car or helicopter to the scene of an event 

and feed an on-the-spot news story to the studio by 
means of a microwave or satellite relay link. Alter-
natively, the ENG unit can record material for later 
editing at the studio. Only 3 percent of the com-

mercial television stations used ENG in 1973; by 
1989, 90 percent used it, mostly in conjunction with 
satellite relays. 

Both television and radio affiliates can obtain what 
amounts to syndicated television news services from 
their own networks. Provided by the networks' news 

divisions, these services feed hard news items and 
features over regular network relay facilities during 
hours when these facilities carry no scheduled net-
work programming. Affiliates can record these feeds, 
selecting items for later insertion in local newscasts. 

They pay the networks a fee for the service. They 
can also obtain the right to record regular network 
news programs as sources of stories for insertion 
in their local programs. 

In 1980 Independent News Network ( INN), a 
syndicated news program service, began relaying 

packaged half-hour newscasts live via satellite to 
subscribing independent stations during the hour 
preceding network affiliates' late-evening news-
casts. Thus, independent television stations could 

program a half hour of INN and a half hour of 
local news earlier than affiliates could schedule 
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late evening news. Affiliates cannot compete by 
pre-empting the network entertainment programs 
in order to move late local news to an earlier hour. 
Thus, independents gain the advantage of attracting 
viewers who prefer not to wait for late news on the 
affiliates. 

Satellite relays increase the number of news sup-
pliers, freeing affiliates from dependence on their 
networks for national and international stories. Ex-
hibit 11-7 shows some of the stations news sources. 
Independent stations, too, can call upon these sup-
pliers if their news budgets permit. Besides obtain-
ing national and international news from their own 
ENG facilities and from the major networks or INN, 

stations can buy news from several other news syn-
dicators, including the Associated Press news ser-
vice, the United Press/Independent Television News 
agency, Group W's News Information Weekly Ser-
vice, Turner's CNN, and Conus Communications. 
Low-cost satellite feeds enable locally produced 

newscasts to compete in major markets with net-
work newscasts, diluting the near-monopoly on 
national and international video coverage that the 
networks once had. 

Scheduling Practices  

Whatever their program sources, stations and net-
works strive to organize their offerings into co-

herent schedules. Effective schedulieg req.uires 
coordinating the program qtence with th daily 
I ience members, complementing typical 
audience activities with appropriate orograms. For 

-example, light, up-tempo treatment of news and 
weather suits the busy early morning period 
when listeners and viewers prepare for their day 
at work, at school, or in the home. A more in-depth 
treatment and slower tempo suit the relaxed 
evening period. Schedling_also_se=sm-
petitive weapon to draw audience members away 
fTri-rn-rival channels and to prevent rival progtarn 

services from enticing away some of one's own 
audience. 

Audience Flow P..t32gL-à rnraing_snur 
on controlling audience flow, the movement of 
viewers or listeners from one program to_another  

Movement occurs mostly at the junctures between 
programs or, on radio, after one block of songs ends 
and before the next begins. Audience flow includes 
both.flowthrough on the same station and outflow 
or inflow to and from competing stations or net-
works. 

Researchers calculate the extent of audience flow 
in prime-time network television. Nielsen studies 
in the late 1980s showed that, on the average, 85 
percent of a network's audience flowed through 
from one half-hour to the next when the same pro-
gram continued. However, flowthrough dropped to 
about two-thirds of the audience when a new pro-
gram of similar type followed in the next half hour, 
and to only half the audience when a program of 
a different type started in the next half hour. Cable 
systems, VCRs, and increasing numbers of broadcast 
stations give audiences ever-wider ranges of choice. 
Remote control key pads make it easy for viewers 
to switch television channels at will. About two-
thirds of households have videocassette players, an( 
three-quarters have remote-control channel selec-
tors. A special vocabulary has evolved to describe 
how some audience members use remote controls 
and VCRs: thz rhr0ugh1he yaUhle chan-
ice, unwanted commercials, jump between 
_p_a__i:1;_ 1A:flannels, flip around to se7w111---77;77ip'-
pening_on nearby channels,  and zip through the 
_botln_g_parts_d_prerecorded cassettes.. Not all vie-
ers take advantage of this new freedom, however, 

and programmers continue to employ scheduling 
strategies designed to control audience flow. 

Scheduling Strategies -\ Most media products 

reach consumers in individually packaged physical 
units—a videocassette, a phonograph record, a 

compact disc, an edition of a newspaper or a book, 
or an issue of a magazine. Only broadcasting and 
cable television offer the consumer a continuous 
experience. Television and radio programming 
unfolds, providing not merely a succession of un-
related media packages but a coherent program 
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EXHIBIT 11-7 National News Sources For Stations 

CONUS AP NIWS CNN Newsfeed Network UPNITN 

ABC 

or 

CBS 

or 

NBC 

or 

INN 

\\\/ 

-7" Hatt. Hite 
..\ 

Affiliate 
television station 

Independent 
television station 

Neus in written form bas long been provided to broadcasters 17.r the established 

"wire services," news agencies that originally delivered stories to newspapers ita 

telegraphic printers. Television's need for pictures posed new reportorial and dis-
tribution problemsfor such agencies, opening the war to specialized video services. 

The traditional agencies such as Al' (Associated Press) supplemented their wire 
copy with some video material, but many stations also subscribe to services tailored 

specifically to video needs. These agencies include UPITN, a combined operation 
of United Press International (UPI) and Britain's Independent Television News 

(ITN), which is jointly owned by British commercial television program companies. 

Some stations also subscribe to News Information Weekly Service (NIWS), a national 
news service that supplies weekly summaries of neus events and feature material 

CNN, the cable news network, also acts as a syndicated news source for broad-
casters. It exchanges news stories with television stations and supplies stations with 

CNN Headline News in 5-minute or 30-minute units or continuously from mid-

night to dawn for an overnight service. Many stations draw on Group W Telev ision:s 
Newsfeed Netuurk, an interactilv sert 'ice that supplies breaking news coverage of 

major events, the option of live stories from Washington, DC, and access to Group 

W's library of news footage An even more highly specialized service, Corms Com-
munications, coordinates Ku-band satellite news gathering by over a score of 

stations, facilitating exchange of news footage and stories; it also supplies sub-
scribing stations with satellite relay of unedited television coverage of White House 
press briefings and other executive branch events that are open to news cameras. 
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service. When devising schedules for this ser-

vice, programmers take into account changing au-
dience availability, changing work patterns, and 
changing needs and interests as the cycles of days, 
weeks, and seasons progress. 

Programmers also take into account competition 

from other program services, using scheduling 
changes as a primary competitive weapon. Some 
typical scheduling strategies used by both networks 
(television, cable, and radió) and individual systems 
and stations to exploit audience flow follow: 

Counterprogramming  seeks to attract the au-

dience toward one's own station ( or network) 
and away from the competition by offering pro-
grams different from those of the competition. 
For example, an independent station might 
schedule situation comedies against news pro-
grams on the network affiliates in its market. 

Block programming seeks to maintain audi-
ence flowthrough by scheduling programs with 

similar appeal next to each other—for example. 
by tilling an entire evening with family-comedy 

programs. 

Stripping tries to create the habit of daily viewing 
Th scliCduling episodes of a series at the same 
time even day of the week, usually for months 
on end. For example, affiliates frequently strip 
situation comedies at 4:30 P.M. and 5 P.m., running 
a new episode each day of the week. 

A strong lead-in  seeks to attract the maximum 
initial audience size by starting a daypart with a 
particularly strong program. An example would 
be to schedule a one-time hit network show just 
before local news as a lead-in to the newscast. 

A hammock tries to establish a new program, 
Ortri-ret' the audience for a show slipping 
in popularity, by scheduling the program in ques-
tion between two stron ro • is. Flowthrough 

rom the previous ( lead-in) program may en-
hance the initial audience for the hammocked 
program, and viewers may stick with the weak 
(or unfamiliar) show in order to see the strong 
following program, bolstering the audience for 
the hammocked program. 

:mg attempts to weaken the drawing power 

of a competing show by scheduling a one-hour 
(or longer) program that overlaps the start time 
of the competing show. A two-hour movie sched-
uled at 7:00 p.m. on a pay-cable network or in-

dependent station, for example, bridges the 7:30, 
8:00, and 8:30 P.M. program changes on competing 
channels. 

119_!1_ft_i_o_ D tries to make watching a program, 
especially a movie, convenient for viewers by scat-
tering repeat showings, so that among the many 
opportunities to watch, each viewer can find an 

acceptable time. Cable television and public 
broadcasting use this strategy so that viewers, even 

though temporarily lured away by popular broad/ 
cast network programs, can still catch a particulai4 
movie or series episode. 

SttuL____ging--seeks to keep the opposing netwo ks 
off balance in the short term by such tactics as 

making rapid schedule changes, opening a n w 

series with an extra-long episode, and interru 
ing regular programming frequently with heav ly 
promoted specials. Net%eks tend to use stunting, 

es eaUjring ieriods. 

Television Station Schedule?\ After clearing 

s itietvr'ss programs, an affiliated station 
has about 30 percent of its schedule left to fill with 

syndicated and local programs. The affiliate pro-
grammer's most important decisions concern 
scheduling in the early fringe and access periods. 
Prilrammers at unaffiliated stations„ which make 
up nearly 40 percent of commercial television st2-

¡Éjn1 have many more scheduling options than their 
_counterparts at network affiliatest.their chief strat-
agem, counterprogramming, capitalizes on the in-
flexibility of the network affiliate's schedule because 
of time committed to network programs. For ex-
ample, an independent station's scheduling free-

dom enables it to air sports events at times when 
affiliates carry major network shows. Networks can 
afford to devote prime time to only a few top-rated 

sports events of national interest. Independents, 
however, can schedule sports events of lesser in-
terest, even during prime time. 
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Most of the 630 or so affiliates and the nearly 400 
independent stations strip syndicated and local pro-

grams daily, except for the Saturday and Sunday 

programs, which are scheduled only weekly. Mon-
day-through-Friday stripping has three advantages 
for stations: daily same-time scheduling encourages 

the audience to form regular viewing patterns, such 
as the 6 P.M. news habit. Second, a station can use 
a single promotional spot to publicize an entire 
week's schedule in a given time slot. Finally, pur-
chasing many episodes of syndicated series in a 
single transaction earns quantity discounts from 
syndicators. 
The practice for stripping off-network programs 

daily "across the board" has led to an enormous 
demand for television programs series with many 
episodes "in the can- ( stripping requires 130 epi-
sodes for a half-year run). Among the hest known 
long-running series are Happy Days, .11*A*S*H, and 
The Cosby Show. Series that have generated large 
numbers of episodes command very high prices in 
syndication. As Exhibit 11-8 shows, when the prices 
paid by all station buyers are combined, a series 
with hundreds of episodes can make millions of 
dollars in aggregate revenue for syndicators. Net-
work megahits also foster intense bidding among 
stations for the first syndication rights. Some stations 

paid more for The Cosby Show than for all the rest 
of their syndicated programs in the year of its first 
release. Actually, most stations purchasing Cosby 

could not hope to recoup the show's cost from sale 
of the commercial time within it, but the expectation 
that it would lead to higher ratings for adjacent 

programs, especially local newscasts, justified the 
expense. 

Most very long-running series, however, date back 
to the 1960s and early 1970s. Hits such as Gunsmoke 

and Marcus We/hi', M.D. seemingly ran forever, 
whereas most subsequent network series had rel-
atively short runs, building up too few episodes for 
effective strip scheduling. Exhibit 11-8 lists exam-
ples of shows that had enough episodes to attract 

lots of station buyers. 

Broadcast Network Schedules In broadcast 
ree major national net-

works offers its affiliates approximately a hundred 

hours of programs per week, filling about 70 per-

cent of the average affiliate's schedule. The main arena 
of network rivalry is the weekly 22 hours of prime 

time—the three hours from 8:00 P.M. tO 11:00 P.M. each 
night of the week in the eastern and western time 
zones, an hour earlier in the central and mountain 
time zones, plus the extra hour from 7:00 P.M. to 8:00 
P.M. on Sundays (EST/PST). Actually, networks make 
r_nore_mon QV. (M ms tha_rLga_prime,. 
iln_ç_programs because of the extraordinarily high  

9.-rit...a-priale4i.tue shows. Nevertheless, a broadcast 
network's performance in prime time establishes its 

prestige and defines its leadership role. 
Prime time affords access to the largest and most 

varied audiences in any medium and therefore con-
tains the programs with the broadest appeal. In the 
early 1980s, most cable networks concentrated on 
reaching demographic subgroups in prime time, 
showcasing their best product in other time pe-
riods. But by the mid- 1980s, the largest cable net-
works, such as ESPN, USA Network, CBN, WTBS, 
HBO, and Showtime, began to attract large portions 
of the prime-time mass audience to their programs. 
They changed strategies accordingly, competing di-

rectly and aggressively with the broadcast networks 
in prime time. During the 1980s, the broadcast net-
works average share of the television audience de-
clined to under -0 percent as viewers defected to 
cable networks, independent stations, and home 
videocassettes. 
Because the networks pay so much for prime-

time programs and because they need scheduling 
maneuverability, they normally schedule prime-time 
series weekly. If they stripped all of prime time with 

half-hour programs, each network would have only 
six weeknight programs to schedule, giving too few 
chances to capture the number-one position. In other 
dayparts, however, the broadcast networks strip most 
of their shows Monday through Friday. Network 
morning talk programs, soap operas, and evening 
newscasts, for example, occur at the same times 
each weekday. 

bic Netwo Pay-cable net-
works rely heavily on the strategy of repetition, fre-
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EXHIBIT 11-8 Syndicated Revenues from 1987 to 1991 

Syndicator Off.vet Series 
Yaar 

Atailable 

Estimated 
Retentie 

Per Episode 

Paramount 

Paramount 

MCA 

Vict,)ry/Nrrm 

Columhia/Embassy 

Paramount 

Viacom 

N1CA 

Warner Brothers 

Lorimar 

Columhia/Emhassv 

Warner Brothers 

Warner Brothers 

Lorimar 

Lorimar 

Cheers 

Family Ties 

The A-Team 

Hill Street Blues 

Silver Spoons 

Webster 

The Cosby Show 

Kate & Allie 

Night Court 

llama c Family 

Who the Boss? 

Growing Pains 

Head of the Class 

Alf 

Pet.fect Strangers 

198- 
198- e5 $1,650,000 

1,400,000 

198- 0 950,000 

198- 1) 1,100,000 

19i-- 1,200,000 

1988 1,400,000 

1988 
1988 4,800,000 

1,200,000 

1988 /1) 1,100,000 

1988 515,000 

1989 2,500,000 

1989 910,000 

1990 950,000 

1991 1,500,000 

1991 1500,000 

quellL1L'i-sg _their _movies and variety shows 
to build audien 

Each movie plays several times on different days 
with different start times. A movie may be recycled 
as many as a dozen times a month. For this rea-

son, and also because cable program guides come 
out once a month and cable companies need to 
encourage monthly subscription renewals, the 

pay networks plan their schedules in monthly 
blocks. 

Pay cable also uses the brid i strate e_ted-
uliag j..cross t e s art times of other programs HBO 
and Showtime movies, for example, usually start at 
8 P.m. and span the 9 P.N1. time period, when the 
largest audience watches television. If a movie ends 
before 10 P.M., however, HBO usually adds tiller 
material to complete the hour in order to start a 

new program when viewers may he hunting for 
something to watch. Sometimes the pay movie net-
works try to get the jump on the broadcast networks 
by starting their movies earlier in the evenings ( at 

7 or 7:30p.M. ). This strategy works best when broad-
cast schedules have been disrupted by late-running 
sports or political programs. 

Basic cable networks, on the other hand, com-
monly adopt habit-forming strategies to build loyal 
audiences. The broad-appeal cable services strip their 
programs across the hoard in daytime and prime 
time. USA Network and Lifetime, for example, 
stripped costly former network series such as Miami 
Vice and Molly Dodd in prime time, hoping to attract 
repeat viewers away from the broadcast channels 
to those series and build a cable-watching habit 
among first-time viewers. ESPN, the sports network, 
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strips a daily sports quiz show and a sports talk 
show; MTV and VH-1 strip videos; Nickelodeon strips 
cartoons. Basic cabje petworks also use counter-
pro_gramming and time-period blocking. Super-
stations, for example, tend to counter mass-appeal 
adult programs on the broadcast networks with 
children's shows and movies. The cable shopping 
and religious networks block several hours of sim-
ilar programs to hold interested viewers for as long 
as possible with an alternative to the broadcast net-
work shows. 
The theme cable services— also called the niche 

sermes—have borrowed a leaf from radio, fre-
quently rerunning program materials. Cable -
works such as CNN Headline News and The Weather 
Channel recycle news or weather elements every 
half-hour or hour in the manner of many all-news 
radio stations. C-SPAN and local cable access chan-
nels also use the repetition strategy. 

Radio Scheduling Practices eadio stations 
use the strategies o counterprogramming, strip-
ping, and blocking evén more than television sla-
t‘Lons. Typically, radio programmers try to choose 
formats that appeal to groups that are not ade-
quately reached by rival stations. Most stations 
schedule their program elements, whether songs 
or news stories, in hourly rotations, creating 60-
minute cycles, modified according to claypart. Ex-
hibit 11-9 shows an hourly plan for a jazz music 
format. Radio stations tend to stick with the same 
rotation pattern for an entire daypart, a form of 
blocking. 

Satellites relay a variety of program services from 
which radio stations can draw for news, sports, and 
entertainment programs. In radio, .p:tseunimers 
lci.?:Iii_lgL_iish_laemeen syndicated features and syn-
dinzats. A station can obtain a license t9 
Lise a syndicated_sountry music format, for exam-
ple, then supplement it with news and entertain-
ment -features fron nther comçal'rces, 
creating a unique mix of pmgramming made up 
largely of syndicated elements. Radio program-
ming is discussed in more detail in Sections 13.3 
and 13.6. 

11.6 

Program Promotion 

Having the best programs in the world avails little 
if audiences don't know about them. Stations and 
networks therefore invest liberally in both on-air 
and printed promotional efforts, and cable systems 
follow their lead. 

Television stations and broadcast and cable net-
works consider on-air promotional spots the most 
cost-efficient way to a vertise t eir  prog,rams. Most 
breaks between programs conta promes-
çoming programs, short spots urgewers to stay 
ILL .nec2L__- come back soon for anuthierful 
agtigat_rn. Stations and broadcast networks also air 
tgxKL-s for their newscasts, brLtnentions of me___ 
coming news stories, in the hour preceding the 
newscast, to entice viewers to stay tuned. Most cable 
networks follow this pattern, using breaks in pro-
gramming to announce upcoming programs. HBO 
schedules elaborately preproduced billboards of 
upcoming programs as filler between the end of 
one show and the start of the next. Special com-
panies produce and schedule cross-promotional an-
nouncements among cable services. For example, 
Prime Time Tonight schedules promotional spots 
for several cable networks on such basic cable ser-
vices as The Weather Channel and CNN. 
To reach nonviewers, networks and stations also 

advertise in newspapers and magazines, on radio, 
on outdoor billboards, and in other media. Radio 
stations promote television programs, and televi-
sion stations carry spots promoting radio stations— 
all paid advertising unless the services are co-owned. 

Probably the most important forms of program 
promotion are program listings and guides. Some 
cable systems dedicate an entire channel to pro-
gram listings; others mail customized program guides 
to their subscribers. Some cable networks offer their 
own program guides (Arts 8r Entertainment has one, 
for example, available at $18 a year). Some cable 
systems send pay-cable subscribers free printed 
guides ( purchased in bulk by the operator) along 
with monthly bills. Cable Guide has nearly 8 million 
subscribers, the most of any generic cable-only guide. 
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EXHIBIT 11-9 An Hourly Music Rotation 

K13EM Clock: Afternoon Daypart 

:59:50 :00 :01 

:46 

:45 Community calendar 

:31 : 30 : 29:50 :28:2° 

•15 

:15:30 

Commercial and noncommercial radio stations follow rotating patterns for their program elements, usual/i' depicted 
as a wheel or clock. Music stations predetermine the exact times/or commercials, public service announcements (I'SAs), 

program promos. identifications (Ins), new headlines, traffic and weather reports, call-in contests, and other elements. 
News/talk stations often program just news elentelits during the morning drill, clawart, filling their uheels with network 

headlines, local headlines and stories, features, eorts scores. weather and traffic mports. IDs, and so on. 

SOURCE: KBEM—Fm 88.5 Stereo, Minneapolis Public Schools. 

1 lome satellite dish owners turn to magazines such 
as Satellite Orbit to help determine which tran-

sponders carry which services. 
Daily newspapers and Sunday supplements de-

vote considerable space to broadcast and cable tele-

vision listings. Some newspapers gather the data 
themselves; others hire outside organizations to do 
the job. The most widely recognized published source 

for program information, the granddaddy of them 
all, TV Guide, publishes a hundred different edi-
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EXHIBIT 11-10 TV Guide 

Every week about 20 percent of all U.S. television 
households turn to TV Guide to see what's on televi-
sion, to decide what to watch, and to read articles and 
gossip about the television and cable industries. TV 
Guide comes in a distant third, behind weekly TV sup-
plements and daily listings in newspapers, as the source 
of program information most frequently cited by view-
ers. But these local publications cannot match 7V Guide's 
estimated national readership of 42 million. 

Walter Annenberg (later a U.S. ambassador to Great 
Britain) combined three local weekly television pro-
gram guides to create the first edition of 7V Guide in 
1953. He began with 10 regional editions and a cir-
culation of 1.5 million subscribers. By 1988 the mag-
azine offered 106 regional editions with a circulation 
of about 17 million (down from its 1977 peak of nearly 
20 million), the highest of any magazine. Each of the 
regional editions offers the same national pages of 
articles and news, plus special pages inserted for that 
region's cable and station program listings. Nearly half 
of all IV Guide copies are sold at newsstands, mostly 
in supermarkets. 
Media baron Rupert Murdoch took control of 7V 

Guide in 1988 when he paid $3 billion for its parent 
company, Triangle Publications. Murdoch already 
owned half of 7V Guide's Australian counterpart, 71, 
Week. 

IV Guide is designed for readers, not for the elec-
tronic media. Indeed, the magazine includes stories 
critical of the industry, avoiding the fan magazine im-
age and dwelling less on personalities and more on 
television's relationship with, and impact on, society. 
A look at some of the contributing authors supports 
its claim of serious journalism: Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., 
Pulitzer Prize-winning historian; Lee Loevinger, for-
mer FCC commissioner; Alvin Toftler, author of Future 
Shock and The Third Wave; Alexander I laig, Jr., former 
Secretary of State. 

Each week, television stations throughout the coun-
try send in upcoming program schedules, and each 

tic ais weekly just within the continental 17nited 

States, as well as many localized editions for other 

countries. But it even cannot provide full details 

Are Women Tv Reporters Better 
Than Men? GUIDE 

75C 

The Women 1 
of Brewster 
Placte , 

There's Oprah, 

wens 

Break 
May Not 
Deserve 

7511115. 

week editorial representatives of the magazine call 
stations to update program information. Often, through 
its direct contacts, TV Guide learns of network pro-
gram changes before the network's affiliates do—an 
occasional source of embarrassment to the stations 
and a subject for acrimonious network/affiliate dis-
cussions. The magazine's computers store summaries 
of more than a quarter of a million syndicated episodes 
and some 36,000 movies. When a station or network 
tells 7V Guide it plans to show a certain episode of a 
series on a certain day, the editors call up the appro-
priate summary for inclusion in the listings. 
TV Guide does not list all stations and cable program 

services. A new station must acquire a substantial 

on all available programs in households with ac-

cess to two or three dozen channels or more ( Ex-

hibit 13-10). 
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EXHIBIT 11-10 Continued 

Feb 1I-17 'Sc 

TV 
GUIDE 

J.R. on the Couch 

Why America's 
Made Him a Hero 
-Mean as He Is 

BY ben' 
Hagman, 

This Week: The flïacking 
of the Achille Lauro 

Survivors Reveal: 
Our Life and Death 
Struggle with Arab 

Terrorists 

audience before it can get its program schedule 
included—frustrating problem for operators of 
new stations. As for cable, dozens of systems, many 
with 30 channels or more, may operate within a region 
covered by a single 7V Guide edition. Since those 

systems often carry quite different channel lineups, it 
is impractical for the magazine to include everything. 
It therefore lists cable programs nos by system channel 
but by program service. Still, there are more cable 
networks and superstations than could reasonably be 
listed in a magazine of acceptable size and price. 7V 
Guide solves this problem by including only the most-
watched services. Rarely, for example. does it offer 
program information for C-SPAN, COuntry Music Tele-

A0n1 8 14 Getting the Most 
Out of Your Viewing 

A Busy 
on s 
ke 

vision, MTV. or Financial News Network. It never listed 
RCA's Entertainment Channel, now out of business, 
because the service attracted only about 50,000 sub-
scribers. However, 7V Guide's policy creates a Catch-
22 situation: If potential viewers don't know that a 
service exists or what programs it carries, the service 
has little chance of survival. Inclusion in newspaper 
listings and supplements and TV Guide is a crucial 
step toward solvency for new program services. 

SOURCE: TV Guide covers reprinted with permission from 
TV Guide magazine. © 1989 by News America Publica-
tions Inc., Radnor, PA. 
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Summary 

Broadcast and cable programmers face problems 
of high program costs, scarcity of materials, and 
advertisers' demands for effective commercial 
vehicles. 

The prices broadcast networks pay for premiere 
entertainment programs rarely cover full produc-
tion costs, but the prestige conferred by network 
exposure makes such programs highly salable in 
domestic and international syndication markets. 

Programs are commonly classified according to 
several systems: by the entertainment-information 
dichotomy, by scheduling conventions, by service 
formats, and by genre. 

Entertainment_prograrns_i-orne, from the tradi-
tional Hollywood "Bi Seven- studios from ide-
pendent producers, and to a small eiT rom_ 
foreiges. 

The big Hollywood studios retain a large measure 
of control over the motion _picture market through 
their dominance over the distribution system. 

Expanding demand has stimulated production of 
more feature films than formerly, and the timing of 
their release to the theater, cassette, broadcast, and 
cable markets has been revised. 

Programs produced especially for cable television 
services generally_ssimeltunuhe_same_pro.aictiop 
sources is those ior bsoadcast networks. 

Co-production eases the problem of escalating 
costs to some extent. 

Broadcast networks retain control of network news 
and public-affairs production. But, except for the 

most prestigious events, the networks have turned 
to specialist companies for the production of sports 
programs. 

Scheduling strategies that programmers use to 
influence audience flow include counterprfflam-
ming, blocking, stripping, bridging, repeating, and 
stunting. However, remote tuners enable some au-

dience members to change channels with ease, 
somewhat undermining the effectiveness of sched-
uling strategies. 

The Ivoadcast networks scheckne 
purrams in weekly cycles  but in aLbe.r_dynarts 
(except for weeey strip programs in daily 

'cl-es. Broad-appeal cable net--- ‘)-7.--miE--1- s t Tr-ise çt ame 
scheduling conventions. 

However, cable theme ( niche) networks and 
radio stations schedule program items in repeti-
tive cycles in various dayparts, aiming for demo-
graphically or psychographically similar audience 
subgroups. 

Audience promotion, using on-air announce-
ments, advertising in other media, and program 
guides, is an essential component of successful pro-
gramming. 
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CHAPTER 12 

NETWORK TELEVISION 

AND RADIO PROGRAMS 

In both broadcasting and cable, a network simul-
taneously distributes high-cost  rogramis by means 

of reTe to many delivery units ( stations an cable 
systems). Networks can be linked- relttre--Ór 
microwave, or a combination of both, according to 

the needs of particular geographic areas, but the 
key elements are national ( sometimes regiomiTTUF: 

tribution, high-quality programs, and national com-
mercials (or, in the case of public broadcastine, 

underwriting message) embedded in the pro-

grams. 
Networks play such a dominant role in hoth 

broadcasting and cable that they need to he ana-
lyzed from several points of view. Their technology, 
organization, and economics have already been dis-
cussed in this book; regulations governing networks 

will be discussed later. In the previous chapter, we 
examined types of programs, where they come from, 
and the scheduling strategies networks and stations 

typically use. At this point we look at specific pro-
grams that the commercial and noncommercial net-
works carry and some major issues associated with 
network program practices. The networks discussed 

in this chapter include the three full-service national 
television broadcasting networks—ABC, CBS, and 
NBC; one aspirant network not yet offering full ser-

vice—Fox; PBS, the noncommercial television net-
work; mixed broadcast and cable networks such as 

WTBS. Univision, and Telemundo; and the sixty-odd 

cable networks, especially basic and pay cable's larg-

est services—including USA Network, ESPN, MTV, 
CNN, HBO, Showtime, and The Disney Channel. 
Finally, we devote some attention to the radio net-

works, both the news-and-talk suppliers and the 

mus;c suppliers. 

121 
Prime-Time Entertainment 

During thL.<12-1-Zi—joLprinie time each week, the 
three full-service national television broadcast net-

works vie for huge audiences, larger than any' in 
the previous history of entertainment. Collectively, 

for nearly three decades, the broadcast networks 
captured more than 90 —riercent of the prime-

time viewing a t rdience.ln the late 1980s, however, 
with the growth of cable networks, improved 
independent station programming, and widespread 

use of home VCRs. the combined network audi ce 
prime-time share decreased to less t an 65 percent. 

Nevertheless, mew news events carried by all three 
networks can still reach as much as 90 percent of 
the adult 1..S. _population. Unusually popular epi-
sodes of entertainment programs sometimes cap-

ture more than half of all television homes for an 
hour or so. Most industry experts expect the broad-

cast networks collectively to retain at least half of 

Nov' 
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prime-time viewing, but that may entail cutbacks if 
as many as three full-service television networks are 
to be profitable. 

Prime-time entertainment programs come as 
weekly series, as movies, and as occasional specials. 
As explained in Chapter 11, a series continues from 
week to week with the same characters in the same 
setting, usually as 30-minute situation comedy ep-
isodes or one-hour dramas. A series with eight or 
fewer episodes is known as a miniseries. Networks 
strip their morning and daytime shows daily, but 
schedule most evening entertainment programs once 
a week. Movies may be theatrical feature films li-
censed for network showing or made-for-TV movies 
commissioned by networks to fill specific time slots. 
A theatrical film usually occupies two hours of 
airtime, but made-for-TV movies may last only 90 
minutes, though most last two or more hours. An 
entertainment special is a one-time-only show. It 
may be a yearly event, such as the annual Academy 
Awards show, or a comedy/variety or musical hol-
iday extravaganza showcasing a well-known star, often 
one not commonly seen on television. 

ISituation Comedies Long a staple of prime-
time networ television, ,siLuation comedies ( sit-
coms) remain highly popular with women 18 to 49, 
a key demographic group that many advertisers want 
to reach. After their network run, sitcoms go into 
syndication for sale to stations as off-network series. 
Stations welcome off-network shows because they 
want to appeal to the same target group as the net-
works; moreover, stations like off-network sitcoms 
because they lend themselves to strip scheduling 
and effective promotion, and, if unsuccessful, only 
"stick" the station for a half hour rather than a full 
hour. More crucial, scheduling half-hour shows such 
as sitcoms in early fringe allows stations to attract 
new viewers every 30 minutes. Stations prefer for-
mer-network shows to first-run syndicated material 
because they can better estimate the likely ratings 
for an off-network program. 

After declining in popularity in the early 1980s, 
sitcoms began a comeback in 1985. By the late 1980s, 
such shows as The Cosby Show, Growing Pains, Night 
Court, and A Different World topped the charts. 

Such ratings swings show that audiences eventually 
tire of almost any program genre, but that a fresh 
and exciting treatment of an old genre can bring 
viewers back. Individual hit sitcoms command 30 
to 40 percent of the audience and tend to rate higher 
than hour-long shows. The enormous success of The 
Cosby Show renewed the networks' faith in family-
oriented comedy and led to fresh efforts to develop 
more sitcoms. Such hits as Cheers (Exhibit 12-1 ), 
Newhart, and Night Court succeeded in contexts 
other than family situations, but most sitcoms focus 
on families. 

Networks use two main formulas for prime-time 
family sitcoms. Qnef_te.y_•e Ks a sinled_ojrikn,at_ star 
in a traditional setting; the ( r treats a non-

sly.—As an 
example of the former, The Cosby Show's success 
hinges on one outstanding actor who carried a cast 
of unknowns (though success soon made them well 
known). The program revolved around a father and 
mother, both in the professional class, with children 
facing amusingly treated domestic problems. 
On the other hand, responding to pervasive 

changes in work and family patterns, television se-
ries increasingly explore new social relationships, 
probing the boundaries of acceptable television. Kate 
& Allie typifies a nontraditional family situation: two 
divorced women with children attempt to make a 
go of a fatherless, two-mother household. Other 
nontraditional sitcoms showcase single fathers (Dear 
John and Bensen), multiple fathers (M.), Two Daclç ), 
middle-aged all-women households (Golden Girls 
and Designing Women ), second marriages combin-
ing two sets of offspring, and other odd combina-
tions of parents of young and full-grown children. 
The "slobcom" variant emphasizes the less idealistic 
aspects of family life. The family in Fox's Mar-
ried . . with Children consists of an unhappy house-
wife, a poor provider of a husband, and children 
who seem about to murder each other. ABC's highly 
successful effort with a less-than ideal family, 
Roseanne, depicts an earthy working-class family. 

Because failure costs so much, the networks gen-
erally avoid the risk of real innovation. Instead, they 
incessantly repeat previously successful formats, re-
cycling winning series ideas. A hit sitcom with a 
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EXHIBIT 12-1 Cheers 

Set in a below-street-level pub in downtown Boston, the prime-time hit series Cheers 

has been popular since it uas launched by NBC in 1982. Some characters have 
shifted since then, but salt-of-the-earth New Englander characters, such as waitress 
Carla and mail carrier Cliff, help to make Cheers an Fmniv-au'ard winner. Cheers 

has remained one of the top-rated programs, and its syndicated version is in great 
demand. 

SOURCE: NBC, Inc. 

new angle instantly begets brazen imitations. Pro-

grammers call such copies "spinoffs" and "clones." 
A spinoff stars secondary characters from a previous 
Eiranh-e-sume-rretorg IFe characters in 
a new sittrarttrnpie, The Costy Show spun 
off A Dier-r-en7 World and Golden Gins spun off 

Ener Nest. The exceptional popularity of both Cceby 
and Golden GirLs promised even more spinoffs. 
A clone program, on the other hand, closely im-

itates an already popular program on another net-
work, changing only the stars and details of plot 
and setting. Networks usually clone their rivals' suc-
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cess to blunt a hit's uniqueness while attracting some 
of the hit's audience. Sitcoms frequently spin off 
new sitcoms, whereas hour-long programs tend to 
generate clones. Attempts to capitalize on the suc-
cess of Magnum PL, number three in prime time 
in the early 1980s, led to Finder of Lost Loves, Ha-

waiian Heat, Hunter, Miami Vice, and Partners in 
Crime—all in a single year. Only two of these clones, 
Hunter and Miami Vice, survived to become suc-
cesses in their own right. In subsequent seasons, 
the networks cloned Spenser for Hire and MacGyver 

to attract the same audience. Spenser later spun off 
A Man Called Hawk. 

In the past, viewers looking for humorous en-
tertainment in a series format on the broadcast net-
works had to watch sitcoms. But in the early 1980s, 

producers injected large doses of comedy into ac-
tion-adventure shows. Series such as Magnum P.I., 
Moonlighting, and Remington Steele included light-

hearted comic scenes as well as warm-hearted re-
lationships. Late-1980s shows thirtysomething and 
Beauty and the Beast magnified these elements, 
adding nostalgia and fantasy to the mix. In the 1980s, 
critics referred to some shows as "dramedies," hour-
long dramas featuring comedic elements. The use 
of sitcom elements in diluted dramatic content may 
have contributed to a slide in sitcom popularity, but 
once the practice became common, it lost its impact 

on ratings. By 1990, warm-heartedness in both sit-
coms and dramas garnered high ratings. 

Dramatic Series Dramatic series range from 

Dallas to Beauty and the Beast, but crime dramas 
were the most popular throughout the 1980s. Po-
lice, lawyer, and detective dramas had previously 

peaked in the ratings around 1960 ( for example, 
Dragnet in the late 1950s and Perry Mason in the 
1960s), then faded until the mid- 1980s, when a new 

breed of more authentic crime shows captured huge 

ratings. Hill Street Blues, L.A. Law, and Cagney & 
Lacey represent a trend toward dramas dealing with 

tough social issues using complex plots interweav-
ing large casts of characters ( Exhibit 12-2). All these 
shows use character-oriented plots, focusing on the 

human-interest appeal of personal moral dilemmas, 
rather than action-oriented gunfights or car chases. 

Miami Vice capitalized on the seamier sides of crime, 
exploring the sordid underlife beneath big-city 
glamor. In comparison to L.A. Law, Miami Vice and 

The Equalizer exhibited a simplistic, black-and-white 
view of the world; in these shows, good guys gen-
erally stay good guys, though they rarely wear white 
hats, and had guys have no redeeming qualities to 

confuse viewers. In the 1980s, the Miami Vice char-
acters influenced music and styles of dress, espe-
cially among young people. The Enforcer blended 

Superman and Rambo into an unlikely hero on the 
side of the little guy in need of help or vindication. 
This program catered to the all-too-human taste for 
vengeance, using classical crime and retribution plot 
lines in modern settings. At another extreme, Mur-

der, She Wrote employed sanitized homicide mys-
teries, usually in upper-class settings, solved by an 

unlikely detective, a middle-aged mystery story writer. 

and es By the 1970s the tele-
vision networks paid astronomical prices for li-
censes to run outstanding theatrical films. The 

classic Gone With the Wind cost NBC about $5 mil-
lion for a single showing in 1976, a record price 
justified by its 65 percent audience share. In 1983, 
a showing of Star Wars cost more than $ 10 million 

but attracted only 35 percent of the audience and 
finished second to a made-for-TV movie. In the mid-

1980s, ABC set a new record by paying $ 15 million 
for the right to air Ghostbusters, even though it had 
already played for two years in theaters and on pay 

cable. By 1989, however, the network's average movie 
licensing price had dipped to about $3 million, be-

cause throughout the 1980s home VCRs and pay 
cable had increasingly depleted the drawing power 
of most movies on television. 

Nevertheless, both broadcast and cable networks 
still pay huge fees for movie blockbusters, the big-
est theatrical hits.. These cost y super its usua y 

cannot earn back their full rental fees in advertising 

revenue for a television network, but their indirect 
rewards may justify the loss. Films are especially 

useful for clobbering the opposing broadcast net-
works during February and May sweep weeks, pe-
riods when ratings services collect viewing data in 
all the local markets. During the November sweeps, 
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EXHIBIT 12-2 Tough Issues on 
Television 

In prime lime shows such as L.A. Law, Ilia Street Blues, 
and Caney & Lacey, characters face difficult ethical de-
cisions and struggle with their ou 'n weaknesses that trig-
ger mistakes in juaginent at crucial moments. In L.A. Law, 
the characters laced frustrations and failures as well as 
moments of moral achievement. These are often viewed 
uith urr humor, creating multidimemional personalities 
that millions of viewers find nwohing L.A. Law appeak 
especially to young, upscale viewers, the group advertisers 
most want to read,. 

SOURCE: NBC, Inc. 

the networks focus on their new fall series, and in 
July the size of the summer audience rarely justifies 
blockbuster films. In February and May, however, 
the high name recognition and visibility of block-
buster films adds luster to a network's overall late-
season program schedule. 
The number of theatrical movies produced by 

the Hollywood studios declined in the 1970s as film 
production costs rose, but increased in the 1980s 

as cable networks demanded more programs. The 

pay-cable networks frequently outbid the broadcast 
networks for top-quality theatrical films, forcing the 
networks to turn to related program types: made-
for-TV movies and miniseries. Typically, a broadcast 
network's rental fee for a single showing of a major 
theatrical feature would more than pay' for making 
a brand-new, modest-budget feature designed for 
television. Sets, props, and locations need not be 
lavish because the small screen loses so much detail. 
With extravagant promotion, one well-known star 

supported by unknowns suffices. Made-for-TV mov-
ies often win audience ratings comparable to those 
of the most popular theatrical films. In some recent 
seasons, the top made-for-TV movies commanded 

higher audience shares than any televised theatrical 
movie that year. By 1990, two-thirds of network 
movies were in the made-for-TV category. They not 
only competed well against cable and independent 

station movies, but sometimes served as pilots for 
prospective network series. 
By the mid-1980s, the cable networks had also re-

acted to the scarcity and high cost of theatrical movies 
by starting to produce their own madefor-cahle fea-
ture films. Basic cable networks such as The Discov-
ery Network and CBN Family Network financed only 

documentaries and other low-budget programs, but 
the major pay-cable networks—I-1130, Showtime, and 
Disney—plunged into the financing of made-for-pa)' 
prime-time entertainment movies. Production con-

tracts give cable networks bremierir evdu- 717'71—y,the 
right to air the turns first. Subscribers' willingness to 
renew monthly pay-cable channels depends heavily 
on the lure of original programs. In addition, pay-ca-
ble networks invest increasingly in original dramatic 
series, musical variety shows, and nightclub comedy. 
Nevertheless, feature films remain pay cable's bread-
and-butter offering. Only by financing made-for-pay 
productions can they assure themselves a continuous 

stream of movies. 
Miniseries are Ion -form ro rams usually 8 o 

12 ours in lenutti, scheduled over successive nights. 

In 1977, Roots, a 14-hour adaptation of a best seller 
about the evolving role of blacks in American life 

since the time of slavery, as seen through one fam-
ily's eyes, started the trend. It surprised the experts 
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by drawing all-time-high audience shares, leading 
the networks to schedule miniseries in place of 
some blockbuster movies. Miniseries draw many 
viewers who do not normally watch series or mov-
ies on television, temporarily increasing the total 
number of households using television. Miniseries 
especially attract upscale professionals, compete well 
against cable movies, and can induce new viewers 
to sample other network programs.* 

Miniseries, theatrical features, and made-for-TV 
movies impose special scheduling requirements on 
the broadcast networks. They do best starting at 8:00 
P.N1. or 9:00 P.M., when audience size peaks. They do 
poorly starting on the half hour because by then 
many viewers have already committed themselves 
to watching other television programs. They also 
need compatible lead-in programs, a difficult re-
quirement because a movie slot's content and au-
dience appeal change from week to week as the 
movies change, and a miniseries lasts only a few 
weeks. Lead-in and lead-out shows normally last all 
season, and are chosen to mesh with the entire 
year's schedule rather than specifically blending with 
a brief miniseries or succession of movies with var-
ied appeals. See Exhibit 12-3 for ratings and au-
dience shares of recent popular miniseries. 

rograms f Public television once oc-
cupied a unique posi ion in a programming game 
dominated by commercial interests. It served as a 
catchall for the cultural and other minority-interest 

programming that the commercial broadcasting 
networks claimed they could not afford to schedule. 

*Although miniseries can cost a great deal ( War and Remem-
brance, aired in two parts in 1988 and 1989, was said to have 

cost $ 110 million for the series and promotion), they bring 

prestige and occasionally high ratings while tilling the large 

chunks of time once devoted to blockbuster movies. In spite of 

its large budget and cast of superstars, War and Remembrance 

did poorly in the ratings. On the other hand, Lonesome Doze, 

a western miniseries aired in four parts by CBS early in 1989, 

and produced at one-fifth the cost ( $20 million), attracted critical 

acclaim and exceptionally large audiences ( an average rat-

ing/share of 26/39). Western series programs have not been 

popular for decades, but Lonesome Dove had the benefit of 
outstanding writing and acting. 

Intellectually challenging drama, nature films, sci-
ence documentaries, and fine arts such as ballet and 
opera appeared almost exclusively on public tele-
vision. All this changed with the development of 
cultural cable networks. Several thematic cable ser-
vices specialize in programs of these types. As their 
reach increased, they bought up more and more of 
the specialized programs, leaving little that seemed 
exclusive to public television by the late 1980s. Bravo 
and Arts & Entertainment specialize in fine arts per-
formances and foreign drama and films with artistic 
appeal; The Discovery Channel specializes in nature 
films and science documentaries; CNN and C-SPAN 
provide extended news treatments. Prestigious, 
award-winning PBS series such as Masterpiece The-
atre, Great Performances, and Nova still made their 
mark, but public television lost its almost exclusive 
lock on such cultural programs. 

Public television's long-running showcase, Mas-
terpiece Theatre, gives Americans a glimpse of Brit-
ish video drama at its best. Scheduled as miniseries, 
historical programs based on real events became a 
mainstay of Masterpiece Theatre, starting in the 1970s 
with The First Churchills. Historical fiction, drawing 
on novels rather than the lives of real individuals, 
has proved even more popular. The most widely 
appealing series, Upstairs, Downstairs, detailed the 
doings of an Edwardian family ( upstairs) and its 
servants ( downstairs) for four successive seasons. 
Though some critics dismissed the series as merely 
high-class soap opera, Upstairs, Downstairs proba-
bly drew more viewers to public television than any 
other series with the exception of Sesame Street. 
Long after its original airing, the series continues 
to be popular in noncommercial syndication. Other 
adaptations from fiction on Masterpiece Theatre in-
clude Good-bye, Mr. Chips, Silas Marner, and David 
Copperfield. Journalist and critic Alistair Cooke in-
troduces Masterpiece Theatre episodes. Delivered 
with great charm and wit, these introductions es-
tablish continuity and context for the episodes of 
one of the most culturally satisfying entertainment 
programs ever to appear on American television. In 
the late 1980s, Australian producers began contri-
buting to Masterpiece Theatre with successes like A 
Town Like Alice, and more programs from other 
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EXHIBIT 12-3 Top-Rated Miniseries, 1977-1989 

Year Network Series Rating/Share 

1977 (ABC) 

1980 (NBC) 

1981 (ABC) 

1982 (CBS) 

1983 (ABC) 

1984 (CBS) 

1985 (ABC) 

1986 (CBS) 

1987 (CBS) 

1988 (ABC) 

1989 (CBS) 

Roots 

Shogun 

Masada 

Blue and Gray 

Thornbirds 

Master of the Game 

North and South 

32.6/51 

26.5/41 

25.9/39 

26.7/39 

26.0/38 

If Tomorrow Comes 

22.1/35 

I'll Take Manhattan 

22.9/35 

War and Remembrance 

18.6/29 

Lonesome Dove 

26.1/39 

The commercial networks have usually aired several miniseries each year since 
1977, the year that ABC's Roots captured the immense ratings and critical acclaim. 
Roots explored the history of author Alex Haley's family from the days of slavery 
to the present. The highest rated miniseries since have seldom attracted as many 
viewers as Roots. 

44.9/66 

41.9/59 

countries were expected to get their first U.S. ex-
posure on public television during the 1990s. 

PBS countered the criticism that too much public 
television fare came from Britain by developing 

Great Poformances, a showcase for major 
American playwrights and musicians, often taped 

live before theater audiences. These performances 

helped to build U.S. audiences for opera and ballet, 
making artists such as Sills, Pavarotti, Horne, and 

Baryshnikov familiar personalities in millions of 

American homes. Cable television's active compe-
tition for cultural programs, however, creates a 
growing shortage of such fare for showing by Amer-

ican public broadcasting. 
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Lpiversity Issue-s) One of the most persistent 
complaints about prime-time network program-
ming concerns its sameness, its lack of diversity as to 
program types, themes, plots, production styles, and 
sources. Program genres rise and fall in audience 
popularity and, perhaps more crucially, vary in their 
popularity with network programmers. Networks risk 
so much on each program series that they take the safe 
route of copying successful shows again and again 
until each particular fad runs its course and another 
replaces it. Thus, spinoffs and clones reduce prime-
time essentially to sitcoms, crime dramas, and mov-
ies. The networks' homogenizing influence also 
affects production styles; programs from one pro-
duction company look much like those from an-
other. Yet programmers desperately seek novelty. 
This seeming paradox comes from wanting to be 
different without taking chances. Occasionally, new 
ideas escape the network straitjacket, resulting in 
successes that surprise the programmers. The Cosby 
Show, one such surprise, became far more popular 
than industry experts originally predicted. 

Cable television has brought only a limited in-
crease in diversity. Several of the most popular cable 
networks seek the same mass appeal as the broad-
cast networks, following similar selection and 
scheduling practices on smaller budgets. USA Net-
work, for example, treats dayparts like a broadcast 
network, scheduling reruns of broadcast network 
shows such as Miami Vice and Murder, She Wrote 
in prime time. Lifetime, a women-oriented cable 

network, obtained off-network shows such as Spen-
ser for Hire and The Days and Nights of Molly Dodd 
for access and prime time. Needing more original 
programs, Lifetime commissioned additional epi-
sodes of Dodd, and the pay-cable network Show-
time ordered more episodes of Brothers, but this 
practice only generates more episodes of program 
types already available to broadcast television view-
ers. Several specialized cable channels, however, 
expand on subject matter formerly only available 
in brief snippets on broadcast newscasts and en-
tertainment programs. The Weather Channel, CNN 
Headline News, MTV, C-SPAN, and shopping ser-
vices, for example, increase viewers' program choices 
at any hour. 

Non-Prime-Time Entertainment 

Non-prime-time breaks down into dayparts--early 
mornings, daytime, late night, and weekends—each 
of which carries a characteristic type of network 
program. Networks fill the early morning daypart 
with newscasts and talk, and weekends with sports, 
both discussed later. Soaps, games, and talk shows 
dominate daytime television just as they once dom-
inated daytime radio. The late night period consists 
mostly of talk and comedy/variety programs. CBS 
once tried large blocks of movies in late night, then 
turned to series reruns; NBC introduced the com-
edy/variety series Saturday Night Live as far back as 
1975. Music videos appeared in late night on week-
ends in the 1980s, filling extended network night-
time hours. 

Although the broadcast networks put their best 
creative efforts into prime-time programming, the 
more stereotyped daytime programs yield a higher 
profit margin. Their extraordinary high production 
costs and their smaller number of commercial min-
utes make prime-time shows less efficient earners 
than daytime shows. ABC, for example, earns an 
estimated 25 percent of its revenues and 40 percent 
of its profits from daytime programming. 

Soa 0 e Among serialized drama formats, 
the soap opera (so called because in radio days, 
soap companies often owned and sponsored them) 
is the classic case of frugal expenditure of program 
resources. Notorious for the snail-like pace of their 
plots, these daytime serials use every tactic of delay 
to drag out the action of each episode. Soaps exactly 
suit low-cost television production because entire 
episodes often take place in a single location, in-
volving only camera switches from face to face as 
actors utter emotionally laden dialogue. In the 1970s, 
the sponsors lengthened soaps from a half-hour to 
one-hour (doubling episode length increases pro-
duction cost relatively little). 

In recent years, soap-opera writers have accel-
erated plot development and risked plots dealing 

with once-taboo topics. Contemporary viewers ap-
parently have less patience and more tolerance than 
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their parents did. Drugs, social diseases, and family 
violence, once unmentionable, have become reg-
ular elements in such soaps as The Young and the 
Restless and General Hospital. Women and mem-
bers of minority groups began appearing in more 
varied roles in the mid-1970s, although the distri-
bution of occupations, races, and sex roles by no 
means reflects society's actual norms More women 
characters in modern soaps have upper-income 
professions (medicine and law, with lots of free time 
for romantic involvements) than in society at large. 
Racial minorities remain underrepresented and re-
stricted in their social interactions, though Gener-

ations, a trailblazing soap featuring close relations 
between a black family and a white family, emerged 

on NBC in 1989. 
Controversial topics and new social roles in soap 

operas have been encouraged by changes in audi-
ence composition. Male viewership increased to over 
10 percent of the audience. Generations (Exhibit 
12-4) aimed at attracting the 20 percent of soap 
audiences who are black. General Hospital in the 
late 1970s and early 1980s and The Young and the 
Restless in the mid-1980s stimulated a faddish in-
terest on the part of younger viewers. ABC launched 
My Time for .Vle during the summer of 1988 to lure 
young viewers during the school vacation. On-air, 
promotion for NBC's Santa Barbara targeted the 
15 percent of the 6 million daily soap watchers aged 
15 to 24 years, trying to get the soap habit ingrained 
early. Still, the core of the soap opera audience 
remains housewives, an ideal target for manufac-
turers of household products, but a diminishing 
group as more women join the workforce. The ex-
traordinary loyalty of dedicated soap opera viewers 
of any age makes them a favored commercial target. 
As intense in their dedication as sports fans, they 
support several fan magazines, avidly attend shop-
ping center appearances of soap opera stars, and 
choose newspapers that give daily summaries of 

soap opera plots. 
The loyalty of soap opera fans creates its own 

hazards for programmers, however. Although mil-
lions of Americans watch the Summer Olympics 

every four years, other millions stick to their ha-
bitual daytime viewing. To forestall an outcry from 

EXHIBIT 12-4 Generations 

A new daytime drama launched in 1.989, Gencratiuns 

tracks the family lives and careers of two intertwined 
Chicago families, the Marshal& and the Whitmores. The 

two families' links go back several generations: now, at-
torney Rebecca Whitmore bas helped entrepreneur Henry 
Marshall launch Manhall's Ice Cream, a successful  chain 

offive stores. The program reflects hou, people's lives today 

deer from those of their grandparents and mirrors our 
changing times in the format of a realistic, wntemporan, 

drama. 

SOURCE: NBC, Inc. 

soap fans, the network that fills its days with Olym-
pic events must insert special short versions of its 
most popular daily soaps with cliff-hanger endings, 

or risk losing viewers to the competing soaps. And 
the opposing networks take advantage of the irreg-
ularity of daytime programming during Olympic 
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telecasts to launch their newest daytime efforts, hop-
ing to snare displaced daytime viewers. 
The most important afternoon hour on broadcast 

network television starts at 3:00 P.M., when viewing 
reaches its highest daytime level. At that hour, young 
children returning from school swell the stay-at-
home audience. Network revenues depend heavily 
on the program scheduled at this hour. Daytime 
programs air about seven minutes more commer-
cials than prime-time programs, allowing as many 
as sixteen commercial breaks in each hour. Con-
stant switching of soap-opera plot lines from the 
doings of one character to those of another accom-
modates this large number of interruptions. As of 
the late 1980s, a gain of a single rating point was 
worth about $50 million annually in the daytime 
and as much as $65 million in prime time.* 
The broad-appeal cable services such as Lifetime, 

superstation WTBS, USA Network, The Nashville 
Network, and CBN Family Network have yet to de-
velop daytime soap operas that command the loyalty 
inspired by their broadcast counterparts. CBN made 

the most sustained attempt to launch a family-
oriented soap opera, but it failed to capture an 
audience, perhaps because the program's reli-
giously inspired "family" orientation inhibited its 
producers from dealing with the controversial sub-
jects that seem essential to successful contemporary 
soaps. 

Broadcast soap operas (as well as game and talk 
genres) have their counterparts on ethnic and 
foreign-language cable networks. For example, 
Univisión and Telemundo, two competing Spanish-

language cable and broadcast networks, carry tele-
novelas, soap operas that reach tens of millions of 
Flispanics.t 

'These figures refer to the value of ratings increases on one 

network at the expense of the other two full-service broadcast 

networks: increases in network ratings that come from cable 
television audience losses or from growth in the number of 
viewers overall have much less direct monetary value to the 

broadcast networks ( see discussion of shares and ratings in Chap-
ter 14 ). 

+Telenovelas ( or nordas I differ from American soaps by ending 
in a few months rather than enduring for decades. They often 
serve mass educational as well as entertainment purposes. Typ-

Games Another classic parsimonious format, au-
dience-participation game shows, became a staple 
of network radio more than a half century ago. One 
of the cheapest formats, they cost little in time, tal-
ent, effort, and money, once a winning formula has 
been devised. Game shows have the advantage over 
soap operas of limiting talent expenses to the host's 
salary and, in some cases, fees for show-business 
personalities, who usually work for minimum union 
scale for the publicity value of appearing on the 

show. Many games capitalize on the inexhaustible 
supply of amateurs willing to show off their abili-
ties—or simply make fools of themselves. Most games 
run the half-hour length favored by the syndication 
market because it fits into an access slot and enables 
flexible scheduling. 

During the 1980s, television game shows changed 
hosts and gimmicks with great frequency but con-
tinued to occupy a substantial portion of daytime 
network and syndicated television. By 1990, a new 
period of relative stability had been reached; old 
favorites among game shows earned higher ratings 
than new entries. A few games have great endur-
ance. Hollywood Squares, for example, has been 
around since 1966 in various forms, first on a net-
work, then in syndication. The Price Is Right started 
on network television in 1956, appearing on and 
off in daytime and prime time and in syndication 
in 30-minute and 60-minute versions. 
Game shows now turn up on almost every cable 

network: MTV has Remote Control; The Nashville 
Network has country music quizzes; and ESPN has 
sports trivia such as Scholastic Sports America, pit-
ting panels of college students from two universities 
against each other. USA Network blocks several hours 
daily with old game shows such as Tic Tac Dough 
and The Gong Show. Many modern game shows 
such as Family Feud use frivolous questions, often 
with risqué overtones. But the hit game show 
Jeopardy uses the older pattern of genuinely knowl-
edgeable contestants armed with extensive mem-
ories. Its unique gimmick is to demand that 

ically, they instruct in socially desirable family behaviors and 

values, such as child care, husband/wife conflict resolution, and 
birth control. 
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contestants come up with questions to the answers 
already given by the MC instead of answers to the 
MC's questions. The top game hit of the 1980s, Wheel 
of Fortune (Exhibit 12-5), benefits both from the 
suspense element of the wheel's unpredictable 
stopping places and from the winning talent corn-
bination of MC Pat Sajak and his assistant, Vanna 
White. She won celebrity for a unique talent—that 
of " letter turner." Her primary role is simply to look 
beautiful while turning blocks on a board displaying 
the letters that contestants choose in their efforts to 
complete the words of a phrase or title. 
A handful of specialists produce most of the suc-

cessful broadcast and syndicated game shows. 
Go(xlson-Todman Productions, for example, grosses 
more that: $50 million a year from game shows. 
Mark Goodson, the surviving member of the team 
formed in 1946. has pointed out that "soap operas 
and game shows are the greatest indigenous tele-
vision forms. and they are alike in one important 
way There are no endings. They go on and on and 
on" ( quoted in Buckley, 1979). 
Game-show profitability also hinges on enhanced 

commercial content. The giveaway format justifies 
supplementing the normal 16 minutes or so of ad-
vertising spots with additional short plugs for ad-
vertisers who donate prizes. Some advertisers even 
pay cash fees to gain brief visual and auditory plugs 
for their products. The television giveaway business 
supports several compranies specializing as prize 
brokers, called schlockmeisters in the trade. They 
handle the collecting, warehousing, and dispatching 
of game-show prize merchandise. The advertiser 
pays the broker 40 percent of the retail value of the 
prizes. The prizes—whether cash or merchandise— 
come from the advertisers, costing the program pro-
ducers nothing. 
The broadcast networks schedule game shows in 

the late morning. Basid cable services such as WTBS 
and USA Network usually counterprogram with off-
network situation comedy reruns; then cable turns 
this formula around, counterprogramming the 
broadcast networks' afternoon soaps with syndi-

cated first-run game shows or movies. In addition, 
affiliates typically purchase first-run game shows to 
schedule in access time. Some cable subscribers can 

EXHIBIT 12-5 Wheel of Fortune 

An example of a bier utilized program, Wheel of For-
tune, aired first on daytime network television, then in a 

.first-run syndicated version, and finally as an off network 
show syndicated to stations. Hostess Vanna White. looking 

beautifid in glamorous clothes del, turns letters of the 

alplxibet as requested by game contestants. Co-host Pat 
Sajaiis attempt in 1989 to become a talk show host did 

not succeed. 

SOURCE Courtesy King Worid Productions. 

see different versions of Wheel of Fortune several 
times daily (network, off-network, and first-run syn-
dicated versions), illustrating the enormou.s popu-
larity and durability of this hit game show. Every 
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year, program prognosticators pronounce the death 
of Wheel, so far prematurely. Just in case, however, 
producers trot out dozens of new game-show ideas 
annually, hoping to hit upon the next invincible 
game. 

Network TV Talk In the 1950s programmers 

began extending network television into hitherto 
unprogrammed early morning and late evening 

hours, an extremely radical move at the time. 
"Morning television was available here and there," 
wrote a chronicler of the Today program, "but 
watching it was a taboo.... It was acceptable to lis-

ten to morning radio, but like sex and alcohol, tele-
vision was deemed proper only after sundown" (Metz, 

1977: 33). Throughout the 1980s, the Today show 
shared the 7:00 AM. to 9:00 AM. morning spotlight 

with the CBS Morning News ( in various guises) and 
ABC's successful Good Morning America. Like NBC's 

program, Good Morning America adopted a variant 
of the magazine format, using informational talk as 
a primary ingredient. But CBS Morning Neus coun-
terprogrammecl by sticking closer to hard news in 
a traditional news format. 

Although early morning programs also use the 
talk format, NBC's Tonight, a post-prime-time of-

fering, is the quintessential network talk show. The 
television critic Les Brown called Tonight "the pre-
mier desk and sofa show" ( 1982: 430). Tonight started 

in 1954 as a showcase for the comic talents of Steve 
Allen. After a series of other hosts, including Jack 
Paar, Johnny Carson took over in 1962, becoming 
the perennial leader in late-night ratings. In 1979, 

after 17 years of monologues and interviews, Carson 

became restless and threatened to leave the show. 
Incredible though it may seem, considering that 

Carson's talent is virtually indefinable and his main 
previous experience had been as emcee of a quiz 

show, his threat shook both the NBC network and 
its parent company, RCA. According to estimates at 
the time, as much as 20 percent of NBC's income 
came from the 90-minute Tonight show; advertisers 
paid $25,000 for a 30-second ad reaching Carson's 
15 million plus viewers. By 1979 Carson ranked as 
the highest-paid performer in telévision, with a sal-
ary reported to be on the order of $3 million a year. 

In 1980 he signed a new three-year contract, re-
portedly at $5 million a year. When this contract 
was renewed in 1983, according to rumors his pre-

vious salary was doubled, and it has stayed at about 
that extraordinary level ever since. 

Even more than the soap opera, Carson's type of 
talk show may qualify as a format unique to broad-

casting. The British critic and playwright Kenneth 
Tynan pointed out that despite Carson's singular 
achievement in American television, many lesser 
pop-culture personalities have won far more atten-
tion in other countries. "The job at which he excels," 
said Tynan, "is virtually unexportable.... Most of 
what happens on the show would be incompre-

hensible or irrelevant to foreign audiences, even if 
they were English-speaking" ( 1979: 114). 

That Carson has a unique quality seems evident 
from the fact that efforts to compete with him have 
always fallen flat. During his frequent absences from 
the show ( in accordance with his extremely liberal 
contract), replacement emcees never equal Car-

son's audience share. The emergent Fox network 
had the temerity to lure away his most successful 

fill-in host, Joan Rivers, in 1987, scheduling her against 
Carson in a clone of Tonight. Predictably, her show 

proved a dud, lasting only a few months. 

Cable television also takes advantage of the low 
production cost and flexibility of talk shows. Life-
time, for example, specializes in talk programs, car-
rying a dozen or so on health, consumer services, 
and the like. One well-publicized afternoon show, 

Attitudes, features two fashionable but zany women 
in an informal talk format that concentrates on fash-
ion, beauty aids, and personal problems of women 

in their thirties and forties. On Sundays, Lifetime 
devotes its schedule entirely to medical programs, 
both talk/interviews and documentaries, aimed at 

physicians and other medical practitioners. In ad-
dition to Larry King Live, CNN regularly schedules 

talk shows on money management, as well as news 
interviews and discussions, the best known of which 

is Crossfire, an always acrimonious debate between 
opinionated opponents on hot political controver-
sies. The religious networks rely heavily on inspi-
rational talk programs, and sports channels on sports 

talk segments and interview shows. 
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Music Videos '\ Television paid little attention to 
popular music until 1981, when Warner Amex Sat-
ellite Entertainment Corporation formed Music 
Television (MW), a basic cable network. MW quickly 
became a 24-hour rock-video powerhouse. Videos 
are visual accompaniments to songs. Originally in-
tended to promote record sales, they are now a 
television genre in their own right. Singers and per-
formers act out song lyrics, interpret them, provide 
symbolic counterpoints, or otherwise create imag-
inative visual accompaniments for songs. As pro-
motional tools, many videos come free of charge 
to any stations or networks that will play them. They 
have the added advantage of long-term reusability. 
But in 1984, MW changed the ground rules by pay-
ing for exclusive rights to Michael Jackson's first 
Thriller video. MW contracts for exclusive early 
windows (periods of availability) for the videos pro-
duced by several major record companies. In a barter 
arrangement, MTV offers free advertising time to 
the participating record companies. This strategy 
demolished music videos as a source of free pro-
gramming, setting a precedent for network and sta-
tion barter deals, trading commercial airtime for 
video programming. 

N1TV gained much influence with performers and 
record companies. The 24-hour availability of its 
program service and its tightly controlled song se-
lection and rotation enabled it to target precise age 
groups. MTV targets teens and young adults aged 
14 to 24, and its sister service, Video Hits One, 
targets adults aged 25 to 49. MTV's success had wide 
ramifications. Prime-time network programs, nota-
bly Miami Vice, added prominent musical elements. 
Competitors for the cable rock audience emerged, 
including local and regional rock video services, 
syndicated video countdowns and dance shows, and 

cable networks playing music videos other than rock, 
such as Country Music Television ( CMTV). Even the 
broadcast networks scheduled MTV clones, espe-
cially in the weekend late-night time period. 

By the mid-1980s, music videos on television had 
eaten into rock radio stations' audiences and threat-
ened a key assumption about television's advertis-
ing practices. Several suiveys indicated that most 
respondents aged 12 tc;q4 preferred MW to a radio, 

and most young people in cabled homes said they 
always turned to MW during commercial breaks in 
other television programs (Coleman, 1983: 60). Ra-
dio counterattacked by reaching out to rock music 
lovers in cars, at work, on the beach, while jogging 
with headphones, and so on. However, the grazing 
habits of television viewers with remote controls 
undermine the effectiveness of standard advertising 
practices such as clustering several spots in program 
breaks. A music video provides the perfect-length 
alternative to enduring the spots in a program's 
commercial break. In response, advertisers coun-
teracted the lessened effectiveness of television spots 
by spreading their advertising budgets more widely, 
including a variety of media buys, thus weakening 
broadcast television's economic support. 

Hoine Shop Since many people find in-
person . . iing entertaining, it follows that tele-
vision programs devoted to remote shopping ought 
to attract audiences. Home Shopping Network and 
its several clones cable networks capitalized on this 
assumption, with instant success. They market pop-
ular consumer items, such as clothing, jewelry, home 
appliances, and novelty ware, claiming that bulk 
purchasing and low sales cost enable them to mark 
down prices dramatically. Cable s s car ing 
shopping network receive percentage of each sale 
dinsummated in their service areas.  
--Ibis Type-reprogram represented a radical break 
with the broadcasting tradition, which used to hold 
that audiences could be asked to accept the intru-
sion of a small amount of advertising into their 
homes in exchange for a large amount of enters 
tainment ancrinformation uncontaminated by com-
mercialism. The pre-deregulation FCC took pains 
to maintain this arm's-length relationship by pc: • 
nalizing stations for "program-length commer-
cials"—programs that so interweave commercial and 
noncommercial content that audiences cannot tell 
one from the other. The FCC reasoned that a broad-
cast station that devoted programs to advertising full 
time violated the public interest by displacing nor-
mal program functions. 

Cable systems, however, can devote one or more 
channels to program-length commercials without 
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denying subscribers normal program services on 
its other channels. Protected by deregulation, even 
some broadcast stations run syndicated home shop-
ping programs, although broadcasting networks have 
not yet departed that far from the public-service 
tradition. 

Í12.3  
Network Sports Programs 

' For en i.---Ei-ii-F-------: ft,Lsts, spos give television and radio ideal 
subjects: real-life events that occur on predictable 
schedules and nevertheless are full of dramatic sus-
pense. For the general audience, however, fictional 
drama and comedy have a wider appeal. Only a few 
play-off events, such as .1..iper Bowl football and 
World Series baseball. rank amon2 the 4-li_rrILlulit 
prortaina_auLthee,e_hume_plements of oneantry 
_ancilipicalitïihat_appeal-w-itlawaider_audience than 
year-mum] ÇpQr-eg fans. 
Audience research suggests that more than half 

of the public watches professional football on tele-
vision at least occasionally (Exhibit 12-6). Next in 
popularity come professional baseball and basket-
ball, then big-stakes tennis and golf; after that the 
number of viewers falls off abruptly, with relatively 
few watching such sports as auto racing, soccer, and 

bowling, although enough watch to keep such events 
on network schedules. Network television strate-
gists value sporrs progfers- mainly because tbey _ 
tárget the snicidle-clasç male ¡null), which is not 
well reached by most other programs. Their appeal 
to such elusive consumers enables sports programs 
to command higher-than-normal advertising rates. 

In the late 1960s, ABC's search for differentiation 
from its rival networks led to an all-out emphasis 
on sports. ABC pioneered the weekend sports an-
thology with its Wide World of Sports in 1961. By 
combining highlights of several sports events into 
a single program, the anthology genre avoids boring 
audiences with over-long coverage of minor sports 
or games that have only regional appeal. Even such 
esoteric sports as surfing and cliff diving receive 
coverage. ABC also introduced such novelties as 
instant replay, the controversial commentary of 

Howard Cosell, Monday Night Football starting in 
1970, and extensive Olympic coverage. A decade 
after ABC introduced the genre, The Nashville Net-
work adapted the sports anthology to a country-
music cable audience, originating such shows as 
American Sports Cavalcade and Celebrity Outdoors. 
Most sports programs on broadcast television, how-
ever, consist of live contests between teams. 

Weekend and Prime-Time Programs By 
1990, television rights payments exceeded a billion 
dollars annually for on-the-spot coverage of sports 
events. In the early 1980s, the three major television 
networks paid $2.2 billion for a five-year deal with 
the National Football League (NFL) for the rights to 
selected professional games. In the mid-1980s, how-
ever, the broadcast networks learned the bitter les-
son of cable television's impact on audiences. In 
this period, the once impregnable ratings for 
professional and college football declined as sports 
fans began to divide their attention among dozens 
of televised games. The networks responded in three 
ways: by diversifying into cable ownership (gaining 
outlets for sports and other original program-
ming), by seeking exclusive rights to regular-season 

games accompanied by limits on competing local 
and regional telecasts of games ( raising ratings 
for the national service), and by purchasing rights 
to sports mega-events for their image and promo-
tional value. 

Increasing its overall share of sports program-
ming in 1984, ABC purchased the outstanding shares 
of ESPN origina v ntertainment and S orts Pro-- 
gram Network), an all-sports basic cable network 
founded in 1980. ESPN became profitable by 1985 
after Nabisco bought a part interest, enabling ESPN 

to purchase the rights to more popular sporting 
events. This 24-hour cable network carries first-rank 
sports events, including NFL football and major 
league baseball. It provides full-length coverage of 
events that ABC cannot schedule in their entirety. 
This pairing of broadcast and cable networks en-
hances their bidding power for rights to sports events. 
Following the ABC/ESPN success, in 1989 NBC also 
moved into basic cable, purchasing Tempo TV and 
SportsChannel America (jointly with Cablevision) to 
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EXHIBIT 12-6 Audience Interest in Televised Sports 

Percentage of U.S. Adults Viewing 

Pro Football 

Major League Baseball 

College Football 

Boxing 

College Basketball 

Pro Basketball 

Pro Wrestling 

Bowling 

Tennis 

Auto Racing 

22% 

21% 

20% 

17% 

17% 

16% 

15% 

Professional football and baseball always capture the biggest eons audiences on 
television. Sports do best on weekend dais: they usually do less well in ratings than 
entertainment series when scheduled in prime time. 

37% 

36% 

create supplementary news and sports outlets on 
cable television for NBC. SportsChannel America 
introduced high school sports to national television 

in 1990, an innovative step which, if successful, could 
greatly expand the pool of televisable events. 
The growth of sports on other cable networks, 

such as HBO, USA Network, The Nashville Network, 

and Univisión, as well as the superstations and re-
gional pay sports networks, has been a major factor 
in reducing the value to the broadcast networks of 
all hut exceptional or exclusive sports events. Com-

binations of sports-carrying cable networks reach, 
in the aggregate, more than half of all television 

homes with large numbers of events, decreasing 

the broadcast networks' interest in carrying regular-

season sports. Typically, national broadcasters now 
carry the end-of-season playoffs and championship 
games, leaving regular season events to cable net-
works and local broadcasters. CBS, however, sur-
prised the television industry by spending more 
than $ 1 billion on major league baseball rights for 
the early 1990s and $243 million for the 1992 Winter 
Olympics—since CBS had not carried baseball for 

decades and last televised an Olympics in 1960 (Ex-
hibit 12-7). From 1990 to 1993, CBS will televise 
12 regular-season major league baseball games, the 
All-Star Game, both league championship series, 
and the World Series. Carrying these events will 
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EXHIBIT 12-7 U.S. Television's Rights Fees for Summer Olympics 

1960 (CBS) 

1964 (NBC) 

1968 (ABC) 

1972 (ABC) 

1976 (ABC) 

1980 (NBC) 

1984 (ABC) 

1988 (NBC) 

1992 (NBC) 

Rome, Italy 

$394,000 

Tokyo, Japan 

$1.5 mil. 

Mexico City, Mexico 
$4.5 mil. 

Munich, West Germany 
$7.5 mil. 

Montreal, Canada 
$25 mil. 

Moscow, U.S.S.R. 
$87 mil. 

Los Angeles, U.S.A. 

Seoul, South Korea 

Barcelona, Spain 

$225 mil. 

The rights-cost for televising the Summer Olympics has risen a thousaneld since 

1960. The network winnning the nets also has large production costs, and not 

all of the programming will be timed ideally for US. prime-time viewing. Because 

of the cost increase, NBC agreed to share olympic programming with ESPN in 

1992. 

$300 mil. 

$401 mil. 

give the CBS network the prestigious sports image 
held by ABC and then NBC in the 1970s and 1980s. 
CBS protected its position by demanding exclusive 
rights to baseball on weekends and most week-
nights, prohibiting cable networks, superstations, 

and local broadcast services from competing for the 
baseball viewer. Thus, CBS hoped to sustain its au-
dience share (Exhibit 12-8). 

Mega-events in the sporting world attract adult 
audiences that otherwise view little television. The 
0 mes, for exa pie, attract millinof 
ligtt_Lelevision viewers who are especially inter-

ested in some aspect of the quadrennial event. This 
access to these infrequent viewers makes the Olym-
pics a valuable showcase for promotional spots for 

regular prime-time programs. The networks pay far 
more for the Olympics than they can recoup in 

advertising revenues to enhance their worldwide 
images, to keep the premier events off cable and 
competing broadcast outlets, and to use the Olym-
pics as a vehicle for promoting other programs. 

Annual mega-events such as the Super Bowl and 
World Series serve the same functions, especially 

because they normally occur just as the broadcast 
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EXHIBIT 12-8 Changing Network Sports Competition 

R99 
Summer 
Olvmpirs 

A 

NCAA 

NFL 

1970 

rAd\Winter q99 Olympk s 

World 
Series 

Playoffs 

Regular 
Season 

NCAA 
Toumarnent 

NCAA 
Regular 
Season 

NFL NFL 

1980 

World g 
Series 

PLW''Íf'` g 
Kegslar 

Fekn l,ar tan IAil‘ ainent 

NCAA 1 
NCAA Regular \HA • 

NFL ".. NFL NFL 

NBC e 

NCAA 

1990 

Summer 
Rseetu!anr 

NCAA 

NFL 

NC-AA 
Regular 

\s„. - Season 

NFL 

\ Inter 

Mayon. 

• N( 
; I °ornament 

• N( •1; 
' Regular 
season 

'! " A 

NCAA 

NFL 

During the 1960s ABC carried more sports programming than the other networks. 

NBC increased its sports coverage in the 1970s and 1980s, outbidding ABC fbr 
key events such as the 1980 and 1990 Summer Olympics. CBS stayed out of serious 

contention for sports viewers and sports advertising dollars for tuo decades. To 
improve its image with viewers and advertisers, CBS topped all network records 

in sports rights purchases for the 1990s. 

NBC 

SOURCES: William Oscar Johnson and William Taffee, "A Whole New Game," Sports Illustrated, Dec. 26, 1988-Jan. 2, 1989, 

pp. 34-36. Logos courtesy their respective organizations. 

networks add new shows to their fall and winter 

lineups. 

Sports on Pay Cable Because costs for rights 
continue to rise, sports events are slowly migrating 
to pay cable, although basic services like ESPN and 
ven-Bs will remain major sports carriers for the fore-
seeable future. Some professional teams have been 
highly successful with home market distribution on 
pay channels, although several other attempts at 
regional pas' sports channels have failed. These fail-
ures led sports promoters to smaller but safer dis-
tribution patterns. NHL hockey, for example, can be 
seen only on pay cable and only in the eastern states. 

Events such as championship boxing and thor-
oughbred horse racing, which appeal strongly to 
relatively small but intensely devoted and willing-
to-pay audiences, can be profitably scheduled on 
national pay-per-view television. Pay-per-view pro-
grams, seen only by means of addressable cable 
technology in homes, bars, and hotels, have proved 
lucrative for certain sporting events. More and more 

special events, particularly horse and car races, will 
move to pay-per-view in the coming decade, re-
ducing the general public's access to these events. 
In 1990, over half of homes had cable service, hut 
only 12 percent of all homes had pay-per-view. Al-
though these numbers will rise, a large percentage 
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of homes will never have cable service, nor will 
most people have access to pay-per-view in the 1990s. 

Scheduling Problems The seasonal nature of 
sports events and the limited control that stations 
and networks have over them give rise to sched-
uling complications. ABC made a daring innovation 
when it scheduled football in network prime time 
in 1969. It risked a long stretch of extremely valu-
able time on a single program with only selective 
audience appeal. Moreover, once football ended, 
replacement programs, preferably with similar au-
dience appeal, had to be found, since much of the 
nonfootball audience had committed itself to view-
ing elsewhere. 

All three broadcast networks fill weekend days 
with live sporting events but try to keep them out 
of prime time, except for ABC's Monday nights. 
Football scheduling is uncomplicated: wilmge  fûQ-
ball games appear on Saturdays; professional NFL 

football appears on Sundays on two networks, which  
Lill52_•riats.2.v.era,e_of_the_moes; and in the 

fall,  ABC carries prnfeçcinnal football games on  
Monday nets. In the late 1980s, ESPN also carried 
a package of late-season NFL games and college 
games on weekends, generally those the commer-
cial broadcast networks did not want. Gaining the 
rights to these games, however, greatly enhanced 
ESPN's stature with advertisers and audiences, giv-
ing it the image of a major sports power. Profes-
sional NBA and NCAA college basketball playoffs 
and championships appear on the broadcast net-
works on weeknights during the spring, but oth- . 
erwise, etball a ears mostl on Turner-owned 
networks and other superstations (WTBS carries 
Manta Hawks games, for examplè) and regional 
cable services. Baseball causes more complications 
because of the large number of televised games. 

Basketball and baseball present messier prob-
lems than football to television network schedulers. 
There are too many games and most of them are 
on weekdays and weeknights. Each professional 
baseball team plays 162 regular season games, and 
each NBA basketball team plays 82 regular-season 
games; each professional football team, however, 

plays only 16 regular league games. The broadcast 
networks thus can carry professional football games 
because the events can be conveniently scheduled 
on Sundays and Monday nights. However, only a 
few regular-season baseball games appear on the 
broadcast networks. ABC and NBC carried major 
league games mostly on Monday nights and week-
ends in the late 1980s, at a financial loss because 
the ratings generated less revenue than the rights 
cost. Nonetheless, CBS picked up major league 
baseball rights for 1990-1993, scheduling carriage 

mostly on weekends. Generally, regular season sports 
get lower ratings than entertainment programs in 
prime time but capture the largest audiences on 
weekends. Thus, in rights contract negotiations, the 
networks bid for weekend events but avoid com-
mitments toCarry weeknight games (except, as al-
ways, ABC on Monday nights). 

['Issues in Tel  vised Seort—sl Paradoxically, ca-
e te evision both increases the amount of tele-

vised sports by expanding the number of services 
carrying games, minor sporting events, and sports-
related programs, and decreases viewer access to 
those events. When games migrate from the broad-
cast networks to basic cable, they reach just over 
half of American homes; games that shift to pay 
cable can be seen by even fewer viewers. The loss 
of the supposed right to see certain games on "free" 
broadcast television generates hot debate...The.s.2urts, 
however have sided with free enterprise, treating 
5 ortin mmodity to be 
mnrketed to_the owners advantage. 

Television also has an impact on event scheduling 
and how some games are played. Stations and net-
work sometimes try to overcome the unpredicta-

bility of sports events by staging them expressly for 
television. Few quibble about such obvious enter-
tainment events as the NBA NI-Stars, Legends of 
Basketball (or baseball), and the like, but more sub-
tle manipulations have raised questions. 
Two problematic television-imposed practices are 

delaying starting times to permit viewing on both 
coasts and scheduling late-evening double-headers. 

Many games are played under lights on the East 
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coast to maximize western audiences. Even more 
controversial are the 9:30 P.M. starts for college bas-
ketball games so that ESPN can carry double-head-
ers on weekends. Indiana's coach Bob Knight has 
repeatedly denounced schedules that return college 
students to their dorms at 2 or 3 KM. on school 

nights. 
Another questionable practice is the arbitrary cre-

ation of time-outs for commercial breaks. Referees 
call such time-outs about every 10 minutes to ac-
commodate advertising spots with football and bas-
ketball games. Artificial breaks can interrupt a team's 
momentum and adversely affect coaching strategies. 
Sports historian Benjamin Rader contends that tele-
vision's need to attract occasional viewers has led 
to sports rule-changes for the sake of generating 
continuous excitement at the expense of the tra-
ditional balance between offensive and defensive 
strategies ( Rader, 1985). NCAA rulernakers, for ex-
ample, introduced the three-point shot in college 
basketball, a dramatic offensive effort that permits 
quick score changes in games that would otherwise 
tend toward balanced scoring—and perhaps dull 

television. 
Still another type of sports manipulation affects 

the choice of games televised. Rights holders and 
game schedulers sometimes agree at the last minute 

to delay the start of a game in order to sign up more 
stations or cable systems. The financial interest in 
large audiences generates pressure to create last-
minute sports windows during which large numbers 
of stations and/or systems can be assembled.* More 
commonly, however, blackout rules affect game car-
riage by mandating sell-outs before local television 
stations may acquire coverage rights Television sta-
tions and sponsors sometimes short-circuit the 

The term sports window differs slightly from feature film win-
dow mentioned in Exhibit 11-4. The sports term refers to events 
that are not initially scheduled for broadcasi or cable showing, 
but that become last-minute television fare when, for a variety 
of reasons, a sufficient number of stations and/or regional cable 
networks make time available. This occurs when a particular 
player achieves special notoriety, an underdog team has a long 
winning streak, or a game is unexpectedly sold out at the last 

minute. 

blackout rules by buying up the remaining tickets 
when a game is a few thousand short of a sell-out. 

Ethical questions also arise because teams and 
sports associations insist on controlling the hiring 
of play-by-play and color announcers. This practice 
raises the issue of whether sports-events broadcasts 
are news, public relations, or entertainment. Con-
sumer-oriented sports fans assert that broadcasters 
surrender control over their sports coverage be-
cause they need to please the people who govern 
the sale of coverage rights. A pre-deregulation FCC 
conducted an inquiry into biased sports reporting, 
reminding broadcasters that they have "a respon-
sibility to refrain from engaging in or permitting 
others to engage in substantial deceptions or 
suppression of facts" in sports coverage ( 48 FCC 2d 

237, 1974). 
Television's tremendous impact on players' ex-

orbitant salaries and widespread substance abuse 
create much larger concerns. During the 1970s, only 
a few superstars made salaries in the millions of 
dollars. As salaries have increased, the press has 
focused more attention on millionaire players, no 

longer hiding misdeeds like substance abuse and 
gambling. The widely acknowledged existence of 

racism in major sports, especially in coaching and 
management positions, also causes concern. In col-
lege sports, attention focuses on the low graduation 
rate of players, the frequent manipulation of college 
and NCAA rules, and event sponsorship by beer 

companies. 

Most te evisi rogr cognized gen-
res such as those already discussed: situation com-
edies, movies, soap operas, game shows, sports, and 
so on. The d2ildreL'oraim-catmly, however, 
encompasses virtually all genres. Cartoons domi-
nate the children's category, but most adult program 
types also have their counterparts in children's pro-

grams. 
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oadcast Shows for Children Each com-
mercial roas cast networ p rams abo six or 
.sev television a we*, nearly a  
on Saturday mornings, consisting largely of ani-
mate  mi ion child viewers 
watch the three networks regularly on Saturaav 
mornings, am— Fa-J.7a-- —iising aimed at them makes kig 
"of---iinrir the ZeTworks.1 he networks value this au-
dience so hig y -ley a ter the Saturday lineup in ac-
cordance with ratings trends just as rapidly as they 
change the prime-time schedule, canceling fading 

cartoons and adding new ones year round. Cartoons 
stripped daily by 150 or so stations can reach tens of 
millions of children several times a week, generat-
ing millions of dollars in product sales. Several half-
hour cartoons can be re-edited into 90-minute theat-
rical features for theaters and videocassettes market-
able in more than 100 countries around the world. 
Children's programs earn less than 10 percent of 
broadcast television's advertising revenues, but they 
represent good value because they run at times that 
might otherwise go unsold. Saturday mornings and 
early afternoons, though not especially attractive times 
for reaching adult groups, are crucial to toy, candy, 
and cereal manufacturers, and cartoons carry a heavy 
commercial load. 

Toy, candy, and cereal manufacturers support most 
commercial children's programs; ice cream, soda 
pop, chewing gum, snacks, fast food, movies, video 
games, record companies, and bicycle manufactur-
ers all market directly to children on television. 

Many syndicated children's shows operate as pro-
gram-length commercials. Companies such as 
Mattel, Hasbro, and Tonka originate a line of toy 
products, then sponsor a television series featuring 
the toys. The most successful of these were He-Man 

and Masters of the Universe (Exhibit 12-9), The Go-
bots, Transformers, and She-Ra: Princem of Power. 

L.C._able Channels for Children  The three full-
service commercial b roadcast networks once ac-
counted for nearly half of all hours of children's 
programs on television, but today cable television 
provides most children's programming to cabled 
homes. Of course, in homes withqut cable, the com-
mercial networks remain the major providers:1n 

EXHIBIT 12-9 The Hero Business 

L'ommercial and noncommercial stations produce less 

than 10 percent of the children's programs. In addition 
to the 2 112 hours offered weekly by the broadcast net-
works, syndicators market about four dozen animated 

series for children and two dozen or so he-hour lire-

action series, such as the successful  character 11E-MAN 

uho is pictured above. The prices stations pay for chil-
dren's programs depend on the same factors that affect 

the prices for sitcoms and other off-network and first-run 
shous—market size, station rank, previous ratings, and 
number of runs. 

SOURCE: Copyright Mattel, Inc., 1985. "Masters of the Uni-
verse" and associated character names are trademarks of 
Mattel, Inc., and are used with permission. 
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selling subscriptions to families with young chil-
dren, cable systems emphasize their carriage of chil-
dren's programs. For not-so-old parents who grew 
up watching a great deal of television themselves, 
this has proved a major selling point in persuading 

parents to subscribe. 
Nickelodeon, Viacom's acclaimed cable network 

for children, originates several weekly hours of high-
quality children's programming, avoiding violence 
as entertainment and favoring a broad range of role 
models. Altogether, Nickelodeon supplies 13 hours 
a day of children's programs, targeting the younger 

child in the mornings and teens in the late after-
noons. In the evenings, Nickelodeon shifts to Nick 
at Nite, which schedules mostly off-network reruns 
and dance shows. 

Nickelodeon's daytime programming array in-
cludes animated series, puppet and live-action com-
edies, off-network series, adventures, rock music 
videos, and magazine shows, divided about equally 
between syndicated programs and original, made-
for-cable children's programs. Some of its long-run-
ning favorites include Mr. Wizard, Against the Odds, 
and You Can't Do That on Television. In addition 
to regular, ongoing series and movies, Nickelodeon 
imitates adult special programs by producing chil-
dren's specials such as Nickelodeon's Inaugural Ball, 
commemorating President Bush's inauguration, and 
Pop Warner's Football S'uperbowl, highlighting the 
annual high school football championships. 

Cloning adult programs at a level appealing to 
children has proved very popular with Nickelo-
deon's viewers, as have reruns of Lassie and Dennis 
the Menace. The cable network also finances dra-
matic and comedy series for children; it has grad-
ually increased its total of original made-for-cable 
programs each year, but only slowly because of 
Viacom's purchase of Nickelodeon (along with MTV 
and VH-1) in the mid- 1980s, which created enor-
mous debt. Many of Nickelodeon's programs that 

started in the early 1980s remain on the air today, 
watched by a quarter of a million children at any 
one time. This is a small audience compared to the 
3 million or so that watch a Saturday morning 
broadcast network cartoon, but in the aggregate, 

the cable services have greatly expanded televi-

sion's total hours of children's programming to ca-

bled homes. 
USA Network also schedules programs for chil-

dren, mostly syndicated cartoons or old off-network 
sitcoms, the same ones broadcast stations hid for. 
The Discovery Channel targets older children with 
original adventure and science programs, including 
shows on technology, history, and world explora-
tion; these were available to more than 36 million 
cabled households by 1989. About one-third of Dis-
covery's schedule consists of nature programs, which 
draw the highest ratings. Many of its shows use the 
anthology format, melding programs on a single 
theme from a variety of sources under a common 
title. For example, Discovery carries Challenge, an 
anthology about amateur adventurers and sports 
players; A World in Conflict, on World War II; and 
The Race to Space, on developments since Sputnik. 
Discovery, as the biggest buyer of nonfiction pro-
grams in the television business, has become a ma-
jor contender for documentary films, acquiring more 
than 1,000 hours of nonfiction programming yearly. 
It provides a major addition to the total amount of 

nonfiction programming for the older child. 
On pay cable, The Disney Channel programs for 

children in the daytime and the family in the eve-
nings. This premium service draws on the large 
Disney studio library of films and off-network 
television series from the 1950s and 1960s, and 
originates several new adventure series for older 
children and feature films for all ages. 

'Nikon=  rcial Programsj Public broad-
casting has a clear man ate to prov de constructive, 
imaginative children's programs. Accordingly, pub-
lic television stations fill a large portion of their 
daytime hours with in-school programs ( paid for 
by school districts) and schedule additional special 
broadcast programs for children early in the morn-
ing and again in the afternoon. 

Public tel -ion's most celebrated children's se-
esame Stree uses a unique approach to pro-

gr t tree- to five-year-olds. Ironically, all 

three commercial networks turned down the con-
cept for Sesame Street in the late 1960s because they 
felt commercial sponsors would have little interest 
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in a program narrowly focused on such a young 
age group. An independent non 
Children's Tè evision workshon (C inched 

Sesame Street in 1969. Funded initially by founda-
tion and government grants, OW now earns its own 
way, getting about half its income from the sale of 
articles that use the program's name and characters. 

It is difficult to overstate the impact of Sesame 
Street. The series appeared just as the transition 
from "educational" to "public" television took hold, 
bringing the first large audiences to the service. 
Sesame Street targeted disadvantaged children, pre-
viously ignored by television. It aimed to help inner-

city children prepare to learn reading and writing, 
and research showed that it worked. Children who 
watched Sesame Street at home often learned to read 
more quickly and easily than children who did not 

watch it. Preschool and primary teachers began to 
use broadclsts Or Sesame Street during the school 
day, doing the previously unthinkable by incorpo-
rating a popular home program in the classroom. 
Its positive impact onfeading...skills_kaprovedlhe 
reputati)ri of television generally by showing du-
bious parents and teachers how bui:aeAfi winuld 
aid education. 

For the first time, CTW brought all the technical 
resources of television to bear on a series design-
ed for children, backing the series with formative 
research establishing children's reactions to its 
educational elements. A wonderfully original set of 
large-scale puppets, the Muppets, became the pro-
gram's hallmark. The episodes use very short seg-
ments to hold attention and employ a variety of 
formats, including "commercials" ("This segment of 
Sesame Street has been brought to you by the letters 
A and L and the numbers 3 and 7 ..."). Even the 
entertaining Muppets and animated cartoon mate-
rial serve an educational purpose (Exhibit 12-10). 
Noncommercial stations filled large portions of the 
day with repeats. 

No series on either commercial or public television 
has been given the amount of scheduled air time as 
has Sesame Street. Throughout the 1970s, local stations 
have consistently devoted 29 percent of the weekday 
school-hour schedule, 14 percent of their weekend 

daytime schedule, and about 47 percent of their week-
day after-school broadcast hours to Sesame Street. As 
the decade came to a close, an average 11.4 percent of 
the total broadcast hours of each public television sta-
tion featured Sesame Street, with each program aired 
four times during the year (Sikes, 1980: 9). 

By the 1990s, Sesame Street had taken on classic 
status as the pre-eminent program for three- to five-
year-olds. CTW successfully reused segments of old 
episodes in new episodes, taking a kind of inter-
changeable-parts approach to production that 

stretched the series into its third decade and ena-
bled it to serve its fifth and sixth generations of 
children, always with the same goal: to reduce the 
gap in basic reading ( letters and numbers) and so-
cial skills between disadvantaged inner-city children 
and their suburban counterparts. Ironically, re-
search showed that advantaged children benefited 
from the letter and number  lessons even more than 
the original target aussie. 

Building on its initial success, CTW branched out 
with The Electric Company for older children, draw-
ing on the production methods and research strat-
egies of Sesame Street but using more advanced 
reading concepts. In 1980 CTW began a daily sci-
ence program, 3-2-1 Contact, in a half-hour format 
aimed especially at groups known to have little in-
terest in science, particularly young females and 
Hispanic and black children. Later on, CTW began 
Square One TV, a math series for young children. 
As in Sesame Street, segments in these series can be 

pulled apart and reassembled for updating and reuse, 
stretching the production dollar as far as possible. 

Because of their popularity and high production 
quality, CTW's programs create a dilemma for other 
producers of children's programs whose offerings 

frequently seem pale by comparison. Few of these 
producers have a budget anywhere near that of 
CTW, largely because of CTW's license revenue 
from Sesame Street characters. For the 1990s, the 
twenty-year-old Sesame Street added a new Muppet 
character, Blue Bird, a Japanese cast member, and 
the additional goal of encouraging an early interest 
in science. To enhance its revenues, CTW also began 

a commercial children's series for the pay-cable net-
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EXHIBIT 12-10 Big Bird 

Produced since 1969 by an independent, nonprofit cor-
poration, the Children's Television Workshop (CTW), Ses-
ame Street has become an institution for tu 'o generations 
of children in America. The show also is :syndicated to 
dozens of other countries around the world. In most 
countries' versions, Big Bird is the most eamly recognized 
star. Research shous that children who livid) this pro-
gram, which aims to educate through entenainment, learn 
to read more quickly and easily than those uho do not 
uatch Sesame Street. 

SOURCE: Children's Television Workshop. 

work HBO, Encyclopedia. Tagged by HBO insiders 
"Saturday Morning Live," the show targets 6- to 11-
year-olds with a variety format that mixes animation 
and live action. 

Other award-winning noncommercial children's 
programs include public broadcasting's Villa Alle-
gre and Carrasc-olendas, bilingual series aimed at 
Hispanics and available only in cities with large 
Spanish-speaking audiences. Using live action with 
both children and adults, these half-hour shows at-
tempt to ease the transition from Spanish-speaking 

family life to English-language public schools. For 
nearly three decades, another public television clas-
sic, Mister Rogers' Neighborhood, taught sociaLskills 

to pr schooler,s, very  child's 
values fe, elings and fears with gentle conversation 
and songs. Second in viewing popularity only to 
Sesarne:S'ireet, it proceeds at a snail's pace that very 

young children happily endure, though it frustrates 
impatient older children and adults. The Smithson-

ian Institution enshrined Fred Rogers' sweater in its 
popular culture exhibit, commemorating his status 
with generations of children. Unfortunately, some 

children have no access to these cultural stepping-
stones. Public television reaches more families than 
cable television, but still fails to reach about 25 

percent of American households. 

Childre' elevision Issjjes.J Children be-
tween 2 and 11 ears of age watch an average of 25  
hours of television weekly and preschoolers watch 

as much as 28 hours a week. Most children will have 
spent more time watching television than in class 

by the time they graduate from high school. Chil-

dren have such easy access to television, they con-
sume so much of it, and it exerts such a powerful 
hold on their attention that the public has a special 

concern for the quality of children's programs. The 
main programming issues concern the appropri-
ateness of what children watch, the impact of violent 
and aggressive content, the absence of a wide range 
of role models. and the pressure created by tele-
vision advertising, especially ads for toys, candy, and 
sugar-coated cereals. The shortage of programs spe-

cifically designed for very young children creates 
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particular problems, and commercial exploitation 
also raises public-interest questions. As a result, chil-
dren's programs invite special regulation. 

Most countries regulate children's programs in 
considerable detail; some forbid advertising to chil-
dren altogether. The FCC first singled out children's 
programming for notice in 1960 when it listed chil-
dren's programs among those program nil:es to which 
broadcast licensees should pay particular attention 
because of their special public-interest significance. 
In 1988, Congress affirmed its concern by passing 
legislation setting limits on advertising in children's 
television programs. However, the president vetoed 
the bill on the ground that it conflicted with broad-
casters' First Amendment rights (discussed in Sec-
tion 18.1). 
The very concept of "children's programs" re-

mains ambiguous. Ratings companies and stations 
lump children as young as 3 years and as old as 11 
years in a single category. The commercial services 
usually target children of school age, ignoring the 
preschooler. Programs for very young children cost 
more to research than programs for the older chil-
dren that most advertisers want to reach, especially 
preteens and teenagers. Thus, programs targeting 
preteens and even teens have invaded children's 
schedules on many stations. Moreover, programs 
not intended for children nevertheless attract child 
audiences. About_ 9 million_ children watch prime-
t i me television.* 

*Stations have no compunction about scheduling adult programs 
at times when children normally watch television. As a schedul-

ing strategy, for example, local independent stations often place off-
network shows late on weekday afternoons ( early fringe time), 
expecting that a high proportion of viewers will stay tuned, flow-
ing through to the local news or entertainment shows that follow. 
The programs that draw these large, very youthful audiences in-
clude older situation comedies such as Father Knows Best, and 

cartomlike adventures such as Wonder Woman and The Hulk, but 
they also include programs that are less appropriate for children, 
such as Charlie's Angels. At its peak, the prime-time version of A 
Team was watched by nearly 15 million children, as were shows 
like Dukes of Hazzard, and both capture enormous child audi-
ences in syndicated rerun. However, being wary, the networks, 
stations, and ratings companies do not normally list these pro-

grams in the "children's" category that they report to the public and 
to Congress and the FCC when asked, even when the shows ap-
pear in times usually reserved for children. 

12.5 
News and Public Affairs 

News does not usually attract large audiences, but 
it plays a significant role in establishing the medi-
um's image. By assuming the serious function of 
conveying news and public-affairs programs, broad-
casters took on a more important role than that of 
merely entertaining. They became, in effect, sharers 
with the print media in the Western world's tradi-
tion of press freedom. Not all broadcasters cared 
much about being part of a great free-speech tra-
dition when doing so interfered with another great 
American tradition—that of making money through 
free enterprise. But in time, news programs changed 
from being money losers to money makers, ensur-
ing the survival of broadcasting's s ecial role as a 
bearer of information as well as entertainment. ost 
cabTe networks, on the other hand, specialize in 
either information or entertainment, with only a few 
of the largest adopting a comprehensive role com-
parable to that of the broadcast networks. 

Br t Network News The television net-
works weigh the cost of producing newscasts and 
documentaries against their benefits for network 
prestige and visibility. In the past, maintaining huge 
news staffs, far-flung facilities, and regular interna-
tional satellite transmission cost more than the rev-
enues they earned. Network news, for example, cost 
NBC $800,000 a day in the late 1980s, and lost about 
$55 million yearly. But competition from cable news 
services, growth in the popularity of information 
programs during the 1980s, and new, cost-con-
scious corporate managers encouraged the net-
works to add more news programs, to syndicate 
news footage to stations, and to diversify into cable. 
NBC purchased a cable network, now called CNBC, 
to get more mileage out of its news resources; CBS 
expanded into late-late newscasts; and all three net-
works began syndicating their video footage and 
feature stories to affiliated U.S. and foreign stations. 
Meanwhile, syndicated and cable informational pro-
gramming also increased. 

Fifteen minutes was the standard broadcast net-
work newscast length until 1963, when CBS and 
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NBC expanded to a half hour (actually only about 
22 minutes, after time for commercials and opening 
and closing announcements is subtracted). Despite 
the fact that the text of an entire half-hour network 
newscast would fill less than a single page of a full-
size newspaper, the move to a half-hour format played 
a major role in elevating network television to the 
status of the most widely accepted source of news 
in the country. 

In 1976, the dean of American television jour-
nalism, Walter Cronkite, argued strenuously, with 
widespread support from network management, 
for expansion of network evening news to a full 
hour. All three broadcast networks explored the 

possibility. CBS went so far as to relay a sample one-
hour newscast to its affiliates in the hope of per-
suading them to accept the change. The affiliates 

nevertheless voted overwhelmingly against the ex-
pansion. They wanted to retain the evening lead-in 
slot ( usually 6:00 to 6:30 P.M. ) for their own highly 
profitable local newscasts while also retaining the 
7:00 to 8:00 Pm access hour for revenue-producing 
syndicated fare. This limitation meant that the net-
works could expand their evening news only by 
invading prime time at the expense of entertain-
ment programs that earn far higher ratings than 

news. 
However, CBS gradually expanded its morning 

news to a full hour. All three networks now sched-

ule morning news or news magazine programs, as 
well as short news summaries throughout the day. 
In 1976 they began inserting one-minute news cap-
sules in breaks between prime-time entertainment 
programs. These micro-newscasts usually consist of 

about 40 seconds of news, a 10- or I5-second com-
mercial, and 5 to 10 seconds of announcements. 
On cable, on the other hand, USA Updates give 

only about 20 seconds to news, 10 seconds to a 
promo and identification, and 30 seconds to an ad-
vertising message. Because they are adjacent to 

high-rated entertainment, news capsules and 
summaries on the major networks draw the largest 
audiences of any regularly scheduled news reports. 
On days without important breaking events, the net-
works cut back on these capsules or, in the case of 
ABC, turn to shorts such as Presidential Minutes, a 

recounting of salient aspects of former presidents' 
administrations. 

Late in 1979, finding that sizable audiences tuned 
to its temporary 11:30 P.M. nightly coverage of the 
crisis arising from the Iranian seizure of American 
embassy hostages in Teheran, ABC began a per-
manent late-night network news program, Night-
line, featuring Ted Koppel. Each installment 

concentrates on one or two current news stories. 

For a time, ABC expanded Nightline to an hour, but 
in the absence of audience-attracting crises they found 
they could hold the audience for only 30 minutes. 

Charles Kuralt's Sunday Morning on CBS repre-
sents another network news expansion, condemned 
to low ratings by its schedule position but notable 
as a showcase for Kuralt's folksy style. 
On the PBS network, The MacNeillLelwer News-

hour provides some of television's best in-depth 
informational programming. Two hosts, Jim Lehrer, 
based in Washington, DC, and Robert MacNeil in 
New York City, quiz representatives of opposing 
views on significant current news topics. PBS began 
the Newshour as a half-hour program but expanded 
it to an hour in 1983, reflecting the trend toward 
longer news programs. Though acclaimed by critics, 
The MacNeillLehrer Newshour has not achieved 
widespread audience success, even by noncom-
mercial standards. Public television stations have 
trouble finding schedule positions that do not face 
competition from commercial newscasts. The 
Newshour gains its largest audience shares when it 
is placed against entertainment programs; it does 
poorly against network evening newscasts. It also 

does better in the evening than in early fringe, but 
it must then compete for airtime with PBS's main 
evening program lineup. PBS relays Newshour start-
ing every half hour over a three-hour period, al-
lowing stations to downlink the signal whenever 
they choose. Public stations frequently juggle the 
program's start time to fit scheduling of adjacent 
entertainment shows, making it difficult for the 
Newshour to establish a steady viewing audience. 
Nonetheless, the kind of well-educated, upscale 

viewers this program attracts holds interest for 
newsmakers, and the program is monitored by jour-
nalists and other opinion leaders. 
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EXHIBIT 12-11 Continued 

Connie Chung Jim Lehrer (left) and Robert MacNeil (right) 

For more than two decades, the CBS Evening News dominated the evening news 
ratings race. However, when Dan Rather succeeded Walter Cronkite, and Tom 

Brokaw became NBC's anchor for NBC Nightly News in the early 1980s, CBS lost 

ground to NBC. By the late 1980s, ABC's Peter Jennings on World News Tonight 

tan neck and neck with the ratings leaders. Although all three newscasts lose money, 

they have become the primary source of news for most Americans. These anchors 
rank among the most familiar and trusted broadcast personalities. As a result of 

foreign syndication of American network news, they have achieved worldwide 

recognition. 

SOURCES: For photos: Rather and Chung, CBS Newsphotos; Jennings, © 1989 Capital Cities/ABC, Inc.; Brokaw, NBC, Inc.; 
Russell and Shaw, Turner Broadcasting System, Inc.; MacNeil and Lehrer, MacNeil/Lehrer Productions. 

In the early 1980s, the commercial broadcast tele-
vision networks followed CNN's late-night lead by 
establishing their own middle-of-the-night news-

casts: News Overnight on NBC, Nightwatch on CBS, 
and two "late, late" newscasts on ABC. They failed 
to justify their expense, however, and by 1985 only 

CBS's Nightwatc.b remained, broadcasting at 3 A.M. 
nightly; ABC News scheduled reports after midnight 
only on weekends. The collapse of NBC's News 
Overnight encouraged many of its broadcast affili-
ates to pick up CNN Headline News for late-night 

closing broadcasts. 
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Cable News Networks Ted Turner made the 
risky decision to pioneer an all-news cable network 

in 1980. He began CNN as a fourth major television 
news service, providing domestic and international 

news in direct competition with ABC, CBS, and NBC. 
With a 24-hour schedule to fil, CNN can supply in-

depth reportage and complete coverage of breaking 
news stories. Events such as shuttle launchings, 

presidential ceremonies, and personal interviews 
that the broadcast networks usually only summarize 
or highlight in half-hour evening newscasts, CNN 
often carries live and in full. It also fills the time 
between the weekday mornings and prime-time 
heavy news viewing periods with interview pro-
grams, half-hour shows on managing money and 
on the stock market, sports news programs, and 
debate programs such as Crossfire. Anchored by 
Bernard Shaw, CNN's two-hour Prime News coun-
terprograms the broadcast network entertainment 
programs from 8 to 10 P.i., attracting a large nightly 
viewing audience. More than 2 million viewers tune 
in weekly to CNN. 

Turner's companion news service, CNN Headline 
News, provides news headlines, fresh stories, and 
frequent updates on events in continuous half-hour 
cycles, much like all-news radio with pictures. Head-
line News appeals to viewers who prefer brief high-
lights to in-depth reportage. Its prime-time news 
anchor, Lynn Russell, became one of the best known 
female news anchors on television. More than half 

of all cable systems devote an entire channel to 
Headline News, in addition to one for CNN; others 

piggyback the Headline service on some other part-
time service. By offering discounts and ready-made 
promotional support, Turner makes it more eco-

nomical for cable systems to take all four of his 
services ( CNN, CNN Headline News, WTBS, and TNT) 
rather than only two or three. Some independent 
broadcast television stations use Headline News in 
the overnight hours as a syndicated service, carrying 
a half hour, two hours, or more. In addition, CNN 
syndicates news footage and narrated stories to doz-
ens of television stations for inclusion in local news-
casts. It also supplies a radio network service called 
CNN Radio to hundreds of radio stations. 

After an initial struggle, CNN teams attained parity 

with the broadcast news teams in such status indi-
cators as receiving White House notices, participat-
ing in pooled coverage, obtaining major interviews, 

and securing space for cameras, crew, and reporters 
at major events such as political conventions and 

the Olympic Games. Without such access, CNN would 
have been overly dependent on the wire services 
and repeats of footage aired first by the broadcast 
networks. CNN moved from the red into the black 
by the end of the decade, becoming a profit center 
for Turner Enterprises. 

Informational Networks Several cable net-
works that provide informational programming de-
serve mention as specialized sources of news for 
millions of Americans. Financial News Network is 
available to more than 30 million cabled homes with 
a continuous daytime television schedule of busi-
ness and financial news. In the evenings, FNN sup-
plies SCORE, an all-sports news service available to 
20 million cabled homes. Other cable networks that 
carry large amounts of informational programming 
as well as entertainment include The Silent Channel, 
for the hearing impaired, and The Travel Channel, 
which carries 24-hour travel information as well as 
other feature material. Some cable systems also carry 
any one of several alphanumeric news services, such 
as AP News Wire or Update, supplying news head-
lines in text form. Consumer News and Business 
Service, NBC's cable channel, provides a mix of talk 
programs aimed at the family and at personal in-
vestment. 

One of the most easily identifiable cable net-
works, The Weather Channel, supplies 24 hours of 
general and specialized weather news, inserting lo-

cal weather conditions and temperatures within each 
region in hourly cycles. Segments on aviation weather, 
boating or skiing conditions, and world and do-
mestic temperatures for travelers capture large short-
term audiences. The Weather Channel also carries 
weather-related documentaries on such topics as 
natural resources ( Water Resources) and emergen-
cies ( Calm to Catastrophe). This informational ser-
vice reaches nearly 35 million homes, and although 
most viewing is for only brief periods of time, it 
attracts large cumulative audiences. 
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Public Affairs In its station license forms, the 
FCC long distinguished "public affairs" as a sepa-
rate class of programs defined as follows: "local, 
state, regional, national or international issues or 
problems. including, hut not limited to, talks, 
commentaries, discussions, speeches, editorials, 
political programs, documentaries, minidocumen-
taries, panels, roundtables and vignettes, and ex-
tended coverage (whether live or recorded) of 
public events or proceedings, such as local council 
meetings, congressional hearings and the like." Un-
til deregulation in the 1980s, heat from the FCC, 
critics, and Congress spurred the financing of top-
ical documentaries. Though expensive to produce 
(by comparison to, say, talk programs), these rarely 
attract large audiences, and often cause a great 
deal of controversy. Nevertheless, the commercial 
broadcast television networks and most large sta-
tions maintain at least one weekly public-affairs 
discussion series, sometimes a news documentary 
series, and often minidocumentaries within news-
casts ( especially during ratings periods). 
The most striking development in documentaries 

durin the 193swastle_rise_of 60 Minutes, 'he 
weekly CBS magazine-format documentary series. In 
the 1979-1980 season it led all network programs in 
popularity, and since then it has generally stayed on 
the list of the top 20 programs every season. Its suc-
cess violated all conventional wisdom about docu-
mentan, programs, which had been considered re-

• pellent to mass audiences. One reason previous 
documentaries failed to achieve high ratings was the 
networks' tendency to position them in less favora-
ble time slots and to deny them the luxury of stable 
scheduling. After years of wandering, 60 Minutes fi-
nally achieved stability at a good hour—specifically 
because of the prime-time access rule, which opened 
the Sunday 7 to 8 P.M. time slot for nonentertainment 
network programs. Another factor may have been 
CBS's counterprogramming strategy; in the 1970s it 
typically scheduled 60 Minutes against children's 
programs and movies. In the 1980s, 60 Minutes fol-
lowed live sporting events that included promo-
tional spots featuring appeals to a male audience. 
A stellar team of correspondents, originally Mike 

Wallace, Harry Reasoner, and Morley Safer, also con-

tributed to the 60 Minutes success story. As a New 
York Times commentator put it: 

Their gray or graying hair, their pouched and careworn 

countenances, the stigmata of countless jet flights, im-
minent deadlines, and perhaps an occasional relaxing 
martini, provide a welcome contrast to the Ken and 

Barbie dolls of television news whose journalistic skills 
are apt to be exhausted after they have parroted a 
snippet of wire service copy and asked someone whose 

home has just been wrecked by an earthquake, "1 low 
dc you feel?" ( Buckley, 1978). 

Later, Dan Rather joined the team; still later, Ed 
Bradley and Diane Sawyer balanced the cast with a 
black and a female correspondent. Rather left the 
show in the mid-1980s to become anchor of the 
CBS Evening News, the most prestigious news po-
sition a network can offer, and in 1989 Sawyer left 
for the greener pastures of ABC with a multimillion-
dollar five-year contract. Nonetheless, 60 Minutes 
remained among the top-rated programs. 
The 60 Minutes team, with chief producer Don 

Hewitt and a staff of some seventy producers, edi-
tors, and reporters, develops about 120 segments 
annually, some serious, some frivolous. The mag-
azine format allows the program to treat a great 
variety of subjects in segments of varying lengths. 
The "confrontation" formula, a Mike Wallace spe-
cialty, also adds interest. Confronting his victims on 
camera with damning evidence of wrongdoing, Wal-
lace grills them unmercifully. Some home viewers, 
already in the know, are fascinated by the victims' 
evasions, lies, and brazen attempts to bluff their way 
out of their predicaments; other viewers find Wal-
lace's tactics ethically questionable. Corporations 
under 60 Minutes' scrutiny often order their em-
ployees never to talk to Mike Wallace. 

In the late 1980s, ABC's 20120, a magazine-for-
mat show similar to 60 Minutes, moved into the 
pool of successfu! network prime-time shows. Al-
though 20120 rarely broke into the top 25, it 
coasted profitably with ratings in the 10s. Its costs 
are low in comparison with those of entertain-
ment series, and it can be scheduled against rat-
ings winners on competing networks and still at-
tract a sizable audience. ABC concentrates most 
of its public-affairs programming in Nightline, its 
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half-hour late-night news program hosted by Ted 
Koppel, and in its Sunday morning public-affairs 
program. To date, NBC has failed to develop a 
successful prime-time news magazine compara-
ble to those of CBS and ABC. 

Each of the three commercial broadcast networks 
schedules a public-affairs question-and-answer ses-
sion with newsworthy figures on Sundays, usually 
around midday. Programs in that time period gen-
erally only get 2 or 3 rating points, but like the 
MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour, their importance lies in 
the people who appear on the shows and the people 
who watch. NBC's Meet the Press, dating back to 
1947, has survived to become the oldest program 

on network television. CBS launched Face the Na-
tion in 1954, and ABC began Issues and Answers in 

1960, later replacing it with This Week with David 
Brinkley. Every politician of consequence appears 
on these Sunday public-affairs shows, and their re-
marks frequently become news on later network 
newscasts and in Monday newspapers. These pro-
grams reach important opinion makers and so have 
far more impact than their low ratings suggest. 
CBS initiated 48 Hours in the late 1980s, turning 

its cameras on a hospital, an election, a school, or 
the like for two days, attempting to reveal the un-
derlying processes at work and the issues con-
fronted daily by the participants. Narrated by Dan 
Rather, and operating with low budgets, episodes 
of the program varied from immensely evocative 
and insightful to awkward and insensitive. Programs 

in this realistic documentan style, using only min-
imal artistic contrivance and limited editing, typi-
cally attract 15 to 20 percent audience shares; they 
fill a need for information programs that is not met 
by traditional news and entertainment fare. 
To offset the early negative image arising from 

frequent technical difficulties and often sleazy 
programs, the cable industry founded a nonprofit 
corporation, C-SPAN ( Cable Satellite Public Affairs 

Network). C-SPAN I reached more than 40 million 
cabled homes by 1989 with live coverage of the 
House of Representatives, congressional hearings, 
and a variety of public-affairs programs. A second 
channel, C-SPAN II, reached more than 16 million 
cabled homes, carrying live coverage of the U.S. 

Senate and other public affairs programs and hear-
ings. C-SPAN's two 24-hour services realize what 
idealists always thought electronic mass media should 

do—bring to the public serious, in-depth reporting 
of government in action. 

Using an open-ended, no-frills, unedited format, 
C-SPAN's live cameras tell the story of Congress, 
showing the tense moments of party confronta-
tion—such as the Tower "nonconfirmation" hear-
ings in 1989—as well as empty House or Senate 
seats during dull afternoon speeches. It provides a 

forum for elected representatives to address both 
Congress and viewers at home, and gives at-home 
watchers a peek into the workings of Congress. In 
presidential election years, C-SPAN originates live 
coverage from cities outside of the Washington, DC 
area, and throughout the year it carries political 
interview shows, panel discussions, press confer-
ences, and live or taped speeches by policy makers. 
It also pioneered national call-in programs and has 

expanded into satellite relay of events from abroad, 
such as the British House of Commons. About half 
of its nearly 5,000 hours of programming in 1988 
consisted of live, original material. And it does all 
this on a budget of about $13 million a year with a 
staff of about 150 employees. As many as 20 million 
viewers watch C-SPAN over the course of a year, 

many of them politically active people who influ-
ence public opinion. 

For its part, the Public Broadcasting Service pro-

vides a steady diet of public affairs with such award-
winning programs as Washington Week in Review, 

Nightly Business Report, and Frontline. It also carries 
The constitution: That Delicate Balance, an unusual 
series on questions of government and constitu-

tionality in which distinguished American politi-
cians, attorneys, judges, and public officials play roles 

in hypothetical news crises. The program has at-
tracted such participants as former presidents, 
secretaries of state and of defense, heads of major 

corporations, and luminaries of the judicial world. 

The debate format places individuals at loggerheads 
over public-affairs issues, exposing contradictions 
and intricacies in the internal workings of contem-

porary American government. Combining live en-
tertainment and education, it could be taken for 
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college credit through the Annenberg/CPB Project, 
the program's funders. 
Some public broadcasters regard extended pub-

lic-affairs programming as the key advantage PBS 
offers as an alternative to commercial program-

ming. Critics say the commercial networks devote 
too little time to news and public affairs, dilute in-
formation with too much entertainment, and evade 
real controversy. However, public and commercial 
broadcasters share the problem of getting support 
for serious programs. Businesses that underwrite 
PBS programs have no more appetite for contro-

versial programs than do advertisers on the com-
mercial broadcast and cable networks. 

12.6 

Commercial Radio Networks 

Television competition devastated radio networks 

as full-service program suppliers, but the major 
networks survived by supplementing the local radio 
formats adopted by their affiliates. By 1970s, new 
full-service radio networks re-emerged to compete 
with locally originated music programming. Inex-
pensive satellite interconnection made this devel-
opment possible. As of 1990, about 20 national radio 
networks competed for affiliates in the United States, 

providing predominantly news, talk, sports, or 24-
hour music. 

News In 1968, the ABC radio network responded 
imaginatively to the needs of its formula-dominated 

affiliates. Recognizing the central role of audience 
segmentation in station programming, ABC de-

signed four network services, each with a different 
type of audience in mind. Each service consisted of 
five-minute news-and-feature segments, styled to suit 
specific age groups and calculated to fit smoothly 
into the four most popular radio formats. 

The success of this approach eventually encour-
aged ABC to offer seven such services. For example, 

ABC's Rock Radio complements the style of rock 
rnieàc stations targeting 18- to 24-year-olds with one-

minute newscasts covering the entertainment world. 

ABC's FM Network serves rock stations aiming at a 
different audience, 12- to 34-year-olds. Another ABC 

service, its Contemporary Network, also carries one-
minute summaries of news, covering a wider range of 

topics suited to a broader audience. In contrast, ABC's 

Information service provides five-minute newscasts 
to fit within all-news and news/talk formats. 

ABC gets maximum value from its relay facilities 
by cycling its short news feeds to its several sets of 
affiliates throughout each hour, using the remaining 
time to feed sports and features on a closed-circuit 
basis for later playback by the stations. Nearly 20 
years passed before affiliate pressure persuaded CBS 
and NBC to copy ABC's innovative multiple net-
works. Westwood's Mutual Broadcasting System still 
programs a single feed, carried mostly by AM sta-
tions with information formats. Using a staff of about 
50 reporters, producers, and editors based mostly 
in Washington, DC, and New York, Mutual supplies 

five minutes of news on the hour, 24 hours a day, 
and news on the half hour, varying from three min-
utes in daytime to two minutes in the overnight 
time period. In addition, Mutual supplies a minute-
long update of headline news twice hourly at 25 
and 55 minutes after the hour. Only about 800 of 
Mutual's 2,000 affiliates carry all or part of the news 
service. 
The major network television news personali-

ties also provide daily newscasts on radio. Some 
television journalists anchor specific radio news re-
ports, such as morning drive reports; others pre-
record particular news stories for later inclusion in 
scheduled newscasts. For example, a daily debate 
on hot political issues between Democratic Senator 
Ted Kennedy and Republican Senator Bob Dole, 
Faceoff was one of Mutual's most popular features. 
Radio depends heavily on well-known voices to es-
tablish credibility and attract audiences for brief 
news reports. Network radio also broadcasts news 
and commentary by well-known journalists such as 
Paul Harvey, the longest surviving radio news per-
sonality and the leading radio ratings earner. 

Talk and Sports Two of the major networks 

also supply talk formats to radio affiliates. ABC's 
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Talkradio and NBC's TalkNet supply overnight talk 
and interview programs, mostly to AM stations in 
major markets. Sun Radio, a newcomer in 1988, 
supplies 24-hour talk programming, mostly to sta-
tions in the South. Mutual Broadcasting System dis-
tributes The Larry King Show, which originates in 
Washington, DC, the radio version predating the 
CNN television program Lam, King Live. It is far 
and away the most popular talk show on radio, 
carried by nearly a thousand radio affiliates in the 
overnight time period. Another Mutual talk hit, 
Dr. Toni Grant Show, originating in Los Angeles, 
features a well-known psychologist taking live tel-
ephone calls in the evening hours. 

Live sporting events featuring a well-known, long-
established team usually come from regional sports 
radio networks, which supply live games to hundreds 
of stations within a state or larger region such as 
the Midwest or Southeast. The major national net-
works services, however, continue to seek play-by-
play rights to games of national interest, filling their 
weekend schedules with live football, baseball, bas-
ketball, and some racing, tennis, and other events, 
varying with the season. Mutual has had the radio 
rights to national football for decades, featuring col-
lege games on Saturdays (especially Notre Dame 
games) and professional football on Sundays, sup-
plemented by daily sportcasts and Wide Weekend 
of Sports twice on weekends. The sports component 
of radio networks is so important to affiliates that 
CBS paid $50 million for radio baseball rights for 
the early 1990s, nearly doubling the previous con-
tract payment. In addition, the major networks sup-
ply sports specials and sports talk to block-schedule 
with games. 

Music More than a score of radio networks fea-
turing 24-hour music developed in the 1970s and 
1980s. Stations often affiliate with a news network 
to supplement a music network. This double affil-
iation is possible because exclusivity operates only 
within one type of network service. Each of the 
largest surviving music networks, such as Westwood 
One, United Stations, Transtar, and Satellite Music 
Network, has more than a thousand radio affiliates. 
Perhaps the best known show on music radio, Ca-

sey's Top 40 with Casey Kasem, appeared on ABC 
for nearly 20 years until it shifted to Westwood One 
in 1989. Kasem's countdown technique, incorpo-
rating brief stories about the artists and their music, 
has become a radio standard. 
Commercial radio networking and syndication 

sometimes appear indistinguishable to listeners, but 
each has its own characteristic type of content, de-
livery means, advertising procedures, and payment 
practices. The major networks supply news, sports, 
and specials, or all-talk or all-music by satellite, ac-
companied by national advertising; syndicators never 
supply news, concentrating instead on formatted 
popular music and music-related features on tape. 
Radio networks often pay compensation to major-
market affiliates; syndicators usually charge for their 
programs, but on occasion, they will pay large-mar-
ket stations to carry particular programs in order 
to justify producing the programs. 

Summary 

Network programs are distributed to affiliates by 
the three major television broadcast networks, Fox, 
PBS, about fifty cable networks, and about two dozen 
radio networks. 

Prime-time programs, the most 
neimurk-schedeles,come ostly in wk1ies 
and movie slots. New shows may be original ideas 
but are commonly spinoffs or clones. 

Series divide into family and nonfamily situation 
comedies, dramatic series, movies, and miniseries. 
Sitcoms target women 1 r at 
value in ater syndication. 

Networks use both blockbuster movies and mini-
s,e_ritA ta_cliibber the competition dtirveeps. 
Many movies have been shown too often on pay 
cable or rented on videocassette to interest the net-
works; thus miniseries and made-for-TV movies have 
special value. Miniseries raise HUT levels, and made-
for-TV movies target precise audiences. 

jgceork.soap_s2psLasattract fanatically loyal fans, 
who resent disruptions of the 
secial events. The content of soaps has become 
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progressively more controversial over the years, and 
the newest entries target younger viewers. 

Game shows, talk programs, and music videos 
are especially parsimonious television formats, 
showing on cable services as well as the broadcast 
networks. Shopping channels consist of long-form 
commercials, marketing personal and home items. 

The dramatic nature of sporting events makes 
many of them ideal for live network television, al-
though only events with national appeal are suitable 
for network carriage. Annual mega-events will even-
tually shift to pay television, but the networks con-
tinue to carry many sponsored sports programs. 

Sports are difficult for the broadcast networks to 
schedule, but ideal for cable television. Television's 
impact on both sporting events and athletes are 
active issues resulting from the commercial nature 
of television and the large sums it pours into sports 
rights. 

Toy, candy, and cereal manufacturers support much 
of the children's programming on network and lo-
cal television, frequently creating cartoon series to 

market specific toys. Cable provides mans' programs 
fs2r_claiiiken. 

The success of Sesame Street altered the relation-
ship_between scho—ols and television, showing that 
properly researched children's shows could have 
real educational impact. 

Network news has upanded beyond the evening 
news into the early morning and late night time 

_p_griolls, and now includes headline capsules within 
prime time. In-depth news reporting occurs regu-
larly on PBS and C. 

Network public-affairs programs, though few in 
number and low in ratings, draw important panic-
)_alrts_ami.h_a_ve_are-impact_on_uthet• media and o_pin-

ion makers. 

• Radio networks, revitalized by the advent of low-
cost satellite distribution, have adapted to formula 
radio by supplying brief newscasts targeted for spe-
cific age groups, and sports, talk, and 24-hour music 
suited to specific station formats. 
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CHAPTER 13 

SYNDICATED AND 

LOCAL PROGRAMS 

Syndicated and local programs are the alternatives 
to network programs in broadcast and cable sched-
ules ( Exhibit 13-1). They piece out the one-third 
or so of affiliated television stations' schedules that 
are not cleared for network offerings. They fill en-
tire schedules of nonaffiliated television stations, 
the independents. Local programs, though they play 
a significant role, occupy only a small percentage 
of total television schedules. For cable networks, 

syndicated programs supplement network-financed 
original cable productions. Local cable channels use 
mostly locally made programs or public domain 
programs (those for which the copyright has ex-
pired) to fill channels not occupied by cable net-

works or broadcast stations. Most radio stations 
have affiliation with one or more radio networks, 
but networks normally contribute only a small por-
tion of radio station schedules, the bulk of which 
is filled by a mix of locally originated and syndicated 
material. 

13.1 
Syndication Basics 

By nature a worldwide phenomenon, syndication 
occurs wherever broadcasting or cablecasting ex-
ists. The demand for programs always exceeds the 

local supply, so that only program resale and net-
working can overcome the limitations of local pro-
duction. Most popular taped or filmed programs 

therefore go into syndication for sale and resale. 
News and most public-affairs programs are too 

timely to syndicate in the same manner as enter-
tainment programs. 11.»,vever, news agencies may 
be considered as syndicators of original material, 
and the news departments of broadcast networks 
and cable news networks have begun syndicating 
their own news. 

Distribution liy syndication resembles network 
distribution in that the same programs go to many 
outlets, hut syndication differs as to timing. Stations 
may schedule syndicated programs at any time ac-
cording to the station's needs, whereas affiliated 
stations normally carry network programs as they 
come from the network.* Syndicators need no per-
manent relay interconnection with a permanent string 
of stations. They send their programs by various 
means to various stations according to market 
demand. 
Some syndicated series have been running for 

more than 35 years, replayed scores of times. Little 

*Occasionally syndicators stipulate specific time slots for certain 
prestigious programs, but they accomplish that simultaneity by 
advance planning, not by using permanent relay facilities. 
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EXHIBIT 13-1 Main Sources of Programs 

Main Program Sources 

Original production 
(studios/independents) • 

• 

Original production 
(networks) 

• • • • • 

Original production 
(local) 

• • e • 

Off-network 
syndication • • • 

First-run 
syndication 

• • • 

Movie 
syndication • • • • • 

Record 
syndication • 

/_,.e / se / ,Ee. /,ce / ce / ce / 

Both teletision and radio 
obtain programs from a va-
riety of sources. 

41, by e e ed 4er' .. 
4te 

C)4 <<-\ •oe tr . 

;17 ee  e 

* 

CI 0 
4r 

ee o 
J.? ° 

cçsre 

Rascals, a series edited from ancient Our Gang film 
shorts, started in television syndication in 1955 and 
can still be seen on independent stations. I Love 
Lucy ( 1951-1956), the quintessential off-network 
syndicated series, dates back to before color tele-
vision and has been syndicated in virtually every 
country in the world. At times there have been as 
many as five Lucy episodes on the air on the same 
day in a single U.S. market. 

Definition The FCC defines a s le-
vision 1-
censed, distribut television clarions 
in more t an one market within tht I Tnirm States 

for non-interconnected [that is, nonnetwork] tele-
vision broadcast exhibiti  n. but not includingJi 
presentations" (47 CFR 76.5p). For practical pur-
' poses, proeammers class all nonnetwork and non-
local programs, whether live or not, as syndicated, 
including movies. Of the optional program-mar-
keting methods listed in the FCC definition, licens-
ing is used most frequently. The syndicator licenses 
the "buyer" (actually the lessee) to use a syndicated 
product (program or series) for a limited period. 
Off-network programs sold to cable networks tech-
nically are not ›" 24icated" acco_rcling-4041ae_FC-e's 

since a CUM, e network is not a station, 
but tfie same programs and marketing processes 
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are involved. The cable networks, however, obtain 
program licenses for the national syndication mar-
ket, not just for local markets. 

Off-network syndicated programs have com-
pleted their contractual runs (usually two showings) 
on ABC, CBS, NBC, or Fox and have reverted to 
their owners, who then make them available for 
licensing to broadcast stations or cable networks. 
Sometimes early episodes of network series go into 
syndication while new episodes are still being pro-
duced for the network run. 
The networks do not own these programs out-

right as a result of an FCC decision designed to 
prevent the networks from dominating entertain-
ment program production and distribution. The rules 
prohibit networks from having a financial interest 
in the production of most of their entertainment 
programs and from syndicating any of their pro-
grams in the domestic market. (This topic is dis-
cussed in more detail in Section 17.2.) 
Made-for-syndication programs are shows that 

are released initialkz tr) rhe_endication market and 
never shown on the networks. Programs intended 

such games, magazines, tab-
loid-news shows, are always first-run syndication 

_o_ slusts. Syndicators also license older movies in 
groups called "movie packages" to stations for re-
play after theatrical and any broadcast or cable net-
work runs. 

TV Syndication Process Television pronam 
s..yiicators, also called _distribae2r.s, obtain distri-
bution rights a special or series from the pro-

11-_aIucer, which may be another branch of 
their own company or an independent producer. 
They then offer the shows in syndication, on tape 
or film, to stations or cable networks. The syndi-
cation companies send their product by mail, cou-
rier, or satellite relay. Individual stations, groups of 
commonly owned stations, and cable networks lease 
the right to a stipulated number of plays over a fixed 
period of time in a particular market, after which 
the rights revert to the syndicator. 

Syndicators showcase new products at annual 
meetings of the National Association of Television 
Program Executives (NATPE) and at other national 

and international program trade fairs. The two ma-
jor rating services, Arbitron and Nielsen, document 
the track records of syndicated programs already 
on the market, issuing special reports on the size 
and composition of the audiences attracted by cur-
rent syndicated series. The most popular former 
network shows, such as The Cosby Show and Three's 
Company, play in most of the over-200 U.S. markets, 
reaching more than 95 percent of homes and thus 
rivaling network market coverage. Hit programs made 
especially for syndication, such as Wheel of Fortune, 
Jeopardy, and Entertainment Tonight, also appear 
in nearly 200 markets, but the majority of such made-
for-syndication programs reach only about half of 
the television markets at any one time. 

Rights normally give the buyer exclusivity, sole 
use of the product within the buyer's own market, 
for the term of the license. Only one cable network 
reaching across the nation or only one station in a 
local market can obtain a license for, say, a package 
of old AP A*S*1-1 or Miami Vice episodes. However, 
syndicators may have enough episodes of a one-
time network series on hand to split them into two 
packages. The station that gets a license to broadcast 
Package A gets exclusive rights only to Package A. 
Another station in the same market might get a 
license to show Package B; thus different episodes 
of the same series may he aired during the same 
period of time in the same market. Moreover, 
during the 1980s, a basic cable network and a su-
perstation often obtained licenses for the same syn-
dicated series, bringing identical episodes into 
cabled homes in a market where a broadcast station 
may have paid handsomely for sole rights. This du-
plication tends to divide the audience, diminishing 
the value of the broadcast station's "exclusive" rights. 
Currently, cable networks purchase a mix of exclu-
sive and nonexclusive national rights, depending 
on their budgets and programming strategy. 

In response to the duplication dilemma, in 1989 
the FCC readopted syndex (syndicated exclusivity) 
rules that it had resa'Trdêniiht years before. Svn-
dex rules empower broadcast television stations to 
-force cable systems to delete duplicative syndicated 
__p_l•(.2 -ams. Cable systems must temporarily black 
out the superstation or other imported service, sub-
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stituting another program. Syndex rules do not ap-
ply to two affiliates of the same network carried by 
a cable system or to very small cable systems, nor 
are all syndication contracts exclusive. In fact, ob-
taining exclusivity increases the price a station or 
cable network pays for syndicated program licenses 
and in many cases exclusivity would not be worth 
the extra cost. 

Syndication and Prime-Time Access The 
ndiç ion market received a boost from the FCC's 

prime-time access ru . Before 1971, the three 
Major commercial television networks filled nearly 
all the best evening hours of their affiliates' sched-
ules, leaving little opportunity for producers to sell 
programs aimed at the national market but not good 
enough (or lucky enough) to be selected by the 
networks. Only the fringe hours (those immediately 
preceding or following prime time) remained open 
for syndicated material on affiliated stations. Inde-
pendent stations had time available but could not 
afford to pay for recently produced, high-quality 

syndicated shows. 
In part to widen the market for original syndi-

cated and local program production and in part to 
diminish the hold of the three commercial networks 
on the best audience hours, the FCC adopted the 
PIAR, effective in 1971. PIAR limits network enter-
tainment programs to no more than three of the 
four prime-time hours. Prime time consists of the 
hours When the television audience reaches maxi-
mum size and hence is the time when stations can 
pay the most for programs. As defined by the FCC, 
it consists of the four evening hours between 7:00 
P.M_ and 11:00 P.M. Eastern and Pacific time (one hour 
earlier in Central and Mountain time zones, and 
varying during daylight savings). Regularly sched-
uled  fletwQrk wsçts do not count as part of the 
three prime-time hours that the networks may sup-
-ply. __Ja_Lculg_as a local half-hour newscast precedes 
them. PIAR makes other exceptions, detailed7IFEx-
hibit 13-2. 

In practice, the networks had already abandoned 
the 7:00 to 7:30 P.M. slot to their affiliates; PIAR 
therefore gave the affiliates only the additional half-
hour between 7:30 and 8:00 P.M. One daily half-hour 

à 

may not seem like much for the networks to sur-
render. However, multiplying that half hour of ac-
cess time by the 260 weekdays in a year and by the 
150 affiliates in the top fifty markets yields an annual 
large-audience market of 39,000 half hours on major 
stations. Prior to 1971 syndicators and local pro-
ducers had no access to prime time on the top 
affiliates except at the price of network pre-emption. 
PIAR therefore gave a significant new incentive to 
producers of nonnetwork programs. 

With PIAR t • : to 8:00 P.M. hour be-
came _l_1(_).._iv_n3,sccess_time. Affiliates in the top 0 
markets can fill access time with either locally pro-
duced programs or nationally syndicated nonnet-
work programs. PIAR prohibits affiliates in the top 
50 markets from airing former network shows dur-
ing access time, but leaves all independents and the 
affiliates in the 150-odd smaller markets free to use 
one-time network material during access time if 
they choose. Since they generally find former net-
work shows the most popular and most competitive 
syndicated programs, small-market stations that can 
afford them usually schedule off-network shows in 

access time. 
To summarize: Most locally produced shows draw 

such small audiences that stations usually consider 
access time too valuable to expend on them. The 
great majority of access-time programming, there-
fore, consists of syndicated half hours, stripped at 
7:00 P.NI and 7:30 P.M., Monday through Friday (see 
Exhibit 13-2 for special weekend variations). Affil-
iates in the top 50 markets, which are forbidden to 
use old network programs in access time, normally 
schedule shows made especially for syndication; other 
stations tend to schedule old network shows. 

Programs produced especially for the access-time 
market have smaller budgets than network prime-
time programs because ( 1) early prime time has 
less value in terms of advertising revenue than prime 
time from 8:00 P.M. onwards, (2) the many sellers 

of syndicated material (mostly games and magazine 
shows) scrambling to place their programs in access 

*Television rating companies rate the access hour separately for 
stations and advertisers, identifying as prime time only 8 to 11 

Rm. and ignoring the FCC's four-hour definition. 
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EXHIBIT 13-2 Prime-Time Access Rule Exceptions 

As the FCC put it, PTAR aims "to make available for 
competition among existing and potential program 
producers, both at the local and national levels, an 
arena of more adequate competition for the custom 
and favor of broadcasters and advertisers" (25 FCC 2d 
326, 1970, emphasis added). In practice, the great ma-
jority of stations fill access time with national-level 
syndicated programs. 

Since PIAR aims at curbing the networks' control 
over prime-time entertainment, the rule also bars af-
filiates in the top 50 markets from scheduling off 
network syndicated shows during access time, the 
period preceding the three hours of prime time—in 
practice, 7:00 to 8:00 p NI East and West Coast time 
zones and 6:00 to 7:00 P.M. Central and Mountain zones. 
By the same token, the FCC did not want to discourage 
the networks from scheduling nonentertaintnent pro-
grams. PIAR therefore exempts from the ban network 
programs for young children (ages 2 through 12) as 
well as public affairs and documentary programs, ex-
cept on Saturday nights. The FCC wanted to keep Sat-
urday free of encumbrance by exemptions so as to 
encourage locally produced access programs at least 

time usually win places only on relative short lists 

of stations, and ( 3) such programs have no track 
record, unlike off-network shows. Network shows, 
though, have assured placement on most affiliates 

during the most valuable segments of prime time. 

13.2 
Television Syndication Types 

0)1,11nel-daily signil icant syndicated television 
product breaks down into three categories: off-net-
work programs, first-run syndication programs, and 

theatrical films ( feature films or movies). Barter 
syndicatkm, an alternative method of defraying syn-
dicated program license costs, contrasts with the 
usual cash payments. Prime-time syndication refers 
to especially prestigious first-run product designed 
to compete with the hest of network programs. 

once a week (Saturday being at that time the tradi-
tionally favored time for locally produced programs). 
Networks tend to schedule their major public-affairs 
and documentary programs on Sundays; therefore, they 
usually take advantage of the exemptions to schedule 
such programs in Sunday access time. For example, 
because of PIAR, CBS moved 60 Minutes, its presti. 
gious news/documentary series, to the Sunday 7:00 to 
8:00 P.M. time slot in 1975. 
PIAR also makes exceptions for news specials deal-

ing with currently breaking events, on-the-spot news 
coverage, broadcasts by and for political candidates, 
regular network newscasts when preceded by a full 
hour of locally produced news or public affairs pro-
gramming, runovers of live sports events, begun in 
the afternoon, and special sports events such as the 
Olympic Games. 

It must be borne in mind that the PTAR restrictions 
apply only to affiliates (including 08LO stations) in 
the top 50 markets. This leaves independents in all 
markets and affiliates in the 150-odd smaller markets 
free to use off-network material during access time if 
they choose. 

Off-Network Programs The programs that do 
hest on the networks usually also excel in syndi-
cation. Most stations schedule half-hour syndicated 
series because they attract a desirable demographic 
group ( usually women 18 to 49 years) and permit 
scheduling flexibility. As the audience of working 

adults builds up during the important late afternoon 
time period, successive half-hour shows gain bigger 
audiences. Hour-long programs, on the other hand, 
do not attract many new viewers during their sec-
ond 30 minutes. An off-network series typically earns 
a rating about 10 points lower in syndication on 

stations than it earned in its first network appear-

ance. On cable networks, ratings for such programs 
may be even kiwer. 

Broadcast stations fill two main time periods with 
off-network shows: early fringe and access time ( if 
the station is not an affiliate in one of the top 50 
markets). They strip both off-network sitcoms and 
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hour-long adventure shows in late afternoons, with 
each station in a market usually choosing to block 
one programming genre or target one demographic 
group. Comedy sitcoms attract both children and 
adult women, and their half-hour length allows 
viewers who have newly arrived home to start a 
fresh program with minimum delay. Court shows 
and male-appeal programs such as M*A*S*H and 
Barney Miller provide an ideal lead-in to affiliates' 
local evening newscasts; in any event, stations usu-
ally put their "best" available syndicated program, 
often a recent off-network show, in the slot leading 
into local news. 

Sixty-minute action-adventure series such as Mag-
num P.I. have also had success in the late afternoons 
because of their male demographics. Hour-long 
dramatic programs such as Dallas, Dynasty, Falcon 
Crest, Knot's Landing, and the like, however, have 
not succeeded in the late afternoon hour because: 
(1) they appeal to women rather than men, and 
women who are at home in the late afternoon often 
plan or cook the evening meal just then; (2) they 
do not appeal to children and teens, who usually 
control the television set in late afternoons; and (3) 
they require more regular viewing than late after-
noons permit—viewers need to see virtually every 
episode of a series such as Dallas to keep up with 
the intricacies of the plot, but most adults view tele-
vision irregularly in late afternoons. 

Basic cable networks, however, have found some 
hour-long dramatic series appealing to cable view-
ers in access, prime time, and late fringe time pe-
riods. Lifetime, for example, successfully stripped 
Spenser for Hire in both access and late fringe; CBN 
Family Network stripped Remington Steele in late 
fringe, and USA Network stripped both Miami Vice 
and Murder, She Wrote in prime time. They obtained 
such series at relatively low per-episode rates be-
cause few nations had a suitable place in their 
schedules for hour-long programs without strong 
male appeal. 

First-Run Syndication Released initially to the 
syndicated market, first-run syndicated shows have 
never been seen orra-netwar.lererrhedly 
distinguish the best first-run syndicated. programs 

from network programs. For example, the daily 30-
minute syndicated magazine show Entertainment 
Tonight (described in Exhibit 13-3) has much in 
common with such network magazine series as ABC's 
20120. Indeed, programs discarded by the networks 
often turn up in first-run syndication. For example, 
ABC canceled Fame when its ratings declined, but 
it came back in first-run syndication with a mix of 
new ( first-run) as well as off-network episodes. Sim-
ilarly, MCA TV produced new episodes of Airwolf 
for USA Network. Too Close for Comfort, Paper Chase, 
and The Days and Nights of Molly Dodd also fol-
lowed this network-to-first-run-syndication pattern. 
The mass-appeal cable networks compete with 

the broadcast networks by purchasing first-run pro-
grams for prime time. Those programs that are 
attractive to women viewers have been especially 
successful on cable. Broadcast stations usually cam, 
.first-run syndicated shows only in access time -be-
.5.ª_ti_f_.12LiheirJaigh cost. Distributors of first-run 
syndicated shows target the major-market affiliates, 
which, because of PTAR, must fill a daily high-
audience hour with nonnetwork programs. Inde-
pendents, on the other hand, stripped very little 
first-run material until inexpensive tabloid shows 
such as A Current Affair appeared. 

In the late 1980s, many affiliates successfully 
stripped a mix of off-network and first-run syndi-
cated court shows in early fringe. Court shows 
succeed best when they are blocked in late after-
noon, and several relatively inexpensive first-run 
shows, such as The Judge, Divorce Court, Superior 
Court, and The Supreme Court, can surround hits 
such as People's Court. 

Programs created especially for the access hour 
tend to use low-budget genres such as quizzes and 
games, interview programs, and magazines. The 
reigning king of access programs, Wheel of Fortune, 
with Jeopardy nipping at its heels, typically gets 
higher ratings than any competition in access time, 
including off-network shows. However, two game 
shows take care of only two half hours out of the 
six between 7 and 8 P.M. that the three top-market 
network affiliates collectively have to fill. Honorable 
mentions among access game shows include Win, 
Lose or Draw and the long-running Family Feud, 
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EXHIBIT 13-3 Entertainment Tonight 

The weekday Entertainment Tonight and its Saturday 
wrap-up, Entertainment This Week, revolutionized the 
syndication business by proving that expensive, orig-
inal, nonnetwork programs could be profitable for 
stations as well as for producers and syndicators. Until 
Entertainment Tonight's success, programmers thought 
that only cheaply produced first-run access programs 
could make money for all participants. Previously, game 
shows had set the access-time standards for produc-
tion budgets, license fees, and advertising rates. 

Introduced in the late 1970s, Entertainment Tonight 
did not take off until Group W began delivering it by 
satellite in 1981. "Bicycling" ( mail or courier videotape 
delivery) took too long for so topical a program. As a 
second innovation, Group W programmed a weekend 
wrap-up, Entertainment This Week, on the sixth day. 
The sixth show cost relatively little to produce, since 
it relies mostly on rerun segments dressed up with 
new introductions. An oddity in ratings calculations 
makes this single day's addition greatly increase the 
series' value. Stations enhance the five-day Monday-
through-Friday ratings average by adding on the Sat-
urday (or Sunday) rating. For example, if Entertain-
ment Tonight averaged a 10 rating Monday through 
Friday and earned a 5 rating for the extra show on 
Saturday, it would be sold to advertisers as a 15 rating, 
making both its national and its local sales skyrocket. 

Like most magazine shows, however, Entertain-
ment Tonight suffers from the disadvantage of being 
unsuitable for reruns. Its topical nature makes each 
episode relevant only briefly. It provides a classic ex-
ample of the constant innovation essential to keep a 

Joker's Wild, and Tic Tac Dough, the mainstays of 

access in the early 1980s. 

NI( we sensational st )-called reality shows emerged 

to challenge Entertainment »might and RI/ 

which topped the access-hour magazine rat-

ings during much of the 1980s. Pseudo-documen-

tan- magazine and talk shows. referred to as tabloid 

7V, such as Gent/do and Tik, Morton Downer, Jr. 

Show, drew criticism for their muckraking approach 

and their sometimes sleazy topics. Downey, for ex-

series from going stale. Initially, hitertahunent To-
night capitalized on the appetite for gossip, personality 
exploitation, and show-biz fluff. Later, the producer 
countered the program's lightweight image by intro 
ducing brief think-pieces, some hard news reporting 
and more in-depth stories. Next, when ratings began 
to sag, the producer dropped many insider gossip 
segments for more substantial topics. Entertainment 

Tonight's selling points include strong coverage of the 
rock music and video scene, behind-the-scenes looks 
at movies in production, appealing presenters. lively 
pace, and effective computer animation. 

SOURCE: Photo courtesy Paramount Pictures. 

ample. became notorious for titillation accom-

panied by loud attacks on his guests and audience 

members. Other tabloid pr t )grams rehashed sen-

sational topics in pseudo-journalistic style, exploit-

ing the public's curiosity about degractition, sexual 
misbehavior, and violence. Although critics attacked 

some episodes of programs such as ACurrent 

for "going too far,- audiences seemed ready to ac-

cept increasing doses of " reality.- despite the crit-

icism. 
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Barter Syndication In the 1970s a different 
way for stations to pay for some syndicated televi-
sion programs emerged. Until that time, stations had 
normally paid cash for syndicated shows, but as 
program prices escalated, stations ran short of ready 
cash. Some program distributors responded by of-
fering to trade (barter) programs for advertising 
time. They presold some of the advertising time in 
barter programs to national advertisers, filling about 
half the spot opening with preinserted ads before 
delivering the series to licensing stations. The sta-
tions obtained programs without disbursing cash, 
instead giving up ad time (which they might not 
have been able to sell anyway) and stood to gain if 
they could sell the remaining spots Advertisers paid 
the syndicator or producer, gettin cut-rate national 
advertising time and an assured place in programs 
of their own choosing. 

At first barterers offered only once-a-week pro-
grams of little interest to most stations. Pro-
ducer/syndicators of specials and weekly dance shows 
used to barter to get up-front commitments from 
advertisers that might help persuade waffling sta-
tions to take on untried shows at no cost. Generally. 
these were full barter deals, meaning that the pro-
ducer/syndicator sold all the time and stations got 
a free program but no opportunity for profit. Later, 
nearly all first-run access programs were sold as 
partial barter deals, meaning that the station re-
tained some minutes for spot advertising sales. Many 
animated and live-action children's shows, packages 
of movies, and other first-run strip series, such as 
the fringe-time hit Star Trek: The Next Generation, 
are partially bartered. Then syndicators discovered 
that former network hits could command both cash 
payments and advertising time from stations anx-
iTloseirÑowaays, most barter deals 
for off-network sitcoms are of this type, called cash-
plus-barter or barter-plus-cash. 
--ITL -Fe— most commàn barter arrangement, the 
producer/syndicator presells two minutes of ads in 
each half hour, leaving four minutes for stations to 
sell. Alternatively, a national advertiser or ad agency 
obtains the rights to a program from the pro-
ducer/syndicator, either by purchasing it or by un-
derwriting a new production. The advertiser or 

agency then fills all the show's commercial time 
and syndicates it to stations in a full barter deal. In 
another variation, time-bank syndication, advertis-
ers exchange programs for spot oJenings in other 

rims., usually to be scheduled at a later time. 
Toy manufacturers, for example, may bank spots 
during the year in order to intensify their pre-Christ-
mas advertising. 

Barter syndication came into its own as a method 
of financing program purchases when distributors 
of first-run access shows adopted it, notably for hit 
game shows such as Wheel of Fortune and Jeopardy. 
Soon barter included most syndicated daytime talk 
shows—Oprah Winfrey and Donahue—as well as 
first-run access magazine shows—Geraldo, USA To-
day, Entertainment Tonight. Then movie packages 
from major studios began including barter minutes, 
and finally even some off-network series offered 
barter minutes. Cosby was the first off-network se-
ries sold on a partial barter basis, and it shattered 
all revenue records for a syndicated program. Li-
censed mostly to affiliates as a lead-in to early eve-
ning news, Cosby earned more than any previous 
syndicated series. Adding all cash and barter reve-
nue together, the show generated more than $600 
million for its syndicator, Viacom Enterprises. At 
least $100 million came from the presale of a single 
minute of barter time. 

ther Syndicated Materials Syndicators of-
fer movies in packages of six or a dozen or more, 
usually grouping them by genre ( horror, western, 

science fiction) and including some box-office suc-
cesses along with lesser-known films. Stations and 
cable networks, and sometimes even cable systems, 
buy such packages, obtaining the right to show each 
move two (or sometimes more) times. Broadcast 
affiliates usually strip such movies in late-night and 
Saturday afternoon slots; independent stations and 
cable networks often schedule them in prime time 
and on Sundays. 
Many of the national cable networks fill large 

portions of their schedules with syndicated pro-
grams, but syndication plays only a small role in 
local cable programming. Cable systems occasion-
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ally purchase the rights to old movies or series just 
as television stations do, though usually for much 
lower rates, in keeping with their smaller audiences. 
Few outside the largest markets have either the 
channel space or the advertising revenue to support 
such purchases. Cable television reaches more than 
half of all homes, but only a tiny fraction of the 
potential audience typically watches locally pro-
grammed cable channels. 

Dozens of noncommercial syndicators supply in-
structional and educational programming for chil-
dren and adults. Among the best known are the 
Agency for Instructional Technology (AIT) in 

Bloomington, IN, innovative producers of interac-
tive videodisc programs for children; the Great Plains 
National Instructional Television Library (GPN) in 
Nebraska, producers of well-known classroom se-
ries for children; and the Annenberg/CPB Project, 
producers of several prime-time adult learning se-
ries. These nonprofit agencies license program se-
ries to public television stations for in-school use. 
Were commercial stations or cable networks to pur-
chase the material, they would have to edit it dras-
tically to make room for commercial slots. In any 
event, generally only noncommercial users can 
obtain the rights. However, commercial cable net-
works such as The Learning Channel and The 
Discovery Channel compete for many educational 
programs for children and adults, blurring the once-
clear distinction between commercial and noncom-
mercial types of programs. 

Brief programs of less commercial significance 
also come from government, educational, corpo-
rate, and other sources. These are frequently of-
fered without charge or period of license to stations, 
which use them as fillers. 

13.3 
Radio Syndication 

Radio syndication once followed the same pattern 
as television syndication. Network entertainment 
shows went into syndication on radio stations fol-

lowing their network runs. After the rise of televi-
sion, however, the major radio networks reduced 
production to little besides news and sports, genres 
with little rerun value. Nor do all-music radio net-
works offer many programs with replay value. Most 
syndicated radio programs are first-run features, 
produced especially for airing within particular mu-
sic or talk formats, but such material often has a 
short lifetime, losing audience appeal after a few 
days or weeks. 

News and Music Syndication Radio de-
pends heavily on two types of material that are not 
generally tho'iF as syndicated but that never-
theless fit the definition: recorded music and news-
wire services. Though stations may choose their 
own formats and produce their own programs, most 
would be lost without the music recordings and 
new services that provide the bulk of their program 
content. Even that limited degree of local produc-
tion disappears when stations automate their op-
erations and buy ready-made syndicated formats. 

Brought about by developments in sound tech-
nology, the nationwide distribution of the elements 
of radio programming—recorded music, features, 
and often DJ voices—signals the approaching end 
of the traditional regulatory distinctions between 
local, syndicated, and network radio origination. So 
far, rapid blending of program sources cannot be 
achieved with the same ease in video as in audio; 
thus radio continues to lead television in evolving 
new distribution processes. 

Role of Automation Most radio and televi-
sion stations use some degree of automation. Many, 
repetitive operations in the program and produc-
tion departments of radio stations lend themselves 
readily to automation. The daily program log, for ex-
ample, normally requires only minor updating from 
day to day. Most of the items, such as commercials, 

public-service announcements, promotional spots, 
and station identification announcements, remain in 
place over long periods of time. Automated systems 
delete old material and add new without altering the 
rest. Advertiser billing also may be automated. 
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More sophisticated automation systems can carry 
out most programming, production, traffic, and en-
gineering functions. For example, automated trans-
mitter systems (ATS), first authorized by the FCC in 
1977, automatically adjust power and modulation 
levels. If a serious malfunction occurs, the system 
shuts the transmitter down and sends an alarm sig-
nal to an engineer. Automated systems marry ideally 
with syndicated music formats, which demand pre-
cise control over content and timing. Modern radio 
automation uses microprocessor and digital mem-
ories, keyboards on which operators can type in-
structions in plain English, video screens that give 
the keyboard operator instructions and information 
on the status of the systems, and hard-copy printers 
that deliver information for the record, such as pro-
gram and commercial logs. 

Radio automation tends to break down distinc-
tions between local and nonlocal programming. The 
degree of localism in radio music programming 
varies through three levels. In live programming, 
lo_c_Il Ds ab.e_rrsords and talk -between songs, 
conduct contestS„promote events and so on. In live-

assist m ing, automatic equipment relays, a 
syndicated music format with breaks for local DJs 

,IEk__lJi'.v.e-patter_between songs; this is mostly used 
only for large-audience dayparts. In the third type, 
automated programming, all music, commercial, 
and promotional content is automated without the 
help_L:if live ),s..=-4ather--loçailtg. 

- In a twist that combines the advantages of both 
syndicated formatting and the presence of a live 
radio personality, a single on-the-air disc jockey may 
speak for dozen's of stations while playing a single 
music tape interspersed with commercials, weather, 

and announcements appropriate to each partici-
pating station's community. Using microprocessors 
and two-way interconnection, one orchestrator can 
command prerecorded tape cassettes of local ad-
vertisements and regional weather to play at each 
of dozens of stations (See Exhibit 13-4), occasion-
ally interrupting with chatty line or two heard only 
by that station's audience to establish the presence 
of a seemingly loa, live DJ. This practice differs 

little from networking. 

Format Syndication So exacting has the art 
of music-program design and execution become 
that many radio stations employ the services of firms 
calledfrnat syndicators that provide not only pro-
gram material but also a wide range of advisory 
5erldr.e5, In contrast to most radio networks, which 
supply only news headlines or sportcasts, .fterlal 
syndicators usually supply a full 24-hour schedule 
of music witho ta-
uons that purchase syndicated formats usual y also 
affiliate with a radio network for newscasts, which 
leaves them free to concentrate on selling their own 
advertising time. 

Format syndicators distribute full program sched-
ules tailored to particular audiences. There are more 
than a score of such companies, each supplying six 
or more targeted formats. Most format syndicators 
offer several rock music variations, ranging from 
new wave to hit songs to soft album cuts, that gen-
erally fit the major format classifications of CHR, AC, 
AOR and target narrowly defined demographic or 
psychographic groups. They also offer one or two 

country music formats, an easy listening or beau-
tiful-music format, and perhaps even a classical 
music format. Bill Drake, of Drake-Chenault Enter-
prises, one of the most influential radio program-
mers, founded the oldest and probably the largest 
format syndication company in 1963. As examples 
of its eight formats, "Contempo-300" appeals to the 
18- to 34-year-old age group and "XT-40" appeals 
to the 18- to 44-year-old age group. 

Another successful format syndicator, Bonneville 
Productions, best known for a beautiful-music ser-
vice designed especially for automated stereo FM 
stations, provides more than 100 one-hour tapes 
(minus time for local insertions). Each tape fits into 
a particular hour of the 24-hour broadcast day, care-
fully calculated to match the audiences available in 
each of eight different dayparts. In addition, the 

formula reflects changes between spring/summer 
("happier, more up-tempo") and fall/winter ("more 
romantic"). The client station receives a manual of 
instructions along with the tapes, additional services 
such as a promotional kit, and ongoing advice based 
on monitoring of the station's output. Bonneville 
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EXHIBIT 13-4 Automated Cart 
Machines 

Automated tape cartridge (CART) machines 14, keep ra-

dio stations operating with limited staff A combination 
of timing devices and carts pre-recorded with atmounce-

merits, commercials, and music can protide entire day-
parts. This machine, a central part of a Kansas network, 

aut receive newscasts from other network stations for 
playback at late times. 

SOURCE: WIBW Farm News. 

aims its bland and unobtrusive sound primarily at 
women between the ages of 18 and 49, on the theory 
that women usually control the choice of station 
even when men in this age group are also listening. 

Feature Syndication Ready-made program 
items packaged to fit within particular formats come 

featurç They range from large 
companies supplying hundreds of feature programs 
and several syndicated formats to companies mar-
keting only a few topical specials or a single series. 
These stand-alone programs, either series or spe-
cials, are interwoven with a locally or distantly pro-
duced DJ or talk/news format. Program types range 
from sets of religious sermons to series of domestic 
budget hints to play-by-play sporting events, dis-
tributed on tape or by satellite. 
Weekly country and rock countdowns of hit songs 

are among the most popular syndicated programs, 

especially clones of Dick Clark's long-running Top 
40 Countdown and Casey Kasem's American Top 
Foro). Stations normally schedule syndicated count-
downs on weekends, filling long hours without 
paying for a live local DJ. Feature syndicators also 
supply brief telephone interviews with rock and 
country music celebrities, divided into one-minute 
segments for inclusion throughout the broadcast 
day. Such features add variety to otherwise pre-
dictable replays of fixed music playlists. Talk radio 
stations also vary their local sound with syndicated 
business, health, and other specialized reports voiced 

by well-known national announcers. 

13.4 

Syndicated Religion 

At one time it would have seemed strange to include 
a section on religious broadcasting in a discussion 
of commercial radio and television programs. The 
networks and the larger stations used to regard re-
ligious programs as a public service, best scheduled 
as sustaining rather than commercial offerings. 
However, over the years, and at an accelerated pace 
since the 1970s, highly commercialized religious 
broadcasting began to replace sustaining programs. 
The electronic church became both conspicuously 
active and highly controversial. 

Much has been written to explain the remarkable 
growth and political influence of the electronic 
church. In terms of numbers, it attracts a relatively 
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EXHIBIT 13-5 Audiences of the Ten Most Popular Religious Programs 

.vionber Households Watching 

Program 
In Feb. 

'87 
In Mal' 

'87 
In May 

'88 

Robert Schuller 

,I:mmy Swaggart 
Oral Roberts 

The World of Tomorrow 

Old Time Gospel flour 

Kenneth Copeland 

Dr. , mes Kennedy 

The 700 Club 

In Touch 

Jim and Tammy Bakker 

1,256,000 

1,091,000 

881,000 

653,000 

435,000 

3'9.000 

363.000 

313,000 

230,000 

215.000 

1,158,000 

819,000 

"0-,000 

588,000 

482.000 

33.4,000 

385,000 

254,000 

1--,000 

208,000 

The 1st column shous the status before the BakkerlSwaggart scandals. &cos of 

the Bakker scandal seen reflected in the 2d column. the Swaggart sandal in the 

.1d column. •Vote that even before the scandals, sonic of Ixtst-known programs 

ranked below lesser-known programs. 

1.145,000 

565,000 

539,000 

632,000 

331,000 

354,000 

367,000 
16-0)00 
191,000 

-6,000 

SOURCE A C. Nielsen data, tabulated by Stephen Winzenburg. Florida Southern College. 

small constituency, perhaps 6 to 10 percent of Amer-
icans ( see Exhibit 13-5), mostly women over 50 

.ears of age located in the south and west ( Hoover, 
1988: 63 However, their fervor and commitment 
make up for what they lack in numbers. • 

Origins Preachers and religious organizations 

recognized the potential of radio broadcasiing from 
its earliest days. Some started their own StatiCUIS. 
The Mormons. for example, founded the predeces-
sor of today's KSL ( Salt Lake City) in 1922. Other 
church groups depended on time donated or sold 
by commercial stations and networks. 

In the early days of broadcasting, the networks 
and the larger stations adopted a policy of sched-
uling "safe" religious programs in sustaining (do-
nated, noncommercial) time, avoiding arguments 
with the many sects thW clamored for access by 
dealing only with coalitions of Jewish synagogues 
and Catholic and Protestant churches. Frustrated at 
being excluded, the smaller sects and maverick in-

dividual preachers resorted to buying time, at first 
from small radio stations on which they could air 
their sermons, Bible lessons, commentaries, and 

pleas for donations with relative impunity. They 
nevertheless remained relatively unknown to the 
general audience until television projected them 
into the limelight. Again, televangelists started first 

on smaller, weaker stations. Larger stations tended 
to follow the industry's Television Code ( now de-
funct—see Section 17.8), which recommended 
against selling time to "churches and religious bod-
ies."' But televised religious services in church set-
tings, staged for dramatic visual effect, evolved 
naturally from the traditional revivalist tent shows 
and mass rallies that had long been a feature of 
American rural Midwestern and Southern urban life. 

M. G. " Pat" Robertson exemplifies the new, tele-
vision-bred generation of evangelists. Son of a U.S. 
senator and graduate of Yale Law School, he ex-
perienced a conversion, eventually obtained a UHF 
television station, and won a following with The 700 
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Club, a relatively low-key talk show featuring inter-
views with celebrities, healing sessions, and news 
"from a Christian perspective." Syndicated to scores 
of television stations (through the purchase of time), 
The 700 Club is the most visible part of the CBN 
(Christian Broadcasting Network) evangelistic em-
pire. Its Virginia Beach headquarters embraces the 
CBN University, elaborate program-production fa-
cilities, satellite ground stations, a radio and tele-
vision program distribution operation, and is the 
home of the advertising-supported CBN Family Net-
work, one of the most widely distributed cable net-
works. CBN Continental Broadcasting, Inc., owns 
an FM station and two UHF television stations, all 
operated commercially. As this list suggests, Rob-
ertson expanded CBN far beyond its televangelistic 
origins. 

In sum, the broadcast networks and stations pro-
duce a few religious programs working in coop-
eration with mainline churches and synagogues; they 
are scheduled as sustai rograms. In addition, 
religiously oriented television and radio stations, 
several religiously supported cable networks, and 
independent producers and syndicators specialize 
in religious programs. These programs may consist 
of formal sermons, talk and interviewing that are 
only vaguely religious in nature, or gospel singing 
and dancing elements in a variety show format. Pop-
ular evangelists star in the most conspicuous of 
the syndicated programs, usually recorded before 
live audiences in churches—some especially con-
structed and outfitted for television production. 
Robert Schuler, leader of the "positive thinking" 
school, built a "crystal cathedral," the most impres-
sive of such church-studio complexes. 
On the regulatory side, the FCC ruled in 1960 

that stations could classify paid-for religious pro-
grams under "public service," a category normally 
limited to sustaining ( noncommercial) programs. 
As further encouragement, the commission ex-
empted paid-time religious programs from the 
prohibition then in effect against program-length 
commercials, which under the FCC definition could 
have applied to many such programs because they 
often revolved around pleas for money. Finally, the 

commission largely exempted religious programs 
from the right-of-reply requirements formerly im-
posed on other broadcasts by the fairness doctrine.* 

Commercialization Evangelists have obtain-
ed a virtual monopoly on television airtime for reli-
gion. As their purchases of time mounted, networks 
and stations cut back on giving sustaining time for 
religious programs, retaining only holiday specials. 
In 1988, after 40 years, CBS dropped the last of its 
traditional mainline programs, For Our Times, the 
only regularly scheduled network religious televi-
sion program still on the air. By then, only 48 CBS 
affiliates out of over 200 carried the program. Simi-
lar clearance problems had occurred at the other 
networks. 
Most stations welcomed televangelist time buyers 

because they often paid for otherwise unsellable, 
low-viewership hours. Moreover, the increased 
competition brought about by FCC liberalization of 
broadcast licensing and permissive cable television 
regulation forced television stations to scramble for 
revenue. Financial pressure made them willing to 
accept the small size of televangelist audiences and 
the problem of delays in payment (which often oc-
curred because of the thin ice of donated revenue 
on which televangelists usually skate). 

Televangelist-administrators can control produc-
tion and mailing expenses to some extent, but they 
cannot shave the relentless bills from the stations 
from whom they buy time. Oral Roberts, for ex-
ample, paid $19.5 million for time on 128 stations 
in 1987 to reach 800,000 households; Pat Robert-
son's The 700 Club paid $22 million for time on 93 
stations to reach 200,000 households (Winzenburg, 
1988). As these figures suggest, it costs so much to 
reach each donor household that the televangelists 
are under tremendous pressure to maintain a con-

"Fairness doctrine exemptions did not extend to personal at-
tacks. One such attack gave rise to a major Supreme Court de-
cision, the Red Lion case (discussed in Exhibit 18.4). Writer 
William A. Henry III tried unsuccessfully to get reply time to 
rebut some tendentious political programs on one of Pat Rob-
ertson's stations; "the run-around went on for months on every 
issue I pursued," he reported (Henry, 1987). 
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tinuously mounting cash flow. This accounts for the 
fervency of their appeals for money, accompanied 
by all-too-real threats of going off the air if donations 

fall short. 
The televangelist movement relies heavily on the 

tax-exempt status of constitutionally protected re-
ligious activities. In addition to outright donations, 
many televangelists ask for "love offerings" for a 
variety of goods such as crosses, Bibles, cassette 
recordings, and pamphlets. Jimmy Swaggart, for ex-
ample, in effect operates a "mail-order catalogue 
business in which items are offered for a fixed do-
nation, which makes it a tax-deductible transaction-
( Applebome, 1988). With so many millions of tax-

free dollars passing through the mails, successful 
televangelists tend to take on for-profit sidelines 
such as .1:ni Bakker's gaudy theme park, Heritage 
'SA, and to adopt the jet-and-limousine lifestyle of 

corporate executives. Questions about fiscal re-

sponsibility inevitably arise. Bakker, one-time star 
of the .fini and 'lanum' Bakker Show on the Pli 
cable netwo- flatly refused to give the FCC infor-
mation about the disposition of funds solicited on 
his programs for a specific charity that a newspaper 

alleged he had misappropriated ( 71 FCC 2d 324, 
19-9 1. Bakker claimed that the inquiry violated the 

First Amendment guarantees of religious and speech 
freedom. The FCC dropped the case in a decision 

that later came under fire ( see Exhibit 13-6). 
It would be easy to overstate the significance of 

the electronic church. In the heady days of Ronald 
Reagan's first term as president, it seemed to some 

that nothing could stop a fundamentalist revolution. 
The failure of Jerry Falwell's Moral Majority to get 

its political agenda enacted, the defeat of Pat Rob-

ertson's bid for the presidential nomination, the 
Bakker and Swaggart scandals, and the national re-
treat from the high-water mark of Reagan neocon-
servatism seem to argue that televangelism, though 
still viable as a conspicuous and colorful source of 
broadcast and cable programs, will have relatively 
little political impact over the long haul. With the 

audience consisting of mostly already self-identified 

Christians, the evangelicals' goal of "converting un-
believers" stands little chance of wide-scale reali-

zation. Moreover, financial pressures drive once 

wholly religious cable program networks increas-
ingly toward broad-appeal "family" programming. 

13.5 
Local Television Programs 

Locally produced programs take up very little time 
in broadcast schedules; they make up less than 10 
percent of all television programming, it is esti-
mated. Most local television consists of news and 
some public-affairs programming. The local eve-

ning news ranks highest in importance among lo-
cally produced programs because of the revenue 
and prestige it brings. 

Scheduling The  commercial broadcast net: 
works fill about 70 percent of their affiliates' sched-

ules. Their programs occupy most of the early 
mornings, mornings, afternoons, prime time, and 

late evenings, as well as weekend days, although 
affiliates sometimes refuse to clear weak shows in 
the very early and late time periods. Affiliates have 

two key entertainment times to fill; early fringe, 
from 4 to 6 p.1. or whenever local news starts, and 
access ( with zonal and season variations), 7 to 8 p.m. 
As previously explained, stations purchase high-
priced syndicated programs to fill these two time 

periods. 
Most affiliates originate a local early-evening 

newscast and a late-fringe newscast. Depending on 
the size of the market and when network news 
appears, local evening news may start as early as 

4:30 or 5:00 or as late at 6:00 P.M. The larger the 
market, the more time the station is likely to devote 
to local news. After all, more happens in big cities. 
In addition, the higher the rank an affiliate holds 

within its market, the more time it will devote to 
local news. The number three affiliate in many mar-

kets feels pressure from cost-conscious manage-

ment to cut back on news. 
Local evening news may lead into network news 

or precede and follow network news in a sandwich. 

in the Eastern and Pacific time zones, network news 
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EXHIBIT 13-6 Trouble in Paradise 

As early as 1979 rumblings could be heard from a 
storm brewing in the earthly paradise of the PTL's 
2,300-acre Christian theme park, Heritage USA, from 
which Jim and Tammy Bakker used to broadcast their 
fund-raising talk show. Newspaper allegations that 
Bakker had misappropriated charitable funds for his 
personal use led the FCC to question Bakker's eligi-
bility to continue holding a television license. The 
commission took no action then, but the issue arose 
again in 1982, when the P11 applied to the FCC to sell 
a debt-ridden station. The commission approved the 
sale by a 4-2 vote. According to a 1988 PBS docu-
mentary, Praise the Lord, the dissenting commission-
ers and an FCC staff member took strong exception 
to the decision, alleging that the majority papered over 
evidence of misconduct. 

Bakker exulted over the air at having defeated the 
Devil and the FCC (he often spent hours on his pro-
gram refuting "plots" to discredit his ministry). He 
embarked on a building frenzy to furnish his theme 
park with a grandiloquent hotel, campground, mall, 
huge wave-making swimming pool, water slide, and 
much more. A master of the art of high-pressure sell-
ing, Bakker peddled time-share rights to "lifetime part-
ners" in the park's planned housing units. Showing 
off model rooms, cajoling prospects with daily warn-

usually starts at 6:30, preceded by local newscasts 
of a half hour to two hours in length. In the Central 
and Mountain time zones, and when parts of the 
country shift to daylight savings, schedules vary more. 
Network evening news may he scheduled as late as 
7:00 P.M. or as early as 5:30, commonly within a local 
news sandwich. Late newscasts on affiliates typically 
appear at 11:00 P.NI. and last a half hour. Many affil-
iates also schedule a half hour or hour of noon 
news. About 80 percent of affiliates also originate a 
half-hour newscast or magazine/talk show in the 
early morning on weekdays, preceding the network 
morning programs or pre-empting part of them if 
network ratings are weak. 

Affiliates generally schedule local public-affairs 
shows on weekday or Sunday mornings. During 

ing that partnerships were almost sold out, he per-
suaded more than a hundred thousand "partners" to 
mail in checks for as much as a thousand dollars each 
in exchange for lifetime vacation rights at Heritage 
USA. For another building scheme, Bakker frequently 
exhibited a severely deformed person named Kevin 
as a come-on to secure donations to construct a Vic-
torian mansion to house the handicapped. "People say 
we're exploiting you," Jim would say on the air to 

election years or at times when important local is-
sues arise, affiliates may increase their local pro-
grams, but typically they avoid scheduling them in 
the most valuable time periods, such as early fringe. 
access, or prime time.* Affiliates that produce reg-
ularly scheduled local nonnews shows usually choose 
a magazine/talk program for women, scheduled on 
weekday mornings. 

Independent stations usually schedule their most 
popular programs against local programs on affili-

*An affiliate is more likely to pre-empt a weak network show in 

prime time than to preempt its own syndicated shows. l'uilic-
affairs programs sometimes show up in "syndicated program 

slots," however, when a hole occurs between the end of the 

contractual period for one series and the beginning of another. 
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EXHIBIT 13-6 Continued 

Kevin. "Do you think you're being exploited?" Kevin 
would look up from his wheelchair and dutifully pipe 
a reply in the negative. The money poured in, and 
the house went up, but reportedly only Kevin ever 
lived in it—and only until the scandal necessitated his 

eviction. 
The scandal erupted in mid-1987 when Bakker con-

fessed to a sexual adventure with a woman to whom 
PTL had paid hush money. But this peccadillo looked 
insignificant among the avalanche of revelations that 
followed. Evidence of massive misappropriation of funds 

to support Jim and Tammy's self-indulgent lifestyle 
piled up; building came to a halt; contractors and com-
mercial stations sued for unpaid bills; the Internal 
Revenue Service and the Justice Department investi-
gated; Bakker resigned; the Assemblies of God church 
defrocked him. Another televangelist, Jerry Falwell, 
tried briefly, amid charges of a takeover, to save the 
floundering ministry (his stewardship was notable 
mainly for the bizarre televised scene of the normally 
dignified Falwell swooshing fully clothed down the 

I feritage USA water slide). 
Before the end of 1988 a federal grand jury indicted 

Bakker and some of his cohorts, alleging that they 

diverted millions from PTL's charitable donations and 
defrauded thousands of "partners" whom the actual 

ates. typically counterprogramming the affiliate 
evening news block with expensive off-network en-

tertainment series to attract the nonnews audience. 
They usually fill prime time with movies or live 
sporting events. Independents tend to spread the 
cost of live sporting events by forming regional net-

works. One station mu produce for the regional 
network, making sports " local- for that station. Many 
independents carry a syndicated newscast at 10 P.N1. 

( EST) u attract early. news viewers. The widespread 

availability of CNN, FNN, and I leadline News, how-
ever, has diminished the value of this strategy. Only 
a small number of independents devote resources 
to local news or other local production. 

If a cable system does any local production, and 
most do not, it generally offers a mix of council/ 

heritage USA facilities could never accommodate (just 
routine overbooking, like the airlines, Bakker claimed). 
As the rickety P11 financial structure collapsed, a ver-
itable "holy war- broke out, with a half-dozen evan-
gelical ministers excoriating one another. Another 
Assemblies of God minister, Jimmy Swaggart, con-
demned Bakker, only to be tagged himself with sexual 
indiscretions. A hard core of devoted supporters stoutly 
defended the self-confessed wrongdoers, but punish-
ment from others came swiftly. Jimmy Swaggart's 
revenue fell by 49 percent, Jimmy Bakker's by 65 
percent. Neither saw any inconsistency in continuing 

their ministries. 
Shaken by the debacle, the National Religious 

Broadcasters' Association voted 324 to 6 to tighten the 

financial integrity aspect of its ethical code. Cable op-
erators, embarrassed at having carried the PTL chan-
nel, supported mainline churches in founding a new, 
nonevangelical religious channel that barred fund-
raising. The new channel, VISN, opened in September 
1988 and almost immediately won second place, after 
CBN Family Network, in penetration and popularity 
among the religiously oriented cable networks. 

SOURCE: Photo from UPI Bettmann. 

school hoard meetings, community reports. docu-
mentaries. and community productions, tilling a part-

day schedule and rerunning each item many times. 

Inclusion of local cable channels in program guides 
and newspaper televisitm supplements has forced 
more standardized program scheduling, but the large 

number of one-time-only programs makes regular 

program patterns difficult to maintain. 

Local TV News As audiences for local newscasts 

grew in the 190s, stations began investing heavily 
in news operations. Multimillion-dollar budgets for 

local television news departments in large markets 

became commonplace, enabling stations to pur-
chase or lease helicopters, customized news vans 

loaded with minicams and topped with microwave 
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relay dishes, movable satellite uplinks, automated 
newsrooms, computerized color weather maps, and 
other high-tech facilities for news gathering and 
presentation. Large stations developed their own 
investigative reporting and documentary units, ex-
panding their coverage to nearby towns and cities. 
Satellite technology and networking enlarged the 
reach of local stations even further, minimizing time 
and distance constraints. By the mid- 1980s, large-
market stations routinely dispatched local news teams 
to distant places to get local angles on national news 
events, sending live stories back to the home base 
via satellite. So important had local news become, 
for network affiliates at least, that being number 
one in local news usually meant being number one 
in the market. 

While helpful in expanding local news program 
length and in enlivening local production, im-
proved news-gathering technology also has its down 
side. Critics point to overuse of live relays when 
thoughtful in-studio reports might be more infor-
mative. There is a natural tendency to show off tech-
nical capabilities to justify expensive equipment 
purchases. Some critics also think that the advan-
tages of the local angle on national and international 
stories may be offset by the shallow reporting of 
personnel who lack the experience and background 
to handle such stories with authority. 

Encouraged by their ability to fill more time with 
ENG-assisted stories and by the increased audience 
appetite for news, during the 1970s some stations 

lengthened local newscasts. Some stretched to 2 or 
21 hours in length, notably those in Los Angeles, 
New York, and Washington, DC. As cable service 
penetrated those markets, however, CNN, Headline 
News, and FNN divided the news audience, driving 
broadcasters to cut back to shorter newscasts. None-
theless, major-market affiliates generally produced 
an hour or more of early evening news, in addition 
to noon and late newscasts. 

Independent stations have a tough time compet-
ing with affiliates for the news audience. Neverthe-
less, many produce a half hour of local news at 10:30 
P.M., preceded by INN ( Independent Network News) 
national news at 10:00. Independents draw on syn-

dicated materials from INN, CNN, NIWS, or Conus 
for international and national stories, supplemented 
by wire reports from the traditional news agencies 
(see Exhibit 11-7). The Ten O'clock News ( The Nine 
O'clock News during daylight saving time) sched-
uled earlier than local late newscasts to attract view-
ers who are not willing to wait up for the 11:00 P.M. 
affiliate newscasts, has been INN's main service. The 
national newscast gets higher ratings, creating spill-
over viewers for local independent news. Local in-
dependents therefore generally follow INN with a 
half-hour of local news, rather than preceding it in 
the typical affiliate/network pattern. 
News consultants brought a more entertainment-

oriented style. For example, "happy talk" news jazzed 
up local news presentation with informal banter 
among members of the on-air news team—usually 
two news anchors, a sports reporter, a weather re-
porter, and various on-the-scene correspondents. 
Their synthetic light-heartedness created, as one critic 
put it, "an aura of exaggerated joviality and elbow-
jabbing comradeship" (Powers, 1977: 35). In a sim-
ilar vein, new directors contrived "happy news," 
stories lacking in hard-news value but inserted to 
relieve the gloom of real news by giving viewers 

the feeling that something good happened in the 
world that day. 

Happy talk and happy news were encouraged by 
new consultants, marketing specialists who rose to 
prominence in the 1970s. Stations hired them to 
give advice on how to jack up local newscast ratings. 
Nowadays, few stations would alter the appearance 
or style of their newscasts without first seeking ad-
vice from a news consultant. Under contract to sta-
tion management, news consultants move in with a 

battery of audience surveys and focus-group inter-
views to analyze public perceptions of a station's 
news presentation, content, and personnel. Con-
sultants also examine organizational relationships 
within the station. Their advice can range from 

wholesale replacement of news anchors to the 
adoption of an on-the-air dress code. They have 
been accused of responsibility for more than a dec-
ade of Ken-and-Barbie-doll news anchors and for 
sexist and ageist recommendations favoring men 
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over women and young over old as news present-
ers. By 1990, however, nonstandard looks had 
become more acceptable to the public, and able 
journalists could hope to survive consultant evalu-
ations even without a youthful appearance. 

Consultants disclaim any interference with 
professional journalistic judgments. Nevertheless, 
"action news," a format often recommended by 
consultants, emphasizes photographically interest-
ing events, such as fires and accidents, and short, 
punchy news bites. In a book critical of news con-
sultants, Ron Power concluded: 

When local stations create and choreograph entire pro-
grams along the guidelines supplied by researchers— 
toward the end of gratifying the audiences' surface whims, 
not supplying its deeper informational needs—an in-
sidious and corrosive hoax is being perpetrated on 
American viewers  The hoax is made more insidious 
by the fact that very few TV newswatchers are aware 
of what information is left out of a newscast in order 
to make room for the audience-building gimmicks and 
pleasant repartee ( 1977: 234). 

Local news departments sometimes capitalize on 
the availability of camcorders (relatively inexpen-
sive hand-held video cameras) to turn amateur pho-
tographers into "stringers." Stations have used 
amateur footage of earthquakes, tornados, train 
wrecks, convicted criminals out on bail and walking 
the streets, neighborhood riots, and traffic jams. Some 
stazions solicit such stringer footage, paying a nom-
inal fee of $50 to $250 per usable item. Even without 
solicitation, newsrooms receive miles of jiggly vid-
eotape from would-be news photographers, some 
of it useful to spice up local evening newscasts. 

Cable Origination Local cable systems rarely 

produce local newscasts. A major exception is News 
12 Long Island, a 24-hour, cable-only all-news ser-
vice produced solely for residents of Long Island's 
108 towns and villages (see Exhibit 13-7). NBC is 
part owner of this service. Only about a quarter of 
the 8,000 cable systems in the United States origi-
nate programs of any kind. They offer either com-
mercial local origination channels, programmed 
by cable operators themselves, or noncommercial 

EXHIBIT 13-7 News 12 Long Island 

Neu, York's Long Island is home to America's only 24-
hour local televisión neus service. News 12 1.. mg Island 
reports events in the hundred or so conumunties on the 
island, generates feature stories about Long Island his-
tory, inhabitants and customs, and interprets regional 
and national erunts in lie of their impact on the area. 

SOURCE Rick Young News 12. 

public-access channels, programmed by private cit-
izens or nonprofit institutions such as schools and 
municipal governments. Channels run by cable op-
erators, which are fewer in number nationally than 
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access channels, carry local advertising and tend 
toward entertainment programs. In some commu-
nities they have been successful in generating rev-
enue from high school sports, packages of old 
movies, and other low-cost syndicated shows. Ad-
free channels open to community groups or schools 

focus on informational and cultural programs. About 
half of all local cable-only programs consist of pub-
lic affairs, typically coverage of school board, city 
council, and county council meetings, hearings on 
community issues, and discussion or documentary 
programs on local political, environmental, and ed-
ucational issues. Community calendars, updated daily, 
have been among local cable's biggest successes. 
They list local events and meetings that never get 
mentioned on the large broadcast stations. The other 
half of cable-only programs consists of entertain-
ment, culture, fine arts, sports, children's cartoons, 
and sometimes religion. 

Local cable channels can present public meetings 
more economically than broadcast stations can. Their 
equipment and staffs cost less, technical quality mat-
ters less, and they can ignore the tight scheduling 
of broadcast television stations and their depend-
ence on advertiser, underwriier, or subscriber ap-
peal. On a cable channel, meetings, hearings, and 
presentations on local issues can be carried to the 

bitter end without interruption. Live coverage of an 
issue important to just a few hundred residents may 
he justified on local cable channels but not on a 
broadcast station. 

Increasingly, candidates for public office use ca-

ble channels for local political discussions. At elec-
tion times, candidates for the House and Senate and 
state and local office fill large pans of cable sched-

ules in major markets. Local cable programs also 
play a useful role between elections by enabling 
taxpayers to see and hear local officials in action at 
public meetings of city councils, school boards, and 
the like. Local cable channels also give local mu-
sicians, actors, dancers, video artists, and craftspeo-
ple a means of reaching an audience. Though as yet 
largely unstructured and amorphous, these types of 
specialized programs serve social goals that mass-

audience commercial broadcasting cannot. 

13.6 
Local Radio Programs 

By and large, radio stations retain much more local 

program autonomy than television stations and ca-
ble systems. Networks, once all-important, have re-
ceded into a secondary role. Although most stations 
depend almost totally on recorded music, they as-
semble it to fit their own program formats. Carefully 

crafted formats attuned to specific audience seg-
ments dominate radio programming to an extraor-
dinary deeree. 

Music Formats Radio is often characterized as 

a local rather than a national medium, especially in 
comparison to television. Although true in ternis of 
advertising hases, this generalization overlooks the 

national scope of music recordings. Records and 
compact discs are syndicated media, simultaneously 
available all over the country. Rarely does a station 

have any exclusive play rights. Music promoters send 
free copies of most recordings to every station with 

an appropriate format, hoping for frequent airplay. 
Increasingly, stations mix syndicated formats and 
feature material with recordings and live DI patter 
to create a unique local sound. 

Most radio stations use modified blocking, 
changing format slightly to suit each daypart. For 
example, many stations schedule mostly news and 
weather/traffic information during drive times, shift-

ing to recorded music at other times. Sonie prtimote 
disc jockey personalities; others suppress them. Most 

abide by rigid formulas, vet sonie favor free-form 
programming. Even the old-fashioned full-service 

program philosophy still has sonic followers, es-
pecially in very small towns. In major markets, 
however, stations typically adopt pure formats, con-

tinuing the sanie sound throughout the day and 
night. This strategy distinguishes each station from 
its competitors most effectively, since major mar-
kets have so many stations with similar formats. 

Most parsimonious of all broadcast formats, the 
disc jockey show fully exploits the availability of 
recorded music, reducing production costs to the 
lowest possible level. The DJ format exploits per-
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EXHIBIT 13-8 Major U.S. Radio Station Formats 

Format 

Total 

Stations Percentage AMs IMs Commercial Noncommercial 

Country & Western 
Adult Contemporary 
Religious/Gospel 

CliR/Top-40 

MOR 
Oldies/Classic rock 

Diversified 

AOR 
Talk 

Beautiful music 
News 

Classical 
Jazz 

Big Band/Nostalgia 
Educational 

Spanish 
Urban Contemporary 

Black 

Agricultural 

Progressive 

2421 19% 
2325 18 
1054 8 

984 8 
729 6 

695 6 
614 5 
486 4 

408 3 

403 3 

384 3 
355 3 
296 2 
259 2 

259 2 
237 2 

193 2 
186 1 
157 1 

127 1 

12,572 100% 

1483 

1043 
643 

188 

560 

473 

153 
56 

352 
91 

278 

21 
27 

216 
13 

176 
86 

126 

115 

938 
1282 
411 

796 
169 
222 
461 

430 

56 

312 
106 
334 

269 
43 

246 

61 
107 

60 
42 

123 

2410 

2279 
809 
891 

706 
683 
192 

333 
360 

372 
278 

59 
66 

248 
7 

220 
176 

163 
154 

14 

11 
46 

245 

93 
23 
12 

422 

153 
48 

31 

106 

296 
230 

11 
252 
17 

17 

23 

3 
113 

SOURCE: Based on data in Broadcasting/Cable Yearbook, 1989, p F-120. 

sonal DJ idiosyncracies and their interactions with 
the rapidly changing popular music scene. A form 
of expression once unique to radio, the DJ format 
has migrated to television through video jockeys 
(VJs) on MW, Night Flight, Night Tracks, and other 
television shows. 

Formats based on rock music predominate (see 
Exhibit 13-8). More fine distinctions are drawn 
among types of rock music than among most other 
musical genres. Rock formats include adult contem-
porary (AC), which uses a broad array of popular 
music and golden oldies to appeal to a broad range 
of adult listeners; contemporary bit radio (CHR), 
which uses playlists to tightly restrict songs to just 
the most recent hits appealing to teens and young 
adults; album-oriented rock (AOR), which mixes 
less popular songs prom highly popular albums with 

rock classics; oldies or classic rock, which plays hits 
from the 1950s and 1960s; urban contemporary 
(UC), mixing rock and jazz, which favors black song 
writers, musicians, and singers with appeal for big-
city listeners; and others such as Top-40 and new ' 
wave. Of these, adult contemporary has been the 
most successful. 
However, more stations play country music than 

any.other tyrie of music, and tholigh Exhibir 13-8 
-§hows it as a single format, by 1990 country was 
about ready to be subdivided into urban, country-
and-western, oldies, and other specialties, just as 
rock had fragmented in the 1970s. Most country 
music stations are commercial AM stations. Adult 
contemporary, on the other hand, has been suc-
cessful on both AM and FM stations. Religious/gospel 
radio, one of the top three formats (as shown in 
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Exhibit 13-8), shows a steady shift to the AM band 
as a commercial service. It finds adherents mostly 
in the South and Midwest but dominates Sunday 
mornings throughout the country. CHR has a some-
what larger playlist than Top-40, usually playing the 
most popular 100 or so songs. CHR and Top-40 are 
highly commercialized formats, concentrated in the 
FM band. MOR, in contrast, has survived mostly on 
commercial AM stations in very small markets. The 
most recent rock variant, oldies or, more com-
monly, classic rock, appeals to baby boomers, adults 
who listened to early rock as teenagers in the 1950s 
and 1960s. A broad form of oldies tends to survive 
on commercial AM radio, and the newer classic rock 
is promoted as an FM format targeting adult women. 

Diversified, as a format, refers to the full-service 
AM station, which schedules a mix of news, talk, 
and some music, usually without commercials. Sim-
ilarly, Spanish-language, black, and other ethnically 
oriented stations tend to mix music and informa-
tional programming as a commercial format, tar-
geting specialized groups. 
AOR has dropped in popularity as classic rock 

has risen, but it is still viable for at least one FM 
station in each major market because of its strong 
male appeal. Beautiful music and easy listening, 
broad-appeal formats using instrumentals or or-
chestrated music combined with popular songs, have 
adherents in most large radio markets. They saturate 
waiting rooms, elevators, department stores, and 
other public spaces. Several syndicated easy-listen-
ing music services without commercials, such as 
Muzak, go out on FM subcarriers that require special 
adaptors for reception. 

Classical music appears mostly on noncommer-
cial FM stations, but a few commercial and AM 
stations have adopted the format, especially in the 
largest markets. Jazz, on the other hand, though it 
has a devoted following, has not proved successful 
commercially. Big band, usually a syndicated format 
consisting of 1940s band music, has been successful 
mostly in large and mid-sized markets as a com-
mercial AM format. In contrast, Urban contempo-
rary is the major-market variant of rock and jazz 
that serves black city dwellers, whereas black mixes 
music and information to suit smaller, more rural 

markets. Progressive, catch-all for secondary cuts on 
popular albums mixed with avant-garde rock music 
in loose formats once called "underground radio," 
is usually noncommercial and on FM radio, though 
a few commercial stations in the very largest mar-
kets have successfully adopted the format. 

Information Formats Although drawing a line 
between entertainment and information radio for-
mats offers difficulties, four of the formats listed in 
Exhibit 13-8 are predominantly informational: talk, 
news, educational, and agricultural. Collectively, these 
formats occur on less than 10 percent of radio sta-
tions. Newly developed AM formats, such as all-
business and all-sports, attempt to capture fresh 

audiences for AM radio as traditional AM listeners 
age and under-45 listeners turn to FM. Only about 
one-quarter of listening now goes to the AM band. 

Radio uses informational programming both within 
music formats and as a stand-alone format. Within 
music programming, news may consist of as little 
as one-minute network headlines. Stations with 
news/ talk formats, on the other hand, include local 
and network news headlines, in-depth newscasts, 
studio and remote interviews, informational feature 
stories, and telephone conversations with public 
figures and listeners. Although some music stations 
originate local news to supplement network news, 
they schedule it only in drive times. News on sta-
tions targeting teenagers has become a travesty, 
reporting the doings of celebrity rock stars while 
ignoring hard international and domestic news, which 
most young listeners consider boring. 
The most popular informational format, talk ra-

dio, occurs almost exclusively on commercial AM 
stations. It combines telephone call-in and interview 
programs with feature material and local news. Talk 
content varies between the two extremes of sexual 
innuendo and serious political or social commen-
tary. In major markets, shock radio deliberately 
aims at outraging conservative listeners by violating 
common taboos and desecrating sacred cows. Shock 
radio's contempt for adult authority and social tra-
dition tends to attract very young listeners. 

Most talk programming, however, focuses on lo-
cal controversial issues, using guest experts and 
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questioning by hosts and callers. The two-way tel-
ephone call-in show attracts an older and generally 
conservative class of listeners—people who have 
both the time and the inclination to engage in dis-
cussions with talk-show hosts. Program directors 
must take care lest a small but highly vocal group 
of repeat callers, often advocates of extremist views, 
dominate the talk and kill advertiser interest. Talk 
programs targeting younger listeners have been more 
successful with sports and shock talk and, in some 
major markets, classified advertising. 

During the 1980s, talk radio emerged as an im-
portant public forum in the black community, al-
though only a few of the 600 or so black-oriented 
stations adopted the format. Black talk stations pro-
vided a window through which candidates for pub-
lic office, community organizations, and reporters 
could obtain a unique perspective on black public 
opinion. Politicians such as Harold Washington, Chi-
cago's first black mayor, and the Reverend Jesse 
Jackson found that black talk radio gave them po-
litical input that they could not get through main-
stream media. 

The all-news format costs a lot to run, yet gets only 
low ratings compared with successful music for-
mats. Actually, all-news stations devote only about a 
quarter of their time to hard news, filling the rest with 
informational -and service features. They count on 
holding attention for only about 20 minutes at a time, 
long enough for listeners to arm themselves with the 
latest headlines, the time of day, weather tips, and 
advice about driving conditions. To succeed, this re-
volving-door programming needs a large audience 
reservoir that only major markets can supply. 
Educational radio, overwhelmed by television and 

the growth of rock music, survives as a noncommer-
cial FM format in some cities, usually as a public 
school service. Only about 2 percent of stations pro-
vide instructional programs for schools and other 
noncommercial institutions, such as churches. Ra-
dio's in-school function has been largely taken over 
by videocassettes, which provide visuals as well as 
sound under the classroom teacher's direct control. 
Radio farm news plays an important role in mod-

ern farming. Office and factory workers find weather 
reports a convenience, but farmers find them essen-

tial. Many midwestern stations piggyback farm news 
on some major radio format. About 1 percent of sta-
tions, nearly all in the Midwest, carry a full-time ag-
ricultural format , nearly always on commercial AM. 
The U.S. Department of Agriculture distributes 
background information and taped radio and tele-
vision series, as well as responses to telephone 
inquiries, by satellite to keep farmers current on 
federal policy and agricultural data. 

Religious Radio More than 50 religious or-
ganizations held station licenses in the 1920s, but 
like the educational licensees, most of them have 
since given up their grants. Only a dozen of these 
pioneer AM stations survive, but the later availability 
of FM channels encouraged a resurgence of reli-
gious radio stations, especially on the reserved non-
commercial educational channels. 
The practice of selling time to promoters of re-

ligious programming, a striking feature of modern 
commercial radio, has always been controversial, 
and some broadcasters still oppose it. Nevertheless, 
such sales amount to a multimillion-dollar business 
that even nurtures its own specialized advertising 
agencies. Much religious radio consists of old-fash-
ioned back-to-the-Bible fundamentalist preaching, 
supplemented with church music, but recognized 
religious music formats exist: traditional gospel, 
contemporary Christian, Christian rock, Christian 
country, and others. About 8 percent of radio sta-
tions, most of them commercial, feature religious 
programming. 

Community Radio Noncommercial FM sta-
tions and cable-only FM services constitute com-
munity radio. In the 1960s, reacting against rigidly 
formatted radio and dissenting from establishment 
values, some small stations began the underground 
or free-form radio format. "Some great things were 
done," recalled one observer. "Tough, creative, un-
polished, kinky scenes, but great. FM radio was a 
world full of surprises, like the world of early tele-
vision" (Pichaske, 1979: 151). Such radio is now 
lumped under the progressive format, mixing live 
and recorded music and talk, usually at the whim 
of the presenter. Stations using antiestablishment 
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formats have come and mostly gone, but the six-
station Pacifica group described in Exhibit 13-9 has 
survived. 
Some public stations also function as community 

radio outlets. The largest of them affiliate with the 
NPR and/or APR network, but they still must supply 
the bulk of their own programs. If not progressive 
music, public community stations often feature a 
classical, jazz, or diversified format. Small, low-sal-
aried staffs supplemented by volunteers mean low 
overhead, enabling such outlets to present formats 
that would not be commercially viable. Most com-
munity stations, however, are not "public," having 
no affiliation with the Corporation for Public Broad-
casting, NPR, or APR. 
Some community radio facilities are nonlicensed, 

cable-only radio services, existing only as supple-
ments to cable television. They operate on a shoe-
string, with all volunteers and wildly imaginative 
programming that wins devoted listeners. Hundreds 
of high school and college stations operate as low-
power not-for-profit stations serving a campus or 
school. Some carrier stations may, however, sell 
advertising. 

13.7 

Program Critique 

In this and the two preceding chapters, we have 
discussed broadcast and cable programs almost en-
tirely from the industry viewpoint—as vehicles for 
commercial messages. This concluding section 
touches briefly on the consumers' viewpoint. 
The viewer-listener perspective raises the ques-

tion of whether commercial motives suffice as pri-
mary arbiters of program choice and quality. It brings 
up a fundamental issue around which debate has 
swirled ever since broadcasting began: how best to 
balance commerce and culture? Should the industry 
treat programs simply as "product"—articles of trade? 
Those who say that programs play a larger role in 
society regard them as broadly cultural, in the sense 
that they contribute to the intellectual, artistic, and 
moral quality of national life. Seen in that perspec-
tive, programs seem somewhat more than just de-

vices for enticing audiences to expose themselves 
to commercial messages. 

Wasteland vs. Toaster Experts and critics agree 
that in the final analysis the industry sells not pro-
grams but people. Programs exist to attract attention 
to commercials. Nevertheless, as a practical matter, 
the industry must also think in program terms; tele-
vision and radio can deliver people to advertisers 
only by supplying program services that interest 
people. Programs must have the motivating power 
to capture attention and to persuade consumers to 
invest in receivers and related equipment and, in 
the case of cable services, pay the monthly sub-
scriber fees.* 

As the preceding chapters show, given the need 
for programs that will continuously attract large 
numbers of viewers, the industry tends to concen-
trate on lightweight entertainment—the least de-
manding programs that have the most popular 
appeal and avoid serious controversy ( except for 
superficial controversies that excite interest without 
challenging established beliefs). Until the 1970s, most 
responsible observers, including FCC members, 
seemed to take it for granted that the industry had 
a responsibility to rise above the lowest common 
denominator of audience tastes a significant part of 
the time. The Communications Act requires the 
FCC to consider the "public interest" in granting 
licenses and in making other decisions affecting 
broadcast licensees. The FCC interpreted this man-
date as requiring something more than "naked com-
mercial selfishness," as the Republican Secretary of 
Commerce, Herbert Hoover, put it at a 1925 radio 
conference at which he defended the notion of op-
eration in the public interest. 
The best-known critique of the industry's pro-

gram performance from the public-interest view-
point came from the FCC chairman appointed by 
the Kennedy administration, Newton Minow (1961-
1963). In an address to the National Association of 

*A TV set costs less than a microwave oven today, and the monthly 
cable subscriber fee costs less than a dinner for two. Radios sell 
for $10-12. These are hardly major investments for the gener-
ation that has grown up with cable television. 
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EXHIBIT 13-9 Pacifica Radio: Persistent Dissenter 

The original inspiration for "free-form noninstitutional 
radio" came from Lew Hill, an idealist who initiated 
the movement when he found KPFA (FM) in Berkeley, 
CA, in 1949, under the umbrella of his Pacifica Foun-
dation, so named because of Hill's lifelong devotion 
to pacifism (Trufelman, 1979). Pacifica later acquired 
a second station in Berkeley and others in Houston, 
Los Angeles, New York City, Washington, DC. Pacifica 

stations operate noncommercially, depending on lis-
teners and foundations for financial support, supple-
mented by income from a news bureau and a tape 
syndication service. 

The stations have scheduled such unusual features 
as the news read in Mandarin Chinese, a reading of 

all the Nixon Watergate tapes of the early 1970s, rec-

roadcaste rs in 1961. M i now challenged station 

owners and managers to sit down and watch their 
own programming for a full broadcast day. They 
would, he assured them, find a -vast wasteland- of 
violence, repetitive formulas, irritating commer-
ci:As. and sheer boredom ( 1964, 52). The "vast 
wasteland- phrase caught on and became a part of 
the language of broadcasting.* 

Fifteen years later, \ Ilium' (by then a lawyer in 
private practice and a PBS executive) told a panel 

at yet another NAB convention that he had no 
regrets, the vast-wasteland criticism had jolted 

broadcasters out of their complacency, at least mo-
mentarily. In the intervening years, said Minow. "there 

has been enormous improvement, particularly in 
the area of news and information- ( Tern., 1976: 5). 

Still later, in the 1980s, a Republican-appointed 
FCC chair, Mark Fowler, pointedly refrained from 
talking to the industry about program quality be-
cause, in his view, the FCC had no business inter-
fering with the workings of the marketplace. He too 

coined a memorable descriptive phrase when, in 

"Television's impact has so diverted attention from radio that 

critical writing tends to ignore radio. Though the ft)Iltiwing dis-

,.11`,Si011 concerns television, much of it applies to commercial 
radio programs as well. 

itations of lengthy novels such as Tolstoy's War and 
Peace and _Joyce's Ulysses in their entirety, and a two-
hour opera improvised on the air by phone-in singers. 
Absurd though some Pacifica programs have been, and 
limited though their audiences have remained, they 
have played a role in shaking up established radio. 
Ilundreds of stations have benefited, if only indirectly, 
from Pacificas challenge to the safe, the conventional, 
and the routine. Protesters bombed Pacificas Houston 
station, putting it off the air twice in the 1970s. Pacifica 
stations have consistently taken the lead in defending 
broadcasting from encroachments on its First Amend-

ment freedoms, often a losing battle, as in the famous 

"seven dirty words" indecency case to which the Pa-
cifica name is attached ( described in Section 18.2). 

addresses to industry groups, he equated television 
with a kitchen appliance--a toaster with pictures." 
This dismissive phrase reflected the then-dominant 

theory in Washington, DC, that the economic laws 
of supply and demand suffice to ensure that com-

mercial television will supply suitable programs: if 
it degenerates into a vast wasteland, blame not the 
industry but the audience. 

Popular Taste vs. High Taste Chairperson 
Minow exaggerated the low state of programming 

in order to challenge the industry to look critically 
at its own product. Few responsible critics would 
seriously make such a sweeping judgment about 
the entire commercial television output. Most would 
concede that television sometimes rises to peaks of 
excellence, though between the peaks lie broad 
valleys ( vast wastelands?) of routine programs. How 

green the valleys are depends on the viewer's per-
sonal tastes. 

Of course, a continuously available mass medium 
such as television cannot satisfy every taste. It must try 
to please the largest possible number of people mist 
of the time. No other medium has faced such ex-

traordinary demands. In meeting those demands, 
television made apparent something never before 

so blatantly exposed: the low common denomina-
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tor of mass popular taste as contrasted with the 
more cultivated standards of high taste. As Daniel 
Boorstin, an authority on American cultural history, 
put it: 

Much of what we hear complained of as the "vulgarity," 
the emptiness, the sensationalism, of television is not 
a peculiar product of television at all. It is simply the 
translation of the subliterature onto the television 
screen.... Never before were the vulgar tastes so con-
spicuous and so accessible to the prophets of our 
high culture. Subculture—which is of course the domi-
nant culture of a democratic society—is now proba-
bly no worse, and certainly no better, than it has ever 
been. But it is emphatically more visible ( Boorstin, 
1978: 19). 

The Middle Ground Those who occupy the 
middle ground between the two extremes of pro-
grams-as-merchandise and programs-as-culture 
concede that it would be unrealistic to expect pro-
grams to rise above the lowest common denomi-
nator most of the time. As the most democratic of 
media, broadcasting necessarily caters to popular 
tastes; however, that mission need not preclude 
responsibility for serving minority tastes as well. 
Public broadcasting exists to compensate to some 
extent for the omissions of commercial broadcast-
ing in this regard. But even public broadcasting has 
had to increase its popular appeal in order to attract 
program underwriters and broaden its subscriber 
base. So far, it has lacked the financial support 
it needs to offer an adequate alternative program 
service. 

Promoters of the marketplace programming phi-
losophy predicted that liberalizing the rules gov-
erning broadcasting and news services such as cable 
television would automatically do that job, diver-
sifying programs and enhancing quality as it became 
possible for more and more services to cater to 
more specialized tastes. 
The new options did indeed give viewers more 

choices, but only at an added price. Those who can 
afford cable or a satellite dish (more than half of 
homes by the late 1980s) can browse through scores 
of channels to find programs of interest; home video 
recorders (in two-thirds of homes) allow viewers 
to browse through the tape inventories of video 

stores as well as to escape the tyranny of schedules 
by time-shifting programs. 
So far, however, too many of the so-called new 

options have turned out to be merely repetitions 
of the old options. With few exceptions, they have 
failed to make the wasteland bloom. After all, cable 
and other optional delivery methods respond to the 
same marketplace imperatives that drive commer-
cial broadcasting. Significantly, the shining excep-
tion in the public-affairs field, the program service 
that opens a window on government in action, 
C-SPAN, does not operate as a self-supporting com-
mercial venture. The cable industry subsidizes C-
SPAN as a public relations showcase of the good 
things television can do—when not constrained by 
the need to make money. 

Popular Taste vs. Bad Taste Though they 
have always catered to popular taste, for most of 
their history commercial broadcasters generally re-
frained from catering to the appetite for downright 
bad taste in programs. Conscious of their visibility 
and vulnerability to criticism and their public-ser-
vice obligation under the law, most broadcasters 
fostered a sense of propriety in programming. In 
its now abandoned Television Code, the National 
Association of Broadcasters emphasized the role of 
television as a family medium, warning that "great 
care must be exercised to be sure that treatment 
and presentation are made in good faith and not 
for the purpose of sensationalism or to shock or 
exploit the audience or appeal to prurient interests 
or morbid curiosity" (NAB, 1978, 2). 

That kind of sensitivity, along with the Television 
Code, has fallen victim to changing times. In fact, 
the code's statement of what not to do accurately 
describes exactly what succeeded on the air in the 
late 1980s. " `Raunch' on a Roll," proclaimed a head-
line in a trade journal, Broadcasting, over a story 
about the rise of what it called s/obcoms—sitcoms 
that "stretch the bounds of what's acceptable" (21 
Nov. 1988). The Fox networks' Married... With 
Children, which occasioned the article, featured 
plotlines dealing with such touchy subjects as pre-
menstrual syndrome, treated with outrageously vul-
gar humor. Despite complaints from some listeners 
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and viewers, such programs drew relatively high 
ratings, at least momentarily. In the absence of any 
other criteria of evaluation, ratings assured wide-
spread imitation of such programs and even deeper 
future excursions into raunchiness. 
Many influences brought about this radical shift 

in program standards, among them: 

The FCC's laissez faire policy, which encouraged 
broadcasters to test the limits of public tolerance. 

Enforced abandonment of the NAB codes, which 
to some apparently implied that anything goes. 

Heightened competition, encouraged in part by 
FCC policies, requiring ever more strenuous ef-
forts to capture audience attention. 

Cable television, which has never been con-
strained by legislated public-interest standards or 
a tradition of self-restraint. 

Corporate mergers that replaced experienced 

broadcast and cable executives with cost-con-
scious managers saddled with huge debts. 

Social changes in the direction of more open and 
permissive behavior, marked especially by vio-
lence, sex, and rebellion against conventional 
standards. 

As the pendulum eventually swings in the op-
posite direction, reversing some of these trends, it 
will be interesting to see what happens. Will broad-
cast and cable programs regain their ability to satisfy 
popular taste without pandering to had taste? Will 
competition from ever larger numbers of services 
improve or degrade program quality? 

Summary 

syliclicated and programs fill 30 percent of 
affiliate schedules and all of independent television 
tiratTOT1 schedules, with local production limited 
moSiTy to news. 

Syndicated programs consist of off-network shows, 
first- run shows, and movies; they may be licensed 
for exclusive showing in individual markets. 

FCC rules prohibit the major commercial net-
works from owning most of their entertainment 

programs and from syndicating programs in the U.S. 
market. "Syndex" rules protect stations programs 
from duplication of their syndicated programs by 
cable networks or superstations. 

PTAR limits the commercial networks to three 
hours of prime time and prohibits affiliates in the 
top 50 markets from airing off-network programs 

Affiliates usually strip off-network shows in early 
fringe time and strip first-run syndicated shows in 
access time. 

Bartering involves trading commercial time for 
programs, sometimes with the station paying cash 
as well as time. 

Radio depends heavily on syndicated music arid 
feature programs. Automation aids stations in using 
sophisticated program mixes that blur the line sep-
arating local, network, and syndicated production. 

Syndicators of religious programs purchase aa-
tion time rather than requiring stations to purchase 
their prognims. Stations produce very few religious 
programs today; most conic from fundamentalist 
churches, using evangelical stars to attract audi-
ences and raise the millions of dollars required to 
purchase television time. 

The proliferation of syndicated, politically col-
ored religious programs, along with scandals in-
volving some of their hosts, has raised questions 
about their spirituality. 

Most local television programs consist of news-
casts. They often include "happy talk" to mitigate 
the impact of hard news events. New technology 
makes frequent local, national, and even interna-
tional live relays available for local newscasts. 

Most radio stations use block formats. More radio 
stations program rock than any other music type. 
Most FM stations feature music, most AM stations 
information formats. 

Commercial broadcasters and cable operators 
view programs primarily as advertising vehicles. 
Some critics and consumers view them more as 
cultural vehicles. At issue is whether programs 
should be judged solely in economic terms or in 
terms of broader considerations of the public 
interest. 
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IMPACT 

So far, we have examined broadcasting's history, 
technology, economics, and programming. Now we 
reverse perspective and look at electronic media 
more as cause than as effect. In order to do so, 
we first examine how research in this field tells us 
about audiences of electronic media, then look at 
some of what has been learned of the media's wider 
impact. 

Effects, real or presumed, give significance to 
everything we have discussed thus far. That is to 
say, electronic media merit serious attention only 
because they have consequences. People buy and 
maintain receivers, advertisers buy time, donors help 
support noncommercial broadcasting—all in ex-
pectation of getting something of value in return. 
As we shall see in Part 6, Congress makes laws and 
the FCC issues rules and regulations, and other pub-
lic and private forces seek to exert control—all on 
the assumption that media produce results, some 
good and some bad. Seen in this perspective, every-
thing we have examined up to this point culminates 
in the study of what we know, don't know, and still 
need to learn about the effects of electronic media. 

PAU 
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CHAPTER11 

AUDIENCE RATINGS AND 

APPLIED RESEARCH 

In Parts 3 and 4 we discussed such audience-cen-
tered topics as dayparting, audience flow, program 
scheduling strategies, ratings, station and network 
economics, and advertising rates. All of these topics 
presuppose knowledge about audience size, com-
position, and habits. This chapter discusses ways of 
obtaining that knowledge. 

Broadcasters need  unbiased audience feedback. 
They need-CiFECTRie-, consistent, and complete re-
search to the extent that these ideals can be ob-
tained in an imperfect world. For these reasons, 
broadcasters and advertisers employ independent 
companies to conduct most day-to-day audience re-
search, using scientific methods for probing into 
human behavior and attitudes.* More than 50 such 
companies operate at the national level, many more 
at the local level. They use a variety of testing meth-
ods, first to assist in the preparation of programs 
and advertising messages, and later to assess the 
outcomes of these messages in terms of purchasing, 
brand recognition, and the image projected by per-
formers, stations, networks. and programs. We hear 
mostly, however, abo6t atin estimates of the 
sheer numbers of_peop e exposed to given broad-
casts. 

*Audience measurement constitutes applied research. Theoret-

ically oriented audience research, conducted mostly at univer-
sities and think tanks, is treated in Chapter 15. 

We hear much about ratings because of the in-
herent drama in reports from the broadcasting 
battle front, telling which programs, stations, and 
networks claim to be ahead in the endless struggle 
for survival and supremacy. Because ratings play a 
decisive role in the selection of programs, they merit 
special study. For that reason most of this chapter 
focuses on that one area of audience study—the 
theory and practice of ratings research. 

iyhe Rati13sinessil 

We seldom hear about magazine or newspaper rat-
ings, because no national newspaper or magazine 
reader e s a ar on a regular basis. The 
Audit Bureau of Circulation nd several other ággn-
cies conducpecialized prin- t media research but 
few outsidrint media hear a Totireg.t--esearch. 
On the other hand, practically everyone hears about 
Nielsen television ratings. In the network battle for 
ratings dominance, the rise and fall of prime-time 
programs makes news. But broadcasting and cable 
have no readily countable physical output. Program 
"publishing" goes on continuously, with  jiiiences 
f1owinrwiIl-frtfi& program to another. Thus 
the need for highly specialized research. 
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Arblecui_and Nielsen] Two ratings firms, Ar-
bitron and Nielsen, dominate the ratings business 
as the usual sources of measurements used by elec-
tronic media and the advertising community. The 
two companies have been locked in methodological 
and commercial competition for decades. Other 
competitors focus more on limited types of research 
or have lasted only a few years. 
lbtw(rvnugl_c_om.e_mainly_Lt•om 

..subscriptions by individual stations and by adver-
tising agencies. About 90 percent of all television 
stations subscribe to at least one of these two firms' 
reports, and those in the mid-size and largest mar-
kets usually subscribe to both. Station subscription 
rates van' according to station revenue_ but actual 
rates _ai.x_glosellrld proprietary information. Ma-
jor ad agencies need to subscribe to both network 
and local-market ratings reports, some spending more 
than a half million dollars a year. Other purchasers 
of ratings reports include the networks, national 
sales rep firms, program suppliers, and syndicators. 
Most advertisers r Iv on their advertising agencies' 
subscri tions. 
.1 The Arbitron Ratings Company)became a subsid-
an, of-Contr.oLDatï Corp oration, a tare conglom- n r  
erate, in 1967. A. C. Nielsen Company, Ihe largest g4. 
'market research firm in the world, became a sub-
sidizry of Dun ..t?‘ 13i--'aU..7i---eein  1984. It has opera-,----
tions in a score of foreign countries as well as the 
United States. Broadcast ratings, though highly vis-
ible, are only a small portion of its market research 
activities, whicb mainly involve food and drug_ _pi_c:1- 
jtfiritlieting. 

tLocal Market Rad__ii tgs Both Arbitron and Niel-
sen gather and pub ist-lt-gevision data for some 220 
television markets. Arbitron provides data on 260 
radio markets. Local reports reflect the relative po-
sition of each station among its competitors and 
estimate the size of the local audience for network, 
syndicated, and locally produced programs. 

_ ..... It would cost  too much to collect data for local 
jelevi •  tin  • ously. Instead, researchers 
gather data •  -wrings periods. 
The number of these periods per year varies ac-
cording to market size, with as many as six or eight 

4 CDC,i 

e_a-.Kru3?extods auewe.-1- see 
scheduled for larger cities and as few as two for 
small markets. Ratings firms_sievell or nearly 0, 
local radio markets at the same time twice yearly, 

rkets four times annu 1 y. 
uen , overall surveys, calle 

allow comparisons on a national scale, an imj r ant 
factor in the sale of national spot advertising, as 
discussed in Section 9.5. 

Station(use lol ratin swoons as their rimary 
tools in selling t eir time to advertisers and *tIie_,?1-
uatin the 

__mitors su ly an 
network audience ased on imultaneous individ-
ual market sampling, is information supplements 
the more frequent but less extensive television net-
work ratings reports based on national metered .. 

sa discussed latet_ Cad 1 0 
nd a comp-hy calleeirch Radio pi-o-n,w 1/4y-tz 

vidi market ratings reports (Nielsen stopped 
.asuring radio use in 1964). 

Arbitron covers 260 radio markets in a 12-week 
spring sweep, remeasures 130 again in the fall, 
and surveys the 79 largest cities in summer and 
winter, for a total of four reports annually (Exhibit 
14-1). 

Birch Radio covers 250 radio markets once or 
rice a year, with 109 larger markets receiving 

quarterly and monthly reports. 

Both Arbitron and Nielsen produce television 
market ratings, using different means of measuring CI )th markets and homes. 

Arbitron measures some 200 television markets 
four times a year in sweep weeks by means of 
written diaries; 13 markets with a combination of 
diaries and passive meters; and a growing num-
ber of big markets by people meter (each of these 
is described later). The meter cities are also pro-
vided with overnight "Arbitrend" reports._L%_rb.i.: 
tron measures metered markets several times a 
year in a dawn to sweep weeks. 

Nielsen Station Index (NSI), the major Nielsen 
local TV market measure, covers 219 markets, 192 
by means of written diaries, the rest by means of 
a combination of diary and passive household 
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EXHIBIT 14-1 Local Market Radio Ratings Report 

Specific Audience 
MONDAY- FRIDAY 6AM-10AM 

WAQI 
MET AOH PERSONS 
MET AOH RATING 
MET AOH SHARE 
MET CUME PERSONS 
MET CUME RATING 
TSA ACM PERSONS 
TSA CUME PERSONS 

+WAQI-F1.4 
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MET AOH PERSONS 
MET AOH RATING 
MET ACM SHARE 
MET CUME PERSONS 
MET CUME RATING 
TSA AOH PERSONS 
TSA CUME PERSONS 

WAXY 
MET AOH PERSONS 
MET AOH RATING 
MET AGM SHARE 
MET CUME PERSONS 
MET CUME RATING 
TSA AOH PERSONS 
TSA CUME PERSONS 

WHQT 
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MET AOH RATING 
MET AOH SHARE 
MET CUME PERSONS 
MET CUME RATING 
TSA A044 PERSONS 
TSA CUME PERSONS 
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Whale SYhtdole. • audtence est,hates ad usted to, actual Oro «as! schedule + Station(s) changed call letters sthce the actor survey - see Pape 58 
Both 01 the p (moos 100Mplea apply 

AMMON RATINGS 
MIAMI- FT. LAUDERDALE- HOLLYWOOD 166 

A small portion of one page from an Arbitron report covering one market in 

(season or date here). It covers morning drive time, showing cumes (ratings based 
on estimated total numbers of unduplicated listeners in each group over a 90-

day survey period) for different audience demographic groups. Stations are listed 
alphabetically (only some shown here), with audiences for co-owned AM and l•M 

stations shoull both separately and combined. 

FALL 1988 

SOURCE: © 1989 The Arbitron Company. 

meters. Nielsen measures these markets four times 
a year in sweep weeks; additionally, it measures 
the larger markets up to seven times per year. 

Nielsen planned to expand daily television view- Network Ratings Networks demand faster and 
ing measurements to cover 22 major cities by e requent reporting than do local stations. But 
1990, using a computerized overnight measure- in two ways network ratings are easier to obtain: 

ment system, issuing on-line daily and printed 
reports once a week. 
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(1) not every market need be surveyed, as a sample Special 
of network markets yields a reliable picture of na-
tional network audiences, and (2) there are far fewer '  
networks competing at any one time than there are 
stations. Unlike the situation in local ratings, net-
work ratings providers have no competition: Niel-
sen issues the only television network ratings, and 
RADAR the only ratings for network radio. 

ETvJe-- IV • 
Nielsen Television Index (NTI) issues television 
network ratings every two weeks ( Exhibit 14-2). 
Nielsen's regular network reports use a national 
sample of 4,100 people-metered homes, as de-
scribed later peze_RytAta 
RADAR (Radio s All-Dimension Audience Re-
search), financed by the networks that co ract 
yith Statisticat Research, Inc., uses 
call interviews') ( discussed later). AR is. ses 

s twice a year, 
based on surveys 
telephone surveys, 
each day for seven days in a row. 

vering a sample week, 
eners. Unlike most 

calls the same people 

re. 

ru;1 6 

Syndicated-Pro  Ratings Syn e tele-
vision programs pose a special research problem. 
Although they are aired nationally, like network pro 
grams, they are not aired simultaneously in a pre-
dictable number of markets. Syndicated shows are 
seen in various markets at various times, yet program 
providers need to compare programs on a national 
basis in order to set per-episode licensing fees. Ad-
vertisers and stations also need comparative data. 
Using data from their market ratings reporoth Ar 

erive regular reports on the rel-

ative rankin s of nationally syndicated programs.  
The Nielsen Cassan ra sçrvice-yquired in 19e, 

provides detailed audien& demographic informa-
- w, 2_a_SoU2pth first-run and off-networld 

a2sas well as for network and some local 
programs). Cassandras allow researchers to corn-

- t-Fe household demogrªphic information for  the 
syndicated programs across markets, and collect and 
measure simil4r dpt on both lead-in irid lead-out 
programs. 

Studies Both Arbitron and ielsen 
s i mans' su  reports 

data they gather in preparin their regular ram 
reports. -ies supp ements inc u e ana yses of mi-
norit),audience preferences and trends in ratings 
of particular program types. In addition, clients can 
order special reports tailored to their needs. For 
example, a local station might commission a study 
to determine how a new local program holds up 
against the competition, or a study to find out how 
much it appeals to specific audience subgroups. The 
special problems of cable and VCR and newer ser-
vice audience measurements are discussed below 
in Section 14.7. 

Collecting Set-Use Data 

latever electronic medium they analyze, re-
searchers use several methods for collecting the 
data on whicli to base ratings: diaries and pas-sive 
household meters (the latter now obsolete, being 
phased out in the early 1990s), people meters, and 
two different kinds of telephone calls. Several other 
methods and combinations can also be used for 
special studies. Each has its own advantages and 
disadvantages. 

Diaries and Passiv  Meters  Arbitron and 
ielsen researc ers.till use a_wrien diary ethod 

for daily gathering of most market data. To gather 
radio data, Arbitron sends a se arate diary t ach 
p_e rso nover  years o age in every sample house-

-hold. Arbitron asks diary keepers to write down 
their listening times and the stations they tune to, 
keeping track of away-from-home as well as in-home 
listening for one week ( Exhibit 14-3). Nielsen uses 
diaries for its Nielsen Station Index (NSI) market 
iéeviskatings outside the largest cities. asking 
one person to take charge of re • hot`rs-rh-rrd 

Diaries suf er a ey dram1.1a≤cl_:poes22Le often 
fill in inaccurate iriftrmantEc—purposely ( to show 

taste in or not  
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EXHIBIT 14-2 Nielsen National Ratings Report 

Nie/wn NATIONAL TV AUDIENCE ESTIMATES EVE.WED. JAN 4 1989 
TIME 

HUT 

ABC TV 

7-00 7-15 73:11 7:45 ei00 .81.5 8:30 ESe 9:00 9:15 9:3D 9-45 lop 1015 19.ix44e.  
63.5 64.3 64.11 64.91 65.4_1_ 66.4 e6.2 1 E6.8 0E6.7 67.11 E6.7 EA.9 1 62.71 0:17159.71 55.9 

GROWING PAINS HEAD OF ENE WONDER YEARS HOOPERPIN4 .---CNINA BEACH 
CLASS (R) (R)(PAE) 

AVERAGE AUDIENCE f 18,440 17,360 13,110 12,020 12,570 
(14Blds (OM 6 %) 20.4 19.2 14.5 13.3 13.9 13.9 . 13.8 • 
SNARE AUDIENCE % 31 29 22 20 23 23 • 24 • 
AVG AUD SY 1/4 NA % 19.5 21.4 19.2 19.3 14.8 14.2 13.0 13.6 13.9 14.0 13.9 13.7 

CBS TV 
AVERAGE AUDIENCE 

(Nblds (m) & %) 
SNARE AUDIENCE 
AVG AGO BY 1/4 MR 

TV 101 CBS SPECIAL MOVIE 4116441 
TH ug, -ssLe 

6.420 14,480 
7.1 7.0 7.2 . 16.0 15.0 • 16.5 • 16.6 . 15.9 • 
11 11 • 11 . 25 22 • 25 • 27 • 28 • 

7.4 6.6 6.7 7.7 14.4 15.6 16.6 16.3 16.7 16.5 16.2 15.6 

NBC TV 
AVENAS' AUDIENCE 
(«It ( INN) & %) 
SNARE AUDIENCE ER 
AVG. AUN SY 1/4 NA % 

INDEPENDENTS 
(INCL. SUPERSTATIONS) 

AVENAS( AUDIENCE 
SNARE AUDIENCE % 

.-UNSOLVED MYSTERIES-. NIGHT COURT BABY BOOM .-------TAFTINGER'S 
(R) (R) (R) 

16,720 14.370 9.670 6,870 
18.5 17.3 • 19.6 • 15.9 10.7 7.6 7.8 • 7.3 
28 26 29 • 24 16 13 13 • 13 • 
16.8 17.9 20.0 19.3 15.9 16.0 11.0 10.4 8.2 7.4 7.4 7.2 

17.4 14.3 12.0 115 
27 22 18 1 

11.6 12.2 12.8 10.9 
17 19 21 19 

SUPERSTATIONS 

AVERAGE AUDIENCE 
SNARE AUDIENCE % 

5.6 4.8 3.9 3.9 
9 7 6 6 

3.! 4.1 4.2 31 
6 

PBS 

AVERAGE AUDIENCE 
SNARE AUDIENCE % 

2.0 2.4 2.9 3.1 3.5 
4 4 5 5 

4.0 3.0 27 
6 

CABLE ORIG. 
AVERAGE AUDIENCE 
SNARE AUDIENCE % 

7.5 7.7 7.7 7.9 8.7 10.3 9.0 8.1 
12 12 12 12 13 16 15 14 

PAY SERVICES 

AVERAGE AUDIENCE 
SNARE AUDIENCE % 

2i9 3.4 3.7 3.3 3.9 35 4.3 3i9 
5 6 5 6 

U.S. TV HOUSEHOLDS: 90,400.000 Fur eAplaaalle• Ni symbols. See 1.414 I. 

A ratings report for a weekday evening, comparing the prime-time appeal of the 

three national broadcasting netuvrks with independent stations, superstations, 
/broadcasting Service, basic cable networks (shown here as "cable origi-

nation"), and par-cable services. Shown for each broadcast network program is 

the at audience in TV households (of 90.4 million total earl)' in 1989), the 

share of audience, and the .average audience rating by quarter hour. Note that 
for the independent stations and nonbroadcast network services, ratings show only 

overall at audience and share of audience, as the figures are a combinatioit 
of individual market ratings, often for different programs in different cities. 

SOURCE: Nielsen Media Research, Nielsen Television Index National TV Ratings, January 2-8, /989. Used with permission. 
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EXHIBIT 14-3 Local Market Diaries 

• WHEN 
turned 

• 

Its easy to keep 
Just mark 

. . TV set 
on or off. 

WHICH ... 
channel are 
for 5 minutes 

• 

a NIELSEN diary! 
as shown in Example: 

is 

station and 
being watched 
or longer. 

WHAT ... program is 
being watched. 

WHO...is watching or listening 

for 5 minutes or longer. 

: 
no. n in mu» am out • ....... 

nomr. o, o. ........ ff.,* 
0•••••••• Yoe... e 

it:  4 '<WNW; 
\ 

I ews i%Gt.41..GH-rs 
1  

x x-
ç \ . 

:  
3115 5 
i IC.2 Z2 s:z 

1 

moyia-D _Um, 
_ X 3 Example 

45 

• WHEN...the TV is on, but 
no one is watching or listening. 

A. 

I- sou did it hear a radio todas. 
please check here. 

B. 

A. Example page from a Nielsen television diary shows the information sought 

.from sample Idmilies. B. A portion of an Arbitroit radio diarr uses a similar 

approach, hut a notation of where listening takes place gives an additional di-

mension to radio research. 

SOURCES: (A) Nielsen Media Research and (B) rc) 1989 The Arbitron Company. 

sample families fill in a diary in -catch up" style at 
the end of the week rather than as listening or 
viewin takes place). 

assive household meter device, the 
Audimeter was invented in 1936 and first used to 
report ratings in 1950.* Attached to each television 

The old meter is now called presity., to distingukh it from the 

newer people meter, which requires an element of audience 

participation The older meter registered that a receiver was in 

use without any special need for viewers to do an thing other 

than watch. 

set in a sample household, it automatically records 
when the set is on and to which channel it is tuned. 
The meter is called passive because it gives no in-
dication as to who, if anyone, is actually watching. 
Nielsen therefore supplements its metered homes 
with another sample of diary homes, using the dia-
ries to obtain demographic data on actual viewers. 
Nielsen issues market ratings based on the com-

‘:-Eineo metei--dian, sample. The passive meter was 
phad out ornnetvi -crating use in 1987 with the 
activation of people meters, but remained in use 
for individual market ratings into the 1990s. 
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EXHIBIT 14-4 Nielsen Network Ratings System 

(A) The Nielsen national audience reporting system de-
pends I.)eavily on automation, from the home meter through 
the gathering, analyzing, and reporting processes. (A) The 
people meter used for network ratings consists of two 
parts: the hand-held unit on which each viewing member 
of the family and guests can "check in," using individual 
keys, and the base unit located on top of the television 
receiver that stores home viewing information. 

Continued on o osite age. 
NA— 0  

1 ti 6Cheelt 
People Metersi Changes in viewing habits caused 

newer media technologies in the 1980s forced 

audience analnb_t_c_)pav more attention to individ-
ual than to family viewing and listening habits. Ad-

vertiser interest and new computer capabilities 

prompted the development of the people meter. 
Like Nielsen's Audimeters, these electronic devices 
keep a record  of receiver usa_ge. In addition, how-

ever, t peop e meter serves theionction formerly 
performed by diaries ( as supplements to passive 

meters) by -imultaiieoue->ollecting demographic 
data. It does this by requiring each viewer to "check 
-171 —and "check out" whenever he or she watches 

television by pushing a special handset button ( Ex-
hibit 14-4). Several extra buttons allow visitors in 
the household to check in and out as well. Data on 

both receiver use and viewer identity go by tele-
phone line to a central computer containing basic 
household demographic data, stored earlier when 
the people meter was installed in the home. 
Three firms, Nielsen, Arbitron, and AGB,* tested 

several people-meter variations in the mid-1980s. 

*AGB, a British firm, developed the people meter and pioneered 
its use in Europe. After a Boston market test beginning in 1985, 

AGB began offering a national service in 1987, forcing Nielsen 

to do likewise. Unable to obtain sufficient broadcaster or ad-

vertiser support, however, AGB closed its U.S. operation in 1988 

after a loss of nearly $70 million. 

Nielsen began a three-year test of a people-meter 
sample in 1983 and began its people-meter national 
network ratings service in September 1987. Nielsen 
announced plans to begin market ratings with peo-
ple meters in 1990 in New York and Los Angeles.. 
adding two markets a year after that. 

bitron, after conducting a market test in Denver 

starting in 1985, announced plans to introduce an 
ed version of the people meter in late 1989. 

'stem uses people meters to ob-
tain nation network ratings, in direct competition 

with Nielsen, as well as local market ratings by late 
1990 in selected cities. Ar uted ScanAmerica 
as a three-pronged system providing 
ratings, demographic ata on viewers, and a mea-
sure of the connection between program viewing 
and product purchasing. ScanArnerica directly cor-
relates exposure to advertising with subsequent 
buying behavior ( Exhibit 14-5). It began issuing 

network ratings in 1989. 
Introduction of the AGB and Nielsen people me-

ters created enormous controversy. Network ratings 

dropped in all time periods and ratings for many 
independent stations and cable channels rose. The 

networks understandably complained about meth-
odological limitations of people meters, which ap-
peared to slight such typical network heavy viewers 
as children and older people who might be intim-
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EXHIBIT 14-4 Continued 

B. 

(3 A.M.) 

NIL people meter 
sample household line retrieval 
(see Exhibit 14-6) 

Nielsen phone 

Printed 
weekly 
ratings 
reports 

Client's 
terminal 
for on-line 
"overnight" 
ratings 

Automatic 
dialer 

Details 
on actual 
programs that 
have aired 

3:15 p.m. 

Nielsen 
central 
ratings 
computer 

i,700 A.M. 
Screening and 
audit of raw 
ratings results 

/:30 A.M. 

Computerized 
generation of 
rating results 

(B) The Nielsen system begins with the individual sanee household ( 1), whose 
people meter base unit results are (2) "read" over a telephone line (leased by 
Nielsen) at 3:00 AM. local time each morning by a computer that sends the viewing 
results of the sanee household into (3) the Nielsen central ratings computers. The 

collected raw ratings are (4) sent to the screening and audit process, where 

ratings materials are assembled and (5) combined with the detailed program 
information constantly gathered by Nielsen. They are then sent for (6) computer 

generation of actual overnight ratings. By 3:151,.y. the overnights are ready for 
(7) client (agencies, stations, networks) retrieval by computer terminal and (8) 

weekly printed ratings reporte Nielsen diary and passive household meter markets 
go through a similar process to generate marfret-b;'-market reports 

SOURCE. Photo courtesy Nielsen Media Research. 

idated by (or others simply too impatient with) the 
computerlike button pushing the people meter re-
quired. Although overall viewing habits appeared, 
in fact, to be actually changing, the apparent drop 

in network viewing in 1987 could also have re-

flected the introduction of this new means of au-
dience measurement by AGB and Nielsen people 
meters. 
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ko 5 kcCurek 
Coincid rl en ee— e_ igalls Many re-
searctrers- cidenrili telephone 
method of data gathering the most accurate means 
of obtaining audience size information.* The term 
coincidental comes from the fact that researchers 
ask respondents what they are listening to or watch-
ing during (that is, coincidental with) the time of 
the call. Putting the question that way eliminates the 
memory factor and reduces the possibility of faking. 
The researcher asks whether the respondent has a 
set turned on at that moment, and if so, what pro-
gram, station, or channel the set is tuned to, plus a 
few demographic questions such as the number, 
sex, and age of those watching. 

Because the coincidental method provides only 
momentary data from each respondent ("What are 
you listening to or watching now?"), it requires a 
large number of calls, spaced out to cover each 
period of the day, to build up a complete profile 
of listening or viewing. Properly conducted, the co-
incidental call method requires large batteries of 
trained callers, making the method expensive. Nor 
can coincidental calls cover the entire broadcast 
day; information on audience activity after 10:30 P.M. 
and before 8:00 AM. must be gathered later when 
the researcher asks respondents to recall the pro-
grams they listened to or viewed during these night-
time and early morning hours. 
Though many research projects use coincidental 

telephone surveys, none of the major ratings com-
panies relies on this method for regular reports, 
primarily because it costs too much for continuing, 
wide-ranging research. Nielsen does, however, offer 
a special coincidental service for customers who 
require quick answers to specific questions. 

  t`-tferrA^(1 
Telephone Recall Tricks of memory make the 
telephiliii recall met od less reliable than the co-
incidental method, but it costs less because more 

The first radio ratings used telephone methods. The Cooper-

ative Analysis of Broadcasting of 1930-1946 and the 1934-1950 
Hooper ratings for network and local radio (the equivalent of 
Nielsen ratings in their time) relied on the telephone (Beville, 

1988). 

data can be gathered per call. ADA,Ihe only source 
of radio network ra i gs, uses  t ephone recall, col-
lecting samples « uy by prearrangement) over a 
period of seven • ays, thus minimizing memory er-
- rot-----s-vhile attaining a week's coverage. RADAR 
employs random digit dialing a technique for gen-
erating telephone numbers at random by computer. 
jsigiia national pIe of indivi.dualJnot 
householcd on random calls. 

Personal Interview I1 ë use of in-person, door-
o- oor surveys based on probability samples has 
declined in recent years because knocking on strange 
doors in strange streets can be hazardous to the 
researcher's health. However, personal interviews 
are used with convenience samples (also called 
judgment or purposive samples) for studies other 
than ratings research that need not be based on 
probability sampling. Typically, interviewers ques-
tion people on the street or in shopping centers, 
or, for car radio listening, at stoplights,,Data-gatti-

iii.thaie ways cannot pa)_j'_eute-the-ge-n-
ilation. If taken as statistically significant, 

such data can be very misleading. 

Combination Methods If cost were no ob-
ience 

,research-would be some combination of the meth-
ods detailed above. Combinations of meters and 
diaries, or telephone calls with diaries or meters, 
help to provide added information while allowing 
checks on, and comparisons with, findings derived 
by different methods. People meters provide an 
equivalent of the diary combined with the meter 
efficiently, so long as respondents conscientiously 
push a button to signal their presence every time 
they watch the screen. In 1989, Nielsen announced 
it was developing (along with the David Sarnoff 
Research Center in Princeton) a "passive people 
meter" for introduction in the mid-1990s. Using im-
age-recognition, the device was said to be able to 
"recognize" regular (family) viewers. Thus, the pas-
sive people meter could electronically record reg-
ular family members and others as guests, to tab-
ulate who and how many were watching. 

most reliable and valid 
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EXHIBIT 14-5 Arbitron ScanAmerica and Diary System 

5 

The ScanAmerica people-meter device introduced for na-

tional network ratings in 1989, and for market ratings 
ayear later, has three parts—a set-top computer, a hand-

held scanner for indicating who is uatching, and a "u and" 
that readç the universal product codes on purchases elec-
tronically. The wand is to be used by each household after 
shopping trips. It collects the product code information, 
which is downloaded into the set-top computer when the 
wand is reinserted into the slot designed for it. The set-

top device is "read" in the early morning hours by au-
tomatic computer calls. 

Most of Arburon's market ratings are 

still based on diaries. ( 1) Telephone 
callers solicit households in each 

market to accept diaries. (2) Oper-
ators enter diary data into com-
puters. (3) Program titles, previously 
collected and verified, are matched 

to the ratings. (4) Computers process 
surie)' results. (5) Checkers verily the 
results. (6) The Television Market Re-

port comes off the press. (7) Reports 

go out to stations, advertisers, agen-

cies, and station rep offices. 

SOURCE P-otos 1989 by Arbitrol Ratings Company 
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14.3 

Sampling 
S ei\k \ c-tC..f<\l '15Y-N 

No matter which research method one uses, around-

the-clock monitoring of the private listening and 

viewing behavior of millions of people tuning to 
thousands of stations and scores of cable channels 
in more than 200 markets is an impossible task. The 
task becomes possible only with drastic simplifi-
cation by means of sampling. .. 

(A11 I DIÇ ‘41(ne 
C‘ç eaj3k- • 

The sa plmg process 
simp ifies three as ratings research: behav-

ior, time, and number of people. 

Qi i ehavioral sampling. Individual response to pro-
grams can vary over an endless range of observ-

able human behavior. Researchers decided years 
ago on a minimum, universal, accurately mea-

surable behavioral response:_e_u_Lqmple_aae,--ef 
turning on a receiver, later — 

___t_tIr_rkl g_ the set off.  Each ratings company has 
adopted an arbitrary span of time ( ranging from 
three to six minutes per quarter-hour) that the 
set must be turned on to count as being " in use" 
by an audience member. 

This simple set-use test leaves out of consid-
eration much that we would like to know about 
broadcast audiences. It tells us nothing about 

whether listeners liked a program, whether they 
understood what they heard or saw, whether they 
chose the program after considering alternatives 

or merely passively accepted it because it came 

on the channel already tuned in, whether one 
family member imposed his or her choice on 

others, and so on. Despite these ambiguities, most 
ratings use this set-use test. 

Time sampling. The second simplification used 
in ratings takes advantage of the repetitive daily 

and weekly cycles of broadcast and cable pro-
gramming. A sample taken every few weeks or 
months from this continuous program stream suf-
fices for most purposes. Ratings companies sam-

ple only network audiences and a few major-city 
audiences on a daily basis. 

_.. V umber of people sampled. The most controver-
.) sial ratings simplification arises from using only 

a few hundred people to represent the program 
choices of thousands or millions of others. To 

those unfamiliar with sampling, it seems unrea-

sonable to claim that set meters that record tuning 
in a few thousand homes could be used to assess 
the tuning behavior of more than 240 million 
people in some 90 million households. Sample 
sizes for the major surveys follow: 

Arbitron radio market surveys: 250 to 3,500 
households per market, depending on mar-
ket size. 

Arbitron television market suns.' 250 to 1,600 
households per market, depending on mar-

ket size ( for the people meter, sample size 
will expand to between 600 and 1,000 house-

holds per market). 

Nielsen Station Index (market) surveys: up to 
550 households (people meter ratings, intro-
duced in 1990, will have somewhat larger 
samples-800 in New York, for example). 

Nielsen Television Index (network) surveys: 
previously 1,700 passive-meter homes, but 

increased for people meters to 4,100 homes 
by March 1989. 

Arbitron national ScanAmerica surveys: be-
gan in 1989 with about 1,000 households, 
expanding to 5,000 households by 1992. 

RADAR national radio neturek sun c: 6,000 
persons. 

Wh The laws of c • • r 
. robabilitv. )1- lict that ra om selection • small 

- sample ( Livally households) rom a la u la-

n will ma e -1‘ representative within a 
zreqictable degree of accuracy, of the entire pop-
uTation. Random selection means eat, ideally, even, 
member of the entire population to be surveyed 
has an equal chance of being selected. Major char-

acteristics of the population as a whole will appear 
in such a sample in about the same proportion as 

their distribution throughout the entire population. 
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Audience research is but one of many areas of study 
in which a complete census would be impossible. 
The use of samples thus makes practical economic 

sense. 
However, choosing at random is not as easy as it 

sounds. Reporters who intercept passers-by "at ran-
dom" for street or shopping-center opinion inter-
views by news reporters, for example, get anything 
but a random sample. SystematLanning has to 
go into the making of random choices, strange as 
that may sound. Lotteries that involve drawing num-
bers at random meet the requirements of pure 
probability samping from the population of lottery 
players. Sampling from less artificially defined pop-
ulations always involves compromises on ideal ran-
domness, calling for compensating corrections. 

moje.5, tlemt5 e4c.. - 
Sample Frames To begin with, drawing a sam-
e rom a large human population 

requires some way of identifying each and every 
member of the population by name, number, lo-
cation, or some other unique distinguishing label. 
In practice. this usually means using either lists of 
people's names or maps of housing unit locations. 
Such listings are called sample frames. Ratings com-

panies use either updated telephone directories or 
census tracts ( maps showing the location of dwell-
ings) as frames. But such frames never cover literally 
everybody; besides, they go out of date even before 
they can be printed. 

Nielsen draws its national sample of metered tele-
vision households from U.S. census maps bv a method 
known en— austage area sampling This 
method ensure -That the number of samp e mem-
bers chosen from each geographic area will be 
proportional to the total population of each area. 
"Multistage" refers to ste -by-step narrowing down 
of se ectiodareas, starting with couTittes-anfreneling 
'with individual housing units, as shown in -Exhibit 
1416: F(.mria —re C- by-markét ratings of stations, 
however, Nielsen uses special updated telephone 

directories, as do Arbitron and most other firms 
engaged in ratings research. 
About 97 percent o ds have tele-

phones, makin e most 

readily available samplin frames. Directories have 
raw ac s, owever: many listed numbers repre-

sent businesses rather than households and as many 
as 40 percent of t e telephone subscribers in an 
area are not listed R di it dialin an solve 
the pr_oblem of reaching unlisted and newly in-
stalled telephones, but increases the number of 
'wasted ( unused or business address) calls, thus in-

creasin survey cost. 

Sample Turnover Ideally, each time a com-
pany ma e a survey it would draw a brand-new 
sample so that imperfections in any one sample 
would not have a permanent effect. On the otber 
hand, if the company uses expensive sampling and 
data-gathering methods, it cannot afford to discard 
each sample after only one use. Nielsen tries to 
retain each people-meter household in its national 
sample for no more than two years, but allows local 
siiiarket diary families to stay in samples for up to 
five. The company staggers its contracts with house-
holders, replacing part of the total each year. 

he researcher next 
e to choose. In general, 

_the larger the sample, the higher its reliability. But 
reliability increases approximately in proportion to 
the square_ of sample size ( the sample size multi-
plied by itself). For example, to double reliability 
requires a fourfold increase in size. Thus a point of 
diminishing returns soon arrives, after which an 
increase in sample size yields such small gains in 
reliability as not to be worth the added cost. 

Researchers and their clients therefore have to 
balance the degree of certainty desired against the 
level of expense involved. At best, sampling yields 
only estimates, never absolute certainty; hence the 
uesuon ecomes how much unc inty can be 

tolerated in a given samilio 

Sampling Error The built-in uncertainty of all 
d on samples arises from sam-

pling error. This term refers not to mistakes made 
in gathering data, which constitute nonsampling er-
rors, hut to the laws of probability. These statistical 
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EXHIBIT 14-6 Multistage Sampling in Practice 

A. Selection 
of a county 

B. Selection of an 
Enumeration District 
or Block Group 

C. Selection of a block 

The four steps show selection of a sample member on the basis of geography: (a) 

random selection of a county for the sample, (b) random selection of a speqfic 

district or block within the county: (c) random selection of a eeceic city block: 

and (d) random selection of a speceic housing unit within a block. Official Census 
Bureau data protide the sampling frames. 

S. Metcalf 

D. Selection of a 
housing unit 

SOURCE: Nielsen Media Research. 

It •  laws state that any given sam le-based • - 
ment would be equally correct i the sample size 
was increased or decrealbv, a known amount. 
Putting it another way, repeated sample measure-
ments would vary among themselves, but the chances 
are that most, but probably not all, of the measure-
ments would be near the real amount. Theprobable 
amount of statistical uncertainty in ratings (that is, 
the amount of sampling error to be expected) can 
be calculated in advance ("probable" because of 
unc even about uncertainty!).* 

as If- onsamplin err rs a - 
takes, hot  tentional and inadvertent. Such errors 
produc in the results. Bias can come from 
deliberate misrepresentation by respondents as well 
as from honest mistakes. Researchers may be con-
sciously or unconsciously prejudiced. Failures to 

*Public consciousness of sampling error has increased in recent 
years. News reports of survey results almost always add the pro-
vision, "Accurate within plus or minus so many percentage points." 
However, these disclaimers fail to reveal the degree of accuracy 
achieved within the stated limits. 

fulfill sampling designs may occur, some avoidable, 
some not. The wording of questionnaires may be 
misleading; mistakes may occur in recording data 
and calculating results. Given all these pitfalls, some 
degree of bias arising from nonsampling error is 
inevitable when researchers sample large human 
populations. 

Res onse Rate Sometimes reports state sam-
p e size as t e number of people (or households) 
the researcher contacted, but the key question should 
be C11(7).w many actually partTc-F,ai4 A 45 percent 
response rate indicates thafonly 45 out of 100 homes 
or individuals contacted actually participated. In 
practicejans  rate of 1.(n_m•.m .itri.e_ver 
occurs. 

Ratings companies make special efforts to en-
courage participation of the preselected sample 
members and to ensure that those who agree to 
participate actually carry out their assigned tasks. 
Arbitron, for example, first writes a letter to pro-
spective diary keepers, follows up with a telephone 
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• in -kW° 50-rryie, 
call before and again during the sample week, and 
offers a small cash payment to encourage sample 
members to mail in completed diaries. Nielsen makes 
special efforts to encourage cooperation because it 
costs so much to recruit households and install and 
maintain meters. It encourages long-term cooper-
ation by agreeing to pay half of any receiver repair 
costs as well as a small monthly cash payment. 

,.,Throu hout their five-ye' -ts, "Nielsen fain-
ies" receive frequent mailings and personal visits 

from field representatives. 
Despite such efforts, nonresponse remains a se-

rious limitation on ratings accuracy. Some age groups, 
for example, have a particularly low response rate 
for radio diaries. Those who do return diaries may 
not represent those who do not. One or two diaries 
can make a critical difference in final market ratings 
and shares, especially in smaller markets. Overall, 
diary and „meter methods  yield a usable response 
rate of about 40 percent; the telephone method gets 
close to 75 percent. Th e'- er _o such usable leresponses is termed t in-tab sanzple, the sample 
actually used to produce a given ratings report. 

Typical kinds of nonresponses in the chief meth- can compound the bias caused by an unrepresen-

ods of data collection include: ative saile. 

Diaries: refusal to accept diaries; failure to com-   AcCee 
plete accepted diaries; unreadable and self-con--
tradictory diary entries; drop-off in entries as the 
week progresses ("diary fatigue"); and failure to 
mail in completed diaries. 

; Passive (household) meters: refusal to allow in-
stallation; breakdown of receivers, meters, and 
associated equipment; telephone-line failures. 
People meters: same drawbacks as passive meters, 
plus failure of some viewers (especially the very 
old and very young) to use the buttons to "check 
in" and "check out"—succumbing to "response 

fatigue." 

Telephone calls: busy signals; no answers; dis-
connected telephones; refusals to talk; inability 
to communicate with respondents who speak for-

eign languages. 

bitkk-05-• 

S-t7cu\-+ Saing 
piing. Instead, researchers justify nonra om sam-
pling by taking into consideration the degrees and 

of nonrandomness. For exampl 
sures that sa les are drawn in suc 

s to represen nown -fiaracteristics ofthe 
pi.- UFTWiTintri-€E-erect-pinportions. Prior research 
data, especially U.S. Census Bureau findings, make 
this procedure possible. Both Nielsen and Arbitron 
use stratified sampling to match the size of subsam-
ples to the known population sizes of areas being 

sampled. Lkiel (vtio 
A similar correctiv polio« to da ollec-

tion, minimizes known biases the 
results—giving extra numerical w ) the in-
formation received from certain sample members, 
corresponding to their known weight in the total 
population. All ratings services use weighting in an 
effort to improve the representativeness of their 
data. However, research that uses weighting as-
sumes that the weight actually gives a representative 
picture of the population being measured. If data 
suffer from a high degree of nonresponse, as with 
some radio diaries in smaller markets,_2yeleut.eg 

Making_là) for Sampling Deficiencies) No 
ratings company attempts pure probability sam-

pa\ osi 
et) t-

14.4 
Concepts AtIo\àî OVeY4. 

arket Delineation The first step in ratings 
researc \ is an a escription of the local mar-

, ket covered by one or more stations. The broadcast 
a vei— a--'U;i«i— B—Ig usiness depends heavily on a univer-
sally recognized, national system of clearly defined, 
nonoverlapping markets. The growth of cable tele-
vision muddled this carefully constructed pattern; 
cable markets often include nonadjacent geograph-
ical areas. Spot sales planners need a market delin-
eation system that avoids overlaps, so that they can 
group markets regionally or nationally without 

r ple-rn counting the same ore than_onee  
Arbitrons Area  Dominant Influence (ADI)3 first 

creTajp-Fd-in 1965, has become the most widely 
accepted system for defining television markets, 
though Nielsen has its own version, called Desig 
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An ADI consists of one 
or more counties in which stations located in a 
central town or city are the most viewed (Exhibit 
14-7). ADIs usually extend over smaller areas in 
the East, where cities are closer together, than in 
the West. Arbitron assigns each of the more than 
3,000 counties in the United States to a single ADI, 
updating the assignments annually, although con-
ditions change only slightly from one year to the 
next. ADIs range in size from No. 1 ( New York City, 
with over 6.7 million television households) to No. 
214 ( Glendive, MT, with 5,200).* 1-‘1 
 e\eryltyvt-cury u_41+ 
[Units of Measure' Another preliminary step in 
rating research is to define what will count as "one" 
when measuring the size of an a idianc Re • rch-

ers refer to this entity as the elementary uni in 
broadcasting research it is usually defined as either 
a person or a household. 

CA househols defined as a group of persons who 
occupy any housing unit, including a house, an 
apartment, or a single room.t Researchers can count 
households more easily than individuals, because 

households stay in one place and are fewer in num-
ber. Households can consist not only of traditional 
family groups of two or more persons, but also 
multiadult and single-adult households. However, 
household-based sampling fails to account for view-
ing in hotels, dormitories, barracks, and institutions. 

Television viewing has traditionally been a family 
activity, making the household a logical unit of mea-

"Arbitron also uses two other terms to define slightly different 

market areas. The home county denotes a smaller area than an 

ADI, usually a station's county of license. Arbitron refers to sonic 

markets as metros. This term comes from metropolitan statistical 
area (MSA), a geographical region defined by the U.S. Depart-

ment of Commerce for census and other statistical purposes, 
usually consisting of several counties around a central city core. 

Both the home and metro measures cover smaller areas than 

ADIs. On the other hand, total service area (TSA), the largest 
local region Arbitron reports, include 98 percent of a market's 

viewing or listening audience, thus covering counties outside an 

ADI. Published rating reports include maps of each area reported 

on, showing the differences between all these measures. 

1-In 1988 the U.S. Census Bureau estimated that the country had 
slightly more than 90 million households, averaging 2.64 persons 
per household. 

sure, even though a majority of households now 
have two or more television sets, and much viewing 
takes place as a lone rather than a family activity. A 
single diary can be used to record the viewing or 
listening of all household members, or each indi-
vidual can have a separate diary. Ratings reports 
based on household counts thus report more or 
less accurately on the individual viewing or listening 
of all people in that household if diaries or meters 
cover each receiver in the home and identify in-
ividual viewers. 

Radio researchers prefer count pensons rather 
an households hecau adio listening usually 

occurs as an individual activity, an ( 2) uch radio 
listening takes place outside the h me, especially 

in autos and workplaces. In the sections that follow, 
however, we will use the household as the ele-

mentary sampling unit unless otherwise najted. ' 
  a emo,c,Lrco-:d\r-e 
Derivation of Ratings \ A ratingLls a corn-
arative estimate of set 

(or combination of markets, for network ratings) at 
ez, giv_eQuitn_e More specifically, a rating is an es-

timate of the number of persons or households 
equipped to receive a broadcast signal who are in 
the audience of a specified station, network, or pro-
gram, expressed as a percentage of some base.* The 
word comparative refers to the fact that a rating 
compares the actual estimated audience at a par-
ticular time with the total possible audience at that 
time. A rating constitutes an estimate because it mea-

sures only a sample of the audience; samples yield 
only approximations, never absolute measure-
ments. A rating of 100 would mean that all ( 100 
percent) of the households with sets in a market 
were tuned in to a particular station. But this una-
nimity can never happen: some people are not at 
home, some have broken receivers, and still others 
are otherwise occupied. 

The most successful nonsports entertainment 
program of- all time, an episode of the Roots mini-
series in 1977, had a Nielsen rating of 51.5. The 

Super Bowl of 1983 achieved a rating of 48.6. Prime-

*Definitions in this chapter generally conform to the National 

Associatiim of Broadcasters' Broadcast Research Definitions ( 1988). 
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EXHIBIT 14-7 Arbitron Market Definition Terms 

ohnson 

Tort 

•TYLER 

Cherokee 

/ Union 

Brighton Saylors L 

 _/IVIurphy 

Madiso 

Doud 

• BRIDGEPORT 

Pesach 

O'Haire 

Hendy 
• NORTHPORT 

Gagner 

•MARKSBURG •STOCKTON 
Decker 

Tierney 

e FT. MEYER 

Arbittier 

'COMPTON 

Behr Shafer 

Harmon 

Brodey 

•LAWRENCE 

•SEILERVILLE 
*WINSLOW 

Columbia Celia 

• ST. PIERRE 

*CAPITAL crrY 

Pierce 

Ross 
Sharon 

Nottingham mari„1 

• WEST NOTTINGHAM 

 t•WOLLEÑSBURG 

Mi chell 

• FT. MOCARSKY 

Rolle 

Lake Merkin 

• SANFORD 

Spragg 

e JAMESTOWN 

Howard 

Mishagosh 

Carol 

Milford 

• FOUNTAS 

Orange McFarland 

Carey 

D Metro CI ADI TSA 

In this hpothetical state, the metro(politan) area is defined as the "home" county 

of a station, ubile the ADI ( Area of Dominant Influence) includes counties that 

listen primarily to the stations in "Capital City." The TSA ( Total Service Area) 

includes nearly all listening to Capital stations. 

SOURCE: 1989 by Arbitron Ratings Company. 

time television programs average a 17 rating; day-
time programs average about 6. 1180 averages a 2 

prime-time rating in terms of all cable television 
homes and an 8 rating in terms of homes able to 

receive pay cable. Radio stations often earn ratings 
of less than 1, and rarely more ui_2.ich 

t o Pe\ ErflLt\C,f tvE 

C `CM] 

low ratings make no meaningful distinctions among 
stations; radio therefore relies more on cumulatitv 
measures, discussed later in this section, under 

"Cumes." 
Ratings calculations offer no problems. One sim-

ply dIvides the number of households in a sample 
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tuned to a given program by the total television 
households in the sample. Thus, if in a sample of 
400 households, 100 tune to a given program, you 
find the program's rating by dividing 100 by 400 
(the 400 figure represents the full sample, and the 
100 comes from diary reports for a specific pro-
gram, station, or network). This equation yields 0.25, 
but you drop the decimal point, obtaining a rating 
of 25. Exhibit 14-8 graphically depicts the basic 
rating concepts. 

You can project a properly derived rating. That 
is, expressed as a percentage, it can he applied 
to the total television population represented by 
the sample. Continuing with the above example, 
assume a total population of 100,000 television 
households, known from census data. Multiply this 
number by the rating with the decimal restored 
(0.25), and you have an estimated total audience of 

audience ( in thousands) by the number of homes 
using television at that time, as shown in Exhibit 
14-7. A station always has a lar  er share for_a given 
time or that time eriod. For 
example, top_iiet_lm_IlLicp_rime-ti_typrograms usually 

average ratings of just over 20, but their correspond-
ing shares amount to about 30. (The respective shares 
of the two record prime-time entertainment pro-
grams noted above were 71 and 69.) 

Television programmers usually prefer to use share 
percentages in making programming decisions; 
salespersons usually prefer ratings as advertising 
sales tools. This difference arises because share per-

._ centages give programmers a more immediate es-
timate of theii -competitive-70i-isitibr- i-v-eithin one 
medium, whereas ratiiigs more readily allow com-
parison of advertiser exposure on televisio_n with _ --
that in other media. 

wre_ 25,000 households. \I le 11 w\lo Time of day controls overall audience size. The 

5u,sdileiHUTs and Shares) Recall that a rating gives an 
estimate of the percentage of the total possible au-
dience that was tuned to a particular program. You 
calculate a station's share of the audience, on the 
other hand, on the basis of households using tele-
vision (HUT). A HUT of 55 indicates that in a given 
time period an estimated 55 percent of all television 
households actually tuned in to some station re-
ceivable in that market. In other words, HUT mea-
surements refer to viewing in the market as a whole, 
not to any individual station or program receivable 
in that market. HUTs vary with daypart, averaging 
nationally about 25 for daytime hours and about 60 
for prime-time hours. A HUT of 60 means that an 
estimated 60 percent of the television households 
in a measurement area have their sets turned on; 
the remaining 40 percent are not at home, busy 
with something else, or otherwise not part of the 
set-using group. o 

Radio research is usua ly based on persons rather et-sells 
ouseholds, yielding Li_penonc_ using radio 
rather than HUT rating. PUR reports usually 

re er either to individual quarter-hours or to cu-
mulative quarter-hours for a day or week. 
You derive shares from HUT or PUR data. For 

television, divide each station's estimated viewing 

• 

'Not) NI% met.1 availability of listeners within given dayparts varies 

little from day to day unless extraordinary events 
cause people to change their normal habits. But 
changes in program appeal can cause audience 
members to flow from one station to another, in-
creasing or decreasing the audience share obtained 
by any particular program, even though the total 
audience ( HUT) for that time period remains about 
the same. 
  ‘-Ckd lcume Radio gets such low ratings (because so 
many more snisfvfctEr-thisreners, and be-- 
.caeso  many  
te ht at KIVErdsing-z—igencies use the 

potential audience members opt for 
s  

larger share-percentage figures as a selling tool. Cu-
mulative audience (cume) figures provide an even 
more favorable radio audience measurement. A ra-
dio signal reaches a relatively small number of peo-
ple in any given quarter-hour, but over a period of 
many hours, or during the same period over a num-
ber of days, radio reaches a sur risingly large num-
ber of different listeners. cume ratinigives-an 
estimate oLfte_ecuraulativel number  f undupli-

-cated persons tuning to a station over a period of 
time, expressed as a ercenta e o_alr-pcatential radio 
is a particular market. For example, during 
the two i5 our weeks that typically make up a rating 
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EXHIBIT 14-8 Ratings Concepts 

A. 

B. 

-vs% ee 

0\e  

\e 
, ram A ra  

  ""g 
7.\\ 

Viewing 
programs 
other than 
A or B 
80 HH 

Viewing 
Program A 

100 HH 
Viewing 

Program B 
40 11H 

No response 
180 HH 

'4'011.1ating rat' 

A. The pie shouts television set-use information gathered 

from a sample of 400 households, representing a hypo-

thetical market of 100,000 households. 
Note that program ratings are percentages based on 

the entire sample (including the "no response' house-
holds). Thus Program A, with 100 households, represents 

a quarter (25 percent) of the total sample of 400. The 
formula is 100 + 400 = .25: the decimal is dropped 

when expressing the number as a rating. 

Projected to the entire population, this rating of 25 
would mean an estimated audience of 25,000 house-
holds. The formula is .25 (the rating with the decimal 

restored) x 100,000 = 25,000. 

B. The smaller pie, 55 percent as large as the pie in A, 
represents only the households using television, in this case 

80 + 100 + 40 households, or a total of 220 (expressed 
as a households-using-television or HUT rating of 55, as 
shown in A). Shares are computed by treating the total 
number of households using television, in this case 220, 

as 100 percent. Thus program A's 100 households divided 
by 220 equals about . 445, expressed in rounded numbers 

as a stare of 45. 

period, a person who listened several times to a 
particular station on different days would be counted 
as only one person in constructing a cume figure. 

A person listening only once during that period 
(tuning in just once during that week) would also 
be counted as one person, because a cume shows 
how many deferent people tuned to the station dur-
ing a given period of time. The terms reach and 
circulation usually indicate cume audience mea-

surements. 

suio Ytstm3 nu-ho--(3 
Rating r orts give audience 

composition in terms of gender and age. These 
demographic breakouts, or simply demographics, 
divide the overall ratings into subgroup ratings for 
men, women, teens (age 12-17), and children. Adult 
audience age-group categories typically consist of 
decade units (such as men 35-44) for radio and 
larger units for television ( for example, women 18-
34 or 25-49), although the "adults 12 +" category 
also occurs ( Exhibit 14-9). 
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EXHIBIT 14-9 TV Audience Demographics and Time Spent Viewing 

Type of 
service 
received by 
the household 

Children 
ages 2-5 

6-11 

Women 
ages 12-17 

18-34 

35-54 

55+ 

Men ages 12-17 

18-34 

35-54 

55+ 

Total 

Household 
size 

Household 
income 

Hours of viewing per week 

Over-the-air TV only 

Basic cable 

Basic and pay cable 

1 

2 

3+ 

Under $15,000 

$15,000 — $19,999 

$20,000 — $29,999 

$30,000 — $39,999 

$40,000+ 

25:26 

22:46 

23:13 

28:43 

32:14 

24:16 

26:15 

26:07 

29:40 

41:17 

37:07 

37:29 

Manv factors affect the amount of television watching in an average week. Note 

that weeklv viewing hours increase with the presence of children in the home, with 

lower income, uith pay cable, and uith the age of the adult lieurr. This information 
for November 1987 is the result of some of the first people-meter-based research: 

it shou,s a decline in amount of vieuing for nearly all viewer categories from 
figures based on written diaries and passive household meters reported just a year 
earlier. 

45:46 

48:42 

47:17 

52:36 

48:55 

50:19 

49:38 

48:29 

59:29 

58:43 

SOURCE: Nielsen Media Research, 1988 Report on Television, pp. 7-9. 
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In advertising's stereotyped world, most products 
have appeal for specific groups (horror movies for 
teens, beer for men, denture products for the el-
derly, and so forth). Thus advertising agg_acies usu-
ally "buy" demographics rather than neralized 
ai. -f8tustisers would rather have a 
audience of moderate size with the right demo-
graphics for their product than a huge audience 
containing many members not likely to be inter-
ested in it. 

14.5 
Broadcast Audiences 

Over years of intensive ratings research, a vast store-
house of knowledge about broadcast listening and 
viewing habits has been accumulated—this is surely 

the most analyzed mass media activity in history. 
After examining broadcast audiences in this section, 
we will take up cable and newer media audiences 
in Section 14.7. 

ize Poten 
abou 

ation or saturation, 

The most fundamental statis 
evision audiences, called s 

the percentage of all homes 

t at have eceivers. In the United States, 
radio and television penetration has long since 
peaked at between 98 and 99 percent. Indeed, most 
homes have several radios and more than one tele-
vision set. In short, for practical purposes the entire 
U.S. population of over 90 million households con-
stitutes the broadcast audiences' potential. 

-) 

I Actual  S Of course, not all households have 
their sets turned on at the same time. HUT mea• 
surements, as previously explained, give an estimate 
of the percentage of television households actually 
using sets. Television viewing climbs throughout 
the day from a low in winter (when TV use is heav-
iest) of about 12 percent of households at 7:00 A M 
to a high of about 70 percent in the top prime-time 
hour of 9:00 P.M. 10 10:00 P.M. The advent of cable 
has not altered these proportions, but VCR home 
video can interrupt both broadcast and cable view-
ing, making audience measurement more difficult. 

Audience levels for television change predictably 
with the seasons; viewing peaks in January—Febru-
ary and bottoms out in June, reflecting the influence 
of weather on audience availability. Radio listening 
has a flatter profile than television, with the highest 
peak in the morning drive-time hours. 

In the early years of broadcast television, mans-
observers predicted that as the medium matured 
and its novelty wore off, the levels of set use would 
decline. Only in the late 1980s, however, with com-
petition from cable and VCRs and introduction of 
people-meter methods, did the combined broadcast 
network share levels really drop off—from prime-
time peaks of 90 to below 70 by the end of the 
decade. HUT levels remained stable, however— 
people continued to use their sets, but often to 
watch cable channels or playbacks from VCRs. 

Long-term trends aside, in any 
particular season of the year people tend to turn 
on their television sets day after day in the same 
overall numbers, with no apparent regard for 
the particular programs that may be scheduled. 
Expressed in terms made famous by Marshall 
McLuhan, the medium matters morAthan the mes-
sage.* u Lor 

Paul Klein, a network programmin IX> 

eory, that of the 
. Half jokingly, he theorized that 

people stay with the same station until they are 
driven to another station by an objectionable pro-
gram. But even if they find all programs objection-
able, according to the LOP theory, they will stay 
tuned in to the least objectionable one rather than 
turning off the set entirely. 

This accounted, wrote Klein, for the steady 90 
percent of the prime-time audience gathered in by 
the three television broadcast networks in the 197(k 
It also explained why seemingly excellent programs 
sometimes failed (because of being scheduled against 

*Canadian communications theorist H. Marshall McLuhan ( 1911-

1980), a cult figure in the 1960s, wrote a series of iconoclastic 
books about the impact of media on society. In the most im-

portant statement of his thinking, Understanding Media ( 1964 ), 
he explained his view that the nature and proliferation of media 
said more about society than any content carried by those media. 
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even better programs), and why seemingly medi-
ocre programs sometimes succeeded (because they 
opposed even more objectionable mediocrities). 
Whatever the reasons, ratings data confirmed that 

audience size remained stable, varying mostly be-
cause of changing dayparts and seasons. This con-
stancy of the audience pool forced each network to 
focus its programming efforts on prying audiences 
loose from its two network rivals through counter-
programming strategies. Rarely did a program forge 
ahead by enlarging the total sets-in-use figure; most 
succeeded only by diverting existing audience 
members from competing network programs. 

In the 1980s, however, this static scene changed. 
Competition from independent stations, cable chan-
nels, and VCR viewing stimulated more complex 
and volatile audience behavior, creating problems 
for programmers and audience researchers, espe-
cially in prime time. The broadcast networks could 
no longer count on sharing 90 percent of the au-

dience. Nevertheless, even with their aggregate 
prime-time share reduced to less than 70 percent, 
as it was by 1988, the three broadcast networks still 
had the most massive audiences of any medium and 
still constituted the most coveted national advertis-
ing vehicle. 

u  Inertia A b.m.,0E«.1;iéte+-iieezing 

inertia. e ecause of viewer loyalty to a sta-
tion or network or lethargy, audiences tend to let 
sets remain tuned to the same stations. Usually the 
proportion of flow-through viewers (those staying 

tuned to the same station) remained larger than 
those who flowed away to different stations. How-
ever, by the 1980s, remote-control devices and the 
large number of cable channels had modified this 
pattern. Tuning inertia (though still a factor in pro-
gramming strategies) no longer had as predictable 
an effect on audience size as it had previously. 

Tuning inertia affects radio audiences, too; in large 
markets with as many as 40 stations to choose among, 
listeners tend to confine their tuning to only two 
or three favorite stations. 

The total amount of time people 
ning and viewing also serves as a 

broad measure of broadcasting's audience impact. 
Perhaps this statistic arouses the most widespread 
concern among critics of the media. Any activity that 
takes up more time than sleeping, working, or going 
to school, they reason, surely has profound social 
implications. 

Weekly average viewing per household, counting 
television, cable, and VCRs, reached more than 50 
hours in the 1980s—on the order of seven hours a 
day. Of course, this total represents the sum of view-
ing by all members of households. As a group, women 
spend the most time viewing, following by children 
aged 2 to 11. Teenagers and college students view 
the least. But on the average, all age groups view 
close to the same number of hours per week; the 
differences between groups depend more on the 
accessibility of receivers than on deliberate choice. 
Thus women at home have more access than men 
at work; active teenagers have less access than 
youn yr ceLiren, who spend more time at home. 

Ll3_emogra hic Influences Averages, how-
ever, conceal differences o etail. Demographic 
differences profoundly influence audience set-use 
behavior. The following demographic variables, listed 
here along with examples of generalizations de-
rived from audience research (Exhibit 14-8), hold 
special interest for broadcasters: 

Age. Among adults, viewing increases with age. 

Education. Viewing decreases with education. 

Ethnic origin. Blacks view more than whites. 

Family size. Large families view more than small 
families. 

Occupation. Blue-collar workers view more than 
professionals. 

Place of residence. Urbanites view more than ru-
ral dwellers. 

Sex. Women view more than men. 

As a practical example of how broadcasters use 
demographic data, radio programmers take into ac-
count the fact that age strongly influences format 
preferences. Contemporary music formats appeal 
most to people in their late teens and twenties; 
classical, country, and MOR formats to people in 
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their thirties and forties; and old-time music, news, 
and talk formats to people in their fifties and older. 
Interest in radio news and talk formats increases 
markedly with age. NCAA championship basketball 
games attract a much larger percentage of teenagers 
than other sports events. Gender is also important— 
for most sports events, male viewers outnumber 
females. 

Advertisers will pay higher prices to reach spe-
cific audiences known to buy their products than 
to reach undifferentiated audiences. The more pre-
cisely an advertiser defines target audience demo-
graphics, the higher the per-viewer cost of reaching 
that audience. 

14.6 
\ _Use and Abuse of Ratings  - 

Ratings represent valid estimates that serve a useful 
purpose for programmers and advertisers. How-
ever, they easily lend themselves to abuse. Either 
through ignorance or deliberate misrepresentation, 
those who use ratings sometimes present them as 
hard-and-fast measurements instead of only esti-

mates. Further, some unscrupulous users attempt 
to interfere with research procedures in order t 
influence their outcomes.6111-e,; ne€e re' • 
-450 rYld•À Y‘ CY\ 51a11111‘e n 1:0 

fr_tatings Investigations_ Complaints about the 
relli of ratings mounted to such a pitch in the 

that Congress launched an investigation. 

Thellousesimmerce Committee commissioned a  
_stucly_obtke statistical methods used in ratings re-
search. Issued in 1961(e Madow Report rated_ 
that critics of ratings_put too much emphasis on 
sample size and th t more emphasis should be put 
on improv_4iig research methods and determining 
the significance of nonresponse (House CIFC, 1961: 
»63-1965.) 
While Congress conducted hearings l the Federal  

Trade Commission made its own investigationihe 
fig_ordere_Ll he ratings companies to account for  
_r1peration in sampl, to cease_makinglais-

__leading_claim£about sampling, to cease mixing data 
from incompatible sources, and to discontinue ar-, 

barrage o 
up the  loadcast Ratin 
in 1982 to the 
EMRC) as 
ser.,ig_r_is_sating users. The EMRC accredits ratings 
services that meet its standards and submit to annual 
auditing. It also ensures full disclosure of methods 
in ratings reports. Nowadays, the ratings services 
disclose their methods fully, withholding from pub-
lic scrutiny only some details of the way they edit 
the raw data they collect from diaries and meters. 
Every ratings report contains a supplement ac-
knowledging the multiple limitations involved in a 
sampling. Arbitron, for example, lists 11 limitations 
in a page-long discussion of criteria for reporting 
station audiences. 

But this candor did not stop criticism. More re-
cent complaints have focused on such problems as 
the persistent failure of stations and networks to 
acknowledge the factor of sampling error, the ten-
dency to underrepresent segments of society most 
difficult to sample, and the station practice of trying 
to inflate ratings during sweep weeks by program-
cheduling tricks. Confusion over the introduction 
of the people meter compounded the problem in 
the late 1980s. 

-bitrary, often unsppçified, `adustmentsi of research  

IUÍ4'  co se - 0-115-becdi ri-t1 n efii; 
Industry Self-Policing) In response to the— 

bout ra dustry set _ d _-
Council in 1964 changed rt. h 
Media Rating Council, or co une 
auditing agency repre- É,:y-yet 

Relia of Radii' s Perhaps the major mis-
unc erstanding about ratings arises from the ten-
dency to think of them as precise measurements, 
rather than merely estimates. Users of ratings often act 
as though differences of even fractions of a rating 
point have crucial significance, when in fact sam-
pling error makes such precision impossible. Even 
repeated measurements of programs over time can 
only slightly reduce sampling error, not eliminate it. 

It is important to keep in mind that ratings by 
their very nature can give us only limited infor-
mation about audienc d 've it with only lim-
ited certainty a former head 
of the Broadcast Rating Counci , • ives four warnings 
that every ratings user should heed (Beville, 1981): 
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I-. Ratings are approximations. 

2 Not all ratings are equally dependable. 
3 Ratings measure quantity, not quality. 

LI Ratings measure [set use], not opinion. • 
geNneck.su. 

upicoe 
Validity n rs 

to the degree to which findings actua I Iv me-itil (re 

what they purport to measjecRatinpurport to 

measure the  eeiirbroadcasLitudience, but in prac-
tice they can only account for the broad middle-
range majority of that audience. People at ethnic, 

economic, and geographic extremes have less chance 
to be solicited by, or inclination to cooperate with, 
rangs services than people in the middle range. 

end to underrepresent theCza4:ricl  
, and ethnic minorities. In recent •ears, 

hoilfArhitron and Nielsen  have made special efforts 
to persuade minority respondents in their samples 
to participate fully. 
The fact that tqlísion ratin use households 

rather than indivi uals as their measurement unit 
also affects validity. About a quarter of today's house-
holds consist of lone individuals whose lifestyle ( and 
therefore broadcast use) patterns often differ from 
those of multiperson households. Also, household 
samples omit residents of_groupLquarters such-as 
college dormitories miich to the clistre_of stations 
in college towns 

1_l2'1n_pering_andIn Ratings proce-
dures can be vulnerable to tampering; someone 
who _clffisenceAhOn habits of even  a 

few sample households in a sample can have a sub-
stantial im ratin s. Rating 
companies therefore keep the identity of sample 

households a closely held secret. Still, a few cases 
of outright manipulation of viewers have been made 
public, causing ratings services to junk reports for 
some programs, and even entire station or market 

reports for a given ratings period. 
,A far more widespread industry practice known 

bypoinDlso skews ratings. Hvpoing refers to the 
deliberate attempts of television stations or net-_ 
works to influence ratings by scheduling extraor-

ctur‘n5 (:-.Ltitfe-p-

dinary programs and promotional efforts during 
ratings sweeps.  Radio stations hypo with listener 
contests. Both the FTC and the FCC have investi-
gated h}poing, with little effect. In fact, the hypoing 
effects may cancel themselves out, since most sta-
tions resort to it.  Stations feel compelled to play the 

hypoing game ecause eir com  etitors do. 

  ej -(.0Y1 
Qualitative Ratings I Ever since ratings began 
to ominate programming strategies, critics have 
complained that the ratings system encourages me-
diocrity by emphasizing sheér size to thclsio 
of qualitative program aspects. Time and again, pro-
grams that are seemingly of above-average quality 

receive enthusiastic reviews and substantial audi-
ence followings, but fail to meet the rigid minimum-

share requirements for commercial survival. Critics 

question whether programs that are merely toler-
ated by large audiences should automatically win 
out over programs that attract smaller but intensely 
interested audiences. The quantitative ratings ap-
proach decrees this kind of judgment; the system 
favors_theleast objectionable" programs over the 
best possible programs.  

In Britain and some other countries, laws require 
broadcasters to conduct research on qualitative as-

pects of their programs and to take audience pref-

erences into consideration in program decision 
making. U.S. public broadcasters have worked to 

establish a qualitative ratings system. Noncommer-
cial broadcasting must, by virtue of its role as an 

alternative system, find evidence to support the need 
for its services, which often have strong appeal, but 

to a limited number of people. The only qualitative 

ratings that U.S. commercial broadcasters have shown 
interest in supporting aim at measuring thç likability  

*Nlarket Evaluations, Inc., regularly estimates image ratings of 

major performers, based on national samples of a thousand fam-
ilies. ('sing mail questionnaires. the firm constructs both famil-

iarity and likability ratings ( the two do not necessarily coincide). 

The same company conducts the better-known TvQ ( for TV Quo-

tient ) research on the popularity of specific programs. This qual-

itative research uses questionnaires to determine the level of 
program appeal to different demographic groups. 
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14.7 
Research on Newer Media I 

The emergence since the early 1970s of new ways 
of delivering programs to the home has compli-
cated the researcher's task. Researching cable tele-
vision audiences parallels somewhat the patterns 
familiar in broadcast research, but videocassette re-
corders present novel problems that are entirely 
different from those of broadcasting. 

Cable Unlike broadcasting,  cable television has 
objective information on its potential audience its 

(st.-15—sei4Dtion recore By 1987, these records showed 
tliat cable penetration eXceeded half of U.S. house-
holds. However, the number of subscribers tells 

nothing about actual cable use. Because of cable's 
many channels, its total audience is subdivided into 
many small groups, posing severe measurement dif-
ficulties. Cable systems that enjoy addressability (the 
ability to control and record access to each sub-
scribing household) solves this problem, but few 
systems yet have that ability. 

Nielsen introduced audience reports for a few 
national cable services in 1979, gradually increasing 
the amount of information provided on the basic 

and pay networ fforts led in 1983 to the 
Nielsen HomeVideo Index N I set up _to improve 
means of measuring the new services' audiences 
_Four times a year, NH! issues Pay Cable Report, 
covering all television activity in a sample limited 
to pay-cable subscriber homes. It provides national 
audience data for each of the larger national cable 
networks. Since the inception of people-meter 
methodology in 1987, Nielsen's national TV audi-
ence estimates have included ratings for super-
stations, cable origination, and pay services (see 
Exhibit 14-2). By the mid-1980s, this research showed 
clear evidence of the national cable services' impact 
on broadcast networkç The first detailed indica-
tions of the dimensions of that impact came with 
the start of national people-meter reports: 

A comparison between the people meter sample and 
the old Nielsen meter showed a nine percent decline 
for ABC, CBS, and NBC and a 34 percent increase for 

cable-originated networks like CNN. And the discrep-
ancy is not simply a function of the introduction of a 
new measurement technology. It is clear that viewers, 
not the meter, are causing the changes in the market-
place (Sieber, 1988: 72). 

Local cable audiences proved more difficult to 
measure than nationa re Cable franchise  
areas are defined b olitical boundarie often 
1:_marising_only_a_Mriglesouve n *ust art 

_of one. Broadcast signals ignore political bounda-
ries, creating larger market areas. Most individual 
cable systems are too small to attract enough ad-
vertiser interest to provide financial support for 
audience research. Nielsen and Arbitron included 
local cable viewing only in markets where cable 
audiences reached their minimum television re-
porting level, usually a share percentage of 3 or 
more. This criterion meant that cable measure-
ments appeared_h_on1,yâ12olfthalf of Nielsen and 
Arbitron local market reports Cable system oper-
ators and national cable program suppliers contin-
ued to complain that broadcast-based research 
methods significantly underreported cable viewing, 
although people-meter reports appear to dispel most 
of their objections. 

VCRs Home VCR penetration reached 60 percent 
by 1989, surpassing that of cable. The VCR presents 
novel problems for media research. Time shifting 
enables VCR owners to control the time at which 
they watch broadcast or cable programs. VCRs also 
encourage the evasion of commercials by zipping 
or zapping (see Sections 4.4 and 9.1). A recorded 
program and its advertisements may be seen several 
times and by different viewers, but ads may be seen 
only once if at all. Nielsen research on VCR phe-
nomena is summarized in Exhibit 14-10. 

Other Applied Research '\ 

Nonrating research probes into the subjective rea-
sons for predicted as well as past audience behavior. 
It tries to find out what people like and dislike, what 

14.8 
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EXHIBIT 14-10 VCR Use 

A. When is 
recording done? 

B. What is 
recorded? 

C. How is 
recording done? 

41% 29% 

Evening 
(7-11 PM Sun, 8-11 PM M-Sat) 

7% 6% 

Daytime Late night 
(10 AM-4:30 PM, M-F) (11 PM-

1 AM, 
M-Sun) 

"Wee hours" 
(1 AM-6 AM, M-Sun) 

17% 

All other 
times 

67% 16% 3% 9% 5% 

Network affiliates 

51% 

With TV set off 

Independent 
TV station 

20% 

With TV tuned 
to different channel 

Research on use of home videocassette recorders in late 1988 demonstrated that 

the VCR is most often used for "time shifting." Taping is usually done in the evening 

to record programs on network affiliates, and is done when the receiver is not 

otherwise being used. 

SOURCE: Nielsen Media Research, 1989 Report on Television. 

"1-11)111(.\a-( Pê5--e-ardn- r.emeris 
interests them and what bores them, what they re 
ognize and remember, and what they overlook and 
forget. To study such  subjective reactions, investi-
gators usually use&titudina-i)research methods, 
which reveal not so much people's actions ( in this 
case, set use) as their reactions—their reasons for 
action, as revealed in their attitudes toward pro-
gramming. 

1 Focus Groups 1 Commercial attitudinal research 
often makes no attempt to construct probability 
samples, because it usually does not try to make 
quantitative estimates that are projectable to entire 
populations. Instead, investigators choose respon-

\-P  

Pay 
cable 

Public 
TV Original 

cable 
programs 

29% 

With TV on 
same channel 

le€Y-t Prciltre-I'Y\s 
dents nform , assembling small panels called 
focus groups. __h_i_v_eatigator-s-gitifi-ingighwalite_o-
ple's motivations throe _informal discussion-

Program concept research, for example, tries out 
ideas for programs. A focus group's reactions to a 
one-page program description can help program-
mers decide whether to develop an idea further, to 
change some of its details, or to drop it entirely. 
Advertisers often test concepts for commercials be-
fore making final commitments to full production. 
These tests may use simple graphic storyboards, or 
they may employ photomatics, videotaped versions 
of the original storyboards with camera effects and 
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sound added to make them look and sound some-
thing like full-scale commercials. 
To test new or changed programs, researchers 

show pilot versions to focus groups. The people 
watch, give their reactions, and sometimes discuss 
the reasons for their attitudes with a session direc-
tor. Frequently videotapes are made of these dis-
cussions to enable writers and others to study the 
reactions further. 

Minute-b minu react o a ro ram can be 
studied usi ro am ana , a device first 
eveloped in the 1940s that enables test-group 
members to express favorable, neutral, or unfavor-
able reactions by pushing one of several buttons at 
regular intervals on cue. The machine automatically 
sums up the reactions of the entire test group, fur-
nishing a graphic profile. A follow-up discussion can 
then probe for explanations of changes in audience 
interest at given moments in a script as revealed by 
peaks and valleys in the graph. 

Theater ys. In-Home Testing t The motion 
picture industry has long used theater previews to 
gauge audience response. Several firms specialize 
in staging similar theater previews of television pro-
grams and commercials. Investigators sometimes 
test advertisements under the pretext of testing pro-
grams, the commercials seeming to appear only 
incidentally. Viewer reactions emerge in question-
naires or discussions. 

All such staged previews have the disadvantage 
of being conducted in an environment quite dif-
ferent from that of the home. Cable television has 
introduced a testing method that allows researchers 
to test viewers in their normal surroundings, using 
their own receivers. One research firm owns several 
small cable systems that it uses for research on com-
mercials. One group of subscribers receives one 
version of test materials, and a second group gets 
a different version. The company asks the sub-
scribers to keep diaries of their purchases, thus 
giving concrete evidence of the influence commer-
cials have on actual buying behavior. 

Physiological Testing Most methods de-
scri ed so ar depend on introspection by panel 

members. In an attempt to eliminate the element 
of subjectivity and to monitor responses more sub-
tly, researchers have identified a number of invol-
untary physical reactions that give clues to audience 
response. Reactions that have been measured for 
this purpose include changes in brain waves, eye 
movements, pupil dilation, breathing, pulse rate, 
voice quality, perspiration, and sitting position (the 
"squirm test"). 

For example, a number of researchers have cap-
italized on the two-sided nature of the human brain. 
Each side has its own specialized functions and reacts 
to different stimuli. Reasoning ability seems to be 
located in the brain's left side, and emotions in the 
right. It follows that commercials for products that 
have emotional appeal should primarily, if correctly 
oriented, stimulate the right side of the brain more 
than commercials that appeal mainly to logical con-
siderations. Commercials shown to viewers wired 
for brain-wave recording can be tested to find out 
whether the messages elicited the desired brain-
wave responses.* 

Test Markets Test markets realistically appraise 
e effectiveness of advertising, but they require 

complex, expensive planning. Researchers select two 
or more markets, distant from each other but well 
matched demographically. Viewers in each market 
then see a different version of a proposed national 
advertising campaign, carried either on a broadcast 
television station or on a cable channel. Researchers 
judge the effectiveness of each local version by its 
influence on product sales. They measure sales by 
keeping track of the physical movement of goods 
in the market or (more easily) by using direct mar-
keting offering the product for sale only through 
broadcast or cable advertising. 

*ln the 1950s, subliminal advertising caused a flurry of interest. 
Such ads consisted of simple messages of a word or two flashed 

on a movie theater screen so briefly as to go unnoticed. Such 
messages appear to have an impact below the conscious level 
(hence, "subliminal"—below the threshold). Subliminal mes-

sages apparently stimulated audiences to buy greater quantities 
of popcorn or other foods mentioned in the messages. Fear that 
unsuspecang audiences would be subjected to this type of thought 
control led the FCC to ban it. 
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IR-e-Search on Children) Several companies 
specíalize in analyzing children's likes and dislikes 
and how they influence adult purchasing decisions. 
Marketers know that children have an impact on 
what brands or products adults will buy. One re-
search firm gains insight into children's preferences 
and motivations by turning a group of kids loose 
in a miniature supermarket. As the children go on 
a shopping spree, researchers secretly observe and 
record their behavior. Such firms avoid publicity, 
both to keep results confidential and to avoid crit-
icism for taking what some would consider an unfair 
advantage of children. 

ence Res onse Telephone calls and let-
ters from listeners or viewers about programs, 
performers, and commercials provide additional 
audience information. Indeed, at first broadcasters 
relied entirely on voluntary mail from listeners for 
audience information. But people who write or call 
a station are not a statistically representative sample 
of the entire audience. Research has shown that 
letter writers differ significantly from the general 
population in terms of race, education, income, type 
of job, age, and marital status—all differences im-
portant to advertisers and programmers. Further, 
letter-writing campaigns for or against a given point 
of view, product, or service can give misleading 
impressions about general audience reaction. 

For these reasons, stations take telephone calls 
less seriously than systematically gathered data. 
Nevertheless, a few strong letters of complaint, es-
pecially if they give the impression of a spontaneous 
response rather than merely ready-made form let-
ters, do get attention, since broadcasters and ad-
vertisers know that a few complaints of a focused 
kind probably represent a sizable number of dis-
satisfied listeners or viewers. 

ISummary  
There are two main kinds of applied audience 

research: studies that generate program ratings and 
studies that test the appeal of programs or adver-
tising. 

Audience research methods for electronic media 
differ from research methods for print media cir-
culation, because electronic media audiences are 
more difficult to count than print media readership. 

Ratings measure audience size in both local and 
national markets. The most commonly used market 
delineation is the area of dominant influence. 

Arbitron and Nielsen are the two important na-
tional ratings research companies. Arbitron does 
market surveys for both radio and television, and 
began a network service in 1989, whereas Nielsen 
does network and market surveys for television only. 

Data for ratings are usually gathered by written 
diaries, passive household meters, people meters, 
telephone calls, or a combination of these. Each 
method has its strengths and weaknesses. 

Ratings are estimates, in the form of percentages, 
of the proportion of the total possible audience that 
is tuned to a particular program. These data help 
in developing HUT ( households using television), 
PUR (people using radio), and audience-share sta-
tistics. When audiences are small, as in the case of 
radio, cumulative data can be used to show the 
aggregate reach of a program over a period of hours, 
days, or weeks. 

In addition to showing audience size, ratings, es-
pecially those gathered with people meters, can 
supply information on audience composition in terms 
of sex, age, and other demographic characteristics. 

All ratings make use of three kinds of sampling: 
behavioral ( usually set tuning), time ( most are con-
ducted periodically, not continuously), and number 
of people included ( all ratings are based on rela-
tively small, representative cross sections of popu-
lations). 

Accurate sampling requires the use of good sam-
ple frames, the systematic random selection of sam-
ple members for representativeness, high response 
rate, and avoidance of bias. All measurements based 
on sampling are subject to sampling error. In ad-
dition, sampling inevitably falls short of the ideal, 
causing additional nonsampling errors. 

Within given time frames ( dayparts), the size of 
the broadcast and cable audience remains remark-
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ably stable, with audience members tuning from 

channel to channel rather than turning sets on and 
off. 

Ratings provide a reasonably accurate picture of 
broadcast audiences as long as the rather severe 

limitations on their accuracy and significance are 
kept in mind. 

Development of audience ratings for cable, VCRs, 
and newer services is still in relative infancy. Among 

the problems faced are the large number of chan-

nels available, the rising use of nonbroadcast ma-
terial on home VCRs, and multiple channels with 
the same material. 

Other applied research tests commercials, pro-
grams, and the popularity of performers, both dur-
ing program planning and after production. Such 
research often relies on small focus groups, probing 
the reactions of test subjects for personal motives 
and attitudes. 
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CHAPTER 15 

SOCIAL EFFECTS 

The previous chapter dealt with one particular set 
of effects as revealed by ratings and other market-
research findings—audience behavior in terms of 
set tuning and other readily measurable effects. In 
this chapter we turn from market effects to less 
easily measured yet more important consequences 
of radio and television: their political and social 
effects. 

15.1 
Effects Research  

Even without benefit of research, people have al-
ways assumed that radio and television have effects, 
both good and bad. These assumptions take on prac-
tical significance when decisions must be made con-
cerning how these media should be regulated. For 
that reason, as well as for reasons of pure scientific 
curiosity, scholars have spent a great deal of time 
and money analyzing media effects. 

1 Research and Policy-Makin When Con-
gress wrote the Radio Act of 1927 and the Federal 
Radio Commission first began writing rules to put 
the act into effect, neither the legislature nor the 
commission had the benefit of social and economic 
research on the effects of mass media. They relied 
primarily on legal-historical considerations and sheer 
guesswork. Today, however, major policy decisions 

rely on research to support their goals and as-
sumptions, and to predict the probable outcome. 
For example: 

In defending a hands-off policy with regard to 
radio station format changes in the 1970s, the FCC 
used a study of the formats available in major 
markets as evidence that competition alone would 
ensure sufficient format variety. 

Congressional concern about the possible ad-
verse effects of violence in programming led in 
1969 to the allocation of a million dollars to the 
surgeon general for research studies, and to fund-
ing for a follow-up survey a decade later. 

3 To justify its radio deregulation proposals in 1979-
1981, the FCC used research on current practices 
of radio stations to support its theory about the 
effects of competition. 

During the 1970s the FCC came increasingly 
under the dominance of economic theorists in mak-
ing decisions about the future of broadcasting. Re-
search on the economics of broadcasting and cable 
television, along with predictions of their future 
interrelationships, became a growth industry. Foun-
dations began funding such research and econo-
mists at major universities and research centers 
undertook numerous projects. BLttie_  1980.s,  the 
FC on eenruMic-theory 
and research in making the case for its regulatory 
de- cisions._ 
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When Congress holds hearings on proposed new 
legislation or the FCC considers proposed new rules, 
private interests present theit views. Representa-
tives of the broadcasting industry usually buttress 
their arguments with surveys of prior research on 
the topic, frequently adding specially commissioned 
research of their own. Consumer organizations, too, 
have learned that good intentions and moral fervor 
do not get serious attention from government and 
industry. Their claims need to be supported by the 
kind of hard evidence that research alone can sup-
ply Twical examples of research undertaken by 
private sponsors follow\ 

tCritics of broadcast news regularly conduct or cite 
content analysis studies to support their allega-
tions of news bias. 

Action for Children's Television has for 20 years 
conducted content analysis research to support 
its petitions for improvements in children's pro-

gramming. 

5 Commercial broadcasters surveyed existing re-
search to demonstrate to Congress and others in 
the 1980s that bans on broadcasting advertising 

of alcohol or legal drugs would do little to curb 
excessive use of these products. 

Early Findings efforts were 

wi( e y uses during World War I ( 1914-1918), 
before the broadcasting era. Written and pictorial 
propaganda whipped up mass hysteria on both sides. 
After the war the extent of deception by propa-
gandists was revealed, showing how unscrupulously 
people had been manipulated. It seemed as if a 
sinister new weapon had been found, capable of 
almost any excess. The advent in the 1920s of a 
potential new propaganda medium, radio broad-
casting, along with the emergence of a potential 
new political threat, the recently installed com-
munist regime in Russia, made the prospect of prop-
aganda manipulation all the more alarming. This 

heightened concern about the effects of mass per-
suasion stimulated funding for research focused on 
analyzing the social and psychological dynamics of 
propaganda. 

The concept of media effects that developed in 
the 1920s visualized propaganda messages as so 
many bullets of information (or misinformation) 
aimed at passive multitudes. Researchers assumed 
that the messages penetrated individuals, causing 
specific reactions. Accordingly, the conc ter be-
came t derisivel  the bullet_) 

heory of communication 

effects 
By the end of the 1930s and with the approach 

of World War I 1.,1Lerchersieal'ec that the illet 
theory of propaganda effects had erred in treating 
the receivers ofinegg-s as mere passive targets. 
They found that, far from passively absorbing in-
jections of propaganda, audience members act upon 
messages as individuals. The effects of messages 
therefore depend on a great many variables within 
and among the individual members of audiences. 

Researchers labeled these factors, many s •-c-
tiv efore not directly observab -, interz'en-

They come between messages an 
e ects, varying the effects according to each indi-
vidual's previously acquired attitudes, traits, ex-
periences, social situation, and so on, Intervening  

,..2Lariable—s.e.xplain_wlay_an identical message can have 
different )ple. 

During the 1940s, World War II stimulated re-
newed interest in propaganda studies. A team of 
researchers at Yale University received a govern-
ment grant to study the effects of orientation films 
the Army used to indoctrinate new  recruits.  The 
research focused on measuring azi.c a 
type of effect that lent itself readily to laboratory 
tests. The Yale researchers asked such questions as: 
What is the most effective source for persuasive 
messages? What order of presentation of an argu-
ment works best? Is it better to ignore counterar-
guments in a campaign of persuasion, or to try to 
refute them? How do people's group affiliations af-
fect their persuadability? To what extent do group 
pressures affect the independence of individual de-
cisi ing? 

udies ushered in a new phase of effects 
research. According to one estimate, they laid the 
groundwork for "a new scientific rhetoric,  in which 
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there was an attempt to set fort, hcil s_nfr.on-i-
munication effects in scientific terms backed by sci-

,!2_-itiftçislenceli.Schramm. 1973: 221). 
One of the most influential discoveries concern-

ing intervening variables was the importance of the 
personal influence of opinion leaders, as contrasted 
to the impersonal influence of the media. The flow 
of influence from the mass media, researchers found, 
often passes through leaders to followers rather 
than affecting all individuals directly. 

During the 1940s a team of sociologists at the 
ecres-- Columbia University Bureau of Applied Social Re-

Lieleveloped theory 
j,lbotIt_personashi  vis-à-vis media influence. 
In 1955, Lazarsfeld and an associate painstakingly 
tracked down decisions people had made about 
movie-going, food buying, dress selection, and pub-
lic issues, ascertaining whether the media or opin-

Lazarsfeld, 1955). For most people, personal influ-
ion leaders had been more influential (Katz & 

ence played a l• r - 
than the influence of radio, neçyspapecs,maganes, 
and books. Other experiments and field investiga-
tions confirmed and refined this two-step flow hy-
pothesis of media influence. 

e—rnié. two-step flow theory\hadzmatimpact on mass 
media fesearch  in the ensuing 20 y_e_atzs. As one scholar 
put it, the Lazarsfeld concept "turned the_main-

ntuLmediaeffea from man as an 
atom to man as a member of manvrotr_o-
y_idingi_sÍ.)ntç2iund_.some.t.i.mes..a.screening_L-necha-
nisni for ( Kline, 1972: 22). 

SC,\LQX\'in  rriu.(kconinry\ 
Selective Effectul Lazarsfeld and his associates 
found that the media did not influence even opinion 
leaders in direct proportion to the amount of per-
suasive content in the media. Media consumers, it 
appears, pay attention to communications that  fit 
their established opinions and attitudes but ignore 
communications thu challenge or contradict their 
established mind set. Because of this factoCCis 
.Jectui'e exposur!)riedia tend to reinforce paeople's 
e,&-astli-ig views, rather than converting them to new 
viewpoints. 

Existing mind sets influence how people perceive 
the communications they select for attention. Sev-
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eral people who select the same communication 
may interpret it in several different ways. Though 
the stimulus remains cons e res onse varies. 
This variabl aile selective erc tio at 

people interpret messages baseil_san their estab-
- 11-§hed opinions and attitudes rather than receiving 
them passively (as the old bullet the had sup-
posed). 

Selective perception accounts 415r t 
rectpExperiments showed that highly prejudiced 
people tend to misinterpret messages containing 
evidence against their prejudices. They distort the 
evidence or sift out those elements that reinforce 
their existing attitudes, rather than allowing the 
message to reduce their hostile feelings. Thus prop-
aganda can boomerang, producing exactly the op-
posite of the intended effect (Cooper & Jahoda, 
1974). M a classic example of the boomerang effect, 
many viewers misread the antibigotry message of 
the Archie Bunker character in All in the Family in 
the 1970s. They saw in it an endorsement of the 
very prejudices that prodycer Norman Lear in-
tended to satirize. 0..5i —n 1?-"DaY\€. 

Even in the absence of prejudice, people under 
emotional stress may have difficulty accepting evi-
dence that contradicts an existing mind set. Striking 
examples of this kind of selective perception oc-
.91.pigdduring_the_pipjç caused by the famous Or-
son Welles Halloween 1938 radio broadcast of an 
imagias'_on_from_Mars. The radio dramati-
zation simulated news reports, creating a realistic 
atmosphere that fooled a number of listeners, de-
spite explicit warnings in the introduction to the 
drama. A sociological study of the panic revealed 
how some of the listeners tried to check on the 
authenticity of the broadcast; even when presented 
with evidence that it was fiction, however, they turned 
the facts around to support their conviction that the 
invasion was real: 

"I look out of the window and everything looked the 
same as usual so I thought it hadn't reached our section 
yet." 

"We looked out of the window and Wyoming Avenue 
was black with cars. People were rushing away, ¡fig-
ured." 

"My husband tried to calm me and said, ' If this were 
really so, it would be on all stations' and he turned 



••••El.e. 

to one of the other stations and there was music. I 
retorted, Nero fiddled while Rome burned' (Cantril, 
1940: 93). 

5-Libbonn 
Such stubborn refusal to forsake an existing mind 

set suggests that people have a kind of internal gy-
roscope that tends to maintain a consistent set of 
attitudes, opinions, and perceptions. Psychologists 
develope 
crally 
dency, whi 

ns of a concept known gen-
ccount for this ten-

acts as an intervening variable in 
determining the effects of communications. 

In brief, congruence theories_hold that a person's 
internal state of minct, normally has the property of 

Lriceingruerice. A message that contradicts 
established opinions causes dissonance, lack of con-
gruity, or imbalance. An effort to restore balance 
(conscious or unconscious) follows. It might take 
the form of rejecting the message (alleging that the 
source is "unreliable," for example), distorting 
the message to make it tit the existing mind set (the 
stations playing music are just fiddling while Rome 
burns), or, least likely, adjusting the balance by ac-
cepting the new idea and incorporating it into the 
existing mind set (conversion to a new point of 
view). 
The theories and concepts so far reviewed came 

out of the social sciences. A fresh way of looking at 
communication came from  the engineering field 
with publication of_the book..7;ke Mathematical  

of Cormmidicetion-(Shannon and Weaver, 1949). 
TI ' the point of 
view of transmission systems and therefore uses 
such familiar broadcast engineering terms as cflan-

--nl ca acinj,, noise, encoding. decodlui Land bit (Ex-
hibit 15-1). Information theory contributed valua-
ble insights and concepts to the study of mass 
communication. For instance, the concept of feed-
back (Wiener, 1950) came from information theory. 
The thermostatic control on a heating or cooling 
system illustrates feedback in the engineering sense. 
As the system delivers air to a room, a thermostat 
senses changes in room temperature. When it 
senses a critical temperature (according to the set-
tings on the thermostat), it instructs the machine to 
turn itself off or on, as the case may be. This feed-
back of information and its insertion into the system 

on continuously, maintaining the temperature within 
programmed limits. 

Similarly, communicators modify their messages 
in response to information that comes back from 
audiences. In face- to-face communications, visual 
and auditory cues continually tell speakers about 
audience reactions. Speakers respond by adjusting 
what they say and how they say it from moment to 
moment—heating up or cooling down their rhet-
oric, so to speak. Lacking this sensitive and im-
mediate give-and-take, mass media operate at a 
disadvantage. It takes time to obtain feedback and 
to modify the media product accordingly. The fact 
that tape or film freezes programs in a permanent 
form makes subsequent modification slow and dif-
ficult. Yet even recorded material can be modified 

by editing, explanatory introduction, or ultimately 
cancellation. 

Research To Communication involves a 
chain of events and so can best be regarded as a 
process, as suggested by the simple model in Exhibit 
15-1. A communicator initiates a process that pro-
duces an end result—if indeed definable effects oc-
cur. Study of the process can be directed to any 
one, or any combination of, five different stages in 
the process: (1) originators of messages, ( 2) con-
tents of messages, (3) channels through which mes-
sages travel, (4) audiences that receive messages, 
and ( 5) the effects of messages. A pioneer com-
munications researcher, Harold Lasswell, summa-
rized these stages by saying that the objects of 
research could be identified by posing the question: 
"Who says what in which channel to whom with 
what effect?"* 
The commercial audience research discussed in 

Chapter 14 concerns the "whom" factor of Lasswell's 
paradigm. Ratings give information on media use, 
also called media exposure or time-spent data. 

*Adapted from Smith, Lasswell, 8: Casey, 1946: 121. It should he 
understood that this single-sentence formula intentionally sim-
plifies the communication process. A later commentator, tor 
example, proposed that a more complete statement would ask 
three additional questions: trb.),? (policy studies), hou.? (studies 
of communication techniques), and who tulkç back? (studies of 
feedback process). 
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EXHIBIT 15-1 Information Theory Model of Communication Process 

Sender 

Message 

'4rN 

Transmitter 

Encoding 
process 

Channel 

Encoded signal 

Sources of noise 

Receiver 

Decoding 
process 

..---
..---

-, .---..... (interference) -- ..... ..--...... ...--, ...-, --- ....._ ...... — --

Feedback information 

The model can be adapted to describe many modes of communication, from those 
with no technology (two people talking together) to the most complex (satellite 
relays of scrambled video signals). 

Recipient 

Message 
(minus 
transmission 
losses) 

Breakdowns of audiences into demographic sub-
categories give further details about the "whom" of 
broadcast communication. 

Researchers study  the "who" of communication 
to find out about the sources of media content. In 
broadcasting, the sponsor-identification law man-
dates identification of the sources of paid material; 
otherwise broadcasters have no obligation to reveal 
the identity of originators (though talent contracts 
require listing of credits). 
.!pers of content (the "w:lm".slf_Usswell's ques-
tion) 251.ª,s., gscs/eepers. The term originated in so-
cial psychology, but a study of the role newswire 
editors play in controlling the flow of syndicated 
news copy applied it to mass communications (White, 
1950). Some scholars prefer the less picturesque 
but more inclusive term information control. Gov-
ernment regulation, industry codes, and network 
clearance represent types of gatekeeping, as do the 
selection, placement, and editing of broadcast ma-
terial. Gatekeeping studies seek to answer questions 
about how the controls operate, where the gates in 
the flow of information occur, and what effects they 
have on the content by the time it finally reaches 

its destination. Not only individuals but also insti-
tutions play a gatekeeping role in mass media. 
Take the allegation of news bias on the part of 

television networks. Does a "handful" of biased ed-
itors and commentators personally control network 
television news, as alleged in a famous 1969 speech 
by then vice president Spiro Agnew?* Edward Ep-
stein studied themeric news divisions intensively 
as  gatekeeping institutions, concluding that Agnew's 
allegation had no merit. Although key "visible" news 
staff members doubtless exercise considerable in-
fluence, the traditions of their craft and institutional 
gatekeepers beyond their control have more influ-
ence. Such background influences include the eco-
nomic organization of the networks, the nature of 
news-gathering machinery, the technology and 
budgets available, the role imposed by the network-

Agnew attacked the networks for the practice of "instant anal-
ysis," the dissecting of presidential speeches by commentators 
immediately after delivery. Learning from the advance release 

of Agnew's address that they were to be attacked, the networks 
canceled regular programs to carry it, "providing the greatest 

political windfall ever enjoyed by a vice-president" (Lippman, 
1971: 192). 
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affiliate relationship, and many other factors not 
directly controllable by any individual (Epstein, 
1973b). 
Other areas in which gatekeeping research assists 

in policy decisions include the effects of cross-
media and group ownership on programming 
decisions; the influence of advertisers on program 
content; the roles of professional criticism and of 
industry self-regulation; and the impact of govern-
ment regulation on programs. 

As to the "which channel" question, research shows 
that media channels differ among themselves as to 
psychological impact because audiences form atti-
tudes and expectations regarding each information 
medium. They interpret what each medium sends 
accordingly. The Television Information Office (110), 
an organization supported for three decades ( 1959-
19,89)- dcast industry, commissioned the 
toper Oiga izaLian to conduct annual image stud-
ies of television. Roper reported on 16 national _ 
opinion polls, using many of the same questions 
each time so that trends could be monitored. For 
example, on a question about comparative perform-
ance of social institutions, respondents consistently 
increased their confidence in television-59 per-
cent said television was doing an "excellent" or 
"good" job in 1959, 74 percent in 1984. Rankings 
of other media, schools, and government activity 
declined or stayed the same in esteem during the 
same period ( Roper, 1984: 14). 

Another key question in the Roper series dealt 
with media credibility, asking respondents which 
of several media they would believe in case of con-
flicting news reports. Since 1961, they consistently 
chose television over other media by a wide margin. 
In 1988, 49 percent chose television, 26 percent 

newspapers, and 7 percent radio as the most cred-
ible medium (Roper, 1989: 15). 

In researching the "to whom" question, scholars 
use more detailed personal and social-group indi-
cators to study the composition of broadcasting au-
diences than does ratings research. In particular, 
the child audience has been extensively analyzed, 
using such variables as race, intelligence, social class, 

home environment, and personality type. These 

analyses relate audience characteristics to effects. 
Researchers ask such questions as: What types of 
children will be most likely to believe what they 
see on television? What types will imitate what they 
see? 

Finally, Lasswell's "with what effects?" culminates 
his questions because communicators, content, 
channels, and audiences all interest us precisely 
because they help dete mine r e ultimate outcomes 
of communicatin . )se h Kla r summarized the 
status of effects theories as of 1_960 in an influential 

The Effects of Mass Communication. After  
studying more than a thousand research reports 

_1(lap_p_er reached the tentative conclusion  that or- \ 
dinarily communication "does not serve as a nec- \ 

aanti_sufficient cause of audience effects, but 
rather functions among and through a nexus of-me-
diating factors and influences.", 
reinforce existing perceptions and beliefs. They might 
persuade people to buy a product, but not to change 
a political allegiance or to adopt a new religion. The 
broadcasting industry welco conseivat ve 
conclusion, known as th law of minimal efeèi 
because it gave apparent scientific sanction to the 
industry's rejection of consumer arguments that 
programs could be blamed for causing antisocial 
behavior. _ 

During the 1970s, opinion began to shift away 
from the minimal effects concept, largely because 

of intensive research on the effects of violence ( dis-
cussed in Section 15.7). However, researchers now 
tend to avoid talking about effects as such. The very 
word effects implies an oversimplification of what 
is now understood to be an extremely complex 
process. Without denying that specific media con-
tent might under specific conditions have specific 
effects on some specific people, researchers prefer 
to speak in terms of the association of certain inputs 
with certain outputs. They avoid going so far as 
to imply a simple, straight-line cause-effect rela-
tionship. Exhibit 15-2 summarizes the stages of 
research development, from the simplistic cause-
effect concept of he early studies to the contem-
porary interest in looking more deeply into the 
antecedents of effects. 
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EXHIBIT 15-2 Evolution of Research on Media Effects 

Stage Preluding tieupoint Empirical basis 

I Mass media have strong effects 

2 Mass media largely reinforce existing predispositions, 
and thus outcomes are likely to be the same in their 
absence 

{- Observation of apparent success of propaganda 
campaigns 

Experiments demonstrating immediate attitude 
change after exposure to messages 

Evidence of selective perception—persons ignore 

messages contrary to existing predispositions 

- 

Evidence of personal influence—persons are more 
influenced by others than the mass media 

{  Evidence of negligible influence on voting 

No relationship observed between exposure to mass 
media violence and delinquent behavior among the 
young 

3 Mass media have effects independent of other 
influences which would not occur in the absence of < 
the particular mass media stimuli under scrutiny 

4 Processes behind effects so far studied may be more 
general, suggesting new areas for research 

r Evidence that selective perception is only partially 
operative 

Evidence that media influence by setting the context 
and identifying the persons, events, and issues toward 
which existing predispositions affect attitudes and 
behavior 

Evidence that television violence increases 
aggressiveness among the young 

New research is finding that under some 

circumstances television may influence behavior and 
attitudes other than those related to aggressiveness. 

SOURCE: George Comstock et al.. 1978: 392. 

!The Peo le Problem In designing research 
projects to study me ja effects, investigators face 
the_flustrating_p oblem that many effects consist of 
subéctive re. o that are beyond the reach of 
irect observation and measuring instruments. How 

can on jectirel , easure human attention, un-
derstan i , rning, likes and dislikes, and opin-
ion formation? Some of these effects do produce 
observable physical cues—for instance, brain waves 
and other involuntary physical signals can be de-
tected—but these signals usually reveal little about 
subjective experiences in human terms. 

Even when communications effects emerge as 
overt, observable responses, a subjective link never-

theless intervenes. In tracing the sequence of events 
from cause to effect, researchers lose the trail when 
it disappears into the subjective consciousness of 
the people being studied. What goes on inside the 
human brain certainly influences the final outcome, 
but it cannot yet be directly studied by the re-
searcher. 

For these reasons, most research on effects relies 
in whole or in part on questioning people about 
their subjective experiences rather than observing 
their reactions. Self-reporting, however, is not al-
together reliable. People may be unwilling or un-
able to tell the truth about their inner experiences, 
or if willing they may be forgetful or unaware of 
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their own subconscious motivations. Furthermore, 
listening and viewing usually occur privately, often 
in situations which prohibit the intrusion of an out-
side observer. Consequently, data gathering, whether 
based on self-reporting or direct observations, al-
most always introduces an element of artificiality, 
referred to in the research literature as intrusive-
ness. 

eethods of Researek  Investigators use four 
major types of research: sample surveys, content 
analysis, laboratory experiments, and field studies 
or experiments. Each has its own pluses and mi-
nuses in terms of the extent of its reliance on sub-
jective data, its intrusion on the spontaneity of re-
spondents, and—most important for researchers hard 
pressed to finance their projects—its cost. See Ex-
hibit 15-3 for further analysis. 

g  Sarfreie survey The research strategy most fa-
miliar to the general public is the sample survey, 
used in opinion polls and audience rating reports. 
Such surveys can estimate characteristics of entire 
populations through use of very small random sam-
ples. An additional advantage, as with ratings, is that 
data are gathered in the settings in which listening 
or viewing normally takes place. Commercial rat-
ings services use sample surveys to measure the 
most basic and objective behavior: set tuning, with-
out reference to the effects of actual listening or 
viewing that may ensue after the set is on. Sample 
surveys thus tell us nothing about the causes of 
tuning. This is the major weakness of the survey 
strategy: "causal implications typically cannot be de-
termined- ( Corrkstock et al., 1978: 493). 

g_ QC.m_tenLa.zet_Lse' The classification of program-
ming- into various categories constitutes a simple 
form of content analysis. On a more sophisticated 
level content analysis categorizes, enumerates, and 
interprets items of message content. Broadcasting 
researchers have used content analysis to study ad-
vertising copy, censors' comments, cross-national 
program comparisons, television specials, specific 
types of new content, violent acts in programs (Ex-
hibit 15-9), and the portrayal of minorities in tele-

vision dramas, as examples. We are also interested 
in content details that reveal what electronic media 
are saying or implying about various subjects. One 
problem is deciding how to define the content cat-
egories to be studied and compared. Researchers 
usually apply their own ideas of meaning to tele-
vision programming, personal conversations, and 
other communications. Thus they are interpreting 
the message when in fact they may misunderstand 
or fail to perceive the importance of context—the 
private history and set of circumstances experi-
enced by ayiewe-r that no researcher can see. 

• orator' experiments garded as the clas-
- . • _ 

sic strategy for conducting ehavioral resear:tab-
oratory experiments enable investigators t 
various experimental factors precisely and to ex-
clude extraneous events and influences. Both sub-
jectively reported and objectively observed data can 
be derived from such experiments. For decades, 
the most popular experimental variable used in 
studying communication was attitude change. A 
group of people is tested for current attitudes on a 
given topic. The experimenter then exposes them 
(either in a face-to-face talk or via a recording) to 
a persuasive message on that subject. A second test 
then determines if any change in attitude has oc-
curred. One trouble with this approach is that at-
titudes measured in a laboratory situation do not 
always govern real-life actions. People often say one 
thing but then do another. This discrepancy has 
been noted in differences between expressed tele-
vision program preferences and actual television 
viewing. Moreover, lab experiments put people in 
artificial situations that bear little resemblance to 
the complex situations in which they actually ex-
perience the media. 

Field stus. Research projects done in more 
¡mrafisri settings, known as field studies, record 
behavior in the real world without intruding into 
the situation or otherwise influencing the partici-
pants. In studying the impact of violent program-
ming, for example, field-study researchers observe 
children in their normal home or school environ-
ment rather than moving them into a lab setting. A 
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EXHIBIT 15-3 Characteristics of Major Research Strategies 

Typical level of 

Strategy Subjectivity Intrusiveness Cost 

Sample survey 
Content analysis 
Laboratory experiment 
Field study 
Field experiment 

high 
moderate" 
variable 
low 
low 

moderate 

nil 

high 

low 
moderate 

'Costs of a simple local telephone survey can be low, but national telephone surveys em-
ploying sophisticated sampling and data gathering procedures (such as the commercial ratings 
services use) can be very high. 
Subjective in that coders make judgments in classifying content items. 

cCost can be high if sophisticated testing equipment or elaborate simulations are employed. 

variable 

moderate 

lowc 
high 
high 

compromise between the tight controls and artifi-
cial context of the laboratory experiment and the 
unstructured naturalism of the field study can be 
achieved infield experiments. Here, researchers set 
up situations for testing in field or real-life situa-
tions. However, these experiments cost a great deal 
of time and effort to arrange, and some of their 
methods can be just as questionable as those used 
in laboratories. Thus they are relatively rare. 

Advertising Effects  

No consequence of broadcast ng and cable has been 
more measured and manipulated than the effects 
of advertising. Advertisers demand, and get, mea-
surable results, as described in the chapter on rat-
ings. Here we focus on the broader, long-range 
social consequence of advertising rather than on its 
immediate business applications. 

Advertising plays a 
social role by reducing the direct costs of 

media to the public. In the case of electronic media, 
for example, advertising appears to pay the entire 

cost of the service (except for pay cable and other 
viewer-supported services). However, consumers 
eventually pay the full cost of media, because the 
final prices of consumer goods and services include 
advertising costs. In addition, audience members 
have to purchase, operate, and maintain radio and 
television sets. This public investment, combined 
with the fact that broadcasting uses the public fre-
quency spectrum, gives the consumer more equity 
in radio and television than in other media. Adver-
tiser-supported cable television exacts a triple price, 
adding a subscriber fee to advertising and receiver 
costs. 

Power of Advertising1 Does advertising im-
pose a penalty on consumers by generating a desire 
for unnecessary purchases—what economist John 
Kenneth Galbraith termed the-slid/yes/zing of wan-iC 
Electronic media advertising can stimulate wide-
spread demand for goods and services for which 
consumers had no prior need. Advertising can build 
overnight markets for virtually useless products or 
"new and improved" versions of old products. 

Critics often assume from these successes that 
advertising can overcome almost any defense a con-
sumer can muster. Advertising practitioners find 
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themselves wishing it were only so. The failure of 
a high proportion of new products each year hardly 
supports the assumption that advertising is all-
powerful. 

Not only do many products fail to catch on, but 
leading products often give way to competitors, de-
spite intensive advertising support. Marketers rec-
ognize the transfer of brand loyalty as an ever-
present threat. In fact, much television and radio 
advertising simply aims at keeping brand names 
visible and viable in the marketplace. 

Advertising to Children) The possible effects 
ot commercihnuren s programs raise special 
issues of fairness and equity. Children start watching 
television early and find commercials just as fasci-
nating as programs. Action for Children's Television 
and other consumer organizations believe that com-
mercials take unfair advantage of young children 
who are not yet able to differentiate between ad-
vertising and programs. 
Consumer groups also complain that commer-

cials aimed at children urge consumption of sug-
ared foods and beverages. One study quoted by the 
FTC staff examining the issue in the 1970s counted 
more than 7,500 network food commercials aired 
during the daytime weekend children's programs 
in the first nine months of 1976 (excluding ads for 
fast-food outlets). Of these ads, half promoted 
breakfast cereals and a third pushed candy, gum, 
cookies, and crackers. The staff concluded that the 
FTC had ample authority to ban such advertising. 
But the recommendation galvanized industry lob-
byists and eventually precipitated a congressional 
crackdown on the idea of banning children's tele-
vision advertising. The FTC has not considered the 
issue since. 
The FCC's Children's Television Task Force (FCC, 

1979) and a panel of experts funded by the National 
Science Foundation (Adler et al., 1980) also con-
ducted studies. The FCC group reported that some 
progress had been made during the 1970s in elim-
inating selling by program hosts and in cutting back 
on commerceal time in children's programs, but that 
the industry had a long way to go. The task force 
recommended encouraging alternative nonbroad-

cast sources of entertainment for children. This ad-
vice reflected the emerging deregulatory trend; in-
stead of forcing the industry to change its practices 
by regulation, the FCC relied instead on consumer 
self-discipline to prevent harmful effects. 
Action for Children's Television, the most vocal 

consumer group, contested the FCC viewpoint be-
fore both the commission and the courts. A series 
of court decisions brought the FCC's refusal to set 
specific limits on advertising in children's programs 
back before the commission for reconsideration at 
the end of the 1980s. ACT and others pressured 
Congress to pass a law limiting the amount of ad-
vertising in children's programs. Despite President 
Ronald Reagan's veto of the bill in 1988, the issue 
seemed likely to come up again in subsequent years. 

115.3 

News Impact 

Since most peop e in the United States_depend pri-
marily on television for news ( per Organizatib 
1987: 4), it seems safe to ass 
journalism has important effects. Presumably, most 
of us perceive the world beyond our neighbor-
hoods pretty much the way the media present it to 
us, especially the video media. 

LGatel, sgfein,g—1 Only a tiny fraction of the events 
that occur in the world on any given day end up 
on our plate as "the news of the day." On its way 
to becoming the neatly packaged tidbits of the eve-
ning news, the raw reportage of events passes through 
the hands of many gatekeepers. Some open and 
close gates deliberately, deciding which events to 
cover in which places and how stories should be 
written, edited, and positioned in the news presen-
tation. Some gatekeeping occurs inadvertently, de-
pending, for example, on the accessibility of news 
events and the availability of transportation or relay 
facilities. Some gatekeeping has an institutional and 
an ideological bias. Institutional biases can come 
from network organizations, for example, and ide-
ological biases from individual allegiances to polit-
ical, social, economic, or religious beliefs. Thus the 
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media profoundly affect the material they transmit, 
both deliberately and inadvertently. 

Involuntary gatekeeping comes from the fact that 
television demands pictures. This elementary need 
tends to bias the medium toward covering events 
that have intrinsic visual aspects, despite the fact 
that much news has no inherent pictorial content. 
Effects of visual bias in television news include ( 1) 
a preference for airing stories that have good pic-
tures and (2) a forced effort to illustrate nonvisual 
stories with essentially irrelevant stock shots, as when 
scenes of bidding on the floor of the stock exchange 
illustrate a story on financial trends. To counter this 
tendency, news directors increasingly use com-
puter-based graphics to illustrate nonpictorial sto-
ries with meaningful animated symbols, charts, and 
other "visuals." 

One example of the filtering 
an s pr cess of gatekeeping is control over 
which subjects will be presented to audiences. Gate-
keeping focuses our attention on selected events, 
persons, and issues that are temporarily in the news. 
The list changes frequently as old items drop out 
and new ones claim attention. Researchers term this 
overall process of selection and ranking agenda 
setting, one of the primary ways in which media 
affect our perception of the world Exh* 
A relat 

The very fact that an evPnt appears on the current 
news a enda ives it an aura of im ortance. Well-
nown anchors and correspondents lend glamour 

and significance to the events and persons they cover. 
Commenting on how television coverage has 
exaggerated the importance of the state primary 
elections that come earliest in national political 
campaigns, former presidential news secretary Ron 
Nessen pointed out that television acts as a kind of 
giant megaphone, greatly amplifying the signifi-
cance of some events (Nessen, 1980). If the story 
were not important, would Dan Rather, Tom Bro-
kaw, and Peter Jennings be covering it? Conversely, 
can an event really matter if the networks choose 
not to cover it? 

In 1984-1985, for example, television helped fo-
cus U.S. and world attention on starvation in parts 

of Africa. The drought-caused human disaster had 
been building for two years before a BBC film team's 
report appeared on a November 1984 NBC Nightly 
News. The grim scenes of Ethiopian refugees, soon 
repeated on other television news programs, cre-
ated a public outcry that vastly increased the aid 
effort. In mid- 1985, Live Aid, an unprecedented sat-
ellite-fed 16-hour rock music marathon seen in more 
than 80 countries, led to promised contributions of 
some $75 million dollars. Television opened the 
gate and set the agenda for expanded aid efforts. 

_11,1edia News Stag_iui ill Television's need for im-
ages creates an ever-present temptation to enhance 
the pictorial content of news stories artificially. Even 
when news crews make no move to provoke re-
actions, the very presence of cameras in tense sit-
uations tends to escalate or sensationalize ongoing 
action. 

Legitimate exercise of news judgments in the ed-
iting process can raise awkward problems for con-
scientious broadcasters. News documentaries have 
often been charged with bias and tampering with 
the facts, as was argued in the Westmoreland v. CBS 
case discussed in Exhibit 18-2. 

As a practical matter, a certain amount of artifice 
is accepted in news coverage. In televised inter-
views, for example, the camera usually focuses on 
the interviewee the entire time. Shots of the inter-
viewer are usually taken afterward and spliced into 
the interview, to provide a visual give-and-take. This 
tactic allows a single camera to cover interviews. 
The FCC recognized the need for this kind of lati-
tude, rejecting claims that the networks had staged 
fake news stories at the riot-plagued 1968 Demo-
cratic national convention in Chicago: 

In a sense, every television press conference may be 
said to be "staged" to some extent; depictions of scenes 
in a television documentary—on how the poor live on 
a typical day in the ghetto, for example—also neces-
sarily involve camera direction, lights, action instru-
ments, etc.... Few would question the professional 
propriety of asking public officials to smile again or 
repeat handshakes while the cameras are focused upon 
them (FCC 1969: 656). 
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Pseudoevents Outright staging of events by the 
ccurs when press agents and pub-

lic relations counselors seek to plant information 
in the media or to create happenings designed to 
attract media coverage. Daniel Boorstin (1964) coined 
the term psettdoevent to describe these contrived 
happenings, analyzing the many forms they take, 
such as press conferences, trial balloons, photo op-
portunities, news leaks of confidential information, 
and background briefings "not for attribution." 

Not all preplanned events deserve condemnation. 
For a newsworthy figure such as a president, a 
certain amount of ceremonial event-making is ex-
pected. The events that deserve denigration as pseu-
doevents are deliberate attempts to palm off fabri-
cated nonevents as genuine news. Organizations 
that are interested in maintaining a favorable public 
image constantly churn out self-serving material in 
the guise of news. Government departments no less 
than private organizations exploit pseudoevents. 

Conscientious broadcast news departments avoid 
using self-serving news handouts. But free news des 
tempt stations that are short on photographic ma-
terial. These short items supplied by business and 
government public relations departments contain 
pictorially interesting material in which the real 
message is unobtrusively buried. For example, a 
dramatic sequence of helicopter shots showing off-
shore oil drilling that could be used to illustrate an 
energy story might just incidentally show the name 
of the company engaged in the drilling. Or a film 
about high school training in auto mechanics might 
happen to feature students working on a particular 
make of car (Kiester, 1974). 

Publici News staging for self-public-
ity took a vicious turn when terrorist organizations 
began committing crimes to gain news coverage. In 
the 1980s, small and desperate political or religious 
groups seeking world attention perpetrated events 
of seemingly random violence against usually in-
nocent third parties with increasing frequency. Such 
publicity crimes paradoxically transform pseudo-
events into real events. Bombings of airport ter-
minals, hijackings, and kidnappings, the most 
common kinds of terrorist stories in the 1980s, posed 

EXHIBIT 15-4 60 Minutes Team 

The top-rated Sunday evening news magazine program, 
which first aired in 1968, now stars journalists (clockwise 
from left) Ed Bradley, Mike Wallace, Steve Kroft, and Hairy 
Reasoner. In the front row are Morley Safer and Meredith 
Vierra. Its popularity and role as an agenda setter give 
60 Minutes stories considerable impact. 

SOURCE: CBS News Photo. 

difficult ethical dilemmas for the news media. The 
very act of reporting a publicity crime transforms 
the media into accomplices in the crime, and the 
avidity with which the public awaits the latest news 
about it makes members of the public accomplices 
as well. 

Publicity crimes reached bizarre new heights with 
the taking of American hostages in the Middle East— 
American embassy personnel in Iran in 1979, TWA 
airline passengers in Beirut in 1985, and other hos-
tages in Beirut in the late 1980s. The Iranian episode 
lasted 444 days, contributing to the downfall of the 
Carter administration. Never before had American 
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broadcasters faced such a news dilemma. Every time 
they showed footage of street rallies with Iranian 
marchers burning American flags or of hostages 
paraded before cameras to mumble transparently 
grudging "praise" for their captors, the American 

networks gave the terrorists priceless publicity. 
In the 17-day TWA standoff in Beirut six years 

later, newscasters developed every possible angle 
of the story, including seemingly intrusive inter-
views with hostage families. Intense network com-
petition increased emphasis on the crisis. Even 
before it finally ended, a hue and cry went up that 
television's massive coverage encouraged future 
terrorists by providing them with an unedited na-
tional forum. Criticism centered largely on the in-
discriminate relaying of news conferences staged 
and controlled by the terrorists. The media ap-
peared captive to terrorist manipulation. 

Airing of counterterrorist plans during the Beirut 
crisis led some to argue that television made a dif-

ficult situation worse by giving away knowledge of 
future U.S. responses. Later, however, the news me-
dia revealed that they had in fact shown restraint in 
not disclosing certain U.S. countermoves. 

Effectsqn People Cnyred Media coverage 
of the celebration over the return of the Iranian 

hostages in 1981 and of those from the TWA plane 
in 1985 raised questions about the effects of media 
coverage on those returning. Some critics even 
speculated that the overwhelming barrage of media 
attention might cause more psychological trauma 
than the imprisonment itself. 

In less unusual situations, media coverage un-
doubtedly does affect news subjects. For example, 
many people featured in 60 Minutes reports have 
ended up paying fines or going to jail after on-

camera exposure by reporters such as Mike Wallace 
(Kowet, 1979). Though the coverage itself did not 
cause the penalties, the cameras and reporters called 

attention to the subjects' earlier actions in compel-
ling fashion. 

More widespread but also more ambiguous ef-
fects on news subjects may occur when television 

covers court trials ( Exhibit 18-3). For years legal 
authorities banned cameras and microphones in 

virtually all courtrooms. The ban arose from the 
assumptions that ( 1) broadcast coverage would 
affect the behavior of witnesses, lawyers, and de-
fendants, and that ( 2) these effects would be det-

rimental to the judicial process. Experience later 

showed, however, that once the novelty of being 

photographed wore off, subjects of coverage be-
trayed little reaction. They eventually accepted the 
equipment and crew as a normal part of the envi-
ronment. 

Three factors account for this minimal effect. 
Equipment became smaller and less obtrusive than 

it was when the ban first went into effect. Broadcast 
news crews became more professional and more 
sensitive to the need to avoid disruption. Also, so-
ciety became more tolerant, even expectant, of 
broadcast access to official activities. Increased pub-
lic access has been specifically mandated by sun-

shine laws (which require many official bodies to 
meet in public) and the Freedom of Information 
Act (which mandates access to many types of gov-
ernment information formerly withheld from pub-

lic scrutiny). These changes suggest that although 
news coverage may have unwanted effects, they may 
not be as unfavorable as at first supposed. 

15.4 
Political Effects  

Politicians recognized from the outset that broad-

casting had significant implications for the electoral 

process. They saw to it that they would have fair 
access to the new medium when running for elec-

tion. Beyond this self-serving consideration, broad-
casting had obvious importance as a means of 
facilitating democratic processes. 

Crisis Management times of crisis, open 

communication a ays panic and eases the stress of 
transition. The electronic media, with their imme-
diacy and instant national scope, can play a vital role 
in managing crisis situations. 

The first great test of television's role in such a 
crisis came in November 1963, when President John 

F. Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas. Canceling 
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commercials and commercial programs for "the most 
massive and the most concentrated broadcasting 
coverage in history," the networks won praise for 
competence, sensitivity, and dignity in handling the 
crisis (Broadcasting, 2 Dec. 1963). 

Since then, the media have risen to the occasion 
of other national crises with equal distinction. For 
example, the broadcast networks covered the his-
toric House Judiciary Committee hearings on im-
peachment charges against President Richard Nixon 
in full in the summer of 1974. For 54 days, they 
rotated the assignment day by day. It was the first 
time the House had permitted television coverage 
of any of its committee hearings, and the experience 
helped pave the way for full television coverage of 
House activity, as discussed later in this section. 

Election C paigJ Almost from its begin-
ing, roadcasting has exerted a powerful influence 

on political campaigning. Radio speeches by Calvin 
Coolidge, whose low-key delivery suited the micro-
phone, may have been a factor in his 1924 re-
election. Radio became especially important to 
Democratic candidates because it gave them a chance 
to appeal directly to voters, going over the heads 
of the newspapers, most of which were controlled 
by Republicans. Franklin Roosevelt used radio mas-
terfully in his four presidential campaigns, starting 
in 1932. 

Television brought Madison Avenue sales tech-
niques to the presidential campaign of 1952, when 
a specialist in the hard-sell commercial, Rosser 
Reeves, designed spots for Dwight Eisenhower. The 
commercialization of political campaigns has in-
creased ever since. By 1968, when Richard Nixon 
won the presidential election, television had be-
come—and remains—the most important factor in 
political campaigning. 

Since 1968, national party conventions have been 
completely restaged to make them more effective 
as television programs. Convention managers time 
events to the second, with a certain number of min-
utes allowed for so-called spontaneous demonstra-
tions. They leave little to chance, and by 1988 had 
the ironic effect of forcing the networks to recon-
sider just how much news value they had. Network 

officials said that the predictability of the 1988 con-
ventions and their consequent low viewer interest 
might well make them the last to be covered outside 
of normal news programming hours. 

Starting in 1960, televised debates between pres-
idential candidates began to steal the spotlight from 
the conventions as campaign highlights. This tra-
dition began with the 1960 confrontation between 
candidates Kennedy and Nixon, made possible by 
a special act of Congress exempting their televised 
appearance from the law guaranteeing equal op-
portunities to opposing candidates. Often called the 
"Great Debates" (though in fact neither great nor 
debates), these carefully choreographed contests may 
have decided that close race. Exhaustive research 
suggests that Kennedy came across to viewers as 
more precise and visually crisp than Nixon ( Rubin, 
1967). 

After the Kennedy—Nixon confrontations, presi-
dential debates lapsed for 16 years, mainly because 
the incumbent president would not agree to face 
his opponent. Then, in 1976, President Gerald Ford, 
running for national office for the first time, agreed 
to debate Democratic nominee Jimmy Carter, who 
won the election. A pattern seemed to be in the 
making four years later when President Carter agreed 
to debate GOP nominee Ronald Reagan, and once 
again the incumbent lost. But the pattern reversed 
in 1984, when President Reagan faced Democrat 
Walter Mondale. Many believed that Reagan lost the 
first debate but came back much stronger in the 
second, recovering the momentum of his campaign 
and going on to win a landslide reelection. 
The two 1988 televised debates between Presi-

dent George Bush and Democratic nominee Mi-
chael Dukakis seemed to have little overall impact 
on the election's outcome. Bush came across as 
"lean and mean," whereas Dukakis seemed wooden 
and cold in some of his responses. The single vice 
presidential debate showed up the weakness of the 
ill-informed Dan Quayle. 
Given the power of television to influence cam-

paign outcomes, it might seem a foregone conclu-
sion that candidates with the most money to buy 
the most time and the best media consultants would 
inevitably win elections. But experience has shown 
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EXHIBIT 15-5 Televised Election Debates 

B. 

Nationally televised presidential debates have become 

standard campaign rituak. (A) John E Kennedy debates 
Richard M. Nixon in one «four confrontations in 1960, 

with Howard K Smith of CBS as moderator. The next 
debate would come only after 16 years, when Jimmy 

Carter debated—and beat—Gem Ford. (13) Walter Mon-

dale fices Ronald Reagan in the first debate of the 1984 

campaign. (C) Michael Dukakis debated Vice President 

George Bush in the 1988 race. The format changed only 
slightly over nearly three decades. 

C. 

SOURCES. (A) CBS News Photo: ( B) and ( C) UPI Bet:mann News photos. 
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that candidates with the greatest access to television 
do not always win. One reason may be that televi-
sion provides coverage in two different forms—as 
undis uised partisan advertisin a ctive 
news a4 p ub airs coverage. Bonalde-news 
and public-affairs programs about candidates have 
a credibility that 30-second advertising spots and 
candidate-controlled appearances can never obtain. 

Moreover, critics may have overstated the extent 
to which candidates rely on broadcasting. A study 
commissioned by the National Association of Broad-
casters analyzed officially reported 1986 campaign 
expenditures by federal Senate and Housecandi-
dates. It indicated that although broadcasting claimed 
the biggest slice of their $400 million combined 
campaign budgets, it accounted for only a quarter 
of the total. Senate candidates spent more than House 
candidates, more than a third of their total budget. 
Mail expenses came second among media costs (NAB, 

1988). 
The impact of television coverage on presidential 

campaigns becomes especially controversial on the 
evening of national election days. Early television 
reports of voting trends in the eastern states have 
been blamed for the lower voter turnout in the 
West. Many members of Congress have felt that early 
predictions and candidate concessions of defeat ad-
versely affect state elections, although few research 
findings have been reported. The networks agreed 
in 1985 not to air predictions of a state's results until 
after the polls in that state had closed. By and large 
they adhered to that promise in reporting results 
of the national elections of 1986 and 1988. 

After the campaign, 
e elected American president enjoys almost in-

surmountable advantages over political opponents 
in exploiting the media. Other branches of govern-
ment and members of opposing parties can do little 
to counterbalance the pervasive influence of pres-

idential television. Presidents have endless oppor-
tunities to manufacture pseudoevents to support 
their policies or to divert attention from their fail-
ures. No matter how blatant the exploitation by 
presidents and their staffs seem, editors dare not 

ignore presidential events. Virtually everything the 
head of state says or does has inherent news value. 

Presidents often make foreign visits to other heads 
of state as a diversionary tactic. President Kennedy 
seems to have been the first to capitalize on this 
ploy: "The farther he was from Washington, the less 
he was seen as a partisan political figure and the 
more he was viewed as being President of all the 
people" (Halberstam, 1979: 316). President Nixon 
used the same tactics, making several overseas trips 
at the height of his domestic Watergate troubles. 

As their single most powerful weapon, incumbent 
chief executives can call upon the broadcast net-
works to provide simultaneous national coverage 
of a presidential address (Exhibit 15-6). The emer-
gence of CNN's two news networks has added to a 
president's impact by providing still more White 
House coverage for cable viewers. National ad-

dresses can give the president a gigantic captive 
television audience—a virtual monopoly of access 
to some 70 percent of the potential viewers. More-
over, opinion surveys suggest that such exposure 
usually pays off in increased acceptance of presi-

dential policies. 
No law requires networks to defer to presidential 

requests for time. Indeed, not until President Lyn-
don Johnson's administration ( 1963-1969) did such 
requests become customary. From 1966 through 
1984, the networks gave time for more than 80 pres-
idential speeches, and rejected just four (two by 
CBS, and one each by ABC and NBC). Perhaps be-
cause of the Nixon administration's Watergate trou-
bles, network news divisions began to evaluate such 
requests more critically after 1974. Presidents Nixon, 
Ford, Carter, and Reagan were each turned down 
at least once when requesting time. 

Ronald Reagan used broadcasts more effectively 
than any president since Franklin Roosevelt in the 
1930s. A one-time radio sports announcer and a 
long-time veteran of political broadcasts, Reagan gave 
unusual attention to radio, recording a weekly 

radio address for Saturday airing throughout his 
two terms. Other media often quoted his radio 
remarks. 

All presidents since the broadcasting era have 
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EXHIBIT 15-6 Presidential Television 

Number of prime-time appearances 

Kennedy 

Johnson 

Nixon 

Ford 

Carter 

Reagan 

Hours of prime-time airtime 

Kennedy 

Johnson 

Nixon 

Ford 

Carter 

Reagan na 

14 

12 

13 

1 hr, 54 min 

3 hrs, 20 min 

19 

7 hrs, 3 min 

7 hrs 

6 hrs, 59 min 

The figures cover the first 19 months in office for Pres-

idents Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon; the first 15 months 

for Ford: and the first 25 months for Carter and Reagan. 

Figures include both news conferences and other ap-
pearances. 

SOURCE: Sterling, 1984 177 

been accused at times of dodging direct confronta-
tions with the press, preferring carefully orches-
trated appearances controlled by the White House. 
For example, presidential "photo opportunities" 
create a favorable picture-taking environment, but 
usually ban questions from reporters. Ronald Rea-
gan was prone to embarrassing errors when reply-

ing to questions in unscripted situations, obliging his 
staff to follow up with hasty "clarifications." This 
weakness kept Reagan even more isolated from give-
and-take situations with reporters than previous chief 

executives. Frustrated by their lack of access, White 

House correspondents resorted to shouting ques-
tions at the president as he crossed the White House 
lawn to and from the presidential helicopter--an 
undignified practice encouraged by presidential re-
moteness but useful to the administration as a way of 
making reporters appear uncouth. 

Congressional Televisiojr) During televi-
sion's formative years, older politicians such as House 

Speaker Sam Rayburn dominated Congress. Ray-
burn had no love for the press. When handed a peti-
tion from journalists asking for more radio and tele-
vision access to cover the House, Rayburn simply 
muttered an obscenity and tore up the paper. Lack of 
television coverage limited the public impact of the 
House. Only when the president came to address a 
joint session did television enter Congress: "Then the 

congressmen could be seen dutifully applauding, 
their roles in effect written in by the President's 
speech writers" (Halberstam, 1979: 250). 
The Senate, unlike the House, began allowing 

television coverage of its committee hearings (sub-
ject to committee chair approval) as early as the 
1950s, leading to some notable television public 
affairs coverage that had repercussions on the ca-
reers of participants.* The first televising of a House 

committee's deliberations came only in 1974, when 

the Judiciary Committee debated the Nixon im-
peachment resolution. But for decades neither 

*In 1951, his role in televised hearings on organized crime cat-
apulted Senator Estes Kefauver (D-m) onto the Democratic 
ticket in the following year's presidential campaign. The televised 

Army-McCarthy hearings in 1954 led to the censure of the Wis-
consin senator by his colleagues and ultimately to the end of 
McCarthyism, the far-right communist witch-hunt that he led. 

Investigation of Teamster union officials began with Senate hear-
ings in 1956-1957, showing the talents of a young government 
attorney named Robert Kennedy. The 1973 Watergate hearings 
chaired by folksy but astute Senator Sam Erwin (D-NC) made 

him a star, and the 1974 Nixon impeachment proceedings pro-

pelled many congressmen to fame. Hearings on the "Iran-Contra" 
scandal during the Reagan administration made a national folk 
hero out of Marine Lt. Col. Oliver North when he testified for 
three days in mid- 1988. 
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congressional body allowed broadcast access to its 

legislative sessions on the floor. 
In 1966 Congress began a counterattack on pres-

idential television. That year, Senator William 
Fulbright, chairperson of the prestigious Foreign 
Relations Committee, boldly questioned White House 
policy on the Vietnam War in televised hearings 
before his committee: 

Television had confirmed the legitimacy of the Presi-
dent, made his case seem stronger than it was, and 
made the opposition appear to be outcasts, frustrated, 
angry, and rather beyond the pale. The Fulbright hear-
ings gradually changed this balance. Like the Ervin 
['Watergate"] hearings some seven years later, they were 
the beginning of a slow but massive educational pro-
cess, a turning of the tide against the President's will 
and his awesome propaganda machinery. ( Halberstam, 
1979: 506) 

Although bills to authorize radio coverage of House 
debates had appeared regularly since 1941, ap-
proval for live television as well as radio coverage 

finally came only in 1979. Even then, the House 
refused to let outsiders run the show, but estab-

lished its own closed-circuit television system run 
by House employees. Broadcasters could carry the 
signal, live or recorded, at will. Unenthusiastic about 
coverage they do not themselves control, commer-
cial broadcasters use only occasional excerpts of 
House debates. Cable subscribers, however, see gavel-
to-gavel coverage on C-SPAN, the cable industry's 
noncommercial public-affairs network. 
House coverage became briefly controversial in 

1984 when television cameras began to pan the House 
floor during speeches. Before that they had focused 
only on podium speakers. The Democratic House 
leadership used this ploy to embarrass Republican 
speechmakers delivering addresses for home con-
sumption to a virtually empty House chamber. 
The overall favorable record of House television 

encouraged the Senate to experiment with live ra-
dio coverage in 1978 when National Public Radio 
carried some 300 hours of debate on the Panama 
Canal treaties. Finally, in 1986, the Senate approved 

television coverage of all floor sessions. Congress 
had at last achieved a degree of video parity with 

the White House. C-SPAN officials regarded this move 
as important enough to justify adding a second chan-
nel to its service, C-SPAN II ( Exhibit 15-7). 
By the 1980s, both Congress and the adminis-

tration had developed sophisticated facilities for 
exploiting television. The House and Senate main-
tained fully equipped studios for the personal use 
of members, and the White House could make news 
feeds and interviews available on short notice from 
its own studio facilities, as well as handling call-in 
interviews from local stations. 

5.5 
elevision and Wa 

to broadcasting played a highly supportive role 
in helping to build both civilian and military morale 
during World War II. Television's first experience 
of war came with the Vietnam conflict (the Korean 
War of 1950-1953 occurred during the formative 
years of television news, when live coverage from 
such a remote distance was impossible). Television 
made Vietnam a "living room war," in the words of 
New Yorker critic Michael Arlen ( 1969). Television 
affected both national morale and government pol-
icy in that conflict and in the later Central American 
guerrilla wars. 

who won a Pulitzer 
or his wor as war correspondent in_y_Let-

,nim, supports the thesis that television had a de-
cisive im act "The war played in American homes 
and it played too long" (Halberstam, 1979: 507). In 
total, this longest war in United States history played 
in living rooms for 15 years. CBS sent its first combat 
news team to Vietnam in 1961, and news photog-
raphy of the final evacuation of Saigon, showing 
desperate pro-American Vietnamese being beaten 
back as helicopters lifted off the landing pad atop 
the U.S. Embassy, came in 1975. 

During the earlier years of the Vietnam War, cov-
erage tended to be "sanitized," stressing U.S. effi-
ciency and military might and playing down the 
gore and suffering of actual combat. Little military 
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EXHIBIT 15-7 C-SPAN and Congress 

B. 

(A) Speaker of the House Thomas Foley opens a session of US. House of Repre-
sentatiues floor debate as covered by official congressional technicians and carried 
live by the cable industry's C-SPAN network. (B) In 1986, C-SPAN opened a second 
channel to cover the l'S. Senate, where speeches were often addressed to a nearly 
empty Senate chamber. 

SOURCE: Nan M. GibsoniC-SPAN. 

censorship had been imposed, as it had been in all 

previous wars, but in this undeclared war, the gen-
erals and the White House had public relations up-
permost in their minds. Fie;d commanders went to 
great lengths to obtain the kind of optimiStic cov-
erage expected by the administration back'home. 
A new, more violent phase of news coverage came 

as a result of the 1968 let offensive, which brought 

fighting to the very doors of the Saigon hotels where 
correspondents stayed. At that point, broadcast news 

coverage turned to combat realities. Vietnam be-
came a real war in American living rooms, not the 
sanitized war of military public relations. Each net-
work maintained its own news bureau in the field, 

with each bureau sending back two or three pho-

tographic stories and eight or ten radio tapes daily. 
In addition, many individual stations assigned re-
porters to the scene. Analyzing the contradictory 

images projected by television news, critic Edward 
Epstein wrote in TV Guide: 

It is no doubt true that television was to a large extent 
responsible for the disillusionment with the war, as 
those in the media take relish in pointing out. But it is 
also true that television must take responsibility for 
creating—or at least, reinforcing—the illusion of Amer-
ican military omnipotence on which much of the early 
support of the war was based ( 1973a: 54). 

Following the Tet Offensive by the North Viet-
namese, severa events combined to turn the U.S. 

opinion against the war. For one thing, the leading 
television journalist, CBS's Walter Cronkite, re-
ported negatively on the war after a visit to Vietnam 
(as David Halberstam put it, for the first time a 
war had been declared over by an anchorman). 

Loss of Cronkite's support for the war solidified 
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President Lyndon Johnson's decision not to run for 
re-election. 

At about the same time, two especially vivid pho-
tographic images from the battlefields became icons 
of American disillusionment. Correspondent Mor-
ley Safer was responsible for one, a film showing 
an American Marine holding a Zippo lighter to the 
straw thatch of a South Vietnamese hut, starting a 
tire that leveled 150 homes in the village of Cam 
Ne. The second image, recorded during the 1968 
Tet Offensive, showed a South Vietnamese general 

calmly shooting a suspected Vietcong sympathizer 
in the head ( Exhibit 15-8).* 

ost-Vietnam Military Actions) The role of 
broadcasting in the Vietnam conflict raised trouble-
some questions about future war reporting. Could 
a nation at war afford to allow television to bring 
home the horror of combat night after night? The 
1983 terrorist bombing that killed some 240 Amer-
icans in the U.S. Marine barracks in Beirut seemed 

a case in point. LIS, television coverage of the bomb-
ing's aftermath undermined public support for the 
"peacekeeping" role of the Marines in Lebanon, 

making the venture politically untenable. The United 
States pulled its troops out of the area shortly there-
after. 
On the other hand, would the U.S. public blindly 

support a war that was kept temporarily invisible 
by rigid military censorship? To the dismay of jour-
nalists, the U.S. invasion of the tiny Caribbean island 
of Grenada in 1984 suggested that it might. Alleging 
security concerns, the White [ louse instructed the 
militan' to bar all press access to the initial assault. 
For the first 48 hours, the world knew what hap-
pened only from military press releases. Subse-
quent press disclosures of military bumbling in con-
ducting the invasion and apparent official mis-
representation of the circumstances leading to the 

"Controversy over the war and its coverage was revived a decade 

later when General William Westmoreland, once t . S. com-

mander in Vietnam. brought suit against CBS for a 60 Minutes 

report alleging a cin.er-up in reports of enemy tmop strength. 

as discussed in Section 18.2. 

invasion came too late to dispel entirely the aura 
of success and righteousness surrounding the Gren-

ada "rescue" of American civilians allegedly endan-
gered by the volatile political situation on the island 
( Hannan, 1988). 
The U.S. public apparently largely supported the 

action and applauded the administration's decision 
to circumvent the press. Nevertheless, the strong 
criticism of this abrupt departure from the usual 

practice ( for example, journalists landed in France 
on D-Day in World War II, an infinitely more sen-
sitive security risk than the landing on Grenada) led 
to Pentagon agreement that in future military ac-
tions the authorities would set up a news pool to 
cover events from the outset. 
When American fighter-bombers attacked targets 

in Libya in 1987, and again when an American navy 
vessel accidentally shot down an Iranian airliner 
over the Persian Gulf in 1988, the military reported 
in detail almost immediately after the conclusion of 
the actions. There were no news blackouts. 
The Reagan administration's efforts to bring down 

the Sandanista regime in Nicaragua and the guerrilla 
fighting in several Central American countries served 
as testing grounds for television journalism's post-

Grenada maturity. Controversy surrounded cover-
age of these conflicts. New Right politicians claimed 
that television weakened efforts to gain public sup-

port for "freedom fighters"; others, remembering 
Vietnam, said that aggressive television coverage 
might serve to keep American soldiers out of an-
other prolonged, undeclared conflict. 
A different problem emerges when the media try 

to cover a story in another country and the local 
government does not want the story reported. Weeks 

of peaceful student demonstrations in Beijing in the 
People's Republic of China in mid- 1989 were widely 
covered by satellite-delivered reports on CNN and 

the networks—until Chinese officials "pulled the 
plug," fearing world reaction to live pictures of the 

military repression to come. Viewers then saw news 
reports based only on still photos, maps of the 
downtown part of the city, and reporters' voices via 
telephone circuit, rather than the on-the-spot live 
pictures they had come to expect. Still, even such 
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EXHIBIT 15-8 Televised War limited reporting prompted protest demonstrations 
by Chinese and others in cities around the world. 

A. 

B. 

The networks reported the Vietnam war nightly for more 

than a decade. Two famous visual images of the war still 
bale impact years later. Both came from televised stories 
carried on evening network newscasts. (A)A marine touches 

the roof thatch of a South Vietnamese hut with his lighter 
to burn potential enemy hiding places. (B) The chief of 
the South Vietnamese police kills a Viet Cong suspect dur-
ing the 1968 Tet Offensive. 

SOURCES: (A) Courtesy CBS; (B) AP/Wide World Pnotos 

15.6 

The Role of Entertainment, j 

Entertainment, as well as news and public affairs, 
tends to reinforce the media's agenda-setting role. 
Any big news story that captures the headlines for 
long will soon become grist for comment in comedy 
series—or more usefully as the subject of a special 
drama or a miniseries and may influence future 
episodes of established series. Docudramas, those 
controversial blends of fact and fiction, are evidence 
of this tendency. By changing the facts around to 
suit the needs of drama, they add still more distor-
tions to the already simplified version of reality pre-
sented to broadcast audiences. 

Fiction influences audience per-
reinforcing stereotypes, versions of real-

ity that are deliberately oversimplified to fit in with 

preconceived images, such as the stock characters 
of popular drama: the Italian gangster, the inscru-
table Oriental, the mad scientist, the bespectacled 
librarian. 

Even authors who are capable of more individ-
ualized and realistic character portrayals resort to 
stereotypes when writing for television, to save time— 
both their own and that of the medium. Stories must 
unfold with the utmost efficiency to fit within the 
confines of half-hour and hour-long formats (minus 
time-outs for commercials, of course): 

Television dramas have little time to develop situations 
or characters, necessitating the use of widely accepted 
notions of good and evil. Since the emphasis is on 
resolving the conflict or the problem at hand, there is 
little time to project the complexities of a character's 
thoughts or feelings or for dialogues which explore 
human relationships. To move the action along rapidly, 

the characters must be portrayed in ways which quickly 
identify them. Thus the character's physical appearance, 
environment, and behavior conform to widely accepted 
notions of the types of people they represent. (U.S. 
Commission on Civil Rights, 1977: 27). 
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Stereotypical images on television help to estab-
lish and perpetuate those same images in the minds 
of viewers. As the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights 
put it, "To the extent that viewers beliefs, attitudes, 
and behavior are affected by what they see on tele-
vision, relations between the races and the sexes 
may be affected by television's limited and often 
stereotyped portrayals." The commission carefully 
avoided asserting flatly that such effects always oc-
cur, but it called for research to assess the extent 
to which they do occur. 

World of FlctionJ When researchers take a cen-
sus o the characters in a body of television plays,* 
they find that the demographic characteristics of the 
fictional population invariably differ markedly from 
real people in the real world. Compared with life, 

the world of fiction has far more men than women, 
for example, most of them young adults, with few 
very young or elderly persons. Many have no visible 
means of support, but those who do work have 
interesting, c iting, action-filled jobs. Fiction there-
fore contain an unrealistically high proportion of 
detectives, criminals, doctors, scientists, business 
executives, and adventurers compared with the real 
world, where unglamourous, dull, and repetitive 
jobs dominate. Most people in the real world solve 
their personal problems undramatically, even an-

ticlimactically or incompletely, using socially ap-
proved methods. Fictional characters tend to solve 
their problems with decisive, highly visible acts, 
often entailing violence. 
Of course, none of this should surprise us. Fact 

may be stranger than fiction, but fact does not occur 
in neatly packaged half-hour episodes, with peri-
odic commercial interruptions. 

Socialization Nevertheless, the make-believe 
wor o radio and television serves as a model of 
reality for countless people, especially for children 
at the very time when they are eagerly reaching out 

Such censuses have often been made of fictional populations 
in the course of content analysis studies, useful tie describing 

the messages implicit in media content. 

to learn about the world. Those who are too young 
to read, those who never learned to read or ac-
quired the habit of reading, and those who have 
little access to printed sources of information and 
entertainment all depend heavily on radio and tele-
vision to inform them of the world outside their 
own immediate surroundings. 

Dramatic fare has special influence because view-
ers and listeners identify with heroes, participating 
vicariously in their adventures. Research indicates 
that young children are especially vulnerable. They 
tend to believe what they see on television, making 
no distinction between fact, fiction, and advertising. 
Disadvantaged children tend to believe fiction more 
readily than those whose lives contain more op-

portunities for learning. 
Given the enormous amount of time most chil-

dren spend watching television, broadcasting has 
become a major agent of socialization—that all-
important process that turns a squalling infant into 
a functioning member of society. Socialization, 
though a lifelong process, occurs intensively during 
the first few years of life, the time when children 
begin to learn the language, the meticulously de-
tailed rules of behavior, and the value system of 
their culture. 

In the past, socialization has always been the jeal-
ously guarded prerogative of family and religion, 
formalized by education and extended by peer-group 
experiences. The intrusion of a new, external agent 
of socialization represents a profound change. Of 
course, broadcasting functions as part of national 
culture, too, but it comes from beyond the imme-
diate circle of the family and its community-linked 
supports. It imports ideas, language, images, and 
practices that may be alien to the local culture. 
The question of how the intrusion of broadcast-

ing has affected :he socialization process has been 
widely researched and debated. Broadcasting can, 
of course have good ( prosocial) and had ( antisocial) 
effects. Producers researched and designed such 
programs as Sesame Street and Fat Albert and the 
Cosby Kids with prosocial effects in mind. Follow-
up research indicates that such programs do in fact 
succeed in achieving prosocial results. 
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Much more effort, however, has gone into re-
search to prove the existence of antisocial conse-
quences of television program content, especially 

the effects of violence. In the late 1980s, there was 
a flurry of concern about the negative social impacts 
of some popular song lyrics ( as well as music vid-
eos) that appeared to condone drugs or violence. 
A related topic, the effects of pornography, has been 
also studied intensively. This research is not dis-
cussed here because pornography, as legally de-
fined, has so far been effectively excluded from 
broadcasting, although it plays a minor role in pay 
cable. The moralistic campaigns against sex in 
broadcast television that erupt periodically target 
programs that do not remotely approach legally pre-
ventable pornography. 

One cannot help 
feeling that any ac takes up as much of 
people's time as radio and television do must have 
profound effects. At the very least, time spent watch-
ing or listening could have been spent in some 
other way—perhaps on some useful, constructive 
activity. Some critics take it for granted that anything 
active would be more beneficial than passive ab-
sorption. This criticism seems to imply a moral judg-
ment, the unstated feeling that it is wrong for people 
to waste their time staring like zombies at the tele-
vision tube. Long ago one of the pioneers of social 
research, Paul Lazarsfeld, noted this tone of moral 
criticism. He pointed out that intellectuals who had 

fought for shorter hours and other labor reforms 
unconsciously resented the fact that the masses failed 
to take constructive advantage of their hard-won 
leisure. Instead they "wasted" it in passive enjoy-
ment of broadcasting (Lazarsfeld and Kendall, 1948: 
85). But it has not been demonstrated that listening 
and watching necessarily displace more useful and 
active forms of recreation. In the absence of radio 
and television, people would do other things with 
their time, of course, but these would not neces-
sarily be better or more beneficial things. And in 
fact, many people keep their radios or television 
sets turned on while doing other things. 

In any event, all those hours of passive listening 
and watching may be far less significant than they 

seem. Subjectively, time is relative, dragging on in-
terminably in some circumstances, passing all too 
quickly in others. Each hour on the clock has exactly 
the same value; not so each hour of human expe-
rience. It follows that the huge amount of time that 
audiences devote to broadcasting may have far less 
psycholo ical significance than the sheer number 
of urs su ests. 

Pla Nor can e assume that tthie spent 
passively listening and watching has value only if it 
is devoted to programs that uplift, educate, and in-
form. People also have a need to simply pass time 
painlessly. That, after all, is what pastimes are for, 
and electronic meçlia , are the most unive sal pas-

times. 11V111 ((i)M1 
Media effects researchers usually study he media 

from the point of view of serious, socially significant 
consequences, such as those discussed thus far. They 
want to know how broadcasting affects buying, vot-
ing, stereotyping, learning, aggression, and so on. 
A researcher who stands out as a notable exception 
to this rule concluded that "at best mass com 
nication allows people to become absorbed i 

." Playing does not merely substitute or 
e valuable activity, but counts as a valuable ac-

tivity in itself. It is vital to all human life—"thousands 
of customs, devices, and occasions are employed to 
gratify playing in every culture of the world, in all 
history" (Stephenson, 1967). - - 

Unfortunately, researcher William Stephens 
linked his play theory to an jgbeardi 
method that failed to gain widespread adoption. For 
that reason, his play concept has not received the 
attention it deserves. One commentator concluded, 
"After once exposing oneself to this brilliantly con-
ceived theory, one can never again ignore the 
importance of the play-pleasure elements in com-
munication" (Schramm 

"Glow . The play theory 
elps to explain ac owledged fact that 

programs seem of secondary importance as long as 
something fills the screen. Early in television 
history, a commentator observed that " it is the tele-

vision set and the watching experience that enter-
tains. Viewers seem to be entertained by the glow 
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and the flow" (Meyersohn, 1957: 347, emphasis 

added). 
In a 1 ark study of television audience atti-

tude sur-
veye. more satifiedtelevision 
Is_ a medium than they were •_çyylIspecificprograms. 
He noted that "A large number of respondents were 
ready to say television is both relaxing and a waste 
of time" (Steiner, 1963: 411). Similar studies of at-
titudes made one and two decades later indicated 
that this ambivalence persisted (Bower, 1973, 1985). 
The glow-and-flow principle comes sharply to the 

fore in situations where electronic media become 
the only companions people have. When Steiner 
asked respondents to describe the satisfactions they 
derived from watching television, he sometimes re-

ceived moving testimonials such as this: 

rm an old man and all alone, and the TV brings people 
and talk into my life. Maybe without TV, I would be 
ready to die; but this TV gives me life. It gives me what 
to look forward to—that tomorrow, if I live, I'll watch 
this and that program (Steiner, 1963: 26). 

At extreme levels of deprivation, in hospitals and 
similar institutions, television has a recognized ther-
apeutic function as the most valuable nonchemical 
sedative available. 

Electronic media answer a compelling need of 
the mass audience simply to kill time painlessly, to 
fill an otherwise unendurable void. The media give 
people a way ofperforming leisure. But social critics 

worry that while we relax with our guard down 
watching television, the violence portrayed in many 
programs may have antisocial effects. 

Impact of Violence  

Concern that the portrayal of violence and crime 
might have antisocial effects dates back to well be-
fore television. The first systematic research on the 
effects of media violence dates from the 1930s, when 
a foundation underwrote a series of studies on the 
impact of feature films (Jowett, 1976: 220). Concern 
about the potential effects of violence shifted to 
radio and comic books in the 1950s, and later to 

television and rock videos. Along the way, emphasis 
shifted toward buttressing conclusions about effects 
with scientific evidence and some sort of explana-
tory theory, rather than merely taking effects for 

_granted. 

Direct Imitation J We occasionally see news re-
ports of real-life violence that has apparently been 
modeled on similar actions in films or television 
programs. A child watches Superman fly and tries 
to do the same thing. with disastrous results. It seems 
natural to assume that such imitation proves that 
televised violence sometimes causes violent behav-
ior. Exhaustive research demonstrates, however, that 
viewing a violent act at most serves as a contributing 
factor to any subsequent imitation of that act. In 
other words, the act of viewing takes place within 
a larger context—one's background, education, pre-
dispositions, and the like. Taken together, all these 
influences may, in some circumstances, lead to 

violent behavior. 
A particularly repellent example of apparent im-

itation led to an unprecedented lawsuit. In 1974 
NBC broadcast a made-for-television film called Born 
Innocent, in which inmates of a detention home 
for young delinquents "raped" a young girl with a 
mop handle. Four days after the telecast, older chil-
dren subjected a nine-year-old California girl to a 
similar ordeal, using a bottle. Parents of the child 
sued NBC, asking $11 million in damages for neg-
ligence in showing the rape scene, which, they 
alleged, had directly incited the attack on their 

daughter. 
The case raised a major issue: could broadcasters 

be held legally responsible for the reactions of au-
dience members to their programs? Network attor-
neys persuaded the trial judge to define the issue 
as a First Amendment question, rather than as one 
of negligence. The case collapsed when it thus be-
came impossible to show that NBC had surrendered 
its First Amendment protection by deliberately in-
citing the children to attack their victim ( Cal., 1981: 

888). 

7zieneralized Violence Effects \ Public con-
cern about media violence arises primarily from 
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possible generalized effects rather than from the 
risk of occasional direct imitations. Critics assume 
that adverse social effects are far more widespread 
and pervasive than isolated instances of imitation. 
This point of view emerged in another much-pub-
licized court case in 1977. 
The State of Florida charged a 16-year-old Florida 

boy, Ronnie Zamora, with murdering an elderly 
neighbor during an attempted robbery. The boy's 

attorney tried to build his defense on the argument 
that Zamora could not be held responsible for his 
violent behavior: he had become a television addict, 
"intoxicated" by the thousands of murders he had 

seen enacted on the screen. The trial judge rejected 
this argument, and the jury convicted the boy of 
murder. Though ill-considered, his lawyer's attempt 
to blame television for the crime drew its inspira-
tion from the findings of research on the general-
ized adverse effects of televised violence that had 
accumulated during the 1970s. 

The Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Com-
mittee on Television and Social Behavior sponsored 
a large group of studies in 1969-1971. Congress 
allotted a million dollars for the research, which 
resulted in 1972 in five volumes of reports and 

papers. When questioned by a Senate Committee, 
the Surgeon General said flatly: 

The broadcasters should be put on notice. The over-
whelming consensus and the unanimous Scientific 
Advisory Committee's report indicates that televised 
violence, indeed, does have an adverse effect on certain 
members of our society.... [I.'t is clear to me that the 
causal relationship between teevised violence and an-
tisocial behavior is sufficient to warrant appropriate 
and immediate remedial action ( Senate CC, 1972: 26). 

A comprehensive analysis of the research litera-
ture, commissioned by the committee, established 

that, of all the types of television effects that had 
been studied, television's linkage to aggression had 
been the most intensively analyzed. The fact that 

every research method available had been em-
ployed in the study of televised violence made the 
cumulative evidence of its effects especially per-
suasive. The researchers later summarized their 
findings in these words: 

The evidence is that television may increase aggression 
by teaching viewers previously unfamiliar hostile acts, 
by generally encouraging in various ways the use of 
aggression, and by triggering aggressive behavior both 
imitative and different in kind from what has been 
viewed. Effects are never certain, because real- life 
aggression is strongly influenced by situational factors, 
and this strong role for situational factors means that 
the absence of an immediate effect does not rule out 
a delayed impact when the behavior in question may 
be more propitious ( Comstock et al., 1978: 13). 

As a result of this work, and other studies done in 
the years since ( including a revisit a decade later 
by some of the same researchers involved in the 
1972 report), Congress and private groups pres-
sured the FCC to limit televised violence. Chiefly 
for fear of violating the First Amendment and be-
cause of the trend toward deregulation, no lasting 
governmental action ensued. 

'Violence and Perctions of Reality  
ingLe 1967-1968 television season, 

and his associates at the University o enn-
s‘ nia began conducting annual analyses of tele-

ence. F • t ese data they constructed 
The Violence Profile,' based on a content analysis 
hat enumera e every violent act in a sample week 

of prime-time and weekend morning network en-
tertainment programs (Exhibit 15-9). In this way 
they tracked changes in the level of violence from 

year to year according to network and program type. 

The Gerbner data indicated, for example, that 
animated cartoons depict a higher percentage of 
violent acts that any other program category ( the 

coding system counted comic as well as serious acts 
of violence).  

rGerbner theorized that violence in programs cre-
ates anxiety in viewers because they tend to per-5 ceive the real world in terms of their television 
experiences. Viewers identify with victims of vio-
lence in fiction who resemble themselves. Gerbner 
found that the elderly, the poor, and blacks have 
high "risk ratios," or expectations of becoming vic-
tims. This anxiety effect, he said, may be a more 
important byproduct of television violence than the 
imitation effect. 
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EXHIBIT 15-9 Trends in Television Violence, 1971-1985 
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The scale from 0 to 300 on the le refers to the Gerbner "violence index," a 
nzeasurement of the level of violence in programs that combines values for three 
variables: "the extent to which violence occurs at all in the program sampled, tbe 
frequency and rate of violent episodes, and the number of roles calling for char-
acterization as violents, victims, or both." The de) in the 8-9 PM index in 1975 
reflects the introduction of the family viewing hour restraints in that year (see 
Section 16.8). Notice that the index level for children's programs generally runs 
much higher than that for adult programs. 

SOURCES: From "Television's Mean World," by George Gerbner, et al., in a report published for Anienberg Schoo, of Corn-. 
munications, University of Per ylvani, 1986. 

The Gerbner risk-ratio hv ) Wambaugh, a one-time police officer who became 
older hypothesis that predicts a writer of police stories, withdrew from a television 

osed to fictional violence will be- series based on his writings because the producers 
IDesensitization 
,p_ahrsig-rev 

that 
According to the latter view, when 

rience of violence in fiction becomes rou-
tine, people grow indifferent to real-life violence. 
The many instances of callousness in the face of 
urban violence that can be cited lend color to this 

hypothesis. 
A related hypothesis holds that television depicts 

violence unrealistically because it has been delib-
erately sanitized in conformance with self-imposed 
codes. The consequences of fictional violence seem— 
so neat and clean that viewers remain indifferent. 

They do not see what happens when real people 
get hurt. Audiences never see or hear the revolting, 
bloody aftermath, the screams of agony. Joseph 

treated violence so unrealistically, saying, "If they 
had a cop kill someone on TV, you never saw the 
blood. You never saw the face shot away. And you 

never saw the cop throwing up afterwards." Warn-
baugh put his finger on a seemingly insoluble di-
lemma: such graphic consequences should perhaps 

be seen for the object lesson they would convey, 
but the public and hence the media would never 

tolerate showing them. 

tin Defense of Vio1en7 Given the range and 
depth of researiI evidence showing the antisocial 
effects of television violence, the television industry 
has found it increasingly difficult to defend its wide-
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spread use. Yet for television to serve as a medium 
for serious artistic expression for adult viewers, it 
cannot han violence. After all, violence occurs in all 
forms of literature, even fairy tales for children. 
Bodies litter the stage whel the curtain falls on 
some of Shakespeare's tragedies. Popular entertain-
ment and sports have always featured violence. 

Writers would face a difficult challenge if they 
had to meet television's relentless appetite for drama 

without resorting to violent clashes between op-
posing forces. A study of attitudes and opinions held 

by those responsible for network entertainment— 
the writers, producers, network executives, and 
program standards chiefs—supports this position 
(Baldwin 84 Lewis, 1972). A playwright expressed 
the problem by pointing out that authors have at 
their disposal four basic types of conflicts around 
which to build dramatic plots: 

Man against nature: "This is usually too expen-
sive for television.-

Man against God: "Too intellectual for televi-
sion.-

Ilan against himself "Too psychological, and 
doesn't leave enough room for action." 

lían against man: "This is what you usually end 
up with." 

Only one of the four lends itself to the limitations 
imposed by television, and that happens to he the 
one most likely to involve personal violence. 

Defenders of current practice argue that violence 
in television merely reflects violence in real life. To 
ignore it or to pretend that it does not exist would 
restrict writers unreasonably. However, comparison 

of American culture with other cultures does not 
seem to hear out the assumption of a positive cor-
relation between real and fictional violence: 

If television were the sole determinant of violent be-
havior, it would he difficult to explain the disparity in 
aggravated assault rates ( almost 8 to 1) between Boston 
and Montreal, since these cities are both saturated with 
the same and similar television programs. This does 
not mean that there is no relationship between tele-
vision violence and actual violence: it simply means 
that such a relationship cannot be defined explicitly at 
present ( Kutach, 1978: 118). 

Japan offers an interesting example in this con-
nection. Crime statistics indicate that Japan has a 
much lower level of social violence than the United 
States. Yet Japanese television regularly imports the 
most violent of U.S. action dramas. Moreover, these 

imports seem mild compared to the ferocity seen 
in home-grown Japanese television plays. 
Another justification of violence in programming 

holds that witnessing staged violence does good by 

defusing people's ssive instincts. The ancient 
Greek theory catbars' as propounded by Aris-
totle, held tha tragedy cleanses the emotions 
of the viewer through pity and fear. According to 
the analogous modern argument, fictional violence 
will drain off television viewers' aggressive feelings. 

Most experimental studies, however, suggest that 
seeing fictional violence arouses viewers' aggressive 

feelings rather than purging them ( Comstock et al., 
1978: 237). 

Summary 

Early propaganda research relied on the simplis-

tic bullet or hypodermic injection theory of com-
munication effects. Post—World War II researchers 

examined the personal influence of °pink ei leaders 
who used media. Still later they studied the impor-
tance of selective exposure to and perception of 
media messages. 

Information theory applied engineering concepts 
to communication research in the 1950s. Klapper's 
1960 survey showed that media largely served to 

reinforce audiences' existing beliefs and percep-
tions. 

As a medium of advertising, television can have 
a powerful impact on consumers, especially chil-
dren. But as numerous business failures demon-
strate, advertising alone cannot always create 
demand. 

Electronic media journalists largely define our 
world for us by a combination of gatekeeping and 

agenda setting. Media coverage can confer prestige, 
and by the same token can be exploited by the 
staging of pseudoevents. Terrorists who commit 
publicity crimes in order to gain attention present 
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the media with the special dilemma of supporting 
terrorism simply by covering terrorist activities. 

Broadcasting, especially television, has long ex-
erted a strong influence on U.S. election campaigns. 
Televised debates have been a regular feature of 
national campaigns since 1976. Congress opened 
itself up to regular television coverage, in part as a 
counterbalance to presidential television. 

Television coverage of the long and frustrating 
Vietnam War had a strong impact on American pol-
icy and American viewers. More recent war cover-
age has had a direct impact on the making of foreign 
and military policies. 

Television entertainment, which draws most of 
the audience most of the time, tends to reinforce 

stereotypes and to give a false impression of every-
day life and work. Nevertheless, television can play 
positive roles in the socialization of children and 
in providing a needed leisure-time activity. 

I The exten.t to which television contributes to vi-
olent behavior remains controversial even after 
massive research. The research indicates that the 
medium can at least be a contributing factor to vi-
olent action on the part of some people in some 
circumstances. It may also serve to desensitize oth-
ers to violence. Violence on television can also 
heighten people's expectation of real-life violence. 
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III 

CONTROLS 

Thus far we have explored the electronic media's 
historical development, physical limits, economic 
structure and support, programming, and audience 
research and impact. We turn now to the constraints 
society places on these media, especially on tradi-
tional broadcasting. 

Chapter 16 reviews the formal laws and agencies 
that govern the electronic media, assessing the so-
cial control exerted by the nation's political climate, 
through public opinion and organized pressure 
groups, the educational system, and industry self-
regulation Chapter 17 discusses the single most 
important regulatory function—the licensing of sta-
tions and franchising of cable systems. It also traces 
the deregulatory trends that peaked in the 1980s. 
Chapter 18 then reviews the controversial consti-
tutional issues that arise when formal controls are 
put into effect. 
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CHAPTER 16 

REGULATION: LAWS 

AND AGENCIES 

The regulation of electronic medí- begin with es-
tablishing a constinitIonal basis on which to erect  

— the statutory or legislative controls. These controls 
are embedded in the ommunications Act, which 
defines the role of the Communications 
Commission. This chapter also reviews other major 
agencies of control, both governmental and private, 
then describes some of the informal means society 
uses to influence the conduct of electronic media. 

16.1 
Federal Jurisdiction 

The Ls. Constitution gives the federal government 
power over such areas as international relations and 
war-making, leaving all powers not specified as fed-
eral to the states. Before broadcasting could be reg-
ulated, it had to be decided whether it belonged 
under state or federal jurisdiction. Congress there-
fore had to find a constitutional justification for fed-
eral regulation of broadcasting, although broadcast-
ing emerged long after the Constitution was written. 

Broadcasting as Commerce The specific 
constitutional justification for Congress's taking con-
trol of radio comes from Article I, Section 8(3), 
which gives, Cor_sress thejower "to regulate corn-
ercwithth n nations, and amon the several 

states." This, the we i owncomrce c1aushas 
played a vital role in U.S. economic development, 

preventing individual states from undermining the 
unity of the nation by erecting internal trade bar-
riers. Although not involving the exchange of tan-
gible goods, the exchange of information by mail 
and wire had long been accepted as commerce un-
der the Constitution. Thus, a statute governing radio 
could be regarded as justified by the commerce 
clause. That statute forms a link in a chain of re-
sponsibility extending from the Constitution to the 
people, as shown in Exhibit 16-1. 
The commerce clause gives Congress jur ction 

over interstate and foreign commerc ut not er 
,commerce within individual states. However, elec-
tromagnetic waves have an inherently interstate na-
ture. Even radio services designed to cover only a 
limited area within a state—a radio-operated taxi-
dispatching service, for example—cannot be stopped 
short at state boundaries. Zones of radio interfer-
ence extend unpredictably far beyond zones of ser-
vice. Wire communication, on the other hand, can 
be cut off precisely at any geographical boundary.* 

"Either state or federal regulation governs telephone and related 
common-carrier services, depending on whether a given service 
crosses state lines. States have their own utility commissions that 
approve changes in telephone rates and service for in-state sys-
tems. Systems that cross state lines, however, need federal ap-

proval of changes in rates. In the mid- 1980s, such regulation 
affected AT&T, the dominant long-distance carrier, and the in-
terstate operations of the seven regional Bell Operating Com-
panies. 
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EXHIBIT 16-1 Chain of Legal Authority 

CONSTITUTION 
Commerce clause: Article I, Section 8 

Establishes legal basis 

CONGRESS 
(Legislative branch) 

STATUTE 
 le (Communications Act)  

PRESIDENT 
(Executive branch) 

Passes 
& amends 

Approves appointments 
and budgets; 

provides oversight 

ICreates 
Approves 

COURTS 
(Judicial branch) 

Administrative Appoints 
agency 
(FCC) 

Administrative law 
(FCC rules and regulations 

and license decisions) 

Licensees 
(stations) 

PUBLIC 

Interprets on appeal 

Adjudicates 
appeals 

Adjudicates 
appeals 

All three branches of government play a role in controlling electronic media under 
the general umbrella of the Constitution. 

151; ated Congressional Authority] It 
wou d be impossee—for Congress itself to attend to 
the endless details of regulation in specific fields. 
Starting with the Interstate Commerce Commission 
in 1887, Congress has delegated to a series of inde-
pendent regulatory agencies the authority to super-

vise and regulate such often complex areas as com-
merce, power, transportation, labor, and finance. 

Congress established the Federal Radio Commis-
sion in 1927 and its successor the Federal Com-
munications Commission (FCC), in 1934 to act on 
its behalf. Congress retains the power to regulate 
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L Congress defined tie FCC's r 

communications, but assigns day-to-day authority to The Radio Act of 1927. 1 orcler 
the FCC. ting, but left control of some aspects of 

Although the president appoints the FCC corn- radio and all interstate and foreign wire commu-
missioners, with the advice and consent of the ication scattered among several federal agencies. 
Senate, the FCC remains a "creature of Congress." ( Jhe Coi nunications1cf 1934 brought wire as 

ni- well as wireless communication under the control 
cations Act of 1934. Only Congress can change that ,s21_11ae,..EÇ.C, which replaced the FRC. This had min-

role formally by amending or replacing the act, but • al effect on broadcasting, however, because Con-
the incumbent commissioners have considerable gress simply re-enacted the broadcastiqg provisions 

leeway in determining the regulatory atmosphere. of the 1927 law as a part of the 1934 act. Thus the 
The House and Senate subcommittees on corn- framework of broadcast law dates back more than 
munications constantly monitor the FCC, which must 60 years to the early development of radio. Although 
come back to Congress annually for budget appro- the Communications Act has been amended many 
priations. Moreover, since 1983 Congress has reau- times, its underlying concepts remain unchanged. 
thorized the very existence of the commission every r The very first paragraph of the 1934 act sets forth 
two years.* the underlying reasons for the creation of the FCC 

Congress gave the FCC the power to adopt, mod- and the repeal of the 1927 act. Congress took action 
ify, and repeal rules and regulations concerning "to make available, so far as possible, to all the 
interstate electronic media. These rules carry the people of the United States a rapid, efficient, nation-

force of federal law, deriving their power from Con- wide and world-wide wire and radio communica-
gress through the Communications Act. Any FCC tion service with adequate facilities at reasonable 
rule not fully justified by the act can be nullified by charges." 
successful appeal to the courts. Thus an understand-
ing of the Communications Act is vital to an un-
derstanding of the FCC's day-to-day role. "k50 

e 

16.2 
ication ct  

As was described in Section 2.10,  the Radio Act of  
1927 brought to an end a period of chaotic devel-

that dramarierI rhç need for federal re 
ulation_ In the 1927 act, Congress for the first time 
crafted a statute—and created an agency—con-
cerned explicitly with broadcasting. 

*The change from permanent to temporary status of the inde-

pendent regulators resulted from congressional displeasure with 

the aggressive regulatory policy of the Federal Trade Commis-

sion during the 1977-1981 Carter administration. Congress wanted 

more deference from the regulatory agencies. The reauthori-

zation process lets Congress tack changes onto the Communi-

cations Act more easily when it wants to slow down or speed 

up FCC actions. 

LOrganizatio The Communicatio 
of 1934 consists of seven major parts called 

» hey cover the following general subjects: 

I. Definition of terms; provision for setting up 
and operation of the FCC. 

II. Common carriers. 

III. Broadcast licensing, general powers of the FCC, 

program controls, public broadcasting. 

IV. Hearings on and appeals from FCC decisions. 

V. Penal provisions. 

VI. Cable television. 

War emergency powers of the president; other 
general provisions. 

Act 

*Until late 1984, the act had six titles. However, when Congress 

passed the Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984, it became 

a new Title VI, making the existing VI Title VII. References to 

Title VI published before 1985 refer to what we now know as 

Title VII. 
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De on of Broa4astingJ As related ear-
ier, in the early 1920s AT&T tried to treat broad-
casting as a common carrier, a communication 
service open to all corners without concern for what 
they communicate over the facilities. Telephone 
companies, the most familiar examples of common 
carriers, have been joined by other services using 
satellites, microwaves, optical fiber, and other high-
technology devices that also fall under the common-s 
carrier classification. Historically, common-carrier 
rates have been subject to government approval, by 
the FCC in the case of interstate operations and by 
the states for intrastate service, although with de-
regulation the extent of rate controls has been re-
duced. 

If broadcasting were classed as a ommon carrier,, 
programming would be entirely at t e iscretion 
of those who bought time on stations and networks, 
which in turn would probably be obliged to charge 
fixed prices in accordance with an FCC-a roved 
tariff ( rate scale) This common-carrier concept o 
'mac castin a eared in 1926 when AT&T 
sold WEAF The Communications Act orma izes t e 
distinction in §3: "a person engaged in radio broad-
casting shall not, insofar as such person is so en-
gaged, be deemed a common carrier." The same 
section defines the term broadcasting as "the dis-
semination of radio communications intended to 
he received by the public directly or by interme-
diary or relay stations." 
The key phrase "intended to be received by the 

public" excludes from the definition of broadcast-
ing any private radio communication service aimed 
at individuals or specific groups of individuals. Yet 
radio communications that are not intended for the 
general public can be received by anyone who has 
the right kind of receiver. People can tune in to 
police, ship-to-shore, satellite, and other nonbroad-
cast transmissions for their own entertainment. But 
those who send such messages do not intend them 
for the general public; moreover, the Communi-
cations Act's §705(a) on "unauthorized publication 
or use" forbids the disclosure of nonbroadcast mes-
sages to people for whom they were not intended. 
Congress, the courts, and the FCC have also made 

it illegal for people to intercept for their own use 
nonbroadcast signals such as pay television. Nor 
may broadcasting be used to send private messages 
that are not intended for the general public. Thus, 
people who greet their families over the air during 
broadcast interviews are technically violating the 
law. 

Finally, §3 of the act defines radio communica-
tion as "transmission by radio of writing, signs, sig-
nals, pictures, and sounds of all kinds, including all 
instrumentalities, facilities, apparatus, and services 
... incidental to such transmission." By iving the 
word radio such a broad definition Con  ress 
it possible for the radio provisions of the act to cover 
\ television when it became a li----Ised service nearly 
-1, years after adoption otire792-71c777--. _ .----. 

Provision for FCC Th resident appoints the 
five FCC commissioners wit  the advice and con-
sent of the Senate. Congress sought to minimize 
economic and political bias on the part of the com-
mission by allowing no more than three members 
from the same party. 

§4 of the act gives the commission broad power 
to "perform any and all acts, make such rules and 
regulations, and issue such orders . . . as may be nec-
essary in the execution of its functions." In a few 
instances Congress tied the commission's hands with 
hard-and-fast requirements, such as a limit on the 
terms of broadcasting licenses and the restriction 
on alien ownership of broadcast stations. But most 
provisions of the act give the commission wide 
latitude in applying its own experience and ( pre-
sumably) expert judgment to the particular facts 
presented by each case. 

Congress used a  highly flexible vet legally rec-
ognized stan public interest, convenience, or 
..--• 

necessity' ( PICON to limit the commission's dis-1 
cretion w en it makes a decision that is not dictated 
by specific requirements of the act. PICON occurs 
in every key section of the broadcasting parts of the 
act. For example, §303 begins: "Except as otherwise 
provided in this Act, the Commission from time to 
time, as public convenience, interest, or necessity 
requires shall.... ( italics added)" The section goes 
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on to list 19 functions, ranging from the power to 

classify radio stations to the power to make what-

ever rules and regulations are necessary to carry 

out the provisions of the act. The public-interest 

phrase similarly occurs in the crucial sections deal-

ing with the grant, renewal, and transfer of broad-

cast licenses. 

Defining Public Int rest Most people think 

of t re.rtliFinterest clause as being aimed directly 

at broadcasters, forcing them to operate "in the pub-

lic interest." In turn, broadcasters tend to picture 

themselves as constantly faced with excruciating di-

lemmas as to what the public interest requires. 

Of course the act aims ultimately to ensure that 

broadcast licensees operate in the public interest, 

but it does not leave them adrift on a sea of doubt 

as to how to interpret the phrase. That task devolves 

upon the commission. As an appeals court put it: 

The only way that broadcasters can operate in the "pub-
lic interest" is by broadcasting programs that meet 
somebody's view of what is in the "public interest." 
That can scarcely be determined by the broadcaster 
himself, for he is in an obvious conflict of interest.... 
the Congress has made the F.C.C. the guardian of that 
public interest ( F, 1975a: 536*). 

Because Congress chose the public-interest stan-

dard to give the FCC maximum flexibility in meeting 

new and unforeseeable situations, it invites charges 

of vagueness. But as an appeals court judge pointed 

out decades ago: 

It would he difficult, if not impossible, to formulate a 
precise and comprehensive definition of the term "public 

•The full names and citations of all cases mentioned in the text 
can he found in the bibliography at the end of the book. Cases 
are listed chronologically ( with suffix letters when there is more 
than one entry per •ear) under one of the four most common 
abbreviations used in Chapters 16-18: ( 1) F, indicating the Fed-
eral Reporter, the official multi-volume record of 1:.S. Appeals • 
Court cases: (2) FCC, meaning the Federal Communications 
Commission: ( 3) FCCR, representing the FCC Reports (changed 
in 1986 to the FCC Record); and ( 4) US, meaning decisions of 
the Supreme Court as found in I lased States Reports, its official 
record. The page given in the text is that for the specific quo-
tation: the citation list shows the page on which the case actually 
begins. 

interest, convenience, or necessity," and it has been 
said often and properly by the courts that the facts of 
each case must be examined and must govern its de-
termination (F, 1946: 628). 

In sharp contrast, the 1984 cable act amendment 

nowhere uses the phrase "public interest." It gives 

the FCC discretionary powers that might well have 

been made subject to the public-interest test, but 

Congress did not mandate the use of that test. On 

the whole, the FCC has far less latitude in dealing 

with cable than with broadcasting. 

6.3 

Communications Act Revision 

The cable amendment of 1984.is the most substan-

tial example of a process that has gone on regularly 

since the passage of the 1934 act—revisions and 

updates of the act by amendment. Although the basic 

principles of the act have changed little, many of its 

specifics have been modified to meet the modern 

needs of a much larger and more complicated elec-

tromc media in 

ot counting changes to the 

aw prior to adoption of the 1934 act, 

by the late 1980s the statute had been amended 

more than a hundred times. 

Amendments seek to ( 1) correct unforeseen 

weaknesses, (2) adapt to new conditions or intro-

duce new subjects of regulation, and (3) curb cer-

tain actions the FCC has taken under the broad grant 

of discretionary powers given it under the act. Ex-

amples of each type of amendment follow: 

I Type /: The unforeseen effect of the equal-op-

portunity or "equal-time" provision for political 

candidates on news coverage of those candidates 

led in 1959 to the amendment of §315 to exempt 

bona fide news programs in which candidates 

appear. 

I Type 2: To encourage low-power television and 
other new services, Congress in 1982 gave the 
FCC power to use lotteries to hasten the process 

of selecting licensees from among mutually ex-
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elusive applicants. Since then, further amend-
ments have required the FCC to encourage new 
technologies and, as discussed further below, an 
entire title on cable television was added in 1984. 

Type 3: Objecting to the way the FCC used its 
discretionary powers to curb trafficking in li-
censes, Congress in 1952 adopted an amendment 
forbidding the FCC from interfering with the free-
dom of station owners to select buyers for their 
stations when they decided to sell. 

Rewrites Despite its longevity, the act has not 
lacked critics. Rumblings of discontent gained 
strength from a general sense of disillusionment 
with government overregulation that emerged in 
the 1970s. From 1977 through 1981, some in Con-
gress made serious attempts to scrap the 1934 act 
in favor of entirely new legislation that would fully 
take into account the many new media and corn-
poti--sarrier services developed since 1934. Called 

\:.reuefË,_s,,)these legislative proposals went far beyond 
the kinds of patching-up done by both earlier and 
subsequent amendments. The efforts failed, largely 
because the many affected groups (br-o-acicast, cable, 
and common carrier) could not come to a consen-

on change. 

— The failure to adopt a comprehensive rewrite left 
the public-interest goal in place, as an ideal, though 
impractical, and the commissioners appointed by 
President Ronald Reagan in the 1980s largely ig-
nored it. The attem d rewrites served several pur-
posesneirrhe1e4hev educpted key memhers 

of ColiginLunihe_grawing_problems of commu-
nicaulation, previously a sukct that was 

•• not high on the congressional agendYthev laid the 
groundwork for e.extensive deregulation that oc- \ 
curred in the 198O1And they prepared the way for 
new legislation needed to deal with specific prob-
lem, such as comprehensive new regulations for 
cable television. 

1984 Cable Act For decades the legal status of 
•1-Fte evision un er the Communications Act re-

mained uncertain. Much cable programming comes 
directly off the air from television stations, linking 
cable closely to broadcasting, yet cable systems de-

liver programs by wire over closed circuits (not y 
C-Ftt€144-111/2.v.. Lail) e_..u\,,:sterns._usuallv cover t.d 
_intrastate areas and hence do not fall under federal 
interstee wi  re comnions aw, ve cable tele-
vision uses interstate satellite networks to obtain 
much of its program material, and some systems 

relays to pick up dis-
tant television stations. Cable operators sometimes 
act like neutral common carriers, as when they offer 
local access and leased commercial channels. 

IThe 1984 cable acqwhich amended the Com-
munications Act by adding a new Title VI, finally 
clarified the issue by  defining cable television as 

/neither/a common carrier/nod a broadcasting ser-
vice. The FCC has some responsibilities for cable, 
but has far u. e for broadcasting and interstate wire 
services. States also have some authority over cable 
(generally, the right to establish statewide standards 
for franchising), but with the 1984 act Con re s 
limited their right jio regulate ca le programming 

.--anCl-s-ubscriber rate. he cable act provides national 
standards for the franchisin2 process ,tl=ta_1ce_s 12lace 
at the local level ( discussed further in Section 17.4). 

16.4  
1 FCC Basics 
The independent Federal regulatory agencies play 
a unique role in Washington, blurring the lines sep-
arating the legislative, executive, and judicial branches 
of government. As a "creature of Congress," the FCC 
acts on behalf of he 1 • h. When it 
makes egulations,  t acts in a quasi-legislative ca- . 
pacity. It also functions  s an_executive agency, put- itAd-ICk 
ting thelytill of Congress into effecti And when the 
FCC interprets the 1934-Communications Act, con-
ducts hearings, or decides disputes, it takes on a 
judicial role. 

Budget and Organiz.ation For fiscal 1989, 
Congress appropriated just over $100 million for 
the FCC. This budget makes the commission one 
of the smaller federal agencies, employing about 
1,800 persons.  The Field Operations Bureau, Com-
mon Carrier Bureau, and Mass Media Bureau have 
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M.A5D rkeitct 6,t,ljea> 
the largest staffs, about 400 
of most inter 4,1 here, th Mass Media Bureau 

‘, four divisions] the duties o w ich can be summa-
rized as follows: 

() 1 , Audio services. Directs the processing of appli-
' cations for construction permits, licenses, and 

license renewals for radio stations and related 
auxiliary operations. — em, ( Q 
Video services. Directs the processing of appli-
cations for construction permits, licenses, and li-
cense renewals for television stations and related 
auxiliary operations. Maintains a small staff for 
the FCC's few remaining cable television respon-
sibilities. -TV 
Policy and ride Handles FCC proceedings that 
produce new rules and conducts economic stud-
ies needed for policy-making decisions. r\LtiES 

.221sera- - ant_ Processes public complaints, en-
sures compliance with statutes and rules, issues 
interpretations of rules, and represents „Ike u- . 
reau in hearings within the commission. r II c 
Several offices provide general services for all 

FCC operational bureaus: the Office of Plans and 
Policy, largely an economic research unit; the Office 
of the Chief Engineer, which provides the FCC's 
engineering expertise and runs the FCC laboratory 

that grants type acceptance of broadcast transmitters 
and other equipment; and the Office of General 
Counsel, which represents the FCC before other 

agencies and the courts and gives the commission 
internal legal advice. 

Commissioners 

'stoners, w o are subiect to approval by_tbs_ 
he five members* serve five-year terms and  

y e reappointed. Commissioners must be citi-
zens, may not have a financial interest in any type 
of communications business, and must devote full 
time to the job. They meet several times each month 
in sessions open to the public. Robert E. Lee holds 
the record, having served for 28 years ( 1953-1981). 
The first woman commissioner, Frieda Hennock, 

*Until 1982, there were seven commissioners, each appointed 

to a seven-year term. 
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served from 1948 to 1955. The next woman was not 
appointed until 1971, but since 1979 at least one 
commissioner has been a woman. The first black 
commissioner was Benjamin Hooks ( 1972-1977), a 
Memphis attorney and county judge. Hispanics as 
well as blacks have been appointed since then. 

The five-year term, contrasted with the presiden-
tial term of four years, makes it unlikely that an 
incoming president could change all commission-
ers at once since only one commissioner's term 

expires each year. However, members often resign 
before serving a full term ( replacements fill only 
the unexpired period of the term), with the result 
that two or more seats may come up for appoint-

ment in a given year. Additionally, the act gives an 
incoming president an immediate impact on the 
commission by allowing him to designate one of 

the existing members as chair. 
ptalicy. The 

commission staff generates policy initiatives, with 
Commissioner,- seldom •  jnatp   

the commissioners shaping and sometimes reject-
ing or altering proposed staff drafts of commission 
orders. Each commissioner has three assistas to 
help analyze the flood of complex issues presented 
at each meetin 

rules govern contact with industry 
figur tSuch rules require apublic record of meet-

,ings between judges for, as in this case, those acting 
in judicial roles)  and indivickesily_affected 
bv a decision's ontcome. To avoid unfair last-minute 
one-sided presentations, FCC commissioners may 

not meet with anyone concerned other than FCC 
staff members in the week prior to any FCC public 
meeting at which decisions will be voted upon. (The 

4 . commissioners re often referred to collectively as 
"The Eighth Floor for their location atop the FCC 
headquarters building in downtown Washington.) 

  <-npf•I Ch4i(7)N5 
ij I Staff Role References to "the commission" usu-

ally sign . not only the five commissioners but also 
the senior staff of the FCC's various divisions. Staff 
members handle most applications, including in-
quiries and complaints, which seldom need to  come 
to the commissimers personal attention. The staff 
handles the housancts of letters of compid 
comment from the public, as well as applications 

ftà, C‘v I Sexiicsz. 
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EXHIBIT 16-2 FCC Organization 

The Commissioners 

Office of Plans & Policy — 
Off ice of 
Managing 
Director 

Review 
Board 

Office of 
Administrative 
Law Judges 

Office of 
Public Affairs 

Office of 
General Counsel 

Office of 
Engineering & Technology 

1 
Field 

Operations Bureau 

Common Carrier Bureau Mass Media Bureau 

Twelve main units do the work of the FCC. The bureaus shown as ovals do the 
main work of authorizing services, and the other entities protide support to the 
three main authorizing bureaus and the commissioners. (The Field Operations 
Bureau, shown as a square, acts as the FCC's inspection/enforcement arm.) The 
managing director handles all personnel, budget, and administrative matters. 

Private Radio Bureau 

and forms from the industries the FCC regulates. 
Deregulation reduced the paperwork burden con-
siderably during the 1980s. 

eln Except for administrators, whom the chair 
appoints, th staff part of the _fejcg£,U.dilâu_..viœ_. 
Many staff members serve for decades, developing 
in-depth expertise on which commissioners de-
pend. A researcher who spent several years closely 
observing the commission, noted that "staff mem-
bers who are accomplished politicians and wily em-
pire builders may find themselves with greater power 
than any single commission member... key staff 
members have the power to decide what infor-
mation to bring to the commission's attention and 
in what form" (Cole and Oettinger, 1978: 11). 
To make decisions, the staff needs formally del-

egated authority from the commissioners and guid-

ance by processing rules. These rules spell out which 
leecisions may beçtt1d the raff leveLand which 
need to be considered by the commissioners them-
selves. Commissioners decide agen. items either 
at an open meeting or on circu a ton, in which case 
an item circulates among the five members for ac-
tion, before being made public. Staff recommen-
dations accompany all items forwarded for formal 
commission consideration. The staff __theaceris_a 

__Êervasive influence, not only o opera-
tions but on c 
ing the commissioners to 

\._. LRule-Makir!g Proce,g The rule-making func-
nà o generates the large body of administrative law 
called FCC rules and regulations (there is really no 
difference between the two—the term is track-
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rnt\ei 
tional).,When the conamission receives a 'Neon 
to undertake a r when it acts on its 

ect r that needreliminary comment and research, a 
?-• notice olProposed rule — kin for a matter on 

wiic -1 i o ers specific new rules for public com-
ment, or a combination of both. These notices invite 
comment from interested parties, mostly attorneys 
representing affected individuals, stations, compa-
nies, or industries. A few public-interest and con-
sumer groups participate as well. Parties often 
submit extensive research studies to buttress their 
argui.. - or against the FCC's intended daiQn. 
On rare occasions, proposed rule changes of special 
significance or of a controversial nature may be 
scheduled for oral argument on "The Eighth Floor." 

After digesting outside comments, the staff pre-
pares a proposed decision for the commissioners, 0 usually in the form of a recommended reeria_r_d, 

'5 eace announcing the new rule, with background 

discussion explaining and defending the decision. 
Once the FCC adopts or modifies the proposed 
report and order, that action becomes subject to 
petitions for  reruasidertion by the commission 
and/or appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia.CircuiLes shown in Exhibit 
1-6-3. Indeed, in controversial matters, one party or 
another appeals nearly every "final" FCC decision, 
sometimes delaying implementation by months or 
years. 

In some situations, rule making would be too 
cumbersome, too restrictive, or simply too difficult 
to defend. In such cases, the FCC may resort to less 
formalpo/icy making instead—that is, summarizing 
past actions and laying down general guidelines 
instead of hard-and-fast rules. . 

.e..et ay, ne41\1_ [Adjudication  The second triae class of FCC 
decision making_ is adjudication. This procedure 

yt(Tés specific disputes, --,7 --leii7e7"between_ outside 
-..-..-

parties ( rival applicants for a television channel, for 
example) or between the FCC and an outside party 
(the Mass Media Bureau versus a broadcast owner 
who protests the imposition of a fine, for example). 
The staff may settle the simpler disputes summarily, 
but many become the subjects o -é-ii-r-in-g:s. 

EXHIBIT 16-3 FCC Rule-Making 
Process 

Petition submitted 
to FCC 

Report 
denying 
petition 

Ir 
Evaluation of 
comments 

Notice of 
inquiry 

Report of 
minor editorial 

change 

Notice of 
proposed 

rule making 

Evaluation 
of comments 

Report and order 
on 

action taken 

Appeals 

A petition for a new rule or a change of existing rules 
can come from the general public (rare), the regulated 
industries (common), another part of the executilv branch, 

or a unit within the FCC itself. Parties who are dissatisfied 

with denials or new rules often appeal for reconsidera-
tion le the FCC and, if still not satisfied, to the courts. 
Each step of the process must be documented in the Fed-
eral Register so that all interested parties can keep them-

selves informed of rule-making actions. 

Broadcasters want to avoid hearings at all costs. 
They nearly always take place in Washington, re-
quire expensive legal representation and much 
documentation, and can take a long time. And un-
expected additional problems may arise while the 
licensee is in Washington, undergoing the scrutiny 
of a hearing. 
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Informal FCC Regulation In addition to for-
mal rule making and adjudication, the FCC can in-
fluence licensee conduct through public statements 
in meetings, sphes_, and articles and through per-
sonaTc ntacts-v,h licensees or their attorneys. This 
ndirec"raised eyebrow" approach conveys an im-
ied threat: " If you don't put your own house in 

order, the government may step in and do it for 
you." Carried further, the raised evebro ue 
of re ula on can become jawboning, 

In the mid- 1970s, for example, the FCC found 
itself under intense pressure from Congress and 
public groups to do something • bout the exposure 

of children to increasing amounts of violence an 
sex. Aware that a direct assault on the problem would 
certainly trigger First Amendment complaints, the 

commission jawboned the NAB, which then had a 
code of self-regulation, into "voluntarily" adopting 

finnily viewing time standards for program content. 

Industry representatives  agreed in 1975 not to 
schedule "entertAinment prognirming inappro-
priate for viewing by a general family audience" 
until after the first two hours of prime time, unless 

advisories were shown warning viewers that family 

standards might he violated. 
Writers and directors challenged the FCC-indus-

try agreement in court, alleging violation of the First 
Amendment. In -9, a federal district court 'u e 
held that the policy did in act vio ate the First 
Amendment because the government ( that is, the 
FCC) had clearly coerced the industry into agree-
ment ( F Sup. 1976: 1134). An appeals court over-

turned that decision on other grounds ( F, 1979: 

355), and the parties concerned finally settled out 
of court in 1984. In the meantime, the now-dereg-
ulation-minded FCC took the opposite direction— 

urging broadcasters and licensees of other elec-
tronic media to protest government controls on 
programming and persuade their representatives in 
Congress to joosen or eliminate restrictions in the 
Communications Act. 

Over the years, the FCC has been 
among t e most frequently analyzed and scathingly 

criticized of the federal regulatory agencies. Official 
investigations and private studies of the commission 
and its methods_Leadigiinegative concluslow_we 
monotonous regularity. A few of the recurrent crit-

icisms follow: 

The politically controlled process for choosing 
commissioners often fails to conic u2r2..:ilLqLial-

...jfigiipzelL FCC appointments do not rank high 
in the Washington political pecking order. The 
president often uses appointments to regulatory 
commissions primarily to pay off minor political 

debts. 

As a consequence, commissioners tend to lack 
the expertise and sometimes the dedication as-

sumed by the Communications Act. Most appoint-
ees have been lawyer$People with experience 

in engineering. the media or common carriers, 
or in relevant academic specialties, have rarely 
been appointed. 

-CommiS.Skiria's-Tes for future employment with 
regulated industries undermine their concern for 

the public interest. Not many stay in office long 
enough to attain great expertise; the more am-
bitious and better qualified appointees socm move 

on to higher-paying positions, usually in private 

law practice. 

Taken as a whole, the regulatory process had an 
air  of make-belifw. Until the late 1970s, it set 

,t_jljgh-sounding public-interest goals that neither 
the broadcasunduary nor the commission sen-

ouslv tried to achieve. Since then, deregulation 
has gone to the opposite extreme, eliminating 
not only the pretense but also concern for pro-

tecting the larger public interest on the part of 
government. 

16.5 
Enforcement 

._Congress initially relied solely on the_thru-44f li-
cense loss as the means of enforcing the Commu-
nications Act. The FCC can either refuse to renew 
a license or revoke it. In practice, however, penalties 
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of such finality seemed too extreme for the types 
of infractions that most often occurred. Accordingly, 
in the early 1960s, Congress amended the act to 

allow for fines and shorter-eerm license renewals c 
G 

Pecie‘pe 
FCC Appeals and Hearings A fundamàtal 

sa eguar o in ivi ual i emes under the Consti-
tution, he due process clause of the Fifth Amend-

ment, guarantees that the government may not 
leprive a person of "life, liberty, or property with-

__o_ut_≤.Lug_paLe15_12fizy." Among many other things, 
this means that the FCC (as part of "government") 

may not use its powers arbitrarily. Fairness, the goal 
of due process, requires that applicants and peti-
tioners have ample opportunity to argue their cases 
under nondiscriminatory conditions, and parties that 
are adversely affected by decisions must have the 
right to appeal for re-hearings and for review by 
authorities other than the ones that made the initial 

ocess ri hts • ecte 
(— by the pted by 

Congress in 1946. The act specifies how adminis-
-imire-ugerrE0-i7, ricluding the FCC, must conduct 

their proceedings to preserve due process for all 

When an issue arises that requires presentation 

of opposing arguments, the FCC may hold a hearing 
to settle the dispute.  Senior stafUerneys called 

fravjud.a.?.s.. (ALJs) preside over initial 
FCC hearings. They conduct the proceedings some-
what like courtroom trials, with sworn witnesses, 

testimony, evidence, counsel for each side, and so 
on. Initial decisions of ALJs (who act as both judge 

and jury, in contrast to usual courtroom trials) are 
reviewed, first by the FCC's Review Board and then 
by the commissioners themselves. When opposing 
sides exploit all possibilities for reviews and ap-

peals, final decisions can take a long time.* 
Procedural rules head off frivolous interventions 

and intentionaTdelay carefully efining the cir-

*The longest-running case in FCC annals began in 1941. Among 
other things, it entailed arguments over nighttime use of the 

"0-kHz AM radio channel used by both KOB in Albuquerque 

and WA13C in New York. After more than 20 years of appeals, 

the FCC in 19" again confirmed \X'AF3C's primary status on the 

channel. NOB s " final- objections appeared to be quashed by a 

te_t tv 9.5 
cumstances that justify hearin s and the qualifica-
tions of _parties entitle id t st in. For example: 

'ZejeCrioN) 
he Communications Act requires the commis-

sion to advise unsuccessful license applicants of 
its reasons for rejecting their applications. The 

applicant may reply, and if the commission still 

decides against the applicant, it must then set the 
matter for a hearing, "specifying the particular 
matter and things at issue- ( r USC 309 [ e] ). 

On the other hand, if the commission grants a 
license application without a hearing, for the en-

suing 30 days ( after a public notice announcing 

this action) the grant remains open to protest 
from "any party in interest"; if the FCC finds that 
the protesting parties raise pertinent issues, the 

commission must then postpone te effective date 
of the grant and hold a hearing. ACC.2..f tune/ 
If the commission wishes to fine a licensee, §312 
and 503 require the FCC to invite the licensee to 

fshow causelwhy such action should not be taken. 
)our t Appeals/ 

FCAe6 
Even after all the safeguards of 

FCC hearings and re-hearings have been exhausted, 
the Communications Act gives people adversely af-
fected by FCC actions a further recourse. Section 

402 provides that appeals concerning station li-
censes must go before the U.S. Court of Appeals for 
the District of Columbia Circuit, in Washington, DC. 
This court consists of nine judges, but panels of 
only three judges hear most cases. The court may 

confirm or overturn commission actions, in part or 
in whole. It may alureluall,duasek 
to thECC fpr further concideration in keeping with 

the court's interpretation of the Communications 
Act and other laws. Appeals to the court from FCC 
decisions in cases that do not involve licensees may 

be initiated in any of the 12 other U.S. Courts of 
Appeals. Each serves a specific region of the country, 

1980 appeals court affirmation of the FCC order that the Supreme 

Court declined to review. In 1981, however, KOB's irrepressible 
licensee filed a new petition asking the FCC to reclassify the 
channel, giving him yet another avenue of appeal. That also 

failed, and in 1986 the station was sold. For another example of 

marathon proceedings, see Exhibit 17-1. 
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called a circuit; hence they are known as circuit 

courts of appeal. (ii,p,elve_ --bAe eiAa. 
From any of the ederal circuit courts, final ap-

peals may be taken to the Supreme Court of the 
United States. A reguest by the 
âjtpierne_Cuat.,-calle wj i1 o certiorari, ay be 
turned down ("cert. denied"). If that iappens, the 
appeal process can go no further. Refusal to hear a 
case does not necessarily mean that the Supreme 
Court agrees with the lower court's finding, but the 
earlier decision holds nonetheless, though without 
standing as a compelling precedent. 

tLoss of License-) From the FCC's creation in 

1934 through 1987, only 141 stations lost their li-
censes.  Nonreneu a/ accounts for 102 of these losses. 
Outright revocation without waiting for the current 
license to expire occurs rarely—only 40 times in 
53 years. The average rate of involuntary deletion, 
the termlor both nonrenewars and revocations, was 

a mere three stations per year. FCC records show 
no revocations and only 10 nonrenewals in the 1980s. 

In short, though an ever-present background threat, 
loss of license hardly ever becomes a reality. 

Nduetrenemzul-44f-broadcast licenses occurs more 
frequently than revocatioia- because_the burden of 

_proof for showing  that the renewal would hein _the 
public interest falls on the licensee. in contrast, re-
vocation puts the burden of proof on the FCC. A 
review of reasons for involuntary deletions shows 
that program infractions such as news slanting occur 

only rarely. In the great majority of cases, the FCC 
cites nonprogram violations related to character 
standards (such as misrepresentation and conceal-
ment of ownership), technical violations, and fraud-
ulent billing of advertisers. One can safely assume 
that the almost complete absence of program in-
fractions does not mean that the deleted stations 

had faultless program records; more likely, the FCC 
felt it was on safer constitutional ground when ex-

acting the maximum penalty for nonprogram vio-

lations. 
In most cases of license revocation or nonre-

newal, loss of license climaxed a sorry history of 
willful misconduct by a station. Most deleted sta-
tions have been obscure radio outlets that were 

guilty of long lists of misdemeanors and lacking in 
any redeeming qualities. The FCC often treats trans-
gressors with extraordinary leniency as long as they 
candidly admit error and contritely promise reform. 
Some key cases of loss of license have already 

been mentioned: stations deleted for program ex-
cesses in the 1930  and television station WLBT's 
loss of license in 1969 for  failing to serve the black 

population in its area. Exhibit 17-1 notes RKO's loss 
of a television license because of illegal business 

practices by its parent company as well as by its 
management. The following cases show other types 
of behavior that the FCC has found egregious enough 
to warrant the increasingly rare penalty of license_ 

deletion: 

Fr lidulom hiJIinJJ,n appeals court upheld the 

FCC's 19-8 denial of renewal to a Berlin, NH, AM 
radio station charged with double-billing over 
$22,000 in overcharges to national advertisers. 
Claiming that the two other stations and the news-
paper in his market did the same thing, the owner 
pleaded :1111.dnesrireessitv--a candid acknowl-

edgment that market forces do not always operate 
in the public interest. The court concluded that 
"It appears to us that the Commission has not 
been giving sufficient consideration to the fraud-
ulent conduct implicit in double billing as the 
serious  criminal violation it constitutes" ( F, 1979d: 
869). Nevertheiesse 1986 the FCC deleted its 
rules againsLiraudulent billing, asserting tat 
competing stations would keep one another in 
line, and that the Federal Trade Commission and 
the courts would-be appropriate forums for ac-
tion t 

Staging news.  The FCC denied the renewal of 

a Tucson, AZ, AM station in 1980 because of an 

irresponsible promotional stunt. When a recently 
employed DJ temporarily left town on personal 
business, station management concocted a story 
that he had been kidnapped. The station broad-

cast "news o t e kidnapping over a period of 
, five days. even faking a Doke interview, Listeners 
flooded the Tucson police lines with calls. A local 
television station finally exposed the hoax. The 
FCC would not allow the absentee owner to shift 
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responsibility.  "A licensee cannot expect to be 
insulated from the irresponsible condu 

1980c: 865). 

1 employment and contest violations. n early 
1989 the FCC refused to renew the license of a 
Fredonia, NY, AM station, citing deliberate mis-
representations by the licensee to the com-
mission about an equal employment opportunity 
decision and a station contest prize that was 
promised but not given. Initial complaints from 
local groups had been filed in 1981, and an ad-
ministrative law judge found against the station in 
mid- 1986. It took nearly three years before the full 
commission took final action (FCCR, 1984: 2553). 

iE The drop-offin the_pace of involuntary deletions 
appears to be a result of the liberalized standards 
that flow from deregulation. Whereas the 1960s saw 
29 denials and the 1970s 44 (not counting stations 
later regained by their licensees), through late 1987 
only 10 stations had been denied renewals in the 
1980s. The last license revoked at other than re-
newal time dates back to 1977. 

hen hearings delay a renewal, the license re-
mains in effect pending resolution of the case. Even 
after a station loses its final appeal, the FCC gives it 
a grace period in which to wind up its affairs. Fol-
lowing this period, a new applicant may arrive on 
the scene to pick up the pieces and make a fresh 
start, or the commission may appoint an interim 
operator if comparative hearings delay the grant of 
the channel to a new licensee. 

Not all offenses, of course, 
rrant the capital punishment of license loss. For 

lesser offenses, the FCC inflicts the milder sanctions 
of short-term renewals, conditional renewals, for-
feitures (fines), or letters placed in the station file. 
(Short-term renewaeusually for a year or two 

instead of the full renewal term) puts the licensee 
on probation, so to speak, pending the correction 
of deficiencies that were evident during the pre-
ceding license periodeonditionairenewallmight 
also be granted, pending correction of some spe-
cific fault. Either sanction can have a "green light" 
effect of encouraging competing applications at re-

newal time. Both sanctions have been applied in 
the deregulatory 1980s. 
The FCC can also impose penalties for day-to-day 

infractions of the rules without waiting for the end 
of the license period. These take the form of 
fJanging up to $20,000. Most forfeitures come 
rom technical violations, few from program vio-
lations. When contrasted with the nearly 12,000 sta-
tions on the air, the low number of fines reflects 
the FCC's generally lenient treatment of licensee 
wrongdoing. Commissioners tend to sympathize with 
the tribulations of marginal radio stations struggling 

to survive, the ones most likely to commit punish-
able infractions. 

116.6 

Copyright Law Pedi 

In addition to the Communications Act of 1934, an-
other federal statute strongly affects operations of 
the  klectronic meJ the Copyright Act of 1976. 

Basics The Lb3nstitution recognizes the funda-
mental importance of encouraging national creativ-
ity. Section 8, the same passage that gives Congress 
the right to re g_Lilate interstate commerce, also calls 
on it to: 

promote the progress of science and the useful arts, 
by securing for limited times to authors and inventors 
the exclusive right to their respective writings and dis-
coveries. 

This provision resulted in the patent and copyright 
laws that enable investors and other creative people 
to profit from their achievements while also assur-
ing reasonable public access to those achievements. 
When broadcasting began, authors and compos-

ers had to rely on the Co tr_p_y ifg¿j1f12içh 
dealt primarily with printed works and live perform-
ances. Con ress a e 
to time tQadapt it toihe numerous rernrdirjg, du-
plication, distribution, and reproduction technolo-

timergegl. But the old act never caught up 
with the times, and after two decades of study and 
debate, Congress passed the Copyright Act of 1976, 

_ - effective for works_pulalishecl in 1978 l late. 
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Salient provisions of the 1976 act, administered 
by the Copyright Office, part of the Library of Con-

ess, can be summarized as follows: 

Copyright holders license others to use 
en- works in exchange for payment of ro_valties. 

"Use" consists of making public by publishing, erforming, displaying, and the like. 
opyrightahle works. In addition to traditionally 

copyrightable works—books, musical compo-
sitions, motion pictures, and broadcast pro-
grams—such worksas sculptures, choreographic 
notations, computer programs can also be copy-
righted. :Things not copyrightable include ideas, 
*ens, brand names, news events, and titles 
(brand names, logos, and slogans can be pro-
tected u emark regulations). 

In general, a copyright lasts 
or t e i e of t e work's creator plus 50 more 
years. After that, a work enters thipublic domain.? 
and can be used without securing permission or 
avin  rov  F -- e•ei -ciai-ki 

ulson , hcensing. In some cases copyright 
owners  mustaicense t eir works on a fixed-rov-
altv basis. The 1976 law mandated compulsory 
licensing of cable systems, for example. Owners 
of copyrighted material who license television 
stations to use their works must grant retrans-
mission rights to cable systems that lawfully pick 
up such programs off the air and deliver them to 
subscribers. Cable systems, in turn, must pay a 
preset small proportion of their revenue for these 

uses.* 

Absolutely rigid enforcement of copy-
right restrictions would defeat the object of copy-
right law—the promotion of new creative activ-
ities. It would prevent, for example, a student 
from photocopying a magazine article, or a scholar 
from quoting other writers without securing per-
mission. The new act retained the traditional 

*Copyright owners of broadcast programs that are imported 

from distant markets by cable systems receive two payments, 

one from the initial carrier ( the network, or, in the case of 

syndicated programs, the station) and another from the cable 

system as a retransmitter. 

copyright concept o fair which permits lim-
ited uses of copyrighted works without payment 
or permission for certain educational and critical 
or creative purposes (such as reviews of books 
and musical works). 

Each of these provisions proved controversial, 
with electronic media often struggling among them-
selves as well as with copyright owners for favorable 

interpretations.  8 ku\Ke-i (i 
Music Licensing/ Radio and television stations 
co inue to obtain rights to play recorded music by 
reaching agreements with copyright licensing or-
ganizttions ASAP, BMI, and SESAC.* Most stations 
hold MInket licensegfrom these agencies, which 
-allow unlimited use of any nw!&irwfttà- c lugs 
•  in return for payment of an annual percentage of 
21Srnian's pross income. Though some radio sta-
tions, especially those with news and talk formats, 
pay on a per-use basis, most radio and all television 
stations and networks hold blanket licenses. 
Over the years, payment rates and billing systems 

have been the subjects of court battles between 
broadcasters and the performing-rights societies. 
Stations cooperate in hiring "all-industry" negoti-

ating groups that annually negotiate rates (with SESAC is is less important). Deadlocks 

often result, usually ending in court proceedings, 
but rates climb each year nevertheless. Early in 1985 
the Supreme Court let stand an appeals court ruling 
that the blanket station license did not violate 
antitrust laws, as television broadcasters had con-
tended in a six-year legal battle ( F, 1984: 217). Tele-
vision networks had earlier lost the same battle. 

 7--"err Lble Act es-i) Ca and Co  yrighti The Copyright 
ta lished a Copyright Royalty Tribunal (CRT). In the 
case of cable levision, the CRT has three major 

•ASCAP, the American Society of Composers, Authors and Pub-
lishers, was founded in 1914 by, among others, composer Victor 

Herbert. BNB. Broadcast Music Inc., was set up originally by the 

broadcast industry in 1939-1940 as a means of balancing ASCAP's 

demands. It is now independently controlled. SESAC, the Society 

of European Stage Artists and Composers, is a relatively minor 

source for American media. 
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EXHIBIT 16-4 The Copyright System 

A. Music Licensing System 

Users 

Stations 

Networks 

Other users 

fees 

rights 

Music 
licensing 
agencies 

ASCAP 

BMI 

SESAC 

B. Cable TV Compulsory License System 

Content 
source 

Distant TV 

Local TV 
(no fee) 

fees 

rights 

Creators 

Composers 
Writers 

Publishers 

User Creators 

Cable system 

fees 

COPYRIGHT 
ROYALTY 
TRIBUNAL 

fees 

rights rights 

(A) The music licensing system has not changed substantially in more than a 

hall centtny. Broadcasters and others obtain the right to use music by paying fees 

to the music licensing organizations ASCAP, BM!, and SESAC They pass the fees 
on to the actual creators and publishers of the nzusic. 

(B) The more complicated compuLsoly license system for cable television, based 
on provisions of the 1976 copyright act, assesses cable systems fees based on the 
systems' overall revenue and the number of distant signals they import. The Cop 3'-

might Royalty Tribunal, an agency of government separate .from the Copyright 
p//ice, collects the fees and decides hou) much should go to each of the many 
different owners of copyrights. 

Program producers 
Sports team owners 
Music licensing agencies 
PBS producing stations 
Others 

CrCr-- Mcrl Vlitt‘11 
cyf or 

qed 

tas must ay for -e MOI1UV among the copyright holsjers. The process 

of imported dist- television broadcast signal.,  o of apportioning payments has been snarled in legal 
pool the revenu d to di -de the pooled royalty proceedings from the day the CRT began work. In 
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dividing the royalties for 1978, the CRT managed to 
make everybody unhappy. It awarded broadcasters 
just over 3 percent of the royalty money (to be 
distributed through a quasi-independent committee 
set up by the NAB);  program syndicators got the 
lion's share, or 75 percent, sports rights holders 12 
percent, PBS just over 5 percent, and the music 
licensing agencies about 5 percent. Appeals filed by 
some of these parties delayed payment. Over the 
next decade, the portion allotted to commercial 
television increased to 5 percent, but broadcasters 
and other aggrieved parties regularly tied up the 
annual  roceedings in higher court appeals. 
The 1976 Copyright Act Mt up a com licate 

alty system or payment by ca le-television systems 
to copyLight owners. This system represented a 
tradeoff between broadcasters and copyright hold-
ers, mainly Hollywood film studios. Both assumed 
that in return for their agreement to the royalty plan, 
the FCC would sharply limit cable-system carriage 
of TV signals. The FCC's 1980 removal of rules lim-
iting cable-system use of distant television signals 
jeopardized that copyright compromise. Cable sys-
tems could then import whatever signals they wanted, 
leading to a great increase in the retransmission of 
copyrighted programmi without additional copy-
right payments7 -Tv ges 
The CRT added similar controvers  in fixing  he 

s2pyLight. royalty rate that cable systems had to pay 
for "sing ,u*.dIstanlrorams. Copy-
right holders and broadcasters complained about 
extremely low levels of payment; some cable sys-
tems paid as little as a few hundred dollars a year. 
In 1981, the CRT raised the rates to meet these 
complaints and to compensate for inflation. Cable 
systems importing distant signals in the late 1980s 
had to pay just under 1 percent of their gross rev-
enues to the CRT every six months, the total amount 
paid depending on the number and type (independ-
ent stations cost more) of stations carried. 
jiame..clut. its short history, therRT has larked 
ffirif.n.t_s aff and ewertise to carry out its conten-

, tious assisnments. In 1982,  the agency's chairperson 
called the whole process unworkable and unfair, 
and urged Congress to reconsider the treatment of 
cable in the copyright act. A successor repeated the 

same charge in 1985. Bills introduced in Congress 
called for changes in or replacement of the CRT 
and changes in cable's compulsory license system. 
By the end of the decade, Congress still had changes 
under consideration. • 

FACR- u.Se - nap I 
Piracy  The 1976 Copyright Act allows limited use 
.s.of copyrighted materials without payment under 
the fair-use principle. Not everyone agrees on what 
constitutes fair use. Fair use controversies have 
involved issues j  reception of cable television or 
satellite programs without payment of required tees 
and unauthorized recording of "171— a-oa cast and other 
media. 

Until the mid-1980s, 'signal piracy] chiefly in-
volved illicit hookups to cable television feeder lines, 
enabling cable reception without payment of monthly 
subscriber fees. As pay cable developed, illegal "black 
boxes" (decoders)ipade possible reception of even 
scram6led signals. The cable industry estimated 
that at least 10 percent of cable homes had illegal 
hookups, with the proportion rising to perhaps 25 

percent in urban areas. Over-the-air subscription 
television suffered from the same problem. The ca-
ble_inclustry found technical solutions to the prob-
lem of direct theft of pay-cable ices by switching 
from easily circumvente  traps for nay charuaels 
to much more secure a ressa le converter sys-
. tems_But it appears that any scrambling system can 
be broken. 

Pirated cable reception violates §705 of the 
Communications Act, which defines penalties for 
unauthorized "publication" of communications in-
tended for reception only by subscribers paying to 
use special unscrambling devices. Cable systems 
prosecuted violators under the provisions of §705 
and publicized the resulting felony convictions, which 
entailed jail terms and tines of up to $25,000 for the 
first violation and $50,000 for subsequent violations. 
Several widely publicized cases led to convictions 
and stiff fines. More than half the states passed anti-
piracy laws prohibiting the manufacture, sale, or use 
of unauthorized decoders or antennas. 

ased when the prices of 
receive-onl tions began to fall, 

ing them affordable by ordinary households. 
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By 1989 on the order of 2 million TVROs received 
basic cable and pay networks directly from satellites. 
Both pay and basic cable operators began to scram-
ble satellite signals to protect their investments from 
pirates. The cable bulustr4LailLcammtem opera-
tors._ con-7' d of the fast-tho iver 

yantenna  industry ancileireelQadieg-trserrin hear-
--11 .-5FŒ-e Con gress. As  a result co niodi-
fied &705 as a Ran of the 1984 cable act. 
As amended, 1§705 allows u_icidimicival_ta..pick 

up any onscramble atellitumgrammin2 if the 
ca e programmer oeS not market directly to in-
-UM-C -1a 7s or, if it does, if the individual has obtained 
ai.— .I.TF61"--=ion, usually for a fee). The authorization 
applies only to satellite programming intended for 
personal use, not for resale. Since the cable industry 
has no way of marketing its services economically 
to such a scattered audience, in the late 1980s a 
number of third-party brokers assembled packages 

-, .9f.s.able services 0 users. 
N  A second majpr fair-use issue  oncerned home 

video om 
cassettes. In 1976, a number of program producers 
brought suit against Sony, the pioneering manufac-
turer of home video recorders, for "indirect" copy-
right infringement.* A district court found in favor 
of Sony, concluding that home recordings that were 
not sold for a profit fell within the fair-use provision 
of that new copyright law. The Supreme Court con-

firmed the decision by a five-to-four vote (US, 1984a: 
-i 1- ). The high court cited audience research show-
ing that people record broadcast signals primarily 
for time-shifting purposes, which it regarded as a 
"fair use." 

The decision left unresolved the legality of re-
cording cable or pay programming, however, for 
the Sony case covered only recording of over-the-
air or "free" broadcast mmerial. The legality of 
showing a taped copy of a copyrighted film or pro-
gram to a group outside the home remained in 
question, a problem intensified by the growth of 
video rentals. Hollywood producers pressured Con-

"Indirect" because Sony provided the means of infringement— 

the machines that made possible such recording in violation of 
copyrights. 

gress to once more modify the copyright act to 
extract indirect royalty payments from those who 
did home recording,  such as a surchar.ge.,-Qn-re-
corders or blank tapes at the time of purchase, or 
on rental fees paid by customen_to_/ideo rental 
stores. 

The Sony case, the unexpected proliferation of 
TVROs, and the growth of the video rental business 
all illustrate the difficulty of keeping copyright laws 
abreast of technology and its newer applications. 

116.7  
Other Laws 

InternaLrreities, 
arAimist regulation lortun, ;ind obscenity restric-
tions, and labor law coverin affirmative action, also  
affect th4 electronic media. roadcasters and cable-
system operators a so encounter state and local laws. 

Agreements between the United States 
and ot er nations concerning radio and wire com-
munication have the status of treaties. After the ex-
ecutive branch reaches treaty agreements with 

foreign countries, ratification by the Senate gives 
these treaties the force of federal law. §303 of the 
Communications Act assigns the FCC the task of 
carrying out treaties that affect its work. 
The United States and juileiehnrs hveentred 

into separate re ional tr overnin AM, FM, 

an te evision broadcastin AM agreements cover 
the widest territory, because Ióng-distance skg-yave 

__propagation affects the isjjinds of the 
as well as thew() common-border nations, 

Canada and Mexicogreements on FM and tele-
_ vision have long been in place_with Canada  and 
Mexico. 

As a member of the International Telecommun-
ication Union (ITU),1fie United States participates 
in worldwide regulation.  The increased number and 
importance of ITU meetings since the 1970s has 
heightened the U.S. Department of State's concern 
with international telecommunications policy. Once 
handled by a minor office, telecommunications and 
information policy were elevated to bureau level in 
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[ Law of the Press Electronic media share with 
print media  a hod' of laws, precedents an 1-
leges known as th w oft e sress Press law relies 
heavily on common-law traditions, case-law prec-
edents, and constitutional theories built up over .-
many generations. In contrast, electronic media are 
governed by more recent statutes. owieweSI KIte 

Nevertheless, much of presslawaffec_ts electroec 
media owners and programmers. Typical areas of 
common concern include  libel, obscenity, fair trial, 
freedom of access to information, right of privacy, 
labor laws, advertising regulations, copyright, and 
reporters' privileges. The last includes the asserted 
right of news personnel to withhold the identity of 
news sources and to refuse to surrender personal 
notes, including any audio and video "outtakes." 
Many aspects of press law fall under state jurisdic-
tion. Several press lay's are discusse 
Section 18.2. + TCC C&Mt 

GetYpe,(9- 
Advertising Regulation JLike thete Communi-
ations Act,,t e 1914 act creat ng the Federal Trade  
Commission established a regulatory agency to 
oversee an aspect of interstate commerce. The sim-
ilarity between the two acts stops there. ihe Com-

*NTIA, an agency of the U.S. Department of Commerce, was 
established in 1978, growing out of the former Office of Tele-
communications Policy in the Executive Office of the President. 
NTIA acts as the president's chief advisor on telecommunication 

questions and as spokesperson for the administration. NTIA plays 
three important roles: ( 1) a research "think tank;" helping to 

develop policy initiatives and prepare filings with the FCC in its 
proceedings; ( 2) assigner of spectrum to federal users, through 
the Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee; and (3) a dis-
bursement agency for facility grants in support of expanding 

public telecommunications systems. NTIA has about 200 em-
ployees and an annual budget of some $14 million, plus $25 

million for the grants. 

the mid- 1980s. During the Reagan administration 
(1981-1989), major conflicts arose from time to time 
over whether the National Telecommunicationsand  
Information Administration ( NTIA) or the State 
Department had authority to lead American inter-
nationaltelecommunications policy.* The FCC 
provides technical expertise and helps coordinate 
private sector participation. 

munications Act set out to regulate use of a specific 
technology with little legal precedent. The FTC act, 
however, applies to a field that has a long tradition 
of common law, which greatly complicates its reg-
ulatory activity. 
As originally enacted, thaw was aimed at 

protecting businesses from unfair competition, not 
consumers from unfair business practices. Con-
sumers had to look out for themselves in accord-
ance with the doctrine of caveat emptor, "let the 
g-uyer beware." Not until the 1930s did the Supreme 
Court declare that "the rule of caveat emptor should 
not be relied upon to reward fraud and deception" 
(US, 1937: 112). 
A 1938 amendment to the FTC act made it un-

arneful to use "unfair methods of competition in 
commerce, and unfair or deceptive acts or practices 
in commerce" ( 15 USC 45). The amendment gave 
the FTC a basis for attacking deceptive broadcast 
advertising, even if no harm to a competitor could 
be shown. This change gave consumers a needed 
weapon, for the Communications Act gives the FCC 
no authoritnis es soiinfair adver-
tising, except inso ar as alicensee's character qual-
ifications might be brought into question as a result 

of FTC actions. 
Thus the FCC leaves most broadcast advertising 

regulation to the FTC.  The FCC expects broadcasters 
and cable-system operators to cooperate with the 
FTC. in the past, the FTC has also acted against 
misleading broadcast ads but as a result of the de-
regulatory atmosphere of the 1980s, it stopped as-
serting that authority. 
Only one product has been formally banned from 

the airwaves— cigarettes. In 1965, as a result of the 
first of what became an annual series of reports 
from the U.S. surgeon general on the health dangers 
of smoking, Congress issued a law mandating health 
warnings on all print and broadcast cigarette ads 
(15 USC 1333 [ 2]). Five years later, Congress banned 
advertising of cigarettes or little cigars on radio or 
television, effective January 1, 1971 ( 15 USC 1335). 
Smokeless tobacco was added to the broadcast ban 
in 1986. Broadcasters claimed that they had been 
unfairly singled out because cigarette ads continued 
to appear in print media. The health warnings and 
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the broadcast ban may be having an effect; cigarette 
smoking declined in the ensuing decade. 

CA 
1 Antitrust Laws  The Sherman  jia-ràf-1.890, the 

first of two major American antitrust statutes, re-
flected the same philosophy of ....pa1gecaille—busi. 
Jae_sse,s from each other as the FTC act. In 1914, the 
same year it passed the FTC act, Congress comple-
mented the Sherman Act with the Claeon Ac. To-

gether, the two antitrust acts aim tol preveti xhe 
creation of monopolies. They provide the basis for 
government actibns such as the one that led to the 
1984 breakup of AT&T. 

„V Courts have long held that despite the First 

Amendment, business laws such as antitrust statutes 
may he applied to the media. 013 of the Com-

munications Act, requires the FCC to consider re-
voking licenses held by companies found emilty_of 
violating antitrust laws. However, the deregulatory 
a mosp iere of the 1980s weakened enforcement of 
the antitrust laws ( the move to break up AT&T had 
been initiated years earlier). The Justice De art-
ment rarely questioned the huge media mer, 

nd takeovers of the 1980s and the trend toward 
ever-larger combinations in the cable industry. Yet 
these mergers tended to undermine the First 
Amendment goal of preserving competition in ideas 

by ensuring diversification of media ownership.  

and  Obscenity Laws In 1948, Con-
gress remove passages thaT tor ade lottery adver-
tising and obscenity in broadcasting from the 

Communications Act and inserted them in the U.S. 
Criminal Code. However, the FCC still had to de-
velop its own rules against both obscenity and lot-

tery advertising in order to invoke these Criminal 
Code provisions. 

Lotteries. Broadcasting advertising for or infor-

mation about lotteries may subject a licensee to 

a fine of $ 1,000 and/or a year's imprisonment for 
each day's offense ( 15 USC 1304). The FCC usually 
issues lesser fines. This law created a dilemma 

for broadcasters when individual states began le-
galizing their own state lotteries. Congress there-

fore amended the law to permit licensees to carry 

state:government-operated lone  

advertising, but onry within thei nd ad'a-
cent states. orts to get Congress to liberalize 
the antilottery statute to allow advertising of char-
itable and nonprofit lotteries finally achieved suc-
cess with a more flexible law taking effect in early 
1990. 
The antilottery statute has a wider impact on 

broadcasters _Ise they so frequently use con-
e_tt_bah_ in advertising and in promotional cam-
paigns. Care must be taken that such contests do 
not turn into lotteries in the legal sense. The pres-

ence of three elements turns a harmless contest 
or promotion into an illegal lottery: a chance to 
win a..ja 'rize.„Lot_EzIce. A contest that requires 

participants to pay any kind of fee or calls for 
them to go considerably out of their way (price 

or consideration ),«that choose_s_the—wiekner_14Qt 
(gzance,), and that awards the winner something 
of value (prize) constitutes a lottery and can get 
a station into serious trouble. 

hscenity. "Whosoever utters any obscene, in-

decent, or profane language by means of radio 
communication shall be fined not more than 
$10,000 or imprisoned for not more than two 
years, or both" ( 18 USC 1464). The FCC requested 
an amendment that would broaden this law to 
cover visual presentation as well as language, but 

Congress took no action. Cases arising from this 
potentially significant source of program control 
are discussed in Section 18.2. 

E ual Emig() ment O. ortuni Broad-
casting, once one of the most discriminatory fields 

of employment, substantially improved its record 
during the 1970s as a result of the Civil Rights Act 
of 1964, which prohibits discrimination in employ-
ment practices by  any firm with 15 or more em-

ployees. In 196'97-ffie FC ' o rat qual 
_Ln_ployni_s_mnppLiauirements into 
its own rules, becoming—the_first--federal adminis-

trative agency to take such action. Later, such a 
Communications Act a gtzimem_exrncleci EEO re-

quirements to cable. Details are found in Section 
17.2. 
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State and Local Law1 Under the Constitution, 
laws prevail over state laws in areas desig-

nated as federal matters. This means that a state law 
cannot rise above the Communications Act. Never-
theless, state laws govern many broadcasting activ-
ities that are not covered by federal statutes. 

Scores af especially 
t ose concerned with individual ijghts_(libel, 
privacy, and free press— âr trial limns on broadcast 
coverage of trials, for example advertising (laws 
contro advertising of speci c products and ser-
vices. oncommercial broadcasting (many states 
have commissions to coordinate st wide public 
radio and television activities), and 4>  business op-

en...2111151,state taxes, for example). 
Many states govern aspects of cable televisio9. 

Most state cable laws regulate franchising or cable 
right-of-way disputes, theft of service, and the at-

tachment of cable lines to telephone poles. Munic-
ipalities, too, have enacted many local regulations 
on cable franchising. However, a 1984 amendment 
to the Communications Act limits state and local 
authority, as discussed in Section 17.4. 

16. 
Informal Controls 

Many forces outside the formal regulatory structure 
also influence the conduct of electronic media own-
ers. Some consist of lobbying and participating in 
hearings and court sIes, whereas others consjalif 
more direct .sisial and economic oressu es to force 
cha e;.i-in the conduct of media o erators. 
We have seen ow a t ree branches of govern-

ment ( executive, legislative, and judicial ) participate 
in the formal regulatory process. These forces di-
vide the FCC's allegiance. It finds itself under con-
stant and often conflicting pressures not only from 
Congress, the White House, and the courts, but also 
from the industries it regulates, lobbyists repre-
senting special interests, and the general public. 

Federal Micromanagement of FCC era-
tions f Althougircongress gave the FCC a mandate 

CeorAuwe meet controls enro 
in the Communications Act of 1934 to act on its 
behalf, it continually brings the commission up short 
if it wanders far afield. In addition Senate's 
approval of nominations to the FCC and congres-
ir---TanTin[torof the all-important feUeralblge.tiLie 
process, ongress conducts fre uent hearings on  
the commission's per ormance and plans. In fact, it 
tends to second-guess the FCC on virtually every 
major regulatory issue that arises. T • detailed 
oversi ht is known in Washeton microman---

e rapid changes of the 1980s made Congress 
even more active in shaping telecommunications 
poli Aft he FCC announced plans to narrow 
the during which broadcasters might pro-
gram in ecent material, Congress, under pressure 
from right-wing groups and in the midst of an elec-
tion campaign, passed a law late in 1988 ordering 
the FCC to eliminate the window and flatly ban 
indecent programming at any time, despite the fact 
such a ban appears to violate the First Amendment. 
The FCC had no choice but to comply, despite threats 
of court appeals from many sources. Congress also 
protects its own special interests by vigilantly watch-
ing the laws affecting politicians' rights to use broad-
casting in campaigns. 
The White House has found ways, usually indi-

rectly, to influence broadcasting ever since the 1920s. 
Franklin Roosevelt occasionally asked the FCC to 
pass on to the radio networks his dissatisfaction with 
the way they handled stories on the New Deal. Such 
intervention reached new heights with President 
Richard Nixon's Office of Telecommunications Pol-
icy, which spent much of its time in the early 1970s 
trying to get sympathetic news treatment of admin-
istration activities and goals. In the mid- 1980s, the 
White House also played a role in short-circuiting 
an FCC plan to drop rules that curb the networks' 
control over program production, rules originally 
adopted to keep the networks from dominating the 
program market. The Hollywood producers, who 
stood to lose business if the change went through, 
applied pressure on President Ronald Reagan, who 
. had long-term ties with the movie industry. The 
president, in turn, called in the FCC chair foo an 
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precedent "informational" talk. Congress, re-
'sponding to Hollywoo lobbyists, added its pres-
sure. The FCC withdrew its plan to deregulate the 
networks program-making role. 

Most such efforts to influence the FCC take place 
behind the scenes, which makes them difficult to 

document. Broadcasters sometimes publicize such 
pressures as one means of protecting their position 

while also seeking support from other media. But 
the overall effect of White I louse pressure remains 

hard to gauge.  ord tea l-hen5 

Consumer Action ic boycot is t ic ',Y;f.r1;-.-
,  me late action or mary citizens can take to try to 
Irdnience trt3Fdcasters' behavior. Lobbying Con-

gress to intervene can take a long time. Boycotts 
usually involve a threat to refuse to buy advertised 
products. In a pluralistic society, boycotters have 
difficulty achieving sufficient consensus and disci-
pline to do substantial economic damage. Were it 

not for the fact that advertisers and broadcasters 
often surrender without attempting to call the boy-

cotter's bluff, boycotts would rarely have any dis-
cernible success. 

13oycotts most often arise because programs or 
ro osed Iusiir ch rou )s, ethnic 

minorities, or single-issue groups. Here are exam-
ples Of each: 

Church groups. A widely publicized attack on im-

morality on television emerged in the early 1980s, 

spurred by the success of fundamentalist religious 
broadcasters in the 1980 political campaign. The 
Coalition for Better Television, a joint venture of 
several fundamentalist groups, threatened to boy-

cott advertisers whose commercials appeared in 
offending programs. The (-minion set up a na-
tional panel of monitors to evaluate levels of sex, 

profanity, and violence in television programs. It 
kept monitors' identity secret, and released no 
data on the validity of the methods it used. The 
networks and others denounced the coalition's 

goal of forcing its views on the rest of the public, 
hut the advertising commúnity, as usual, proved 

more timid. Procter & Gamble, the biggest tele-

vision advertiser, announced that it had with-
drawn ads from 50 program episodes alleged to 

he morally objectionable; other advertisers showed 
their concern by consulting with coalition lead-
ers. With the exception of advertiser capitula-

tion—markedly similar to sponsor compliance with 
blacklisting during the 1950s—the coalition had 
little impact. 

/1_,Fthnic minorities. Ethnic awareness and separa-

tism increased during the 1970s. Common ster-

eotypes of American Indians, Chinese, Irish, 
Italians, Japanese, Jews, Mexicans, and Poles have 
all come under attack. Cable and broadcast pro-
grammers now routinely edit old feature films to 
remove the gross ethnic slurs they often contain. 

3 Single-issue groups. Concern over abortion, gun 
control, and prayer in the schools heightened 
during the 1980s. Television and radio programs 
and ads debated all three issues. Protests on all 

aspects of these controversies stimulated wide-

spread news coverage. Complaints under the fair-
ness doctrine, which was then in effect, flooded 
the FCC. Ironically, a New York group's vocifer-
ous complaint about a local station's programs 
on nuclear power led the FCC to abolish the fair-

ness doctrine ( discussed in Section 18.5). 

Even noncommercial broadcasting, which is sup-
posedly freer to present a variety of points of view 
because it does not have to cater to the sensitivities 
of advertisers, has sometimes succumbed to group 
pressure. 21.,11.2t1.4.,..P.B.S aired a highly acclaimed 13-
part series on the Vietnam War, produced in co-

operation with British and French firms. Though a 

decade had passed since the war ended, the role 
of the United States, and thus the series' depiction 

of that role, remained highly controversial. A con-
servative media watchdog group, Accuracy in Media 
(AIM), produced a 50-minute documentary "reply-
to the PBS series, attacking both specific details and 
the overall program tone. PBS aired the AIM re-

sponse in mid- 1985, following it with a 45-minute 
discussion between producers and researchers of 
both programs. This attempt at defusing the con-

troversy brought new complaints against PBS, 
charging it with haying "given in- to its critics. 
The single most important event that crystallized 

interest in broadcast reform came in the consum-
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165 CI- it óon 
erism heyday of the 1960s. The WLBT case (Exhibit 
16-5) gave a station's audience the legal right to 
file corriplaints on and participate in license renewal 

ehngs.iTundreds did, thou with little long-

jitict. 1- Z-MeThe FCC mandated in 1971 that stations keep 

license-renewal applications a d other relevant 
documents in a statio public file readily available 
for public inspection. ree years later,she.m-
mission issued£a Broadcast Procedure Manual FR, 
1974: 32288). It explained how t e an èd 
complaints and how citizens could participate in its 
proceedings, detailing what intervening parties need 
to do to construct sound legal cases. Though now 
a quaint, outdated memento of pre-deregulatory at-
titudes, the manual is still supposed to form a part 
of every station's public file. 
By the 1980s consumerism faced its most hostile 

political climate in 30 years. A reaction had set in 
against what many regarded as excessive govern-
ment concern for consumer interests in such areas 
as theviranmeca_oczupational safety, .and public 
  Some consumer groups continued the 
struggle, but with diminishing returns. Consumer 

pressure helped to retain and even expand fair em-
ployment policies in electronic media, but con-
sumer-interest activities suffered from budget cuts 
at both the FCC and FTC. Many once-active national 
consumer groups closed up shop, and those that 
remained seemed almost like anachronisms. On the 
local level, groups that once promoted public-
service aspects of cable television faded when most 
municipal governments and cable operators failed 
to give them sufficient support. 

Self-Regulation Many large industries adopt 
vo co es of conduct to cultivate favorable 
public relations and forestall abuses that might oth-
erwise bring on government regulation. But indus-
try codes also have a down side. Codes that affect 
the freedom to compete run afoul of the antitrust 
laws. 
The National Association of Broadcasters began 

developing codes for radio program advertising 
practices as early as the late 1920s, and extended 
them to television in 1952. Necessarily voluntary, 

these codes used broad generalizations and lots of 
"shoulds" and "should riots," but left most decisions 
to the discretion of station management. None-
theless, the codes reinforced generally observed 
standards, especially as to the amount of time broad-
casters should devote to advertising. They were also 
designed in part to ward off FCC rules or congres-
sional interventions. 

Despite NAB precautions to avoid any hint  of 
ci5ercion, the Department of Justice brought suit 

' against the_leklYision Code in 1979. De suit alla 
that the _advertising time standards in the televisión 
code "artificially curtailed— advertising, rePT-Fs-sing 
price competition and depriving advertisers of 
"the benefits of free and open competition." Late in 
1982, a federal district court approved a consent 

decree by which the NAB disbanded its code-mak-
ing activities. — 
The demise of industrywide NAB codes seemed 

to have little impact, however. For a time, the net-, 
works an many stations contiinVel to follow their 
own internal standards, some even tougher than the 
NAB code had been. Marketplace competitive pres-

sures seemed to help hold the line of the total 
amount of time devoted to advertising, but reliable 
research on trends in advertising quantity is lacking. 
By the late 1980s, however, the networks had all 

but eliminated their program standards depart-
ments as part of their overall adoption to new and 
stringent budget controls. Broadcasters still an-
nounce most theatrical films as "edited for televi-
sion," but the editing is more for length (to allow 

sufficient time for commercials) than to meet pre-
scribed content standards. 

Cable television enjoys more relaxed standards 
than broadcast television. Pay cable regularly shows 
films with uncut violence, profanity, and nudity. These 
episodes cause complaints, but nowhere near as 
many as such material on over-the-air television 
would elicit. Alleged obscenity in cable program-
ming spurred several repressive state laws, but none 
survived First Amendment tests before the courts 
(as discussed in Section 18.2). 

As to self-regulation by broadcast personnel, aside 
from engineers, the broadcast employees that come 
closest to being self-policing professionals probably 
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EXHIBIT 16-5 WLBT and "Standing" 

Until the late 1960s, a broadcast station's audience 
members had no right to take part in regulatory pro-
ceedings concerning that station. That situation changed 

in a dramatic FCC and court case that demonstrated 
the value of planning a concerted citizens' effort backed 
by solid legal advice. 
The case began in 1955 when a group of citizens 

made the first of a series of complaints to the FCC 
about the conduct of WLBT, a VHF television station 
in Jackson, MS. The group accused the station of blatant 
discrimination against blacks, who formed 45 percent 
of its audience, both in program content and in hiring 

practices. The FCC dismissed the citizens' complaints, 
saying that they had no legal right to participate in a 
licensing decision. When WLBT's license again came 
up for renewal in 1964, local groups obtained legal 
assistance from the Office of Communications of the 
United Church of Christ (UCC) in New York. 
The UCC petitioned the FCC on behalf of the local 

groups for permission to intervene in the WLBT re-
newal application proceeding, but the FCC again re-
jected the petition, saying that citizens had no legal 
standing to intervene. At that time the commission 
recognized only signal interference or economic in-
jury (to another broadcaster) as reasons to give parties 
the right to pa ticipate in renewal hearings. Thus only 

other broadcasers had standing to challenge existing 
licensees. 
The UCC appealed to the Court of Appeals, claiming 

that the FCC had no right to bar representatives of the 
viewing public from intervening in renewals, or to 
award a renewal without a hearing in the face of sub-
stantial public opposition. The court agreed, noting 

are those belonging to th 

Directors Association ( Members subscribe 

to aÇeh--1—)(À— TiT-r mcast News Ethics. The code stresses 

the importance of accurate and comprehensive 

preentation of broadcast news, no matter how 

such presentation might affect station or network 

public relations. Article 6 of the RTNDA code ap-

pears to mandate personal refusal by news directors 

se‘çytee.n 
WS 

the existence of ample precedent in nonbroadcast areas 
for allowing consumers legal standing to challenge 
administrative actions. The court directed the FCC to 
hold hearings on WLBT's renewal and to give standing 

to representatives of the public (F, 1966: 994). The 
FCC dragged its feet, fearing a flood of such petitions. 
Finally, the commission held a hearing and grudgingly 
permitted UCC to participate as ordered. However, 
the FCC once again renewed WLBT's license. 

Frustrated with this implied approval of grossly dis-
criminatory actions by the licensee, the UCC returned 
to court. In 1969, an exasperated appeals court re-
considered the case-14 years after the first com-
plaints had been recorded. In the last opinion written 
by Warren Burger before he became Chief Justice of 
the Supreme Court, the court rebuked the FCC for 
"scandalous delay." It ordered the FCC to cancel WLBT's 
license and to appoint an interim operator pending 
selection of a new licensee (F, 1969d: 543). But ten 
more years passed before the FCC selected a new 
permanent licensee. Altogether, the case dragged on 
for more than a quarter of a century. 
As the FCC had feared, the WLBT case triggered 

many petitions to deny renewal of other licenses. How-

ever, this "reign of terror," as a trade magazine put it, 
resulted in few actual hearings and still fewer denials. 
Of the 342 challenges filed in 1971-1973, only 16 re-

sulted in denials of license renewal. An exacting stan-
dard of evidence established by the FCC and approved 
by the court ensured this high rate of petition failure. 
Only after an opponent presented overwhelming evi-
dence would the FCC schedule a license renewal hear-
ing ( F, 1972: 316). 

to distort the news to suit their own political pref-

erences or opinions or the whims of owners or 
managers: 

Broadcast journalists shall seek actively to present all 
news the knowledge of which will serve the public 
interest, no matter what selfish, uninformed or corrupt 
efforts attempt to color it, withhold it, or prevent its 
presentation. 
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Instances of news personnel denouncing attempts 
of owners to control the news occasionally surface, 
but not often. It appears that responsible journalists 
tend to leave stations that bring unethical pressures 
on them, rather than to openly challenge their em-

ployers. 

Press Criticisnil Coverage of broadcasting, ca-
ble, and. related- services in the trade and popular 
press often affects rule making. Congress, the White 
House, the FCC, and other agencies closely follow 
reporting about the media, seeking evidence of the 
impact of their actions. Certain prestigious writers 

and trade newsletters play a special role: how a new 
policy or rule "plays" in the trade press gives a 
foretaste of how the industry itself will react. 

As for program criticism, reviewers in major 
newspapers and magazines seem to have more im-
pact on news and public-affairs programs than on 
mass entertainment. Moreover, they influence pro-
ducers of such programs more than they do the 
general audience. The agenda-setting role of critics 
can, however, sometimes focus government and in-
dustry attention on areas of controversy, such as 
violence, questionable advertising, and copyright 
violations. Tom Shales, the incisive television critic 
for the Washington Post, John O'Connor of the New 
York Times, and others can have an impact on net-
work and program leaders as well as an Washington 

lawmakers. 

Summary 

Electronic media come under the control of Con-

gress because of the commerce clause in the U.S. 
Constitution. Through the Communications Act of 
1934, Congress delegates supervisory responsibility 
to the FCC, using the broad guideline of the "public 
interest, convenience or necessity" to define the 
FCC's discretionary powers. 

Although many attempts have been made to re-
write or replace the 1934 Communications Act, no-
tably the rewrite efforts of 1977-1981, amendments. 
have been remarkably few for an act so old and a 

field going through such rapid change. Cable tele-
vision is regulated by a 1984 addition to the Com-

munications Act. 

The FCC consists of five presidentially appointed 
commissioners and a professional staff of about 1,800. 
It is organized into bureaus and offices, among which 
the Mass Media Bureau has jurisdiction over broad-
casting and related media. 

The FCC imposes regulation through formally 
adopted rules, processing standards, guidelines and 
adjudicatory decisions. It also uses "raised eyebrow" 
and jawboning techniques to influence licensees. 

FCC commissioners are political appointees, usu-
ally with little experience in the communications 
field. Commissioners often serve for short periods 

and then move on to lucrative positions in the me-
dia industries. 

The threat of license loss is the FCC's ultimate 
enforcement weapon. However, the commission 
deletes few licenses through nonrenewal and fewer 
still through outright revocation. Lesser penalties 
include short-term renewals and fines. Few stations 
suffer any of these sanctions. Due process and the 
Administrative Procedure Act give those accused many 

avenues of appeal. 

The 1976 Copyright Act governs the controversial 
area of law that ensures creative artists payment for 
use of copyrighted works. When cable systems carry 
broadcast programs for which copyright fees have 
already been paid, copyright holders must grant 
compulsory licenses for which they receive reim-
bursement from fees paid to the Copyright Royalty 

Tribunal. 

The electronic media are also subject to many 
other laws, among them international treaties, the 
law of the press, advertising regulation, antitrust 
laws, bans on lotteries and obscene material, and 
equal employment opportunity rules. 

Regulation of broadcasting and cable is affected by 
White House and congressional intervention, court 
reviews of FCC actions, consumer activism (now in 
decline), network and station self-regulation, pro-
fessional self-regulation and trade-press criticism. 
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CHAPTER 17 

STATION AND SYSTEM 

LICENSING 

[The authorizing )of service—licensing of broad-
casting stations and franchising of cable television 
systems—is the single most importantf regulatory 
funcauL11.This chapter explores the process of fed-
eral station licensing and local government cable 
system franchising, comparing and contrasting the 
two. Most other regulation is derived from this pro-
cess of authorizing services. The chapter concludes 
with a discussion of the deregulatory initiatives of 
the 1980s. 

17.1 

L._  Station Licensing 
In its central regulatory function, the FCC acts as a 
,gatekeeper, using its licensing power to open the 
way to stallion ownership for some and close it for 

rA. others. Sometimes it makes licensing decisions only 
Vafter extensive investigation «. 7ould-he licensees 

and their plans; at other timès'it  simply awards li-
censes by lot. In either case, licensing plays a key 
ro e in determining the nature of broadcast services, 
which inevitably reflects the character and standards 
of the people who own and operate the stations. 

• 

Channel Ownership Neither nat_iplisin-
c ivi s can itera v own" any art of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum. In the early days of radio, 

--some broadcasters claimed that they had acquired 

perpetual squatter's rights to the channels they 
already occupied. Conscious of this potential prob-
lem for the success of broadcast regulation, Con-
gress went to special lengths to prevent claims of 

channel ownership. One of the aims of the Com-
munications Ari is; 

i
y to maintain the control of the United States over all the 
_channels of interstate and foreign radio transmission; 
and to provide for the use of such channels, but not 
the ownership thereof .... no such license shall be con-
strued to create any right beyond the terms, conditions, 
and periods of the license ( 47 USC 301). 

( Congress stressed the point still further_byls_quiring 
in §304 that each licensee sign a waiver "of au,u.c.laim 
to the use of any particular frequency or of the ether 
as against the regulatory power of the United States 
because of the previous use of the same." And §309 
requires every license to include the condition that 
it :shall not vest in the licensee any right to operate 
the station nor any right in the use of the frequen-
cie_s desjgnated in the license" beyond the terms of 
that license. 

• • 

f_inding a Chann A would-be licensee must 
_ apply for specific facilities ( channel, power, cov-
erage pattern, enna location, time of o eration, 
and so on). Because the FCC has allotte all FM 
television channels to communities in advance, the 
applicant consults the allotment tables to find a va-

and -t lf\f 
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cant channel (47 CFR 73.201, 73.603)4AlternativeP 
the _applicant may petition for a chan -Cifi e a - 
i)tment tables. In the case  AM channels howeverA 
Cst.— ia----1 tables e. Applicants mile _en..L1212L en-
gineerin  c nsultants to search out locations where 

c annels could be activated without causing in-

ierferunce. 
By the 1970s, the most desirable commercial 

channels had long since been licensed, so that a 
would-be licensee nearly alw ht an existi 
station. However, in the 1980s 
developed in both television and ra n 1982, t e 
commission approved a new service, low-power 

...t.5.1eiLis_iDLISLPTV1._whose channels fit in among cur-
rent ft., A:polvs-tullarnents. LPTV stations use only 
low power and may not interfere with full-power 
television The FCC created nearly 700 new 
FM allotments in the mid-1980s, made possible by 
improved technology that limits interference with 
stations already on the air. Finally, at the«..eihe 
decade the FCC planned an internatipnalluan -  
tio-nedxtension of the Abiltuency band to 1700  
kHz, adding 10 new medium-wave channels on which 
the FCC could license several hundred more AM 

outlets. --r-nAcr.,' tt5 

L'"Ie_tini»  and Application)  To assure tha  
trans itters behave exactl as lanned and auth r- - 
ized ould-be licensees to apply, 

first for construction Dermas CPs) The holder of 
a CP applies for a regular license to broadcast only 

after submitting satisfactory proof of performance 
of transmitter and antenna.  

Applicants use\FCC Fo 3011to seek a construc-
tion permit; it must also be filled out for any 

"si.— ígiàritarcriange in own5rship (noncommercial 
applicants use Form 340); If gralrdtliit 
allows the applicant to construct a new commercial 
station or to make aanges in an existing station, 
such elocating a transmitter or main studio. Form 
301 requires disc osure o the financial technical, 
and character qualifications of applicants (discussed 

in the following sections) as well as other technical r 
NI red 

CP gives its holder a limited time (usually 24 
months for television and 18 for radio) to construct 

information. 

and test the station. The CP holder Form 

302 (Form 341 for noncommercial stations), basi-
r4 ca y a record  of technical testing, to apply for.afull 

,.licence Wirh FCC permission, a permittee may be-
gin on-air program testing pending approval of the 
license. 

¡Licensee Qualifications-1 Section 308(b) of the 
Communications Act allows only U.S. citizens who 

qualify as to character, financial resources, and tech-
nical ability to receive a license. Congress left the 
FCC wide discretion in implementing and inter-
preting these basic requirements. Section 310(h) 
forbids alien control of a broadcast license. 

Character Applicants must have personal histo-
ries free of evidence suggesting defects in char-
acla that would cast doubt on their ability to 
operate in the public interest. Criminal records 
and violations of antitrust laws may constitute such 
evidence. Any previous history of misrepresen-
tation to the FCC would prove to be an almost 
fatal defect. Close scrutiny of corporate licensees, 
might endanger scores of existing stations, as few 
large corporations have survived the corporate 
wars without blern (see Exhibit 17-1). 

mancial resources Form 301 requires appli-
cants to certify that they have "sufficient" financial 
resources; the FCC has issued varied definitions 
over time as to what "sufficient" means. By the 
late 1980s, "sufficient" meant ability to construct 
and p_perate facilities_for qci da  s without relian e 
on revenues from advertising. 

echnical abili tv 'Most applicants hire engineer-
ng consultants to prepare their technical appli-
cations. Such consultants specialize in showing 
how a proposed station will get maximum phys-
ical coverage (including primary service coverage 
in the proposed community of licensel without 
causing objectionable interference to existing_sta-
bons,-EngIfié-ering plans must also show expertise 
in meeting FCC engineering standards. 

min-
imum statutory qualifications for licenses. When that Usually all competing applicants meet these happens, the FCC exercises its right under-
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EXHIBIT 17-1 RKO—Licensee Qualifications Gone Wrong 

In 1965, a license renewal challenge to Los Angeles 
television station KHJ began a bizarre series of events 
that tested two FCC licensing concepts: licensee "char-
acter" qualifications and the comparative renewal 
hearings process. KIIJ-TV was one of 16 stations then 
owned by RKO General, a subsidiary of General Tire 
(renamed GenCorp in 1982). Although no serious 
complaints had been lodged against KHJ-1V during 
the preceding license period, the challenger had dis-
covered that the parent of RKO General, General Tire, 
had been investigated by a federal agency for numer-

ous alleged financial irregularities, including bribing 
foreign officials, maintaining secret overseas bank ac-

counts, and misappropriating corporate funds. While 
such allegations, even if true, had no direct bearing 
on the operation of the Los Angeles station or of its 
parent, RKO General, they gave the opposing appli-
cant, Fidelity Television, a chance to argue to the FCC 
that renewal should be denied on the ground that 
General Tire's alleged financial irregularities consti-
tuted "character" defects that disqualified it as a broad-
cast licensee. 

Similar renewal challenges to the other RKO sta-
tions followed, against WNAC-TV in Boston in 1969, 
and WOR-1V in New York in 1972. Attacks on RKO's 
character qualifications snowballed, eventually placing 

all 16 of its licenses in jeopardy. In 1980, the com-
mission declined to renew the Boston, New York, and 
Los Angeles TV stations. On appeal, RKO managed to 

retain two, losing the Boston outlet, then worth more 
than $200 million. In 1983, 18 years after the KHJ-TV 
case began, the FCC turned the whole affair (now 
including over 150 other applicants for RKO facilities) 
over to one of its Administrative Law Judges to make 
a definitive finding on the RKO character qualification 
issue, among others. 

Delays and expense continued. It took the AU J four 
years to explore such issues as whether RICO General 
had tried to deceive the FCC about the charges brought 
against General Tire, and whether such transgressions 
should endanger the broadcast stations which were 
not directly involved. While the legal fees and delay 
mounted, the head of General Tire, presumably the 

one responsible for its past irregularities, retired. This 
raised a new question: can character defects be as-
cribed to a corporation separate from its responsible 
officers? 

Finally, in 1987, the AU concluded in a strongly 
worded report that renewal of all remaining RKO sta-
tions should be denied. RKO, he said, had set a record 
of dishonesty in dealing with the FCC. Of course, RKO 
appealed, admitting to only minor failings, pointing 
out that the changes in top management ensured fu-
ture compliance with FCC rules, and stating its inten-
tion to sell all its stations as soon as the FCC cleared 
its licenses ( owners may not sell stations while their 
licenses remain under investigation). 
By 1989, after a quarter-century of hearings, appeals, 

court cases and remands—far more involved than the 
summary here—the RKO licenses still hung fire. RKO 
still operated all but two of its stations—the Boston 
TV station lost in the 1980 decision, and the New York 
TV station which had been sold ( made possible de-
spite pending renewal issues by a special act of Con-
gress aimed at granting New Jersey its first commercial 
Vi IF channel). 

Over the years, RKO had spent $27 million in legal 
fees. Adding up the expenses of all parties in the long 
series of disputes, the legal costs totaled close to $100 
million. As for Fidelity Television, the company that 
had started it all back in 1965, it agreed to drop its 
application in favor of an offer of the Walt Disney 

studios to buy the station, with $103 million of the 
sale price going to Fidelity to cover its accumulated 
expenses. But even this was contingent on a final FCC 
decision as to RKO's overall status as a licensee. It 
appeared as this book went to press that the FCC 
would approve RKO's license renewals to allow the 
sales of all the stations which RKO had been lining up 
for several years to take place. 
The marathon RKO case dramatizes the absurd 

lengths to which the character test of licensees, and 
the comparative renewal hearings process of the FCC 
can go when large complex corporate entities are in-
volved. 
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Exclusive Applicatior!rj Before 
most desirable channels nacr been censed, and 
eve todaybyhen desirable channels become avail: 

ecause of deletions of existing licenses or 
changes in channel allotment rules, several appli-
cants competed to obtain a license for _same 't 

arket. The FCC calls such competitors utually Services Requirin o License] Radio sta-
exclusive applicants, t m es a oice among t em tions that use theirisubcarriers on their channels 
only after conductin comparative hearings usually forlauxiliary service that are not related  o broa 

4 long-drawn-out and costly. They take place at FCC casting an not received n regular ra to receiyer., 
headquarters in Washington, DC. . -- .. iler 11( need not apply fpflicenses for suCh services' No_ti» 
A huge build-up of fl_ow-power TV (LPTV)J con- I , do television stations need licenses  to transmit 

struction permit applications occurred in the early ¡teletext and related servicesiThe FCC ormer y re-
1980s. Responding fo. the FCC's  request, Congress quired licenses no7rich services, but it deregulated 
_amended the Communications Act in 1982 to au- them to encourage their wider use. Carrier current 
thorize the commissioritb se eçt new  ot r radio stations (found on many college campuses) 

- -..-,-- kf_LPTV licensees by means of lottery s rather also operate without licenses. 
than by the time-consuming process of comparative 
hearings (47 LISC 309[i]).tilnder the lottery system,  
the FCC could check an LPTV (or MMDS) applicant's 
qualifications to hold a  license only after the ap-
plicant had already been chosen by the lottery. The 
FCC said it would use lotteries for regular broad-
casting applications only when comparative hear-
ings resulted in ties—which by 1989 had yet to 
happen. Critics object to lotteries, charging that they 
allow the FCC to evàdëlis statutory responsibility 
to grant licenses only if the reci ients show inten-
tion  to serve e pu ic interest. ieg5 i 
The FCC intended the LPTV sez ice as a means , f 

-....• 

ence.* The first LPTV lottery, held in September 
1983, resulted in 23 grants, eight to minority ap-
plicants. By the end of the decade, many lotteries 
had been held for all markets, almost ending the 
application hack-un for both LPTV and MMDS  li-

license diversification by creating anlinforeseenlpa-

U jJ 4 ,Dcie_of rapid truJor 
lotterie frustrated t  k( s he oa_l_  Oft011ced 

perwork monster. Thousatub. iplah.e_simplitied. 
application forms for the new services. By 1985, the 
FCC had been inundated by 20,000 LPTV, some 16,000 
MMDS, and 5,000 cellular telephone applications. 

111 

rn_unicationsAct to  
ing such tes as th 

I.The role of minoriti 

eci other qualifications,lus-
degree o local ownershill and 
s and women in station man-

_agernent. These FCC-generated criteria become cru-
cial when the commission has to choose among 
several competing applicants, as usually happens. 

able 

censes. 
Ironicall 

— ordiversifyWil -vision programming In keeping- r\A t riO1 Tlf  
witl—i-ihirgoal, the lottery amendment included a 
provision giving a two-to-one preference to app_li-
cants more than 50 percent controlled b mino ities 
arilTor to icants with no ot er media ownership 
Interests. These minority an iversity preferences 
could- be combined to give a minority-controlled 
entity new to the media field a four-to-one prefer-

e uotivi,pue 

17.2 
Monitoring Station Operations-) \T_ 

n order to ensure operation in the public interest, 
as required by the Communications Act, the FCC 
would ideally monitor station operations constantly, 
ensuring fulfillment of licensee promises and com-
pliance with regulations. It would be impracticable, 
however, for the commission to  monitor sollie 12,000 
stations in any detail.  Instead,VomplainAfrom the 



me-
0e--> 

_general public. competirnrs, and would-be corn-
. petitors call attention to most transgressions. Insofar 
as the FCC does exercise oversight, the matters of 

concern tend to be easily identifiable and objec-
tively verifiable—for example, engineering and 

employment practices, rather than less tangible mat-
ters, such as the quality and variety of programs. 

Ç[Licensee Control over Pro rams From a 

regulatory viewpoint, it would seem pointless for a 
station owner to go through the licensing proce-

dure only to turn over actual operation to some 
other party that had not met the same FCC tests. 

Ideally, the FCC would hold the licensee respon-
sible for maintaining control over the station's pro-

gramming. Licensees could not plead that because 
a program was in a foreign language, offensive ma-
terial in an otherwise inoffensive program did not 
come to notice, or that a s eaker m de an unau-
thorized comment. I'm) lee, e_escce 

At one time the FCC took recis s view of li-
censee responsibility,alling it a nondeleg Jun  
For example, the commission frowneL  une 12r0-

whereby uwners_sell blocks of time on their 
stations to brokers, who then resell it at a marku_p to 
third parties who provide programs for brokered 
periods. This practice can make it difficult for a li-
censee to su rvise ro rams closely-, thus ver ing on 

ren er of control. With deregulation, however, the 
FCC, while still paying lip service to the nondelega-
ble duty of broadcasters, gave licensees far more au-

tonomy; indeed, it even encouraged time brokerage 
as a desirable means of broadening access to the air-

- waves by enabling people who could not afford their 
o ii5iTiiheir own broadcasts. 

L an_ployment Practices Applicants for CPs 
proposing to employ or more persons full time 
must set up a  epositiveontinuing program of prac-

tices assuring e uaT em lo ment uni • " 
ese equa employment opportunip (EEO)re-

quirements refer to womefri1i14Lde, and to mi-
nority ethnic ro where they for 5 

cable system's service area. The CP application in-

cludes guidelines for establishing EEO programs, 
which require statements about plans or practices 
with regard to: 

L') General EEO policy. 

2) The official responsible for implementing that 
policy. 

Methods of publicizing the policy. 

et Methods of recruitment and training. 

,e5)An analysis of the racial composition of the pop-
ulation in the station's or system's service area 
(usually obtained from Census Bureau or De-
partment of Labor records). 

(e) Personnel promotion policies. 

Stations and cable systems with five or more full-
time employees must submit annual employment 
reports to the FCC. These reports must also be kept 
in the station's or cable system's public file, dis-

cussed below. The FCC reviews a licensee's recent 
EES2 record when considering its application for 
license renewal. To help pin down EEO policy re-
quirements, the commission has issued detailed 
processing guidelines (Exhibit 17-2). 

In the early 1980s, political conservatives in the 
Reagan administration and at the FCC who opposed 
quotas in employment practices objected to the EEO 
guidelines. Nevertheless, Congress extended the 
broadcast EEO requirements to cable systems in the 

1984 cable act. The FCC persisted in questioning 
the role of quotas until Congress ruled in an FCC 

budget bill that all EEO requirements must remain 
in place, making EEO one area where deregulation 
failed to have an impact. 

Public File Th F es every broadcast 
station to mai am n n its community of 

license ( 47 CFR 73.3526, 73.3527). '›1s..xezuirement 
da te&ha.c...lstod a period of consumer ac-
tivism. When people wanting to challenge a station's 
renewal application need facts about the licensee's 

promises and performance in order to prepare a 
case against renewal, they can gather information 

from the station's public file. Applicants and licen-
sees must assemble certain documents and keep 
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EXHIBIT 17-2 EEO and Station Size 

Number of 
full-time 
employees EEO require,' ur, 

1 to 4* Need not file an EEO plan. 
5 to 10 Stations will have their EEO programs 

reviewed by the FCC unless minorities 
and/or women are employed on a basis 
of half of their local labor force 
representation. In other words, if a 
market's labor force, as defined by the 
Census Bureau, is half black, at least a 
quarter of a licensee's employees in that 
market should be from that minority 
group. In the top job categories (officers 
and managers, professionals, technicians, 
and salespersons), the stations should 
have a minority employee ratio of at least 
one-quarter of that minority's market 
labor force representation. In the 
example used above, where half the labor 
force is black, the top Jour station job 
categories should be at least 12.5 percent 
black. 

11 or more Should employ at least half as many 
minorities and/or women as are 
represented in the local labor force 
overall and in the top four job categories 
(officers and managers, professionals, 
technicians, and salespersons). 

50 or Same as for stations with 11 or more   
more* employees; but in addition, EEO 

programs are regularly reviewed. 

This category includes many radio stations. 
t Most of these are television operations. 

[7ployment-related document.4(47 CFR 76.311[j][2j). 
ne more inclusive broadcast public file includes: 

ti The latest construction permit or license appli-
cation, including any for major changes. 

i The latest license renewal application. 

1 Ownership reports and annual employment re-
ports. 

I The EEO model program ( if required—see Ex-
hibit 17-2). 

I The now badly dated pamphlet entitled "yhe Pub-
lic and...13Procedural Manual" is-
sued by the FCC in 1974. 

1 A record of any political broadcast time requests 
for the past two years. 

I A quarterly listing of programs the licensee be-
lieves provided the most significant treatment of 
community issues. 

1 Letters received from members of the public ( to 
be kept for three years) and any agreement with 
citizens groups. 

Deregulatory decisions such as the abandonment 
of formal ascertainment of community needs, the 
adoption of renewal applications in postcard form 
(Exhibit 17-3), and the deletion of programming 
guidelines reduced the material in the file, but 
broadcasters and other supporters of deregulation 
still regard it as a waste of time. Indeed, members 
of the public rarely ask to see it.* 

Kee un Abreast of Re lations While 
eeping one eye on the store, the icensee must 

direct the other toward Washington to keep up with 
the new FCC regulations and new interpretations 
of old ones.  Trade organizations, tra e pu 'cations, 
and a çorp:s..a..communications attorneys in Wash-
in ton hel licensees with this task. 

them ready to show, during business hours  to any  
member of the public on request. As of the late 
1980s,, 
had to maintain such a file, retaining in doc-

umentsl kw seven years In the case of a radio station 
and for five in the case of televisiorilCable systems 
have to maintain a public file consisting only of 

Lawyers w o represent stations in FCC dealings 
belong to the Federal Communications Bar Asso-- _ 

*Broadcasting teachers at universities sometimes assign inspec-

tion of station public files as a student project. Often students 

get blank stares or flat refusals because some station personnel 
know nothing about the FCC public-file requirement. 
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EXHIBIT 17-3 Renewal Deregulation 

FCC 303 S United States of America Approved by OMB 

Federal Communications Commission )360.011C 

Washington, D.C. 20554 
APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF LICENSE FOR COMMERCIAL AND NONCOMMERCIAL AM, FM OR TV BROADCAS7 STATION 

I. Name of Applicant Street Address 

Call Letters City Stale ZIP Code 

2 Have :he following reports been filed with the Commission 
(a) The Annual Eno/or/lent Reports (FCC Form (0) The pone/inn, Ownership Report (FCC Form 323 

3951 u required by Section 73 3612 of the Comma- or 323-E) as required by Section 73 3615 of the Coin. 
son's rules? mission's rules? 

Yes No " Yes ( No If No. gne the following nfornetion 
If No. attach as Exhibit No an explanation Date last ownership report was filed 

3 Is the applicant in compliance with 
the previsions of Section 310 ot the 
Commune/flan. Ac: of 1934, as 
amended. relating lb interests of 
wens and foreign governmenth? 
' Yes , No 
If No, enact u Exhibc No   
an explanalon 

Call litters , if the renewal application 
which iv...sled. 

4 Since th• tiling 0, the applicant's lest ...ref application for this f.h.b.^ or other rutor uolicahon, has en adverse finding ...n m.».. consent decree 
been entered or final action been approved by any court or adronetrative body with respect to the applunt or parties to the application concerning coy 
civil or criminal suit. action or proceeding brought under the provisions of any federal. state, terntorial or local ea relating to the following any felony. 
Peen., unlawful restraints or monopolies, unlawful combinations, contracts or agreements in restraint of trade; the use of unfair methods of corneeti. 
hon. feud, unfair labor practices, or discrimination? 

. I Yes ( No If Yes, attach as Exhibit No  a full description, including identification of the court or Pininatrellve body, proceeding by 
file number, the person and manse invotired, and the disposition of litigation 

5. Has the applicant placed in its public inspection file at the appropriate times the documentation required by Section 73 3526 or 713527 of the Corneli-
son'. rules? 

7 Yes 1 No If No, attach u Exhibit No  a complete statement of explanation 

THE APPLICANT hereby waives any claim to the use of any particular frequency or of the ether u penal Me regueatory power of the United Stet« 
because of the previous use of the same, whether by license cr. °therm., and requests an euthorionori in accordance with this application (See Section 
304 of the Communications Act of 1931, as amended ) 

THE APPLICANT acknowledges that all the statementa made in this applicaton and coached exhibits ae considered rutenal representationa end the( all 
the exhibits are a material part hereof and are incorporated herein as set out in full in the pollution 

CERTIFICATION 

I certify that the Relemente in the aPPliCation are true. compete, and correct to the bee of my knowledge and beef, and are made in good fattn 

Name of Applicant 
Signed ind dated this day of 19 ___ 

WILLFUL FALSE STATEMENTS MADE ON THIS FORM By Signature 
ARE PUNISHABLE BY FINE AND IMPRISONMENT, 

US CODE TITLE 16. SECTION 1001 
Title 

One dercizulatory benlin for broadaistos is demonstrated h,v /he ifillercnce be-

tween (A) the more than 16-pound liling.fie renewal o/ four stations in Nebi-aska 

1() - 1 and (/e) the .short stack if paper that /1(1.1 sufficient to nweir the same 

stations in 198i. Sere,' staff members lien/ time dereloping the Ii'/ stack of 

maimal (OA key document in the change i' the K.C's postairil retwaal .1(nm, 

SOURCES: Broadcasting magazine; FCC. 
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ciation  It has about 1 500 memb 
handle bathlcommon carrier and electronic media  
matters. Most stations of any size retain an FCBA 
-lawyer. Proximity to the commission and personal 
contacts with FCC staff members enable Washington 
lawyers to get things done faster than can distant 
licensees unfamiliar with federal bureaucratic lab-
yrinths. 

Most of a communications lawyer's routine work 
simply consists of keeping clients alert and properly  
informeriVeu _feyt_r of the thousands of applications, 

of cards and letters sent to the FCC each year by 
the general public. 
Few complainants seem to understand the FCC's 

legal limitations...14_92 complaints have to be dis-
carded simplybecause they ask the commission to 
violate the First Amendment by censoring material 
e writers persona ly dislike. The leading topics 

petitions, and other matters the FCC handles ever 
reach the point of being  "designated for hearing," 
when formal legal representation becomes indis-
pensable. Most lawyers mail out information regu-
larly to their clients, reminding them of filing dates, 
informing them of new regulations, and interpret-
ing recent FCC and court decisions. Trade associa-
tion meetings, such as those of the. National  
Association of Broadcasters, offer legal clinics. The 
'NAB also publishes regularly revised primers on in-
mretingil2eailles_governing broadcasts by politi-
cal candidates, compliance with EEO guidelines, 
avoiding antilottery law violations and avoiding libel 

Fieid Opel Eurea.tkAck suits. 

IChecking on Licensee Performance In the 
course of normal operations, a conscientious broad-
caster experiences little official supervision or mon-
itoring2pectors from the FCC's Field Operations 

check on technical aspects of station o - 
erations, but only occasiona y an in random fash-
ion. Questions about programming and commercial 
practices, if they arise at all, usually come to FCC 
attention through complaints from the general pub-
lic, consumer groups, other licensees, and com-
peting applicants at renewal time. 
The Mass Media Bureau's Enforcement Division  

réceives more public comments than any federal 
agency other than those dealing with environmental 
prctioiaonsumer prochict safety. A com-
plaints and compliance office came into being in 
1960 in the aftermath of quiz and payola scandals. 
Originally planned as an active monitoring arm of 
the FCC, it settled into the more passive role of 
disposing in a perfunctory manner of the thousands 

vary orilYirigh -ri year to year, often influenced 
by organized letter-writing campaigns as well as by 

trends.  
The most persistent letter-writing campaignjstill 

evident 15 years ater, be an in 1 7  in reaction to  
a petition askin e CC to to exem ting non-
commercial FM and television stations from the 
multiple ownership rules'  It also asked for a freeze 
on licensing of such stations to government and 
religious groups, pending an investigation of the 
extent to which they complied with the fairness 
doctrine and fulfilled the educational purposes of 
the noncommercial allocations. The FCC rejected 
the petition less than a year after it had been sub-
mitted. That should have closed the episode, but 
the dismissal of the petition had no effect whatever 
on the flood of mail opposing it from those who 
had been misled into believing that the petition 
asked for a flat ban on all religious programs. By 
late 1988 more than 21 million complaints had been 
received by letter and telephone, and they contin-
ued to roll in despite efforts to stanch the flow. This 
mindless outpouring carried a double irony: not 
only had the petition long since been denied, but 
the writers had no understanding of what it would 
have accomplished even if it had been accepted by 
the FCC. 

17.3 
Station Licenstj Renewal 

Under the Communications Act, licenses may be 
awarded for my ' limited periods of time",(cur-
rently five years kir-  television and seven years for 
radio) and must regularly come up for renewal, a 
requirement that greatly enhances the power im-
plicit in the FCC's licensing authority. Although the 
FCC renews more than 98 percent of all licenses 
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without asking any searching questions, licensees 
always feel the possibility of nonrenewal lurking in 
the background. Challenges to renewal applications 
can come not only from the FCC, but also from 
other would-be licensees who would like to dis-
place the incumbent license holder and from dis 
satisfied citizens in the licensee's community. Even 
if the incumbent wins a contested renewal, defend-
ing it can be both expensive and time-consuming. 

[Application RouteS.\ The Communications Act 
stipulates that licenses shalrbe renewed if the public 
interest, convenience, and necessity would be served 
by renewal (§309). Before deregulation of renewal 
procedures, the application required mounds of 
documents showing how the licensee had served 
the public interest ( Exhibit 17-3). In 1981, the FCC 
began phasing in a simple postcard-sized renewal 
form, submitted four months before the expiration 
of the current station license. The FCC staff inves-
tigates any minor problems by mail or telephone. 

In deciding whether a renewal would be in the 
public interest, the FCC staff considers information 
that may have accumulated in a licensee's file as a 
result of complaints or penalties during the license 
period. Whether or not this evidence affects renewal 
decisions depends on the route the renewal appli-
cation takes through the FCC As shown 
in E 1 , ren 
three b • aths: th une 
t1.012-1 - P-
plication route.  
Some 98 ercent of all renewal applications fall 

in th ont ted categorvy there have been no 
serious complaints lodged against a station, no ma-
jor penalties assessed against it during the preced-
ing license period, and no objection tiled, the FCC 
staff uses its delegated authority to renew the station 
almost automatically. In fact, consumer advocates 
complain that the Mass Media Bureau merely rub-
ber-stamps uncontested applications, no matter how 
mediocre a station's past performance may have 

le rare petition-to-den4renewal rnesfma 
citizen group or other party that opposes an incum-

- 

rrç) 
bent licensee without wanting to take over the li-
cense. Such groups claim that incumbents have failed 
to meet public-interest standards Unost often alle-
gations on • " ) and therefore should 
n e allowed to retain their licenses. 
Mutually exclusive pphcations arise when w"-ot-e e 

be licensees try to isplace incumbents, claiming 
they can do a better job in serving the public 
interest. 

Contested Renewals Contested renewals 
present t e FCC wit difficult and controversial 
decisions. "I'‘i_yo21,5. that may be desirable but are 
opposite compete for priority: ( 1) giving incum-
bent licensees a "legitimate renewal expectation," 
but at the same time ( 2) ensuring that incumbents 
nevertheless feel a "competitive spur" to strive to 
serve the public interest. 
On the one hand, incumbent licensees need a 

reasonable assurance of continuity to justify invest-
ments in equipment, personnel, and programming. 
Without a strong expectation of renewal at the end 
of a license period, no prudent investor, commer-

cial or noncommercial, would be willing to build 
a station. 
On the other hand, if incumbent licensees feel 

assured of automatic renewal no matter how poor 
their program performance, they may be tempted 
to take the low road, wringing maximum profit out 

of their stations and giving no serious consideration 
to the public interest. Assured renewal would in 
effect give existing licensees a monopoly on chan-
nels, freezing out worthy competitors. 
Even though the philosophy of the Communi-

cations Act plainly rejects this solution by stating 
that renewals must serve the public interest, not 
merely the private interest of the licensee, the de-
regulation of the 1980s had the practical effect of 
avoiding any serious effort to evaluate performance 

lic interest, creating virtually 
ermanent licensees  

r
. When it has to decide between incumbents and 
competing applicants, the FCC faces the dilemma 
of comparing apples and oranges— he incumbent's 
actual past record of service with a competitor's 
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EXHIBIT 17-4 License Renewal Routes 

Unopposed 
route 

Rival 
application 

route 

Petition 
to deny 
route 

Staff finds 
no objection 

AUJ 
hearing 

Staff 
review 

Ir 
Refers 
to AUJ 

Loser 
appeals 
to FCC 

Loser 
appeals 

to full FCC 

Loser 
appeals 
to court 

Dismisses 
petition 
AI 

Renewal denied; 
new application 

granted 

License 
Renewed 

Loser appeals 
to court 

License vacated; 
decision remanded to 

FCC for new 
proceeding 

The great majority of renewals travel the unopposed route. Opposed applications, 
houvi,er, sometimes travel a long and rocky road before renewal or denial becomes 
final. 

proposed future service. What sort of performance 

by an ineumb.art licensee should the FCC accept in 
preference to a would-be licensee's glowing prom-
ises to do even better if given a chance? Should 
merely average past performance assure renewal? 
Better than average performance? Superior per-
formance? What evidence should the FCC weigh in 
grading past performance to decide whether an in-

cumbent deserves a superior, passing, or failing 

grade? Significantly. all these questions involve pro-

gramming..e_ç_l programming is the  one lice 
role, admittedly crucial, the FCCileast ants to ap-
praise. 

When faced with a comparative renewal, the 
commission relies in part on criteria isâue.d.aquar-
ter-centuruiga.fur_camparative hearings for new 

licenses ( FCCR, 1965: 393). These incJide conid-
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ti Technical factors ( for example, a proposed an-
tenna location that would serve a larger area than 
the present one). 

91. Ownership and management issues (diversifica-
tion of media ownership—not owning other me-
dia or not owning other media nearby; localism— 
active participation by the owner in management; 
and ownership by members of a minority). 

Past broadcast record (of the incumbent and, if 
applicable, the opposing applicant). 

Program service proposals (especially the amount 

and type of nonentertainment programming). Ex-
hibit 17-5 illustrates a "David and Goliath" case 
in which all of these criteria played a part. 

17.4 
Cable Franchisin 

alled franchising, follows a totally 
different pattern fro a n-lice 
chises are iss ca ather than federal au-
thor- • u cable systems use streets and other 

property is subject to municipal juris: 
diction rather_ than the electromagnetic spectrum.* 

- Federal cable regulation deals only with broad sub-
jects such as cross-ownership, equal employment 
opportunities, program obscenity, and technical 
standards. 

Role of Local Authorities The cable act of 
1984, incorporated as 1 e o the Communica-
tions Act (discussed in Section 16.3), established a 
loose federal regulatory framework for cable tele-
vision. Key provisions of the law include: 

II The act defines cable television as a one-way video 
programming service; it does not include two-
way services (§602). 

>Local franchising authorities may require public, 
educational, and governmental access ("PEG") 

*The cable act does not cover cable systems that avoid using 
public rights of way ( technically SMATV systems)—such as those 

that serve large apartment complexes and are entirely on private 
property. Neither state nor local authorities have the power to 
regulate such systems. 

channels over which the cable operator has no 
editorial control (011[a]). Some First Amend-
ment experts question the constitutionality of this 
requirement. 

î Cable systems with more than 36 channels must 
, set aside 10 to 15 _percent of those channels for 
fleaseearrPan parties other than the cable sys-
tem owner. The cable owner sets rates for leasing 
the channels, but has no editorial control over 
programming on those channels (§612). 

lq Local franchise authorities may charge franchise 
fees of no more than 5 percent of gross cable 
system revenues (§622). 

5 Federal or state authorities may not regulate sub-
scriber rates for basic cable service (§623). The 
statute incorporated the existing FCC ban on reg-
ulation of pay-cable rates. 

1p Local authorities may require that cable facilities 
and channel capacity be upgraded when granting 
franchise renewals (026). 

--..(The cable actjthus considerably limits the re2u-
_12t9u_power of state and local authorities.  Eleven 
states have cable statutes. They usually assign cable 
responsibility to existing public utility commissions 
but they have had little effect on the development 
of the medium. However, because cable systems 
nearly always have effective monopoly status within 
their service areas,uhey falLunder state and SDIXI-
munity utility regulations, which govern installation, 
standards of service, and complaint procedures. 

4railchising_Process When a local franchis-
ing authority (city, town, or county) decides it  wants 
cable service, t rst n ordinance\  de-
scribing the co ditions under which a cable system 
will be allowed to operate. Drawn up in many cases 
with the advice of outside experts, ordinances typ-
ically stipulate 

The term of the franchise (usually 10 to 15 years, 
but sometimes more). 

/î The quality of service to be provided. 

Technical standards, such as the minimum num-
ber of channels to be provided, time limits on con-
struction, and interconnection with other systems. 
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EXHIBIT 17-5 David v. Goliath—The Simon Geller Case 

Simon Geller, the eccentric owner and sole staff mem-
ber of classical music station WVCA-FM in Gloucester, 
MA, a fishing and resort community north of Boston, 
was a folk hero to his loyal listeners. Geller, who put 
his station on the air in 1964, adopted a wall-to-wall 
classical music format that ran 15 hours daily, inter-
rupted only with barely enough advertising to keep 
the station solvent. In fact, many of his 90,000 appre-
ciative listeners sent in donations to keep the station 
afloat. Geller did not let news or public-affairs pro-
grams interrupt the music; he felt that the Boston sta-
tions that put signals over the Gloucester area took 
care of those needs. 
Grandbanke Corporation, a group owner of radio 

stations in Massachusetts, became interested in the 
potential of the Gloucester market. As no other FM 
channels were allotted to the small town, Grandbanke 
tried to buy Geller's station, offering to keep him on 
the payroll. Geller, for whom the station was a way of 
life, turned down the offer. Grandbanke thereupon 
filed a competing application for the facility when Gel-
ler's license came up for renewal. The corporation 
assembled a textbook set of management and program 
promises closely paralleling the FCC's 1965 compar-
ative renewal criteria. It promised to devote nearly 
29 percent of the station's overall schedule to news 
and public affairs, while retaining the classical music 
format the rest of the time. The management would 
work closely with Gloucester groups to air community 
issues. 
The FCC administrative law judge who heard the 

case initially approved Geller's renewal. However, the 
commission, concerned about Geller's total lack of 
news and public affairs programs, set the case for an 
oral argument before making a final decision. Geller, 
who was unable to pay for an attorney, came to Wash-
ington and gave the FCC an emotional defense of his 
stewardship, noting that the station had to go off the 
air while he appeared before the FCC because there 

irThe franchise fee. 

4 PEG channel requirements, if any. 
Bidders base their offers on th and time-

table, outlined in the franchise authority's request fie 

was no one else to rt_ti it. Unmoved. die FCC found 
Grandbanke's several attorneys persuasive in proving 
that their client could better fulfill the public interest 
as defined by the FCC's 1965 statement 

Geller appealed the case, meanwhile keeping his sta-
tion on the air. In 1985, the court of appeals returned the 
case to the FCC, telling the commission that it had been 
inconsistent in applying its own 1965 eaternent of com-
parative criteria to this case. Specifically. Geller shoulcl be 
awarded a preference for his absolute integration of 
ownership and management and for localism (the sta-
tion was in Geller's two-room apartment). Finally, late in 
1985, the FCC reversed itself and renewed Geller's li-
cense (FCCR. 1985c: 1443). David had faced Goliath in 
unequal combat and had won. In 1988, Geller had the last 
laugh: he sold his station for a cool million dollars—and 
not to Grandbanke—and retired to the movie theaters 
and delicatessens of the 1 ipper East Side of Manhattan. 
The new owner promised to keep the classical kw-
mat—and to hire 10 people to run the station 24 hours a 
day. 

SOURCE: Rick Friedmai/New York Times pictures. 

eproposae (RFP/Although franchisers usually grant a 

franchise ;0 only onc bidder, multiple awards ( termed 

overbuildç if they cover the same region) are possi-

ble. Some cable operators have argued in court that 

cities should grant multiple franchises so long as space 
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for additional systems remains available on tele-
phone poles or in underground conduits. In 1990 the 
issue remained unresolved. During the 1980s, con-
troversy arose when successful bidders made gran-
diose promises that they later could not fulfill, so that 
the franchise had to be renegotiated with a lower 
quality of service resulting. A few communities 
avoided such problems by choosing to operate ca-
ble systems themselves as a municipal service, an ar-
rangement common in Europe. 

ifhranc enewals As with original fran-
c Ise awards, the local françhisingauthority, not_the 
FCC, handles franchise renewals. The local authority 
need not find that renewal will serve the public 
interest or meet any other standard, but may simply 
renew a franchise without ceremony. lf, however, 
the local authority wants to  deny renewal, the Corn-

„munications Act requires it to hold a hearing,_ip 
effect *sin ublic-* issues by deciding 
whether the i mbent operator ha. complied 
with the law; provided a quality o service t 
is "reasonable in light of the community needs"; 
maintained the financial, legal, and technical ability 
to operate; and prepared a renewal proposal 
that is "reasonable to meet the future cable-related 
community needs and interests" (§626). The act 
makes no mention of considering proposals from 
competing would-be franchisees during the cour 
of renewal grants or renewal hearings. 

17.5 
Ownership Diversification  

trasts with the havioral i egulation discussed in 
rthe next chapter 

Examples of tructural regulations include rules 
limiting 

II The number and kind of stations licensed to any 
one owner. 

2., Concentration of control over program produc-
tion and distribution. 

cross-media ownership (stations, systems, and 
other media under common control). 

Every broadcast station enjoys a limited monop-
oly, since its licensee has exclusive use of a given 
channel in a particular market. Cable presents a 
more far-reaching monopoly situation. Once view-
ers "go on the cable," installers disconnect antennas 
so that home owners receive broadcast stations only 
by cable. A cable operator thus has an effective mo-
nopoly on all video signals coming into a home, 
other than programs on rented or purchased tapes. 

Multiple øwnershipj Because of the monop-
olistic nature of even a single station, the FCC limits 
multiple station ownership. Nationally, the 12-12-
12 rule confines a single owner to no more than 
12 stations in each broadcast service: AM, FM, and 
television.* 

During the 1980s the FCC eliminated a number 
of other ownership limitations, including the anti-
trafficking rule that had requircd a licensee to hold ea station at least three years before selling it: a lim-
itation on regional concentration of ownership; and 
rules that defined passive financial holdings  in 

cast companies as ownership." These changes 
--refterrh-FirCiTTiolicv of relvipg_ more on mar-

--Ti7srArnendment theory, discussed in more detail 
in the next chapter, stresses the value of maintaining 
a marketplace in which ideas, information, and 
opinions from many diverse and antagonistic sources 
compete for acceptance. Under modern conditions, 
however, unregulated competition may lead to mo-
nopoly control. Government can play a positive First 
Amendment role by devising regulations that pre-
vent media monopoly. Diversification of ownership 

and control therefore ha ajor goal of FCC 
regulation. his type structural egulation con-

The FCC adopted the 12-12-12 rule in 1985. For 32 years before 
that, it had limited multiple ownership to no more than seven 
stations of each type. The commission, in view of the increase 

in the number of stations during the preceding three decades, 
wanted to deregulate limits entirely by 1990, but pressure from 
Congress and the film industry (which was concerned about 
network ownership of more stations) led to the 12-12-12 com-
promise. In the case of television, an owner is allowed to reach 

no more than 25 percent of the nation's population, even if fewer 
than 12 stations have that reach. Under certain conditions, com-
binations of stations controlled by members of minority groups 
can go as high as 14-14-14. 
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than  structural regulatM1 
to safeguard the public interest. Many fi-

nancial analysts regarded the 12-12-12 rule as one 
reason for the explosive demand or a.-7--6—W --si7—ind 
cable properties that sparked a la-merge mania 
beginning in 1985. 

On the individual market level, 
issued by the FCC in 1940 holds that no g e owner 

can have more than one station of the same type 
(for example, more than one AM station) in the 
same market. Originally one owner could control 
a single-market AM-FM-TV combination, but the 
commission banned such combinations in 1970. Now 
one owner may have only one television station, 
one radio station, or one AM-FM combination in a 
single market. Individual exceptions often allow ra-

dio and UHF television station combinations to help 
strengthen the UHF service. 1 rand fta‘fyirtc\ 
These broadcast ownership rules allowseanee 

fathering which exempts multiple ownerships that 
were already in effect in 1970 so long as the same 
owner has the stations. The FCC also grants waivers 

in specific cases.* Thus, restructuring of local own-
ership will take place only over time, as grandfath-
erecl groups are sold and broken up and as the FCC 
issues new licenses on a one-to-a-customer basis. 
None of this regulatory comp1 xitv limits own-

ership_of competing electronic media such as cable. 

tele.4f.,iou.systerg. The possibility of a limit on mul-
tiple-system operators (MS0s) or a ceiling on how 

many cable subscribers one multiple-system oper-
ator may control has frequently been proposed to 
Congress, the Justice Department's Antitrust Divi-
sion, and the FCC. But the deregulatory policy and 
cable industry lobbying have fended off such limits. 
LP1V stations also have no ownership limitation. 

Broadcasters argue that the 12-12-12 rule, because 
it affects only full-power radio and TV stations, flies 
in the face of the ideal of establishing parity among 

the media that are competing with one another for 
public acceptance and advertising revenue. 

e duopoly rule 

'These rules do not limit noncommercial station ownership, as 
the FCC wants to foster expansion of the noncommercial service. 

Some states have developed networks of FM and/or television 
stations under this exemption. 

Cross-Media Ties \Every broadcast license or 
ca e ranchise granted to a local newspaper pub-
lisher automatically reduces diversification of media 
ownership. This reduction in alternative public 
sources of information (sometimes called media 

voices, as opposed to actual outlets, such as stations 
or systems) is especially undesirahle in small com-
munities, in which the only newspaper might own 
the only broadcast station or cable system. 
The FCC -ssuecLrules_banning newspaper-broad-

Fasting cross-ownership in 1975, avoiding a con-. 
„frontation with powerful newspaper interests by 
grandfathering all but a very few existing combi-
nations. However, although the FCC and Congress 

have considered a limit on newspaper-cable cross-
ownership on several occasions,  none has been 

Cabls companies may not_ own or he owned by 
television stations or tele hone companies ( except 

in rural areas for the latter) whose coverage over-
laps their cable coverage areas. According to the 
Communications Act, the FCC may set up other cross-
ownership rules f.ir cable if it chooses ( 013). The 
FCC had first banned network ownership of cable 
systems and co-ownership of telephone companies 
and cable systems in 1970 to prevent older services 
from controlling programming to the detriment of 

At the end of the 1980s, however, a new cross-
ownership controversy developed, one in which 

adcasters and cable owners took the same side. 
They both feared that the FCC might allow tefè-
phone companies to own cable systems and pos-
sibly even broadcast stations in their telephone 
service areas. Bans against such cross-ownership 
kept the regulated common-carrier and media busi-
nesses apart, but telephone interests increasingly 
sought a share in the information business, to which 
the electronic media belong. More than one gov-
ernment research paper called for a  "video dial  
tone" conce t whereby telephone companies could, 
own and operate at leas.Lthe_means of transmission, 

,even if they were permitted no active role in pro-

The merger mania of the 1980s raised novel cross-
media problems. A number of the takeovers and 
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mergers created not only commonly owned collec-
tions of broadcast stations that were too large (more 
than 36 in all, or more than 12 of a particular type 
of service) but also new companies that owned both 
stations and cable systems or newspapers in the 
same market. The FCC granted short-term waivers 
to virtually all the companies affected to give them 
time to comply with cross-ownership rules by sell-
ing some of the properties. 

In addition to FCC rules, antitrust regulations, 
though put on the back burner during the 1980s, play 
a potential role in media ownership regulation. FCC 
approval of joint ownership of stations or other me-
dia does not necessarily make the resulting combina-
tion immune from prosecution under the antitrust 
statutes. In the past, the Justice Department's Anti-
trust Division has often questioned, and sometimes 
gone to court to enjoin, FCC-approved mergers that 
appeared to lessen marketplace competition. 

Minority Ownership Initially the FCC de-
1—chi-red tr, ority status of owners as 
an aspect of diversifying media control. A series of 
court reversals in the 1960s and early 1970s, how-
ever, forced it to re-examine its position. 

In the Orlando, FL, channel 9 case, the commis-
sion had refused to give much weight to the fact 
that one of the competing applicants had two black 
stockholders, despite the fact that about a quarter 
of Orlando's population was black. The FCC said it 
considered the Communications Act to be "color 
blind." An appeals court rejected this view, pointing 
out that it was consistent with the diversification 
principle "to afford favorable consideration to an 
applicant who, not as a mere token, but in good 
faith as broadening community representation, gives 
a local minority group media entrepreneurship" ( F, 
1973b: 937). As a result of this and other reversals, 
the FCC began to give an advantage to minority 
applicants. 

In 1978, spurred by Carter administration policies 
on aid to minorities, the FCC took steps to enhance 
opportunities for members of ethnic and racial mi-
nority groups to become licensees: 

1 After ro in&from the NAB, the FCC agreed to 
issue ax certecateslo licensees proposing to sell 

3 

stations to minority buyers. These certificates en-
courage such sales by allowing sellers to defer 
paying capital gains taxes on their profits; sellers 
can further defer the taxes if they purchase an-
other station within two years (they must be paid 
when the "replacement property" is sold). 

The FCC also agreed to allow to 
minority groups. Normally the commission will 
not permit an owner whose license is in serious 
danger of nonrenewal to sell anything other than 
the station's physical assets. But to encourage sales 
to minority applicants, the FCC makes exceptions, 
permitting endangered licensees to recover some, 
but not all, of the market value of both tangible 
and intangible assets. For example, the FCC agreed 
in 1979 to drop fraudulent billing charges against 
a small AM station in Connecticut when the in-
cumbent off ed to sell the property to a minority rh__ 
group foi 75 percent f its appraised value. The 
75 percen gure became a de facto standard for 
future distress sales. 

In 1982, the commission gave further encourage-
ment to minority participation in ownership. It 
allowed members of a racial minority holding as 
little as 20 percent of the equity in the licensee 
to take advantage of the tax certificates and dis-
tress sale rules, provided the minority owner had 
voting control. At the same time, the FCC made 
cable system sales also eligible for tax certificate 
consideration. 

Use of lotteries in choosing LPTV and MMDS li-
censes gave preference to minority ownership, 
as detailed in Section 17.1. 

Although minority ownership of stations in-
creased sharply after the 1970s (to about 300 sta-
tions in 1988 from about 50 a decade before), the 
National Black Media Coalition reported that to 
achieve ownership of stations in proportion to their 
actual numbers in society, some 1,250 broadcast 
stations would have to be owned by blacks, and 
about 450 by Hispanics. The industry has a long way 
to go before minorities achieve ownership parity. 

Despite this record, the FCC briefly suspended  
tliter-ttninority preference option in the  
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late 1980s beca_use ofieological opposition 
verse discrimination," discrimination,  s opponents called the spe-
7W-breaks ot-I'Trilinorities. However, pressure from 
Congress soon forced the commission to reinstate 
the rules encouraging minority ownership. 

Network Ownershpj As the chief producers, 
procurers, and distri utors of broadcast programs, 
the television broadcast networks have long heon 
Lthe target of FCC structural controlsiNetwork own-
ership of stations and of other media has been a 
specific subject of concern. Networks, like all other 
broadcast group owners, fall  under the 12-12-12 
rule. But they may not own cable systems  as do 
many other e u-) owners. However, the networks  
are permitted t cross-own cab e po )gram networks 

The steady development of cable networks since 
the late 1970s has reduced the FCC's concern about 
the three-network bottleneck in national program 
origination. Nevertheless, several behavioral rules 
for television networks remain, strongly supported 
by elements of the broadcast and motion picture 
industries. Notable examples are the _prime-time  
access and interest rules. De-

-signed originally to increase diversity by maintain-
ing the programming independence of network 
affiliate stations and opening the market to inde-
pendent producers, these rules built uaindepen-
dent n stations and their ppgp  

ose elements of the business put pressure on 
Congress to make the FCC retain the rules. 

17.6  
Deregulation 

In the preceding discussion of FCC licensing, it has 
frequently been necessary to refer to the deletion 
or softening of specific rules as a result of dere 
ulation. The impulse to deregulate had more tha 
one motive. On the least controversial level, 
ulators simply wanted to discard outdated rules, to 
'-sirnpTify unnecessari y complex ru es, to ensure that 
those rules that remained on the books could ac-
tually achieve their objectives, and to lighten e 

FCC's administrative load. Deregulation based on 
- these motives began in the 1970s, supported by both 

emocratic and Republican administrations. 
On a more controversial eve im ulse to 

&regulate also stems from ideo ogical motives,  
arising from a specific vision of the  o nit's 
roper role in national This vision linimizes 

t e need for governmei -ention, advoca-
ting instead re iance on t economic marketplacij 
as a nongovernmental source o control over pri-
vate economic behavior. Deregulation of this type 
emerged as a major item on the national agenda 
when the Republican administration came to power 
with President Ronald Reagan in 1980. 

The details of the wide-ranging theories 
a )out government spending and taxation, about 
marketplace competition and consumer choice, 
and about other economic activities that undergird 
contemporary deregulatory thinking are beyond 
the scope of the present discussion. But it should 
be realized that conservative policy makers, far 
from picking on telecommunications as a special 
target for deregulation, have applied similar rea-
soning to virtually every aspect of national life. 
Most people have become aware, for example, of 
the widespread repercussions from airline and 
banking deregulation. 

In brief, deregulatory theory asserts that the com-
petitive give-and-take of the marketplace can satisfy  
most regulatory goals without the need for ern-
ment rules bureaucratic supervision.ompe-
n and consumer choice, the theory asserts, 

impose more sensitive, meanrigful controls over 
economic activities than can government agencies. 
These private economic forces can stimulate pro-
duction of better, more varied, and cheaper con-
sumer goods and services without official guidance 
from above. Insofar as government regulation may 
be necessary, it should be tested by a cost-benefit 
formula to make sure that the losses arising from 

\ such regulation do not outweigh the gains. 
As a case in point, the FCC explained its initial 

move to deregulate radio this way: 

Producers ( providers) of goods and services must he 
responsive to consumers' desires in order to compete 
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successfully with rival producers. Consumers, by their 
choice of purchases, determine which producers (pro-
viders) will succeed. Moreover, not only does the com-
petition among producers for consumers lead to the 
production of the goods and services that consumers 
want most, the same competitive process forces pro-
ducers continually to seek less costly ways of providing 
those goods and services. As a result, parties operating 
freely in a competitive market environment will de-
termine and fulfill consumer wants, and do so effi-
ciently (FCCR, 1979c: 4 ). 

The FCC did not go s 
doning all regulation. I 
categories, 
regulation_ which deregulators seek to discar 
at least to inimize, controls what 

Behavioral 

ees 
or 

ma 
or may not do in con ucting their businesse 

ulation contrors—fhe overall shape of thi-
• usinesses in w ich licensees engage and the terms 
on v------Mi-EF-77 —vould-be licensees can enter the mar- cisions; only the requirement of having a general 
ketplace. elbi•_es ___Wring a icensee to carry a cerloi, 4_ knowledge of the local community remains. 
tain percentage of children's programs or to bantil_ Rules for program-log keeping. c_... 
indecent program makvial wouila be examples of 
behavioral regulatioùles preventing 
from owning another related communiations 

rom owning more than of 
station ou a constitute examptural reg-

e theory generally supports structural 
reg lation because it can enhance competition by 
making marketplace entry easier and preserve com-
petition by preventing monopoly. 

Theorists admit that market failure can occur. 
Sometimes competition fails to produce the ex-
pected favorable results. For example, uncontrolled 
competition may eventually result in monopolies 
that suppress competition (airline control of most 
departures at "hub" airports in the late 1980s is one 
alleged example). Some public "goods," as econ-
omists call desirable things, may fall outside the 
realm of marketplace economics and therefore fail 
to materialize. If, for example, one grants that grand 
opera provides a desirable public good but costs 
too much to produce profitably on a commercial 
basis, it may be necessary to bypass the market by 
giving it government support. 

This "public good" question arises with regard 
to public television: if the public declines to pay for 

tural 

31\1 (kliTY\ 
tar as to advocate aban-
divided rules into two 

behaviora and structura 

it through subscriptions or other voluntary pay-
ments, is it so desirable a public good that the gov-
ernment should lend it support? Conservatives tend 
to answer "no," believing that public television of-
fers nothing that private enterprise could not pro-
vide without need for government assistance. 

e 
truc-

Deregulation In the mid-1970s 
t e FCC did away with many minor rules, but during 
the 1980s it began removing more substantive rules, 
focusing first on commercial radio, which with more 
stations is a naturally more competitive industry 
Exhibit 17-6). In 1981, after an inquiry begun four 

years earlier, the commission deleted four of its 
long-standing constraints on radio licensees: 

The prescribed formal process for ascertaining 
local community needs that stations had to go 
through as a basis for making programming de-

Guidelines maintaining at least a certain level of 
nonentertainment programs. 

Guidelines on the maximum allowable amount 
of advertising time on the air (FCCR, 1981b: 968). 

These steps caused heated controversy, especially 
because some observers mistakenly thought the FCC 
had previously imposed formal rules (rather than 
guidelines) on programs and advertisements. For 
example, many mistakenly feared that deregulation 
might mean the end of religion on the air, thinking 
that the FCC had always required such programs.* 

Having paved the way with commercial radio de-
regulation, the FCC followed by deregulating edu-

*The FCC had delegated authority to enforce guidelines on non-
entertainment programming and advertising to its licensing staff. 
Contrary to general opinion, the FCC never had rules mandating 

specific amounts of nonentertainment programming or limiting 
the maximum amount of advertising time. Instead, it had set up 
guidelines and allowed its staff to grant applications unless li-

censees failed to follow the guidelines. Violators applications 
had to go before the full commission to explain their actions. 
In practice, the guidelines became virtual quotas because ap-
plicants sought to avoid the close scrutiny and delay that would 

result if the staff referred a decision upstairs to the commission. 
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EXHIBIT 17-6 Deregulatory Summary of the 1980s 

Ownership limit of 7-7-7 (AM-FM-TV) stations 

Trafficking rule: Must hold a station at least three years. 

FCC Regulations Post-Deregulatory Status 

A. Licensing 

License lasts three years for radio and TV stations alike 

Comparative hearings required for any competing 

applications 

License lasts 5 ears for television, 3 for radio ( action 

by Congress, 1981) 
Lottery allowed for newer services ( LPTV, MMDS, etc.; 
action by Congress, 1982) 

B. Ownership Limits 

Limit raised to 12-12-12 ( action by Congress, 1985) 
No minimum holding time; may sell at an time ( action 

by FCC, 1982) 

C. Programming 

FCC application processing guidelines to staff call for 
minimum amounts of non-entertainment programming 

Specific rules for ascertaining local program needs 

(ascertainment> 

Guidelines ( not rules) on maximum amounts of 
advertising per hour 

Controversial issues must be aired and opposing sides 

treated fairly 

D. Cable 

Cable systems must carry all local TV stations 

Syndicated exclusivity rules allow stations to enforce 

contract provisions on syndicated programs 

No quantitative paeram guidelines ( action by FCC: 
radio- 1982, television- 1985) 

No rules remain, just generalized requirement to 
"know- community of license ( action by FCC: radio-

1982, television- 1985) 

No guidelines or rules on amount of advertising 
carried ( action by FCC: 1982-radio. 1985-1V) 

Fairness Doctrine dropped ( action by FCC, 1987) 

Carriage 

Must carry rules dropped ( action by U.S. Appeals Court, 

1985, 1987) 
Rules dropped ( action by FCC, 1980) but then 

reinstated (action by FCC, 1988) 

E. Technical Rules 

FCC had traditionally selected a specific technical 
standard for new services (color TV, FM stereo, etc.) 

All stations must have access to a First Class engineer 

Many specific rules on technical operations 

With AM stereo decision ( 1982), FCC generally leaves 

standards to marketplace forces. 
Engineers no longer ranked by class ( action by FCC, 

1981) 

Stations use own methods tbr maintaining signal 
quality and avoiding interference ( actions by FCC) 

The list covers only the salient changes in broadcasting and cable rules. The FCC 
modified or eliminated many other broadcasting and cable rules during the de-

regulation drive of the 1980s. Unchanged, houever, are rules on equal employment 

opportunity and political broadcast access, among others. 
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cational radio and television (FCCR,1984e. 744,1ancl  

then commercial television (FCCR, 1984d: 1076 In 
each case, t e commission i ed mandated proce-

dures for ascertaining community needs and for 
program logs; for commercial television, it lifted 
the programming and advertising guidelines par-
allel to the previously mentioned radio guidelines. 

In some cases the FCC substitt.  ing procedures For example,  though it rescinded explicit steps or detailed and onerous regula-

t at icensees had to take to ascertain public needs 
in their communities, it now required them to place 
in their public files quarterly statements of com-
munity problems and issues and a list of programs 
the licensee had offered to deal with those prob-
lems (FCCR, 1984a: 930). 

Television networks unjce_Gmenz-a4-1--iive FCC 
special inquiry in 1979-1980, the third_and perhaps  
last broadcast network study. A special staff ex-

--haustively researched the potential for new tele-
vision networks, the FCC's jurisdiction over 

networks,* issues of station and cable-system own-
ership, the impact of existing FCC network rules, 

and the degree to which cable and newer media 
had broadened competition,This staff report  con-
cluded that prior network regulation had utterly  
failed to bring about its st. 
creased diversity of rogrammin • instead, it had  

stifled competition, often by protecting the net-
works from the inroads of such new technologies 
as cable. It recommended that the commission undo 

most of its existing network rules (FCC, 1980b: 491).t 

When the commission tried to follow the special-
inquiry networ  deregulatkon recommendations, 

however industry lobbyistsfirought the effort to a 
standstill. Program syndicators urged retention of 

*Bear in mind that the Communications Act gives the FCC no 
explicit power to regulate networks. Section 303(i) gives the 
commission the right to "make special regulations applicable to 
radio stations engaged in chain broadcasting" ( emphasis added), 
but not to regulate networks directly. The FCC licensing process 
influences networks inasmuch as each network holds licenses 
for its several O&O stations. 

t The FCC could not, however, undo the chief cause of the fact 
that there were still only three national television networks even 
though hundreds of new stations had been licensed since ABC, 

the prime-time access rule ( PTAR) even though it 
does little to curb network domination of evening 

television time, as originally intended. The attempt 
to lift two related rules limiting network financial 
interest in and syndication of programs (the synlfin 
rules) proved even more contentious. These rules 
restrict network ownership and distribution of 
programs once they complete their network runs 
(Section 13.3). In an unprecedented intervention, 
President Ronald Reagan_directedl¡LpIlltg_body, 
the Natiónal Telecommunications and Information 
Administration, to argue in_favor of the rules-and 
NTIA pressured the  FCC to chapgrits plans to cancel 
these network restrictions. 

Cable Deregulatio The FCC_had mare suc-
 ceaures and requirements 

for newei-7-nleivery services. As discussed in Section 
4.1, cable television, as the hrst nonbroadcast mass 

electronic medium to develop, took the brunt of 
the FCC's traditional policy of protecting the broad-
casting status quo. 1:125c_c2Lrinai_s!lla_suught-e.spe-
cially to protect UHF television, which it feared would 
'suffer irreparably from rapid cable expansion. A 
series of court reverses, followed by the economic 

rethinking noted above, caused the FCC to drop 
most of its cable regulation by 1980, as shown in 
Exhibit 17-7. Congress moved the same way in the 

1984 cable act ( Section 17.4). 

By 1985, the most controverlià FCC resLrçtio 
on cable still in place was th must-carry rule,fl 
required each cable system to carry_t_he signals of 

a "significantly viewed- television stations within 
that system's coverage areà71'ffê ad intended 
to protect broadcasters from discriminatory tré-at-
ment by cable operators and to help stations with 
weak signals, usually nonnetwork UHF and public 

stations, by equalizing the reach of all stations' sig-
nals in cable-covered areas. 

CBS, and NBC had begun television operations. The FCC's post. 
freeze 1952 television channel allotment plan made it virtually 
impossible for a fourth network to recruit enough affiliates to 

compete effectively. The Fox network of the late 1980s dem-
onstrated this; in 1989, three years after it started, its largely UHF 
station lineup reached only a fraction of the national audience 
served by the three traditional networks. 
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EXHIBIT 17-7 Cable Deregulation 

Supreme Court 
upholds FCC cable 
role in Southwestern 
case 1968 

FCC "freeze" on 
top 100 1966 
cable TV markets 

FCC regulates 1965 
microwave systems 
serving cable 

1962 

FCC case—by—case 
cable decisions 

Heavy regulation 

FCC issues definitive 
cable rules and establishes 
Cable Bureau 

1972 

FCC begins to analyze its 
1975 cable TV regulatory scheme 

9.6% 
4.4% 14.3% 

2.9% 
15.3% 

2.4% 

1.7% 

1950 s: 

General FCC disinterest 

Cable audience 
penetration that year 

Deregulation 

16.6% 

20% 

41% 

1976 

1977 

Copyright Act creates 
compulsory license for 
cable; FCC deletes more 
cable rules 

Court of Appeals HBO 
case questions whole 
FCC cable rules 
structure 

1980 FCC deletes important 
cable signal carriage 
rules 

48% 1984 Congress passes Cable 
Communications Policy Act 

1985 Court of Appeals Quincy case 
strikes down "must carry" rule 

In three decades, the role of the FCC in cable television has come nearly full circle 
from virtually none to heavy interference and back to virtually none. As cable 
expanded, so did broadcaster fear of the service. Since 1975, cable regulation has 
been steadily relaxed for reasons discussed in the text, culminating in the strongly 
deregulatory 1984 cable act, which curbed regulation by the states and local 

communities as well as by the FCC 

however, penalized cable 

systems, especially those with a small channel ca-
p...ace Mandatory television signals filled many of 
their available channels, leaving few for cable-spe-
ij_c_programs. Stems whose service areas strad-

dled two or more broadcast markets sometimes had 
to carry several affiliates of the same network, sta-
tions that duplicated all but a few local programs. 
When the FCC charged Ted Turner, as an oper-

ator of satellite-delivered program services, and a 

small cable system owner with violating the must-
carry rule, both challenged the rule in court. They 
claimed it not only deprived subscribers of program 
options but also violated the First Amendment rights 
of cable operators. In 1985 an appeals court agreed 
that the rule as written violated the Constitution ( F, 
1985: 1434). The FCC rewrote the rule, requiring 
cable systems to carry most local broadcast signaçs 
for five years, until 1991. In 1987, the same appeals 
court also found is version unconstitutional, 

eie 
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n.51415 
whereupon  the ECCgenip_ilid_ylthdrew the must-
carry rule ( F, 1987: 292). 

Cable operators could then pick and choose among 

television stations in filling their channels. Broad-
casters remained concerned that they might lose 
access to the majority of their television audience, 
for by 1988 cable reached more than half the TV 
households. Cable systems did drop some of 
the many independent and public stations available 
in larger markets. In some cases television sta-

ti carrying ir 

TVRO Dere lation Although its full impact 

was not foreseen at t e time, the FCC's 1979 
decision to deregulate the licensing of television 
receive-only (TVRO) antennas had far-reachin_g ef-
fects. The commission had required a cornplic2n1 
and often expensive licensing process for TVRQ 
_antennas, nearly all of which then belonged to cable 
systems or broadcast stations. Elimination of h li-
censing meant that anyone could buy or build an 
antenna without red tape. Demand for antennas in-
creased, prices came down, and denundsuj  
furtherLIVRO deregulation directly fueled the ex  

---' pansion-a satellite-deliyered programmin On t e_ 

ot er hand, TVROs also led directly to signal piracy 

Though the electronic 
eaLwithaismus_pectsofIlLe previously 

ri hdr behavioral deregu-
hen the FCC began 

technical deregulatio 

when the commission declined to select a specific 
technical standard for AM stereo. In 1982, for the 
first time in its history, the FCC refused to select a 
specific technical standard, a decision that became 
a precedent for future refusals to impose standards 
(Exhibit 17-8). 

Similar nondecisions regarding DBS, teletext, 
television stereo, and other standards followed, in-
dicating that economists had superseded engineers 
in commission policy making, even in largely tech-
nical matters. The "marketplace" in each case ac-
tually consisted, of course, not of consumers buying 

The issue came to the fore 

receivers, but of station owners, operators, and 
manufacturers choosing equipment. Broadcasters  
would have to decide for themselves which trans-
mission standard to use, hoping that set makers 
wouki eventually gear up to supply receivers that 

— consumers would but. 

'ThZlustry debate over the FCC's approach to tech-
real standards rose to a fever pitch over high-def-

inition evision (HDTV).  At issue were the same 
concern hether the governmentAould help in-
dustry select specific standards, and»hether selec-
tion of a standarerifled technical deve1ii. But 
the stakes were far higher—the probable replace-
ment of all the country's television receivers in the 
1990s if HDTV succeeded. The potential impact on 
manufacturing and trade stimulated Europeans to 
begin a crash program in the late 1980s to develop 
their own HDTV standard so as to hold off the al-
ready well-developed Japanese system and preserve 
a still-thriving European consumer electronics in-
dustry. Similarly, many in the United States saw se-
lection of an HDTV standard as the key to possible 
revival of the American consumer electronics mar-
ket, which had long since given way to foreign, 
mainly Japanese, competition. 

In _193.§ailieECf_estalisllyisocom-
mittee to consider the many competing systems of 
HDTV and "advanced" television, test them all, and 
ma e recommendations or commission action. Un-
der the leadership of former FCC Chair Richard 

"Wiley, the group began to isst  
U--t-FiTrT988",lh-FF'CC made its first HDTV decision: 

s tem ado ted in be 
nd could use 

cast  television spec-

an 

re t an existing roa 
—9îm allotments> 
;---Broadcasters feared that such limitations might 
allow cable, satellite, and VCR to deliver HDTV long 
before compatible systems for over-the-air broad-
casting could be developed. Such uneven devel-

.—opment could reduce conventional broadcasting to 
second-class status or even lead to its eventual de-
mise. Thus HDTV loomed as possibly the media 
standaias issue that needed to be resolved during 
the 1990s, with billions of dollars riding on the 
outcome. 
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EXHIBIT 17-8 Technical Deregulation: The AM Watershed 

Get the message? 
C-QUAM is setting 
the AM Stereo standard. 

,.,hoie «odd 
*re tt* - stern° 
turning t° 

VISJi MOO/ 0 .0 BOOMS 

.1068-127e at NAB 
'89 ire Las Yoga's' 

can stop worrying 
who's setting lee 
tereo standard. 

Ç-ClUAM 
settmg the who4e epni—  mid° ' 

and nothi,,, 

" 

Fe. Ée• Ser.• Arena/ tcollexn 43 3, VA OM FAX 313116•54711 

(3 MOTOROLA 
comae mimeo .....4111V 

;IC really - 
440no? 

In April 1961, when the FCC approved an FM stereo stan-

dard, it turned down a parallel proposal for stereo AM 
in order to allow the then-weaker FM service to get a 

strong start. Less than two decades hater, with the AM and 

FM roles reversed, AM stations sought to implement their 

own stereo .system, to compete more effectively with now-
dominant FM. 

As they had done with FM and with television standards 
before that, manufacturers made comparative tests of sev-

eral different systems as a basis for recommending the 
best system to the FCC as the legally mandated standard. 
However, the five AM stereo systems that emerged, though 
differing from one another in technical design (and thus 
mutually incompatible), offered little basis for choosing 

one over the others. The industry could not make a choice, 

and neither, apparently, could the FCC. 
Early in 1980, the commission finally announced se-

lection of the system developed by Magnavox. Broadcast 

engineers immediately challenged the system's technical 
quality and reliability, and questioned the validity of the 

testing process the FCC had used to reach its decision. The 
FCC thereupon withdrew its decision pending further re-

search. Of the Sel'ell commissioners in 1980, only two 

voted against choosing a standard, arguing that the mar-
kelp/ace should decide such matte's. 
ByMarch 1982, afterseveral neu,commissionerslyad been 

appointed and with a quite deferent view of the govern-
ment's regulatory role in ascendance, the commissiontoted 

six to one to approie AM stereo operations, but to leave the 
choice of system to the marketplace, setting only minimal 

standards to prevent interference( RR, 1982,51:1). 
By the end of the decade, only about 700 AM stations (of 

nearly 5,000) had started broadcasting in stereo. Most used 

a Motorola system, although 100 outlets clung to a system 

developed by Leonard Kahn. Many broadcastersfelt that AM 

stereo had been fatally crippled the lack of firm FCC 

standard setting. Because of antitrust laws, the industry 
could not simply get together and arbitrarily select a stall-

dardfor tofo/bu'. To do so uouldfreeze out other stan-

dards constituting restraint of trade in the eyes of the fr(w. As 
related in the main text, however, the FCC saw the AM stereo 

nondecision as an important precedent to follow in stan-
dards cases that would come before it in future years. 

SOURCE: Courtesy Motorola, Inc., AM Stereo. 

.rAtkerer i-t•e3u.sb 
LNew Services 1 The FCC's reluctance to mandate 
technical standards reflects the deregulatory con-
cept  that the market should lead technological 
deveiopment. For decades the commission had 
ieously protected traditional broadcasting, delay-
ing the entry of new services and limiting compe-

tition. Examples of such FCC discouragement of new 
services include its early restrictions on cable tele,-
vision and its even onger e ay of over-the-air sub-
scription television. 

In the 1980s, however, the FCC's deregulatory  
policy encouraged as many services aes. the market 
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Det.5 
would bear Jetting competitioni not government, 

decide which new technologies should survive and  
low fast they should develop. The FCC's authori-
zation of EMS services, discussed in Section 4.3, is 
a goo exam ( om e rst ing 
for a DBS service in 1980 to final authorization in 
1982, the commission moved with unaccustomed 

speed to authorize a wholly new service. Moreover, 
the agency moved ahead despite strong opposition 

(i) from a broadcast industry fearful of poientil com-
petition. In this case, the market said, ['Nor It de-
cided_thatIMS as then conceived merely dup icated 
available services; consequently, this initial push for  
DBS in the United States failed. 

_ 
fast, 

rocessing problem.  The 
idea fo PTV  ecame so popular in late 1980 that 
the FCC allowed applicants to file for the new sér-
vice even before final technical and operational rules 
had been adopted. Inundated with an avalanche of 

applications, most of them mutually exclusive or 
otherwise defective, the commission had to impose 

a freeze. Congress's eventual approval ff a loner) 
system, discussed in Section 17.1, permitted the FCC 

to break the logjam and get the first LPTV outlets Other previously mentioned criticisms of dereg-

on the air. In this case, deregulatory zeal 9elaye . ulatory decisions or approaches have included the 
ay in,3 eid following: N 
.r tech-

the emergence of a new service. leei 
The FCC's permissive approach to new 

nolo Yies has so far failed to realize another 
ulatory goal, 

media servic  roadcasting, es ite extensive de-

regulation, re s thei most heavily regulated of 

the mass med ahle n s rvasivcl y controlled, 
now operates Some newer 
services sud l have not been 

tape of an FCC license.  Removal of such_regularQry 
V  barriers benefited broadcasters, cable operators and 

other users of satellite relays—as well as consumers. 
Not all outcomes, however, hay been so positive 

irr-ri-re eyes of critics L  a leading com-
mentator on the electronic media, says flatly, ' I find 

iFFird to cite a single public benefit from the eman-
cipation of the media business during [former FCC 
Chairman] Mark Fowler's ... tenure" (Brown, 1987: 
16). He cited as undesirable results less Localism.  

Jess radio news. increased exploitation of children 
by television, and rising cable subscription rates. A 
senior FCC administrative law judge complained 
that the commission failed to enforce its regulations 
and no longer required full disclosure of station 
financing sources (Broadcasting 18 November 1988: 
72). The chair of the House subcommittee with the 
responsibility for overseeing the FCC commented 

on a study showing that the FCC suffered court 
reversals on a quarter of the appeals from its 1986-
1988 decisions. He accused the FCC of zealously 
followin policy apparently "solely on the basis 

lof ideology instead of reason and fact" (Markey, 
1988). 

let 'el playing field trnon2 

1 Deregulation Criti  ue Unqmtionably de-
regukiiirlias speeded up nmed4CC actions,  

@eliminated outdated rulings, anèRèncou raged de-

velooment_of new technolJiving audiences many 

pore program choices. Take as a specific example 
(D o olicies that in 1972 ..allowed . 

satellite companies to compete freely and in 1979 

permitted anyone to set up a TVRO antenlla to 
wnilnk—Z-n'ellite signals at will without the red 

Twe I:642Se ctettN) 
t, The FCC vision of all human activity reduced to 

simplistic economic terms ("the marketplace") 
treats programs as the equivalent of manufactured 
goods ( as in Mark Fowler's reference to television 

as a "toaster with pictures") without concern for 
their diversity, quality, or cultural content. 

2.« Refusal to adopt a mandatory standard for AM 

stereo sound delayed its adoption, to the detri-
ment of the declining AM broadcasting service 
(Exhibit 17-8). 

3 Wholesale abandonment of many types of record 
keeping as a money-saving tactic left huge blanks 
in the official records of broadcasting services. 
For example, discontinuation of annual financial 

reports in 1980 left us with no official knowledge 
of the financial health of broadcasters. Lack of 
program-log requirements has wiped out a once 
useful record of station performance (Section 17.2). 
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/4 Applicants for construction permits and licenses 
no longer have to include significant information 
that was once considered relevant to their qual-
ifications to hold licenses (Section 17.1). 

FCC abandonment of the fairness doctrine poi-
soned relationships between Congress and the 
commission for years, delaying FCC appoint-
ments and other important actions ( Section 183). 

With its acceptance of program-length commer-
cials aimed at children, the FCC now considers 
allegations of harm only upon a specific showing 
of provable damage; a mere lack of benefit in 
such programs is regarded as irrelevant. 34 . 

With the abandonment of the antitrafficking rule 
requiring licensees to hold on to stations for at 
least three years, broadcasting became more sub-

ject to sheer profit-making tactics, with licenses 
being rapidly bought and sold for big overnight 
profits. Such deals often created high debt loads, 
forcing personnel layoffs and a decline in public-
service programming to make room for more 
entertainment and advertising (Section 17.5). 

11 Deregulation tends to put business interests ahead 
of those of the public. The 1984 cable act, for 
example, curbed cities' right to control cable tele-

vision subscription fees, allowing cable systems 
to raise rates freely, given their monopoly status 
in most markets. The cable industry disagrees, 
but some research indicates that as prices have 
increased, quality of service has not (Section 17.4). 

5 

Summary 

The authorizing or licensing of broadcasting sta-

tions and the franchising of cable television systems 
are the most important regulatory functions. 

,é Broadcast license applicants must be American 
citizens and qualify in terms of financial resources, 

technical ability, and character. 

Licensees do not own the spectrum channels they 
are licensed to use. In the 1980s, the FCC increased 
the number of broadcast stations by adding new 
AM, FM, and TV channels to those already in use. 

Broadcast licensees are responsible for enforcing 
equal employment opportunity programs, main-
taining a public file that includes listings of 
community problems and related programs, and 

keeping up with FCC rule changes. 

Most broadcast license renewals are uncontested, 
and the licenses are granted almost automatically. 
Contested renewals usually arise because of com-
peting applications. In deciding how to handle a 
contested renewal, the FCC must strike a balance 
between offering incumbents reasonable renewal 
expectancy and giving new applicants a chance to 

improve existing service. 

Local authorities franchise cable systems subject 
to regulations established by the 1984 cable act. A 

cable franchise usually runs for a decade or more 
and operates as a monopoly in its service area. 

FCC regulation of electronic media ownership is 
the major means of structural control—limiting the 
number of broadcast stations under any one owner, 

restricting cross-ownership, and limiting network 
control of programming. These rules aim at en-
couraging a diversity of viewpoints. Cable television 
is not subject to most such rules, except for cross-

ownership restrictions. 

In the 1980s, the FCC took a strong deregulatory 
stance, abolishing long-existing rules and guide-
lines governing broadcasting and cable. It allowed 
new services to emerge with little or no regulation. 

The FCC's role in selecting technical standards 
for electronic media changed with the watershed 
decision on AM stereo in 1982. Since then, the com-
mission has generally left technical standards to the 
marketplace. HDTV may be an exception because 
of its potential economic importance. 

- Critics have expressed concern about the detri-
mental consequences of deregulation. The FCC's 

deletion of outmoded rules and removal of barriers 
to emergence of new media services have benefited 
consumers. However, deregulation has also en-
couraged a narrowly mercantile view of the elec-
tronic media that undervalues program quality and 
reduces the incentives to serve the public interest. 
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CHAPTER 18 
ç. 

CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES 

We turn now from discussing the practical day-to-

day regulation of electronic media, mostly by the 
FCC, to the broader question of the constitutional 
limits on such regulation. The First Amendment 
prohibits federal regulation of speech— yet he 
Communications Act indeed imposes federal reg-
(nation on those who own or speak on broadcasting 

_Itationg. This paradox is not unique to the treatmelt 
of electronic media. On many occasions the welfare 
of society calls for a balance between ideal freedom 

and the practical need to limit speech that might 
harm individuals or society as a whole. The essence 
of the First Amendment issues discussed in this 
chapter is defining the point of compromise be-
tween these contradictory goals. 

18.1 

First Amendment Basics -1 

In staking their future on the Bill of Rights as a 
constitutional shield against government tyranny, 
the framers of the first ten amendments to the U.S. 
Constitution knew they were embarking on a risky 
experiment. They counted on people to rule them-
selves; the people thus need unhampered access to 
information, ideas, and opinions. 

3h.. Freedom of speech and freedom of thepress have 
as their goal a robust, wide-open marketplace of 

ideas.  First Amendment theory holds that in such a 
marketplace, concets and opinions from varied 
sources shogIconr_lç£p_paance.,As the Su-
premérouri noted in a major electronic media 
decision, "it is h ose of the First Amendment 
to pres rve an  ninhibited market in 

whic truth r ultimatel revail, rather than to 
countenance monopolization of the market" (US, 
1969: 390). 

Although freedom of expression occupies only a 
part of one of the ten amendments that make up 
the Bill of Righis-,—Ma=1 a pivotal role in the 
success of the U.S. political system (see Exhibit 18-
1). In the words of the late Supreme Court Justice 

âWilliam O. Douglas, the First Amendment "has been 
ilie_safegua.rd of eve ry_izejigious, political, philo-
sophical, economic and racial  group amongst us" 
(US, 19 1: 584). 

'No Such Thing as a False Idea" The con-
stitutions of many other countries guarantee free 
speech, but they qualify that freedom by saying it 
must be used only "constructively," "responsibly," 
or "truthfully." Such provisos subvert the central 
meaning of the First Amendment, which makes no 
prior assumptions. "Under the First Amendment," 
said the Supreme Court, "there is no such thing as 
a false idea. However pernicious an opinion may 
seem, we depend for its correction not on the con-
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EXHIBIT 18-1 The First Amendment 

The First Amendment protects four fundamental rights 
of citizens that governments throughout history have 
had the most reason to fear and the greatest inclination 
to violate: freedom to believe, to speak, to gather to-
gether, and to ask rulers to correct injustices. The 
amendment conveys all this in only 45 words, of which 
just 14 guarantee freedom of expression: 

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment 
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or 

abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the 
right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition 
the Government for a redress of grievances. 

These words limit not only Congress but also state 
and local governments, thanks to the Fourteenth 

Amendment, passed in 1868, which says, "No state shall 
make or enforce any law which shall abridge the priv-
ileges or immunities of citizens of the United States...." 
Section 326 of the Communications Act of 1934 ex-
plicitly extends the First Amendment's protection to 
broadcasting: 

Nothing in this Act shall be understood or construed to 
give the Commission the power of censorship over the 
radio communications or signals transmitted by any radio 

station, and no regulation or condition shall be promul-
gated or fixed by the Commission which shall interfere 
with the right of free speech by means of radio com-

munication. 

science of judges and juries, but on theiompetitiva imposed a forfeiture ( fine) on the station for several 
of other ideas"  ( US, 19i41) 339, italics added )— rule violatioi n a controversial decision to 

again, the marketplace metaphor. 
The First Amendment encourages disagreement. 

"A function of free speech under our system of 
government is to invite dispute," wrote Justice 

Douglas. " It may indeed best serve its highest pur-
pose when it induces a condition of unrest, creates 

dissatisfaction with conditions as they are, or even 
stirs people to anger" ( US, 1949: 4). Anger certainly 

ensued in Dodge City, KS, in the 1980s when station 
Kra. ( FM) broadcast daily hour-long sermons by 
two fundamentalist ministers ittacking Jews,blacks, 
and other groups. They urged listeners to ignore 
police officers and attack such groups at will. The 
invective poured out in such abundance that several 
local groups protested renewal of Kr1rs license, 

which expired in May 1983. 

A huge media uproar resulted, with a congres-
sional subcommittee hearing in August 1983 and 
extensive press coverage of the station owner's 
extremist conservative views favoring local armed 
vigilantes. In mid- 1985, the FCC designated the li-
cense for a comparative hearing with another ap-
plicant for the sanie frequency. At the same time.it 

renew_Jite_FCC said that the first Amendment pro-
tected the broadoliti,liffensive though they met 

(FCCR, 1985a). The commis-
sion found that because the material did not prc”;ent 

(a clear and present clange   
since established by the U.S. Supreme Court, it qual-

ified as protected speech ( US, 1919: 52). Such in-
citement to take illegal or dangerous actions did 
not, as the FCC said in an earlier case, " rise far above 
public inconvenience, annoyance, or unrest" ( FCCR, 
19'2c: 63'). 

---
Private vs. State Censorship J Many people 
assume that the  First A dment affords protection 
from  prirate censors But he ;  mendment aims at 

protecting people fro overnment, ot from one 
anot er. tanon, system, an network officials who 
edit, cut, bleep, delete, revise, and otherwise man-
gle programs may he guilty of had judgment, ex-
cessive timidity, and other faults, but they do not 
violate the First Amendment. They me even so 
far as to break FCC rules and federal laws about." 
violating the amendment. Private censorship be-

... 
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comes a violation only when it res 

promoting the "family viewing concept in t 

1970s, the FCC attempted to reduce television vi-
olence not by rule but by pressuring the television 
industry to regulate itself. When the NAB responded 
to pressure from the FCC by making changes in the 

Television Code, a court construed this indirect cen-
sorship as state action in violation of the First 
Amendment ( F, 1979b: 355). 

fReli • eedom Another First Amend-
ment clause, also of particular interest to the elec-

tronic media, guarantees religious freedom. In 
addition to assuring the "fr ercise" of religion, 

the amendment ex licitl designation 
of any particular creed s t e stablished 

çí-ate-zreligio-n)The Supreme Court has held that 
even the smallest step in the direction of state-en-
forced religion violates the First Amendment. The 
overt intrusion of television evangelists into the na-
tional elections of the 1980s ( especially the candi-
dacy of Pat Robertson for the GOP nomination in 

1988) disturbed many people who were sensitive 
to First Amendment rights. However, the same 
amendment also protected the right of the evan-
gelists to have their say. 

Doubly protected by the freedom of speech and 
freedom of religion clauses of theet Amendment.) 

a number of stations owned by rélieus groups 
have claimed near-immunity from commission re-
quirements because they regard their right of re-

ligious freedom as absolute. Nevertheless, the FCC 
has generally regulated them just like any other 
licensees. 

18.2 

Un s rotected Speech  

Despite the uncompromising command "Congress 
shall make no law...," U.S. le " • • s do in 

fact make laws t • u ecteds ee . his 
term refers to defama .  

of privacy, and incitem nt t s stirrctio 

Such punishable types of speech fall outside the 
First Amendment's protection from government in-
terference, for they contribute nothing to the mar-
ketplace of ideas. 

The law of libel affords the best example 
ow the chilling effect of prospective punishment 

n undermine First Amendment goals.* 

Criticism of those in power is a significant test of 
whether a society enjoys true freedom of expres-
sion. Democratic societies count on tenacious news 
reporting to uncover official wrongdoing, sloth, or 

incompetence, even at the highest political levels. 
Vigorous investigative reporting cannot flourish, 
however, in a society in which harsh, easily invoked 
libel laws threaten journalists with ruinous fines or 
imprisonment when they dare to criticize public 
fficials. 

Libel laws thuf involve conflicting social interests. 
On the one hand, defamation sho  

because society has an interest in 
fare and dignity o t e in ividual citizen. n the 

other han , society also has an i7reiest in exposing 
official corruption and incompetence. Harassing  

eseing as a screen 
to protect dishonest politicians 

Up(irseizing power, a dictator first suppresses 
the freedom of the media to criticize the new re-
gime—even though one of the complaints against 

the old regime may have been the lack of freedom 
to criticize. In the United States, however, not only 
politicians but all public figures must be prepared 

to face harsh, sometimes even unfair and ill-founded 
criticism from the media without being able to re-
taliate with easily won libel suits. 

The leading case establishing the relative protec-
tion of the news media from such libel suits oc-

curred during the civil rights protests of the 1960s. 

label is defamation by published words tending to bring upon 

its victim public hatred, shame, and disgrace. Spoken defamation 
is called slander, but because broadcasting spreads spoken words 
far and wide ( and because the words are preserved in a script), 
broadcast defamation is treated as libel. If defamation can be 
proved, victims can sue for damages. 
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military commandeCn VietriaMs..)Exhibit 18-2). Both 
suits rew out of interviews conducted by CBS re-

,_B___c.1-y2ncetinvoll,_ecbilLins_t2u-__Litorial ad-
vertising," not investigative. Supporters of 
the Montgomery, AL, bus boycott protesting seg-
regation bought space in the New York Times for 
a full-page advertisement that criticized Mont-
gomery officials. Some of the statements in the ad-
vertisement were false, although they apparently 
were not deliberate lies. One of the officials in ques-
tion, a man named Sullivan, sued for libel in an 
Alabama court (since libel laws come under state 
jurisdiction, all libel suits have to be initiated at the 
state level). The court awarded Sullivan a half mil-
lion dollars in damages, affirmed by the Alabama 
Supreme Court. On appeal to the U.S. Supreme 
Court, however, the Times won a reversal. Criticism 
of public officials, said the Court had broad First  
.emendment protection. Even though some of the 
allegations against the unnamed officials were un-

true. they did not constitute libel. 
Argument over public issues, said the Court, should 

be "uninhibited, robust, and wide-open." It may in-
clude "vehement, caustic, and sometimes unpleas-
antly sharp attacks on government and public 

officials." Such freewheeling debate would be dis-
couraged if, in the heat of controversy, the critic 
must pause to weigh every unfavorable word: 

P--the constitutional guarantees require, we think, a fed-
eral rule that prohibits a public official from recovering 
damages for a defamatory falsehood relating to his of-

porter Mike Wallace. 
In 1970, olone Anthony Herbert had  accused 

the arms' of covering up atrocities committed by 
American troops during the Vietnam  War. Wallace 
Bised his 60 Minutes interview of Herbert on an 
investigation of Herbert's claims by program pro-
ducer Barry Lando. Herbert sued Lando for libel, 
alleging that the program depicted him as a liar. He 
surprised CBS officials when, in order to find evi-
dence of malice, he sought to determine Lando's 
"state of mind" while preparing the program. Her-
bert claimed that he needed to find out whether or 
not Lando personally believed he was lying. If he 
did not, the charges in the program would have 
constituted actual malice. Lando refused to answer 
such questions, claiming a journalist's privilege to 
keep news sources and editorial processes confi-
dential. But on appeal, the Supreme Court upheld 
Herbert's claim, saying that denying a plaintiff access 
to material that could reveal the state of mind of 
the accused while preparing a news story would 
make it hard to prove actual malice as required by 
the New York Times case (US, 1979: 169). .* This decision severely limited broadcalrit 
journa ists a it— T - 617771-elliFérTuits. Complain-
ants could now rummage through tape archives, 
correspondence files, and program outtakes to de-

ficial conduct unless he proves that the statement was termine the state of mind of reporters and editors. 
made with "actual malice"—that is, with knowledge that The courts soon extended the ruling to other cases, 
it was false or with reckless disregard of whether it was:. , making "journalists nearly as vulnerable for what  
false or not ( CS, 1964: 279). they did not say as for what they did" ( Time, 4 Mar. 

L Subsequent libel cases broadened the term "pub- 1985: 94). 
lic officials" to include anyone whQ,.  because of no-, The Herbert ecision contributed to the rising 
torietv, could be classed as a_public figure. Peo_pl 
so classified have little chance of bringing a suc-
cessful libel suit against the media. Even if stories 
about public figures are false, plaintiffs find it ex-
ceedingly difficult to. prove deliberate malice. 

In 1979, and again six years later, libel cases aris-
ing from television coverage of the Vietnam War 
focused on alleged malice toward well-known peo-
ple. The first suit concerned a highly decorated 
combat officer, and the second the senior American 

umber  of litièr_ca,ses filed  against the media by 
public figures These suits often seek huge financial 
awards. Although the media usually win such cases, 
they spend a lot of money defending against them. 
More to the point, such suits tend to have a chilling 
effect on investigative reporting. In fact, some law-
suits seek just that—more "responsible" reporting 
of news and public affairs. Some critics feel that if 
most media libel cases went to arbitrators rather 
than judges and juries, this would result in public 

7)" 
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EXHIBIT 18-2 The General vs. 
Television 

General William Westmoreland, commander qif Ameri-
can forces in Vietnam in the mid- 1960s, claimed he had 
been libeled in a 1982 CBS documentary in which 60 
Minutes rcporter Mike Wallace intenieurd him. iyter many 
months of testimonr, u,hen it became clear that be could 
not u'in, he dropped the case. 

SOURCE: UPPBettmann Newsphotos. 

correction of erroneous stories and more moderate 
monetary awards. Moreover, arbitration wou,d con-
sume far less time than libel suits and their appeals.  

With the Supreme Court decision about ques-

tioning Lando in hand, Herbert pressed on for a 
trial on the substance of his case—the statements 
made in the CBS program that he felt libeled his 

reputation. Finally, early in 1986. a federal appeals 

Àv court closed the case by ruling that Herbert had no  
V*. rounds first  lace. 

The Herbert v. Lando precedent regarding report-
ers' privilege remained, however. 

(2) The second case against CBS never reached a  
junt7,Tut had far wider press coverage. On January 

--1-7F?"S--S.,te"T evision network aired 

Uncounted Enemv:i Vietnam Deception,- an hour-
long documentan' alleging that a military uncjer-
estimate of enemy troop strength during the heiyht 

of th_e_Victuarilear in thelate 1960s was deliberately 
undertaken to encourage support at home for pur-
gtiing the war. Interviews by Mike Wallace with the 

top American military commander in the war, Gen-
eral William Westmoreland, figured -nth' in 

the program  ( Exhibit 18-2). In May 7V Guide ub-
lished a long\yticle accusin CB,' News o violating 

re ortorial standards and its  own policies in an at-
tem  t to "get" Westmoreland ( Kowet and Bedell, 
1982: 10).  Cf3S-Tespon ed with a comprehensive  
internal investigation ( Benjamin, 1984, 1988). This 
investigation found  hat  the producers had in fact Uolated netwiiik news Firicies and stanclarcls,Fiut 
it generally supported the cover-up allegation. In 

September, Westmoreland filed a $ 120 million libel 
suit against CBS, claiming that his reputation had 
been ruined by the program and its aftermath. Con-

servative foundations underwrote most of theAï 
million cost of the five-month trial, which began in 
October 1984. 

A year later, after it became clear that most of the 

su the' rogram, Westmore-
abru  tly withdrew his suit. pparently his hack-

ers, sensing that the verdict would go against the 

general, decided to cut their losses and settle for a 
mild apology from the network that admitted no 
vvro  nine  

The libe principle established by the New York 

Imes c at ma ic us intent must be  
survived the estmoreland case, as did most o 
CBS's journalistic credibility, but defending the suit 
cost the network millions. 

Privacy  Privacy as an individual right, though 

not spelled out in so many words in the Constitu-
tion, is implied in th erliii—irt h AmendmentS.IThe 
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right of the people to be secure in their persons, 
houses, papers, and effects . shall not be violated." 
As a legal concept invasion of privacy is closely 

71S— related to libel. Likeel laws, those on privacy_yary 
--Trom.state to state The lesholds that an individual 
has several privacy right4:,4-
itud&o protection from intrusion on private r 

nto t e etat s o one s ersonal lif o 
protection bein presente in a • , e ligfr(rE 

"--exaMple, nef ng sai_.) support something one ac-
tually opposes), ar ._(.1.protection from unauth(  r-

. ized use of one's name or image for commerc'al 
_.152L-1. Investigative television reporters ta ing pic-
tures of a restaurant kitchen that has been found in 
violation of local health standards, for instance, may 
run up against that establishment's right to control 
access to its own private property. 
Taken together, the personal protections afforded 

"by libel and privacy laws impose _limits on.  
access.  Although the courts have held that public 

performers, and anyone involved in news 
events have a lesser right to privacy because of le-
gitimate public interest in those persons or events, 
privacy laws still limit the media by generally , up-

porting individual rights. 

I. 
LObscenity Basics 
in Itteruture • 
at the whim of officials and censorship boards. The 
successful defense in 1933 of James joycel--144erttfy 

masterpiece Ulysses initiated a series of court de-
cisions that Drotedthe_ media  rom heavy-ha d 
suppression y zea ous mora watchd  

current obscenity law goes hack to the 1973 Miller 
case, in which the Supreme Court rule 
constitutionality of a California state obscenity law. 
The decision emphasized that community stan-
dards vary from place to place: " It is  ëTh er rea istic 
nor constitutionally sound to read the First Amend-
ment as requiring that the people of Maine or Mis-
sissippi accept public depiction of conduct found 
tolerable in Las Vegas or New York City." 

Nevertheless, warned the Court, state laws must 
carefully confine what they classify as oks_c_ero 
",..w..orks-whi.ch, taken as a whole, appeaLl2leeu-
rient interest in sex, which portray sexual çonduLt 

Prior to the 1930s, obscenity 
Id be arbitrarily suppressed 

i,rt a patentlu'bich, taken a 
whole, do not have serious literary, artistic, political, 

\ ()I -ientifir value" ( US, 1973h: 24, emphasis added). 
The Miller cas—e-lalong with some later cases that 

added minor modifications, restricted  obscenity  
/censors ip to ar pornograp y eavin it to 
the states to define obscenity—a tas that is impos-
sible to carry out to everyone's satisfaction. In any 
event, the law rules out abuses of power freely com-
mitted by censors in the past. For example, the First 
Amendment prevents censors from taking such ar-
bitrary action as: 

Condemning an entire work because of a few 
isolated obscene words. 

Using outdated standards no longer common to 
the local community. 

Applying as a standard the opinions of hypersen-

sitive persons, not typical of the general public. 

Ignoring serious artistic or scientific purpose in 
judging a work. 

Generally speaking, the law requires the courts 
to consider the "average person" when applying 
contemporary community standards in assessing 
potentially obscene material. Of course, those stan-
dards will be stricter for material that is available 
to children. 
— - 
Obscenity in Broadcasting Section 1464 of 
thFil.ST Criminal Code makes at nishable the ut-
terance of "any obscene, indecent, or profane lan-
guage by means of radio communication," but the 
FCC long remained in doubt as to its power to 
enforce that law. Because of the ready availability 
of broadcasting and cable in the home, especially 
to children, material acce  table in other media might  
be retar. scene, indecent, or profane hv 
many in the audience_Eurthermore, because broad-
cast at--- cae network sri  nal reach, 

oiv•eaLvari'etv.--ef-k--)e-al--gtandards. 
eroadcasting's traditional conserimc, Uy1s..1 

its response to the tolerant social  climate—of the 
•1960s but the liberalization of standarçls in other  
_media-had-its--e-ffect_In the 1970s ;52pless  
fad triggered thousands of complaints to the F 
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The format invited women to call in and talk on the 
air about intimate details of their sex lives. Although 
such talk shows are commonplace today, one bla-
tant example in 1973 triggered a flood of com-
plaints. The FCC imposed a $2,000 fine on an Illinois 
FM station in accordance with the Communications 
Act's § 502, which explicitly authorizes fines for ob-
scenity violations ( FCCR, 1973: 919). The FCC had 
actually hoped that the station would contest th 
fine, thus precipitating a test case, but the 
-dutifully n in a cher instea 

terial that fails to conform to "accepted standards 
of morality." In reference to the court-approved 

-:C.Urnrakiftits.undards" test, the commission slipped 
in a significant qualifier of its own, making it read 
"communit)„, standards broadcast m " In-

stead of meeting t e First Amendment directly by 
flatly banning such material as the Carlin mono-
logue, however, the FCC said it should be an-

edie.4:21Le"ia ien are least 
station li el '  the au ' 

Se he channeling -oncept had a precedent in nuis-
ance law, w Itch recognizes that something that is  

2,1a:≤1 could he an illegal nui-
sance in other setting% The S me Court agreed 
with th l ttnuisance law rationale. Recalling that a 

il 

judge had once said that a nuisance "may be merely 
a right thing in a wrong place—like a pig in the 
parlour instead of the barnyard," the Court added 
that if the FCC "finds a pig has entered the parlor, 
the exercise of regulatory power does not depend 

on proof that the pig is obscene." The Court also 
tacitly accepted the FCC's redefinition o_fiss2muLnity 

standards by adding the words "for Kroadcasting," 
- saying, "We have long recognizedat each nfelium 
of expression presents special First Amendment 

problems ... And of all forms of communication, it 
is broadcasting that has received the most limited 

FirSt AmendmrftecT ÇS, , : 4 . More 
on this special status of broadcasting is found in 
Section 18.3. i 

Fifteen years later, in 1987, a rising flood of com-
plaints about perceived obscenity on the air caused 

the FCC to issue a policy statement announcing plans 
to enforce § 1464 of Criminal Code, the radio 

law. The commission reprimanded three sta-
tions for using overly explicit language, especially at 
times when children might be in the audience. In one 
case, another Pacifica station, this one in Los Ange-

les, had broadcast explicit excerpts from a play about 
homosexuals. In another, the University of Califor-

nia student station at Santa Barbara aired allegedly 

in 1973 the FCC finally got its test case)A non-

i New York in-
cluded in a discussion of social attitudes about 
Ian uage a recording of a nightclub act by  comjn 

'Filthy Words, the mono-
han -u s about seven 

e uallv oriented words not likely to he heard o the 
air This time, t ough, they were heard-106 times 
in 12 minutes. The single complaint came from a  

ity in Media. He happened to 

man who, as it  later turned out, was associated w 'th 
a group called(Moral  

hear the early afternoon broadcast while driving 
I, into the city with his teen-age son. The faciabauhe. 

4--• youth heard Carlin's Ian • ele-

commercial stati 

On the basf that lone complaint, the FCC wrote 

the station advising its management that the broad-
cast violated the obscenity statute. The FCC defined 
indecent content as that which, in a "potentially 
offensive fashion, according to contemporary com-
munity standards for broadcasting, depicted sexual 

or excretory activities or organs" when children 
were likely to be in the audience. <The licensee, 

Pacifica ( see description in Exhibit 13-12), chal-
the ruling ass a matter of First Amendment 

principle. The FCC received an initial setback in the 
_Lt p peals c_ouIL,..1-tau4-weirt-lcuprm- e Court approLoT 

its reasoning. F)cargu-men e Carlin 
monologue  as indecent rather than obscene, ac-
cording to tE-j-3i--irr'eme Court's definition of ob-
scenity, the FCC stressed the fact that the broadcast 
came at a time when children would normally be 
in the audience. 

Children, said the commission, deserve protec-

tion from indecency, which the FCC defined as ma-

*In assessing the channeling rationale, it should he borne in 
mind that ratings research data indicate that nearly as many 
children watch television in late prime time as in the traditional 
children's enclave. the Saturday morning hours. 
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indecent music and generally operated without ade-
quate control by the licensee, the California Board of 

Re ents. the FCC 
Howard Stern a practitioner of  shock radio' used 
explicit language on a ia ephia station in viola-
tion of § 1464 (FCCR, 1987a: 2726). In an interview, the 
FCC's general counsel opined that marginal pro-
gram material ( indecent, perhaps, but not obscene) 
might be scheduled during the midnight to 6 A.M. _ 
period. Fôr a number of years, the FCC had infor-
mally allowed such material to begin as early as 10 P.M. 
The narrower definition of allowable time led to a 

court appeal. 
A number of broadcasters joined in challenging 

the FCC decision and in 1988 won a reversal of the 

commission action on the grounds that limiting in-
decent language to the midnight-to-6 A.M. ho 
olated the First Amendment. The court remanded 
to the FCC the question of how to best "promote 
parental—as distinguished from government—con-

trol" of children's listening ( F, 1988: 1332). 
Thereupon Congress entered this hotly contro-

versial arena. In approving the FCC budget for the 
1989 fiscal year, the legislators (perhaps mindful 
that they were in the midst of an election campaign) 
ordered the FCC to ban indecent material at all 

boars of the broadcast day. The FCC complied per-
-force, changing its rule to extend the ban on in-
decent °rams in radio or television to the entire 
roadcast day. Observers questioned whether such 

a  blanket ban would  survive an appeal based on 

First Amendment principles.  

Obscenity on Cablei Because states as well as 
the federal government regulate cable, obscenity in 
cable television has caused conflicts of jurisdiction 
as well as of substanc he Cable Communications 
Policy Act of 1984 provides for nes o , or 
up to two years imprisonment fôr anyone who 

er whic 

is obscene or otherwise unprotected by the n-
stitution" (47 USC 639). How t is ru e squares with 
the limits imposed on broadcasting and with First 
Amendment protections remained to be fully tested. 
States , to apply the Supreme 

Court's decisions uestion-

able cable television content. Four court decisions 
in the mid-1980s, tEiTéet them initiated in Utah 
courts, côTeurted-that state legislation banning ca-

.b1  obscenity violated the First Amendment. These *-
courts threw out  in decerui- 1, statures --- m 
too broad in scope. Because cable does not use the 
open spectrum, the spectrum scarcity argument that j 
had supported obscenity limitations in broadcasting 
could not be applied. The courts reasoned that cable 2 
is not as "uniquely intrusive" as broadcasting or as 
availat24_19 children because subscribers pay for 3 
the service. The judge in one case suggested that 
the real responsibility for preventing children from 
seeing such programming rested with parents ( F, 
1985b: 989), a finding that echoed the deregulator's 
argument against government intervention. 

In 1986, tile ruled urianimously 
that  cable television hoes/ have First Amendment 
protectut the Court also held that that pro-
jection must be balanced against what it called  
competing social i—Titetvithout specifying what 
ose interests may be or how that might be done 
rç\ 1986. 488) 
Obscenitv-indecency lawlas applied to the elec-

tronic media will keep evolving as society's stan-

dgii- 1,s_oallize,—After three decades of increasing 
liberalization, during which many taboos fell and 
audiences grew more tolerant of explicit language 
and scenes on the screen, the time may have come 

to more conservati  e standards, to re-
strictions aimed as preserving The 
country's treria toward politica conservatism in 
the 1980s inclined in that direction. Ironically, 

though, that conservative impulse contradicts an-
other conservative article of faith—reliance on the 
marketplace to set the rules. No indication of a dis-
appearing market for off-color programming was 
evident in the 1980s. The trend seemed to be toward 
more permissive interpretation of obscenity laws 
for cable as compared to broadcast programming. 

This difference no doubt arises from the fact that 
cable has nothing like the universal reach of broad-

_ casting and comes into the home only after a conscious decisian_to subscribe that is reviewed monthly 

when the bill comes in. The all-out surrender to X-
rated cable programs once feared by some has not 
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occurred. Even such a mildly liberated home ser-
vice as the Playboy pay-cable channel drew rela-

tively few subscribers (so few, in fact, that in 1989 
the channel switched to pay-per-view status). 

Free Press vs. Fair Trial Sometimes protect-
ing the constitutional rights of individuals poses a 
challenge to the First Amendment rights of the press. 
The. .....d._tx_process clause of the  ,F_ift2l__ft__tenclalent 
-áeures fair play to persons accused of crimes. The 
Sixth Amendment also spells out some of the ele-
ments of due process, among them the right to a 

public trial. Ordinarily, the news media freely cover 
trials, hut that coverage can subject defendants to 
such intense publicity that a fai •rarial becomes im-
possibleIPIZE.e7 ess is. fair trial  nfrontation, 
the constitutional rights o the press sometimes have 
to give way to the constitutional rights of defendants. 

--Électronic media become deeply involved in this 

....thorny jsuie- when the„y attempt tcee.....11- uute....-spo" 

coverage of highly publicized trials or pretrial pro-
ceedings. 

For decades there was virtually no live or re-
corded radio or television coverage of trials. The 
American Bar Associatio recommended in  
1935 that jud es discount roadcast ad hoto 

coverage ecause it tend " o detract from the 
éssential dignity o  t e proceedin s, degrade the  
c--...„ ,  .. 
court, and create miscoercep tonsuith respect thereto 

trial o con-
s _( for a time 

o e o n y o states t at c not follow the no-

camera recommendation) seemed to support this 
stand; an appeals court reversed the lower court's 

guilty verdict because of the circus atmosphere cre-
ated by 12 cameras and attendant lights and crews 
Ttig_Supreme 
court decision in the 

But durin 

t e mind o  
victed swindle 

un narrowly upheld the appeals 

(US, 1965h: 532). 
ss intrusive e ui 

ment, nging social standards, and more mature  

tjtUFnfism practices, the ABA  recom-
ln__7i-71-iirii-i d  es be given widet-7-17--unude in al-
lowing photo and video coverage o ria s. In 1981, 
the Supreme Court, although it bans cameras and 

microphones in its own proceedings, noted the im-
proved technology, holding that "the risk of juror 

prejudice ... does not warrant an absolute consti-
tutional ban on all broadcast coverage" ( US, 1981: 
560). By the end of the decade more than 40 states 
had either allowed cameras in their c 
conducted experiments to that end. ut federal courts 
remained  ff limits to such coverage, . • e re-
peated media attempts eac t at arrier ( Ex-
hibit 18-3). 

18.3 

First Amendment Parity 

The framers of the First Amendment mentioned 
only "freedom of speech or of the press." They 
naturally cou not imagine a t e ways of ampli-
fying speech and extending the press that future 
centuries would bring. The courts have therefore 
had to struggle constantly with questions concern-
ing what the First Amendment words speech and 
press include in a modern context—speech ampli-

fied by public address systems, film, broadcasting 
and cable. Should all ways of expressing oneself 

and all forms of the "press" claim First Amendment 
rights equally? 

Specifically, should government-regulated broad-
casting, and by extension cable television and other 

methods of electronic pr mination into 
homes, have First Amendment an with Qregu-

.. lated media s  ecially th  nul recent years, 
the answer as generally been "_nn  4See, for ex-

ample, the judicial comment ( in the Paciâçcase, 
quoted in Section 18.2.) It Was taken for granted 
that just as some types of speech lack First Amend-

ment protection from government interference, some 
media need less protection than others. Broadcast-

ing, the argument ran, has unique attributes that 

justify imposing certain regulations that would vi-
olate the First Amendment if imeosed on te pres  

Three main arguments supported this assumption: 

IThe scarcity of channels makes it necessary to 
reject some applications for licenses. 

1,In deciding which applicants deserve licenses in 
t  tihiir rpçt the  CC must takeiltgir....pfe--, 

lans or practices nto consideration. 
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EXHIBIT 18-3 Trial by Television 

C. 

Broadcast coverage of court trials began with the 1925 Scopes case, and reached 

the beet of overkill with (Ai the 1935 trial of Bruno I lauptmann for the kidnap 

and murder of Charles Lindbergh's son. Reaction to that intrusive coverage hr 
radio and film led to the ABA's "Canon 3 " uirich banned trial coverage for 

decades. (B) An experiment in television coverage in the 1960s, Billie Sol Estes' 
trial for fraud, led to a Supreme Court reversal because of television intrusilmess. 

(C) The extraordinary 1973 hearings into the Watergate scandal demonstrated 

effective television coverage of an historic Senate investigation. 

SOURCES: Top left and bottom, AP/Wide World Photos; top right, UPI/Bettmann Newsphotos. 
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'5 Broadcasting's intrusion into the home lays spe-
cial obligations upon it that call for some gov-
ernment oversight to protect the public. 

Not everyone who wants to own 
a station can do so because too many stations on 
the air cause intolerable interference, as occurred 
before passage of the 1927 Radio Act. Because of 
this  channel scarcity, the government, as repre-
sented by the FCC, has to make choices among 
applicants. 

Mutually exclusive applications make claims either 
to the same channel or to adjacent channels whose 
activation would cause interference. Only one li-

cense can be granted in such cases, thereby abridg-
ing the freedom of all other applicants. In contrast, 
print media suffer no such mutual exclusivity. Any-
one who can afford it can publish without limit and 
without a license. Today the cost need not he very 
expensive—those who cannot afford presses can 
use desktop computer publishing or duplicating 
machines. 

Developments in electronic technology have de-
creased the persuasiveness of the scarcity factor as 
a justification for regulating broadcasting. Oppo-
nents of traditional regulation point to the twenty-

fold increase in the number of stations since 
Congress wrote the p27 act—from about 600 to 
over 12,000. They rgue that even though demand 
for more chann in densely populated areas con-
tinues, cable ision makes virtually unlimited 

numbers of itional channels available, convert-
ing scarcity; o abundance. Some also suggest that 
all media )uld be counted in appraising the chan-
nel scar ity argument, in which case the diversity 
of nonelectronic information sources helps offset 
any electronic media scarcity. 

In rebuttal to this view, other commentators point 
to the mail)/ applicants for any desirable stations that 
come on the market and the huge prices often paid for 
them, suggesting continued scarcity. Moreover, the 
availability of cable channels does not really relieve 

the scarcity of broadcast channels because cable 
channels reach only about half the population and so 
are not yet equal with broadcasting, which reaches 
virtually all the population. In any event, cable dif-

fers significantly from broadcasting in requiring 
subscription fees over and above the purchase, op-
erating, and maintenance costs of receivers. 

When writing the law gov-
er g radio, Congre explicitly confirmed "the right 
of free speech by means of radio communication" 
(Exhibit 18-1). Nevertheless, the law instructed the 
FCC to grant an censes only if to do so 
would serve th It also told the FCC 
to ensure that ca ates lic office had equal 
opportunities to use broadcasting. Interpreting its 
duty to see that broadcastin es the public in-
terest, the FCC establishe ram-
min articularly with regard tc. locahsm nd 

AlLsue;h_grofflrestrictions limit licensees' free-
,sicen-of..s.pegsh. That fundamental contradiction came 
before the Supreme Court in the 194Cs_qse 
in which broa 
right to regulate onl 
casting, and that any furt cr regulation violated the 
First Amendment. But the Court emphatically re-
jected this argument, saying: 

We are asked to regard the Commission as a kind of 
traffic officer, policing the wave lengths to prevent sta-
tions from interfering with one another. But the Act 

does not restrict the Commission merely to supervision 

of the traffic. It puts upon the Commission the burden 
of determining the composition of that traffic ( US, 1943: 
215 

ad the 
ects of broad-

B determining the composition of the traffic) the 
Court r erre to the c oices the FCC maltes in 
licensing In deciding which of several would-be 
licensees will best serve the public interest, the FCC 
necessarily takes program services into account. The 
courts have frequentIon 
traffic rationale of this landmark decision as legal 
precedent for upholding limited FCC control over 
programs. 

Intru ness Factor The third argument for 
regulating broadcasting differently from newspa-
pers and other media rests on its intrusiveness. It 
enters directly into virtually every home, becoming 
readily available to all ages and all types of people. 
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Material accepted as commonplace in other media 
would be regarded as intolerable in broadcasting, 
as noted above in the discussion of obscenity. Pro-
ponents of First Amendment parity argue that in-
sofar as such distinctions need to be made, the 
marketplace can make them without interference 
from g(wernmeni If pe_QpIe_ feel sufficiently put-
raged at objectionable material in broadcast or ca-
ble programs, they will make their feelings known 
to station and system operators and networks; they 
in turn will impose their own restraints in order 
not to lose public confidence. After all, broadcasters 
pass up valuable clients by refraining from adver-
tising hard liquor, not because of any rule or law, 
but voluntarily, in their own self-interest. 
Te recapitulate, many in the electronic media claim 

that they should be just as free of government con-
trol as newspaper publishers and editors. Oppo-
nents—including some broadcasters—believe that 
a special public-service responsibility goes with the 
medium utilizing a limited spectrum ( still in short 
supply, despite claims to the contrary), is licensed 
by the government, and has intimate access to vir-
tually' every home. So far, the social responsibility 
view seems in the ascendant; despite the inroads of 
deregulation, the Communication Act's public-in-
terest standard has not been repealed, and Congress 
shows little sign of eliminating it in the near future. 

18.4 
Po 1 Access  

The Communications Act regulates programs most 
explicitly when they consist of broadcasts by can-
didates for public office. Congress correctly foresaw 
in 1927 that broadcasting would one day exert a 
major influence on voters. If the party in power 
could monopolize broadcasting (as now happens 

under authoritarian regimes elsewhere), candidates 
of opposing parties would stand little chance of 
winning elections. 

E ual 0ppothjn1ties for Candidatehs) In 
order to equalize the political benefits of road-
casting as nearly as it could, Congress wrote the 

equal-time provision ( actually "equal opportuni-
ties-) into the Communications Act: 

If any licensee shall permit any person who is a legally 
qualified candidate for any public office to use a broad. 
casting station, he all afford equal opportunities to 

all other such candidates for that office in the use of 
such broadcasting station; Provided, That such licensee 

shall have no power of censorship over the material 
broadcast under the provisions of this section. No ob-
ligation is imposed under this subsection upon any 
licensee to allow the use of its station by any such 

candidate ( 47 USC 315a). 

Originally, the "no obligation- clause in the last 
sentence gave licensees a chance to avoid demands 
for equal time by refusing all applicants for time. 
A series of amendments adopted to bring the Com-
munications Act in line with the Federal Election 
Campaign Act of 1971 closed this option, at least for 
federal candidates. One of the 1971 amendments 
mandated allowing federal candidates to have time 
by adding as a new basis for license revocation: 

willful or repeated failure to allow reasonable access 

to or to permit purchase of reasonable amounts of time 

for the use of a broadcasting station by a legally qual-

ified candidate for Federal elective office on behalf of 

his candidacy (47 USC 312a ( 7)). 

A new subsection of the key §315 itself limits sta-
tions to imposing no more than their ' lowest unit 
charge- on candidates ( federal and nonfederal) in 
the weeks just before elections ( details later in this 
section ). 

Candidates in the News At first §315's equal-
e m lice ree to make their 

customary judgments as to newsworthiness, to dis-
tinguish between self-promotion and bona fide news 
in covering candidates' activities.* In 1959, however, 
the FCC surprisingly reversed its interpretation, rul-
ing that even a bona fide news-related broadcast 

*That newsworthiness is an acceptable guide in distinguishing 
self-promotion from real news is wicely recognized. For ex-
ample, ati appeals court pointed out that in situations where 
publishing routine information about a lottery would he illegal, 
it would nevertheless he legal to treat the reactions of a big 
winner in a lottery as a aews story ( F. 1969: 990). 
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involving a candidate counted as a political "use" 
of broadcasting, triggering equal-time obligations 
( FCCR. 1959: 715). 

This unexpected ruling came in response to a 
petition from a candidate for mayor of Chicago who 

was opposing the famed political boss Richard Daley, 
who was running for re-eleaion. Every time Mayor 
Daley appeared in a broadcast news story, opponent 
Lar Daly claimed equal opportunities under §315. 

Ironically, Lar Daly had not the remotest chance of 
winning. A perpetual candidate, he ran with abso-
lutely no success for many offices. Ile had, of course, 
a perfect right to do so, no matter how hopeless 

his case. Section 315 makes that very point—all 
candidates are to have equal opportunities, regard-
less of party or platform. But the ruling meant a 
blackout of news broadcasts involving Chicago's 
mayor during the race. Broadcasters would not give 
Lar Daly equal time to advance his doomed can-

didacy every time they covered the mayor opening 
a new shopping center. 

Thus, in a strange subversion of congressional 

intent, the FCC's interpretation of §315 denied the 
public the right to receive political news of possible 
consequence. At the same time, it prevented licen-

sees from using their right to make responsible 
judgments as to what qualifies as news. This affront 
to First Amendment principles ( plus, no doubt, some 
self-interest) caused a furor, galvanizing Congress 
into action with unaccustomed speed. Though he 

again failed to win political office, Lar Daly won a 
small niche in broadcasting history as the gadfly 
who single-handedly drove Congress to make a sig-

nificant change in the Communications Act. The 
amendment adopted in 1959 added the following 
to §315: 

Appearance by a legally qualified candidate on any— 
( 1 ) bona tide newscast, 
(2) bona tide news interview, 
(3) bona tide news documentary ( if the appearance 

of the candidate is incidental to the presentation of the 
subject or subjects covered by the news documentary), 
or 

(4) on-the-spot news coverage of bona fide news 
events ( including but not limited to political conven-
tions and activities incidental thereto), 

shall not be deemed to he use of a broadcasting station 
within the meaning of this subsection ( 47 USC 315a). 

The amendment liberated news coverage from 
political equal-time harassments by future Lar Dalys, 

but it also left the FCC with many knotty problems 
of interpretation. Political candidates' rights are one 
of the most frequent subjects of inquiry from sta-
tions seeking interpretation of FCC rules. Some ex-
amples of the issues stations face: 

Which candidates get equal time? The rules apply 
both to candidates for party nomination in a pri-
mary election and to nominees in a general elec-

tion. Equal opportunities can be claimed only by 
candidates for a specific office. For example, pur-

chase of time by a candidate for Congress in a 
specific district entitles all other candidates for 
the same post in the same district to equivalent 

time, but not candidates for other districts or other 
offices. 

Do presidential neuw conferences count as bona 
fide news programs? Yes. 

Do presidential candidate debates count as news? 
Until 1975, political debates did not count as bona 

fide news exceptions to §315. After 1975, the FCC 

held that debates qualified as bona fide news events 
as long as third parties with no personal interest 
in the outcome controlled the event. Thus in 1976 

and 1980 the League of Women Voters, a non-
partisan group, sponsored the debates. In 1983, 

however, the FCC ruled (and an appeals court 
upheld) that the electronic media could sponsor 

as well as cover such debates. The television net-

works themselves presented the two presidential 
and one vice presidential campaign debates in 
both 1984 and 1988. By weakening the chances 
of third party candidates to be heard, however, 
this exception to the equal opportunities require-

ment flies in the face of §315's intention. 

Are regularly scheduled interview and talk 
programs exempt from equal-time requests? 
Yes, including "infotainment" programs such as 
Donahue and Oprah Winfrey. Candidate appear-

ances on Today and such news interview pro-
grams as Meet the Press have long qualified for 
exemption. 
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Hou, much time constitutes "reasonable access"? 
Some stations tried to limit candidates to one-

minute or five-minute political spots because their 
tightly regimented formats did not lend them-

selves to extended political speeches. But the FCC 
held that this violated the reasonable access pro-

visions of §312(a)(7). 

May lit e news appearances be recorded for later 

playback and still be exempt? For some time the 
FCC held that a broadcast aired within 24 hours 
of a news event would be considered on-the-spot 
coverage, and thus exempt. In 1983, it lifted this 

limit; thereafter licensees could use their own 
judgment. 

What constitutes a station's "lowest unit charge"? 
This phrase in §315( 13) defines the maximum rate 
licensees may charge candidates ( federal, state, 

or local) who buy time for political purposes shortly 
before elections ( 45 days in the case of a primary, 
60 days for a general election). Whereas a com-

mercial advertiser might have to buy several 
hundred spots to qualify for the maximum quan-
tity discount, a political candidate benefits from 
the maximum discount even when buying only a 

single spot announcement. When a station pro-
posed charging a candidate more than five times 
its rate for a one-minute spot for a five-minute 

program on the grounds that program rates differ 
from spot rates, the FCC ruled that the lowest-
unit-charge provision allows a rate no more than 

five times that of the one-minute spot. 

Is a candidate entitled to whatever time of the 
day he or she wants? No. Candidates do not have 
the privilege of decreeing when they appear. Al-

though the FCC has held that banning all political 
advertising in prime time violates §312's require-
ment of "reasonable access- for federal candi-

dates, stations may keep political spots out of par-
ticular programs. For example, the FCC has allowed 

stations to bar political advertising on news pro-
grams. 

Must a station broadcast a candidate's use of 
obscene material? No. When in 1984 Hustler pub-
lisher Larry Flynt threatened to use arguably ob-
scene material in a possible campaign for the 

presidency, alarmed licensees asked the FCC for 
policy guidance. The commission held that the 
U.S. Criminal Code ban on obscenity overrode 
the "no censorship- provision of §315. 

Ala), electronic media endorse political candi-
dates in editorials.? Yes, but if they do, they must 
notify opposing candidates and offer reply time. 

Are cable systems held to the same regulations on 
political candidates as broadcast stations.? Reg-
ulations apply only to channels on which the 

cable operator originates programming. Cable 
systems are not responsible for political program 
decisions made by stations or services whose pro-
grams they carry but do not originate. 

May a licensee evade political broadcasting prob-
lems by banning all political advertising? No. 
Section 312( a )( 7 ) of the Communications Act re-
quires broadcasters to provide "reasonable ac-
cess- for candidates for federal office ( House, 
Senate, president, and vice president). Any licen-
see that does not allow access by such candidates 
risks loss of license. 

In sum, the electronic media play a major role 
in the electoral process. Elected officials fashioned 

the law in such a way as to assure candidates equal 
opportunities to use the media, and candidates spend 

a great deal of money taking advantage of those 
opportunities. In addition to providing this paid-for 
access, the media also have a responsibility to in-
form the electorate about political issues in a non-
partisan way. This tricky combination of enforced 
cooperation, profit making, and the obligation to 
journalistic objectivity will continue to create prob-

lems for those who operate the media. 

18.5 
Public Access  

In order to enjoy First Amendment rights fully, cit-
izens need to be able to listen to diverse voices in 
the marketplace, hut they also need to have voices 
of their own. The notion of public access has recip-
rocal aspects—access both to what others express 
and to the means of expression for oneself or one's 
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social group. The widespread availability of stations 
and cable systems in local communities can facilitate 
such two-way access. Mandated fair treatment of 
competing ideas furthers the access ideal. 

Localism The FCC encouraged localism in two 
ways: hy distributing stations in such a way as to 
give as many localities as possible their own local 
outlets, and by rules that encourage the airing of 
locally produced programs reflecting community 
needs and serving community interests. 
The Communications Act gives the FCC a localism 

guideline when it acts on applications for new 
broadcast stations: 

The Commission shall make such distribution of li-
censes, frequencies, hours of operation, and of power 
among the several States and communities as to provide 
a fair, efficient, and equitable distribution of radio 
Ser 1 iCe to each of the same ( 47 USC 307b, italics added). 

Despite this policy of localizing station distribution, 
people in major American cities can choose from 
40 or more stations, whereas people in rural areas 
often have little or no choice. Localism in station 
distribution, when governed by marketplace eco-
nomics, inevitably leads to maldistribution—too many 
stations in rich, populous communities and not 
enough in underpopulated poor ones. 

As cable penetration increased, it evened up the 
choices available in most urban and suburban areas. 
However, cable, too, underserves rural areas; more-
over, it has no built-in public-service mandate to 
encourage local programming. 

Ideally, local access to stations affords many op-
portunities for localized expression: public-service 
agencies can promote their objectives, partisans in 
local controversies can air their points of view, local 
governments and political candidates can inform 
the electorate, local educational and cultural insti-
tutions can broaden their community service, local 
firms can advertise, local talent can have an outlet, 
and so on. A station that offers such programs thus 
serves its area by affording it a means of community 
self-expression, giving it a broadcast voice as well 
as a broadcast ear. 

Localism in this sense draws on the deep-rooted 
American political tradition of community auton-

omy. Idealists in the early days of radio looked to 
the new service to revive the fading spirit of the 
traditional New England town meeting. They hoped 
that, given local radio voices, communities would 
find new opportunities for grass-roots citizen par-
ticipation in local affairs. Radio, they thought, might 
bring a new sense of community togetherness and 
awareness. Influenced by such thinking, the FCC 
pushed localism heavily in pretelevision days. The 
FCC's post-World War II "Blue Book" ( FCC, 1946) 
and the program statement echoing its principles 
14 years later ( FCCR, 1960: 2303) urged stations to 
broadcast a wide variety of nonentertainment pro-
gramming during any given week. 

Such hopes faded as the forces of economic cen-
tralization inherent in broadcasting had their way. 
Networks and syndication swept away most local 
production. Licensing and renewal policies, dis-
cussed in Chapter 17, continue to hold localism up 
as a formal, though increasingly hollow, goal. For 
example, local residence counts as a point in favor 
of an applicant for a new station against an absentee 
owner. As late as 1980, FCC guidelines required 
applicants to provide information on the amount of 
local news, public affairs, and other nonentertain-
ment programming in their license documents. By 
then, however, FCC concern for localism had be-
come more procedural than substantive—and even 
the procedures disappeared over the next few years. 

Broadcasters themselves often cite their unique 
ability to provide locally relevant programs when 
newer services threaten them. They argue that cable 
television and DBS rely almost entirely on national 
program services, whereas broadcasters still pre-
serve the ideal of station-based localism. 

Access for Ideas Not everyone who wants to 
express ideas over the air can own a station or cable 
system, nor can everyone expect access to stations 
or systems owned by others. The FCC attempted to 
deal with this problem by assuring access to broad-
casting for ideas rather than for specific people. But 
even access for ideas has to be qualified. It would 
be impracticable to force stations to give time for 
literally every idea that might be put forward. The 
FCC mandated access only for ideas about contro-
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versial issues of public importance, thus stressing 
another First Amendment value. This approach had 
two advantages: ( 1) it allowed licensees to retain 
general responsibility for programming, leaving to 
their discretion decisions about which issues have 
public importance and who should speak for them, 
and (2) it obligated licensees, though in an unstruc-
tured way, to allow access to some ideas other than 
their own. Thus licensee First Amendment rights 
were generally preserved along with those of the 
public at large. 

Fairness Doctrine Eventually the FCC elabo-
rated its access concept into a formalized set of 

procedures called the fairness doctrine. In an-
nouncing this fairness concept in 1949. the FCC said: 

It :s the right of the public to be informed, rather than 
any right on the part of the Government, any broadcast 
licensee or any individual member of the public to 
broadcast his own particular views on any matter, which 
is the foundation stone of the American system of 
broadcasting. 

This affirmative responsibility on the part of broad-
cast licensees to provide a reasonable amount of time 
for the presentation over their facilities of programs 
devoted to the discussion and consideration of public 
issues has been reaffirmed by the commission in a long 
series of decisions ( FCCR, 1949: 1249). 

Congress in 1959 lent reinforcing endorsement 
to the concept in an incidental way when it amended 
§315 to exempt bona fide news programs about 
political candidates from equal time requirements, 
as described in Section 18.4. After enumerating the 
four types of exempt news programs. the amend-

ment goes on to mention the fairness doctrine con-
cern, "controversial issues of public importance": 

Nothing in the foregoing sentence shall be construed 
as relieving broadcasters, in connection with [ the ex-
empt news programs], from the obligation imposed 
upon them under this Act to operate in the public 
interest and to afford reasonable opportunity for the 
discussion of conflicting views on issues of public im-
portance (47 USC 315a, italics added). 

The fairness doctrine obligated stations to sched-
ule time for (A) discussions on controversial issues 

of public ineortance and (B) the expression of op-
-posing views when only one side of such an issue 
was aired. Both stations and the FCC largely ignored 
(A), focusing their attention on ( B), the right of 
reply. In practice, therefore, most fairness doctrine  
com_plaintsrcame as reactioni-43 ideas that had al-
ready been discussed on the airtatfiet man as com-

Fi;ints about the failure to initiate discussionjW 
issues. -Stations needed to monitor their programs 
to make sure that if anyone introduced a contro-

1 - versial issue, opposing interests had a chance to O ----- Red a\ CA.. reply. If licensees themselves introduced such is-
sues in station editorials, they had to offer time for 
the expression of opposing views. 
Jrip_l.vin w licensees 

had great latitude in deciding whether or not a 
subject qualified as both a controversial issue and 
one of public im ortance, how muc time s -mu d 

" e devoted to replieZ7vT ien replies should he 
scheduled, and who should speak for opposing 
viewpoints (except, of course, for those replying to 
personal attacks, as discussed oi  page 482 

In 1969. the Supreme_ Coun held the FCC's 
airness doctrinl and its related personal a ta -k an 
political editorializing rules in its landmar 
decision ( see Exhibit 18-4). By unanimously sup- \•\ICS 
porting the FCC in this case, the Court strongly 
affirmed the fairness doctrine concept in an opinion 
that emphasized four key principles relevant to 
broadcasting's First Amendment status (US, 1969: 
367): 

On the uniqueness of broadcasting: "It is idle to 
posit an unabridgeable First Amendment right to 
broadcast comparable to the right to every indi-
vidual to speak, write, or publish." 

ROn the fiduciary principle: "There is nothing in 
the First Amendment which prevents the Gov-
ernment from requiring a licensee to share his 
frequency with others and to conduct himself as 
a proxy or fiduciary." 

r3 On the public interest: "It is the right of the view-
ers and listeners, not the right of the broadcasters, 
which is paramount." 

4 On the scarcity factor: "Nothing in this record, or 
in our own researches, convinces us that the 
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EXHIBIT 18-4 A Place and a Case called Red Lion 

An unlikely small-town station, a long-lasting syndi-
cated religious broadcaster, a writer, and a major po-
litical party figured in one of the leading Supreme 
Court decisions on the electronic media. During the 
1960s, right-wing radio preachers inundated radio with 
paid syridicated political commentary. Backed by ul-
traconservative supporters such as Texas multimil-
lionaire II. L. Hunt through tax-exempt foundations, 
these religious/political program series provided much-
needed radio income in small markets. 
The landmark case got its name from WGCB, a 

southeastern Pennsylvania AM/FM outlet licensed to 

WGCB Am/Fm, Red Lion, PA 

!spectrum] resource is no longer one for which 

there are more immediate and potential uses than 
can he accommodated, and for which wise plan-
ning is essential." 

Fifteen years later, in a footnote to another de-
cision ( US, 1984: 364), the Court implied that it 

would he receptive to a new case to reassess the 

relevancy of the scarcity factor in view of the in-
creasing technological options. In the meantime, 
legal appeals continued against FCC fairness doc-
trine decisions. 

Despite the fairness doctrine, some broadcasters 
used their stations to promote extreme positions 
on controversial issues, oblivious of the fact that as 

John M. Norris, a conservative minister, under the name 
Red Lion Broadcasting. In 1964, one of the Reverend 
Billy James Hargis's syndicated broadcasts, carried by 
the station, attacked author Fred Cook. Cook had crit-
icized defeated Republican presidential candidate Barry 

Fred Cook Billy James ilargis 

Goldwater and had written an article on what he termed 
the "hate clubs of the air," referring to the Hargis 
series, Christian Crusade, among others. Hargis charged 
Cook with communist affiliations and with attacks on 

licensees they had an obligation to offer opportu-

nities for rebuttal. One of the most publicized in-

[ stances of licensee one-sidedness, and the only case 
in which fairness violations led to loss of a license, 

again involved li i- _Ls_broal.Lcaster. The licensee 
of WXUR, a Media, PA, AM/FM radio su,t_q(2!2_,çlçt-ig_i.r— t-, 
the fairness doctrine and lied to the FCC about its - 
-intent to comply with the doctrine. Licensed to an 
e 
organization headed by Carl McIntire, a cantanker-
ous right-wing fundamen—aliipreacher, the stations 

carljgd_hisikentif_theforrnation Hour, a 
syndicated series noted for its intemperate attacks 
on opponents of his philosophy. In 1970, the FCC, 

after many citizen complaints, refused to renew the 
license, alleging not only fairness violations but fail-
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EXHIBIT 18-4 Continued 

the FBI and the CIA—the standard litany of accusations 
Hargis routinely made against liberals. 
Cook accused the station of violating FCC rules by 

failing to inform him of a personal attack. When he 
wrote asking for time to reply, the station responded 
with a rate card, inviting him to buy time like anyone 
else. Cook appealed to the FCC, which agreed that he 
had a right to free air time for a reply. It ordered 
WGCB to comply. 

It would have been easy for the Reverend Mr. Norris 
to grant Cook a few minutes of time on the Red Lion 

Fred Friendly 

tire to fulfill program promises and to ascertain 

local needs. An appeals court upheld the FCC action 

(F. 19-'2b: 16). 

Few fairness complaints had such drastic conse-

quences. The FCC dismissed most of them out of 

hand because complainants cited no legally defin-

able controversial issue of public importance or 

failed to show how the overall programming of 

accused stations had in fact denied reasonable op-

portunities for opposing sides to be argued. 

Demise of the Fairness Doctrine By 1985, 

the FCC, by then largely made up of Reagan admin-

istration appointees dedicated to deregulation, had 

joined the mounting chorus of opposition to the 

station, but he refused on First Amendment grounds, 
appealing the commission decision. The court of ap-
peals upheld the FCC, but Norris took the case to the 
Supreme Court. Once again the Court upheld the FCC. 

Several years later, Fred Friendly, a former head of 
CBS news, but by then a Columbia University jour-
nalism professor, began looking into the background 
of this well-known case for a book about the fairness 
doctrine (Friendly, 1976). He discovered that Cook 
had been a subsidized writer for the Democratic Na-
tional Committee and that his fairness complaint had 
been linked to a systematic campaign mounted by the 
Democrats to discredit right-wing extremists such as 
Hargis. According to Friendly, the Democrats set out 
to exploit the fairness doctrine as a means of harassing 
stations that sold time for the airing of ultraconser-
vative political programs. Cook and the Democratic 
National Committee claim that Friendly had misinter-
preted their activities, maintaining that Cook acted as 
a private individual, not an agent of the Democratic 
party. 

SOURCE: Photos opposite page from George Tames New 
York Times; this page Neal Buenzi New York Times. 

fairness doctrine. After a lengthy proceeding, it re-

ported: 

On the basis of the voluminous record compiled in 
this proceeding, our experience in administering the 
doctrine and our general expertise in broadcast reg-
ulation, we no longer believe that the fairness doctrine, 

as a matter of policy, serves the public interest.... Fur-
thermore, we find that the fairness doctrine, in oper-
ation, actually inhibits the presentation of controversial 
issues of public importance to the detriment of the 
public and in degradation of the editorial prerogatives 
of broadcast journalists ( FCCR, 1985b: 1 4 3 ). 

However, the FCC concluded that it probably 

lacked the power to abolish the doctrine unilater-

ally. Did Congress's 1959 addition to §315 of the 
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words "Nothing ... shall be construed as relieving 
broadcasters ... from the obligation imposed upon 
them under this Act ... to afford reasonable oppor-
tunity for the discussion of conflicting views on 
issues of public importance' amount to a congres-
sional codification (inclusion in a statute) of the 
doctrine? If so, that passage could prevent the FCC 
from eliminating the doctrine on its own motion. 
In a fairness doctrine case in 1986, a federal appeals 
court removed this doubt by concluding, "we do 
not believe that the language adopted in 1959 made 
the fairness doctrine a binding statutory obligation; 
rather it ratified the Commission's longstanding po-
sition" ( I', 1986: 501). Thus armed, the FCC sent 
Congress the evidence it had accumulated against 
the doctrine, urging removal of all doubt by a Com-
munications Act amendment expressly eliminating 
the doctrine. 

In 1987, Congress pointedly ignored this FCC re-
quest, instead amending the Communications Act 
to give the fairness doctrine a firm basis in law. 
However, President Reagan vetoed the measure on 
First Amendment grounds, and its proponents in 
Congress failed to get enough votes to override his 
veto. 

Later that year, the FCC issued the results of a 
congressionally mandated study on alternatives to 
the doctrine. Sticking to its guns, the commission 
concluded that an open marketplace of ideas made 
the fairness doctrine unnecessary. Acting on court 
remand requiring the FCC to reconsider an earlier 
fairness decision, the commission abolished the 
doctrine entirely ( FCCR, 1987b: 5043). The personal 
attack and political editorializing rules, however, 
remained in place, as discussed below. 

That should have ended the matter, but the FCC's 
defiance in ending a practice that Congress had 
gone on record as favoring enraged key legislators. 
They vowed to reinstate the fairness mandate, in 
the meantime making their dissatisfaction known 
by holding up approval of appointments to vacant 
FCC seats. Bills reinstating the doctrine were intro-
duced early in 1989. 

,f Right of Reply Two specific fairness require-
al attack and political editorial-

izing rules, both adopted in 1967 and retained even 
after the fairness doctrine's demise in 1987, contin-
ued to cause special concern to opponents of FCC 
interference. These rules require stations to give 
those affected by explicit political editorials and per-
sonal attacks on-the-air copies of the relevant ma-
terial within specified time limits. 
The personal attack rule requires stations to in-

form individuals or groups of personal attacks on 
their "honesty, character, integrity or like personal 
qualities" that occur in the course of discussions of 
controversial public issues. Within a week of the 
offending broadcast, licensees must inform those 
attacked of both the nature of the attack and how 
replies can be made. Specifically exempted from 
the right of reply are on-the-air attacks made against 
foreigners, those made by political candidates and 
their spokespersons during campaigns, and those 
occurring in news interviews, on-the-spot news cov-
erage, and news commentaries (47 CFR 73.1920) 
The political editorializing rule stipulates that a 

candidate must be given a chance to respond when 
a licensee endorses any of his or her opponents. A 
station must inform the opposing candidate(s) within 
24 hours of such editorial endorsements. The rule 
does not apply to úse of a station's facilities by 
opposing candidates, a situation covered by the equal-
time rules discussed in Section 18.4. 

¡Access foAdvertiJ Access by advertisers 
to broadcasting has been governed more by con-
sid'ons of taste and public acceptance than bv 
government regulation. However, cigarette adver-
tising became the subject of a famous fairness doc-
trine complaint. In 1968, the FCC decided that the 
surgeon general's first report on the dangers of 
smoking and Congress's 1965 act requiring a health 
warning on cigarette packages, justified treating cig-
arette advertising as a unique fairness doctrine is-
sue. Stations had to carry antismoking spots if they 
carried cigarette commercials. These counter-ads 
subsided after Congress banned broadcast adver-
tising of cigarettes in 1971. 

Editorial advertisin or "advertorials," however, 
posed a i ferent kind of pro em. raditionally, 
electronic media have declined to let advertisers 
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use commercials as vehicles for comment on 
controversial issues. Owners argue that ( 1) serious  
issues cannot be adequately discussed in short an-
nouncements, and (2) selling larger  blocks of time  
for editorializing by outsider -iTiM) ves surrender 

The Supreme Court has upheld the principle of 
licensee journalistic discretion with regard to a fair-
ness doctrine demand for access to editorial ad-
vertising: 

Since it is physically impossible to provide time for all 
viewpoints... the right to exercise editorial judgment 
was granted to the broadcaster. The broadcaster, 
therefore, is allowed significant journalistic discretion 
in deciding how best to fulfill the Fairness Doctrine 
obligations, although that discretion is bounded by rules 
designed to assure that the public interest in fairness 
is furthered ( US, 1973a: 111). 

Despite deletion of the fairness doctrine, the 
,question of editorial advertising refuses to subside. 
Controversies arise periodically between advertis-
ers and broadcasters. In several cases, ads that were 
turned down for television have appeared on cable 
or in print, with pointed comment about the refusal 
of broadcasters to sell time for such editorial ad-
vertising.  The networks and their owned and op-
erated stations remain, as a matter of company 
7)-ZilTcT—r, the principal holdouts against selling time 
tot' issue advertising. A 19STÍT'èlevision Adverti-sing 
-bureau survey incited that by that time nearly 90 
percent of other television stations would at least 
consider accepting such ads on a case-by-case basis. 

In a democracy, the fact that most of the popu-
lation derives most of its knowledge of public affairs 
from the electronic media lays a special burden on 
those media. Ideally, they will ensure their audi-
ences access to the full range of contemporary ideas. 
For advertising-supported media, the fact that com-
mercials may be used to sell points of view as well 
as products and services adds another dimension 
to the access burden. The fairness doctrine was an 
attempt to ensure appropriate access for contro-
versial viewpoints on significant public issues with-
out unduly encroaching on the autonomy of station 
owners. Though the FCC finally reversed itself and 
abandoned its own doctrine, many critics of that 

action, including powerful members of Congress, 
hope to see the doctrine revived. 

18.6 

Fairness in News 

News and public- affairs programs necessarily in-
volve controversial issues, often leading to charges 
of unfairness by partisans. This makes it difficult for 
broadcasting and cable journalists to deal with se-
rious issues if their corporate bosses prefer to avoid 
controversy. Yet these media cannot win public re-
spect and First Amendment status without taking 
-r-istrs-ifnise the press has always faced. 

,Edit ' 1 Discretio The FCC and the courts 
generally assu porters and editors use ed-
itorial discretion, which calls for fair and considered 
news treatment of events, people, and controver-
sies. No one believes that journalists always use the 
best judgment or that they totally lack bias or prej-
udice. First Amendment philosophy holds, how-
ever, that it is better to tolerate journalists' mistakes, 
and even prejudice and incompetence, than to set 
up a government agency as an arbiter of truth. 
The Supreme Court has reaffirmed reliance on 

journalistic judgment. In confirming an FCC deci-
sion rejecting a fairness complaint, the court re-
marked: 

For better or worse, editing is what editors are for; and 
editing is selection and choice of material. That edi-
tors—newspapers or broadcast—can and do abuse this 
power is beyond doubt, but that is not reason to deny 
the discretion Congress provided. Calculated risks of 
abuse are taken in order to preserve higher values ( US, 
1973a: 124). 

News Bias Critics sometimes accuse the elec-
ronic m and especially television network news 
departments, of news bias. Typically such charges 
come from political conservatives, who tend to re-
gard the news media as too liberal in outlook. They 
argue that the cumulative effect of alleged liberal 
bias over time tends to build up one-sided percep-
tions of issues. Professional media gadflies like Reed 
Irvine, head of Accuracy in Media, regularly take up 
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conservative causes against alleged media ( usually 
television) bias, though since 1987 without the fair-
ness doctrine as a weapon. Research studies based 
on program content analysis that support both sides 
of the bias question have appeared. The debate con-
tinues. 

Partly because it has often scheduled more hard-
hitting documentary programs than other networks, 
CBS has been a frequent target of bias complaints 
from the political right. In the mid- 1980s, critics 
took a new tack when conservatives tried to buy 

stock and take over the network to become, as one 
put it, news anchor Dan Rather's "boss." Instances 
of libel suits against CBS based on alleged bias in 

documentaries were discussed in Section 18.2. 
Programs that take a point of view on news events, 

such as 60 Alinutes, almost inevitably provoke con-
troversy. In preparing documentaries, producers 
sometimes resort to techniques that could he re-
garded as staging or rigging of news events. Such 
charges triggered both FCC and congressional in-
vestigations of "Hunger in America" ( 1969), "The 
Selling of the Pentagon" ( 1971), and the West-
moreland/Vietnam documentary ( 1982) discussed 
earlier. Individual employees sometimes used had 
editing judgment, if not outright deception, hut no 
blatant dishonesty was uncovered. Nevertheless, at-
tacks on documentaries continue, made easier by 
the 1979 Supreme Court decision in the Herbert v. 

Lando libel case, discussed earlier in this chapter, 
because it gave plaintiffs the right to probe into 
editing processes. 

18.7 
Changing Constitutional 

Perspectives 

The writers of the Constitution saw the marketplace 
of ideas in 18th century terms, as a forum in which 
small traders in the spoken and printed word com-

peted on relatively equal terms. They expected a 

leisurely se(frighting process to occur as citizens 
heard, read, and digested diverse viewpoints. Tech-

nological convergence and deregulation have 
changed all that, challenging previously accepted 

assumptions about how the First Amendment ap-

plies to mass communication. 

In the late 20th century, numerous different me-
dia and media outlets compete for attention and 

consumer dollars, but more tends to become less 
in a marketplace dominated by giant corporations. 

Instantaneous corporate communicators blanket the 
entire nation, cutting down on the diversity of com-
peting voices and narrowing the window of op-
portunity for the self-righting process to occur. 

Diametrically opposed solutions have been pro-
posed. On the one hand stands the deregulator, 

confident that the marketplace will regulate itself, 
given maximum competition and unconstrained 
consumer choice. On the other hand stands the re-
regulator, demanding that the government inter-
vene once more to oppose monopolistic tendencies 
and to protect the public interest from the effects 
of unrestrained commercial competition. One wants 
all media to compete on an "even playing field," all 
equally protected from government interferences— 
in other words, First Amendment "parity." The other 
wants a more flexible interpretation of the First 
Amendment, one that takes into account the fact 
that different media have different natures in terms 
of their impact, reach, and accessibility. One side 
envisions the communication marketplace literally 
in economic terms; the other regards the market-
place as a metaphor, seeing mass communication 
more in cultural terms. 

In this and earlier chapters many practical ex-
amples of this fundamental clash of views have been 
discussed: Should obscenity in broadcasting and ca-
ble have the same First Amendment protections it 
has on the newsstand and in the movie theater? 
Does the effect of violence as depicted in the elec-
tronic media have such damaging social effects as 
to justify tilting the regulatory playing field against 

it? Should electronic media have special responsi-
bilities with regard to the airing of controversial 
issues of social importance? Does the impact of these 
media on children warrant special regulation? 
The very capacity of broadcasting to survive in 

the traditional sense comes under question. Should 
communication media live or die solely according 

to their ability to survive competition in the eco-
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nomic marketplace? At one time broadcasting 
enjoyed special status as a uniquely democratic me-
dium, worth preserving because it played an es-
pecially important informational role and made its 
services available equally to all at minimum cost. It 
received protection from the competition of cable 
television, a less democratic medium because it is 
more costly and far less universal than broadcasting. 
Broadcasting's special status evaporated with the 
new cable law of 1984 and subsequent court de-
cisions. For example, the Court of Appeals decided 
that the must-carry rule forcing cable operators to 
carry all the broadcasting stations receivable in their 
franchise areas violated the operators' freedom of 
speech. 

In sum, as the 20th century winds down, broad-
casting in America as a public service, accustomed 
for its first half century to special regulation and in 
some ways favored treatment under the First 
Amendment, now faces a hostile climate. The con-
tinued conservatism of the FCC and the growing 
conservatism of the courts presage an era of inten-
sifying media competition. In that environment, 
broadcasting's primacy as a mass medium and its 
special status as a service imbued with a unique 
public responsibility may continue to decline, de-
spite the efforts of some in Congress to halt the 
trend. 

Summary 

Freedom of speech and press have as their goal 
a robust and wide-open marketplace of ideas. The 
First Amendment protects even inflammatory, hate-
ful, and false ideas from government interference, 
but it does not prevent private censorship unless it 
is carried out on behalf of the government. 

Unprotected forms of speech, such as libel, in-
vasion of privacy, and obscenity, are punishable af-
ter the fact, but punishment must not be so easily 
imposed as to have a chilling effect on the freedom 
of speech and press in general. 

Attempts to broaden the ability of broadcast li-
censees to present some kinds of indecent material 
in late evening hours did not survive congressional 

oversight. Congress also included strong limits on 
cable programming of indecent or obscene material 
in the 1984 cable act. 

Former restrictions on cameras in courtrooms 
have given way in state courts. but electronic media 
are still not allowed in federal courts. 

Broadcasting has not had First Amendment parity 
with other media because of a scarcity of channels, 
the fact that the FCC must take programming into 
account in licensing decisions, and the medium's 
intrusive role in the home. 

Section 315 of the Communications Act requires 
equal opportunities for use of broadcast and cable 
facilities for opposing candidates for public office. 
Bona fide news and public-affairs programs are ex-
empt. Section 312( a)( 7) mandates access for can-
didates for federal office. 

At one time regulation of broadcast content was 
heavily influenced by FCC policies emphasizing ser-
vice to local communities. Localism meant the right 
to hear—and express—ideas of interest to that com-
munity. Economic centralization of programming 
and ownership have to a considerable degree made 
localism obsolete. 

The fairness doctrine had its roots in earlier de-
cisions, but was formalized in a 1949 FCC decision 
allowing station editorializing. It was enhanced by 
legislation in 1959, and was upheld by the Red Lion 
Supreme Court decision of 1969. In 1987, after in-
tensive study, the FCC abolished the doctrine, al-
though Congress has vowed to reinstate it. 

The personal attack rules and the political edi-
torializing aspects of the fairness doctrine, both es-
tablished in 1967, remained in force in the early 
1990s. 

Only one commercial product—cigarettes—has 
ever been subject to provisions of the fairness doc-
trine. Few stations or systems will accept paid ed-
itorial advertising ("advertorials"). 

When examining complaints about bias in news 
or documentaries, the FCC and the courts give heavy 
emphasis to broadcast and cable journalists' edi-
torial discretion. 
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CHAPTER 19 

GLOBAL VIEW 

The study of broadcasting in America would be in-
complete without some reference to broadcasting 
elsewhere. Radio's ability to ignore national bound-
aries ( especially now that satellites can cover 40 
percent of the globe from a single point in space) 
makes it essentially an international medium. Nu-
merous international regulatory, trade, academic, 
and legal organizations facilitate global exchange of 

equipment, concepts, programs, techniques, and 
training. American influence in these areas touches 
virtually every foreign media system. 

Each country starts with identical broadcasting 
potentialities, yet each capitalizes on them differ-

ently to serve the nation's particular needs and am-
bitions. "Every society," according to English media 
scholar Anthony Smith, "has to reinvent broadcast-
ing in its own image, as a means of containing or 
suppressing the geographical, political, spiritual and 
social dilemmas which broadcasting entails" ( 1973: 
50). Smith speaks of "containing" and "suppressing" 

because broadcasting can he a dangerous force, es-
pecially to governments that want to control citizen 

access to information. 

nature of the medium causes broadcasting 
to reflect national character. Three attributes, al-

ready discussed in a U.S. context, especially pro-
mote this mirrorlike relationship: 

?0 (cL.9 
Broadcasting invites political oversight because 
it uses public property, the electromagnetic 
spectrum that makes wireless communication 
possible. Each government interprets this duty 
accocç1,fl tp itrs own political philosophy. 

0-V1 
Radio-fr quency radiations interfere with one 
another, necessitating international as well as 
national regulation of physical aspects of trans-
mission. Again, political philosophy affects the way 
in which a country chooses to regulate transmis-

sion. oc), 
°3 Broadcasting has political and social power be-

cause of its unique ability to communicate in-
stantly with an entire nation and to penetrate the 
borders of other nations, bypassing officialdom 
by going directly to the people. No nation, what-
ever its politics, can afford to leave so powerful 

and persuasive an avenue of public communi-
cation unregulated. 

These three considerations explain why broad-
casting systems inevitably reflect differences in po-
litical philosophies. A country's economics, history, 

geography, and culture also influence broadcasting, 
but always with political overtones. As Anthony Smith 
put it, the way a country organizes its broadcasting 
system reveals "a strange, coded version of that 
country's entire political culture" ( 1973: 257). 
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19.2 
Political Philosophies  

The amount and kind of controls a nation imposes 
on broadcasting give a clue to the attitude the coun-
try's leadership takes toward its people uling  

les fall broadly into three orientations er 
missive, the paternalistic and the authorittrian  

Permissive Orientation Broadcasting in 
America is the major exemp ar of a predominantly 
permissive system. The profit incentive, minimally 
hampered by government regulations, encourages 
reaching as many people as possible as cheaply as 
possible. Operating within the permissive frame-
work of the free-enterprise economic system, com-
mercial broadcasting in the United States displays 
the qualitiesm, materialism, expan-
sionism-, and aggressive competitiveness that char-_ 
acterize American marketing in general. Whatever 
critics may say (and many deplore the resulting 
program service), American commercialism achieves 
more lively, popular, and slickly finished broad-
casting services than can be found elsewhere in the 
world. 

Nevertheless, many countries disagree with the 
extreme permissiveness of '. S. commercial broad-
casting. They deplore the commercialism that pays 
attention almost exclusively to what people want 
rather than what critics, experts, and government 
leaders think they need. In general, only countries 
within the U.S. sphere of influence, such as Central 
and South America, have adopted similar permis-
sive, profit-driven systems with most broadcast fa-
cilities under private ownership. Since the advent 
of television, however, even these countries have 
retreated somewhat from their former easygoing, 
permissive approach in order to shape broadcasting 
more in accord with their national needs and goals. 

raternalisq Most countries do not leave pro-
gramming entirely to the interaction of commercial 
supply and demand. Lacking the avowed melting-
pot character of the United States, they feel that 
broadcasting should play a positive role in pre-
serving and enhancing their national cultures. They 

tend to put special emphasis on those all-important  
5 er FT' tradition, official national lan-
guages. They also feeUtistified in mandating a bal-
anced program die". In particular, they stress the 
importance of regulating children's pro gratIIsmen-
sure that they set positive, culturally relevant ex-
amples responding more sensitively to the needs 

----o—fihe nation's children than to those ofia7E--nsers. 
M—ost noncommunist industria countries 

subscribe to varying brands o aternalism. ritish 
broadcasting, the classic example.  started with the 
deliberate goal of avoiding such American "mis-
takes- as corn i 'alism. The British Broadcasting 
Corporatio a chartered, nonprofit corpo- ed3c--
ration, carries no advertising on its stations, derivingNO 5 
nearly all its funds from annual receiving-set license 
fees imposed by the government ( a small percent-
age of its budget comes from commercial activities 
such as program syndication abroad and the sale of 
publications). The government appoints the BBC 
board, but generally lets board members oversee 
the operation without political interference. Out-
siders often mistake the BBC for a government 
service, but its charter, jbg_tressed  v long-standing 
tradition, assures itCindependenc from both 
commercial and ir oliticarcontrols.  

True, théfiome secretary, e top public official 
responsible for broadasting and cable in Britain, 
has certain "reserved powers.- The secretary could 
go so far as to veto a particular program or class of 
programs, a sweeping power the U.S. Constitution 
and broadcasting law deny to any American official. 
The home secretary explicitly used this power for 
the first time with regard to a political issue* in 
1988, forbidding either the BBC or commercial 
broadcasters from airing personal interviews with 
persons from Northern Ireland who were linked 
with paramilitary groups. The ban affected onlymy-
sore appearances, on the theory that terrorists sought 
broadcast appearances to legitimize their activities. 
It did not affect members of Parliament from North-
ern Ireland in the course of election campaigns or 

l'he government used this power in a nonpolitical way once 

before: in 1964 it banned subliminal advertising. 
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EXHIBIT 19-1 Broadcasting House, 
London 

pretelevision days, broadcastersjrom allover the world 

journeyed to this famous art deco building in the heart 
of London as a kind of broadcaster's mecca. They came 

to see, confer, and receit'e training. The Eric Gill sculpture 
aboie the entrance represents Prospero, the wise magician 
of Shakespeare's The Tempest. with Ariel, a sprite whose 

lightning speed symbolized radio. The BBC moved here 
from its original quarters on the Thames bank in 1932. 

Though Broadcasting House tripled the corporation's pre-
vious space, the new building proved too small for the 
BBC's activities even before its completion. The giant BBC 

television center is located in a London suburb. 

SOURCE: BBC copyright. 

in parliamentary debate, nor did it affect newspaper 
coverage. 

From its earliest days, the BBC adhered to a phi-
losophy of "giving a lead," which meant program-
ming somewhat ahead of popular tast art 
of he t' well-articulated ideal 

merged from the BBC experience. 
As adopte in many democracies, it subscribes in 
general to the following principles: 

Balanced programming, representing all the main 
genres. 

Control by a public body, insulated from direct 
and total dependence on either political or com-
mercial interests. 

3 A degree of financial autonomy, usually ensured 
by partial or complete dependence on receiver 
license fees. 

4) Service to the entire population. including rural 
dwellers and minorities. 

5 Political balance and impartiality. 
tï, Respect for the artistic integrity of creative pro-

gram makers. 

This public-service philosophy of broadcasting, 
adapted to varying national circumstances, spread 
worldwide. Thousands of practitioners from scores 
of countries have visited the famous Broadcasting 
House in London (Exhibit 19-1) and have received 
systematic training and indoctrination from the BBC. 
Yet, despite being acknowledged as the most influ-
ential and imitated broadcasting service in history, 
the BBC never came even close to being replicated 
in a foreign country. Too much of its special char-
acter arises from the special character of the British 
nation, evidence of the fact that every system uniquely 
adapts the medium to its own national setting. 
The advent of television and the turbulent polit-

ical and social changes of the 1960s modified BBC 
paternalism. After 1955 it had to compete with an 
advertising-supported service,* albeit with strict lim-
itations on advertiser influence over programs. In 

*The enabling law for the new service went into effect in 1954, 
and the last of 15 regional companies comprising the Indepen-
dent Television Network ( ITN) began telecasting in 1962. 
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the 1980s, the U.S.-inspired deregulatory theory that 
swept the telecommunications world got an espe-
cially sympathetic hearing from Britain's conserva-

tive government under Prime Minister Margaret 
Thatcher. This influence led to still more compe-
tition for the BBC, even a threat to its very existence 
in its traditional form (Exhibit 19-3 outlines these 

developments). 
Other national services modeled with varying de-

grees of fidelity on the BBC include Australia's ABC, 
Canada's CBC, and Japan's NHK. 

ÇAuthoritarianism] Comm and many Third 
World countries take an authoritarian proach to 
broadcasting. The state it nances and operates 

the system, along with other telecommunication 
services, using broadcasting to implement govern-

ment policy. This means that governments own and 
operate the great majority of the world's broad-
casting systems (Exhibit 19-2). 

In the Soviet Union, the leading exemplar of 
broadcast authoritarianism, a committee responsi-
ble to the top echelon of political power runs broad-
casting. Traditional Marxist doctrine holds that 
private ownership of the media inevitably results in 
capitalist exploitation; only government ownership 

can truly serve the massesin_thei ow st. 
The author o )e. Great--- So' , 

...._:------- 
p  

television article :.-erts that capitalist countries use 

television " in the interests of the ruling monopo-
listic circles to propagandize bourgeois ideology." 
lie seemed not to realize that substituting the word 
communist for bourgeois would make the sentence 

an apt description of the Soviet system. With un-
conscious irony, in view of this statement, the Soviet 
writer goes on to say, " In the USSR and other so-
cialist countries, television... demonstrates indi-

vidual features of the socialist way of life, molds 
public opinion, and helps provide the ideological, 
moral, and aesthetic education of the masses" ( Lapin, 
1973: 484). 

Because communist ideology stresses the impor-
tance of the media in mass political education, the 
Soviets embraced broadcasting early, embarking on 
a vigorous “radiofication" program. The Russian 
masses, however, failed to invest in home receivers 

as eagerly as did Western audiences, partly no doubt 
because of low purchasing power, but probably also 
because government programs gave them little in-
centive to buy. 

In order to enlarge radio coverage, communist 
countries rely heavily on state-subsidized listening 
_by-meims of r'ed _ radio,--This self-contradictory 
terif s to- -an-audio forerunner of  
vision, a system ror receiving government broad-
casts at local redistribution centers and forwarding 
tnem by wire to speaker boxes in homes, work 
places, and public squares. Redistribution centers 
usually have their own small studios for insertion 
of local material on a closed-circuit ( nonbroadcast) 
basis to supplement programs received from distant 
regional or national capital transmitters, People rent 
speakers for a nominal monthly fee or listen in 

hlic without cost. About 15 pe7c-ei-----Fin-c-z io -re-
ceivers worldwide are speaker boxes, although 
nowadays some listeners supplement them with their 
own radio receivers. In Eastern Europe the pro-
portion of speaker boxes reaches 38 percent of all 
receivers ( BBC, June 1988). 

Soviet broadcasting's authoritarian outlook has 

meant that programs were chosen and production 
techniques were used with little regard for popular 

taste. Programs had a propaganda, or at best edu-
cational, goal; broadcasting officials paid scant at-
tention to the marketing techniques that American 
broadcasters would employ to ensure that pro-
grams would he palatable and attractive. Programs 
emphasized political commentary, documentaries, 
classica; music, ballet, and theater, with a sprinkling 
of innocuous light entertainment. 
From a production standpoint, Soviet shows 

seemed stiff and constrained compared with Amer-
ican programs. A Columbia University professor, 
commenting on Soviet television after having seen 

it daily via satellite at the university, said in 1985, 
"On Soviet television, our students see women who, 

for goodness' sake, look like anybody's mother .... I 
mean, they're often middle-aged, often a little dowdy, 
they may have wrinkles, they look far from picture 

perfect, and they don't look into teleprompters, be-
cause the Soviet Union doesn't have teleprompters" 
(Neu, Yorker, 1985). 
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*6 11 

13r3c_ and leet 
Britain: the British Broadcasting Corporatio 

responsible for noncommercial servi and he 
Independent Broadcasting_Authoritv IF 

sible for commercial senices Cfrenfine 
The BBC has already been described. TâsDA a 

nonprofit chartereif cnrporation selects-and super 
vises a  number of companies thauctancluet cm 
mercia broadcasting operations in Britain. Like the 
BBC,the IBA owns and operates its own transmit-
ters, so that commercial motives cannot distort 
geographical covera e outlets in 

hi u anon areas. Unlike the BBC, r, 

t IBA as no programming functiQaflnstead it 
12)wr.42rivate commercial companies to do the 

programmin and sell the advertising. 

ommercial programs come mainly from 15 re-
gional program companies selected and regulated 
by the IBA, known collectively a Independent 

Television). Regionalization prevents`any one com-

pany from dominating the commercial field. The 
IBA goes so far as to divide the l"crath-Ertdon 
market between two companie., ames Televisio  
(operating weekdays) and Lon on Weekere Re-
gional franchising also preven s roadcasters from 
overemphasizing the national market in pursuit of 
profits. Thus Britain avoided the American com-
mercial television pattern of domination by a few 
huge networks, national in scope and similar in 
program output. 

Nevertheless, in order to realize the benefits of 
pluralism, commercial television in Britain needed 

to compete as a national network on a more or 
less equal footing with the BBC's two networks. To 
create a national commercial service, the IBA allows 
the 15 regional ITV companies to join forces most 
of the time in a cooperative national network. The 
five most lucrative companies furnish most of the 
programs,* although the ITV network relies on a 
commonly owned nonprofit subsidiary, Indepen-
dent Television News ( ITN), for its national and 

international news programs. 

't*.S. viewers have become familiar with the names of some of 

these companies through British series seen on t S. networks, 

such as Anglia Television (Sunima Thames Television ( The 

Benny Hill Show), London Weekend ( Upstairs, Downstairs ), and 

Granada Television ( The Jewel in the Croan ). 

MoMecymn Fe C cAJ2 litRtt • 

I C aPt,e-Skle'r 
uiter-

for 
rk. 

In addition to the ITV coma 
vises a fourth British networ 

which I. • ain s. tes the trans 

Channel Four acts as an lectronic publishe in 
the sense that it originates n gra its own 

but buys or commissions programs from others. It 
repeats a number of ITV programs, buys produc-

stiuocncsefsrstfu;i•nidnetrpoednudcent   Amproeedrruiiccaenr s, o ratnede ssi obtains)n a    o t _ oth-
ers from international syndicators„Chaffle-1—Eclur_. 

ed  
—ball to audiences  )reviou dicated Ck.KeKs 

Still another company, TV-a  ow the 3-11.cw 
conducts an early-morning reakfast show pro-

gram prior to the start of the ITV schedule, using 
the same IBA transmitter network as the ITV group. 
The IBA also supervises some 50 independent local 

radio stations ( ILRs). Though British viewers can 
choose from among only four domestic broadcast 
television programs, all four can be received 
throughout the territories, and at any one time each 

usually offers a distinctly different program, assur-
ing genuine viewer choice. With no television 

efuivalent of the ILRs, however, British viewers lack  
(local television—)alt do 
A.ip_ply_reginal_progr ams. 

As the quotation at the head of this subsection 
suggests, pluralism in Britain has worked—so far. The 
two competing national television services, those of 
the BBC and the IBA, have achieved approximate 
rating equality, yet the BBC maintains its dedication to 

offering alternatives to commercial programs and to 

serving cultural and intellectual minorities. The BBC-
1 mass-appeal network confronts the ITV competi-
tion, whereas BBC-2 aims at smaller, more special-
ized audiences, as does the commercial Channel 4. 

In • io the • ' _its_111011Q1)114:on 
national and regional seryLceji,_12perating four na-
-fib—nal networks plus regional services in Northern 

Ireland, Scotland, and Wales. Radio 1 features pop 
music, Radio 2 middle-of-the-road programs, Radio 
3 serious music and talk, and Radio 4 news and 

current affairs. Some 40 local radio stations compete 
with the IBA-supervised ILR stations.  

De fact th t in Britai "inclependenD means 

commercial  the networks an stations supervised 
IBA do not practice the all-out commercial-
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ism of U.S. broadcasters. The IBA supervises and 
controls programs, schedules, and commercials in 
far more detail than does the Federal Communi-
cations Commission. In consequence, both the BBC 
output and that of the IBA-supervised companies 

qualify as public-service broadcasting. 
British pluralism, admired though it may have 

been, has not escaped the winds of deregulatory 
change. Plans include new fifth and possibly sixth 
television networks, displacement of the IBA with 
a new, less authoritarian supervisory body, and 
pressure on the BBC to gradually wean itself away 
from the receiver fee as its revenue source in favor 
of some form of subscription television service. These 
plans, outlined in more detail in Exhibit 19-3, 
foretell the end of British broadcasting's "comfort-
able duopoly." 

19.3 
Legal Foundations1 

Broadcasting's physical nature makes not only do-
mestic but also international laws necessary to pre-
vent transborder interference and to facilitate 
international communication flow. 

In - /national Law! Most nations bel( rthe 
Int.  tiona Telecommunicatipn (JnknilTl'I)an 
affiliate of the United Nations, headquartered in Ge-
neva, Switzerland. Since its members are sovereign 
nations, the ITU cannot force them to do anything; 
they join the ITU by treaty and may withhold their 
agret to rules the se.  

ITU members ado .t bothevire and wireless com-
munication rules, ajrlizin_g  terminolo and 
rocedures for international exchange_cd--commu-

nications. For example, ITU members agree to al-
locate specific frequency bands to specific services. 
Thus AM radio, FM radio, television, and broadcast 
satellite service each has its own part of the spec-
trum. The ITU also allocates satellite positions in 
the geostationary orbit. With some regional varia-
tions, ITU allocations apply worldwide, facilitating 
international communication and trade in equip-
ment. Exhibit 19-4 (pages 498-499) outlines the 
ITU's stracture. 

The ITU lops universal technical and opera-
tional tandar through its International Radio 

helps to 
prevent interference, to maximize efficient use of 
the spectrum, and to maintain service quality. ITU 
standards thus play a significant role in facilitating 
international exchange of both technology and pro-
grams. 

Although ITU standardization encourages inter-
nationalism, national chauvinism tends to impede 
it. If you take a portable radio receiver abroad, thanks 
to the ITU's allocations, you can pick up stations 
almost anywhere you land. However, this is not true 
of television receivers and other items of video 
equipment. Fourteen different monochrome tech-
nical standards and three color systems make it im-

sibleinv ttJaaaases ta use televUun sets built, 
in one country in another country without adding 
converters 

e three color levision systems represent sep- — 
arat government an 
decisiorTS: Each of the three lobbied frantically to 
persuade other governments to adopt its version. 
Adoptions meant not only national prestige, but also 
tremendous profits from international sales, both 
present and future, by manufacturers of equipment 
using the favored system. 
The advent of direct-satellite broadcasting and 

high-definition television opened the possibility of 
adopting new, universal, ITU-approved television 
signal processing standards. Certainly, satellite-to-
cable and DBS services designed to cover several 
countries simultaneously cry out for such standards. 
Nevertheless, in 1988 the leading contenders (Eu-
rope, Japan, and the United States) were developing 
different HDTV standards. The world seemed once 
again on the road to adopting incompatible inter-
national television standards for both satellite-to-
cable signals and HDTV. 

LDomestic Laws]  In contrast to the American  
policy of licensing all stgtions ecific -ommu-
-nines, most countries centralize control by using 
networks of repeater stations to carry_ identical na-

etional programs to everybody. Not many countries 
s -tare the U.S. pre erence for autonomous local sta-
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EXHIBIT 19-3 An End to the British Broadcasting Duopoly? 

Parliament 

Broadcasting 
Act 

(to 1993) 

(Transmitter use fees) 

Iblaced by -z 7-c \51 

Wireless Telegraph Act 
(Transmitter licenses) 

Authorizes 
private 

rS ogram companies 

TV frandh/ses cu,ll 
90 4c hifh€671. b/cide/S. 

ITV network 

Transmit 

75 be haneed by 

Pr/va Cooltae4rs. 

BeCoenes '-Channe/ 

Channel 4 network — 

TV-am network 

radio station;) 

May owe) le-ansm,/,/eys‘e 

e-oren-

Programs 

Royal Charter + 
License & Agreement 

(to 1996) 

BBC 

gReceiver license fees)-) 
AF, be phased ou71 

Transmits 

  BBC 1 and 
(TV networks) 

-75 become ,50/Seci-/frhon 
servi'ee. 

(
Radios 1, 2, 3, zip 
(networks) 

&LI/ /ose some. 
ere nne/_s 

Local and 
regional radio 

World service 
(external radio) 

'ITC ( Independent Television Commission) would take on an FCC-like role with respect to 
commercial television and DBS. 
IA Radio Authority would lightly regulate commercial radio, including three new national 
networks and community stations. A Broadcasting Standards Council would work with ITC 
on setting taste, decency, sex, and violence standards. 

tions, free to link up at will with national networks 
but nevertheless licensed to serve specific local areas. 

U.S. broadcasters can invoke an elaborate machin-

ery for review of and appeal from administrative de-
cisions. In most countries domestic broadcasting laws 
give only limited qpportunities for review and ap-

peal. For example, the two British authorities, the BBC 
and the IBA, can act quite arbitrarily in carrying out 
most functions without public hearings, reviews of 
decisions, or appeals to the courts. 

In Europe, broadcasting cases arise in the courts 
infrequently. Those that do usually center on fun-
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EXHIBIT 19-3 Continued 

Until 1989, all British broadcasting fell under the con-
trol of one of two authorities, the BBC and the IBA. 
Legislative plans for that year, however, threatened to 
demolish this "comfortable duopoly," as it was often 
called. The government planned to introduce new 
competition, more private ownership, and lighter reg-
ulation—except with regard to obscenity, sex, and vi-
olence. The chart (left) shows the prederegulation 
structure and some of the changes contained in an 
official 1988 legislative proposal (right). 

The BBC would continue as the "cornerstone of pub-
lic broadcasting," deriving revenue from receiver li-
cense fees, at least until it can support itself from 
subscription fees. 

IA new television network, Channel 5, would be 
programmed by companies controlling different 
daypans. A possible sixth network, Channel 6, pro-
grammed along the same lines might be possible. 

II Most services would have to fill 25 percent of their 
schedules with independently produced British pro-
ductions. 

II The ITC would regulate ownership, preventing 
overconcentration and ownership by religious and 
political groups. Private TVRO ownership (for re-
ception of DBS programs) would be unregulated. 
Private companies would eventually build and main-
tain transmitters on contract; DBS operators would 
handle their own uplink transmissions. Local radio 
stations might assume responsibility for their own 
transmitters or contract with private firms. 

II Channel 4 would continue its present role but would 
be responsible for its own ad sales, although not 
totally dependent on them. 

damental constitutional issues. In Italy, for example, 

the official broadcasting organization, RAI, went to 

court to suppress unauthorized cable television op-

erations that cropped up in the 1970s. The Italian 

Constitutional Court ruled in 1975 that the RAI's 

legal monopoly covered only network broadcasting, 

and so RAI could not prevent local cable or broad-

cast operations by private owners. This ruling opened 

BROADCASTING 
IN THE '90s: 

COMPETITION, 
CHOICE AND 
QUALITY 

The Government s Plan. 
for Brcadcastmq 

Leg,slation 

deloleteelle NNW. don.. 

SOURCE: Great Britain, Home Office, Broadcasting in the 

'90s: Competition, Choice and Quality— The Govern-

ment's Plans for Broadcasting Legislation. Her Majesty's 

Printing Office, London, November 1988. 

the floodgates to thousands of private stations. Fif-

teen years later, these stations still operated without 

benefit of formal regulation because the Italian par-

liament, though always about to pass a new law, 

could not agree on the form it should take. 

As this example suggests, statutes adopted to 

govern traditional brcadcasting have proved in-

adequate to deal with new services, such as cable 
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television, satellite relays, and direct-satellite broad-
casting. In the United States, the FCC improvised 

cable regulation for years until Congress finally 
adopted comprehensive legislation in 1984. Britain 
adopted a new cable act in the same year. Many 
countries, however, are still wrestling with the prob-
lem of how to absorb the new communication tech-

nologies and how to deal with insistent demands 
for more private ownership, more localism, and 
more commercialism. 

In Europe, the European Community (EC) com-
plicates the problem by imposing another layer of 

regulation over national telecommunication laws. 
The EC aims to erase trade barriers among its 12 

member countries, bringing about a true common 
market by 1992. The EC claims that broadcasting 
and the other media are among the services that 
should flow freely among its members. Already the 
European Court has begun to hear cases of alleged 
discrimination against cable program networks 
originating from foreign countries within the Com-
munity. 

The traditional broadcasting organizations op-
pose some of the rules proposed by the EC, ques-
tioning whether an economic body has any business 
regulating cultural activities such as theirs. This 
controversy echoes arguments about U.S. deregu-
latory policy, whose proponents base their reason-

ing on economic theory, treating broadcast services 
as commodities. U.S. interests also question the au-
thority of the EC over electronic media, foreseeing 

the possibility that while encouraging intra-Com-

munity program exchange, the EC may set up bar-
riers against the importation of U.S. programs by 
EC member countries. 

19.4 
Access to the Air 

Broadcasting's potential to inform (or disinform), 

to persuade, and to cultivate values has always made 
access to it a jealously guarded prerogative. Tradi-

tionally, access was limited to professional broad-
casters, experts on subjects of public interest, 
people currently in the news, and politicians. 

Political Access Politicians, as the ones who 
pass t e g broadcasting, have ample 
opportunity to ensure their own access. In political 
systems based on free elections, broadcasting plays 
a vital informational role. It can also pose a threat 
if the party in power takes advantage of its incum-
bency to monopolize access. Democracies have to 

devise ways of preserving fairness in political uses 

of broadcasting without at the same time crippling 
its role as a means of informing the electorate. 

U.S. law, in keeping with the permissive orien-
tation of the U.S. broadcasting system, allows liberal 
access by political candidates, requiring only equal 
opportunities. The weakest parties and candidates 

have the sanie access rights as the strongest—pro-
vided they can raise the money to buy time. Critics 
of the U.S. system point out that no other indus-
trialized democracy permits such commercializa-
tion of elections. 

Great Britain, for example, severely limits elec-
tion broadcasts, emphasizing parties rather than 
individual candidates ( in keeping with the parlia-
mentary system, in which parry membership plays 
a more important role than in the U.S. system). The 

two broadcasting authorities, the BBC and the IBA, 
confer periodically with representatives of the po-

litical parties to set up ground rules. In the recent 
past, only parties offering 50 or more parliamentary 
candidates received television time. Each party had 
one to five free broadcasts of five to ten minutes' 
duration. Individual candidates may plead their cases 

only under very limited conditions. These restric-

tions, plus the fact that British national election 
campaigns last only 30 days, mean that the British 

electorate escapes the interminable merchandising 
of candidates, and candidates do not need to beg 
for donations and accept money from lobbyists to 
pay for expensive advertising. 

On the other hand, in Britain as in the United 
States, candidates and incumbents receive unlim-

ited coverage in legitimate news programs. In such 
appearances, journalists rather than politicians choose 
the formats and run the shows, in accordance with 

normal canons of fairness and editorial judgment. 
The U.S. presidential candidate "debates" of 1988, 

in which the participating news professionals de-
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meaned themselves by accepting ground rules 
contrived by the politicians, could not happen in 

Britain. 
In other European countries, despite strict fair-

ness regulations on paper, the ruling out' al 
parties often evade neutral uirements by 
controlling appointments to the state broadcasting 
services and the reg_ulatory agencies. In France the 
party in power has long regarded such appoint-
ments as the normal spoils of office. Successive stat-
utory changes adopted by new administrations in 
1982 ( socialist) and 1986 ( conservative) to insulate 
broadcasting from political influence had limited 
success. 
Some of the West German states (which supersede 

the federal government in regulating broadcasting) 
attempt to ensure impartiality through a personnel 
policy called Proporz ("proportion"). It requires 
that appointments to key broadcasting posts mirror 
the political make-up of state legislatures. A broad-
casting unit's chief executive officer who belongs 

to the ruling party would have a deputy belonging 
to the main opposition party. Italy's state-operated 
services, RAI, use a similar political balancing system 
called lottizzazione ("allotment"). This kind of cal-
culated balancing helps ensure political neutrality 
but also tends to make broadcasters reluctant to 
come to grips with political issues, lessening the 
medium's usefulness to the voters. 

/Citizen Access] During the restless 1960s, peo-
ple outside the ranks of broadcasters, journalists, 
and politicians began asking why ordinary citizens 
had no access to the airwaves. They argued that if 
the electromagnetic spectrum really does function 
like a national park or other natural resource, should 
not everybody get a chance to use it? This movement 
reflected the period's general rise in ethnic and 
regional consciousness, which is still being felt to 
this day. 

Abetted by numerous domestic and external pi-
rate radio stations, the access movement became 
widespread and vocal in the 1970s. Social reform-
ers, artists, educators, small business people, and 
others with things to say to local aud " -hared 
a common mood and tone," said 

of the movement, "at once romantic, radical, and 
missionary" (Berrigan. 1977: 15). 
The movement had less relevance in the United 

States than in other democracies. The U.S. system's 
policy of local licensing accommodates a certain 
amount of local access. Broadcasting elsewhere tends 
to be more centralized. Access seekers could hardly 
expect national or regional networks to open their 
studios to them if they had nothing to say that was 
of national or regional significance. They tried in-
stead to persuade the authorities to create new classes 
of local and commun:ty stations, exempt from the 
heavy regulation that governs more formal network 
services.* 

Most democracies responded in the 1970s and 
1980s by authorizing such stations. France, for ex-
ample, legitimized more than a thousand small, pri-
vately owned FM stations following passage of a new 
broadcasting law in 1982. Many had started as pirate 
stations, which were rigorously suppressed by the 
French government Italy has hundreds of small, 
private radio and television stations, the legacy of 
the previously mentioned 1975 court decision bar-
ring RAI from closing down nonnetwork private 
broadcasters. 

Even some authoritarian regimes began to au-
thorize local outlets. China, long noted for highly 
centralized control of broadcasting, including wide-
spread use of wired-radio speaker boxes, began 
regionalizing and localizing its broadcast services 
in 1983, setting up stations down to the county level 
and encouraging local self-help in setting up radio 
stations and community antenna systems. In much 
of the Third World, however, the ever-present threat 
of political subversion and the divisive influence of 
tribalism tend to keep program control centralized 
in the capital city, with provincial transmitters merely 
relaying national network programs. 

As generally understood, the term local refers to stations that 

serve entire cities or towns, whereas community stations serve 
small, homogeneous groups, such as ethnic enclaves within cit-

ies. Community stations tend to be informal, minimally regu-
lated, and shared by a :lumber of separate small groups. The 

closest U S. equivalent might be the Class D. 10-watt, noncom-

mercial EM stations. 
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Grou Access Another way of dealing with de-
mands for access is to shift the emphasis from the 
individual to the group to which the individual be-

longs. The U.S. fairness doctrine was an attempt to 
use this strategy with regard to controversies, ob-
ligating stations to give access to group-held ideas, 
though not to specific individuals. 

The uniquely structured access system of the 
6-therlan_ds-I%s gone the furthest in ensuring groups 
their own programs on nationally owned broad-

casting facilities. The government turns over most 
of the program time to citizen associations, some 
representing religious faiths, some nonsectarian in 

outlook. Even very small constituencies, such as im-
migrant workers or people from former Dutch col-
onies, can regularly obtain airtime. 

Associations seeking recognition as regular daily 

broadcasters in the Netherlands set up nonprofit 
corporations, obtaining government-allotted pro-

duction funds from receiver license fees; the as-
sociations also generate revenue for programs from 
their members by selling subscriptions to program 
guides. An umbrella organization, NOS, coordinates 
time sharing and itself produces certain programs 

of broad national interest, such as national and in-
ternational news and major sporting events. 
Although the associations operate noncommer-

cially, advertising appears on the system, monop-
olized by a nonprofit government unit that turns 
the revenue over to the central program fund. In 
1988, however, falling in with the universal trend 
toward deregulation, the Dutch began allowing some 
of the broadcasting associations to operate com-
mercially. 

19.5 
Economics 

---rionomics comes second only to politics in deter-

mining the shape of a country's telecommunication 

system. Primarily because of economic constraints, 
as qualified by political and cultural considerations, 

systems vary widely as to facilities, revenue sources, 
and the ability to produce home-grown programs. 

/ Traditional Facilid  jThe world has some 212 
broadcasting systems, of which only 35 lack tele-
vision.* Receiver penetration (the number of re-
ceivers relative to population size) varies widely. 
The United States leads the major countries in tele-
vision set penetration, with 745 television sets per 
thousand population, followed by Canada, with 497. 
U.S. leadership can be ascribed in part to econom-
ics—high living standards that make sets affordable 
to most of the population. However, other factors 
also play a role: strong motivation for set purchas-

ing, aroused by highly attractive mass-appeal pro-

gramming and by a national policy of licensing nu-
merous localized stations. 

In most communist countries, although their gov-
ernments invest heavily in transmitters, relays, 
and production facilities, set penetration remains 

relatively low because of both consumer goods 
shortages and the low motivation supplied by gov-
ernment-controlled programming. The USSR, for 
example, had 270 sets per thousand population in 

1988. China did not start television until 1958. Twenty 
years later it still had pitifully few receivers for a 
nation of over a billion population. Since adoption 
of more liberal policies in the late 1970s, however, 

television has expanded enormously, reaching an 
amazing 411 sets per thousand population by 1988— 
an ironic contrast with the USSR's low penetration, 

considering that the USSR helped China to intro-
duce television.t Rapid expansion of China's do-

mestic television set production facilitated this 
explosive growth. 

In Third World countries, low purchasing power, 
lack of attractive programming, short television 
schedules, and paucity of local stations minimize 

set-buying incentives. Despite relatively high radio 

receiver penetration, a high percentage of the sets 
do not work because of battery shortages and humid 

*This enumeration, based on listings in the World Radio 'IV 
Handbook ( 1989). includes dependencies as well as sovereign 

nations. Most of the 35 territories that lacked television as of that 
date were small islands. 

t Figures on set penetration in this section come from estimates 

in the frequently updated "\X'orldwide TV Set Count," published 

in Tele, 'isiniRadio Age International ( October, 1988: 1-C-150). 
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climates. Government investment in transmitters and 
production facilities can therefore be extremely un-
economic. It costs just as much in program and 
transmission expenses to reach a few scattered in-
dividuals as to reach the total population within a 
transmitter's coverage area. Lack of communications 
infrastructure, such as electric power, telephones, 
and relay facilities for networks, further impedes 
Third World broadcasting growth. However, a few 
of the oil-rich Middle East states have achieved high 
set penetration—for example, 401 per thousand 
population in Saudi Arabia and 349 in Kuwait. 

Revenue Sources Of the three main sources 
of broadcast nding (central government budget-
ing, advertising, and receiver license fees), most 
countries depend on the first, in whole or in part 
(Exhibit 19-2). Authoritarian regimes accept gov-
ernment ownership and support as natural, for in 
their view the media exist to serve the state. Third 
World countries, even if they would prefer to rely 
on advertising or receiver license fees to finance 
broadcasting, usually have no choice because those 
alternative sources cannot generate enough reve-
nue. The communist countries generally impose 
only token receiver license fees. They would have 
difficulty in justifying fees the size of those in West-

ern Europe, since the Marxist governments run the 
broadcasting services for the state's benefit rather 

than deferring zo the public. 
Broadcasting in most industrialized democracies 

depends in large part on license fees. Fees afford 

insulation both from direct government funding and 
from strong advertiser influence. They insulate only 
partly, however, because governments have a hand 
in making laws requiring payment of fees and in 
setting fee levels, and most fee-supported systems 
also depend on advertising for part of their revenue. 

Western Europe's 1988 color television-set li-

censes* ran from the equivalent of about $42 a year 

*FBI Review regularly publishes a table of fees for the European 
region. These figures come from the May 1988 table, calculated 
at the October 1988 exchange rate ( 6" U.S. cents for one Swiss 

franc). 

(Ireland) to as much as $220 (Switzerland). Britain's 
fee, on which the BBC depends, was $108. In most 
cases licensing of radio sets has been either dropped 
or combined with the television fee. 

Receiver fees have the advantage of imposing a 
strong sense of public responsibility. Also, they 
insulate broadcasters from the taint of special influ-
ence that inevitably accompanies support by gov-
ernment or advertisers. Collection and enforcement 
costs absorb a relatively high proportion of the rev-
enue. Great Britain has one of the more efficient 
systems, using the postal service as a collection 
agency. About 6.5 percent of the revenue goes to 
defray collection and enforcement expenses, and 
defaulters deprive the BBC of over 8 percent of its 
potential revenue (Great Britain, 1986: 11). NHK, 
Japan's equivalent of the BBC, employs its own col-
lectors. They call personally on set owners, appar-
ently experiencing little difficulty in persuading the 
law-abiding Japanese to pay up. 
With the advent of color television, with its high 

production costs, systems relying heavily on fees 
began to have serious financial difficulties. As set 

penetration reached the saturation point, the li-
cense-fee revenue curve leveled off while opera-
tional costs kept rising. Fee levels always lag behind 

because the politicians, who control fee levels, delay 
the unpopular task of authorizing increases as long 
as possible. Some European fee-supported systems 
had to cut back production or turn to advertising 
for at least partial support. The staunchest holdouts 
against broadcast advertising welcome its support 
for modernized cable, subscription television, and 
direct-broadcast satellite services, even while fight-
ing a rear-guard action to continue insulating 
traditional broadcasting from the influence of the 
marketplace. 

European countries try to insulate programs from 
advertiser influence by strict regulations, including 
a ban on sponsorship* and limits on the percentage 

"Europeans unanimously forbid out-and-our commercial spon-

sorship ( in which advertisers schedule commercials within their 
own programs), but there is a trend toward more liberal rules 

governingprogram underwriting, a limited form of sponsorship 
familiar to American viewers of public broadcasting. 
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of revenue that may be derived from advertising. 
For example, in the early 1980s, the Italian parlia-
ment allowed RAI to rely on advertising for less 
than a quarter of its budget. 

Most European countries further protect pro-
grams on their public-service networks from com-
mercial intrusion by scheduling all ads in a few 
special time blocks devoted exclusively to com-
mercials, leaving the rest of the schedule free from 
interruption. Some keep advertisers at arm's length 
by still another method: appointing an official ad-
vertising agency with a monopoly on all sales. Italy, 
France, and Holland have such agencies for their 
public-service networks, for example. 

Even the most stubborn holdouts against com-
mercialism, the Scandinavian countries and 
Belgium, conceded that the new cable and direct-
broadcast satellite services (discussed in Section 19.9) 
would need to resort to advertising for support. This 
foot-in-the-door commercialism began a general re-
treat from the purist no-advertising policy for most 
countries' national public-service broadcasting. 

In the communist world, a similar retreat began. 
Though Marxist doctrine frowns on advertising as 
a capitalistic device for exploiting the workers, in 
practice communist countries found broadcast com-

mercials useful for moving consumer goods that 
sometimes pile up because of central-planning er-
rors. In a sharp change of policy, China began in-
troducing Western-style advertising in 1979, in 
collaboration with U.S. companies such as CBS tele-
vision. In the 1980s, the USSR, under the liberalizing 
influence of its own version of deregulation, glas-
nost and perestroika, also became more tolerant of 
advertising. 

----
I Program Economics Television consumes 
expensive program materials at such a rate that most 
countries, even highly advanced ones with strong 
economies, cannot afford to program several dif-
ferent television networks exclusively with home-
grown productions. Britain is unusual in having four 

terrestrial television networks, although at the price 
of some program imports (voluntarily limited to 14 
percent). Most countries have fewer national broad-

cast television networks, operating on limited 
schedules and depending on imports to varying de-
grees. In the smaller European countries, the dearth 

of programs from domestic sources stimulated ca-
ble television growth. Community antennas could 
pick up a half-dozen services from neighboring 
countries. 

Shortages also account for the lively international 
trade in syndicated programs. The bulk of these 
programs come from the United States ( as discussed 

in more detail in Section 19.9), with a relatively 
large number from Britain. However, communist 
and Third World countries increasingly display their 
wares at international program fairs. Brazil, for ex-
ample, exports quantities of telenovelas (Hispanic 
soap operas) dubbed in Spanish, and Hong Kong 
exports programs in Chinese to the many places 
outside China where there are large Chinese set-
tlements ( including, of course, the United States). 
No simple solution to the program shortage other 

than commercial syndication has emerged, al-
though stratagems for alternative forms of cost and 
talent sharing have been developed. For example, 
the European Broadcasting Union ( EBU), an asso-
ciation of official broadcasting services in Europe 
and nearby countries, shares programs through Eu-
rovision. It arranges regular exchanges among its 
members, primarily of news, sports, and entertain-
ment items. The East European communist coun-
tries have a similar association with its own program 
cooperative, Intervision. The East-West groups ex-
change programs with each other, with most of 
the material flowing from Eurovision to Intervision. 
There are associations of African, Arabic-speaking, 
Caribbean, and Asia-Pacific broadcasting systems 
that exist, but they have not yet developed their 
exchanges to the level of the Eurovision-Intervision 
operations. 

Co-production has been increasingly used as 
another way of dealing with high program costs. 
Producers from two or more countries combine 
financial and often other resources to co-produce 
movies or television series, dividing the capital out-
lay and benefiting from the assured doubling of the 
market potential for the product. 
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L  19.6  Geography 

A nation's size, s lape, population distribution, near-
ness to neighbors, and historical development all 
affect the kind of broadcasting system it evolves. 
Geography plays an especially, prominent role. 

Coverage Problems Cost-effective coverage 
of a country depends on its shape as well as its size. 
The commentai United States has the advantage of 
a relatively' compact, unified land mass, surrounded 
mostly by large bodies of water (Alaska, Hawaii, and 
other offshore territories had to await satellites to 
enjoy coverage simultaneously with the mainland). 
These geographic factors make for efficient cover-
age and relative freedom from interference and 
spillover from neighbors. 

Contrast this with the geography of Japan, an ar-
chipelago of mountainous islands spread over 2,000 
miles of ocean. The Indonesian archipelago's 6,000 
or so widely scattered inhabited islands with diverse 
populations speaking many different languages pre-
sent even more formidable coverage problems. The 
USSR's territory extends so far in the east-west di-
rections that its broadcasts have to be adapted to 
serve 11 different time zones (contrasted with the 
four zones of the United States). Such difficulties 
could not be tackled satisfactorily prior to satellite 
distribution of programs, and all these countries 
pioneered in satellite utilization. The USSR first em-
ployed satellites for domestic television relays. 

Geography insulates most Ameri-
can isteners and viewers from spillover programs 
originating in foreign countries. Treaties with Can-
ada, Mexico, and the Caribbean islands minimize 
transborder interference. 
Geography has had a powerful influence on Ca-

nadian broadcasting, satellites, and cable. Most Ca-
nadians live fairly near the United States border, 
and so are ideally situated to pick up American radio 
and television signals. In addition, Canadian cable 
television companies deliver American programs to 
their subscribers, resulting in Canada's becoming 

one of the world's most cabled countries (more 
than 60 percent penetration). To limit U.S. cultural 
dominance, Canada imposes quotas on the amount 
of syndicated programming that Canadian broad-
casters and cable operators may import and also 
subsidizes indigenous productions. The remote-
ness of its thinly populated northern regions mo-
tivated Canada to get an early start in the use of 
domestic satellites. 

Geography both helps and hinders West Euro-
pean broadcasting. National systems suffer interfer-
ence and spillover from neighbors because of the 
close proximity of many relatively small countries 
with highly developed broadcasting systems. Spill-
over helps, however, in supplementing the limited 
program resources of the smaller countries. 

Spillover sometimes creates odd situations, as in 
divided Berlin, whose West German television 
reaches into surrounding East Germany,. Citizens 
on each side of the Berlin Wall enjoy each others' 
programs, although their governments remain po-
litically at odds and they have to buy converters to 
match their incompatible color systems. East Ger-
man authorities, after trying fruitlessly to get their 
people to stop viewing Western programs, resigned 
themselves to living with the electronic invasion. 

19.7 
Programs and Schedules 

Broadcasting's inherent technical, economic, and 
social characteristics made it inevitable that the same 
basic program formats would emerge and flourish 
throughout the world. News, commentary, public 
affairs, music, drama, variety, studio games, sports 
events—such program genres appeal everywhere. 
However, there are marked differences in the de-
tails of program content as well as in the balance 
among program types and the length of schedules. 

News and Public National differences 
are espe in the treatment of news and 
public affairs. The main daily news presentation is 
a universally popular program fixture, but content 
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and style differ from one country to another. Pa-
rochialism, chauvinism, and ideological biases affect 
the choice of news stories, their treatment, and their 
timing. Each country stresses its own national hap-
penings, few of which hold interest for the rest of 
the world. 

For these reasons, Third World leaders tend to 
agree with the traditional communist approach to 
news, which ignores timeliness, human interest, and 
Western "news values" generally. Since they have 
no need to compete with alternative domestic news 
sources, Third World journalists can afford to ignore 
marketability. Political correctness and educational 
values come first. They play down or omit stories 
about crime, accidents, civil disorders, and the per-
sonal lives of political figures. Third World govern-
ment leaders reason that allowing broadcasters to 
report and edit according to Western standards would 
make the news depressingly downbeat, loaded with 
reports on food shortages, crop failures, black mar-
kets, industrial mismanagement, official corruption, 
breakdowns in public services, urban blight, and all 
the other horrendous problems that plague the less 
developed nations. Instead, most Third World lead-
ers expect their journalists to look for news, or to 
devise news treatments, supportive of the govern-
ment, praising its leaders, heralding the nation's 
accomplishments, and urging audiences to work 
hard at nation building. 

Pro rain Ba1anJ Audiences everywhere pre-
fer light entertainment to more serious content; 
accordingly, entertainment dominates broadcast 
schedules that are not controlled by policies that 

impose criteria other than popular demand. Aside 
from the United States, most industrialized demo-
cracies regulate broadcasting to ensure a certain 
balance between light entertainment and the news-
information-culture-education program genres. 
The expense and consequent paucity of home-

grown productions make it difficult for Third World 
nations to regulate balance because they depend so 
heavily on foreign program sources. They find in-
expensive but slickly produced popular entertain-
ment hard to resist, even though these imports 
may throw schedules out of balance, emphasizing 

light entertainment that plays up alien cultures. 
Communist systems, which traditionally viewed 
broadcasting as primarily an official instrument of 
education and persuasion, paid relatively little at-
tention to popular preferences until glasnost caused 
more emphasis on production values and human-
interest programs. 
--

1 Schedule's Broadcast days of 18 to 24 hours, 
commonplace in the United States, occur in few 
other countries. Many radio services go on the air 
for a short morning segment, take a midmorning 
break before a midday segment, then take another 
break in midafternoon before the evening pro-
grams. 

Television often commences late in the after-
noon, going off the air by 11 P.M. Even in such a 

highly developed system as Britain's, the BBC did 
not begin 24-hour radio until 1979, when Radio 2 
filled in the previously blank hours of 2 to 5 AM. 
"Breakfast television" began in Britain in 1983, when 
both the BBC and a newly formed IBA commercial 
company first began offering early-morning pro-
grams. Extending programming into previously un-
used early-morning and late-night hours became 
one of the signs of change in the 1980s as new 
networks, stations, and cable systems heightened 
competition. European broadcasters held the first 
international conference on breakfast television in 
1987, reported in the European Broadcasting Union's 
journal under the heading, "Morning Has Broken: 
An Idea Whose Time Has Come" (EBUR, 1987). 

19.8 
Transborder Broadcasting 

Exploiting the ability of radio waves to surmount 
political boundaries introduced a potent new factor 
into relations among nations. Never before had it 
been possible to talk to masses of foreigners across 
even the most impervious of national boundaries. 
Broadcasting can inform and persuade people in 
closed societies that are impossibl enetrate 
with in-person messages. ses 
mostl shor -w ve radio  ecaus ong range)  
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to send both official and clandestine programs to 
foreign countries, becoming an important ideolog-
ical weapon both in warfare and in times of peace. 
More than 80 countries operate external services, 

although many have little more than symbolic im-

portance. In 1988, the United States topped all ex-

ternal broadcasters in weekly time on the air, as 
shown in Exhibit 19-5. 

Also ideologically motivated, religious groups 
recognized from the start that broadcasting gave 
them their first opportunity to get their messages 
directly to potential converts in societies dominated 

by other religions, sometimes despite official hos-
tility. They have so saturated the short-wave bands 
that listeners can pick up Christian evangelism al-
most anywhere in the world 24 hours a day. 

Other forms of transborder broadcasting have 
commercial motives: legal "peripheral" and illegal 

pirate stations. 

BBC External Servicej 
a r5aTpftedtfiflhrst external services. The 
Dutch and Germans started theirs in 1929, the French 

in 1931. After experimenting for several years, Brit-
ain's BBC formally launched external broadcasting 

(then called the Empire Service) in 1932 Broadcast 
entirely in English, it sought to maintain home-
country ties with expatriates in the colonies and 
with residents in the dominions ( independent ex-

colonies such as Canada and Australia). Later on, 
the use of foreign languages in external services 
shifted their focus toward diplomatic and propa-
ganda roles. The BBC began its foreign-language 

external broadcasts in 1938 on the eve of World 
War II, countering Italian radio propaganda in Ar-

abic to the Near East. Soon Britain and the Axis 
powers became locked in a deadly war of words, 
using many languages. 

During the war, foreign listeners came to regard 
the BBC as having the highest credibility among 
external broadcasters. It has retained that reputation 
ever since. Throughout the world, listeners tune to 

it automatically when they are in doubt about the 
authenticity of other sources. True, the British For-
eign Oç_e_r_e_lmburses the BBC for the cost of the 
EX-ternal Services ( recently renamed the World 

nral commitment 

EXHIBIT 19-5 Ten Leading External 
Broadcasters 

Rank Country (languages) Hours per uvek" 

1. United States" ( 50) 

"). USSR ( 81) 

3. China ( 4- ) 

4. Taiwan ( 17) 

5. West Germany ( 37) 

6. Egypt ( 30) 

United Kingdom ( 36) 

8. Trans World Radio' ( 61) 

9. Voice of the Andes" ( 14) 

10. Albania ( 21) 

1,493 

1,091 

821 

816 

-51 

526 

500 

451 

"Time rounded to neareso hour. 

"Includes VOA and Radio Marti ( 1,199 h( ,urs ), Radio Free Europe 
(630 hours). and Radio Liberty and Radio Free Afghanistan ( 448 

hours). 
'A religious broadcaster c‘ith transmitters located in (', uam, Mon-

aco, Netherlands Antilles, Sri Lanka, Switzerland, and Uruguay. 

"A religious broadcaster with transmitters in Quito, Ecuador. 

SOURCE: Voice of America, 1988, VOA, 1988, p. 55. 

Service), hut that ministry controls only the choice 

of languages, the hours of operation, and invest-
ments in new transmitters. Listeners understand that 
BBC commentators represent the independent, ex-
pert viewpoints of professors, foreign correspon-
dents, and the like; they have more credibility than 
the civil servants presenting official government 
viewpoints that are found on other external ser-
vices. 

In the 1980s, the BBC, spurred by pressure to 

become more competitive, proposed mounting a 

television version of its World Service, a round-the-
clock program in English. When the Foreign Office 

failed to come forward with the necessary funds for 
this new venture, the BBC began trying to recruit 
other backers. 

L_Radio Moscow The USSR, not having a colonial 

empire when brcradca.sting began, had different mo-
tives than the West for starting an external service. 

The Soviets used early radio to explain their recent 
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revolution to sympathizers in Western Europe and 
to legitimize their regime among the family of na-

tions. From the outset the Soviets recognized the 
importance of broadcasting in foreign languages as 
a means of gaining and influencing friends abroad. 
Radio Moscow began regular external services in 
1929. 

Radio Moscow uses fewer overseas relay sta-

tions than the major Western external broadcast-
ers, although it has one in Cuba aimed at the 
Americas. Radio Moscow, like the external services 

of all communist states, tends to be relentlessly 
propagandistic. 

Western studies of audience reactions in a variety 
of countries always show Radio Moscow's appeal 
running well behind that of the BBC and the VOA. 
However, in the 1980s Moscow lightened its tone, 
even before the 1985 glasnost policy took hold. It 
initiated a 24-hour daily service in English, appro-
priating the BBC "World Service" title. 

Voice of America/ The United States added its 
voice to the battle of words during World War II 
when President Franklin D. Roosevelt appointed a 

popular radio commentato , mer Davi , to head 
the Office of War Information OWI).Aw,oni:. 

-ponent of the OWI, the Voice of America (VOA) 
went on the air in February 1942. Wary of creating 

a propaganda agency that might be turned against 

the American people by the party in power, Con-
gress forbade the VOA to release its programs in 
the United States, although anyone with a short-

wave radio can pick up VOA programs aimed at 
overseas listeners. No such proscription exists in 
Britain, where the BBC external service, coming 
it does from a nongovernment source, welcomes 

domestic listeners to its 24-hour World Service in 

English, which can be heard at home on regular 
AM radio sets. 

The contemporary VOA functions as an arm of 

the United States Information Agency ( USIA), the 
federal unit responsible for informational and cul-

tural contacts with the rest of the world. In 1988, 
the VOA used 50 languages in addition to English, 
ranging from Albanian to Vietnamese (see Exhibit 

19-5). Programs originate in Washington, DC, going 

overseas via leased satellite channels and VOA short-
wave transmitters located in Greenville, NC, and 
several secondary U.S. sites. The VOA also leases 

sites in a dozen foreign countries, where it main-
tains transmitters for rebroadcasting programs to 
listeners in nearby areas. 

VOA programs revolve around news and com-
mentary but also use most of the other formats 
familiar in domestic radio, including a telephone 
call-in show (international listeners leave a message 
on a Washington, DC, answering machine and VOA 
staff members call back the listeners at VOA expense 
during production). News and public affairs items 
reflect official U.S. policies, but for the sake of cred-
ibility the VOA tries to observe the spirit of its orig-

inal 1942 manifesto: "Daily at this time we shall 
speak to you about America....The news may be 
good or bad. We shall tell you the truth." Truth 
telling continues to be VOA policy, despite occa-
sional lapses when partisan officials appointed by 

the party in power bend the truth to suit momentary 
political objectives. 

Adopting an aggressive information policy, the 
Republicans undertook a major VOA improvement 
and expansion plan during the 1980s. The USIA 
budget doubled between 1981 and 1988, much of 
it spent on updating long-neglected equipment and 
building new facilities (Exhibit 19-6). The VOA added 

languages and increased the number of overseas 
relay transmitters, especially in the Caribbean and 
Central America, where it set up standard AM trans-

mitters to reach listeners with ordinary (non-short-
wave) receivers.* 

Because of its short range, television 
does not lend itself to external broadcasting as read-

ily as does short-wave radio. The USIA, the VO 
parent agency, used to rely entirely SK cernent, 

- - --persuading foreign broadcasters to carry ArrtrricAn 

television Fr-o-grams on their own domestic services. 

'According to BBC research, in most countries from about 30 

to -5 percent of the households have short-wave receivers. Can-

ada and the United States, which make little use of domestic 
short-wave broadcasting, have the lowest penetration, between 
5 and 10 percent of all households. 
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EXHIBIT 19-6 VOA's Historic Control Center 

The master control panel, with its clocks showing the time in different world target 
areas, has long been the ceztetpiece of public tours of the Voice of America fcwilities 
at . 130 Independence Avenue, S.W. in Washington, DC. A modern, solid-state, 
computerized facility replaced this old-fashioned, handç-on control panel in the 
1980s, hut it remains on show as part of the tour. 

SOURCE: Courtesy Voice of America. 

In 1988, USIA information officers stationed in for-
eign countries succeeded in placing U.S.-sponsored 

program material on domestic television services 
in more than a hundred host countries__ 

In the 1980s, the USIA createcià a pro-
ram set-vice that harnesses satellites to  exteltle 

scope of external te evision. Worldnet transmits a 
vz erac  xc tege_consisting of press 

conferences with important U.S. officials, intellec-
tuals, and others, plus "passive" programs consisting 
of news and general information. U.S. diplomatic 
posts throughout the world pick up Worldnet on 

their own TVROs, as do some foreign cable systems 
and broadcast stations. By mid- 1988, Worldnet 

reached TVROs erected at 137 U.S. diplomatic posts 
in more than 90 countries. The posts arranged ac-
cess to Worldnet for media people and others in 
those countries. 

Although Worldnet's interactive press confer-
ences succeeded well in reaching foreign media 
professionals with the U.S. viewpoint, they reached 
only a limited general audience through the foreign 

cable systems and stations carrying them. U.S. Sen-
ate critics, regarding Worldnet as a grandstand play 
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that drained funds away from the more conven-
tional VOA external services, withheld funding for 

Worldnet's "passive" programs pending proof that 
they regularly reached at least 2 million European 
viewers. When it failed to convince the senators,* 

USIA made a deal with C-SPAN, the cable-industry-
supported public-affairs network, to relay its 24-
hour service over Worldnet facilities. 

.S. Surr ervices In addition to con-
ventional external radio services, the United States 
also engages in a special type of external broad-

casting, surrogate domestic services. They simulate 
domestic services within target countries, attempt-
ing to bypass censored domestic media in those 

countries. Surrogate broadcasting seeks to substi-
tute the sending country's view of the facts for the 
views promulgated by the target country's own 
broadcasters. 

The • 'n U.S. operations of this t‘ 

rtv (RL) and Radio Free Europe ( RFE), are aimed 
at the USSR and the East European communist states, 
respectively. They have studios and transmitters in 
Munich, West Germany, and additional transmitters 
in Israel, Portugal, and Spain. RFE/RL originated dur-
ing the Cold War that followed World War II, cov-

ertly supported by the Central Intelligence Agency. 
The statioirtled tr stir up  dissent within, and 
undermine the credibility of, t e target communist 
regimes. After the CIA connection became known 

publicly in 1973, Congress created a special ency, 

the Board for International Broadcastin o 

supervise the operations. Congress funds them openly 
with annual appropriations. Broadcasting entirely 
in the languages of their target countries, RFE/RL 

choose domestic and foreign news from their per-
spective, not from the U.S. perspective as does the 

VOA, which also broadcasts to the same target areas. 
In 1985 the United • s introduced a new sur-

rogate service I dio Martí aimed at giving the 
people of Cuba news information free of Castro-

regime bias. Congress declined to set up Radio Martí 

*1'MA-sponsored research estimated that Worldnet's weekly cu-

mulative adult average viewership in 11 European countries was 
little more than half a million ( Burke-Inter Mew. 1988: 5). 

as an independent surrogate service like RFE/RL. 
Instead, it became a special VOA service with its 

own supervisory board. It transmits from a previ-
ously existing VOA AM transmitter in the Florida 
keys as well as from U.S.-based short-wave stations. 

Radio Marti started in May 1985, with an author-
ized staff strength of about 175. Supporters claim 
that it has had a powerful effect, creating dissatis-
faction with the Castro regime by revealing facts 
concealed from the people, such as deaths of Cuban 

soldiers in Africa. Some observers think Radio Mar-
ti's impact caused the Castro regime to upgrade its 
own domestic services—an apparent positive ben-
efit of pluralism. 

In 1988 Congress authorized funds to experiment 
with a television version of Radio Martí, using a 
transmitter hung from a balloon tethered in the 

Florida keys. Although the scheme may sound far-
fetched, such relay had actually been tried in the 
1950s, prior to the start of Cuban television. A 
balloon-borne transmitter on the mainland relayed 
a major league baseball game to receivers on the 
island. 

Commexcial_j_iansborder Servicesi Several 
European ministates have operated peripheral sta-
tions for a long time, capitalizing on the unfilled 
demand for broadcast advertising and the appetite 

for alternative programs. Both audiences and ad-
vertisers, frustrated by severely regulated domestic 
services, welcomed these alternatives. Peripherals 

beam commercial services in the appropriate lan-
guages to neighboring countries. They specialize in 

popular music formats, sometimes supplemented 

by objective news programs, which are welcome in 
countries where the ruling political parties domi-
nate broadcast news. 

The Grand Duchy  of Luxembour eally located 
for peripheral transmitters at the intersection of Bel-

gium, France, and Germany, gets much of its na-
tional income from international commercial 
broadcasting ( Exhibit 19-7). Other notable trans-

border commercial stations operate in the German 

Saar ( Europe No. 1), Monaco ( Radio Monte Carlo), 

Cyprus ( Radio Monte Carlo East), Morocco ( Radio 
Mediterranean International), Yugoslavia ( Studio 
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EXHIBIT 19-7 Luxembourg: Home of Peripherals 

Netl,.rlands 

Belgium 

The tiny Grand Duchy of Luxembourg (GDL) granted 
a broadcasting monopoly to a hybrid government-pri-
vate corporation, now known as Rm. (Radio-Télé-Lux-
embourg i, in 1930. In 1931, it began operating as what 
the French called a radio périphérique (peripheral 
radio). In those days, when official European radio 
services tended to be rather highbrow and stuffy, lis-
teners far and wide heard its pop-music programs. 
legend has it that Radio Luxembourg, received in Liv-
erpool, England, gave the Beatles their first taste of 
pop music. 

Today, Rn has high-power long-wave ( 2,000 kW), 
medium-wave ( 1,200 kW), and short-wave (500 kW) 
radio transmitters radiating across the borders carry-
ing programs in English, Dutch, French, and German. 
It broadcasts television in both the PAL and SECAM 
s}stems in order to reach both French and German 
viewers. WM holds shares in a number of European 
privately owned broadcasting services and owns ex-
tensive production facilities in Luxembourg. 

Television's short range made it impossible for the 
GDL to repeat its radio coverage with the newer media, 
but it overcame this problem in part by setting up 
jointly owned broadcasting services in neighbor-
ing countries, notably RU Plus in Germany (both a 
broadcast and a satellite-to-cable service) and IVi, 
French-speaking Belgium's first commercial broadcast 
channel. 

The ITU's 1977 allocation of DBS orbital slots to 
European countries offered Luxembourg a chance to 
extend its television coverage to the whole of Europe. 
Two early attempts at establishing a DBS service in the 
GDL failed, but SES (Societe Européenne des Satel-
lites), founded in 1985, finally succeeded, launching 
ASTRA in 1988—the first privately owned European 
communication satellite. The numbers on the map 
below indicate the width of the home television an-
tennas needed to receive ASTRA in the zones defined 
by the contour lines. 

United 
Kingdom Netherlands 

__Belgium 

Luxrmbourg 

C-zechoslovak ia 

1 111 
Hunlry 

iii 
Yugoslavia 

ASTRA contracted with a variety of direct-to-home 
and satellite-to-cable services to occupy its 16 chan-
nels, including Disney, Sky Channel (the pioneer Eu-
ropean satellite-to-cable service), Eurosport, and 
MW-Europe. 
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Koper/Radio Capodistria), and Gabon (Africa No. 
1). Peripheral stations would have little motive for 
broadcasting to the United States, although pow-
erful AM stations in Mexico, known as "border blast-
ers," take advantage of Mexico's more liberal laws 
to circumvent U.S. regulations. 

Peripherals, rather staid operations tolerated by 

some of their target countries (which even invested 
in them), still left commercial and program de-
mands unsatisfied. This vacuum led to the emer-
gence of pirate radio outlets. 

The United States, because of its permissive sys-
tem, its thousands of stations licensed to local com-

munities, and its free-enterprise advertising, has not 
experienced pirate invasions of its airwaves except 
by occasional youthful pranksters. Less permissive 
systems have long been plagued by radio pirates 
operating stations on ships anchored offshore. 
Transmitting from beyond the territorial limits of 
their target countries, and therefore immune from 

domestic broadcasting laws, they violate licensing, 
copyright, and music performance restrictions. 
The first offshore pirate began broadcasting from 

a ship anchored between Denmark and Sweden in 
1958. Often U.S.-financed and always frankly imi-
tative of American pop-music formats, advertising 
techniques, and promotional gimmicks, the pirates 
captured large and devoted youthful audiences. Some 
pirates made a lot of money, but only at consider-
able risk. They suffered from storms, from raids by 
rival pirates, and finally from stringent laws penal-
izing land-based firms for supplying them or doing 

any other business with them. Nevertheless, in spite 

of suppressive legislation, offshore pirates still crop 
up today. 

The pirates whetted appetites for pop music, forc-
ing national systems to take notice of hitherto ig-

nored musical tastes. The BBC, as one example, 
reorganized its national radio network offerings, 
adding a pop-music network ( Radio 1 ) imitative of 

the pirates. Some of the offshore DJs ended up 
working for the BBC and other established broad-
casters. Pirate influence caused Holland to reorgan-

ize its broadcasting system, permitting two former 
pirate organizations to come ashore and develop 
into leading legitimate broadcasters. 

More recently, commercial services have crossed 
national borders in satellite-to-cable networks and 
direct-to-home DBS broadcasting. These develop-
ments are discussed in the next section. 

19.9 
.S. Global Influence  

Aside from the special realm of public diplomacy, 
the United States exerts a powerful, worldwide in-
fluence on the electronic media in terms of 

technology, program expertise, and the economic 
concepts embedded in deregulatory theory. This 
pervasive influence has won foes as well as friends. 
American programs, for example, have the widest 
circulation of any in the world, attaining immense 
popularity with most foreign audiences; yet many 
foreign critics resent this U.S. influence, and their 

countries do everything they can to counteract it. 

By the 1980s, however, American dominance, 
though still not seriously challenged, felt increasing 

competition. The Japanese had captured most of the 
consumer market for electronic media goods and 

led in DBS and HDTV technology. The European 

Common Market, scheduled to break down nation-
alistic trade barriers by 1992, threatened to become 

in time an even larger, more unified media market 
than the United States. Of the world's ten largest 
multimedia firms in 1989, only four were U.S. com-

panies, and several of the six top foreign companies 
had substantial holdings in the American media. 

Satellite Technology) The United States took 
the technological initiative with an operational leap 

into space communication in 1965. In that year, the 
International Telecommunications Satellite Or-
ganization ( INTELSAT) began relaying transatlantic 
communications traffic. INTELSAT relay satellites, 
stationed above the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific 

Oceans, eventually made possible instant world-
wide distribution not only of television programs 
but also of telephone conversations, news agency 
services, and business data. 

Ever since, we have been able to see live televised 
scenes from distant overseas news events instanta-
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neously.* More than a hundred countries share IN-
TELSAT ownership, but the United States originated 
it, owns the largest percentage of its shares (about 

25 percent), houses its headquarters (in Washing-

ton, DC), and until 1979 operated it on behalf of 
the rest of the consortium (through Comsat, the 
Communications Satellite Corporation). 
Though primarily an international carrier, IN-

TELSAT also leases satellite access at reasonable rates 
to Third World countries for domestic use. This 
enables the less-developed countries to set up their 
own internal satellite relay networks. With INTEL-
SAT's aid, many vaulted directly into the satellite 
era, avoiding the need to erect costly microwave 
circuits throughout their territories. Among other 
things, this short-cut enabled them to feed daily 
national and international television news to trans-
mitters throughout their territories, decades—even 
generations—before such national program distri-
bution would have been possible using earthbound, 
presatellite networks. However, emerging private 
competition to INTELSAT in the provision of inter-
national satellite services may reduce its revenues, 
endangering its unique service to developing coun-
tries' domestic communications (Exhibit 19-8). 
Communist countries have their own, much 

smaller international consortium, /ntersputnik, 
serving only 14 countries. The USSR operates In-
tersputnik; nevertheless, it also uses INTELSAT ser-

vices to reach noncommunist regions of the world. 
Originally NASA, the U.S. government space agency, 

monopolized the West's capacity to launch com-
munication satellites. By 1984, however, a consor-
tium of European countries began to challenge 
NASA's monopoly with their own launch facility, 
Arianespace, named for Ariane, the rocket that 

in earlier days, before videotape recorders and INTELSAT, the 
U.S. networks occasionally installed film processors in airplanes 

so that they could develop film of exceptionally newsworthy 
European events during the return trip across the Atlantic. Such 

strenuous efforts enabled them to show the coronation of Brit-

ain's Queen Elizabeth in 1952, for example, only a few hours 

after the evern actually took place. This labored coverage con-

trasts with that of another royal event: the marriage of the Prince 

of Wales to Lady Diana Spencer in 1981, seen live all over the 

world, thanks to the global satellite system. 

launches the satellites. Ariane's launch site in French 
Guiana on the north coast of South America, near 
the equator, gives it better conditions for attaining 

equatorial orbit than does NASA's Florida location. 
Ariane contracts to launch satellites for other coun-
tries, as NASA did prior to the Challenger disaster. 
China and the USSR also opened their launch fa-
cilities to foreign commercial users. 

Pioneering in domestic satellites (domsats), as op-
posed to international satellites, began in 1965 with the 
USSR's Molniya satellite series. Canada's An ik domsat 
series followed starting in 1972, preceding the first U.S. 
domsat, Westar, by two years. The 1970s also saw the 

launching of the first Third World satellite, Indone-
sia's Palapa, the forerunner of Europe's Eutelsat se-
ries, and the first Japanese satellite. France, first among 

the European countries with its own domsat, launched 
its Telecom in 1985, in part to enable relays to its 

overseas territories. Exhibit 19-9 (page 517) lists some 
of the foreign satellites used for broadcasting at the 
close of the 1980s. 

DBS rect broadcast satellite (DBS) services took 
longer to emerge. A short-lived U.S. DBS service. 
USCI, went bankrupt in 1985 after only 17 months' 
operation. Without the benefit of a specialized high-
power satellite suitable for easy home reception and 
lacking a wide choice of program channels, it could 

not compete with cable television. 
DBS seemed more immediately promising in 

countries where it did not 41.@--te—con2pete_with 
deep c - elevision penetration, such as Australia 
an Japan. Australia s AUS , t ough a general-
purpose satellite rather than a specialized DBS ve-
hicle, transformed Australian broadcasting in the 
late 1980s by bringing programs to the remotest 
areas—regions too thinly populated to support ca-
ble. Japan forestalled cable by concentrating on 
DBS experiments. It led the world with the first full-
time DBS service in 1987. 

In Europe, cable not only had low average pen-
etration but also offered relatively few channels. 

making DBS an attractive proposition, albeit mainly 
on a multinational basis. In 1989, Luxembourg 
launched ASTRA, Europe's first private DBS vehicle 
(see Exhibit 9-7). Other European DBS projects 
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EXHIBIT 19-8 INTELSAT vs. "Separate Systems" 

Comparing the successive generations of INTELSAT 
space vehicles gives a graphic picture of the remark-
able growth of satellite communication within the short 
space of a quarter century. The table shows a dramatic 
increase in the number of transponders and voice 
channels (a conventional measurement of information 
capacity). 

Several satellites of each model must be purchased 
to keep backup vehicles in reserve and to station ve-

o 
Designation: INTELSAT 

rt 
Il Ill IV V-A VI 

Satellites Purchased: 2 4 8 8 6 9 6 5 

First Launched: 1965 1967 1968 1971 1975 1980 1985 1989 

Design Lifetime: 1.5 yrs. 3 yrs. 5 yrs. 7 yrs. 7 yrs. 7 yrs. 7 yrs. 13 yrs. 

Bandwidth: 50 MHz 130 MHz 300 MHz 500 MHz 800 MHz 2,144 MHz 2,250 MHz 3,300 MHz 

Voice Channels: 480 480 2,400 8,000 12,000 25,000 30,000 120,000 

hides above each of the three major oceans. Already 
orders for five seventh generation INTELSAT vehicles 
have been placed with Ford Aerospace. They will look 
like the diagram below right. 
Some major components of Intelsat VII: ( 1) Ku-band 

steerable spot-beam antennas ( suitable for small Earth 
antennas, such as those on mobile news vehicles); (2) 
antennas for larger footprints; (3) steerable C-band 
spot-beam antenna; (4) radiator to dissipate heat buildup 
aboard craft; ( 5) array of solar cells to generate elec-
trical energy; (6) antenna for global footprint; (7) horns 
that direct signals to reflector at (9); (8) hinge to allow 
deploying (9) from folded position the reflector as-
sumes during takeoff; (9) reflector fed by horns at ( 7), 
for large footprint. 

were also under way ( see Exhibit 9-9). Thereafter 

it became a race between cable and DBS to see 

which could first sign up enough subscribers to 

justify the huge capital outlays. It seemed likely that 

only one contender could survive as a major service. 

Solar array 

C-band transmit 
antenna reflector 

antenna r\eflector 

C-band transmit 
antenna feeds 

C-hand receive 
antenna teeds 

,̀1 - band antenna 

• K t-hand antenna 

53 Ku-hand antenna 

S2 Ku-hand antenna 

Cable TV, Europe had primitive cable television 
- 

e Fi—m-ited form of CAW (community antenna 

television) for many years before modern cable 

existed. These early systems merely extended 

domestic broadcast station coverage, sometimes 
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EXHIBIT 19-8 Continued 

The globe below shows the differing footprints of 
EVTELSAT V (P-15) located above the Atlantic Ocean 
and beaming to both the east and the west. Note that 
the west hemispheric beam (Unbroken line) covers all 
of Africa and Western Europe. 

The INTELSAT treaty requires member countries 

that launch their own international satellites to "co-
ordinate" with INTELSAT to ensure that competing 
services do not harm it either technically or econom-
ically. A number of countries have obtained INTELSAT 
agreement, notably the consortium of European coun-

tries that operates Eutelsat, a regional satellite series 
that downlinks a number of satellite-to-cable program 
channels in Europe. 

Prior to 1986, however, no competing satellite sys-
tem had directly challenged INTELSAT for business on 
its most lucrative route, across the Atlantic between 

North America and Western Europe. In that year the 

adding a few channels for the purpose of carrying 

neighboring foreign broadcast networks. Most op-

erated noncommercially, often owned by munici-

palities; they had few channels, no local origination, 

and no pay channels. 

FCC gave the go-ahead to several satellite companies 
that were planning to do just that. INTELSAT member 
nations opposed these plans for "separate systems," 
foreseeing that private competitors would skim the 
cream off the satellite business, lessening INTELSAT's 
earnings. This loss might force INTELSAT to modify 
its policy of averaging rates between heavily used and 
lightly used routes, a form of subsidy that enables Fiji, 
for example, to communicate with Australia for a frac-
tion of what it would have to pay to cover the full 
costs of interconnection in the light-traffic Pacific re-
gion. 

Moreover, INTELSAT normally downlinks and uplinks 
international traffic at only one or two teleports in 
each of the smaller countries; traffic to and from a 
teleport travels over conventional terrestrial circuits. 
This ground segment of a satellite communication link 
costs far more than the space segment. Centralized post 
and telegraph (PIT) telecommunication monopolies 
benefit from contracts that give them exclusive rights 
to these lucrative terrestrial segments of INTELSAT 
traffic. For this reason, government PM oppose pri-
vate satellite companies that might bypass their facil-
ities and link directly with consumers who erect their 
own Earth stations. 
American satellite firms, strongly backed by the U.S. 

government, argue that INTELSAT's monopoly is in-
efficient, that its rates do not reflect actual costs, and 
that its sheer size makes it inflexible. Competition 
from smaller, nimbler satellite firms, they contend, 
would lower prices for all, enhance services, and en-
courage innovation. The first private U.S. "separate 
system" to launch a satellite, Pan American Satellite 
Corporation ( PAS), planned to offer both domestic and 
international satellite services. It will link the United 
States and countries of the Hispanic world—Central 

Exhibit continues next page. 

Modern cable developed most extensively in small 

countries such as Belgium ( around 90 percent cable 

penetration by 1989) and the Netherlands ( rdound 

70 percent). Research indicates that audiences pre-

fer home-produced programs, but small countries 
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EXHIBIT 19-8 Continued 

and South America and the Caribbean—with Europe 
and serve their domestic needs as well. 

(A) The PAS central beam focuses on Peru. Con-
centric rings delineate areas of different signal strength, 
with maximum strength at the center. 

(B) The PAS south beam centers on Brazil. The "look 
angle" of the satellite from its position above the equa-
tor and west of the target areas distorts the maps. 

PAS launched its first satellite in 1988, but experi-
enced delays in finding "correspondents," firms or 
agencies at the foreign end of the circuits that were 

A. 

SOURCE: Table (p. 514) and 
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willing and legally able to enter into satellite services 
agreements. A U.S. international satellite system must 
have formal approval from foreign governments for 
any proposed linkups before it can obtain FCC li-
censing. Peru became the first PAS correspondent, soon 
followed by the Dominican Republic and Costa Rica 
on this side of the Atlantic and Britain, Ireland, Lux-
embourg, Sweden, and West Germany on the other, 
with more yet to come. CNN and other U.S. satellite-
to-cable networks contracted with PAS to relay their 
programs to countries to the south. 

B. 

maps ((pp. pp. 515-516) from INTELSAT and Pan American Satellite Corp. 

can produce only a limited number of programs 

domestically: they necessarily draw on foreign pro-

ducers to supplement their own resources. 

In the larger European countries, however, cable 

progressed slowly. Extensive domestic broadcast 

program production held down the demand for 

alternative programs. In 1988 Britain had only 1.3 
percent cable penetration and France less than 1 
percent. 

Although cable penetration continued to in-

crease, public demand in the larger countries re-
mained sluggish as long as basic cable systems 
could not offer a wide variety of high-interest pro-

grams. To become commercially viable in Europe, 
such networks had to cumulate a multinational 
audience—difficult to do in the face of national dif-
ferences in language, culture, cable regulation, 
copyright law, and advertising practices. 

The United States had led in the development of 
satellite-to-cable networks, starting in the mid- 19'0s. 
Such networks did not begin in Europe until 1982 

with the launch of Sky Channel, a London-based 
English-language network. More than 40 such sat-
ellite-to-cable networks served Europe by 1989. Sky 
Channel then reached nearly 15 million households 
in 15 countries. Nevertheless, like all such European 
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EXHIBIT 19-9 Major Foreign Communication Satellites 

Country 

First 

Name Launched Remarks 

Arab consortium ARABSAT 1985 The League of Arab States developed Arabsat; however, the 
league's expulsion of Egypt for making a treaty with Israel 

diminished ARABSAT's usefulness by denying it to one of the 
countries potentially best able to use it for television. 

Australia AUSSAT 1985 Satellites completely transformed Australia's hitherto very 
unevenly distributed broadcast services. 

Brazil BRASILSAT 1985 Brazil pursued an aggressive space policy, having already 

installed an extensive ground-station network using 

INTELSAT before 1985. 

Canada ANIK 1972 One of the earliest countries to develop domsats, Canada 
uses them to reach remote settlements in the north. 

China STW 1984 An experimental satellite at that time. 

European consortium EUTELSAT 1983 Europe's first commercial telecommunications satellite, 

owned by PM. It delivers many cable network channels to 
systems throughout Europe. 

France TELECOM 1984 Designed for PTT services, but also carries domestic 
broadcast networks. 

Great Britain BSB 1989 A DBS satellite, rival to ASTRA. The government's insistence 
on private funding (and, originally, British manufacture of the 
satellite) delayed Britain's entry into the domestic satellite 
field. 

India INSAT 1984 A glitch in the first INSAT, launched in 1982, caused it to 

orient itself on the moon instead of Earth. Unable to receive 
instructions from the control station, it soon exhausted its 
fuel. 

Indonesia PALAPA 1976 The first Third World domestic satellite; it also serves 

neighboring countries. 

Japan BS ("Yuri") 1978 The first BS vehicle was used for DBS and I IDTV 
experiments; regular services began with BS-2A in 1984. 

Luxembourg ASTRA 1989 The first European privately owned satellite, designed 

specifically for direct-to-home services. 

Mexico MORELOS 1985 One transponder relays U.S. cable programs to Mexican cable 
systems. 

USSR MOLNIYA 1965 Unusual because nonsynchronous (not in geostationary 

orbit) in order to reach Russia's far northern communities. 

Each satellite is one of a series of at least two, with the second acting as backup 
or spare. Most have gone through several generations since the first in the series 

was launched. Many more national satellites were on the drawing boards or in 
the process of launch preparation when this table was drawn up in 1989. 
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networks, it still lost money. Some networks tar-
geted only a single country, some several countries 
that had a common language ( Exhibit 19-10). Cul-
tural differences discouraged attempts to form true 
pan-European, multilingual satellite-to-cable pro-
gram networks. 

Beyond Europe, in the meantime, cable systems 
began to emerge in practically every other country. 
Canada has the highest cable penetration among 
large countries ( some 70 percent), a development 
stimulated by Canada's proximity to U.S. program 
sources and aided by Canada's having its own do-
mestic satellites to relay programs. Most other large 
countries installed cable slowly, usually only in a 
few major cities. Restrictive regulations, lack of skill-
ful promotion, the high cost of cable installation, 
and difficulties in obtaining programs inhibited 
growth. Among the Caribbean islands, however, ca-
ble systems flourished on a small scale because that 
area falls within the footprints of LS. domestic 
satellites. Island entrepreneurs could downlink 
American cable networks, often without benefit of 
licenses from the program owners. 

LOther New Technology VCRs ( home video-
cassette recorders) proved' a boon to viewers in 
countries where broadcast services failed to satisfy 
demand. They represented a relatively inexpensive 
shortcut to programs banned from, or just not 
available on, national broadcast or cable channels. 
Dissatisfaction arose in some cases from heavy cen-
sorship—for example, in Saudi Arabia, puritanical 
Muslim standards severely limit movies and broad-
cast television. In communist countries, political 
censorship creates unfilled appetites that VCRs can 
satisfy. On the other hand, VCRs also abound in 
Britain, not primarily because of frustration with 
available programs but in order to time-shift desired 
programs to more convenient viewing hours. 

In the Third World, VCRs help make up for the 
often inadequate television schedules and poor 
program quality of national broadcast television 
services. Few individuals can afford to buy VCRs 
outright, but rentals, club purchases, and paying 
customers in bars and on buses solve the cost prob-
lem. A worldwide underground market in VCRs and 

tapes defeats government attempts to limit sales and 
rentals. 

British television engineers pioneered the trans-
mission of text and graphic materials to television 
screens. The two British radio and television au-
thorities, the British Broadcasting Corporation 
(noncommercial) and the Independent Broadcast-
ing Authority (responsible for commercial compa-
nies), began broadcasting teletext services in 1974. 
The French have had notable success with Mini-

tel, a videotex service started by the PIT in 1981, 
originally as an electronic phone book. It grew to 
serve thousands of program providers; subscribers 
by the hundreds of thousands use it for banking, 
shopping, getting the news, sending messages to 
other subscribers, and many other purposes. France 
also has the world's most successful subscription 
television service, a broadcast network called Canal 
Plus. 

Eco • 'c Influ j e e industrialized world, 
and even to some extent the communist and Third 
Worlds, have been swept by the winds of change 
promoted by revisionist U.S. economic theories 
linked to the traditional American dedication to pri-
vate ownership and free enterprise. 

It would be claiming too much to give American 
influence sole responsibility for this trend, which 
no doubt reflects a worldwide evolutionary process. 
But foreign governments and industrialists studied 
the U.S. model intensively, and U.S. government 
officials and American industrialists zealousl pro-
moted deregulation and private ownership abroad. 
Whatever effect these moves might have on foreign 
economies, they would open up new markets for 
U.S. products, services, and investment capital. 

Deregulation has been felt especially in the tele-
communications realm, where it loosens highly 
centralized PTT ( Post, Telephone, and Telegraph) 
monopolies. Their deregulation in turn affects 
broadcasting and cable television not only by ex-
ample, but also because PiTs often control broad-
cast and cable engineering. PTTs usually hold 
exclusive rights to install and operate broadcast 
transmitters, thus separating the transmission from 
the programming functions. They also often mo-
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EXHIBIT 19-10 Major European Multinational Satellite Program Channels 

Channel Name 

(Place, Start Date) 

Potential 
Households 

Satellite(s) (Millions) 
(as of early 1989, listed by potential audience size) 

Comment 

Sky Channel ASTRA, EUTELSAT 14.7 The pioneer European satellite-to-cable 

(UK. 1983) channel; commercial 

Arts EUTELSAT 14.7 Opera, dance, drama, jazz, classical music 

(UK, 1985) 
Super Channel ASTRA 13.9 English programs drawn from BBC and 

(UK, 1986) ITV (commercial companies) networks 
TV-5 EUTELSAT 10.7 Programs in French from France, Belgium, 

(France, 1984) Switzerland, and Canada; culturally 
oriented 

MTV Europe EUTELSAT, 6.0 Modeled on U.S. videoclip network, owned 
(UK, 198') INTELSAT' in part by the owner of MTV-U.S., Viacom. 

3Sat EUTELSAT 5.7 German-language co-venture by Austria, 

(W. Germany., 1984) Switzerland, and West Germany; cultural 
oriental ion 

Satl EUTELSAT 5.2 German publishers' channel; commercial 

(W. Germany. 1985) 
R11.-Plus INTELSAT 4.6 Started in Luxembourg; later primarily 

(W. Germany, 1984) German-owned and headquartered in 
Germany 

RAI EUTELSAT 3.6 Official Italian public-service networks' 

(Italy, 1986) 
CNN ASTRA, INTEI.SAT 1.4 A U.S. export, Ted Turner's Cable News 

(USA. 1985) Network, at first seen mostly in hotels, 
embassies, government offices, etc. 

Screensport ASTRA, INTELSAT 1.2 Owned by UK's top newsagent and 
(UK. 1984) bookseller, WE! Smith 

Lifestyle ASTRA, INTELSAT 1.1 Women's programs drawn from British and 
(UK, 1985) U.S. sources 

'MTV Europe was on two Intelsa: transponders. 
'Each Italian government network, RAI 1 and RAI 2, had its own Eutelsat transponder. 

This list comes from a roster of nearly 50 European satellite services in operation 

at the time, selected on the basis of their ability to reach more than a million homes 
in more than one country. EUTELSAT is operated by a consortium of European 

countries, INTELSAT by a world consortium. and ASTRA by a pritate company 
headquartered in Luxembourg. ASTRA, a DBS satellite, is described in Exhibit 19-

7. Cable television accounts for most reception, but some direct-to-home reception 

bad already begun and was due to rise rapidly with the launch of ASTRA and the 

expected launch of the British DBS satellite. BSB. 

SOURCE: Data from 'Quarterly Connections" and Daigle Channel Guide." Cable and Satellite Europe. February 1989. pp. 72-76. 
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nopolize cable laying in preparation for cable tele-
vision, a field in which marketing and promotion 
can play a key role because consumers need a per-
suasive explanation of how this strange new service 
will benefit them. Because of their monopoly status, 
PTTs generally have no expertise in marketing; 
progress in cable installations therefore tends to 
languish under their leadership. 
With deregulation, traditional centralized public-

service broadcasting organizations began facing 
increased competition from cable television's sat-
ellite-distributed program channels, VCR rentals, and 
newly authorized, privately owned terrestrial broad-
casting services. Public-service broadcasting units 
that depend partly on advertising revenue face com-
petition not only for audiences but also for adver-
tising revenue. The excessive competition that may 
result could lower program standards as rival ser-
vices fight for survival. 
Some observers thought that this kind of down-

grading had already begun in Britain, whose Con-
servative Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher, matched 
President Ronald Reagan's commitment to dereg-
ulation and marketplace competition ( Exhibit 19-
3 gives details on Britain's plans for deregulation). 

Deregulation moved even faster in France, pre-
viously noted for strict media control by the state. 
In 1986, a French conservative government took the 
unprecedented step of selling off France's leading 
public-service television broadcasting network, TF1, 
and authorizing competition from several other pri-
vately owned networks. Two years earlier, a French 
socialist government had begun licensing private 
stations and networks, where before all broadcast-
ing had been government owned. 

Similar, though usually less drastic, deregulatory 
measures have been adopted in other European 
countries, as well as in Australia, Canada, Japan, and 
New Zealand. In the Soviet I'nion, and to varying 
degrees in its client states, the policies of glasnost 
and perestroika represent parallel liberalizing moves 
in different political settings. 

Pro ram Syndication U.S. programs, always 
dominan ndication market, came to 
new prominence in the age of satellite-distributed 

EXHIBIT 19-11 Program Bargains 
from U.S. 
Syndicators 
(selected countries) 

Purchasing 
Country 

Cost Per Program (U.S. Dollars) 

Half Hour 
Theatrical 
Molle 

Iceland 

Israel 

Yugoslavia 

Argentina 

Turkey 

Brazil 

Japan 

Italy 

Great Britain 

France 

Australia 

300-400 

550-650 

500-'50 

750-850 

800-900 

2,000-3,000 

4,000-6,000 

4,500-10,000 

8,000-16,000 

10,000-20,000 

12,000-18,000 

500-1,000 

1,200-4.000 

2,5(X) 

3,000-6,000 

3,000 

15,000-30,000 

50,000-200,000 

20,000-2,000,000 

50,000-500,000 

30,000-150,000 

75,000-500,000 

Prices for r.S. syndicated material my widely according 

to potential audience and ability to pay. As an extreme 

example, note that a British outlet can pay up to SOO 

times as much for dfeature film as an outlet in Iceland. 

SOURCE: Based on data in "Global Programming Prices," Va-
riety, 19-25 April 1989, p. 79. 

cable, direct-broadcast satellite channels, and VCRs. 
These program-hungry new services vacuum up 
programs from whatever sources they can find. En-
hanced demand meant new markets for American 
feature films and television series, intensifying fears 
of American cultural domination. Most countries try 
to limit foreign imports, but they still use U.S. syn-
dicated offerings. Their low cost ( because the 
original investments have already been largely re-
couped in the domestic U.S. market) and the 
almost sure-fire mass appeal of American programs 
make them hard to resist. Increased competition 
makes resistance even harder (Exhibit 19-11 shows 
typical prices paid for such programs). 

U.S. dominance in the international syndication 
market led to charges of cultural imperialism. Third 
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World critics assert that the images and values de-
picted in typical U.S. prime-time dramas, for ex-
ample, undermine pre-industrial cultures. Such 
shows encourage excessive consumption. materi-
alism, and disregard for tradition. Moreover, every 
program purchased from abroad denies indigenous 
arts and crafts practitioners opportunities to de-
velop their own talents and skills, thereby perpet-
uating dependence on foreigners. Nor do these 
complaints come only from the Third World; even 
highly developed nations with their own flourishing 
production resources put a ceiling on the amount 
of entertainment their national systems may import. 

Free Flow, Balanced Flow Charges of cul-
perialism gaine strength as a reaction not 

only to the dominance of American programs, but 
also to the impact of U.S. institutions, activities, and 
ideology. America's commercialism, deregulatory 
philosophy, telecommunications manufacturing, 
international news agencies, RFE/RL broadcasts, 
government-aid programs to developing countries, 
invasion of foreign economies by multinational cor-
porations, pre-eminence in data banks and trans-
border data flows, and dominant ownership role in 
INTELSAT all add to the impression of overwhelm-
ing American influence. A leading American critic 
of U.S. international media behavior, Herbert I. 
Schiller, charged that 

messages "made in America" radiate across the globe 
and serve as the ganglia of national power and expan-
sionism. The ideological images of "have-not" states 
are increasingly in the custody of American information 
media.... The facilities and hardware of international 
information control are being grasped by a hig;hly cen-
tralized communications complex, resident in the United 
States and largely unaccountable to its own population 
(Schiller 1971: 147). 

Even before the deregulation frenzy of the 1980s, 
the United States had long advocated a free-flow  
communication policy. At the outset of the United 
Nations in 1945, its members accepted without 
question the freedom of expression model of the 
U.S. Constitution. The phrase "free flow's occurs ex-
plicitly in the 1946 United Nations Declaration on 
Freedom of Information: "All states should proclaim 

policies under which the free flow of information, 
within countries and across frontiers, will be pro-
tected." 

However, both the world and its means of com-
munication have changed drastically since the 1940s. 
More than 70 new nations, most of them extremely 
conscious of their prior histories as colonial terri-
tories of the Western powers, have since joined the 
United Nations. 
The nonaligned nations, those claiming allegiance 

to neither superpower, see neocolonialism as 
threatening to drag emergent countries back into de-
pendent status. What value does free flow have for us, 
they ask, when it runs almost entirely in one direc-
tion—from the United States and a few other indus-
trialized countries to the Third World? We don't need 
free flow, they say, but balanced flow; we need news 
reporting that treats us fairly and in proportion to our 
numerical significance; we need our own access to the 
means of international communication. 

Third World leaders complain bitterly that the 
West unduly influences international news because 
its agencies dominate worldwide news flow. Each 
day an estimated billion people see and hear As-
sociated Press stories, for example. In covering the 
less-developed countries, the critics claim, Western 
editors and reporters seek mainly negative stories. 
They prefer colorful dispatches about riots, famines, 
natural disasters, and the antics of military dictators 
to quiet, upbeat stories about factories, dams, ed-
ucation, hospitals, agriculture, and the achieve-
ments of Third World intellectuals. 
The West monopolizes the media, using the free-

flow doctrine to stack the cards in its favor, say the 
critics. As a former VOA officer sympathetic to Third 
World complaints summarized it, one-way flow means 
that 

citizens of the less developed countries must depend 
on foreigners to a significant extent for the books they 
read, the television programs and films they watch, and 
the news stories they read. They rely on foreign foun-
dations for scholarly research grants, depend on uni-
versities abroad for better quality higher education, 
and, indeed, must even learn a foreign language, most 
often English. in order to avail themselves of desired 
information ( Read, 1976: 163). 
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mission to define 
(NWIO, later also known 
Information and Communie  
called for revising t e o-i-ganization and control of 
the world's news flow, and indeed of public com-
munications in general. Its report, issued in 1980, 
offered more than 80 recommendations (UNESCO, 
1980). They turned out to be conciliatory, urging 
(for example) development of: 

e National production capacity, to reduce depend-
ence on foreign syndicated material. 

'1 Mechanisms for dealing with consumer com-
plaints about advertising. 

A nonprofit means of information and news dis-
semination with curbs on advertiser influence. 

Codes of journalistic ethics, self-generated by the 
profession. 

Even though the report toned down the more 
strident NWIO demands, its implicit criticism of ad-
vertising, the profit motive, and other western val-
ues displeased many U.S. government and media 
leaders. Typically, the trade journal Broadcasting 
editorialized that the report 

is heavy with recommendations that go against the grain 
of press freedom. It advocates free access to news sources 
and professes to oppose censorship, but at the same 
time it urges news media to support—not merely re-
port on, but support—social, cultural, economic and 
political goals set by governments (Broadcasting, 12 
Jan. 1981). 

The editorial concluded by recommending U.S. 
withdrawal from UNESCO. In 1984, the United States 
did just that, alleging wasteful spending as well as 

of the 
free-flo ine have used their preponderance 
of votes to a vance t eir Views in the United Nations 
and its specialized agencies, such as the Interna-
tional Telecommunication Union and the United 
Nations 'onal, Scientific and Cultural Organ-
izatio UNESCO e latter, which had made Third 
World communication a major subject of study and 
aid, became the main arena of debate (see Exhibit 
19-12 for a description of UNESCO). 

After several years'  dellate4INESCO set up a com-
ew World Information Orcre-) 

d 
er. The NWIO 

politicization of the organization (25 percent of its 
funding had come from the United States). 
American defenders of UNESCO, including the 

nongovernment U.S. Commission for UNESCO, op-
posed withdrawal, pointing to the many benefits of 
membership and the inevitability of politics in such 
international agencies (USNCU, 1982). Defenders 
deplored cutting off American scholars from im-
portant UNESCO projects in science, education, and 
the international copyright field. They thought the 
U.S. press overplayed the free-flow controversy be-
cause of its vested interest in the press-freedom 
issue, and criticized its failure to publicize UNES-
CO's many less controversial activities. 

e Media Box In the NWIO controversy, the 
irs or • joined hands with the communist world. 

Most Third World leaders approved state-controlled 
media devoted to educating the masses and pre-
serving the political status quo. They feared that the 
Western free-flow media model would undermine 
their chances to become economically viable and 
culturally autonomous. 

Undoubtedly the NWIO agenda includes legiti-
mate grievances. Indeed, Western news agencies 
have become more sensitive to Third World feel-
ings, and Western governments have increased their 
aid to Third World communications, since the NWIO 
contro,zersy erupted. 

In the matter of program exports, however, a look 
at the experience of Europe's small but well-

financed media systems suggests that television 
program autonomy cannot realistically be expected 
in countries of limited size, especially if they lack 

the infrastructure and cultural resources needed 
to support television production. Such countries 
will always need to import a certain amount of 
programming. 

A British media scholar, Jeremy Tunstall, in a book 
on media imperialism, rejects the position taken by 
Herbert Schiller, the American scholar quoted ear-
lier. Schiller, he says, 

attributes too many of the world's ills to television. He 
also has an unrealistic view of returning to traditional 
cultures, many of which although authentic are also 
dead. In my view a non-American way out of the media 
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EXHIBIT 19-12 UNESCO's Communication Connection 

Why should UNESCO, the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific, and Cultural Organization, become deeply 
embroiled in controversy over the mass communi-
cation media? 

UNESCO, which started as a United Nations spe-
cialized agency in 1946, has as its primary goal 
enlarging freedom and human rights through coop-
erative efforts in educational, scientific, and cultural 
activities. These activities all crucially involve com-
munication. The UNESCO constitution explicitly di-
rects it to use mass communication to promote mutual 
understanding and to "recommend such international 
agreements as may be necessary to promotefreeflow 

of ideas by word or image" (italics added). 
In its early years, UNESCO reflected without op-

position the free-flow ideology of its members, then 
mostly Western, industrialized democracies ( the USSR 

boycotted UNESCO until 1954, and most Third World 
countries had not yet emerged from colonialism). It 
therefore drew upon Western models as it went about 
the task of encouraging media development and the 
free flow of information. It conducted innumerable 
media seminars, conferences, workshops, and studies 

that led to a stream of pamphlets, books, and statistical 
summaries. It assisted in founding regional media 
training institutes, and financed the loan of experts to 
assist Third World countries in developing their own 
media training curricula. 
By the 1970s, with more and more Third World 

countries becoming UNESCO members, the comfort-
able assumptions about the validity of Western media 
models came into question. At each successive Gen-
eral Conference (held every two years for the full 
membership), communist and Third World members 
raised more strident questions about the actual nature 
of free flow and the proper role of the media in 
combating racism and what they perceived as neo-
colonialism. By the mid-1970s, UNESCO had become 

thoroughly politicized. 

box is difficult to discciver because it is an American, 
or Anglo-American, built box. The only way out is to 

construct a new box, and this, with the possible ex-
ception of the Chinese, no nation seems keen to do 
(Tunstall. 19— : 63). 
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These developments seemed to reflect UNESCO's 
latter-day leadership (its first director general had been 
Julian Huxley, an outstanding British biologist). As 
UNESCO matured, it developed a top-heavy bureauc-
racy at its impressive Paris headquarters (photo above ). 
led by a director general with a great deal of autonomy. 
In 1974 Amadou Mahtar M'Bow, a wily Senegalese 
whose French education developed a natural talent 
for bureaucratic infighting, became director general. 
According to his critics, he packed his staff with Third 
World ideologues, encouraged an anti-Western bias, 
and wasted UNESCO funds—the great majority of which 
came from Western member countries. Ile ran for a 
third term of office in 1987, but the withdrawal of the 
United States and other Western members had un-
dermined his credibility. Ile lost Out io a Spanish can-
didate With the change in leadership, many hope.] 
that the United States and other defectors would rejoin 
UNESCO. As of 1989 they had still not done so. 

SOURCE: Photo from AP/Wide World Photos. 

Ironically, since Tunstall wrote that comment, even 

China has stepped tentatively into the Anglo-Amer-

ican "media box.- Following the overhrow cf the 

"Gang of Four" and the abandonment of its disas-

trous Cultural Revolution, China began cautiously 
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importing Western television programs, advertising 
techniques, consumerist ideology, and even free-
enterprise marketing. Similarly, the USSR's glasnost 
and perestroika policies have allowed it and its client 
states to look more favorably on American media 
concepts. Experience of Third World countries with 

their own attempts at running an international news 
exchange, development of their own production 
resources, and the beginning of their own sales of 
syndicated shows abroad has made the free-flow 
doctrine seem less threatening than it did when the 
NWIO movement first began. 

Summary 

Although broadcasting has universal characteris-
tics, each country's system develops its own unique 
features. 

Government attitudes toward their citizens have 
produced three basic broadcasting orientations: 
permissive, paternalistic, and authoritarian. The most 
effective systems have pluralistic features. Great 
Britain's serves as a model. 

Broadcasting laws, international and domestic, 
prevent interference and provide political, group, 
and individual access to facilities. 

The extent of broadcast receiver penetration var-
ies widely throughout the world. 

Broadcasting revenues come mainly from gov-
ernment grants, advertising, and receiver license 
fees, or combinations of these sources. The high 
cost of programs is a central feature of the medium's 
economics. 

• Geographical factors influence the nature and ex-
tent of broadcast systems. 

Program types are universal, but countries vary 
in the extent to which they strive for balance among 
types. Few countries can afford 24-hour broadcast 
schedules, although the amount of time on the air 
is increasing. 

Major countries exploit transborder broadcasting 
as a form of public diplomacy. The U.S. carries such 
broadcasting a step further by blanketing unfriendly 
countries with surrogate programs. 

The BBC's World Service is recognized as the 
most credible of the official external services. 

Religion and commerce also motivate transbor-
der services. 

United States' influence has been especially felt 
in the fields of international satellite relays, cable 
television development, program syndication, and 
in deregulation. 

Other countries have played leading roles in 
developing teletext, subscription (broadcast) tele-
vision, direct-broadcast satellites, high-definition 
television, and electronic consumer goods manu-
facturing. 

The free-flow doctrine supported by the United 
States has encountered opposition from the Third 
World and the communist world, both of which 
have promoted the New World Information Order 
as an alternative. 

The free-flow vs. NWIO controversy led to U.S. 
withdrawal from participation in UNESCO, but sub-
sequent political events seem to have made the U.S. 
position on media policies more acceptable to those 
who opposed them. 
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FURTHER READING 
A SELECTIVE GUIDE TO THE 

LITERATURE ON 

ELECTRONIC MEDIA 

Christopher IL Sterling 

This guide, organized by the chapter and section 

headings of the text, gives suggestions for further 
reading on most topics. Limited space allows for 
only representative selections from the rapidly 
growing literature of the field. Included are ex-
amples of the most significant book-length publi-
cations that should be readily available, and are of 
current interest as of mid 1989. Following the chap-

ter-by-chapter sections are annotated brief lists of 
bibliographies and relevant periodicals. Although 

many of the books mentioned here are cited in the 
text, this guide independently assesses each title. 

Every work cited below and within the text is listed 
in full detail in the bibliography. 

Chapter 1: 
Key Concepts 

(Because this chapter introduces concepts covered 

in more detail later on, citations for further reading 
are listed below.) 

Chapter 2: 
The Rise of Radio 

2.1 Precedents Tebbel, The Media in Amer-
ica ( 1975) is a good print-oriented survey of media 
development; Csida and Csida, American Entertain-
ment (1978) provides a text and picture scrapbook 

approach to popular culture as taken from the pages 
of Billboard; and Toll, The Entertainment Machine 

(1982) is a very useful general tracing of American 
show business, including vaudeville, in this century. 

A handbook of historical statistics and trends in all 
the media is found in Sterling and Haight, The Mass 

Media (1978). Emery and Emery, The Press and 
America (1988) is the best overall history of news-

papers and magazines. Advertising's development 
is covered in Fox, The Mirror Makers (1984) and 
Pope, The Making of Modern Advertising (1983). 
The two standard histories of the phonograph are 

Gelatt, The Fabulous Phonograph (1977) and the 
more detailed and equipment-oriented Read and 
Welsh, From Tin Foil to Stereo (1976). Two useful 
histories of American film are Jowett, Film (1976 
and Balio, The American Film Industry (1985). A 

highly insightful analysis of the telegraph, motion 
picture, and radio and their impact on the United 

States is in Czitrom, Media and the American Mind 
from Morse to McLuban (1982). Stevens, A History 

of News from the Drum to the Satellite ( 1988) offers 
a broadstroke review of the changing definitions of 
news—and how best to disseminate it. 

2.2 Wire Communication An early but still 

useful survey of electrical communication history is 
Harlow, Old Wires and New Waves ( 1936), covering 
telegraph, telephone, and radio. Davis, Electrical 
and Electronic Technologies (1981, 1983, 1985) 
provides a technical chronology by year and by topic. 
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Thompson, Wiring a Continent (1947) is the defin-
itive history of the telegraph to the formation of the 
Western Union monopoly in 1866. Coates and Finn, 
A Retrospective Technology Assessment: Submarine 

Telegraphy (1979) is a fascinating analysis of the 
impact of the 1866 trans-Atlantic cable. Brooks, Tel-
ephone ( 1976) is an informal history of AT&T, while 
Pool, The Social Impact of the Telephone (1977) 
shows how that impact has fluctuated with time. 
Kleinfield, The Biggest Company on Earth (1981) 
looks at AT&T on the eve of its breakup. Devel-
opment of telecommunications industry and policy 
is related in Brock, The Telecommunications In-

dustry (1981). The actual breakup—and the reasons 
for it—are best related in Temin and Galambos The 
End of the Bell System ( 1987). 

2.3 Invention of Wireless The premier 

study of patent conflict in radio is Maclaurin, In-

tention and Innotation in the Radio Industry ( 1949), 
which caries the story through to early television. 
The FTC, Report on the Radio Industry ( 1924) fo-
cuses on patents in the rise of RCA. Development 

of GE and Westinghouse is found in Passer, The 
Electrical Manufacturers: 1875-1900 (1953) and 
Bright, The Electric-Lamp Industry: Technological 

Change and Economic Development from 1800 to 
1947 ( 1949). 
The definitive treatment on early wireless is the 

two-volume work by Aitken. Syntony and Spark: The 
Origins of Radio (1976), which relates the work of 

Hertz and Marconi, and The Continuous Wan' ( 1985), 
which continues the story to 1932. Leinwoll, From 
Spark to Satellite (1979) is a brief survey of radio 

development. Dunlap, Radio's 100 Men of Science 
(1944) provides short biographies of inventors dis-
cussed in the text. Jolly, Marconi (1972) is the most 
recent biography of the key inventor. One of the 
few really good company histories in this field is 

Baker, A History of the Marconi Company (1972). 
Tyne, Saga of the Vacuum Tube (1977) is a very 

detailed study of the subject to about 1930. Lacking 

modesty but providing human interest detail is de 
Forest, Father of Radio (1950). Compare it to Less-
ing, Man of High Fidelity (1956), a biography of 

Edwin Armstrong. 

2.4 Early Wireless Service Because of the 

predominant role of the I Navy in this period, 
Howeth's History of Communications—Electronics 

in the United States Navy (1963) is essential to an 
understanding of nonmilitary events and interna-

tional and domestic regulation, as well as the cover 
topic. For the general role of shipboard radio, see 
Hancock, Wireless at Sea ( 1950), a Marconi company 
history of technical applications. Radio's role in the 
Titanic disaster is best told in Marcus, The Maiden 
Voyage (1969). The second part of Schubert, The 
Electric Word (1928) provides a useful account of 
radio on land and sea during World War I. 

2.5 Radiotelephony Experiments Fes-
senden, Fessenden (1940) is a good biography of 

the inventor by his wife. See also deForest's auto-
biography and Aitken's two volumes under 2.3, above. 

2.6 Government Monopoly: The Road Not 
Taken See Howeth under 2.4, the FTC report 
under 2.3, and the Archer histories discussed under 
2.8, all of which detail the formation of RCA and the 
patent pool. For the final government ownership 
debate, see I louse, CMMF ( 1919). 

2.7 The "First" Broadcast Station Incep-
tion of amateur radio is related in De Soto. Two 

Hundred Meters and Down ( 1936). The major his-
tories of American broadcasting include Barnouw, 
A History of Broadcasting in the United States ( 1966-

1970, three volumes), Sterling and Kinross, Stay 
Tuned: A Concise History gfAmerican Broadcasting 
(1990), and the anthology edited by Licht), and Top-
ping, American Broadcasting (1975). All three cover 
both radio and television, beginning with technical 

developments and carrying to the 1970s, although 
each is arranged differently. Best analysis of "Broad-

casting's Oldest Station'. is the article of that name 
by Baudino and Kinross ( 1977). 

2.8 Emergence of an Industry Ponder-

ous and disorganized, but still of value for its de-
tailed view of the "radio group- side of the debate, 
is the two-volume history by Archer, History of Ra-
dio to 1926 (1938) and Big Business and Radio 
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(1939), both biased to RCA's point of view. For a 
counterbalancing, telephone-company view, see 
Banning, Commercial Broadcasting Pioneer (1946), 
for the story of WEAF to 1926. The most objective 

contemporary telling of these events is Schubert, 
under 2.4. 

2.9 Network Evolution See the discussion 

of the early years of NBC and CBS in the Archer 
histories, under 2.8, and Bergreen, Look Now, Pay 
Later: The Rise of Network Broadcasting (1980). For 
biographies of the key leaders, see Bilby, The Gen-
eral (1986) and Paper, Empire: William S. Paley and 
the Making of CBS (1987), as well as Paley, As It 

Happened (19'9). Best analysis of the early devel-
opment of radio advertising is Hettinger, A Decade 
of Radio Advertising (1933), which includes data 

and documents to be found nowhere else. The first 
books on how to advertise within the new medium 

were Felix, Using Radio in Sales Promotion (1927) 
and Dunlap, Advertising by Radio ( 1929), both filled 
with fascinating detail about early network and sta-

tion operations. 

2.10 Government Regulation An over-
view of the period is provided in Rosen, The Modem 

Stentors: Radio Broadcasters and the Federal Gov-
ernnzent 1920-1934 (1980). Howeth, under 2.4, 

covers the 1910 and 1912 acts. Best study of the 
1927 act is Davis, The Law of Radio (1927). See also 
House CIFC, Regulation of Broadcasting (1958). 

Chapter 3: 
From Radio to Television 

3.1 The Great Depression (1929-1937) 
For a year-by-year retrospective see Broadcasting 
Publications, The First 50 Years of Broadcasting 
(1981). See the general titles listed under 2.7 as well 
as MacDonald, Don't Touch That Dial! (1979) and 
Settel, A Pictorial History of Radio (1967), both of 

which stress network programming, as does Slide, 
Great Radio Personalities in Historic Photographs 

(1982) and Henderson, On the Air: Pioneers of 

American Broadcasting (1988). Codel, Radio and 

Its Future (1930) is an anthology suggesting the 
likely direction of the industry. Hettinger and Neff, 
Practical Radio Advertising (1938) reflects organi-

zation and practices in the industry in the 1930s. 
For reference and specific data see U.S. Bureau of 

the Census, Radio Broadcasting ( 1935), the first in-
depth national government survey; and Broadcast-

ing Yearbook, an annual ( under varying titles) be-
ginning in 1935. 

3.2 Early Radio Controversies Late in the 
1930s, a spate of books criticizing radio's direction 
began to appear: Frost, Is American Radio Demo-
cratic? (1937) and Brindze, Not to Be Told: The 
Truth about Radio (1937) are examples. The most 

detailed narrative of radio's ASCAP and AFM trou-
bles is found in Chapters 12-14 of Warner, Radio 

and Television Rights (1953). On the rise of LP re-
cordings, see the works on the phonograph under 

2.1. Several works detail radio's structure at its pre-
television peak: Rose, National Policy for Radio 
Broadcasting (1940) is the best early analysis of 
structural and regulatory problems; White, The 

American Radio (1947) is a critical analysis pleading 
for more public service and education applications; 

and Landry, This Fascinating Radio Business ( 1946) 
describes network radio development and the peak 
years. The definitive official analysis of radio net-

work structure and operations is FCC, Report on 
Chain Broadcasting (1941), which is analyzed in 

Robinson, Radio Networks and the Federal Govern-
ment ( 1943). See as well the early chapters of Ber-

green, under 2.9. 

3.3 Television and FM Radio Emerge The 
best history of television's early technology is 
Abramson, The History of Television, 1880-1941 
(1987), while the rise of the industry through 1941 
is related in Udelson, The Great Television Race 

(1982). For a life of Farnsworth, see Everson, The 
Story of Television (1949). For FM's development, 
see Lessing, under 2.3, and Siepmann, Radio's Sec-
ond Chance (1946). 
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3.4 Broadcasting at War (1938-1946) A 
fascinating analysis of the impact of early radio news 

and commentary is found in Culbert, News for 
Everyman (1976), while a more popular treatment 
is Fang, Those Radio Commentators! (1977). Indi-

vidual biographies abound—best of the lot is Ken-
drick, Prime Time: The Lee of Edward R. Murrow 
(1969). For television developments, see Abramson, 
under 3.3. 

3.5 TV Growing Pains A solid analysis of 
television allocation to the late 1950s is found in 
House CIFC, Network Broadcasting ( 1958). The fa-
mous "Sixth Report and Order" that ended the Freeze 
is found in its entirety in FCC Reports, Vol. 41. That 
same volume includes the 1950 and final 1953 color 
decisions. 

3.6 Era of TV Dominance Two good gen-
eral surveys of television development are Bar-

nouw, Tube of Plenty ( 1975), and Greenfield, Tele-
vision: The First Fifty Years (1977), a coffee-table 
illustrated program history with an intelligent text. 
Shulman and Youman, How Sweet it Was ( 1966) is 

the best picture treatment of the first 15 years of 
network TV programming; see also Marschall, The 
Golden Age of Television (1987). For network de-

velopments, see House CIFC under 3.5, Paley under 

2.9, Metz, CBS (1975), Quinlan, Inside ABC ( 1979), 
and Campbell, The Golden Years of Broadcasting 
(1976) for NBC. O'Conner, American History, Amer-
ican Television: Interpreting the Video Past (1983) 

reviews specific programs and events in television 
history. For directories of network program series, 
see titles under 12.2. 

3.7 Television's Impact on Radio Early 
college texts on the structure of the radio industry 

in this period include Sipemann, Radio, Television, 
and Society ( 1950), focusing on impact of the media, 

Wolfe, Modern Radio Advertising ( 1949), and Midg-
ley, The Adzertising and Business Side of Radio (1948). 
The changing structure of the industry under tele-
vision is evident in three later texts or professional 

books: Head, Broadcasting in America (1956), the 
first edition of this textbook, Seehafer and Laemmar, 

Successful Television and Radio Advertising ( 1959), 

and Reinch and Ellis, Radio Station Management 

(1960). Network radio programming is described 
in Dunning, Tune in Yesterday (1976), an alpha-
betical guide to most program series; Stedman, The 

Serials ( 1977), dealing with the genre on radio, film, 
and television; and Wertheim, Radio Comedy ( 1979). 
General surveys of music and radio developments 
include Eberly, Music in the Air: America's Chang-
ing Tastes in Popular Music, 1920-1980 ( 1982) and 
Passman, The Deejays ( 1971), both informal narra-
tives dealing with personalities and musical trends 

on radio. Later radio music programming is detailed 

in Sklar, Rocking America: How the All-Hit Radio 
Stations Took Over (1984). See also citations under 
13.6. 

3.8 Ethical Crises of the 1950s Definitive 
treatment of the quiz scandals is in Anderson, Tele-

vision Fraud (1978), which includes transcripts of 
several programs. Blacklisting is a topic now widely 
discussed—see Vaughan, Only Victims: A Study of 
Show Business Blacklisting ( 1972) for a good survey. 

Important contemporary books include the original 
broadcast blacklist, counterattack, Red Channels 
( 1950), Cogley's Report on Blacklisting, Radio and 
Television ( 1956), and Faulk's telling of his own case 

in a suspenseful narrative, Fear on Trial ( 1964). 

Chapter 4: 
Era of New Competition 

Reference statistics on trends in broadcasting and 
cable are found in Sterling,Electronic Media ( 1984). 

Useful broad background on the topics in this chap-
ter is in Compaine, Understanding New Media ( 1984), 
Gross, The New Television Technologies (1986), and 

Singleton, Telecommunications in the Information 
Age (1986). 

4.1 Emergence of Cable TV Any book on 
cable prior to the early 1980s provides only a his-

torical perspective. Land Associates, Television and 
the Wired City (1968) reflects one early view of 
cable's potential. Among books that outline history, 
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the most useful is LeDuc, Cable Television and the 
FCC (1973), which carries the story through the 
1972 rules. A good sense of the earliest days is in 
Phillips, CA7V: A History of Community Antenna 
Television (1972). The beginning of the deregula-
tory era is covered in Rivkin, A New Guide to Federal 
Cable Television Regulations ( 1978). Hollowell, Ca-
ble Handbook (1975) shows widespread thinking 
on cahle's role on the eve of pay cable's appearance. 

4.2 Cable Becomes a Major Player The 
history of satellite communications is well told in 
Winston, Misunderstanding Media (1986), Chapter 
5. The important policy decisions leading to ap-
proval of domestic satellites are reviewed in Mag-
nant, Domestic Satellite (1977). There is as yet no 
overall history of pay television or even pay cable. 
Ted Turner is profiled in Williams, Lead, Follow, or 
Get Out of the Way (1981). Most of the literature 
on interactive cable is in the form of research re-
ports. but see Bretz, Media for Interactive Com-
munication (1983) for a sense of the technical basics 
and applications, and The Interactive Cable TV 
Handbook ( 1984 ) for industry development. White-
side's "Cable" ( 1985) is an excellent narrative of the 
development of cable television. Survey overviews 
of cable are found in Roman, Cablemania (1983) 
and Baldwin and McVoy, Cable Communications 
(1988). 

4.3 Niche Options The best study of STV is 
Howard and Carroll, Subscription Television (1980). 
For background on initial pay cable development, 
see Scott, Bringing Premium Entertainment into 
the Home via Pay-Cable 7V (1977), and Technology 
& Economics, Inc., The Emergence of Pay Cable 
Television (1980). For the multiple channel services, 
see Frank, Multichannel MDS (1984). A substantial 
number of reports appeared during the original 

early 1980s' heyday of DBS—of them, the best are 
Taylor, Direct-to-Home Satellite Broadcasting (1980), 
and NTIA, Direct Broadcasting Satellites: Policies, 
Prospects, and Potential Competition (1981). See 
also Gross and Singletary listed at the beginning of 
this chapter. 

4.4 Home Entertainment Center There 
is a growing literature on the development of com-
puters and microelectronics. A good survey is Au-
garten, Bit by Bit: An Illustrated History of Com-
puters (1984). The development of video recording 
is detailed in Abramson, "A Short History of Tele-

vision Recording" ( 1954 and 1973). Economic and 
political assessments of home video are found in 
Noam, Video Media Competition: Regulation, Eco-
nomics, and Technology (1985). An excellent his-
tory of the development of the VCR is in Lardner, 
Fast Forward: Hollywood, the Japanese, and the 
VCR Wars (1987). A valuable annual assessment is 
the Channels magazine "Field Guide" to the new 
technologies, with short articles on each. EIA, 
Consumer Electronics is a free, annual booklet of 
statistics for and descriptions of trends among elec-
tronic media components. Of the many books avail-
able on teletext and videotex, a comprehensive 
assessment is in Tydeman et al., Teletext and Vi-
deotex in the United States (1982), while the tech-
nical basics are detailed in Martin, Viewdata and 
the Information Society (1982), and Aumonte, New 
Electronic Pathways (1987). HDTV is covered in 
Arlen, Tomorrow's 7Vs (1987). 

4.5 Impact on Broadcasting The network 
investigation report is in FCC (Network Inquiry Spe-
cial Staff), New Television Networks (1980, two 
volumes), which lists a great deal of economic 
information on television network structure and op-
erations today. Useful analysis of the modern radio 
business appears in Fornatale and Mills, Radio in 

the Television Age (1980); see also 3.7. 

Chapter 5: 
Basic Physical Concepts 

A. Background in Telecommunication 
Technology A good dictionary of electronics 
terms may help in Chapters 5-7. One good dic-
tionary is Graham, The Facts on File Dictionary of 
Telecommunications (1983). Forester, High-Tech 
Society: The Story of the Information Technology 
ReeDlution (1987) surveys basic technological change 
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and options. See Langley, Telecommunications 

Primer ( 1983) for very clear diagrams and text; Mar-
tin, Future Developments in Telecommunications 
(1977), though dated, very clearly explains signal 
distribution; and Pierce, Signals: The Telephone and 
Beyond (1981), which details technical basics for 

the reader with no prior knowledge. Noll, Intro-
duction to Telecommunication Electronics ( 1988A) 

combines clear diagrams and jargon-free informa-

tion on the broader field for those with little prior 
training. The Editors of Time-Life Books, Under-
standing Computers: Communications (1986) of-
fers especially creative and clear illustrations. The 
Alc.Grau,-Hill Encyclopedia of Electronics and Com-
puters ( 1983) is a good technical reference. 

B. Background in Broadcast Technology 
Noll, Television Technology Fundamentals and Fu-

ture Prospects (1988B) is a fine introduction to all 
of this material and assumes no prior knowledge. 

In-depth background on all topics discussed in this 
and the next chapter is in Crutchfield, NAB Engi-
neering Handbook (1985), which does assume a 
technical background on the part of readers. Dia-

mant, The Broadcast Communications Dictionary 
(1989) gives concise annotations of some 6,000 terms. 

Besen and Johnson, compatibility Standards, Com-
petition and Innovation in the Broadcasting In-
dustry (1986) is the best study of the changing 
regulatory and engineering view of the role of tech-
nical standards in radio and television. 

5.1-5.2 Electromagnetism and Electro-
magnetic Spectrum Levin, The Invisible Re-

source: Use and Regulation of the Radio Spectrum 

(1971) remains the definitive study, dealing equally 
with technical, economic, and political aspects of 

the topic. A political scientist and an engineer's point 
of view are combined in McGillam and McLachlan, 
Hermes Bound: The Policy and Technology of Te-
lecommunications (1978). Glatzer, Who Owns the 

Rainbow? Conserving the Radio Spectrum (1984) is 
a useful introduction to a complicated topic. 

5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.7 Waves, Modulation, and 

Propagation A fascinating discussion of the kinds 

and impact of sound is found in Schaefer, The Tun-
ing of the World (197). Truax, Acoustic Commu-
nication (1985) deals with all aspects of sound. A 
good, illustrated discussion of sound modulation is 
in Beck, Words and Waves (1967). 

5.6 Digital Signal Processing Watkinson, 
The Art of Deal Audio (1988) offers a good dis-

cussion of the basics of digital. Noll ( 1988A), men-
tioned under note 5-A above, devotes a readable 
chapter to digital signals. 

5.8 Antennas See Crutchfield under the gen-
eral Chapter 5 note, above. 

5.9 Spectrum Conversation See titles un-
der 5.1. The official detailed record of frequency 
use and management in the U.S. in in NTIA,Manual 
of Regulations and Procedures for Federal Radio 

Frequency Management (regularly updated). OTA, 
Radiofrequency Use and Management (1982) re-
lates U.S. to ITU spectrum decisions. 

Chapter 6: 
Traditional Broadcasting 

Technology 

6.1 Gaining Access to the Spectrum For 
information on the ¡TU, see titles under 19.3. Gen-
eral spectrum assignment information is found in 
the titles under 5-B. 

6.2-6.4 Interference, AM, and FM De-

tails on current broadcast practice are in Crutch-
field, under Chapter 5 note B. 

6.5 Short-Wave Broadcasting The stan-

dard, annually revised source book for all radio 
"hams" is the American Radio Relay League, The 
Radio Amateur's Handbook. In addition to World 

Radio-7V Handbook, under 19.6, Fallon, Shortwave 
Listener's Handbook (1976) details the hows, whens, 
and wheres of SW listening. 
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6.6-6.9 Television Much technical litera-
ture on television exists, including Noll and Crutch-
field listed under the Chapter 5-B introductory note. 
One of the clearest introductions remains Fink and 
Lutyens, The Physics of Television (1960), which is 
directed at the layperson. Details and diagrams are 
found in Spottiswoode, The Focal Encyclopedia of 
Film and Television Techniques (1969), and Marsh, 
Independent Video (1974). Zettl, Television Pro-
duction Handbook (1984) and Wurztef and Acker, 
Television Production (1989) are two comprehen-
sive examples of works relating technology to prac-
tical production concerns. Hanson, Understanding 
Video (1987) discusses applications and impact of 
changing technologies. 

6.10 Transmission and Reception An 
engineering text of value is Freeman, Telecom-
munications Transmission Handbook (1981). See 
Crutchfield, under the general Chapter 5 note. 

6.11 Technical Innovations Periodical ar-
ticles are important here, and one of the best sources 
is the Journal of the SMPTE. For ENG equipment, 
see Yoakam and Cremer, ENG: Television News and 

the New Technology (1988). 

Chapter 7: 
Program Storage, Distribution, 
and Delivery 

7.1 Roles of Storage and Distribution A 
dated but interesting approach to topics considered 
in this chapter is found in Bretz, A Taxonomy of 
Communication Media ( 1970), which compares in-
terrelationships between and applications of trans-
mission and recorded technologies. 

7.2-7.3 Sound and Picture Recording 
Alten, Audio in Media (1986) is a detailed how-to 
guide to this topic. A well-illustrated guide is Over-
man, Understanding Sound, Video & Film Record-
ing (1978). Oringel, Audio Control Handbook ( 1989) 
relates technology of recording to practical pro-
duction. 

7.4 Terrestrial Relays See Crutchfield, un-
der the Chapter 5-B note, and Freeman, under 6.10. 
For background on applications for fiber optic ca-
ble, see Chaffee, The Rewiring of America ( 1988). 

7.5 Satellite Relays Good diagrams, photos, 
and clear text highlight Prentiss, Satellite Commu-
nications (1987), while Binkowski, Satellite Infor-
mation Systems (1988) provides a lucid narrative 
description. Elbert, Introduction to Satellite Com-
munication (1987) is somewhat more technical in 
approach. Alper and Pelton, The Intelsat Global Sat-
ellite System (1984) contains a wealth of understand-
able technical information. The annual reports of 
NASA, Comsat, and Intelsat provide good current 

data. 

7.6 Over-the-Air Hybrids Arnall, Instruc-

tional Television Fixed Service (1984) reviews ITFS 
potential and problems. Biel, Low Power Television: 
Development and Current Status of the LP7V In-
dustry (1985) discusses translators and low power 

7.7 Cable Television See Baldwin and 
McVoy, Cable Communication (1988); Grant, Cable 
Television (1983); and Harrell, The Cable Television 

Technical Handbook (1985). 

Chapter 8: 
Organization: Operations 
and Finance 

A useful foundation for media structure in the U.S. 
is found in Turow, Media Industries: The Produc-
tion of News and Entertainment (1984). Dated, but 
providing context and comparisons across media, 
is Owen, Economics and Freedom of Expression 
(1975). Vogel, Entertainment Induey Economics 
(1986) contrasts broadcasting with other media. 

8.1 The Commercial Broadcast Station 
Three books broadly introduce management of 
electronic media and offer much on individual 
station structure and operation: Sherman, Telecom-
munications Management (1987); Marcus, Broad-
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cast and Cable Management (1986); and McCavitt 

and Pringle, Electronic Media Management ( 1986). 

More recent and specific are Keith and Krause, The 
Radio Station ( 1989); O'Donnell, et al, Radio Sta-

tion Operations ( 1989); and Hilliard, Television Sta-
tion Operations and Management ( 1989); all useful 

and concise handbooks of current thinking about 

station management. Abel, et al., RadiOutlook: Forces 

Shaping the Radio Industry (1988) sheds light on 
the many different issues and factors comprising 

the world of commercial radio. Day-to-day reality 

is detailed in Hunn, Starting and Operating Your 

Own FM Radio Station ( 1988). 

8.2 Commercial Broadcast Networks The 
definitive analysis is the FCC (Network Inquiry Spe-

cial Staff), Neu, Television Networks ( 1980). The eco-

nomic and political lessons of that two-year study 
are clearly brought out in Besen et al.,Misregulating 

Television: Network Dominance and the FCC ( 1984), 

while Botein and Rice, Network Television and the 
Public Interest ( 1981) adds some research analyses 

to the debate over the role of networks. See also 

the titles noted under Chapter 12. 

8.3 Cable Television The standard annual 

reference directories of systems, networks, and 

owners are Broadcasting/ Cable Yearbook, and Tele-
vision Factbook, both of which include a large cable 

section, and some statistics. Baldwin and McVoy, 
noted under 4.2, is the best overall introduction to 

cable. Background data is in Sterling, listed under 
the general Chapter 4 note. 

8.4 Capital Investment The only compre-

hensive information on this topic can be found in 

the NAB's Radio Financial Report and Television 

Financial Report, issued annually. These reports de-

tail expenses and investment for differently sized 

stations in differently sized markets, based on an-

nual national sample surveys. Vogel, noted at the 

beginning of this chapter, sheds considerable light 
on investment issues. For titles on satellite, see 4.5 
and 4.7. 

8.5 Ownership Turnover Each year in a late 
January issue, Broadcasting reviews major sales and 

transfers of broadcast licenses in the previous year. 

A clear and detailed guide to the process is Krasnow, 

et al., Buying or Building a Broadcast Station ( 1988). 

Industry structure and FCC rules, many dropped 
since then, are discussed in Besen and Johnson, An 

Assessment of the Federal Communication Com-

mission's Group Ownership Rules (1984) and Ster-
ling, in Compaine, VVho Owns the Media? ( 1982 ). A 

strong attack on what is described as overly con-
centrated media ownership is in Bagdikian, The 

Media Monopoly (1987). Mayer, The Knowledge 

Industry Publications 200 (1987) gives a detailed 

breakout of holdings of the major media firms in 
the early 1980s, along with some sense of corporate 
structure and operation. 

8.6 Personnel Useful descriptive guides to 
career options are found in Bishop, Making it in 

Video: An Insider's Guide to Careers in the Fastest 

Growing Industry of the Decade ( 1988); Reed and 
Reed, Career Opportunities in Television, Cable and 

Video (1986); and Blanksteen and Odeni, TV: Ca-

reers Behind the Screen (1987). See also National 

Textbook Co., Opportunities in Broadcasting, Op-

portunities in Cable Television, Opportunities in 

Telecommunication (1983-84). Many titles deal with 

jobs in the electronic media as a part of the larger 

media scene—Mogel, Making it in the Media Profes-
sions ( 1988) and Noble, The Harvard Guide to Ca-

reers in Mass Media ( 1987) are two of the best. The 

role of minority employment, as well as content in 

programming, are detailed in the U.S. Civil Rights 

Commission, Window Dressing on the Set (1977, 

1979). The only hook on broadcasting unions is 
Koenig, Broadcasting and Bargaining ( 1970). 

Chapter 9: 
Revenues: Sources and Profits 

9.1-9.2 Advertising and Announce-
ments Readers may find a general advertising 

text a useful supplement to this chapter. Barnouw, 
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The Sponsor (1978) is a critical essay on the devel-
opment of the advertiser's role in radio and tele-
vision. Warner, Broadcast and Cable Selling ( 1986) 
offers a comprehensive review of the process. 

Heighton and Cunningham, Advertising in the 
Broadcast and Cable Media (1984) and Ziegler and 
Howard, Broadcast Advertising (1984) cover all as-
pects of the topic. Murphy, Handbook of Radio Ad-
vertising (1980) is one useful guide to the topic. 
Poltrack, Television Marketing: Network, Local, and 

Cable (1983) is a valuable guide to the buying and 
selling of video time. The content of television ad-
vertising is assessed in Geis, The Language of Tele-

vision Advertising (1982) and, less formally, in Hall, 

Mighty Minutes: An Illustrated History of Television's 
Best Commercials (1984). Busch and Landeck, The 
Making of a Television Commercial (1981) de-
scribes the complex production process in detail. 

9-3 Cable Advertising See Poltrack under 
9.1; Jones et al., Cable Advertising ( 1986); and Kaatz, 
Cable Advertiser's Handbook ( 1985) for general dis-
cussions of cable's advantages and disadvantages. 
Baisa and Glazer, Cable 7V Advertising (1989) offers 
a scholarly analysis of how cable fits into the larger 
advertising picture and traces the development of 

home shopping. See also Roman, and Baldwin and 

McVoy, under 4.2. 

9.4-9.6 Advertising Rates, Sales and Stan-
dards Warner, noted under 9.1, is most useful 
here. Duncan, American Radio (annual) provides 
comparative rate information for most radio mar-
kets. Regular issues of Standard Rate and Data Ser-

vice reprint some radio, television, and cable rate 
cards for many markets—larger stations began in 
the 1980s to hold back on printing rate cards in 

SRDS. Grossman, The Marketer's Guide to Media 
Vehicles, Methods, and Options ( 1987 ) does a good 

job of placing electronic media in a broader ad-
vertising context. Children's television advertising 
is most comprehensively reviewed in the Federal 

Trade Commission, Staff Report on Television Ad-
vertising to Children (1978) which, even though 
nothing has come of it, makes a strong case for 
"government as parent." More recent. and favorable 

to advertiser support, is Schneider, Children's Tele-
vision: The Art, the Business, and How It Works 

(1987). 

9.7 Alternative Revenue Sources Webb, 
The Economics of Cable Television (1984) reviews 
issues and structures of both basic and pay cable. 
For further reading on cable subscriber fees and 
home shopping networks, check the periodicals 

listed on pages 546-547. 

9.8-9.9 Profit and Loss and Bottom-Line 

Broadcasting See the titles noted under 9.1, 

above. 

Chapter 10: 
The Noncommercial Alternative 

Literature on noncommercial radio and television 

is surprisingly sparse, considering the number of 

stations on the air—and the heat of the controver-
sies surrounding public broadcasting. 

10.1 From "Educational Radio" to "Pub-

lic Broadcasting" Gibson, Public Broadcast-
ing: The Role of the Federal Government, 1912-
1976 (1977) shows the growing federal financial 

support function, while Blakely, lb Serie the Public 

Interest (1979) provides an overall historical pic-
ture. CCET, Public- Television (1967) contains the 

landmark Carnegie report. The shape of public 

broadcasting after a decade of the new structure is 
outlined in Wood and Wylie, Educational Telecom-
munications ( 1977 ) -and Carter and Nyhan, The Fu-

ture of Public Broadcasting ( 1976). 

10.2-10.3 National Organizations and 
Stations The debate among the national public 

broadcasting organizations is discussed in Avery and 
Pepper, The Politics of Interconnection ( 1979) and 
Witherspoon and Kovitz, The Historl, of Public 
Television (1987). A good assessment of the early 
political battles is found in Stone, Nixon and the 
Politics of Public Television (1987). The second 
Carnegie report—very useful for statistics and back-
ground information on the first decade of the CPB-
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PBS-NPR organization—is CCFPB, A Public Trust 
(1979). The many statistical reports issued by the 
Corporation for Public Broadcasting ( 1111 16th St. 
NW., Washington, D.C. 20036), especially Status Re-

port on Public Broadcasting (title varies, regularly 
revised), and the CPB Annual Report, which details 
spending and the overall shape of public radio and 
television, are invaluable. The most detailed dis-
cussion of public radio is found in NAPTS, Public 

Television and Radio and State Governments ( 1984), 
two volumes). The annual CPB, Public Broadcasting 
Director' details stations and support organizations. 

10.4 Economics of Public Broadcas-
ting Current economic infirmation will be found 
in the most recent hearings before the House Com-
mittee on Energy and Commerce, on the budget 
request of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, 
and in the CPB Annual Report. The TCAF reports 

on alternative financing for public telecommuni-
cations ( 1982 and 1983) provide invaluable sources 
of data on the advertising experiment and other 
funding ideas. 

10.5 Program Sources The instructional role 
of educational media is assessed in Johnson, Elec-
tronic Learning From Audiotape to Videodisc (1987) 
and Hudspeth and Brey, Instructional Telecom-

munications ( 1986). 

10.6 Rethinking the Role of Noncom-

merdai Broadcasting Two early and thought-
provoking traditional analyses of what public tele-
vision should he are found in Blakely, The People's 
Instrument: A Philosophy of Programming for Pub-
lic Television ( 1971) and Mac-y, To Ir-rigate a Waste-
land ( 1974). 

Chapter 11: 

Programming Basics 

There are a number of books useful for Chapters 

11, 12, and 13. Among them, Eastman et al., Broad-

cast/Gable Programming (1988) is the most indu-

sive assessment dealing with strategies for all types 

of stations and systems. Brown, Les Brown's Ency-
clopedia of Television (1982) is a good reference 
with entries on all aspects of programming. An over-

view of commercial television viewing is found in 
Gitlin, Watching Television (1986). For radio, see 
Keith, Radio Programming (1987). 

11.1 Economic Constraints The best dis-
cussion of network program economics is found in 
the FCC Network Inquiry report, under 4.5. In-
cluded are documents and analyses of network-
affiliate contracts, compensation schemes, program 

procurement, etc. While dated, much of the overall 

view in Owen, et al., Television Economics (1974) 
remains valid. 

11.2-11.3 Types and Sources of Pro-

grams See notes for Chapters 12 and 13. See also 
Eastman et al., above. 

11.4 News and Sports Sources Books on 
network news are noted under 12.5, while sports 
are covered under 12.3. 

11.5 Scheduling Practices Several books 
describe the seasonal programming process in tele-

vision, among them Christensen and Stauth, The 
Sweeps: Behind the Scenes in Network 7V (1984); 
Gitlin, Inside Prime Time ( 1984); Levinson and Link, 
Stay Tuned (1981); and Cantor, Prime-Time Tele-

vision (1980). All of them deal with the institutions 
and major players in program decision-making. Be-

dell's Lip the Tube: Prime Time Television and the 
Silverman Years (1981) reviews trends through the 
career of the only man to hold high positions in all 
three networks. For more on the strategies dis-

cussed here, see Eastman et al., under the general 
note for this chapter. 

11.6 Program Promotion Promotion in 
broadcasting is assessed and described in Eastman 

and Klein, Strategies in Broadcast and Cable Pro-

motion (1982), and Bergendorff et al., Broadcast 
Advertising and Promotion ( 1983). 
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Chapter 12: 
Network Television and 
Radio Programs 

Books on the programming process are listed under 

Chapter 11. Here we include titles on specific pro-
gram types or formats—just a glimpse of a substan-

tial literature on programs. 

12.1 Prime-Time Entertainment As one 
might expect, there is a massive literature on this 
topic, with at least one book on any popular series. 

An overview of the prime-time programming pro-
cess is Blum and Lindheim, Primetinze Network 

Television Programming (1987). For series pro-
gram reference, see Brooks and Marsh, The Com-

plete Directory to Prime Time Network 7V Shows 

(1988); for details of specific episodes, see the five-
volume Gianakos, Television Drama Series Pro-
grannning (1978-87) and Eisner and Krinsky, 
Television Comedy Series: An Episode Guide to 153 
7V Sitcoms in Syndication (1984). Case studies of 

comedy programs are found in Adler, All in the 
Family (1979), which includes three scripts from 
the pioneering series of social satire, and Feuer et 
al., MTV Quality Television' ( 1984), which dissects 

a number of successful programs from one pro-
duction house. A content analysis of drama program 
portrayals is found in Greenberg, Life on Television 
(1980). The continuing appeal of doctor shows is 

assessed in Turow, Playing Doctor: Television, Sto-
rytelling and Medical Power ( 1989). For -a directory 
to all the made-for-TV movies and miniseries see 

Marill, Movies Made for Television ( 1984). The po-
tential for cultural development on cable is re-

viewed in detail in Beck, Cultizating the Wasteland 

(1983). 

12.2 Non-Prime-Time Entertainment Aside 
from the huge fan literature on soap operas, several 

scholarlystudies shed analytical light on this enduring 

format. Stedman, under 3.4, is a history of serials in films 
and broadcasting. Matelski, The Soap Opera Evolu-

tion ( 1988 is a scholarly study of the plots, characters, 

and audiences of serials. Cantor and Pingree, The Soap 
Opera( 1983 ) discusses the development, content, au-
dience, and impact of such programs; Cassata and Skill, 

Life on Daytime Television: Tuning-In American Se-
rial Drama ( 1983) offers a collection of content anal-
yses; Allen, Speaking of Soap Operas ( 1985) reviews the 
production and consumption of the genre; and Intin-
tolli, TakingSoesSeriotesly:TheWorldofGizidingLight 
( 1984 ) is a detailed examination of a long running pro-

gram. Fabe, 7V Gante Shows (1979) is dated but re-
mains the hest survey of that format. The two longest 
running talk shows are informally detailed in Metz, ¡be 

Today Show ( 1977). 

12.3 Network Sports Programs The first 
hook on television sports programming was John-

son„ Super Spectator and the Electronic- Lilliputians 
( 1971), based on a series of articles in Sports Illus-
trated. The early days of the most successful net-
work sports coverage is related in Sugar, "The 'Thrill 

of Victory:" The Inside Story of ABC Sports ( 1978). 
Rader, In Its Ou i: hnage: How Television Has nazis. 

formed Sports (1984) is a critical commentary on 
what has been lost to sports because of TV coverage. 
Powers,Supertube: The Rise of Television Spore ( 1984) 
is a history of three decades' development of sports 
coverage. Klatell and Marcus, Sports for Sale: Tele-
vision, Money and the Fans (1988) offers an in-

sightful discussion of the interrelationships be-
tween teams and media. Chandler, Television and 
National Sport (1988) compares sports, audiences, 
and television coverage in Great Britain and the US. 

12.4 Network Children's Programs A 
massive study of how much programming was pro-
vided for young children is FCC, Television Pro-
gramming for Children (1979), which found little 

to cheer about. The historical research for that study 
appears in expanded form in Turow, Entertain-
ment, Education and the Hard Sell: Three Decades 
of Network Children's Television (1981). A more 
popular treatment is found in Fischer, Kid's 7V: The 
First 25 Years (1983), while the definitive directory 

is Woolery's two-volume Children's Television: The 
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First Thirty-Five Years, 1946-1981 (1983-84). Of 

the many guides for parents, Charren and Sandler, 
changing Channels: Living (Sensibly) with Televi-

sion ( 1983) is by far the best. For studies criticizing 
television fare for children, see Winn, The Plug-in 
Drug ( 1985) and Palmer, Television and America's 
Children: A Crisis of Neglect (1988). 

12.5 News and Public Affairs Here again, 
the literature is huge and growing—some of it de-

scriptive, some scholarly, and much highly critical. 

Mayer, Making News ( 1987) overviews the people, 
the business, and the impact of news. Matusow, The 

Evening Stars ( 1983) is a very readable narrative on 

development of the network news anchor. Gates, 
Air Time: The Inside Story of CBS News (1978) re-
lates the story of both radio and television reporting. 

A content analysis of international news content in 
the 1972-81 period appears in Larson, Television's 
Window on the World (1984). Development of tele-
vision documentary is related in Bluem, Documen-
tary in American Television (1965), and, for the 
1965-75 period, Hammond, The Image Decade 

(1981). Madsen, 60 Minutes. The Power and Politics 
of America's Most Popular 7V News Show (1984) 
traces the CBS program's development and weekly 

operations. Sanders and Rock, Waiting fbr Prime 
Time: The Women of Television News (1988) is an 

informal narrative of the increasing role of women 
in local and national television journalism. Dona-
hue, The Battle to Control Broadcast News (1989) 

focuses on questions of freedom within and access 
to network broadcasts. More on the impact of elec-
tronic journalism is found under 15.3. 

12.6 Commercial Radio Networks See 
titles under 3.7 and 4.5. 

Chapter 13: 

Syndicated and Local Programs 

13.1-13.3 Radio and Television Syn-
dication Erickson, Syndicated Television ( 1989) 
offers a four-decade narrative history of most series. 
See also Eastman et al. under general Chapter 11 notes. 

13.4 Syndicated Religion Hadclen and 
Swan, Prime Time Preachers (1981) suggests that 
conservative programs have nowhere near the au-
dience they claim. Horsfield, Religious Television: 

The American Experience ( 1984) is a valuable study 
of the genre, with close analysis of the dramatic 
changes in religious programming after the late 1960s. 

Frankl, Televangelism: the Marketing of Popular Re-

ligion (1986) and Halden and Shupe, Televangel-
ism: Power & Politics on God's Frontier ( 1988 ) detail 
the crises that several of the TV figures went through 

in the 1980s. An excellent discussion of why people 
watch these programs is found in Hoover, Mass 
Media Religion ( 1988). 

13.5 Local Television Programs A sca-

thing attack on local station news programs is 
launched in Powers, The Newscasters ( 1977). Shaffer 
and Wheelwright, Creating Original Programming 
for Cable 7V ( 1983) includes access programming. 

13.6 Local Radio Programs Every two years 

a detailed content analysis of the major public radio 
stations appears as CPB, Public Radio Programnzing 
Content Commercial radio music programs are as-

sessed in Eberly and Sklar, under 3.7. Levin, Talk 
Radio and the American Dream (1987) explores 
the appeal of that format. 

13.7 Program Critique Newcomb's Televi-
sion: The Critical View (i 987) is a respected col-

lection of articles assessing television programs. 
Smith, Beyond the Wasteland: The Criticism of 
Broadcasting (1980) discusses the difficulty a critic 
faces in dealing with a transitory medium. Two works 

by Himmelstein, On the Small Screen: New Ap-
proaches in Television and Video Criticism (1981) 

and Television Myth and the American Mind ( 1985), 

review programming—the first by studies of se-
lected critics, and the second in a unified essay. 
Orlik, Critiquing Radio and Television Content 

(1988) reviews the many ways the process can work. 
Adler's Understanding Television as a Social and 
Cultural Force ( 1981) offers original essays on pro-
grams and programming. Mander'sFourArguments 
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for the Elimination of Telei *ion (1978) is, as the 

title suggests, highly critical. 

Chapter 14: 
Audience Ratings and 
Applied Research 

14.1 The Ratings Business The single most 
important book to supplement this chapter is the 
definitive work by a long-time practitioner: Beville, 
Audience Ratings: Radio, Television, Cable (1988). 
Ile reviews the major firms and their development, 
methods used, problem areas, and likely directions 

throughout the early application of people meters. 
For terminology, see NAB, Broadcast Research Dei: 

initions (1988). 

14.2-14.3 Set-Use Data and Sampling 

Arbitron and Nielsen will, on request, provide de-

tailed booklets on their radio and television data 
gathering and reporting methods. 

14.4 Ratings Concepts A practical station 
workbo()1( on how to use ratings is found in Fletcher, 

Squeezing Profits Out of Ratings: A Manual for Ra-

dio Managers, Sales Managers and Programmers 
(1985). 

14.5 Audiences Changes in television audi-
ence makeup and preferences can be traced through 
Steiner, The People Look at Television (1963); Bower, 

Television and the Public (1973); and Bower, The 
Changing Television Audience in America (1985); 
which report, respectively, on parallel national sur-
veys taken in 1960, 1970, and 1980. Barwise and 

Ehrenberg, Television and Its Audience (1988) does 
a good job in relatively few pages summing up au-
dience research results in the U.S. and Great Britain. 

For radio and other audience data, see the section 
6 Tables in Sterling, Electronic Media (1984). The 
definitive assessment of research on the television 
audience is Comstock. Television and Human Be-
havior ( 1978). Frank and Greenberg's two volumes 
of research, based on a national survey, are The 

Public's Use of Television (1980), covering com-
mercial stations and networks, and Audiences for 
Public Television (1982). Meyrowitz, No Sense of 
Place: The Impact of Electronic Media on Social 
Behavior (1985) is a readable survey covering all 

aspects of TV's role. 

14.6 Use and Abuse of Ratings See Be-
ville, especially Chapters 7, 8, and 9, under 14.1. 

14.7 Research on Newer Media See Be-
ville, Chapters 6 and 11, under 14.1, and Rice and 

associates, The New Media: Communication, Re-
search and Technology (1984). 

14.8 Other Applied Research Four recent 

works add greatly to our knowledge of research 
methods in mass communication. Dominick and 

Fletcher, Broadcasting Research Methods (1985) 

collects 20 original articles on all aspects of elec-

tronic media research, both scholarly and business-
oriented. Broader instruction in methods across all 
media is found in Wymmer and Dominick, Mass 

Media Research: An Introduction ( 1987); lisia, Mass 
Communications Research Methods (1988); and Tan, 
Mass Communication Theories and Research (1986). 

Fletcher, Handbook of Radio and TV Broadcasting: 
Research Procedures in Audience, Program and 
Revenues (1981) is a guide for station managers. 
Anderson, Communication Research Issues and 

Methods (1987) offers insight as to why research is 

done the way it is. 

Chapter 15: 
Social Effects 

15.1 Effects Research Two books take a his-
torical look at audience research developments: 

Lerner and Nelson, Communication Research—A 
Hay' Century Appraisal (1977) and Lowery and 
DeFleur, Milestones in Mass Communication Re-
search (1988). A dated but still useful overview is 

Klapper, The Effects of Mass Communication (19()0), 
updated to some degree by the reviews that appear 

every three or four years in Annual Review of 
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Psychology. An introductory survey to all this is found 
in Davis and Baran's Mass Communication and 
Everyday Life: A Perspective on Theory and Effects 

(1981). About every other year, another volume in 
the series edited by Dervin and Voigt, Progress in 
Communication Sciences (1979-89), provides in-
sightful essays on various aspects of media impact. 

A good introduction to communication theory is 
DeFleur and Ball-Rokeach, Theories of Mass Com-
munication ( 1988), while Blake and Haroldson, A 
Taxonomy of Concepts in Communication (1975) 
introduces the major terms and ideas. For current 
views, see McQuail, Mass Communication Theory 
(1983) and the graphic approach in McQuail and 
Windahl, Communication Models for the Study of 

Mass Communications ( 1981). For research meth-
ods, see 14.8. 

15.2 Advertising Effects Any good survey 

of advertising can provide a current overview of 
research results. A critical survey is Shudson's Ad-
vertising, The Uneasy Persuasion: Its Dubious Im-
pact on American Society ( 1984). For children's ad-
vertising impact, see Adler, The Effects of Television 
Advertising on Children ( 1980). 

15.3 News Impact More and more works 
analyze all aspects of television news impact (see 
also titles under 12.5). The classic pseudo-event study 

is Boorstin, The Image ( 1964), while a useful agenda-
setting study is McCombs and Shaw, The Emergence 
of American Political Issues ( 1977). Lesher's Media 
Unbound: 773e Impact of Television Journalism on 
the l'ublic ( 1982) is based on the author's experi-
ence and interviews with news officials. Abramson 
et al., The Electronic Commonwealth (1988) re-
views scholarly findings on the impact of new media 

technologies, especially on the political process. 

15.4 Political Effects The best survey of work 
to 1975 is Kraus and Davis, The Effects of Mass Com-
munication on Political Behavior (1976). Green-
berg and Parker, The Kennedy Assassination and 
the American Public (1965) is a classic analysis of 

media in a national crisis. More recent crises are 

reviewed in Nimmo and Combs, Nightly Horrors: 
Crisis Coverage in Television Network News (1985). 

Lang and Lang, Politics and Television Re-Viewed 
(1984) collects insightful research reports from 
MacArthur's 1951 return through Watergate events 
of the 1970s. The same authors' analysis of television 
impact during Watergate is The Battle for Public 
Opinion: The President, the Press and the Polls Dur-
ing Watergate ( 1983); for a detailed content analysis 
comparing print and television news coverage, see 
Lashner, The Chilling Effect in 7V News (1984). Ja-

mieson, Packaging the Presidency: A History and 
Criticism of Presidential Campaign Advertising 
(1984), can be combined with Tebbel and Watts, 
The Press and the Presidency ( 1985), which assesses 
noncampaign relationships for a full historical ac-
count. Diamond and Bates, The Spot: The Rise of 

Political Advertising on Television (1988) focuses 
on TV's unique role. An example of the large amount 
of literature devoted to media in specific campaigns 

is Robinson and Sheehan, Over the Wire and on TV: 
CBS and UPI in Campaign '80 (1983). Swerdlow, 
Beyond Debate: A Paper on Televised Presidential 
Debates ( 1984) and Kraus, Televised Presidential De-

bates and Public Policy ( 1988) summarize what has 
been learned and how the process might be changed. 
The most comprehensive study of the struggle for 
TV coverage of congress is Garay, Congressional 
Television: A Legislative History ( 1984). 

15.5 Television and War Many works deal 
with the American experience in Vietnam, but two 

stand out for their study of media impact: Braes-
trup's Big Story: Hou) the American Press and Tele-
vision Reported and Interpreted the Crisis of Tet 

1968 in Vietnam and Washington (1977) dissects 
the turning point in the war and American support 

of it; MacDonald's Television and the Red Menace: 
The Video Road to Vietnam ( 1985) assesses TV news 
coverage in the years before that war. Hallin, The 

"Uncensored War": The Media and Vietnam ( 1986), 
discusses wartime coverage before and after 1965 
when American intervention dramatically in-
creased, providing an assessment of media coverage 
on home audiences. 
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15.6 The Role of Entertainment Two in-
teresting studies of minorities and the media are 
MacDonald, Blacks and White 7V: Afro-Americans 
in Television since 1948 (1983) and Greenberg, 
Mexican-Americans and the Mass Media (1983). Marc, 
Demographic Vistas: Television in American Cul-
ture ( 1984) reviews the general impact of television 
entertainment programming. Winn, The Plug-In 
Drug: Television, Children and the Family (1985) 
is sometimes overwrought, but suggests parental 
control of "kidvid" is crucial. Scholarly research on 
children's use of television is reviewed by Liebert 
et al., The Early Window: Effects of Television on 

Children and Youth (1988). 

15.7 Impact of Violence The definitive study 

of how scholarly research can impact upon policy 
is Rowland, The Politics of 7V Violence: Policy Uses 
of Communication Research (1983), which focuses 

on the first Surgeon General's committee. That com-
mittee's work is found in Surgeon General, Tele-
vision and Growing Up (1972). The second such 
committee reported its work in National Institute 
of Mental Health, Television and Behavior: Ten Years 
of Scientific Progress and Implications for the Eighties 

(1982). 

Chapter 16: 

Regulation: Laws and Agencies 

Note A: General Background Several books 

provide background for Chapters 16-18. For the 
history of early broadcast regulation, see titles un-
der 2.10. In addition, two two-volume works are 

excellent for tracing broadcast policy development: 
Socolow, The Law of Radio Broadcasting (1939) 
and Warner, ( 1) Radio and Television Law (1948) 
and ( 2) Radio and Television Rights ( 1953). A chron-
ological collection of the most important legal cases 
and other documents is in Kahn, Documents of 
American Broadcasting (1984). Ferrall, Yearbook 
of Broadcasting Articles (1980) shows in a collec-
tion of law journal articles the increasing complexity 

of broadcast regulation from 1959 to 1978. A more 

recent casebook on broadcast and cable regulation 
that includes extensive excerpts from FCC and court 
decisions as well as congressional actions is Carter 
et al., The First Amendment and the Fifth Estate 
(1989). An excellent primer to all the subjects dis-

cussed below is Krasnow, et al., The Politics of 
Broadcast Regulation (1982). For background on 

general media law, see the following, all regularly 
updated: Gillmor and Barron, Mass Communica-

tion Law: Cases and Comment (1984); Zuckman et 
al., Mass Communication Law in a Nutshell ( 1988), 
an inexpensive paperback; Carter, et al., The First 

Amendment and the Fourth Estate ( 1988); and Mid-
dleton and Chamberlin, The Law of Public Com-
munication (1988). For a more journalistic than 
legal orientation of trends, see Pember, Mass Media 

Law (1984). 

Note B: Staying Current While the docu-
mentation of administrative agencies, the courts, and 
Congress can seem forbidding to the uninitiated, 
here are some tips on staying current: A dated but 

still useful introduction is Le Duc, "Broadcast Legal 
Documentation" ( 1973). The definitive but unoffi-
cial source for keeping up with electronic media 

regulation is Pike and Fischer, Radio Regulation, a 
loose-leaf reporter service, updated weekly and in-
dexed carefully. Instructions on its use appear in 

the "Current Service" volume. Decisions of the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for any circuit appear officially in 

the Federal Reporter, while Supreme Court deci-
sions are reported officially in United States Reports. 
Media Law Reporter is another loose-leaf commer-
cial service that rapidly reports legal developments. 

PLI, Communications Law provides an annual com-
pendium of cases, decisions, and analyses of media 

issues over the previous year. The NAB Legal Guide 
to Broadcast Law and Regulation ( 1988) is a single-
volume desk reference for station managers. The 
NAB Broadcasting and Government, updated twice 
yearly, and Broadcasting magazine, "Where Things 
Stand," which appears at the beginning of each is-
sue, briefly summarize the current status of major 
issues, albeit with some industry bias. 
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16.1 Federal Jurisdiction Good treat-
ments of First Amendment issues are found in Bar-
ron and Dienes, Handbook of Free Speech and Free 
Press (1979) and Tedford, Freedom of Speech in the 
United States ( 1985). Chamberlin, The First Amend-
ment Reconsidered: Neu, Perspectives on the Mean-

ing of Freedom of Speech and Press ( 1982) discusses 
the impact of changing technology. In-depth anal-
ysis of early thinking about jurisdiction shows up 

in Chafee, Government and Mass Communications 
(1947). 

16.2 Communications Act The official 
chronological compilation of all U.S. laws ( legisla-

ti)n) on telecommunications from the 1910 Act to 
date is listed in U.S. Congress, House of Repre-

sentatives, Radio Laws of the United States, which 

is revised by adding new material every few years. 
The compilation includes the 1962 Communica-
tions Satellite Act that created Comsat, the 1967 Pub-
lic Broadcasting Act (part of Title III of the 1934 
Act), and the 1984 Cable Act (a new Title VI of the 
1934 Act). Of considerable historic interest is the 
book written by the senator most responsible for 

the 1934 act: Dill, Radio Law ( 1938). 

16.3 Communications Act Revision The 
multivolume hearing transcripts on the various re-
write attempts, though voluminous, are useful for 
a broad view of issues on telecommunications and 
broadcasting. The process began with publication 
of flouse CIFC, Options Papers ( 1977), a very broad 

survey of possible courses of action for Congress 
and the FCC. This report led to seemingly endless 
hearings ( through 1981) of value for their detailed 

record of changing industry and interest group po-
sitions. For the major hearings, see House CIFC, 

The Communications Act of 1978: Hearings on H.R. 
13015 (1979): House CIFC, The Communications 

Act of 1979: Hearings on H.R. 3333 ( 1980), for the 

first and most comprehensive rewrite attempts; and 

Senate CCST, Amendments to the Communications 
Act of 1934 ( 1980), which reflected the first serious 
interest in revision by that side of Congress. 

16.4 FCC Basics A fascinating account of the 

development of the regulatory agency idea, told 

through the lives of four key individuals, is in 
McGraw's Prophets of Regulation (1984). Kinross, 

Administration of American Telecommunications 
Policy (1980) collects important documents on de-
velopment and criticism of the FCC. Obviously a 
key document for study is the FCC Annual Report. 
FCC rules and regulations are annually revised in 
the CRF (Code of Federal Regulations), Title 47: 
Telecommunications. Of the five volumes, the first 
deals with FCC organization and procedures, the 

second and third with common carrier regulation, 
the fourth with broadcasting, and the fifth with cable 

and emergency procedures. Proposed and final rules 
of the FCC appear in the daily issues of the FR 
(Federal Register), and are gathered chronologically 
in FCCR (Federal Communications Commission Re-
ports, 1st and 2nd series through 1986, continued 
by Federal Communications Commission Record 

from that time forveard). They accumulate at the 
rate of four to six fat volumes each year. See also 
Pike and Fisher under Note B. The appointment of 
FCC and FTC commissioners over a 25-year period 

is the subject of a fascinating study: Graham and 
Kramer, Appointments to the Regulator), Agencies 
(1976). 

16.5 Enforcement See works on the FCC 

under 16.4. Hixson, Mass Media and the Constitu-
tion: An Encyclopedia of Supreme Court Decisions 
(1989) and DeVol, Mass Media and the Supreme 
Court ( 1982) both collect major decisions and com-
mentary. 

16.6 Copyright Law This is a complicated 
and changing field, so any books would contain 
general background rather than current specifics. 

Johnston, Copyright Handbook ( 1982) provides an 
excellent survey of the act and its provisions, as well 
as some of the early case laws. Strong, The Copyright 

Book: A Practical Guide (1982) is just that. The 
Copyright Office will provide useful information 

booklets and sample forms on request (Copyright 
Office, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 20559). 

16.7 Other Laws For international treaties, 
see 19.3. Press law is covered in the general texts 

discussed under note 16-A. Two practical ap-
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proaches to current EEO rules are Aird, A Broad-

caster's Guide to Designing and Implementing an 
Effective EEO Program (1980) and the NAB legal 

guide, under note 16-A. 

16.8 Informal Controls Cole and Oettin-
ger, Reluctant Regulators: The FCC and the Broad-
cast Audience (1978) is an overview, though now 
very dated, of the policy-making process and the 
general Washington environment for policy. Spe-

cific case studies of the process are in Krasnow et 
al., The Politics of Broadcast Regulation (1982). As-

sessments of the most active years of citizen group 
action are offered in Grundfest, Citizen Participa-

tion in Broadcast Licensing Before the FCC (1976) 
and Guimary, Citizen's Groups and Broadcasting 

(1975). A good study of the limitations of self-reg-
ulation is Brogan, Spiked: The Short Life and Death 

of the National News Council (1985). A case study 
of government and industry self-regulation inter-
action is related in Cowan, See No Evil (1979) on 
the "family viewing" case. Of the increasing number 
of books on media ethics and self-regulation, the 

most useful are Fink, Media Ethics in the Newsroom 
and Beyond ( 1988); Christians et al., Media Ethics: 

Cases and Moral Reasoning (1987); and Rivers et 
al., Responsibility in Mass Communication (1980). 

Chapter 17: 

Station and System Licensing 

17.1-17.3 Licensing, Operating, and 
Renewal The titles listed in note 16-A include 
material on the licensing process—the NAB legal 
guide being most specific. The CITC Cable Books 
(1982 ) offer a detailed guide to local cable television 

policy, especially franchising. Rice, Cable IV Re-
newals and Refranchising (1983) details that some-

times complicated process. 

17.4 Cable Franchising PLI, The New Era 
in CATV: The Cable Franchise Policy and Com-

munications Act of 1984 (1985) combines the text 
of the Act, legal commentary on it, and the legislative 

report urging its passage into a kind of handbook. 
The definitive legal work on cable is the three-vol-
ume Ferris et al., Cable Television Law ( 1984), which 
is updated twice a year. 

17.5 Ownership Diversification See ti-
tles under 8.5. On the role of networks, see titles 
under 8.2. 

17.6 Deregulation As yet, no book-length 
studies of electronic media deregulation have ap-
peared. See the FCC annual report for its own report 

of yearly deregulatory actions. A number of works 

on telecommunications deregulation have ap-
peared—one with specific comment on media is 
Derthick and Quirk, The Politics of Deregulation 

(1985). Tunstall, Communications Deregulation 
(1986) offers an insightful analysis of early dere-
gulatory trends. 

Chapter 18: 

Constitutional Issues 

18.1 First Amendment Basics See titles 
under 16.1 and 17.6 

18.2 Unprotected Speech See titles under 

note 16-A. Examples of the chilling effect occur in 
Watergate titles under 15.4. Detailed analysis of 

changes in libel law is in Smolla, Suing the Press: 
Libel, the Media & Power ( 1986) and Dill, The Jour-
nalist's Handbook on Libel and Privacy ( 1986). The 
Westmoreland Case is analyzed in Kowet, A Matter 
of Honor: General William C. Westmoreland versus 
CBS (1984), which takes a strong position on the 
general's side, and Brewin and Shaw, Vietnam on 
Trial: Westmoreland vs CBS ( 1987 ), which includes 

the trial and aftermath. Benjamin, Fair Play: CBS, 
General Westmoreland, and How a Television Doc-
umentary Went Wrong (1988) offers a fascinating 

view of the network's internal investigation. For the 
question of reporter privilege, see van Gerpen, Priv-
ileged Communication and the Press ( 1979). Spitzer, 
Seven Dirty Words and Six Other Stories: Control-
ling the Content of Print and Broadcast (1986) 
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discusses reasons for control of some kinds of print 
and electronic media content. 

18.3 First Amendment Parity Powe, 

American Broadcasting and the First Amendment 
(1987) makes a strong case for broadcast parity with 

print. See Parsons, Cable Television and the First 
Amendment ( 1987) and Shapiro et al., rableeeech': 
The Case for First Amendment Protection (1983), 
both of which argue for more freedom for cable 
television. 

18.4 Political Access The NAB (and the FCC, 

although less often) regularly revises booklets guid-
ing station managers on how best to treat access by 
political candidates. See also citations under 15.4. 

18.5 Public Access A reasoned argument by 
an author combining both a law and network re-

porting background is Rowan, Broadcast Fairness: 

Doctrine, Practice, Prospects (1984), which con-
tends that the fairness doctrine has outlived 
whatever function it had. A solid history of its de-
velopment is found in Simmons, The Fairness Doc-
trine and the Media ( 1978). Two earlier works argue 
strongly for a public right of access to media: Schmidt, 

Freedom of the Press vs Public Access (1976) and 
Barron, Freedom of the Press for Whom? (1973), 

which is the key work promoting access. Written 
like a novel and relating the entire story of the Red 

Lion case is Friendly, The Good Guys, The Bad Guys 
and the First Amendment ( 1976). A survey of recent 

changes in the courtroom access issue is in Freed-
man, Press and Media Access to the Criminal Court-
room ( 1988). 

18.6 Fairness in News For a viewpoint gen-

erally critical of the networks and establishment 
media, see the research monographs issued by such 

conservative think tanks as Accuracy in Media, Amer-
ican Enterprise Institute, and The Media Institute, 
all in Washington, D.C. 

18.7 Unfinished Business For Mark Fow-

ler's own assessment of his goals for the FCC, see 

Fowler and Brenner, "A Marketplace Approach to 

Broadcast Regulation" ( 1982). Le Duc, Beyond 
Broadcasting: Patterns in Policy and Law (1987) 
reviews recent trends and suggests needed changes. 

Chapter 19:  
Global View 

The literature on international and comparative me-

dia systems has expanded greatly in recent years— 
we can include only the tip of it here. 

19.1 Broadcasting and National Char-
acter The starting point for a broad-based phil-
osophical discussion of broadcasting in different 

societies is Head, World Broadcasting Systems: A 
Comparative Analysis (1985). Rosen, International 
Handbook of Broadcasting Systems (1988) includes 
parallel information on 24 countries of all kinds. 
Howell, World Broadcasting in the Age of the Sat-
ellite (1986) takes a topical approach with some 
specific country examples. Several books offer orig-
inal papers on the dramatic changes in European 
media systems in the 1980s: Rogers and Balle, The 
Media Revolution in America & Western Europe 
(1985). The role of newer media in Europe is as-

sessed in Negrine, Cable Television and the Future 
of Broadcasting (1985) and Satellite Broadcasting: 

The Politics and Implications of the New Media 
(1988). Two multivolume paperback series detail 
specific countries from all regions of the world: ICC, 

Broadcasting in ... and UNESCO, Communication 
Policies in... 

19.2 Political Philosophies Material on 
American broadcasting is detailed under earlier 
chapters. Useful comparative studies of various de-

veloped nations, mainly in Europe, include Browne, 

Comparing Broadcasting Systems: The E.xperience 
of Six Industrialized Nations (1989); Kuhn, The 
Politics of Broadcasting (1985); Dyson and Hum-
phreys, The Politics of the Communications Revo-

lution in Western Europe (1986); and McQuail and 
Siune, New Media Politics: Comparative Perspectives 

in Western Europe (1986). The landmark study of 
European policies is Commission of the European 
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Communities, Television without Frontiers: Green 

Paper on the Establishment of the Common Market 
for Broadcasting: Especially by Satellite and Cable 
(1984) See also Head, and Smith, under 19.1. The 
development of British radio and television is well 
told in Briggs, The BBC: The First Fifty Years (1985) 
and Sendai', Independent Television in Britain (1982. 
1983). For more on Soviet and related systems, see 
Mickiewicz, Split Signals: Television and Politics in 
the Soviet Union (1988) and Paulu, Radio and Tele-
vision Broadcasting in Eastern Europe (1974). Chang, 
Mass Media in China: The History and the Future 
( 1989) relates media changes in the most populous 

country in the world. See Tunstall, The Media in 
Britain (1983) for the broad context of pluralism, 
and Brown, Commercial Media in Australia (1986) 

for another example. 

19.3 Legal Foundations For material on U.S. 

media law, see notes under Chapters 16-18. British 
material is under 19.2. The ITU's operations are 
detailed in Codding and Rutkowski, The Interna-
tional Telecommunication Union in a Changing 
World ( 1982). A collection of important documents 
from world agencies is gathered and annotated in 
Ploman, International Law Governing Communi-

cations and Information ( 1982). The best, though 

now dated, comparative analysis of access policies 
is found in Berrigan, ACCESS: Some Western Models 

of Community Media (1978). See also Head, under 

19.1 

19.4-19.5 Economics and Geography 
UNESCO is the standard source for information on 
all media in most countries. It publishes World 
Communications (1975). revised about every ten 
years and statistically updated in Statistics on Radio 
and Television, 1960-1976 (1979), Latest Statistics 
on Radio and Television Broadcasting (1987), and 
Statistical Yearbook (annual). A good analysis of the 
development of the three conflicting systems of color 

television is in Crane, The Politics of International 

Standards (1979). The many European and British 
"pirate" broadcasters are detailed in Harris, Broad-
casting from the High Seas (1977) and Hind and 
Mosco, Rebel Radio: The Full Story of British Pirate 

Radio (1985). Katz and Wedell, Broadcasting in the 

Third World ( 1977), though now dated, remains the 
best overview on that topic—see also Graff, Com-
munications for National Development: Lessons From 
Experience (1983) for a sobering assessment. See 

also Head, Broadcasting in Africa (1974); Lent, 
Broadcasting in Asia and the Pacific ( 1978); Boyd, 
Broadcasting in the Arab World (1982); and Fox, 
Media and Politics in Latin America (1988); for 

detailed regional analyses. 

19.6-19.7 Programs and Schedules The 
standard annual of information on broadcasting sys-
tems and program schedules is World Radio-7V 
Handbook. Also issued annually but with a descrip-
tive rather than directory approach, is Paterson, /V 

and Video International Guide. Worldwide ex-
changes are detailed in Wildman and Siwek, Inter-

national Trade in Films and Television Programs 
(1989). See the items under pirate broadcasting un-
der 19.4-19.5 to get a sense of audience dissatis-

faction with licensed broadcasters' programming. 

19.7-19.8 Transborder Broadcasting There 
is a large literature on international propaganda, 
much of it based on World War II experiences. A 

good starting point is Browne, International Radio 
Broadcasting ( 1982), which covers major countries 

with a stress on more recent developments. Short, 

Western Broadcasting over the Iran Curtain ( 1986) 

provides 13 original studies of different countries' 
efforts. The story of BBC activities is in Mansell, Let 

the Truth Be Told (1982). Radio Free Europe and 
Radio Liberty are detailed in Mickelson, America's 
Other Voice ( 1983) and in the annual BIB reports. 

Soviet activity is reviewed in Shultz and Godson, 
Dezinformaisia: Active Measures in Soviet Strategy 
(1984). The rationale for beginning a transborder 
service, in this case Radio Marti into Cuba from the 

U.S., is found in the Final Report of the Presidential 
Commission on Broadcasting to Cuba ( 1982). Fred-
erick, Cuban-American Radio Wars ( 1986) reviews 

the broader story of the airwaves conflict. Sole y and 
Nichols, Clandestine Radio Broadcasting( 1987 ) ex-

plores the many revolutionary and counterrevo-

lutionary uses of media. 
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19.9 U.S. Global Influence For surveys of 
American policy and trends, see Barnett et al., Law 
of International Telecommunications in the United 
States ( 1988) and Fisher,American Communication 
in a Global Society (1987). INTELSAT information 
is found in Snow, The International Telecommun-
ications Satellite Organization (1987) and Alper and 
Pelton, The Intelsat Global Satellite System (1984), 
as well as INTELSAT annual reports. Satellite policy 
more generally is discussed in White and White, 
The Law and Regulation of International Space 
Communication (1988) and Demac, Tracing New 
Orbits: Cooperation & Competition in Global Sat-
ellite Development (1986). Long, World Satellite Al-
manac provides annual reference on all aspects of 
the subject. Luther, The United States and the Direct 
Broadcast Satellite (1988) is a recent review of a 

controversial world debate. Ganley and Ganley, 
Global Political Fallout: The VCR's First Decade (1987) 
provides initial impressions of impact; Boyd et al., 
Videocassette Recorders in the Third World (1989) 
demonstrates the rapidly expanding role of the VCR 
in countries with limited internal electronic media; 
while Alvarado, Video World-Wide (1988) provides 
a Unesco-supported description of global patterns 
of video hardware and software distribution. McQuail 
and Siune, New Media Politics: Comparative Per-
spectives in Western Europe (1986) debates the spread 
of deregulation. A good deal of the literature on the 
crosscultural impact of Western media is highly po-
lemical. The best international statement of the free 
versus balanced flow issue is found in Unesco's 

McBride Commission, Many Voices, One World 
(1980). Nordenstreng, The Mass Media Declaration 
of Unesco (1984) reviews that agency's increasing 
activity in this area, tilted toward the Third World 

viewpoint. A similar strong argument is Smith, The 
Geopolitics of Information.. How Western Culture 
Dominates the World (1980). Western points of view 
are found in Tunstall, The Media Are American (1977), 
and a 20th Century Fund Task Force on the Inter-
national Flow of News, A Free and Balanced Flow 
(1979). A counterargument, admonishing Third 
World nations not to let themselves be over-
whelmed by Western media, is Hamelink, Cultural 
Autonomy in Global Communications (1983). 

Bibliographies 

This brief selected list includes the most useful me-
dia bibliographies for research or further reading 
on American electronic media. Libraries should have 
most of them. Full citations are in the bibliography. 
In addition, readers should check library availability 
of electronic data bases for more efficient literature 
searches. 

Blum, Basic Books in the Mass Media (1980) is a 
standard overall annotated guide, divided by me-
dium, and including foreign as well as domestic 
citations (new edition due in 1990). 

Brightbill, Communications and the United States 
Congress: A Selectively Annotated Bibliography of 
Committee Hearings, 1870-1976 (1978) is unique, 
covering all matters on media and common car-
rier communications. 

Cassata and Skill, Television: A Guide to the Litera-
ture (1985) provides an intelligent assessment of 
books on the topic, well divided by subject cat-
egories. 

Comstock, et al. Television and Human Behavior 
(1975) is a three volume bibliography of the re-
search literature: a main list, 50 key studies with 
detailed annotations, and work then in progress, 
along with an integrative review. 

Cooper, Bibliography on Educational Broadcast-
ing (1942) is far more inclusive than the title 
suggests—it's the best annotated survey of pre-
World War II literature on domestic broadcasting. 

Cooper, et al. Television and Ethics: A Bibliography 
(1988) covers over 1,100 items through 1987 in 
well-annotated and indexed fashion. 

Du Charme, Bibliography of Media Management 
and Economics (1986) Some 400 titles are di-
vided into 35 subject categories with an author 
index. Not annotated, but often revised. 

Fisher, On the Screen: A Film, Television, and Video 
Research Guide (1986) includes over 700 well-
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annotated entries divided by type of publication 
and indexed by subject and author. 

Friedman, Sex Role Stereotyping in the Mass Media 
(1977) is the best annotated guide to this topic, 
with a great deal on television programming. 

Gara), Cable Television: A Reference Guide to In-
formation (1988) combines both reference text 
and some 400 specific bibliographic entries all 
arranged by topic. 

Gordon and Verna, Mass Communication Effects 
and Processes: A Comprehensive Bibliography, 
1950-1975 ( 1978) is not annotated but covers a 
got of ground. providing some context for the 
electronic media studies. 

Greenfield, Radio: A Reference Guide (1989) pro-
vides a narrative-style review of hundreds of books, 

periodicals, and documents. 

Hill and Davis, Religious Broadcasting: An Anno-
tated Bibliography ( 1984) details the increasing 

descriptive and research writing on this topic. 

Johnson, TV Guide 25 Year Index ( 1979) is just that, 

covering the period 1953-77. 

"Mass Communication,- [ title varies] in Annual Re-
view of Psychology is appears every several years 
with a review article and appended list of re-
search studies for the period covered. See Vol. 
13 ( 1962): 251-184 for writings up to 1960; Vol. 

19 ( 1968) 351-386 for research published in 1961-
66; Vol. 22 ( 1971): 309-336 for the 1967-70 pe-
riod; Vol. 28 ( 1977): 141-173 for 1970-76 re-
search; and Vol. 32 ( 1981): 307-356 covering 1976— 
'79 work. No more recent articles had appeared 
as this edition of BIA went to press 

MatIon, Index to Journais in Communication Stud-
ies Through 1985 (1987) includes chronological 
tables of contents and subject/author indexes for 
15 journals including those of the Speech Com-
munication As,sociationjourna/ism Quarterly, and 
Journal of Broadcasting. Latter issued its own 25 
year index in 1982. 

McCoy, Freedom of the Press (1968 and 1979) is 
wide-ranging with excellent annotations covering 
two centuries. 

Meringhoff, Children and Advertising: An Anno-
tated Bibliography ( 1980) is one of the more com-
plete guides to the topic. 

NAB, Broadcasting Bibliography (1984) is an inval-

uable booklet of subject divided listings, plus cur-
rent periodicals listing ( new edition due in 1990). 

Performing Arts Books: 1876-1981 ( 1981) is a mas-

sive card catalog which also has an index of serial 
publications. 

Pringle and Clinton, Radio and Television: A Se-
lected, Annotated Bibliography ( 1989) covers the 
1982-86 period with some 1,000 annotated en-

tries arranged by subject with good indexes. 

Shearer and Huxford, Communications and Sod-
ety: A Bibliography on Communications Tech-
nologies and Their Social Impact ( 1983) empha-
sises various kinds of impact of the electronic 
media. 

Shiers and Shiers, Bibliography of the History of 
Electronics ( 1972) offers detailed annotations on 
the history of telegraph, telephone, radio, tele-
vision and related services. 

Signorielli, et al. Role Portrayal and Stereotyping 

on Television ( 1985) covers studies on women, 
minorities, aging, sexual behavior, health and 
handicaps. 

Signorielli and Gerbner, Violence and Tenor in the 
Mass Media: an Annotated Bibliography ( 1988) 
lists nearly 800 scholarly and research books and 
articles with an author index. 

Sloan, American Journalism History: An Annotated 
Bibliography ( 1989) includes electronic media in 
later chapters. 

Smith, U.S. Television Network News: A Guide to 
Sources in English (1984) is the most inclusive 
guide to the topic. 
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Broadcast-Related Periodicals 

The following brief list includes the more important 
and/or useful electronic media-related periodicals, 
most of which should be in any good library. Given 
the rate of change in this field, these are the best 
sources for current developments. 

Advertising Age ( 1929, weekly) a major trade paper, 
with details of new accounts and agency doings 
and periodic statistical summaries. 

Broadcasting (1931, weekly) is the single most im-
portant trade paper for the business; although it 
usually takes a strong proindustry stance it is in-
dispensable for understanding current events, es-
pecially those concerning management and re-
lations with government. 

Broadcasting Cable Yearbook (annual since 1935) 
is a directory of stations and systems, and support 
industries, with capsule information on regula-
tion and other topics. 

Cablevision (1975, weekly) provides the best cov-
erage of all aspects of cable. 

Channels of Communications ( 1981, bimonthly) of-
fers criticism and analysis on all electronic media 
including the annual Field Guide summary of me-
dia status. Became primarily business oriented 
after 1986. 

Columbia Journalism Review (1962, bimonthly) 
specializes in critiques of print and electronic 
journalism. 

Critical Studies in Mass Communication (1984, 
quarterly) focuses on content studies and criti-
cism across all media. 

EMI Review (1949, monthly) provides in-depth ar-
ticles and news notes on Europe's official broad-
casting services. 

Electronic Media (1981, weekly) focuses on pro-
gramming and advertising aspects, often offering 
in-depth interviews and excerpts from books. Large 
tabloid format. 

Federal Communications Law Journal ( 1946, trian-
nual) specializes on detailed legal analysis of cur-
rent concerns in regulation of electronic media 
by the FCC. 

Gannett Center Journal (1987, quarterly) provides 
theme issues with a combination of research and 
commentary articles on all aspects of media. 

InterMedia (1970, bimonthly) reviews worldwide 

communication trends and issues in short news 
pieces and longer essays, concentrating on West-
ern Europe. 

Journalism Quarterly (1924, quarterly) is made up 
of academic research on print and broadcast me-
dia, with excellent book review sections. 

Journal of Broadcasting and Electronic Media ( 1956, 
quarterly) provides scholarly research on all elec-
tronic media. 

Journal of Communication (1951, quarterly) has 
focused since 1974 on mass communication with 
research, opinion and reviews. 

Public Opinion Quarterly (1937, quarterly) is a re-
spected source of research on polls, media, opin-
ion, measurement etc. 

Telecommunications Policy (1976, quarterly) offer 
scholarly work on media and broader telecom-
munication concerns, emphasising U.S. and for-
eign policy development. 

Television Digest (1945, weekly) provides excellent, 
highly condensed reports on electronic media 
and consumer electronics. Issues an annual, two-
volume Television Factbook. 

Television News Index and Abstracts ( 1972, monthly) 
lists the exact content of network evening news-
casts, indexed by topic with an annual overall 
index. 

Television/R adio Age (1953, biweekly), is the trade 
journal stressing advertising with in-depth special 
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articles on news, FCC affairs, foreign develop-
ments, etc. See also the related, but separately 
published Television/Radio Age International 
(quarterly). 

Topicator (1965, monthly) indexes broadcast 
and advertising periodicals with an annual 
index. 

IV Guide (1953, weekly) is the standard guide to 
programs, with often excellent articles and an 
annual Fall Preview issue. 

Variety (1905, weekly) is the major trade paper for 
show business: stage, screen, music, television, 
and foreign developments. Large, tabloid format. 
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(photo) 

Army-McCarthy hearings (Senate), 
78, 402 n. 

Arts (UK satellite network), 519 
(table) 

Arts & Entertainment Network 
(A&E): ad rates of, 232; & culture, 
302; documentaries on, 277; origin 

of, 209; vs_ PBS, 268; program 
guide of, 292 

ASC (satellite series), 166 (diag.) 
ASCAP (American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers): 
BM! battle, 55-56; music licensing 

by, 429, 430 (chart) 
Ascertainment of local program 
needs, 445, 456, 457 (table) 

Aspect ratio, TV picture, 154 (diag.) 
Assignment, of frequencies, 130 
Association of Independent TV Sta-
tions, 191-192 

Associated Press (AP): & early 
radio news, 58; & news pools, 285, 
287, 288 ( diag.): & NW10, 521; ori-
gin of, 33 

Associated Press Radio Network, 
190 (table) 

ASTRA (Luxembourg satellite), 511 
(exhib.), 513, 517 (table), 519 
(table) 

AT&T (American Telephone and 
Telegraph Co.): breakup of, 99-
102; & broadcasting, 43-44; buys 
audion rights, 36, 38; origins of, 
34; as RCA investor, 40; as radio 
relay provider, 34; & submarine 
cable, 12 (photo), 164; as TV relay 
provider, 69, 162, 168 (diag.). 
See also WFAF 

ATC (MS0), statistics on, 199 

(table); profits of, 246 
A Team, The, 291 (table), 320 n. 
Attenuation: in coaxial cable, 179; 
with distance, 121, 131; of fiber-
optic relays, 163; of microwave re-
lays, 163; in relation to frequency, 
127, 128; of satellite signals, 170; of 
sounds, 113-114; of UHF waves, 
179; UHF vs. VHF, 148-149; of 
wire relays, 162 

Attitude-change experiments, 382-

383, 387, 393 
Attitudes (talk show), 308 
Attributes of broadcasting: cen-
tripetal tendency, 14-15; con-
tinuousness, 287, 289; coverage 
flexibility, 157, 223-224; demo-
cratic character, 485; difficulty of 

measuring audience, 19-20; First 
Amendment status, 20-21; home 
medium 53, 354; public capital in-
vestment in, 13, 204; real-time fac-
tor, 16-17; ubiquity, 21, 488. See 
also Family medium 

Auctions, public TV, 262 (graph), 
266, 267 (chart) 

Audience(s): behavior of, 376 
(graph), 377; first radio, 42; flow, 
287, 289; for religion, 341 (table); 
size of, 377-388; targeting of 227, 
276. See also Ratings; Research, au-

dience 
Audimeter (Nielsen), 363 
Audio services via cable TV, 179 
Audion (vacuum tube): KIT buys 
rights to, 34, 38; origin of, 36 

Aurora (satellite series), 166 
(diag.) 

AUSSAST (Australian domsat), 513, 
517 (table) 

Australia: BBC as model for, 491; 
deregulation in, 520; programs 
from, 302; domsat of, 513, 517 
(table); syndication prices for, 520 

(table) 
Authoritarianism (regulatory orien-
tation), 490-493 

Automation, station: radio basics, 
338-339 (photo); use of carts, 160, 
340 (photo) 

Automotive Satellite Television Net-
work (industrial video), 2/9 

Auxiliary services: deregulation of, 
443; as revenue sources, 242; types 
of, 128 

Auxiliary signals, TV, 144 
Availabilities, commercial 
("avails"), 187, 234. See also 
Inventory 

AWARE, Inc. (anticommunist 
group), 77 

AWRT. See American Women in 
Radio & Television 

Baby Bells (regional telcos), 100-
101 

Background music (on cable IV), 
202. See also Muzak 

Backhaul (satellite feed), 153 
(diag.), 205 

Backyard dish. See 1VRO 
Baird, John Logic (TV inventor), 60-
61 

Bakker, Jim (televangelist), 341 

(table), 343, 344-345 (exhib.) 
Balance, program. See Program bal-
ance 

Balloon (as TV transmitter plat-
form), 165 n., 510 

Band compression (for spectrum 
conservation), 128 

Bands, frequency: by range and use, 

111 (table) 
Bardeen, John (inventor), 92 
Barney Miller (male-appeal series), 

335 
Barter syndication: basics, 337; ori-
gin of, 222 (n.) 

Bartlesville, OK (pioneer pay-cable 
system), 202 n. 

Base-band signal, 118 (diag.) 
Basic cable-TV channels: definition 
of, 198-201; program budgets of, 
275; scheduling of, 291; subscrip-
tion fees for, 242 

Batten, Barton, Dustine & Osborn 
(ad agency), 236 (table) 

Batteries: aboard satellites, 171-1'2 
(exhib.); in Third World, 502 

BBC. See British Broadcasting Cor-

poration 
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BBC-1 & -2 (UK 1V networks), 494, 
496 (diag.) 

Beam-edge power (satellite foot-
print), 169 (diag.) 

Beautiful music ( radio format), 349 
(table), 350 

Beauty and the Beast (as hybrid 
genre), 300 

Beirut massacre ( marine barracks), 

405 
Belgium: cable TV in, 515; multilin-

gualism of, 24; opposition to ads 
in, 504; program imports by, 25 

Bell, Alexander Graham (telephone 
patent), 33 

Bell Laboratories (AT&T sub-

sidiary), 101 

Bell System: antitrust suit, 100; ori-
gins of, 34. See also AT&T 

Benny, Jack: signs with CBS, 73; as 
vaudevillian, 32 

Benson (sitcom), 298 
Bergen, Edgar: & Mae West inci-
dent, 53; signs with CBS, 73 

Berlin, West (broadcasts to E. Ger-

many), 505 
Berlin Convention of 1906 ( ships' 
radio), 46 

BET (Black Entertainment Net-
work), 209 

Betamax (VCR), 92, 94 

Bias: in documentaries, 396, 484; in 

news, 483-484; research on news, 
387, 390; in sampling, 370; visual, 

of 1V, 396. See also Libel 
Big band ( radio format), 349 
(table), 350 

Big Bird, 319 ( photo) 

Big Business: dominance over post-
WWII wireless, 38; role in early 
broadcasting, 34; See also Mergers, 
Monopoly 

"Big government:" regulation &, 22 
Bill of Rights, 464 

Billboard ( announcements), 226 
Billings, advertising: basics, 236-

237; fraudulent, 427 

Biltmore Agreement (ending press-

radio war), 58 

Binary number code ( digital pro-
cessing) 121, 122 ( exhib.) 

Birch Radio ( ratings), 359 

Bit ( binary digit), 121 n., 122 ( ex-
hib.) 

Black ( radio format), 349 ( table), 

350 
Black Entertainment Network. See 

BET 

Blacker than black (1V picture sig-
nal level), 143 ( exhib.) 

Blacklisting, anticommunist, 76-77 

Blackouts, sports, 315 
Black Rock (CBS hq. building), 54 
(n.) 

Blair Television ( sales rep), 234 
Blanket license, music, 429 

Blanking (TV signal), 141 ( diag.), 
143 (diag.), 144 

Blockbuster ( movie), 300-301 
Block scheduling: of commercials, 
225 n.; of programs, 289 

"Blue Book" (FCC), 478 

Blue Network (NBC radio): be-

comes ABC, 59; origin of, 44; 
starts newscasts, 58 

Blue and Grey ( miniseries), 302 
(graph) 

BMI (Broadcast Music Incorpo-
rated): challenges ASCAP, 56, 58; 

& music licensing, 429, 430 ( chart) 
Board for International Broadcast-
ing, 510 

Bonneville Productions ( radio for-

mats), 190 ( exhib.), 339 

Bookend (commercial position), 
225 

Boomerang effect of propaganda, 
388 

Boorstin, Daniel (scholar), 397 
Booster rocket, satellite, 174-175 
(exhib.) 

Border blasters ( Mexico), 512 

Boresight (of satellite footprint), 

169 ( diag.) 
Born Innocent (imitation effect), 
409 

Bottom line, the ( accounting con-
cept), 247-250 

Boycott: as consumer stratagem, 

436; of programmers, against 

MMDS, 89 
Bradley, Ed (CBS News), 325 

Brand loyalty, as advertising goal, 

395 
Brasilsat (Brazilian domsat), 417 
(table) 

Brattain, Walter ( inventor), 92 

Braun, Ferdinand (physics Nobel-
ist), 35 

Bravo (pay cable), 203, 302 
Brazil: domsat of, 517 (table); PAS 

service to, 516; syndication by, 
504; syndication to, cost of, 520 
(table) 

Breakfast TV, 506 

Bridging (scheduling strategy), 289, 
291 

Brinkley, "Dr." J. R. ( radio "doc-

tor"), 54 

British Broadcasting Corporation 

(BBC): basics, 489-491, 496-497 
(diag.); deregulation of, 270; exter-

nal services of, 507, 508; & Mur-
row wartime broadcasts from, 63 

(exhib.); as PBS supplier, 268; & 
pirates, 512; political access to, 

500; radio, 494, 512; teletext, 518; 
as TV pioneer, 60 

British Marconi company: & BBC 
TV, 60; origin of, 35; sells U.S. sub-
sidiary, 40 

Broadcasting: as ad medium, 220-

225; & bottom-line thinking, 247-
250; & cable-TV crossownership, 

198; capital investment in, 204; as 

commerce, 416; conservatism of, 
53; culture vs. business issue, 270; 

definition of, 4, 6-7, 8 (exhib.), 
419; as democratic medium, 493; 
under 1st Amendment, 471, 472, 

474-475; flexibility of, 223-224; 

future of, 104, 460, 484-485; & 
home video center, 96 ( diag.); Is 

interstate commerce, 416; jobs in, 
211-215; licensing of, 427-428; 

motion picture industry links, 32; 
& national character, 488-495; 

profitability of, 191-192, 206, 244-
245; public-service role, 76; rate of 
early acceptance, 31; salaries in, 

213 (chart), 214 ( chart); self-regu-

lation of, 437-439; short-wave, 

136-138; station numbers, 128 n.; 
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survival of; & telco competition, 
101-102; transborder, 506-512; 
uniqueness of, 470, 479, 485; verti-
cal integration of, 203-204; world 
facilities of, 502-503. See also: 
Attributes of broadcasting; Exter-
nal broadcasting; Family medium; 
Public service broadcasting 

Broadcasting (trade magazine): his-
tory of, 57 (photo); Broadcasting! 
Cablecasting Yearbook, 185 n. 

Broadcasting House (BBC), 490 
(photo) 

Broadcast Rating Council, 379 
Broadcast Standards Department, 
NBC, 239-240 

Brokaw, Tom (NBC News), 322 
(photo) 

Brokers: cable TV system sales, 209; 
prize, 307; spot ads, 234; station 
sales, 207; time, 233, 444; IVRO 
programs, 432 

Brothers, 304 
BS (Japanese DBS), 517 (table) 
BSB (British Satellite Broadcasting), 
517 (table), 519 (exhib.) 

Burden of proof ( in revocation 
cases), 427 

Bureau of Applied Social Research 
(Columbia U.), 388 

Burnett, Leo t ad agency), 236 
(table) 

Burns, (George) and Allen 
(Gracie), comedy team, 73 

Bush, Pres. George (candidate de-
bates), 399, 400 (photo) 

Byte, 121 n., 122 (exhib.) 

Caballero Radio Network, affiliates 
of, 190 (table) 

Cable, coaxial: technology of, 162-
163; & TV networks, 65, 69 

Cable, fiber-optic, 10-164, 165 
Cable, submarine: origins, 33; fiber-
optic, 163-164 

Cable Bureau (FCC), 459 (diag.) 
Cable Communications Policy Act 
of 1984. See Cable TV Act 

Cable Guide (publication), 292 
Cable Health Network, 209, 239 

Cable market of opportunity 
(CMO), 232 

Cable Music Channel, 85, 256 
Cable News Network (CNN): ad 
rates of, 232; basics, 324; in 
Europe, 519 (table); origins of, 86 
(exhib.). 87; on PAS, 516 (exhib.); 
vs. PBS, 302; & presidential TV, 
401; profitability of, 246; satellite 
relay of, 169 (exhib.); as station 
news source, 287, 288 (diag.); sta-
tistics on, 200 (table). See also 
CNN Headline News, CNN Radio 

Cable One (cable IV time buyer), 
237 

Cable-only production, 283-285, 

352 
Cable-specific programs: & HBO, 
86; key concept, 8-9; & TNT, 85 
(exhibit) 

Cabletelevision Advertising Bureau 
(CAB), 232, 234 

Cabletext vs. teletext, 177 
Cable 'IV Act (Cable Communica-
tions Policy Act of 1984): basics, 
450; definition of cable in, 21; & 
EEO law, 444; & public interest, 
420; & obscenity, 471; passage of, 
421, 459 (diag.) 

Cable TV networks: advertising on, 
221 (graph), 227-228, 235 ( table), 
236 (table); capital investment in, 
204-205; children's, 316-317; 
European, 519 (table); first-run 
programs on, 284; in foreign coun-
tries, 26, 516, 51-, 519 (table); 
news & information channels, 324; 
production for, 283-285; profita-
bility of, 246; & program diversity 
issue, 304; sale of, 208-209; sched-
uling strategies of, 290-292; statis-
tics on, 200-201 (table). See also 
networks by name 

Cable IV systems: advertising on, 
222 (graph), 227-228; advertising 
sales, 234, 235 (table), 236 (table), 
237; audience research on, 228, 
362 (exhib.), 381; auxiliary ser-
vices of, 243; basics, 196-198; capi-
tal investment in, 204-205; & 
broadcast channel scarcity, 474; 

channels per system, 179; churn, 
197; & copyright, 429-432; 
definition of, 21; as delivery sys-
tem, 184; deregulation of, 458-
460; emergence of, 80-82; & 
equal time rule, 477; as equalizer 
of UHF-VHF station coverage, 192; 
fiber-optic use by, 12 (exhib.), 164; 
First Amendment status of, 21, 
471; in foreign countries, 514-516; 
franchising of, 450-452; growth of, 
82-87, 459 (diagram); & home 
video center, 96 (diag.); interac-
tive, 95, 179, 243; jobs in, 211-215; 
local origination by, 331 (chart), 
347-358; market of opportunity 
(CMO), 232; as narrowcasting, 15; 
network fees, 198; network owner-
ship of, 454; news on, 324; organi-
zation of, 196-204; origins of, 
ownership rules, 206-207, 450, 
453; piracy of signals of, 431-432; 
& pole attachment, 163, 178 
(diag.), 179, 205; profitability of, 
245-246; program origination by, 
197, 331 (chart), 347-348; pro-
gramming of, 86-87; promise vs. 
performance, 209, 227; public file, 
445; as "publisher,- 21; radio 
channels on, 180 (exhib.); regula-
tion of, 81-82; as research tool, 
383; sales of systems, 208-209; 
sports programs on, 312-311; self-
regulation of, 437; state & local 
regulation of, 434; subscriber fees 
of, 242-243 (diag.); systems statis-
tics, 185 (table); technology of, 
177-180; & telco competition, 
101-102; IVRO use by, 167; as 
waveguide system, 128; Worldnet 
on, 519 ( table). See also Cable 'IV 
Act; Cable TV networks; Commu-
nity Antenna TV; Multiple-System 
Operators. See also names of indi-
vidual cable program networks 

Cable Value Network (home shop-
ping), 209, 201 (table) 

Cablevision Systems (MSO), 199 
(table) 

Cagney and Lacey: on cable, 282. 
& crime genre, 300 
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Camcorder (VTR): & amateur news 

photography, 286, 347; & home 
video center, 96 (diag.) 

Camera: robotic, 206, 207 ( exhib.); 
TV, 139, 146 (diag.); in video vs. 
film production, 70 

Camera pickup tube, TV, 61 
(photo), 139-140 

Canada: BBC as model for, 491; 

bilingualism of, 24; broadcast 
finding in, 261 ( graph); cable TV 
in, 505-506, 518; deregulation in, 

520; domsat of, 517 ( table); re-
ceiver penetration in, 502; & spil-

lover signals, 505; TV violence 

in, 412; U.S. treaty with, 432, 505 
Canal Plus ( French S'IN' network), 
518 

Candidates for office. See Political 
candidates 

Cannell, Steven J. ( independent 

producer), 283 

Canon 35 (ABA), 473 ( exhibit) 
Cape Canaveral ( NASA launch site), 
170, 174-175 ( exhib.) 

Capital Cities/ABC, Inc.: cable IV in-

terests of, 245; as group owner, 

189 (graph). See also ABC net-
work 

Capital Cities Communications, 

ABC purchase by, 98-99 
Capital investment in media: broad-
casting, 204; cable TV, 204-205; by 
public, 13, 204, 394 

Caribbean: cable TV in, 518; U.S. 

treaties with, 432, 505; VOA relays 
in, 508 

Carlin, George (Pacifica case), 470 
Carnegie Commission on Educa-

tional Televison: 1st, 253-254; 2d, 
258 

Carney, Art ( actor), 1 ( photo) 

Car radios, 75 

Cairascolendas ( PBS), 319 

Carrier current radio: definition, 

134; as community radio, 352; 
license status of, 443 

Carrier wave(s): basics, 115-116; di-

agrams, 118-119 
CARS (Community Antenna Relay 

Service), 177 

Carson, Johnny (TV host), 308 
Cart. See Cartridge 

Carter, Pres. Jimmy, 399, 400 
(photo), 401, 402 (graph) 

Cartoon programs: children's 315-
316; violence in, 410 

Cartridge, tape, 159, 340 ( photo) 
Casey Kassem 's Top 40 (syndicated 
feature), 328, 340 

Cash flow, & station pricing, 208, 
209 

Cassandra ( rating service), 361 
Cassette, tape, 159 
Catharsis, as violence effect, 412a 

Cathode ray tube (CRT): Dumont 
role in developing, 69; kinescope 
as, 149 

CA1V. See Community Antenna 
TV 

Caveat emptor doctrine, 433 
C-band-direct reception: vs. DBS, 

91; key concept, 11 ( ill.); TVRO 
used for, 170 (exhib.) 

C-band satellites, 165, 166 (diag.), 
167 

CBN (Christian Broadcasting Net-
work), 342 

CBN Continental Broadcasting (sta-

tion group), 342 

CBN Family Channel: news on, 201; 
profitability of, 246; soap opera on, 

306; ownership of, 342; statistics 
on, 200 (table) 
CBS Cable, 209, 246 
CBS Evening News, 325 

CBS radio network: affiliates, 190 
(table); fights press monopoly, 58; 

origins, 45-46; rivalry with NBC, 
54; sports on, 328; talent raid by, 

73; in World War II, 63-64; & 
Zenith case, 48. See also CBS, Inc. 

(TV network) 

CBS TV network: bias charges 

against, 484; color system rejected, 

68; cutbacks by, 249-250; early 

years, 55; as group owner, 189 
(graph); as leading TV network, 
72-73; libel cases against, 467-

468; news programs of, 308, 321, 
322-323 (photo), 325-327; self-

regulation by, 239-240; sports 

programs on, 311-313; takeover 

bids, 85 (exhib.), 99 
CCIR. See International Radio Con-
sultative Committee 

CD (compact disc), 121 

CDD (charge-coupled device) TV 
camera, 139 n. 

CD-ROM (compact disc read only 
memory), 162 n. 

Cease and desist order (FTC), 240 
Celebrity Outdoors (ABC), 310 
Censorship: by BBC, 489-490; of 

cable access channels, 23 ( exhib); 

communist, 518; military, 403-406; 
private vs. government, 465-466; 

of obscenity, 469-472; of public 
TV, 260 

Census Bureau, U.S.: as audience 

data source, 371; & EEO, 444, 445 
(table) 

Central America, 489, 508 
Central Intelligence Agency ( CIA), 

510 
Centripetal tendency of broadcast-

ing: as contradicting localism pol-

icy, 184; key concept, 14-15, 23-
24; & local production, 478; role 
of recording in, 70 

Certiorari, writ of ( SCOTUS), 427 
Chain Broadcasting Investigation 

(FCC), 59 
Challenge (adventure anthology ). 
317 

challenger shuttle disaster, 17-1-1 75 

(exhib.), 513 

Channel(s), cable-fl': access, 197; 

basics, 179; architecture of, 180 

(diag.); number of per system, 
196 

Channel(s), frequency: allotment of, 
65-68, 130; AM classes of, 132, 

133; basics, 119-120; DBS, 176 

(diag.); for digital signals, 121; 

drop-in, ( n.); finding unused, 440-

441; FM, 62, 135; nomenclature of. 

132 ( AM), 135 (FM), 145-155 
(TV); ownership of, 440; reposi-
tioning of, on cable TV. 177 n.; 

shared, 127; reservation of, 252, 
263; TV, 143 ( diag.), 14-+-1.45; & 
signal quality, 119-120, 145-146; 
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summarizing table, 145. See also 

Scarcity, channel 
Channel as communication medium 

(information theory), 389 
Channel 4 ( UK network), 494. 496-

497 ( diag.) 
Channeling of children's programs, 
470 

Channel 9 case, Orlando (minority 
ownership), 454 

Channel 1 ( TV), deletion of, 146 n., 
145 ( table) 

Channels 5 8c 6, UK plans for, 497 

(exhib.) 
Character qualifications, licensee, 

441, 442 ( exhib.) 

Charged coupled device (CCD) 

camera, 139 n. 
Charlie's Angels (as child fare), 

320 n. 
Charren, Peggy (ACT president), 

241 
Cheers: ownership of, 202; as sit-
com, 298, 299 (photo); as studio 

product, 280, 282 (exhib.); syndi-

cation price of, 291 ( table) 
Chernobyl disaster ( USSR), news of, 

492 

Child, Julia ( TV cook), 267 

Children: advertising to, 238-239, 
240-241, 359; & indecency, 470-

471; market research on, 384; net-
work programs for, 278, 315-320; 

noncommercial programs for, 
317-318; under paternalistic sys-

tems, 489; program issues, 319-
320, 462; programs for, 315-320; 

research on media &, 391; sociali-
zation of, by Tv, 407-408; violence 
in programs for. 411 ( graph) 

Children's Teievision Workshop 
(OW): funding of, 268; basics, 

318-319; merchandising by, 266, 

267 (chart); as program source, 
257 (chart) 

Chilling effect: of fairness doctrine, 

481; of libel suits, 466, 47 
China: ads in. 504; censorship of 

news by, 404-406; external ser-
vice, 517 ( table); localization pol-

icy, 501; program imports by, 25 

(exhib.); receiver penetration in, 

502; satellites of, 175, 51 - ( table) 
Chip, computer: origin of, 92, 93 
(photo); as successor to transistor, 

151 
CUR (contemporary hit radio), 349 
(table), 350 

Chris Craft Industries (group 

owner), 189 (graph) 
Christensen, Bruce ( as PBS pres.), 

265 
Christian Crusade (religious series ). 

480 ( exhib.) 
Chung, Connie: career of, 216 
(photo); at CBS news, 323 ( photo) 

Churn, cable-TV. 197 

Cigarette ad ban. See Tobacco 

Cinemax (pay cable), 203, 201 

(table) 
Circuit Courts of Appeal, broadcast 
litigation in, 426-427 

Citation system of this book, 420 n. 

Citizenship ( as licensee require-
ment), 24 n., 441 

Classic Rock ( radio format), 349 

(table), 350 

Clayton Act ( antitrust), 434 

Clearance, network, 191, 193, 194-
195 

Clear and present danger test 

(SCOTUS), 465 

Clear channel radio, 132, 133 

(table), 156 n. 

Clipping, network, 241 
Clone programs: children's from 

adult shows, 317; of home shop-
ping services, 309; of MTV, 309; & 
program diversity, 304; Rivers 

from Carson, 308; of sitcoms, 299-
300 

Closed captioning: as public service, 

244; tèchnology of, 151 ( photo) 

Closed-circuit TV: & business semi-

nars, 266; jobs in, 219; wired radio 
as, 491 

CNBC (Consumer News and Busi-

ness Service) [ cable TV1, 320, 324 

CNN. See Cable News Network 

CNN I leadline News: basics, 322 
(photo), 323-324; & diversity, 

304 

CNN Radio Network (cable 1V), 84 

(exhib.), 324 
Coach (as studio product), 280 

Coalition for Better Television ( con-
sumer group), 436 

Coaxial cable. See Cable, coaxial 
Co-channel interference, 131 
Code(s): binary, 121, 122 ( exhib.); 

journalistic, 522; Morse, 33, 35 ( ex-
hib.); professional, 437; self-regu-

latory, 355 
Codes, NAB: basics, 437; on broad-
casting as family medium, 354; on 

commercial time standards. 238 
Codification ( rules into laws), 482 

Co-financing, program, by cable TV, 

284 

Coincidental telephone research 

method, 366 
Cold War, & blacklisting, 76 
Colleges as public broadcast station 

licensees, 259-260, 267 ( chart) 

Colony Communications (MS0), 

197 
Color TV: basics, 142 ( diag.), 143-

144; & fee-supported systems, 503; 
national standards for, 68-69, 495; 
origins of, 68-69; receiver statis-

tics on, 185 (table); technology of, 

112, 142 (exhib.), 144, 149 ( diag. I, 

150 ( diag.) 

Colorization ( of feature films), 85 

(exhib.) 

Columbia Broadcasting System. See 
CBS 

Columbia/Embassy ( as syndicator), 

291 (table) 

Columbia Phonograph Broadcasting 
System (CBS forerunner), 46 

Columbia Pictures, 282 ( exhib.), 
284 ( table) 

Columbia Records, sale of, 98 

Comcast Cable ( MS0), 209, 199 

(table) 
Command Communications, station 

purchase by, 208 
Commerce, broadcasting as, 416 

Commerce clause (Constitution), 

416, 417 ( chart) 
Commercial(s) for: banned prod-

ucts, 225; in barter syndication, 
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337; basics, 225-226; early ban on, 
42; inventory of, 224; issue 

oriented, 483; length of, 225, 227, 
238; local cable interconnects for, 
197-198; production of, 223, 227, 

235-236, 243; proof of perform-
ance of, 237; on public 'IV, 265-

266; station-break, 193; tracking 
services, 237; zapping of, 287 

Commission, sales, 233 
Commissioners, FCC: basics, 422, 

423 (chart); legal provision for, 
419-420; quality of, 425; rule-mak-

ing by, 423-425 

Common carrier(s): vs. broadcast-
ing concept, 43, 419; & cable TV, 

21; in Communications Act, 418; 
definition of, 4; FCC bureau for, 
423 (chart); MMDS as, 88, 181; 

satellites as, 83; state vs. interstate, 
416 n. 

Common Market, The (Europe), 
500, 512 

Communications Act of 1934: & an-
titrust laws, 434; amendments to 
generally, 420-421; on appeals, 
418, 426; basics, 418-420; in chain 

of legal authority, 417 (chart); on 
channel ownership, 440; on com-
mon carriers, 5; equal time rules 

of, 465 (exhib.), 476, 479; on for-

eign ownership of stations, 24; on 
mass media, 5; Lea Act (music), 

58; on licensee qualifications, 441; 

on localism, 478; on lotteries, 434; 
origins of, 53; payola amendment, 

241; on political candidates, 475-
476; public broadcasting amend-

ment to, 251, 254, 255 (exhib.), 
263; & public interest concept, 
352; quiz-rigging amendment, 76; 

on renewals, 447-448; on signal 
piracy, 432; on signal privacy, 431; 

& sponsor ID, 237-238; vs. state 

laws, 434; on UHF tuners, 68; war-

time emergency provisions, 63 n. 

See also Federal Communications 
Commission 

Communications Satellite Corpora-
tion (Comsat): & DBS, 91; as U.S. 

INTELSAT agency, 513 

Community antenna TV (CATV): as 

cable TV forerunner, 80-82; in 
Europe, 514-515 

Community radio: basics, 351-352; 
vs. local, 501 
Community standards ( in obscenity 

cases), 469 
Compact disc (CD): origin of, 95; 

technology of, 158, 159 (diag.) 
Compatibility, technical: HDTV with 

NTSC TV standard, 154; modern 

receivers with old standards, 102; 
monochrome with color TV, 68, 
144. See also Standardization 

Compensation, network to affiliate: 
& affiliate switches, 210-211 (ex-

hib.); amount of, 222 (graph); con-
tract terms for, 192-194, 195 

Competition: AT&T vs. new telcos, 
99-102; cable TV vs. broadcasting, 

248, 268, 275, 285-286; cable TV 
vs. DBS (Europe), 514; cable TV vs. 

SMA1V, 90; cable TV vs. telcos, 
101-102; cable IV vs. VCR, 95; in 
deregulation theory, 455; effect on 
schedules, 506; excessive, 104; key 
concept, 22; intermedia, 17-18, 

234, 235 (table); INTELSAT vs. 
private firms, 513, 514-515 ( ex-

hib.); internetwork, 97-98, 100 
(exhib.); of the marketplace, 263-

264; & network regulation, 458; in 

pluralistic systems, 593; public 

broadcasting vs. commercial, 14, 

491, 520; radio vs. newspapers, 58; 

& program quality, 355; schedul-
ing as weapon in, 289; start of 

radio, 42; & technology choice, 

462; telcos vs. media, 101-102; 
VCRs vs. media, 246 

Complaints to FCC, public: basics, 

422-423; disposition of, 447; & 
licensing, 443-444 

"Composition of the traffic" 

(SCOTUS), 474 

Comprehensive programming, 16 

Compression, signal, 136 

Compulsory licensing (of copy-

righted programs), 202 
CompuServe (data base), 97 

Computer(s): broadcasting use of, 

11-12, 206-207 (exhib.); in CD re-
cording, 159 (diag.); and commer-

cial insertion (cable TV), 228; and 

convergence, 158; & DBS system, 
96 (diag.); & graphics; home, 96 

(diag.), 185 (table); & logging, 237; 
origin of, 92; in ratings research, 
365 (exhib.), 367 (exhib.); role in 
station operations, 187; in teletext, 
151 (exhib.); in TV receivers, 153; 
in two-way cable TV, 179; in video 

equipment generally, 161-162. See 
also Automation 

Comsat (satellite series), 166 

(diag.). See also Communications 
Satellite Corp. 

Comstar (satellite series), 166 
(exhib.) 

Concept research, program, 382-

383 
Conflict, dramatic (as violence 
source), 412 

Conglomerates: & cable TV, 198-

199; Capital Cities as, 98-99; as 
media investors, 206 

Congress: & Communications Act 
rewrites, 421; FCC oversight by, 

417-418, 435; regulatory power of, 
416-417; TV coverage of, 326, 399, 
402-403, 404 (photo). See also 

C-SPAN; Hearings 

Congruence theory (media effects), 
389 

Conrad, Frank, & KDKA origin, 40, 
41 (photo) 

Consent decree, acceptance of: by 

AT&T, 100-101; by motion pic-
ture industry, 72; by NAB re 

codes, 437; by networks, 98 
Consent order, FTC, 240 

Conservation, spectrum, 127-128 

Constitution of the United States: 
Commerce Clause of, 416, 417 

(chart); on copyrights and patents, 

428; & electronic media issues, 
468-484. See also amendments by 

number 

Constitution: That Delicate Bal-

ance, The (PBS), 326 
Construction permit (CP), 441, 445 

Consultants: news, 186 (chart), 346-
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347; role in station operations, 
184, 185 (exhib.). 186 (exhib.) 

Consumerism: basics, 436-437; & 

children's advertising, 394; & peti-
tions to deny renewal, 448, 449 

(diag.) 
Consumer News & Business Chan-

nel (NBC), 245 
Consumer sovereignty ( in deregula-

tion theory), 455 
Consumption rate, program, 15 
Content analysis ( research tool): ba-
sics, 393, 394 (table); of news, 387, 
484; of fiction stereotypes, 407 

Contests, lottery laws &, 434 
Continental Cablevision (MS0), 199 

(table) 

Continuity: acceptance ( network), 

239-240; writing, 233 

Continuousness of electronic 

media, scheduling strategies &, 

287-289 
Contours, coverage: basics, 121-

122, 124-125; Grades A & B, 149; 

of satellite footprints, 166 (map), 

169 (map), 511 t map), 515 (map). 
See also Coverage 

Contract, network affiliation. 46 

Control, editorial, & cable access 
channels, 23 (exhib.) 

Controversial issues, discussion of. 
See Fairness doctrine 

Conus Satellite Cooperative basics, 

196; as station news source, 287, 

288 (diag.) 
Conventions, political: coverage of 
riot at Chicago, 396; impact of 

broadcasting on, 399 
Convergence, technological: basics, 
157-158; key concepts, 12, 21; 

& hybrid services, 170; & radio, 

338 

Cook, Fred (Red Lion case), 480-
481 (photo) 

Cooke, Alistair (commentator), 302 
• Coolidge, Pres. Calvin: radio 

speeches by, 44, 399; & Radio Act 

of 1927, 49 

Cooperative advertising, 73, 221 

Cooperative Analysis of Broadcast-

ing (research service), 366 n. 

Copeland, Kenneth (televangelist), 
341 (table) 

Co-production: basics, 285: in for-
eign countries, 504 

Copyright: basics, 428-429, 430 
(chart); international, 26; manda-

tory license, 202; of music, 55-56. 

See also Syndex 
Copyright Royalty Tribunal (CRT), 
429-431 

Cordell, Martin (trade press pub-

lisher), 57 (exhib.) 
Corinthian Broadcasting, & unwired 
network, 234 

Corporation for Public Broadcasting 

(CPB): basics, 254-258, 267 

(chart); funding of, 261 (chart); 

& "qualified" radio stations, 26, 

269 
Correll, Charles ("Andy") 55 
Corwin, Norman (radio writer), 63 

Cosby Show, The: as barter show, 

337; innovations of, 304: 

ownership of, 202; as sitcom. 298; 
strip scheduling of, 290; syndica-

tion price of, 291 (table) 
Cosell, Howard (sports commen-
tator), 310 

Cosmic rays (as electromagnetic 

energy), 111 (table) 
Cost(s): of contested renewals, 442 

(exhib.); of political campaigns, 

401. See also Prices 

Cost per thousand (CPM), 228-229 
Coughlin, Charles E. (spellbinding 

priest), 54 

Counter-advertising, 482 

Counterattack (anticommunist or-
ganization), 77 

Counter-programming: cable 'IV vs. 

broadcasting, 307; as schedule 
strategy, 289; in basic cable, 292; in 
radio, 292; by 60 Minutes, 235 

Country and Western (music 
format), 349 (table) 

Country Music Television (cable 

TV), 309 
Courtroom dramas (program sub-

genre), 335 

Courts: appeals to, generally. 417 

(chart), 426-427; appeals to, on 

nonrenewals, 449 (diag.); news 

coverage of, 398, 472, 473 (photo) 
Coverage area: & advertiser needs, 

224; of AM radio, 131; of broad-

casting vs. cable TV, 148, 196; 
CATV as extender of, 80; flexibility 

of, 157, 223-224; of FM radio, 13% 
& geography, 505; by group own-
ers, 189 (graph); key concept of, 
19-20; of LPTV; of national, local & 

spot ads, 220; by public-service 
systems, 494; signal, 121, 124-126; 
of superstations, 202; of Ul IF vs. 

VHV TV, 68. See also Contours 
Cox Cable Communications ( MSO), 

199 (table) 

CPB-qualified radio stations, 260, 

269 
Craft, Christine, sex-discrimination 

suit of, 213 n. 
Credibility, news: among external 

broadcasters, 507-8; Roper study 

of, 391; in USSR, 492-493 

Crime drama ( as program genre), 

279 (table), 300 
Cronkite, Walter (CBS News), 321, 

404-405 
Crosby, Bing (singer): breaks net-
work recording ban, 56; signs with 

CBS, 73 
Crossfire (CNN), 308, 324 
Cross-licensing agreements, early 

radio, 38, 44 

Cross-ownership, 453-454 - 

Cross-strapping (of satellite 

transponders), 167 

CRT. See copyright tribunal; 
Cathode ray tube 

Crystal set, construction of, 42 
C-SPAN I & II (Cable-Satellite 
Public Affairs Network): basics, 
326; as CNN forerunner, 87; Con-

gressional coverage by, 402, 404 
(photo); funding of, 242, 243-244; 
vs. PBS, 302; & program diversity, 

304; as subsidized venture, 354: 

statistics on, 200 (table); on 

Worldnet, 510 

Cuba: & Radio Marti, 510; USSR re-
lay by, 508 

Cultural imperialism, 520, 521 
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Culture: vs. commerce, 270, 352-

358, 484, 500; on TV networks, 
302-303 

Cumulative audience (cume), 360 
(table), 374-375 

Current Affair, A (as tabloid), 335, 
336 

Customer Service Representative 
(CSR), cable-TV, 197 

Cycle, of wave motion, 112, 113 
(diag.) 

Dallas: as drama series, 300; as in-
dependent product, 283; schedul-
ing of, 335 

Daly, Lar (equal time issue), 476 
DAT. See Digital audio tape 
Davis, Elmer (Owl head), 63, 508 
Dayparts: audience size by, 377; ba-
sics, 277-288, 278 (table); & for-
mat syndication, 339; & rates, 229, 
231 (graph); & scheduling strate-
gies, 304 

Days and Nights of Molly Dodd: on 
cable TV, 304; in syndication, 291, 

335 
Daytime, as a daypart, 278 
Daytime (cable TV), 209 
Daytime TV, profitability of, 304, 
306 

DBS. See Direct-broadcast satellites 
Dear John (sitcom), 280, 298 
Death of a Princess (PBS), 260 
Debates, presidential candidate, 
399, 400 (photo), 476 

Deficit financing of programs, 275, 
279-280 

Definition, picture. See Resolution 
Deflection coil, 139, 149 (diag.) 
De Forest, Lee (inventor), 36, 39 
(photo) 

Degradation, signal: in analog pro-
cessing generally, 120; in rebroad-
casting, 173 

Delayed broadcast(s), 156 
Delegation of authority (FCC to 
staff), 456 n. 

Deletion. See License, loss of 
Delivery function of media, 156 

Demographics: ABC-TV exploita-
tion of, 72; basics, 375-379 

Demonstration (as TV advantage), 
223 

Dennis the Menace (on cable TV), 
317 

Depression of 1929-1937: radio 
during, 51-52; end of, 63 

D1, D2, and D3 (digital VTR stan-
dards), 160 

Deregulation: basics, 455-462; & 
bottom-line thinking, 247-250; of 
broadcasting vs. other media, 97; 
of cable TV, 8, 82; & children's 
programs, 240-241; critique of, 
462-463; of EEO rules, 444; in for-
eign countries, 495, 496-497 (ex-
hib.), 518; & fraudulent billing, 
241; & home shopping, 310; & 
home video center, 96 (diag.); key 
concept, 22; & license deletion, 
428; of license renewals, 446 
(photo), 448; of licensing, 446 
(photo); of networks, 193-194; 
origins of, 91; of paperwork, 446 
(photo), 448, 462; & public broad-
casting, 26, 270; & public-service 
programs, 463; of radio, 102, 456-
457; research on, 386; of S1V, 88; 
& technology, 461-462; & TIO 
closing, 76 n.; of IVROs, 460 

Descramblers, DBS, 176 (diag.) 
Desensitization to violence, 411 
Designated Market Area (DMA), 
372 

Designing Women (as sitcom), 298 
Detection, signal, 36 
Devil Worship: Exploring Satan's 
Underground (controversial spe-
cial), 226 

Dial, receiver, numbers on, 115, 132 
Dial-a-porn (telephone service), 5-
6 

Dial-it (telephone service), 5 
Diaries, rating: basics, 361-363, 367 
(exhib.); response rate to, 371 

Different World, A (sitcom), 298, 
299 

Digital audio tape (DAT): as digital 
product, 121; technology of, 159 

Digital signal processing: basics, 
120—/23; in recording, 159 (diag.), 
160, 161; key concept, 10; in tele-
text, 151 (exhib.); VLSIC use of, 
151 

"Dinosaur," Communications Act 
as, 78 

Diode (2-element vacuum tube), 36 
Diplexer (transmitter component), 
146 (diag.) 

Direct broadcast satellite(s) (DBS): 
basics, 173; as broadcasting, 6; in 
foreign countries, 26, 513-514, 
517 (table), 519 (exhib.); in home 
video center, 96 (diag.); key con-
cept, 9-10 (diag.); Ku-band use by, 
166 n.; subscription fees for, 243; 
& TVRO use, 170 (exhib.); world 
standards for, 495 

Directional antennas: AM, 133 
(photo); basics, 127; & phase, 112; 
satellite, 167; TV, 148 

Direct mail advertising, volume of, 
221 (graph) 

Direct marketing: research use of, 
383. See also Per inquiry 

Direct-to-home (DTI-1) broadcast-
ing. See Direct broadcast satellites 

Direct waves: basics, 124-125 
(diag.); & FM, 135; & TV 148 
(diag.) 

Disc jockey (DJ): & automation, 339; 
format, 348-349; Top-40 role of, 
74 

Discovery Channel, The (cable TV): 
ad rates of, 232; children's shows 
on, 317, 338; & culture, 302; docu-
mentaries on, 277; vs. PBS, 268; 
ownership of, 204 

Disc recording technology, 158-160 
Discrimination: age, 215 n.; Sex, 
213 n. 

Dish, microwave, 170 (photo) 
Disney Channel, The (pay cable): 
children's shows on, 317; Euro-
pean version of, 511 (exhib.); fam-
ily as target of, 203; statistics on, 
201 (table) 

Disney Company: ABC deal with, 
73; buys KI-U-TV, 204; as major 
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studio, 282 ( exhib.); RKO offer for 
studio of, 442 ( exhib.); TV produc-
tion of, 284 ( table) 

Disneyland (TV series), 73 
Distant stations, retransmission of 
by cable TV, 81, 429, 430 (chart), 

431. See also Superstation 
Distortion in analog recording, 121, 

158 
Distress sales ( minority buyer pref-
erence), 454 

Distribution function, 191, 283 

Distributor, syndicator as, 332 
Diversification goal: of broadcast 

programs, 458; of cable TV pro-

grams, 285; of ideas ( 1st Amend-
ment), 484; of information 

sources, 22; & minority own-
ership, 454; & new technology, 
354. See also OWnership, 

diversification of 
Diversified ( radio format), 349 

(table), 350 

Divestiture: AT&T, 100-101; mo-
tion picture industry, 72 

DJ. See Disc jockey 

"Doctrine" term, as used by FCC, 
21 n. 

Docudrama: & agenda setting, 406; 

as hybrid genre, 278 
Documentaries: bias charge against, 
396; decline of, 325; science, 

302 
Dole, Sen. Bob, 327 

Domsats (domestic satellites): ori-
gins of, 82-83; foreign, 513, 517 

(table) 
Donahue (as barter show), 337 

Double billing ( of coop ads), 241 
Douglas, Justice William O. 

(SCOTUS). 464-465 
Downconverter (higher frequencies 

to TV receiver range): DBS, 176 
(diag.); MDS, 88, 181; TVRO, 167 

Dragnet (as crime drama), 300 
Drake-Chenault Enterprises ( format 
syndication), 339 

Drama (as genre), 292 ( table) 

Dramedy (as hybrid genre), 278. 

300 

Drive times (as day-parts), 277, 278 
(table) 

Drop-cable ( cable TV distribution), 
178 (diag.) 

Dr. Toni Grant Show (MBS), 328 
Dubbing of imported programs, 24 

Ducting, wave, 124 
Due process, right of ( 5th Amend-

ment), 472 
Dukakis, Michael (as presidential 
candidate), 399. 400 (photo) 

Dukes of Hazzard (as child fare), 

320 n. 
Dumont, Allen B. (CRT manufac-

turer), 69 
Dumont Television Network & 

Army-McCarthy hearings, 78 n. 

Duopoly (duplicate coverage) & 

NBC Blue network, 44, 59 
Duopoly (shared authority of BBC 

& IBA in UK), 493, 496-497 

DX (long distance) reception, 42, 45 
Dynamic range of sound, 136 

Dynast.V, 335 

Early morning ( daypart). 304 

Earth station, satellite, uplink costs 

of, 205. See also TVRO 
Eastern Microwave (DBS packager), 

243 
Easy Listening ( radio format), 350 
Economics of electronic media: 

cable TV, 196-204; capital invest-
ment, 204-205; commercial net-

works, 189-196; key concepts, 13-
15; public broadcasting, 260-266; 
research on, 386; stations, 184-

188; world comparisons, 502-504 

Economies of scale by groups & 

MS0s, 247 

Edison, Thomas (inventor), 32, 36 
Editorial(s): advertising, 238, 467, 
482-483; & fairness, 479; political 

(by licensees), 477, 479, 482 

Editorial control over non-
common-carrier channels, 5. 23 

(exhib.) 
Editorial discretion, SCOTUS re-
liance on, 483-484 

Educational ( radio format), 349 
(table), 351 

Educational stations. See Public 
broadcasting 

Education in media, 31, 218 

(exhib.) 
EEO. See Equal Employment Op-
portunities 

E = Mc' ( Einstein equation), 109 n. 
Effect(s) of and on electronic 

media: of advertising, 394-396; ba-
sics, 378; on competing media, 
17-20, 58; & demographics, 376 

(graph); of entertainment, 406-
409; on musicians, 55-56, 57; of 

news, 395-398; on political life, 
398-406; as reason for study, 3; on 
sports, 314-315; time spent as, 

378; of violence, 409-412; of war 
coverage, 403-406. See also Com-

petition 
Effective radiated power (ERP): of 
TV antenna, 147; of microwave re-

lays, 163 

EIIF (extremely high frequency) 

band, 111 (table) 
8XK ( KDKA experimental prede-

cessor), 40-41 

Eisenhower, Pres. Dwight D., 399 
Elections: de Forest report on, 39; 

KDKA report on, 41-42; media 
impact on, 399, 401. See also Equal 

time 
Electrical transcription ( ET), 56 

Electric Company, The (OW), 

318 

Electromagnetic energy, 109, 111 
(table). See also Spectrum 

Electron gun: in color receiver 

tube, 150 (diag.); in TV pickup 

tube, 139, 140 (diag.) 

Electronic church, 340-343 

Electronic mass media, definition 
of, 4-5 

Electronic Media Rating Council, 

379 
Electronic news gathering (ENG): & 

affiliate autonomy, 196; basics, 
286-287, 345-346; technology of, 

151-153 
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Electronic pictures, technology of, 

139-142 
Electronic vs. mechanical TV scan-
ning, 59-62 

Embargo, news (against radio), 58 
Emergency Broadcast System, 63 n. 

EMI company, & pioneer BBC 
broadcasts, 60 

Employment in electronic media, 

203, 209-219. See also Equal Em-
ployment Opportunities 

Empty Nest, 282 (exhib.), 299 
Encoding: of digital signals, 120-
124; of telegraphic signals, 

Encryption. See Scrambling 
Encyclopedia (CTW/HBO), 319 

ENG. See Electronic news gathering 
Engineering department: basics, 
185-186; cable TV, 197; jobs in. 
214 (chart); network, 190 

Entertainment: vs. non-entertain-

ment, 195, 276-277, 327; social ef-
fects of, 406-409 

Entertainment & Sports Program-
ming Network. See ESPN 

Entertainment This Week, & par-

simony principle, 275 

Entertainment Tonight: as barter 
show, 337; basics, 336 (photo); as 
first-run syndication show, 332, 

335; as Paramount production, 282 
(exhib.) 

Envelope, carrier wave, 118 ( diag.) 

Equal Employment Opportunities 

(EEO): basics, 213, 215, 434; & 
consumerism, 437; legal require-
ments of, 444-445, 447; rules vio-

lation of, 428 

Equalizer, The (crime drama), 280, 

300 

Equal time ( opportunities) for polit-

ical candidates: basics, 475-477; & 
"Great Debates," 399 

ERP ( effective radiated power), 147 

Error, sampling, 369-370 
Erwin, Sen. Sam (Watergate hear-

ings), 402 n. 
ESPN ( Entertainment & Sports Pro-

gramming Network): basics, 310, 
311; as cable TV narrowcaster, 87. 

impact of on game schedules, 315; 

schedule of, 291-292; self-regula-
tion by, 240; sports production by, 

286; statistics on, 200 (table) 
Estes, Billie Sol, trial of, 472, 473 
(photo) 

ET. (feature film), VCR earnings of, 
94 

Ethical issue(s): blacklisting as, 76-

77; in business practices, 240-241; 

in children's programs, 319-320; 

coverage of terrorists, 398; FCC 
payoffs, 78; game show cheating, 

75-76; payola & plugola, 241; in 
religious broadcasting, 343, 344-

345; sports programs, 314-315; 
survey of, 249 (exhib.) 

ETV (educational TV). See Public 
broadcasting 

European Broadcasting Union 
(EBU), 504 

European Community (EC), 500 

Europe No. 1, 510 
Eurosport (cable TV network), 511 
(exhib.) 

Eurovision (EBU program coopera-

tive), 504 
Eutelsat ( European regional satel-

lite), 517 (table), 519 ( table) 
Even playing field (media parity 
metaphor), 484 

Executive branch, regulatory role 
of, 4F ( chart), 418, 435-436 

Exclusivity: of network affiliation, 

193; of program rights, 332-333; 
of sports rights, 312; of syndication 
contracts, 275. See also Syndicated 

exclusivity 

Ex parte contacts, FCC, 422 

Experiments, research, 393-394 
External services: of foreign coun-

tries, 506-508; surrogate, 510; 

VOA, 137-138, 508-509; 

Worldnet, 509-510 

Faceoff (MBS), 327 

Face the Nation (CBS), 326 
Fairness doctrine: basics, 479-481; 

deletion of:97, 457, 481-482; & 
pressure groups, 136; as public in-

terest consideration, 21. See also 
Equal time 

Fair use (copyright law), 429, 431, 

432 
Falcon Crest, 335 
Falwelljerry, 343, 345 (exhib.) 

Fame, 284, 335 
Family ( as sampling unit), 372 

Family Feud (game show), 306 
Family medium, broadcasting as: & 

advertising, 223, 239; & First 

Amendment, 21, 22, 474-475; & 
obscenity, 469, 471; status of as 
guest in home, 53; in TV code, 354 

Family-oriented sitcoms, 298-299 

Family Ties: origin of, 283; as movie 

studio product, 280; syndication 
price of, 291 (table) 

Family viewing standard, 425, 466 
Farnsworth, Philo T. ( inventor), 61 
Far West Communications (radio 
formats), 190 (exhib.) 

Fashion Channel, The (cable TV), 
204, 246 

Fat Albert and the Cosby Kids, as 
prosocial series, 407 

Father Knows Best (as child fare), 

3120 n. 
Faulk case ( blacklisting), 77 

Favorite Son (special), 248 

Feature films: basics, 300-301; 

breaks in for ads, 226; colorization 
of, 85 (exhib.); cost of, 281, 283; 

delayed syndication of, 281 
(graph); editing of, 437; in-

troduced to TV, 70, 71; as late-
night fare, 304; in packages, 332, 

337; pay cable role of, 202-203; as 

production challenge, 283; pro-
gram role of, 279-282; & union 

contracts, 215; VCR use of, 94 

(table) 

Features, syndicated radio, 340 
Federal Communications Bar Asso-

ciation, 445, 447 
Federal Communications Commis-

sion ( FCC), about the: adjudicatory 
role of, 424; basics, 417-418; 

budget & organization of, 421-
422, 433 ( chart); critique of, 78, 
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425; enforcement powers of, 425-
428; informal regulation by, 425; 
laissez faire policy of, 355; legal 
basis for, 419-420; localism goal 
of, 188, 478; monitoring by, 447; 
rule-making process of, 423-424; 
staff of, 422-423; standard-setting 
role of, 102. See also commission-
ers by name; Communications Act 
of 1934 

Federal Communications Commis-
sion ( FCC), actions taken by, on: 
ads in public broadcasting, 264; 

advertising guidelines, 237, 238; al-
lotment tables, 130; AM channel 
spacing, 102; AM-FM nonduplica-

tion rule, 75; cable TV, 61-62 (au-
thorization), 81-82 (regulation/de-

regulation); children's programs, 
240-241, 320; color TV decision, 
69; complaint handling, 447; DBS, 
91; deceptive ads, 240; EEO en-
forcement, 213, 215; FM support, 
74-75; domsats. 83; group own-
ership rules 187; HDTV, 154; ID 

rules, 226 n.; indecency, 435; inter-
ference prevention, 131; licensing, 
441-443; MMDS, 88; must carry, 
82; network definition, 190 n., 193; 
network investigations, 59, 69, 98; 
network rules, 193-194; non-en-
tertainment programs, 450; own-
ership rules (broadcasting), 441, 
452-454; ownership rules (cable 
TV), 206-207; PTAR, 333, 334 (ex-
hib.); & religion, 342, 344 (exhib.); 
reserved channels, 252; sports in-
quiry, 315; stereophony, 243; STY, 
88; subliminal ads, 383 n.; syndica-
tion, 202, 331, 332; teletext, 97; 
ten-watt educational radio stations, 
260; trafficking in licenses, 247; 
translators, 83 n.; TVRO, 83; under-
writing (public broadcasting), 265; 
unethical business practices, 241. 
See also Communications Act; De-
regulation, Fairness doctrine 
Federal Radio Commission (FRC), 
49-54 

Federal Trade Commission: basics, 

433-434; & children's ads, 395; & 
deceptive ads, 240; & ratings 

probe, 379 
Feedback, definition of, 388 
Feeder cable (cable TV), 178 
Fees: for cable TV franchises, 450; 
paid to cable TV networks, 198; for 
premium cable TV, 202; for sports 
rights, 310, 311, 312 (graph). See 
also License fees, receiver; Sub-
scription fees 

Felix the Cat (model for TV experi-

ments), 60 
Fessenden, Reginald: early broad-
casting by, 38 (photo), 39 

Fiber optic(s): in cable TV, 163-164, 
179; key concept of, 10, 12 ( ill.); 
light used by, 110 n.; in relays, 

163-164, 168 (diag.) 
Fidelity Television (RKC! case), 442 

(exhib.) 
Fiduciary role of licensee, 479 
Field Operations Bureau (FCC), 
423, 447 

Field studies ( research method), 

393-394 
Field, TV picture, 141 
Fifth Amendment (due process), 

472 
50 Hz (AC frequency abroad), 42 
Financial interest rule: & network 
production, 279 n.; support for, 
from White House, 458; & syndica-
tion, 332 

Financial News Network (cable TV), 

324 
Financial qualifications, licensee, 
441 

Finder of Lost Loves (as clone), 300 
Fines (FCC penalties), 428, 465 
Fireside chats (by FDR), 52 
First Amendment: and antitrust 
laws, 434; basics, 464-466; cable 
TV status under, 21, 4'1; excep-
tions to, 466-472; & children's 
ads, 320; differing treatment of 
media under, 22; & effects of pro-
grams, 409; & fairness doctrine, 
479; & family viewing hour, 425; & 
indecency, 471; key concepts, 21-

22; & licensing power, 474; media 
parity under, 22, 470, 474-475; vs. 
must-carry rule, 459; & obscenity, 
437, 469; & ownership diversi-
fication, 452-455; & program 
effects, 409; & program excesses, 
54; & public broadcasting, 260; & 
racist programs. 565; & religion, 
343; & TV violence rules, 410; 
as UN model, 521, & unpopular 
views, 23 ( exhib.), 465; & un-
protected speech, 466-472 

First-run cable TV programs, 284 
First-run syndication: basics, 332, 
335-336; top programs in, 284 

(table) 
Fleming, Ambrose (inventor), 36 
Flexibility (coverage): as broadcast-
ing attribute, 157, 223-224; of 

cable TV advertising, 227 
Flicker, prevention of, 138-139, 
140 

Flipping, channel, 224, 287 
Floppy disk vs. laser disk, 162 
Flow, audience: basics, 287, 289; 
programs as cause of, 374 

FM. See Frequency modulation 

FM radio: ancillary services of, 266; 
channels of, 145 (table); channel 

reservations for education, 252; 
development, 52 (chart), 62; for-
mats on, 348-352; international 

treaties on, 432; & new competi-
tion, 102; origins of, 62; public sta-
tion growth. 253 (graph); & re-
broadcasting, 173; & SCA, 244; 
technology of, 134-136 

Focus group research, 382-383 
Foley, House Speaker Thomas (on 

C-SPAN), 404 (photo) 
Footprint, satellite: basics, 165, 166 
(diag.), 169 ( map); of INTELSAT, 
515 (map); of PAS, 516 (map) 

Ford, Pres. Gerald: & public broad-
casting, 264; & campaign debate, 
399, 400 (exhib.); & presidential 
TV, 401, 402 (graph) 
Ford Communications Network ( in-

house news), 219 
Ford Foundation: & public broad-
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casting, 262-263; satellite pro-
posal of, 257 

Foreign language radio, 349 (table) 
Forfeitures. See Fines 
Format(s): demographics of, 378-

379; DJ, 348-349; hybrid, 16, 238, 
300, 476; key concepts, 15, 17; lo-
cal radio, 348-350; news, 346-

347; opposition to change of, 215 
n.; & political ads, 477; of program 
services, 278; radio network, 190 

(table); radio station adoption of, 
73-74; as station price factor, 208; 
syndication of, 292, 339-340 
48 Hours (CBS), 326 
For Our Times (CBS), 342 

Foundations, public broadcasting 
support by 262-263, 267 (chart) 

Fourteenth Amendment vs. 1st 
Amendment, 465 (exhib.) 

Fourth Amendment (privacy right), 
468-469 

Fourth network issue (TV), 69, 98, 
458 n. See also Fox network 

Fowler, FCC Chair Mark: on com-
mercials, 238; critique of, 462; 
"dinosaur" epithet of, 53, 78; 
"toaster" epithet of, 353, 462 

Fox network (FBC): basics, 282 (ex-
hib.); financial status of, 245; as 
group owner, 189 (graph); growth 
of, 458 n.; & network program 
rules, 98; origins of, 100-101 (ex-
hib.); Rivers show on, 308; & verti-
cal integration, 204 

Frame: video, 138; sample, 369 
Frame stores (video), 161 
France: cable TV penetration in, 
516; deregulation in, 520; external 
service of, 507; public ad agency 
in, 504; reliance of on foreign pro-
grams, 26; satellite of, 517 (table); 
satellite network of, 519 (table); 
S-117 network in, 518; syndication 
prices paid by, 520 (table); 
videotex in, 518 

Franchising of Bell telephone com-
panies, 34 

Franchising of cable TV systems: ba-
sics, 450-452; in CATV era, 81; 
overbidding in, 246 

Fraudulent billing, 241 
FRC. See Federal Radio Commission 

Frederick, Pauline (pioneer news-
person), 216 (photo) 

Freed, Alan ( rock innovator), 74 
Freedom of Information Act, & 
news access, 398 

Free flow doctrine (vs. balanced 
flow), 521-524 

Free-form radio, 351, 352 (exhib.) 
Free press vs. fair trial, 472, 473 
(photo) 

Freeze, TV ( 1948-1952), 65-68 
Freeze-frame (VCR), 161 
French Chef The (PBS), 267 
Frequency division multiplex, 128 
Frequency modulation (FM): basics, 

118-119 (diag.); & FM stations, 
135; & IV sounds, 142 (diag.), 
142-145, 143-144 

Frequency of waves: basic concepts, 
110, 112, 113 (diag.); carrier, 115-
116, 118-119 (diag.); electromag-
netic waves in general, 110, 111 
(table); of household current, 115, 
142; propagation effects of, 124; 
radio bands, 111 (table); relation-
ship to wavelength, 115, 116 (ex-
hib.); satellites, 167; sound, 112-
115; vs. wavelength, 115, 116 
(exhib.). See also Allocation, 
Spectrum 

Frequency (repetition rate) stan-
dards, TV: field & frame rates, 
138-139; scanning rate, 140-143 

Friendly, Fred: as Murrow pro-
ducer, 78; & Red Lion case, 481 
(exhib.) 

Fringe times: basics, 277, 288 
(table), 289 (table); importance of, 
to affiliates, 289, 343; off-net shows 
in, 334 

Frontline (PBS), 326 

FTC. See Federal Trade Commission 
Fuel, satellite: in external tanks on 
orbiter, 174 (diag.); as weight fac-
tor, 165 n., 172 (exhib.) 

Fulbright, Sen. William, & congres-
sional TV, 402 

Full-service: networks, 190; stations, 
348 

Fundamental pitch (of sounds), 
112-113, 114 (diag.) 

Fund for Adult Education (Ford 
Foundation), 262-263 

Fund for the Republic, blacklisting 
study by, 77 
Fund raising by public broadcast-
ing: 262 (graph), 266, 267 (diag.) 

Gain, antenna: definition of, 127; 
microwave, 163; satellite, 167 

Galaxy (satellite series): cable TV 
use of, 205; orbital location of, 166 
(diag.) 
Game shows: basics, 306-308; as 
genre, 278, 279 (table); quiz scan-
dals, 75-76 
Gamma rays (as electromagnetism), 
111 (table) 

Gannett (group owner), 189 
(graph) 

Gatekeeping ( research concept), 
390-391, 395-396 

GE. See General Electric 
Geller, Simon (renewal case), 451 
(photo) 

GenCorp (RKO owner), 442 (ex-
hib.) 

General/Administrative Depart-
ment: in broadcasting, 184-185, 
186 (exhib.), 188 (table); in cable 
TV, 196-197 

General Electric: & alternator, 37; 
cable TV interests of, 245; RCA 
purchase by, 99; role of in early 
wireless, 34, 35; role of in TV de-
velopment, 61 

General Hospital (innovative soap), 
305 

General Motors, ad strategy of, 235 
(table) 

General support announcement 
(public broadcasting), 265 

General Tire (as RKO owner), 442 
(exhib.) 

Generations (innovative soap), 305 
(photo) 

Generator, sync, 1461tcliag.) 
Generic scheduling, 16 
Genre(s), program: basics, 278, 279 
(table); children's shows, 320; 
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early radio, 42; early TV, 71 
(photos); movie packaging by, 

33"; universality of, 505 
Geography & broadcasting, 505 
Geostationary orbit. See Orbit 
Geraldo: as barter show, 337; as 
syndicated series, 248; as tabloid, 
336 

Gerbner, George ( researcher), 
410-411 

Germany (pm-World War II), exter 
nal service of, 507 

Germany, West: cable TV reliance 
on U.S. programs, 26; external ser-
vice of, 507 (table); regionalism 
in, 24 n.; satellite networks of, 519 
(table) 

Ghostbusters, 300, 282 (exhib.) 

Ghosts ( in TV pictures), 148, 153-
154 

Giga-, as metric prefix, 115 
G.I. Joe (children's series), 241 
Gillett Group (group owner), 189 
(graph) 

"Giving a lead" policy (BBC), 490 
GkIS120St: vs. deregulation, 520, 524: 
& production values, 506; & USSR 
news, 492 

Gleason, Jackie ( comedian), 71 
(photo) 

Global beam ( satellite footprint), 
167 

Gobots, The (cartoon), 316 
Goldberg (as independent produc-
tion firm), 283 

"Golden Age": of radio, 51; of TV, 
69-72 

Golden Girls, 282 (exhib.), 298 
Golden West Stations, sale cif KTLA• 
TV by, 208 

Goldensen, Leonard (as ABC 
chair), 98-99 

Gold Dust Twins (early commer-
cial), 47 
Gone with the Wind: on NBC, 300: 
Turner &, 84-85 ( exhib.) 
Gong Show, The (on USA Net-
work), 306 
Good Evening (APR), 259 
Good Morning America (ABC), 
308 

Goodson-Todman Productions 
(game shows), 307 

Gosden, Freeman ("Amos"), 55 
Government funding of broadcast-
ing: U.S., 262 (graph), 263-264, 
267 (chart) world statistics on, 492 
(graph) 

Grades A and B (TV coverage con-
tours), 149 

Granada Television ( UK regional 
network), 494 n: 

Grandfathering (of ownerships), 

453 
Grazing (channel sampling), 224, 

287, 309 
Great Britain. See United Kingdom 

"Great Debates" ( presidential can-
didates), 399, 400 (photo) 

Great Performances (PBS), 303 
(graph) 

Great Plains National Instructional 
Television Library, 268, 338 

Greenwich prime meridian (orbital 
locations), 166 (diag.), 165 n. 

Gremlins (as studio product), 282 

(exhib.) 
Grenada invasion, media censor-
ship during, 405 

Gross, Ben ( radio critic), 53 
Grossman, Lawrence (as PBS pres.), 
256 

Ground system, antenna, 134 
(photo) 
Ground wave(s), 124, 125 (diag.) 
Group ownership: basics, 187-188, 
189 (graph); & economies of 
scale, 247 

Group W: as group owner, 189 
(graph); Newsfeed Network of, 
288 (exhib.); Television Sales Pre-
miere Announcement Network of 
(spot sales), 134 

Growing Pains (sitcom), 291, 298 
(table) 

G-Star (satellite series), 166 (diag.) 
Guard bands, 142 (diag.), 145, 180 
(diag.) 

Guided waves, 128 
Guidelines, FCC, 421, 456, 557 
(table) 

Guides, program, 292-295 

Gulf Broadcasting, sale of station 
group by, 207 n. 
Gunsmoke (as long-run series), 290 

Habit formation (programming 
strategy), 290, 291 
Hammock (scheduling strategy), 
289 

Happy Days, 282 (exhib.), 290 
Happy Talk (news format), 346 
Hard vs. soft interconnection, 197 
Hargis, Billy James ( radio 
preacher), 480 (exhib.) 

Harmonics. See Overtones 
Harvey, Paul (radio commentator), 
327 
Hauptman trial (cameras in court-
room), 473 (photo) 

Hawaiian Heat (as clone), 300 
HBO. See Home Box Office 
HBO case (cable TV regulation), 
459 (diag.) 

HDTV. See High-definition TV 
Head(s), recording: audio, 158-
159; videotape, 160, 161 (diag.) 

Headend, cable-TV system: location 
of, 178 (diag.); functions of, 86 
(diag.), 177, 197; in two-way cable, 
243 

Headline News (CNN), d84 (exhib.) 
Head of the Class, 280,291 (table) 
Hearing (human), physics of, 112 

learings, congressional: on ads in 
public broadcasting, 265; on chil-
dren's programs, 241; on Nixon 
impeachment, 399; on ratings, 
379; televising of, 402 n., 403, 404 
(photo); Watergate, 473 (photo) 

Hearings, FCC: basics 424, 426; 
comparative, 443, 448-450, 457 

Helical VTR format, 161 (diag.) 
He-Man (children's series), as mer-
chandising tool, 241, 316 

Hemispheric beam (satellite foot-
print), 167 

Hennock, FCC Corn. Frieda, 422 
Herbert case ( libel), 467-468 
Heritage USA (theme park), 343, 
334-345 (exhib.) 

Hertz, Heinrich (physicist), 34-35 
Hewitt, Don (CBS News), 325 
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liF ( high frequency) band, 111 

(table). See also Short wave 
High-definition TV (HDTV): basics, 

154; cost of to stations, 204, 205; 

standards for, 460, 495; key con-
cept of, 10-11; origins of, 103-

104; prior concept of ( 1930s), 60; 
receivers for, 13 

High fidelity ( hi-fi) sound: on FM 
radio, 135-136; overtones in, 113; 

TV, 152-153 
I Ii-jacking, news treatment of, 397-

398 
'till Street Blues, 291, 300 (table) 
Ilollywood: major studios as pro-

gram sources, 278-283, 291 
(table); TV production move to, 70 

Hollywood Squares (game show), 

306 
I Iolography (3-dimensional imag-

ing), 158 n. 

Home Box Office ( I IB0): basics, 
201 ( table), 202-203; & BET, 209; 
cable-only production by, 283; on-

air promotion by, 292; origins of, 

84-85 
lime entertainment center con-
cept, 92-97 

I Iome medium, broadcasting as: 
key concept, 53; benefit to adver-
tisers, 223; legal recognition of, 

470; & taste standards, 239 
liome Premier Television (PPV ser-

vice), reach of, 201 (table) 
I Iome Shopping Network, 189 

(graph), 239 

Home shopping services: basics, 

243, 309-310; as cable TV narrow-

casting, 87; children as targets of, 
238; decline of, 209; as funding 

source, 242; & program diversity 

issue, 304; & program-length com-
mercials, 239; statistics on, 201 
(table) 

Home video center, 96 (diag.) 
Honeymooners, The, 71 (photo) 
Hooks, FCC Com. Benjamin, 422 

I iooper rating, 366 

I hoover, Secretary of State Herbert, 

47 (photo), 48 

Horizon, direct-wave propagation 

to, 124, 125 (diag.) 
Horizontal retrace. See Scanning 

Horn reflector (microwave relay), 

164 (diag.) 
Hostage crisis, Iranian, 397-398 
Host-selling in children's programs, 

240 
Household as measurement unit 

(ratings research), 372 
Households in U.S., statistics on, 

185 (table) 
House of Representatives, TV cover-
age of, 402-403, 404. See also 
Hearings, congressional 

Hubbard Broadcasting Co., satellite 

coop of, 196 
Hue(s), in TV color, 144, 150 (ex-

hib.) 
Hughes Network, 189 
Hulk, The (as child fare), 320 n. 

"Hunger in America" (documen-

tary), 484 
Hunter (as spin-off), 300 
HUT (households using IV), 374-

375 
Hybrid formats: advertorial, 238; 
dramedy, 300; infotainment, 16, 

476 
Hybrid services: defined, 5; exam-

ples, 170, 173 
Hypodermic-injection media effects 

model, 387 
Hypoing (of ratings), 380 

Hz ( 1 cycle per second): defined, 
115; origin, 34 

IATSE (union), 217 

IBA. See Independent Broadcasting 

Authority 

Iceland: program imports by, 25 

(fig.); syndicated program prices 
for, 520 (table) 

Iconoscope pickup tube: invention 
of, 61 (photo); compared to suc-

cessors, 140 (photo) 

Identification announcement (ID), 
226 

IDTV (Improved definition TV), 153 

IFRB. See International Frequency 

Registration Board 
//' Tomorrow Comes (miniseries), 
302 (graph) 

I'll Take Manhattan (miniseries), 
302 (graph) 

I Love Lucy (as syndicated show), 

331 
Image dissection (electronic TV sys-

tem), 61 
Image orthicon tube, 65, 140 

(photo) 
Imitation: among media, 17, 18-19 
(ill.); as TV effect, 409 

Impact of broadcasting. See Effects 

Impeachment hearings, Nixon, 309, 
402 

Importation of programs: from U.S., 

24-26; & program shortages, 504; 
effect of on program balance, 506; 

basics, 520-521 
Indecency: FCC ban on, 435; Mae 

West episode as, 53; vs. obscenity, 
469-470 

Independent Broadcasting Author-
ity (IBA) of UK, 494-495, 496-497 

(diag.) 
Independent Local Radio (ILR), 
UK's, 494, 496 (exhib.) 

Independent producers: as pro-
gram source, 283; and PTAR, 333-
334 

Independent Production Service 
(public broadcasting), 268 

Independent Public Broadcasting 

Institute proposal, 270 
Independent (non-network) TV sta-

tions: vs. affiliates, 69; audience re-

search on, 362 (exhib.); basics, 

191-192; profitability of, 245; via-

bility of, 7-8; VCR copying from, 

382 
Independent regulatory agencies, 
federal, 417, 433 

Independent Television (ITV) in 

UK: as PBS supplier, 268; function 

of, 494-495, 496-497 (diag.) 
Independent Television Commis-

sion, UK plan for, 496-497 

(exhib.) 
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Independent Television Network 
(unwired spot sales), 234 

Independent Television News 
( ITN), UK agency, 288 ( exhib.), 
.494-495, 496-497 ( exhib.) 

India: domsat of, 517 (table) pro-

gram imports by, 25 ( exhib.) 
Indiana Jones . . . movie series, 282 

(exhib.) 
Indonesia. 505. 51" ( table) 
Industrial Revolution, impact on 

media of, 3: 
Industrial video, as job source, 219 

Infomercials ( cable TV), 227 
Information capacity: & channel 

width, 120, 132; of motion picture 

film, 138 
Information networks, cable 1V, 

324 
Information theory, 389, 390 ( diag.) 

Infotainment ( hybrid format), 16, 

476 
Infrared light, 110, 111 ( table) 

Infrastructure, communication 

(Third World). 503 
Ingress ( of broadcast signals into 

cables), 177 n. 
INN ( The Independent News): ori-
gin, 286-287; as station source, 

288 ( diag.) 
Innovation, relative rate of accep-

tance of, 31 
INSAT ( Indian domsat ), 517 ( table) 
In-school programs, 3F 

Installation fee, cable-1Y, 2-i2 
Instant analysis ( of presidential 

speeches), 390 n. 
Instant replay ( sports), 310 

Instructional Television Fixed Ser-
vice ( ITFS). 181 n. 

Integrated circuit, origin of, 92, 93 

(exhib.) 

Integrated Sers ices Digital Network 
(ISDN) concept, 12-13 

Integration, vertical. See Vertical in-

tegration 
INTELSAT ( International Telecom-
munications Satellite Organiza-

tion): basics, 512-515; competi-
tion with fiber-optic cable, 164; & 

European satellite networks, 519 
(table); satellite locations of, 166 

(exhib.); & Seoul Olympics, 168 

(diag.) 
Intent, role of, in defining services, 

4, 6 
Interactive cable 1Y, 95-96 
Interconnection: basics, 162-164; of 

cable TV systems, 197-198. See 

also Relays 
Interference: AM ys. FM susceptibil-
ity to, 120; atmospheric, 136 ( ex-

hib.); basics, 131; broadcast vs. 
cable TV, 177 n.; & fiber-optic 
cable, 177 n.; in information the-

ory, 389, 390 (diag.); satellite up-
links vs. downlinks, 167; to video 

signal, 143; zones of, 416 

Interlace scanning (TV picture): in-
vention of, 61; technology, 141-

142 
Interleaving (TV color and mono-
chrome signals), 142 ( exhib.) 

International Alliance of Theatrical 
Stage Employees ... ( IATSE), 217 

International Brotherhood of Elec-
trical Workers ( IBEW), 217 

International Frequency Registra-

tion Board ( IFRB), ITU, 498-499 

(exhib.) 
International News Service ( INS) & 

press-radio war, 58 
International Radio & Television 
Society job survey, 218 ( exhib.) 

International Radio Consukatiye 
Committee ( CCIR), ITU, 498-

499 (exhib.) 
International Telecommunication 

Union ( ITU): additional AM chan-

nels allocated by, 133 ( exhib.); ba-
sics, 494, 498-499 (exhib.); origin 

of, 47; satellites slot allotment by, 

165-166; & spectrum regulation. 
130; U.S. representation in, 422-

423 
International Telecommunications 
Satellite Organization. See 

INTELSAT 
International Telegraphic Conven-
tion (ITU predecessor), 47 

lntersputnik ( communist equivalent 

of INTELSAT), 513 

Interstate vs. intrastate legal juris-
diction, 416, 421 

Intervening variable ( effects the-
ory), 387 

Interview: as research tool, 366; as 
format, 328, 476 

Intervision ( international program 
cooperative), 504 

In Touch ( religion), 341 ( table) 
Intrusiveness of broadcasting. See 

Family medium 
Inventory, commercial, 224, 225 
Investment in broadcasting. See 

Capital investment 
Ionosphere, 125, 126 ( diag.), 131 

Iran, coverage of hostage-taking by, 

321, 397-398. 405 
Ireland ( program imports), 25 ( fig.) 

Irvine, Reed (AIM), 483-484 

ISDN, 12-13 
Isolation booth ( in quiz shows), 75 
Israel, syndication prices paid by, 

520 (table) 
Issue advertising, 483 

Issues and Ansurrs (ABC), 326 
Italy: advertising in, 504; RAI mo-

nopoly, 496-497; satellite network 
of, 519 (table); syndication prices 

paid by, 520 (table) 
ITFS ( Instructional Television Fixed 

Services), 181 n. 
ITU. See International Telecom-

munication Union 
ITV. See Independent TV 

Jackson, Michael (on M1\'). 309 
Japan: BBC as model for. .491; 

broadcasting funding in, 261 
(chart); deregulation in, 520; 

geography of, 505; & HDTV, 154: 
program imports by, 25 ( fig.); 

satellite of, 517 (table); syndica-

tion prices paid by, 520 (table); 

TV violence in, 412 

Jawboning, FCC, 425 
Jazz format, 293 ( graph), 349 

(table), 350 

Jenkins, Charles ( inventor), 60 
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Jennings, Peter (ABC News), 322 
(photo) 

Jeopardy (game show), 306-307, 

332, 337 
Jim and Tammy Bakker Show 

(P11), 341 (table), 343, 344-345 
(exhib.) 

Jobs, advice on for those seeking, 
218 (exhib.). See also Employment 

Johnson, Pres. Lyndon: & presi-

dential TV, 401, 401 (photo); & 
public TV, 254 

Joint Committee on Educational 
Television (JCET), 252 

Journalistic judgment. See Editorial 
discretion 

Journalist's privilege, 433, 467-468 
Junk bonds, TBS &, 99 

JNIVT Group (ad agency), 231 (table) 

Kahn, Leonard (AM stereo system), 
461 (exhib.) 

Kaltenborn, H. V. (radio newsman), 
63-64 

Kate and Allie, 298, 291 (table) 

Katz Television Group (sales rep), 
234 

KBEM, format of, 293 (exhib.) 

KCBJ-TV (affiliation changes), 194 
KDKA (as 1st station), 41-43 

Kefauver, Sen. Estes, & hearings on 
TV, 40, 402 n. 

Keillor, Garrison (APR), 259 

Kemp, George (Marconi assistant), 
35 (photo) 

Kennedy, James (televangelist), 341 
(table) 

Kennedy, Pres. John F.: assassina-
tion of, 388-389; & presidential 

debates, 399, 400 (photo); & presi-
dential TV, 401, 402 (graph) 

Kennedy, Robert, & hearings on TV, 
402 n. 

Kennedy, Sen. Ted, 327 

Key pad: & audience flow, 287; & 

people meter, 364; & tuning iner-
tia, 378 

KFICB (deleted Brinkley station), 54 

KGEF (deleted Shuler station), 54 
KHJ-TV: bought by Disney, 204; & 
RKO renewal case, 442 (exhib.) 

Kilby, Jack (inventor), 92 

Kilo- (as metric prefix), 115 

Kinescope: color tube, 150 (diag.); 
as CRT, 149; future of, 153; record-
ing, 69, 160 

Kinetoscope (motion picture pro-
jector), 32 

King, Larry (talk host), 308, 328 
KJOI-FM, sale of, 208 

Klapper, Joseph (researcher), 391 
Klein, Paul (programmer), 377 
KMBC-TV & sex discrimination suit, 
213 n. 

KMOX & IBM, 217 

Knots Landing, 335 

KOB (long-running appeals), 426 n. 
KOMU-TV (affiliation changes), 194 
KNBN-TV, sale of, 100 (exhib.) 

Knight-Ridder, MS0 acquired by, 
209 

KNXT (launched C. Chung career), 
216 (exhib.) 

Korea & 1988 Olympics, 168 (diag.) 

Koppel, Ted (ABC News), 321, 326 
KQED: as producer, 267 

KREX-1V: & translators, 177 

KRIV-TV, sale of, 100 (exhib.) 
KRLD, for record price (sold), 208 

¡(SL (pioneer religious station), 341 
KTLA-TV (sold for record price), 
208 

KM renewal case, 465 
KTTV-TV, sale of, 100 (exhib.) 

Ku-band satellites: Conus use of, 
288 (exhib.); & DBS, 173, 176 

(diag.); & home reception, 11 

(ill.); news-gathering role of, 152; 
orbital location of, 166 ( diag.); 

orbital spacing of, 167; PBS plans 

for, 258; power of, 170 

Ku Klux Klan use of access cable 
channel, 23 (exhib.) 

Kuralt, Charles (CBS News), 321 
KV1L AM/FM (sold for record 
price), 208 

L.A. Law (as crime drama), 300, 

301 (photo) 

Lando, Barry (CBS News), & jour-
nalist's privilege, 467-468 

Language(s): bilingual sound, 150; 

of external services, 447 (table), 

508; in international cable TV, 26; 
& national culture, 489; regulation 
of, 24 

Lany King Live (CNN), 308 
Larry King Show, The (MBS), 328 

Laser (light amplification by stimu-

lated emission of radiation): CD 
use of, 158, 159 (diag.); fiber-optic 
cable use of, 163; video recording 
use of, 162 

Lassie (on cable TV), 317 

Lasswell, Harold (researcher), 
389 

Late night (TV daypart), 277, 278 
(table), 279 (table) 

Late Show, The (Fox), 100 (exhib.) 
Latin American broadcasting, U.S. 
as model for, 25 

Launch service, satellite: 170-172, 

174-175 (exhib.) 

Laverne and Shirley (as indepen-
dent product), 283 

Law: of advertising, 433-434; ap-
peals provisions in, 426-427; 

copyright, 428-432; EEO, 434; lot-
teries, 434; obscenity, 434; press, 
433; state & local, 435; treaties as, 

432-433. See also Cable TV Act, 
Communications Act 

Law of minimal effects, 391 
Lazarsfeld, Paul (researcher), 388 

LCD (liquid crystal display), TV re-
ceiver screen, 154 

Lea Act (limiting union control 
over music), 58 

Lead-in (scheduling strategy), 289, 
302 

Lear, Norman (as independent pro-
ducer), 283 

Learning Channel, The (children's 

fare on), 338 

Least objectionable program (LOP), 

377-378, 380 

LED (light-emitting diode), 163 

Lee, FCC Coin. Robert E., 422 

Legacy Broadcasting, station sale by, 
208 

Lehrer, Jim (PBS), 321, 323 (photo) 

Letterman, David, & affiliate clear-
ance, 194 n. 
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Letters, audience (as research tool), 

384 
Level playing field (for competing 
technologies), 462 

Leveraged buyouts of TV stations, 

I.F ( low frequency) band, 111 

(table) 
Libel, 77, 466-468 

Libya, news of U.S attack on, 405 
License(s), music, 429-430 
License(s), station: authority for, 

130; appeals concerning, 426; ba-
sics, 440-443; 1st Amendment im-

plications of, 474; & localism, 442, 
450; loss of, 241, 426, 427-428, 

449 (diag.); renewal of, 447-450; 
term of, 97, 447; trafficking in, 457 

(table); value of, 204 
Licensee(s), station: in chain of 

legal authority, 417 ( chart); deal-
ings with FCC, 443-4-C; duty of, 

to control programs, 44; fiduciary 

role of, 479; qualifications of, 441; 

minorities as, 443; self-regulation 

by, 437-438. transgressions of, 

427-428 

License fees for programs, 283, 

274-275. See also Financial inter-

est rule 
License fees, receiver: in commun-

ist world, 503; key concept, 26; in 
Netherlands, 502; & public broad-
casting, 261: & public-service 

broadcasting, 490, 495, 496 
(chart) 

Licensing: of music, 56; of syn-

dicated programs, 331. See also Li-

cence, station; Licensee, station 

Life Style ( UK satellite network), 

519 (table) 
Lifetime ( cable TV): medical show 

on, 308; & off-network shows, 283, 

304; origin of, 209 
Light: as electromagnetic energy, 
109, 111 (table); in fiber-optic 

cables, 163; sound energy, 109 
Light-emitting diode (LED), 163 

Lighthouse (as signaling device), 
110 n. 

Lines, TV picture, 143-144 

Liquor ads, ban on, 225 (exhib.), 
2-11, 475 

Live Aid" (anti-hunger special), 
396 

Little Rascals (pioneer syndication), 

330-331 
Live-assist programming ( radio), 

339 
Live decade, TV, 69-70 

"Living room war, The" (Vietnam), 
403 

LNA. See Low-noise amplifier 
Lobbying: by public broadcasting, 

252, 256, 258, 259; on network de-

regulation, 458; as social control, 
435; by trade groups, 185 n., 436 

Local advertising: on cable TV, 232; 
vs. national, 221 (graph), 222 

(graph) 
Local channels (AM), 132, 133 

(table) 
Localism: in advertising, 233; & de-

regulation, 462; in foreign coun-
tries, 495-596; as ideal goal, 131; 

1st Amendment value of, 474; as 

innate to stations, 220; key con-

cept, 22-24; as licensing criterion, 
442, 450; & O&O stations, 188, 

public access as form of-, 478; of 

public broadcasting, 269. See also 
Ascertainment 

Local origination, cable TV, 81, 
347-348 

Local production: in access time, 

333, 334 (exhib.); vs. automation, 
338; of cable-TV news, 197; of 

broadcast news, 345-347; by 

public broadcasting, 266, 267 

(chart), 268 

Local programming: on cable TV, 

338; in network time, 195; on 
radio, 348-352; on TV, 331 

(chart), 343-348 
Local ratings, 359-360, 363 

(exhib.), 368 
Local stations: & access movement, 

501; in Italy, 497; in UK, 494, 496-
497 (table) 

Log, program: automated, 338-339; 
basics, 187; computerization of, 

206 (exhib.); deregulation of, 

456-457, 462; slow-speed audio 

recording as, 237 
London Weekend (UK regional net-
work), 494 

Lone Ranger, The (as MBS prop-

ertY), 55 
Lonesome Dove (miniseries) 302 n., 
303 (graph) 

Lorimar (independent producer), 

283, 291 (table) 
Lottery: FCC licensee choice by, 
443, 454, 462; law against, .434 

Lottizzazione (Italian political 

balancing), 501 
Lowest unit charge (equal time 

rule), 477 

Low-noise amplifier (LNA), 170 
(exhib.), 176 ( diag.) 

Low-power TV (LPTV): cost of sta-
tions, 204; licensing of, by lot, 443, 

462; number of stations, 185 

(table); origin of, 80; ownership 

rules, 453; station organization, 

187; and translators, 175 

LPTV. See Low-power TV 

Luminaree(color brightness), 144 
Luxembourg (peripheral services), 

510-511 (exhib.), 517 ( table) 

McCarthy, Charlie ( Mae West epi-

sode), 53 

McCarthy, Sen. Joseph: Army hear-
ings, 402 n.; Murrow confronta-

tion, 77 

MacGyver (as clone), 300 
McIntire, Carl ( radio preacher), 480 
Mack, FCC Commissioner Richard, 

78 

Mclean Hunter (MSO), revenue of, 

199 (table) 
McLuhan, Marshall ( media theorist), 

20, 377 n. 
MacNeil/Lehrer Neushour ( PBS), 

256, 321 
MacNeil, Robert ( PBS), 321, 323 

(photo) 

McPherson, Aimee Semple (radio 
evangelist), 48 (photo) 

Made-for-cable movies, 301 
Made-for-syndication programs. See 
First-run syndication 
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Made-for-TV movies: on cable TV, 

301; in prime time, 298 
Magazine format, 72 

Magazines, ad sales of, 221 (graph) 
Magazines, broadcast impact on, 17 

Magnavox AM stereo system, 461 

(exhib.) 
Magnetic tape. See Recording, tech-
nologies of 

Magnum, P.I., 283, 335 

Mail, audience, 384. .S'ee also Com-
plaints 

Make-goods: on CPM shortfalls, 228; 

of missed commercials, 234; of 
preempted spots, 230; traffic dept. 
role in, 187 

Malice, "actual'. ( as libel test), 467 
Mamma's Family, price of, 291 
(table); 

Management, station, 187 (diag.), 
188 ( diag.), 214 ( chart) 

Man Called Hawk, A (as spin-off), 

300 
Marconi, Guglielmo ( inventor), 35 
(photo) 

Marais We/hi', MD., long run of, 
290 

Marine wireless, 36, 37 ( exhib.) 

Market: delineation of, 371-372, 

373 ( diag.); test ( research tool), 
383 

Marketing: cable TV, 197, 203; of 

toys in children's programs, 316; 
jobs in, 218 

Marketplace, economic: vs. culture, 

484; failure of, 456; & fairness doc-
trine, 482. See also Competition, 
Deregulation 

Marketplace of ideas, as 1st Amend-
ment goal, 22, 464-465, 485 

Market size: cable TV vs. broadcast, 

81, 381; 8£ profitability, 247; & sta-

tion value, 208; & TV ad rates, 231 
(graph), 192 

Married with Children: as sitcom, 

298; as slobcom, 354-355; & taste 
issue, 248 

Martin, Mary, 71 ( photo) 

Map", Tyler Moore Show, The, 283 
Marx, Grouch°, signs with CBS, 73 
Masada (miniseries), 303 (graph) 

M*A"'S'W, 282, 290, 335 

Mass announcement service (tele-
phone), 5 

Mass appeal: of prime-time pro-

gramming, 297; of programming 
generally, 15; & technologic inno-

vation, 13-14; Weaver's touch, 72. 
See also Narrowcasting 

Mass demand, economic role of, 
13-14, 15, 154 

Massification, 15 

Mass Media Bureau, FCC, 421-422, 
423 (chart) 

Master of the Game (miniseries), 
302 (graph) 

Masterpiece Theatre: basics, 302; 
underwriting of, 264; production 
of, 267-268 

Masters of the Universe (cartoon), 
316 

Matsushita (VHS system), 94 

MATV (master antenna television). 
See SMATV 

Maxwell, James Clerk (physicist), 34 

M'Bow, Amadou M. (as UNESCO 
official), 523 (exhib.) 

MBS. See Mutual Broadcasting Sys-

tem 

MCA, Inc. ( conglomerate), 204, 
284, 291 (table) 

MDS (multipoint distribution ser-

vice). See MMDS 

Meadows, Audrey, 71 (photo) 
"Media," as plural word, 4 n. 

Media General (MS0), revenue of, 
199 (table) 

Media mix (ad strategy), 235 

Medium frequency band. See MF 

Medium vs. message: the "glow & 
flow principle," 408-409; McLu-

han theory, 377 n. 

Meet the Press (NBC), 326 

Mega- (as metric prefix), 115 
Mega-events (sports), 310, 311, 312 

Memory, computer, 158, 162 

Merchandising, 186 (diag.), 268 
Mercury Theater of the Air, The 

(Martian invasion), 53 
Merger(s): of ad agencies, 235; of 
cable TV networks, 203, 209, 246; 

encouraged in 1980s, 220; impact 

of (on program quality), 355; 
mania for, 453-454; of Time-

Warner, 199 (exhib.); of United 
Artists-United Cable, 199 (exhib.) 

Meridians & satellite slot positions, 
165 n. 

Meters, audience measurement: 
passive, 363; people, 364-365, 371 

Metromedia, sale of, 100 (exhib.) 
Metropolitan Opera broadcasts 

(radio), 55 
Mexico: domsat of, 517 (table); 

treaty with U.S., 432 
MF (medium frequency) band: & 

AM radio, 131; external services 

on, 138 n.; propagation of waves 
in, 124-125 

MGM: film library of, 85 (exhib.); as 

major studio, 282 (exhib.); TV pro-
ductions of, 283 (table) 

Miami Vice: on cable TV, 304, 335; 
as clone, 300; as movie studio 

product, 280; music use by, 309; in 
syndication, 291 (table) 

Micromanagement of FCC (by Con-
gress), 435 

Microphone, 112, 118 (diag.) 

Microwave relay(s): & cable TV, 82, 

179, 459 (diag.); definition of, 111 
(table), 116; & ENG, 152 (exhib.); 

vs. satellite, 164-165; technology 

of, 163, 164 (diag.) 
Midband channels, cable TV, 180 
(diag.) 

Midday (radio daypart), 277 
Middle-of the-road (MOR) music 

format, 349 (table), 350 
Miller case (obscenity), 469 

Miniaturization, 82, 151-151 

Miniseries: basics, 300, 301-302; as 

prime-time fare, 298 
Minitel ( French videotex), 97 n., 
518 

Minorities: & audience research, 

361, 380; & EEO rules, 444-445; 
employment of, 213 (chart); pref-

erential licensing of, 442, 443, 
454-455; & public-service broad-
casting, 490; in soaps, 305; stereo-
types of, 436; & talk radio, 351; 
viewing time of, 378 
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Minow, FCC Chair Newton, 352-

353 
Mister Rogers' Neighborhood (PBS), 

319 
MMDS (multichannel multipoint 
distribution service): basics, 180-
181; capital cost of, 205; in home 
video center, 96 ( diag.); licensing 
of, by lot, 443; origins of, 88-90; 

subscription fees for, 243 
Modem ( modulator-demodulator), 

117 
Modified Final Judgment ( MF:1) in 

AT&T case, 100 n. 
Modulation, 116-119, 158, 159 

(diag.) 
Molniya ( Soviet domsat), 513, 517 

(table) 
Mondale, Walter ( presidential can-
didate), 399, 400 ( photo) 

Monday Night Football (ABC), 310, 

314 
.1/omniine (CNN), 232 
Money machin-, broadcasting as, 

244-245 
Monitor-Plus ( ad monitoring ser-

vice), 237 
Monopoly, government, 39-40 

Monopoly, private: & antitrust laws, 
.434; assured license renewals as, 

4-18; by AT&T. 99-101; broadcast-
ing license as, 452; cable 'W fran-

chise as, 196, 450, 452; CBS-NBC 
networks as, 59; key concept, 22. 

See also Antitrust actions 

Moody Bible Network, 189 
Moonlighting (ABC-produced 

series), 279 
MOR ( middle of the road) radio 
format, 349 ( table), 350 

Morelos ( Mexican domsat), 517 

(table) 
Morning ( TV dayparts), 282 ( table) 

Morning Edition (NPR), 259 
Morse, Samuel F. B. ( inventor), 33 

Morse code: as binary system, 122; 
origin of, 33: in radiotelegraphy, 

35 (photo) 
Morton Downey, Jr., Show. The: as 

tabloid TV, 336; & taste issue, 248 

Mosaic image (VTR capability). 161 

Motion pictures: vs. HDTV, 154; 

technology of, 138; & vertical inte-

gration, 203. See also Feature 
films, Made-for-TV movies. 

Motorola (AM stereo method), 102, 

461 (exhib.) 
Movie Channel, The (pay cable), 

201, 203, 209 (table) 
Movies. See Feature films 
MPX (multiplex) TV receiver termi-

nal, 150 
Mr. Wizard ( Nickelodeon), 317 
MS0 ( multiple system operator): 

basics, 198-204; & economies of 
scale, 2-C'; ownership rules, 453; 

profitability of, 246; 

N1TN1 ( independent producer), 283 
MTV ( Music TV): ad rates of, 232; 

basics, 309; as cable specific, 8"; & 

diversity issue, 304; ownership of, 
209; profitability of, 246; statistics 

on, 200 (table); strip scheduling 

by. 292 

M1V-Europe, 511 ( exhib.), 519 
(table) 

Multiple ownership. See Group 

owner, MSO, Ownership 
Multiple System Operator. See MS0 

Multiplexing: of ancillary services, 

244; on FM channels, 135, 136; & 
MPX terminals, 150; technology of, 

128; of TV color, 144 
Multistage sampling, 369, 370 

(diag.) 
Municipalities & cable TV systems, 

.434, .452 
Muppets, The, 318 
Murder, She Wrote: on cable TV, 
282, 304, 335; as crime drama, 

300; reruns of, 232; as studio 
product, 280; syndication price of, 

275 
Murdoch, Rupert: buys 71( Guide, 
294 ( exhib.); & 20th Century Fox, 

92, 282 (exhib.) 

Murrow, Edwin R.: clearance for, 
195; McCarthy program, 77-78; 

World War II coverage by, 63, 64 

(photo) 
MUSE (Japanese HDTV system), 

154 

Music: on cable TV, 202; formats, lo-
cal radio, 348-352; licensing, 186 

(diag.), 429; live era ( radio), 55-
58; radio impact on, 32; radio 
network, 328; rotation of ( radio 

format), 292, 293 (graph): syn-
dicated ( radio), 338; union battle 
to control, 56, 57; videos, 304, 309. 

See also MTV 
Must-carry rule: elimination of, 192, 

457-460; origin of, 82 
Mutual Broadcasting System ( MBS): 

affiliates of, 190 (table); failure of 
to start TV network, 73; news on, 

327; origins of, 55; triggers net-

work investigation, 59 
Mutually exclusive applications: ba-

sics, 443; for post-freeze VI1F 

channels, 68; for renewals, 448, 
449 (chart); & speech freedom, 

474 
Muzak (background music service), 

244 
MW (medium wave) band. See Me-

dium frequency 
itiy Two Dads (sitcom), 298 

NAACP (National Association for 
the Advancement of Colored Peo-

ple), opposition of to Amos 'n' 

Andy, 55 n. 
NAB. See National Association of 

Broadcasters 

Nabisco, interest of in cable 1V, 
209, 310 

NABTS (North American Basic 
Teletext Specification), 150 

Narrowcasting: cable TV vs. broad-

casting, 209; key concept, 15; by 

pay cable, 203 
NASA (National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration): & satellite 
launching, 170, 174-175 (exhib.), 

513; launch costs of, 205 
Nashville Network, The, ( as cable 

specific), 87 

National Association of Broadcast 
Employees and Technicians 

(NABET), 217 
National Association of Broadcast-

ers (NAB): & family viewing stan. 
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dard, 425; job survey by, 217; legal 

clinics of, 447; & liquor ads, 239; 

opposition to public broadcasting 

ads, 265; management &, 185; ori-

gin of, 56. See also Code, NAB 
National Association of Television 

Program Executives: job survey by, 
218 ( exhib.); meeting of as prod-
uct show case, 332 

National audience ratings: Arbitron 

system, 367 ( exhib.); basics, 360-

361; Nielsen system, 364-365 ( ex-
hib.); report example, 360 ( ex-
hib.); sample sizes, 368 

National Black Media Coalition, 454 
National Black Network, affiliates of, 

190 (table) 

National Broadcasting Co. See NBC 
National Cable Television Associa-

tion, 196-197 

National Educational Television 
(NET) tape network, 252 

Nationalism, role of in broadcast-
ing, 24 

National Public Radio ( NPR): basics, 
258-259; & Panama Canal treaty 

debate, 403; program output, 268 
National Radio Conferences ( 1922-
1925), 47, 49 

National Religious Broadcasters 
(NRB), 345 (exhib.) 

National sales representatives 

("reps"): basics, 222-223, 234-
245; jobs with, 217; networks as, 

193; in station organization, 186 
(diag.), 187 

National spot advertising, 222-223, 
233-234 

National Telecommunications and 
Information Administration 

(NTIA): & 1m, 433; & public 
broadcasting, 262 (chart), 263, 

264, 266, 267 ( chart); & syn/fin 
rules, 458 

National Television System Com-

mittee. See NTSC 

Nature films as cultural genre, 302 

Navy, U.S., claims on wireless of, 40 

NBC ( National Broadcasting Com-
pany ): & Born Innocent case, 409; 
cable-TV interests of, 245, 310-

311, 320; cutbacks by, 248-249; 

entertainment programs of, 299 

(photo), 301 ( photo), 308; as 

group owner, 189 (graph); news 
& public affairs programs of, 322-

327; profitability of, 244-245; 
radio programs of, 327-328; as 

reflecting RCA parentage, 54; Reu-

ters interest of, 285; sale of, 99; 
self-regulation by, 239-240; sports 

program of, 168 (graph), 275, 312 
(graph), 313 (graph); transponder 

time sales by, 205; tops TV compe-

tition, 98; in Weaver era, 72 
oVBC case ( technical vs. program 

regulation), 474 

Neocolonialism, 521 

Netherlands: advertising in, 504; 
cable penetration in, 515; external 

service of, 507; group access in, 
502; pirate influence on, 512 

Netlink USA ( satellite service), 204 
Network(s), broadcasting generally: 
dominant role of, 7-8; & par-
simony principle, 276; use of re-

lays, 7; sales function of, 187; sta-
tion ownership by, 454. See also 
names of individual networks; Na-

tional audience ratings; National 
Public Radio; Public Broadcasting 
Service 

Network(s), cable TV: basics, 198-
202; children's programs on, 316-
318; dominance of, 297; homes 

reached by, 200 ( table); informa-
tional programs on, 324; mergers 

Of, 209; statistics on, 200-201 
(table) 

Network(s), radio: decline of, 73; 

definition of, 190 n.; evolution of, 
54-55; examples of, 190 ( table); in 

foreign countries, 494, 496 ( diag.), 

501; interconnection of, 162; ori-

gins of, 43-46; programs on, 327-

328. See also Networks, broadcast-

ing; APR; NPR 
Network(s), 1V: advertising on, 222, 

224, 230-232; affiliate compensa-

tion by, 222 (graph); affiliate num-
bers, 185 ( table); affiliate relations 

of, 192-196; basics, 189-196; as 

cable T)/ owners, 310; children's 

programs on, 315-320; competi-

tion among, 72-73, 97-98; con-

sent decrees of, 98; cutbacks of, 
285; decline in audience share of, 

9, 97, 248-249; 290, 297-298, 377, 
378, 381; definition of, 190; dereg-
ulation of, 193-194; feature films 

on, 279-280, 281 ( diag.), 300-301; 
& financial interest rule, 279 n.; in 

foreign countries, 494-497; home 

shopping, 243; interconnection of, 

162-163, 168 ( diag.); news pro-
grams on, 285-286, 320-323; or-

ganization of, 190-191; origins of, 

65; ownership changes of, 97-99; 
profitability of, 244-245; program 

costs of, 274-277; program pro-

curement by, 280 ( chart), 331 

(chart); programming of, 287-308, 
310-316, 321-323; regional, 328; 

regulation of, 193-194, 458; 
scheduling by, 290, 301-302; self-
regulation by, 239-240, 437; 

sports programs on, 286; station 
ownership by, 454; syndication by, 
458; unwired, 234. See also names 

of individual networks; National 
audience ratings; Public Broad-
casting Service 
Newhart (sitcom), 298 

Newhouse (MSO), statistics on, 199 
(table) 

New Jersey ETV network, 265 

New World Information Order 

(NWI0), 522-524 
News: access to courts by, 398, 472, 
473 ( photo); affiliate autonomy in, 

196; all-news radio, 351; bias in, 
387, 390; block ( daypart), 277; on 
cable 'IV, 178, 200-201, 343-347; 
computer use by, 206 (exhib.); 

consultants, 346-347 (chart); 8c 
deregulation, 462; vs. entertain-

ment, 187; & equal time law, 475-

477; fairness of, 483-484; farm 
radio, 351; in foreign countries, 

492-493, 500-501, 505-506, 510; 

formats ( radio), 349 ( table), 351-
352; & free-flow doctrine, 521-

522; as information, 277; jobs in 
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212 n., 213, 214 (chart), 218 (ex-
hib.); locally produced, 217, 327, 

343-347; network radio, 99, 327; 

network TV, 248-250, 285-286, 

320-23; & WO, 521, 522; of 
political candidates, 475-477 
(U.S.), 500 ( abroad); & press-radio 

war, 58; primacy of TV, 395; as 

program genre, 279 (chart); & 
publicity crimes, 397-398; rig-

ging of, 427; social effects of, 395-

398; specials, 277; staging of, 
427-428, 484; in station organi-

zation, 187, 188 (chart); station 
sources of, 286-287, 288 (diag.); 

& technology, 151-153; in 
wartime, 403-406; women in, 216 

(exhib.). See also Cable 
News Network; Electronic news 

gathering; News gathering by 

satellite 
News agencies: critique of, 521, 

522, 524; origins of, 33; one-time 
opposition to radio of, 58; as sta-

tion sources, 288 (diag.); as syn-
dicators, 157 , 338. See also indi-

vidual agencies by name 
News clips ( handouts), 397 
News gathering by satellite (NGS): 

cost of, 204; technology of, 151, 

152-153 (exhib.) 

News Information Weekly Service, 

288 (exhib.) 
News Overnight (NBC), 323 

News specials & PTAR, 334 (exhib.) 

News 12 Long Island (cable TV), 

346 (photo) 
News Wire Services. See News agen-

cies 
Newsfeed Network, The, as station 

source, 288 (diag.) 
NewsNet (CBS coop), 196 
Newspaper(s): advertising in, 221 

(graph), 225; as cable TV owners, 
198; crossownership of, 453; op-

position to radio by, 58; program 
guides in, 293; salaries at, 213 

(graph). See also Press 
Newsource (CNN coop), 196 n. 
Newsreels, movie, TV impact on, 

17, 32 

New York Times case ( libel), 466, 

468 
New Zealand: deregulation in, 520; 

program imports by, 25 (table) 

Nicaragua conflict, news coverage 

of, 405 
Niche services: sly as, 87-88; basic 
cable 1V channels as, 180-181, 
292, 324; pay TV as, 88-89 

Nickelodeon: basics, 317; as cable-
specific, 87; & first-run cable pro-
grams, 284; ownership of, 209; as 

PBS competitor, 269; schedule of, 

292 
Nielsen Co., AC.: audience flow 

studies of, 287; basics, 359-365, 
368; cable TV research of, 381; 
commercial tracking service of, 

237: demographics research of, 

376 (graph); Home Video Index 
of, 381; syndication reports by, 

332 
Night (as daypart), 277, 278 (table) 

Night Court: as sitcom, 298; as 
studio product, 280: syndication 

price of, 291 (table) 

Nightline (ABC), 321, 325 
Nightly Business Report (PBS), 326 

Nightwatch (CBS), 323 
9-kHz AM channel spacing, 102, 

132 n 
9XM (pioneer experimental radio 

station), 251 
Nipkow, Paul (TV inventor), 60 
NIWS (news service), as station 

source, 288 (diag.) 
Nixon, Pres. Richard M.: & CPB, 255 

(exhib.), 264; & campaign debates, 
399, 400 (photo); impeachment 

hearings of, 399, 402; & presi-

dential TV, 401, 402 (graph) 
Nobel prize of Maxwell and Braun, 

35 
Nonbroadcast radio services, 127-

128 
Noncommercial educational broad-

casting. See Public broadcasting 

Nonduplication rule (AM-FM), 75 

Noon (as TV daypart), 278 (table) 

Norris, John M. (radio preacher), 
480, 481 (exhib.) 

North, Lt. Col. Oliver, TV testimony 

of, 402 n. 
The North and the South (mini-

series), 303 ( graph) 
North American Basic Teletext Spe-

cification (NABTS), 150 
NOS ( Netherlands broadcasting 

unit), 502 
Notice of inquiry, FCC, 424 
NOVA (PBS), 256 
Novce, Robert ( inventor), 92 

NPR. See National Public Radio 
NTSC (National Television System 

Committee): & aspect ratio, 154 
(diag.); & color system, 144; 
& monochrome standards, 62 

Nudity on TV, 239 

N\IVIO. See New World Information 

Order 
NWIS (News Information Weekly 

Service), 288 ( exhib.) 

Oboler, Arch ( radio writer), 63 
Obscenity: basics, 468; in broadcast-

ing, 469-471; on cable TV, 437, 
471-472; FCC &, 434; & political 

candidate speeches, 477; UK regu-

lation of, 497 ( exhib.) 

O'Connor, John ( critic), 409 
Office of Telecommunications Pol-

icy ( Nixon administration), 435 

Office of War Information (OWI), 

()3, 508 
Off-network programs: basics. 331-

332, 334-336; prices of, 291 
table); sitcoms as, 298 

Offset scanning. See Interlace 
Ogilvey Group (ad agency), 236 

(exhib.) 
Oldest radio station controversy, 42 

Oldies ( radio format), 349 ( table), 

350 
Old Time Gospel flour, 341 (table) 

Olympic Games: broadcasts of, 310, 

311, 313 (graph); on CNN, 324; 
liber optics use in 1984, 164; rat-
ings of, 228 n.; satellite relay of 

from Seoul, 168 ( diag.); vs. soap 
operas, 305-306 
Omnibus (1950s TV series), 70 
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On a Note of Triumph (Norman 
Corwin drama), 63 

One-to-a-customer rule ( FCC), 453 

On Golden Pond, as cofinanced 
product, 284 

On-the-spot news, equal time &, 
476, 477 

Open skies policy ( satellites), FCC, 
83, 462 

Opinion leaders, media effects role 
of, 388 

Oprah Winfrey, as barter show, 337 

Optical-fiber cable. See Fiber optics 
Orbiter. See Shuttle 

Orbits of geostationary satellite: ba-
sics, 165-16'; parking, 172 ( cliag.); 
slot allocation, 495; transfer, 172 
(diag.) 

Orientation, satellite, 169 

Origination, cable TV, 347-348 

Oscillation: basic concept, 110; de 
Forest use of, 36; signal propaga-
tion role of, 115 

Overbuilds, cable TV, 450-451 
Overmyer network, 98 

Overnight: as radio & TV daypart, 
277, 278 ( table); as ratings report, 
360, 365 ( diag.) 

Overtones, sound, 112-114 

OWL See Office of War Information 

Owned & operated (O&O) stations: 
basics, 188; change in Florida 

market, 210-211 ( exhib.); reach 

of, 188, 189 (graph) 

Ownership: of cable-TV systems, 

198; of channels, 440; cross-media, 
453; limits of, on networks, 97, 

193, 203-204, 455; by Hollywood 
studios, 282 (exhib.); limits of, on 

stations, 187-188, 203-204, 452; 

by minorities, 454-455; of public 
broadcasting stations, 259-260; 

qualifications for, 24 n., 441-442; 

turnover of, 205-209; of world 
systems, 492 (graph). See also 

Multiple-systems owner (MSO) 
Ownership, diversification of: ba-

sics, 452-455; & minority licens-
ing, 443; & renewal hearings, 450 

Paar, Jack (as Tonight host), 308 
Pacifica Foundation (free-form 

radio), basics, 353 (exhib.); & in-

decency charge, 470 

Packages: movie, 332; of off-net-
work programs, 332; of spot plans, 

228, 230; of TVRO channels, .432 

PAL (W. German color system), 14,4 
Palapa ( Indonesian satellite), 513, 

51 - ( table) 
Paley, William: & CBS origins, 45-

46 ( photo); on decline of network 
radio, 73; vs. NBC, -2, 73; & radio 

news, 64; return of, 99; successor 
to, 98 

Pan American Satellite Corp. 
(PAS), 515-516 ( exhib.) 

Paper Chase, new cable-TV epi-

sodes of, 335 

Paperwork. See Deregulation 

Parabolic reflector: microwave re-
lay, 164 (diag.); satellite, 172 
(diag.) 

Paramount: ABC merger with, 72; 
as major studio, 282 ( exhib.); as 
syndicator, 291 ( table); TV produc-
tions of, 284 ( table) 

Parity: affiliated vs. independent sta-

tions, 69; under 1st Amendment, 
472, 474-475, 484; among media, 
453; regulatory, 97 

Parlor games: as broadcasting pre-

decessor, 16 ( ill.) 
Parsimony principle: basics, 275-

276; & DJ format, 348-349; & 

game shows, 306; key concept, 15; 
& soaps, 304 

Participating advertising, 226 
Partners in Crime (as spin-off), 300 

Passive meter (audience research), 
363, 366 

Patents: AT&T claims over early 
broadcasting, 43; constitutional 

basis for, 428; cross-licensing of, 
Phases I and II, 40, 44; of inte-

grated circuit, 92; Marconi's 

wireless, 35; monopoly role of, 34; 
telephone, 33; television, 61; war-

time pooling of, 38 

Pattern, energy, signal as, 116-117 

Paternalism (as regulatory orienta-
tion), 489-491 

Pay Cable Report (Neilsen), 381 

Pay cable TV: & addressability, 179; 

audience research on, 362 (ex-

hib.), 381; basics, 201 (table), 202-

203; churn, 197; feature films on, 

281 (diag.), 301; origin of, 84-85; 

scheduling of, 290-291; signal pi-
racy of, 431-432; subscriber losses 
by, 246; subscription fees for, 242, 

450; technology of, 179; VCR copy-
ing from, 382 (graph) 

Pay-per-view ( PPV) cable TV: facili-

ties costs of, 205; feature films on, 
281 ( diag.); origin of, 87; profit-
ability of, 246; sports on, 313; sub-

scriber fees for, 242-243; statistics 
on, 185 (table), 201 ( table); tech-
nology of, 179 

Pay-Per-View Network, 242-243 
Payola, 241 

PEG channels, cable TV, 24, 450, 
451 

Penetration: definition of, 377; sta-
tistics on 185 ( U.S.), 502, 515-516, 

518 ( world) 
People meters, 364-365, 366, 367 
(exhib.), 381 

People's Court, scheduling of, 335 
Perfect Strangers, syndication price 
of, 291 (table) 

Performing rights, 26, 55-56, 58 

Perigee (satellite path), 172 
(diag.) 

Per-inquiry ( PI) advertising, 233, 

309 
Peripheral broadcasting, 510-512 

Permissiveness (as regulatory 
orientation ), 489 

Perry Mason (crime drama), 300 

Persistence of vision: motion pic-
ture role of, 138; TV role of, 140; 
in color TV, 149 

Personal attack rule ( FCC), 481 (ex-
hib.), 482 

Personnel, 209-219 

Peru, satellite service to, 516 
(exhib.) 

Peter Pan, 71 (photo) 

Petition: in FCC rule-making, 424 
(chart); renewal, 448, 449 ( chart) 

Petrillo, James Caesar (AFM 

leader), 56, 58 

Petry Television (sales rep), 234 

Phase of waves, 112, 113 ( diag) 
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Philip Morris. ad strategy of, 235 

(table) 
Phonograph: as broadcast prece-
dent. 32; as source of radio pro-

gramming, 38, 39 

Phosphor, role of in TV reception, 

149 
Photomatic (commercial mockup), 

382-383 
Photo opportunities (presidential 
TV), 402 

Pl. See Per-inquiry advertising 
Pickup tube, TV: basics, 139, 140 

(photos) 
Picture elements, 138, 149 
PIP ( picture in picture), TV receiver 

amenity, 152 
Piracy: of cable TV, 431; of relay sig-
nals, 162; by TVRO, 432, 460; of 

VCR tapes, 94 

Pirate stations, 24, 501, 512 
Pitch ( of sound) as frequency, 112 

Pixel. See Picture elements 
Placement (on foreign stations by 

VOA), 508-509 
Placement companies (goods for 

plugs), 232 
Playboy Channel, The (pay cable), 

203 

Play theory of media role, 408 
Plugola, 241 

Plugs, game show, 232, 307 
Plumbicon (TV pickup tube), 140 

(photo) 
Pluralism in broadcasting, 14, 493 

PM Magazine, scheduling of, 336 

Pod (grouped commercials), 224 

Point-to-point & point-to-multipoint 

transmission DBS as, 6; definition 
of, 4, 7; as goal of patent pool, 44; 

as prebroadcast mode, 36; & 
Radio Act of 1912, 47; relays as, 
162; telephone as, 102 

Polarization: defined, 135 n.; of TV 
signal, 148; of satellite signals, 166 n. 

Pole (cable TV support). See Utility 

pole 
Political candidates, access for: to 
cable TV, 348; basics, 475; in 

Europe, 500-501; key concept, 22; 

& news coverage of, 475-477; & 

public file, 445 

Politics: ban on political ownership 
(UK), 497 (exhib.); & CPB, 255 

(exhib.); effects of media on, 398-
406, 512; & FCC appointments, 

425; media access for, 475-477. 
See aLso Political candidates, ac-

cess for 
Pools, news, 285, 405 

Pornography. See Obscenity 

Portable receivers, 92, 93 (photo), 

102, 142 
Postal service, vs. telegraphy, 33. 

See also PTT 
Postcard renewal form, 446 ( photo) 
Power, transmission: AM radio, 

133-134; FM radio, 135; Ku- vs. 
C-band, 167, 173; LPTV, 175; of 

satellites, 167 (diag.), 170; of trans-

lators, 177; of TV stations. 147 
Prairie Home Companion, A 

(APR), 259 

Praise the Lord (PBS), 344 ( exhib.) 
Predisposition, personal, & media 

effects, 388, 392 (table) 
Preemption: of ads, 229-230; of 
network programs, 195-196 

Preferences, minority ( in license 
grants), 443 

Pre-freeze TV stations, 65, 66-68 

Pre-log. See Log, program 
Premium fees, cable TV, 202 
President (executive branch): in 

chain of legal authority, 41' 
(chart); influence on FCC, 435-

436. See also names of individual 

presidents 
Presidential radio: FDR, 52; Reagan, 
401 

Presidential TV: 399, 400 (photo), 

401-402 
Press: criticism by, 439; law of the, 

433; as radio precedent, 31-32; 

trade, 57 439 (photo) 
Press association. See News agency 
Press-Radio Bureau ( 1933-1935), 

58 
Press-Radio War, 58 

Prestige conferral (as media effect), 

396 
Preview: audience ( research tool), 

383; of network programs (by 
affiliates), 194 

Price(s): of advertising, 224, 225, 

227, 228; of cable TV systems, 
208-209; for off-network pro-

grams, 291 (table); for original 
programs, 274-275; for sports 

rights, 310, 311, 312 (graph); for 

stations & facilities, 204-209; for 
syndicated shows abroad, 520 

(table) 
Price is Right, The (game show), 306 

Primary colors as used in TV, 150 
(diag.) 

Prime Cable (MSO), statistics on, 

199 (table) 

Prime News (CNN), 324 
Prime time: basics, 297-298; as 

daypan, 278 (chart), 279 (chart); 
entertainment, 297-304; schedul-
ing in, 290; sports in, 310-314 

Prime-time access rule ( PIAR): ba-

sics, 333-334; & independent sta-
tions, 191; industry lobby for, 458 

Prime Time Tonight (promotional 

spot scheduler). 292 
Privacy, right to, 468-469 

Privacy of nonbroadcast signals, 

431-432 
Private Ticket ( Playboy PPV), 243 
Privatization: in France, 501, 520; in 

Italy, 497; in UK, 496-497 ( exhib.) 
Probability, role of in sampling, 

368-371, 382 
Processing rules, FCC, 423 
Procter & Gamble (top advertiser), 

235 (table), 436 
Producers, program: as cable TV 
owners, 198; & copyright, 430 
(chart); independent firms, 268, 

283; major movie studios as, 278-

283; in public broadcasting, 266-

268 
Product tie-ins (children's pro-

grams), 240 
Production: by cable TV systems, 

197; of cable-only shows, 283-285; 
of commercials, ; centralization of, 

7; in HDTV, 154; in Hollywood, 
70-72, 279-283; by independent 

producers, 268, 283; jobs in, 215 
(chart), 217, 218-219; local, 186 

(diag.), 279; by networks, 203-

204; by public broadcasting sta-
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Lions, 257 (chart), 266, 267-268; as 
revenue source, 244; sameness of, 

304; of sports programs, 286; as 
station function, 186 ( diag.); on 

tape vs. film, 275: in Third World, 

522, 524; in USSR, 491 

Profanity: citizen attack on, 436; law 
against, 469 

Professional associations, 185. 438 

Profit margin, definition of, 246-
247 n. 

Profitability: of broadcasting, 244-

245, 246-247; of cable TV, 245-
246; of children's shows, 316; of 

daytime programs, 304, 306; of 
distribution services, 281; of elec-

tronic media, generally, 220; of 
game shows, 307; of 11B0, 85; of 
news. 20, 323 ( exhib.); of To-

night, 308; of TV by market rank, 
248 ( graph) 

Program( s ): advertiser influence 

on, 76; affiliate influence on, 195; 
balance, 15-16, 490, 506, 521, 522; 

cable TV, 81-82, 86-87, 198-203; 
children's, 315-320; cost of, 192, 

274-276; critique of, 352-358; cul-
tural, 302-303; decline in quality 

of, 2.47-250; diversity of, 104, 304; 
early radio, 53, 55-56; early 'IV, 

70-72; FCC appraisal of, 449-450; 
in foreign countries, 505-506, 519 

(table); imported, 25 ( exhib.), 26, 
504, 506, 521, 522; key concepts. 

15-17; licensee responsibility for, 

444; local TV, 331 ( chart), 343-
348; as motivation, 15, 352; na-

tional self-sufficiency in, 24, 522; 

network 297-328; news & public 
affairs, 285-286, 320-327; non-

prime-time, 305-308; origination 

by cable TV, 347-348; prime-time, 
297-304; promise vs. performance 

(cable TV), 209; promotion of, 

293-295, 302-303; quiz scandals, 
75-76; radio, 327-328, 348-352; 

regulation of, 21-22, 474; schedul-
ing of, 277-278, 287-292; short-
age of, 504; storage of, 156; 

sources of, 203. 257 (chart), 266-

268, 279-287, 321 (chart); sports, 
286-287, 310-315; sustaining, 45-

46; typology of, 276-278; TV live 

decade, 69-70; underwriting of, 
264, 267 (chart), 503 n.; vaudeville 

as precedent for, 32; World War II 
radio, 63-64. See also FCC, For-

mats, Genre, Music, Network, 
News, Sports, Production, Sched-

ule, Syndication 
Program analyzer ( research tool), 

383 
Program balance as public-service 
ideal, 490, 506 

Program-concept research, 382 
Program department: basics, 184, 
186-187, 188 ( diag.); cable TV sys-

tem, 197; computer use by, 106 

(exhib.); jobs in, 215 ( chart) 

Program guides, 292-295 

Program-length commercials: chil-

dren's shows as, 316; critique of, 

247-248; FCC rules 00, 238, 463; 
home-shopping services as, 243, 

309-310; 8c religion, 3.42 
Programming, definition of, 274 

Progressive ( radio format), 349 
(table), 350 

Projection ( of ratings), 374, 375 ( ex-
bib.), 382 

Projector, film: projection rates of, 
138; for TV pickup, 143 n. 

Promotion: by HBO, 85; jobs in, 

212, 217; by PBS, 256; by radio sta-
tions, 74; of programs, 292-295; 

sports mega-events as, 310; in sta-
tion operations, 186 (diag.) 

Promotional announcements (pro-
mos), 226-227, 290, 292 

Proof of performance ( advertising), 
23' 

Propaganda: domestic, 491, 508; re-

search on, 387-388; success of, 
392 ( table) 

Propagation, wave: basics, 121, 124-
127; prediction of, 137; & soil con-

ductivity, 134 (exhib.); TV, 148 

(diag.). See also Direct waves, 
Ground waves, Short waves, Sky 
waves 

Propellant (on satellites), 171-172 
(exhib.), 174 (exhib.) 

Proportz (W. German political 

balancing), 501 

Pseudoevents (as news), 397 

PTAR. See Prime-time access rule 

PTL Network (cable TV), 343, 344-
345 (exhib.) 

PT!' (post office, telephone, & tele-

graph) monopolies: deregulation 

of, 518; in France, 518; & INTEL-
SAT, 515 (exhib.) 

Public-access channels, cable TV, 
347-348 

Public affairs programs: basics, 325-
327; on cable-TV access channels, 

348; on foreign systems, 505-506; 
as information genre, 277; low rat-
ing of, 195; on networks, 325-327; 
& PTAR, 334 ( exhib.); underwrit-

ing of, 264. See also C-SPAN 
Public broadcasting: advertising on, 

261, 265-266; vs. cable TV, 81, 302; 

children's shows on, 316-318; 

copied on VCR, 382 (graph); cri-
tique of, 269-270; & deregulation, 
456; economics of, 260-266; fund-
ing of, 255, 260-268; jobs in, 212 

(chart); national organizations of, 
254-259; networks, 254-259; news 
programs on, 321; origins of, 6, 9, 
251-254; & ownership rules, 453 
n.; philosophy of, 252-253; & 

pluralism, 14; & politics, 254, 255 
(exhib.); program sources of, 266-
268; programs of, 302-303; & rat-

ings, 380; reserved channels for, 

66-68, 252; satellite relay of, 169 

(exhib.); TV stations, 67 ( chart), 
253 (graph), 259-260; See also 

Corporation for Public Broadcast-

ing, National Public Radio, Public 

Broadcasting Service, Public radio 

Public Broadcasting Act of 1967, 
251, 254 

Public Broadcasting Service ( PBS): 
attack on, 436; audience ratings of, 
362 (exhib.); basics, 254-258, 257 
(diag.), 267 (diag.); co-production 
by, 285; & copyright, 430 ( chart); 

news on, 321, 323 (photo); public 
affairs on, 326-327; reorientation 
of, 270 

Public domain (copyright concept), 429 
Public figure (under libel law), 466, 
477 
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Public file, station & cable system, 

437, 444-445 

Public interest: and bottom-line 
thinking, 247-250; in Cable TV 
Act, 452; & children's programs, 

319-320; in Communications Act, 

372, 475; & fairness doctrine, 21; 
definition of, 420; in license deci-

sions, 448; vs. licensee rights, 479; 

in maritime emergencies, 37 (ex-
hib.), 46; & network takeovers, 99: 
vs. profit motive, 220, 247-250; 

profitability &, 244: in Communi-
cations Act, 420-, Supreme Court 

view of, 479; "Public interest, con-
venience, and [or] necessity". 
phrase (PICON), 14, 419-420. See 
also Public interest 

Public investment in electronic 

media, 13, 204, 394 
Publicity crimes, news coverage of, 

397-398 
Public radio stations: CPB qualified, 

260; growth of, 52 (graph), 253 
(graph); low power, 135 n., 260; 

rise of, 251-252. See also Ameri-

can Public Radio, National Public 
Radio, Public broadcasting 

Public relations: jobs in, 213 (chart); 
as station function, 186 (diag.); vs. 
news, 397 

Public-service announcements 
(PSAs), 226-227 

Public-service broadcasting: basics. 

490, 492 (graph); & deregulation, 
26, 463, 520; key concept, 25-26 

"Publishing, electronic": as cable TV 
function, 21; as UK Channel 4 

function, 495 
PUP ( portable uplink), 205 
PUR (persons using radio) rating, 

374 

Quadraplex VTR, 160 
Qualitative vs. quantitative ratings, 

20 
Quantizing (of digital signal), 121, 

122 (exhib.) 
Quayle, Vice Pres. Dan (campaign 

debate), 399 
Qube ( interactive cable TV firm), 95 

Quiz scandals, 75-76 

Quotas: on independent produc-
tions, 497 (exhib.); on program 
imports, 24, 520 

Rabbit ears (TV antenna), 127 
Race and Reason (cable TV access), 

23 (exhib.) 
Race (black) music, 56 
Race to Space, The (cable TV), 317 
Racism in media: failure to serve 

black audience, 438 (exhib.); Ku 
Klux Klan program, 23 (exhib.); by 
radio preacher, 465; stereotypes, 

436 
RADAR (Radio's All-Dimension 
Audience Research), 361, 366, 368 

Radiant energy, 109. See also 

Electromagnetism 

Radio (generic sense), 109 

Radio, technology of: AM broadcast-
ing, 131-134; FM broadcasting, 

134-136; short-wave broadcasting, 

136-138; as transmission mode, 7 
n.; precedent technologies, 31-34 

Radio Act of 1912, 47 
Radio Act of 1927: origins, 49; vs. 

Broadcasting Act, 53, 418 
Radio Advertising Bureau (RAB), 

234 
Radio broadcasting: advertising on, 
221 (graph); on cable TV, 179; in 

Depression years, 51-52; deregu-
lation of, 102, 456-457; employ-
ment in, 212 (graph); evolution of, 

51-59, 62; first station, 40-42; for-

mats, 378-379; growth of, 52 
(graph), 62, 63; local programs on, 

331 (chart), 348-352; network de-

velopment, 54-55; networks adjust 

to TV, 73; profitability of, 245; pro-
grams, 327-328, 348-352; public, 
251-252, 260. 267-268; rating re-

Ports, 359-360, 361, 363 ( exhib.), 
368; Reagan's use of, 401; & reli-

gion, 351; schedules, 292-293; 
superstations (radio), 202; syndica-
tion in, 292, 308; vs. TV, 73-74; in 

UK, 494, 496-497 (exhib); in 

World War II, 63-64. See also AM 
radio; APR; FM radio; Networks, 

radio; NPR; Programs, radio; Public 

broadcasting; Radio technology 

Radio Capodistria (Yugoslavia), 

510-511 
Radio communication, legal 

definition of, 419 
Radio Corporation of America. See 
RCA 

Radiofication ( USSR), 491 
Radio Free Afghanistan (VOA), 507 

(table) 
Radio Free Europe ( RFE), 507 

(table), 510 
Radio Group ( 1920s), 43,44 

Radio Liberty ( RL), 507 (table), 510 
Radio Luxembourg, 510, 511 ( ex-
hib.) 

Radio Marti: 165 n., 508 (table), 510 
Radio Mediterranean International, 

510 

Radio Monte Carlo. 510 

Radio Moscow, 507-508 
Radio networks. See Networks, 

radio 

Radio 1, 2, 3, & 4 (UK networks), 

494, 512 
Radio stations. See AM radio, FM 

radio, Radio broadcasting 

Radiotelegraphy, 35-37 

Radiotelephony, 38-39 
Radio-Television News Directors 

Association ( RINDA): job survey 
by, 213, 218 (exhib.); self-regula-

tion by, 438 
RAI ( Italy), 496-497, 501, 519 

(table) 

Raiders of the Lost Ark (as 
Paramount product), 282 (exhib.) 

Raised eyebrow regulation ( FCC), 

425 
Random digit dialing ( in research), 

366, 369 

Randomness in sampling, 368-371 

Rate grid (sales tool), 230 

Rates, advertising: basics, 228-233; 
network control of, 193; for polit-
ical candidates. 477 

Rates, time ( in affiliation contracts), 
192 

Rather, Dan: as CBS anchor, 322 
(photo); on news policy, 249; sal-

ary of, 212 n.; on 60 Minutes, 325 
Ratings: averages, 373; business of, 

358-359; cable TV, 381; calculation 
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of, 371-375; of children's pro-
grams, 320; data collection for, 
361-367; & demographic data, 
363-376; local, 359-360, 363 (ex-
hib.), 368; national, 360-362, 364-

365, 367 (exhib.), 368; qualitative, 

380; reliability of, 379-380; & sam-

pling, 368-371; of syndicated pro-
grams, 361; tampering with, 388; 
validity of, 380 

Rayburn, Cong. Sam (congressional 
TV), 402 

RCA, Inc.: and broadcasting, 44-45, 
54, 60-61; color system adopted, 
68-69; and cross-licensing, 40, 44; 
growth of, 54; movie sound sys-

tem, 32; origins of, 40; as Radio 
Group member, 43; sale of to GE, 

99; World's Fair TV demonstration 
by, 61 

RCA Laboratories, 60 (exhib.), 61-
62 

Reach (audience measurement): ba-

sic concept, 18-19; cable TV net-

work vs. stations, 283; of group-
owned stations, 188, 189 (graph); 

& must-carry rule, 458 

Reagan, Pres. Ronald: campaign of, 

399, 400 ( photo); & CPB funding, 
254 ( exhib.), 255 (exhib.), 263, 

264; & deregulation, 455; fairness 
law veto by, 482; FCC, 435-436, 

458; & FTC, 240; & presidential TV, 
401, 402 (graph); radio use by, 
401; veto of kidvid- bill, 241, 320, 

395 
Reality programs, 336 

Real-time attribute of broadcasting, 
16-17, 488 

Reasoner, Harry (CBS News), 325 
Rebroadcasting, 173 

Recall, telephone (research tool), 

361, 366 

Receiver(s): color vs. monochrome 
TV, 69; in DBS system, 176 (diag.); 

dial calibration of, 115; early radio, 
41-42, 44; FM, 62, 75; HDTV, 13; & 

home video center, 96 (diag.); im-
pact of convergence on, 157-158; 

improved TV, 102-104, 152-153; 

penetration of, U.S., 377; penetra-
tion of, world, 502; portable, 92, 
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93 (photo), 102, 142; transistor, 75; 
tuning of, 36; TV, 65, 143, 149-150, 
154 (diag.); & VCR, 160. See also 

License fees, receiver; 1VRO 
Recording(s): advantages of, 70; 

kinescope, 69, 160-162; radio net-
work ban on, 56, 63; & syndica-
tion, 338; as storage, 156; tech-
nologies of, 121, 158-160, 161 

(exhib.); union opposition to, 56. 
See also Videocassette, Videotape 

Red Channels (blacklist), 77 

Red Lion case (fairness), 479-481 
Red Network (NBC), 44 
Reflection, wave: as common to 

sound and radio, 109; as propaga-
tion phenomenon, 124, 148 

(diag.); sound, 114 

Refraction, wave: ( propagation phe-
nomenon), 124, 125, 126 ( diag.) 

Regional: channels, AM, 132, 133 

(table); sales reps, 324; sports 

radio networks, 328 
Regionalism: in China, 501; of ITU, 
499 (exhib.); in UK, 494 

Registration ( film synchronization), 
144 

Regulation: agencies of, 421-425, 

429-431, 433-436; behavioral vs. 
structural, 452, 456; of cable TV 

subscription fees, 242; of early 
wireless, 46-47; federal jurisdic-

tion over, 416-418; informal, 425; 
& political philosophy, 472, 474-

475, 489-495; process of, 423-

424; of programs, 474; protection-
ist, 81-82, 458. See also Cable TV 

Act; Communications Act; Dereg-

ulation; Federal Communications 

Commission; Federal Radio Com-
mission; Radio Act of 1912; Radio 

Act of 1927; Self regulation 

Reiss Media Enterprises ( PPV), 242-
243 

Relay(s): coaxial, 162-163; 
definition of, 4; demands on spec-

trum by, 128; by external services, 

508, 510; fiber-optic, 163-164; in-
ternational, 168 (diag.); micro-
wave, 163, 164 (diag.); network 

role of, 5, 7, 147; rebroadcast as, 

173; satellite, 153 (diag.), 164-167. 

See also Coaxial cable, Micro-

waves, Fiber optics, Satellites 

Religion in broadcasting: & boy-
cotts, 436; & complaints to FCC, 

447; & fairness, 479-481; & First 
Amendment, 466; on radio, 54-

55, 349 (table), 465, 351; Red Lion 
case, 479-481; on short-wave sta-
tions, 137; syndicated TV pro-

grams, 340-343; UK ownership 
ban on, 497 (exhib.); vexuR case, 
480-481 

Remand ( legal action), 426 

Remington Steele (on cable TV), 335 
Remote Control (game show), 306 
Remote pickups, 151-153, 162, 169 
(chart) 

Renewal, license: basics, 447-450; 
failure of, 427-428; conditional, 

428; consumer opposition to, 437, 
438 (exhib.), 465, 480-481; Geller 

case, 451 (exhib.); postcard form 

for, 446 (photo); short term, 428 
Repeater amplifiers. See Amplifiers 
Repetition (schedule strategy), 289 

Reply, right of ( fairness concept), 482 

Report and Order (FCC document), 
65 n., 424 

Reporter's privilege. See Journalist's 
privilege 

Repositioning (of TV channels on 
cable TV), 177 n. 

Representative, national sales, 234 

Request for proposals ( RFP), cable 
TV, 451 

Request Television (PPV), 201 

(table), 242-243 

Reregulation (as reaction to deregu-

lation), 484 

Reruns. See Off-network programs 
Research, audience: cable TV as 

tool, 383; fraudulent use of, 388; 
key concepts, 18-20; need for, 

358; non-rating, 381-384; program 

ratings, 358-381; & sales, 233-234. 
See also Effects, Ratings 

Research on media effects: evolu-
tion of, 387-391; methods of, 392-

394; need for, 386-387; policy 
role of, 396-397; topics of, 389-

392. See also Effects, media; Ad-
vertising, effects of 



Reserved channels for public broad-

casting: key concept, 9; radio, 251; 

TV, 66-68, 251 
Residuals (salary payments for 

reuse), 215, 217 
Resolution (definition): of film, 138; 

of TV, 60-62, 138, 113, 145. See 
also High-definition TV 

Response rate, sampling, 370-3-7 1 
Retrace (in TV picture scanning), 
61, 141 (diag.), 144. See also Verti-
cal blanking interval 

Retransmission rights (copyright 

law), 429, 431 

Reuters (news agency), 33, 285 

Revenue: from advertising, by me-

dium & type, 222 (graph); al:erna-

five sources of (commercial), 242-
241; of foreign systems, 503-501; 
influences on, 246-247; of public 

broadcasting, 260-266 

Reverse modulation (of TV picture 
signal), 113 (exhib. 

Revocation, license, 427 

Rewrites, Communications Act, 121 
Rigging: of news events, 427; of 

quizzes, 75-76 
Rivera, Gerald() (program host), 226 

Rivers, Joan (comedienne), 100 

(exhib.) 
RJR Nabisco, ad strategy of, 235 

(table) 
RKO General, qualification of as 

licensee, 442 (exhib.) 
Road Back, The (blacklisting pam-

phlet), 77 

Roberts, Oral ( televangelist), 341 
(table), 342 

Robertson, Pat (televangelist). 341-

342, 466 
Rockefeller Center (NBC hq.), 54 

Rocket(s), satellite launch, 170, 

174-175 (exhib.), 513 
Rock music: as dominant radio for-

mat, 340; & radio revival, 77; & 

videos, 309 

Rogers, Fred (PBS), 319 
Roosevelt, Pres. Franklin D.: as 

broadcaster, 52, 399; & FCC, 435 

Roots (miniseries), 301-302, 303 
(graph), 372 

Roseanne ( as sitcom), 298 

Roper Organization job survey, 218 

Rotation (of radio music), 292, 293 
(graph) 

Royalties, copyright, 329 
RTL (Radio-Télé Luxembourg), 511 
(exhib.) 

xn. Plus (W. German network), 519 
(table) 

RTNDA. See Radio-Television News 
Directors Association 

"Rules & Regulations" (term), 243-

244 
Run-of-schedule (ROS) spots, 229 
Russell, Lynne (CNN), 322 (photo) 

Saachi & Saatchi DFS (ad agency), 
236 (table) 

Safer, Morley (CBS News), 325, 405 

Sajak, Pat (MC), 307 (photo) 

Salaries in electronic media, 212-
214 

Sales: of broadcast & cable IV ads, 

205-209, 233-234; computer use 

in. 206 (exhib.); department, 184, 
186 (exhib.), 187 (table); jobs in, 

212, 214 (chart), 217, 218 (exhib.); 
as network function, 191 

Sales representative. See National 
Sales Representatives 

Sampling: in audience research, 
366, 368-371; in digital signal pro-

cessir.g, 121, 122 (diag.) 
Sandwich (scheduling strategy), 

343-344 
Sanitized depiction: of violence, 

411; of war, 403 
Santa Barbara (soap), 305 
Sarnoff, David (RCA), 40, 44, 45 

(photo) 

Satcom (satellite series): as cable TV 
relayer, 83, 84; as NBC network re-

layer, 168 (diag.); orbital positions 
of, 166 (diag.) 

Satellite(s), space communication: 
advantages of, 165; as broadcast-

ing, relays, 152-153 (diag.), 168 

(diag.), 256-258, 288 (diag.); as 
cable TV relays, 84-84, 86 ( diag.), 

156 n., 178 (diag.); & DBS, 173, 
176 (diag.); cost of services, 205; 

footprints of, 169 (map), 511 
(map), 515 (map), 516 (map); for-

eign, 505, 512-517; frequi 

employed by, 110, 111, ( 
open-skies policy on, 8' 

racy of signals, 162, 1? 
& real-time broadcasting 

16-17; technology of, 167, 169-

172, 174-175 (exhib.), 514-515 
(exhib.); VOA use of, 138. See also 

individual satellites by name; 
INTELSAT; SMATV; Satellite-to-
cable-networks;WRO 

Satellite Broadcasting Business Sys-
tems (reseller of capacity), 83 

Satellite Music Network (radio), 328 

Satellite news gathering. See SNG 
Satellite Orbit (program guide). 293 

Satellite station (terrestrial), 80 
Satisfaction (as a measurable media 

effect), 20 
Satl (W. German satellite network), 

519 (table) 
Saturation. See Penetration 
Saturday Night Live, 304 

Saudi Arabia, VCRs in, 518 
Sawyer, Diane (CBS News), 325 
SBS (Satellite Business Systems) 

satellite series, 166 (diag.) 
ScanAmerica (research service), 

237, 364, 367 (exhib.) 

Scandinavia: opposition to ads in, 
504; program imports by, 25 

Scanning, TV: evolution of, 59-61; 
noninterlace, 153; in pickup tube, 

139; in receiver tube, 149; 

standards for, 140-142 
Scanning disk (mechanical TV sys-

tem), 60-61 
Scarcity, channel, as factor in regu-
lation: & allocation, 130; basics, 

474; & fairness doctrine, 479-480; 

& First Amendment, 21-22 

Scatter buying (of ads), 226 
Scatter propagation (over-the-hori-

zon), 124 n. 

Schedule(s): of advertising, 223, 

225; & audience flow, 287; of inde-
pendent vs. affiliated stations. 286-
287; length of, 506; of local TV, 

343-315; & network clearance, 
194; of radio stations, 292; of spe-
cials, 72; of sports programs, 314; 
strategies of, 287, 289-292, 293 
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(chart); typology of, 277-278. See 

also Stripping 
Schiller, Herbert J. (scholar), 521, 

522 
Schlockmeister (game-show prize 

broker), 307 
Scholastic Sports America (ESPN), 

306 
Schuler, Robert (televangelist), 341 

(table), 342 
Scopes trial (evolution), 373 
(exhib.) 

SCORE (sports news), 324 
Scrabble (game show), 16 (photo) 
Scrambling, signal: & addressability, 

179; basics, 87; of DBS services, 6, 
89 (diag.), 243; of cable TV signals, 

179 
Screen Actors Guild (SAG), 215 

Screensport (UK satellite network), 
519 (table) 

SCS. See Subsidiary Communication 

Service 
Sears, Roebuck, ad strategy of, 235 
(table) 
SECAM ( French color system), 
144 n. 

Secondary status on AM clear chan-
nels, 132 

Secretary of Commerce (as radio 

regulator), 47-49 
See It Now (Murrow series): origin 

of, 64 ( exhib.); McCarthy program 
on, 78 

Segmentation, audience, 276 
Selectavision (videodisc), 95 
Selective exposure to media, 388 

Selective perception of media con-
tent, 388, 392 (table) 

Self-regulation: basics, 436-437: by 
networks, 239-240; by ratings in-

dustry, 379. See also Code, NAB 
Self-righting process ( 1st Amend-
ment), 484 

Self-sufficiency, national program, 
24, 522 

Selling of the Pentagon (documen-

tary), 484 

Semaphore (as signal), 110 n. 

Senate, U.S., TV coverage of, 402-
403, 404 (photo). See also Hear-

ings, congressional 

Separation standards: in satellite 

slot allotments, 165; in TV channel 
allotments, 147 

Series, program: definition of, 277; 
as prime-time fare, 298 

SESAC, 429, 430 (chart) 
Sesame Street: basics, 317-318, 319 
(photo); funding of, 266, 268; as 
ideal public TV program, 269; pro-

duction of, 275-276; prosocial ef-
fects of, 407-408 
700 Club, The (religious series), 

341 (table), 341-342 

Sex Tapes, The special (taste issue), 
248 

Shadow area (TV signal coverage), 
148 (diag.) 

Shales, Tom (critic), 439 
Share, audience, 374, 375 (graph) 

Shaw, Bernard (CNN), 322 (photo), 
324 

She-Ra, Princess of Power (cartoon), 

316 
Sherman Act ( antitrust), 434 
SHF (super high frequency) band, 

111 (table) 
Ship-to-shore radio, 36, 37 (exhib.), 

40 
Shirer, William (World War Il news-

man), 63 

Shockley, William ( inventor), 92 
Shock radio, 350-351, 471 

Shogun (miniseries), 282 (exhib.), 
303 (graph) 

Shop-at-home services, 246 
Short wave(s): antennas, 137 

(photo); bands, 136 (table); basics, 

136-138; (table); demand for 
channels, 117 n.; in external 

broadcasting, 136 (table); receiv-
ers, 508 n. 

Showtime (pay cable): merger of, 

209; origin of, 203; statistics on, 

201 (table) 
Shuler, Rev. Dr. ( radio preacher), 54 

Shuttle. See Space shuttle 
Sideband(s): basics, 117; in AM 

radio, 118 (diag.), 132; in TV 

Silent Channel, The (cable TV, for 

hearing impaired), 324 
Silent nights (for DX radio listen-
ing), 42 

Silicon chip. See Chip 

Silverman, Fred (as NBC pres.), 98 
Silver Spoons, statistics on, 291 

(table) 
Simulcast: AM-FM radio, 62; radio-

cable TV, 202; TV sound, 244 
Simultaneity, as network attribute, 
157, 194 

Sinatra, Frank, signs with CBS, 73 
Singapore, program imports by, 25 
(fig.) 

Single-camera production (vs. TV 

multicamera), 70 

Single sideband (SSB) modulation 
mode, 117 

Siphoning: broadcasters' fear of, 82, 
88; of sports programs, 314 

Situation comedy: basics, 298-300; 
as genre, 278, 279 (table) 

Sixth Report and Order (ending 

FCC TV freeze): & CATV, 80; is-
suance of, 65-67; & network com-
petition, 98 n., 458 n.; & noncom-
mercial channel reservations, 252 

$64,000 Question, The, 75 
60 Hz (house current frequency): as 
source of hum, 115-116; & TV 

field frequency, 142 
60 Minutes: basics, 325; libel cases 
against, 467-468; & parsimony 

principle, 275; & PTAR, 334 

(exhib.) 

Sky Channel (UK): ownership of 

101 (exhib.); satellite relay of, 511 

(exhib.); as satellite-to-cable net-
work, 516, 518, 519 (table) 

Sky wave(s): AM coverage by, 132, 
133; basics, 124, 126 (diag.) 

Slander (vs. libel), 466 n. 

Slant track (VTR configuration), 161 
(diag.) 

Slobcom (raunchy sitcom), 354 

Slot(s), orbital, 165-166 
Slow-scan video (SCA service), 244 

SMART (Stop Marketing Alcohol on 

Radio and Television), 239 
SMATV/MAW (satellite/master an-

tenna TV): basics, 90-91; & Cable 

TV Act, 450; capital cost of, 205; & 
home video center, 96 (diag.); 
subscription fees for, 243; technol-

ogy of, 180-181 
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Smith, Howard K. (CBS News), 400 
(exhib.) 

SNG (satellite news gathering): 
basics, 152, 153 (photo); by Conus, 
288 (exhib.) 

Soap operas (soaps): basics, 304-
306; as a genre, 278, 279 (table) 

Socialization, media role in, 407-
408 

Soil conductivity, as propagation 
factor, 124, 125 (exhib.) 

Solar collectors, satellite, 167. 171-
172 (exhib.) 

Solid Gold (as movie studio prod-
uct), 282 ( exhib.) 

Solid-state devices: CCD imagers as, 
139 n.; development of, 150; & 
miniaturization. 92 

Sonic Cable (MSO), revenue of, 199 
(table) 

Sony: Columbia Records buy. 98; 
copyright suit against, 432; & VCR, 
92, 94 

Sophie's Choice (as co-financed 
product), 284 
SOS message for maritime 
emergencies, 46 

Sound: recording technology, 160, 
161 (diag.); in TV, 142 (diag.), 144, 
147; waves 110, 112-115. See also 
Stereophony 

"Sound" (as station trademark), 74 
Sound film vs. silent film frame 
rates, 138 

Source, The (data base), 97 
South America, broadcasting 
policies in, 489 

Southern Satellite Systems, 86 
(diag.) 

Spacenet (satelite series), 166 
(diag.) 

Space relays. See Satellites 
Space shuttle. concept of, 170, 171-
172 (exhib.); Challenger disaster, 
174-175 (exhib.); launch charges 
by, 205 

Spacing of satellites in orbital arc, 
165, 166 n. 

Spark transmitter ( radio), 35-36, 37 
Specials, TV: definition of, 277; as 

prime-time fare, 298 
Spectrum, electromagnetic: basics, 

110, 111 (table); conservation of, 
127-128; ¡TU regulation of, 130; 
leasing of, 261; proposal to auction 
parts of, 266; as public resource, 
21-22, 488. See also Channels 

Spectrum, sound, 110 
Speech, human, frequency charac-
teristics of, 112-114 

Spelling, Aaron (independent pro-
ducer), 283 

Spenser for Hire: on cable TV, 282, 
304, 335; as clone, 300 

Spillover signals, 25, 304, 505 
Spin-offs, 304 
Sponsor identification: & contest 
prizes, 232; & plugola, 241: rule§ 
for, 237'-238 

Sponsorship: basics, 225-226; in 
foreign systems, 503; origins of, 
46-47; in radio heyday, 73: of 
sports events, 286; of TV, '2, 76 

Sport(s): anthology format, 310; 
blackouts of, 315; on cable TV net-
works, 200 (table); ethical issues, 
314-315; as genre, 279 (table); on 
networks, 278, 286, 310-313; as 
news, vs. entertainment, 277, 315; 
on pay cable, 313-314; on PPV, 
243; production of, 286; on radio, 
328; rights to, 275, 430 (chart), 
431; scheduling of, 314; on super-
stations, 202; & TV timeouts, 226. 
See also Olympic Games 

Sports Channel America (cable TV), 
310 

SportsPhone (information service), 

5 
Spot advertising, national, 222-223 
Spot announcement: definition of, 
226; scheduling of, 228, 230; posi-
tioning of, 229 

Spot beam, satellite, 166 (diag.), 167 
Spotlight (pay cable network), sale 
of, 209 

Sprocket holes (function of in film), 
138 

Square One 7V (CIW), 318 
Squarial (DBS receiving antenna), 
167 

Stabilizer (for satellite orientation), 
169, 171-172 ( exhib.) 

Staging of news events, 396-397 

Standalone: AM station, 2r 
program, 242 

Standard broadcasting 
131, 134. See also Alt 

Standard Rate and Data su. 
(SRDS), 229 

Standards: ethical, 249 (exhib.), 
314-315; taste, 353-355 

Standards, technical: AM stereo, 
102; color TV, 68-69, 495; deregu-
lation of, 22, 457 (table), 460; evo-
lution of IV, 59-62; FCC role in 
setting, 26, 495; of HDTV, 460, 495; 
motion-picture frame frequency, 
138; tape velocity, 158, 160; tele-
text, 150; TV channel allotments, 
147; TV scanning, 140-142; VTR 
tape sizes, 160, 161 (diag.) 

Standing to intervene ( legal status), 
426, 438 (exhib.) 

Starcom (NBC news coitep), 196 

Star Trek, & parsimony principle, 
15 

Star Trek: The New Generation, 337, 

195 
Star Wars on TV, 300 
State action (censorship), 466 
State Department, U.S., & ITU, 432-
433 

State law: & cable TV, 450; vs. fed-
eral, 434; & press, 433; wireless vs. 
wire, 416 

States rights, & local licensing, 23 
Static: filtered out by IDTV, 153; FM 
freedom from, 135; as noise, 120 

Station(s), broadcast: cost of, 204; 
definition of, 184, 220; clearance 
by (for network programs), 194-
195; delivery function of, 184; FCC 
oversight of, 443-446; licensing of, 
440-443; independent TV, 191-
192; news sources used by, 286-
287, 288 (diag.); noncommercial, 
253 (graph), 259-260, 267-268; 
number of 42, 67 (chart), 128 n., 
185 (table); organization of, 184-
188; ownership turnover of, 205-
209; profitability of TV, 248 ( ex-
hib.); program costs of TV, 275; 
sale of, 192, 207-208; schedules of 
TV, 289-290. See also stations by A 
eecific type  
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r'tation-breaks, announcements at, 
225, 226 

Station classes: AM, 132, 133 
(table); FM, 135 

Station Program Cooperative 

(public broadcasting), 256 

Stephenson, William ( researcher), 
408 

Stereophony: AM, 102, 104, 135 n., 
457 (table), 460; FM, 136; TV, 102-
103, 152-153, 157 (exhib.), 168 
(exhib.) 

Stereotypes in fiction, 406-407 

Stern, l loward ( radio talk host), 471 
Stipulation (nt action), 240 
Storage function, 7, 156 
Storer Cable (MSO), 199 (table), 
209 

Storz, Todd (Top-40 innovator), 74 
Stratified sampling, 371 

Stripping (scheduling strategy): ba-

sics, 289; & need for many epi-
sodes, 290; by cable 'IV networks, 
291-292; of off-network shows, 

334-335 
Strong lead-in (schedule strategy), 
289 

Structural regulation, 452, 456 

Studio(s): church as, 342; cost of, 
205; rental of, 266; TV components 
in, 146 ( diag.), 147 

Studio Koper/Capodistria (Yugo-

slavia), 510 

Studio One ( 1950s TV series), 70 

Studio-transmitter link, 128 

Stunting (schedule strategy), 289 
STV. See Subscription television 

Stylus, disc recording, 158 
Subcarrier: FM, 136; stereophonic 

TV, 150; TV color, 142 (diag.), 144 
Subjectivity of media effects, 392-

393 
Subliminal advertising, 383 (n.) 

Submarine cable, 33, 163-164 

Subscribers, cable TV: growth of, 
246; statistics on, 199-201 (table); 
& system price estimation, 208-
209 

Subscription: to public broadcast-

ing, 266, 267 (chart); to ratings re-
ports, 359 

Subscription fees, cable TV: vs. ad 

income, 222 (graph); basics, 242-

243; regulation of, 450, 462 
Subscription TV (STV): in Europe, 

518; vs. pay cable, 202 n.; origins, 

87-88; & public broadcasting, 261 

Subsidiary Communications 
Authorization (SCA), 243 

Subsidiary Communications Service 
(SCS), 136, 243 n. 

Sun (19th c. newspaper), 31 
Sunday Morning (CBS News), 321 
Sundial (as analog device), 120 
Sun Radio (network), 328 

Sunshine laws, access to news &, 

398 

Superband (cable TV channel 
group), 180 (diag.) 

Super Bowl, 286, 310, 312, 372 

Superchannel (UK satellite net-
work), 519 (table) 

Superstation(s): ad rates of, 232; au-

dience research on, 362 (exhib.), 

381; basics, 201-202; as cable TV 
program source, 177, 198, 200 

(table); & TV station coverage 

norms, 156 n.; & convergence, 

157; origins of, 8, 83-85, 86 
(diag.); radio as, 202; reach of, 200 
(table); & syndicated exclusivity, 

332-333. See also Turner, WGN, 
WOR, WEBS 

Supenrunk (cable IV distribution), 
178 (diag.), 179 

Supreme Court of the United States 

(SCOTUS): appeals to, 427; on 

cable TV regulation, 82; on cable 
TV 1st Amendment status, 471; on 

church and state separation, 466; 

on copyright, 432; on courtroom 
TV, 472; on fairness doctrine, 479; 

on FCC cable rules, 459 (diag.); on 

indecency, 470; on journalistic 

judgment, 483; on journalist's 
privilege, 467; on libel, 467; on 

Marconi patent, 35; on market-
place of ideas, 464; on network 

regulation, 59; on obscenity, 468; 
on sex-discrimination, 213 n.; on 
uniqueness of broadcasting. See 
also cases by name 

Surgeon General, violence study of, 
410 

Surrogate external/domestic ser-
vices, 510 

Surveys, sample ( research method), 
393, 394 (table) 

Sustaining program(s): music as, 55; 

news as, under Biltmore Agree-
ment, 58; origin of term, 45-46; 
& religion, 341 

Swaggart, Jimmy (televangelist), 341 
(table), 343 

Sweeps (ratings weeks), 300-301, 359 

Switzerland: multilingualism of, 24; 
program imports by, 25; region-

alism in, 24 n. 

Sync generator: role of, 146 (diag.), 
147 

Synchronization, TV picture: basics, 

142-143 (diag.), 144; invention of, 
61; motion picture analogy, 33, 

138; in receiver tube, 149; on TV 
remotes, 152; in TV signal architec-

ture, 142 (diag.); in TV studio, 146 
(diag.) 

Syndex (syndicated exclusivity 
rules), 202, 458 

Syndication, domestic: basics, 330-
334; of children's programs, 316 

(exhib.), 317; contracts, 186 
(diag.); & CRT, 431; as distributive 

function, 157; economic role of, 
184, 186 (exhib.); exclusivity, 457 
(table), 458; movie window for, 
280; of music (early radio), 56, 58; 
by networks, 458; vs. network 

radio, 328; of news, 58, 328; ; & 
parsimony principle, 276; prices 

for off-net, 292 (table); profit-

sharing deal (children's program), 
241; of public broadcasting pro-

grams, 267 (chart), 268; for radio 

stations, 292, 338-340; ratings re-
ports on, 361; of religion, 340-
343, 480 (exhib.); TV types of, 

334-338. See also Barter, Syndex 
Syndication, international: basics, 
520; ceilings on, 504, 521; domi-
nance of U.S. in, 26, 512, 520-521; 

key concepts, 24, 25, 26 (fig.); 
necessity of, 504, 522; & program 

balance, 506 

Syn/fin rules (FCC), 458 
Systems, cable-TV. See Cable TV 
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Table(s), channel allotment, 130 
Tabloid TV, 335, 33(.) 
Taft Broadcasting, sale of station 
group, 207 n. 

Taishoff, Sol ( trade journal editor), 

57 (exhib.) 
Taiwan, external broadcasting of, 
507 (table) 

Takeover of CBS, 99, 484 

Talent booking agencies & net-

works, 59 
Talent raid, CBS, "3 
Talk format: & equal time rule, 476; 
radio, 103, 327-328, 350-359; syn-

dicated, 156 n.. 340; as TV genre, 

279 (table) 
Talkies ( motion pictures), 32 

Talknet (NBC radio), 328 

Talkradio (ABC), 328 

Tandem (independent production 
house), 283 

Tape vs. film, production on, 282 

(exhib.) 

Tape recording, magnetic, technol-

ogy of 158-160 

Targeting, audience, 276, 309 
lass (news agency). 285 

Taste: in advertising, 239-240; 

popular vs. bad, 354-355; popular 

vs. high, 353-354 
Target plate (TV pickup tube com-

ponent), 139 
Taste: in advertising, 239-240; in-

fluence of economics on, 248; in 
programs, 353-355 

TAT-8 and TAT-9 (transatlantic 
fiber-optic cables), 164 

Tax: certificate ( minority prefer-

ence), 454; excise. on receivers, 

261 

TO. See Tele-Communications, Inc 

Teamsters Union, organization of 
IV station by, 217 n. 

Teasers ( for newscasts), 292 

Technical department of station & 
cable system, 184, 186 ( exhib.), 
197 

Technical qualifications, licensee, 
441 

TeleCable Corp. ( MSO), statistics 
on, 199 ( table) 

Telecom ( French domsat), 513 

Telecommunication(s), definition 

of, 5 
Tele-Communications, Inc. TCI) 
[MSO]: acquisition by, 209; 
profitability of, 246; statistics on 
(table); & vertical integration, 204 

Teleconferencing, 219 
Telegraph: news role of, 157; ori-

gins of, 33; submarine, 33 
Telemetering, satellite, 167, 171 

(diag.) 
Telemundo, 306 
Telenovela, 306, 504 

Telephone: bandwidth requirement 
of, 132; & cable addressability, 

179; & call-in shows, 156 n., 190, 

493, 508; cellular, 443; as common 
carrier, 43; company ownership by 

cable TV, 453; & convergence, 12; 
directory as sample frame. 369; 
fiber optic use by, 12 (photo); 

origin of, 33-34; as relay, 43-44, 

162, 163; as research tool, 361, 

366, 369, 384; videotex by, 177. See 
also AT&T 

Telephone Auction Network, fail-

ure of, 246 
Telephone Group: origin of, 43; 

sold to Radio Group, 44 

Teleport (terrestrial satellite gate-

way), 168 (diag.) 
Teleprompter (MSO), purchase of 
Showtime by, 203 

Teletext: basics, 95, 97; BBC & BR 

as originators, 518; via cable TV, 
177; & convergence, 157; deregu-

lation of, 443; equipment costs for, 

204; as a hybrid service, 175, 177; 

mass demand for, 14; technology 

of, 149-150 

Television broadcasting: advertising 

on, 221 (graph); emergence of, 

59-64; employment 
experieenTen5Flase of, 59-62; 
freeze on licensing of ( 1948-
1952), 65-68; growth of, 65; 

profitability of, 244-247; public, 
252-260; radio impact cif, -73-74; 

receiver improvements, 152-153; 
syndication in, 332-334; technol-
ogy of, 61-62, 139-149; in war-

time, 64-65, 403-406 See also 

Broadcasting, Cable TV Network 
Programs, Public broadcasting 

Television Bureau of Advertising 
(TvB), 185, 234 

Television Digest, 57 ( exhib.) 
Television Information Office 

(TR)), 76, 247 
Television-receive-only antenna. See 
TVRO 

Telstar ( satellite series), 166 ( diag.) 

Temporary Commission on Alter-

native Financing for Public Tele-
communications, 265 
Tempo TV (cable), 310 

Ten O'Clock News, The (INN), 346 

10 watt noncommercial stations, 
135 n., 252, 260 

Terrestrial broadcasting vs. satellite, 

10 
Testing, audience ( research tool), 

383-384 
Tet offensive (Vietnam), 404, 405, 

406 (exhib.) 
Texaco (as opera sponsor), 55 

Thames Television (UK regional 

network), 494 
Thematic scheduling, 15, 17 

Therapy, TV as, 409 

Third World: authoritarianism of, 
493; battery shortages in, 502; 

broadcast centralization in, 501; & 
free flow issue, 520-525; & gov-

ernment financing, 25; & INTEL-
SAT, 513; & ITU, 499 (exhib.); 

news treatment by, 506; pro-
grams in, 2‘4, 504, 506; receivers 
in, 502-503; revenue sources of, 

503; syndication by, 504; VCRs in, 

518 
35 mm. ( as theatrical film standard), 

138 
"Thirty Rock" (NBC address), 54 

thirtysomething (as hybrid), 300 

This Week with David Brinkley 
(ABC), 326 

Thompson, J. Walter (ad agency), 

236 (table) 
Thornbirds (miniseries), 302 

(graph) 
3Sat (W. Germany satellite net-

work), 519 (table) 

3-2-1-Contact (CTW), 318 

Index 611 



Thruster, satellite, 165, 169, 171 
(exhib.) 

Thundercats (children's trade-deal 
show), 241 

Tic Tac Dough (USA Network), 306 
Tiers (cable TV program channel 
groups), 242 

Time, Inc.: as movie financier, 284; 
as pay-cable owner, 198, 202; 

Warner merger with, 199 (exhib.) 
Time-bank syndication, 337 
Time-base corrector, 144, 152 

Time brokerage, 233, 444 

Time classes, advertising, 229 
Time-sharing, channel, 47 
Time shifting (VCR), 94, 381, 382 

(graph), 432, 518 
Time spent viewing: & demo-

graphic differences, 376 (graph); 
by children, 319; significance of, 
408 

Time standards, advertising, 238-
239 

Time-zone differences, 7, 56, 156 
Times Mirror Group: buys Broad-

casting, 57; & pay cable, 198, 209 
Tinker, Grant (as NBC pres.), 98 
Tb. See Television Information 
Office 

Tisch, Laurence (CBS executive): 
& CBS takeover, 99; earnings of, 
212 n. 

Titanic disaster: 37 ( ill.); as 1912 
law motivator, 47 

TNT (Turner Network Television): 

basics, 84-85 (exhib.); use of 
movies, 283 

Tobacco ads, ban on: as commercial 
drawback, 225; & counter-ads, 482; 
origin of, 433-434; & Philip Morris 

co.1, 235 (exhib.) 

Today: & affiliate compensation, 
193 n.; origin of, 308 

Toll broadcasting, 43 
Too Close for Comfort, cable-TV ep-

isodes of, 335 

Top 40 Countdown (syndicated fea-
ture), 340 

Top-40 radio format: origins, 74; 
syndicated features in, 340; local 
use of, 349-350 

k 612 Index 

Topless radio fad, 469-470 

Touch pad (remote control): & au-
dience flow, 287; & people meter, 

436 (photo); & two-way cable, 180 
Trade associations, role of, 186 
(diag.) 

Trade deals (advertising for goods 
or services), 232 

Trade press, 57 (photo), 439 
Traffic department: ad scheduling 

by, 225; computer use by, 206 (ex-
hib.); jobs in, 214 (chart); in sta-

tion organization, 186 (diag.), 187 
Trafficking in licences: & deregula-
tion, 247, 452, 463; key concept, 
24 

Trafficking of commercials, 225 
Transatlantic communication: by 
fiber-optic cable, 164; by satellite, 

515-516 (exhib.); by wire, 33; by 
wireless, 36-37 

Transborder broadcasting, 506-512 

Transcription, electrical (ET), 56 
Transducer: basics, 117; telephone, 

Transduction: basics, 116; in CD re-

cording, 159 (exhib.); in tele-
phone, 33 

Transfer of ownership: broadcast-

ing, 205-208; cable TV, 209 
Transformers (cartoon), 316 

Transistor(s): basics, 151; origin of, 
92; radios, 75, 92 

Translator (repeater transmitter), 

80, 173 

Transponder(s), satellite: basics, 
167, 173; lease/sale of, 83, 205; sale 
of capacity on, 258 

Transponder Allocation Committee 
(PBS), 258 

Transtar (music network), 328 

Trans World Radio (religious broad-

caster), 507 (table) 

Trapper John (as movie studio 

product), 282 (exhib.) 

Travel Channel, The (cable TV), 324 

Travelers Information Service, 134 
Treaties, telecommunication, 432-
433, 505 

Treatment, story, 280 (chart) 

Tree-and-branch design (cable TV 
system), 178 

Trials, media access to, 398, 472, 
473 (photo) 

Tribune Broadcasting, 189, 208 
Triode (3-element vacuum tube), 36 
Tropical zone, use of short waves 
in, 136 (exhib.) 

Trout, Robert (World War Il news-
man), 63 

Trunk cable (cable TV distribution 

system), 178 (diag.) 

Tube, TV picture, 139, 140 (photo) 

Tuner, receiver: cable TV reliance 
on receiver, 179; Marconi patent 
on, 36; for satellite reception, 167; 
for UHF TV, 68; in VCRs, 160 

Tuning inertia (research concept), 
378 

Turkey, syndicated program prices 
in, 520 (table) 

Turner, Ted: career, 84-85 (photo); 
CBS takeover bid, 99; must-carry 

suit of, 459-460; superstation of, 
83. See also CNN, WTBS 

Turner Broadcasting Systems (TBS), 
84-85 (exhib.), 204 

Turner Program Services, 84 
(exhib.) 

Turnover, sample, 369 
TV-am (UK morning network), 494, 
496 (diag.) [am sic] 

1V-5 (French satellite network), 519 
(table) 

7V Guide: promotional value of, 

293-294 (exhib.); sale of 100 (ex-
hib.); & 60 Minutes libel case, 468 

TV Quotient (TvQ), 380 

1VRO (television-receive-only an-

tenna): as backyard dish, 173; & 

cable TV, 83, 167, 170 (diag.), 178 

(diag.); cost of, 205; & DBS 87, 91, 

173; deregulation of, 460; & home 
video center, 96 (diag.); key con-

cept, 11 (diag.); & signal piracy, 
431; & S/MATV, 180; statistics on, 

185 (table); UK regulation of, 497 

(exhib.); Worldnet pickup by, 509 
1VX (purchaser of station group), 
207 n. 

12-12-12 ownership rule, 452-453, 
455 

Twentieth Century-Fox: and Fox 



network, 204; as Hollywood major, 
282 (exhib.); Murdoch takeover of, 
98, 100 (exhib.); programs by, 284 
(table); sales to HBO, 275 

Twentieth Century Reformation 
Hour (radio religion), 480 
Twenty-One (quiz show), 75-76 
20120 (ABC): B. Walters &, 216 (ex-
hib.); as public affairs genre, 325 

Two-step flow hypothesis (media ef-

fects), 388 
Two-way cable TV, ancillary services 

on, 243 
Type acceptance by FCC (equip-

ment), 422 

UHF (ultra-high frequency) band, 

111 (table) 
UHF TV: FCC encouragement of, 68, 
81-82, 453; origin of, 65-66; 
profitability of, 245; vs. VHF, 179, 
208; ; & VHF swap (public TV), 
210-212 (exhib.), 264, 266 

Ultraviolet light, 110, 111 (table) 
Ulysses (obscenity case), 469 
U-Matic (VCR type), 92 
Uncounted Enemy: A Vietnamese 
Deception, The (documentary), 

468 
Underground radio, 351-352 
Underwriting, program: of C-SPAN, 
244; in Europe, 503; of public 

broadcasting, 256, 265, 354 
UNESCO. See United Nations Edu-

cation, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization 

Unions, talent and trade: basics, 215, 
216-217; AFM, 56, 58; & blacklist-
ing, 77; TV restrictions of in movie 

contracts, 70 
United Artists, ownership of, 204; 
United Artists Communications, 

merger of, 199 (exhib.) 
United Cable Television (MSO), sta-

tistics on, 199 (table) 
United Kingdom (UK): audience re-
search in, 380; broadcast pluralism 

in, 493-495, 496-497 (exhib.); 
broadcast regionalism of, 24 n., 
494; cable IV in, 26, 516; deregula-

tion plans of, 495, 496 (diag.); pro-

gram import ceiling in, 504; re-
ceiver licensing by, 261 (graph); 
satellite of, 517 (table); satellite 
networks of, 519 (table); syndica-
tion prices in, 520 (table) 

United Nations, 521 
United Nations Education, Scientific 
and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO), 522, 523 (exhib.) 

United Press (UP), & press-radio 
war, 58 

United Press International (UPI): & 
news pooling, 285; origin of, 285 

United Satellite Communications 
(USCI), DBS project of, 91 

United States, global influence of: 
economic, 518, 519; external 
broadcasting, 137-138, 508-510; 

key concept, 26-27; program syn-
dication, 519-521; technology, 
512-518; withdrawal from 

UNESCO, 522, 523 (exhib.) 
United States Information Agency 

(USIA), 508 
United Stations (music network), 

328 
United Video Management (MS0): 
rank by revenue, 199 (table) 

Universal Product Code (in market 

research), 367 (exhib.) 
Univisión (Spanish language net-
work), 189, 306 

Unwired (noninterconnected) "net-

work," 162, 234 
Update (alphanumeric news ser-

vice), 324 
UPTIN (news agency), 287, 288 

(diag.) 
Urbanization, role of in mass media 

development, 31 
Urban Contemporary (radio for-

mat), 349 (table), 350 
USA Network (cable IV): children's 
programs on, 317; cost of pro-

grams on, 275; movies on, 283; 
nudity on, 239; off-net series on, 

283; spot sales by, 234; statistics 
on, 200 (table) 
USA Today: The Television Show, 

19 (exhib.), 337 
USA Updates (cable TV), 321 

USIA ( United States Inform 
Agency): Murrow as heai 
(exhib.): & external br( 

services, 508 
USSR (Union of Soviet SOL— 
Republics): advertising in, 504; — 
authoritarian model, 491; external 
service of, 507-508; program 
cooperative of, 504; program im-
ports by, 25 (fig.); satellite launch 
services of, 175; satellites of, 513, 

517 (table) 
Utility poles, cable TV attachment 
to: basic, 163, 178 (diag.), 179; cost 

of, 205; regulation of, 435 

Vacuum microelectronics (new 

technology), 151 n. 
Vacuum tube(s): displaced alter-
nator for transmission, 37; GE as 
manufacturer of, 34; improved 

early radios, 42; as radio oscillator, 
36; in receivers, 93 (photo); revival 

of, 151 n.; vs. solid-state devices, 

150-151 
Van Doren, Charles (quiz contes-
tant), 75 (photo), 76 

"Vast Wasteland" epithet, 353 
Vaudeville, as precedent for broad-

casting, 32 
VBI. See Vertical blanking interval 
VCR See Videocassette recorder 
Velocity, radio energy: basic con-
cept, 109, 112, 113 (diag.); as fac-
tor in wavelength-frequency for-
mula, 116 (exhib.); vs. sound 

velocity, 115 
Velocity, of satellites in geosta-

tionary orbit, 165 
Vertical blanking interval (VBI): ba-

sics, 149-150; diagram of, 141, 
142; & public broadcasting, 269; in 
teletext, 95, 175; & revenue, 244 

Vertical integration: basics, 203-
204; & centripetal tendency, 184; 
by Hollywood studios, 282 (ex-
hib.); by 20th Century Fox, 98 

Vertical retrace. See Scanning 
Very large-scale intergrated circuit, 

151 
Vestigial sideband modulation 



rmode: concept, 111; in TV chan-
nel, 142 ( diag.), 145 

VI IF (very high frequency) band: 

cable TV reliance on, 179, 180 
(diag.); definition of, 111 ( table); 
FM use of, 135; TV use of, 61, 65— 

VII- 1 (Video Hits One): ad rates of, 
232; audience target of, 309; own-

ership of, 209; stripping on, 292; 
VHS (VCR format), 94 

Viacom (conglomerate): cable TV 
interests of, 209, 317; MSO of, 198, 
199 (table); sale of Showtime by, 
203; as syndicator, 291 (table); 

Victory/MTM ( syndicator), 291 
(table) 

Videocassette recorder (VCR): audi-
ence research on, 381,382 (graph); 

& copyright issue, 432; & DBS 
system, 176 ( diag.); & feature film 

window, 281 ( diag.); in foreign 
countries, 518; in home video 

center, 96 ( diag.); media impact of, 

246; origin of 92, 94-95; public IV 
impact of, 269; statistics on, 185 

(table); & timeshifting, 354; tech-
nology of, 161-162 

VideoCypher Il (scrambling de-

vice), 89 (exhib.) 

Video disc, 95, 96 ( diag.) 
Video Hits 1. See VI I-1 

Video junk mail (program-length 

commercials), 248 
Videopath (cable TV system inter-

connect), 197-198 
Videotape recording: origin of, 69; 

technology of, 160, 161 ( diag.) 
Videotex: basics, 96, 177; in France, 

518; technology of, 150 n. 
Vidicon (TV pickup tube), 140 

(photo) 
Vietnam: A Television History 

(PBS), 264 
Vietnam War, 1V coverage of, 403-

406 

Viewers Choice I & II ( PPV), 201 

(table), 243 

Villa Alegre (PBS), 319 
l (video jockey), 349 

intisocial effects of, 386, 

1 

408, 409-412; in children's pro-

grams, 319; consumer opposition 
to, 436; research on, 392 (table); 

UK regulation of, 497 (exhib.) 
VISN ( cable TV network), 345 

(exhib.) 
VLF (very low-frequency) band, 111 

(table) 
Voice of America (VOA): basics, 

507 (table), 508, 509 (photo); ori-
gin of, 63; & Radio Martí, 510; 

short-wave stations of, 137-138 
Voice of the Andes (religious 

broadcaster), 507 (table) 
VTR. See Videotape recorder 

WABC (WJZ renamed), 44 
Waiver of rules ( FCC), 453, 454 

Walkman (portable receiver), 93 
(photo) 

Wallace, Mike (CBS), 325, 467, 468 
Wall Street Journal Radio Network: 
affiliations of, 190 (table) 

Walters, Barbara, 216 (photo) 
Want ads ( newspapers vs. electronic 
media), 225 

Wants vs. needs, audience: 394-395, 

489 
War and Remembrance (mini-

series), 239 n., 302 n., 303 (graph) 
War emergency powers, presi-
dential, 418 

War of the Worlds, The (Martian in-

vasion show), 53, 388 

WARC (World Administrative Radio 
Conference), 498-499 (exhib.) 

Warner Brothers: as Hollywood 

major, 282 (exhib); as syndicator, 

291 (table); TV products of, 284; 
Warner Cable (MSO), 95, 198, 199 
(table) 

Washington Week in Review (PBS), 
326 

"Wasteland" epithet, 352-353 

Watergate hearings, 402 n., 473 

(photo) 

Wave motion concepts: basics, 110, 

112, 113 ( exhib.); relation of fre-

quency to length, 116 ( exhib.) 
Waves: radio, 115-116, 118-119 

(diag.); carrier, 115-116; sound, 

110, 111-115; propagation of, 
121-127 

WBAI-FM (indecency case), 470 

WCBS (purchased as CBS flagship 
station), 46 
WaX, sale of, 210-211 (exhib.) 

WCVB-TV, sale of, 100 (exhib.) 
WEAF (AT&T, became NBC flag-
ship station) 43, 44; as WNBC, 99, 

102 
Weather Channel, The: basics, 324; 

as cable niche service, 87; & diver-
sity, 304 

Weather reports: on cable TV 178; 
graphics equipment for, 204; in 

World War II, 63 

Weaver, Sylvester "Pat" ( innovative 
NBC president), 72 

Webster: as Paramount product, 282 
(exhib); syndication price of, 291 

(table) 
Weekend Edition (NPR), 259 

Weighting of samples, 371 

West, Mae (alleged indecency), 53 
West 57th (CBS New), 216 ( exhib.) 
Westar (satellite series), 83, 166 
(diag.), 169 (diag.) 

Western (program genre), 278 
Western Electric, 34 

Western Union: AT&T acquires, 34; 

origin of, 33; supplies broadcast 

relays, 44 
Westinghouse, 40, 61 

Westmoreland, Gen. William (libel 

case), 468 (photo) 
Westwood One (radio network), 

328 
WETA (as producer), 267 

WFLD-TV, sale of, 100 ( exhib.) 
WFX'T-1V, sale of, 100 ( exhib.) 
WGCB (Red Lion case), .480 ( exhib.) 

WGBH: as PBS producer, 267, 268; 
& Vietnam documentary, 264 

WGN: as MBS founding station, 55; 

as superstation, 200 (table), 202 

What's My Line, 71 (photo) 

WHA-TV (as ETV pioneer), 259 

Wheel of Fortune, The (game show): 
as access-time show, 335; as barter 

show, 337; basics, 307-398; as 

first-run syndication, 332 



White, Vanna ( letter turner), 307 

(photo) 
White areas (coverage lacunae), 80 
"Who says what in which channel to 
whom with what effect?" ( research 

paradigm), 389 
Who's the Boss: syndication prices 
of, 291 (table); 

Wide Weekend of Sports (MBS), 328 
Wide World of Sports ),ABC), 310 

Williams, Jerry (talk radio host), 103 
(photo) 

Window (availability period): in 
movie distribution, 281 (chart); of 

sports events, 315 
Winds of War (as Paramount prod-

uct), 282 (exhib.) 
Wire communication, as radio pre-

decessor, 32-34 
Wired radio, 491 
Wireless (early radio), 34-38 
Wireless cable. See MDS 
Wire service (news agency), origin 
of term, 157 

WJKS-TV, affiliate changes of, 194 
WJZ: as Blue Network flagship, zi4; 
origin of, 43; & Zenith case, 48 
WLBT case, 436-437, 438 (exhib.) 
WLIV, affiliation changes of, 194 
WLW (as MBS founding station), 55 

WMFT (radio superstation), 202; 
WNAC-TV (RI(0 case), 442 (exhib.) 
WNBC-AM: end of, 99, 102; as 

former WEAF, 44 
WNET-TV: origin of, 263 n.; as PBS 
producer, 267; & ad sales experi-

ment, 265 
WNEW-TV, sale of, 100 (exhib.) 
Wold Communications PUP ser-

vices, 205 
Women: employment of in broad-
casting & cable, 212 (exhib.), 213-

215, 216 (exhib.); & EEO rules, 
444-445; roles of in soap operas, 

305 
Wonder Woman (as child fare), 

320 
WOR: as MBS founding station 

(radio), 55; sale of, 442; realloca-
tion of TV to NJ, 68 n. 
Wold Administrative Radio Con-
ferences (WARC) of ITU, 499 

(exhib.) 
World broadcasting, statistics on, 3 
World in Conflict, A (cable TV), 

317 
Worldnet (USIA TV service), 508-

510 
World News Tonight (ABC), 323 
(exhib.) 
World of Tomorrow, The (religion), 
341 (table) 

World Series, 288, 310, 311, 313 
World Service: of BBC, 496 (diag.), 

507; of USSR, 408 
World Systems Teletext ( WST), 150 
World War I: propaganda in, 387; 
wireless in, 37-38, 39, 40 

World War II: cut-back on con-
sumer goods during, 52 (exhib.), 

61, 62; broadcasting during, 53, 
63-65; propaganda in, 387-388, 
507-508; & tape recording devel-
opment, 56: IV development 
halted by, 59 

World's Fair (New York, 1939), 
public TV display at, 61 

Wouk, Herman (novelist), 239 n. 
WPBF-TV buys ABC affiliation, 195 

n., 211 (exhib.) 
WPBT turns down VHF-UHF chan-

nel swap offer, 210-211 (exhib.) 
WPEC, affiliation change of, 210-

211 (exhib.) 
WPDC (superstation), 202 
WPP Group (ad agency), 236 
(exhib.) 

Wrestlemania IV (PPV event), 243 
Writers Guild of America (\VGA): 

basics, 215, 21"; impact of strike 
by, 244 

Writing: continuity, 233; jobs in, 
218-219; as station function, 186 

(diag.) 
WRNO (U.S. short-wave commercial 

station), 137 

WST (World System Teletext), 150 
WSVN, affiliation change of, 210-

211 (exhib.) 
wrBs (superstation): ad rates of, 

232; basics, 83-85, 86 (diag.); 
profitability of, 246; reach of, 200 
(table); as superstation, 8, 202 

vrrrG-Tv, sale of, 100 (exhib.) 
wrrw-Tv, ads on, 265 
WIVJ bought by NBC, 210-211 

(exhib.) 
WWI' (as superstation), 202 
WIVX, loss of affiliation by, 211 

(exhib.) 
WVCA-FM (renewal), 451 
WWOR (superstation), 202, 204 

WXUR (fairness case), 480-481 
WXYZ (as MBS founding station), 55 

Wyman, Thomas (as CBS pres.), 98, 

99 

X-rated cable programs, 471-472 
X-rays (as electromagnetic radia-
tions): place in spectrum, 111 

(table); relation to radio waves, 
116 

You Can't Do That on Television 
(Nickelodeon), 317 

Young, Owen D. (GE executive) 40, 

44 
}bung and the Restless, The (innova-

tive soap), 305 
Young & Rubicam (ad agency), bill-
ings of, 236 (table) 

Yugoslavia, syndicated program 
prices in, 520 (table) 

Zamora case (IV "addiction"), 410 
Zapping, of commercials (VCR), 95, 

224, 287, 381 
Zenith: as computer-chip pioneer, 
92, 93 (photo); role in licensing 

case, 48-49 
Zipping (with VCR), 95, 224, 287, 

381 
Zworykin, Vladimir (inventor), 161 
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